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PROSPECTUS.
"VTO Periodical on Architecture and

\ Construction is, or ever lias been,

-^-' issued in the United States. In

fact, but one publication of the general

scope of our proposed monthly exists in

the English language ; and that is " The

Builder/' an illustrated weekly, con-

ducted by George Godwin, F. R. S., the

author of " History in Ruins," " London

Shadows," etc. This emanates from

London, is mainly adapted to the wants

of the higher classes of Great Britain,

and, as a necessary consequence, is not

at all suited to the requirements of

America. Yet, this land, though broad,

is rapidly filling up ; and, as every soul

of all its people, male or female, child

or adult, either possessing or looking

forward to a happy home, is interested

in the science and the art of building,

and ardently desires the results of the

studies of their special professors, we
have, after long and mature considera-

tion, determined to clo what we can

towards satisfying this longing. Should

we be at all successful in our design, we
shall disseminate feeling and knowledge,

which, reacting through the general

public upon professional architects,

will greatly lighten and improve their

future efforts ; for none can doubt, that

these, whatever their attainments, are

constantly impeded in their conceptions

by the lack of technical knowledge and
appreciation in their patrons. The dif-

fusion of fine general taste produces

thorough artists, or, rather, manifests

to the world the utmost capabilities of

the gifted.

Accordingly, -though our title is cir-

cumscribed, our contemplated range is

extensive, comprising

:

Reviews op the finer Public Edi-

fices and Private Residences, erect-

ing throughout the Union—of the

Published Plans and Projects ofArchi-

tects and Engineers ; and of Archi-

tectural and Kindred Publications.

Civil Engineering.

Architecture :—Abstract and Prac-

tical.

Monumental and Sepulchral Archi-

tecture.

Building :—With Reference to the best

possible Presentation of Architectural

Ideas, or Ideals.

Naval Construction.

General Ornamentation.

Furniture :—Its Adaptation to Styles.

Strength of Materials :— Stone, Brick,

Wood, Iron, Cement, etc.

Iron and its application to Buildings

in Fire-proof Construction, etc.

Management of Lumber-yards, with

regard to the Preservation of a full

running stock of Good and Well-

seasoned Timber, a supply of Hard
Ornamental Woods, etc.

Forests:—Their preservation from Reck-

less Waste, so as to render the supply

of Lumber as regular and certain as

possible.
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Parks and Public Pleasure Grounds.

Ornamental Trees.

Landscape-Gardening.

Drawing: — Architectural, Mechanical,

Isometrical, Topographical, Hydro-

graphical ; including Scroll Work and

Ornamental Designing.

Sciography, or the Projection of

Shadows.

Perspective :—Linear, or Rectilinear
;

and Curvilinear.

Projection op the Sphere, as the

Basis of Map-drawing.

The Theory of Effect, in Line and

Light.

JErial Perspective and Chiaroscuro.

The Theory of Colors.

Chromatic Effect.

Symbolical Colors.

The Nature of Pigments.

The Application of Lettering and

Illumination in Oil Colors to In-

terior Decoration.

Heraldry:—As an Adjunct to Archi-

tecture, in its History and Ancient

Application; as Adapted to the Wants
of a Republic, in designing Flags and

Banners, the Arms and Seals of

States, the Arms and Seals of Cities

and Corporations.

Decorative and Higher Art.

A Gazette of Architectural Opera-

tions :—The Materials to be supplied

by the Members of the Profession.

We intend to afford a medium for

the interchange of thought and taste

throughout the profession, but not for

the settlement of disputes. Here, men
of culture may commune with one

another, upon the general topics belong-

ing to our sphere ; but will not be

licensed to rail.

Articles, designs, and experiments will

constantly appear from artistic and

scientific writers of repute ; and we cor-

dially invite communications and designs

from the profession, and all individuals

interested in any matter related to our

undertaking. Our own designs, as well

as our own articles, will appear un-

signed. Accepted volunteer designs

and articles will have their authors desig-

nated, unless they themselves desire

otherwise.

Those who wish their articles or

designs to appear in type, or engraving,

after editorial approval, will be careful

to write all proper names very legibly,

and all words of the language, deci-

pherable by context, as plainly as may
be ; to use only one side of the paper

:

to conform in their drawings to the

size indicated by the page of this

Prospectus, which is that of the book

itself; and to send their names and

addresses, not for publication, but for

responsibility's sake ; as any assumed

signatures they please will be printed

with their essays. No rejected manu-

scripts returned.

Our aim is, to cultivate the kindest

relations with all members of the engi-

neering and architectural professions

throughout the country. Every well-

informed architect understands that the

diffusion of designs and estimates tends

to augment his income. Every intelli-

gent gentleman knows that, while archi-

tectural works enlarge his mind and

improve his taste, they cannot, when

he resolves to build, save him any

money ; though he may lose much, in

cash, comfort and beauty, by not em-

ploying practised skill. The individual

of fewer opportunities, who is content

to follow a published plan, will not con-

sult an architect, until he himself, from

unlucky experience, learns that it re-

quires professional knowledge to carry

forward either his own or others' ideas

to a useful result.

Our production will not be stinted

in embellishments. Eveiy part will con-

tain at least four designs, with plans,

elevations, details, general descriptions,

and close approximate costs, embody-

ing dwellings and stores adapted to

town or city, country residences, cot-

tages, villas, mansions, public buildings,

halls, chapels, churches, lodges, bridges,

monuments, tombs, fountains, summer-
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houses, observatories, and pleasure-

grounds.

In addition we shall give, as occasion

serves, many scraps of information not

particularly belonging to any of the

above heads, but which the observant

will treasure until time shall render them

exceedingly opportune.

We wish to call marked attention to

one fact, namely: that the body of this

Magazine will never be disfigured by ad-

vertisements. If any should be given,

they will occur on unpaged sheets, for

the binder to throw out.

At the same time we shall always be

happy to bring to public notice, as news

items, with name and address, all desira-

ble inventions, improvements and adap-

tations, and all superior manufactures

belonging either to our general subject

or affiliated departments.

The unexpected and gratifying success

of the Model Architect, put forth by

our Mr. Sloan, a number of years ago,

and now passing under a second re-

vision,* and the flattering reception of

his other books, emboldens us to hope

that his superintendence of the present

work will be equally well received by a

generous public.

Emanating from Philadelphia, already

the greatest in geographical extent of

* WORKS BY SAMUEL SLOAN.

The Model Architect.—A series of original designs for

cottages, villas, suburban residences, &c. Accompanied
by explanations, specifications, estimates, and elaborate

details. Prepared expressly for the use of projectors and
artisans throughout the United States. Third edition, with
new drawings and large additions. 2 vols. Eoyal 4to.

Many of the illustrations in double-tint lithography.
Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1S68.

City and Suburban Architecture, containing numer-
ous designs and details for public edifices, private resi-

dences and mercantile buildings. 131 engravings, accom-
panied by specifications and historical and explanatory
text. 1 vol. Eoyal 4to. pp. of text 102. Philadelphia, J.

B. Lippincott & Co., 1S59-1S67.

Sloan's Constructive Architecture.—A guide to the
practical builder and mechanic, including choice examples
of the five orders ; and a number of useful geometrical
problems, 65 carefully prepared plates. 1 vol., 4to. pp.
of text 147. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1S59.
Sloan's Homestead Architecture, containing forty de-

signs for villas, cottages, and farm-houses, with essays
on style, construction, landscape-gardening, furniture,
etc., etc. Illustrated with upwards of two hundred en-
gravings. 2d edition. 1 vol., 8vo., pp. 354. Philadelphia,
J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1867.

all the cities of America, and destined,

at no distant day, to attain and keep

general commanding influence, we shall

strive to incite her hitherto rather pas-

sive, but exceedingly sure business-

managers to scan their surroundings,

and improve upon whatever of enterprise,

taste, or large public-heartedness, they

mark among their competitive neigh-

bors.

We shall neither disparage nor under-

estimate other cities, but encourage and

uphold our own. The largest patriotism

and liberty spring most surely from the

love of home. As a consequence, nothing

less than the ever-improving develop-

ment and entire welfare of the whole

nation will content us.

This serial will be first-class in all

its accessories, paper, margin, form,

type, display, and illustrations. The
latter will be mainly on wood, but occa-

sionally in lithography, or chromo-litho-

graphy. The size is royal octavo, say

eighty double-columned pages per part,

about five hundred pages a volume, two

volumes to the year.

As we wish to devote all our time -to

perfecting the contents, the terms are

fifty cents per part, or six dollars per

year, payable in advance. The First

Number will appear between the First

and Fifteenth of July next.

All communications or orders will be

addressed,

" Editors of Sloan's Review,

Second story, No. 152 S. Fourth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa."

Philadelphia, June 29, 1868.

THE GENERAL SUBJECT
S one which presents itself forcibly

and favorably to the imagination,

viewed with reference to any region,

race, or time. The hoariest eld, the

classic eras, the dark ages, the days of

chivalry and romance, the dawn of let-

ters, the rise of modern enlightenment,

and the present clay—the Assyrians, the

Copts, the Tyrians, the Hellenes, the
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Carthaginians, the Latins, and the Celts

—the massive rock-cut temples of India,

the flimsjr pagodas of China, the colossal

fanes, pyramids and tombs of Egypt,

the cyclopean remains of the Pelopon-

nesus, the Etruscan relics of Italy, the

beautiful vestiges of Greece, the ponder-

ous ruins of Rome, the unhewn altars

of the Britons, the round-towers of Ire-

land; the Ityzantine, Saxon, Norman, and

Gothic churches; the timber-framed tene-

ments of feudal England, the mounds of

North America; the Mexican, Guatema-

lan and Peruvian terrace-temples ; the

wigwam of the savage, the fortalice of

the Northman, the block-house of the

borderer, the hut of the railroad pioneer,

the cot of the mechanic, and the palace

of the merchant prince—all have imme-

diate connection with the needs and

luxuries, the virtues and vices, the pride

and worship, the hopes and fears of

man ; and all, consequently, appeal to

every heart.

If dancing is the "poetry of motion,"

ARCHITECTURE is the poetry of rest.

It has been aptly called " frozen music ;"

and, as music, in common with all the

sciences and arts, is based upon the im-

mutable principles of proportion, we are

brought, by however fanciful a road, di-

rectly to those severe laws of the higher

mathematics, which govern all the satis-

factory productions of mankind. Thence

spring adaptation and relation; and

thence again issue gratification and com-

fort.

ARCHITECTURE holds, always

has held, and ever will, a high place

in the literature of the world : and

whether in the oriental, or the occiden-

tal, the classic or the romantic, the He-

braic or the Evangelic, allusion or in-

sistence are frequent. The palace of

Aladdin, fashioned in a single night by

the slaves of the lamp ; the pile for

which David had, his life long, accumu-

lated materials, but which he was not

allowed to commence building, because

he was a man of blood ; the temple of

Solomon—whose components, cut at the

quarry, or hewn in the forest, and then

fitted and numbered, were brought labo-

riously, through many months, o'er many
miles, from the distant mountains, and

finally set up at Jerusalem, without the

sound of a hammer—that House of the

Lord, upon whose roof of resplendent

gold no bird ever lighted ; the grand

elliptical sweep of the Coliseum, where

Roman thousands criticized the volun-

tary or forced hazard of the gladiators,

and gloated upon the martyrdom of the

early Christians ; the Saviour's reference

to counting the cost of a tower, lest,

haply the foundation being laid, the pro-

jector should not be able to finish, and

so be mocked ; His parable of the wise

man, who digged deep and built his

house upon a rock—these, and myriad

other associations, flit before us, or abide

as long as there remains a man to utter,

or a man to listen.

It must be remembered that the best

human structures are prone to injury

and decay. The gale, the storm, the

tempest, the tornado, and the earth-

quake, in varying degree, agi-eeably to

climate and to region, effect much. But

the unseen or hardly-noticed agents,

diyness, moisture, heat, cold, dew, mist,

thaw, frost, are the chief sappers. Frost,

which cracks and rends the mountains,

breaking their solid strata into detached

rocks, toppling them down into the val-

leys, grinding or wasting them into loose

soil, must level the mole-hills ofmankind.

Conformably to purpose, the best is ever

the cheapest; the chaste is longest in

vogue. The pretentious disappoints,

and only the suitable confers happiness.

Let us, then, plan sensibly, and build

well ; satisfying our desires for both

ease and beaut}1-, and doing something

for posterity as well as ourselves ; for, in

the lapse of time, all things mundane

" Are melted into air—thin air ;

—

And like the baseless fabric of a vision,

The cloud-capt towers, the gorgeous palaces,

The solemn temples, the great globe itself,

Yea all which it inherit, shall dissolve,

And, like an insubstantial pageant faded,

Leave not a wreck behind."
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INTRODUCTORY REVIEW.

FOR the instant, we design taking

such a hasty glance over the coun-

try at large as may be had by the

curious traveller after attaining the dom-

inant crest or peak of any particular

region. What he gains in prospect he

loses in landscape; prospect being an

imperceptible gradation from map to

bird's-eye view ; landscape, the aspect of

surroundings from a comparatively low

outlook, with air-softened reaches of

the distance. Applied to our specialty,

prospect is ensemble and landscape de-

tail. In these preliminary remarks, we

necessarily drop the particular for the

general.

In no one attribute is the contrast

more marked between the old world and

the new, than in the effect of human
" improvements"—not always improve-

ment—upon the face of nature or the

busy mart. In the trans-Atlantic coun-

tries new buildings arise and old ones

are felled ; but, with few great excep-

tions, the intelligent traveller may turn

and re-turn through the whole of a long

life, and not lose his way for lack of the

time-honored landmarks. In the cis-

Atlantic and north temperate regions,

and more particularly inside the domain
of the United States, it is perilous to a

man's acquaintanceship with his own
birthplace, or home of several decades,

to leave it for five years. A very curi-

ous exemplification of this occurred to

the writer, a number of years since, on
the New York Central Railroad. At
some point on the south side of the track,

between Albany and Syracuse, was a
new water-and-wood station, apparently
about a half mile long. At its eastern

end, amid the forest, proceeding west-

ward from Albany, men were levelling

the ground, under the direction of a sur-

veyor
; a few rods onwards, others were

digging foundation holes; a little fur-

ther, laborers had collected rough stone,

wherewith masons were laying founda-

tions ; somewhat beyond, other masons

were squaring and proving the hewn
stones resting on similar foundations

;

a short distance ahead, carpenters were

framing timbers ; farther along, other

carpenters were adjusting joists, already

framed, to the squared stone bases ; on-

ward and ever onward, were others

erecting posts and studs, levelling

joists, adjusting tie-beams and wall-

plates, the ridge-pole and the rafters;

others weather-boarding and shingling,

and finally a considerable portion of

the work at the extreme western end,

just finished, resounded with the hiss

of a little stationary steam-engine and

the ring of a circular saw, reducing

the bulk of surrounding cord-wood

into food for the locomotive, and

flinging it rapidly through an open

doorway, probably not in existence the

day before, into great heaps alongside

the track. Here was a spectacle which,

without indulging in even a feather of

the wing of the spread-eagle, could have

been seen nowhere in the world, except

in the United States. For aught we
know, after fulfilling its purpose, this

wooden structure may have vanished as

rapidly as it appeared, and a town of

several thousand inhabitants now, at the

end of ten years, enliven and adorn the

spot.

In passing, we must observe that,

considering the abundance, not only of

eagles, but of spread-eagles, in conti-

.

nental Europe, it is a little queer that

spread-eagleism should all be confined,

or at least imputed to the United States.

There was the close Roman eagle,

perched upon thunder-bolts, careless of

peril, in his own mind lineally represented

by the close French eagle of the First

Empire, perched upon a rock, as on an
eyrie, calmly observant of the world,

and making a greater spread than any
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of his fellows ; there are also the spread-

eagles of Russia and Austria, both

double-headed and both very enterpris-

ing in their careers, which they strove

not to hide ; the spread-eagle of Prussia,

with talons scarcely dulled since the

seizure of his last prey ; and the partly

spread-eagle of the second French em-

pire ; there is even, in addition, return-

ing to North America, the nearly spread-

eagle of Mexico, lodged upon the prickly

pear and destroying the serpent
;
yet,

with all these pinions outstretched, or

ready to outstretch before an admiring

world, the republic of America is sup-

posed to have the greatest flight.

In a short trip along the Ohio and

Mississippi Railroad, in 1859, our senior

editor saw, throughout the entire dis-

tance of about one hundred and seventy-

five miles, the waving and flowery ver-

dure of the gently-rolling virgin prairie,

apparently as boundless, and really,

after the first earnest look, as monot-

onous as the open ocean. In 1864,

he had the curiosity to pass along

the same line again. Every section

of the lately outspread fertile waste

had been taken up for cultivation

;

fenced houses and hamlets abounded,

and towns, peopled by thousands, had

sprung up. The reader will understand

that, as yet, there was nothing of archi-

tecture. The domiciles were of so-

called balloon structure, framed of ordi-

nary light timbers, covered with inch

weather-boards, and shingled. Others,

again, were of much ruder make, and

guiltless of paint. But it had grown to

be a country teeming with men and

enterprise. Shafts to the valuable beds

of bituminous coal, eveiywhere under-

lying the region, were seen in all direc-

tions ; and the jetty product, in length-

ening trains, wound towards Cairo,

there to be discharged in bulk into the

capacious bunkers of the down-river

steamers, or dumped into arks or barges,

to be towed along in the wake of steam-

boats for trip emergencies, while many
others were bound in cargo to New
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Orleans, to supply the up-river steamers
and the smiths of the coasts of Louisi-

ana, Mississippi, Texas, and Mexico.
No more will the Mississippi through-

passenger chafe and pace the decks, at

his floating palace, being tied up to a tree,

to take in wood, about every hundred
miles throughout her course, either to
the Gulf, or the upper land ; no more
shall there be any interest, save that of

reminiscence, in the song of " Wood up,"

which, for all living purposes, might now
as well be couched in Sanscrit ; and no
more shall the tall denizens of the forest

fall- before the axe of the woodman, but
rather wait to be the pride of the car-

penter or the prey of the hurricane.

The West and the Northwest, charac-

terized by a vast expanse of rolling plain,

generate spontaneously a large style of

planning and building. The Northwest

contains many thousand Norwegians,

Swedes and Danes, whose tendencies

are greatly for industry and thrift, but

whose education, grounded in the nar-

row scope of Northern Europe, disposes

them to operate on a very safe but very

narrow scale, reaping with the sickle,

and scarcely reaching the sc3'the and
the cradle. There, satisfied with quar-

ter sections of land, if their old accus-

tomed neighbors have quarter sections

all around them, and the vicinage is

crowded ; they carry out the ideas of

their Scandinavian fathers. Their chil-

dren, however, knowing the language

and the people better, will not be quite

so slow. Yet the houses of all these will

be more comfortable and better arranged

than the habitations of Americans of

much larger estates, because the for-

eigner builds for comparative perma-

nence and gradual improvement, while

the native is content to live a few

years in a shanty, in order thereafter

better to relish a stately villa uj:>on

the same spot. The born American,

when settled in the West or North-

west, adds section to section, plants

copiously, reaps by the platoon of two-

horse machine-reapers, going into the
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hinds, by fives and tens, like the line of

scythemen into the grass swaths, and

threshing his grain by a steam-engine,

which he fires up upon the lesser por-

tion of the straw, whilst he has to burn

the greater to get it out of the way.

This largeness of ideas remains with him

when he builds. Take the Lake cities,

and their more inland river compeers.

Detroit has twice as many first-class

stores as Philadelphia. Chicago, Mil-

waukee, Galena, and the other marvel-

lous creations of the West, operate in

the same general manner. The State

of Minnesota is erecting a public school-

house at Winona, to cost from one hun-

dred to one hundred and twenty-five

thousand dollars. Its hospital for the

Insane at St. Peter's is plain, but very

spacious and commodious, and cost

about three hundred thousand dollars.

If we take New York, although

Auburn, Canandaigua and Coopers-

town, have the reputation, in America,

of being finished, yet they contain many
finished houses and noble piles. Utica,

besides the spacious locks and heavy

scales of the Brie Canal, the Insane

Asylum, and a number of handsome

churches, has many chaste and beautiful

residences in the upper part of Genesee

street, and numerous tasteful and ex-

tensive stores on it, in the lower por-

tion, near the Mohawk. Syracuse has

much more ambition in all these classes,

but it is, generally, not quite so artistic,

although comparing well with that of

most other places.

The prevailing cast of style for stores

and public buildings in the West and

Northwest is Palladian, and for churches,

Gothic. The earlier crudeness is fast

merging in neatness, or even beautj^

;

although, there is still prevalent a de-

structive waste of means in careless, ill-

adjusted, and ugly designs, when the

same amount of money, placed at the

disposal of a good architect, would have

produced edifices of the same room, su-

perior accommodation, greater strength,

and absolute elegance. This is the

more deplorable, when it occurs, as it

often has, in churches, these being sup-

posed to be the most elegant and stately

edifices the vicinage can produce. How-
ever, all things considered, the West
and Northwest, in most architectural

desiderata, are quite in advance of the

East and Northeast. They now aim to

produce something permanent and good.

In New England, where timber is none

too abundant, but rock prevalent, and
stones are generally so plenty and handy,

that they often have fairly to grub, to

obtain level space enough to put a house

upon, the stones obtained at such cost

of time and trouble, from the surface

and out of the cellar, added to the other

boulders of the farm, are built into field

divisions, whilst the house is constructed

of timber. In the West they build their

houses of stone or brick, and make the

fences of timber. Where stone is very

plenty, the true construction would be

stone outer-wall and brick inner, with a

clear space about four inches wide be-

tween, to obviate dampness, and aper-

tures through both walls, for the sake

of ventilation. Such a house, well

plastered, would be very dry and very

healthy

There is in central New York, and

parts of the West, a kind of burnt brick,

appearing unburnt to those only ac-

quainted with the brick of the Atlantic

cities, or of the near interior, and from

the color very desirable to introduce,

either alone or intermixed, in various

patterns, with the ordinary red brick.

As a prevalent hue, Indian red is not

really disagreeable, neither is it at all

agreeable, but may fairly be called in-

different, except as reflecting a very

bright sun, when it is simply intolerable.

Yet all feel it to be, in sum, the most

reliable and durable material, and its

rather advancing color is therefore

endured. Its common tone is insep-

arable from the usual proportion of

iron contained in clay throughout the

world. There are, however, some local-

ities free from the iron, and the clay of
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these will produce equable burnt brick

of shades varying insensibly from dark

cream to full yellow and buff. Utica

and Syracuse, New York, have man}'-

buildings composed of these warm-tinted

bricks. The brickyards near Milwaukee

afford them of a fine and even buff color,

and they are much used in that city

The conductor of this journal has sev-

eral times attempted to introduce special

patterns of them into Philadelphia, to

vary the effect of fronts, in arches

and other conspicuous parts ; but on

each occasion the exigency of hurry

prevented waiting, they being in great

demand at home, and only obtainable

through orders sent long before they

are really needed in the proposed build-

ing. Something of this sort was for-

merly known among us in the glazed

black-headers, to which perhaps, as used,

nobody would care to recur
;
yet these

and those again need not be used in the

mere peppering ' style, but rather be

worked in mass to avoid spottiness. A
common mode in Paris and its environs

is to employ different colors in the bricks

of the front ; though, notwithstanding,

the almost unerring French taste, in a

spotty manner. Imagination must al-

ways be well reined in, or else she will

play us many a scurvy trick. The ex-

treme of this spotted fashion, in the

early boyhood of the writer, prevailed in

the rural settlements of Pennsylvania,

made by the peasantry of the various

Germanic nations ; and he is told that

it lingers yet in the more secluded town-

ships, within from forty to two hundred

miles of Philadelphia, mostly in farm-

houses, but occasionally in churches.

This consists in white-washing the walls

and ceiling with the most scrupulous

care, then lighting caudle or lamp and

adjusting the wick expressly for smoking,

in order to smoke dots, clouds, and other

choicely artistic figures, in quincunx, or

other geometrical fashion, in plenteous

diffusion all over the original immacu-

late whiteness.

Among the vicious styles, in our ken,

fast disappearing, we hope forever, is

the ambitious ; very prone to degenerate
into the simulative. We have now men-
tally before us a domicile, in one of the

few very largest cities of the Union,
whose elaborately-planned and built Gre-

cian portico, covering the entire eleva-

tion of a three-story messuage, is in the

side elevation equivalent to four propor-

tional parts out of seven, leaving only

three parts for the depth of the house

itself. In cost the portico was probably

three dollars for every dollar expended
on the house itself. This elaborate sham
occupies a corner, so that the decidedly

overwhelming, though somewhat incon-

gruous effect upon the spectator in front

is immediately and most ludicrously

upset by a single glance at the flank.

In Montreal there appears a passion

for substantiality and chaste beauty.

Few cities can surpass, or even equal

the store fronts, whose entire two or

three stories are, in effect, one glass

display-window, while the public build-

ings, the churches, the theatres, and the

grand pier on the St. Lawrence are evi-

dence of uncommon architectural skill

and truth. In Quebec we pass to quite

another world. The feudal days appear

to have revived in the city walls, and

the inhabitants apparently are in a con-

stant state of siege from winter The

lofty trans-gothic gables, the steep roofs,

covered with bright tin, gleaming in the

sun like polished silver ; the two long

ladders lashed over the ridge of eveiy

roof, hinting of possible danger from

fire, which must be met on the instant
;

the vessels careened, when the greatly

varying tide is out, on the beach far

below the castellated walls ; the horses

and carts moving around among the

vessels on dry shingle, where in a few

hours every thing will be again afloat,

and the challenge of the sentinels at the

various city gates, put the traveller at

once in Europe, his impression being

confirmed by the solid, secure, but rather

heavy or even clumsy, style of domestic

architecture.
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If we turn to the South, we find traces

of a semi-barbaric transition. The ideas

of room, corresponding to clannish pro-

'fusion and display, always abounded. If

the stairways were wide enough for a

coach and horses to ascend, with plenty

of space towards the walls, the kitchen

fire-place was large enough to contain

the whole family seated around the

fire. The desire of surpassing, if not

of excelling, has always predominated

in the South; and this led to gradual

improvement in home comforts and

enhancement of taste, which were just

beginning to ripen their fruit when

checked by the war. Southerners have

been known to travel from one thousand

to fifteen hundred miles to see a hand-

some new house. The next thing was

to outdo it, at whatever expense, and in

this they generally succeeded.

As for ourselves at home, through

much delay, and many rude checks, we

are gradually attaining taste, beauty,

and variety ; and this reflection should

encourage us to persevere, until all ob-

tain comfort, and all know the canons

of art.

THE GAZETTE.

UNDER this heading we design pre-

senting a short abstract of the im-

portant new buildings, and their styles,

designed, and being constructed, by the

various members of the profession,

throughout the country. The only cost

to them will be the time taken by each

in briefly describing his own operations.

We sent circulars around to the archi-

tects of Philadelphia, simply to start

this epitome in our first number ; but

probably allowed too short notice. At

any. rate no memoranda have been sent

in. We hope the architects of the

United States will enter genially into

this project. If what they furnish

would tend ultimately to give us official

standing, they themselves should cer-

tainly experience corresponding benefit.

We trust, therefore, that August will

find The Gazette something more than

a name.

DESCRIPTIONS,

Elevation for a Store in the Palladian Style

DESIGN for a store-front of 33 feet

in width, four stories high, with

Mansard roof, which adds an additional

story. Whenever the latter is desirable

it can readily be obtained by the intro-

duction of the French roof, now preva-

lent in almost every section of our

country. By this method space is ob-

tained, without elevating the structure

beyond its proportional limits ; necessa-

rily the case when the building is carried

up an}^ farther vertically for that pur-

pose—thus not alone marring the effect

of the building, but adding materially to

the expense of construction. This does

not apply merely to the difference be-

tween the cost of these two upper stories.

The main cost lies in the additions of

substance needed for strength, from the

foundation upwards, to support this ad-

ditional story, which extra bulk is not

needed in the case of the Mansard roof.

There are other advantages gained

from the use of the Mansard. In our

cities, where the streets are narrow,

the sloping roofs begin to spread gradu-

ally, conferring greater width or open

space for that diffusion of light and air,

so essential to the health and comfort

of the vicinage. This, of course, only

applies to the cities ; in the suburban

districts, and in the country, it is of

little or no consequence, although, in

some cases, the introduction arises in

pursuance of economy, and in others

because it is fashionable. In the former
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case, it would necessarily be destitute of

ornament. Nevertheless, with judgment

and proper care, it may be made to look

well, and become an attractive feature.

If embellished, the expense is at once

considerably increased, and in no case

should this be carried beyond what is

required to harmonize with the general

design. This is too often lost sight of

in the introduction of this peculiar

style of roof. At times we are almost

led to suspect that the architect's ideas

did not extend beyond the roof itself.

In too many instances the main struc-

ture in its design is subordinate to the

roof, which is certainly bad composition,

betraying lack of taste and judgment.

The design here presented is in the

Palladian style ; and can be constructed

either of stone or cast iron ; the former

most decidedly preferable. The ma-

terial should be white marble, and if of

iron ought to be painted white.

Each story has on the front a project-

ing balcony to the centre division. The

first and second stories are of the heavy

material, as indicated, and the third

story wrought-iron railing. The win-

dow-guards on the side windows of the

third story are of same design and ma-

terial. All of them should be bronzed,

as also the railing on the apex of the

roof.

The first story is enclosed with Bad-

ger's revolving iron slats. The windows

below have large French plate glass, in

single lights. The second and third

story windows have each four lights, and

the fourth story ones two lights. All

the sash are double-hung, as also the dor-

mer windows in the French roof.

The wood work of the windows and

doors is all of walnut, oiled and unvar-

nished. The supporting piers in the

basement should be granite, if the super-

structure is stone ; and, if the latter is

iron, the piers may be of the same ma-

terial ; but strengthened greatly beyond

those above, which may diminish up-

wards, in proportion as they are relieved

of weight. The same principle will

apply to a stone structure. The vault

beneath the pavement is covered with

granite flags, which span the whole,

width-

Design for a City Mansion,

OF which we present a geometrical

elevation ; and the first and second

story plans, which fully show the

arrangement of the interior. The third

story and attic plans are similar to the

second story, except that the latter has

baggage-rooms, store-rooms, &c.

The front is designed for construction

in pressed brick, with brown stone dress-

ings ; the latter, including the bay win-

dow, front door-piece, and steps to

same, and the entire ashlar below the

line of the first floor, which will all be

rusticated. Brown stone facing could

be readily adopted in lieu of the brick,

at a very small additional expense, and

would add materially to the appearance

of the building.

The different apartments on the plans

may be recognized by reference to the

letters on the same.

The first story contains a hall, A, 19

x 13
;
parlor, with bay window, B, 29 x

18; boudoir, C, t x 5 ; vestibule, D, 6x
8; library, E, 22x16; dining room, F
22 x 15 ; an uncovered balcony, G ; and

a butler's pantry, H, 6x12; the latter

containing a dumb waiter, butler's sink,

and the necessary shelving and drawers,

to make a complete arrangement, with

the modern improvements. The library

has octagonal corners, in which are

formed the bookcases ; these are con-

tinued the whole height of the story, to

form a continuous line of cornice around

the ceiling, but need not be shelved

higher than an ordinary bookcase.

The main hall is laid with marquetry

flooring of neat design, manufactured in

Munich, and imported for that special

purpose, with a border to fit exactly the

different lines formed by the stairway,

&c. The floor of the vestibule is a

solid slab of white marble, witli hand-
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some panels of corresponding material

on the sides.

All the apartments on this stoiy are

connected, and have sliding doors with

circular heads between them, finished in

height and style of architrave, to corre-

spond with the windows. The balcony

is approached both from the dining room

and from the library through French

windows, or, in other words, glass doors

extending to the floor, and from the li-

brary through a French window, or, as

aforesaid, a glass door.

The main stairway is made of walnut,

extending the whole height of the

building from the principal story, with

open well-hole and continuous rail,

and niches for statuary placed in the

walls on first and second stories. The

newel at the starting, on first story, is a

large octagon shaft, with turned cap

and base ; the rail is heavily moulded

and all of walnut. The private stairs

are in the rear of these, starting from

the basement and extending to the

second floor, fitted up in the usual way
and enclosed with partitions.

The basement stoiy contains the

kitchen and laundry apartments, heat-

ing apparatus, wine room, provision

cellar, coal vaults, &c, all of which are

easy of access, well lighted and venti-

lated by large windows on the front,

and an area in the rear ; the latter mak-

ing a full story level with the ground.

The kitchen has a pantry somewhat

similar to that on the first floor, and is

in direct communication with the dining-

room by means of the dumb waiter and

private stairs; the cooking range is

large, having all the modern appliances

for heating water, &c, and in connec-

tion with the circulating boiler, which

contains a steady supply for all the

apartments using hot water. The laun-

dry is fitted up with stationary wash-

tubs, supplied with hot and cold water,

and has also a stationary boiler. The

heating apparatus is ofthe most approved

A,

B 1

: «

II, P
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kind, and connects with flues, which

have outlets in all the rooms and halls

in the upper stories.

The second story contains four cham-

bers, A, two of which are 22 feet by 16

feet 6 inches, one 17 feet 6 inches by 15

feet, and one 20 feet 6 inches by IT feet

6 inches, the latter with one end octagona

in form. These all communicate, with

single doors, and are well provided with

closets, C. The latter are fitted up

with pin-rails and shelves, and each

has a nest of drawers. The dressing-

room B is fitted up with a bath-tub,

water-closet, and wash-basin, and con-

nects with the large chambers. The

tub is lined with tinned-copper, and has

a shower over it ; the water-closet is of

the best pan -pattern, having a copper

container ; and the wash-basin has a

counter-sunk marble top, with china

bowl, placed on a wooden stand, and a

closet beneath it. All the fixtures for the

above are heavily plated, and the supply

and waste-pipes are large. The joinery

is done in walnut ; the front of the tub

is neatly panelled and capped ; and the

side ofthe room adjoining is neatly wains-

coted with narrow boards, tongued and

grooved with beaded joints. A water-

closet of the above description is also

placed in the hall adjoining private

stairs.

The front doors in the first story are

folding, made of walnut, and placed

back far enough from the front line of

the building to admit of a wide panel

in the stone work forming the door-

piece, which has a very fine effect from

the street ; and the frame has a circular

top with plate glass head-light in it.

The vestibule doors are similar, except

that they have glass panels above the

lock-rail, and an archwajr similar to that

of the latter is open beside it, forming an

entrance to the boudoir, and a symmet-

rical finish in the hall.

All the sliding doors are walnut,

panelled and heavily moulded on each

side, and slide into the partitions on

sheaves hung in the head. Those be-

tween the parlor, library, and dining

room have embossed glass panels above

the lock-rail, and all have bronzed fix-

tures.

The windows in the front bay have

circular heads ; and all the others, except

in fourth story, are segmental ; and all

have inside shutters, which for the en-

tire front and all the first story are

walnut.

The superstructure is surmounted by
a Mansard roof, which forms the fourth

story ; the outer surface of this is curved

and covered with slate variegated in

form. The inside walls are furred to a

plumb line, which makes the corners of

all the rooms square. A loft about three

feet high is placed on this story,, which

protects the rooms from the heat of the

sun, and also receives the air from the

ventilation flues, for which outlets are

provided.

By referring to the plans and eleva-

tion accompanying this description, a

correct idea of the arrangement and

style of the building may be obtained.

Design fob a Swiss Cottage.

THE plan given shows the arrange-

ment of the principal floor, which

is placed one story above the ground-

floor and approached from the outside by

a flight of steps leading to a porch. The

principal apartments are all upon the

second floor, while the dining-room, kit-

chen, provision cellars, &c, are on the

first. The arrangement of the latter

story is somewhat similar to the one

above, the halls being the same, and the

stairs connecting, as shown upon the

plan.

The parlor, A, is 18x30 feet, commu-

nicating with the sitting-room, B, 15x17

feet, by a pair of sliding doors. The

hall, C, 10x36, contains the principal

stairway. This has an open well-hole and

continuous rail—starting on the first

story with a large newel. The cham-

bers, D, E, F, G, andH, are respectively

14x19—15x18— 11x16 and two of
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8 x 14. These are all provided with open

fire-places, and the chamber, E, is octag-

onal in form, the outer end of which is

formed by a bay-window, and the other

by adding closets, thus making the room

symmetrical. The passage, I, is six

feet in width by twenty-five feet in

length. The bath-room, J, is 6x10,

containing the tub with shower over it,

a wash-basin and water-closet. L is a

balcony, supported by brackets, and ap-

proached from the parlor by windows

extending to the floor. The sitting-

room is supported on posts forming an

arcade under it, and connecting with

the dining-room.

The exterior of the building is con-

siderably broken in outline, having

gabled roofs with wide projecting eaves,

and an observatory on the top. The

porch, K, is covered by a continuation

of the main roof, and forms the princi-

pal enti*ance to the house.

The material used in construction

should be stone, and the roof covered

with slate, cut in variegated patterns.

The Memorial Church
at Gettysburg, Pa.,

with Adjoining Chapel.

I
1ST the subjoined cut we present the

design for the proposed Memorial

Church about to be erected at Gettys-

burg, Pa., with the Chapel in the rear, to

be used for vestry purposes. The main

body of the building, composing the

Memorial or Monumental Church, is 50
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feet in width by 100 feet in depth—with

a tower and spire in the centre of the

front one hundred and sixty feet in

height—and all designed to be con-

structed of stone. The chapel is not

intended to form a part of the Memorial

Church, but will be erected simply for

lecture, school and kindred purposes.

The building should be constructed

with light-colored granite ; and the

design will be carried out in the most

artistic manner.

The tablets on the exterior are within

panels formed along the sides and front

of the building. The sides have a con-

tinuous line of small columns, with

arches springing from the caps, forming

a tablet-panel and window alternately.

The bases of these columns are placed

on a line with the window-sills and sup-

ported by gabled buttresses, which have

panels between them, thus making two
rows of tablets in height along each

flank. The four angles of the building-

are finished with tableted monumental
buttresses, containing open tabernacles,

surmounted by pinnacles. These are

designed to represent, by device, the

four points of our great continent.

The interior will be arranged, on the

sides, somewhat similar to the exterior,

with columns and alternate windows
and tablets, the angles of the audience

room containing tabernacles and the

ends tablets, enclosed within columns
and arches. The vestibule will also be

conspicuous in its array of tablets, and

have handsome arches supported by the

columns formed on the angles of the

piers supporting the tower. The in-

terior wall will be stone, and the floor

throughout will be laid with encaustic

tiles, or marble. The apse in the rear of

the pulpit is circular in form, and de-

signed with a view of containing a pic-

ture commemorative of the Battle of

Gettysburg, or, if more ecclesiastical, a

historical account of the great memorial

enterprise undertaken and executed by
persons interested, throughout the coun-

try. This is lighted from above ; and

behind the screen in the rear of the sanc-

tuary the lights are concealed from the

congregation ; and so arranged as to

distribute the rays uniformly upon the

whole surface of the circular wall.

The tablets before mentioned com-

prise only a small portion of the whole

number that are placed at various points

throughout the building, but are the

principal ones; and our limited space

will not permit a more detailed ex-

planation. An inspection of the cuts

presented with the foregoing description

will give a complete and correct view of

the edifice as it will be erected.

In a future number, we will give an

interior view of this church, with a full

description.
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TO OUR PATRONS.

From the many little but time-eating

drawbacks attendant upon an entirely

new enterprise, the essays of this num-

ber collectively have more of a general

style of treatment and local application

than we design to be characteristic of

the work. Hereafter, probably, the edi-

tors will expatiate less and impart more.

We congratulate our readers upon

the acquisition of Messrs. Henkels, Gib-

son and Leeds as contributors upon

their respective specialties, the Na-

ture of Woods, Stained Glass, and Venti-

lation, as evidenced by their preliminary

articles, which appear in this number

;

and have the pleasure of stating that

these eminently practical gentlemen will

develop each his respective subject from

month to month.

THE PHILADELPHIA GAS
TRUST.

We have no terms of reprehension

severe enough for the misconduct of

the Trustees of the City Gas Works in

depriving seven-eighths of the city last

evening, of that prime necessity—that

chief protection of enlightened society

—

gas-light. Had it been in New York,

where the privilege of lighting is

farmed out by the city to different com-

panies, none of whose gas is quite equal

to our own, a single district only would

have suffered. Here only the portion

supplied by the Northern Liberties Gas

Works escaped. The absence of most

of the Trustees is not an exoneration.

Those who assume a responsibility must

fulfil its duties, or expect to hear, in

hardly measured terms, of their delin-

quencies. If these gentlemen cannot

find sufficient time for both duty and
pleasure, and prefer the latter, resigna-

tion is open to them and would be an

honorable course. If they take neither

horn of the dilemma, the community
will look after them in good time. A
great municipality has a right to expect

regular and efficient service ; and cannot

readily find a substitute for gas, after

using it for a quarter of a century. The
stores of dealers in lamps, oil and fluids,

candles, and candlesticks were emptied

almost immediately, last evening, yet

there was no light. It is not the incon-

venience of the loss of hours or days,

however galling, that we here advert to,

though this would be ample provocation

for much more than we have said; but

the impressive fact that in a crowded

community of nearly a million, the ab-

sence of accustomed light means the

presence of theft, burglary, arson, as-

sault, outrage, murder, and every thing-

perilous and vile.

Philadelphia, Saturday, Juhj ISth, 1868.

Steel in Sweden.—An examination

of the specimens of Bessemer steel from

Sweden in the Exposition shows us that

the metal there produced is of a far

superior character to that made in Eng-

land, and naturally leads to inquiry as

to the cause ofthe difference, and whether

we may hope to attain the same success

in the United States. First we observe

coils of wire of all sizes, down to the

very finest, such as No. 41, or even

smaller. This they have not been able

regularly to produce in England. In

the next place we notice a good display

of fine cutlery, and this metal answers

so well for this purpose that it is now
used almost to the exclusion of any

other. This statement is corroborated

by the fact that in the miscellaneous

classes ofthe Swedish department, where

cutlery occurs not as an exhibition of

steel, but merely as a display of work-

manship by other parties in the same

manner as other articles of merchandise,

cases of razors are exhibited with the

mark of the kind of steel of which they

are made stamped or etched upon them as

usual, and these are all " Bessemer," but

from a variety of different works. The

ore used in Sweden for producing iron

for the Bessemer process is exclusively

magnetic, and of a very pure quality.
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THE PENN TREATY-GROUND
AND

A MONUMENT TO WILLIAM PENN.

THE PURPOSE.

SHACKAMAXON, the place of the

eels, or Sakamaxon, the place of the

chiefs—either, or both, included in the

old actual district, and present courtesy

one, of Kensington, Philadelphia—pos-

sesses a hallowed spot, long since de-

voted, in the popular "wish, to the site

Of A PUBLIC SQUARE AND FREE LANDING,

to be graced, at the earliest practicable

moment, with a lofty monumental pillar,

consecrated to the pure memory of the

Founder of the Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania, WILLIAM PENN.
The matter was brought before the

County Board by Thomas S. Fernon,

Esq., in 1848, though ineffectually. A
sum of money was appropriated ; but

the scheme failed. Not long afterwards,

the same gentleman, then an Assem-

blyman, originated a clause in a bill,

which passed the Legislature early in

1852, quoted as follows, in the Phila-

delphia Ledger, April 15, 1852:

THE TREATY-GROUND.
" In order to dedicate to public use

"and embellishment the site of William

"Penn's Treaty held with the Indian

"nations in the year 1682, under the

" Elm Tree, in Shackamaxon, now Ken-
" sington ; Beach street, in the district

" of Kensington, county of Philadel-

" phia, shall be widened from its present

"southernmost line one hundred and
" fifty feet, beginning on the line of

" Hanover street, and thence extending

" eastwarclly, parallel with the line of

" said Beech street, at least one hundred

"and fifty feet, so that the area to be

" dedicated to public use shall be two

" hundred feet between the lines of Beach
" street, and two hundred feet eastwardly

"from the western line ofHanover street

;

"said street to be opened, as soon as

" practicable, to the width herein pre-

" scribed, as streets and roads are opened
" under existing laws, in the city and
" county of Philadelphia

; and the Com-
" missioners of the district of Kensing-
" ton shall have the power to enclose a

"plot in the centre of said area, not
" exceeding one hundred feet square, and
" shall place, or authorize to be placed
" therein, a monument, or other memo-
" rial, to commemorate an event iden-

" tified with the settlement and history of

"the Commonwealth."

This would make a plot of 100 feet

square, with streets 50 feet wide, entirely

surrounding it. The most casual glance

at the map herewith presented will show
that this provision does not even include

the site of the Great Elm, which it leaves

almost in the midst of the eastern con-

templated street ; and the monument
representing it, if placed in the middle

of the plot, no nearer the actual site of

the Elm Tree, although in a rather dif-

ferent direction, than the present one.

What the writer proposes, is a public

square and a free landing forever, to

comprise all the space between Rich-

mond, Palmer, and Marlborough streets

and the Delaware river, with three main

winding paths representing the old River

road, Hanover street, and Allen street,

that pedestrians may not have to travel

out of their way—with Delaware avenue

open through it, but with the pier

alwa3rs open to the river, and well pro-

vided in landing-slips, and posts, with

elegant water-gates, a tasteful summer-

house on the site of Fairman's Mansion,

and a towering monument to William

Penn, centred in the very centre of the

GREAT ELM TREE, as specially

marked on the plan. This should be so

designed as to have ample room for the

display and preservation of a marble

statue to Penn and full commemorative
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tablets. Trees might be planted on the

borders of the pier ; and should be, of

course, throughout the square, among
which elm of the species of the treaty

tree should be foremost. Every thing-

connected with this memorial pleasure-

ground should be of the most elegant

description. Pennsylvania cannot be

too profuse in honor of her Founder.

With organization and concert of action

a very trifling sum from each inhabitant

of the City and the State would provide

ample means for this imperative demand
of public gratitude and esteem for the

wisdom and the virtue of our founder,

WILLIAM PENN.
The reader will please bear in mind

that the accompanying maps—prepared

with great care from data, furnished b}*

Jonathan Eggleton, Esq., Draughtsman
in the Registry Bureau of the Citjr Sur-

veyor's Office—present the old measur-

ably natural shore lines, and not the

artificial additions made to reach the

Port Wardens' line, which is from 300

to 500 feet further out in the river, there

being now about as much made ground
beyond the shore line of the special

treaty plot, as the width of the tract

depicted in the larger scaled map, or

nearly 400 feet.

THE PLACE.

Shackamaxon, the place of the eels,

which may have been corrupted, both by
territorial and euphonic proximity, from
Sakimaxing, the place of the chiefs*—
a tract, or tracts, now known as the

Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, and

* Mr. Heckewelder says: "Shackamaxon signifies

•the place of the eels,' from Schacharuek, the Indian
name of that kind of fish." Ancient records, not seen by-

Mr. Heckewelder, give it Saclzamexing , or Sachemexing

.

This makes an important difference. Sakima (our Sachem)
means, in the Delaware language, a king, or chief ; ing,

the Indian termination, indicating locality, or the place
where. Thus, Sackamexing may naturally be explained

as "theplace" where the chiefs meet or resort. The"a;"
is for euphony

; euphonic consonants being very common
in the Indian tongues.—Du Ponceau. Singular that the

Indians should be in this particular as fastidious as the
modern French. Watson, in his Annals, remarks that

Edward Duffield told his son he had heard Shackamaxon
meant the field, of Mood, from a great Indian battle once

part of the Nineteenth wards, Kensing-

ton, Philadelphia,—is world-renowned

for the Great Treaty with the Indian

nations made, in 16S2, by William Penn.

As just noted, philologists differ, not

about the etymology, but the name of

this celebrated locality. Here is a

curious point. The Hon. Henry D.

Gilpin, in 1851, replying to Granville

John Penn, Esq., who had the moment
before presented the Historical Society

of Pennsylvania with the veritable belt

of wampum, passed from the savages to

Penn, in ratification of the Treaty, ut-

tered a pertinent sentiment, here very

slightly amplified: "A treaty not au-

thenticated by" [any known] "contem-

poraiy written record * * * still rests,

after more than one hundred and seventy

years, on an unbroken and unvarying

tradition," [among both the red men
and the white,] " but the incidents in

relation to it, which have, from time

to time, been successively developed,"

[always] "verify and never contradict

it." So the theory of the writer, with

respect to these two names. Both

are, with extreme probability, correct.

Shackamaxon was, incontestibly, the

name of a considerable district, much
larger than that represented by Saki-

maxing. Judge Richard Peters tells us,

that the Delaware in this general neigh-

borhood washed a sandy beach. The

writer knows, and it is within the mem-
ory of many citizens of Philadelphia,

that a fine beach of sand and pebblesf

stretched along the present Richmond

front, and far above towards Point-

no-Point. This will not apply to " the

place of the eels." But Cohocksink

creek ran, as it now runs, from its source,

about a mile due east of South Laurel

Hill, in a general southeasterly direction,

to where it meets the tide, say near

Second and Laurel streets. Below this,

fought there; and further that the Delaware Missionary

Lukeubach said it was a Delaware word, allowing for a

little variation in spelling, signifying, a child not able to

take care of itself. But both of these etymologies are more

than doubtful.

—

Ed.

t A great resort of boyhood in quest of jack-stones.
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in the writer's recollection, it wandered,

in a very tortuous and eel-like manner,

through extensive mud-flats, from the

ground there forming an oblong basin

about a mile in length, and varying in

width from ten or twelve hundred feet

nearthe river, to from one to two hundred

feet at the head of tide. These were origi-

nally much more extensive, occupying

all the site of a dyked meadow at the

junction of the two branches of the

Cohocksink, about where Frankford

road, Laurel and Maiden streets come

together, a considerable distance along

the main branch of the Cohocksink on

the north side, and both sides of the

smaller branch, reaching as far up as the

present Jefferson street. This stream

is now nearly all culverted. Its open

head, a trifling rill, can yet be seen by

the curious crossing York street, above

Second, and running in the same gen-

eral direction with the latter. This

marsh, then, it will be seen, ran far up

behind the treaty-ground, and was in its

lower spread distant from it not more

than thirteen hundred feet. This was,

assuredly, " the place of the eels," a

black, unctuous, slimy spot, important

enough, in aboriginal estimation, to

characterize the entire neighborhood.

Mr. Jonathan Eo-oleton, who, in his

youth, has often gunned for birds along

the banks of the smaller fork, and in

his boyhood, some fifty j
Tears ago, has

often waded the fen or swum the stream,

according to the state of tide—informs

me that it was then a very great place

for eels. With the exception of about

eleven hundred feet of very foul open

water, from a little above Maiden street

bridge* to the Delaware, this is all cul-

verted, and thus hidden from the public

view, beneath the crooked line of Canal

street. But higher up the Delaware, by

three-eighths of a mile, than the mouth

of the Cohocksink, and nearly the same

distance clue east of this ancient morass,

was, according to Judge Peters, the

* Known to all Kensington as "The Stone Bridge."

ample space and elevated shore of what

had of old been a favorite Indian village.

Undoubtedly, then, this was Sakimax-

ing, "the place of the chiefs." But,

curiously enough, J. F. Watson tells

us that " There was once a place of low

boggy marsh, into which high tides

flowed [from the Delaware,] now all

filled up, about one square westward of

[down river from] the Treaty Tree."

In other words between the site of the

Tree or Council Bank and Battery Hill.

This would be another place of the eels.

Thus, again, two apparently irreconcil-

able things are reconciled. The early

white settlers, doubtless, soon confounded

names to them so very similar, and ap-

plied the ignobler term to both localities.

But the place of the eels, symbolically,

would not be an ignoble term. The

rule in allegory, in general pictorial sym-

bolism, and in heraldry, is to read char-

acteristic attributes in the better sense.

Thus, without any designating adjuncts,

the serpent and the fox would typify wis-

dom ; the wolf, perseverance; the dog,

fidelitj^ ; the cat, wariness ; the lion,

courage, &c. In this acceptation, the eel

would denote adroitness, and be equally

typical of the cool hankering of the

Sagamores for the white man's comforts

and conveniences, and of the guarded

desire of the Proprietary for Indian land-

titles and good neighborship. In this

view, the place of the chiefs would also

be the place of the eels.

Peter Cock had from the Governor of

New York, in 1664, a grant of a tract

of land called Shackamaxon.

—

Watson.

Under the New York colony govern-

ment of the Duke of York, the affairs of

the Pennsylvania settlements were ad-

ministered by a deputy of the governor

called the " Commander." There was a

meeting, March 13th, 1676-7, of Captain

John Collier, Commander ; Justices,

John Moll, Peter Cock, [probably father

of "Lasse, Lawrence, or Lacy Cock,"]

Peter Rambo, [whose lineal descendant

of the same name was among us the last

generation, and may be coming up again
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amongst children too young to appear

in the directory,] Israel Helm, Lace

Andries, and Otto Ernest Cock, which

resolved that " Captain Collier and Jus-

tice Israel Helm go up from Upland, or

Chester, [then the metropolis ( !) ] to

Sachamexin, (whereat at present a great

number of Simico and other Indians are,)

and persuade the Simicos, the Susque-

hannas, and these river Indians [i. e.,

the Delawares] to send each a Sacho-

more, or Deputy, to his Honor the Gov-

ernor at New York, to confer with him

about their demands."—Du Ponceau.

Fisher.

Long before 1682, in 167*7, and later,

a settlement at Shackamaxon had been

formed by natives and by some Euro-

peans from the colony of West Jersey.

—Roberts Vaux.
" Shackamaxon was an ancient Indian

town. John Kinsey, one of the commis-'

sioners sent to organize the government

of West Jersey, died there, in 1677, soon

after he landed."

—

Vaux.

"In 1678, Lawrence Cock acknowl-

edged, in open Court, a deed by which

he conveyed to Elizabeth Kinsej' 300

aci'es of land in Shackamaxon."—Du
Ponceau. Fisher.

This Elizabeth Kinsey was probably

the widow of the John j ust mentioned.

Judge Peters, whose recollection

dated back to 1760, wrote to Roberts

Vaux, Esq., that "this Indian settle-

ment, then deserted, was familiar to

and esteemed by the natives." Extant

documents tend forcibly to prove that

this was, and had been for generations,

the great place of resort for the abor-

igines, not only of different tribes, but of

different races, thus adding greatly

to the importance of the localit}'. At
or near it were council-fire and burial-

ground, the latter especially holy in In-

dian ej'es. It was presumably the sav-

ages' treaty-ground, although a little

prior to Penn's coming amongst them,

their chief village, a very large one, was
Cooper's Point, New Jersey, imme-
diately opposite, across the river Dela-

ware. This adds exceedingly to the

sacredness of the spot.

THE TREE.

In the immemorial times, it had been

occupied by a noble grove of ancient

lofty trees, prominent among them the

stately buttonwood, exceptionally grace-

ful in foliage, while picturesque in stem,

and the statlier, full-pleached, overarch-

ing elm. Probably not the oldest, or

the largest, but finest and foremost of

these, in Penn's day, was

THE GREAT ELM;

distinguished among the forest giants,

as men are distinguished among their

fellows, by proportion, symmetry, and

adaptation
;

preponderant, as, in all

respects, the best. "It stood," says

Judge Peters, " upon a high, clean bank,

with a fine area around it." Beneath the

branches of this tree, gathered, on one

side, the Indian Sachems, on the other,

William Penn and a few influential

friends, there to make "the Treaty, not

confirmed with an oath, and never

broken." "It stood opposite the house

in which President Palmer resided in

olden times," namely, the Fairman

Mansion,which was constructed in 1702,*.

for the use of Thomas Fairman, the

Deputy of Thomas Holmes, the Sur-

veyor General. It was taken down
April 18, 1825. William Penn himself

had wanted it. Governor Evans, after his

term of office, lived there. Afterwards,

Governor Palmer. Subsequently to

Palmer, Mr. Thomas Hopkins occupied

it for fifty years. In the same letter in

which he desired to know whether this

mansion could be had, William Penn
mentioned he would remain permanently

in Pennsylvania if the Assembly of the

Province would give him £600 per an-

num salary, as Governor. Among the

early stated and official appointments

for Quaker Meetings was one at Thomas

* The house probably stood on the ground afterwards

occupied by the mansion. This will account for the ap-

parent discrepancy of the date 1702.— Er>.
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Fairman's, 11th of 2d month, 1682.

This was before the treaty. Robert

Fairman, of London, in a letter of IT 11,

speaks of the house at the ' Treaty

Tree.'"—Watson.

The eccentric but truthful Benjamin

Lay, who came to Pennsylvania in 1731,

aged fiftjr-four, within less than fifty

years of the Treaty, always assured

Judge Richard Peters, David H. Conjaig-

ham, and their boy companions, that the

great Elm was the identical Treaty-tree.

He probably was acquainted with indi-

viduals who knew the fact. It lived in

vigorous health until March 3d, 1810,

when it was blown down by a violent

storm. " The blow was not deemed

generally prevalent, or strong. In its

case the root was wrenched and the trunk

broken off. It fell on Saturday night,

and on Sunday morning hundreds of

people visited it. In its form it was re-

markably wide-spread, but not lofty
;
its

main branch inclining towards the river,

measured one hundred and fifty feet in

length. The tree, such as it was in 1808,

was very accurately drawn, upon the

spot by Thomas Birch ;
and the large

engraving, executed, after Birch, by

-Seymour, gives the true appearance of

every visible limb. Whilst it stood, the

Methodists and Baptists often held their

summer meetings under its shade. The

fallen tree finely revived, in a sucker of

it, on the premises of the Pennsylvania

Hospital on the vacant lot, exactly in

the middle of the present Linden street.

It stood a while in the paved street, and

was cut down in 1841. It had been

placed there by Messrs. Coates and

Brown, managers. There was another

sucker growing on the original spot,

amid the lumber ofthe shipyard, a dozen

years ago. It was then fifteen feet high,

and might have been larger but for ne-

glect and abuse. I was about taking-

measures to protect it, when I ascertained

it to be hopelessly injured."

—

John

F. Watson.*

•Annals of Philadelphia, 2d edition, 2d vol., 8 vo.;

Philadelphia, Elijah Thomas, 1857.

After the tree was uprooted, the trunk

measured twenty-four (24) feet in

circumference, or eight (8) feet diam-

eter
; and by counting the annual growth,

its age was ascertained to be two
hundred and eighty-three (283) years,

having been one hundred and fifty-

five (155) years old at the time of

the treaty. The Indians are not re-

corded as ever reverting to this tree in

their reminiscences, and this has been

seized upon as unsettling the credence

of common report, on account of their

addiction in their speeches to local

association ; but the traditions of the

whites concerning the great Elm of

Shackamaxon, as the Treaty-tree, has

been continuous, uniform, and persistent.

The Indians did not mention either

Treaty-ground or Treaty-tree, probably

on account of the extreme unusuality

of the Treaty itself ; and the perfect

satisfactoriness of its fulfilment, upon

the part of Penn and the two following

generations of proprietary administra-

tions, needing no aid from extraneouF

natural objects, or oratorical accessories.

Benjamin West, the painter, however,

(see below,) says :
" This tree was held

in the highest veneration by the original

inhabitants of my native country, the

first settlers, and their descendants."

West's own grandfather was a partici-

pant, one of the five dignified individ-

uals present with William Penn in the

solemnities of the Treaty. In his pic-

ture of the Treaty, the painter has given

a likeness of his ancestor in the impos-

ing group of patriarchs. The family

tradition here would be very reliable.

The wood was preserved for the manu-

facture of relics, many of which here-

after, no doubt, from the want of a little

authenticating care upon the part of

their owners, will be deemed most

apochryphal. Samuel Breck, Esq.
,
per-

sonally took from the tree, as it lay in

ruins, a limb, which he gave to Captain

Watson, of the British Navy, to deposit

in the Museum of Exeter, England. A
large piece of it was sent by our valued
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townsman, Samuel Coates, to John

Penn, Esq., of Stoke Park, England,-

which the latter so highly valued as to

mount it upon a pedestal in one of the

apartments of his mansion, with the

following inscription engraved upon a

brazen tablet

:

" A remnant of the great Elm, under

which the Treaty was held between

William Penn and the Indians, soon

after his landing in America, A. D.

1682, and which grew at Kensington,

near Philadelphia, till the autumn* of

the year 1810, when it fell during a

storm, was presented to his grandson,

John Penn, Esq. Mr. West, who has

introduced this tree into his celebrated

picture, representing the Treaty, has

mentioned a peculiar mark of respect

shown to it, in more recent times, in

the following words

:

" ' This tree, which was held in the

'highest veneration by the original

' inhabitants of my native country, by
' the first settlers, and by their descend-

' ants, and to which I well remember,
' about the year 1*755, when a boy, often

' resorting with my school-fellows, (the

' spot being the favorite one for assem-

'bling in the hours of leisure,) was in

' some danger during the American

'war of 1715, when the British pos-
1 sessed the country, from parties sent

' out in search of wood for firing ; but
' the late General Simcoe, who had the

' command of the district where it

' grew, from a regard for the character

' of William Penn, and the interest he

'took in the history connected with

' the tree, ordered a guard of British

'soldiers, to protect it from the axe.

' This circumstance the General related

' to me, in answer to my inquiries

' concerning it, after his return to

' England.' "

Philadelphia, Pa., July 11, 1868.

Dear Sir :

In pursuance of your late request,

that I should jot down the various

* It will be observed that Autumn should be Spring.

points within my knowledge concern-

ing the Penn Treaty-Ground and other

relevant subjects, I would remark, that

the

Great Elm Tree

under and around which the treaty with

the Indians is supposed to have been

made by William Penn, was situate

about fifty feet from the present south-

easterly line of Beach street, and about

sixty feet southwesterly at an angle of

ninety degrees from Eyre's line, and not

where the monument now stands. The

trunk of the tree leaned over in a south-

easterly direction before its fall, so much
so that goats used to run up into it

along the trunk and out upon the main

limb
; and this lower limb, (on the side

next to the river,) which also stretched

southeasterly over the stream, appeared

to be on a line parallel to the water,

or the then wharf, over which it spread.

The said limb was about one hun-

dred and fifty feet in length. In the

year A. D. 1810, only a short time

before it blew clown, Mr. Matthew Van
Dusen, Sr., on whose property the tree

stood, was advised to put a shore or

prop under the limb, that it might be

supported in case a heavy blow of wind

should come. With this done, it might

have stood to this day ; but, although

very proud of the tree, he neglected this

precaution, and a few nights afterwards

a severe gale of wind blew it over. It lay

in that position for several years, each

year getting less, of course, through

being carried off piecemeal by the people

to make canes, stools, frames, &c, out

of pieces of the relic, until it was nearly

all taken away, there only remaining say

about eight or ten feet in length of the

trunk or body of the tree attached to

the broken stump, the roots remaining

in the ground. This stump and stem-

log was then hauled on a sled by ten

horses (there being a small bed of snow
on the ground) to Eyre's saw-shed,

(where the carpenters of Van Dns-n's

shipyard, then and now occupying the
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treaty-ground, whip-sawed their timbers

and other lumber,) for the purpose of

sawing it into two-inch plank to be used

in making articles as mementos of the

great and renowned treaty and tree.

My father, John Eggleton, informs me
that he hauled it to the pit or saw-shed

as above stated, but cannot remember

the year exactly. He believes it was

after peace was declared, as he knows

that a part of it was sent to England,

and thinks it was not sent during the

war, while the people were incensed

against Great Britain. In that case, he

says, it might be in 1815 or 1816, as

peace was declared in 1815. His ac-

count-books of those clays, in which he

had charged for the hauling, having

been destroyed or lost since that time,

he is unable to give the exact date,

which we regret very much on this

occasion.

An incident connected with the tree

was related to me a few da3rs ago by

Washington Yan Dusen, Esq., youngest

child of Matthew, Sr., and his successor

in the property, and which notwithstand-

ing he was then a very small boy, not

exceeding seven years old, he remembers

-as distinctly as if it were yesterday,

viz. : A man by the name of Lawrence

Hill, (Lall Hill, as he was commonly
called,) who sounded his words through

his nasal organ, on one occasion went

up into the tree after its fall to tie a rope

to the main upright limb, that was to be

taken out or cut off, on account of decay.

A large number of men and boys took

hold of the rope, while some one was

cutting at the bottom of the limb, and

probably very awkwardly, as very few

men know how to fell timber, so that it

will fall in the desired place, without

being split and ruined. Some of them

called out to Lall to come down, as

they were going to pull. Lall called

out, through his nose, " Pull away,

you 1" They did pull, and with a will.

The rope broke, leaving Lall in the

tree, and the pulling party in the dirt

out in the road, for nearly every one

having hold of the rope fell, creating a

great dust and causing uproarious

shouts of laughter
; Lall, of course, had

his laugh and shout up in the tree.

Battery Hill, so called from having

been the site of a battery of artilleiy

during the Revolution, was a place ex-

tending say from near Maiden (now

Laurel) street to Green Woods lane,

(now Shackamaxon street,) and from the

Delaware river to Queen (now Rich-

mond) street ; the front of which, along

the river just below Shakamaxon street,

was about seven or eight feet higher

than the present grade of Penn street,

which now passes through it. At Beach

street it was about five or six feet

above the present grade ; at Allen street

and Shackamaxon about the present

grade, but below Shackamaxon, on Allen,

the ground gradually rose, until about

midway between Shackamaxon and the

King's (now Frankford) road, to the

height of about four feet, and sloped off

towards and to said road. There was

a low place between Allen and Queen
street, extending from a point about

four hundred feet below Shackamaxon
street toward Marlborough street, in-

clining towards the river until it met the

river at the treaty-ground, (this low

place or part of it, can yet be seen in the

yard of Thomas Vaughan, Esq., on Rich-

mond street above Shackamaxon street).

But on the northwesterly side of Queen

street, beginning at this low place near

Shackamaxon street, and extending in

a northerly and easterly direction, the

ground rose gradually to a height of

about ten or twelve feet above the grade

of the present street, (Queeri or Rich-

mond,) at a point about Crown (now

Creese) street, and descended to the

river, and extending northwesterly to

about where ran Prince street (now

Girard avenue) at about the present

grade, subsided into a hollow toward

Frankford road, and again rose to the

Frankford road. This spur, connecting

with the high ground forming Battery

Hill, was called Sheep Hill.
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On Battery Hill, before and some

time after Penn street was cut through

it, there stood a very long brick black-

smith shop, extending from Beach street

nearly to Penn, which many of our

present citizens well remember.

The deed, conveying to Anthony Pal-

mer the tract of land on which the

treaty was made, runs as per memoran-

dum attached :

Robert Worthington to Anthony
Palmer.

Beginning at a point on the bank of

Delaware river, in the middle of the old

lane, thence up the same north 15° west

1 82 perches to a post by the King's road
;

thence north ?-|° east 115 perches to a

post in Isaac Norris' land ; thence south-

east 156 perches to a post ; thence north-

east by Norris' land 30 perches to a

post in old lane; thence down the same

southeast 60 perches to Gunner's run

(Tumauaramingo creek) ; thence down

the several courses to the riVer Dela-

ware ; thence down the river about 130

perches to the place of beginning.

Very respectfully, yours, &c,

JONATHAN EGfOLETON.

Charles J. Lukens, Esq.,

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, July 16, 1868.

Dear Sir:

There is a certain—perhaps a very

uncertain—sense of awkwardness in

changing from the impersonal it, or

the editorial we, to the egotistical I.

But as, from the nature of the case, this

selfish personality is required properly

to authenticate the new and valuable

facts herein first adduced; as you have

entered so cordially into the presenta-

tion of the general subject and its

graphic illustrations, and as this seems

naturally to follow the letter of Mr. Eg-

gleton to myself, for the moment I re-

tain on\j a cognizant view of the pub-

lic, and look directly toward yourself,

the public meanwhile remaining full

partners of the conference.

On Wednesday, July 15, 1868, an ex-

ceedingly sultry day—and the seventh

or eighth of like nature—in company
with Mr. Jonathan Eggleton, draughts-

man, of the City Surveyor's office, who,

from his intimate knowledge of the

district of Kensington and its people,

was to present me, I vrent up into the

immediate neighborhood of the treaty

tree, to make inquiries from some of the

old residents most likely to be conversant

with facts now important to determine.

We were fortunate enough to find at

home, in the order named, Messrs. Ja-

cob Tees* and Washington Vandusen ;

—

Mr. Tees at his store, within a few

steps of his dwelling, both on Beach

street, Nos. 1208 and 1220, a little below

the treaty obelisk, on the opposite or

west side ;—and Mr. Vandusen sitting

under the grateful shade of a paper

mulberry tree, in front of his residence,

No. 915 Hanover street, east side, one

door south of Allen.

Mr. Jacob Tees, on Saturday, July 11,

1868, seventy-eight years old, is yet

vigorous in body and mind, his recollec-

tions being only affected by the general

proportion of uncertainty in all oral

human testimony, after the events or

facts it concerns have lapsed many
years.

Mr. Tees, who in his time has built

one hundred and two sea-going vessels,

besides many coasters, said that, in

company with other shipbuilders, in

1823 he contracted for, and in 1824 he

built a frigate, whose name he had for-

gotten,-)- for the government of Colum-

bia, South America, which was finished,

approved, launched, paid for, and de-

livered, and in due time arrived out. In

the former year, Fairman's Mansion,

which had for quite a number of years

been the property and the home of

* Pronounced Teece.

f On reading to him Washington Vandusen's reminis-

cences, he recalled the name perfectly as the " De la Plata.

"
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Matthew Vandusen, Si\, was still stand-

ing, almost immediately upon the town

side of the river road, above Hanover

street. In their arrangements for con-

structing vessels, the brow-stage reached

within some forty or fifty feet of the op-

posite or river side of the river road.

When they came to lay the ways for the

frigate, they ascertained that they had

not room enough to build her between

the usual brow-staging and the water.

Accordingly, as all thoroughfares have

to admit obstructions in the exigencies

of building, whether for sea or on land,

without troubling themselves to secure

a permit from the District Commission-

ers, they built a new brow-stage, quite

to the river side of the road, the slope

of which terminated perpendicularly at

the height of a man, and afterwards

filled in both sides of the road with

timber, leaving only a single cartway

open between the brow-stage of the

frigate and the front fence of Fairman's

Mansion. This infringement on the

public road incensed Franklin Eyre, who

threatened to ride over Mr. Tees the

first time he should see him, although,

shortly afterwards, the latter purposely

-gave an opportunity, which the former

did not take. One object of Mr. Tees

was to constrain the District to pay for

and remove the Fairman Mansion, long-

doomed to destruction, for the opening

of Beach street, directly on which it

stood, and reaching within two or three

feet from one side to the other. Mr.

Eyre, much better-natured than his

threat, probably thought no more of

riding over anybody, much less a friend

and neighbor ; but, bent on having bet-

ter roadway, next directed his wrath

against the front fence of the mansion,

which he insisted should come down, in

spite of every thing and everybody.

Matthew Vandusen, Jr., Washington's

older brother, being then away in the

South, cutting live-oak, Mr. Tees vowed

that it should not, until the District had

first paid the family the proper damages,

the matter already having remained so

long unadjusted that it had become

very doubtful whether they would ever

receive one cent. Afterwards, upon the

return of Matthew, Jr., then young and

fiery, high words passed between him

and Eyre about this dispute, though

nothing further occurred. The house

had been torn down during Matthew,

Jr.'s, absence; but Mr. Tees had suc-

ceeded in having twenty-five hundred

dollars allowed for it. The river road,

or rather the mere curved turn-out

around Fairman's Mansion, had been

vacated, and Beach street had gone

through on the present lines. This was

in 1824-5, A little after, Mr. Tees,

operating alone, built a corvette for the

Mexican government, upon the same

ways. This vessel's Mexican name was

the"Tip'eyak," (probably "Tepeaca;")

but while here, waiting in the stream a

long time, unrigged, she was called the

" Kensington." With her appointments

and armament, she was to cost $250,090,

but the ship-builder's contract price was

$190,000. Her style of "Kensington"

was devised to secure her builders,

until she should be settled for and de-

livered. The Mexican government of

that day really sent enough funds to pay

for her, but it was supposed that, some-

what in the manner of some modern

office-holders, the Mexican minister at

Washington reserved a slice, and the

Mexican consul at Philadelphia secured

a slice, and the two Mexican commis-

sioners, charged with the superintend-

ence of the construction of the corvette,

obtained slices ; and so, while their

government disbursed the funds, they

dispersed them, and the vessel was not

paid for. At length, inquiry came from

the Mexican government concerning the

requisite residue of the purchase-money.

The answer was returned $115,000, so

that only $75,000 had been paid to the

builder. Her government then aban-

doned her to the latter, who ultimately

disposed of her to the Russian govern-

ment, although he never learned her

Muscovite name. Mr. Tees's object in
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particularizing about these men-of-war

was to show why he should have certain

points connected with the main subject

of our present inquiry freshly in recol-

lection. He felt assured that these

vessels, on the stocks, covered the pre-

cise location of the treaty tree ; which

location, from the projection of the porch

of the Vandusen homestead, the width

of the front garden, the abrupt descent

of the steps outside, on the bank adjoin-

ing the road, and the width of the road

itself, immediately on the opposite side

of which stood the treaty tree, he fixed

at from twenty-five to thirty-five feet,

and most likely thirty, from the present

southern line of Beach street. He re-

membered the proposition of some of

the neighbors to Matthew Vandusen,

Sr., to place a permanent support under

the great bough of the tree, and Matthew,

Sr.'s, chagrin at the fall so soon after-

wards ; and he also remembers the clam-

bering of the goats along the trunk and

the great horizontal bough ; but insisted

that the size of the woody part of the

tree had been much overrated, the stem

near the ground not exceeding in bulk

the size of a hundred-gallon puncheon,

or say four feet diameter, and the great

branch not surpassing the diameter of

the bilge of a flour barrel, nor keeping

that dimension beyond fifteen to eighteen

feet from the trunk.

The children of Matthew Vandusen,

Sr., were, in order of birth, Nicholas,

Matthew, Jr., who lived in the Fairman

Mansion till he was about of age, John,

two or three daughters, and Washing-

ton, who was the youngest of all.

Washington Vandusen, who was a

little child when his father died, a few

years after the fall of the elm tree, lived

on in the old homestead, wherein he

was born, with Susanna Till, a spinster,

an old friend of the family, who took

boarders there, until he was nearly of

age, say IT or 18, and she had to leave

it, on account of its demolition. After

he married, Susanna Till went to live

with him. Washington was a little

child A\ or 5 year-s old when the tree

blew down, and but two or three years

older when his father died. Mr. Tees

remembers the old buttonwood whose

limb had been converted by Col. Eyre,

the father of Franklin, into a belfry
;

but thinks it stood rather farther

away from Beach street than did the

Treaty Tree. Mr. Tees agrees with Mr.

Vandusen in regard to the location, size,

position and arrangement of Fairman's

Mansion, and of the Treaty Tree, with

respect to the line of sight from it, and

says that the line of the easterly or

upper end of the mansion coincided al-

most exactly with the westerly or lower

side of the treaty monument, the south-

easterly corner of the cellar wall being

within a foot or two of the gate leading

into the monument enclosure. He be-

lieves, in fact, that the whole of the

foundation, cellar walls, ovens and all

are there undisturbed beneath Beach

street pavement.

Col. Eyre, out iu the revolution, was
the father of Jehu and Franklin. Manuel

Eyre, the Colonel's brother, had also a

son Manuel. The descent of the prop-

erty east adjoining the Vandusen or

Treaty plot was from the Colonel to

Jehu, Jr., from him to the present owner,

Mary, from whom it will pass to the

3
rounger members of the family. These

names are given for the benefit of those

who majr have in future to consult and

weigh the evidence of documents.

Mr. Tees remarks that the river road

had no actual existence as marked on

our illustrations from the old surveys

and descriptions. Eyre's house and

others were properly located on the

northerly line of Beech street, east of

Fairman's Mansion, long before Beach

street existed, except on paper. The

road swept out of Beach and Hanover

intersection, as represented, to run be-

tween the mansion and the river, but

immediately swept into it again, as rep-

resented by the dotted lines of the

present street, by a curve exactly like

the former.
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Mr. John Eggleton,* father of Jona-

than, f tells the latter, that the great elm

was about four to four and a half feet

through the butt. There is, however,

nothing more deceptive, than remem-

bered eye-measurement, especially of

globular or cylindrical bodies. If any

credible witness produces the memoran-

dum of an actual measurement, of

course we must believe him; but amongst

recollections we may be allowed to

choose ; and recollections in opposition

to a recorded measurement stand no

chance whatever. J

Mr. Washington Vandusen, who is

erect and very hale and vigorous, and

on the 31st of July, 1868, will be ex-

actly sixty-three and a half (63i) years

old, was born in the Fairman Mansion,

the property and home of his father,

Matthew Vandusen, Sr., and lived in it

until early manhood. It was destroyed

by the condemnation of the district, in

order to open Beach street, while he

was away, in Georgia, in 1824-5, as one

of a party cutting live-oak for the De
la Plata, the frigate whose name Mr.

Tees at first could not recollect. His

family, besides the materials it com-

prised, received twenty-seven hundred

dollars ($2,700) for it; and he thinks

would have received considerably more

but for the haste of his friend Mr. Tees

and partners, who greatby hurried the

negotiation, wanting the house Out of

the way and Beach street cut through.

Although, at the same time, he believes,

they were under the conviction, that

they were doing the very best thing for

the interests of his family. He said his

father used to tell the citizens, when

they talked of condemning the home-

stead, that they could not purchase it,

with his will, unless in exchange for

another near at hand equally good. This

would have been difficult, for it was a

large, well-planned and exceedingly well-

* Now 7S years old.

•f
57 years old in November, 186S.

J Mr. Tees' statement was revised in the presence of his

son, Mr. Lewis Tees.

built mansion. It stood immediate^

facing the Delaware, its lower or western

front parlor window looking almost in a

straight line, at right-ano-le to the river

road, towards the Treaty Tree. The
house was about fifty feet in depth, there

being only a foot or two between

its rear and the present building line

of Beach street. Its length, with the

river and along the road, was about

one hundred feet, made up thus, 18 to

20 feet in a division on the extreme east,

(wherein dwelt, in Mr. Yandusen's time,

Michael Lynn§ and fainity, and where

were born Lynn's sons, Robert and John,

and where afterwards Griffie Vaughn
dwelt), about 30 feet in the front parlor,

about 18 feet in the great hall through

from front to rear, about 15 feet in the

piazza, partly open and partly closed,

and about 18 to 20 feet in the kitchen,

at the extreme western side of the

house. The front parlor occupied half

the depth of the mansion from Lynn's

portion to the hall, going from the east-

ward ; the back parlor and the stairway

took up the remainder. This stairwa}7

was large enough for four persons to

ascend it abreast. The second story

was arranged in a similarly commodious

style. There was a vaulted and paved

cellar under the entire body of the

house, except beneath the part allotted

to Michael Lynn, which was all taken

up with four large and fine ovens com-

municating with the cellar ; he thinks no

cellar under the kitchen. The lower

story of the porch at the western end

was open, front and sides ;
the projection

at the eastern end, corresponding archi-

tecturally with the porch, was on the

ground floor, a pantry communicating

with the front parlor. The house was

well situated on gently rising ground,

and took an}- light breeze in such a

manner as to be splendidly ventilated in

summer, being, Mr. Vandusen thinks,

the most pleasant dwelling he ever was

in. It was two stories and a half high.

§ The shipsmith.
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The porch and pantry projected about

eight or nine feet from the front, and

the front garden fence about seven feet

further. Then there was a sharp little

declivit}' to the river road. The road

itself about 30 feet wide. On the oppo-

site, or river side of the road, stood the

Treaty Tree, about five feet from the

beaten track. This would place the

Elm 50-1 to 55 feet from the mansion.*

Though quite a small boy when it

occurred, Mr. Vandusen recollects very

well Lai. Hill's retort, and the fall of the

men in the dust, as detailed in Mr.

Eggleton's letter. This was after the

tree had blown down.

Mr. Vandusen gives the exact position

of the trunk of the Great Elm, thus

:

The ground formerly belonging to his

father, Matthew, Sr., and now to him-

self, bounded by Eyre's line, the same

with the upper rough fence of the monu-

ment, from Eyre's line to Hanover street,

is divided into seven equal lots of 21

feet 4 inches front on Beach street, as

far as they will run that width, the

allowance under or over being in the

front of the seventh lot. He knows that

the tree stood in the third lot from Eyre's

— line, near the easterly line of the fourth

lot. The eastern side of the tree was

near the middle of the third lot, the

western side very close to the fourth lot.f

This brings the exact centre of the butt

of the tree on an angle of 90 degrees, 60

feet westerly, or down Beach street from

Eyre's line Washington Yandusen's

estimate of the diameter of the Great

Elm is five to six feet. There was an

ancient buttonwood, standing a few feet

easterly from Eyre's line, on ground now
occupied by Edward V. Gorgas, No.

1325 Beach street, as a wood-yard,

* Mr. Tees holds stoutly to thirty feet. Both gentlemen
place its centre somewhere on the line parallel with and
sixty feet westerly from Eyre's line. The difference is

not quite three thicknesses of the trunk itself, i. e. eight

feet as given by Watson.

t Here again is a confirmation of the eight feet diameter.

The middle of the lot would be 10 feet 8 inches from either

line, 2 feet S inches may be considered equivalent to "very
close." This deducted from 10 feet 8 inches leaves 8 feet

as the thickness of the trunk.

whose stump yet remains in the earth.

Mr. Vandusen, Mr. Eggleton and my-

self, went to visit the stump. It was

not visible, being piled entirely over

with cord wood ; but Mr. John Hans-

burry, the young man in charge of Mr.

Gorgas' office, undertook to show us the

exact range of the centre of the stump,

which measured 53 feet parallel with

Eyre's line to Beach street. This but-

tonwood was a large and particularly

marked tree, from the fact that Manuel

EyreJ had put on it, before Washington

Vandnsen's time, a bell to mark time for

the neighboring ship carpenters, and

Mr. Vandusen's recollection is very

clear, that the Great Elm stood a little

further away from the Beach street line

than the buttonwood did. Making tins

allowance at 55 feet, we obtained by the

tape line, 12 ft. s. s. w. 1 + s. (surveyor's

bearing, s. 20° west,) from the apex of the

monumental obelisk, planted in the north-

eastern corner of the j^ard, at the same

distance, say 6J feet, rectangular, from

Eyre's line and from Beach street. This

memorial stands in the centre ofan enclo-

sure about 12^ feet square. There is a

trifling element of uncertainty here, from

the present obscuration of the stump of

the buttonwood ; but this could soon be

disclosed, when absolutely necessary to

locate the centre of the Great Elm with

exactitude. At any rate, it never has

been marked upon a published plan with

the least approach to its present accuracy,

besides the accompanying means of des-

ignating it with certainty, for years to

come. From a period long before the

vacation of the river roati, and the

removal of the Great Elm, to the present

instant, the ownership of this ground

has remained in the one family, passing

merety from Matthew Vandusen, Sr., to

his son Washington, who himself gave

me this information, accompanying it

with genial remarks, and with chalk

J Mr. Tees says Colonel Eyre of the Revolution, brother

of the elder, and uncle of the younger Manuel, and father

of Franklin Eyre, put the bell in the buttonwood.
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diagrams drawn upon the ship timber

whereon he sat, while, standing immedi-

ately at hand, I copied them in my note

book. The Marine Railway on this

ground is now carried on by Washing-

ton's two sons, John and George, so

here are three continuous, lineal genera-

tions of the Vandusens, sufficient to pre-

vent any uncertainty whatever.

The remnant of the great elm was

sawn up by Franklin Eyre, who had the

shipj'ard east adjoining Yandusen's,

and who thereb}' obtained the larger

portion of the wood then remaining.

Up to the time of this sawing, or rather

until his death, which likely occurred

rather before, Matthew Vandusen, Sr.,

who had always utterly refused to sell

any part of the tree, with a generosity

and appreciation which does him honor,

had invariably freely given away pieces

of it to all applicants. Had he preferred

to sell the relics, he could have made a

large sum of money by it ; but he chose

the nobler part ; and his descendants

may well be proud of it. Washington

Vandusen thinks that the Eyre family

have much the larger portion of what-

ever actual wood of the great elm there

—-may be remaining, as Eranklin would

naturally secure, in sawing, most of it

himself. I believe the same may be

said of them, as of Matthew Vandusen,

Sr., above ; the wood they have pre-

sented, and might again, as an exceed-

ingly great favor ; but never did, and

never would, sell any of it.

In pursuance of the Fernon attempt

to establish a square, the damages for

147 feet, more or less, on Beach street,

and 190 feet towards the river, Mr. Van-

dusen said, were assessed at $51,000.

This the Court set aside ; and thus the

affair has remained in abeyance to this

dajr
. The reader will remember, that

this little tract contains the very heart

of the treaty ground. Inside this, all

admit the great elm stood ; and conse-

quently, within it the high councils of the

two parties must have deliberated and

finally acted. I think, therefore, the

sum was very moderate, even for the

belter and cheaper days when the matter

was last agitated. Tbe ground rests at

about $6 per front foot on Beach street

to Allen, and on Richmond street to

Allen again. On Beach street to the

river there is no definable limit between

$12 and $20 per foot. These points I

obtained from him with regard to a

business consideration of the proposed

matter by business men. The number
of feet from Richmond street through

to the river, to count at 6+6 + 20=$32,

would be, 951 to 955 feet; take the

larger number, and $36 per foot through

from Richmond street to the Port War-

dens' line. The $36 represent the six

per cent, interest of $600 ; this, multiplied

by 955 feet, produces $573,000, or, in

round numbers, $600,000, as the value

of the ground. There is, in addition,

the value of the buildings, which is not

so easy to estimate ; but say $300,000

more. The reclearing and embellish-

ing of this sacred spot—the birthplace,

so to speak, of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania— is no trifling matter,

and can be accomplished for no trifling

amount. The first point is to secure

the ground ; and remove the Penn

Society's Memorial to the exact spot.

The additional contribution for the piers,

the landscape gardening, and the monu-

ment and other appointments, would

vary from $1,400,000 to $2,000,000

more. The State should appropriate

the money for the ground and the en-

cumbering buildings ; the people should

contribute that for the other purposes.

Ranging the present population of the

State somewhere between 3,500,000 and

4,000,000 souls, it would be about fifty

cents a head, varying from those able and

willing to provide many times the quota

to those unable to give aught ; and, with

concerted effort, the money could all be

raised the first election day, by having

contribution boxes in charge of a few

trusty citizens at the polls, as, although

the women and children do not vote, they

could hand in their mite through the men.
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Washington Yandusen says, that suck-

ers from the roots of the elm frequently

spring up all over the old ground, several

hundred feet from where it grew. With

regard to the scion now standing directly

between the monument and Gorgas's

counting-room, whose authenticity is

undeniable— although Mr. Yandusen

says it has been transplanted from the

spot where it first made its appearance

as a sucker—and which is now a flourish-

ing tree of between fifty and sixty years

old, my own measurement, by the tape-

line, on the 16th of July, 1868, shows it

to be eight feet seven and a half inches

circumference, four feet above the ground.

This averages it as thirty-four and a half

inches, or nearly three feet diameter,

which, but for the measurement, and my
knowledge of its correctness, I would not,

from a casual or even a careful look at

the tree, believe myself. The measure-

ment was taken at the smallest point.

This tree forks very low, within five feet

of the ground, and is_ deeply striated on

both sides, so that carelessly, at a little

distance, it might be taken for two.

The tape-line was carefully passed

around and tested just whei*e the trunk

loses the swell of the roots, and the

boughs begin to fork. Before it blew

down the great elm was, in round num-

bers, five times as old as this, its descend-

ent. The annual rings become narrower

and narrower with each succeeding year,

so that it would not be correct to say

that a tree of the same species, five times

the age, must be five times the diameter

;

but it would be a sound analogical

deduction, that, all other conditions the

same, a tree of about five times the age

must be of about three times the diameter

—by this example, nearly nine feet

;

therefore, I rely implicitly on Watson's

dimensions, namely, twenty-four feet

circumference, or eight feet diameter for

the great elm.

Taking the varying positions of these

two gentlemen, dwellers and habitues of

the very spot for many years, and ob-

taining their average, we reach this very

curious solution. If we confirm Mr.

Tees' position, the bark and part of the

wood of the tree would run inside the

equated space on the south ; if we con-

firm Mr. Yandusen's position, the bark

and part of the wood, as before, would

encroach upon the equated tree on the

north ; if we take the equated elm, its

northern substance would invade Mr.

Tees' elm, and its southern Mr. Yan-

dusen's elm, because all are parallel with

Eyre's line, at sixty feet distance, and

they do not vary the confirmed thickness

of three great elms.* In the centre of

the average spot, then, is the place to

plant the centre of the monument.

A glance at the double dotted line,

representing the proposed square of not

exceeding one hundred feet, as estab-

lished, though not carried out, by the

Pennsylvania Legislature, will show

that all these points are thrown nearly

into the middle ' of the proposed new
street in the east. This is maladroit-

ness, with a witness ! We may rather

congratulate ourselves, that the matter

is yet inchoate.

I might indulge my imagination with

the artificial and the art-natural beauties

which could be here displayed, but I

refrain. " First catch your hare."

Although I firmly believe that the de-

sire to consecrate this spot to public

use is rooted in the very hearts of our

citizens, and that the first real step to-

wards organization will effect it. With

the highest hope of such a consummation

I rest

Yery truly yours,

CHARLES J. LTJKENS.
Samuel Sloan, Esq.,

Philadelphia.

THE INDEX.

The little monumental Obelisk erected

by the Penn Society does not mark the

exact spot whence upsprang the trunk

of the great Elm. The tree stood some

* Mr. Vandusen says that the two men-of-war were not

built over the site of the great elm, but a little below it.
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seventy-two feet south southwest, south-

erly, or s. 20° w. from where stands the

memorial, which was placed to suit the

convenience of the owner of the ground.

The very spot was formerly marked in the

shipyard, by a post, driven deeply in

the earth, " about fifty feet back from the

line of Beach street." It is to be hoped
that the exact triangulation was securely

recorded. This monument is of ordi-

naiy white Pennsylvania marble, liable

to crack in the weathering, is about five

and a-half feet high, with a base of about

four feet square, and reads, as follows :

Northerly Side

Facing Beach street.

Treaty Ground
of

William Penn
and the

Indian Natives,
1682.

Unbroken Faith.

Easterly Side.

Tip Beach street, towards Palmer.

Pennsylvania

Pounded,

1681.

"By Deeds of Peace."

Southerly Side.

Facing the Delaware.

William Penn,
Born, 1644,

Pied, 1718.

Westerly Side.

Down, Beach street, towards Hanover.

Placed by the

Penn Society,
A. D. 1827.

To mark the
Scite of the

Great Elm Tree.

Site here was unfortunately mispelled

scite by the marble-cutter. Just below
Hanover street, on the northerly side of

Beach, stands the old Bolivar House.

Immediately outside the enclosure, west
of the obelisk, is a thrifty 3'oung but-

tonwood tree, and directly east of it a

flourishing elm, whose branches over-

arch and droop southward below the

monument. Next below the enclosure

is a sign projecting at right-angles to

the pavement, "J. & G. Vandusen, Penn
Treaty Marine Railway."

THE YERY SITE.

Clarkson observes : "It appears that

though the parties were to assemble at

Coaquannock, [i. e., Philadelphia,] the

Treaty was made a little higher up, at

Shackamaxon." Roberts Yaux, Esq.,

here comments: "The probable cause

of the change was the convenience of

both the natives and Penn." This may
not necessarily be a change. For ex-

ceeding impressiveness, they may have

formed a joint procession from the first

gathering-place to the appointed ground.

Though this, our mere speculation, would

neither be Indian-like nor Quaker-like,

the savages preferring personal inde-

pendence in reaching a rendezvous, the

Friends disliking pageants.

Some have spoken of Upland, or Ches-

ter, Pa , as being the Treaty-ground.

That was an old settlement, and pro-

tected by forts, consequently most un-

likely to be chosen by Penn, who would

naturally be careful to show the In-

dians his sense of the desirable perfect

equality of surrounding circumstances.

Judge Peters observes :
" I have always

understood that ' Talks' were held with

the Indians at Chester, preparatory to

the conclusive Treaty." A likely enough

thing, Chester being the seat of govern-

ment of the Province. Nicholas Collin,

Esq., concludes it "highly probable that

" the Treaty was held at [or near] Phila-

"delphia, as being pretty far into the

"country, and b}r its site destined for a

"capital." The more, that it was mid

way between the settlements of Burling-

ton, N. J., and Chester.

[To be continued.]
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WEALTH WASTED IN TEMPORARY STRUCTURES.

IN"
an absolutely new country, men

cannot build for posterity, or even

for their own old age. The necessities of

their condition demand instant shelter

and frequent patching. Thus it happens

that the pioneer may erect several tene-

ments on nearly the same ground, and

have scarcely more than a hut to dwell

in at last. From the peculiar conditions

of our country, settled on its early bor-

der, the Atlantic seaboard, by all de-

grees of society simultaneously, number-

ing nine or ten generations of born in-

habitants in the older sections to none

in the newer, between long-dwellers and

new-comers, amongst birthright Ameri-

cans and immigrants from all nations,

everywhere, it follows, that buildings

must be observed of every possible

grade.

No fault is to be found with the squat-

ter, forced to construct his domicile of

crude materials with few and imperfect

tools, managed in varying skill or awk-

wardness by his own hands, if he obtains

merely mitigated discomfort within and

unmitigated ugliness without. But the

comfortable citizen, descended through a

half-score more or less thriving American

ancestors, thus feeling himself very prop-

erly an American of the Americans, or

one of a race long identified with the

mainsprings of governmental action, has

not the same excuse for living in or put-

ting up a structure, temporary, incon-

venient, and homely, but not home-like.

In the great cities, ordinaril}' speaking,

we practice too much demolishing and

re-erecting, because we incline to the

cheap principle. Rows of many adjoin-

ing stores in one direction, of many
connected dwellings in another, all built

simultaneously, by contract, and all alike,

for the sake of cheapening the whole

by the repetition of many details of the

same form and measurement, used to be

found in all our towns and cities a gen-

eration ago. No picturesque landmarks

existed for the hurrying stranger, en-

abling him rapidly to master the great

features of the strange locality ; none of

the quaint and charming associations of

difference in date or variety in style,

lightened the cares of the sedulousburgh-

er; but, unless eveiy door was counted

from the nearest street corner, perils

lurked by the way for the faithful hus-

band, or wife, returning home after dark,

when the almanac foretold moonlight,

and the city gas-trimmers remained at

the station-houses, while, from the inter-

vention of clouds or rain, the natural

luminary of the night did not appear.

Along with this was a provoking simi-

larity of dead-latch keys ; so that to

open a door with your key was no proof

of its being your own door. More than

one modest wife has rushed into the arms

of another's lord, who perhaps was never

afterward quite satisfied that she did not

mean it. More than one virtuous hus-

band has found himself suddenly in the

chamber of his neighbor's startled spouse,

the latter's owner heard by both tramp-

ing rapidly up the stairs. Hence, pure

characters suffered in reputation from

architectural sameness, whilst the evil-

disposed escaped the results of their de-

linquencies, because, at a little distance,

the closest observation would not deter-

mine whence they emerged. In fact,

business and domestic delays and incon-

veniences of all kinds resulted from this

cheap similaritj' to such an extent, that

even people, whom no provocation could

induce to swear, probably felt the ani-

mus of the little Frenchman's anathema

upon Philadelphia, because " Ze dam
houses were so moche alike!"

It is true, the remedy is more and

more searching yearly ; and—not alto-

gether inseparable from the little old

maii3'-gabled, curb-roofed dwellings,with

their intermixture of imported black
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bricks in the walls, and conveniently-

dressed, but easily worn-out soap-stone

door-steps—eloquent of the times of the

Swedes, Dutch, and Quakers— pictu-

resqueness of form has really appeared

in our streets. The next desideratum is

picturesqueness of color, which no doubt

will be exhibited before long.

If stores or residences were built of

good substantial and enduring materials,

with light and ventilation, lofty rooms,

thorough conveniences, and chaste style,

after the coherent plans, sections, and

elevations of an experienced architect,

they would cost perhaps fifty, it might

be, even an hundred per cent, more than

the present expense of the same accom-

modations ; but, throwing out the ex-

pense of preservation, it would be a com-

pleted investment, bound to remunerate

in the end. The edifices would not fall;

and there would be no need to tear

them down. Once built, they would en-

dure for many generations. In Phila-

delphia, Stephen Girard, formerly, and

Dr. David Jayne, of late years, practised

upon this principle ; which does not look

to the ruling rate of interest ; but

constructs out of the best purchasable

—-materials, in the best possible mannei-

.

There is perhaps a mixture of pride and

vanity in high architectural abstractions

realized in stone, brick and mortar ; but

this may charitably be passed over, in

favor of those who have done, or caused

others to do so well. A good story is

current, to this effect, that when the

marble steps of the rear of the former

United States Bank, on Third street, be-

low Chestnut, built upon the bed of old

Dock creek, afterwards purchased and

converted into his private banking-house

by Mr. Girard, gave way, that cool cal-

culator drove piles very deeply, side by

side, till there was no more room ; and

rebuilt the stone-work from the founda-

tions, until all there was made secure and

solid, at the expense of some eighteen

thousand dollars. It is reported that, as it

approached completion, he was observed

one morning, very early, looking on, with

his hands gracefully disposed beneath

his coat-tails, saying to himself, " Now it

will last forever." Here was something

away from the street, which the public

did not see, use, or care about. But to

him, that subsidence might reach the

rear-wall, and ultimately destroy the

building. What, then, was eighteen

thousand dollars to Stephen Girard,

compared with the sense of satisfaction

in having secured against possible ruin

a noble edifice ? Dr. Jayne's great

building is reported not to have

netted him in revenue over two and

a-half of one per cent.
;
probably now

does not net his estate more than

that. But it induced the erection

of many another fine store, and therein

the doctor had his reward, beautifying

the city of his good fortune and adop-

tion, and increasing its prestige among
business men at a distance. What cared

he for percentage in comparison ? These

two men, after having grown highly pros-

perous, always acted on the same prin-

ciple ; and have had scores of worthy

followers, many of whom, like them-

selves, have not even been natives of

the city they so lavishly embellished.

What, then, is the cheap principle in

the event ? The expenditure of so much
time, taste, and money, as shall enable

the disburser to become the possessor

of that which— whether garment, mova-

ble, store, or house, being of good mate-

rial, careful construction, artistic execu-

tion, and thorough adaptation— shall

answer well and look well, until fairly

worn to pieces, after many intervening

fleeting fashions shall not 'have a soli-

tary representative left. Comparatively,

if you wish to spend little, spend without

sparing on essentials ; if you prefer to

spend much, spend pinchingly upon the

ephemeral caprices invented for the ad-

vantage of trade. Yet, as customers

always seek the truthful trader, prop-

erty-owners should always consult the

skilled and true architect.
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HERALDRY.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

WHEN Sir John Froissart, the

genial chronicler of the days of

Edward the Third of England and his

consort, the good dame Philippa of

Hainault, is discoursing of a skirmish

between the English and Poitevins on

one side, and the French and Bretons

on the other, wherein Sir John Chandos,

the great English captain, then seneschal

of Poitou, lost his life, the old monk
says: "While the French and Bretons

" were considering the most advanta-

" geous manner to begin the onset, Sir

" John Chandos arrived with his com-

" pany, his banner displayed and flying

" in the wind. This was borne by a

"valiant man-at-arms, called James

"Allen, and was a 'pile gules on afield

" argent." Here, by synecdoche the ban-

ner is put for what it contained, namely,

the coat of arms. Elsewhere, Froissart

had previous^ spoken of the coat of

arms, depicted on this banner, as

" argent, a sharp pile gules."

"Argent, a pile gules" — for the

"sharp," although it might be correct,

as the description

of a very attenu-

ated "pile," is,

judging from the

rolls of the Her-

ald's College, as

given in the va-

rious armories, a

pleasant redund-

ancy ; but "Argent, a pile gules"—struck

our boyish imagination with amazing
force. What was the signification of

those cabalistic words ? The diction-

aries would not reply. Clearly, they

meant something to Sir John Chandos
and his followers; they meant something

to Sir John Froissart ; the}' meant
something to the knightly contempora-

ries for whom Froissart wrote : what did

they mean ? The notes of Mr. Johnes'

edition of the Old Annalist referred to

Heraldry ; and we had recourse to the

article on Heraldry in the only Encyclo-

paedia we possessed ; then to other

articles in similar repositories ; then to

such elementary treatises on the matter

as fell in our way ; and, finally, to the

great authorities, on the subject, such as

Guillim, Edmonson and Berry, until, in

the course of years, we became quite

adept, in an amateur fashion, in the

science and the art.

" For what purpose ?" growls the

sturdy utilitarian republican. " Did we
not sweep away all that in the revolu-

tion ?" No, my dear sir, we did not.

At the very beginning of the revolution,

the Continental Congress appointed a

committee to devise a national flag,

whose heraldic fitness and beauty first

flashed upon humbled Britain, and an

astonished world, when Burgoyne

capitulated to Gates, at Saratoga, on

the poet's

"Field of the grounded arms."

The great seal of the United States had

to be conformed to the rules of Heraldry.

The arms of the United States, and of

the several States, the seals of States,

towns and corporations, all proceed from

and rest upon the science of Heraldry.

The self-manufacture of crests, the self-

assumption of armorial bearings, by a

citizen of a Democratic republic, based

upon the political equality of men, is,

in truth, ridiculously absurd. Though

there is no more reason why those citi-

zens descended from ancient " gentlemen

of coat-armor" should refuse to preserve,

if agreeable, the old testimonials of dis-

tinction, than that they should receive

and preserve inheritances of money or

land from their ancestors. George

Washington was entitled to use, and

always did use, as his carriage-panels
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and book-plate testify, an ancient her-

aldic escutcheon, which he could, if he

chose, though he did not, have honestly

quartered with other coats proving his

descent from the royal lines of England

and Scotland. Oliver Cromwell, the

Roundhead, sneered at by the cavaliers

of the time, as a plebeian brewer, could

have similarly shown his near cousin-

ship to Charles the First, and conse-

quent descent from the same kings and

princes of England and Wales.* Coats

of arms on book-plates, seals and car-

riages are constantly used, and ever will

be, by many of our most unostentatious

citizens, descendants of the persecuted

immigrants of good families, who led

the original colonists of North America.

So, then, it seems, that Heraldry will

always retain some charms for the

curious, at least ; and may as well be

studied by inquiring youths, or gentle-

men of leisure, as many other things,

which have lost their swaying influence

upon the destinies of the earth.

There now arises the question, "What

has all this to do with modern archi-

tecture ?" A great deal. These emblems

of the old worthies were lately found to

~\jti a most befitting ornament to the

gothic halls of the new British Parlia-

ment House. Heraldry numbers among

its many figures very nearly two hun-

dred different styles of crosses. What

more appropriate, if a congregation thus

determined, than to embody a selection

from these on carved shields, used as

corbels, or the apparent resting points

of gothic arch-mouldings, or supposed

to be hung, as insignia of the church

militant, in the panels of the walls ? Or,

* The writer does not wish this to be accepted in advo-

cacy of privileged coaditiou. The best specimens of the

English nation are mostly derived from the gentry, be-

cause they are the cultured division of the inhabitants.

This argues nothing for blood, because the nobles propor-

tionally are not equal to the gentlemen, nor are the higher

nobility and the princes relatively to compare with the

barons. Our own educated classes, varying as to special

families, from our happy preference of gavel-kind, or

equal distribution, to entail, it descent by primogeniture,

are by fight and social rule the highest of the nation, but

it is by virtue of their innate faculties improved by
acquisition. Superior organization prepares for superior

education, but this organization may occur iu any class

of society. The inutility of the Europeau systems is seen

in the fact that no other Cromwell, much less Washing-
ton, has ever been produced.

suppose a gentleman of romantic taste,

not caring particularly for his own coat-

of-arms, even as a water-color in a glass

frame, and yet willing to acknowledge

eminence in others: who should hinder

him from displaying, upon his library

wall, or, better yet, in his stained-glass

windows, the escutcheoned emblems of

the United States, of his own State,

Governor Winslow, Captain John Smith,

William Penn, George Washington,

Chaucer, Spenser, Shakspeare, Beau-

mont, and Fletcher, Dryden, Somerville

of the Chase, Byron, Sir Walter Scott,

and William Beckford, the author of the

Caliph Vathek, the young Englishman,

who wrote, in a marvellously few hours,

that novel in la, langue Francaise, since

universally allowed to be classic, the

third time only that that feat was ever

accomplished in French by any for-

eigner
; and who had, immediately after,

a six-weeks brain fever for his pains

;

who is known, moreover, to all lovers

of architecture, as the planner, builder,

and resident of Fonthill Abbey, Wilts,

England,—the sale of whose articles of

virtu occupied the attention of the Lon-

don public during most of the summer
of 1823*—to give which striking con-

ception of architect, James Wyatt, its

proper effect in the landscape, he actu-

ally pulled down, in 180?, save one wing,

afterwards known as the Pavilion, the

spacious and noble mansion erected,

from 1T56 to 1760, by his father, Alder-

mand Beckford, many of whose ceilings

were painted by Casali the Italian, and

which cost altogether £150,000.

From these and other considerations,

and as a branch of rather out-of-the-

wa}^ science, we, the junior editor, pro-

pose to give, with every number of this

periodical, an illustrated paper on Her-

aldry, which we hope will engage the

favorable attention of readers and per-

haps facilitate, or even felicitate some

younger student's research.

* Graphical illustrations of Fonthill Abbey, by J. 1'.

Neale, Loudon, 1824.
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IMPROVEMENT IN THE RIVER VIEW OF PHILADELPHIA.

IN Philadelphia, as viewed from Cam-

den, there was, during the elder

years, an unbroken uniformity,—relieved

only by the two shot-towers, the square

one of Paul Beck, in the southwest,

long since torn down, and the round

one, near the Delaware front of South-

wark, owned by Thomas Sparks, 3-et

remaining, Christ Church steeple, and

another spire or two,—very soothing to

the lover of the substantial things of

the world, but distressingly monotonous.

Since, more particularly within the last

fifteen years, spire after spire has shot

up, until a commendable variety obtains,

which every clay extends and beautifies.

Still the view is better from almost any

other commanding point, than across

the Delaware ; and owners and archi-

tects would do well to bear this in mind.

The Delaware side, being the main ap-

proach, should not, of course, present

the worst prospect. How gloriously, in

this regard, the spectacle would be im-

proved had Penn's intention, of having

no houses or stores between the west

side of Front street and the river, been

carried out. Then Philadelphia could

have stood proudly upon a bold bank,

averaging forty feet high, throughout

most of her extent, while commerce

would have retained from six to eight

hundred feet channel-width more of deep

water. Although there is this consoling-

reflection : it is only where spaces are

narrow, and crowds must create bustle

and inconvenience, that crowds come.

Had Market street been originally of

its present width, without the old mar-

ket-houses, its heavy business would not

have been there, but somewhere else in

straitened quarters. Broad street was
laid out magnificently for business ; but

business would not go there, because

space was provided for it. It is only

where there is apparently no space, that

business goes. And it is as the palatial

grand-drive and promenade that Broad

street will soon become great.

A few lofty structures, within a square

or two of the river front, would much
enliven and diversify the prospect, while

producing true effect. This would be

enhanced by so designing cornices, doors

and windows, as to have deep shades, and

to throw heavy shadows. A memorial

shaft or two, absolutely on the Delaware,

would not be amiss. Should the corner-

stone of the Washington Monument, in

Washington square, ever germinate in a

column truly exalted, say three hundred

and seventy feet high, there would in-

deed be something worthy of the city.

The fund must be well farmed by this

time. But occasional great organized

public efforts should lie made to increase

it, so as to carry the size and beauty of

the pillar far beyond the original design.

That which was very well, for a city of

two hundred thousand inhabitants, is not

commensurate with its enhanced dignity,

represented by four-fifths of a million.

Therefore, the Pennsylvania Society of

the Cincinnati should be encouraged, by

further subscriptions to them intrusted,

to foster the fund, as they have faithfully

hitherto ; and, what thejr have not done,

constantly to ask the great public for

more. One great object for frequent

and considerable contributions is the

augmentation of what is already in hand,

by safe investment. At five per cent,

per annum, and only compounded yearly,

it requires but fourteen years in round

numbers to double any principal. The

foundation, even, should not be laid with

less in hand than seven hundred and

fifty thousand dollars. Philadelphia has

waited long for her Washington Monu-
ment ; and she may as well erect a

magnificent testimonial when she at-

tempts it. The height named above,

with the natural elevation of the ground,

would place the observatory at least
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four hundred feet above tide-water,

and the absolute pinnacle some twenty
feet higher. None will question the

propriety of making the Tribute to

William Penn, at the Treaty-ground,

in Kensington, equally imposing. If

the former typifies the rise of the nation,

the latter symbolizes the earlier rise of

the State. Here, then, all Pennsylvania

should be proud to pour her wealth to

do honor to her wise and good Founder.

A shaft of the same altitude, rising

almost from the water's edge, would ap-

pear considerably higher, though really

lower, and on a much lower base than
the former.

With proper organization, a trifling

sum given by each inhabitant of the

State, would provide the funds for both
the above great enterprises

; and this

organization is one of the desirable

things we hope shortly to see.

CHAIRS, SETTLES, PEWS, FORMS, STOOLS, AND SEATS
GENERALLY.

IT may appear presumptuous to say

of so simple and ancient a human
convenience, movable or fixed, as a plain

wooden chair, that its true principles

never have been understood by modern

manufacturers,or constructors ; although

they were approximately ascertained

and put in practice by the ancient

dwellers in the land of the Nile, yet,

such is the case, and the proof will be

""found below.

Mankind must have learned to sit in

the present civilized mode at the cre-

ation, the first low, projecting rock, or

river bank, suggesting this happy

method of ease.

Man is naturally a sitting animal ; but

his modes of sitting are divei'se, and dif-

ferent ones obtain among different in-

dividuals of the same nation.

George R. Gliddon used to describe,

with great gusto, the impecunious

Parisian dandy, as sauntering into a

public garden, sitting upon one chair,

outstretching both arms upon the backs

oftwo chairs, one placed upon either side,

resting his feet upon a chair immediately

before him, having on one side of it a

separate chair for his hat, and upon the

other another chair for his cane, calling

for a cigar and a cup of eau sucree, for

neither of which were the proprietors

allowed to charge by law, and, being

hurriedly served, abusing the waiter like

a pick-pocket for not attending more
politely to his munificent patron ship.

The Moslem Turk, and the Christian

tailor alike sit cross-legged ; savages in

various parts of the world practise vari-

ous methods ofsquatting ; the European,

in society, will sit squarety upon a chair

which the untrammelled Yankee will tilt

upon its hind legs, to the imminent det-

riment of the article, unless made in

the United States. The same Euro-

pean would cross one ankle over another,

or one knee over another, or he might,

as a great venture, place ankle on knee.

The same Yankee, while perfectly free

and apt at all these, would boldly rest

his heels upon the seat of another chair,

or, to snatch an ease beyond the reach

of France, would throw his feet up on

the table, the desk, or the mantel-piece.

Matrons and maidens, throughout en-

lightened communities, generally sit with

the feet crossed ; though there is a vicious

practice among girls and the younger

women of sitting with one leg drawn up

beneath the body. The wandering Arabs,

and the modern Copts, the latter the lin-

eal descendants of the ancient Egypt-

ians, sit upon their haunches with their

knees drawn up to their chins, a style im-
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possible to any one who has not practised

it from his earliest boyhood, and there-

fore not often attainable by Europeans

or Americans of the highest culture.

This, as the monuments still witness,

was the usual mode amongst the body

of the people in ancient Egypt. Yet,

as the same monuments equally attest,

the ancient Egyptians were acquainted

with chairs, their sitting gods being

constantly depicted upon chair-thrones.

Their tombs and temples also demon-

strate that the richer classes were ac-

customed to easy-chairs. The common
people are represented either squatting,

or sitting cross-legged, on the ground.

That wonderful people led, and still lead,

the world in many important points ;
but

their gods, although they sat a little

more comfortably than our citizens, sat

indeed in the same general way ; and

must occasionally have had the back-

ache.

The most hasty reference to that

beautiful, clear, conscientious and ex-

haustive work, the " Manners and Cus-

toms of the Ancient Egyptians," by Sir

J. Gardiner Wilkinson,* will show their

elegant regal fauteuils, or faldistories,

painted in the Tombs of the Kings,

elaborately carved and colored, and

light and strong in make. Even long

before the time of the patriarch Jo-

seph, synchronous with the reign of

Osirtasen I., about B. C. HOO, the

Egyptian carpenters and cabinet-makers

had reached such perfection in method
and fitting as to do awav with the lea-

braces, depending upon the legs alone

for support and security. Their usual

height of seat was about the same as

at present, namely: the average human
knee-joint, although thej' had some
very low, and others with an inclination

of the seat, like modern kangaroo chairs.

These being in profile with perhaps a

relieved edge, rather in the fashion of a

low arm and a forward side-curve of the

* 1st and 2d Series in 6 vols., S vo., 1S37 to 1S42, 1st

Edition, London.

back conjoined, we cannot tell certainly

the exact inclination of seat and back

;

but there is a very close approximation

to the experimental improved form here-

in advocated. See 1st Series, Vol. II,

pages 195 and 382 ; also Vol. Ill, p. 110.

It is a very frequent practice among
chair-makers to depi'ess the back part of

the seat slightly. So far, good. We find,

by instant measurement, however, that

an apparently very comfortable-looking,

hard-wood frame, cane-bottomed chair

has the seat of the same height from the

floor, front and back, namely, 1H inches.

Unless as a special piece of furniture for

an individual of over six feet in stature,

18^ inches distance from the floor of the

upper part of the seat in front would

seem to be the extreme limit of height.

Close observation of the chairs in rooms
where there are many sewing-girls shows

that, as a rule, the occupants prefer seats

of not exceeding 14 or even 13 inches

from the floor, the legs of chairs and

stools being invariabty found sawn off,

so as to reduce their seats to some point

between the heights just designated. It

might be supposed that this arises from

the comparative less average tallness of

woman than of man ; but it so happens

that average-sized men receive quite the

same degree of increased satisfaction

from these razeed chairs as the women
do. The true reasons are these: In the
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ordinary easy position, assumed in the

ordinary high-backed chair, the nape

of the neck rests on the top-rail, the

shoulder-blades are pressed against the

upper middle of the chair-back, the but-

tocks are deposited in, or nearly in, the

middle of the chair-seat, and the inside

of the knee-joint is thrown forward from

four to eight inches in advance of the

front of the chair-seat. This produces

an apparently easy, lounging posture,

wherein the body, forming a series of

"obtuse angles, is obliquely pendent from

two main points of support almost at the

opposite extremities of the spine. This

causes a decided flexure of the spinal

column, and has a tendency to strain

the loins and crowd the viscera, besides

tiring the flexor muscles of the thighs,

from the front of the chair having a ten-

dency to cut them. Now, merely cut-

ting down the legs of the chair a few

inches is immediately felt by all to be

a decided gain in comfort. However,

this being done without any idea of the

principles involved is only a partial re-

lief. The back is straightened up near

the entire line of the chair-back, and

is better braced ; and the ossa iunomi-

nata are indeed properly rested ; but

the thighs are lifted entirely off the

chair-seat, and therefore obtain no sup-

port. If, while cutting down the back

legs of the chair 3 inches, or 3^, the

front legs had only been shortened 2
inches, and the back, supposed to be in-

flexible, and to be hinged at the back

part of the chair-seat, could have been

thrown forward 1 inch at the top, allow-

ing a perpendicular line from the front

of the chair-seat to the floor to be rather

shorter than one from the floor to the

inner part of the knee-joint, flexed at

an angle of ninety degrees, the desired

points would be attained ; the spinal

column would have been kept erect and

self-supporting, the chest would have

been perfectly free, the haunches would

have been braced, the*whole under por-

tion of the thighs would have rested

upon the chair-seat ; and the sitter must

have experienced perfect ease. But the

chair, not being planned for such angles,
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would have been hardly self-supporting,

having a tendency to topple over back-

wards. In manufacturing, this would

be obviated by throwing the back legs

somewhat further back on the floor than

at present, thus adapting them to the

resultant strain, and rendering the back

more nearly vertical. All this is under-

stood of course to apply mainly to the

hard-seat, or the hard-seat with a stuffed

cushion, which must be lowered at the

same angle about two-thirds the thick-

ness of elastic cushion. Of course the

same principles, governing the side pro-

file of such an improved chair, must

govern the end profile of porch or piazza

settles, church pews, school forms, and

all seats with backs. The same inclina-

tion of seat to floor should appby to

chair-stools and high desk-stools. It is

already often found in the latter, though

hardly ever in the former. Chair-stools,

with small circular seats for momentary

rest onty, should remain with seats par-

allel to the horizon. All that is really

needed for a good rest, besides the com-

parative lowness and inclination here

insisted upon, is a low perpendicular-

back of about six inches height. This

will brace the region of the os sacrum
;

and an erect position is maintained per

force. Curiously enough, the ancient

Egyptian remains exhibit exactly this

very kind of chair, the only exception

being that the seat is level and rather

high. It is related of Sir Walter Scott's

mother, that the Principal of the acad-

emy she attended in youth was so strict

as never to allow any of the young ladies

to rest any portion of the back against

a chair-back, and that, as a consequence

of this severe training and enforced

habit of her early days, Mrs. Scott, even

in her extreme age, would never rest

against the back of a chair, always

sitting erect, with her back parallel to

the chair-back, but without ever touch-

ing it. This, no doubt, prolonged her

life.

It is manifest from the foregoing, that,

although an outcry was made forty years

ago concerning high and straight backs

in church-pews, as one had long pre-

viously been made respecting the same
points in domestic chairs, the fault really

resided in the high and level seat. And,

although, it has also been shown that it

is not necessaiy to make the backs higher

than the present fashion, but merely to

set them nearly perpendicular, it was
likewise demonstrated that it is a vital

point to lower and incline the seats.

So much for the wants of adults. Yet,

in addition, eveiy household should be

provided with miniature chairs of dif-

ferent sizes, intended for infants, chil-

dren, and youth. All of us have a feeling

recollection of the misery endured at

church or meeting from the width of the

seats of pews or benches, the wrong
angles of the backs, and their height

above the floor. We could not put our

backs against the pew-backs, because the

seats were broader than our thighs were

long ; we could not nestle with our feet

on the seats, because that was impolite

and unseemly, and, as our legs, too short

to touch the floor, dangled down from

the seat, and our loose, swinging heels

constantly knocked against something

or somebody; there we sat, resembling

Mahomet's fabled coffin, suspended by

loadstones between heaven and earth,

and believing every special discomfort

belonged to our special case.

This brings us naturally to crickets,

or low wooden cylinders, turned in vari-

ous patterns, which can be upset and

rolled along the floor, carpet-stools,

ottomans, stools, and so forth. The
three former, as usually made, answer

their purpose admirably, and may be

dismissed at once. High stools have
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already been disposed of. But there is

a heavy, low stool needed for attaining

quickly, without the cumbrous presence

of a step-ladder, a higher part of a room,

than the unaided stature can reach.

These stools, as at present made, often

cause unlucky falls. The true construc-

tion is this : For the sake of greater

solidity and steadiness, the stuff should

be two inches thick. After planing up

and squaring your stuff, say to 18 or 20

inches length, and 8 or 9 inches width,

take off a rebate on the under side, say

a half-inch cross-section, and the same

rebate off the ends. This latter rebat-

ing will make your heavy stool look

light. Then with bevel square, scribe

your sides, so as to form a thorough

dove-tail, of the lower part of the leg-

pieces, arranging

the lines so that

the outer angle of

the lower parts,

or feet, of the

leg-pieces, shall

be perpendicular-

ly beneath the end of the stool. When
nails are driven through the top into

the end-pieces, it will be impossible to

take the stool apart, save by splitting

the wood into small fragments. Finish

by nailing, or screwing on, half-inch

sides, fitted in flush as per dotted line.

Or, for greater

I
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security, another

dove-tail could be

formed, as per

cross-section, and

then, after put-

ting in screws, no
portion of the stool could ever loosen,

or break away from the rest. No mat-

ter when, or how suddenly, weight is

placed upon this stool, it cannot possi-

bly uptilt, a very important point in the

household, as the head and limbs of its

users are safe.

Recurring a little, we have the com-

mon wooden rocking-chair, sometimes

with cane, or rush bottom, best repre-

sented for our purpose by the nursing-

chair, without arms.

The omni-prevalent idea is that the

rocking-chair is a New England inven-

tion ; and, while John Bull has, for many
years, used it, and j)raised it, and given

brother Jonathan the credit !—so that

the writer well remembers an extract

from an English newspaper, of the years

of his boyhood, surmising that Jonathan

would, one day, put all his houses upon

rockers, so that the visiting European

would be equally edified and amused, by

the spectacle of all the dwellings, in a

town nid-nodding at one another after

dinner, the fact is, that the Yankee only

improved the device John himself had

originated—amid the fens of Lincoln-

shire ;
rocking himself so fast asleep in

it, after a grand symposium, under the

shndow of the famous tower of the

parish church, in the original town of

Boston, as, being carefully taken up, and

tucked away in bed,—to have himself

forgotten it entirely; forgetting utter-

ly, as well, a few obstinate and perse-
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cuted pilgrims, some of rank enough to

be known to the fashionable world, and

others little better than the vulgar, who

brought this chair with them to the

bleak northern coast of North America,

about where they founded the greater

Boston ; there finding an indifferent

solace in its short and jerking undula-

tions, which must often have reminded

them of the nauseating, wavering quiver

of their petty ships upon the chopping

sea.

The nursing-chair, as in the margin,

is, from its low seat, already eagerly

occupied by the first comer. The

rockers, being sawed across the grain,

have a tendency to crack or break short

off; but by lowering the back part of

the seat, an inch or two, and making
the back more upright, lengthening the

rocker behind, and, prolonging the side-

pieces of the bottom, halting them with

the back-pieces, until they fit into the

back-tips of the rockers, a much stronger

and easier chair is produced.

There yet remains the Yankee seat-

rocker, with arms. This consists, in pro-

file, oftwo equal and concentric segments

of a circle, opposed and conjoined in

convexity, kept from separating or slip-

ping by two pieces of broad and heavy

cross-webbing on each side, running one

pair from the front of the bottom to the

back of the leg-curve, the other from the

front leg-angle to the back of the seat.

This is formed of steam-bent pieces, and

has stuffed seat and back. It is large,

heavy, and cannot upset. It has an ex-

tended sweeping undulation, and plenty

of room ; but when thrown back, the

bottom rises much too high in front, so

that it requires a muscular effort to de-

press the seat so as to sit in it. Alto-

gether, except its workmanlike construc-

tion, which permits no fracture, every

curve being with the grain, it is no im-

provement upon the ordinary improved

American rocking-chair.

The above must be understood of all

hard-seat chairs designed for ease. Yet

that which is easiest to sit in is, from

the lowness of the seat, and consequent

greater strain upon the knee-joints,

hardest to rise from, so that, while the

easier pattern will abound in the sitting-
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room and nursery, in comfortable homes,

for real rest, the common one will remain

in use for general purposes.

It must be obvious, as hinted above,

that this article can have no great bear-

ing upon easj'-chairs of any kind, al-

though their lines of support are not

always well chosen, because, being

mostly kept low upon their support,

their upholstering, more especiallj'' when

spring-cushioned, enables them to adapt

themselves very nearly to the true rest-

ing poise of the body. They should all,

however, be kept lower than they are

at the back of the seat, and straighter

and more upright. But for those who
have to sit long at a time, and for days

together, easy chairs become particu-

larly uneasy chairs, and very deleter-

ious to the health. Nothing save a hard

stuffed leather cushion, or absolute

wood, is admissable for the necessarily

sedentary, who, through the additional

precautions of bending, with a straight

back, from the hips, keeping the lungs

always distended, and walking two or

three miles daily, can keep themselves

in good working condition for almost

any length of time.

THE PHILADELPHIA PAEK EXTENSION AND THE CITY
WATER.

MUCH and earnest comment was

occasioned in Philadelphia, about

sixteen or seventeen months ago, by

the water of the Schuylkill, then con-

fessedly ill-tasted and noxious ; attri-

butes which, from the experience of

generations, we know were not fairly

imputable to the river itself, but to

the deleterious refuse poured into the

stream, for miles above Fairmount dam,

by the numerous factories upon both

banks. Little was said amongst the

people last winter, and, it is believed,

nothing in the newspapers ; but, in the

northern part of the city, the same evils

ran their usual crescendo and diminu-

endo, until the disgust arising from a

simple draught of water was nearly equal

to the worst of winter before last ; and

what we know, from reliable informants,

to be true of the Twentieth and other

wards, is, probably, not unknown in

other sections.

Acting upon these and other facts,

the Commission for the Extension of

Fairmount Park lately presented a very

able report to City Councils, which

bodies, in all essentials, affirmed the

views therein urged, and, as our city

readers will have already seen amongst

the. news items of the daily papers, sent

up to Harrisburg a large and deservedly

influential delegation to impress the

Legislature with the salient points.

As drawn from the map accompanying

the report of the Commissioners of Fair-

mount Park, the boundary-line of the

Park, as now agreed upon, omitting

some trivial details, is: Commencing

at the southeast angle of Fairmount

grounds, corner of Twenty-fifth and

Biddle streets ; thence westerly along

the south line of Fairmount, and across

the Wire Bridge, direct to Bridgewater

street, along Bridgewater to Haverford,

westerly on Haverford to the Junction

Railroad connecting the Pennsylvania

Central and the Reading Railroads,

northwesterly along the curved line of

the Junction railroad to Girard avenue;

thence westerly to the east line of For-

tieth street ; thence diagonally and west-

northwesterly to Fifty-second street

;

thence northeasterly to Fifty-first street

;

thence east-northeasterly to Ford road,

between Thirty-eighth and Thirty-ninth

streets ; thence in the same general

course by a more northerly line to the
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River road, on the western bank of the

Schuylkill, west-northwesterly along the

west side of this road to the county-line

road ; thence across the Schuylkill north-

northeasterly along the south bank of

the Wissahickon to the Ridge road

;

thence easterly to School-house lane

;

thence in a narrow strip, curving with

the river, to the northern line of North

Laurel Hill ; thence merely by the pro-

posed road's width along in front of the

cemetery to the south line of South

Laurel Hill ; thence easterly along Hunt-

ingdon street to Rido-e road, southeast-

warclly along the latter to Thirty-third

street, southwardly along the last to the

Reading Railroad, southeasterly along

the railroad to Twenty-fifth street, and

southwardly along Twenty-fifth street to

the place of beginning.

To many citizens reading the report

of the Park Commission, it may seem

that full provision has been made for all

the wants of the future, and that, what

is done now, will not hereafter need

amplification. But, while we heartily

support both Commission and Coun-

cils, on the principle of securing a good

thing wherever and whenever possible,

and then asking for a better, yet we
think they have prospected very moder-

ate^ for the growing requirements of

this future greatest city of North

America. The proposition that the

city purchase the Wissahickon turn-

pike and continuous narrow strips of

land on both sides of the Wissahickon

itself, to the tops of the banks, and

somewhat on the level, from its mouth
to certainly as far up as Paul's Mill

road, at Chestnut Hill, is such absolute

common sense that few would risk con-

troverting it. But a similar narrow

strip on the west side of the Schuylkill,

throughout, and on the east side, so far

as practicable, from the mouth of the

Wissahickon to Flat-rock Tunnel, or,

say Domino lane, should also be se-

cured. In the meeting of Councils

Committee of Finance, Water, Surveys,

&c, reported February 19, 1868, it was

mentioned that the Commission saw the

advantage of taking up more land on

the east side of the river, but did not

recommend the acquisition of En gel

and Wolf's farm,* because it would in-

crease the expense some three or four

hundred thousand dollars. Now this

estate should really be added to the

Park, which will assuredly be found too

narrow on the eastern side of the

Schuylkill. On the western side, while

the dimensions vary from a few perches,

at either extremity, to nearly a mile

opposite Montgomery street, or the

lower end of Peters' Island—forming,

in the main, a spacious and compact

plot—the eastern, or hither plot, is

comparatively rambling and contracted.

In preparing for the comfort and delight

of many million beings, for all the

future, half a million dollars, positively

a large sum, is relatively a trifle. Now,
the city can bargain elegibly. But let

it be proclaimed, " These are definitely

the Park limits ;" and a few years hence

the inevitable enhancement of town lots

attendant on the location of the Park

itself, will prevent any addition, how-

ever desirable. For the same rea-

sons, the western boundary of the

Park should run on the line of Fortieth

street, from Cumberland street to the

county-line road, opposite the mouth
of the Wissahickon, thus causing a

better finish on that confine, and so join

the proposed narrow western strip

running up beyond Manayunk. We are

the more free to recommend these addi-

tions to the extent and cost of the Park

because most calculating men admit

that the vast increase of taxes, from the

consequent rapid augumentation in the

value of all the circumjacent property,

will, in a few years, render the cost of

all the land and improvements an ample

source of revenue, instead of, in any de-

gree, a burden.

* This is, we believe, all included in the above dimen-

sions, given not from the Commissioners' Report bat

from the accompanying map, differently colored for the

Park limits from those of the earlier copies, and consider-

ably amplified from the tract recommended in its text.
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" But," says the objector, " while we
have been shown what to do, we have

not been taught how to do it." We, the

good people of Philadelphia, are easy

and long-suffering. We sometimes ob-

struct enterprises of great public benefit

;

and, after opposition has been sur-

mounted, and success is palpable, hug

ourselves for our prescience. Witness

the city Passenger Railways. We oc-

casionally confer priceless privileges

upon corporations for nothing. Wit-

ness, again, the city Passenger Railways.

Our neighbors, of Baltimore, bear the

whole interest on the cost, and all the

heavy expense of adorning and keeping

up their handsome Park, by a tax upon

the respective companies of one cent for

every passenger who rides in any of

their city passenger cars, and this with

the restriction of the fares to not over

six cents a trip. We think it is now
five cents a trip. But our superior wis-

dom and facilities compel us to pay

seven cents per passage, unless we pur-

chase a number of tickets at once. On
this hint we should act. Of course the

various charters, as granted, stand for

their full terms. Yet, when renewal

-shall arrive to each, the representatives

of the city should see that the above

provision is made for all the future. By
that time the net five cents per passen-

ger will give the companies a good divi-

dend. Some think that even four cents

the head would answer. However, no

objection would ever be offered by any

Philadelphian to sixteen tickets for a

dollar, while he realized that over one-

sixth his outlay would inure to the sole

benefit of the Park, in other words, of

himself; while, as matters now stand,

some of these days there will be a shrewd

demand for a great reduction of fares.

There is the more justice in this proposi-

tion, because a large proportion of the

income of the companies, directly with

many, indirectly with all, proceed, and

will greatly more proceed, from the

Park.

Thus far the tangible, the material.

But a far stronger argument resides in

the conservation of health, by the pre-

vention of the nuisances mentioned in

the beginuing of this article. Besides,

apart from the clearness and purity of

the water, to be preserved by sequester-

ing the shores of our charming streams,

healthful motion and freshness in the air

are always lured along down the valley,

from the mountains, by the rippling

flow of a well-shaded, running river.

There is one point whereon we differ

from the Commission. They speak of

having a continuous carriage road im-

mediately upon the banks of the Schuyl-

kill, throughout the Park. But we are

confident that a review of this matter

upon the principles of landscape-garden-

ing, will show them that, by filling out

in the water, thus encroaching upon the

width of the river, and canning this

drive along in front of Laurel Hill,

they will sadly injure the romantic

beauty of its bosky bluffs, now plung-

ing sheer into the flood. Far better

let the road leave the stream at, and

proceed along, the southern boundary

of South Laurel Hill to Ridge avenue,

and return to it again, from the latter,

along the northern line of North Laurel

Hill. In this arrangement, we infer that

the present lane from the steamboat

landing, between the two divisions of

the cemetery to Ridge avenue, will re-

main open to the public, with a slight

meandering change of direction, to be-

come, at no distant time, a beautifully

shaded walk, bordered with low, thick

hedges, and spanned by an elegant foot-

bridge connecting the cemeteries, thus

securing them from intrusion, and

lined on either side with chaste

memorials of the departed. To in-

terfere with the craggy water-front of

Laurel Hill, is wantonly to interfere

with nature's pet charm of scenery

within many miles, is, further, to inter-

fere with the vested rights of the cor-

poration of Laurel Hill, and is, finally,

to interfere with the inborn claims of

the citizens—lovers of nature. No mere
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driving convenience can compensate the

narrowing of the Schuylkill here by the

contemplated one hundred feet ; and the

loss of the water now washing the base

of these lovely wooded cliffs—a great

loss to artistic observers on the oppo-

site shore, but a far greater to the visi-

tors and lot-owners of Laurel Hill

—

would rudely interfere with the present

isolated seclusion befitting the city of

the dead.

Among the many beautiful dells of

the Park is that containing the oval

fish-pond, under the high grassy banks,

eastward of the Lemon Hill mansion,

and across the road from the enclosed

spring of mineral water. The ordinary

fountain, springing from the pile of

rough stones in the centre of this pool,

could, by the expenditure of three or

four thousand dollars, be replaced by
one at once unique, romantic and appro-

priate. Suppose, as issuing from the

under-world, the gigantic granite figure

of the Delaware head chief, Tamany,

saj7 of about six feet shoulder-breadth,

with face toward the east, rising from

the waters, so as to display his form,

the arms kept close to the sides, as

far as the lower part of the breast,

with bear-skin over one shoulder, quiver

and other accoutrements as their upper

portions would proportionately emerge,

and his head shaved, after the manner

of the sea-board Indians, so as to leave

nothing but the slender cord-binding of

the crown. The scalp-lock and head-

dress—for which see Beverley's account

of the American Indians—would be rep-

resented by the water, over-curving in

every direction, with thin threads tink-

ling in the lustrous pool. Here would

be something, to engage the mind and

warm the imagination, never imaged

before. In Europe feather-crests upon

the helmets of the full-length figures of

knights have been represented by water-

jets, which, while being a pretty good

presentation of the effect desired there,

will much better represent this peculiar

style of the Indian head-dress.

Hitherto we have spoken of the Park
mainly as recommended by the Park
Commission, and confirmed and estab-

lished by the City Councils and the

Legislature. But opportunity yet lin-

gers with us to enhance the present

high anticipated beauty, and to render
it, beyond exception, the noblest muni-

cipal pleasure-ground of the United

States. The eastern brow of Fair-

mount-basin knoll is utterly spoiled by
a long, high and nearly perpendicular,

dangerous stone wall, preventing the

development of its eastern slope. This

slope requires at least a square for its

proper artificial reproduction. Left as

now, it must ever be an eye-sore to all

observers and a reproach to the city.

Extend the grounds here from the

southeast angle of Fairmount enclos-

ure, the line of Biddle street, to Twenty-
fourth street, along Twenty-fourth street

to the easternmost obtuse angle of

Cirard College enclosure, upon Poplar

street, thence eastwardly along Poplar

street to Corinthian avenue, and north-

wardly, on the latter to Girard College

gate, thence westwardly, northwardly

and eastwardly along Cirard College

grounds to Ridge avenue, thence along

the west side of the latter to Oxford

street, thence along the south line of

the last-named, until it intersects and

merges in the Park, near the southern

limit of the Sedgely addition. This tract

includes, or encloses, the basin north-

west of the College, the Foster Home,

the House of Refuge, and the reser-

voir adjoining, and brings the Eastern

Penitentiary within one square of the

Park,—a matter of consequence to its

prisoners, custodians, and the public, in

a sanitary point of view,—and, fortun-

ately, it is but little built upon. Por-

tions of it contain fine groves of lofty

trees which, in view of its proximity,

it would be a shame to sacrifice to

the more earthy gods of brick and

mortar, and its surface is such as could

readily be converted into a constantly

freshening surprise of hill and dell.
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The buildings it contains, might, after

the proposed purchase, be rented out by

the city for a number of years, until it

should be held advisable to level them

all, and throw into the Park this entire

tract. Besides its inherent advantages,

all ready for the landscape-gardener,

this would, in effect, add the Girard Col-

lege property to the City Park domain,

and perpetually advantage both fran-

chises ; it would also grandly bear out

Councils' idea of the pressing want of

acres upon the east side of the Schuyl-

kill, and appropriate!}' finish Fairmount

knoll. The tract here mentioned is of

the minimum dimensions. If the city

would not regret in future it should

also include, as a maximum, the whole

irregular triangle between Ridge road

from Oxford street to York street, and

the limits just described. This is ONE
great point. The SECOND is, to sur-

round the new cemeteries in the neigh-

borhood of Laurel Hill, such as Mount
Vernon, Mount Peace, &c, with a narrow

strip of the Park, thus measurably con-

stituting them a portion of itself, and

forever protecting them from the en-

croachments of the great city. The

"THIRD is, to purchase a narrow strip

of land on both sides of the Wissahickon,

from Paul's Mill road—the presumed

present northwesterly outer-guard of the

Park, in its utmost proposed dimensions

—as far as the banks remain high, rocky

and picturesque, terminating with the

transition into general level meadow, or

farm land. The FOURTH is, to pur-

chase and add to the Park all of the

right-angled triangle, formed by Biddle

street, Twenty-fourth street, and the

Schuylkill, not already owned by the

city. This will include the gasometer

on Callowhiil street, and carry the line

on the east side of the Schuylkill down

as far as Vine street. The FIFTH is,

to acquire the narrow tract forming the

west shore of the Schuylkill, from Biddle

street, on the line of Bridgewater street,

fairly to the demesne of the Blockley

Almshouse, there being no reason why

the abjectly poor, and, of necessit}', the

community, should not be guarded

through an expanse of verdure and full

play of air from the pestilence lurking

in the lengthening mud bank, which

then would be reclaimed and elevated

into the healthful companionship of the

Park. Besides, what so gratifying to

the tired business-man, from the heart

of the city, but dwelling in West Phila-

delphia, as, on seeing the living green

of the whole western shore, to reflect,

that far beyond that pleasant scene

snugly lies his waiting home. The
great thoroughfares of course would all

remain open through the Park, as at

present, only conforming a little to the

line of beauty. As the Woodlands'

Cemetery joins the Almshouse bound-

ary, it would virtually be a portion of

the Park, which thus would extend

nearly to Gray's Ferry, an immense

advantage to the future over-crowded

city. The SIXTH is, to secure a narrow

strip on both sides of the Schuylkill,

fairly to Norristown. This latter would

give an extended continuous drive of

thirty- four miles. Its object would be

to preserve the scenery of the river

from vulgar desecration, as the Sherman

family, buying up both shores for several

miles, have preserved West Canada

creek, or the Cayoharie, the principal

branch of the Mohawk, at Trenton

Falls, New York, thus perpetuating the

native romantic surroundings of the

dark fossil-sprent ravine and its inimit-

able cascades.

Those who at first start, at the pro-

portions here laid down, must remember

that within one generation, "thirty-three

years, Philadelphia will, in all likelihood,

number two and a half million inhabit-

ants. The members of the Park Com-

mission, cool-brained gentlemen, offi-

cially predict for it within twenty-five

years one million and a half. In a new

and free country, population far outstrips

the average normal increase. This being

the case, it behooves the present public

at least to obtain and lay out the. ground,
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and to plan magnificently. A hundred

3'ears hence, and this Park will be only

in its infancy. But if we, of this day,

allow its borders to be hemmed and

cramped, then, in its true proportions,

it will never be at all. Its popularly

accepted scope embraces every possible

manifestation of nature, improved and

heightened by art. A matchless field is

here. Will Philadelphia circumscribe

it ? or will she not rat her protect its

amplest borders, treasure the natural

beauties it has retained through all its

vicissitudes, and give it genially to

present and future surveyors, engineers,

architects and landscapists, to be en-

abled in better times, when zoological

and botanical gardens, play-grounds,

parades, parks, summer-houses, obser-

vatories, water-gates, hedges, fountains,

statues, reliefs, monuments, memorials,

lodges, orchestras, stairways, miradors,

trees, shrubbery, fruits, flowers, and

tame or half-wild living pets abound in,

on, or near all its paths and drives, or

frequent all its thickets, lawns, crags,

waters and woods, to say: "Wonders
of this description have, with scarcely

an exception, arisen through the exac-

tion of princes from the substance of

their people, who were barely tolerated

therein. This is the voluntary offering

of the people to themselves."

Popularly, the least appreciable, yet

really the strongest of all the bases of

argument upon the score of utility, re-

mains untouched. It is this : that which

uses the discoveries of art, thus height-

ening the charms of nature, to gratify

the senses and the mind of man, just as

surely gratifies and purifies the soul, in-

citing it to

"Look through nature up to nature's God."

THE REMOVAL OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL,

THE CAPITOL, AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

-yS a matter which has often been

bruited, and lately in the House of

Representatives by General Logan, who

favors some point in the valley of the

Mississippi. He is said to be in posses-

sion of facts and figures, prepared by

the ablest architects in the country,

giving the aggregate cost of moving the

principal buildings to any designated

point on the great river. One of these

professional gentlemen says, that ten

millions will be ample to take down,

remove and rebuild the principal edifices

now in Washington, D. C, namely,

the Capitol, Treasury Building, Patent

Office, and Post Office. It is understood,

that any one of the Western States,

within whose borders the Capital may
be located, will give the land and incur

all the expenses.

Polity only acting upon mankind in

the mass, no possible system of govern-

ment creates personal purit}' ; working

upon and improving mankind in the in-

dividual, Christianity alone can do that.

Therefore we cannot fairly be charged

with venturing beyond our scope when

we say, that towns existing simply as

seats of government, all whose inhabi-

tants depend, some way or other, upon

office-holders, transient or permanent,

are not apt to rate so high in general,

public or private morality, as those

which have grown up from an assured

support in commanding position and

the wants of a large surrounding com-

munity. We wish that Washington,

the city, were as pure as its projector,

Washington, the man ; but we would be

the most unsophisticated of Americans,

to hint such a resemblance. Many of

the best of the land are often there, but

pretty much all the worst are general^

certain to be. The residents are most

at fault in giving little, and charging

much. The sojourners, if political

manipulators, scarcely find any of their

class better than themselves, and the
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fear of ridicule, among associates, has a

rapid tendency to make any particular

soul worse, compared with former and

present self. All this experienced, con-

versant, or incipient wickedness, is i*e-

ferred by those who practise it to the

entire multitude of the city, and many

individuals belonging to that city are

not loth to do what they are accused of.

Far different is it, in a large self-sus-

taining city. The officials may be in it,

but they are not of it. Its citizens are

profitably busy with their own concerns,

and live not upon lobbying, or its fruits.

Good reputation in it depends upon

quite another character than inordinate

office-seeking implies, so that its people

will not corrupt, and may improve the

strangers abiding among them. Its life

may be fostered by good policy, but evil

policy injures it only after long periods

of misrule, when said policy has hope-

lessly corrupted the whole common-
wealth by continuous and glaring

breaches of public good faith, which ulti-

mately sap private honor.

Hence, until the better days surely

to arrive, when good shall rule politics,

as some little town would be vitiated,

or some un-urbaned locality would be de-

graded, we say, let bad enough alone

where it is, and some day it may be

altered to well enough. At any rate,

do not smirch a new neighborhood with

the old stain.

Legislators must, however, do some-

thing, or they will have no subsequent

terms, and not be able to rise in their

vocation. Yet it is a very nice problem

to do any thing when nothing needs an

act. Still, rather than do nought, many
will do mischief, as the good people of

this land have learned to their cost. In

this we refer not to the present mover,

who really represents a pervading senti-

ment of his section, and one which has

possessed it long.

There is great ado about centrality

with those who wish to effect the re-

moval ; but, since the introduction of

steam-railroads, and electro-magnetic

telegraphs, that is really not worth con-

sidering. Given the completion of the

Central Pacific Railroad, and San Fran-

cisco is nearer the seat of government

than Pittsburgh was sixty years ago.

Time then, cannot enter into the ques-

tion, distance is rendered easy to the

honorable members' pockets by mile-

age, and a little fatigue should not be

avoided by any ambitious of serving the

republic. The true central point for

our era is the Atlantic sea-board, in the

neighborhood of the fortieth parallel of

north latitude. Whether for the opera-

tions of peace or war, this, for us, is the

nearest practicable centre of the civilized

world. The present course of trade, and,

consequently of exchange, is ruled in

Europe, and towards Europe must we
look. The nearer we are to Europe

therefore, the more quickly can we seize

advantages, the more closely scan clan-

gers, news being used in a thousand

quarters before it has fairly quitted the

vessel. Even when the course of trade

shall veer from Asia, through Europe, to

North America, its present channel, to

its certain future one, within the next

few generations, from Asia, through

North America, to Europe, leaving its

choicer profits in the northern half of

the new world, it will not demand a

territorially central metropolis, but one

attached to, or near, the most practicable

port in the median line of the Pacific

coast, in other words, San Francisco.

Until, however, the great change oc-

curs, the Capital is not far from the

right spot. Ifthe sheer sectional renown,

not to say personal advantage, of West-

ern Congressmen must be gratified, then

by all means let the Capital go to St.

Louis, as the chief central city on our

great inland water-course, although the

exigency does not demand it.

For the good of the nation, not by
any means the advantage of the city—as

while we would certainly purify the pub-

lic offices, and perhaps their incumbents,

though as certainly losing by the con-

tact ; and thus Philadelphia's future
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clearness would be clouded, as the trans-

parent waters of the Mississippi after

receiving the turbid flood of the Mis-

souri—the Capital had better return

here. In times long gone by, we justly

lost it by parsimoniousness, having

been out-bidden in the offer of land by

Maryland and Virginia ; or rather, we
believe, having refused to give any land

at all ; but Philadelphia is the birth-

place, the bulwark and the natural

Capital of the Republic, and holds

the position best adapted to the com-

bined wants of commerce, manufactures,

and government. London is sixty miles

from the sea ; Paris, as the crow flies, one

hundred and fifteen, with the disadvan-

tage of a much longer voyage by its

narrow, crooked river ; so that while

London is its own port, Paris requires

Havre in that capacity. Philadelphia,

by the windings of the Delaware, a much
finer stream than the Thames, is only

fifty miles from the ample, open bay,

and but a hundred from the open ocean.

We would not admit the assembled wis-

dom of the nation within the built por-

tion of the city, but provide a grand

locality out on some of the hills of the

-Schuylkill, or the Wissahickon, in the

immediate neighborhood of the great

Park, that is to be. And when the Capi-

tol shall be re-erected, there will arise a

fitting opportunity of making its centre,

now of friable, dirty, whitish-gray sand-

stone painted white, of white marble,

the same as are its much finer wings.

Now it does not typify either the found-

ers or the progress of the nation prop-

erly. As the founders were greater men
and better men than any public genera-

tion of their successors, the main build-

ing should have, if any difference, better

material and finer ornament than the

wings, at all events it should not compare

unfavorably with them ; and its grounds

should be healthy, spacious, adapted to

the necessary accompanying public

buildings, full of natural variety and

picturesque beauty, and heightened with

all the appliances of high art. The natu-

ral we have, the artificial we can pro-

cure ; and it is to be supposed that the

commonwealths of the East, at this alert

age of the world, will be at least as gen-

erous, at least as full of forecast, as

those of the West.

Should the Capital come, nay, return,

hither, so much the better for the Capi-

tal, so much the worse for ourselves.

We neither need, nor want it. This ar-

ticle has merely been evoked by the de-

sire for an exposition of the fitness of

things. What we say of Philadelphia

we believe to be true ; if true, her pre-

dominance will be manifested in the ful-

ness of the future, and will be all the

same, whether she shall or shall not be

the titular Capital of the United States.

To all intents and purposes the Capi-

tal at Washington is about the same as

if at Philadelphia or New York; and

whilst assuredly no patriotic New
Yorker would patiently listen one in-

stant to the claims herein set up for

Philadelphia, he would surely main-

tain that the " great cosmopolitan me-

tropolis " and the " overgrown provin-

cial village" combined, are, in every

essential thing, the two hubs of the uni-

verse on one side of the axle, with their

circumferences everywhere ; and that

Boston, the previous conscious hub,

and Baltimore, which would like to be

one,—both of them young little giants,

by no means arrived at their full growth,

—are merely two very snug wheels

within these other wheels.

At the same time, in view of the in-

evitable, sketched in these paragraphs,

we recommend that the Capitol and the

Capital remain quietly where" they are

;

and that, instead of the White House,

a new and stately Presidential Mansion

be built far away from the autumnal

miasma of that reach of the Potomac

now graced by the modest home of the

Executive. Above all things, let us

make no move, if possible, at least, no

distant move, until the wealth of Asia

sweeps hither across the Pacific ocean

and the far western plains.
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VENTILATION AND HEATING.

By Lewis W. Leeds.*

THESE bear much the same relation

to a building that the lungs and

blood-vessels do to the human body.

You may chisel from the solid marble

an elegant statue of a man, perfectly

formed and well proportioned in every

respect, yet that is not much of a real

man after all, no matter whether it does

cost a great deal of monej''.

So with a building it matters not

how elegant and comely you make the

exterior proportions, nor how strong

and substantial you make the interior,

if you neglect to secure for it a constant

supply of pure air and provide for a

comfortable warmth in winter, it is a

mere graven image of what you want

;

it lacks the essentials of the life and

vigor of the real man. To make the

necessary arrangements for the thorough

and economical ventilation and the com-

fortable warming of many buildings

frequently requires much careful study.

It must be done, however, and it is

the Architect's business to do it, and he

will soon find it to his interest to do it

thoroughly.

The styles of dwellings are changing

so rapidly, as well as the manner of their

occupation, that it constantly requires

individual study to meet satisfactorily

these ever varying changes. A thorough

familiarity, however, with the leading

principles, is the great essential.

The impression is rapidly gaining

ground, that it is necessary to make a

special provision for the supply of fresh

air to every pair of lungs ; that it will

not do to trust this to a mere accident,

any more than it does, to trust the much
less important matter of supplying the

body with food. To be sure, Nature
would supply the air, if Art did not in-

terfere with the action of her laws.

This point gained, have the people

*Consulting Engineer of Ventilation and

learned that they must pay their money
to secure this lung food ? Scarcely.

This is just the point they are now study-

ing. Some few have already begun to

comprehend it, but more cannot under-

stand why they should have to waste

their valuable dollars and cents on any

thing as cheap and abundant as air.

They scarcely comprehend the reality

of air ; that a very small bulk weighs a

ton; and that it requires a positive power

of some kind to move a ton of air as well

as a ton of water ; and that, if they re-

quire it moved artificially through their

artificially-constructed houses, they must

supply sufficient power to overcome the

great natural laws of motion. They are

learning this very rapidly, however

;

and, as Architects are so especially

concerned in this new demand of an

enlightened public, they should lose

no time in making themselves familiar

with all the details. They will soon

find that it is an almost unexplored wil-

derness ; that the few guide-posts which

they may discover are like the names on

the street lamps, liable to have been

turned round, and just as likely to point

the wrong way as the right. So they

had better be sure they start on the

right foundation ; and build their own
superstructure with care.

Owing to the fact that we cannot see air

and have no ready means of detecting

the impurities that may contaminate it,

a higher order of intellect and a keener

imagination are necessary, to compre-

hend fully all the points bearing upon
the subject.

I think one of the simplest ways of

realizing the motions of ah', of different

densities or temperatures, is, to use a

glass-house filled with water ; as the laws

governing the circulation of liquids are

so similar to those of gases, that the

Heating, No. 110 Broadway, New York.
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illustration is quite perfect. I wish this

manner of illustration could be more

frequently resorted to.

In heating, the primary and most es-

sential point is, to keep the feet warmer

than the head. We have as yet paid

but little attention to this ; but it is really

the very foundation of the subject of heat-

ing ; and I think much attention ought

to be given to the endeavor to modify

the manner of constructing our build-

ings, so as to secure this end, physiologi-

cally so important.

The proper distribution of the heat

on the cold sides of the room, instead of

in the centre, as is too often the case, is

a point ofmuch practical importance. I

think it has been very fairly demon-

strated that we cannot have a comfort-

able, vigorous atmosphere in a room,

where all the air is heated hotter than

required for breathing.

Therefore no furnace, steam, or even

hot-water apparatus, can warm a room
satisfactorily by being placed in a

chamber outside of the room, warming
a current of air passed over it, and in-

troduced into said room ; but there must
always be some direct radiation, from

surfaces exposed directly in a room, and

hotter than the required temperature

thereof.

But much care must be taken not to

adopt the other extreme of depending

exclusively on direct radiation without

the proper supply of partially-warmed

air. The combination of direct radia-

tion and a circulation of warmed air is

therefore the best.

To fill hollow walls with warmed air

is a splendid arrangement for giving off

a mild radiant heat.

If we could keep all exterior walls

warmed to say about 98°, or the temper-

ature of the body, and the floor the

same, with extra heaters or radiators of

some kind under the windows, to coun-

teract the excessive cooling at that

point, we should soon find that the

vexed question of Ventilation would be

more than two-thirds solved already.

The doors and windows would then be

left open more freely ; and the halls,

stairways, and open fire-places, which

are the great natural ventilators, would

then act a valuable part in maintaining

that general circulation, so important to

supply all the inmates of a building with

food for the lungs.

More, and at greater length, anon.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN WOODS.

BY GtEOKGE J. Henkels.*

INTRODUCTION.

THE semi-continents of America, and

the adjacent islands, produce the

best woods for all mechanical purposes,

and the most beautiful for ornamental

use ; and the whole civilized world de-

pends on them for its principal supply.

The softer woods, such as Pine, Spruce,

Hemlock, Poplar, Ash, Cherry, Oak,

Maple and Walnut, are indigenous to

the whole of North America. The hard

woods, such as Lignum-Vitse, Cocoa,

* Cabinet and Upholstery Warerooms, N. W. cor

Ebony, Rosewood, Satin-Wood, Ma-
hogany, and numerous other varieties,

unknown in the mechanic arts, (and

which, so far as tested, are of but little

use for any purpose,) are all found in

South America and in the islands of St.

Domingo, Cuba and Porto-Rico. In the

States bordering on the Mexican Gulf,

north of the Isthmus, there are some

inferior varieties of the hard woods

;

but, with the exception of what is called

Mexican Mahogany, there is nothing of

any importance to the rest of the world.

ner Thirteenth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia.
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For the construction of houses and of

cabinet-ware, most of the above-named

woods are well adapted in utility, dura-

bility and beauty.

The Pine and its varieties are so

familiar to ns all, that we do not prop-

erly appreciate this great national en-

dowment. Commencing with the most

inferior of this genus, the Hemlock, we
find its great utility in furnishing us with

cheap joists for small houses. Next,

the Spruce, which is very elastic and

durable, produces the best joists for

large buildings, better than Oak, as it

will last fully as long, is much easier to

work, and does not warp so much. It

is equally strong with ordinary Black

Oak ; and, not being so heavy, is better

adapted for extensive edifices. The next

is White Pine, the wood of all woods

for general purposes ; and is bounti-

fully distributed by Providence almost

all over the whole continent. It is so

very plentiful, that we are wasting it

shamefully, without making any prepar-

ations to maintain or restore the supply,

and no doubt we will continue this pro-

digal waste, until the difficulty of ob-

taining it so enhances the price, that we

will be compelled to be more economical

in its use. It is cut to all sizes, for all

purposes in building ; and is used for

doors, sash, mouldings, facings, shingles,

weather-boarding and packing-boxes. It

is the easiest to work of all known woods,

and is of more practical use in the me-

chanic arts, than all other woods com-

bined.

Yellow Pine is the hardest of the

genus. It is found in best perfection in

North and South Carolina, Georgia and

Florida. As is the case in all other

woods, so with this, the nearer the tropics

the harder the wood. Fat Pine is not

found north of Virginia; but in New
Jersey, and in some sections of Penn-

sylvania, there is a hard-grained wood,

somewhat resembling it, used for cheap

flooring, wainscoting and weather-board-

ing, particularly in Jersey ; and in con-

structing the schooners and sloops that

are built so profusely along the Jersey

coast. The Yellow Pine also is a great

benefactor to the human race. It pro-

duces from its sap turpentine, rosin,

pitch and tar, and is of prime utility for

masts of the largest ships—also for

ship-timbers and deck-flooring. It is

almost indispensable for floor-boards, and

is the very best wood for all interior

work in good houses ; its great dura-

bility arises from the fact, that it is so

impregnated with the resin, that it at

once affiliates with the turpentine in the

paint, and holds the latter very firmly.

This at first may not seem a matter

of much importance; but we know,

from long experience, that such is the

case, and can likewise adduce analogous

facts. For instance, in using varnishes

that are made from resinous gums, we
find it very difficult to make a coat of

shellac varnish take hold on a coat of

copal, or vice versa—whilst we can put

coat after coat of either kind on the

top of another, and they will all affili-

ate, and become a solid mass. The

turpentine in the paint will mix witli

the resin of the wood from which it

is derived. The writer was forced to

this conclusion, on examining the paint

of a house built thirty years before,

which was being torn down, and in

which all of the wood, even to the stud-

ding, was Fat Pine, whose paint was in

good preservation, with no disposition

to blister. Fat Pine is really a beauti-

fully-grained wood ; and when made into

furniture, and finished with shellac var-

nish, it is much more beautiful than

Oak, and equal in appearance to Satin-

Wood. For finishing the interior of

dining-rooms, for doors, wash-boards,

wainscoting, window-frames and sash,

it is much more beautiful than Ash, not

near so gloomy-looking as Walnut, and

will not wear dirty in color, as all other

light-colored woods do.

To cabinet and chair-makers, Poplar

is a very serviceable wood, but is not of

much utility to builders. The soft Yel-

low Poplar, such as is used for wood-
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seat settees and chairs, and by cabinet-

makers for drawer-sides and bottoms,,

comes from the Northern Lake shores,

by way of Albany, New York, which is

the great distributing point. There are

several varieties of indigenous Poplar,

all of which bear the tulip-shaped blos-

som ; and, as before remarked, in general

the farther South it grows, the harder

the wood. What is called Hickory-

Poplar is very tough to work, and is

very elastic. It is used, almost exclu-

sively, for fine carriage-bodies. Its dur-

ability is exemplified to all, when it is

known, that the most expensive and

finely-finished carriages are made of this

wood

.

Ash is found in several varieties.

What is called White Ash is most fav-

orably known. The aborigines of this

country used the young White Ash for

their bows, it being the most elastic and

quickest of spring of all our native

woods. It is of great utility to wagon-

builders, as most of the felloes of heavy

cart, dray and wagon-wheels are made
of it. Cabinet and chair-makers use the

soft, or upland Ash for frames of chairs,

seats and sofas, as it holds the tacks

well. Black Ash is scarce, and hardly

known, as such, to mechanics.

Cherry is a very firm, close-grained

wood, and it admits a fine polish. It

grows to immense size in the interior of

Pennsjdvania. This is not the same as

the Domestic Cherry, although of the

same nature. It is used principally in

making agricultural implements, cheap

dining tables and chairs. Before the

universal introduction of Walnut for

furniture, it was much used in connec-

tion with mahogany, as the grain is

similar ; and ground terracina, or terra-

di-sienna, in oil, coated lightly on this

wood, makes a good imitation of St.

Domingo Mahogany. At present there

is very little demand for this wood.

Oak grows, in great variety, on the

whole continent of North America.

White«Oak is used by builders of heavy

wagons, by carpenters, for joists, and,

in fact, for almost all mechanical pur-

poses. The Brash Oak, which is best

for furniture, comes from the Lake

shores. Red and Black Oak are very

similar, and are principally used for

large brewing and other vats, and for

barrels of all kinds, whether for solids

or fluids. Oak also produces most of the

bark used for tanning. Its bark con-

tains the most active and valuable prin-

ciple of tannin. The foreign demand
for this bark is so great, that our State

was compelled to pass severe laws, to

prevent its adulteration with other and

cheaper bark ; and the office of Bark

Inspector for the port of Philadelphia

is quite a lucrative one. Live Oak
grows in the Southern States of the

Union, and is most valuable for ship-

knees and timbers. The United States

Government has large reservations of

timber lands of this wood, especially for

navy vessels. The other varieties, such

as Chesnut-Oak, Pin-Oak and Scrub-

Oak, are not of much use.

We will mention a singular fact, in

regard to what is called Scrub-Oak.

Wherever Pine timber is cut off, or burnt

out, of any tract, the Scrub-Oak im-

mediately and invariably shows itself,

although not a shrub of it had ever ap-

peared there before ; and it grows and

flourishes, until the Pine again grows

up, and overshadows it, when it disap-

pears, only to renew itself under the

same circumstances. It is inexplicable

how the germ of this Oak remains in

the ground for centuries, without fruc-

tifying, as it grows from the acorn only.

Why should it appear only in ground

previously occupied by the Pine ? Such,

however, is the absolute fact.

Maple is indigenous to this country

only. There are several varieties of

great use in the mechanic arts, and some

for domestic purposes. The plain White

Maple, Curled and Bird's-Eye, are what

are known to mechanics. These varie-

ties are in much demand in Europe, for

furniture, on account of their great

beauty. The French cabinet-makers
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dye them in every color, and afterwards

make the most beautiful table-tops, by

inlaying the different colored bits of

these woods, so as to form flowers,

animals, and landscapes. This art is

brought to great perfection. If Maple

were an expensive foreign wood, it would,

no doubt, be a great favorite with us for

fine chamber furniture, but being not

an exotic, but only a familiar native,

we do not appreciate it ; and our people

go to Europe, and buy elegant Mar-

quetrie tables and cabinets at immense

prices, not knowing that the beautiful

colored wood that forms the marvellous

inlaid panels, or the choice table-top,

even to the Ebony, is (at home) our

own unassuming but beautiful Maple.

Like our other woods, the Maple is

fast disappearing, from ignorant waste.

The Sugar Maple is being preserved,

from the fact that it is profitable for

its sap, of which the^y make sugar in

New York and the New England States.

The Maple, which is planted for shade

and ornament in the cities, is of no use

to mechanics, as it does not grow to

any available size.

In another article, we shall describe

the woods, both native and foreign,

which are used for furniture, and so we

end this preliminary glance.

STAINED GLASS.

By John Gibson.*

GLASS of the various kinds, white

and colored, plain and ornamental,

is so intimately connected with ai'chitec-

ture and building, that a short descrip-

tion of its origin, history, and uses may
not be uninteresting to the readers of this

Journal ; not that much new can be said

on so old a subject, its origin being of

such antiquity that but little is known

of its first discovery. Pliny, the Roman
historian, relates what is supposed to be

the origin. A ship laden with fossil

alkali, having been driven ashore on the

coast of Palestine, the sailors placed

their cooking vessels on pieces of the

alkali and lighting fires on the sand, the

heat fused the alkali, which combining

with the sand the result was a species of

glass ; aud thus accident led to its dis-

covery as an art.f There are other

conjectures, such as the burning of

bricks, which are more or less covered

f As to nature's glass, "we have pitch stone, olivine or

chrysolite, ohsidian, angite or pyoxene, leucite, and
especially quartz, with its many varieties, massive crys-

tal, rock crystal, flint, sard, amethyst, chrysoprase,

cacholong, chalcedony, carnelian, onyx, jasper, and
agate; and nature's glass-houses are the volcanoes.

with a glazed coating if over-burnt and

vitrified, which might originate the

idea and lead to its discovery. It also

may have originated from necessity,

which, after all, is the great mother of

invention in the arts and sciences : the

necessity of a medium of admitting light

and keeping out the storms from their

dwellings may have been the incentive

to devise a substance, which, after

many failures, produced glass. What-
ever may have been the cause, its history

is of such remote antiquity, as to be lost

in the obscurity of time. In sacred

history we read of the ciystal and a

molten looking-glass; and in one of the

Egyptian Tombs is the representation

of workmen engaged in glass-blowing,

very little different from the mode of the

present day, which is a proof that the

ancient Egyptians were masters of the

art.

The origin of the art of coloring glass

is also lost to us, owing to its antiquity,

but, no doubt this was discovered soon

after the making ofglass; for as is natural

to man, after a necessity has been snp-

J. & G. H. Gibson, Stained Glass Manufacturers, No. 125 S. Eleventh street, Philadelphia.
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plied, he is not satisfied until he makes

the article supplying it ornamental. The

ancient authors, who have written on the

subject, record the fact, that color was

mixed with glass to imitate gems. Glass

beads, and other ornaments, numerous

specimens of which have been found

adorning the bodies of Egyptiau Mum-
mies, have been exhumed, and found

perfect, after a lapse of at least 3,500

years. But it was not till after the

commencement of the Christian era,

that it appears to have been used in

windows in its colored state. Leo the

III. is said to have adorned the win-

dows of the Lateran with colored glass.

After the making of the colored panes

of glass, it naturally followed that the

artists of that day would combine them

in various ways to produce variety of

form and design; at first, with the

simple colors red or ruby, blue or azure,

yellow or golden, which are the three

primitives, each beautiful in itself, and

the three, in combination, producing all

other colors.

And here, to digress a little, there is

something wonderful in the analogy of

the number three: Father, Son and

Spirit ; Sun, Moon and Stars ; Faith,

Hope and Charity ; Earth, Air and

Water ; and the three colors, Red, Blue

and Yellow, from which all other colors

are produced, for white is the absence

of color, from its entire reflection of all

three primitives, as black is the shadow

or combination, from its complete ab-

sorption, of the three. The mixture

red and blue producing purple, and

violet ; the red and yellow, orange and

scarlet ; the blue and yellow, green ; and

so on, ad infinitum, until you have all

the colors of nature in all their various

hues.

The most ancient windows were very

simple-, being, in fact, pieces of colored

glass joined together with leaden bands,

making a sort of mosaic pattern, which

in proper combination produces a very

brilliant effect, but, from its intensity, is

too overpowering, when the sun shines

upon it, to be looked at for anj- length

of time with pleasure, as it dazzles and

confuses the eye. This undoubtedly led

to the combination of the plain colors

with enamel, which is put on the surface

of the other glass and fused into it, and,

by softening the brilliancy, produces an

effect on which the eye can rest longer

and with more pleasure. Having at-

tained this, we gradually get to the ad-

mixture of color with enamel ; and so

produce pictures of the most beautiful

kind. This idea was said to have been

first suggested by a French painter at

Rome, but the first specimens of the

combined art are said to have been exe-

cuted by Alfred Durer, an architect, an

engraver, and a painter of the first

celebrity, whose works stand to this

day, giving proof of their enduring

qualities and beauty. The writer had

the pleasure of examining some of his

finest work, in some of the windows of

the grand Cathedral at Cologne, which,

for beauty of design, boldness of outline,

and harmony of color, are not excelled

by any in Europe, ancient or modern
;

indeed the modern windows in the same

Cathedral, by the best masters ofMunich,

look tame and flat beside them. This

is not prejudice, for it was not till

some time after I had been admiring

them, that I discovered who the artist

was that made them.

Here let me say, that the art of glass-

painting takes rank among the very

highest. It is one which the masters of

the olden time did not disdain to follow.

That it is more difficult than high art

upon canvas, or any of the usual mate-

rials, none acquainted with the process

will deny, for when the colors are applied,

the chemical judgment and practice of

the artist must be great, to enable him

to know what will be the result of his

labors, when put through the furnace
;

as, until they are fused, the colors are

not produced, and a shade too heavy

may destroy the beauty and harmony

of the whole design.

And now, the question arises, Can the
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artist of the present day, produce stained

glass equal to the ancient ? The art

was said to have been lost. This I be-

lieve to have been a mistake, although,

no doubt, it fell into disuse for nearly

four centuries, yet we have records of

various artists, who now and again would

be employed, principally in restoring

the cathedrals and churches ; and some-

times with very poor results. Still it

shows the art was not wholly lost, though

it is only in the present century that

its revival has been a marked success.

And, in the early part of the century,

hard indeed labored the lover of the art.

And he must be, not only a lover, but

an enthusiast in the art, to attain any

celebrity. He must spend his days and

nights with his books and his crucible,

seeking into the hidden secrets—melting

his gold for purples, his silver for ruby,

his cobalt for blue, and so on ; for the

art, although not entirely lost, has still,

in some of its parts, to be mastered.

Such was the task of the rediscovering

artist in the beginning of this century,

to the writer's personal knowledge.

There is much to be said about the gor-

geous effect of the ancient windows ; and

this all will acknowledge who have had

the pleasure of looking upon them ; but

a great deal of this has been produced

by old Father Time, acting on the outer

surface of the glass, which latter, being

in fact not so well manufactured as the

modern glass, has become corroded and

full of small holes, which, being filled up

with the dust of ages, give a sparkling

brilliancy to the parts that are left clear

and clean.

We will discuss the cause of the want

of success of modern work, in a future

communication, which we trust may be

instructive and useful.

Plumbago Mines of Canada.—In

Canada, the production of plumbago,

for the purpose of employment in the

various arts and manufactures in which

it is so extensively used, has already

made considerable progress. Several

associations, on an extensive scale, are

in operation in the county of Ottawa;

and it is probable that many others will

be set on foot in the course of the ensu-

ing season. The extent of the plum-

baginous deposits in the crystaline rocks

of this part of the province is ascertained

to be very large
; and there can be lit-

tle room to doubt the means of profita-

bly working them. From the facility

with which these beds may be worked,

and their large area, it is probable the3r

will eventually form the chief mining

field. They, in all cases, offer a difficulty

in the calcareous mineral which they

comprehend, and which is not easily

separable. Some samples of this plum-

bago, however, have been prepared, and

after being subjected to the severest

tests, have proved perfectly satisfactory
;

so that a stimulus has been given to en-

terprise in this direction, which will un-

doubtedly result in great advantage to

the country. Plumbago is used to an

extent not generally known ; and its

emploj'ment must be largely increased

by even a small reduction in its cost.

In New York and Boston alone, it is

said, upwards of ten thousand tons are

annually imported for the manufactories

of New England. Hitherto, these sup-

plies have come in great part from Ger-

many and Ceylon. For the future,

Canada may very well look forward to

these markets as her own. It requires

only economical arrangements for min-

ing on a considerable scale, and some

improvement in the processes for freeing

the plumbago from its impurities, to

render this one of the most important

of the mineral productions which the

Province possesses.
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FIRE-PROOF CONSTRUCTION.

Joseph Gilbert's Patent Corrugated Iron Ceiling, for Rendering Buildings
Ftre-proof.

THE increased cost of erecting struc-

tures of every kind, with the seri-

ous nature of the large fires throughout

the country, has naturally attracted the

attention of the community to the im-

portance and absolute necessity of con-

structing Fire-proof Buildings, with a

view to avert the progress of the de-

vouring element ; to adopt measures for

the better security of property, and to

prevent a calamity so injurious to pub-

lic and individual interests. The capi-

talist, the mechanic, the philanthropist,

in fact all classes, are to a certain ex-

tent interested in this matter. In many

instances, the parties most affected (pe-

cuniarily) allow themselves to remain

satisfied with a knowledge of the fact

that they are insured, not taking into

consideration that although they may
be fully reimbursed in event of loss by

fire, they would be vastly better off had

such a misfortune not occurred, for va-

rious reasons : among which we would

inention that their trade would not be

diverted from its regular course, that

their skilled employes would not be

compelled to seek other employers, and

that they would not be subjected to

many other annoyances arising in con-

sequence of such a calamity. Besides,

whatever aggregate destruction is occa-

sioned by a fire, that much of the con-

crete result of human skill, time, and

labor, is lost to the world forever. In

Europe more attention has been paid to

rendering buildings fire-proof than in

this country. The Fire Departments in

European cities are small affairs in com-

parison with those of our American

cities, yet there are few destructive

fires in Europe, and why ? The munici-

pal regulations there are such, that all

large buildings are constructed with the

view of being as nearly as possible im-

pervious to the inroads of fire. Were

more attention given to the construction

of fire-proof buildings in this country,

the cost of our Fire Departments would

be reduced to a sum merely nominal, and

the rates of insurance would be materi-

ally lessened as a natural consequence,

with other beneficial results to both the

insurers and insured. That it is neces-

sarjr to guard against fire in all commer-

cial cities, and throughout the country,

no one can dispute, and no building of

any magnitude in the United States

should be erected without being made
fire-proof; great conflagrations which

have devastated whole sections of our

large cities, and the great losses thereby

sustained, prove this. The preservation

of public records all over the country is

sadly neglected, and should not longer

remain at the mercy of the elements.

The business community have of late

awakened to the necessitj* of erecting

fire-proof buildings, when it can be done

with economy ; heretofore, the drawback

with our builders has been the great ex-

pense attending their construction

;

heavy iron beams and ponderous brick

arches have alwa}rs been objectionable

on account of their great weight, and

various methods have been devised to

substitute iron arches for brick.

All progressives who have examined

into the merits of the Gilbert Patent

Corrugated Iron Arched Ceiling, are

convinced that the advantages peculiar

to its construction are such as to entitle

it to more than ordinary consideration,

as it will be found a floor of exceedingly

light construction, perfectly fire-proof,

and containing all the elements of

strength and rigidity which can possi-

bly be attained. This veiy complete

and valuable ceiling (or floor) was in-

vented by Joseph Gilbert, practical

builder, of Philadelphia, and letters

patent granted May 14th, 1867, and by
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reissue Nov. 5th, 1867. It has been

thoroughly examined by the principal

architects and engineers of this and

other cities, who are satisfied that it ex-

ceeds in every respect any thing of the

kind heretofore produced, and that it is

a valuable invention, which, combining

durability, economy, strength and light-

ness, recommends itself to the attention

of all architects and builders. The

Committee of Science and Arts of the

Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania, ap-

pointed a special committee, consisting

of some of our leading scientific men, to

examine into its merits ; their report

will be found below.

The following advantages of the Iron

Ceiling must be taken into considera-

tion:

It takes one-half the weight from the

walls of the building. It takes one-half

the weight from the iron beams, there-

fore the beams can be of less weight, or

there may be a greater space between

them. It costs less on the average than

the brick arches, and saves the tie-rods

and the plastering. There is no lateral

pressure. The ceilings are higher with

the same amount of brick work. The

iron ceiling is more ornamental than the

plain brick arches. By placing the iron

ceiling in at the same time the iron

beams are placed on the walls, the

building is strengthened. The iron

ceiling gives a scaffolding over each

story, which will enable the builder to

finish any work in the basement.

Can be shipped to any point desired.
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DESCRIPTION

This invention consists of a ceil-

ing composed of ( H )
girders, corru-

gated arched plates resting on certain

socket-bearers, the whole forming a

light, cheap and ornamental fire-proof

ceiling.

Fig. 1 shows an elevation of part of

this ceiling. Fig. 2 is a detached sec-

tional view of the same, drawn to an en-

larged scale. Fig. 3 is a section on line.

£ Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 are perspective

views of a girder and socket (C C). (A

A) are two of a series of parallel girders

of ordinary ( R) iron, the opposite ends

of which project into the walls of a

building, and on these girders rests the

floor (A). On each of the lower flanges

(C) of each girder, and against the ver-

tical portion (B) rests a bearer (D),

which has a corrugated recess or socket

(X) at one side, for the reception of one

end of the corrugated iron plate (B)

;

the latter being arched, as shown in the

drawing, and resting at its opposite

ends in a socket or recess of a similar

bearer (D) fitting on the flanges, and

against the vertical portion of the adja-

cent girder. Against the sides of the

upper flanges (C) of each girder-bearer,

are the upper ends of inclined bricks or

blocks (X X), the lower ends of which

rest upon the arched and corrugated

plate (B), the space between the bricks

and the girders being filled with mortar

or concrete ; and upon the upper curved

may be arranged to overlap each other,

thus forming a continuous corrugated

arch extending the length of the

girders. The bearers (D) are in short

sections, which may be readily fitted to

the girder so as to form a continuous

socket and abutment for the ends of

the plates (B). A ceiling of this char-

acter will cost less than the brick arches,

at the same time the improved ceiling

will resist the action of fire more effectu-

ally than one of brick. In consequence

of the comparatively slight weight of the

plates (B), compared with that of a brick

arch, girders (A) much lighter than

those usually employed may be used.

The plates (B), besides being greatly

stiffened by their corrugations, are ren-

dered still more rigid by the layer ofcon-

crete, and by the shape of the sockets,

which fitting the said corrugations in the

plate, prevents the same from being dis-

tended laterally under pressure. Apart

from the superior lightness and economy

of a ceiling thus constructed, it will be

seen that the corrugated arched plates

present a much more ornamental appear-

ance than the usual plain arches Plates

corrugated differently from those de-

scribed may be used, and braces of cast-

iron or other materials may be substi-

tuted for the bricks or blocks (X X), or

they may be dispensed with, and the

entire space above the plates may be

filled with concrete.

Fig. 5 illustrates two sections of the

corrugated iron arches, or part of a

finished ceiling, with concrete to the

Fig. 5.

and corrugated surface of the plate (B)

is deposited a layer of concrete, filling

the corrugation, and extending above

the same. The edges of the plate (B)

surface of the beams, and the lower

flange of the beams enclosed or covered

with a galvanized iron casing, which

makes a very ornamental finish.
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Fig. 6.

6*3

Fig. 6. A corrugated iron ceiling paneled, and ornamented with centre-pieces.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 is an end-vkw of the same.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. An iron arch, -with inclined

bricks at the haunches against the sides

of the upper flanges of the beam, the

lower ends resting upon the arched

plates, the space between the bricks and

beams filled in with concrete, and a

light layer of concrete upon the surface

of the corrugated arched plates.
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 illustrates the iron arch, dis-

pensing with the use of bricks at the

haunches thereof, as it is not necessary

to use them when the corrugated iron

plates are filled in with concrete to the

surface of the beams.

Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Cells for jails or other pur-

poses, for which these corrugated iron-

arched plates are particularly adapted.

The cut shows two cells, a single and

double arch; the upper cell showing the

single arch resting on the walls of the

cells, and lower cell the double arch,

using the iron beam.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 illustrates the different styles

of castings or socket-bearers on which

the ends of the corrugated iron plates

rest.

Fig. 12. Wrought-iron beams used in

the construction of fire-proof buildings.

Fig. 13. A wrought-iron (I) beam,

with socket-bearer resting on the lower

flange thereof, on which rest the ends of

the corrugated iron plates which arc

riveted thereto, forming an abutment of

great strength and solidity, and giving

a very complete and substantial finish.

Fig. 12.

Mr. Fairbairn, Civil Engineer, says

:

"Assuming wrought-iron plates one-

fourth of an inch thick, and bent in the

Fig. 13.

segmental form of an arch, with the

filling up of the haunches with concrete
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to level the surface preparatory for the

reception of the floors, this will be found

a floor of exceedingly light construction,

perfectly fire-proof, and containing all

the elements of strength and rigidity

which can possibly be attained by iron

beams with brick arches, and I conceive

that the time is not far distant when
wro ught-iron beams and wrought-iron

places will form the principal supports

of the floors of fire-proof buildings."

Report from the Franklin Institute of
Pennsylvania.

Hall of the Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, Feb. 26, 1868.

The Committee on Science and the Arts, consti-

tuted by the Franklin Institute of the State of

Pennsylvania, for the promotion of the Mechanic

Arts, to whom was referred for examination a

Fire-Proof Ceiling invintecl by Mr. Joseph

Gilbert, of Philadelphia, Penn.,

REPORT,

That the nature of the invention is in

the use - of corrugated sheet iron,

supported upon, and spanning the space

between iron beams, the corrugations

being so arranged that a series of alter-

nate convex and concave arches extend

as ribs and depressions across the space

between the beams, thus giving to the

sheets vertical stiffness. The sheets are

covered with cement, which increases

this stiffness and prevents moisture from

penetrating downwards to the iron. The

sheets may extend straight from beam
to beam, or may be arched as is custo-

mary with brick or concrete fire-proof

floors.

When used as flooring it is arched so

that the top of its cement cover is nearly

flush with that of the beams. Any de-

scription of floor may be laid on the

beams. The intervening space between

floor and arch may be filled with con-

crete, resting against haunches of brick

placed next the sides of the beams.

The corrugated sheets are secured to

the beams (acting thus as ties or braces)

by means of cast-iron ledges of suitable

shape, resting upon the lower flanges of

the beams, and fastened thereto.

It will be evident from this description

that the distinguishing feature of the

mode under discussion, as compared

with other plans of fire-proof floors, is

in the substitution of corrugated sheet-

iron, covered with cement for either

brick or concrete arches, or for flat

sheets of iron covered with cement.

The following advantages appear to be

secured by it :

1st. A considerable reduction in the

weight of the floor, which enables the

beams to be lighter, and which, from

both these causes, reduces the weight to

be borne by the walls of the building.

2d. A saving of time in the execution

of the work, and in scaffolding for

completion of the building, as each

story may be separately progressing

without fear of accident, while the walls

are laterally strengthened during the

course of building.

3d. Some saving in story height may
be effected, owing to the reduced thick-

ness of the arch, without increasing the

number of beams employed.

So far as regards its fire-proof qual-

ities, the Committee believe it to be fully

equal to either of the modes commonly
employed. Possessing the advantages

already enumerated, its introduction in

lieu of other systems will, in the opinion

of the Committee, be governed by com-

mercial considerations, into which they

cannot of course enter. There does not

appear to be any good reason why its

expense should be greater -than brick

arches on iron beams.

By order of the Committee.

WM. HAMILTON, Actuary.

Messrs. J. Vaugiian Merrick,

Thos. S. Stewart,

Edwin F. Durang,

Committee of Examination.

The following Philadelphia architects

have fully indorsed the foregoing Report
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of the Committee of Science and Arts of

the Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania :

John McArthur, Jr.; John Stewart;

Samuel Sloan ; James H. Windrim

;

John Fraser ; George W. Hewitt ; Frank

Furness ; J. C. Sidney, Isaac H. Hobbs

& Son ; George Summers ; S. D. But-

ton, and Richard B. Osborne, Ci\il

Engineer.

J. P. Stidham & Co., Iron Workers,

Philadelphia, say :
" A No. 18 section

of Gilbert's iron-arched ceiling sus-

tained, two months, over six tons, dead

weight, on the arch itself—all that could

be piled on the space, viz., six feet by

twenty-eight inches. It was tested in

the presence of John C. Trautwine,

Esq., civil engineer, and was witnessed

by a number of our leading business

men."

Edward W. Clark, Architect, ofWash-

ington, D. C, writes :
" I am aston-

ished at the rigidity of Gilbert's corru-

gated ceiling."

N. S. Bouton & Co., of Union Foundry

Works, Chicago, Illinois, found that two

sections of No. 16 iron arches, six feet

long, and constructed as in the building,

sustained upwards of nine tons weight

which was placed upon it. The result

was perfectly satisfactory, and an order

given to put the " ceiling " in the new
" Tribune Buildings."

A ceiling (or floor) constructed of

wrought-iron beams and iron-arched

plates corrugated, and resting in socket-

bearers, will sustain at least two thou-

sand pounds to the square foot without

any deflection.

These ceilings can be put on buildings

flat or level, if desired.

From the Philadelphia Press, June 15,

1868.

King & Baird have published a pam-

phlet entitled " Fire-proof Construc-

tion," which, in a small space, covers a

wide field of utility. Property is liter-

ally annihilated, in many instances, to

a vast extent, by the devouring element,

and, even if there be no loss of life, the

interests of the many classes are thereby

greatly damaged. A factory or a store

may be burned down without injury to

life or limb, but the capitalist suffers in

his property, losing the profits which

would have accrued from the fair em-

ployment of his money, and at " one fell

swoop " his employes are thrown out of

work. The factory may easily be re-

built, though this must take time, but it

often becomes extremely difficult to re-

engage the workmen who are familiar

with all the processes. Various plans

for rendering buildings almost, if not

wholly, fire-proof, have been suggested

and tested, with more or less success.

The great thing required is to prevent

fire, which naturally ascends, from

spreading from one story to another.

If this could be done, a fire, at the worst,

would devastate only the floor upon

which its ravages began. The pamphlet

before us shows very plainly by plans,

sections, and descriptions, how this can

be done, and done cheaply. It is by

using corrugated iron ceilings, in which

strength and rigidity are united to cre-

ate the impossibility of a floor being

affected by any fire. The plan has been

referred to, and most favorably recom-

mended, by the Committee of Science

and Art of the Franklin Institute, in

this city. On a practical question the

opinions of practical men must have

weight. We give credence, therefore,

to such men as J. Vaughan Merrick,

Thomas S. Stewart, and Edwin F. Du-

rang, (the Franklin Institute Commit-

tee,) who report that arched ceilings

made of corrugated sheet-iron, fixed to

iron beams, with a layer of cement or

concrete between floor or arch, can sus-

tain a vast weight, and are wholly im-

pervious to heat or moisture. The

weight of the floor is greatly reduced,

the weight upon the walls is thereby di-

minished, time is saved, and the cost

so much curtailed that the expense need

not be greater than that of brick arches

on iron beams. The conclusions arrived

at by this Committee are " fully en-
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dorsed " (to use their own words) by

Messrs. J. McArthur, Jr., John Stewai't,

Samuel Sloan, John Frazer, and several

other eminent Philadelphia architects.

The Corrugated Iron Ceilings are

coming into use not only in this city,

(though the patents are so recent as

May and November, last year,) but in

other places. There has been a little

talk lately about " Philadelphia going

to New York for a pump." Against

this is the fact that the Queen Anne
County Jail, Md., the Insane Asylum

at Harrisburg, and the First National

Bank of Chicago are respectively having

these corrugated iron ceilings, which

are also being put up in the new build-

ings ofthe Tribune Company in Chicago,

where Harrison's patent boilers (another

Philadelphia invention) are also being

erected. The diminution of cost and

the access of security are justly regarded

as invaluable. Mr. Joseph Gilbert, a

practical builder in Philadelphia, is the

inventor of the patent iron ceiling. We
have not attempted to do more than

generalize, in this rapid sketch, of what

appears to be the beginning of a great

system of almost perfect prevention and

Security.

From the North A merican and United

States Gazette, Philadelphia, March

IWi, 1868.

The March op Progress.— Across

the Atlantic more attention is paid to

erecting fire-proof structures than on

this side. In Paris, for instance, the

fire department consists of but few en-

gines, yet large fires seldom occur,

because the regulations of Louis Napo-

leon's "pet city" are that all large

buildings shall be made fire-proof.

These grand old European capitals owe

to Philadelphia a debt of gratitude, and

to their credit be it said, they are not

backward in making the justly due ac-

knowledgment.

The "Gilbert" patent iron ceiling is

regarded all over Europe as insuscepti-

ble of further improvement, and the sci-

entific journals of the Continent have

spoken of its advantages.

It is something of a feather in the cap

of Philadelphia that this invention is

the result of the cogitation of one of our

own citizens ; and the leading architects

and scientific men who have examined

it, speak of it with unqualified com-

mendation. The space of a newspaper

forbids any elaborate or extended de-

scription of this remarkable invention.

From (lie Chicago Tribune, May 28th,

1868.

The public has been made acquainted

with the fact that the Chicago Tribune

Co. have completed their arrangements,

and have commenced erecting a fire-

proof building especially adapted to the

necessities of their business, which thejT

intend shall be in every respect a model

of beauty, comfort and convenience, and

an ornament to the city of Chicago.

The building will be 72 feet on Dear-

born street, and 121 feet on Madison

street. It will be constructed entirely

of stone, brick and iron, and four stories

high above the basement. The joists or

beams will be of rolled iron, from the

"Union Iron Mills," of Pittsburg, Pa.,

and the ceilings of " Gilbert's patent

corrugated iron ceiling," which inven-

tion has generally superseded the old

brick arches. On the surface of this

corrugated iron ceiling will be laid a

concrete, filling all parts perfectly solid.

The roof will be composed of metal, on

a light framework fastened on an iron

ceiling, the same as for the floors above

described. All the stairways will be of

iron. The cost of the building itself

will be $175,000.

Any further information can be ob-

tained from Mr. Gilbert, No. 429 Wal-

nut street, Philadelphia.
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EASTER-NIGHT IN ROME.

By Charles L. PiiiLLirs.

[Our readers will be pleased with the

following very graphic article, from

" The Catholic Standard," of May 9th,

1868, by a travelled and cultured young

Philadelphia^, whom we are happy to

number amongst our friends :]

THE glorious solemnities which mark
the celebration of Easter-Sunday

within the walls of the Eternal City had

all been duly performed. The dome of

the Pontifical Basilica had ceased to re-

verberate those notes of indescribable

sweetness, which arise at the moment
of the elevation from the silver trumpets

of the choir ; the tens of thousands who

congregate at this beautiful season from

every quarter of the globe, to witness

the splendid and wonderful ceremonies

of the Church, had one by 'one dispersed

to their temporary abodes, confused by

the grandeur of all they had witnessed

;

the many gallant soldiers who in the

morning had knelt in the piazza of St.

Peter's, with presented arras, to receive

the benediction of the Pope, had slowly

retired in military order to their various

posts ; the echoes of the guns, whose

salvos, thundering from the castle of St.

Angelo, announce to the Campagna that

the successor of the Apostles has be-

stowed his blessing on Rome and the

world, had grown fainter and fainter as

they diffused the glorious news, until at

last they had expired amidst the hills of

Tivoli. The joyous clamor of the bells

had gradually died away upon the ear
;

the tokens of festivity had ceased ; night

had fallen over the churches and palaces,

and all was silent within the boundaries

of Pome.
The careless stranger, as he wandered

through the streets, might have imag-

ined from the stillness of the evening

hour, that the ancient city around him,

satisfied with the excitement of the day,

was soon to yield itself to undisturbed

repose, in order that the coming morn
might find it once more prepared for

the busy realities of life. Such a con-

clusion would, however, have proved

erroneous. A spectacle of surpassing

magnificence was yet in store for its

inhabitants.

Before the night had advanced very

far upon its course, hundreds of car-

riages might be seen directing their way
towards the enormous piazza, which

forms the approach to the Church of St.

Peter. Here they assumed a position

which would enable their inmates to

command a view of the Church and

its immediate surroundings. It was

about eight o'clock when my com-

panion and myself arrived upon the

spot and took our places amidst the

crowd of vehicles, which momentarily

grew thicker and thicker. I observed

that the most perfect order prevailed

among the masses around me, as though

they were breathlessly awaiting the con-

summation of some startling event.

Little, however, could be seen to excite

either surprise or curiosity, excepting

the shadowy outlines of that majestic

edifice, before whose solemn portals was

now assembled a mighty concourse of

human beings, convened from every

clime, and professing every variety of

belief. But the sight of this venerable

pile, arising in colossal majesty amidst

the darkness of the night, was more
than enough to fix my attention, and

absorb my faculties. As I scanned its

vast extent, and noticed the effect of its

wonderful architecture, I could not re-

frain from thinking how fitly it repre-

sented the dignity and preponderance

of the Christian religion. Peerless be-

yond comparison, and destined to with-

stand for countless generations the

wasting effects of time, it almost ap-
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peared to proclaim aloud, through the

stony lips of its saintly statues, the en-

during excellence, the unapproachable

beauty, and the everlasting grandeur of

the Church. Every feature of its tow-

ering walls, every line of its surprising

proportions, seemed as if designed by

some master genius to convey to the

mind of the beholder a lasting idea of

that purity and that harmony which

dwell neither in metals nor in stone, but

which exist in the sublime and unfading-

realities of Christian faith and Christian

feeling. Yielding indulgently to this

train of thought, I permitted nry mind

to wander from the things about me,

and was speedily lost in the considera-

tion of those ennobling truths which

were naturally suggested bjr the occa-

sion. I was soon, however, aroused

from my reveries by the appearance of

a phenomenon as magnificent as it was

sudden. The shadowy dome, the dark

and solemn colonnades of St. Peter's

were no longer before me. In their

place stood a gigantic edifice, the same

in outline, it is true, but resplendent,

with a flood of silvery light, amidst

whose delicate radiations every portion

of the mighty structure became beauti-

fully visible. From the summit of the

cross to the pavement of the piazza,

thousands of scintillations seemed em-

anating from the sculptured stone, as

though the inner light of the tabernacle

were bursting from its confinement and

seeking to diffuse its beams throughout

the world. Filled with admiration, and

rendered speechless by the beauty of

the spectacle, the crowd remained mo-

tionless, gazing with avidity upon the

illuminated temple, and seeking in vain

to satisfy its appreciation of the glories

which greeted its sight.

But something yet remained to perfect

the brilliancy of the scene, and complete

the astonishment of the multitude.

Scarcely had their gaze grown somewhat

accustomed to this marvellous picture,

when it faded from their view, but only

to yield place to a second phenomenon

more surprising in its splendor than the

first. As the silvery lights disappeared

in rapid succession, a blaze of golden

fire darted in a myriad of jets from every

part of the facade, and spread with the

celerity of flame over the remaining por-

tions of the edifice, giving to the atmos-

phere that brilliant hue which accom-

panies the fall of a thousand aerolites.

It seemed as if an angel, working with

the speed of lightning, had traced in

fiery outlines upon the canvas of night

each cornice and column, each pilaster

and frieze, and had crowned them all

with a resplendent dome, from whose

summit blazed the emblem of Chris-

tianity. Disregarding every object of

meaner interest, I permitted myself to

become totally absorbed in the contem-

plation of a sight so charming, that it

alone would have repaid the distant

traveller for all his fatigues, both on sea

and on land.

It is thus that the Pontiffs seekto honor

the holy festival of Easter ; it is thus

that they yearly astonish the world by

the magnificence of their piety.

At length, when the admiration of the

crowd had become partially appeased,

the carriages began to disperse from the

piazza. In continuous lines they crossed

the bridges which span the Tiber, and

having reached the fashionable quarter

of Rome, were quickly lost to sight

amidst the darkness which now ex-

tended over the city. The neighbor-

hood of the Vatican was again deserted,

and the declining lights left to smoulder

in the growing solitude of the night.

As I drove away towards, the Corso,

I happened by accident to glance be-

hind me, when I beheld the cross, which

surmounts the dome, shining aloft by

itself in the quiet atmosphere, every

other portion of the church being con-

cealed from my view by hundreds of in-

tervening buildings. This sight, present-

ing itself unexpectedly, like a constella-

tion in the heavens, produced an effect

peculiarly charming, and seemed to my
admiring gaze more like a celestial
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prodigy than an exhibition of human
art. Sparkling alone and undiminished

above the seven hills, with their superb

but crumbling remains of antiquity,

it offered, I thought, a touching and

truthful figure of that sublime and sim-

ple faith, under whose irresistible influ-

ence the Rome of the Caesars had become

transformed into the Rome of St. Peter,

and the pagan capital of a boundless

empire been made the centre of unity

for the persecuted advocates of an un-

sullied religion.

I was now nearing my abode for the

night, and with a feeling of regret I

turned once more to catch a parting view

of that beautiful cross, ere its fires should

fade from my view ; but there it still

remained, pure, solitary, and radiant,

like the meteor of Constantine, a glori-

ous emblem of Christianity triumphing

over the world.

THE NEW MASONIC TEMPLE, PHILADELPHIA.

AS the corner-stone of the new Ma-

sonic Hall, at the northeast corner

of Broad and Filbert streets—ofa species

of granite quarried near Port Deposit,

Md., weighing nearly eleven tons, and

containing in its cavity, Masonic papers,

laws, coins, newspapers and other relics

—was laid St. John's Day, June 24, 1868,

A. D.—5868 A. L.—with appropriate

ceremonies, by M. W. Grand Master

Richard Vaux, the Masonic solemnities

being the most imposing ever witnessed

in this city, a description of the contem-

plated building may be interesting.

" The Keystone," of June 21, 1868,

furnishes the following points :

The dimensions of the lot for the in-

tended structure are 150 feet on Broad

street and 250 feet on Filbert street.

The building will recede from the

property line twenty feet on Broad

street and six feet from Filbert street.

The exterior of the building upon

each front will be of granite, and built

in the Norman style of architecture,

which is well adapted to the magnitude

of the structure, and appropriate in its

details for execution in the materials

adopted for the exterior facings.

The principal entrance and central

figure of the Broad street front is em-

blematic of the Order, and indicative

of the steps in Masonry.

First stage— The Egyptian porch,

upon which stands thefigureof "Silence."

Second—The " broken pediment," un-

finished work, upon which is placed the

figure of "Obedience." Third—By a

completion and connection of the design

in style and character, with the general

building, representing the emblems of

the craft in finished work, including

"Faith, Hope and Charity," and above

all " the All-seeing eye."

Completing the Broad street front on

each end are towers, of which the prin-

cipal one on the northeast corner will

be forty feet square at the base, ex-

tending two hundred and twenty feet in

height above the ground.

The flank of the building will be re-

lieved by massive buttresses,terminating

in a string arch course, deeply recessed.

The central feature of gablets and small

tower will give additional accommoda-

tion in connection with the entresol

story at the eastern end of the building.

There will be a large central entrance

on Juniper street, and also a business

entrance on Filbert street, leading to

the offices of the R. W. Grand Secretary

and R. W. Grand Treasurer. Beneath

the whole building will be a large cellar,

with every convenience, for the accom-

modation of the heating apparatus.

The building will consist of a first

story, and the principal floor or second
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story, which will be subdivided on the

eastern and western ends, forming en-

tresol stories to these portions.

The entrance on Broad street opens

into the general hall, 20 feet in width,

extending through to Juniper street.

This hall is enlarged to the dimensions

of 40 feet long by 46 feet wide, at the

point where the grand marble staircase

will extend to the principal floor. It is

also increased at the eastern main stair"

case to 26 feet in width. These different

stairs by their location will form the

most direct approach to the Lodge-

rooms, and continue as a main staircase

up to the entresol stories.

On the north side of the hall, on the

Broad street front, will be the parlors

for the use of the grand officers, and

also a private office for the R. W. Grand

Master ; separated from these by a cross-

hall will be the magnificent supper-room,

105 feet long by 53 wide, with kitchen,

store, and carving-rooms adjoining. The

approaches to the store-rooms and kit-

chen will extend from the Cuthbert

street front. On the south side of the

main hall, on Broad street, will be finely

decorated offices for the use of the R.

"W. Grand Secretary and R. W. Grand

Treasurer, which will be approached

from the business entrance on Filbert

street.

Jn the centre of this floor will be the

various committee rooms, and in the

southeast corner a fine large room for

the library, which will receive an abun-

dance of light from two sides.

The clear height of this story will be

26 feet to the ceiling. The principal

stoiy will be approached by the grand

staircase on the main hall and the large

staircase on the eastern end of the build-

ing. The main hall, 46 feet long by 40

feet wide, will lead to the main staircase,

which will be connected with a centre

hall in the eastern part of the building,

20 feet wide. On each side of the hall

on the Broad street front will be the

waiting lobbies and parlors belonging

to the Grand Lodge and Grand Chapter

rooms. These lobbies will be in the

form of alcoves, separated from the

general thoroughfare of the hall.

On the north side of the hall will be

located the Grand Lodge room, 104 feet

long by 53 feet wide, with a clear height

to the ceiling of 41 feet. This room
will be furnished with the best art known
to the upholsterer, to make it befitting to

the character and dignity of the grand
bodjr which will hold its sessions here.

The necessaiy ante-rooms will be so

connected with this room as to be of

convenient access.

On the south side of the hall will be

the Grand Chapter room, 81 feet long

by 53 feet wide, 38 feet high, with the

necessary ante-rooms. This will be fitted

up in a similarly elegant manner with

the Grand Lodge room. In the entresol

story, over the parlors on the Broad
street front, will be several regalia

rooms, on the north side of the hall for

the Grand Lodge, and on the south side

for the Grand Chapter. The regalia

rooms of the different lodges will be ap-

proached by private stairs leading to

the lobbies from the lodge rooms.

At the eastern end of the building,

alcoved and separated from the main
hall, will be the general waiting lobby

connecting the three Blue Lodge rooms.

These rooms will be respectively 59

feet long by 43 feet wide, 57 feet long

by 42 feet wide, and 68 feet long by 43

feet wide, eacli with a clear height to

the ceiling of 23 feet. These rooms
will each have the requisite ante-rooms

attached, and also a large lobby with

accommodations for the hats, coats, &c,
of the members, so that the general halls

will not be encumbered with these

articles.

Above the entire eastern end of the

building will be an entresol story with

a surface equal to the three lodge rooms.

This will be divided into three encamp-

ment rooms of the respective sizes of the

Blue rooms.

The entire building will have dressing

and wash-rooms located in convenient
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places throughout. The girders of the

building will be of iron, and the struc-

ture will be entirely fire-proof. The

towers on each end of the building will

command most superb views of the city

and the country around.

In front of the windows on Broad

street, which will be arched at the top,

will be placed balconies and balustrades

of granite. The building will be heated

by means of steam generated in the

cellar. Ample means of ventilation will

be provided, and the different rooms so

proportioned as to give the best acoustic

advantages. The building in its general

characteristics will be of such a descrip-

tion as to enable a Mason who is a

stranger in the city at once to detect its

ownership and use by a glance. The

ceremonies of laying the corner stone

were most imposing. The architect

is Mr. James Windrim, of this city,

whose design was selected from amongst

a number presented. It is estimated

that it will take five j^ears to complete

this temple, and that its cost will be

$750,000.

We are glad that the Freemasons of

Philadelphia, now and for a long time

back, greatly crowded in their present

hall on Chestnut street, north side above

Seventh, are to have a spacious, well-

appointed and elegantly decorated tem-

ple, on the future handsomest street of

the city. —Eds.

School op Design for "Women.—The

following named gentlemen were, on the

23d ult., elected Directors of the Phila-

delphia School of Design for Women

:

William J. Horstmann, P. P. Morris,

James L. Claghorn, James H. Orne,

David S. Brown, Redwood F. Warner,

James A. Wright, George Whitney, E.

W Clark, W. P. Wilstach, Jay Cooke,

and John Sartain.

Mr. Peabody's dwellings for the

London poor have a population of 1,583,

and more are to be erected.

—

Morning

Post, April 18, 1868.

The Proposed ISTew Bridge across

the Schuylkill.—The Highway and
Survey Committees of Councils, by in-

vitation of a committee of citizens re-

siding in the Twenty-fourth ward, vis-

ited the site for the proposed bridge

across the Schuylkill, on the 4th of

April last. The Pennsylvania Railroad,

which crosses Bridge street, renders

travel to and fro extremely dangerous,

and to obviate this the citizens residing

in that section of the city have taken

steps to insure safety to all who may be

compelled to cross the wire bridge. The

only feasible plan that suggested itself

to the minds of those having the matter

in charge is the erection of a bridge,

which shall cross the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, thus avoiding the danger of acci-

dent by the approach of any of the

numerous trains which pass over that

road.

It is proposed to construct the bridge

over the Schuylkill on the line of Bridge

street, as now laid out and used west of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, above grade,

striking grade at Callowhill street, on

the east side of the river, at the inter-

section of Biddle street.

The following correspondence may be

of interest to our readers:

Philadelphia, March 24, 1863.

No. 3300 Hamilton Street.

J. Edgar Thomson, Esq.,

President Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

Dear Sir: The dangerous crossing

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Bridge

street, in the Twenty-fourth ward, and

the steep grades of Bridge and Haver-

ford streets, being obstructions to travel,

detrimental to the interests of the city,

and injurious to property in that vicin-

ity, it has become necessary to devise a

method of avoiding the danger, reducing

the grade, and giving a proper and much
needed outlet to travel and traffic, and,

at the same time, not interfere with the

valuable interests of the corporation

over which you preside. For this pur-

pose it is proposed to construct a per-
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manent bridge over the Schuylkill, on
the line of Bridge street, as now laid out

and used west of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, above grade, striking grade at Cal-

lowhill street, on the east side of the

river, at or near the intersection of

Biddle street; and application will be

made to Councils therefor. Your opin-

ion on the subject will be of much im-

portance, and I am therefore directed

hj the committee of citizens having the

matter more particularly in charge to re-

spectfully ask for your answers to the

following questions:

First. Is not the intersection of Bridge

street and the Pennsylvania Railroad, at

grade, exceedingly dangerous, and an im-

pediment to the business of your com-

pany ?

Second. Would not a crossing above

grade be vastly to the interest of your

company ?

Third. Would it not enable the rail-

road company to conduct its vast busi-

ness without hindrance, and render the

crossing perfectly safe for all ?

Fourth. Would you not be in favor of

the prompt passage by Councils of an

ordinance for the erection of a bridge

on-the line of Bridge street, as laid out

and used west of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, as affording the surest, safest, and

cheapest mode of obviating the dangers

and inconveniences alluded to ?

Trusting your convenience may prompt
an early answer,

I remain, very respectfully, your obe-

dient servant,

ALBERT S. ASHMEAD, Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD, President's Office,

Philadelphia, March 27, 1868.

Dear Sir : In answer to your first

question, I would say that the crossing

at the intersection of the Pennsylvania

Railroad and Bridge street is very dan-

gerous to the public travel on said street

and that the caution required in passing

it is an inconvenience to the operations

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

To your second question I would re-

ply that an overland crossing at Bridge

street would save the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company some attention to their

trains, now necessary to the safety of

the public.

The third question is answered by the

second. To the fourth I would say that

I am in favor of any plan by which the

risks and inconveniences referred to

could be obviated. The profile of the

crossing on the line of Bridge street,

submitted by you from a point west of

the Pennsylvania Railroad to Callowhill

street, near the intersection of Biddle

street, would meet the objections you
have in view.

Tours, truly,

J. Edgar Thompson.

To Albert S. Ashmead, Esq.,

Secretary of the Committee.

The Age Newspaper.—The proprie-

tors of The Age newspaper have re-

moved to their spacious new building,

Nos. 14 and 16 South Seventh street,

above Chestnut.

The building is four stories in height,

having a front of fine-pressed brick. The
exterior view presents the tasteful ap-

pearance of a structure sixty feet in

height, and crowned with a large sign

bearing the simple words, " The Age."

The basement is appropriated to the

press-room, and the dimensions are

thirty-four by seventy feet. It has en-

trances from the front and rear, and, in

adapting it to its purposes, care has been

observed to provide for the comfort of

the employees. The press, which was

in use at the old building, is located

close by the north wall and near the

Seventh street side, while the engine and

boilers, which are new and of recent

make, are built in the northwest corner

of the basement. The floor of the room

is nicely boarded, and the basement

itself, put in repair, giving it a cosy

appearance, is very comfortable for

those there employed.

Care has also beeii taken by the pro-

prietors to secure space enough in the
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press-room to admit of the erection of

another press in a short time, the

increased demand for The Age compel-

ling such an addition.

The counting-room is one of the most

elegant that ingenuity and taste could

construct. No expense has been spared

to place it in keeping with the advance-

ment of The Age, and to make it the

conspicuous feature ofthe establishment.

It is upon the first floor proper, seven-

teen by seventy feet in size, with a lofty

ceiling ; around the walls is placed a

richly-grained wainscoting, some three

feet in height : above this they have

been ornamented with that latest of nov-

elties, black walnut hangings, which,

with a lighter-colored paper, ingeniously

designed, gives to the walls an elegant,

panelled appearance. Great care has

been taken in the arrangement of this

room, which properly combines both the

publication and counting-offices.

The counter, an excellent piece of

work, is of solid walnut, in keeping with

the characteristic colors of the room.

At the point where it starts from the

northern wall is the post-office depart-

ment ; at the other end of the counter,

which runs nearly in the centre of the

room, and at a distance of nearly forty-

three feet is the bookkeeper's desk, with

all its array of drawers, cubbies, and

pigeon-holes. In the rear of this is the

cashier's sanctum, and in it is placed

one of the largest fire and burglar-proof

safes. In the rear of this again is the

private office of the proprietors. This

is separated from the other portion of

the room by an ornamented black wal-

nut partition, having apertures filled in

with plate glass.

The editorial rooms are upon the third

floor of the building, and together cover

an area seventeen by seventy feet. This

space is divided into five rooms, in a

manner that will lend the greatest de-

gree of comfort and convenience to the

editors and members of the reportorial

staff. Here, as in the majority of news-

paper establishments, the editorial rooms

will be pleasantly fitted up, carpeted,

well lighted, and furnished with the

essentials that are necessary to the con-

venience of the literary staff'. The rooms

are all connected ; and the two centre

ones, by means of folding-doors, can be

thrown into one, thus forming a large

drawing-room. There are arrangements

for files of exchanges, works of refer-

ence, &c, and such other features as will

aid in the rapid management of the busi-

ness of this department.

On the fourth floor is the composing-

room, and it is one of the finest in the

city. As for ventilation and light, it

cannot be excelled. On the Seventh

street front there are six windows, on

the north side five, on the south three,

and in the rear three, thus assisting the

compositors to perform expeditiously

and properly their part in the publica-

tion of The Age. The want of light is

one of the great evils that compositors

have to contend with, but this has been

happily avoided in this department. An-
other evil is the want of ventilation, and

this likewise has been avoided by select-

ing a very high structure, which looms

up above those in the immediate neigh-

borhood.

—

Philadelphia Press, June 11.

The Park Commissioners—Election

of Chief Engineer.—The members of

the Park Commission held a meeting on

the 3d of April, at the Mayor's office,

for the purpose of adopting measures

for the immediate commencement of the

improvements to be made to the Park.

During the meeting, John C. Cresson,

Esq., for many years at the head of the

Philadelphia Gas Works, was elected

Chief Engineer of the Park. Mr. Cres-

son being a member of the Park Com-
mission, resigned from the Board after

his election as Engineer. This is a de-

served honor, the new Chief Engineer

being a gentleman of scientific attain-

ments, long identified with the welfare

of Philadelphia.

—

Eds,
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Philadelphia Saving Fund Society.

—The corner-stone of the building to be

erected by the Philadelphia Saving Fund
Society, at the corner of Walnut and

Seventh streets, was laid on the 15th June.

The interest of the occasion was height-

ened by the presence of Charles N.

Bancker, the only survivor of the cor-

porators, who, at the advanced age of

ninety-one years, was present, by invita-

tion, to lay the corner-stone. The cere-

monies were opened by Mr. Caleb Cope,

president of the society, who made a

brief address. He said that the institu-

tion was founded in the year 1816, and

that the first office occupied was located

on Sixth street, nearly opposite Minor.

From thence it removed to the south-

east corner of Sixth and Minor streets.

In the year 1821, an office was rented

on the west side of Decatur street, near

Carpenter. Five years afterwards it

was removed to the southeast corner of

Third and Walnut streets, up-stairs. In

October, 1827, there was a removal to

No. 66 Walnut street, now No. 304, and

in 1840, to the present location.

Industrial Home for Girls.—It

wjas with pleasure, that we noticed the

fact of a building having been ob-

tained for the Industrial Home for

Girls at Tenth and Catharine streets.

The managers of this excellent institu-

tion determined to replenish their

treasury, and with this view they gave

a very delightful entertainment on Tues-

day evening at the Amateur's Drawing-

room. Dr. L. R. Koecker was the

prestidigitateur on the occasion, and for

nearly two hours he delighted his audi-

ence by some wonderful and well-exe-

cuted experiments in magic. Successful

in every trick, he was justly greeted

with applause at the termination of each

one ofthem. Then followed the Sphynx,

which was superior to any similar delu-

sion we have ever witnessed. The rope-

dancers attracted much attention, and

when the Lilliputian family appeared

the audience became convulsed with
laughter, and although it was after

eleven o'clock when the curtain fell,

many left with regret, the juveniles

being taken away with much reluctance

on their part. Mr. Berger, who assisted

Dr. Koecker, contributed much to the

pleasing entertainment and was warmly
appreciated.

The Industrial Home is perhaps the

only one in this country where girls are

instructed in household duties and ren-

dered competent to obtain an honest
livelihood. The excellent managers
have shown great wisdom in affording

a delightful evening's entertainment to

their friends, and thereby securing funds

for their treasury. Every seat in the

magnificent drawing-room was taken,

and no place of amusement held a more
delighted audience.

—

Press, May 14.

The gentlemen adverted to in the

above are no more than deservedly

praised. Dr. Koecker, the duke of ama-
teurs, is a thorough mechanician and a

good artist, possessing, besides, much
general talent. The automata spoken of

are, doubtless, of his own construction
;

and he has something of Robert-Hou-

din's natural tendency to slight of hand.
—Ed,

The Lyle Monument —The contrac-

tor for the monument to be erected over

the remains of the late David M. Lyle,

Chief Engineer of the Fire Department,

has caused to be completed the model of

the statue, at his rooms, Eleventh and

Parrish streets. The model is a fine

piece of workmanship. The statue is

six feet six inches in height, and is a

faithful representation of the late Chief.

It presents him in full equipments, with

hat in one hand and horn in the other,

standing alongside of a fire-plug. The

work of cutting the statue in marble will

shortly be begun, and when completed,

will be to the entire satisfaction of the

Fire Department.
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The Academy of Natural Sciences.

—Since the rejection of the bill by the

Legislature providing for the donation

of Penn Square for the purposes of the

Academy of Natural Sciences, the Phi-

losophical Society, Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia Library, Academy of Fine

Arts, and other institutions, the direc-

tors of the Academy of Natural Sciences

have been busily engaged in looking for

a site on which to erect a building com-

mensurate with their wants. Thejr have

at last closed a bargain with the man-

agers of the Wills Hospital, for the pur-

chase of the lot of ground on the west

side of Nineteenth street, running from

Race to Cherry streets, extending 160

feet on Race and 190 feet on Cherry

street. The price paid was $60,000.

The Society will in a few weeks start

the building, which will be put up in a

plain but substantial manner, and, it is

thought, will be read}' for occupation

before the winter sets in. This is a

good location, being surrounded by

many other public buildings, and di-

rectty in front of Logan Square.

Nicholson Pavement Extension.—

A

number of gentlemen interested in the

improvement of the city have started

a plan to have the whole extent of

Twelfth street repaved with this pave-

ment, the trial of which on Broad has

proved so satisfactory to our citizens.

Twelfth is the first north and south

street west of the river Delaware now
unobstructed by passenger railways, and

should forever be kept free for the pur-

poses of parades, carriage travel, &c.

Although the owners of property along

this street, except in the old city limits,

have ahead}' paid for the present cobble

pavement, many of them are now willing

to incur one-half the expense of the new
pavement, in order to secure a great

public improvement. Petitions to Coun-

cils for this purpose are now being cir-

culated for the signature of property-

holders, and will be shortly presented. .

Merchantville is certainly one of

the most delightful of the many delight-

ful suburban villages encircling Phila-

delphia. This fact was folly realized

on Saturday afternoon by a large party

of merchants and prominent citizens of

this sun-persecuted town, who became

for a few hours the guests of the Hon.

Alexander C Cattell, United States

Senator from New Jersey, and his

brother and business associate, Elijah

G-. Cattell, Esq. By invitation of these

gentlemen, the guests assembled at

Market street feny, at a quarter after

four o'clock, reaching Merchantville after

a pleasant ride of only four miles, from

the Camden slip by a special train over

the Burlington county railroad. An
ample collation was spread in a grove

near the stopping-place, strawberries

such as are grown only in the sands of

Jersey being the chief attraction. After

due attention had been given to these

delicious fruits, short and humorous

addresses were made by several gen-

tlemen, and then Merchantville was

inspected with great interest by all

the members of the party, who were

favorably impressed with the advan-

tages which it offers as a country resi-

dence for the business men of Philadel-

phia. There is still abundance of room

for the erection of residences, with fine

grounds attached, and when the village

has fairly attracted the attention of

Philadelphians, its growth is destined

to be both rapid and beautiful. The

party re-assembled at the residence of

Senator Cattell, and at 8 o'clock again

took the cars for the city, thoroughly

delighted with the adventures and enjoy-

ments of the day.

—

Evening Telegraph,

June 22d.

A Department of Science and Art

for Ireland, separate from that which

already exists, is to be appointed. A
commission has received powers to in-

quire into the best mode of carrying out

the objects of such a department.
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Philadelphia, with her eight hundred

thousand inhabitants, returns 108,182

buildings. Of this number 385 are

churches, 253 schools, public and de-

nominational; 1.266 mills and factories,

60 public institutions, 21 theatres and

halls, and 86 hose-houses, leaving over

one hundred thousand for dwelling-

houses, or one house to every eight

persons. Of these buildings a very large

proportion is substantially built, stone

and brick predominating.

Probably no other large city in the

world can present so desirable an ex-

hibit. Philadelphia is pre-eminently

the city for the workingman—the only

large centre of labor and wealth where

he can command a home. Contrasted

with New York, and its tenement

houses, it is luxury. This fact alone

should attract thousands of laboring

men to seek our shops and manufacto-

ries in preference to any other. What
is the use of working where you cannot

live ? Here, almost alone of all the

great cities—thanks to our humane

system of building in courts—the labor-

ing man can have a home that will

afford comfort and save his family from

shame and ruin.

So far a valued daily; but we think

that even our fashion of building in

courts could be improved upon. Witness

the neat and clean intermediate north

and south streets, between Eleventh and

Twelfth and Master and Jefferson.

—

Eds.

The New Building at Amherst

College—A Generous Benefaction.—
A correspondent of the Springfield Re-

publican writes from Amherst that the

corner-stone of Walker Hall was laid a

few daj-s ago, and adds: The total

amount of Dr. Walker's benefaction to

the college exceeds $200,000, about

$120,000 of which have been received

since his death: and this, though the

four institutions which were his residuary

legatees have generously given up $300,-

000, which would have accrued to them,
to Dr. Walker's family. But the idea,

too prevalent, that this building, so

long needed and talked about, is to be
built exclusively by money given by Dr.

Walker, should be at once corrected.

Samuel Williston, of Easthampton:
Samuel Hitchcock, of Brimfield, and
James Smith, of Philadelphia, have
each given $10,000 towards it, and

.

another $10,000 has been made up by
others, largely by Mr. Hardy, of Boston,

and J. C. Baldwin, of New York, who
had the disposal of a legacy left by his

brother. Mr. Hardy, indeed, took

occasion to speak strongly of the other

benefactors of the college, and alluding

to Mr. Williston, who was present, and

to his former assistance in a time of

great need, did not hesitate to call him

the corner-stone and saviour of the

college.

" The style of the building thus fairly

begun, is what is known as the revived

mediaeval, and while simple in detail,

will be imposing in its mass and out-

line. It is to be built of Monson granite,

and to this material will be added dark

sandstone in bands, tracery, and capitals,

occasionally used for contrast and relief.

At the east and west ends, also on the

south, will be small towers, rising

slightly above the roof, relieved by a

central tower surmounting the entire

roof, and rising to a height of one hun-

dred and twenty feet above the ground.

The building is to be one hundred and

twenty feet long and sixty-five feet

wide, not including porches. On the

opposite side of the main edifice, north

and south, there will be spaeious stone

porches, with ascending steps, thirty

feet in breadth. The edifice is to be

three stones high, besides a spacious

basement, each story to be fifteen feet

high. When completed, the building

will be known as Walker Hall, and will

cost, finished and furnished, about $130,-

000. The architect is Mr. George

Hathorne, ofNew York.
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A Magician's Retreat—An Electric

Servant, Sentinel, and Monitor.—
Robert-Houdin, the great prestidigi-

tateur of modern times, lives in a charm-

ing mansion called the " Priory," in the

village of Saint Gervais, upon the right

bank of the Loire, about one and a half

miles from the city of Blois. His dwell-

ling, with the spacious grounds sur-

rounding it, are believed by the common
people of the vicing to be controlled

by some mysterious agent ; and, in their

ej'es, the owner has an almost super-

natural reputation.

The main entrance to the Priory is a

carriage-way closed by a gate. Upon
the left of this is a door for the admis-

sion of visitors on foot ; on the right is

placed a letter-box. The mansion is

situated a quarter of a mile distant, and

is approached hy a broad and winding

road, well shaded with trees. The vis-

itor presenting himself before the door

on the left sees a gilt plate bearing the

name of Robert-Houdin, below which is

a small gilt knocker. He raises this

according to his fancy, but no matter

how feeble the blow, a delicately-tuned

chime of bells, sounding through the

mansion, announces his presence. When
the attendant touches a button placed

in the hall, the chime ceases, the bolt at

the entrance is thrown back, the name
of Robert-Houdin disappears from the

door, and in its place appears the word

"entrez," in white enamel. The visitor

pushes open the door and enters ; it

closes, with a spring behind him, and he

cannot depart without permission. This

door, in opening, sounds two distinct

chimes, which are repeated in the inverse

order of closing. Four distinct sounds,

then, separated by equal intervals, are

produced. In this way a single visitor

is announced. If many come together,

as each holds the door open for the next,

the interval between the first two and

the last two strokes indicates, with great

accuracy, especially to a practised ear,

the number who have entered, and the

preparation for their reception is made
accordingly.

A resident of the place is readily dis-

tinguished ; for, knowing in advance

what is to occur, he knocks, and, at the

instant when the bolt slips back, he

enters. The four equidistant strokes

follow immediately the pressing of the

button. But a new visitor, surprised at

the appearance of the word "entrez,"

hesitates a second or two, then presses

open the door gradually, and enters

slowly. The four strokes, now sepa-

rated by a short interval, succeed the

pressing of the button by quite an ap-

preciable time, and the host makes ready

to receive a stranger. The travelling

beggar, fearful of committing some in-

discretion, raises timidly the knocker;

he hesitates to enter, and when he does,

it is only with great slowness and cau-

tion. This the chimes unerringly an-

nounce. It seems to persons at the

house as if they actually saw the poor

mendicant pass the entrance ; and in

going to meet him, they are never mis-

taken. When a carriage arrives at the

Priory, the driver descends from bis

box, enters the door by the method now

described, and is directed to the key of

the gate by a suitable inscription. He
unlocks the gate and swings open its

two parts ; the movement is announced

at the house, and on a table in the hall,

bearing the words, " The gate is ,"

appear the word "open" or "closed,"

according to the fact. The letter-box,

too, has an electric communication with

the house. The carrier, previously in-

structed, drops in first all the printed

matter together ; then, he adds the let-

ters, one by one. Each addition sounds

the chime ;
and the owner, even if he

has not yet risen, is apprised of the

character of the despatches. To avoid

sending letters to the village, they are

written in the evening ; and a commu-

tator is so arranged that when the car-

rier drops the mail into the box the

next morning, the electricity, in place of
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sounding the chime in the house, sounds

one over his head. Thus warned he

comes up to the house to leave what he

has brought, and to take away the let-

ters ready for mailing. " My electric

door-keeper then (says Houdin) leaves

me nothing to be desired. His service

is most exact ; his fidelity is thoroughly

proven ; his discretion is unequalled

;

and. as to his salary, I doubt the possi-

bility of obtaining an equal service for

a smaller remuneration."

The study clock transmits the time to

two dial plates. One, placed upon the

front of the house, gives the hour of

the day to the neighborhood; the other,

fastened to the gardener's lodge, facing

the house, gives the time to its inmates.

Several smaller dials, operated similarly,

are placed in the various apartments.

They all, however, have but a single

striking part, but this is powerful enough

to be heard over the entire village. Upon
the top of the house is a tower contain-

ing a bell on which the hours of meals

are announced. Below this is a train of

wheel-work to raise the hammer. To
avoid the necessity of winding up the

weight every day, an automatic arrange-

ment is employed, which utilizes a force

ordinarily lost. Between the kitchen,

situated upon the ground-floor, and the

clock-work in the garret, there is a con-

trivance so arranged that the servants,

in going to and fro, about their work,

wind up the weight, without being con-

scious of it. An electric current set in

motion by the study-regulator, raises

the detent, and permits the number of

strokes indicated by the dial. This

manner of distributing the time from

the study, Houdin finds very useful.

When, for any reason, he wishes the

meals hurried or retarded, he presses a

secret key, and the time upon all the

dials is altered to suit his convenience.

The cook finds often that the time passes

very rapidly ; while a quarter of an

hour or more, not otherwise attainable,

is gained by M. Houdin.

Every morning this clock sends, at

different hours, electric impulses to

awaken three persons, the first of whom
is the gardener. But, in addition, the

apparatus forces them to rise, by con-

tinuing to sound until the circuit is

broken by moving a small key placed at

the further end of the room. To do this

the sleeper must rise, and then the object

sought is accomplished. The poor gar-

dener is almost tormented by this elec-

tricity. The greenhouse is so arranged

that he cannot raise its temperature

above ten degrees Centigrade (50 de-

grees Fahrenheit), or let it fall below

thirty degrees C. (37 degrees F.), with-

out a record in the study. The next

morning Houdin says to him, " Jean,

you had too much heat last night
;
you

will scorch my geraniums ;" or, "Jean,

you are in danger of freezing my orange

trees ; the thermometer descended to

three degrees below zero (27 degrees

F.) last night." Jean scratches his head

and says nothing, but he evidently re-

gards Houdin as a sorcerer.

—

Yale Col-

lege Courant.

Pigments in Madder.—Taking ad-

vantage of M. Schutzenberger's investi-

gation of madder, which was proved to

contain five pigments, M. Martin has

lately perfected and patented in France

a process for transforming four of them

into the only one (alazarine) j'ielding an

unalterable dye. The several coloring

matters are first dissolved in concen-

trated sulphuric acid, and then zinc is

added. The reaction is accelerated by

the use of powdered zinc and the appli-

cation of heat ; when it is completed the

mass is diluted with water, and the

abundant precipitate is the required

dye, which, after being washed with

water, is readjr for use. Thus orange-

madder, purpurine, pseudo-purpuriue,

and xantho-purpurine are transformed

into alazarine. This process for making

available all the coloring matter in mad-

der seems to be important in a pecuni-

ary, as well as scientific, point of view.
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The two Mansarts and the Mansard Roof.

THIS roof, either from certain minor

characteristics, or the caprice of

designers,—variously known by the

titles, Curb roof, French roof and Man-

sarde, or Mansard roof,—was the inven-

tion of a celebrated French architect of

the name of Mansart. Yet this is hardly

definitive, since in the very same period

at the French court, flourished two cele-

brated architects of that surname, uncle

and nephew. It is with the uncle, the

originator of the French roof, that we

have first to do.

The son of the King's carpenter,

Francois Mansart, was born in Paris,

in the year 1598. He was carefully edu-

cated ; and received those professional

instructions, leading him on to emi-

nence, from the famous Gautier. Man-

sart's high rank, as an architect, how-

ever, was mainly attributable to the

force of his own genius. Borne along

by a fertile imagination, united with

sublime ideas in theory, chastened by

great taste and judgment in execution,

he fairly attained, in his projections, the

height of the greatest masters. We say

in his projections; not that he was un-

able to execute, in the best and most

agreeable manner, but because his idio-

syncrasy was such, that, in practice,

aiming at the most absolute perfection,

he was constantly altering his most

elaborate and masterly designs super-

imposing one superb conception upon

another, starting at incongruities that

nobody else could see ; and, often actu-

ally tearing down, what was already so

well done, as to be almost unsurpass-

able. From this tendency to super-self-

criticism, although his constructions ai*e

great and numerous, he did not accom-

plish near as much, as he otherwise

would have clone. And this peculiarity,

becoming finally well known, somewhat

impaired his professional honors and

emoluments. For instance, he was de-

prived of the satisfaction of finishing

the fine Abbey of Val de Grace, founded

by Anne of Austria. This he had
begun in 1645 ; and, when it was raised

to the first story, the queen put it into

other hands, in order to prevent its

destruction by the one who had reared

it. Having been chosen by the Presi-

dent Longueil, to erect his imposing

Chateau des liaisons, near Saint Ger-

mains, when a very considerable part of

it was erected, and that much to the

satisfaction of Longueil, without ac-

quainting the owner with his intentions,

Mansart pulled it all down again, there-

by quite disconcerting the president.

Nevertheless, it must be allowed, with

credit to the architect, that after this,

he recommenced and finished the edifice

in a style so noble, that it is accounted

one of the choicest specimens of that
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era. To convey this peculiarity of char-

acter, through a single circumstance, no

better anecdote could occur than this :

Colbert having addressed himself to

Mansart for a design for the chief court

'

of the Louvre, the latter shortly after

presented the minister with quite a num-

ber of very beautiful sketches, any one

of which alone, Colbert would have been

perfectly content with ; but, when Man-

sart was told, that he himself must fix

upon one, to be followed invariably

when adopted, our architectural worthy

begoerl to decline the commission. The

portal of the Minims, in the Place

Roj'ale, Paris, is his final work. He
died in 1666, at the ripe age of sixty-

nine.

Francois had a nephew, Jules Har-

douin, professionally educated by his

uncle, who was also distinguished as an

architect. Jules Hardouin-Mansart

became a favorite of Louis XIV. ; and,

under his patronage, was enabled to

realize an immense fortune. Hardouin-

Mansart did not set hand to the work

of extending and adorning Versailles,

till 1674. As, after repeated solicita-

tion, he could not obtain the consent of

-Louis XIV., to tear down the remnant

of the hunting-box of his father, Louis

XIII., he enveloped its walls in that

magnificent structure fronting on the

gardens. After his plans, arose, suc-

cessively the little and the great stables,

the south wing and the north wing ; and

France is also indebted to him, for the

chapel at Versailles.

Jules Hardouin-Mansart was the

most eminent architect of an age remark-

able for the number of its eminent archi-

tects. He was the chief minister of the

prodigious architectural expenditures of

that great king, whose palaces exhausted

the resources of France. The ribbon

of the knightly order of Saint Michael,

the offices of Head Architect of the

Kingdom, and Superintendent of Build-

ings, Arts and Manufactures, besides his

lordly income, were the reward of the

builder of the palace of Versailles, the

erector of the dome, and finisher, of what

afterwards became the hospital of the

Invalides. Hardouin-Mansart's portrait

by Philip de Champagne, is extant,

upon the same canvas with that of

Claude Perrault, to which latter we owe
the colonnade of the Louvre. Besides

Hardouin Mansart 's operations at Ver-

sailles, some of his greatest works were

the Chateau de Clugny, the house of

St. Cyr, the gallery of the Palais Royale,

and the Palaces de Louis le Grand and

des Victoires. He died suddenly at

Marly, in the year 1708.

The roof familiar to the France of

the days of yore—older to the elder

Mansai*t than his roof is to us—was

the very lofty, steeple-like construction,

sometimes conical, sometimes square

;

but always attenuated and alwaj's end-

ing in a point, or a contracted, sharp

ridge, and containing from five to seven,

or even nine, low stories, from the eaves

upwards, constantly diminishing in

height. The traveler of to-da}7 sees

many specimens of this very pictur-

esque, but extremely ungraceful roof

throughout Normandy, the Ardennes,

Luxembourgh and Franche Comte.

The Mansard roof as invented by
Francois Mansart, in the sixteenth cen-

tury, has since undergone many modifi-

cations. The original form, as first in-

troduced, was generally one story, but

occasionally of two or more stories in

height. In the latter case, the upper

stories, in it were, constantly lower

in proportion, ascending towards the

peak of the roof; and the windows

were small dormers, not much better

than loop-holes, meant for a glimmering

light in, and the ventilation of, stowage

chambers, or mere lofts. The lower

story in the Mansard, or, the first story

above the main body of the structure,

was always equal to and quite as desira-

ble as either of those immediately be-

neath it.

The form and construction of these

old French curb roofs are always such

as to secure a plumb, or perpendicular
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wall within the rooms, with a very

trifling loss of space, the inclination

from a vertical line, in the entire altitude

of a story, being scarcely more than the

thickness of the walls. There is much

latitude in the cross-sectional forms, ex-

terior decorations, &c. At times these

roofs are of a very neat and yet very

simple style of finish ; and, again, of

the most excursive and extravagant de-

scription,

But, with the modern style of the

Mansard, employed on the first class

buildings of the city of Paris and its

vicinity, very few of the general imita-

tions we have in this country will begin

to compare. The same may be remarked

in the comparison of our constructions,

of this kind, with those of any other of

the leading cities of France. We might

adduce the Place Pavilion, projected by

Napoleon le Grand ; and carried out by

the present Emperor, Louis Napoleon,

which forms the connecting link, be-

tween the Tuilleries and the Louvre

:

and the elegant mansion, quite recently

erected by the Baron Rothschild, in the

suburbs of Paris. There are many
others, of commensurate grandeur.

It is a singular fact, that this peculiar

and ingenious style of roof never found

its wajT any distance beyond the borders

of France, excepting partially through

the German states close to the line,

until of late years, when it crossed the

Straits to England. Then, in a double

sense, we imported it to America. That

is, our Mr. Sloan, designed for Dr.

Evans ; and put up at his residence near

West Chester, Pa., in the year 1860,

the first Mansard roof ever erected in

this section of the United States. It

became almost immediately contagious.

If handled with judgment, skill and

care, the French roof will certainly be

the means of beautifying our cities and

their surroundings, although it is

scarcely possible to an American city

for generations to come, if indeed,

—

considering the government edifices, the

public halls, the museums, art galleries,

zoological gardens, parks, promenades,

and churches of the people,—ever to

compare with the metropolis of France.

We have, however,—spread all over the

land, within the reach, and in the occu-

pancy of the very humblest, as well as

of all the intermediate classes, up to

the very richest, and singularly enough,

not in any degree dependent on the

science and knowledge of architecture

—

a kind, and after all the most important

kind of buildings, which they have not,

and in all human probability never will

have in the realm of the Gauls—those

clearest to the inmates, and most invit-

ing to friends and strangers, of all human
habitations—homes.

Recurring again to our eaves, we have

branched out, already, into a far greater

variety of forms, than the French,

in this matter of the Mansard roof.

The transverse section of the original

was all composed in straight lines. An
examination of many designs in a late,

and very choice, work, edited by " M.

Ca?sar Daley, architecte du govern-

ment," shows nothing but straight lines

in the framing of the roofs of any of

his extremely ornate and beautiful

figures ; though we think curved lines

occasionally greatly assist the stateli-

ness and effect of the Mansard. We
have the curve both convex and concave,

the cyma-recta, and the cyma-reversa.

When either of these last two forms is

used, the height of the roof and the

projection of the cornice are generally

increased ; and the window pediments

are more broken in outline, and elabo-

rate in decoration. In fact, departing

from the original idea of an additional

range of rooms with horizontal ceilings

and walls d'aplomb without need of the

supporting walls being very heav}r
, this

roof is frequently carried up in the same
material, as forms the walls, with highly

finished balustrades, &c. The smaller

windows are oval, and sometimes round,

with exterior loopholes, for ornament.

The chimney-stacks, carried up to a great

height, are usually a marked feature.
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Slate is commonly employed for the

covering, with tin for all gutters and

weathering.

Balustrades are very seldom omitted,

in these roofs, by the French. This, one

of the most salient and indispensable

characteristics, is entirely overlooked in

most of the Mansards in this country. In

visiting Paris, or any important French

city, the differences between French

French-roofs and foreign, or American

French-roofs, are detected at once.

OUR SCOPE AND TENDENCY.

TTTE will here assume the liberty of

V V a few remarks, concerning the

employment of architects, in designing

buildings and superintending their con-

struction.

We remember having heard a gentle-

man, of much experience and known
skill, state, at the time we undertook to

publish the " Model Architect," that it

was an addition to that class of books cal-

culated to injure the profession to which

we both belong, Had we entertained

the same opinion, that work never would

have appeared, no matter how desirous

we might have been to improve the

taste of the community. But, with as

much propriety, might it be said, that

the" publication of a volume of sermons,

would prevent those, who should buy

it, from attending church, or that the

reading of a family receipt-book would,

in the event of illness, deter an appli-

cation to a medical practitioner.

It is true, that a builder can under-

stand the designs, details and construc-

tion of any edifice, so far as they are

shown in the drawings, as well as the

architect ; and hence it may be said, that

the cases above adduced, are parallel.

To this cavil, we must enter our protest.

An untutored man—or even one who

possesses a certain amount of practical

knowledge, but is destitute of those ad-

vantages derived from the information,

the knowledge and the experience of

others— may assume infallible skill

to cure all diseases; but no judicious

person will, in the event of sickness,

trust one of his family, or himself, in

such hands. There are also some

builders, who pretend to the art of de-

sign, and, perhaps, honestly put forward

their supposed capabilities, as if they

really were equal, or superior, to the

most eminent architects of the age.

But no one, desiring to build with taste,

will believe that they can be equally ca-

pable of designing, with the one, whose

life has been spent, in gathering from

the records and drawings of all ages,

the principles and the combinations

" fitting him to give forms of elegance

and beauty to the abiding places of

man." We may also observe, that it is

only the man, who intends doing wrong,

that can recommend the execution of

any work, without the superintendence

of an architect, except in those cases

where professional skill cannot be ob-

tained, without a disproportionate ex-

penditure of capital and time.

For whom, then, we may be asked, is

this work intended ? and we reply, for

the general reader, the gentleman, the

architect, the builder, and the mechanic !

It should increase the satisfaction of the

general reader when he encounters tech-

nical descriptions. It will assist the

gentleman in fixing on the style in

which he will erect his domicile. It

may aid the architect in designing. It

must help the builder in construction.

And it will certainly teach the mechanic

details. At the same time, it might be

the means of introducing a better style

of architecture in those situations, where

professional assistance cannot be ob-

tained.
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We are far from entertaining the

opinion, much too common amongst

professional men, that the publication

of designs, with their details, will cause

those intending to build to assume the

role of overseer themselves, and to

adopt some published sketch, which

may happen to please the fancy.

The more the public taste is improved,

the more demand will there be for the

assistance of architects. It is a fact,

which must have been observed by every

one, that when a choice or tasteful

building has been erected in any dis-

trict, others of equal or superior preten-

sions arise, shortly after, at no great dis-

tance. Why? Because men of property

begin to wonder, how they can improve

their own residences, or stores, or

churches ; and the presence and skill of

the architects are, of course, required.

Such, we hope and believe, will be

the result of our work. As expressed

in the very beginning, our aim is to

make it aid in sowing and cultivating a

taste for architectural design ; and in

the nearer future to cause many an ele-

gant structure to be erected, on sites

now mis-occupied by the baldest and

barest walls of brick.

THE RESTORATION OF MOUNT VERNON.

I
N" the year 1859, the mansion of

Mount Yernon, with all its perma-

nent belongings, and two hundred acres

of the Mount Yernon estate, sur-

rounding and contiguous, by sale and

purchase, passed, for and in considera-

tion of two hundred thousand dollars,

from the possession of John Augustine

Washington, Jr.,* into that of the char-

tered " Ladies' Mount Yernon Asso-

ciation," Miss Anna Pamela Cunning-

ham, Regent, representing the people of

the whole United States. About one-

fourth of the purchase-money was ob-

tained by the individual efforts of the

Hon. Edward Everett, of Massachu-

setts, by the repetition of his oration

upon "the Character of Washington,"

to select and patriotic audiences all over

the country, and through the gift of the

compensation he received from Mr. Bon-

ner for essays contributed to the New
York Ledger. The remainder accrued

* The descent of Mount Vernon, by devise, was from

George Washington to his nephew, Judge Bushrod

Washington, son of George Augustine, the General's

brother. Bushrod bequeathed it to his nephew, John

Augustine Washington, son of the Judge's brother Cor-

b'm. After John Augustine's death, it passed to his

widow Jane. On her demise in 1856, it devolved upon

her son, John Augustine Washington, Jr.

from organized contributions, through

direct donations, the sales of photo-

graphic and engraved views of the house

and grounds, of canes from sticks cut

upon the estate, and associated trin-

kets ; and from the holding of fancy

fairs.

The people, being at that time well

aroused upon the subject, would have im-

mediately proceeded to raise the means,

then estimated at two hundred thousand

dollars more, for the perfect restoration

ofthe mansion, the out-buildings, the gar-

dens and the general estate ; as well as

for their permanent future maintenance.

But they were almost instanter called

to the preservation of the more imme-
diate legacy of Washington—their own
inalienable inheritance from him—the

integrity and liberty of the nation.

Whatever the method of raising the

money, it came directly from the open

hands of all the people ; so, that, the

entire object accomplished, the associa-

tion might as well merge, by consent, in

the government of the United States
;

the property to be held by it, for the

people.

From the amount officially named as

sufficient, we can gather, that the resto-
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ration of the mansion was to be a

wooden one ; for large sums, of course,

would be needed for the plantations.

When the writer visited Mount Ver-

non in the year L856, the process of in-

sufficient, trivial patching was painfully-

evident, all about the exterior of the

mansion. In one sense, every pilgrim

aided the dilapidation. Visitors, in

masses, were only admitted at a certain

hour of the day, it is true ; and that was

regulated by the arrival and departure

of the Washington city steamboat.

But the constant treading of thousands

of tourists, would soon utterly wear out

the piazza and other floors, exposed to

their feet. In addition to this, decay,

from the weather-stress of many years,

was making i-apid progress upon the

outside work. The pillars of the piazza

had rotted away at the base ; the

weather-boarding of the house was drop-

ping off; and the balustrades of the

balcony roof of the piazza, and of the

entrance porch, at the southern flank of

the mansion, were fast disappearing.

All this, led us carelessly to re-

mark to the captain of the steamboat,

upon our return trip, that, however laud-

able in itself, if the process of patching

Mount Vernon should continue many
years, there would not be a solitary ves-

tige of George Washington's Mount

Vernon left ; because a patch, even if

the wood were raised upon the estate

—

which we did not suppose to be the

case—could have no association with

the original ; and, in a very few years,

the house would be all patches. But

the worthy captain—perhaps inwardly

startled at the thought of the loss of his

vocation, or, at least, that of his suc-

cessors, although he manifested no out-

ward emotion—stoutly insisted, that,

even if my supposition should, as an ex-

treme case, fall true ; and the entire

residence should, in this detail patching,

come to be composed of pieces of wood,

none of which had ever been seen, or

owned, by George Washington
;
yet, as

lona; as the original form, color and

general appearance were kept up, it

would still be the original Mount Ver-

non 1

Our idea of the true restoration of

this wooden abode, fraught with such im-

portant patriotic associations to the

whole people of a great land and all

their descendants forever—is this :

Employ the best professional talent.

Survey very accurately the present loca-

tion and bearings of the mansion, and
all the buildings and divisions, at Mount
Vernon. Measure and locate all the

points of the exterior. Survey, with

reference to the exterior survey, and

measure all the interior portions of the

mansion. Provide a temporary fire-

proof building immediately at hand, for

storage. Strip room hy room, lettering

and numbering every door and window-

frame, mantle-piece, moulding, panel and

board, as it comes away ; and deposit

the materials of each room, in a sepa-

rate place, in the fire-proof repository,

as above. Continue in the same man-

ner, until the entire building is carefully

torn apart, without splintering, lettered,

numbered, packed away and properly

secured. Then put a permanent guard

upon the stowing premises.

In rebuilding, arrange so that the ex-

act interior dimensions, position and

relation of every room, hall, stairway,

closet, window and door, shall be pre-

served. Make the foundations, through-

out, deep and broad, and build up the cel-

lar walls of large, well-squared and dura-

ble stones. Erect the walls slowly and

carefully of well-burnt and well-shaped

bricks ; and, as the wall rises, carry up

its outer, white marble casing, with oc-

casional marble cross-joints or dove-

tails,* to secure the adhesion of the

marble casing to the brick wall. Then

construct the piazza floor and steps, its

pillars and its ceiling ; the southerly

* Known to architects and masons, as perpent-stones,

parping-ashlavs, perpeyns, bonders, bond-stones, or

thorough-stones ; the first term being applied to squared

stones, or ashlar; bonders, also, do not always reach

through a wall, but merely across part of its thickness
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entrance porch, and all its parts; the

quadrant colonnades, and the story and a

half offices on both sides of the man-

sion ; all of white marble, to correspond.

Let the roof be of white glazed tiles
;

and make the upper balustrades of well-

galvanized iron. All the old interior

parts would be inserted, piece by piece,

in their respective places, as before ; to

be thenceforward carefully protected,

as far as might be, from the influence of

decay, b}? regularly recurring, thorough

and careful applications of paint, varnish

or oils, as the case should require.

Then such of the authentic Washington

moveable relics, as might be attainable,

should be deposited in the apartments

of this glorious old home. The sum-

mer-houses and other detached bowers,

shelters, lodges, gateways, &c, would

be innovated in a similar manner, re-

placing the frailness of wood by the

permanence of marble and of galvan-

ized iron. Then the old paths and,

drives, the gardens and the conservato-

ries should be replaced, in appearance

as they were of old, with more substan-

tial materials for the different parts.

Finally : the plants known to be favor-

ites of Washington and his immediate

family, should reappear, in the spots

where the General himself had them

planted, or standing ; and the forest

should be managed, so far as its nature

would permit, upon the same principle.

The reader will mark, that the whole

interior space of the dwelling would be

as at first. That is, were the entire

mansion to be dissolved into, and re-

crystallized from air, its every interior

part would occupy precisely the same

atmospheric space, with respect to the

soil of the homestead of Mount Vernon.

The very points of space, moved
through and breathed in, by the Father

of His Country, would be occupied and

traversed by the honoring visitors, who
would also have the same floors beneath

them and the same wood-work around

them. The one only difference would be,

that to give the exact interior dimen-

sions, would, from the nature of the new

outer materials, render the exterior a

little larger, though, at prospect dis-

tance, not perceptibly so, as the style

and all the proportions would be ac-

curately preserved.

Nevertheless, for all this, two hun-

dred thousand dollars would be an an-

tirely inadequate sum. A million and a

half would be a much closer approxi-

mation. The American people, however,

will cheerfully furnish the latter, or a

much larger sum for this purpose, or

any other great one, to keep them to-

gether. Woe to all factionists striving

to rend them apart !

Such—and such alone—in our view

—

such, we hope, in the public view

—

would be a faithful, an enduring resto-

ration, of the arch-patriot Washington's

paternal hall and home.

A MORGUE for Philadelphia has
often been discussed and recom-

mended in our public prints ; but
although our editors have discoursed

both eloquently and feelingly, so far we
have had to put up with the insufficient

and miserable green-houses. We trust

however, that the matter will not be suf-

fered to rest, until a substantial and
appropriate edifice shall be erected and
consecrated to the sad and solemn pur-

pose of decently displaying for recog-

nition, the bodies of all those, at first

unknown, unfortunates found dead from
whatever cause. No matter how way-
ward, or how vicious the courses, leading

many members of the human family to

unsheltered, unattended and, it may be,

untimely deaths—and often these are the

result of honest but over-sensitive mis-

fortune, well worth the sympathies of

of the proudest, or the purest—the

unsepulchred and uncared-for corpse is

a responsibility of enlightened Christian

society and government, to be most ten-

derly kept. If, within a reasonable

time, neither relative nor friend appears,

then the remains claim decent burial

from the general relationship of their

former inhabitant with the great body
of mankind. May the long-desired con-

sumation soon be attained.
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THE GAZETTE.
ABSTRACT OF IMPORTANT

BUILDINGS ERECTING.*

By Addison Htjtton.

For the Philadelphia Saving Fund

Society. Banking Office, S. W. corner

of Walnut street and West Washington

Square, city. Style, Italian : massive.

Material, granite ; from the Quincy

quarries, Massachusetts. Edifice, 51

feet front, 130 feet depth, height two

stories. Interior arrangement most com-

plete. All possible conveniences for the

comfort of the officers and clerks.

For the Congregation of the Arch

street Methodist Church. Church build-

ing, S. E. corner of Broad and Arch

streets.. Style, Gothic. Material, white-

marble, from the Lee quarries, Massa-

chusetts. Edifice, front 75 feet ; depth

99 feet 7 inches. Face, on Arch street.

At the very corner of Broad and Arch,

a tower and spire, height 220 feet 6

inches. A very imposing structure.

* [The above paragraphs exhibit the best style of word-

ing notices lor this department ; short, pithy and index-

like.—Ed.]

By Samuel Sloan.

For Middletown, Del., Town Hall;

in progress. Style, Italian. Material,

brick, painted stone color, with stone

dressings, &c. Edifice, front 68 feet,

depth 70 feet, height three stories First

story, four stores, with a spacious en-

trance and stairway to the stories above.

Second story, the Hall, with its dressing

rooms, &c. Over the latter, an entresol,

14 feet by 45 for refreshment rooms, &c.

Third story, two lodge rooms and a

library. All commodious, well lighted

and ventilated, with all the conveniences

in all its apartments, necessary either

for its stated or transient inmates.

For the Presbyterian Congregation

of Bridgeton, N. J. A church ; style,

Gothic. Material, walls, light-colored

stone, from Leiperville quarries, Dela-

ware county, Pa. Dressings for doors,

windows, corners, buttress-caps, and

base course, brown stone. Width, 33

feet ; depth, 100 feet ; tower and spire,

165 feet high. On one flank achapel, 53

feet wide, 60 feet long, connected with

the church edifice by a vestibule 12 feet

wide.

REMARKABLE QUA KEY.

Agate Marble.

A reliable correspondent gives us a

brief sketch of a deposit of singularly

beautiful marble, situated in Rockbridge

county, Virginia, on the borders of

North river, near the Rockbridge Baths,

about 11 miles from Lexington and 9

miles from Goshen. A line of roadway

from Goshen to Lexington gives the

means of ready transportation to mar-

ket ; and this finely veined stone will

soon take high rank among the orna-

mental marbles.

The deposit is overlaid with some
ten feet of ordinary limestone, and rests

against a steep hill. To uncover the

treasure is a work of much labor, but the

superincumbent crust has already been

removed a number of feet up the hill, and

the mass uncovered about ten feet, ver-

tically, on the north side, giving the

general outline of an irregular boulder-

shaped rock, which seems to extend
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indefinitely downwards. What the en-

tire area may be, cannot yet be ascer-

tained ; but enough is known, to prove

that it must be large, and that the quality

of the marble impi-oves with the depth.

Messrs. Struthers & Son, of this

city, have polished a fine mantle-piece

from the stone taken out of the upper

part of the quarry, which specimen may
be seen at their office.

The formation is evidentby stalag-

mitic, that is : deposited, drop by drop,

from above ; and when the higli polish-

ing of which it is susceptible has brought

out the grain, the surface appears in

waves, drops, feathers, clouds and radi-

ations of all sorts, in which brown and
creamy tints of surpassing beauty are

blended.

From its variegated and semi-trans-

parent character, this mass of compact

stalagmite, which is an almost absolutely

pure carbonate of lime, has been called

by the Messrs. Struthers, Agate Mar-
ble. It is as easily worked as the

Italian ; and admits of a much higher

polish. As it lies in a very large body,

blocks of any given dimensions can be

had. The prevailing color is a rich deep
" raw sienna." The reader will observe

that it belongs to the same county with

the Natural Bridge.

IMPROVED SASH-WEIGHT.

THERE has lately been introduced

into this city by Rogers, Oldershaw
& Co., of the Fairmount Iron Works,

Philadelphia, a sash-weight, with suffi-

cient merit to bring it into universal use.

A sheet-iron or other metal case is

filled with the slag or

black cinder, from fur-

naces and rolling-mills,

the whole being coated

or japanned, to render it

smooth and prevent rust.

All shapes and sizes

are manufactured. Two
shapes being adopted as

the standard ones for the

hardware trade, round (a)

and oval (B). The round

answering the purpose of

all the old square weights,

and the oval supplying

the place of the old flat

weights.

As these improved

.weights have no square

'or sharp-corners or burrs,

a

always inseparable from the old style

weights, and are rounded on the bot-

tom, sliding freely, they cannot jam in

the boxes. The eye being deeply fixed

in the cone-shaped head, as shown by
the dotted lines in the cut, cannot pull

out or break off, and this compels the

weight to hang plumb. The iron cases

protect these weights from fracture.

They are uniform in size and shape.

They are sold retail at the wholesale

prices of the old weights. These and

other considerations recommend them

to builders as the most desirable weight

in the market.

Sash, dumb-waiter, clock, and all

dead-weights, are included in the manu-

facture.

The above cut hardly gives the

true idea of rounding up the bottom

of the weight. It appears rather more

like the perspective of a flat-bottomed

weight.

We think, however, that, between the

cut and the description, the true idea

must be obtained by the reader.
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DESCRIPTIONS.

DESIGN FOR A CITY STORE, IN WHITE MARBLE,

Erected in Philadelphia:

Owned and Occupied by Samuel S. White.

WE herewith present the front of a

store situated at the southeast

corner of Twelfth and Chestnut streets,

designed, and lately completed, for the

projector and owner, our quiet, unas-

suming and much esteemed fellow-

citizen and friend, Samuel S. White,

Esq., who, in addition to the marked

improvements he has introduced, and

is still introducing, in his own de-

partment of American manufactures,

— namely: Artificial Teeth, and all

Articles appertaining to Dentistry,

—

wherein he is confessedly ahead of all

competitors in any country—is ever

ready,—when forced to amplify pre-

vious business accommodations, or, as

in this case, fairly to remove for the

sake of more space and greater facili-

ties,—to afford the practitioners of

other arts an opportunity of exhibiting

their tasteful adaptation to his require-

ments.

The elevation in hand, being of pure

white marble, though exceedingly sim-

ple, almost severe, is, from the material,

very pure and rich. We find nothing

which could enhance the effect designed

and obtained, save an upward con-

tinuation of the return of the marble,

throughout the whole width on Twelfth

street, that it occupies on the first

story, the part leased of Mr. White,

for a long term of years, by Messrs.

Bailey & Co., Jewellers. And in

passing, we may be allowed to glance

hurriedly at the great forecast, research

and assiduity of this firm, from the old

days of Bailey & Kitchen to the very

instant, resulting in a large and ever-

changing stock, gathered from all the

best workshops and studios of Europe

and America ; and in a reputation de-

servedly as high as it is far-spread. It

is really cheering to note the faith, both

of the energetic owner and his indefati-

gable tenants, strikingly indicative as it

is of that spirit; which, we trust, will

ere long bestow upon Philadelphia such

a profusion of well-planned and chaste

structures, for domestic life, business,

or public use, as shall at once be worth

the eye, the tongue, and the pen of the

genial and able critic.

This structure, forty-four feet front

on Chestnut and Sansom streets, by

two hundred and thirty-five feet depth

on Twelfth street, is five stories high

throughout, with a basement story and

vaults beneath the pavement.

The front on Chestnut street is of

white marble from the Manchester quar-

ries, State of Vermont. The Twelfth

and Sansom street fronts are faced with

pressed brick of the best quality, with

white marble trimmings, to the doors

and windows.

The body of the interior is rendered

thoroughly fire-proof, by means of com-

pound wrought-iron beams, that span

the entire width of the building, with

no supports to interrupt the clear

space. These beams, which will upbear

155 pounds to ,the square foot,—at six

tons per square inch tensile strain,

for all the iron in the flanges brought
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under tension—without the slightest

appearance of flexure, and all the other

iron work, beyond mere hardware, were

manufactured by the Phcenix Ikon

Company of Philadelphia. The first

floor is constructed with the ordinary

nine-inch iron beam, bearing on a girder

composed of one fifteen-inch beam,

upheld by columns throughout the

basement. These beams, placed four

feet apart, are connected by tie-rods

throughout the whole length of the

building, and all are filled in between,

transversely, by segmental brick arches,

of five-inch perpendicular rise from

their chords, one brick in thickness

;

and filled up to the crown with concrete

and mortar, affording a level surface to

receive the marble flooring-tiles. This

entire floor is laid with marble, and

fitted up with marble counters, &c.

The ceiling is frescoed in the most

appropriate and artistic manner. The

interior windows and doors are all

finished in walnut wood and glazed

with the best French plate glass. The

principal openings on Chestnut street,

with one in the return on Twelfth

street, are closed up with Badger's Im-

proved, Revolving, Iron Plates.

The remainder of the side windows,

and those on Sansom street, are pro-

tected by wrought-iron guards, of neat

design, all bi'onzed. All these open-

ings have inside pivot-blinds, made
of walnut wood, and folding into soffits,

provided, in the jambs, to receive them.

The rear end, or the Sansom street

front, of the lower story, is arranged

for the counting-rooms of Messrs. Bailey

& Co., with private apartments for the

most valuable articles of jewelry.

Along the rear, on Sansom street, this

story is divided in its height, a Ventresol,

in order to obtain work-rooms for fash-

ioning certain kinds of articles, whose

places of manufacture is necessarily kept

in close proximity, and immediately

under the eye of the proprietors. This

story, twentjr-one feet high in the clear,

is well adapted to the above arrangement.

These private apartments are all sepa-

rated from the main body of the store by

an arcade, resting on scagliola columns,

very naturally representing the finest

Sienna marble, manufactured by Mr.

Thomas Heath, of Philadelphia, who

has become quite celebrated in his

elegant art of verisimilitude, and is,

perhaps, not excelled, in his particular

branch, by any artist in this country

The stairs leading to the second story

from Chestnut street are of white mar-

ble ; and two flights in the rear, or from

Sansom street, are of walnut. All these

stairs connect with the four stories that

are occupied by Mr. White, as his

Dental Depot. The flight from Chest-

nut street communicates with his offices

and sales-rooms.

In addition to the several stairways,

there is a lift, operated by steam, which

is at all times in readiness for its task

of conveying goods from story to story,

or of receiving raw materials and dis-

charging the finished products of the
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place. This lift extends from the fifth

stoiy to the basement. In the latter

are the furnaces, boilers, steam-engine

and machinery ; and also work-shops

for certain classes of work. About two-

thirds of the basement, and of the vaults

on Sansom and Twelfth streets are thus

occupied. The other portion is held by-

Messrs. Bailey & Co. ; and connects,

by a convenient and commodious stair-

case, with their grand apartments on

the ground floor.

The heating of the entire building is

done by steam, partly by direct radia-

tion in the respective rooms, and partly

by warm air conveyed to the apartments

by means of flues ; and all produced by

steam coils and radiators placed in the

basement.

The iron beams throughout all the

stories, except the first floor, as already

described, are compound, 27| inches

deep ; and placed 8 feet 1 inch to 9 feet

10 inches between centres, with a brick

arch of single thickness, strengthened

by a compound hunch on each side, be-

tween them, as represented by fig. 1.

Description of the figure : AA, the

iron beams ; B, soffit of the arch ; C
and D, hunches, forming the compound

hunch on either side ; E, crown of the

4-inch arch ; P, the open space, or the

cross-wall ; GGGrG, sleepers ; and H, the

floor.

These beams are clamped together by

iron rods, to prevent any lateral thrust

from the arches, throughout the entire

length of the building. Across the

arches an 8-inch wall is run every 6 feet,

the object being to lighten the weight.

On top of these walls, 3 by 4 inch sleep-

ers are laid, 16 inches apart, to receive

the flooring. All the floors, above the

first, are of Southern, or true yellow pine,

which is best adapted to the special

use for which the building was designed.

The roof is constructed of iron frame-

work, as in figure 2, and covered with

tin.

AA are the side walls of the building.

B is the suspension-brace in the centre

of the cross-beam. C, the furring-piece

upon which rests the rough boarding for

the roof. These pieces are secured by

angle-irons to the beam. The boarding

and the roof itself are not represented

in the cut. Running through the foot

of the suspension-brace B, to the head

of the walls, at AA, are the suspension-

rods, secured at either extremity, as de-

picted in the figure.

In Fig. 3 are the several detached

parts of the above drawn to a larger

scale. A I is a transverse section of

the brick wall on which rests the end of

the iron beam, here given inlongitudinal

elevation, with the end fastening of the

connecting rod, the same at either end

of the beam. B, a cross-section of the

beam, and also the suspension-brace,

showing at the top, in longitudinal ele-

vation, the part of a furring-piece having

the complete angle-iron fastening; and,

at the bottom, the insertion and adjust-

ment of the suspension-rods. C, longi-

tudinal elevation of the iron beam, with
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&to 2.

transverse section of the furring-piece

and angle-iron.

The furring-pieces and the boarding

are the only wood entering into the en-

tire construction.

The cornice is of galvanized iron, ex-

ecuted and put in place by J. P. Stid-

ham & Co., of Philadelphia. These

gentlemen deserve much credit for per-

fecting this particular branch of their

business, after much experiment and

outlay. They are now able to produce

the most perfect forms, moulded, or in

brackets, and adapted to any design and

6tyle. Fig. 3.

The columns in the basement are of

a peculiar form, made of wrought iron

in four quadrant sections, with flanges,

bolted together ; and can be increased or

diminished, both in size and substance,

according to the weight they are to sus-

tain. We here present a section, fig. 4

;

with cap and base, No. 4; and shaft,

No. 5.

Fig. 4.

No. 4.

No. 5.

The whole building and appurte-

nances are as near fire-proof as circum-

stances would admit, in adapting all to

the needs of the owner, whose own spe-
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cial views and wants were particularly

conformed to, in the design and con-

struction, which combine all the pro-

posed conveniences necessary for those

wants.

As a matter of curious interest, we
would say, that there are 500,000 bricks

in the arches, each brick, with its mortar,

weighing six pounds : thus these iron

beams support a weight of 3,000,000

pounds. The walls of the building con-

tain 1,500,000 bricks. This makes in

all 2,000,000 bricks. All the brick work

was done under the superintendence

of Mr. George Creely.

We are free to say that the example

is one, which we hope to see emulated,

in future improvements for business pur-

poses, whether in this city or elsewhere.

Elevation of a Suburban Villa.

Style : Franco-Italian.

r I ^HE elevation here presented may be
-*- entitled suburban, on account of

its adaptedness to the ampler lots away
from the heart of the city. It is broken

in outline ; and partakes of the Italian

style in all its leading features, save the

roof, which is French, somewhat modi-

fied in outline from the original form,

invented and introduced by Mansart, in

the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury. This has been the prevailing

roof in France ever since that period ;

and of late years has been introduced

into many sections of this country, par-

ticularly in Boston and vicinity.

Description of the plan : A, the vesti-
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bule, oval in form, with four niches, 10

X 16 feet; B, the centre hall, 15 X 18

feet: C, the stair-hall, 15 X 22 feet,

which contains the main stairway; D,

the sitting-room, 20 X 20 feet; E, re-

ception-parlor, 20 x 22 feet; F, the

drawing-room, 18 X 35 feet; G, the

dining-room, 20 X 32 feet, with recess

for sideboard, T ; H, library, 16 X 20

feet ; I, alcove in the same ; J, study,

12 feet diameter; K, lavatory; L, pri-

vate stairs; M, butler's pantry, 11 X 12

feet ; N, water-closet ; O, ladies' boudoir

;

P, front porch
; Q, covered balcony,

connected with the library and study

;

R, dumb-waiter, in the hall that contains

the private stairs ; S, closets.

The kitchen and the other servants'

offices ai'e placed in the basement ; and

their dimensions must of course be ar-

ranged according to those of the rooms

above.

If the idea of such a basement be car-

ried into execution, in the fitting up and

furnishing of these domestic offices, a

thorough sj'stem of ventilation should

also be introduced, as nothing can be

more annoj'ing to persons of delicate

olfactory organs than the various effluvia

arising from the culinary department of

the offices ; and, indeed, the comfort of

the entire household much depends upon

the arrangements there adopted. Many
persons imagine that the method of fin-

ishing these humbler rooms is of such

slight importance, that, if a reduction is

to be made in the estimated price of the

building, the difficulty is almost always

met by the selection of inferior materials

and common workmanship for this de-

partment of the building. We are, how-

ever, of the opinion that, if any part of

the house must be more carefully found

and finished than another, it should be

the kitchen and domestic offices.

Great care should be taken in the

preparation of the subsoil, to insure per-

fect drainage, in order to prevent any

tendency to dampness, which, of course,

must alwaj's bean important matter for

consideration and avoidance.

We hear frequent complaints of the

heat felt in all chambers immediately

beneath the roof, in their respective

buildings, more especially where a trans-

verse section shows flatness, or an ob-

tuse angle at the ridge pole ; and the

prolonged temperature, inducing these

complaints, rises as we approach the

hither boundaries of the Southern

States, being greatest wherever slate is

used for the covering. This arises

either from faulty or cheap construc-

tion ; and the defect may readily be

remedied in practice by forming double

air-chambers, or ducts for the passage

of a current or currents of air, one

of these ducts, or conductors, to be fed

from small openings beneath the cornice

and through the upper edge of the bed-

mouldings, and the other within panels

in the frieze, between the modillions or

brackets. When no brackets are used,

which is sometimes the case, the open-

ings to the inner duct can be arranged

along the lower edge of the bed-mould-

ings. The air is thus conveyed to the

loft, within the upper section; and thence

escapes through regularly constructed

ventilators. The annexed figure exhibits

a section of the form applicable as well

to any Mansard roof as to that of the

messuage of this exposition.

A, the cornice; B, the inner air-

chamber
; C, the rafter, and outer air-
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chamber, with the under side boarded

up closelj', to form the air-chamber be-

tween this and the outer boarding that

is covered with slate ; D, the ashlar,

with vertical studding ; E, the joists

;

F, the wall ; G, the ceiling joists ; H,

the upper loft ; and I, the ventilator,

through which the air escapes. This

latter can be dispensed with, when

chimneys are in or near the centre of

the house, as additional flues can be

constructed for this special purpose.

A few dollars, or a few hundred, ac-

cording to circumstances, spent upon

the ventilation of a dwelling would al-

ways augment the comforts and often

extend the lives of the inmates.

The writer knows the case of a gentle-

man of this city, not many months de-

ceased, who was aware of his own im-

pending danger from chronic pulmonary

disease, yet, by his thorough disposi-

tion for ventilating his residence, is

credited, by his more intelligent ac-

quaintances, with having prolonged his

life ten years, to enjoy the society of his

family and friends.

A Double Residence :

In the Italico-French Style.

REVERSING the preponderant as-

pect, we now give a brief des-

cription of a block of two dwellings, so

designed and arranged as to represent

one residence, and well adapted to the

neighborhood of a city where land is

to be had at a moderate price.

The lot for each house should not be

less than 50 feet front and 200 feet deep,

although we have frequently built them

on 40 feet front.

A glance at the plan will explain the

arrangements and accommodations.

First story: A, is the parlor, 16 X
24 feet ; B, sitting-room, with bay win-

dows, 15 x 20 feet ; C, vestibule, 5x8
feet ; D, hall, with main staircase ; E,

private stairs ; F, butler's pantry, ? X 9

feet; G, dining-room, 15x17 feet; II,

kitchen, 15 X 13 feet; I, back porch; K,
front porch ; L, side porch.

The second story has three chambers,

with a bath-room over the butler's pan-

try and a library over the kitchen,

large wardrobe-closets, and all other

conveniences, necessary for the comfort

and ease of the occupants.

The stories above have a similar

arrangement, except a store-room, in
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place of the bath-room, and a chamber,

instead of the library.

Altogether., there are eleven chambers,

all of which are spacious, well lighted,

and thoroughly ventilated.

The entrances are so placed as to

make them entirely private.

Our full page engraving represents

the main front, which has three stories

and an attic formed within the French

roof. This elevation is continued to the

rear of the sitting-room. Beyond this,

the stories—also three in number, with

an attic—are on a level with the half-

landings of the main stairs.

Altogether, this bi-conjoined resi-

dence, although not so truly in accord

with ultimate architectural principles,

as if it only afforded a home for one

family, will yet yield two good abiding-

places to two good neighbors.

The Third Presbyterian Church,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE congregation of the Third Pres-

byterian Church, at Pittsburgh,

have just completed their new edifice,

situated on Sixth street, near Grant.

The plans for the new structure were

matured in the winter and spring of

1864-5 ; and the work was begun early

in the latter season.

It was discovered, after the com-

mencement of the excavation, that it

would be necessary to use extra precau-

tions, to secure a permanent founda-

tion and especially at the corner where

the tower stands. This portion, after

examination, was found to require a

cutting of from thirty to thirty-two feet

in depth, to reach a stratum that would

warrant permanency. To obviate this

difficulty, it was requisite to drive piles,

which was accordingly done.

The piles, from ten to twelve inches

in diameter, were driven to an average

depth of thirty-two feet, and were not

allowed to be more than eighteen inches

apart, over a surface of forty feet square.

This included the projections of the

buttresses and the footings beyond the

tower walls. The piles were then all cut

to a level surface, two feet beneath the

bottom of the cellar, and the earth re-

moved from between them, three feet

in depth. The entire cavity thus formed

was carefully filled with concrete, closely

packed and thoroughly cemented, until

it reached the general level of the pile-

heads. This whole artificial surface was

then covered with three courses of heavy

stones, from five to six feet long, com-

pletely bedded in cement. Upon the

upper course was commenced the regu-

lar masonrjr, which was all methodically

bedded, and clamped with iron at inter-

vals, until it reached its limit, at the

base of the spire.

The entire length of the building, in-

cluding the chapel, is one hundred and

ninety-three feet ; the width, one hun-

dred feet, including the buttresses.

The audience room is ninety feet

long, seventy feet wide, and fifty-two

feet high to the most elevated point in

the ceiling. A gallery is formed over

the front vestibule, the front of which is

curved to what is usually termed the

horse-shoe form, and is capable of seat-

ing two hundred persons. The main

floor of the auditorium has one hundred

and sixty pews ; and will seat comfort-

ably eight hundred and sixty persons.

The organ loft and choir are in the

rear of the pulpit. The whole interior

of these inseparable divisions, including

the organ case, is fitted up with black

walnut, oiled and unvarnished.

The vestibule is laid with encaustic

tiles of neat design.

The entrance doors are all of walnut,

and are hung with ten-inch double-jointed

wrought-iron butt-hinges, with bronzed

straps. Of these latter, which, together

with the escutcheons, are antique, and

in the Norman style, we give an illus-

tration : No. 1, strap to the centre door

;

No. 2, the escutcheons and rings to the

same ; No. 3, straps to the doors of the

side porch ; No. 4, the escutcheons and

rings of the same on a longer scale.
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They are very artistically executed by

Messrs. Field & Hardie, Philadelphia.

These gentlemen deserve much credit

for the science and skill displayed in the

production of fine specimens of bronzed

metal.

In a future number we shall present

an essay on church, cathedral and

sepulchral brasses, bronzes, &c, which

will enable us to enlarge as well upon

the mediaeval work as the modern artis-

tic imitations of it, measurably to do

justice to the taste of our townsmen,

and to incite projectors to pay some
little attention to these congruous ac-

cessories for harmonizing— while they

heighten the effect of—true architectural

materials and good work.

The chapel is ninety-five feet long,

forty-two feet wide, and two stories high.

The first story is a lecture-room, with

ladies' vestry
; and the second is de-

voted to Sunday-school purposes, in-

cluding library, bible-class rooms, etc.

The pastor's study is between the

audience-room and the lecture-room,

connecting with both.

The Sunday-schoolroom is approached

by commodious flights of stairs.

The general arrangement of the entire

edifice is as follows, beginning in the

chapel : A, the pulpit ; B, the aisles ; C,

ladies' chapel ; D, library ; E, organ
;

F, choir ; G, the pulpit floor, or dais

;

H, I, L, lobby, or passage ; J, vestibule
;

K, stairs to school-room ; M, auditorium
;

N, aisles ; O and P, vestibules.

A HOME WITHIN A PARK.

ON" taking up a newspaper, in a mo-

mentary pause from our architec-

tural labors, we were struck by the fol-

lowing query and answer of, and to, a

visitant at a country cemetery :

" Do people die often, out here ?"

" O, no ! they only die once !"

Our faculties being much occupied, at

the moment, by a magnificent enterprise,

to wit, the preparing, professionally,

of forty or fifty designs for residences,

combining every conceivable elegance,

or comfort, as homes, to be erected

within the beautiful estate known as

Redleap Park, near Philadelphia, upon

the general idea of that of Llewellyn

Park, at Orange, near New York city

—

this anecdote gave fresh impetus to our

previously conceived ideas of the value

of the opportunity, thus afforded us,

through which we could aid, in greatly

prolonging the lives of the prospective

occupants of our Park, and also in pro-

viding: each with a round of delightful

enjoyment—the very opposite of the

"living death," it has often become,

both morally and physically, in our

reasonably healthy, but yet pent-up city,

which, however, while it compares very

favorably with all the great metropolitan
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centres, throughout the world, must,

nevertheless, we are forced to admit,

most miserably fail when compared, in

regard to salubrity, with this Mont-

gomery county upland.

In the erection of our architectural

creations hitherto, we have generally

been restricted or limited, in various

wa3? s ; but as herein was presented to us

an unrestrained field, congenial to our

tastes and inclinations, and amply ade-

quate to revivify all of our past archi-

tectural experience,— in combination

with scientific discoveries, bearing upon

health and comfort,—it might reason-

ably be expected lai'gely to conduce

towards the continual tasteful enjoyment

of life within doors and without.

The public generally are, it is believed,

unaware, that, on Lancaster avenue,

within the distance of not more than

five or six squares from two stations

on the Pennsylvania Central Railroad

—

" Overbrook" and "Wynnewood," five

and six miles from Chestnut street

bridge, a tract of land of surprising

natural variety and beauty, containing

about two hundred acres, was, some

fifteen to twenty years ago, embellished

"as- a Park—without regard to expense

—

by James Hogan, who had previously

been, for several years, in a position

second only to Sir James Paxton, as

landscape gardener, at Chatsworth, Eng-

land, the famous estate of the Duke of

Devonshire.

The plantations are now of large size
;

the trees most luxuriant in growth, and,

in combination with the original forest-

groups, woods, water-surface, near and

distant views, exhibit proofs of masterly

skill and judgment. The whole Park

has, we may say, the charm of unex-

ampled, almost infinite, variety and

beauty.

Here, in about twenty minutes time

from Chestnut street bridge, at an ele-

vation of some four hundred feet above

the city, the most perfect healthfulness

of atmosphere is reached. The subsoil

being of gravel and sand, there are no

malarious exhalations
; and it is stated

by residents of eighty to ninety years

of age, that bilious and typhoid fevers

have never occurred in its vicinity.

A large map is being prepared hj us,

showing the locations, together with

drawings, of exterior and interior appro-

priate styles of buildings from cottage

to castle, which will be completed ac-

cording to plans and specifications,

within certain dates, for low and reason-

able sums named.

All occupants of these homes may
obtain the use of the avenues for pleas-

ure-driving. Elm avenue is of about

two and a half miles in extent, by forty

feet in width, the trees affording^ de-

lightful shade throughout.

The hedge-rows, of maclura, double

althea and rose, are ten to twelve feet

in width.

The supply of pure water is most

abundant.

It is intended that only wire division

-

fences shall be used ; and that all offen-

sive, unsightly out-buildings shall be

interdicted within the Park.

We have no doubt, that many a thing

which the present outline would indicate

as a practical appliance for an elegant

round of enjoyment in home life, as pure

invigorating atmosphere, and beautiful

landscape embellishment already per-

fected—has been the longing—the hope

—yes, the stay and support of many a

business man, and the promised goal of

his ambitious toil. A superb Park, resi-

dence and surroundings, in prospect, have

charms for the most practical ; but prac-

tically and single-handed, these involve

enormous expense ; and are only at-

tained, probably, too late in life.

Under our proposed plan, all this can

be entered upon, by longing admirers

of country life, at an early day The

project, in fact, affording, relatively to

city residences, not only economy of

money, but giving energy, health and

vigor ; the investment becoming literally

the grand entrance to an avenue of in-

cessant gratification and a home of ease.
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LENGTH AND NUMBER TO THE POUND OF BEADING NAILS.

The reader may rely upon the follow-

ing very useful table, as an absolute

authority. The modest note of our

friends, Messrs. Field & Hardie, hard-

ware merchants, of No. 633 Market

street, omits one very important fact,

namely: that the members of the firm,

in every instance, made the count and

measurement with their own hands.

—

Eds.

Philadelphia, July 18, 1868.

Samuel Sloan, Esq. :

Dear Sir: Annexed please find a

table showing the length of each size

nail, brad, and spike; also the number

to a pound.

. Very respectfully, &c,

FIELD & HARDIE.

CUT NAILS. FINISHING NAILS. FLOOR BRADS.

Size.

Length.

Inches.

Number
to the
pound. Size.

Length.

Inches.

Number
to the
pound. Size.

Length,

laches.

Number
to the
pound.

2 d i
8 960 4d 1* 386 6d 2 144

3d fine 1 725 5 d
If 290 8d H 106

3 d
i.iV 405 6d 2 220 10d

2f 80

4d n 260 8 d
2* 13? 12 d H 61

5*

6 d

i* 188

138

10d 3 88
CLINCH NAILS.*

2 12d H 6T

V

21-J 2

3

H

130 Size.

Length.

Inches.

Number
to the
pound.

8d

10"

12*

93

69

51

SPIKES.

6 d

8d

10 d

1

a-Size.

Inches.

Length.

Inches.

Number
to the
pound.

2

H

158

96

624 4 16

20d H 38 4-i*2 41*2 12 12d 3 41

30" 4 26
5 5 9

FENCING NAILS.

40d

50d

60d

i

4i*2

D 2

6

20

13

10

°2

6

°2

6

7

8

6

5

Size.

Length.

Inches.

Number
to the
pound.

8d OJLz4 54

1

10d 3 46

* Often termed wrought nails.
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THE CHARACTER OF AN ARCHITECT,
WITH EEFEEENCE TO THE LIFE AND VIEWS OF

MARCUS VITRUVIUS POLLIO.
ALTHOUGH there may be occa-

sional exceptions, yet it is true,

in the main, that any man highly and

deservedly distinguished in any branch

of literature, science, or art, will be

well informed upon almost all subjects.

This arises from the very nature of the

circle of knowledge, the relationship

and intercommunication of all whose

divisions are such, that he who really

masters one, must, in the effort, become

pretty well acquainted with most of the

others. Any degree of the circle leads,

imperceptibly, to all the rest. Thence

it follows, that the neophyte of good

natural ability, ma}r make a tangential

approach ; but it is quite surely con-

verted into a circumferential sojourn.

Yet, while the tyro, in any department,

is invariably told by the lecturer, or in-

formed by the author, in every variety

of phraseology, that " every beginning

is -difficult," he generally finds, that

nearly all the difficulty is in the begin-

ning, which over, it is really easier for

him to proceed than to stop. As,

though, ability, disposition, leisure,

means and opportunity must concur,

great men are few ; but, relatively,

great men, only great in one direction,

are fewer. This is acknowledged, at

least tacitly, by nearly all professional

writers treating upon eminence in their

own specialties, and is sometimes openly

claimed. It springs, probably, from the

innate tendency of man rather to over-

estimate than to disparage greatness, if

not coeval, and " to magnify his office."

It is none the less true, that the

thorough, creative architect must be

possessed of sound memory, large

native capacity, great breadth of im-

agination and unwearied industry, to

attain the multi-commingled knowledge

and information, the keenness of eve

and the accurac}r of hand, which consti-

tutes the professor, the master. These

positions are well exemplified, both in

what little of a personal nature remains

concerning Yitruvius himself, and in his

own first chapter, which is really the

embodiment of his beau ideal of the

character of the model architect.

Marcus Yitruvius Pollio, known to

the moderns as Yitruvius, was a Roman
citizen. We know nothing certainly of

the time or place of his birth. He men-

tions incidentally, in his treatise, that

Caius Julius, the son of Masinissa,

who was an officer in the army of Julius

Caesar, lodged with him ; and, from the

dedication of his work, Octavius Cae6ar

was his patron. It is presumable, from

fragmentary inscriptions relating to the

Vitruvia family, found near Formise,

the present Mola di Gaela, that Yitru-

vius was born in that neighborhood.

As he speaks of a temple erected in

honor of Augustus, in his basilica at

Fano, the likelihood is, that his work

was composed late in life, and presented

to Octavius after he had assumed the

title of emperor. Pollio was undoubt-

edly well born, highly cultivated, and

endowed with unusual talents. In the

introductory to his sixth book he says

:

" Such as possess the gifts of fortune

" are easily deprived of them ; but
" when learning is once fixed in the

"mind, no age removes it, nor is its

" stability affected during the whole

"course of life. I therefore feel myself

"under infinite obligations, and am
" grateful to m.j parents, who, adopting

"the practice of the Athenians, took
" care, that I should be taught an art,

"and one of such a nature, that it can-

" not be practiced without learning and
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" a general knowledge of the sciences.

" Since, then, by ray parents' care, and
" by the instructions of masters, I had
" the means afforded me of acquiring

" knowledge, and was naturally delighted

" with literary and philosophical sub-

jects, I laid up those stores in my
" mind, from the use of which I enjoy

" the advantage of wanting no more

;

" and the value of riches consists in

" having nothing to wish for. But some,

" thinking perhaps lightly of these

" things, suppose those only are wise,

" who have plenty of money. Hence
" many, aiming at that end alone, have,

" by the aid of their assurance, acquired

" notoriety from their riches. But I,

" Caesar, have not sought to amass

"wealth by the practice of my art,

"having been rather contented- with a

" small fortune and i-eputation, than

"desirous of abundance accompanied
" by a want of reputation. It is true,

" that I have acquired but little
;
yet I

" still hope, by this publication, to be-

" come known to posterity Neither is it

" wonderful, that I am known but to a

" few. Other architects canvass and go
" about soliciting emplojonent, but my
" preceptors instilled into me a sense of

" the propriety of being requested, and
" not of requesting, to be entrusted, in-

"asmuch as the ingenuous man will

" blush and feel shame in asking a
" favor ; for the givers of a favor, and

"not the receivers, are courted. What
" must he suspect, the trust of the ex-

" penditure of whose money is person-

" ally solicited by another, but that it is

" for the sake of gain and emolument ?

" Hence the ancients entrusted their

"work to those architects only, who
" were of good family, and well brought
" up ; thinking it better to trust the
" modest than the bold and arrogant
" man.

" These artists only instructed their

" own children, or relations, having

"regard to their integrity, so that

"property might be safely committed

"to their charge When, therefoz-e,

" I see this noble science in the hands
" of the unlearned and unskilful, of

" men not only ignorant of architec-

" ture, but of every thing relative

" to buildings, I cannot blame pro-

prietors who, relying on their own in-

" telligence, are their own architects
;

" since, if the business is to be conducted
" by the unskilful, there is at least more
" satisfaction in laying out money at

" one's own pleasure, rather than at that

" of another person'. No one thinks of

" practicing at home any art (as that of
" a shoemaker, or fuller, for instance, or

" others yet easier), except that of an

"architect, and that, because many, who
" profess the art, are not really skilled in

" it, but are falsely called architects."

From the introduction to his second

book we gather, that Vitruvius was
small in person, and lived to some age.

" But to me, Emperor, nature hath
" denied an ample stature ; my face is

"wrinkled with age, and sickness has

"impaired my constitution. Deprived
" of these natural traits, I hope, how-

"ever, to gain some commendation
" through the aid of my scientific

" acquirements, and the precepts I shall

" deliver."

In the Roman military service, Vitru-

vius must have held a position corre-

sponding to the rank of higher officer in

the United States Topographical Engi-

neers, as, if otherwise, we must construe

his remark to signify ordnance-sergeant,

which, from facts previously adduced,

would be most unlikely. When dedicat-

ing his Architecture to the Emperor
Augustus, he declares :

" My reverence

"for the memory ofyour virtuous father,*

" to whom I was well knovm, and from
" whom, now a participator in council

"with the gods, the empire descended

"to you, has been the cause of your
" good will towards me. Hence, together

" with M. Aurelius, P. Numisius and
" Cn. Cornelius, I have been appointed
" to, and received the emoluments arising

* This must be meant for Julias Csesar, whose grand-

nephew and adopted sou aud heir Oetavius was.
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" from, the care of the various engines of
" war, which you assigned to me, on the
" recommendation of jour sister. As,
" through your kindness, I have thus
" been placed beyond the reach of pover-

" ty, I think it right to address this

" treatise to 3
rou ; and I feel the more

" induced to do so, from your having

"built, and being still engaged in the

"erection of, many edifices."

We thus find that the straightforward

integrity of Yitruvius was rewarded

with a permanent office of respectable

emolument and high trust under the

em jD ire.

If, in a pecuniary point of view, he'

cannot be considered successful in the

world ; and, if, as is too evident from his

own writings, that—a thing not unusual

with men of mark in later days, even

the present—he met with opposition

from his professional brethren, men of

fewer acquirements, more pliancy and

greater patronage ; manifestly it was

owing to an irrepressible frankness of

mind. Joseph had innocently told his

dream, concerning his sheaf haviug

arisen and stood upright ; and, behold,

all his brothers' sheaves had stood

round about and made obeisance to his

sheaf; and Joseph was instanter hustled

out of good society into the ruler-

ship of a A^ast kingdom. Vitruvius had,

indeed, the most utter contempt for

sciolism, and the plainest possible way

of showing it. For instance, he had

the wretched impolicy to write : "In
" the magnificent and spacious Grecian

" city of Ephesus, an ancient law was
" made by the ancestors of the inhabit-

"ants, hard, indeed, in its nature,

" but nevertheless equitable. When an
" architect was entrusted with the exe-

" cution of a public work, an estimate

" thereof being lodged in the hands of a

" magistrate, his property was held as

" security until the work was finished.

" If, when finished, the expense did not

"exceed the estimate, he was compli-

' mented with decrees and honors. So

" when the excess did not amount to

more than a fourth part of the origi-

nal estimate, it was defrayed by the

public, and no punishment was inflicted.

But when the excess of cost was more
than one-fourth of the estimate, he was
required to pay it out of his own
pocket. Would to God that such a

law existed among the Roman people,

not only in respect of their public, but

also of their private buildings, for then

the unskilful could not commit their

depredations with impunity, and those

who were the most skilful, in the in-

tricacies of the art, would follow the

profession. Proprietors would not be
led into an extravagant expenditure,

so as to cause ruin. Architects them-

selves, from the dread of punishment,

would be more careful in their calcula-

tions, and the proprietor would com-

plete his building for that sum, or a

little more, which he could afford to

expend. Those who can conveniently

expend a given sum on any work, with

the pleasing expectation of seeing it

completed, would cheerfully add one-

fourth more
; but when they find them-

selves burdened with the addition of

half, or even more than half, of the

expense originally contemplated, losing

their spirits and sacrificing what has

already been laid out, they incline to

desist from its completion. Nor is

this an evil, which occurs in buildings

alone, but also in the shows of gladia-

tors in the Forum, and in the scenes

of plays exhibited by the magistrates,*

in which neither delay nor hindrance

is admitted, since there is a necessity

for their being completed by a certain
'

time."

From the above, and other similar

outcroppings, it will be shrewdly sus-

pected, that the one, and probably the

only, point Vitruvius failed in, was want

of tact : tact, that ready and most com-

prehensive word, expressing so delicately

the exquisite mental manipulation of the

* Modern municipal displays of fire-works, receptions

of distinguished individuals, erection of political wig-

wams, and so forth.

—

Ed.
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born manager of men, which persuades

every tactile man, within its influence, to

feel, that the arch-tactician is so genial,

so obliging, so prone to seek occasion

for conferring a favor, and altogether

so much a man of men. Tact, the want

of which is so seldom countervailed,

that only the ever-and-everywhere-en-

croaching preponderant power of the

born ruler of men can possibly do with-

out it, and which it were much better

even for such to possess and employ.

Here was Vitruvius,—well born, highly

gifted, and thoroughly cultured ; and

successful in his art, though not in its

reward ; attending to his own affairs, and

assuredly taking pains to be just to all

men ; a good son and a good neighbor
;

who was very unpopular, and com-

paratively poor. Singularly enough,

the only architect, whom we can legiti-

mately call his successor, considering

and comparing the very peculiar and

increasing influence belonging to both,

as discoverers and effectual transmit-

ters of fundamental principles, Andrea

Palladio, the Vicentine,—who, born in

poverty, of the humblest parentage,

yet by his assiduity in all the liberal

studies, his successful researches into

the true principles of ancient architec-

tural art, his exceedingly happy applica-

tion of those principles in the adornment

of Vicenza, and—what the over-hasty

biographers forgot to mention—his con-

summate tact, was made free of his

native city, and cheerfully received into

the body of the nobility We lighten

this melancholy comparison with the

side remark, that, by an exceedingly

curious coincidence, the family names

of these architectural worthies—Pollio,

Palladio—both begin and end with the

same letters. All honor to these two
glorious sons of Italy, who lived inside

a circle of two hundred and seventy

miles, in the same land, indeed, but

nearly sixteen hundred years apart.

"Vitruvius may have been shy and re-

served, but he was neither a misanthrope,

nor a disappointed malignant. Through-

out his work he is thoroughly genial

;

and nothing seems to afford him more

satisfaction than to praise others, when

deserving. What, pray, is the value of

indiscriminate praise ?

In the second chapter of his sixth

book, Pollio acknowledges the supe-

riority of genius to learning. He was

one of the writers from whom Pliny

compiled ; and he is mentioned by Fron-

tinus, in his Treatise on Aqueducts, as

the first who introduced the Quinarian

measure. His influence over after ages

is best hinted, in a few words, by his

best English translator, Joseph Grwilt,

who speaks of " the singular connection

" between the successful cultivation of

" the arts and the appearance of the

"different editions of Vitruvius." His

practice comprised what, in our day, is

equivalent to the three closely allied

professions of architecture, and civil

and military engineering ;
• although, in

modern times, it generally requires two

professors for the three professions, sur-

veying being certainly comprehended

in the last two and generally in the first.

Thus, there are many, who successfully

combine architecture and civil engineer-

ing, or military and civil engineering,

or even general engineering with naval

construction , but few practice the en-

tire corresponding range now, as Vitru-

vius did then. At the same time, to

obtain a fair comparison, it must be

recollected, that the same range em-

bodies many times the ancient amount

of detail.

We refer constantly to the ancients.

Vitruvius very frequently does the same
Let us see, then, what this ancient-

modern, or modern-ancient has to ad-

vance.

The Character op an Architect.

When he says, that an architect should

be a good writer, he only means what
is now a good penman ; and good merely

in the qualities of facility and legibility,

that he may make rapid and reliable

minutes of the points derived from read-
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ing, or observation. Elegant penman-

ship might be demanded of, but can

hardly ever be obtained from, proficient

first-class draftsmen. It has almost

become an axiom, of late, that a first-

class draftsman is a poor penman, and

that those who write the most elegant,

free hand cannot draw well. This may,

at first blush, seem very strange, but

really is very natural. The two things

require entirely different gifts, which

may belong to the same individual, but

hardly ever do. It is an almost invari-

able rule, that the natural penman is

of a careless, easy, off-hand disposition,

the natural draftsman is careful, observ-

ing and exact. The one is only inter-

ested in the harmony ofdashing, graceful

curves, or of straight lines, with them-

selves. Their exact position upon the

page, sometimes even their size is a

matter of little moment ; but a broken-

backed curve, or a wavering straight

line, is an aggravating defect. the

other, whether working on objects of art

or of nature, with straight or with

curved lines, must draw the exact out-

lines of his subject, precisely as they

appear, not only with regard to the sub-

ject itself, but to all surrounding objects.

No allowance, whatever, is, or can be,

made him. He always depicts the set

lines of a set subject in a set space, or

he utterly fails to carry out his inten-

tion. Such a man may print, may text,

may write a slow, set hand, or may
illuminate magnificently ; but the very

deftness and delicacy of fingers, which

compass all these, prevent him from

being a good, rapid, commercial penman

generally. On the other hand, while

the successful free-hand penman may
attempt to draw, he only jerks—and

dashes— and erases—and never, by any

chance, gets a particular line where he

wants it. If very proficient and dex-

terous, his nearest approach to drawing

is the chirographically fine, but pic-

torially inartistic approximation of par-

ticular forms, such as pens, plumes,

birds, and so forth, by set flourishing,

or, technically, striking. He may also

draw geometrically tolerably well, but

not fast ; and he will never become

really skilled in free-hand drawing, or

higher art.

Our present exemplar, Pollio's dis-

tinction between the relative values

of theory and practice, and his insist-

ance, that the architect should be a

skilful draftsman, versed in geometry,

the concrete and the abstract mathe-

matics, and the entire range of natural

philosophy, are as pertinent to the nine-

teenth century of the Christian era, as

to the last of the heathen. That the

architect should be thoroughly versed in

the history of architecture, no one will

dispute ; but wiry he must be acquainted

with general history is not so obvious.

However, as our quotations will pre-

sently show, Vitruvius makes out his

case. We will extend him here, a little,

by maintaining, that the architect ought

to be well grounded in the biography of

distinguished members of the craft.

Perchance, though, he mentally included

this in history. Ethics would seem to

be an extraneous branch of the profes-

sional education : and only to belong to

the architect, in common with every

good citizen of the community. Pol-

lio's reflections thereon are just, so far

as they extend ; but, to be fully just,

should embrace all human beings.

His chief reasons why the architect

should be a musician are not so cogent

to modern, as they were, possibly, to an-

cient ears
;

yet, as acoustic failures are

the rule, and acoustic successes the ex-

ception, in public buildings now, haply,

all architects might ponder with profit,

the remarks of Vitruvius, at the end of

chapter 3, book 5, upon the Greek ves-

sels answering as sound-reflectors, viz.

:

" The ancient architects, following

"nature as their °;uide, and reflecting:

" upon the properties of the voice, regu-

" lated the true ascent of steps in a thea-

" tre, and contrived by musical propor-

" tions and mathematical rules, whatever
" its effect might be upon the stage, (scena,)
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" to make it fall on the ears of the

" audience in a clear and agreeable man-

ner. Since in brazen or horn wind
" instruments, by a regulation of the

" genus, their tones are rendered as

"clear as those of stringed instruments,

" so by the application of the laws of

" harmony, the ancients discovered a

" method of increasing the power of the

" voice in a theatre." His reference

here is to all public interiors arranged

on a circular or semi-circular plan,

whose section would be the longitudinal

one of an obtuse cone inverted, the

speaker's position being at the lowest

point and the seats gradually rising one

above another, as in medical lecture-

rooms, or some round churches. This

is but partly applicable to the auditorium

of a theatre or opera house at present,

still the hint might be useful.

Law, so far as relates to contracts, to

business and domestic life in connection

with party walls, " ancient windows,"

the right of way, and the " rights of

things," the competent professional man
should certainly know. But as archi-

tects, now-a-days, are not held to manu-

facture the clocks put up in their own
towers, we do not see how " astronomy"

can greatly assist him ; and the other

points under this head are not germane,

owing to the modern division of labor.

Vitruvius in referring to grammar must

be considered to have also included

rhetoric. These too are equally com-

mon and equally desirable to all cultured

men. The best ideas in the universe

avail a man little, without idiomatic dic-

tion, and purity and beauty of expres-

sion, but with these, the inattentive or

unwilling world is first, induced to listen
;

directly, obliged to weigh; and at last,

constrained to applaud.

Vitruvius, inferentially, makes the

science of medicine one of the branches

not unprofitable for an architect ; but

does not enlarge upon it, unless we are

to consider his 4th chapter, " On the

Choice of Healthy Situations," as an

enlargement. Yet as the medical knowl-

edge of an architect cannot change the

endemic influences of any region, we do

not see, that this accomplishment would

have any scope, beyond securing the

water-proofing, ventilation and drainage

of any supposed pile or block.

When, however, Vitruvius controverts

the position of Pythius, " one of the an-

cients," that "an architect should have
" that knowledge ofeach art and science,

" which is not even acquired by the pro-

" fessors of any one in particular, who
" have had every opportunity of improv-

" ing themselves in it"—we feel, that he

was a man of circumspection, as well as

penetration ; and that we can implicitly

trust him in any thing he adduces, of his

own knowledge, concerning architecture,

either in its theoretical, or in its practi-

cal aspect—whether as a science, or as

an art.

ARCHITECTURE
AND

The Education of an Architect.-

Architecture is a science arising out

of many other sciences, and adorned

with much and varied learning, by the

help of which a judgment is formed of

those works which are the result of

other arts. Practice and theory are its

parents.

Practice is the frequent and continued

contemplation of the mode of executing

any given work, or of the mere opera-

tion of the hands, for the conversion of

the material in the best and readiest way.

Theory is the result of that reasoning

which demonstrates and explains that

the material wrought has been so con-

verted as to answer the end proposed.

Wherefore, the mere practical archi-

tect is not able to assign sufficient

reasons for the forms he adopts, and

the theoretic ai'chitect also fails
;
grasp-

ing the shadow instead of the substance.

He who is theoretic, as well as prac-

tical, is therefore doubly armed ; able

not only to prove the propriety of his

design, but equally so to carry it into

execution.

In architecture, as in other arts, two
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considerations must be constantly kept

in view, namely, the intention, and the

matter used to express that intention

;

but the intention is founded on a con-

viction, that the matter wrought will

fully suit the purpose. He, therefore,

who is not familiar with both branches

of the art, has no pretension to the title

of an architect.

An architect should be ingenious and

apt in the acquisition of knowledge.

Deficient in either of these, he cannot

be a perfect master. He should be a

good writer, a skilful draftsman, versed

in geometry and optics, expert at figures,

acquainted with history, informed on

the principles of natural and moral

philosophy, somewhat of a musician,

not ignorant of the sciences, both of

law and physic, nor of the motions,

laws and relation to each other of the

heavenly bodies. By means of the first-

named acquirement, he is to commit to

writing his observations and experience

in order to assist his memory Draw-

ing is employed to represent the forms

of his designs. Geometry affords much
aid to the architect ; to it he owes the

use of the right line and circle, the level

and the square, whereby his delineations

of buildings on plane surfaces are greatly

facilitated. The science of optics en-

ables him to introduce, with judgment,

the requisite quantity of light, accord-

ing to the aspect. Arithmetic estimates

the cost, and aids in the measurement

of the work ; this, assisted by the laws

of geometry, determines those abstruse

questions, wherein the different propor-

tions of some parts to others are in-

volved. Unless acquainted with his-

tory, he will be unable to account for

the use of many ornaments, which he

may have occasion to introduce. For

instance, should any one wish for in-

formation ou

The Origin of Caryatides,

Those draped matronal figures, crowned

with a mutulus and cornice, he will ex-

plain it by the following history

:

Carya, a city of Peloponnesus, joined

the Persians in their war against the

Greeks. These, in return for the treach-

ery, after having freed themselves, by a

most glorious victory, from the intended

Persian yoke, unanimously resolved to

levy war against the Caryans. Carya

was, in consequence, taken and de-

stroyed, its male population extin-

guished, and its matrons carried into

slavery. That these circumstances

might be better remembered, and the

nature of the triumph perpetuated, the

victors represented them draped, and

apparently suffering under the burthen

with which they were loaded, to expiate

the crime of their native city. Thus,

in their edifices, did the ancient archi-

tects, by the use of these statues, hand

down to posterity a memorial of the

crime of the Caryans.

Origin of Atlantes.*

Again : A small number of Lacedae-

monians, under the command of Pau-

sanius, the son of Cleombrotus, over-

threw the prodigious army of the Per-

sians at the battle of Platea. After a

triumphal exhibition of the spoil and

booty, the proceeds of the valor and

devotion of the victors were applied by
the government to the erection of the

Persian portico ; and, as an appropriate

monument of the victoiy, and a trophy

for the admiration of posterity, its roof

was supported by statues of the bar-

barians in their magnificent costume;

indicating, at the same time, the merited

contempt due to their haughty projects;

intimidating their enemies by fear of

their courage; and acting as a stimulus

to their fellow-countrymen, to be always

in readiness for the defence of the na-

tion. This is the origin of the Persian

order for the support of an entablature ;

an invention which has enriched many
a design with the singular variety it

exhibits.

* Also called Atlantides and sometimes Telamones.

—Ed.
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Many other matters of history have a

connection with architecture, and prove

the necessity of its professors being

well versed in it.

Moral philosophy will teach the archi-

tect to be above meanness in his deal-

ings, and to avoid arrogance. It will

make him just, compliant and faithful

to his employer ; and, what is of the

highest importance, it will prevent

avarice gaining an ascendancy over

him. For he should not be occupied

with the thought of filling his coffers,

nor with the desire of grasping every

thing in the shape of gain ; but, by the

gravity of his manners, and a good

character, should be careful to preserve

his dignity. In these respects, we see

the importance of moral philosophy,

for such are her precepts.

That branch of philosophy, which the

Greeks called <pvaio\oyta [plrysiologia] or

the doctrine of physics, is necessary to

him in the solution of various problems;

as, for instance, in the conduct [conduc-

tion, or conveyance] of water, whose

natural force, in its meandering and ex-

pansion over flat countries, is often such

as to require restraints, which none

know how to apply but those who are

acquainted with the laws of nature

;

nor, indeed, unless grounded in the first

principles of physics, can he study,

with profit, the works of Ctesibius,

Archimedes, and many other authors,

who have written on the subject.

Music assists him in the use of har-

monic and mathematical proportions.

It is, moreover, absolutely necessary in

adjusting the force of the balistae,

catapultse and scorpions, in whose

fi*ames are holes for the passage of the

homotona, which are strained by gut-

ropes, attached to windlasses worked by

hand- spikes. Unless these ropes are

equally extended, which only a nice ear

can discover, by their sound, when
struck, the bent arms of the engine do

not give an equal impetus, when disen-

gaged ; and the strings, therefore, not

being in equal states of tension, prevent

the direct flight of the weapon [missile].

So the vessels called facia [hecheia] by

the Greeks, which placed in certain re-

cesses, under the seats of the theatres,

are fixed and arranged with a due re-

gard to the laws of harmony and

physics, their tones being fourths, fifths

and octaves ; so that, when the voice

of the actor is in unison with the pitch

of these instruments, its power is in-

creased and mellowed by impinging

thereon. He would, moreover, be at a

loss in constructing hydraulic and other

engines, if ignorant of music.

Skill in physic enables him to ascer-

tain the salubrity of different tracts of

country, and to determine the variation

of climates, which the Greeks call <rXf/mra

(klimata)
;

for the air and the water

of different situations, being matters of

the highest importance, no building will

be healthy without attention to these

points.

Law should be an object of his study,

especially those parts of it which relate

to party-walls, to the free course and
discharge of the eaves' waters, the reg-

ulations of cess-pools and sewerage,

and those relating to window lights.

The laws of sewerage require his par-

ticular attention, that he may prevent

his employers being involved in law-

suits, when the building is finished.

Contracts, also, for the execution of the

works, should be drawn with care and

precision, because, when without legal

flaws, neither party will be able to take

advantage of the other.

Astronomy instructs him in the points

of the heavens, the laws of the celestial

bodies, the equinoxes, solstices, and

courses of the stars ; all of which should

be well understood, in the construction

and proportions of clocks.

Since, therefore, this art is founded

upon and adorned with so many different

sciences, I am of opinion, that those who
have not, from their early youth, grad-

ually climbed up to the summit, cannot,

without presumption, call themselves

masters of it.
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Perhaps, to the uninformed, it may
appear unaccountable, that a man should

be able to retain in his memory such a

variety of learning ; but the close alli-

ance with each other of the different

branches of science will explain the

difficulty. For, as a body is composed

of various concordant members, so does

the whole circle of learning consist in

one harmonious system. Wherefore,

those, who, from an early age, are initi-

ated in the different branches of learning,

have a facility in acquiring some knowl-

edge of all, from their common connec-

tion with each other.

On this account, Pythius, one of the

ancients, architect of the noble temple

of Minerva, at Priene, says, in his com-

mentaries, that an architect should have

that perfect knowledge of each art and

science which is not even acquired by

the professors of any one in particular,

who have had every opportunity of im-

proving themselves in it.

This, however, cannot be necessary

;

for how can it be expected that an archi-

tect should equal Aristarchus as a gram-

marian, yet should he not be ignorant

of grammar. In music, though it be

evident he need not equal Aristoxenus,

yet he should know something of it.

Though he need not excel as Apelles in

painting, nor as Myron or Polycletus

in sculpture, yet he should have attained

some proficiency in these arts. So in

the science of medicine, it is not required

that he should equal Hippocrates. Thus

also, in other sciences, it is not impor-

tant, that pre-eminence in each be

gained ; but he must not, however, be

ignorant of the general principles of

each. For, in such a variety of matters,

it cannot be supposed that the same

person can arrive at excellence, in each,

since to be aware of their several niceties

and bearings cannot fall within his

power. We see how few of those, who

profess a particular art, arrive at per-

fection in it, so as to distinguish them-

selves : hence, if but few of those prac-

tising an individual art obtain lasting

fame, how should the architect, who is

required to have a knowledge of so

many, be deficient in none of them, and

even excel those who have professed

any one exclusively. Wherefore, Pythius

seems to have been in error, forgetting

that art consists in practice and theory.

Theory is common to, and may be

known by all, but the result of practice

occurs to the artist in his own art only.

The plrysician and musician are each

obliged to have some regard to the

beating of the pulse, and the motion of

the feet; but who would apply to the

latter to heal a wound or cure a malady ?

So, without the aid of the former, the

musician affects the ears of his audience,

by modulations upon his instrument.

The astronomer and musician delight

in similar proportions, for the positions

of the stars, which are qnartile and

trine, answer to a fourth and fifth in har-

mony The same analogy holds in that

branch of geometry which the Greeks

call *<sy°s oKTiKdg (logos optikos) : indeed,

throughout the whole range of art, there

are many incidents common to all.

Practice, alone, can lead to excellence

in any one. That architect, therefore,

is sufficiently educated, whose general

knowledge enables him to give his

opinion on any branch, when required

to do so.

Those to whom nature has been so

bountiful, that they are, at once, geomet-

ricians, astronomers, musicians, and

skilled in many other arts, go beyond

what is required of the architect, and

may properly be called mathematicians,

in the extended sense of that word.

Men so gifted discriminate acutely, and

are rarely met with. Such, however,

was Aristarchus of Samos, Philolaus

and Archytus of Tarentum, Apollonius

of Perga, Eratosthenes of Cyrene,

Archimedes and Scopinas of Syracuse

:

each of whom wrote on all the sciences.

Since, therefore, few men are thus gifted
;

and yet it is required of the architect

to be generally well informed ; and, it is

manifest, he cannot hope to excel in
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each art, I beseech you. O Caesar, and

those who read my works, to pardon

and overlook grammatical errors, for I

write neither as an accomplished phil-

osopher, an eloquent rhetorician, nor an

expert grammarian, but as an architect.

So far Yitruvius himself, who, mani-

festly, had taken full time and pains

to learn, in order the more acceptably

to teach. There are many good passes

to the temple of knowledge; but there

is no short, there is no easy, there

is no roj^al road. Though a lofty, it is

yet an attainable height, with many
lower yet elevated plateaux for occa-

sional rests, or excursions, with, it may
be, warning precipices for the selfish, or

the insincere seeker—but it cannot be

climbed by proxy. The difficulties may
often be lightened by earlier travellers,

but every step of the route must be taken

by the inquirer in person ; every human

soul here, must either stay below, or

get up by, in and for itself; happier far

thereafter, if, by counsel, enabled to

smooth the course of those who follow,

with varying effort and success, more or

less remotely behind.

Our great lexicographer, Noah Web-

ster, pointing to the library, used to s&y

to his children in effect : "I cannot learn

for you ; but there are the books where-

from were derived all my own acquisi-

tions. Search diligently and carefully

and you will know." This search, how-

ever, implies just the reverse of indis-

criminate, omnivorous task-reading. It

comprehends selection along with con-

centration to one range of subjects, if a

special branch of knowledge, or a special

work is contemplated ; or discrimination

in variety if we read for general inform-

ation. So far, success must rest upon

our own efforts. Afterwards, much de-

pends upon social position, and the incli-

nation of those around to help us with

a pleasant greeting, or a good word.

Friends are attracted by the human

sympathy, which exhibits to them an

interest in themselves or in great human

interests. No special effort, however,

is required to show this, for the sincere

soul will diffuse its sincerity through the

eyes and the voice. The remainder

must be left to Providence, not blindly

and indolently, but with the constant

exercise of the clearest intent, and the

most persevering energy. No man of

himself can force a brilliant destiny

" Men are the sport of circumstances, when
The circumstances seem the sport of men."

With all this, a high position cannot

be reached with a low aim. In Goethe's

few lines of counsel from experienced

manhood to inexperienced youth, de-

rived " from the Coptic " of his own
brain, are these teeming words :

" Thou must either serve, or govern :

Must be subject or be sovereign
;

Must, in fine, be block or wedge

;

Must be anvil, or be sledge."

But, as we gather up these sheets for

the printer, the question recurs, " Was
Vitruvius unsuccessful?" or, to put it in

another form, " Did he fail to attain the

grand object of his life ?" Whatever re-

ply may come from the general world

—

perhaps the least trifle in nature, too

much preoccupied when listening, or

when reading , and yet a scintilla more
hasty in judging, than preoccupied in

attending—we say, that, He did not fail !

What are his own words, quoted near

the beginning of this article ? They are

these :
" Yet I still hope, by this pub-

lication, TO BECOME KNOWN TO POSTERI-

TY." Bold words, springing . from the

irrepressible sense of innate merit,

whether courted or neglected. But
quite a number of times throughout the

historic generations, bolder words have

been put forth by men of great minds,

and have been literally confirmed. It

is true, that the lot of these was often

adversely cast, even to the very end.

Yet, at the moment we cannot recall,

and neither do we believe we could,

upon mature reflection, any instance

wherein the hope was expressed, or the

prophecy was made, that posterity did
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not ampty fulfil it. Dante, Milton, and

Byron, are notable examples ; but their

envious contemporaries flayingly dis-

counted the reversion. The giant would

have such a happy time, of he could only

get down among the dwarfs ; but how
difficult is this for him to do. Some-

times he tries it, but unluckily some

dwarf or other discovers his stature, and

tells it among his fellows, after which,

the dwarfs are somehow uncomfortable

with the giant, and the giant is rendered

very uncomfortable amongst the dwarfs.

Occasionally a very good-natured, ex-

cessively healthy and, therefore, genial

giant does succeed, and does little things

of routine, custom, or courtesy, so nearly

in the manner of the dwarfs ; and man-

ages to effect his great purposes so very

unobtrusively, that some day he dies,

and, lo ! the disconsolate dwarfs can

hardly find for him a coffin large enough.

How grateful, how gracious, how lovely

a thing is appreciation, yet if the yearn-

ing lover of his kind cannot have it in

his lifetime, let him work on faithfully

and cheerfully, doing what good he may,

and deferring the result to God. "When

we remember how many useful, how
many beautiful, things could only have

come down to us, from the long past

ages, through this self-devoted hope, yet

how many more, of equal value, have

failed to breast the raging flood of time,

we jdeld not an iota of the renown of

Vitruvius, who has preserved for us so

much of the knowledge of the past. Had
he rested in his warm admiration of the

older authors, pampering himself with

the assumption " that knowledge is

power," instead of wisely feeling that

knowledge is only the magazine of

power—power itself arising from action

alone—we should have lost all ; had he

been fond of mere passing pleasure or

selfish ease, we should have suffered

;

had Vitruvius bowed his will to the

search for riches, Palladio never could

have praised or passed him. But he

thought mainly of the diffusion of the

benefits arising from knowledge, skill

and experience, among men the author

never could behold. He loved posterity,

and posterity loves him.

— The Road to Red River.—Mr. Daw-

son, the engineer employed \)y the New
Dominion government to survey the

route from Lake Superior to the Red

river, has made his report. He recom-

mends that the line should be opened in

the cheapest and most expeditious

manner at once. The total distance

from Thunder Bay on Lake Superior to

Fort Garry is 463 miles, comprising 332

miles of navigable water and 131 miles

of land travel. Ninety miles of the latter

would be between Fort Garry and the

Lake of the Woods, where there is

abundant means of transport, and 25

miles between Thunder Bay and Dog
Lake, where horses and wagons could

be easily provided. The principal part

of the land carriage would therefore be

at each end, with water carriage inter-

mediate. The cost of opening commu-

nication with Fort Gr,rry in this manner

set down at $166,000 over and above

the small appropriation made last year.

The total trade of the Red river and

Hudson's Bay territory is estimated at

$4,000,000 annually ; most of which is

now done with the State of Minnesota.

An inspection of the remains of

Stephen A. Douglas was made pre-

paratory to their removal to the tomb

erected to his memory. Upon re-

moving the lid covering the glass,

the face of the illustrious Senator

was found to be in a remarkable state

of preservation, almost as natural as

when buried seven years ago. The

complexion is verv fair, the contour of

the head and face apparently unchanged,

and the expression quite natural and

plainly recognizable. The hair looks as

black and glossy as ever, and the rai-

ment as new and tidy as when first put

on, not presenting the first evidence of

mildew or discoloration.
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THE PENN TREATY-GROUND
AND

A MONUMENT TO WILLIAM PENN.
[Concluded from No. 1, page 32.*]

OLD PROPOSED LOCALITIES FOR PHILADELPHIA.

THERE was a survey made, in 16*2,

for starting a city of Philadelphia

at the mouth of Poetquessing creek,

where is now [1835] G. W. Morgan's

seat ; and many persons had gone into

and made settlements in Byberry, both

places within the bounds of King Tam-

anen's lands.

—

Watson.

Samuel Preston, of Stockport, Wayne
county, formerly of Bucks county, Pa.,

saw in the Surveyor General's office of

Bucks county, Pa., an original draft of

the city, of older date than that by

Holmes, and signed Phineas Pemberton.

This was to be located upon the great

bend of the Delaware, opposite Burling-

ton. N. J., on the Pennsbury manor

tract.

—

Barker. Du Ponceau.

The charter from Charles II. to Wil-

liam Penn. conveying proprietary rights

for the Province of Pennsylvania and the

" three lower counties on the Delaware,"

is dated March 4, 1681. Penn's con

ditions to his purchasers of land in the

new colony, called "concessions" in the

document itself, are dated July 11, 1681.

Markham, William Penn's cousin,

came over to Pennsylvania in the month

of May, 1681, to take possession in the

name of the new proprietary. There is

no trace of correspondence between

agent and principal for seventeen months

thereafter. A few letters might make
the incipient history of the colony under

Penn perfectly luminous. We have not

found them, and we never may.

Penn named, as his envoys to the

Indians, three Commissioners, William

Crispin, John Bezar, and Nathaniel

Allen. Their appointment is dated

September 30th. and their letter of in-

structions, October 18th, 1681. They

probably sailed the latter part of the

last-named month, in the " Bristol Fac-

tor," Roger Drew, Master, which, we

are told, arrived at Upland, now Ches-

ter, Pa. ; and the river having frozen the

night they went ashore, they remained

there all winter.

Penn arrived out in his colony, Octo-

ber 24th, 1682. He treated with the

Indians within a few weeks, but bought

no land of them.—Du Ponceau. Fisher.

EXACT DATE OF TREATY,
UNKNOWN.

The exact date of the Treaty is now,

and likely ever will remain, unfixed. It

was certainly held late in 1682. It is

not determinable to a week, much less

to a day. After an exhaustive inquiry,

and from a very strong array of circum-

stances, Du Ponceau and Fisher place

it towards the end of November, 1682-3,

the double year arising from the old

style calendar. It belonged, then, very

exactly to our present Thanksgiving

season, in the immediate neighborhood

of one month before Christmas, a cir-

cumstance tending greatly to enhance

the value of that already genial festival

to Pennsjdvanians, making the almost

invariable Thursday, of variable date,

a double holiday and a double Thanks-

giving. It was in the peaceful, dreamy
da3r

s of Indian summer, symbolizing

* The writer would willingly have confined this article to bis own reflections and recommendations, but in that

case it must have been obscure to ail not possessing the authorities herein quoted, not at full but synoptically

;

although due credit has been given wherever possible; and all the writers or speakers drawn upon are designated

somewhere in the essay. He hopes that, though the matter could not, from the character of this publication, be worked
up iu extenso, all the essentials are, at least, clearly indicated. He would have been glad to compress the histor-

ical portion into a single page; but this is emphatically one of " those things, which cannot be sot locket-fashion."
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DIPLOMACY—WHITE AND RED.the quiet decadence of this once and

again warlike tribe, as well as the con-

templative ease and quiet of the infant

white community—the one never again,

save for a momentary sprouting, in-

stantly frost-killed, to see ensiling

spring—the other replete with burgeons

and buds yet yielding perennial leafage,

flowers and fruit. As a high solemnity,

the likelihood is, that it comprised three

consecutive days : the informal confer-

ence, with friendly conversation ; the

formal discussion, involving Christian

persuasion and lofty Indian oratory

;

and the sacred convention, typified by
the interchange of engrossed vellum and

symbolic wampum.

ABORIGINAL TOPOGRAPHY.

King Tamanen and Matamequan,* on

the 23d of fourth month, 1683, [equiva-

lent to February 23d, 1683, now,] sell to

William Penn lands from Neshameneh

creek to Pemapecka, [now Pennypack

creek.]

—

Watson.

Watson is right in wishing to have

located and surveyed, for public use, the

two ancient Indian trails sketched on

the diagram accompanying Governor

—Thomas Holmes' requisition to survey

the laud bought for William Penn, July

30th, 1685, of Shakkoppoh, Secane, and

other Sachems. The ground-plot of the

survey goes in a direct line from Phila-

delphia to a spot upon the Susquehan-

nah, at about three miles above the

" Conestogan," near to a spot marked
" Fort demolished." The line crosses two

Indian paths, running each northwest

by north ; the first at fifteen miles from

Philadelphia, at " Rocljy Run." the other

at thirty-eight miles distant, near a

rivulet, "two miles beyond Doe Run."

They are probably the line of original

incursion of the Lenni Lenape on their

aggressive march, from the far north-

west, against the Allegewi, the Watling

street and Irming street of savage North

America.

* Tamanen means, The affable, and Matamequan, The

enterer [into a bouse].

Granville John Penn remarks :
" It

"would appear that the great Treaty of
" 1682 was conducted, throughout, with
" the usual circumstances of diplomatic
" action on both sides. First, there were
" the preliminary negotiations through
" his Commissioners, prior to the arrival

" of William Penn in this country, by
" whose hands he sends a letter, in which
" he says :

' I desire to enjoy it, [my
" ' Province,] with your love and con-
" ' sent.' I shall shortly come to you
"myself, at which time we may more
" largety and freely confer and discourse
" of these matters ; in the mean time I

"have sent my Commissioners to treat

" with you about land, and a firm league
" of peace. Let me desire yo\\ to be
" kind to them and the people, and re-

"ceive these presents and tokens, which
" I have sent you, as a testimony of my
" good will, and my resolution to live

"justly, peaceably, and friendly with

"you." This was in 1681.

Ebeling relates :
" William Penn found

means to acquire the favor of the In-

dians, not only by solemn conferences

and treaties, but by friendly visits and
conversations in their own language,

assisting at their festivals, making pres-

ents, and so forth."

PENN'S INDIAN OUTLAY AND
INDIAN ACQUIREMENTS.

Mr. Oldmixon observes :
" This friend-

ship and civility of the Pennsylvania

Indians are attributed to Mr. Penn the

Proprietary's extreme humanity and

bounty to them, he having laid out some
thousands of pounds to support and

oblige them." This would not be less

than £4,000, equivalent to £20,000, now-

a-days, or, with average exchange

against us, about $106,000, gold, in

presents. We require no very elaborate

computation to show that a pound then

was equivalent to five pounds now. The
yearly incomes of the heroines of the
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novels of that day, compared with those

of this, will show the calculation to

be far within bounds Yet it is custom-

ary to talk of his having bought the

entire State for a paltry sum, lessened

by the profits on the goods delivered in

payment, of which a great part were

(few-saws.

In 1683, the year after his arrival,

Penn had made himself master of the

Delaware language, so as not to need

an interpreter. This shows a familiar

and frequent intercourse with the tribes.

Mr. Oldmixon, the historian, who per-

sonally knew William Penn, and in all

likelihood had his information direct,

remarks :
" Mr. Penn stayed in Penn-

sjdvania two years, and having made a

league of amity with nineteen (19) In-

dian nations,* * * * leturned to

England."

Of the results of the Treaty, Mr.

Oldmixon says: "The Indians have

been very civil to the English, who never

lost man, woman or child by them."

These last six paragraphs all refer,

allegorically, to the place of the eels.

THE TREATY.

NOT FOR LAND.

Popular estimation of the Treaty re-

fers it to the purchase of land. It is

shown, however, with scarcely a doubt,

by Watson, Yaux, Du Ponceau, Fisher,

Granville John Penn, and Henry D.

Gilpin, to have been "a great meeting

of verbal conference and pledge," the

last of a series held at the same point,

at no great intervals of time, wherein

mutual courtesies were exchanged, and
reciprocal solemn promises of lasting

friendship pronounced. Or, in the phrase

of Du Ponceau and Fisher, it was an
" important transaction, which to Penn-

sylvania and her illustrious Founder, is

a crown of glory that will last to the

end of time."

* This means Tribes.

PHILADELPHIA

Founded in an old White settlement.

The site, or great part of the site of

the city of Philadelphia now, from con-

solidation, a division of the past, but

still known to citizens as the "city

proper," was bought by William Penn,

in exchange for other lands, of the three

brothers, Andries, Swen, and Wolle

Swenson, [now Swanson, from which

family we have Swanson street] The

tract was three hundred acres. Acrelius

says three hundred and sixty, which

may be true, including the usual allow-

ance for roads, &c. It covered one mile

on the Delaware, extending half a mile

westward. The ground on which the

Liberties now stand was also the prop-

erty of the Swedes. The site of Phila-

delphia itself was called by the Dela-

wares Goaquanvock, or Co-a-que-na-que.

The river, its shores and contiguous

lands, for some miles above, and a. num-

ber below the confluence of the Dela-

ware and the Schuylkill, were termed

the freshes of the river Delaware, in-

habited by the Swedes as high up as

Wicacoa. within half a mile of Phila-

delphia. The Delaware itself was styled

by the natives, Lenape-wihittuck, or

Lenape-Hittuck, the rapid river of the

Lenape. Arasapha was another Indian

name it bore. The Schuylkill was

originally the Manayunk.* It is a pleas-

ant pleonasm to add the word river to

the modern name, which bears in itself

Schuyl-kill, the hidden river, a Dutch

fancy, from the difficulty of detecting

its mouth when sailing up the Delaware.

The Dutch inhabited the lands upon

Delaware Bay, which was entitled by

the Indians, Poutaxat.

* Which means, " our place of drinking," or " the place

where we go to drink."—An unconscious prophecy of

the use of the Schuylkill towards ihe city of Philadel-

phia. This river was also called Gan'showe-ha-ne, or

Ganshowe'han, the stream which maketh a noise, occa-

sioned by falls and ripples, Der rauschende Strohm.

This proper characteristic is all lost now-a-days, through

Fairmount and the many other dams. We may notice

here that Wissahickon means catfish creek ; and Wingo-
hocking, Frankford creek, fine land for cultivation.
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LAND AS LAND VALUELESS

TO THE INDIANS.

Land is not valued by the American

Indian, except to rove over. Therefore,

if the parties were friendly, the mere

occupation, by a white man, of a piece

of ground, not in the actual use of an

Indian, would be no offence. The Pro-

prietary, then, in perfect, good faith,

could have sold land to his colonists,

upon a guarantee, before buying it of

the Indians, as, according to Watson,

must have been done in the case of the

tract conveyed to the Welsh settlers, on

the western side of the Schuylkill, as

early as 1682-3, when the purchase from

Shakkopoh and the other Sachems was

not made till 1685. But William Penn

was not the kind of man to carry this

principle far, and would surely not have

built his great city in the face of Indian

claimants for the site. There was, it is

true, rhe assumptive ownership of the

Five Nations, settled, nearly twenty

years afterwards, by the purchase,

through Colonel Dongan, of the Iroquois

claim to the entire State. The banks

of the Delaware were settled, forty years

-before the period of Penn's Treaty, and

intermediately, by the Swedes, the Dutch

and the English. Campanius gives ac-

count of a treaty held with the savages

by Governor Rising in 1654, its heads

being much the same with those of

Penn's great Treaty- The Quakers at

Burlington, N. J., had made a treaty

with the natives before the arrival of

Penn.

The neck of land formed by the con-

fluence of the Delaware and Schuylkill

was most likely, from good reasons,

based upon the old records, more thickly

inhabited than any part of the province,

except, perhaps, the English settlements

near the Falls,* opposite Trenton, N. J.,

and those of the Dutch, in the lower

counties. The island of Tinicum, the

* As near as now known, the Indian name
Makerisk-Kitton, or Makerish-Hitton, 1vas ap-

propriated to the Delaware, about these Falls.

seat of the Swedes' government, is at no

great distance from Philadelphia. Sven

Schute had Swedish royal grants for

Passyunk and Kinsessing [Kingsessing.]

The English records of Upland, 1676 to

1681, are full of applications for leave

to take up lands, for settlement, on the

west side of the Delaware and the east

side of the Schuylkill. There are even

suits against those who disturb the pos-

sessions of the old settlers. There is a

petition from Lawrence Cock and

twenty-three others, for leave to build

a town somewhere below the Falls of

Schuylkill.

Lasse Andries and three others, of

Moyamensing, ask leave to take up

each twenty -five acres of marsh or

meadow land in their neighborhoods.

The Indian mention of "the little

birds warbling on the sprays," at the

time of the Great Treaty, proves very

definitely, that the spot was near the

accustomed habitations of man and not

in the virgin forest, where all enoaginp;

nature is still as death, the occasional

screech of the eagle by day, by night

the hoot of the owl, the scream of the

cougar, and the howl of the wolf drearily

vai\ying the monotony The smaller

inhabitants of the wild, birds, squirrels,

and so on, are always quiet, except in

the narrow belt of woods immediately

beyond the permanent improvements of

man.

THE IROQUOIS.

In the time of Penn the valley of the

Susquehanna, on the southern border of

Pennsylvania, was inhabited by a tribe

of Iroquois This is proved historically

by Campanius and Benjamin Franklin,

and philological ly by Du Ponceau. Thej-

were called Mengwes by the Delawares,

Maquas by the Dutch, Minques by the

Swedes, and Mingoes by the English.

Mention is made that they were at

variance with the Delawares, probably

from the dissatisfaction of the latter

with the workings of their "womanship"
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N
THE WAMPUM BELT OF THE GREAT TREATY.

[On account of the smallness of the scale, the separate beads are not expressed. The figures, however, are reliable.

—

Ed. J

in the " peace league" accepted from the

Iroquois.

Evidently the Five Nations claimed an

effectual word in the disposal of the

lands and friendship desired by Penn.

It crops out in the latter's subsequent

purchase of the Pennsylvania lands from

them, through Colonel Dongan, as before

stated. It appears from the minutes of

the Treaty of Governor Gordon with

the Iroquois, held at Philadelphia, in

1727, when the Indian speaker, Tanne-

whannegah, said :
" The first Governor

of this place, Onas, when he first came,

sent to desire the Five Nations to sell

lands to him. They answered, ' We will

not sell now: we may in time to come.'

* * * When the Governor was at

Albany he spoke to our head men in

effect, 'Well, my brethren, you have

conquered these people : we shall buy

the lands of you.' This was reported

to the Confederacy, whose Council di-

rects us to say :
' We are now ready to

sell the lands.'"

PENN'S COSTUME.

Penn was very modest with respect

to the great Treaty. None of his letters

extant mention it, although some em-

browned and faded sheet, now hying

perdu, may be bristling with the sub-

ject. To him, however, as to many
great men in their greatest actions, it

was a matter, of course, which he could

not dream would become famous. We
know that he wore, on the occasion, to

distinguish him, in Indian eyes, from

the other whites, a shoulder-sash of

light blue silk, which Clarkson speaks

of, as in the possession of Thomas Kett,

Esq., of Seething Hall, near Norwich,

Norfolkshire, England. He is tradi-

tionally reported as pronouncing, dis-

tinctly, the Christian sense of the com-

pact, and then giving a roll of parch-

ment, containing it, to the principal

Sachem, the one who wore the horn in

the chaplet.* He is known to have re-

ceived, to bind the convention on the

Indian side, a broad Belt of Wampum,
latterly brought over by Granville John
Penn, Esq., expressly for presentation

to the Historical Society of Pennsyl-

vania, as the representative of the whole

people of Peniisjdvania.

THE WAMPUM BELT.

Of this, on the formal occasion, Mr.

Penn spoke: "I brought out with me
" the belt of loampum given to the

" Founder of Pennsylvania by the In-

" dian chiefs, at the Great Treaty, held

" in 1 632. That such is the case there

"can bono doubt, though it has come
" down to us without documentary evi-

" dence. But the same is the case with

" the chain and the medal presented by

" Parliament to the Admiral, father of

"the Founder. Their authenticity de-

" pends, for the one, upon the history of

" Pennsylvania, and the universal tradi-

" tion of both Indians and whites ;
the

" other upon the journals of the House
" of Commons. Both bear intrinsic

" marks of their genuineness." * * *

" It [the belt] plainly tells its own

* Catlin speaks of the horn in the head-dress, as dis-

tinguishing the principal war-chief, the most influential

man of the tribe. The Delawares, as explained else-

where, could have at that time no war-chief, but still the

most active man in public affairs would hold the same

rank, a rank superior to that of merely hereditary king

or head chief of the tribe, although it might inhere in the

same person. Catlin refers this to the Old Testament

phrase, "May their horns be exalted," as a possible link

between the dispersed "Ten Tribes" aud the Indians.
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" story. * * Its dimensions are greater

" than of those used on more ordinary

" occasions, of which we have one still

" in our possession." [This smaller belt

is probably the voucher of the treaty of

1701.] This second belt is twenty-eight

inches long, two and one-half broad, and

consists of eight strings of wampum
;

the ground white, with five figures or

diagrams in violet-colored beads worked

upon it, three of a diamond-shape, and

two of a zig-zag pattern between, at

equi-distance from each other.

The belt presented is of the largest

size, and made with the neatest work-

manship, generally found in such as are

known to have been used at councils, or

in making treaties with the Indians. Its

length is twenty-six inches, its breadth

nine inches, and it consists of eighteen

strings [of wampum], woven together

upon deer sinews. It is formed wholly

of small beads, one-quarter of an inch

long and one-eighth of an inch wide,

and made from pieces of clam or muscle-

shells. These give an entirely white

ground ; in the centre there is a rude

but striking representation, worked in

dark violet beads, of an Indian, known
~-by his slender frame and bare head,

shaking hands with a European, identi-

fied from his heavier build and the hat

on his head, and both full-length and

erect. There are three violet bands,

also, one at either end, the other about

one-third the distance from each end.

These bands may have reference to the

number of parties to the treaty, or to

the three rivers, Delaware, Schuylkill,

and Susquehanna ; but the preferable

supposition is, that the narrow, broken,

and imperfect band at one end is the

state and path of the Indian ; the broad,

perfect, straight band the condition and
way of the white man, and the interme-

diate, partly broad, partly narrow, band,

is the conjoined course of both races.

The existence of such a belt as this

is proof that a solemn council was held,

and matters of great moment decided

upon.

The squaws are very dexterous in

weaving the symbolic ideas of their lords

of the wilderness into belts.

Only strings of wampum are given at

the special points of a speech. When a

belt of wampum is given, few words are

spoken ; but they are of the utmost

importance, conveying merely the cen-

tral idea of the council, at the perora-

tion of the opening side, or just before

the meeting breaks up. The answer

given to a speech, thus accompanied,

must be confirmed by strings and belts

of wampum, of the same size and num-

ber, as those received.

If Sir Walter Scott did not err in

almost adoring the regalia of the Scot-

tish kings, surety we may keep and

cherish this relic with as sincere and

more rational devotion.

—

Charles Mi-

ner, of Wilkesbarre.*

And now, after the lapse of more
than one hundred and fifty j'ears, [five

human generations and seven kingly,]

we have the event portrayed in the

rude but expressive picture hy a native

coeval with the transaction.

—

Thos. P.

Sergeant.*

Here we must indulge ourselves with

a quotation from the elegant diction of

Hon. Henry D. Gilpin, in response to

Granville J. Penn, Esq., the more espe-

cially as it embodies, in the "nine

links" of the Hon. Patrick Gordon,

which we intended to present else-

where, but have not, all we are ever

likely to know of the details of Penn's

Treaty. " When, many years after this

solemn meeting, the Indians heard of

the death of William Penn, they mourned
with the deepest grief the loss of their

beloved father, protector and friend.

Though he had been long absent from

the province, they believed that it Avas

his watchful care which had maintained,

in good faith, the early pledges of jus-

* Letters ou the Wampum Belt.
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tice and love. They bad heard the

war-whoop resounding beyond their

borders, in the fierce conflicts between

the red man and the white ; but, among
the mountains and vallej^s of Pennsyl-

vania, the door of the wigwam had

always been left unfastened, and the

corn had been planted, and the beaver

had been trapped, in security and peace.

They were anxious that these kindly

relations of six and thirty years should

not be impaired by his death. They

came to Logan, ' their old friend, with

whom they had been acquainted for

twenty years ;' they reminded him that

William Penn had made a league with

them, to last for three or four gener-

ations ; that tbey had lived quietly and

in peace, and when the sun set they

slept iu peace, and in peace they rose

with him, and would so continue, while

he continued his course. That now
William Penn was dead, and most of

their old men were dead, but the League

still remained ; and they wished to

renew and strengthen it with their

friend, who had always represented

William Penn to them since he had

left them ; that one generation might
die and another might die; but the

League of Friendship continued strong,

and should forever continue so on their

part.

" ' The poor people,' Penn had said,

long before, ' are light of heart, but their

affections are strong.' They thought,

too, of his widow, now made desolate,

as well as themselves. They besought

Logan to convey to her their words of

condolence and sorrow. They brought

with them a garment of soft furs, to be

sent to her, -in their own name, that she

might wear it ' in the thorny wilderness

through which she was to travel,' now
that he was gone.

" At length Governor Gordon, the

first governor who came from England
after the death of William Penn, arrived

in the province. He assembled the In-

dians, in council, at Conestoga, and
allayed their apprehensions. He told

them, that William Penn had continued

this kind love for them, until his death.

He assured them that Penn's sons, in

whose name he came, had strictly

charged him to' love the Indians like

brethren, and as their fathers had done.

He reminded them that when William

Penn first brought his people with him

over the broad sea, he ' took all the

Indians and old inhabitants by the

hand, and because he found them a

sincere and honest people, he took them

to his heart and loved them as his own,

and made a strong league and chain of

friendship with them, by which it was

agreed that the Indians and the English,

and all Christians, should be as one

people.' ' I know,' said he, ' that you

preserve the memory of these things

among j
rou, by telling them to your

children, and they again to the next

generation, so that they remain stamped

on your minds, never to be forgotten.

I now speak to you of the League and

Chain of Friendship first made by your

father, William Penn, which is con-

firmed. The chief heads, or strongest

links of this chain, I find are these nine,

as follows

:

" The Nine Links.

" First. All William Penn's people,

or Christians, and all the Indians shall

be brethren, as the children of one

father, joined together, as one heart,

one head, and one body.

" Second. All the paths shall be open

and free to the Christians and Indians.

" Third. The doors of the Christians'

houses shall be open to the Indians, and

the houses of the Indians shall be open

to the Christians, and they shall make

each other welcome as their friends.

" Fourth. The Christians shall not

believe any false rumors or reports of

[about] the Indians, nor the Indians

believe any such rumors or reports of

[about] the Christians, but shall first

come, as brethren, to inquire of each

other ; and both Christians and Indians,
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when they hear of any such false re-

ports of [about] their brethren, shall

bury them in a bottomless pit.

" Fifth. If the Christians hear any

ill news, that may be to the hurt of the

Indians, or the Indians hear any such

ill news as may be to the hurt of the

Christians, they shall acquaint each

other with it speedily, as true friends

and brethren.

" Sixth. The Indians shall do no man-

ner of harm to the Christians, nor their

creatures, nor shall the Christians do

any hurt to the Indians, but each treat

the other as brethren.

" Seventh. As there are wicked people

in all nations, if either Indians or

Christians shall do any harm to each

other, complaint shall be made of it by

the person suffering, that right may be

done ; and when satisfaction is made,

the injury or wrong shall be forgotten

and buried in the bottomless pit.

" Eighth. The Indians shall in all

things assist the Christians, and the

Christians shall assist the Indians

against all wicked people who disturb

them.
" Ninth. Both Christians and Indians

shall acquaint their children with this

league and firm chain of friendship

made between them, and it shall always

be made stronger and stronger, and be

kept bright and clean, without rust or

spot, between our children and children's

children, while the creeks and rivers

run, and while the sun, moon and stars

endure."

" Tawenna, the Conestoga Sachem,

replied in the name, and ou behalf of

all the Indians of the several tribes

who were present :
' Since our first

friendship with William Penn, we never

have received any wrong or injury from

him, or any of his people. Foolish

people among us have committed follies,

but we hope these will never interrupt

the friendship that is between us, for

we and all William Penn's people are

as one people, that eat, as it were, with

one mouth, and are one body and one

heart.

'

" Thus are the site and the attendant

incidents of the Treaty known ; thus

are the object and actual articles of the

compact made certain. One act alone

appeared to be wanting, to show that it

had been adopted and ratified with the

most solemn sanctions. The evidence

of that act, you, sir, (to Granville J.

Penn,) have now supplied. Tou have

placed in our hands the expressive sym-

bol by which Indian confidence was

secured, and Indian faith irrevocably

pledged. Like the memorial column

raised in patriarchal days, the Belt of

Wampum, delivered and received, made
the promises that accompanied it im-

mutable with the red man, as long as

the symbol was voluntarily kept. ' These

belts that we give you,' said the Oneidas

to Governor Lloyd, ( are after the fashion

of a pledge to the answer of what we
have spoken to you.' With the import-

ance of the event it was intended to

commemorate, the belt was enlarged by

successive rows ; and on occasions of

peculiar solemnity, rude pictures were

embroidered upon it, which served to

designate and preserve, in yet stronger

recollection, the important object of the

compact.

" When the Nanticokes desired to ter-

minate the bloody feud that had grown

up between the Delawares and them-

selves, their messenger sought out

Tedyuscung, the most revered of the

Delaware sachems, whose dwelling was

among the Kittatinny hills.* ' Brother,'

said the messenger, ' the chief man of

the Nanticokes has sent me here ; he

has bid me wipe from your eyes the

tears which these troublesome times

may have occasioned, and I do it with

this string of wampum. Brother, since

these troubles arose, you may have

swallowed something bitter, which has

given 5'our heart uneasiness. With this

string of wampum I remove all grief

* The Blue Mountains, of Pennsylvania.
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from your heart, that your mind may be

as easj' as in times of peace. Brother,

blood has been spilt. With this string

of wampum I clean the blood from off

3'our beds, that you may sleep easily
;

and from off your council seats, that

you may sit with pleasure in council

with your brethren. Brother, I am
come here to this council-fire to gather

together the dead bodies and the scat-

tered bones, and to join with you in

prayers to the Good Spirit ; and, when

peace is made, I will put both my hands

into the chain of friendship. To confirm

my words, I give you this string of

wampum.'
" When Washington, then but a youth

of twenty-one, was intrusted, by the

Colonial Governor of Virginia, with

a mission to the western wilds of Penn-

sylvania, where the French, from Canada,

were then penetrating, and had already

established, as was believed, four posts

within our limits, and were seeking to

unite the natives in alliance against us,

he arrived at the banks of the Ohio,

having made the journey—let me say in

parenthesis—from the capital of Vir-

ginia in five and twenty days, the rate

of ti'avelling thither in those times.

Gathering the Indians around him, he

found that such an alliance had indeed

been formed. He found that they had

exchanged with the French, as its solemn

S3'mbol, a wampum-belt, on which four

houses were rudely embroidered—the

representations of the posts, which were

to be defended, even at the risk of war.

Influenced by his remonstrances, the

Indian sachems consented to withdraw

from the alliance ; but they declared,

that the belt of wampum must be re-

turned before the agreement could be

abolished ; and one of the sachems re-

paired to the French commander, in

order to restore to him the token of the

warlike compact, and to proclaim the

intention of the red men to take no part

in the impending struggle.

" This Wampum-Belt, which you now
place in our archives—this symbol of a

peaceful and confiding alliance—never

was recalled, nor was its counterpart

returned. Embroidered with the rude

but significant emblems, which describe

the nature, and proclaim the impor-

tance of the compact it was meant to

bind—the clasped hands of Penn and

an Indian chief—it has been preserved,

as it was delivered, nearly two centuries

ago. By Penn it was carried to Eng-

land, and retained by him as a cherished

memorial of the event ever present in his

thoughts, up to the last moment of his life.

When the Indians heard of, and bewailed

his death, they exclaimed, that the cove-

nant made between them still remained

untarnished, and they only besought,

that the compact made at Shackamaxon
should be kept by his successors, as he

had kept it, through all future time."

INDIAN CEREMONIAL.
" Eveiy [Indian] king has his coun-

" cil, consisting of all the old and wise

" men of his nation, which, perhaps, is

"200 people; and the young men, too,

" are consulted upon any matter of

" moment. It is admirable to consider,

"how powerful the kings are, and yet
" how they move bj' the breath of their

" people. I have had occasion to be
" in council with them, upon treaties for

"land and to adjust terms of trade.

" Their order is thus : the king sits in

" the middle of a half-moon ; and has his

" council, the old and the wise on each

" hand. Behind them, at a little dis-

" tance, sit the younger fry in the

" same figure. Whilst speaking is going
" forward, on either side, not a man
"throughout the assembly either whis-

" pers or smiles. On one of these occa-

" sions, a young man made a speech to

" me in the name of the king, stating

" that the reason they had not given

"me a definite answer, at the time of

"the previous meeting on the same
" subject, was, that they were not cer-

" tain that all the Indians then present,

" understood it. Anyhow, that they
" wanted time to deliberate ; but were
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"now ready, etc. Another made a
" speech to the Indians in the name of

" all the Sachamakers, or Kings. 1st.

" To tell them what was done. Next

:

" To charge them to love the Christians,

" and particularly, to live in peace with

"me [Penn], and my government. That
" many governors had been in the river;

" but that no governor had come him-

" self to live there before ; and having

" now such a one, who treated them
" well, they should never do him, or his,

" any wrong ; at every sentence of

" which the}' shouted ; and, in their

"way, said: Amen. * * * When
" the purchase [of land] was con-

" eluded, great promises passed between
" us of kindness and good neighborhood,

"and that the Indians and English

" must live in love as long as the sun

"gave light."

—

Wm. Penn.

According to Captain Civility, the

interpreting chief at Gov Gordon's

conference with the Indians at Con-

estoga, May 26th, 1728, Penn's First

Treaty was to be binding " as long as

" the creeks and rivers should run, and
" sun, moon and stars endure."

It was an idea of the proprietary

times, that the whites and Indians could

live together in harmony, upon the same

soil. The Indians believed it, and so

did the whites, till they became thickly

settled, when the inconveniences ap-

peared, and the poor Indians were

driven awa}\

THE PLACE OF THE TREATIES.

In perusing any of the memoirs of

this general transaction, except perhaps

that of Du Ponceau and Fisher, in con-

junction with the speeches of Granville

John Penn, Esq., and Henry D. Gilpin,

a vague feeling of unsatisfaction anno}'s

the mind. Every thing that ever took

place upon earth, at some time or other,

in the mind of some skeptic or other,

will be resolved into a myth. This is

the penalty as well of singularity as of

greatness ; the mere delver after facts,

constantly forgetting that the changes

of the divine kaleidescope must be more

surprising, more amazing, than the sub-

tlest human fiction. But when all the

narratives and accompanying documents

are weighed together, the many little

half-remembered, or scarcely glimpsed

circumstances, while detached of no

value, fall and fit into the gaps of the

neglected and supposed fatally-injured

mosaic, converting the suspected tra-

dition into an accepted truth. The one

GREAT TREATY OF WlLLIAM PENN all the

Indians and all the whites have con-

stantly, and in the main consistent^',

referred to in public transactions from

within a half generation of the actual

occurrence down to this day. But Sak-

imaxing was the place of the chiefs,

therefore, as certainly the place of the

treaties. Though, happily, the enwo-

maning of the Delawares did not occur

at Sakimaxing, there, doubtless, the

treaties and land sales with and to

the Swedes, the Dutch and the English

were held, throughout the generation be-

fore Penn, and down to this veiy day.

Markham, for the Pennsbury tract alone,

and again, both for land and for peace-

ful influence, with the three commission-

ers, there sat in conference with the

tribes. There Penn confirmed their pre-

liminary compact. There Holme, as

President of the Council, bought land

in 1685 of Shakapoh and other " Saka-

makers," and there William Penn also

purchased land and made his two leagues

of friendship and love, the first and

Great Treaty of autumn, 1682, and the

second treat}7 of 1701. Both these lat-

ter, in Indian tradition and common ac-

ceptation, though nineteen years apart,

were confounded, and considered as one.

THE DELAWARES.

As is shown presently, the Delaware

Indians, by their own exigencies, were

prepared for a life of quiet and pacific

intercourse ; but the personal influ-

ence and example of Penn must have

been all-pervading, to so change all

savage instincts and modes of thought,
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as to lead the descendants of those

who knew him face to face, forty

years after he became Proprietary, and

"three years after his spirit had fled

to a better world," to intercede for the

pardon, without trial, of one Cartlidge,

who had murdered, with circumstances

of extreme cruelty, the first Indian ever

killed in Pennsylvania by a white man.

Other and worse murders followed.

The second treaty is recalled by a re-

mark of Dr. Franklin, who observes " of

the Indians murdered at Conestoga,

Shehaes was a very old man, having

assisted at the second treaty, held with

the Indians by William Penn in 1710."

INDIAN RECOLLECTION
ASD

COMMEMORATION.

At the time of the treaty of Fort

Stanwix,* I was adopted into the family

of a chief of the Tuscaroras, a cele-

brated and distinguished warrior, who
gave me one of his own names, Te-

gochtias or Paroquet; and was "much
pleased" with iny being one of the young-

people of the country of the much-

respected and highly-esteemed Onas, or

Penn.

—

Judge Richard Peters

Well pronounced, by Du Ponceau and

Fisher, as a man worthy of the most

unqualified credit in what he says of his

own knowledge, the venerable Hecke-

welder, an eye-witness, speaking of the

Indian tribes of Pennsylvania, remarks

their great aversion to holding treaties,

save in the open air. He then proceeds

to relate what the Indians themselves

told him of the conduct of William

Penn, who, " when he treated with them,

" adopted the ancient mode of their an-

cestors, and convened them under a

" grove of shady trees, where the little

" birds on their boughs were warbling

"their sweet notes." This historian

continues :
" In commemoration of

" these conferences, (* * * always to the

"Indians a subject of pleasing remern-

* Built ia 1758, upon the spot where Rome, New York,

now stands.

" brance,) they frequently assembled to-

" gether in the woods, in some shady spot,

"as nearly as possible similar to those
" where they used to meet their brother
" Miquon;* and there lay all his words,
'• and speeches, with those of his descend-

"ants, on a blanket, or a clean piece of

"bark, and with great satisfaction, go

"successively over the whole. This

" practice, which I have frequently wit-

nessed, continued till the year 1780,

" when the disturbances which then took
" place put an end to it, probably for-

"ever."

They had, in their strings and belts

of wampum, an artificial memory, re-

freshed by constant revision.—The Chief

Ghesaont. Loskiel. Du Ponceau.

Fisher.

Thus it seems that the lapse of one

hundred years— three generations—had

not begun to obliterate the feeling of the

thorough equity and goodness of Wil-

liam Penn, stamped upon the minds of

this strong and noble race, for it must

be remembered that the Delawares —
never weaklings—were originally of the

fiercest ; were only restrained to the

figurative " condition of the woman" by

their sense of honor to their grand pre-

servative compact ; that, in later years,

the mediatorial office, being rendered

useless by the presence of the whites

and the totally altered state of the red

men, the Six Nations were constrained,

in formal treaty, figuratively, to return

their relinquished, manly right of war,

and that at this instant the warriors of

the Lenape are more dreaded by the

Western savages than any of all the

tribes ; their very name being the squaw-

nurse's frightening-word to her refrac-

tory papoose, a thousand miles from

their present seat beyond the Missis-

sippi. And not unlikely their wise men

still impress upon the hearts of the ar-

dent youths of this fast dwindling nation

the abiding sense of the perfect faith

and unequalled virtue of William Penn.

* Or, " Onas."
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It will readily be understood, from

the Indian method of recalling past

events, that dates are much more apt to

be confused, or forgotten, than facts.

Also, that, when the account passes to

another band, without the strings and

belts of wampum, whose existence in the

participating tribe renders the matter

far more documentary than traditionary,

two or more veiy similar events, between

the same general parties, are very apt

to be fused into one. Yet there is

great probability in the reminiscence of

Civility, the chief and interpreter, in

Governor Keith's conference with the

Conestogas in 1722. Some doubt is

thrown upon the claim of a parchment

passing from Penn to the natives in

1682, though there may have been such

a scroll, embodying a few general prin-

ciples, as the white man's token for

the red man's wampum. At any rate,

Civility claimed, that Penn, to confirm

the Great Treaty, gave the Indians a

parchment-roll, and told them to pre-

serve it carefully for three generations,

that their children might see and know
what had passed in council, as if he had

remained personally with them to repeat

it-^-and that the Christianas might recall

and respect it ; but that the fourth

generation would forget both him and

it. This seems to have been prophetic,

whether spoken by Penn, or invented

by the Indian orator ; for the fourth

generation were the actors of the Ameri-

can revolution, and did forget both him

and it.

Clarkson relates that on the day ap-

pointed for the treaty, William Penn,

with his friends, men, women, and youths

of both sexes, travelled from Chester

fifteen miles to Coaquannock, where they

. met the Indians, so numerous that they

swarmed in the woods as far as eye

could reach, and looked frightful, both

on account of their number and their

arms. West, the painter, also, in his

picture of the Treaty, gives the natives

arms. As we shall see directly, they

could not have been armed; but their

peace toilet, to those unacquainted with

Indian customs, would be quite as terror-

striking as war-paint. The Indians

never take arms to treaties. Heckewel-

der says :
" They do not even permit a

"warlike weapon within the limits of

" their council-fire, even when assembled

" for ordinary business."

THE LENNI LENAPE.

The simple fact is, that these Indians,

passing with us as aborigines, who, in

the superficial notions of Reynal and

Voltaire, stood gloating upon the shores

of the Delaware, ready to devour Penn
and his devoted followers, had been pre-

pared for the reception of humanizing

propositions long before. According to

universal tradition among the north-

ern Indian nations of North America,

the Lenni Lenape* — known to the

French as Algonquins, to the English

as the Delawares— from far to the

west moved eastward, united with the

Iroquois or Mengwe, and conquered

the Allegewi, a nation powerful, war-

like, and of large stature, with many
large cities. The struggle was pro-

tracted and doubtful. Bloody battles

were fought, and large mounds of earth

heaped over the slain. At length the

newer and less civilized barbarians tri-

umphed, and the Allegewi fled down the

Mississippi, never to return. The con-

querors reported of themselves that they

had previously sought permission of the

Allegewi to pass peaceably through their

country, and were refused ; and deter-

mined to force their way, and suc-

ceeded.

THE ENWOMANING OF THE
DELAWARES.

The victors divided the country, the

Iroquois taking the northern portion

along the fresh water lakes and the great

river, St. Lawrence. The Lenape crossed

the Alleghenies, and discovered the great

salt water lake, Atlantic. The}' called

* That is, the original people.
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the Delaware Lenape-wihittuclc, or the

rapid river of the Lenape, and extended

themselves to the Potomac, Susquehanna

and Hudson. In course of time they

divided into three tribes, the Turtle, the

Turkey, and the Wolf. The Turtle and

the Turkey held between the seacoast

and the mountains ; the Wolf, or Minsi,

tribe lighted their council-fire at Minni-

sink, about twenty-five miles west of

Newburgh, on the Hudson. The 3Iohi-

canni, or Mohegans, and all the tribes

of the southern and eastern shores of

New England, derived from, and were

styled the grandchildren of, the Lenni

Lem.pe, who were alwa}'s enterprising

and replete with savage virtues. But,

as just before the establishment of the

English settlements there, a pestilence

assimilated to the yellow fever, had swept

off nine-tenths of the Indian inhabitants

of New England, so a similar depopu-

lating preparation for European enlight-

enment had been made in the more

western and southern regions. Sangui-

nary wars between the Mengwe and the

Lenni Lenape races had sorely wasted

all the tribes alike ; and a peaceful

mediatorship arose in the grand council

of the Del awares. However singular,

this is authentic, that the latter, though

greatly respected, and honored with the

title of " grandfather" by many tribes,

were yet, by their own admission, re-

duced in making war, the only real

business of Indian life, to the condition

of women. The Iroquois, Mengwe, or

Five Nations, boasted that their prowess

and generalship had occasioned this,

although, as the most noble are origin-

ally the least suspecting, and never

adequately on guard, save with open

foes, it looks more like the result of

guile. The Lenni Lenape, or Delawares,

explained it as the eflfect of an embassy

from the Iroquois to this purpose :
" It

"is not profitable that all the nations

"should be at war with one another, for

" this will finally be the ruin of the

"whole Indian race. There is only one
" remedy. One nation shall be the

"WOMAN. We will all defend the

" woman. She shall not go to war, but
" speak words of peace, and warn those

" walking in foolish ways. The men
" shall hear and obey the woman." The

Delawares consented. A grand council

followed, wherein the Iroquois declared

in their figurative style :
" We dress you

"in a woman's long habit, we give you
" oil and medicine, a plant of maize, and
" a hoe ; to your care we commit the

" great belt of peace and the chain of

"friendship."*

Now, it is obvious, that there being

but one other great nation, of neither

Mengwe or Lenni Lenape blood, in their

whole region, namely, the Wya,ndots,

Hurons, or Adirondacks, as they were

indifferently called, and they far to the

north, while the Troquois strictly kept

this pledge, all the septs, together, were

benefited ; but, if the Iroquois warred

with the Wyandots, or even with the

grandchildren of the Delawares, as long

as they refrained from directly warring

upon the Delawares, these having given

up the power of war, and accepted the

great belt of peace, could not interfere,

but merely remonstrate and advise.

Thus, much against their will, they fell

into a secondary position, though always

asserting their voluntary adoption of

this mediatorial condition. They could

the less escape from this state, because

the Iroquois had really conquered the

Adirondacks, and so acquired a boasting-

confidence the Delawares could not very

well withstand. This relation of the

Delawares accoi'ds much better witli the

respect voluntarily paid them, and the

weight of their counsels, than the ver-

sion of the Five Nations. Still, we find,

traditionally, from Judge Peters, that

the Six Nations considered themselves

the masters of all the nations with

whom William Penn had dealings in

his time.

* The Delawares say, that this compact was made at

Norman's Kill, a mill-stream emptying into the Hudson,
one and a half miles below Albany, N. Y., some time

between 1609 and 1620.—Jam 3 N. Barker.
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A SAVAGE THICK SETTLEMENT.

The general conception, touching the

actual mass of a population of savage

hunters, in proportion to the area of any

particular region, is very vague. When
beginning, to themselves, to be incon-

veniently crowded, they will not average

more than one Indian to a square mile.

Then, instead of being distributed evenly

throughout the habitable parts of the

continent at this rate, they were in

scattered clusters, rarely leaving tracts,

streams or lake shores, whereon they

found a living, or sought a foe ; and as

utterly ignorant of most of the land they

inhabited, as is the civilized mariner of

the ocean beyond the sweep of the trade-

winds. The white man encountered the

Indian, because the white man kept to the

general passes of the country, outside,

or between which, were extensive tracts,

as new to the red man as to the white.

THE UXWOMANING OF THE
DELAWARES.

This peace-making dignity of the Dela-

wares was probably instituted in the

time of the grandsires of those who
treated with William Penn ; but the

body of the nation were growing restive,

and, in the days of the grandsons of the

participants in Penn's treaty, the Dela-

wares having been in the interim,

throughout a disturbed and troublous

period, much engaged in war, and the

Iroquois being greatly weakened, the

compact was abrogated, as formally as

it had been entered into. Judge Peters

says, September, 1825: "Fifty-seven

"years ago" [in 1768] "I was present

" when the Delawares and Shawanese
" were released by the Iroquois or Six

"Nations (originally Five) from the

" subordination in which they had been

"held from the time of their being

"conquered ( ! ). The ceremony was
" called taking off the petticoat ; and
" was a very curious spectacle." Here,

we are only sorry that he did not de-

scribe it at length, as the "taking off"

would have been the converse of the

"putting on." It will be marked that,

from intermediate alliance, two southern

tribes were involved, not parties to the

original transaction, one on each side,

namely : the Monacans or Tuscaroras,

and the Suwanees or Shawanese. In

1770, the seat of the combined Dela-

wares and Shawanese was in the eastern

parts of the present State of Ohio.

In the interval between Penn's first

and second visits, about sixty families

of Shawanese, driven from home in the

south by Indian wars, settled at Cones-

toga. We hear of them in 1698. They
seem to have applied to the government,

in 1682, for protection, which Penn,

arriving shortly afterwards from Eng-

land, granted. Fresh difficulties were

settled afterwards by Penn on his sec-

ond arrival, in 1701.

THE PENNS WELSH.
Onas, a Pen, or Quill, a literal trans-

lation of the most obvious sense of

Penn's name, which, however, is most

likely from the Welsh, and, in that case,

means a Mountain. It is a pity the In-

dians were not informed of the true

etymology, as their oratorical imagery

would have been much improved. It

lends a certain color to this assumption,

that the new name given to Upland,

which became the seat of government,

was Chester, a town in England, upon

the marches of Wales, and anciently

within the boundary of the latter king-

dom ; although we are told that Penn

gave the name " in remembrance of the

city whence his friend and companion,

Pearson, came."

In the following letter to Robert

Turner, although Penn does not abso-

lutely say his own family is Welsh, his

remarks strongly assist our theory :

Fifth op First Month, 1681.

To Robert Turner:

Dear Friend:—
My true love in the Lord salute

thee, and dear friends, that love the

Lord's truth, in those parts.* Thine,

* Dublin, Ireland.
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I have ; and, for my business here,

know : that, after many waitings, watch-

ings, solicitings, and disputes in coun-

cil, this day my country was con-

firmed to me, under the great seal of

England, with large powers and privi-

leges, by the name of PENNSILVANIA,
a name the king would have given it, in

honor of my father. J chose New Wales,

being, as this, a pretty hilly country
;

but Penn being Welsh for a head.* as

Pen-man-nioire,f in Wales, and Penrith,

in Cumberland, and Penn, in Bucking-

hamshire, the highest land in England,

they called this Pensilvania, which is

the high, or head, woodlands ;J for I pro-

posed, when the secretary, a Welshman,

refused to have it called New Wales,

Silvania ; and they added Penn to it,

and though I much opposed it, and

went to the king to have it struck out

and altered, he said 'twas past, and

would take it upon him, nor could twenty

guineas move the undersecretaries to

vary the name, for I feared, least it

should be looked upon, as a vanity in me,

and not, as a respect, in the king, as it

truly was, to my father, whom he often

mentions with praise. Thou mayst com-

municate my grant to my friends, and

expect, shortly, my proposals. 'Tis a

clear and just thing; and my God, that

has given it me, through many difficulties,

will, I believe, bless and make it the seed

of a nation. I shall have a tender care

to the government, that it will be well laid

at first.

No more, now, but dear love in the

truth.

Thy true friend,

W. PENN.

The Penn s of Stoke-Pogis, (Bucking-

hamshire, England,) whose church and

burial ground form the locality of

Gray's Elegy, were settled at an early

period at Minety, Gloucestershire, and

at Penn's Lodge, Wiltshire. Now the

county of Gloucester is in the west of

* Or mountain. t Pen-maen-mawr.

J Poetically, The Alpine Forest, or better, The Moun-
ain Wood.

England, adjoining Wales ; and Wilts

is contiguous to, and immediately south

of Gloucester. Buckingham is a mid-

England county ; but the Penns were

not seated here till after the times of

Admiral Penn and his son, William, the

Founder, the estate of Stoke having

been purchased from the executors of

Lady Cobham, in 1160, by Hon. Thomas

Penn, Lord Proprietary of Pennsylvania.

The Delawares being under the tutelage

of the Five Nations, adopted the Iro-

quois term Onas in their public speeches

;

but when among themselves always

called him by the Lenni Lenape term

Miquon, a word of the same signification.

THE PENN ARMS.

The arms

of the Penn

fa m i 1 y are

:

Argent, on a

fe s s sable,

three plates.

Crest, a demi-

lion rampant

argent,gorged

with a collar

sable, charged

with three

plates. Motto:

Dum Clarum Rectum Teneam.

THE HAND-BOARD.
Even when in the immediate neigh-

borhood, the curious stranger, or the

townsman of leisure from another part

of the city, would probably have some

little difficulty in finding the memorial

obelisk of the Penn Society. It is very

closely encompassed by the remains of

its own enclosure of white palings, tol-

erably perfect on the Beach street front

and the two sides. The back is gone

;

but that, under the circumstances, makes
no difference, as its place is supplied

—

upon the old line—by the back of a

square enclosure of thickly-placed, un-

painted, darkly-weathered palings, about

twice the height of the memorial itself.

Directly east of this, or up Beach street,
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is Gorgas's brick counting-house, one

story high, with far-projecting eaves

;

and a few rods west stands the Vandu-

sens' counting-house, also one story in

height. Between Gorgas's office and

the outer rough enclosure up-springs

the flourishing young oifshoot of the

Great Elm, straight, tall, and symmet-

rically developed, with the sprays of its

over-arching, down-sweeping branches

almost resting upon, and projecting well

beyond, the top of the obelisk. Directly

alongside this outer enclosure, on the

west, or down Beach street, grows a

healthy and handsome young button-

wood, whose branches and sprays inter-

lock with those of the elm. The build-

ings, on the same side of the street,

east and west of Gorgas's and Vandu-

sens' offices are large and several stories

high. The cord-wood piles in Gorgas's

yard almost touch the obelisk enclosure,

and, resting against it, in Vandusens'

yard, are piles of ship-timber. The

outer palings, besides being tall, are

pretty close together, and the dull brown

of their exterior harmonizes with, and

sinks into, the commingled subdued yel-

lows and browns of the wood and ship

yards. What contrast the dull white

marble, of the memorial monolith, would

make with all this, is quite dissipated by

the glimmering white palings just around

it ; and the uncertainty is increased by

the shades and shadows of the two

trees. Altogether, the quietness of hue

and tone is such, that an unaccustomed

glance along Beach street, in either di-

rection, would probably fail to find the

stone, which, in its public seclusion, it

requires a scrutinizing eye to detect.

The surest method for the stranger,

starting from the heart of the city, is to

take the Eighth and Diamond street

cars to Eighth and Girard avenue, pro-

cure a pass, for down the avenue to the

Delaware, and tell the conductor to stop

at the Penn Treaty Monument, in Beach

street below Palmer. The car of the

same line will pick up the visitor at the

same spot, and, by means of a Fourth

street pass, convey him back again to

the centre of the city.

The river front and the line of Beach

street, on and immediately about the

Treaty-ground—inside the limits of the

plot, whose purchase we recommend for

public use—include a range of heavy

business, the managers of which—from

the ease, celerity, and certainty of their

mechanical facilities for doing heavy

and difficult work, and the skill and

adroitness of their mechanics and mech-

anicians—would certainly be considered

as great medicine or mystery-men by

any straggling braves of the dwindling

remnant of the Lenni-Lenape, who,

from the distant banks of the Arkansas,

or the Canadian, should visit the shores

of the Lenap-Hittuck ; or by any of the

shades of the tribe of Tamanend, of the

Nation of the Woman, who could leave

the spirit-land and revisit their ancient

hunting-ground. And symbolizing the

Treaty vicinage of the present day, by

characterizing its possessors in their

most complimentary st}rle, both em-

bodied and disembodied souls would

verily and veritably say, " This is the

place of the eels."

THE TRUE MERIT OF THE
FOUNDER

In the cogent reasoning and ele-

gant reflections of Du Ponceau and

Fisher :
" It is not upon this [the

" great treaty], that depends the fame

" of our illustrious founder; nor is it on

" his having purchased his lands of the

" Indians, instead of taking them b}r

"force. Others before him had made
"treaties of friendship and of alliance,

" with the original possessors of the

"American soil; others had obtained

" their lands from them by fair purchase

:

" in Pennsylvania, the Swedes, the

" Dutch, and the English, who governed

" the country during the space of eigh-

" teen years under the Duke of York,

"had pursued the same peaceable sys-

" tern. It is, therefore, not only unjust

"but it is extremely injudicious to en-
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" deavor to ascribe to William Penn
" the exclusive merit of a conduct
" pointed out, not only by the plainest

"rules of justice, and the example of his

"predecessors, but also by prudence and
" the soundest policy, particularly, when

"it is considered, how much easier and

"cheaper it was, to purchase the lands

" of those savage tribes, than to attempt

" to take them by force, which, in the in-

" fancy of colonies, would not have been
" an easy task. When the European
" writers praised William Penn so highly

" for having purchased his lands of the

" Indians, they meant to place his con-

" duct in opposition to that of Pizarro

" and Cortez ; and although they attrib-

" uted to Penn alone, a merit to which
" he was not exclusively entitled ; they
" could not have chosen a fitter per-

" sonage to make the strongest conti"ast

" with those destroyers of their fellow-

" men."

In fact our founder was his own ex-

emplar, for Penn himself, the chief in-

strument in settling West New Jersey,

directed at the start, in 16 11, that the

lands should be purchased from the In-

dians.

—

Roberts Vaux.

To resume Du Ponceau and Fisher

:

" The true merit of William Penn, that

"in which he surpasses all the founders

" of empires, whose names are recorded

" in ancient and modern history, is not

" in having made treaties with, or pur-

" chased lands of the Indians, but in the

"honesty, the integrity, the strict jus-

" tice with which he constantly treated

" the aborigines of the land ; in the

" fairness of all his dealings with them,
" in the faithful observance of his prom-

"ises, in the ascendancy which he ac-

" quired over their untutored minds ; in

"the feelings of gratitude with which
" his conduct and his character inspired

" them, and which they, through succes-

" sive generations, until their final dis-

" appearance from our soil, never could

" nor did forget, and to the last moment
"kept alive in their memories."

POWERS OP THE PROPRIETARY.

No man, not absolutely a monarch,
ever ruled with more power, than that,

by England's charter, devolved upon
William Penn. He had sought it

purposely, in order that he might ef-

fectually restrain his lineal successors.

He had free use of all ports, bays, rivers

and waters ; and all islands, mountains,

soils, mines and their produce were

wholly granted to, and vested in him.

He was made absolute Proprietary of

the territory, to be held of the crown in

free and common socage and fealty only,

at a rent of two beaver skins payable to

the king annually, and a royalty of 1-5

of all the gold and silver discovered.

He had the power of making laws, with

the advice and assent of the freemen of

the territory assembled, for raising

money for the public uses ; of ap-

pointing judges and other officers; of

pardoning and reprieving, except in

cases of high treason and murder—re-

prieve in these cases to be granted only

till the pleasure of the king should be

known. All the laws made in the prov-

ince were to be agreeable to reason and

not repugnant to those of England

;

duplicates of them to be sent to the

Privy Council within five years after

their passage ; and, if within six months

after their transmission such laws were

not pronounced void by said council,

they were to be held approved and valid.

He could divide the province into hun-

dreds, towns and counties ; could erect

towns into boroughs, and boroughs into

cities ; could with the advice of the as-

sembled freemen, assess reasonable cus-

toms on goods laden and unladen, re-

serving to the king imposts established

by act of Parliament. He was not to

maintain correspondence with any

power at war with England, nor make
war with any power in amity with Eng-

land. Any doubts as to the manner of

construing any expression of the charter

to be resolved in the manner most favor-

able to Penn and his heirs.
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PROFESSION MADE PRACTICE.

William Penn thoroughly compre-

hended, and determined to establish in a

virgin land, unawed and untrammelled

by precedent or authority the principles

of republican constitutional liberty. In

proof of this, mark the following ex-

tract from a letter written in the blossom

of his Proprietorship.

" Westminster,

12th of 2d mo., 1681.

Deak R. Turner,

Ant. Sharp,

and
R. Roberts :******

For the matters of liberty and privi-

lege I propose, that which is extraor-

dinary ; and, to leave myself, and suc-

cessors, NO POWER OF DOING MISCHIEF
;

that the will of one man may not hinder

THE GOOD OF AN WHOLE COUNTRY But

to publish these things, now and here,

as matters stand, would not be wise

;

and I was advised to reserve that, till I

came there.

W. PENN.
[-Robert Turner,

Merchant,

At his house

in Dublin.]"

Mark, also, that this profession was

immediately confirmed by practice, on

Penn's first conference with the Repre-

sentative Assembly of Pennsylvania
;

the action then irrevocably taken, estab-

lishing the liberties of this Common-
wealth upon their present basis.

THE PURPOSE, AGAIN.

To return to our main object : We
ask—and the circumstances justify us

in asking—this great Commonwealth to

purchase and set aside, for the encour-

agement and use of all her sons and

daughters, the tract of ground between

Palmer and Marlborough streets and

Richmond street, and the river Dela-

ware, which, when its water-front is ex-

tended to the Port Warden's line, will

be about 950 feet square, containing, in

its very centre, the exact site of the

Great Elm Tree, the tree itself to be re-

placed by a monument, noble and lofty,

serving to commemorate both the Lenni-

Lenape and the Founder ; but specially

dedicated to William Penn. The de-

signs for this will exercise the highest

soaring, the most imaginative, of our

architects ; and the selected one may
stamp one of them as great ; but we
now strive to incite the members of the

whole community to determine : Firstly :

— that this thing shall be done:

—

Secondly :—that they will immediately

proceed to do it. The ground acquired,

and a fair and large proportion of the

money for embellishment paid in, it will

then be time to discuss the means of

adornment. For action, the present

moment is the best.

Inadequately as the writer has herein

skimmed the chronicles, in order that

the casual reader may have at least an

index to the greater bearings of the

subject, it needs few words to convince

the generous mind, that the Delaware

Indians ought to be honored with the

accessorial parts of this monument.

Possessed of a language far superior in

construction to any other of the Indian

tongues, and described by Penn himself

as, like the Hebrew, " narrow and lofty

;

but, in signification, full "—as a tribe,

they are memorable in other points :—in

none more so—apart from their relation

to Penn—than in their " woman " me-

diatorship among their congeners.

What, however, was entered into, when

they were amply able to cope with their

opponents, was purposely misconstrued

by the devisers of the scheme, and,

practically, the Delawares never regained

their old position in Indian blazonry,

until long after the arrival of the whites,

when it really mattered little to any of

the parties concerned. The remnant of

the Lenni-Lenape retired from the shores

of the Delaware between 1740 and 1760.
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In IT 41 a few lingered in the forks of

the Delaware. Being in the way of the

whites there, it was thought best to send

for Canassatego, a chief of the Mengwes,

who harangued the Delawares in council

in a style, probably much more forcible

than agreeable. He said : "We conquered

" you in battle. We made women of you.

" Retire to the other side of the Dela-

"ware." And the Lenape implicitly

obeyed.* This was hardly the result of

acquiescence in Iroquois right, but,

rather, submission to the preponderant

weight of Iroquois numbers. According

to the Indian practice, had the Men-

gwe really conquered the Lenape, the

latter would have been fairly merged in

the different tribes of the victorious

confederacy. Thus we see uprightness

temporarily failing before finesse, and

the insinuating profession of comity

quickly changing into the arrogance of

intolerable oppression. It was no

more than poetical justice that, at Fort

Stanwix, -
)" on the Mohawk, the heart of

their own country, the crafty descend-

ants of the crafty Mengwe should be

obliged forever to abjure any semblance

of superiority over the descendants of

the very Lenape, who, at Norman's Kill,

near the Hudson, in deference to the

general Indian weal, had formally re-

nounced Indian warfare. And so the

waters of the Mohawk—from the far-off

region of the greater and the lesser

lakes—ever sweeping past the mouth,

and mingling—in the bosom of the

Hudson—with the waters of Norman's

Kill, constantly murmur, " Once upon

your banks, one great tribe was deceived

by another, through a great wrong ; but

long after, upon our shores, that wrong

was redressed, to be repeated never

more."

MONUMENTS not QUAKERLY :

BUT
PEOPLE-LIKE.

Not with the consent of William Penn

* James N. Barker. t Rome, N. Y.

himself, if he were living, not with the

approbation of the Society of Friends,

to which he belonged, could we erect a

Monument to the Founder of the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania. But the

separatists of one era are the moderat-

ists of the next. Sects, as well as

men, have their appointed time, and

die ; but whatever they possess of real

truth lives on forever. That which is in

harmony with nature endures, but that

which is contrary to nature perishes.

The Friends, iu many respects, have

modified their practices, if not their

tenets. They once eschewed represen-

tative art of every kind. Now they

have choicely illustrated books upon

their tables, and fine engravings upon

their walls. Not unlikely, too, some

of them may confess and indulge a taste

for statuary. At all events, it is not

upon our dead worthy, or on the chil-

dren of his co-religionists, that we have

now to work
;
but upon the great outer

world, including, we fear, much of the

flesh, although not altogether destitute

of the spirit.

The Friends, themselves, are a living

monument—of a very sturdj'
- material,

though, it must be confessed, of the

plainest possible design and execution

—

to the Memory and Divine Love of the

SAVIOUR:—in the grand in-gathering

of creeds and works, at the fulness of

time, to be one of the blocks of that

ever-during monument of human souls,

designed and erecting— without the

sound of a hammer,—without the motion

of a hand,—without the word of a lip,

—

in—by—to— and for— the Glory of

GOD.

THE CHARACTER OF PENN
We, certainly, cannot add one parti-

cle to the good fame of Penn. The son

of an Admiral and a hero, himself a

hero yet greater ; far and well descend-

ed, through both father and mother;

handsome and accomplished ; the pet

of fortune ; the companion and the

favorite of kings ; he yet dared differ
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with the fashion, both in profession and

in morals, and frequented palaces, with-

out a flaw in his integrity. Riches,

pleasure, power, rank, office, wooed him,

on the one hand ; ridicule, contumely,

neglect, buffetings, imprisonment and

the stern disapprobation of a loving

father, threatened him upon the other.

He might choose as he pleased, but was

implored to beware. All these threaten-

ings were followed by acts stern as

themselves. Then there was a respite,

and again he was besought to consider.

He might think as he pleased, if he

would only say nothing ; and through-

out his life all would be well. Yet he

chose to speak his own thoughts,

although he knew himself to be em-

bracing trouble and sorrow ; and his

father gave him up as incorrigible and

one he could not help ; but only, how-

ever, to become, at length, fully and

finally reconciled to the course of a son,

whose attainments, qualities and con-

duct afforded him a just pride, no

matter how badly the youth mistook

the thriving way of the world. The

peerage, they both might have had in

turn, was, in accordance with the wishes

-of the younger, put aside for a prospec-

tive province, wherein might be set in

action some of the very peculiar notions

on government embraced by William

Penn. The brave and keen old father

died ; and, after much difficulty and

delay, the son secured the charter of an

undefined wilderness, which, however it

appeared then, was, in truth, a richer

principality than the proudest ever

known in Europe. Yet a principality only

destined to make its beneficent owner

poorer, until, finally, in the sickness of

his latter days, and the bitterness of his

spirit, he was constrained to mortgage,

and had even determined to sell it,

though, haply, it was preserved to his

children ; and, while not rating highly

in his lifetime, turned out to be much

the better portion of the family estate.

With many and warm friends, among

all classes of society, both in the old

world and the new, beside his family and
his religion—apparently his only com-

pensating sources of comfort—he was
foully belied by blatant enemies, and
scandalously wronged by the ungrate-

ful steward, Ford. Ostensibly and,

indeed, really rich, yet, through all his

days, hampered in his large and just

designs, as by pinching poverty
;
perse-

cuted and imprisoned for his religion

;

pursued at law and again imprisoned

through the heirs of the over-trusted

agent, who had misapplied his substance

and kept him poor; the personal friend

of Queen Anne, as he had been of her

grand-aunt, Elizabeth of Bohemia, her

uncle, Charles II., and her father, James
II., and in his age, as in his youth, a

constant guest at court
;

}'et harassed

with constant anxiety concerning his

private affairs ; a loving husband and

a fostering father ; of a sweet temper,

a pure character and a never worse

vilified reputation ; eminently accepta-

ble as author and preacher ; a good

constitutional lawyer, a forcible advo-

cate, and, as a statesman, great and

comprehensive; his splendid stamina

and his buoyant spirit succumbed at last

to prolonged pressure, beyond even the

strength of his superior human powers

;

and, falling suddenly into ill-health,

which lapsed into a general decline, he

lived on for ten years, with greatly im-

paired faculties, though still blessed

with patience and hope ; and died, be-

tween two and three o'clock, on the

morning of the thirtieth day of July,

1718, in the seventy-fourth year of his

age. From the instant of his death, until

within the last two decades", his reputa-

tion rapidly augmented and improved,

until he was, by universal historical

consent, placed with the very highest of

the very few, like Alfred and Washing-

ton, world-known as both great and

good. But latterly, a successful statist

and most eloquent historian, in very

wantonness, speciously assailed the fair

fame of the Founder, only to have a

score of eager and able champions so
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thoroughly traverse and refute his gra-

tuitous slanders, that, more than ever

lustrous, William Penn, sun-like, beams

upon an admiring world with scarcely a

spot.

THE EXEMPLAR.

It is, therefore, in English and Ameri-

can history—in all history—as the only

worthy successor to Alfred, and the only

worthy antecessor of Washington—the

lives of all three of these men having

been throughout and thoroughly based

upon the everlasting principles of truth

and right—among the few born leaders

of mankind in all good and deterrers in

all evil, that we have to number Wil-

liam Penn. If the memory of Washing-

ton rightly demands, from his revering

countrymen, the erection of a monument,

and it does demand the erection of many,

we must ponder this significant fact

:

Washington's last, pure, great exemplar,

was William Penn. In the light of this

pregnant fact, what excuse can Pennsyl-

vania offer to herself, for not erecting

as lofty a monument to her modest, but

exalted Founder ? As a means of educa-

tion in purity of life, apart from the

mental instruction procured from books,

it will be an invaluable aid to the system

of common schools, whose great advo-

cate in this commonwealth, newly rests

beneath the sod. It is idle to say that

the permanent public commemoration of

individuals partakes of idolatry. It is

a thing only possible to the rare few,

and to them, it is only the recognition

of benefits bestowed b} r the distinguished

dead, upon their own and sequent gen-

erations—the acknowledgment that in a

world of many dangers and much temp-

tation, this or that man determined to

do good, and was enabled to do it.

Monuments raised to such great souls,

have a constant tendency, while, from

self-introspection they improve the whole

community, to reproduce similar heroes.

It is by such means that true patriotism

is kept alive ; and liberty and union are

preserved against insidious foes forever.

ACTION.
We ask, then, the good citizens of

Philadelphia, to enter into this work

with heart and soul. Action, organiza-

tion, and an united aim accomplish much.

We hope and expect to see, ere long, a

mighty, an effectual movement. The

site ordered by the General Assembly

once procured, and the popular subscrip-

tion for the chief memorial and the ac-

companying embellishments of Saki-

maxing realized, we may be tempted to

give our ideas of the proper method of

managing the work. But never, until

the general points of this long continued

and widely extended day-dream, con-

stantly filling the minds of a multitude,

shall become a reality, will Pennsylvania

accord due honor to the memory of her

illustrious founder; and never, until

then, will our citizens feel satisfied with

the city of his love and theirs. When
haply this dream does become a tangible

realit}-

, the commonwealth and the me-

tropolis need blush no longer for justice

deferred. Then shall Shackamexing be

resolved into Sakimaxing. Then shall

the Place 9e the Eels become once

more the Place of the Chiefs.

Then as the citizen—or the sojourner,

glances admiringly along up the sky-

piercing taper of its stately pile, reads

its exterior inscriptions and ponders its

interior tablets, walks beneath the elmen

shade of its grassy plots; scans the

rightward incurving river, and views

afar the spire of Swedes church, upon

the shore of Wicacoa—will the mind

recur to the scene in the earlier days

of the proprietary. Then will the heart

recall " The only treaty between the

whites and the red men, never sworn to,

and never broken."* And then will the

soul feel—that the entire offering

—

however rich, however noble, however

massive, however lofty, however superb,

and however it may have drained the

fount of sacrifice— is but a slender ac-

knowledgment of thanks to the GIVER
—for the life—the name—the fame—of

William Penn.

* Voltaire. Dictionnaire Philosophique—verbo, " Quaker."
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AMERICAN AND FOREIGN WOODS.

Br George J. Henkels.*

AMERICAN WALNUT.

IN a previous communication, we gave

a cursory history of the different

woods, both native and foreign. This

article we will confine to the descrip-

tions and uses of Walnut.
Beginning with our first knowledge of

its adaptability for cabinets, &c, we find

that many of the old pieces of furniture,

family relics, which were brought out to

America by the first settlers, were made

of Walnut. The quaint-looking, old es-

crutoires, cases of drawers, and chairs,

which are so much prized for their an-

tiquit}', are either made of walnut, or

mahogany, both woods being in use in

Europe at the general period of pioneer

emigration.

As to grain, the walnut of Europe

widely differs from our Western walnut,

but much resembles the white walnut,

or butternut, which is found on the

western slope of the Alleghanies.

^_In Europe, from the scarcity of the

wood, they are obliged to work eco-

nomically, and consume all, even to the

roots, which they cut into veneers,

f

producing from 60 to 100 of these to the

inch.

The process of cutting veneers will be

explained at the proper time.

The root of French walnut is beauti-

fully variegated, the markings being

map-like, with black lines intersecting

the light ground. For panels of beau-

fets, and for ornamenting the plain wal-

nut, by raised veneered tablets, this

wood has no equal. French cabinet-

makers make the most of it, as they

f The term veneer (a double corruption—the English

being from the German nounfurnier ovfurnir, and that

in turn, from the French verb fournir, to furnish) is not

confined to wood; but signifies any thin leaf or layer of

a more valuablo and beautiful material used to overlay

an inferior one.

skilfully piece up the holes in the ve-

neer, which are the natural result

of defects in the root. Sometimes a

panel-veneer will have a hole in the

middle, large enough to put a man's

head through ; but the natural diversity

of figure in the wood, aidino- the skill of

the workmen, enables them to match or

fit in another piece of veneer, which is

difficult to detect, in many cases actually

adding to the beaut}*- of the panel.

Every square inch is pieced up, and

worked in cross-banding, giving us an

example of economy in the use of wood,

which we will do well to follow, as we

are notoriously prodigal in working all

kinds.

Walnut was first introduced to any

extent, as a furniture wood, about 1845.

Cabinet-makers had no experience in

working it, and were timid about recom-

mending it to their customers. The

only kind to be had, on the seaboard,

was a very hard-grained Pennsylvania

and Delaware wood, such as is now used

almost exclusively for gun-stocks. This

was prior to the completion of the Penn-

sylvania Central railroad, and before

the States of Ohio and Indiana were

aware of the great wealth of their wal-

nut forests, as walnut, to their inhabit-

ants, was of less value than any other

wood, being used extensively for fencing.

The growing demand, in the Eastern

States, induced the shipment of large

quantities of a soft-grained northern

wood, which was sent, by way of the

lakes, to Albany, N. Y., and thence

distributed to the Eastern cities. There

is still a great quantity of this wood

sent by this route, and New York and

the New England States depend on it

for their principal supply. The Penn-

sylvania Central railroad is the avenue

to market for all of the best Ohio and

* Cabinet and Upholstery Warerooms, N. W. corner of Thirteenth aud Chestnut streets, Philadelphia.
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Indiana wood, and Philadelphia cabinet-

makers of course have the advantage of

the best stock to select from. Through-

out Northern Ohio, and in Indiana.

Illinois and Michigan, there is in the

forests a large proportion of walnut,

many of the trees being three to four feet

diameter, with a trunk rising eighty-

feet, without a limb or a defect. All

over this territory there are numerous

saw-mills, that cut the wood to sizes for

the owners of the land, who are mostly

farmers. Agents from the Eastern

cities establish themselves in a con-

venient locality, and are prepared to

purchase all the timber that is brought

to them. During the dull season, when

the farmers have but little employment,

the}- cut down their trees, and have them

sawed to all sizes and every thickness,

from ^ inch to 8 inches, every interme-

diate quarter of an inch being a market-

able dimension. This wood they haul,

entirely green, to the agents of the

Eastern dealers, and they get the monejr

for each wagon-load, as it is delivered.

This lumber is piled up on the ground,

and left to remain for from six months

to a }
rear, before it is considered mar-

ketable. In fact, walnut one inch thick

is not fit to work into furniture, until

two years have elapsed after the cutting
;

but the greater part of the cheap furni-

ture, sold in the Eastern cities, was

growing in the tree six months previous.

It must not be understood that there

are whole forests of walnut alone, as

ten to fifteen good walnut trees to the

acre is considered a very liberal supply.

At the present rate of consumption, it

can be but a few years, before we will

be in the same condition for walnut that

St. Domingo is in for mahogany, that

is, possessing plenty of it in many parts

of the country, but not within reach

The grain of walnut is more diversi-

fied than that of any other wood. We
have plain-grained, striped, blister, curl,

mottled, and burl, or wart. Sometimes,

from a defect in, or injury to, the sap-

ling, the tree grows crooked, and the

grain interlocks ; this results in striped,

I

mottled, and blister wood. The curl is

j

in the forks of the boughs, or the prin-

cipal branches from the trunk. The burl

or wart is produced from disease in the

tree ; the sap oozes out, and forms a

wart, which increases in size with the

growth of the tree, till it sometimes

reaches the enormous weight of a ton.

All of these varieties are reserved for

veneering, and are brought, mostly in

bulk, to the Eastern cities, where there

are a number of appliances for reducing

them to veneers.

Until within the last few years, all

veneers in this country were cut with

circular saws. The Veneer Saw was

a specialty, used for no other purpose.

It was a cast-iron disc, about five feet in

diameter, and from two to three inches

thick at the axle, running off tapering

on one side to a feather-edge. The saw-

plates, containing the teeth, were made

of thin steel, in sections of ten to twelve

inches wide, conforming to the radius

of the disc, on the flat side of which they

were nicely fitted into a rebate, and se-

cured by screws, with their heads coun-

tersunk, so as to present a perfectly

level surface to the log to be sawn. The

log was secured to a sliding carriage,

and fed to the saw as fast as it would

cut. From fifteen to thirty veneers

were cut to the inch, varying according

to the wood, whether tough or brash.

The waste from the saw-kerf* was about

one-half, so that American ingenuity

was exercised to produce a cutter, that

would not waste ; and soon produced

it. This is A huge knife-blade, secured

firmly in its place. The log to be cut

is first steamed, to make the wood soft ;

and then is suspended, by heavy gearing,

above the knife, so that in descending

it must have a drawing, or slicing, as

well as a downward movement. This

machine is capable of cutting 200

veneers to the inch ; but, for cabinet-

* Kerf is from the same root as carve. It is sometimes

improperly spelled cur/.
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work, the veneers are too thin at more

than 60 to the inch. The thinner

veneering is used for wall-hangings, as a

substitute for paper, and is so thin as

to be transparent.

A new and valuable invention cuts a

veneer by a corrugated knife. This

method of cutting in and out of the side

of a plain striped log, makes a most

beautiful wavy veneer, and not only

adds to the beauty of the wood, but se-

cures great economy, in the use of fine

woods, as an elegant, natural, grain-

figure is produced from a plain log.

Properly to appreciate the advantage of

this great invention, we must understand

that not one tree in a thousand is good

enough for veneers, if cut by the old

process ; but, by the corrugated knife,

the plainest wood is made handsome.

Walnut wood should never be kiln-

dried, if intended for furniture, or inte-

rior work in dwellings. When steamed,

and afterwards dried in a kiln, the wood

loses its vitality and beauty of grain,

and is rendered much more susceptible

to the changes in the atmosphere of this

climate. Experience has demonstrated

that, when the tree is felled at the time

the- sap is down, that is, in the fall and

winter, and the wood well air-seasoned,

it makes the best furniture.

Well-polished walnut will compare

favorably with any other wood, both in

appearance and durability. Walnut,

well oiled, with sculpture-carving, in

appearance makes a near approach to

bronze, and shows more effectively than

any other wood. The old oak carvings,

preserved from the destruction of an-

cient palaces, and other buildings of

note, have become, from age, of the

same color as our walnut. This fact

led to the introduction of oil for

finishing walnut, as the same tone pro-

duced on oak, in Europe, by extreme

age, or through staining with nut-galls,

considered so essential for effect in what

is called by the French, " Style Renais-

sance,'
1 '' or revival of the old st3'le, or in

true antique furniture, is obtained in

walnut by simply oiling with linseed

oil.

There is no doubt, that the oil finish

is good for richly-carved work, where

varnish or French-polish destroys the

effect of sculpture. On the other hand,

oil is, assuredly, a rather unsightly and

unsatisfactory finish on plain furniture,

and, as such, will soon run its race.

In this country, the cabinet-maker is

driven to his wits' end to make furniture

that will not shrink. If the wood is

well varnished, it is protected from

the winter's stove, furnace, and other

heat ; from the dry March wind, and the

summer sun ; and the tenacity of the

glue is never impaired by the atmos-

phere, penetrating through the wood

:

from the fact, that the polish reflects the

heat, the wood being, as it were, pro-

tected by a coat of glass, excluding the

atmosphere. If finished in oil, the wood

absorbs the heat ; and the air, penetrat-

ing to the glue, destroys its tenacity.

Before the introduction of oil-finish, it

was a rare thing for the mouldings on

first-class furniture to be falling off.

But now it does not matter how dry the

wood, nor how skilful the workman, the

adhesive quality of the glue is destroyed

;

and mouldings are continually dropping

off, to the annoyance of the housekeeper,

and the serious detriment of the work-

man ; though, to be sure, the mouldings

can be glued, nailed, or screwed on

again ; and, after a while, the cabinet-

maker regains his reputation, for the

interim so unwittingly and undeservedly

lost.

The use of walnut in the interior of

dwellings is daily growing "in favor.

Although very beautiful, when employed

in moderation and with good taste,

there is danger of inordinate recourse to

it, as it has a very gloomy look, particu-

larly if oiled, as is usually done, with

dark red oil, and placed in contrast with

light-colored frescoing. The best finish

is the natural color of the wood, toned

to a nut brown by the material used in

finishing it. The grain of the wood
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should be well filled with material on

which the atmosphere will have no effect,

care being taken not to get the wood

too dark, by the ignorant use of oil. A
relief of polished ebony ornaments and

mouldings, or gold-leaf inlaid in en-

graved lines, adds greatly to the effect

of the wood, when kept light in color.

As walnut is used at present for doors,

window-frames, and window- sashes, it

gives a gloomy appearance to our light

and graceful style of interior architec-

ture, heightened with light-papered walls

and white ceilings. It looks much more
appropriate with heavy wainscotings,

massive groinings in panelled ceilings

and dark-painted walls. Having the

wood of a light color adds much to the

happiness of the inmates, by increasing

the cheerfulness of a room.

HERALDRY.
The Shape of the Shield.

A COAT of Arms being invariably

depicted upon the surface or super-

ficies of a shield, called in heraldry, an

escutcheon, it now becomes necessary

to ascertain the heraldic rules concern-

ing the proper shape and disposition of

the escutcheon. Heraldry having arisen

long after the classic ages, and being

originally an invention rather of the

camp than the cloister, assimilated that

which lay immediately around. Hence

the Greek and the Roman bucklers are

not found here, except occasionally as

'charges, or perhaps in the accoutrements

of supporters.

The targe or target, tarian or clasher

of the Scotch Highlanders, round, small

and full of metal knobs or bosses, to be

managed either in the ordinaryand most

natural way—braced upon the left arm
—by the motion of the elbow and the

shoulder, or, if of the minimum size, at

arm's length, in a single hand, is excluded

from heraldry by its dome-like centre.

For the chief material of this shield we
have, in Scott's Lady of the Lake, suf-

ficient authority, not near so dry as most
of that we present

:

"111 fared it, then, with Roderick Dhn,
That on the ground his targe he threw

—

Whose brazen studs and tough hull-hide

Had death so often turned aside."

The mere outline of this picturesque

Gaelic shield, as a circular disc, is of

course admissible, under the rule that

escutcheons, unless designed for women,
may be of any external shape whatever.

The shield of the present American In-

dian of the plains—for the aborigines of

the coast did not use any—seems to have

been an adaptation, by way of the south,

of that portion of the armor of the early

Spaniards in Mexico, under Cortez, just

as they ultimately obtained the Ameri-

can wild horse, from the offspring of the

discarded or stray steeds of the His-

panian conquerors.

George Catlin, in his " Letters and
Notes on the North American Indians,"

Vol. I., pp. 33, 34, speaking of these

cavaliers of the prairie, says :
" Many

of them also ride with a lance of twelve

or fourteen feet in length with a blade

of polished steel ; and all of them (as a

protection to their vital parts) with a

shield or arrow-fender made of the skin of

the buffalo's neck, which has been smoked
and hardened with glue extracted from
the hoofs. These shields are arrow-

proof, and will glance off a rifle shot

with perfect effect by being turned ob-

liquely, which they do with great skill.

This shield or arrow-fender is, in my
opinion, made of similar materials, and
used in the same way and for the same
purpose, as was the clypeus or small

shield in the Roman and Grecian cav-

alry. They were used, in those days,
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as a means of defence on horseback only,

made small and light, of bull's hide;

sometimes single, sometimes double and

tripled. Such was Hector's shield and

those of most of the Homeric heroes of

the Greek and Trojan wars. In those

days, also, were darts or javelins, and

lances ; the same were also used by the

ancient Britons ; and such exactly are

now in use amongst the Arabs and the

North American Indians."

To this we add, that, according to

Catlin's figure, and the specimens we

have seen in museums, these round

shields of the Western Indians are

fringed on about half the circular border

with depending feathers, or with scalp-

locks, varying gradually from short on

the two sides to long in the middle of

the fringes, so that, at a little distance,

the lower extreme outline of such a

shield is oval. We will also add, that

the shield of the Bedouin Arab is small,

fiat, and circular.

Apart from body armor of various

kinds, which it both preceded and suc-

ceeded, the favorite and most prevalent

personal defence of the middle ages

was the heater shield, so called from its

very close resemblance to the heater of

the domestic flat-iron. An equally ex-

act resemblance to its external lines is

found in the arch-head of a gothic lancet

window when turned upside down. This

form, with its variations, to be exhibited

hereafter, is very

agreeable to the

eye, though not

fully adapted to

all the figures of

the art of blazon-

ing. As the shield

of heraldry rep-

resents the tilt-

ing-shield, and is alwaj's supposed to be

placed upon the wearer's breast, depend-

ing from his neck, thus leaving both

hands free, the left to manage the horse,

and the right the lance, it follows, that

the ordinary right and left hand are here

reversed, the heraldic right being the

common left, the armorial left being the

usual right. In the course of time, fash-

ion, if not improvement, made inroads

upon the established order of things

:

and, while the general outline of the

shield became square, a cut was taken

out, either near the right or left upper

corner, wherein was inserted the grip of

the tilting-spear, the vamplate resting

against the surrounding surface of the

shield, thus enabling the knight, through

the momentum of his charger, either to

inflict or to sustain a severer blow. This

form, however, though occasionally found

in sculpture, and often in heraldic books

for the sake of variety, never was gener-

ally popular, perhaps because it referred

to the wants of an exclusive class ; and

the other belonged alike to all, who, not

merely technically but literally, bore

arms. Amid all the adventitious distinc-

tions of society—monarch or subject,

baron or vassal, gentleman or vulgarian

—the most exalted, the most gratifying-

praise of another that any one can offer

is emphatically to exclaim, " He is a

man !" So, it is a noticeable fact,

throughout all history, that neither

supreme ruler nor head general ever

had more desirable or more agreeable

praise, than the emphatic exclamation,'

" He is a soldier !" From the same

influence the service-shield of the soldier

is the heraldic-shield of nobles and of

kings.

The pattern of escutcheon exclusive^

appointed for all women—save queens

regnant, who, from their masculine of-

fice and responsibility, are provided

with the manly shield—and whose out-

line, even when most ornamental, is very

closely confined to its lines and angles,

is the lozenge, or,

in the nomencla-

ture of the nurs-

ery, the sitting-

room and the bou-

doir,the diamond.

There are very

few symbols, as

well as very few
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words, without move than one significa-

tion, both or all, equally appropriate.

What of the recondite, or the esoteric,

is, to the comprehensive student, in-

volved here, we will not pause to discuss

;

but, adopting the language of the ladies,

would remark, in passing, that surely a

diamond must be a proper field for con-

taining the heraldic sj'mbols of the fair

and brilliant sex. As crests are the sup-

posed ornaments of helmets, no woman,

but a sovereign, is by armorists al-

lowed to display a crest over her coat

of arms, or upon her carriage, although

she can transmit the paternal crest to

her male descendants. This is as if the

blood of the race were a subterranean

river, sinking within the earth for a

while, to re-appear upon its surface, with

intensified clearness and undiminished

volume. Both the heater and the loz-

enge are conformed in the position of

their points to the oblong square or par-

allelogram, thus : the lower half of the

heater corresponding very nearly with

the same portion of the lozenge. Or,

if we suppose the

arms to be paint-

ed upon the par-

allelogram, and

these other two

forms to be trans-

parent screens,

or diaphragms,

laid upon it, then

the arms would be limned upon the

heater, or the lozenge, precisely as the}7

appear through, from the parallelo-

gram. There is an allowance to make
on the lozenge in the case of figures

occupying the upper portion, or chief of

the escutcheon, it being both usual and

proper to depress their lower bounda-

ries considerably below the point they

occupjr by rule in either a heater, or a

rectangular shield. Borders also, both

in heaters, or other curved shields, and

lozenges, manifestly conform to the out-

lines of their particular escutcheons.

The Italians in their blazoning always

use an oval shield, mostly the great
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polar section of a prolate spheroid, of

which the nearest very popular exemplar

is a well-shaped egg, although sometimes

they use the same section of an oblate

spheroid, best popularized by a plump
turnip.

All these and other usual forms will

be given in our next paper.

In ordinary inexpensive drawings, or

engravings, heraldic shields are depicted

as if flat. If more time or expense can

be devoted to them, they are brought up

into more or less convex relief. The
light is taken as in architectural draw-

ings, from the upper left hand corner at

an angle of forty-five degrees. As seen

above, the almost invariable material of

shields for use was and is heavy leather,

variously prepared. Sometimes the

leather was stretched over a light frame

of wood. Thin metal strengthened by
arching, or by corrugating the shield

itself, and by thicker metal borders, ap-

peared occasionally, as dress-swords

now, oftener for display on parade than

use. Almost universally there was

" Nothing like leather."

As the shield was leather, there was

nothing easier than to cut the ordina-

ries and charges out of leather also, and

thus give additional prominence to the

bearings or figures upon the shield, by

relief, as well as by color. The old her-

alds speak of the ordinaries as derived

from strips or bands of bright-colored

cloth, sewed upon the habits of the re-

tainers of the knights, who designed

jousting at any " passage of arms ;" and

forming thus a livery, or, more honora-

bly, perhaps, an uniform, which prac-

tice, from showing personality of adher-

ence on coats, was finally extended to

shields, the follower adopting the war-

like distinction of the leader—hence the

title, " coats-of-arms." If sculptured on

halls or monuments, escutcheons are

generally made very bold ; and the fig-

ures, or, armorially speaking, charges

must be superimposed in alto relievo.

And, as the tinctures, which would be
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accidental in most other sciences or arts,

are essential in armory, and as, accord-

ing to the old view* of the classic prac-

* Later researches prove, that the Greeks and the

Romans painted their imitations of the human figure,

both sta'.ues and reliefs. The old belief—our present

practice—is better, but such is the fact.

tice, chasteness requires all statuary or

sculpture, to remain of the color of its

material, and these therefore cannot be

tinted—the colors are to be expressed

by arbitrary but appropriate dots and

lines, in a manner we will describe on

a future page.

PRACTICAL CARPENTRY AND JOINERY.

IN" architecture, practical carpentry

embraces that portion of the work

upon a building, or other structure, per-

formed b}' a carpenter, in the course

of preparation, erection and construc-

tion, namely : the getting out and set-

ting home of piles, and all other timbers

used in foundations ; the centres to arches

and vaults, girders, joists, sleepers, and

planking, lintels and haucl-timbers, wall-

plates and rafters, naked flooring, roof-

ing, partitioning, furring walls, and rib-

bing ceilings to form vaulting, commonly

called cradling, which applies to any

form of vault, and its preparation for

lath and plaster.

-^_Jotnery is of much more accurate

nature ; and requires greatly finer and

better-fitting workmanship than car-

pentry. Joinery demands workmen

well skilled in a number of points ; as

the stuff must be very accurately planed

and squared, then the work be marked

or laid out geometrically, so that the

various joints—whether dove-tails, ten-

ons, halfings, mitres, or whatever else

the nature of the job may require—come

together with the utmost nicety ; and, to

crown all, the surface must be perfectly

smooth. All the internal and external

finishing, of those portions of any build-

ing constructed of wood, belongs to this

branch. Its work is, therefore, always

near the eye ; and must bear close in-

spection.

Of late years, it has become so much
the custom to use hard wood, in the in-

terior finish and decoration of edifices,

that joinery is almost separated thereby,

into two distinct branches. The work-

man in hard woods, well-trained and

grown skilful, will far excel both the

carpenter and the ordinary joiner, in

producing -a mechanical piece of work-

manship, and will be able to accomplish

any particular task, within a much
shorter time than either of the former

could, if not skilled far beyond the mere

requirements of his own art. It is, con-

sequently, the interest of the projector,

always to employ those practically

skilled in the particular arts they pro-

fess to follow. Let him take then the

carpenter, for the good heavy, solid and

reliable work needed in the construction

of a building; the joiner for the light,

smooth, accurate and ornamental inte-

rior and exterior finishing; and the stair-

hand, or the ship-joiner—the latter, also,

one of the most exact and exacting of

workmen—for all the intricate curves

and ornate niceties of embellishing in

wood of all kinds ; and, by all means, let

him employ either of the latter two, for

producing the utmost despatch, finish

and effect, in hand-rails, wainscoting,

and so forth.

Much of the former mere drudgery, or

unimaginative work, ofthe carpenter and

the joiner, is now performed by steam

machinery, in what are usually called

carpenters' mills. We refer to mould-

ings simple and complex, brackets, etc.,

produced with amazing rapidity, and in

endless varieties. In fact, the machi-

nery, for this class of work, is now so
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perfect, that any form can be wrought,

from a straight line, through arc, semi-

circle and circle, to the more artistic

curves of the ellipse, the parabola and

the hj'perbola—from the quarter- round

and the cavetto, the cyrna-recta and the

cyma-reversa, to the true Grecian ovolo;

and all the resulting combinations.

As for window-sashes, they have been

made by machinery for so many years,

that a joiner at the present day would

scarcely understand the art of working

them. Doors, window-shutters, and out-

side and inside Venetian blinds have

also fallen within the province of

machine-work.

The above remarks, about machine-

prepared material for the joiner, do not

apply to hard wood, particularly when

the joinery is to be of a superior quality

and style. In this case it must be done

by hand. No matter how artistic the

workman who designs the patterns for,

or in the machine ; no matter how fine

the forms that may be produced by the

management of a skilled artisan, yet

the bulk of the products must be made
by unskilled labor, and while greater

general regularity of parts is obtained,

the result always exhibits the set limits

of the machine itself, and the absence of

human mind in the direct formation

Into that work, of whatever nature

designed to be artistic, the very will

and soul of man must enter, and it only

can enter through its being fashioned

immediately under man's own eyes, by

man's own hands. Then, if the mental

gifts at all correspond with the will, the

result is a production, which must

always be looked upon by all observers,

however the passing mode may incline,

with sympathetic satisfaction and de

light.

In fact, the employment of machinery,

in the preparation of partly finished

work for the joiner, ai'ose from necessity.

The rapid growth of our villages, towns

and cities—and the consequent disper-

sion of taste through the country,

whence had previously proceeded the

wealth allowing the great centres leisure

for cultivating the taste, while an equal

share of wealth accumulated amongst
the yeomanry—so increased the demand
for moderately embellished homes, that,

without extraneous assistance, all the

mechanics in the nation would have

been inadequate to put up and finish

them. Hence machinery is called into

existence and into action, as the horse-

reaper and the steam-reaper have been

applied to the culture of the soil ; and

the sewing-machine has superseded

prett}r much all but the artistic use of

needle and thread ; leaving husbandmen

and women, however, still enough to do,

if they want to do it, although with

every invention in and multiplication of

machinery, the human souls thereby re-

leased, or relieved, should constantly

engage in labor of lighter nature and

higher grade ; and none can permanently

escape the strict fulfilment of human

destiny, in earning the bread by the

sweat of the brow.

It is now our opportunity to intro-

duce a full plate of details on

PRACTICAL CARPENTRY
AND

JOINERY.

This we purpose continuing in every

number, embodying interior and exterior

examples, from the simplest to the most

elaborate, with hints for preparing hard

wood, and introducing the various kinds

of it into the frames, panels, and mould-

ings of the same piece of work, so that

their differences in graining and in color

may blend harmoniously, and produce

the desired effect.

The accompanying plate represents

A WINDOW
WITH INSIDE SHUTTERS,

AND

VENETIAN BLINDS,

With the Finish Within the Room.

A is the plan, showing a section of the

architrave, the soffit to receive the shut-
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ters, the sash with weights, &c. B B
are the walls. C is the section through

the wall, the sash and the head, showing

the sill of the window-frame and a por-

tion of the sub-sill. D, the elevation of

the window, with one-half of the shutters

closed. Two of the shutter-flaps are

Venetian pivot-blinds, and the jamb-

shutter is paneled and moulded, while

all are cut at the meeting-rails of the

sash. E the sash. F F the blinds, as

last referred to. G the jamb-shutter.

H, the same, when shut within the soffit.

I, the face of the elbow below the shut-

ters. J the panel-back below the sill,

with the sub of the washboard along the

floor. K the face of the washboard, with

sub and moulding on the top, as they

connect and member with the architrave,

and form part of the same. L L the

architrave, as continued round the win-

dow, with circular corners, in place of

the mitred angles commonly used. The

quadrant is cut from a circle, turned in

a lathe to the exact transverse-sectional

form of the architrave-frame, from which

three of these corner-pieces can readily

be cut. Where many of the same kind

are to make, this is practical economy

;

although, should the joiner choose to

glue four separate pieces of wood, square

in cross-section, together, with paper

in the glue-joints, to form his corner

blocks, and get the turner to centre the

blocks very truly, he will, of course, have

four corner-pieces from each block

already fitted. In either case, this

method makes a butt-joint, which is less

liable to shrink than a mitre. As a com-

pensative, however, the stjde, through

rounding the angles, is rendered femi-

nine ; true masculine boldness of finish

in this particular abiding only in the

mitre-joint.

To return to and finish our figure,

almost lost to view in this digression.

M is a transverse section of the head

and the architrave conjoined.

PLUMBING.
By William G. Rhoads.*

A MO'N'G the many conveniences and
-L±- luxuries, which have of late 3-ears

been introduced into dwellings, perhaps

there are none more important, than

those for insuring a well-arranged and

thorough supply of water ; and few to

which so small a part of the attention

of architects has been directed.

When a beautiful book-case, or cen-

tre-table, has been designed, or a column

modelled, in exquisite proportions, it

stands fixed in its place; and is scarcely

liable to damage or accident. Respect-

ing either, we are not compelled to con-

sider the effect of motion ; but in

WATER SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE, this is an

element of the first importance. Every

part is worn, more or less, by use ; and

the result of defective or injured parts

is often to damage walls, ceilings and

carpets handsomely decorated. This is

* McCollin & Rhoadn. Plumbers and Steam

not necessary. The plumbing in a house

can be done in such a way, as to avoid

any probable accident ; and to this sub-

ject, the attention of architects and

others is called. In a subsequent arti-

cle, we hope to refer to the proper

arrangement of water-pipes in buildings,

for protection from frost
;
prevention of

the danger from expansion and contrac-

tion in hot-water pipes ; security against

damage from leaks ; and adaptability to

facile repairing.

The earliest mode of water-supply was

to have water-pots of stone, or other

material, standing in some convenient

place ; and these were kept full by the

members of a family, or the servants,

carrying water, from springs or wells, in

buckets, or water-bags. The water was

taken from wells, either by buckets, or

by cutting away one side of the well,

Fitters, No. 1221 Market street, Philadelphia.
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and thus making a path down to the

water. In more recent times, we have the

windlass, the spiral tube, the well-sweep,

the wooden pump, the iron pump, the

horse-power pump, the windmill, and

the air-engine ; and, for streams, the

water-lever, the hydraulic ram, the

water-wheel, &c. These bring us to the

sources of water-supply for country

residences, of which we will speak in

another paper. The importance of a

full supply of good water can scarcely

be overrated ; and there are few, if an}',

country houses, where it may not be ob-

tained, by some device or other. The

questions, of the distribution of hot and

cold water through the house, and the

carrying off of waste water, are there

much the same, as in city houses. What
was not known a few years ago, even as

a luxury, is now a necessity. When a

Irydrant near a door, from which all the

water had to be carried in buckets, was

esteemed the most convenient arrange-

ment that could be put in, our prede-

cessors had little idea of the present

conveniences. The first addition to the

hydrant in the yard was a kitchen sink,

with a waste-pipe in it, so that the

-.water could flow awajr
, without being

carried and thrown into the street. This

had only a cold-water supply. A great

advance was the heating of water by the

waste heat of a range, through a "log"

boiler, placed back of the range, where

the smoke and hot gases pass into the

chimney This is now rapidly falling

'

into disuse ; and the circulating boiler

and water-back, producing an abundant

supply of hot water, is taking its place

;

an additional cock, connecting with this

boiler, supplying the sink with hot water.

The bath-tub and the shower were

next added. First, a simple wooden

box and shower, with punched holes;

now the polished metal tub and tubular

shower, with silver, marble, and walnut

setting, are esteemed necessary for com-

fort, in very moderate houses. To the

water-closet, cleansed by a flow of

water, were soon added the urinal and

the foot-bath ; and that great luxury,

the bidet, is only now beginning fully

to assert its claims to general use, as

those who have tried it esteem it a

necessity.

The plan of movable pitcher and
basin, with attendant slop-bucket for

chamber service, is giving way to the

superior claims of permanent wash-

basins with marble tops, and cold and
hot-water supply and waste-pipes. To
this is now added a walnut, or other

ornamental bureau and a mirror, making
in combination, a piece of furniture of

great beauty. Fountains and small

ponds for beautifj'ing gardens and con-

servatories,—and jets and vases for

libraries,—are among the luxuries gradu-

ally finding favor amid the wealthy.

Nor is the kitchen forgotten. The
round wash-tubs with the necessary an-

noyances of heavy lifting, sloppy floors,

movable washing-benches, &c, are pass-

ing away; and the permanent wash-

trays of soapstone, with supply and

waste, are taking their place, while com-

bined with these is the copper clothes-

boiler, set in its small adjacent furnace,

so that washing has now become a com-

paratively comfortable and easy opera-

tion.

In a recent search for a small dwell-

ing-house, the writer had occasion to

examine twenty or more tenements, and

in that number, so little attention had

been paid to the convenience of the

bath-room, both in its arrangement and

location, that in one house only was

there any approach to it, except through

a sitting-room, dining-room, or chamber;

and, in many of these houses, the bath-

room, being in a frame projection from

the main building, could not be used in

winter, because the pipes froze and burst.

It is our intention to illustrate by suit-

able designs, the model plumbing ar-

rangements FOR DWELLINGS, STORES,

country residences and farms ;
and to

call attention to the various defects and

difficulties attending the common mode

of fitting houses with water supply.
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FEESCO-PAINTING.
By Charles Bremer.*

FRESCO-PAINTING, as an art,

with its especial appliance to the

ornamentation of both public and private

buildings, dates back its existence to

the most remote periods of the history

of the world. It was known and applied

to the decoration of temples and other

public buildings in India, long before

the Egj-ptian era of art and architec-

ture.

It would be very difficult, at this re-

mote point of time, to determine when,

where and how, it-first came into exist-

ence ; or how it gradually developed

itself, until it became, not only an ac-

knowledged, but a highly honored art,

among the ancients.

The first period of this art appears to

have been grotesque and ornamental, at

one and the same time. Traces of this

are still extant, among the various pago-

das and other buildings of ancient India.

The Egyptians come next. They

seem to have applied this art, more with

a view of perpetuating the history and

memory of the dead, than for the em-

bellishment of their temples, palaces,

or houses.

Neither in India, nor in Egypt, was

this beautiful art ever fully appreciated,

or understood ; and, had it stopped in

its progress then, we should, in all prob-

ability, have known little or nothing

more about it.

It was during the Grecian period of

the world's history, that fresco-painting

first assumed its proper place with an

art-loving people. During the existence

of the Greeks as a nation, the arts of

every description flourished to a won-
derful extent. Sculpture, painting, and
architecture were developed, to a degree

entirely unknown and undreamed of

before ; and the first and third to a

height scarcely equalled and certainty

never out-soared since ; and it is to this

people's keen scrutiny of nature, their

innate love of the beautiful and carefully

cultivated taste, that we are indebted,

for the more perfect development of the

art of fresco-painting.

The Romans fully appreciated this

art ; and, although their works did not

always reach the same high standard of

merit with those of the Greeks, they,

nevertheless, succeeded in producing

some very fine specimens of the art,

many of which are still in existence.

In Roman fresco, we have those two

unerring witnesses—the buried cities of

the flanks of Vesuvius, Herculaneum,

and Pompeii, tritely quoted but ever

fresh, whose walls exhibit in good pres-

ervation, well-drawn human figures,

flowers and foliated scroll-work, in ad-

dition to the precise geometrical pat-

terns we might expect to see ; and it is

well to remember, that these were pro-

vincial cities. Could the same catas-

trophe have occurred to the Rome of

that period, we should have a very dif-

ferent and far higher estimate of the

proficiency of the ancients in the vari-

ous arts of beauty, and of their uncited

and lost discoveries in the arts of use.

We constantly, and very properly dis-

count Roman art, when Grecian is made
the test ; but must bear in mind that

as Greece was conquered by Rome,

the chief master-pieces of the Hellenic

artists must have been within her pal-

aces. In those smaller and choicer speci-

mens, which have come down to us, such

as lamps, vases, and engraved gems, we

find little to criticize ; and though arts

are known to have flourished unequally

at a number of periods, yet the exquisite

management of design in gems would

* Fresco-Painter, No. 152 Soutli Fourth street, Philadelphia.
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have a very important effect upon the

laying out of frescos.

It is not in the delicacy, the perfec-

tion, or the intuitively graceful feeling,

of outline presenting detached objects,

that the moderns can expect to surpass

the ancients. But the latter times far

exceed the former in contrasting and in

harmonizing the lines and tints of orna-

mental painting in grouping the sub-

jects under treatment, not only where

human figures are concerned, but also in

still life ; in linear and in aerial per-

spective, and, finally, in general effect.

In like manner, the ancients were ac-

quainted with music, as far as respects

melody, the distinctive term for the air,

or that part of a musical composition

which everybody hums, and in which

all the voices and the instruments are

either in unison or else pitched with in-

tervals of an octave, always most agree-

able to the uneducated musical sense
;

but very insignificant was their knowl-

edge of harmony, or the agreement, de-

rived from thorough-bass, or counter-

point, of a number of melodies, in inti-

mate relationship to and with each

other, all of which, separately, are agree-

d-able to the ear ; all of which are heard

and enjoyed separately, and yet all are

so arranged, as to musical intervals, that

their combined effects, while not drown-

ing the air, are far richer than the finest

solo, whether bass, barytone, tenor, alto,

or treble, ever sung or played.

Throughout the Christian era, fresco-

painting has flourished beyond all pre-

cedents ; the master hands of Michael

Angelo, Raphael, the Fra Bartolomeo,

Domenichino, and others, having raised

it to the highest level as an art.

There are three different modes of

frescoing :

—

The first and earliest : Consists in the

application of the colors to the fresh or

wet plastering, the artist almost imme-

diately following the plasterer. In this

method, the pigments strike directly

through, and become most absolutely

incorporated with the entire body of the

plaster. This would seem to be the very

perfection of such an art, as the picture,

so far from existing merely as a surface

film, will be constantly the same, on

regularly abrading and resmoothing

the face of the plaster, till no more of

the latter shall be left. Accordingly, we
find, in the European palaces and cathe-

drals, that while, in frescos executed two

centuries ago, pieces of the ceiling flake

off, and drop to the pavement, or the

floor, these layers are not paint on one

side and lime on the other, but always

of a homogeneous color ; and, what is

much more important, that the pictures

themselves remain fresh and perfect as

ever, except that, in certain points of

view, the edges of resulting shallow con-

cavities of surface display certain lights,

or shades, or shadows, certainly not in-

tended by the artist, and decidedly out

of place, yet, after all, at the distance

whence they must be viewed, not inhar-

monious ; whereas, were the colors not

an integral portion of the plaster, the

intelligent reader well understands, that

these flakings would leave white spots,

and the pictures would soon become the

most melancholy wrecks. There is, how-

ever, one most serious abatement from

the absolute perfection of this method.

No care, skill, or art can hide the slight

variations in tone, produced by the con-

tact of the portions of the surface corre-

sponding with the several or many days'

labors of the plasterer and the artist.

There they always are, irking the pro-

ducers during their own lives, and ever

annoying the considerate artists and

connoisseurs who come after, sometimes

even being quite perceptible to the un-

educated or inartistic eye. This insepa-

rable drawback from the perfect beauty

of the greater works in wet fresco,

would seem to prove, that the acme of

this style can only be expected in such

sized panels as the artist is certain of

beginning and finishing within a single

day It must be allowed, that a mere

chance leak—if immediately attended to,

so that the whole body of the plaster
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would not drop away—could have little

more effect upon the picture than the

daily joints in the plaster. Practically,

however, as the larger work upon ceil-

ings and domes must be far removed

from the eye, we could well pardon the

necessary concomitant defect, for the

sake of the great and grand conceptions

of the master painter, who himself—as

great cartoons of this style demand

great space—would find it impossible to

squeeze them into the narrow bounds of

a mere medallion panel. Eut great pic-

tures of this kind will always be few,

because they are enormously expensive.

The second mode, also mainly prac-

tised upon ceilings, is : To use water-

colors mixed with, what is technically

called, by the artists of this branch,

"fresco," the ingredients and propor-

tions of whose composition, though

mainly the same, vary with each prac-

titioner, and whose principles are kept

secret by the members of the profession,

upon dry sized plaster, with the surface

of which it thoroughly incorporates, so

that the picture must last while the sur-

face endures. This is the present preva-

lent method, safe, easy, expeditious and

comparatively inexpensive. As the pic-

ture cannot however be washed with

impunit}'- it will hardly answer to paint

it upon the walls of an edifice, much less

upon those of a dwelling It will not,

however, disappear, or blur, with dry

rubbing, so that household dusting, for

the sake of cleanliness, is perfectly safe.

This brings us to the third mode : Paint-

ing in oil-colors, upon plaster properly

prepared. The effects, derived from this

third method, never begin to equal those

produced by the second, much less those

obtained through the first—the true

brilliancy of the colors being sacrificed

for the vehicle ; but the picture with-

stands most evil influences, as long as

the plaster remains unbroken ; and, what

is of great importance to the house-

keeper, the work can be washed, after

once fairly setting, with water and soap.

In practice, then, water-fresco is the

style for ceilings, and oil-fresco that for

walls.

Fresco-painting, as a means of embel-

lishing churches and public buildiugs,

has been known to the American public

for many years ; but its application for

the purpose of decorating private dwell-

ings is of veiy recent date. The ad-

vantages of this over the former method

of adornment, by means of tapestry and

wall-paper, are almost too numerous to

mention in this short article. We will

call attention to a few of the most im-

portant.

1st. Unlike wall-paper, it is perfectly

healthy, not being subject to chemical

reaction.

2d. It is perfectly free from smell in

wet or clamp weather.

3d. It is not liable to change color,

by exposure to either light or darkness
;

and heat and cold will not in the least

affect it.

4th. It can be washed, without being

in any way exposed to injury.

5th. Houses decorated in this man-

ner are invariably free from those pes-

tiferous insects, that perpetually infest

dwellings covered with wall paper.

6th. Individuals have it in their power

to suggest, or control, the designs and

style of execution, thus making an origi-

nal range of ornamentation possible for

every house.

Much more might be said in reference

to its durability and consequent cheap-

ness ; and its natural tendency to pre-

serve the walls in their original beauty

of surface, a fact of which the ruins of

Pompeii and Herculaneuin, and the re-

mains of many other places, furnish the

most ample proof. Indeed, some of our

own churches and other public build-

ings, many of which were decorated in

fresco more than thirty years ago, and

whose walls yet stand, in all their origi-

nal freshness, will demonstrate clearly,

to every thinking mind, the great supe-

riority of fresco-painting over all other

methods ofdecoration, in houses of every

description.
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WEST PHILADELPHIA,
By Henry M. Boyd.*

AMBITIOUS enterprise is achiev-

ing- great results in West Phila-

delphia. Land, that was very lately

occupied by pasture and cornfields, is

now teeming with the busy industry of

hundreds of mechanics ; and dwellings

of superior size and style are rising up,

as if by enchantment. The building of

the Chestnut street bridge brought all

the land west of the Schuylkill, between

Arch and Spruce streets, for several

miles back, into immediate availability
;

and that large extent of unimproved

property rapidly enhanced in value.

Sagacious builders recognizing the fact,

that property on the line of the Chest-

nut and Walnut street Passenger Rail-

way, west of the Schuylkill, is nearer the

business centres of our city, than any

other, north of Green street, have inaug-

urated an immense improvement, by

building one hundred and thirty-six ele-

gant dwellings, twenty-seven of them at

Thirty-fourth and Chestnut, now about

being roofed in, and costing from $12,000

to $18,000 each. Seventy-six of them,

on Sansom street, between Thirty-

second and Thirty-third streets, now in

process of erection, with brown stone

fronts and French roofs, containing ten

rooms and every modern convenience
;

and thirty-three first-class, large houses

to be built, on the south side of Chest-

nut street between Thirty-second and

Thirty-third streets, of which a cut of

the plan adopted by the writer and

builder will appear in the third number

of this book. All these improvements

will vie with any in Philadelphia, for

style of architecture, beauty of design,

and excellence of finish The streets in

West Philadelphia are kept of a greater

width than any east of the Schuylkill.

Chestnut street is one hundred feet wide,

and the other streets are not less than

sixty feet wide. In a very short time,

these improvements will be finished, and

the streets handsomely ornamented with

fine shade-trees, offering a place of resi-

dence not inferior to any in our city.

The location is high and healthy, as the

grade rises rapidly all the way from the

Schuylkill to Thirty-ninth street, form-

ing excellent drainage, a matter of first

importance. Large sewers are now
being constructed through the streets,

adjacent to these improvements. The

soil is a deep bed of gravel, insuring dry

cellars and firm foundations. The Chest-

nut and Walnut street Passenger Rail-

way run cars every three minutes past the

property, while the Pennsylvania Cen-

tral, New York, Baltimore, West Chester

and Media, and Reading railroad depots

are very convenient. In fact, West

Philadelphia is not a remote suburb
;

but really is immediately in the city,

within the influence of every throb, aris-

ing from the pulsation of its business

centre.

The Schuylkill river front is assuming

vast importance. Wharves are being

built and occupied for merchandise and

material of every kind. Coal, oil, lumber

and stone are demanding the attention

of capitalists. Full-rigged vessels, with

their masts touching the parapets of the

south side of Chestnut street bridge,

may be seen loading and unloading

every day. The scene presented, look-

ing south from the bridge, must con-

vince the reflecting mind, that an im-

mense business is rapidly centring

there ; and, looking from the crowded

east side, the observer's eye will rest

upon the now comparatively vacant west

bank ; and he will find himself uncon-

sciously—wonderingly—reasoning, why

* Builder, No. 146 South Fourth street, Philadelphia.
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that was not built up long ago, and be-

fore the northwest and northeast sec-

tions of our city. It is easily answered.

We could not get across ; we needed a

bridge ; and, now, that this one is built,

look at the result. Brooklyn, with her

ferry-boats, has grown to be a magnifi-

cent city, but to West Philadelphia,

with her bridges, she will be but Lillipu-

tian.

West Philadelphia has a great and

glorious future. In a very few years,

her river front will be lined with

stores and warehouses.* The concen-

tring of the great railroads of this

country in her midst ; the building by

the Pennsylvania R. 11. of the mammoth
wharf one mile in length, must neces-

* With due deference to the feelings of our correspond-

ent, we hope not. There is plenty of room in the Neck,

for stores and warehouses; in fact, considerably more

space than the whole solidly built portion of Philadel-

phia now occupies. What we hope to see, is the whole

river front of West Philadelphia occupied with lawns

and groves as part of the great Park.

—

Eds,

sarily attract a large number of wealthy

merchants, and a concourse of other

business men. All these people, with

their families, must seek a convenient

home. Houses, from this time forward,

will be built by hundreds ; and the most

delightful part of our city will be West
Philadelphia.

Mr. John Rice, the eminent builder

of this city, in purchasing the large

tract of ground upon which the present

improvements are now being made, has

displa}-ed his well-known sagacity as a

real estate operator and a far-seeing

man, leading in a gigantic enterprise
;

benefiting the public, and far eclipsing

his timid contemporaries, while giving

them heart and courage to follow in the

wake of a leader, whose enterprise and

judgment is unquestioned, and whose un-

interrupted success is a sure guarantee

of well-ripened experience and success-

ful management, in undertakings at

once judicious and bold.

STAINED GLASS.

By John Gibson.*

FOLLOWING up the remarks made

in a former communication, we

will now endeavor to explain the cause

of the decline of the art of producing, in

stained windows, the sublime effects of

the ancient masters ; or, at least, the

known decline of the effect, and the sup-

posed decline of the art, in the hands of

the artists in glass during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, and

part of the nineteenth. As was said

before, much of the sparkling brilliancy

has been added by the aid of time, and

the imperfect manufacture of the glass

itself, as compared with the mode of

production of the later centuries.

The old masters in glass were not

only painters but chemists, who made

their own glass in small crucibles, mix-

ing their colors in them, and not blow-

ing the contents out into large cylinders,

as at the present day ; but casting them

in pieces, rude and rough on the sm-face,

not making their panes larger than from

four to six inches square, and these so

very irregular in thickness and so im-

perfectly mixed, that you will find in

the same piece a variety of shades and

many streaks, all of which plainly shows

that they either had not the power or the

science—or possessing both had not the

desire—to manufacture it smooth and

fine as at the present clay. Not unlikely

the seemingly defective irregularity was

the proper result of deep design, as

this, so far from detracting from the

* J. &. G. H. Gibson, Stained Glass Manufacturers, No. 125 South Eleventh street, Philadelphia.
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beautjr of the whole, when worked up
into a pattern, and adjusted in its place,

adds greatly to it. Thus nature puts

on her grassy mantle, apparently of one
uniform brilliant green ; yet the artist's

eye discovers the variety of tones and
shades, so softly and nicely blended,

giving a choicer beauty to the landscape.

So, that even a simple green field, as

painted by nature, has enough variety

not to be monotonous. This, in fact,

has much to do with the beauty of the

ancient glass, worked in mosaic pattern,

giving it that kaleidoscopic effect, so

much more pleasing, than that obtained

when you take the glass of the present

day This latter is so well manufac-

tured, that its color, though equally

beautiful in itself, has, in comparison

with the antique, a flat, cheap look, even

When made up into the same mosaic

forms ; and the modern artist has to

resort to shadings and blendings with

enamels on the surface of the glass, to

produce the mediaeval effect. This, of

course, destroys a portion of the bril-

liancjr and transparency of modern

stained glass.

We refer, here, more particularly, to

the" earlier productions, before the intro-

duction of figures, symbols and heraldic

devices, which, by requiring a different

sub-division or arrangement of lines,

gave greater variety to the pattern.

There is one other point, which it may
not be out of place to notice here: that

is, the care the early glass-workers took,

to have their patterns and designs in

harmony with the architectural 'style of

the building. In the grand cathedrals

and churches of earlier times, this seems

to have been especially the case ; as if

the architect, the mason, and the sculp-

tor, the glass-stainer, and the decorator,

all had one feeling towards producing a

grand result ; each artist not executing

what might be beautiful in itself, but

what would be in keeping and harmony

with the whole when finished.

Ruskin attributes a great deal of this,

to the fact, that the monks of old would

devote their time and talents to this and
other branches, connected with church
building, without compensation, and for

the glory of God. This may be so,

although we have many old statements
of what the " auntient glasse " cost per

foot; but there is no doubt that the

ancient artists in glass-painting were
part of that noble band of Free-masons,

who were employed in building and re-

pairing cathedrals, churches, and other

great edifices in England and on the

continent ; and who travelled from place

to place to execute their works. This

will account, in some measure, for the

palpably congenial spirit, in carrying

out their designs ,to harmonize with

those of their allied brothers, engaged

in architecture, and also for the simi-

larity or adherence to style of the older

masters.

Thus we find, that in the Norman
window head, which is semi-circular in

architecture, the glass tracery and the

leaden bands were formed in circles,

half circles, ovals, lozenges,* &c. These

being enclosed with a rich border com-

posed of small pieces of all colors, in-

cluding a neutral tint, approaching to

white, gave the effect of brilliants and

other gems, set in silver and gold. Not

even gold itself is so luminous as the

glorious golden yellow of stained glass,

when kept in proper subjection to the

other colors ; and it must not be for-

gotten, that the black bands of lead

which join together each separate color

of these minute pieces, add greatly to

the richness of effect, when relieved by

the heavy frame of massive stone-wall

which surrounds it.

This style prevailed during the

eleventh and twelfth centuries, inter-

mixed, as before stated, with medallions,

figures, symbols, &c, illustrative of

Christian history, or traditions from the

lives of saints and early martyrs, some

of which are very curious, and may be

dilated upon in future communications.

* That is, rhombs or diamonds.
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An antiquary in speaking of speci-

mens of this period he had seen, says :

" So brilliant are these windows, that it

"would seem, in fact, as though the

" artist had dipped his pencil in turn, in

"a solution of amethjst, topaz, ruby,

" grenate* and emerald." "What a sense

of magnificence and grandeur this con-

veys to the mind ; but, in truth, not

more than the reality. If the reader

has ever been in one of those grand old

churches—where the only light admitted

is through the gorgeous colors of the

windows—he must have felt the exhila-

rating effect produced by gazing upon

them, and observing the rich and varie-

gated streams of colored light upon

the architecture, when the sun shines

through, and gives splendor to the

colors. If so, he will appreciate, to

the uttermost, the following quotation

from "Aubrey's Anecdotes." In speak-

ing of stained glass, our author says:

" The curious oriental reds, blews and

"greens in glasse painting, especially

"when the sun shines, doe much re-

" fresh the spirits of a poor, distracted

" gentleman, for whereas his former phy-

" sitian shutt up his windows, and kept

" him in darkness, he did open his win-

" dow-lids and let in the light, and filled

" his windows with glasses of curious

"tinctures, which the distempered per-

" son would always be looking on ; and
" it did conduce to the quieting of his

"disturbed spirits." This is quaint, but

true ; and, contrariwise, when the sun has

gone down, and " 'tween the gloaming

and the mirk," the windows only half

light up the noble groined arches and the

massive columns, giving a misty airiness

to the vaulted roof, illuminated in the

deepest of azure and gold, or enriched

with grand old frescos—you feel the

soul-subduing, though not depressing

effect ; and wonder not, that, in the dark

ages, the ignorant should look with awe
upon the works of man, as if they were

of God.

* For " precious garnet" or " almandine," of a much
deeper, but far heavier and grosser red than ruby.

During the thirteenth century, a simi-

lar style prevailed with an admixture of

"free-scroll," semi-foliated ornamenta-

tion, and the introduction in some

churches of the representations of kings,

dukes, counts and barons, armed from

head to foot, and mounted on horses,

richly caparisoned, in addition to the

heraldic devices and shields of the same.

These effigies were probably represen-

tative of benefactors, or donors to the

church
;
just as in the present day, we

put up memorial windows in our churches

in recognition of those who have been

eminent for their piety, or have given

of their means, as God has blessed them,

for the support of the church.

In the fourteenth century was de-

veloped another style, called the deco-

rated ; but, as to describe the various

differences of the successive periods,

would occupy too much space and time

for this article, I will merely mention

the different centuries, in order to arrive

at the point when the art was said to

decline and be lost, leaving to the future

a more elaborate notice of the different

periods.

The fifteenth century was distinguished

particularly by the perpendicular or

florid gothic, and, of course, the glass

partook of the same character, as

did also the application of the stained

glass to the decoration of palatial and

other residences, it being principally of

a heraldic character, and a style of orna-

mentation partaking of the Italian and

Elizabethan characteristics.

In the sixteenth and succeeding cen-

turies, church architecture began to lose

the former grandeur of conception, be-

came debased in style, and may be said

to have declined. Consequently its ac-

cessories may be held to have declined

along with it, as the artists commenced

to treat the glass in a different manner,

making it look as much like pictures or

paintings in oil on canvas as possible,

thereby losing the effect of the old win-

dows, falling into what has been denomi-

nated by a connoisseur friend of ours as
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the "washed style," and thence losing

the proper feeling, which conformed the

glass to the architecture. And although

great artists, as in the case of Albei-t

Durer,* did design for glass-stainers,

they had not grasped the idea of the old

masters, that the stained-glass was an

integral part of the architecture, whereas

they made the mullions perform the

part of a frame for a picture, in looking

at which, you lost sight of the mullions

in great measure ; as the subject gener-

ally extended through the whole window

and thereby destroyed the beauty of the

architecture.

In the eighteenth century, Sir Joshua

Reynolds, the President of the Royal

Academy oT England, made the cartoons

of a large window, containing the Adora-

tion of the Shepherds, and the figures of

the Cardinal Virtues, which, though fault-

less in a great measure as paintings, are

entirely unsuited for a church window.

This window, in the chapel of New Col-

lege, Oxford, was painted by Jarvis,

an artist in glass of good celebrity, but

lacking the old knowledge, or not having

the taste to follow the rules of the old

masters, he failed to produce a chef

d\euvre in stained -glass. "j" Of course all

* Misprinted in some copies of the July number, p. 58,

2d col., Alfred.

f The identical designs of Sir Joshua Reynolds, however,

j fashions change ; and it was not in

England alone, but in Itaty, France, and
other parts of the continent, and even

with such artists as Raphael and Van-
djrke for designers, that they made pic-

tures of windows, in place of rich designs

subservient to the architecture.

Thus we see that it was not for want

of eminent men as painters, that the art

declined. Though not lost, it fell into

abej'ance, owing probably to these un-

questionably great masters, thinking to

establish a purer taste, comprised in

more correct and finer drawing, than had

been applied to windows by their ruder

forefathers ; but they failed to give that

grandeur, which is the glory of the

ancient windows.

The taste, however, for the revival of

the antique style, has been slowly but

surely making progress ; and many fine

examples have been produced, indeed

examples not much inferior to those of

our own ancestors in the art, whom
nevertheless we should not servilely try

to copy, but endeavor to find out the

true principles on which they worked,

and then try to surpass them.

were engraved then on framing copper-plates in stipple,

by G. S. and J. G. Facius, from the drawings of John

Boydell, Cheapside, London, who published this series,

from 1781 to 17S5; and have since appeared, on copper or

steel, in at least two smaller sizes ; and, as pictorial compo-

sitions, have always been favorites with the public— [Ed.]

VENTILATION AND HEATING.

By Lewis W. Leeds.*

POPULAR education, or the educa-

tion of the masses, is a slow pro-

cess. Until quite recently, the great

fire-place, in most of our sitting-rooms,

rendered all other arrangements for

ventilation quite useless.

It is not surprising, therefore, that

the very delicate and complicated prob-

lem : how we should ventilate our houses

thoroughly, and warm them comforta-

bly, should not be already solved.

With man3r
, there is a greater amount

of dependence placed on mere mechani-

cal contrivances for ventilation, than

there should be. The ever-varying con-

ditions of the atmosphere, changes of

temperature, force of wind, and the

differences in our own physical condi-

* Consulting Engineer of Ventilation and Heating, No. 110 Broadway, New York.
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tions, necessitate corresponding modifi-

cations of our arrangements for venti-

lation and warming. We must, there-

fore, in the outset, make up our minds,

that we shall have greatly to depend on

constant individual care and intelligent

thought, for the proper management of

any efficient system of ventilation ; and,

that it is quite impossible to have an

automatic arrangement, that will fully

accomplish the object desired.

Of course, if you were to choose for

a dwelling the centre of one of the

PjTamids of Egypt, or the bottom of a

mine, one thousand feet below the sur-

face of the earth, then the troubles from

the constant variations of the external

atmosphere would be in a great meas-

ure overcome.

But those who find it more convenient

to live in their paste-board houses, above

ground, must provide the means of

counteracting the inconveniences arising

therefrom. This can be done easily,

because, as many of our young men
know, than a canvas tent with a flue pass-

ing under it—so as to keep the floor

well warmed, and with the proper intro-

duction of warmed air to supply the

necessary ventilation,—no more pleas-

ant or comfortable room need be desired,

even in severe winter weather.

The thorough warming of the floor is

the special point of excellence in this

arrangement; and this must be care-

fully attended to, in all habitations,

where eomfort and health are desired.

There is frequently much discussion,

among young students of ventilation,

as to whether the breath from the lungs

falls to the floor, or rises to the ceiling.

In practice, however, this is of very

nttle importance, as there are other con-

ditions or requirements that entirely

overrule it. The great controlling prin-

ciple is heat. This determines the open-

ing or closing of all ventilating arrange-

ments. The variations of temperature

of the inflowing air, which we must

assume to be the fresh air, have much

more influence on the rising or falling

of the impure air, than the mere differ-

ence of its specific gravity.

For instance, we take an ordinary

room in winter, wherein the tempera-

ture is maintained at 10°. Now sup-

pose the air, by which that room is

warmed, is flowing in at a temperature

of 150°
; aud, this, much of the time, is

the only fresh air entering the room.

This would rise, in three or four seconds,

to the ceiling ; and spread out, above all

the air that had been longer in the room,

whether more impure or not.

In this case, if there were an opening

directly at the ceiling, all the fresh and

warmed air would there directly flow

out, leaving the main part of the room

cold and foul. But - now, suppose we
open a door into an adjoining hall, the

temperature of which is 40°. The cold

air of the hall would at once rush

into the room, at the bottom of the

door, flowing under the warmed and

perhaps foul air of the room, pressing

it up towards the ceiling. Here, then,

the fresher air would be at the bottom :

or, if the external air was 25° above

zero, all the fresh air coming through

doors and windows would fall to the

floor, more decisively still. Thus we
see, that the conditions in which it

would be exactly correct to have the

exits, for ventilation, either at the top

or bottom, are liable to be changed

twenty times in a single minute.

There are other important disturbing

causes, such as the combustion of gas

;

the very deleterious products of which

rise directly to the ceiling, while very

hot, but, if not' taken out of the room at

once, are liable to fall to the floor again,

from their greater specific gravity, or

are sometimes crowded down, by the

warmer fresh air from the heating appa-

ratus. Here, again, we see the great

inconvenience, to say nothing of the

unhealthfulness, of exclusively warming

a room, by circulating wanned air.

But where the door and the exterior

walls are heated, the fresh air may come
in, a little cooler, than the contained air
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of the room, as, falling first to the floor,

it forces the foul air up, and out at

the ceiling : or, when the fresh and cooler

air comes in at the top—as it ought to

do, when it is possible to have it so

arranged—then, by having a rapid ex-

haustion from the floor, the foul air is

removed at once, on being thrown from

the lungs ; and the whole room is kept

filled with the pure air.

The nearer the temperature of the in-

flowing or fresh air is to the tempera-

ture of the room, the less difference it

makes, as to the position of the escap-

ing air, and the more diffused it may be

throughout the apartment

As before remarked, it is folly to

imagine, that we shall discover some

automatic ventilating machine, that will

keep us supplied, at all times, with per-

fectly pure air. Instead of this object-

less and wasteful musing, we must first

carefully study the subject ; and then

we will learn, little by little, how to

accommodate ourselves, at all times,

with pure air, without unpleasant

draughts, by varying our arrangements,

for the supply thereof, as we vary our

clothing, according to the variations of

temperature.

It certainly is to be hoped, that we
shall lose no time, in applying ourselves

with real earnestness, to the study of

—

how we can best supply ourselves—each

individual for himself—with air suf-

ficiently pure, to sustain the body in

half of its full vigor, which, according

to the late reports of the Board of

Health, is not done in this city.* As
reported, last month, over 60 per cent,

of the deaths in Brooklyn, and over 50

per cent, of those in New York, were

occasioned by foul air.

Is it not about time we began to wake
up to the magnitude of this scourge

of foul air ?

* That is, Sew YorK.

The Los Angeles Vineyards.—It is

the vineyards and orange and lemon

orchards that make Los Angeles the

garden spot of California. Just imagine

a collection of gardens, six miles square,

and producing at all times of the year

almost every thing that grows under the

sun. One of the largest and most

beautiful places in the city is the Wolfs-

kin Vineyards, containing 2,000 orange

trees, 1,000 lemon trees, 500 walnut,

100 fig, and 100 lime trees, and 55,000

grape vines. Near by is the vineyard

of Mr. Childs, containing 500 orange,

100 lemon, 500 apple, 500 pear, and the

same number each of peach, plum, nec-

tarine, apricot, olive, walnut, and chest-

nut trees, and 10,000 vines. Bight in

the heart of the city is Don Mateo Kel-

ler's place, containing 100,000 grape

vines, 1,000 lemon, and 500 orange, 100

lime, 100 olive, 200 walnut, and 100 fig

trees, and all of the other variety of

fruits known in the South and in the

semi-tropics. He also raises hops, cot-

ton, and tobacco, wheat, barley, corn,

all kinds of vegetables, and every thing

of the berry tribe. Last fall Mr. Keller

made 100,000 gallons of wine and nearly

as much brandy. A few miles from the

city a Mr. Bose has a vineyard of

200,000 grape vines. Near him is the

vineyard of Colonel Kewen, containing

15,000 vines, 800 walnut, 500 orange,

and 300 each of lemon and olive trees.

It must be recollected that from a little

elevation in the centre of this garden

city may be seen the broad Pacific upon

the one hand, and upon the other, two

hundred miles of mountain covered with

snow. No such picture can be seen

upon the Mediterranean Sea.

Hiram Powers has completed a

statue of Edward Everett, which he

would have given to Boston but for

the criticisms upon his statue of Web-

ster.
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Modern French Dolls. — George

Augustus Sala says: "If you bu}' a

doll in Paris now-a-daj^s you must not

only put her dans ses meubles, but fur-

nish for her a luxurious boudoir in the

Pompadour or the Empire style. She

must have a carriage. She must have

a saddle-horse. She must have a

'ghroom' and a 'jockei.' She must

have a grand piano from Erard or

Pleyel. Her gloves must come from

Madame Causse, her bonnet from Jenny

Navarre, her watch from Leroy, her

diamonds from Mellerio. She must

have seventy-two petticoats, like the

Russian Countess who lives at the

Hotel Bristol. She must bathe in milk

of almonds, or sang de menthe. And I

am very much afraid that, if }'Ou are

suddenly called away, and return in

about a fortnight, unexpectedly, you

will find your doll drinking champagne

with your 'ghroom.' Don't think I am
talking about real men and women. I

am discoursing simply about the dolls

who, in the French Bimbeloterie Court at

the Exhibition, are .flirting, lounging,

waltzing, jingling on the piano-forte,

survej'ing themselves in mirrors, and

ogling each other through consoles.

The old child-doll type seems entirely

lost. The French toymen have taken to

the manufacture of adult dolls. They

look like dolls that have vices—dolls

that don't care much about the Seventh

Commandment—dolls who, to feed their

insatiable appetite, would eat you out

of house and home, mortgage your lands,

beggar your children, and then present

you with a toy revolver to blow out

your brains withal. They are so terribly

sjmimetrical, so awfully life-like ; they

carry their long trains and nurse their

poodles, and read their billets doux, and

try on their gloves, and gamble at lans-

quenet with such dreadful perfection,

that you would not be at all surprised

at last to find a male doll cheating at

cards, or a female doll running a long

milliner's bill and forgetting to pay it.

And this is the chief count of my indict-

ment against the modern French dolls

in the Exhibition. They have nothing

to do with the happy, innocent, ignorant

time of childhood. They look like dolls

who know the time of day."

In this matter the present American
fashion of giving dolls the appearance

of children, varying from babyhood to

about five years of age, is natural and
therefore proper. All little children

prefer and instinctively choose them for

their own use. This modern French

idea is a reversal of the order of nature,

as the infants, who can get no other

stjde, are compelled to nurse the adults.

Eds.

Respiration of Animals.—M. Reiset,

in a memoir to the French Academy of

Sciences, gives an account of his experi-

ments on the exhalations of calves,

sheep, etc. The apparatus used by

him was large enough to enclose the

whole animal. Under normal conditions

he found, during the respiration of

calves and sheep, that carburetted hy-

drogen was given off in considerable

quantity ; but this was not the case

when calves were fed upon milk. M.

Reiset regards carburetted hydrogen as

the result of incomplete combustion,

and draws the general conclusion that

the respiratory products depend much

more upon the nature of the food than

upon the species of the animal.

Internal Heat op the Earth.—An
artesian boring near Geneva, Switzer-

land, to the depth of 742 feet, and at an

elevation of 1,600 feet above the level

of the sea, showed an increase in heat

at the rate of one degree Fahrenheit for

every 55 feet, while another at Men-
dorff, in Luxemburg, which penetrated

to the depth of 2,394 feet gave an in-

crease of one degree Fahrenheit for

every 51 feet.
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Dedication op the Soldiers 1 Monu-

ment at Doylestown.—On the 30th of

May a monument to the memory of the

fallen soldiers of the 104th Pennsylvania

Regiment was dedicated at Doylestown.

The citizens of the village and vicinity

turned out in large numbers. Detach-

ments of the National Guards, Grey Re-

serves, and Washington Grays and a

large delegation of Philadelphians par-

ticipated. The monument is thirty-four

feet in height, and built of marble and

granite, a fac simile of Cleopatra's

Needle. It cost $2,984. It bears an in-

scription to the memory of the officers

and soldiers of the 104th Pennsylvania

Regiment who fell in the late war, with

the names of the battles in which the

regiment participated run wreath-like

around the shaft. An oration was de-

livered by General William H. Emory,

and an ode was sung by an amateur

choir. General Charles G. Halpine,

(" Miles O'Reilly,") who was to have

read a poem, was not present, but Gen-

erals Patterson, Hoffman, and other mili-

tary celebrities were present.

___ The demand for cheap shoes has been

so pressing of late years, says the Lynn
Reporter, that it has induced the most

rigid economy in the manufacture.

Hardly a scrap of leather is allowed to

go to waste. The wagon-loads of odds

and ends made in cutting—the refuse of

the splitting-machines—are all worked

up again into that kind of leather known

as " pancake." This is made by pasting

and pressing together the scraps of

which we have spoken. This being

rolled and dried, is made to do service

in the cheaper grades of shoes as inner-

sole leather, or as " lifts " for heels. So

skilfully are these operations performed

that sometimes the substitute is, for

some purposes, almost as good as the

genuine article. Some firms do a large

business in the manufacture of " pan-

cake," which is accomplished by power-

ful machinery driven by steam.

A Monument Erected in the Mam-
moth Cave.—The Nashville Union and

Dispatch says : About forty members of

the National Division of the Sons of

Temperance, after leaving this city on

their return home, stopped at the Mam-
moth Cave to look into its mysteries,

wonders, and beauties. After making

the usual explorations, Thomas Chub-

bick, of Massachusetts, suggested that

a monument be erected to commemorate
their visit, and to be perpetually known
as the " Sons of Temperance Monu-

ment." The idea was commenced near

the Gothic chapel, a little to the right

of the path that leads to the celebrated

chapel. The corner-stone was laid with

appropriate ceremonies by M. W. P.

Robert M. Foust, of Pennsylvania, as-

sisted by the brethren. It required

three persons to handle the corner-stone.

Each member present then placed a

stone upon the monument, which is now
about five feet high, and it is requested

that every Son of Temperance who may
hereafter visit the cave shall place one

stone on the monument, and only one,

so that as many as possible may person-

ally engage in its erection. After the

work was thus far completed, Mr. Foust

dedicated the monument to the princi-

ples of " Love, Purity, and Fidelity,"

and to the Order of the Sons of Temper-

ance, after which the members present

formed a circle around the newly-begun

monument and sang a hymn.

On the eastern side of the monument

are the letters " S. of T.," and the work

was executed without the sound of ham-

mer or axe or any tool of iron. If each

Son of Temperance will add his one

stone to the work, it will in time be one

of the " sights to be seen " in the Mam-
moth Cave. The guide will show it in

future to all visitors.

M. Gaudin has discovered a process

by which he can produce imitation

diamonds, etc., of any color and shape,

that will cut glass. This may cause

quite a revolution in jewelry.
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Michigan Coal Mines.—There are

now in operation several very important

coal mines in the State of Michigan.

The coal is adapted in its different varie-

ties to almost all purposes, whether for

use in machine shops, or railways, or

steamboats, or for domestic purposes,

and at the mine commands from $2 to

$5 per ton, according to the quality.

Last year 9,000 tons were turned out

from one mine, representing an aggre-

gate value of about $31,500. The mar-

kets are the Michigan Central Railroad,

which uses the coal both on those freight

and passenger engines which are coal-

burners, the cities and towns on the

Michigan Central, especially a very

large trade in the city of Jackson, as

indeed is that over the line, and now a

new, and what will eventually prove a

large, market has been opened by the

construction of the Jackson, Lansing,

and Saginaw Railroad. Wood in the

city of Jackson ranges from $2 to $6

per cord. It is as yet uncertain whether

mining will be recommenced in the

spring or not. The aggregate produc-

tion of coal in this State, for 1867, was

about 25,000 tons, representing a value

of $91,000, and as the business is certain

in future to rapidly increase, it can justly

be regarded as one of the most promis-

ing sources of Michigan wealth.

Lighthouses in the World.— The

following details respecting lighthouses

are from a French source : On the 1st

of January, 1867, there were in the

whole world 2,814 lighthouses, of which

1,785 were on the coasts of Europe, 674

in America, 162 in Asia, 100 in Ocean-

ica, 93 in Africa. As regards Europe,

the country which possesses the most

lights in proportion to its coasts is Bel-

gium. She has one lighthouse for every

3 kilometres (rather more than three

miles) of coast ; next comes Trance, with

one per 13 kilometres ; next Holland,

with one per 15 kilometres; then Eng-

land, with one per 17; and afterwards

Spain, Prussia, Italy, Sweden, and Nor-

way, Portugal, Denmark, Austria, Tur-

key, Greece, and last of all Russia.

The last-named power has one lighthouse

for 123 kilometres, while Turkey has one

for 102. The United States have one

lighthouse for every 32 kilometres, and
Brazil one for 140. Of the 2,814 light-

houses, as many as 2,300 have been

established since 1830, and the greater

part of those which then existed have

had their lighting power increased.

Posterity will say that the present epoch

has maintained profound solicitude for

saving lives at sea by means of the

lighting of coasts ; but much still re-

mains to be done.

The Union Pacific Railroad.—Six

hundred miles of the Union Pacific Rail-

road, west from Omaha, have been com-

pleted, and are to-day in full working

order. With rapidity almost without

precedent, and certainty beyond the ex-

pectation of the most sanguine, has this

road been pushed forward. The man-

agement, recognizing the great interests

which stand ready to start up the mo-

ment the continent is spanned, have

pushed the enterprise with an industry

meriting the highest commendation.

Already can the traveller from Philadel-

phia, on an unbroken line of railroad,

travel westward for a distance of seven-

teen hundred and fifty miles. So quickly

is every obstacle being mastered, every

impediment of nature overcome, that

the Directors are able to predict that in

all probability 1869, and not 1870, will

see the first train run from ocean to

ocean. With the opening of the road

will come immediately a rush of traffic.

It is as if a deep canal was being dug to

connect Ontario and Erie. From both

ends flow the waters, and the moment
approaches when the last intervening

foot of land will be overcome, and the

great tides will meet and flow along the

new-made channel.
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Surveys op Jerusalem and Sinai.—
Colonel Sir Henry James, Director-Gen-

eral of the British. Ordnance Survey,

reports that the expense incurred by

publishing the survey of Jerusalem •will

soon be more than covered by the

profits arising from the sale of copies.

The demand, especially for the photo-

graphs, has been so great that it has

been difficult to meet it during the win-

ter months, as very few photographs

can be taken. The survey of Jerusalem

having- given so much satisfaction to the

public, the Rev. Pierce Butler, of Ul-

combe Rectory, Kent, proposed that a

survey of Mount Sinai, of a considerable

portion if not the whole of the penin-

sula of Sinai should be made under the

direction of Sir H. James, with a view

to identify the route taken by the Israel-

ites, and the places mentioned in the

Bible. Mr. Butler had obtained the

sanction of the Secretary of State to the

undertaking, and had issued circulars

which brought subscriptions from sev-

eral noblemen and gentlemen desirous

of seeing this survey made, and he had

paid his passage to Alexandria, with the

intention of proceeding to Cairo and

Suez, for the purpose of making prelimi-

nary arrangements for the expedition,

when he was suddenly taken ill, and

died in February, on the very day he

was to have left England.

Photographs in Colors.—A Paris

letter says: "At a recent meeting of

German photographers, Herr Grune ex-

hibited a remarkable photograph repre-

senting the natural colors ; at least so

says the report. Another very remarka-

ble invention is that of a Saxon officer,

Lieutenant Miersch. By a slight altera-

tion in the mechanism of the Prussian

needle-gun, he renders it capable of

firing thirteen shots in the minute,

instead of eight as at present. But the

most wonderful part of the story is,

that the alteration costs only two gro-

schcn, about 2^d., or five cents."

Abolition op Fences.—This subject

has been exercising the attention of

Western farmers for some time ; and even

England now speaks of the propriety of

doing away with all fences. The mat-

ter is easy enough. There is scarcely a

township in this State that has not some

protection in the way of preventing cat-

tle running at large. If the laws gov-

erning estrays were enforced, farmers

would have no need to fence out strayed

cattle. Two-thirds less fence would do

on the farms, for, instead of surround-

ing it with fence and then dividing it

up into small fields, four or five divisions

of an ordinary farm would suffice ; or

even less, if the economy of fencing were

carried to its fullest extent. The four

divisions of a farm, containing the

cereals, wheat, corn, and oats, and the

grass for hay, need not be separated.

The fifth division for pasture-lands

would of course have to be enclosed.

One fenced division then would suffice.

What would be saved? First, the im-

mense expense of constructing fences

and keeping them in repair; second,

the ground upon which the fences stand,

which is no mean item. Every 2,240

yards of worm-fence takes up an acre

of ground. The fencing of a single acre

appropriates one-eighth of the soil.

Thus, on every well-fenced farm of 100

acres, five or six of those acres, or a

good-sized field, is occupied by fences,

as we think, unnecessarily.

Repining Sugar.—The improved pro-

cess, patented in Germany by Messrs.

Pierre & Massey, consists, in bringing

saccharine juice, after being clarified in

the usual way by means of lime and car-

bonic acid, to a boiling temperature, and
precipitating it with caustic baryta ; the

precipitate is then suspended in water,

and decomposed with carbonic acid.

About 60 parts of baryta is required for

every 100 parts of sugar. The sugar

solution, thus purified, is afterwards

evaporated.
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Artificial Fish Culture.—It is

made the duty of man to repair, in so

far as he can. the ravages of bis species,

committed in the hurry of settlement or

by continued and indiscreet use after-

wards of nature's bounties. When we

add to duty the gratification of pleas-

urable instincts, and then couple with

both of these a fair promise of profit,

we have an incentive which will over-

come all obstacles, and insure in any de-

partment an entire success. In agricul-

ture the farmer makes it a point to pre-

serve his seeds and improve their quality

by all the means in his power Experi-

ments are called in to aid science and to

make science, and the pride and profit

of success amply repay all troubles and

outlays. In maintaining his breeds of

live stock and improving the rough ma-

terial he often finds on hand, great en-

thusiasm is manifested. There is a

branch of culture, which might be called

co-ordinate, that has lately sprung into

existence. We mean the culture of fish

by artificial means. It has grown out

of a necessity, compelled by the reckless

conduct of man. Every one deprecates

the -fact that our rivers have become de-

populated of the finny tribe ; that so

great a source of pleasure as successful

angling has been cut off; that our tables

are deprived of their most healthy and

delicate messes, and that what was

heretofore a source of respectable in-

come has ceased as a business, or be-

come the synonyme for losses. Under

the impression that there existed a cor-

rective for what may be fitly termed an

evil, the experiments of private indi-

viduals have been seconded by many
powerful societies, and these again by

intelligent legislation, so that now we
may regard two or three things as well

settled in this connection .

First. That our depleted streams can

be restocked with fish.

Second. That with due care on the part

of individuals and companies in provid-

ing for the passage of fish through their

dams and obstructions erected for manu-

facturing purposes, and with discrimin-

ating laws on the part of legislatures,

the stock of fish can be kept up with

little or no outlay.

Third. That the ancient profits of a

now reduced trade may be restored,

and a cheap food provided in great

abundance.

In this, as in all other subjects, gen-

eral reasoning will not go so far as

actual experiment to prove its truth.

We therefore educe a few of the results

thus far made in proof of the success of

the enterprise. Under the legislation

of our own State a fishway was built in

the Columbia dam. Shad passed through

it iu large numbers, and were taken

above the mouth of the Juniata for the

' first time in nearly thirty years. The

result shows that shad will not only re-

turn to the place of their birth when,

opportunity offers, but go beyond it in

search ofnew spawning grounds. Thirty

years ago the supply of salmon to the

markets of Boston and other cities in

the East, was brought from the rivers

of Maine. Now, by reason of high dams

and other obstructions, this fish has be-

come almost extinct, and the supply

comes from Canada.

Pyrogallic Acid.—The old process for

making this compound usually gives

only 25 per cent, of the weight of gallic

acid employed. Messrs. de Luynes and

Esperandien, by the action of heated

water, transform gallic into pyrogallic

and carbon acid. Into a brass cauldron

having a tightly fitting cover they intro-

duce gallic acid with two or three times

its weight of water. The cauldron is

then heated to 200 or 210 degrees C.

and that temperature is maintained for

nearly two hours, when the solution of

pyrogallic acid will be found slightly

colored. The color is removed by bone-

black and the water by distillation. A
clear white product may be obtained at

once by distilling the gallic solution in

vacuo.
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Remarkable Mirage.—A mirage was

visible lately at Dover, England. The
dome of the Cathedral and Napoleon's

Pillar, at Boulogne, were to be seen from

the Crescent Walk by the naked eye

;

but with a telescope of ordinary power
the entrance of the port, its lighthouse,

its shipping, and the surrounding houses,

the valley of the hillside of Capecure,

and the little fishing village of Ported

were distinctly visible , whilst on the

eastern side the principal features of the

country, the lighthouse of Cape Grinez,

the adjacent windmill, numerous farms,

and villages, with their windows illumi-

nated by the setting sun, stood out with

extraordinary clearness. Whilst these

were under observation, a locomotive

was seen to leave Boulogne and travel*

some miles in the Calais direction, by
its puffs and wreaths of white steam.

Shortly after sunset the mirage subsided.

A Mirage in Western New York.—
A correspondent of the Rochester Union,

writing from Batavia, N Y., June 3,

says : On Monday last, while walking

in the suburbs of the village, I was sur-

prised to see, stretching away to the

northeast, and apparently on a level

with an adjoining meadow, a lake, the

undulations of whose waves were plainly

visible, and on which four steamboats

and two sailing vessels were to be seen

moving slowly along. Far away in the

distance was the Canadian shore. The

pale blue-green tint of water was per-

fectly reproduced. The delusion was

heightened by the rising ground in the

meadow forming a bank from which the

lake appeared to roll. It was almost

impossible to reject the temptation of

crossing the fence and gathering the

shells and watching the breakers which

it seemed must be at the foot of those

little hills. I watched the mirage for

nearly an hour, but returned before the

disappearance of it. This mirage far

exceeded the fine one of Lake Erie seen

some weeks since at sunset, and which

attracted universal attention.

A New Cathedral.—The ceremony
of laying the foundation-stone of the

new Catholic Cathedral of Brooklyn

took place June 21st. Announcements
had been made during the past two
months, that this event would be at-

tended with circumstances of no ordi-

nary interest ; that it would be wit-

nessed by thousands of people, and that

it would be the occasion of a demonstra-

tion the like of which had never before

been seen in Brooklyn. These an-

nouncements and predictions have been

fully verified, and the scene of yester-

day, in which bishops, priests, and the

lait}r of every grade, and trades, asso-

ciations, and temperance and benevo-

lent societies bore their part, passed of!

with an eclat not usually displayed on

similar occasions. The cathedral will

be in the style of French Gothic of the

thirteenth century, and is to occupj7 a

prominent site on Lafayette avenue, be-

tween Clermont and Vanderbilt avenues.

The extreme length, from the towers in

front to the rear of the chapel, 354 feet

;

length from front entrance to the rear

of the apse, 264 feet; extreme breadth

at the transept, 180 feet ; extreme

breadth of nave and aisles, 98 feet. The

large towers in front will be 50 feet

square at the base, and 350 feet in height

from the surface to the top of the cross.

The small towers at the transept, 27 feet

at the base and 185 feet in height. The

top of the nave roof will be 112 feet high

above the level of the street in front.

The aisle walls will be 85 feet high

above the floor ; aisle ceilings 56 feet.

The cathedral will be well lighted. The

sanctuary is to be 54 feet deep and 88

feet wide.

The manufacture of rubber heel-

stiffening, a new thing in boot and shoe

manufacture, has recently been begun

at Chelsea, Mass. These stiffenings are

said to be superior to leather, for the

reason that they will not "run down,"

and are unaffected by water.
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MONTHLY REVIEW.
PALLADIO AND HIS STYLE.

IN Northern Italy, less than thirty-five

miles from the Adriatic sea, and not

more than sixty from its head, forty

miles west of Venice, on the Baccbig-

lione,--surrounded with empty moats

and mined walls, but full of well-pre-

served palaces,—with the blue spurs of

the Alps within easy reach, upon her

northwestern quadrant, and their white

crests looming up beyond,—stands the

ancient city of Vicenza. Within it was

born, in the year 1518, Andrea Palla-

dio, who,

" Though from an humble stock, undoubtedly

Was fashioned to much honor from his cradle."

We hardly know, which most to ad-

mire ; his good fortune, yielding him

the direction of highly important con-

structions in his early youth ; the force

of character, which enabled him to be-

come eminently learned, not only in his

chosen profession of architecture and

the general science of that day, but also

in the classic languages ; or the rare

social engagingness, to gain such esteem

among his fellow-townsmen, as to be first

mad« free of his native city ; and, after-

wards, to-be admitted into the bod}' of

the nobility.

Palladio's professional master was the

celebrated Giovanni Giorgio Trissino,

under whom he studied exhaustively the

most curious points of civil and military

witharchitecture, and stored his mind

all sorts of erudition."

He chiefly delighted in the personal

inspection, and exact measurement, of

the grand remains of old Rome ; so

much so, that he " traveled divers times

" to various regions of Italy and other

" foreign parts, on purpose to find,

" through the remains of some ancient

" erections, what the whole must once

" have been ; and to give the designs of

"them."

His posthumous work on " The Ro-

man Antiquities," though imperfect,

conclusively shows how thoroughly he

had mastered the ideas of the ancients,

for, " searching many years, amid vari-

ous clangers," amongst the rubbish of

their monuments, he discovered the true

rules of the Art of Building, which,

unsuspected in their completeness, even

by his contemporaries, Brunelleschi and

Michael Angelo, remained unknown,

until after his exposition. The exact-

ness of his designs is equally remarka-

ble and satisfactory.

His appreciative townsmen and com-

peers were culpably careless of the fu-

ture reputation of their most noted citi-

zen, as all the authors, who mention

him, are silent on the particulars of his

life. They have taken great pains to

provide for us a detailed list of the noble

edifices, wherewith he adorned his coun-
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try ; but to little avail, for they are ex-

taut, drawn and explained by himself,

in the second and third books of his

"Architecture."

His preface shows him to have been

both genial and patriotic—equally proud

of Vicenza, as Vicenza of him—for he

speaks of his native place, as a city

" which, though not very extensive, is

" sufficiently rich ; and full of inhabi-

tants of the brightest capacities;"

and mentions by name, ' his preceptor,

John George Trissino, and quite a num-

ber of other distinguished Vicentines,

as scientific noblemen, gentlemen, paint-

ers, poets, architects, and universal

scholars.

He flourished, in action, through rather

more than two-fifths of the sixteenth

century ; and died in the year 1580.

Not impossibly there yet remain

—

amongst the vast stores of inedited

manuscripts, in the public and private

libraries of Italy— some unpublished

drawings and writings of this grand old

Vicenzan. If so, may they soon ap-

pear, for both the literary and the ar-

chitectural worlds would hail them with

unwonted zest.

"~The Palladian, then, with its con-

gener, the Soanean—and its legitimate

derivatives, the Anglo-Italian, and the

Americo-Italian—along with the Italian

as modified by the climatic exigencies

of all countries, wherein any consider-

able part of domestic life passes with

wide-flung doors and raised sashes, or

in the open ah-—must predominate in

modern architecture.

As adapted to palaces, or public

buildings, the Palladian proper is dis-

tinguished throughout most of its

greater forms by its adherence to Greek

principles. The important lines of the

edifice strike horizontally ; the columns

and pilasters are light and graceful and

conform to settled orders ; the colonnades

are roofed on lintels, instead of arches

;

the doors and windows are parallelo-

grams with conformable mouldings ; or,

if the.y have pediments, these are either

of a very obtuse angle or of a low arc

;

the roofs are low and hidden by the

pediments and statue-bases, pedestals,

or acroteria of the facades and the

balustrades of the eaves, so that neither

roofs nor gutters are perceptible from

any position below the apex of the pile
;

and thus squareness, with its attendant

power, is preserved in composition.

Classic statues adorn the prominent

points of the roof and also of the at-

tached approaches and covered galleries.

The chief apartments are on the second

floor, thus admitting magnificent ap-

proaches, in ample stairways and land-

ings ; and allowing different chaste

methods of presenting the ashlar of the

lower story. The ground floor contains

the more important apartments for rou-

tine business. The lesser offices are in

separate buildings, connected with the

pile itself by low-covered galleries, with,

it may be, an additional promenade

upon the roofs. The chief Roman fea-

ture, the dome, whether depressed or

exalted, is kept elliptical, in its upward

sweep from the cornice of the tholobate,

and is often terminated by a colonnaded

lantern with a dome roof; the general

ornamentation, neat, severe and perma-

nent, is not extraneous, but grows im-

mediately from the subject. Solidly

based and heavy stone balustrades, with

vases, statues and heraldic figures, well-

flagged pavements and classic fountains,

diversify the greensward and the shrub-

bery of the grounds. In favorable situ-

ations, successive parterred terraces

carry the downward slope fairly to the

edges of the sharp and deep declivity
;

miradors and belvideres afford the in-

mates every facility for enjoying the

prospect; and euhance the external

charms of the place.

In the case of a villa, or of a country

mansion, as many of these points are

preserved as comport with the wealth,

dignity and taste of the owner.

This style admits of balconies, either

supported upon the earth, through pil-

lars or pilasters, or from the building,
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through brackets or cantilevers. Al-

though we have described a Grecian

roof, modified by eave balustrades and

facade statue pedestals, it allows either

the Tuscan roof or the flat roof; yet

all these are low, and restricted to nearly

the same lines. It permits also circular

heads to niches, doors, and windows

;

and, by way of ornament to the latter,

when they have lintels, it indulges quite

considerably in the broken pediment,

which—although we have nothing to

remark against it as a mystic symbol

amongst the Freemasons, or as an ap-

propriate adjunct to any Masonic hall

—architecturally and critically weighed,

must be felt as a defect, however strenu-

ously, from habit or from need of a

broken line, architects may defend it

;

for the angular lines of a true pediment

represent two rafters well braced in the

angles made by them with the horizontal

line, and able to uphold both each other

and the ridge-piece, which rests upon

their apex ; whereas, if the pediment is

broken, or, in other phrase, the upper

and joining ends of these rafters are cut

off, the place of the ridge-piece is vacated,

the ridge-piece itself is unsupported, and

the rafters, so far from being fit to sup-

port any superincumbent weight—which

they often do, without any ridge-piece

—

are unable to hold themselves up. It is

in matters of this sort that the world

misses the subtle adaptation, the inevit-

able truth of the Greeks. Theoretically,

anjr base of support is supposed to be

strengthened commensurately with the

pressure or weight to be upborne, and a

moulding is a strengthening hem, bor-

der, band, or bond. Practically, the

designer of the broken pediment supplies

the integrally connected strong angle he

cut away by a detached urn, or some-

thing of that description ; supports the

urn upon the feeblest part of its remain-

ing substance; and, after sawing across,

or breaking, the rafters of its gable or

gablet, expects them to upbear, either a

part of the structure, or a detached

weight. Tor any coherency of purpose,

we might as well expect stability in a

pyramid resting upon its apex, with its

base in the air.

This paradox in action is almost equal

to the paradox in diction, wherewith the

Egyptian priests amused themselves at

the expense of Herodotus, the Father of

History. They told him, that the pyra-

mids were finished from the top down-
wards, leaving him to infer, if he wore

unsophisticated enough, that they were

commenced in the air, and gradually

worked downwards to a solid foundation

upon the bed limestone. They were

finished from the top, and could not be

finished in any other manner. When
Herodotus saw them, about B. C. 450,

they were cased smoothly, from base to

point, the point itself running out to a

sharp angle. This—as Dr. Lepsius, the

distinguished Egyptologist, has since

proved—necessitated their being finished

from the top to the bottom. The pyra-

mids were built, although the Coptic

hierarchs did not find it necessary to

suggest as much to Herodotus—in great

steps, so that when any one was finished

as to its chief mass, the uppermost step

would be approximately a cube in shape.

A line drawn from any of the four up-

per, outer angles of this cube to the

centre of the outer base of the pyramid,

upon that side, would just touch all the

outer angles of all the great steps on

that side, from the summit to the plain.

For the purpose of weathering, though

hardly needed in that climate, we may
suppose the very peak-block of stone,

to be itself a pyramid, of exactly the

same slant of sides as the pyramid

whereof it formed the crown, and that it

projected a little way beyond the sides

of the highest square. This cap-stone

being placed, next below it would be

fitted others, step by step, each range

overlapped by the range above it, and

the outer surface' of all the ranges kept

upon exactly the same angle of finishing

surface by the chisel of the stone-mason.

The steps themselves would furnish the

scaffolding : and, when each step was filled
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up, that part of the scaffolding was itself

resolved into the finished structure,

until at length, when the ground was

reached, the pyramid would not only be

finished, but, from its sharp rise, would

also be inaccessible, unless a special

staircase had been excavated in the

casing, in proceeding from the top to

the bottom, or were afterwards chiseled

out, from the bottom to the top. At all

events, any reader will here see at once

that the pymmidjs could only be finished

"from the top downwards." This dis-

covery was suggested to, and instantly

proved by, Dr. Lepsius, through a glance

at what is called " the Pyramid of Two
Inclines," at Saccara.

While an occasional stir is caused in the

newspapers through accounts claiming

astronomical uses for the pyramids, it is

well known to all who have had even the

hastiest glimpse of the writings of the

Champollionists, that the primary intent

and absolute use of all the pyramids was

for royal sepulchres. Astronomical ser-

vice they might possibly have rendered

incidentally, but their object and occu-

pation as kingly burial-places is fixed,

maugre a doubt. But we have digressed.

To recur

:

"Waiving the metaphysics of architec-

ture, we must admit, that, following the

frequent practice of Palladio himself,

many of the best modern architects have

been quite addicted to the use of the

broken pediment. They might perhaps,

upon refining to the utmost bounds of

thought, confess, that in themselves,

there were many adjuncts of architec-

ture they liked better; and, if devising,

each his ideal of a perfect edifice, omit

it; but would assuredly defend it, for

domestic uses, upon the principle of

" humoring perspectives of buildings

—

of not insisting upon strict linear per-

spective in drawing animals or men, for

fear of the surely resulting hardness'

and stiffness—of the need of alloys in

metallurgy—of the desirability of occa-

sional discords in music—of very occa-

sional inharmonious contrasts in coloring

—of not infrequent harshness in higher

poetry—and of the intended imperfec-

tions in humanity. True it is, that

pure gold is utterly useless, except to

gaze upon, as the most beautiful orange

color on the globe ; and that it will an-

swer neither for gold-leaf, jewelrj^, nor

coin, until alloyed with a fair proportion

of silver and a little copper ; that pure

silver must be alloyed with a little tin

and copper, even for leaf, and consider-

able copper for plate or for coin. It

is equally true, that men and women
may be so good, as to be good for noth-

ing; and that the best characters are

self-eliminated, under Divine Guidance,

by reasonably good souls striving to

become better; but never able in the

highest sense to become really good.

Even if they succeed in attaining what

they once conceived to be the crowning-

height, they are all the better able to

descry a point above. Unquestionably,

then, whether widened above or below, the

broken pediment—by way of two con-

trasts,—the first, of recollection; the

second, of juxtaposition—conduces to a

higher style. The English architects,

of the period of James I., obtained the

latter contrast, by running a coping

along, up and over, all the reentering

and salient angles, and convex, or con-

cave, curves, of their generally fantastic,

but at times comely gables :—or, by

carrying a tower, string-course along

the thus hidden eaves and over the gro-

tesque false-gablet of an oriel, to become

the course-moulding and bay-supported

balcony-base of a porch-advance, or

a transept; and, so, reversing the order

of transition to the twin tower—per-

haps to descend the outer angle and

ramify similarly over the attached offices.

It is about the only characteristic whence

a new principle might have grown.

The Soanean, Cousin to the Palla-

dian, while adopting circular arches, yet

treats them as they would probably have

been managed by the Greeks. The Ro-

man ornamental arch is justly liable to

be considered an anomaly, because it
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does not spring smoothly from the verti-

cal sides of the aperture, but from the

projecting interposed capitals of the two,

or more, pillars, or pilasters. The meth-

od of Sir John Soane is much more ana-

logical. The mouldings spring perpen-

dicularly from the sills, continue along

up the jambs, on one side; run imper-

ceptibly into, and throughout, the semi-

circular architraves, and descend smooth-

ly along clown the opposite jambs, to the

sills again. An adherence to this,

throughout a building, impresses the

beholder, or the inmate, with the idea of

superior neatness and grace. The only

thing, yet to desire, is not to stop with

this management of semi-circular arches;

but to vary the arch heads, mainly by

elliptical curves struck indefinitely be-

tween the semi-circular architrave and

the absolutely flat lintel; although the

various arcs, meeting the jambs at an

angle, but with continuous mouldings,

are agreeable to a critical eye. Yet

what we wish to insist upon is, that ex-

ceeding elegance, at minimum cost,

resides in the variously curved archi-

traves, commencing with the true half

circle, in the first story; and passing

through more and more depressed curves,

with each succeeding higher story, until,

at the top, we either absolutely reach,

or approximate, the horizontal lintel.

Another advantage of this mode is

—

that, with the doors and windows kept

properly, one beneath another, so as to

insure the integrity of the piers—it

gives the maximum amount of strength

to the walls. This will equally apply to

the management of arches formed by
arcs.

The Italians discarded the Greek

principle of the parallelogramatic ground

plan, adopting instead the square plan

for their public buildings. Consequently

there was no opportunity for reproduc-

ing the Pagan temple, with its Doric

style portico, either in their churches,

palaces, theatres, or halls ; so they took

the portico from the temple and placed

it against the front wall of their edifice,

whatever that might be; and whether

appropriate or not. If they could not

draw in the portico, another misapplica-

tion of their drag-net hauled up the pseu-

doprostyle or architectural mask, and

fairly—or foully ?—stuck it against the

wall, where, while it might have cohe-

sion, it could have no more coherence,

than an antique alto rilievo hung upon

the wall of the club house finished last.

With Sir John Soane consistent imita-

tion of the ancients was a passion. For

instance, he himself stated that when in

Italy he resorted to the Temple of Vesta,

at Tivoli, for six successive weeks,

measuring and drawing its details. He
was veiy partial to the insensible re-

solvement of the Avails of quadrangular

apartments into circular flat-domed

ceilings; and also, as in the Bank of

England, for quadrant-planned, columnar

mergements of fronts into flanks.

We have styled the Soanean the Pal-

ladian, and, taking a comprehensive

view, it can scarcely be regarded other-

wise. Though good authorities class it,

indifferently, as Greco-Roman, Roino-

Grecian, and Anglo-Grecian, yet either

of the first two of these appellatives

would be a good synonyme for that

style, which we shall also venture to

name the Vicenzan or the Vicentine,

from its founder's birth-place.

Sir John Soane's reputation is sup-

ported by his magnificent designs for

aristocratic mansions, municipal halls,

courts of justice, senate houses and

royal palaces. No professor's mind ever

went less in what Shakespeare calls*

"the roadway." He was consequently

pretty sharply handled by the critics of

his clay, but has since been highly com-

plimented. Some professional critics

hold Sir John's aim to have been the

fusion of the classic delicacies of Greek

and Roman composition, with the play-

fulness of Gothic, not by the use of the

pointed arch ; but, through " the princi-

* Consult Prince Henry to Poins, in the 2d Part of

King Henry the Fourth.
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pie of continuous lines, ramifying from
the vertical into the circular, without

horizontal impediment. " At all events,

his mind had some insuperable impedi-

ment to the use of the pediment.

Whether entire or broken, he eschewed

this altogether, save where it spanned

the whole edifice, as in the classic

temples of Greece and Rome. His sur-

faces, frequently very simple, are some-

times characterized by sunken fretting

and channelled work; and again by
zig-zag groves and guilloches.

The Anglo-Italian roofs, while not,

in any degree, to be termed elevated,

are yet not so depressed as the Italian,

there being presumably a more copious

rain-fall to turn, and a much greater

weight of snow to resist ; but as the

general Italian is universally held to be

the most appropriate for lofty situations,

a high l-oof might be stripped of its

covering by the fierce winds. The roof

commonly chosen is Tuscan, which,

while its gable is a low pediment, pro-

jects well beyond the walls, upon pur-

lins, often converted into cantilevers,

and thus protects them, and shelters the

family. The doors and windows are,

variously, either square or Grecian

;

semi-circular with columns and pilasters,

or Roman ; semi-circular with continu-

ous mouldings, or Soanean ; or struck in

arcs, which we may entitle modern at

large. Balconies, colonnades, open gal-

leries, porches and balustraded terraces,

or esplanades, well-advanced, make up

the contour. The bed-room windows,

shielded by the overhanging roof, de-

mand no caps to the architraves. The

lower windows, except those within the

colonnades and porticos, are guarded

with console caps or with cornices. The

square tower is derived from the Italian

campanile or bell-tower—formerly in

Italy, where, not ecclesiastical, attached

to villas as a token of nobility ; often

used, in the troublous times, as a watch-

tower, provided with a great bell for

alarming feudal retainers ; and, in its

native clime, sometimes covered by a

flat hip roof, which being square, and
terminating in a point, we will also des-

ignate as an obelisk roof. This tower,

elevated at least one story above the

main building—frequently two, and oc-

casionally three—is partly closed in X>y a

Tuscan roofof four projecting pediments

or depressed gablets. The whole is sur-

mounted by an open colonnaded and

domed cupola or belviclere. The portico

can readily be so managed as to avert

the stress of weather from persons

leaving the main entrance and stepping

into a carriage. The roof of the portico

is the floor of the loggia, or large, open,

balustraded gallery connected with the

principal bed-chamber.

Here, then, are all the requisites for

winter and summer comfort, in a climate

not very inclement, like that of England.

Yet most of these very points have

arisen from the balmy air and brilliant

moon of Italy, and are not quite at home

among' the less-violent changes of tem-

perature, but more prevalent fresh

breezes, mists and clouds of the sea-girt

land.

The Americo-Italtan Style, as dif-

fering distinctively from any of the

others herein discriminated, is rather

unsettled as j^et, and indeed, for the

United States, must vary indefinitely, as

we pass from the centre of the Middle

States towards any part of the great

border.

The New England States—with the

deep snows of their long and searching

winters, their northeasters and balmy

airs, their intense suns and brilliant

moons, their late springs, fierce summers

and ororoeous autumns—would seem to

need a commingling of the domestic

pointed Gothic for the main body of the

house, with Italian salient appendages,

because one extreme of climate demands

security, and the other insists upon

plenty of light and the open air. The

terrace, the folding canopy, the portico,

the gallery, both covered and open, the
'

balcony, the loggia, the campanile and

the belvidere all seem to be needed ; and,
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while their mass must certainly come

from the Italian, their structure and de-

coration must surely be derived from the

Gothic. The oriel or bay-window must

not be omitted ; but that is already

Gothic. There would be no great diffi-

culty in devising every part of the build-

ing—save the roof, which must be

" pointed" to shed the snow—inside the

Tudor Gothic, sometimes, not very hap-

pily, we think, designated "debased."

It occurs to us, that, in the balconies,

open galleries, loggias and balustrades

generally, Arery good and congruous

effects may be obtained by simply in-

verting some varieties of Tudor tracery.

This general treatment would leave all

the ceilings, excepting those of the

upper story, either flat or comparatively

so, and, with corresponding windows

and doors, would thus render the build-

ing fitter for seeiDg, hearing, warming

and ventilating.

Whatever we may feel about its lofty

beauty, the pointed Gothic ceiling in

domestic architecture, is only adapte^ to

a summer state apartment, off to one

side of the house, to which the other

tiers of rooms would be but as entresols,

or to a summer library. It is on account

of modern civilization requiring com-

parative lowness of stories and square-

ness in the cross-sections of ceilings,

that the Pallaclian has grown to be such

an universal favorite.

The Northwestern States have win-

ters of severe cold and plentj' of snow,

but of great equableness ; and, on the

latter account, are as free from the great

scourge, consumption, as the North-

eastern States are subject to it. Hence,

the trans-Mississippi plateau needs also

the peaked roof. In fact, this region,

where the mercury is frequently below

zero as late as March and as early as

November, wants much greater provi-

sion against the cold, than facility

for any summer life al fresco, yet the

thermometer in July frequently marks

96 degrees.

The Lake-shore States, in the long

run, require much the same arrangements

for domestic comfort as the Middle

States. The whole of both divisions,

along with all the Southern and South-

western States, are best suited in full

Italian designs, with, proportionate^,

more compactness and less provision for

out-door life, in the two former, and the

reversal of these conditions in the two

latter. The general climate of Califor-

nia asks for the Pallaclian, and that of

Oregon and Washington for the Pointed,

which will doubtless, also, be indispen-

sable in many points of Alaska.

Thus it will be seen, that, while the

Pointed is our frequent refuge, our

abiding stronghold is the Palladian

It is the chief charm of this altogether

charming style, that it impresses us

most, in the most commanding positions,

being both for, and of, the landscape, or,

well-placed, one of the best points to

grasp a prospect, or to include in one.

The Gothic, on the contrary, accords

best with lower and more sequestered

situations, and this, even in its most

imposing development, the minster. So

constantly was this carried out, so well

is it understood, that Bjrron, from fact,

introduced it effectively in the descrip-

tion of his own ancestral home, Newstead

Abbey :

"An old, old monastery once, and now
Still older mansion, of a rich and rare

Mixed Gothic, such as artists all allow

Few specimens are left us to compare

Withal: it lies a little low,

Because the monks preferred a hill behind,

To shelter their devotion from the wind."

However snug the harbor of the dell

may be, we want a form not only for the

broad valley and the hill-side, but well-

adapted to the open rolling plains, where-

on must always dwell the multitudes of

mankind ; and hence it is, that, for a

home—weighing all the wants of enlight-

ened man, throughout the world—the

Palladian style must be upheld, as,

beyond all cavil, the most beautiful, the

most agreeable, the most commodious,

the most comfoi'table, and, therefore, the

best. Proceeding from the requirements
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of, naturally, one of the most favored

lands on earth, Italy, it finds a cordial

welcome in another, by nature no less

favored, and, by Providence, greatly

more, America. Fenimore Cooper, in

his Water-Witch, makes one of his char-

acters, Seadrift or Biidora, discussing

the comparative climates of Italy and

-America, yield the palm for "pearly

light, rosj' clouds, and melting tints,"

to Italy, while allowing America to excel

in '' vividness of glow, depth of transi-

tion, and richness of colors." As Italy

is geographically a long, narrow strip of

land, washed on three sides by two in-

divisible seas, the charming softness of

the atmosphere, the dreamy etherial

lustrous haze, in contradistinction to the

briskness and brilliancy of American

air, possibly ma}- be owing to the corre-

lative reflections interchanged and dif-

fused by the skies and the seas. Were
both virgin lands, the bard would make
America the bridegroom and Italy the

bride, because the one is ardent and the

other musing. But Italy has her ro-

mantic repute for the balmy airs of

halcyon days, and the brilliant suns and

beaming moons, in cerulean empyreans,

nearly as refulgently reflected in ultra-

marine, or in indigo ripples—j ustly at

the expense of grey and heavy England :

for no lover ever saw, no painter ever

drew, and no poet ever sung, more

buoyant airs, more azure skies, more

resplendent suns, or more lustrous

moons, than those of the United

States.

ODE PUBLIC LIBRARIES.

TTTE are sorry to say, that Philadel-

V V phia, once far ahead of our other

cities in literary facilities, is now de-

cidedly behind, at least two of them
;

to say nothing of her not equalling an

university or more. This remark is not

in the spirit of emulation, which is well

enough in its way ; but arises from com-

munionship and experience.

If a certain thorough course of study

is marked out, or if such an one, inter-

rupted at a previous period, is to be re-

sumed, few private libraries will afford

the proper facilities and not many per-

sonal fortunes will—unless with the pen-

alty of rapidly depleting their income

by spending their principal—permit the

costly and continued purchases required.

The only safe means is association ; and

the spirit of association is apt to flag,

after death removes the purely indi-

vidual influence, which gave it initial

efficiency. The only way to render this

spirit perennial is, for liberally cultured

gentlemen of wealth, in that spirit of

gratitude to Providence for their own
advantages, which does not rest satis-

fied merely with the verbal expression of

thankfulness, but is rather disposed to

have benefits pass around—and for

wealthy gentlemen not thoroughly edu-

cated themselves, who see the advan-

tages of literature or science in others,

and are willing to have more ofthose who
come after, enjoy them—in the distri-

bution of their means by will, to endow
such neighboring institutions, as are

already best situated to make their

bequests most available to the general

public.

Among such established institutions,

we name the Philadelphia Library, the

Historical Society of Pennsylvania, the

Academy of Natural Sciences, 'the Mer-

cantile Library and the Franklin Insti-

tute. But especially should the first be

fostered, until it shall attain a first-class

position. The scholars of Philadelphia

and vicinity really need, and can be

satisfied with, no less ; and the enduring

influence of any community depends

upon its enterprise being in the most

intimate contact with art, literature and

science at their very best.
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DESCRIPTIONS.

DESIGN FOR A CITY STORE.

Style: Venetian Gothic.

A GLANCE at the design for a city

store-front, which we in this num-

ber present to our readers, will at once

indicate that it is intended for a place of

extensive traffic, either in a large whole-

sale business, or in retailing the richer-

patterned and more costly goods, its

applicability to either being, of course,

dependent on the style of the internal

arrangement of the building. The

heavy outlay, consequent upon the

erection of such a structure, would put

the design beyond the reach, and even

beyond the requirements, of any busi-

ness conducted in a comparatively ordi-

nary manner; and it may therefore, be,

with propriety, styled A First-Class

Elevation.

We have chosen for the Store-front

the Gothic, or, rather, what is termed,

the Venetian-Gothic style, with its low

arched heads over the doors and win-

dows ; somewhat resembling the Tu-

dor Arches ; and the broken-outline

dressings, around the doors and win-

dows ; and also what may be termed the

" story-posts," to use the practical work-

men's phrase ; or, as more technically

expressed in Gothic architecture, " clus-

tered columns." This combination of

features is peculiar to the Veneto-Gothic

style.

During the ninth, tenth and eleventh

centuries, the architecture of Venice

appears, from the examples still to be

seen, throughout

"That glorious city in the sea—

"

that ancient place, round which, through

the dim vista of past ages, a halo of

poetry and romantic association still

lingers—to have been formed on the

model of a mixture of Byzantine and

Arabic, the workmen having been Byzan-

tine, but the designers and masters

Arabians. The examples we speak of

are the three noble churches of Torcello,

Murano, and the greater part of St.

Mark's, together with about ten or twelve

fragments of ruined palaces.

To this succeeded a transitionary pe-

riod in which the style became more
markedly Arabian in character,—with

the shafts more slender, and the arches

pointed instead of round. This is only

observable in private dwelling-houses,

and not in their churches, as they would

naturally have been slow and reluctant

to adopt any of the characteristics of

the mosque. The date of this particular

style can be fixed at about A. D.

1180, by the elevation of the granite

shafts of the Piazetta, the capitals of

which are the most marked specimens of

this transitional style. This was trans-

formed gradually into the Gothic style,

formed from the Venetian-Arab, by

the influence of the Dominicans and

Franciscans, who, introduced, about

the thirteenth century, from the con-

tinent, their morality and their style

of architecture, already a Gothic,

and which had a rapid influence

over the Venetian-Arabian school, en-

grafting upon the Arab forms the most

novel features of the Franciscan, its

traceries. The progress made by this

feeling in favor of the Gothic, was

gradual : and, until it had decidedly
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established itself, various irregular

Gothic tendencies are exhibited in some
of the still existing edifices : although,

as yet, no consistent type of domestic

building was fully developed.

It was not until the erection of the

far-famed Ducal Palace, or Doge's Resi-

dence—the type of the purest speci-

mens of the Venetian-Gothic style—that

the spirit of innovation seems to have

been satisfied, as if it were impossible

to summon up an idea more attractive,

or an edifice more majestic and perfect.

The best architects and most famous

painters of Venice were employed on

this noble structure, for a long series of

years. A brief description of it here may
be pardoned, as affording the best and

clearest type of this style, which it is

possible to give the reader. " The plan

" of this building is a hollow square, of

" which the sides towards the sea, and
" the piazetta, are supported on arcades,

" the lower one having arches of wider
" span than that above. Its columns
" are partly sunk into the ground, from
" the accumulation of the soil. The
"upper one has circular traceries be-

" tween the arch-heads ; and is a most
" noble feature. It supports a lofty

" wail, perforated with large arched

"windows at intervals ; the central one

"of either side, being decorated with a

"rich frame-work of later design, than
" the lower part. The walls are chec-

"queredwith rose-colored marble." It

is deeply to be regretted, that none of

the original ceilings have been spared,

the whole of the interior having been

much damaged by fire.

This Palace, the great work ofVenice,

was built successively in three styles

:

1st, Byzantine ; 2d, Gothic ; and, 3d,

Renaissance. The second completely

superseded the first, of which but a few

stones now remain ; the third only in

part superseded the second ; and the

present building is composed of a union

of the two styles, Gothic and Renais-

sance. The first, viz., the Byzantine

Palace, was built on the very site of the

present one, by the first Doge, Angello

Participagio, in the year A. D. 813,

when the island of Rialto was chosen as

the seat ofgovernment ; and the nucleus

of Venice formed. Little is now known
as to the form, or extent, of this, the

first palace ; but, from all the sources

whence notices of it are derivable, we
find that it was a pile of some consid-

erable magnificence ; that it was adorned

with ornaments of marble and gold, and

covered with sculpture. It was twice

seriously injured by fire; once in the

revolt against Credecius the IV., and a

second time in the year 1106 ; but it

was repaired and much enlarged, by the

several successive Doges, until the com-

mencement of the fourteenth century,

when the change to which we have before

alluded, came over the spirit of the

architecture of Venice, then in the

zenith of her power. An important

change had also taken place in the

character of the government, the aristo-

cratic power having become more dis-

tinct and defined, on a firmer and more

secure basis. It may be said, that the

existence of the Gothic palace is con-

temporary with that of the aristocratic

element in Venice. The work was
commenced in 1301, and continued, with

hardly any interruption, during the

whole period of the prosperity of

Venice, backed by all the energy of the

aristocratic power, under successive

Doges ; and, in the year 1423, the Gothic

Ducal Palace of Venice was completed.

Thenceforward the Renaissance style

prevailed. The old Byzantine portion

of the palace having become ruinous

and decrepit ; and marring, by its incon-

gruity, the effect of the newer palace

—

a fire, which occurred in 1419—and

which injured very seriously St. Mark's

and the Piazetta—paved the way to a

reform ; and the old palace of Graini

was the first to be demolished, in the

year 1424.

Altogether, this class of Venetian-

Gothic—of which this palace is the finest

specimen—is of a most noble and grand
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character, possessing such an evident

boldness and daring in its construction
;

such a freedom from all conventional

laws ; at the same time, infringing on

none, that would be imposed by nature ;

such a thorough appropriateness and

uniformity throughout, in every minute

detail of the ornamentation, so lavishly

poured out on it, as cannot fail to im-

press the mind of the beholder, and the

student.

The style, it may be here remarked,

is more peculiarly applicable to secular

buildings, than to ecclesiastical, to which

latter, the northern Gothic—as it is to

be found in France and England—is

more suitable.

We will now proceed to give a short

description of the material which should

be employed in the construction of the

Store-Front, which forms the topic of

this article.

We should give the decided preference

to a stone of a light color ; but, either

granite, or marble, might be used, if

preferred ; in the event of either of the

two latter being selected, there would

be a slight variation.

Should, however, brown-stone be em-

ployed for the purpose, there would be a

saving, on the estimated cost of the

construction, of about twenty per cent.;

or about what the expense would amount

to, if a front of iron was determined

upon, including the cost of painting.

We ourselves would give the decided

preference to the two first-named mate-

rials ; and, as there are various shades

of either, we would recommend the

lightest shades possible.

The woodwork of the doors and win-

dows should be of walnut, or other dark

wood, equally hard and durable ; and

should all be simply oiled with three

coats of the best linseed oil, boiled,

without the addition of any varnish.

The glass, throughout the first story,

should be plate ; and all above, through-

out the remainder of the building, of

crystal sheet, double thickness.

The estimated cost of the erection of a

Store-Front, constructed of either mar-

ble, or granite, in accordance with this

design, we would name at eighteen

thousand dollars. ($18,000.)

DESIGN FOR A VILLA
IN THE

ITALIAN STYLE.

This design, an old favorite and a fa-

miliar friend doubtless, to many, will, at a

glance, show, that it is adapted to the re-

quirements of a climate like ours, more

particularly that of the Middle, Western

and Southern sections of our country,

which may be said to be almost a counter-

part—during at least two-thirds of the

year—of that wherein the style of archi-

tecture to which it belongs originated.

It is the only style in existence that, in

our opinion, conforms to the tastes and

wants of the present age in America

;

and this cannot be said of any of the

other styles, so far as they are applicable

to the purposes, and uses of domestic

architecture.

The broad roofs, veranda lis and ar-

cades are leading characteristics of this

style in Italy, and strictly adhered to,

as indispensable. It is capable of the

most varied, and at the same time, the

most simple outlines ; and is the most

appropriate, not only for rural and ur-

ban residences, but also for those par-

taking of the character of both, and

neither exactly one nor the other. Of

course there would be slight modifica-

tions to suit particular localities ; as,

for instance, exterior architectural or-

naments in the city would be more con-

fined to a rectangular front, while in

rural localities, where all sides are ex-

posed, much more attention would have

to be paid to general effect.

The leading features of this stjde are

perhaps more familiar, than those of

any other, to the genei'al observer ; but

we may enumerate a few of the more

important ones. The most striking

characteristics of Italian architecture

are irregularity, strong and bold con-

trasts, and a constant aiming at what
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may be termed painter-like effects. A
great license is also afforded in the

ground plans, admitting of almost an

endless variety in the arrangement ofthe

apartments. The windows are of varied

forms
;
some with flat lintels, or heads

;

and others, again, have the half-round

arch, the latter generally when the po-

sition of the opening is important ; and

all dressings of doors and windows are,

as a general rule, made very massive,

having a tendency, throughout, rather

to boldness than minuteness of decora-

tion.

The roofs are never steep, but flat,

and, in Italy, generally composed of

tiles ; but, with us, slate or tin, the lat-

ter of more common occurrence. In'

all cases, the eaves are heavy and pro-

jecting, supported either on brackets or

cantalivers. Heavy arcades, resting on

round arched openings ; verandahs,

with simple posts finished with brackets

of tasteful design ; and chimney tops,

of endless and neat pattern, prominent

—and serving to give greater variety to

the outline, are all marked traits of the

style.

But perhaps the one, which, above all

others, is an almost universal and un-

mistakable characteristic, is the Cam-

panile or square tower, which has now
come to be looked upon as an indispen-

sable accessory to every design in this

particular stjde ; and is always adopted

when the building is of an irregular

form. The above are some of the more

important characteristics, which mark
this style. But the irregularity of the

ground plan, and of the vertical outline

—the consequent wide field thereby

opened out—and the great freedom per-

mitted in general design, afford many
opportunities for the exercise of in-

genuity and taste on the part of a skil-

ful architect. Novelty, an aspect which

this stjde possesses above all others, is

the one which makes the strongest im-

pression on an observer.

The great object in designing a build-

ing, so far as the exterior effect is con-

cerned, is the production of an harmo-
nious and pleasing whole. In regular

symmetrical architecture, this is com-
paratively easy. A beautiful design may
not be the result ; but viewed as a whole,

it may bear some pretension to beauty.
Italian architecture, on the other hand,

from its very irregularity, and striking

and bold contrasts, is of a more refined

style ; and addresses itself to a highly

cultivated taste.

One other feature of the Italian, we
might notice here: extension, and not

concentration, is the abiding spirit of

this style. The irregularity ofits masses
admits of a house receiving additions

in every direction, thereby making it

more suitable than any other to a pros-

perous and ever-improving people, like

ourselves.

As we have before said, the peculiar

features of this style are so adapted to

effect, that it may be classed as one of its

leading specialties. The towering Cam-
panile, boldly contrasting with the hori-

zontal line of roof, only broken by a few

straggling chimney-tops ; the deep

shadow produced by the heavy project-

ing cornices and brackets, so charming,

so inexpensive and so easily applicable
;

the rows of circular-headed windows,

with balconies, the effect of which is

chiefly produced by the contiguity of the

window-frames
;
the prominent porticos,

arcades and verandahs ; its adaptation

to any kind of site, whether even, un-

dulating, or broken ground—giving am-
ple scope, in the latter case, for those

magnificent terraces, which vary and dig-

nify the architecture of the Palladian

era ;— all these combine in one grand

and picturesque -whole, to give Italian

architecture that charm, which no other

style possesses in any similar degree.

A glance at the elevation of the build-

ing, which we have shown in the accom-

panying plate, will be sufficient to give a

very clear idea of its general appear-

ance and details.

With the aid of the plan of the princi-

pal story, and the following description,
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the merits of the internal arrangement

may be better understood.

The vestibule is divided from the hall,

and the hall again from the stair-hall, by

columns, as shown on the plan, A, and B.

From the stair-hall, a private passage L,

leads, to the right, past the dining-room,

H, and reception-parlor, D,—which have

wide, capacious and lofty doorways—to

the kitchen, a room 14 X 22 feet, I, and

to a private stairway, F, leading to the

upper portion of the house, with a pri-

vate entrance from without. The

kitchen is provided with suitable cook-

ing-range, sink, &c.

The dining-room, H, an apartment of

fine capacit3r
, 18X23 feet, has a recess,

square bay-window, or alcove, with sash

all the way to the floor ; and a balcony,

K, in front. From the dining-room,

there is an entrance into the pantry, J,

a room 8x12 feet, which is also acces-

sible from tbe kitchen, I.

The reception-parlor, D, is a spacious

apartment, 18 X 18 feet, with folding

doors, leading into the main hall, A,

and the private passage-way, L, and two

windows on the front, with sash also

reaching to the floor of the arcade, P,

which extends the whole front of the

room. There is a door leading into the

boudoir, E, 13 X 13 feet, which latter

has two windows, with a balcony, K, in

front of one.

On the other side of the house, M, is

the carriage-drive, running up beneath

a loggia, or large open balcony. Pass-

ing through the main entrance, and

through the vestibule into the hall, a

wide and lofty pair of doors lead into

the drawing-room, C, 11 X 30 feet, a fine,

spacious apartment, having at one end,
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a square bay-window with a balcony,

K, and on the front, two windows, all of

which extend to the floor ; with a porch,

P, along the front, the whole length of

the room. Continuing through the hall,

and into the stair-hall, are the main

stah's, leading to the upper stories. On
the left hand of the stairs, just at their

foot, is a door leading into the library,

G, a room of pleasing proportions, 19 X

21 feet. This room has on one side, a

circular bay with three large windows
;

and on the back are two, that open on a

porch, P, extending the whole length of

the room and main hall. This will af-

ford abundance of light, so requisite for a

library, an apartment which has now be-

come an indispensable necessity in every

American dwelling-house of any extent.

The arrangement of the upper story

will be very much that of the floor just

described; only, of course, substituting

chambers, dressing-rooms, &c. We will

not, therefore, give any detailed descrip-

tion of the accommodation beyond the

main floor, as such seems unnecessary

;

for, from a close examination of this

plan, it will be readily seen, that there

is ample accommodation for the wants

of a^family consisting of at least ten

persons.

The materials of which this dwelling

may be constructed, we should recom-

mend to be either stone, or brick with

stone dressings. The Western bricks,

those of Milwaukee, for instance, are ad-

mirably adapted for this purpose, and

would have a veiy beautiful and pleasing-

effect. Stone, however, on the whole,

would be preferable, and wherever it can

be obtained at a moderate and at all

reasonable rate, should, by all means,

be employed.

The probable cost of such an edifice,

built throughout in a substantial man-

ner, and fitted with all modern conveni-

ences, would, if erected in the vicinity

of Philadelphia, be thirty thousand dol-

lars. Much depends, however, upon the

locality, and the facilities that may exist

for procuring materials.

The foregoing estimate is based upon
the understanding, that the whole of

the interior finishing of the principal

rooms on the first, or main floor, will be

entirely of hard wood ; and, also, that

all the windows throughout will be pro-

vided with inside shutters and blinds,

to be made in three folds to the jamb,

two of which should be pivot-blinds, and
the jamb-shutter loaneled and moulded :

soffits to be formed throughout, to re-

ceive them. A plate—representing in

detail, the manner in which these inside-

shutters are to be made, and the finish

within is intended to be executed—has

already been given by us ; and will be

found in our Number II., pages 141,

142 and 143. In another part of the

present issue—page —we have given

more detailed drawings, in connection

with this villa, to which we would draw

the reader's attention.

DESIGN FOR A BLOCK
OF

SIX DWELLINGS.
Style : Franco-American.

In presenting this design, our object

is to vary, in some degree, the painful

monotony of street architecture, in so

far as our dwelling-houses are concerned.

Continuous ranges of houses, street after

street, of almost exactly similar exte-

rior appearance, weary the eye ; and any

change, which may, at one and the same

time, break up this seemingly intermi-

nable sameness, and this uniformity

—

either of which speaks but little for our

taste and love of the beautiful—will,

we are confident, be fully appreciated.

That such a very desirable effect can be

produced, by the erection of just such

blocks of dwelling-houses, as we are

now describing, is undeniable ;
and as

we endeavored to show in our work on

" City and Suburban Architect tire,"

this can actually be accomplished at a

much less expense, if built simultane-

ously—even taking into consideration

additional exterior ornament—than, if
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built separately, after the very plain and

unpretending style of the generality of

our present houses.

Of course, to carry out this principle,

it is requisite, that property owners be

brought to see and to understand how, by

combination, and by systemizing their

operations, they can economize ; and,

with the amount so saved individually,

can erect structures, which, in place of

being, as too often now, only ej^e-sores,

utterly unworthy of our age, will tend

to beautify and embellish our streets.

It has been truly said, that the grand

secret of the improvement of mankind,

and of human society in particular, is

union and co-operation. To be sure, all

we can do is to show, that the applica-

tion of this co-operative principle to the

particular case we have in view, would

be productive of immense advantage to

our art ; and must leave the matter to

work its own improvement, which can

only really arise, when we become

thoroughly alive to the benefits result-

ing, from the general adoption of our

suggestions.

From the Elevation it will be seen,

that the intention is, to construct six

houses, in connection ; each house, eigh-

teen feet front and three stories high,

being surmounted by a French roof,

making a fourth story. The sky-line is

thereby agreeably and effectively di-

versified by the different heights and

breaks of the roof.

The long facade, or face line of the

front, is but slightly varied, no projec-

tion being more than twelve inches be-

yond the receding sections, thus divid-

ing the block into compartments, afford-

ing opportunities for slight but tasteful

decorations, and obtaining what are the

great desiderata in architecture, breadth

of light and depth of shadow.

Each house has a bay-window in the

front, together with a porch to the front

door, projecting about the same distance-

The form and features of these bay-

windows may be different in each, by

being made square, circular, or octag-

onal; and, b}- these means, an effect of

pleasing variety will be obtained, consid-

erably to improve the external appear-

ance of the block. The windows, also,

are intended to have their heads slightly

curved on the outside, but finished

square within. The intention is to

exhibit the conception of such a block

as can be erected at a very moderate

cost, and one that would be within the

reach, while still meeting the wants, of

the major class of the business men of

ordinaiy means.

We have given the ground-plans of the

first, second, and third stories, a glance

at which will clearly indicate all the

accommodation allowed, amply sufficient

for the comfort and convenience of from

six to eight persons, whose domiciles

could be thus erected at a very moderate

cost.

Beginning with the principal floor:—

.

A is the parlor, 12 X 28 feet, with a

front bay-window. B, the main hall,

containing the stairway to the upper

portion of the house, with a vestibule

on the front. C, the butler's pantry.

D, the dining-room, 12 X 16 feet. E,

the kitchen, 12x14 feet. F, the private

staircase to the upper stories.

On the second floor, see Fig. 2, the

sitting-room, Gr, is over the kitchen,

E, and dining-room D ; and is equal in

size to both, making it a fine, spacious

apartment. Leading out from this room,

we enter a passage, from which are

doors leading to a bath-room and water-

closet. Further on are two communi-

cating chambers, H, H, each 12 x 14

feet, with closets, and a smaller chamber,

I, immediately over the vestibule and

main hall. J is the bath-room, and K
the water-closet.

On the third story, we have, in front,

two chambers, N, N, and a smaller one,

0, of exactly the same dimensions and

in the same positions as those in the

second story. Above the bath-room,

we have a store room, M; and, immedi-

ately behind, two servants' chambers, L,

L. In all, there are eight lodging rooms.
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Fig. 2.

The front of this block would present

a very pleasing and agreeable effect, if

it were constructed of pressed brick,

relieved with white marble trimmings,

and quoins on the four corners.

DESIGN FOR A GOTHIC CHURCH.

THIS design was originally intended

for a Methodist Episcopal Church,

near Philadelphia, now being erected,

but differing in many material respects

from the primary conception.

It is, as will be seen, in the Gothic style

of architecture, one peculiarly appro-

priate for and applicable to ecclesiastical

edifices.

The most prominent and striking

characteristic of this style is the pointed

arch, hence it is often spoken of under

the broad term of Pointed Architecture.

Its origin has been a fruitful source for

discussion ; volumes have been written

on the subject ; and still it remains an

open question.

Some have attributed it to Saracenic

origin ; others again trace it, by slow

degrees, from the corruptions introduced

into Grecian architecture by the Ro-

mans ; more especially from the pre-

vailing use of the arch.

Whatever, though, its origin may
have been, it stands unrivalled, as the

style of all others, peculiarly adapted to

church architecture, combining, as it

does, in such a felicitous manner, the

beautiful and the simple, the bold and

the picturesque. The whole contour of
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its masses exhibits the pictorial ; and

the characteristic lines of composition,

the curved and the aspiring, unite dig-

nity with elegance, while the decorative

details supply the indispensable alter-

nations of light and shade ; and open

out a boundless field for the imagination

and artistic science of the artist. We
must not, however, here enlarge upon

the essential traits and the sublime

beauties of Gothic architecture, although

it is a theme on which we might be

eloquent, as it will be the subject of one

of our future articles.

The drawing shows that this fane is

intended to have a high roof, and a cor-

respondingly high ceiling. The edifice

is entered through the supporting walls

of the belfry, in the centre of the front

;

and, also, through a side porch, as des-

ignated, respectively, by the letters A

and J, on the plan. There are, also, two

rear entrances, with a passage, as indi-

cated by G and H. From this passage,

the class-rooms, E, and F, are entered
;

one of these communicates with the

lecture and school-room I, by a pair of

glass doors, and would be well adapted

for an infant-school room.

The class-rooms are respectively 12

X 14 feet, 10 X 14 feet, and 11 X 14

feet, the latter being the infant-school

room. The lecture or school-room is

25 X 36 feet, and is also entered from

the passage H, at the side porch G.

This is a large, lofty, and well-lighted

apartment, as will be seen from the plan.

The audience room is 40 X 65 feet

in the clear ; and is seated to accom-

modate four hundred and fifty persons.

From the vestibule, on either side of

the main entrance, at A, are two flights
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of stairs which lead up to a gallery,

extending immediately over the vesti-

bule, the full width of the audience

room. The central portion of this

gallery will be devoted to the organ and

choir.

The material proper for the construc-

tion of this edifice is stone, cut square,

rubble fashion, with the face pointed off

to an even surface. The whole of the

weatherings, buttresses, caps, window-

sills, ring-stones, coping, and kneelers,

will be neat hammered work ; also the

door-sills, steps and platforms. The cost

of the construction of such an edifice—if

carried out in accordance with the plan

and design we have presented, and

finished in every respect in an appro-

priate, plain, but thoroughly substantial

manner—would be about thirty thousand

dollars. ($30,000.)

DESIGN FOR A GATE-LODGE,
OR

A SMALL COTTAGE.

WE here present an elevation and

ground-plan of a small building

which is either adapted for a gate-lodge,

or for a small country cottage. In

the latter case, we should recommend
placing the entrance door, with a porch

to front the road, instead of its present

position in the engraving, which is more
suitable for a gate-lodge, being immedi-

ately in front of the entrance gates.

The building—one and a half stories

high—possesses very little pretensions

to architectural style, but has an air of

neatness and comfort, which would make
it suitable for a small family of limited

means, anxious to own a home, however

humble.

Entering the front door, we pass

through a vestibule, D, which contains

the stairs to the upper stoiy, and also

leads into the living-room, A, 14 X 15 feet,

with a bay-window facing the road-front.

This room has a closet attached. A
door leads into B, the kitchen, 12 x 12

feet, through which we pass into the

pantry C, 6 x 8 feet. The height of

this story is 8 feet.

In the upper half-story, there will be

two chambers immediately over the

kitchen and the living-room.
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GENERAL REMARKS.

THE amazingly rapid increase of

vitality, the unparalleled growth,

the ever increasing wealth and refine-

ment of the large cities, in every section

of our land, and the concomitant

greater love and appreciation of the fine

arts and readier perception of the beau-

tiful, therein awakened, have aroused a

laudable spirit of rivalry and emulation

among all classes of our business men.

This spirit has, of late years, developed

itself, among other ways, in a taste for

the enlargement and decoration of their

dwellings and places of business ; and

city seems to vie with city, in the

elegance, nay, even magnificence and

grandeur, which have been lavished,

with unsparing hand, on public or pri-

vate buildings of all kinds. Thus wealth

is circulated, labor is promoted and

encouraged, and our cities are embel-

lished with elegant and tasteful struc-

tures, of many of which any land might

be proud. It has, also, been the happy

cause of throwing open to our archi-

tects, who have not been backward in

availing themselves of these, opportu-

nities of exhibiting and exercising their

artistic skill, and taste in designing.

The eager rivalry in trade, the improved

and constantly improving facilities of

communication, and the increasing thirst

for travel, both foreign and domestic,

so evident in the life of the present,

have been the means of awakening all

our cities to a sense of the vital neces-

sity of applying—both for their own
interests and individual, as well as

national, reputation—all resources at

their command, to render their streets

and public buildings as attractive and

elegant as possible. To accomplish this

end, the architect is, naturally, the one

first consulted ; and on his good taste,

professional knowledge and skill, is

mainly dependent the character, whether

good, bad, or indifferent, which marks

any particular style. If he is mas-
ter of his profession, and applies

himself boldly and independently to his

appointed task, aided by a knowledge

of the purposes for which the intended

edifice is designed, his work is a compara-

tively easy and a pleasant one. But,

on the contrary, if, as is too often the

case, he is trammeled and embarrassed

bj an ambitious or unreasonably exacting

employer, then, indeed, the difficulties

which he has to surmount or smooth
over, cannot be apprehended by any
non-professional man. By ambitious,

we mean an employer whose whole soul

is bent upon the one point of eclipsing

his compeers and neighbors, .by the

erection of a structure, that will totally

throw into the shade, as to elegance and

magnitude, any then existing dwellings
;

and by unreasonably exacting, we refer

to that spirit of parsimony and illiber-

ality, which strives to attain the object

of his ambition, viz.: to excel his neigh-

bors ; and, at the same time, begrudges

the cost ; these traits, as a natural con-

sequence, when persisted in, harass

the architect, anxious as he may be to

meet the wishes of the employer,

and entail upon him much extra labor.

We make no mention of the additional

unnecessary expense thereby occasioned,

which has to be borne by the architect,

although this might, perhaps, be taken

into consideration. That such a spirit

is but too often exhibited, in the deal-

ings between architects and employers,

is too patent to be denied or passed

over. There may perhaps be an attempt

to extenuate by ascribing it to a weak-

ness inherent in human nature
; but it

is unworthy of the enlightened and

liberal age in which we live. We see

on all sides, in every land, encourage-

ment and fostering care lavished on all

the fine arts, whereof architecture—the

chief and the greatest—is that, without
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which, they can never flourish, or make
the rapid advance which helps to keep a

nation great and prosperous. The cul-

ture of the fine arts, and a general

dissemination of taste for such pur-

suits are of the highest importance, in a

national point of view ; for they have a

powerful tendency to elevate the stand-

ard, not only of intellect, but also of

morals ; and form one of those mighty

levers, which raise nations, as well as

individuals, to the highest point in the

scale of civilization. In every age, and

in every country, the cultivation and

encouragement of the fine arts have

been invariably attended, as all history

goes to prove, with a corresponding

improvement in the social, moral, and

intellectual character of t^he people ; and

the truth of this is never more strikingly

and forcibly exemplified, than in the

case of our own nation, at the present day.

At no former period of our existence, as

a nation, have the standards of mental

and moral improvement and of refine-

ment and civilization, been more eleva-

ted ; and at none have the fine arts, in

general, and architecture in particular,

been more cultivated, more encouraged,

"and held in higher estimation in our

day. We well remember the time, when

Philadelphia possessed but two archi-

tects ; and they had a very limited

practice indeed. At that time, there

was not one of any note, certainly none

whose name ever was known profession-

ally, west of the Allegheny mountains
;

and there were only three or four in the

city ofNew York. At the present time,

we can count in our own city over sixty

architects ; in New York, one hundred

;

in Boston, eighty ; in Chicago, thirty
;

and in all our cities,North, East and West,

an increase in similar proportion. This

fact, of itself, speaks volumes in proof

of the increasing, and ever improving

taste for architecture, which has sprung

up in our midst, within the last few

years ; and we have only to look around

us, in our daily walks, to be assured,

that the good work is steadily and

surely progressing ; that, in spite of all

difficulties, all embarrassments and vex-

ations, our architects are still steadily

advancing ; disseminating, by the ema-

nations of their genius and their artistic

talent, a clearer and more defined per-

ception of, and love for, the beautiful

and the true ; and a more refined and

cultivated taste in the architectural

style of our buildings.

The above remarks also apply, with

more or less effect, to cities in the old

world, as London, Paris, &c. In the

two just named, of late years, very

marked improvements in the style of

architecture are evinced in the beautiful

and grand structures of all kinds,

that have sprung up, as it were, by

magic. Paris is striving to eclipse all

other cities ; and we must confess, that,

as yet, she is far ahead of all in the

beauty and lavish elegance and splendor

of her public edifices. The prevailing

style in that city, and in France gener-

ally, as well as in our own country, at

the present time, is the Italian, or Pal-

ladian, in all the main points below the

roof, which is Mansard. The Vicentine

style has been described, at considerable

length, and in full detail, in another ar-

ticle in this number of our magazine, so

it would be needless for us to go over

the same ground again at this point. It

is our own individual opinion,based upon

careful and minute study of our art,

and the experience of many years, that

this particular style is the one, of all

others, most adapted to a prosperous

and improving nation, like ourselves,

and especially the most suitable, in

every way, for our street architecture.

This arises from the fact, that rectan-

gularity of apartments, both in ground-

plan, and in longitudinal and transverse

sections, is not only best adapted to the

demands of business, but also to social

needs, such as light, heat, conduction of

sound, &c. ; whereas, the striking dis-

play required in great ecclesiastical in-

teriors is best afforded by the Gothic

vault.
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PRACTICAL CARPENTRY & JOINERY.

DETAILS.

FOR THE EXTERIOR

OF THE

ITALIAN VILLA.

A IS a plan of a first-story window,

showing the balcony in front. It

will have a square head, with brackets.

The lower sash of the window is to be

so constructed, as to fly up into the

head, until it is even with the meeting-

rail of the top sash.

B is a section of the same, showing

the projection of the balcony, with the

bracket.

C is one of the tower-windows, with

a circular head, an overhanging canopy

and a balcony.

D a section, showing the projections

both of the canopy and the balcony of

the top and bottom of the window.

E exhibits the second-story window,

over the main entrance, also with a bal-

cony. The sash extends to the floor;

and will fly up into the head. This

window is the most marked feature in

the whole front of the design ; and cal-

culated to give it a highly elegant and

chaste appearance. The heavy pilasters,

enriched caps, and segment pediment,

with brackets, &c, extending up to the

main cornice—and finished with a bro-

ken pediment, having an oval window,

richly dressed and embellished ; all

unite to give the exterior of this design

an aspect of novelty and elegance,

which, at the same time, will not materi-

ally enhance the cost of the construc-

tion. The window canopy, both perma-

nent and ornamental, as given in the

plate, letters C and D, and simple and

folding, as often found in striped stuffs

with iron frame, is one of the peculiar

appliances of this style, and often found

upon other constructions in America, to

guard against the powerful summer sun.

F shows one of the second-story

windows with pediment-head.

G is a section of the same, showing

projection of the pediment-head.

H is a similar window, with a segment

pediment-head. This is given in order

to vary, as much as possible, the exterior

of the building ; and to remove any ap-

pearance of sameness, that might other-

wise prevail.

I is a section of same, showing the

projection of the segment pediment-

head.

J shows the chimney above the roof

of the building.

K is an end view of the chimney.

SECTION
OF A

TWIN-WINDOW FRAME.

We here present a window frame in

two divisions, or what is usually

termed a twin-window, giving in the cut

a plan and elevation, with letters de-

scriptive of the same.

The plan exhibits a horizontal section

of the window, with sills, A and B, sash,

C, C, and wall, H. The elevation shows

a perpendicular section, the centre di-

vision, or mullion, having but a single

box, K. The two bottom sash, P, and

J, and the two top sash, O, and I, are

each hung to single weights, J, and K,

the latter requiring a pulley for sus-

pending the weight. The cord is se-

cured in the sash, in the usual manner
;

and passes over the ordinary pulleys in

the window-frames. By this method the

balancing weight is required to be two-

thirds the weight of both sash to which it
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is suspended; and the outside poising-

weights, O and P, which are adjusted in

the usual way, and hung in the box, M,

will be one-half the weight of the sash

to which they are attached. By this

centre arrangement is avoided the cum-

brous mullion, necessary in constructing

the ordinary double-box. The weight,

with the pulley, will play just half the

distance of the sash ;—thus : by raising

or lowering the two sash, at the same

time, the weight will fall or rise the

same distance, corresponding with the

movement of the sash in space.

The elevation gives the sash all

closed; and the section exposes the po-

sition of the weights, in their respective

boxes. Thus, L, L, show the boxes

containing the weights with pulleys,

and F, the parting-bead. N, N, the or-

dinary side-weights, and G, the parting-

bead.

WINDOW
WITH

SLIDING SHUTTERS.
In the accompanying plate, are ex-

hibited the details of a window, fitted

with sliding shutters ; the window
shown from within the room. A rep-

resents the plan ; B, the inside sill ; C,

the sash-casing, with the shutters be-

tween B and C ; and D is the outside -

sill of the window-frame. E is the

stone sill ; F, the wall ; and G and H are

the lining on each side ofthe box for the

sliding shutter. I is the panel-back

on the elevation of the window-frame.

J shows the lower section, out of the

box, of one-half of the shutter, which

slides each way. K is the upper sec-

tion, within the box, in the wall ; L, the

wall, as finished with the architrave and

washboard ; M, M, the architrave ; and

N, the washboard, with its top mould-

ing returned up the back of the archi-

trave and forming part of the same.

is the sash ; P, the metal way for the

sheaves of the upper shutter, and guide

for the bottom shutter; R, the wall and

vertical section below the sill, with sec-

tion of the panel-back; S, the lintel,

with section of architrave and window-

frame
; T, the inside panel-jamb. 17,

TJ, represents the sash on a large scale.

V, the iron way in the centre, which is

so formed that it will show a bead be-

tween the sash ; and is rounded, on the

top, for the sheaves of upper shutter,

and below, for a guide for the lower

shutter. A way will also be required

on the sill for the sheaves of the bottom
shutter.

ORIEL WINDOW.
Windows of this description are usu-

ally placed on the second story of a

building ; and, sometimes, extend up-

wards through two stories. They are

necessarily constructed of wood, being

suspended as they are to the walls, and
projecting out from them a considerable

distance. The walls would not be

capable of sustaining the weight of such

a structure, if it were composed of any
other material. The usual mode of

supporting and securing these windows,

is, to project the joists of the floor out,

for the purpose. This is preferable to

depending on fastenings in the wall,

particularly where the window is large,

and the walls are of the ordinary thick-

ness, as is usually the case, in the

construction of our moderate-sized

houses.

The floor of the Oriel Window should

always be level with that of the room
within, unless there are obstacles in the

way beneath to prevent this finish.

When any such exist, and the recess is

of small dimensions, it may b„e raised

slightly above the floor of the room.

This, however, would be very objection-

able, in the case of a large-sized window.

The shutters must necessarily be on

the inside. These are so constructed, as

—parting in the centre of the window,

and folding either way—to close into

soffits in the side jambs, as indicated by

the ground plan beneath.

Windows of this description vary

considerably in their form. Some are
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octagonal, with openings on three sides

;

others, again, have but two sides, with

two windows ; and some are semi-cir-

cular. The latter, however, are very

seldom met with. There are still other

varieties; but the first two we have

named above, are those which are in

most general use. They are capable of

being made very striking and elegant

points in the appearance of a building,

proportionally to the amount of deco-

ration, both external and internal, which

majr be bestowed upon them. The one

whereof we have here given a design, is

very simple and plain, and can be

constructed at a very trifling cost.

THE GAZETTE,

THE MAEBLE QUARRY, AT OAKLAND,
Chester County, Pennsylvania.

THE steady increase in wealth and

population of our city, brings with

it increased wants ; and it is important

to see, how these wants are to be sup-

plied. Buildings, both public and

private, must keep pace; or should

rather be in advance of the increasing

population ; and, in their erection, not

only cheapness, but solidity, convenience

and taste should be aimed at, particu-

larly as the latter can be obtained with

very little extra expenditure, having so

many skilful and experienced archi-

tects and builders amongst us. Look-

ing round, within the compass of a few

miles, we find a country bountifully

supplied, by nature, with every material

necessary for building purposes, both as

regards durability and beauty, suitable

for the cottage of the laborer, the more

elegant city mansion, or suburban villa,

of the merchant, or the more elaborate

and massive public edifice. Every order

of Grecian, as well as Gothic, archi-

tecture can be carried out, in its appro-

priate style, and in its suitable material.

The Chester valley, extending from

the Schuylkill forty or fifty miles west,

losing itself in the limestone valleys

of Lancaster county, yields marble of

all shades, from black and dark blue to

nearly pure white, in inexhaustible

quantities. The beautiful green ser-

pentine, the massive granite, the various

colored sand-stones, and many other

desirable kinds, all being easily acces-

sible ; and, indeed, already opened to

market, by the different railroads, which,

radiating in all directions, offer facilities

of which few other cities can boast.

Among the marble deposits, one of

the most extensive is that at Oakland

—

only twenty-seven miles from the city,

situated between the Pennsylvania Cen-

tral and the Chester Valley Railroads,

and but a very short distance from

either—opened in the year 1833, by

Jacobs & Cornog ; and now owned by

Dr. George Thomas. It was from this

quarry, that the marble for building

Girard College was, in a great measure,

procured—all, in fact, except some of

the large blocks, composing the shafts

of the columns, and a portion of the

steps, &c, which were obtained from

Great Barrington, Mass. The Corin-

thian capitals and other sculptured

work were from the Oakland quarries,

their marble being well adapted to that

purpose, on account of the compactness

of its crystallization, thus enabling the

artist to cut it into any desired form,

and closely resembling, in that respect,

the Italian statuary marble.
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The quarry measures 120 feet long by

60 feet in width, and in deptli 100 feet,

being 75 feet below the water level.

There are two distinct veins, running

fromN E. to S. W., dipping at an angle

of about 45 degrees, lying in beds of

from 8 to 12 feet in thickness, to the

depth of 50 or 60 feet. Below that

depth, the marble occurs, seemingly, in

a solid mass, requiring side picking to

get out blocks, which can thus be pro-

cured of almost any size. The North

vein is 30 feet in width, is of a pale

bluish white ; the other, lying south,

and separated by a narrow strip of

limestone, being in width 26 feet, is

nearly pure white, with a faint bluish

tinge. The rock stratification at this

place is quite an interesting geological

study ; there having been a seeming

upheaval, covering an area of some 6

to 8 acres, 20 to 22 feet above the sur-

rounding surface, the mound, or plateau,

being composed of different shades of

marble, from dark blue and black to

nearly pure white, .in alternate veins.

South of this manifestation and lying on,

and contiguous to, the black, is found

a considerable deposit of Hematite, or

sesqui-oxide of iron, with large masses

of a bluish clay, containing plumbago

in small quantities, running into the

slate, which bounds the Chester valley

on the south.

These quarries were worked, success-

fully, for eleven years, or, until the

completion of the College, in 1844,

during which time were built—the

Preston Retreat, on Hamilton street,

a Lying-in-Hospital, now in a flourishing

.
condition, and fully carrying out the

designs of its benevolent founder,—the

noble mansion of the late Matthew

Newkirk, Esq., at the corner of Thir-

teenth and Arch streets, and the classic

edifice in West Chester, Chester county,

erected in 1836, under the superinten-

dence of Thomas U. Walter, Esq.,* by

* Architect of Giiard College ; aud of the extension of

the Capitol at Washington, D. 0.

the Bank of Chester county, now the

National Bank of Chester county. The

last-named edifice is perhaps the most

beautiful and correct specimen of the

Grecian Doric in the United States,

being an exact copy of the Agora, at

Athens ; and is now in as perfect state

of preservation as when first built.

Indeed the stone stands the exposure of

years without the least appearance of

crumbling:, or disintegration ; and re-

tains its color perfectly, without stain

or blemish, proving that our changeable

climate, with its extremes of temper-

ature, does not in the least affect it.

That it does affect much of the marble

and other kinds of stone in this country,

is demonstrated by many of our build-

ings. The facts are, that its analysis

shows no Talc, and but little earthy

matter ; that it is composed of neai'ly

pure carbonate of lime, with considerable

silex ; and that, although hard to work,

it finishes smoothly. These character-

istics render it more enduring for

monumental purposes. The specimens

in our cemeteries here, as well as through

the South, prove it well adapted for

necropolitan adornment.

Abandoned, on account of the diffi-

culty and cost of sizing the blocks, and

of getting the marble to market—there

being neither railroad facilities, nor the

means of sawing as at present—the

quarry lay dormant for twenty-three

years, till, in March, 1861, it was re-

opened by the Messrs. Thomas,* who

have made a connection with the Chester

Valley Railroad ; and having erected a

mill, with ample steam-power, can, by

working both veins, supply to stone-

cutters and builders the different kinds

of stock it affords, with equal facility

and promptitude.

The dark blue marble shows to much
advantage, in the rural districts ; is

well adapted to villas, near cities, and

* J. Preston Thomas and George Thomas, Jr., opera-

ting as Thomas Brothers, West Whiteland P. O., Chester

county, Pennsylvania.
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quite desirable for churches, and private

residences in country towns. The el-

egant and commodious Banking House,

with United States Post Office attached,

erected the past season, by Kirk Mc-

Veigh & Co., Bankers, West Chester,

Pa.,—showing the natural fracture,

untouched by the chisel, except on the

corners, and in the door and window
trimmings, which are chisel-dressed—is

a happy instance of its use, harmonizing

well with surrounding objects ; and
leaving a pleasant impression on the

mind, as works of fine taste and good

execution invariably do.

PENN TREATY-GROUND.

WE are happy to learn, through the

subjoined letter of our genial and

public-spirited friend, Mr. Gordon, whose

untiring efforts with respect to raising

funds for the statue of Washington have

been crowned Avithsuch eminent success,

that at least one citizen—and there are

myriads, if one—shares our feelings in

regard to the Penn Treaty-Ground.

In addition we have, relative to our

late presentation of the subject, the in-

teresting points kindly presented by Mr.

Richards.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

August 6th, 1868.

Editors of Sloan's

Architectural Review
and

Builders' Journal.

Gentlemen :

The public-spirited citizens of Phila-

' delphia are indebted to you, for once

more taking the initiative in the matter

of a Monument to Pennsylvania's

Founder— WILLIAM PENN. It

speaks well for the spirit and ability

\.hich is to preside over your new peri-

odical, that the first number should con-

tain an article, from the able and culti-

vated pen of its Assistant Editor, Mr.

Charles J. Lukens, so full and complete,

and illustrated so minutely with maps,

and actual measurements, relative to the

Penn Treaty Ground, within the limits

of our metropolitan Philadelphia.

Is it not high time that the architect-

ural wisdom and commercial pride ofour

citizens should mark the spot, so "beau-

tiful for situation," on the bank of the

Delaware ; and enclose the very site of

the old Elm Tree in a river square, as a

breathing spot, for all time ; from whose

centre will rise in memorial beauty, with

all the graces of architecture clustering;

around it, THE MONUMENT OP
WILLIAM PENN?
We have had talk enough. Now let

those who are in earnest organize! No
matter how few. There is much to be

done ; and time flies. My own experi-

ence in connection with the Washington

Statue—which the Public Schools will

finish next year ; and which will be the

first public statue erected in this city

—

has taught me much with regard to the

management of such affairs.

Various plans might be here sug-

gested ; but all suggestions, ideas and

plans, are secondary to practical work.

The first thing is organization. Even

then, there are years of work before us.

If indeed our strange city should be

seized with one of its spasmodic fits, a

monument to its Founder would be

quickly erected. There are humanito-

geological strata to be dug through.

The whole public influence of the Qua-

kers, or Friends, is opposed to monu-

ment-building. The people of the world

are pre-occupied ; and the people of the

church feel they must first attend to

higher things. We are young in such

matters ; and even those who favor such

developments of art and national memo-
ries, have been so greatly discouraged
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by the efforts in this direction—baffled

oft and long—that the noble and patri-

otic spirit of the people is deadened.

What Americans do, must be done

quickly. Let us organize
;
procure a

charter ; and go to work ! What say

you?
Yours, for Monumental History,

GEORGE F. GORDON.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

August 21th, 1868.

No. 240 South Fifth street.

Charles J. Ltjkens, Esq.

Dear Sir :

The corvette Kensington was par-

tially owned by my late father, Mark
Richards; and, owing to the inability

of the Mexican Government to pay for

her, the vessel was so long at the

wharf, that some of her timbers rotted,

and she underwent extensive repairs.

I have been aboard of her several

times; and her make, equipments, and

general appurtenances were worthy of

the eminent mechanics by whom she

was launched.

Horace Marshall, of Virginia, formerly

a merchant of Fredericksburg, a long-

tried friend of my father, was sent to

the Dey of Algiers, to offer the vessel

;

but this gentleman—who was the nephew

of Chief Justice Marshall—never re-

turned, the ship being supposed to have

foundered at sea ; and then—after wait-

ing a long time—the vessel was, through

the intervention of Baron Krudener,

then the representative of the imperial

government, sold to Russia for $200,000.

Beyond cavil, she was a magnificent

little man-of-war, thoroughly adapted to

her object, and yet apparently better

fitted for a pleasure yacht. She,

literally,

" Walked the waters, like a thing of life. "

This in satisfaction of your late re-

quest.

Very respectfully yours,

G. W. RICHARDS.

THE WANTS OF WEST PHILADELPHIA.
"
j^. MPLE drainage is now needed in

!J_A_ West Philadelphia: the whole of

that part of the city south of Market
street, and as far west as Thirty-eighth,

is without a culvert, the water finding

itsway to the Schuylkill, through trunks,

under cellars and streets, and by the tor-

tuous windings of some old water-course.

The great improvements now being

made, from Thirty-second to Thirty-

fifth, and from Chestnut to Walnut
street, have no sewers wherewith to

connect the drainage. We understand,

t'.iat Walnut street, from Thirty-second

to Thirty-fourth, was vacated for the

city, and a petition for a sewer therein

granted by Councils, some time ago.

Why is it not commenced, and the street

graded and put in condition at once, so

it can be paved before cold weather?
What is the reason the city does not

grade and pave Woodland street, from
Market street south to Woodland Ceme-
tery, as authorized to do by act of As-
sembly ? The rapid growth of the

Twenty-fourth Ward demands it at once.

Water-pipes, in all those streets where
improvements are making, should be
laid at once, so that parties can finish

grading, and pave before cold weather.

Great complaint is made bjr builders,

in. the Twenty-fourth Ward, that the3r

are met, in every City Department, with
delays and obstacles to important city

improvements. One party that we
know, is actually grading streets at his

own expense, because it is impossible to

get city officials to do their duty.

West Philadelphia is to-day the most
rapidly improving section of our city.

Beautiful and costly residences are
springing up, ,as if by magic. Good
sewers, water-pipes, gas-pipes, grading,

curbing, and paving, are absolute neces-

sities, and now, instead of red-tapism
throwing obstacles in the way of ; this

great expansion, destined to swell the
revenues of the city, it behooves every
Councilman and city official to assist the

projectors of these great enterprises in

the full and rapid completion of all be-

longing to the best finished streets. B.
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The following authentic and valuable TABLE has been very obligingly furnished

us by Benjamin H. Shoemaker, Esq., Importer and Manufacturer of Window
Glass, Nos. 205 and 207 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia.

—

Eds.

NUMBER OF LIGHTS WINDOW GLASS IN A BOX OF 50 FEET.

6x 8 150 10x22 33 12x20 30 14x34 15 18x22 18 22x24 14 26x40 7 30x56 4

7x 9 115 10x24 30 12x22 27 14x36 14 ' 18x24 17 22x26 13 26x42 7 30x60 4

8x10 90 10x26 28 12x34 25 14x40 12 18x36 15 23x28 12 26x44 6 32x42 5

8x11 82 10x28 26 12x26 23 14x44 11 18x28 14 22x30 11 26x48 6 32x44 5

8x13 75 10x30 24 12x28 21 15x18 27 18x30 13 23x32 10 26x50 6 32x46 5

8x13 70 10x32 22 12x30 20 15x30 34 1Sx32 13 22x34 10 26x54 5 32x48 5

8x14 64 10x34 21 12x32 18 15x32 22 18x34 12 22x36 9 26x58 5 32x50 4

8x15 60 11x13 51 13x34 17 15x24 20 18x36 11 22x38 9 28x30 9 32x54 4

8x16 55 11x14 47 13x14 40 15x26 18 18x38 11 22x40 8 28x32 8 32x50 4

Oxll 73 11x15 44 13x16 35 15x28 17 18x40 10 22x44 8 28x34 8 32x60 4

9x12 67 11x16 41 13x18 31 15x30 16 18x44 • 9 22x46 7 28x36 7 34x40 -6

9x13 62 11x17 39
'

13x20 28 15x32 15 20x22 16 22x50 7 28x38 7 34x44 5

9x14 57 11x18 37 13x22 25 t6xl8 25 20x24 15 24x28 11 28x40 6 34x46 5

,9x15 53 11x20 33 13x24 23 16x30 23 20x26 14 24x30 10 28x44 6 34x50 4

9x16 50 11x22 30 ' 13x26 21 16x33 21 20x28 13 34x33 9 28x46 34x52 4

9x17 47 11x24 27 13x28 19 16x24 19 20x30 12 24x36 8 28x50 5 34x56 4

9x18 44 11x26 25 13x30 18 16x26 17 20x32 11 24x40 8 38x52 5 -36x44 5

9x20 40 11x38 23 14x16 32 16x28 16 20x34 11 24x44 ] 7
,

28x58 4 36x50 4

10x12 60 11x30 21 14x18 29 16x30 15 20x36 10 24x46 7 30x38 7 36x56 4

10x13 56 11x32 20 14x20 26 16x32 14 30x38 '

9

" 24x48 6
'

30x40 6 36x60 3

10x14 52 11x34 19 14x22 .24 16x34 13 20x40 ,9, 24x50 6 30x42 6 36x64 3

10x15 48 12x14 43 14x24 22 16x36 12 20x44
:
8, .

24x54 5 30x44

.

5 40x60 3

10x16 45 12x15 40 14x26 20 16x38 12 20x46 8 24x56 5 . 30x46 5 These

10x17 42 12x16 38 14x28 18 16x40 11 20x48 8 26x32 9 30x48 5 dimen-

10x18 40 12x17 35 14x30 17 16x44 10 20x50 7 26x34 8 30x50 5 sions in

10x20 35 1 12x18 33 14x32 16 18x20 20 30x60 6 26x36 ' 8 30x54 4 inches.

Thickness of Hammered Plate Glass, and Weight per Square Foot.

Hammered or Rough Glass, 1 inch thick for Floors, 13% pounds per square foot,

do. do. do. % do. do.
(

'9>£ . do.
,

do.

do. do. do. y2 do. Skylights, .7 do. do.

do. do. do. % do. do. 5% .
do. do.

do. do. do. \i do. do. • %% do. ;

'do.

Fluted or Ribbed Glass, %, % and \i inch thick, weigh the same per square foot as same thickness

of Hammered Plates. 3-16 inch Fluted weighs 3% pounds per foot.

Polished Plate, for Windows, averages one-quarter of an inch in thickness, weighs 3)4 pounds per

foot, and is made in plates 9 feet wide and 20 feet loDg.

Hammered Glass, for Floors, is made 5 feet by 8 feet; the % and % inch for Skylights as large as

8 by 10 feet ; the y£ inch Rough and 3-16 inch Ribbed, in sheets 3 to 3 feet wide.
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NECESSITY FOR THE MUTUAL CONFORMITY
OP

HOUSES AND FURNITURE.

By George J. Henkels,

THE easy communication with Eu-

rope—together with the desire for

travel, which appears to be national

with Americans—has improved our

taste, both in furniture and architecture.

The old cities of Europe abound with

objects of interest to Americans, from

the grand old cathedrals and churches,

with their renowned paintings and sculp-

ture, embodying the genius of Raphael,

Michael Angelo and other celebrities of

past ages ; their palaces, adorned with

a munificence of expense, which Ave can

copy, but, for cost's sake, dare not ex-

cel ; and the grand architecture of the

buildings to be admired, by generations

yet unborn, for their beauty of design

and solidity of workmanship.

The furniture of the medieval ages,

ornate in conception and in carving, was,

in the- time of Louis XIV., enriched with

elegant designs in porcelain, and often

even with solid ornaments of gold and

silver. In those days, when the mon-

arch was absolute master of the people,

the amount of labor bestowed on build-

ings and furniture was of no moment,

as the artisan was forced to be content

with just enough wages for the most

miserable sustenance.

In America, where the artisan is a part

of the government, and by his vote can

neutralize that of the most wealthy or

influential citizen, who may wish to leg-

islate contrary to either the artisan's in-

terest or his wishes, we would cut a

sorry figure in attempting to erect such

monuments of art, as St. Peter's at

Rome, the Cathedral at Cologne, and

others of almost equal celebrity, which

have been constructed within the past

thousand years.

Even these works of Christianity appal

us with the magnitude of the labor ex-

pended upon them ; and how much less

can we comprehend the sj^stem of labor

that enabled the pagan kings and em-

perors to erect such stupendous works

as the Great Wall of China, the grand

temples, (the ruins of which attest their

former magnificence,) and the Pyramids

of Egypt, erected by the Pharaohs

whose mummied remains declare that

their physical construction was not su-

perior to our own.

Even now, in the nineteenth century,

the boasted era of enlightenment, when
" Aspiring men would be angels, and

angels would be gods," we, with all our

scientific knowledge and enlarged ideas

of mechanical power and construction,

could not, by the combined power of the

whole world, raise one of the large

stones and place it on the Pyramid of

Cheops as we there see them. Aye !

and we even have no mechanical appli-

ances, that could remove them from

their present position. We know of no

means of transportation for the im-

mense solid marble columns, that for-

merly supported the grand temple of

Karnac on the Nile. We could not even

remove them from the quarry whence

they were obtained, much less transport

them nearly four hundred miles, as was

done in their case. The contemplation

of the magnitude of such ancient and

principally heathen works of labor and

art is a profitable occupation for the

scientific and mechanical part of our

* Cabinet and Upholstery Warerooms, N. W. corner of Thirteenth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia.
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citizens, who, in speaking of our great

progress in science, mechanics and in-

vention, are apt to assume, that we are

far superior to all who have preceded

us. We are on the lowest rounds of the

ladder of science, whose topmost has

been reached thousands of years past.

But we are progressing ; and have the

advantage over the ancients, as we have

their master-pieces for models, whilst,

with them, it was original conception.

In ancient times a particular charac-

teristic architecture pervaded the whole

design of a building. The most general

was Grecian, Roman and Gothic, and if

it was intended to' erect a building in

either of these styles—the architect was

strict in having no intrusion of any

other. In modern times, we make a

combination, with good effect ; as is

seen in many of our public buildings

such as the Girard Bank, the Custom

House and Girard College, in Philadel-

phia.

As a general rule, the architecture of

our houses is of an indescribable order,

or disorder, for which it will be neces-

sary, some time, to coin a name. The

builder, be he a carpenter, bricklayer, or

stone-mason, makes a contract to build

a house ; with certain specifications as

to size of front building ; with such and

such back buildings ; height of ceil-

ing in each story ; and such kind of

materials to be used. The stone-mason

is the architect for the foundation; the

bricklayer, for the walls ; and the car-

penter and the plasterers for their part

;

with the general superintendence of the

contractor for the whole. The conse-

quence is, that a comfortable looking in-

convenient house is the result. In build-

ing such a house, a bricklayer would be

considered a fool, if he built up solid

walls ; and left the carpenter to cut

holes through, for windows and doors
;

but things equally inconsistent are being

continually done, when there is no regu-

lar architect employed. Our house

architecture is essentially too monoto-

nous in the parts of use. That is, three

or four-storied brick fronts, with white

marble window and door-sills and lin-

tels. Three-story back buildings, ex-

tending almost to the next street,

leaving a very small square yard at the

rear end of the lot and a long, damp,
narrow side-yard, of four to six feet in

width, the length of the back building.

Thus, row after row is put up in pairs,

two back buildings facing each other,

with two narrow yards, separated by an

eight or ten foot fence, exposing the

domestic operations of each family to

the other, even though there may be no

disposition, in the case of either party,

to be inquisitive. The close contiguity

of the second-story back—which is al-

most always the family sitting-room

—

makes it nearly impossible, to avoid

seeing what is going on in the next

house.* There is no other city in the

nation, that has so persistently adhered

to this plan of building as Philadelphia

Besides the above-mentioned inconveni-

ences, are the distance from the front

door to the various stories in the back-

building, and the fact that the most de-

sirable part of the house is taken for a

parlor, which is the least used of any

part of a Philadelphia home.

With an eastern and western expo-

sure, the sun will in summer dry up the

moisture in the narrow side-yards; but

with a northern exposure, there is but

little chance for the sun to operate ; and

the consequence is green mould (a

growth of poisonous fungi) on the wall

and brick pavement, much to the injury

of the health of the occupants. This

occurs to some extent, in the southern

exposure; but we have become so ac-

customed to this, that a damp, unpleas.

ant smell is noticed, but no attempt

made to remedy it.

* This is correct. But, singularly enough, we have

known instances, where—by mutual understanding, both

between families who did, and those who did not visit

—

the blinds of the two confronting sitting-rooms were

always kept raised and opened in the evening, and the

gas lighted, for sociability and security between the

women-folk of the two houses, the men being often ab-

sent.—Ed.
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In the city of Philadelphia, where

room is so abundant—with such easy

communication with the suburbs, where

ground is plenty and cheap—we should

have at least the greater part of our

new houses put up on a lot sufficiently

broad to admit of a wide hall, in the

centre, on each floor, permitting a free

circulation of fresh air, at all times,

through the house ; and allowing the

sun to play freely on the walls and

pavements, thus effectually preventing

the accumulation of green mould, at

any time.

A lot for a double house, with a yard

the full width of the house, does not

contain any more superficial feet, than

that for a single house ; and is infinitely

preferable.

Our finish for the interior of our

houses is also monotonous, the same as

the exterior, if not worse. In the ex-

terior, we have the relief of white mar-

ble, granite, Pictou stone, brown stone

and mastic for variety, which, by a little

ornamentation, relieves the sameness

but in the interior, Philadelphia houses

are almost all alike. That is, a long,

narrow hall, with the main stairway at

the-apparent end of it ; two doors opening

into the parlor, cutting its blank wall

into sections, with the doors opening

back to the wall, leaving no place for

furniture when the door is open wide

;

and an ugly blank, when the door is

closed. On the other side of the par-

lor, one or two marble mantels which

occupy a great part of the wall. In

front there are two windows ; in the rear

usually one, opening on the narrow side-

yard. Around these windows the car-

penter has attached enormous mould-

ings—sometimes twelve inches wide

—

thinking, no doubt, that he is making an

elegant job ; and that the room, as from

his hand, is really finished, not knowing

that the cabinet-maker is obliged to

spoil the proportion of the furniture, to

enable him to avoid those same mould-

ings ;
and, that the upholsterer is also

obliged to mar the shape of his cornices

and drapery, in trying to hide, with the

curtains all the wood, which the carpen-

ter had so much trouble to put up.

Where drapery is to be hung, the

less woodwork there is around the win-

dows, the better the upholsterer can

work ; and the more graceful the folds of

the curtains. A bead three-quarters of an

inch to one inch wide, to protect the

corner of the plaster, is all that is re-

quired. After all, what is the use of

the immense frames and mouldings

around the doors, unless it is intended

to benefit painters, and entail a great

amount of extra labor on the domestics ?

A narrow wood protection for the plas-

ter, with a frescoed panel down the

sides and an ornament of some pretty

design, in fresco over the door and win-

dow-heads, would certainly be more
graceful. In plain houses the paper-

hanger could accomplish the same effect

at a very small expense.

Again, what is the necessity for cum-

bering the parlor with immense marble

mantels, where the house is heated with

hot air or steam. But it is the fashion

to have mantels, with a mirror on top of

them, reaching to the ceiling ; the height

of the mantel just allowing a person to

see his or her face in the mirror—with

all of the upper part serving only to re-

flect the ceiling all awry, as is the usual

case. Why not stud the wall out to the

chimney jamb, and have no mantel, but

only an ornamental heat-register or low-

down grate ; and reserve the walls for

mirrors to the floor ; and for furni-

ture and paintings. The amount ex-

pended in useless wood-work around

windows and doors, likewise in marble

mantels, would nearly furnish the win-

dow drapery and long mirrors.

The writer, called in, not long since,

to furnish a house, was made pain-

fully aware of another one of our mo-

notonies. The house was all doors,

there actually being no place for furni-

ture, unless doors were closed up. In

fact, the bricklayer and carpenter had

made a most convenient house for com-
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munication, but not adapted for either

comfort, convenience' or beauty in fur-

nishing. When a gentleman builds a

house for a permanent home, he should

first consult the architect, for plans;

and refer the architect to some respon-

sible . cabinet-maker for i a consulta-

tion to arrange spaces for the various

articles required in a well-furnished

house. This can all be done, without

interfering in the least with the archi-

tect's plans, or the owner's desire. The

moving of a door or the arrangement of

a pier, so as to accommodate the proper

articles of furniture, may not serve to

render the room so handsome unfur-

nished ; but when the proper articles are

put in their places, the effect is much

better, as a whole, than if the cabinet-

maker and upholsterer were restricted

—

"Cribbed, cabined and confined—"

in the proportion of their parts. When
the interior of a room is planned, it is as

easy to arrange for the necessary articles

of furniture, and a proper convenient

place for each, as it is to do all by

hazard.

Whatever assists to make a home
cheerful should be of paramount import-

ance, as the tone, whether cheerful or

gloomy, is, to a great extent, the' reflex

of its surroundings.

There are many other inherited faults

in our house architecture," which if

dilated on, would unduly protract this

article; but enough has been said,

to expose prominent faults, and the

good sense of the reader will' no doubt

suggest reforms in other secondary

ones. '• '•

BUILDING APPLIANCES.

IT is strange, that there has been so

little added, for ages past, to the

necessary facilities for the construction

of buildings. The scaffolding used by

masons and bricklayers is the same rude

contrivance to-day, that it was in far

distant time. We see, by the early

wood-engravings, still extant, that this

was the case. The hod, too, is no better

than its earliest predecessor. In fact,

the various tools are still retained, as of

yore ; and human invention and art im-

provement, in such matters, seem to

stand still, in deference to the antique

ideas, which have so thoroughly estab-

lished pre-emption rights in the field

referred to.

Now and then, it is true, some adven-

turous spirit presumes to try an im-

provement in some one thing. For in-

stance, some forty years ago, a London
master builder, at a great expense, had

fitted up for himself a scaffolding, so

constructed, as to be capable of being

drawn out, in the legs, like the joints of

a telescope, and thus he elevated his

scaffold tier by tier as he required it.

Nobody took the hint ; and whether the

poor inventor profited by his novel

arrangement, or died in despair,

history sayeth not. Some few efforts

were made to introduce the telescope

joint in interior scaffolding, however
;

and Mi\ Byfield, the eminent artist in

papiere mache ornamentation for ceil-

ings, actually used such a contrivance

with success. It has since been used

by fresco painters; and always found

to be a great improvement on the detest-

able system of "horses

The method of bracket-scaffolding,

by means of triangular brackets secured

by pins to putlocks, in the walls, is

sometimes used ; but it is very danger-

ous, as well as injurious to the green

work it bears upon.

The fact is, that this matter of scaffold-

ing is a thing too little thought about

;

and wherefore such neglect, we are at a

loss to know. A master builder, expect-
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ing to continue in business for a fair num-

ber of years, ought surely to have a

well-devised, convenient, substantial and

safe establishment of this sort. He
would find in the end, that it is economi-

cal, as well as philanthropic ; and that

artisans would give him a preference,

as an employer, having some regard for

their lives and their limbs—rather than

the selfish man, who looked alone to his

pocket and his profit.

We are led to speak of this subject,

by observing that an improvement in

the way of hod-carrying, &c, is now in

actual operation, on Broadway, New
York, whereby a small steam-engine, on

the ground floor, works a hoistway,

carrying up a number of hods of brick

or mortar to the story, at which the men
are at work ; and even carrying up the

men themselves, getting rid of the lad-

der system, which is a decided improve-

ment on an antiquated nuisance.

This new hoisting apparatus is ex-

tremely simple, being worked by a rope

passing round a pulley, up aloft ; and

drawing up a platform, which runs on
elevated side pieces or guides. This

platform is furnished with a contrivance

to rest the hods against while in transitu.

The hoistway is contrived by simply

leaving the necessary space, in each

floor, through temporarily omitting some
joists, and securing the guides all the

way up.

We would suggest the use of a double

hoisting apparatus, worked with an end-

less rope, by which the descending plat-

form may help raise the ascending one,

and thus, by a reciprocal system, more
than double the advantages be gained,

by this most desh'able addition to the

too meagre facilities for building.

We trust that the Manhattan Hoist-

ing Machine Company may succeed in

making this adventure as successful as

it well deserves to be ; and that other

departments of the great art of con-

struction may at last awaken to some

sense of the necessity for a general

advance, and an improvement in de-

tails.

The New Substitute for Silver.—
Minargent, recently invented in Paris,

and which may be compared to silver,

possesses, according to the London

Mining Journal, nine-tenths of its

whiteness, malleability, ductility, tenac-

ity, sonorousness, and density, while it

has a superior metallic lustre, wears

better, is less liable to be acted on by
the emanations of sulphuretted hydro-

gen, and is less fusible than silver.

Minargent may be used for all purposes

to which silver or other white metals or

alloys are applicable. It is composed

of one thousand parts of pure copper,

seven hundred parts of pure nickel,

fifty parts of pure tungsten, ten parts

of pure aluminum. The inventors do

not, however, limit themselves to the

exact proportions given. The chief fea-

tures of the minargent consist in the

introduction in the alloy of pure tungs-

ten and pure aluminum, and also the

considerable proportion of nickel which

they have succeeded in alloying with

the aluminum. The metal is formed

into ingots, and moulded in sand in the

ordinary way.

Mr. Kerr, of Edinburgh, has in-

vented a reflector for a locomotive, by

the means of which the engineer is able

to see the rear of his train, the conductor

and all who are either getting on or off,

without moving from his seat. It can

be arranged for any length of train by

simply changing the angle of reflection.

It has been tried on the Jeffersonville

road, and pronounced to be a success in

every respect.
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SYMBOLICAL COLORING.

IN presenting a slight abstract of Sym-

bolical Coloring, amounting, in-

deed, to scarcely more than a hint, it is

necessary to premise : that, from its

very nature, no subject is so prone to

fall into abeyance or disuse. Its repre-

sentations are, in one sense, pictures
;

yet, if not absolutely bound down to

mere symbolical work, men soon acquire

facility in executing and skill in judging

pictures, which, in carrying art onwards

to true representation, have the direct

tendency, at first, to confuse, and finally

to destroy any symbolical import in

coloring.

Were symbolical designs to be kept

merely flat, something in the style of

the Egyptian painted hieroglyphics, this

subversive trend might be averted, as

the nation capable of executing works

of high art would also be capable of

dashing off the ruder outlines of sym-

bolic art, and the two kinds could not

possibly be confounded.

Many abbreviated styles exist in the

papyrus rolls, and a few upon the mon-

uments, of ancient Egypt; but, in the

full symbolically painted hieroglyphics

of the antique Copts, mostly found in

the interiors of temples, or upon the

walls of royal tombs—apart from their

phonetic power as letters, to decipher

which requires a knowledge, both of the

ancient Coptic, and of the method of

the Champollionists, to say nothing of

the arbitrary rules governing the

painter-scribe ;—we find, that, even ifthe

general drawing has a stiffness referable

to the infancy of pictorial art, yet that

stiffness is the stiffness of convention,

and does not really bound the national

powers. The complexion and features

of the natives of different countries,

prisoners of war ; the form and color

of the strange beasts ; the shape, mark-

ings and hues of the foreign fruits of

the earth ; are all given with a minute-

ness of detail, with an unmistakable

exactitude of resemblance, proving that

while ancient Mtsr, or Misr,—the land

of Mizraim, son of Ham*—abounded in

good artists, they remained, generation

after generation of them undeveloped,

because their country only needed them

as sacred scribes. And in fact the an-

cient Egyptians used the same word

slchai, for writer, painterf and sculp-

tor. On the other hand, the men and

women, the domestic animals, the im-

plements and the indigenous fruits of

Egypt were presented in a short-hand

style, much resembling the best efforts of

the western Indians, upon the flesh side

of favorite bison-robes, or the first at-

tempts of our own juveniles, with cray-

on, chalk, charcoal, or whatever may
come handy, upon books, wall-paper,

or board fences. For both practices

the reason is obvious. They were

particular about the unusual, the re-

mote, the foreign and the strange, be-

cause concerning these it was desira-

ble to give an exact idea to their own
people; they were conventional, care-

less and rapid about persons, animals

and things Egyptian, because all their

own people knew all about these.

Whether elaborating or hurrying, they

always drew in profile, except that they

squared to the front the shoulders of

men and women, and they do not ap-

pear to have known any thing of the art

of foreshortening. But,—as they de-

picted nature only for the purpose of

obtaining, either symbols or phonetic

letters—the rules of perspective, whether

linear or aerial, were not needed. Had
they been, such good geometricians, as

the primeval Copts, would soon have

* From whom all Egypt was by the ancient Copts

called Khem.

f Including draughtsman. Skhai signified, as well, to

write, to draw, to paint and to carve ; also writings,

drawings, paintings and carvings or sculpture.
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discovered them. That the}' were not

depicting nature, except in a design a-

toiy manner, will conclusively appear

from this fact : tbey always colored

Egyptian males pure vermilion and

Egyptian females pure yellow, the latter

pigment not being absolutely identified.

The discoveries and expositions of

Champollion le Jeune and his disciples

being over forty years old, and pub-

lished thirt3r-five years ago, the general

world might be supposed to have settled

upon the fact, that the ancient Egypt-

ians, or primitive Copts, were high-fea-

tured Caucasians of the family of Ham.
But—however some, preferring to be-

lieve the Copts, ages before Greece and

Rome were dreamed of, wrote their pho-

netic hieroglyphics to be all symboli-

cally rendered into Greek and Latin,

thus siding with the puerilities of Kir-

cher, against the consistent common
sense renderings of Champollion—one

point is certain, whether the original

Copts were white or black—and they

were Noachian, of the same general

blood as ourselves—in no nation that

ever existed, were all the men and boys

bright red and all the women and girls

bright yellow. These colors were arbi-

trary ; and only given to the effigies of

natives, in order that they might be

known at sight.

Coeval with the earliest antiquity,

the history of symbolic colors is most

obscure. Yet we find that colors had

much the same symbolical signification

amongst all the primeval nations ; al-

though it does not follow that this orig-

inal uniformity has continued. This,

primary coincidence of meaning, points

to a common origin in the earliest con-

dition of the human race, the science

being developed to the fullest extent in

the religion of ancient Persia, wherein

were the two principles of good and evil,

or Ormuzd and Ahriman. These were

typified respectively by white and black,

which, according to the lore of the an-

cients, were the only two colors, whence

all others were derived. Modern science

does not allow either of these to be a

color at all, making white the combined

reflection, and black the combined ab-

sorption, of all the three primitive colors,

red, yellow and blue.

The symbolism of colors, thus inti-

mately connected with religion, passed

into India, China, Egypt, Greece and

Rome; and, after a prolonged lapse, re-

appeared through Western Europe in

the middle ages ; so that the gorgeous

windows of the Gothic cathedrals proba-

bly found their truest explanation in the

Zendavesta, the Vedas ; and the sacred

books and paintings of the Egyptians.

Contrary to the practice of most of

the other priesthoods of antiquity, the

Coptic hierarchy prohibited carvers,

sculptors or metal-workers, from repre-

senting their divinities, lest they should

depart from the symbolic rules.

It was death in ancient Rome, to sell

or be clothed in a purple fabric. Simi-

larly in China, now, the individual, who
wears, or purchases, clothes bearing the

prohibited symbol of the dragon, or of

the phoenix, is liable to three hundred

stripes, and banishment for three years.

Symbolism is responsible for this

harshness of customs and laws. As a

political, or a religious idea belonged to

every pattern and every color, to alter or

change it, was wantonly to cause confu-

sion, besides committing the crime of re-

bellion, or of apostacy.

All, who have paid the slightest atten-

tion to the progress of pictorial art, are

well aware, that East Indian, Egyptian

and Etruscan paintings are composed of

outlines simply filled in, flat, with brill-

iant unmixed tints. The pattern and the

color had each an arbitrary, a necessary

signification. Such art, S3rmbolic art,

was radically restrictive ; and could not

have aught to do with perspective, chiar-

oscuro and demi-tints.

When medieval Christianity called to

her aid this long-disused, but ever agree-

able symbolism ; and, in the stained

glass of her churches and minsters, gave

it a more gorgeous existence than ever
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before or since ; she fairly typified her I

own essence in the jewel-like ornaments

of her impressive fanes. She had mani-

fested buried truth and beauty, as her

Head had manifested GOD'S love for

the world, never failing ; but sorely ob-

scured by the crimes and traditions of

men.

The speech of the rainbow, apart from

the promise of its sweeping entirety,

although always of the same nature and

generally of the same import, has had

a number of dialects. Three of these

tint-tongues constitute its European

manifestations as paramount, at different

and succeeding times, among the priest-

hood, the nobility and the people.

The large windows of the Christian

churches, like the full hieroglyphics of

Egyptian temples, have at least a double

meaning, the ostensible and the secret

:

the one is for the uninitiated ; and the

other imparts, to the select few, the in-

most secrets of the mystic creeds. The

hierarchal era continued down to the

renaissance, when the symbolic expres-

sion of colors was extinct ; and, as their

divine speech was forgotten, rapidly

ceasing to be a science, painting soared

in skill, sentiment, emotion and effect,

while it fell in profound significance
;

and became merely an art.

The aristocratic color-dialect was

mainly coeval with the hierarchal, yet

out lasted it for generations. Symbolical

coloring changed not its terms, but its

definitions, and was well fostered at court,

under the name of heraldry ; the painter-

stainer* adopting what the painter had

disdainfully cast aside. Yet modern

painting still adheres to symbolism in

church pictures. White drapery is ap-

propriated to GOD, red to Christ, blue

to the Virgin Mary, and green to Saint

John.

The solar spectrum, as displayed \>j

the prism in decomposing a ray of sun-

light, contains seven colors, namely

—

* This term, meaning, mechanically—copying herald-

painter, has no reference to the expert wood-grainers and

marblers of the present day.

violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow,
orange, and red. Of these, three are

primitives—blue, yellow, and red. Violet

is composed of red in excess, with blue

;

indigo proceeds from blue in excess,

with red
;
green is a compound of blue

and yellow, and orange a mixture of

yellow and red. With red we again

turn around, in the same invariably cir-

cling order, so that the primaries and

secondaries, forming a mystic seven, are

a glorious emblem of eternity ; an em-

blem which, whether we regard the ma-

jestic curve, or the gorgeous gradations

of its bands, is redoubled in the rain-

bow.

Depending upon pigments, painting-

admits practically as colors two rejected

by natural philosoph}^ namely, white

and black, which, combined in different

proportions, produce the endless variety

of grays, these latter not known in

original symbolical coloring. White,

mixed with either of the primary or

secondary colors, produces tints, while

black, mixed with either, produces hues.

The commingling of all the colored rays

of the solar spectrum, or proportionately

of the rays of the three primaries, pro-

duces white light ; but the commingling,

in the same proportions, of the three ma-

terial pigments representing these three

primaries, produces darkness, or black.

The antique artists, in flat coloring—the

very system which belongs to our sub-

ject, obtained a perfect harmony in the

use of the three primitives for decoration

by the skilful addition, either through-

out the picture or in the border, of the

proportional quantities of unmixed white

and black.

The early color theory is not in per-

fect accordance with modern scientific

demonstration ; but, as to the ancients

it stood for truth, by it we must explain

their color symbols.

White represents light, and black

darkness ; but, as light exists only

through fire, the natural apparent rep-

resentative of which is red, symbolism

starts with two primitive colors, red and
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white. Black, very properly, was deemed

the absence or negation of color; and

was attributed to the spirit of darkness.

Red stands for divine love, and white

for divine wisdom. Sj^mbolic—not al-

ways natural—secondary colors arise

from different combinations of the two

symbolic primaries. Yellow, emanating

from red and white,* symbolizes the

revelation of the love and wisdom of

God. Blue, likewise, emanating from

red and white,f is the symbol of the

spirit of truth. It indicates divine wis-

dom, manifested by life through air or

azure, the spirit or the breath of God.

Green is really, as well as symbolically,

formed by the union of yellow and of

blue, and signifies the active manifesta-

tion of love and wisdom. It was also

the symbol of charity, and of the regen-

eration of the soul by works. Yellow

and gold were in Christian symbolism

the emblem of Faith. Saint Peter was

represented by the illuminators and in

the miniatures of the middle ages in a

golden yellow robe, with the rod or key

in his hand.

Some writers claim that when Chris-

tianity restored truth to the world, it

also"" reinstated symbolic color-language

in its original purity." That its sym-

bolic attribu tings to color were noble

and pure in conception, and in that re-

spect closely approximating those of the

Adamite regime, there is good ground

for supposing ; but that the Christian

import of any color at all corresponded

with the ancient general or .heathen im-

port of that color is very doubtful.

With regard to whatever of symbolical

coloring may have passed into the science

of heraldry, the old armorists mostly

expatiate to this extent :|

* The true results of blending red and white are pinks

or flesh tints.

f Consistency in mistaken reasoning would have de-

duced it from red and black. In the heavens it arises from

the interposition of the atmosphere between us and the

blackness of absolute space.

+ And, for that matter, far beyond ; but the details will

be given in our article ou Heraldry. The different old

author-heralds, in their vanity of book-making, ascribed

so many different symbolical meanings to these colors

that at last they signified nothing at all. C J. L.

Gold, technically Or, from the Latin

aurum, through the French or, signifies

wisdom, riches, magnanimity, joyfulness,

and elevation of mind.

White, technically Argent, from the

French argent, typifies purity, conti-

nence, virginity, chastity, a clear con-

science, and charity.

Bed, technically gules—of doubtful

etymology, but referred to the Latin

gula, throat, because the word gills is

thence derived, and the gills of fish are

always red—betokens strength, boldness,

and hardiness ; martial prowess ; with

gold, a desire to conquer ; with silver, an

intent toward the avengement of the

innocent and the abasement of the

envious ; and, finally, the power of the

Almighty.

Blue, technically Azure—b}
r a cor-

ruption from the Latin lazulus, a sort of

blue stone, I and r being convertible

letters, shows a godly disposition and a

perpetual renown.

Black, technically Sable, attributed

to the Latin word sabulum, coarse sand

or gravel, imports constancy, divine doc-

trine, and loss of friends.

Green, technically Yert, from the

Latin viridus, through the French verd,

modern vert, conveys the sense of youth-

ful love, bountiful mirth and gladness,

and continence.

Purple, technically Purpure, from

the Latin purpura, a kind of shell-iish,

out of which was first manufactured

this color, imparts the idea of j urisdic-

tion and of justice.

Orange, technically Tenne, meaning

tawny, from the French lanne, tan-color,

or the Italian tanetto, chestnut-color, by

some heralds called also bruske, hints

an addiction to vain-glory.

Murrey, technically Sanguine, that

is, blood-red, from the Latin sanguineus,

sanguine; sanguis, blood—implies tardi-

ness in battle, attended with final suc-

cess.

It requires little penetration to see

that the armorists had no well-digested

symbolism of colors; and that their
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efforts in this direction made not the

slightest approach to a science, but were

the vague results of imagination, assump-

tion, or caprice.

Freemasonry and Odd Fellowship,

along with all the lesser secret social

and fraternal societies of the world, have

their sj-mbolic colors, specially appro-

priated to the various grades or ranks

of the members of the respective orders,

and many of these arbitrary symbolic

meanings of interior decorations or of

regalia*—as the temporary meeting-

badges or parade uniforms of their mem-
bers are somewhat grandly termed—arc

extremely rational, appropriate, and

beautiful ;f but, that these significations

are identical with those of the color-

symbols of the Ninevite palaces or the

EgjTptian temples would be most prepos-

terous to say.

Here is some of the a posteriori com-

* Regalia, Latin, nominative plural, from regalis, for

the tangible symbols of sovereignty. The crowns, scep-

tres, and jewels :-re the regalia of England ; the great

seal and the national flag are the regalia of the United

States. Inside these various orders, the decorations of

the respective highest officer would be strictly regalia.

Custom, however, has given tho word an added, yet a

much lower, as a much more diffused, sense.

•J
That is, judging by their published books.

menting upon Christian symbolism : "In
the transfiguration the countenance of

our Lord became resplendent as the

sun, and his vesture shone like the light.

Such, in their highest energy, are the

symbols of divine love and wisdom.

The angel who rolled away the stone

from the sepulchre, reproduced them in

an inferior order. His face shone like

lightning, and his robe was white as

snow. Finally, in the last degree, ap-

peared the just, in robes washed white

in the blood of the Lamb. The artists

of the middle ages preserved these pre-

cious traditions, and gave red or white

costume, after the resurrection, to Jesus

Christ."

The paper on Heraldry, in this number,

will bear attentive perusal from all inter-

ested in the subject of Christian Color

Symbolism, it being palpably evident,

as hinted before, that the old heralds,

whose ideas are therein detailed, had

drawn freely, not only on their own

imaginations, but upon all the preced-

ing writers who touched, in any manner,

upon the symbolic signification of colors,

whether inside, or outside, of the

science of arms.

ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE.
By Charles P. Dwyer.

THERE is no more decisive proof

of the enlightenment of a nation,

than is to be found in the appearance of

those two great instructors, the Church
and the School. We unite them ad-

visedly, for the one prospers with the

other. The refinement of the mind is

the safeguard of the soul. It is, then, to

the relatively increasing number of these

true temples of freedom, in the cities

and villages of the land, that we look for

the maintenance of national character

;

and not alone to their mere relative num-

bers, but to the architectural appearance

they present.

It is very true, that the unpretending

village church, or the quaint and primi-

tive log school-house, possesses a par-

ticular power over us, which gives rise

to pleasing feelings. But such a senti-

ment belongs more to the associations

of memory than to any thing else. As a

community accumulates wealth, it is but

simple justice that the GREAT GIVER
should have a due share of honor from

man in the decoration of His Temples

of Thanks. Hence, we naturally look

to the ecclesiastical structure, for rich-

ness, purity and grandeur, in architec-

ture. Like the religion it enshrines, it
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should aim at perfect chastity and truth,

and seek perfection, as nearly as is in the

power of man, by mental and spiritual

effort, to attain it.

New York and her great sister, Brook-

lyn, vie, with all other cities in the Union,

to rear up suitable monuments to God
;

and in the examples thus presented

might the student find food for his in-

quiring mind, in marking the distinctive

features of each, and culling the too few

beauties from the extraneous fallacies of

the numerous elevations of this sacred

field of Design.

Without ai^ intention to be hypercrit-

ical, we must say, that it would have

been well for the living fame of these

architects, had very many of our church

designs been better digested whilst on

paper, and their discrepancies weeded

out, before the}'' were suffered to rise, as

too enduring monuments of bad taste,

painful to the intelligent mind, and un-

pleasing to the general observer.

As regards the color of material in

ecclesiastical construction, we have an

idea, of which we cannot divest our-

selves, at the same time that we honestly

hold ourselves open to conviction ; that

is;<that the tint or color of the material

should, as much as the style itself, con-

vey to the mind's eye, the spirit of the

design. To illustrate, we will adduce, as

an instance of the opposite, the great

Roman Catholic Cathedral, now in

course of erection on Fifth Avenue,

New York. The style is Gothic, but the

material is white marble throughout.

Now, we hold that the cloister shade

conveyed to the mind by this peculiar

stjde is completely at var-iance with the

vivid brightness of white marble.* We
anticipate the defence of its admirers,

that white is the emblem of purity.

Very true. But why choose the sombre
Gothic to clothe with it ? The Boman
and Grecian styles are objectionable to

some, as having been the servants of

heathenism. But, if such be an objec-

tion, and white marble must be the

chosen material, why not have taken the

Italian style ? There are numerous speci-

mens in Europe, which the architects of

our day might still improve upon; and,

although they could not surpass the

Duomo of the great Florentine, they

might well produce a more desirable de-

sign for the church in its entirety.

This field of ecclesiastical architecture

is a vast one, and not to be lightlv

treated. We will, therefore, leave it for

the present, to be shortly revisited
; not

with the ruthless intention of ravao-ino-

criticism, but with the cool, well-meant

object of contemplation and investiga-

ting study.

* Yet as the cathedral of Milan—itself of white marble,

—proves, a sombre material is not absolutely necessary

for the Gothic style.

—

Eds.

NEW YORK NOTES.

Manhattan Architecture.

IN the time-honored history of the

Old World, there is not to be

found one parallel instance of the sudden

uprise and magic growth of the City of

New York. Rome's birth, progress, and

culminating greatness, have been, and

ever will be subjects for the delighted

student to revel in
;
yet the advancement

of that Empire of the Seven Hills loses

its charm of wonder, in the development

of the day, in this progressive republic

of ours, controlled as it is, not by the

capacity of a single man, but by the

combined mental power of a self-govern-

ing people.

What New York might have been

under a continuance of the Colonial

system, it is easy to conjecture from a
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glance at the neighboring Dominion of

Canada, whose ancient cities, Quebec

and Montreal, in vain seek to emulate

our youthful Chicago !

Whence springs this wondrous stimu-

lant to progress which, in every depart-

ment of human affairs, is ever urging

our nation ahead in the world's career,

it is no difficult matter for thinking men
to discern. A healthy state of action,

acquired from the principle of indepen-

dence, the latter begot of natural liberty,

accelerates the brain and muscle of the

nation, and pushes destiny forward with

a force which no opposing power save

that of the ALMIGHTY can retard.

The monarchies of the Old World
have changed their bearing towards us,

from coolness to acknowledgment, from

conteinptuousness to respect, not alto-

gether free from envy and jealousy.

Still, we advance, rapidly, yet steadily

advance, until each and every path to

the Temple of Fame is foreshadowed by
our progress.

In this march of destiny, every part

of our vast nation has its rank, and all

go forth as one ! No jealous cavils may
disturb the unity of determination which

leads us onward. Yet the honorable ri-

valry of confraternity claims its right to

stimulate our energies, and exercises a

salutary influence over our whole

system.

Villages aspire to be cities ; and not

satisfied with the attainment of that ob-

ject, when become cities, they seek to

lead in their newly acquired rank, until

the very efforts called forth in the glo-

rious struggle, unite to vitalize the dif-

ferent sections, and give them national

strength and character.

New York justly claims a proud share

in this struggle for national fame ; and
while she is not unmindful of the merits

of her compeers, her efforts are directed

to the front, let who will compete

!

Abstaining from any allusion to her

position in other departments, we confine

our present thoughts to her efforts in

Architecture ; and these we propose to

review from time to time, keeping watch-

ful step with her onward march.

The year we are passing through is

one of great importance in the progress

of our art on this continent, and espe-

cially in New York. Out of over one

hundred architects in this city, not one

can be said to be idle ; although the

more favored few are ever ready to enter

on still more commissions.

The fact is, the love for novelty has

so far taken possession of the well-to-do

citizens, that tearing down and improv-

ing seems to be the grand idea. It is a

grateful sight to every lover of his coun-

try, and raises up natural feelings of

triumphant pride, to see the cities of the

Union putting forth such claims to the

admiration of the tasteful visitor fresh

from the art circles of Old Europe.

New York is the principal entrance for

visitors to our Nation ; and, as the first

appearance, either prepossesses the eye,

or creates a doubtful impression, it is

highly desirable that the best profes-

sional talent should be here displayed.

Should, then, so important a considera-

tion be left to the special ideas of any

one man, whose taste is his own ; for,

however conscientious in displaying it,

may he not be far from reflecting the

taste of the community he, in his de-

signs, seeks to represent ?

No ! There is something radically

wrong in this state of things, and it

would be well to consider it. However
gifted the architect may be, he yet can

afford to seek and to accept a hint from

another
; and, in fact, as his work is to

please the eye of the million, the advice

of many might afford him some desirable

light tending to the perfecting of his de-

sign, and possibly to the ultimate popu-

larization of it.

But here, alas, the inherent vanity of

man obtrudes itself, and forbids this

communion^ The architect is prepos-

sessed in favor of his own idea, and
concludes :

" Populo me sibilat ac mihi

plaudo."

Yes, this is too often the case. The
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architect beards the public disapproval,

and plants himself doggedly on his own
opinion, as though he had a monopoly

of art-judgment, and the community, for

whom he builds, had no right whatever

to think adversely to him.

That the public decision on matters of

taste in design, is, after all, the true test

of its actual value, may be a subject for

close consideration. For the same object

may produce very different effects upon

various minds, and that which succeeds

in winning the approbation of the ma-

jority may surely be considered as agree-

able to taste.

It is true that the general public is

ignorant of the rules which govern our

time-honored art. But those rules were

themselves made to produce effects taste-

ful to the public eye. Therefore, the

majority has to be consulted ; and, in

such case, any architect who desires to

succeed should seek as wide a range of

opinion on his designs as he can obtain.

In this connection, we would urge the

necessity for a more extended association

of professional and amateur talent, aided

by the frequent exhibition and critical

observation of designs, before they be-

come built-up facts, for better or for

worse. That work, which will not stand

the scrutiny of criticism, while on paper,

most certainly will not gain favor in

construction.

The profession would find it very ad-

vantageous to their art, to give as many
opportunities as possible to the public to

acquire a knowledge of the outlines of

architecture. Popular lectures, public

exhibitions, evening conversazioni, and

the like, each winter, would, any or all,

be desirable. London laudably led the

way, years ago, in this matter. Why
should not New York and her sister

cities follow ?

We have, at present, a small soci-

ety, entitled THE INSTITUTE OF
AMERICAN ARCHITECTS; but its

existence is almost unknown to the com-

munity at large, and it is ignored by

many architects in fine practice. Now,
this certainly does not meet the require-

ments of our progressive day ; and can

conduce very little, indeed, to the ad-

vance of the Great Art.

An institute, to be of real utility,

should be such an one that every ambi-

tious member of the profession would

desire to belong to it, and be proud to

attach to his name the initials of his

membership.

We do not advocate the mere copying

of the British Institution, founded, as it

unhappily is, on aristocratic exclusive-

ness. What we aim at is a purely

republican association, for the friendly

interchange of art ideas, and the unselfish

union of architects, patriotic enough to

make it their conscientious duty to ad-

vance the national taste, and elevate the

character of American Architecture,

if we may be allowed so to term it.

More depends upon this subject, as

concerning our country, than appears at

first sight ; and the positive necessity

for an effort in this direction, becomes

more and more imperative, as our mighty

Nation develops itself, year by year, and

has its majesty freely acknowledged

amongst the dynasties of Europe. „

Steamship lines for Philadelphia

should be the special aim of our mer-

chants. With proper organization and

effort, they could obtain, from Con-

gress, subsidies for a term of years,

in consideration of mail service, until

the enterprise should be, in all respects,

self-supporting. We, as the chief man-

ufacturing centre of the nation, and the

place ofgreatest expanse, are really first,

not second, of the cities of the Union

;

yet without direct steam communication

with Europe, we shall always be held and

reported " Number Two," unless we aid

our natural advantages with all possible

fair, social and artificial means.
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WALL HANGINGS OF WOOD.

THE term Wood Hangings, as yet,

sounds rather strangely; but, in a

little while, will become as familiar as

the now accustomed one, Paper Hang-

ings.

The tendency of men, engaged in in-

troducing a new thing, is to underrate

all preceding necessities, conveniences,

or luxuries, whilst magnifying their

own. In this manner, cloth hangings

were to supersede tapestry ; wainscot-

ing was to supplant cloth-hangings ; and

paper-hangings • were to do away with

both. What was really effected was,

what is effected always : the production

of articles constantly enabling more

people to have a handsomer interior dec-

oration, than ever before. Cloth-arras

has, indeed, disappeared ; but the far

more costly arras, that of tapestry, is

yet made, and better than ever, as a re-

gal luxury, or for royal presents. In

like manner, wainscoting is still put up

by the joiner, as an elegant adornment.

Frescoing, in its various styles, and
simple oil painting, for walls and ceil-

ings, have always had their practitioners

and their customers. But the great

body of the world, until the introduction

of wood veneers, has constantly adhered

to paper-hangings
; and those who wish

to obtain certain characteristic effects

will always employ the choicest styles

of these.

At present, however, we design in-

dulging ourselves, and, we hope, grati-

fying our readers, with a somewhat
detailed account of Patent Wood Hang-
ings, the materials for which, upon
our own inquiry, have been obligingly

furnished us, by the very gentlemanly

Assistant Secretary of the Patent
Wood Hangings Company of Phila-
delphia,* Mr. F. J. Rothpletz.

* No. 1111 Chestnut Street. Capital Stock $150,000.
President, D. W. Stuart. Secretary and Treasurer, F.
M. Reazor.

The Company themselves claim for

their product a certain identity of nature

with the old European wainscot. So

far as the material, wood itself, is con-

cerned, this is correct. ; but there is a

wide and unbridgeable difference be-

tween the solid rails, panels and mould-

ings of true wainscot and what, for

illustration's sake, we may call, the

wood wall-varnish of these hangings.

However, although the wood-hangings

are not' wainscot, they are excellent ap-

pliances for the same purpose ; form a

very elegant and durable ornament

;

and readily admit the most elaborate

and beautiful forms of flat paneling,

which, with a little thought, art and

skill, can be converted into a very cred-

itable wooden fresco. Any inquirer,

who has ever seen a Florentine mosaic,

can readily understand how this may be

done.

The Roman mosaic, or the mosaic

proper, is supposed, theoretically, to

make a perfect picture, of lasting tints,

because formed of a great number of

homogeneously colored minute pieces of

glass, or of polished minerals not liable

to change of tone, through light, dark-

ness, impure, wet or dry air, or chemical

action. And, although a mere mechan-

ical copy of a painted picture, yet, from

its multiplicity of lights, tints, shades,

shadows and hues, as it exactly repro-

duces the original, it is considered the

result of a perfect art.

On the other hand, the Florentine

mosaic—composed of a very few pieces

of natural products, such as marble,

jasper, malachite, and so forth, upon a

basis and ground of black slate, each of

these pieces selected for its own varia-

tion of color, the whole very artfully, if

not artistically, conveying a picture

—

is not held, as any finer an art, than

that producing pseudo pictorial effects

with lights of mother-of-pearl, transpar-
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ent stains and opaque pigments, upon

black papier mache. Yet, in both these

instances, the results please, as exhibit-

ing agreeable color effects, passably pic-

torial, from very simple means, handled,

it may be, whimsically, or wilfully.

Frescoing will give us any tone and

any effect of light and shade, that can be

desired ; but, along with the constant

variation and surprise, in the surface of

wood-hangings, we may also, by using

lighter or darker woods, of the same

variety, obtain the projection, or the

recession, of panels and mouldings
;

and this, not being expected from the ma-

terial, enhances the pleasure of behold-

ing. For instance, if we suppose, all in

the same woods, a square or oblong,

depressed panel, formed by a simple

straight-lined angle from the rails : for

this, four different gradations would be

required. The highest would be that

portion—side and bottom—of the an-

gled pieces, or mouldings, which received

the full light, taken to be at 45 degrees

in the two directions, namely : towards

and across the panel, placed directly in

front of the eye. The next in depth

would be the advanced portion, or the

rails. The recess of the panel itself

would be still deeper ; and considerably

darker than the last would be the top

and side of the plain angled moulding

in shadow. If it is now remembered

that there are many different kinds of

wood, each with its variations of the

same general color, all will readily see,

that the only practical limits to such

demi-pictorial effects, in flat wood pan-

eling, are the comparative invention

and skill of the operators. Then the

workmen have—and sometimes take

—

the option of stains of different kinds,

single, or repeated in application, to

vary the tone of the particular wood em-

ployed, or to shape that portion supposed

to be away from the light. Bead-mould-

ings of wood, either oiled, varnished,

lacquered, or gilt, and polished mould-

ings of brass, or other metal, are attach-

ed for effect. Finally, the juxtaposition

of entirely different woods, may be used

to extend the almost infinite variety of

combinations, for use. Thus we may
give dark panels to light rails, different

toned mouldings from either ; and so on

indefinitely.

The Wood-Hangings admit of much
bolder effects in relief. Grecian and Ro-

man columns and pediments, Byzan-

tine and Gothic arcades, and clustered

columns, groined ceilings, Moorish

arches and lone or twin spiral pillars,

with Moresques and Arabesques are all

at the command of the adept.

In the same degree, that ordinaiy ven-

eers exceed solid wood in beauty of

surface, the wood-hangings surpass such

veneers in variety, translucencj', and

brilliancy.

The new mode of cutting these paper

veneers—as from their extra thinness,

we venture to call them—is calculated

to bring out, not only eveiy conceivable

diversity of grain, but many small points,

that even those most conversant with

woods, in their application to ornament,

could not imagine, until after a personal

inspection. Then, if the fancy, not con-

tent with the interminable variations of

nature, demands a step beyond her—or,

perhaps, in sober verity, a little short

—

the lighter woods can be permanently

dyed of any color designated. In dye-

ing, however, the lighter portions of the

grain become dark and the darker light.

The machinery of the mill, engaged in

preparing the wood-hangings, is of such

complete adaptability, that every kind

of wood can be cut, either with knives,

or with saws, according to the wood, or

the intent, from one-sixtieth down to

one-hundred-and-fiftieth part of an inch

in thickness—or query, thinness ?—the

usual thickness is from T^ to T £„- part

of an inch. The wood is either sliced,

in the usual new method of cutting ven-

eers, or it is cut around the log. An
old fashioned veneer shows the outside

or sap, of the tree, on the outer edges

of the veneer, and the heart, or solid

wood, in its central line. As said above,
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this company often cut the hangings in

the old veneer shape, by greatly im-

proved means ; but their most notice-

able manner consists in this : A log of

wood divested of bark and sap, is first

reduced by ordinary turning, to an ex-

act cylinder. It is then placed in a

powerful lathe, specially adapted to the

object, and the hangings are turned off,

in a continuous sheet, from fifty to three

hundred feet long, and of an uniform

width, of from eighteen to forty-six

inches. No matter what the gauge, the

thickness must ever be uniform.

Whether to be sliced, or cut around

the log, the wood is always previously

steamed. Both styles of cutting must

be seen, to be properly appreciated.

One most agreeable peculiarity of this

method of cutting around the log, is

that native woods, never heretofore con-

sidered at all ornamental, become de-

cidedly so ; and those, which from their

smallness of growth, could not previ-

ously be employed in veneers, yield their

unsuspected charms to the lathe. Thus :

sturdy, close grained, lustrous dogwood,

notwithstanding its supposed plainness,

develops very beautiful figures and is

more eligible for certain uses, on ac-

count of its creamy lightness of tint.

If a still whiter and brighter apartment

were desired, holly, with its exceeding

fineness of grain and lustre of surface,

would be employed. The maples alone

furnish a great variety, each as beautiful

as the other. American curled birch

gives effects fully equal to the best of

those of imported satin-wood ; and,

under certain treatment, superior. Oak,

ash, chestnut, bass and poplar, for plain

tones, produce fine interiors, with great

range of figure, whilst blistered, mot-

tled, curled and striped walnut yields

the richest of contrasts with the golden-

hued maples.

New experiments are constantly

making, upon woods not hitherto

used for decorative purposes ; and,

of course amongst many rejections,

new names repeatedly occur. We do

not notice Elm; but it would answer

well.

The present range includes Holly,

Dogwood, white and yellow Poplar,

rock, curled and bird's-eye Maple, Oak,

Ash, Birch, Cherry, Satin-Wood, Wal-
nut of all the figures, Sycamore, Ma-
hogany, Rosewood, and a number of

others. It is worthy of remark, that

all these—even the first two, generally

considered white—are warm in tone, so

that no matter which is used, or what

combination of any two or more, the

apartment must appear comfortable and

cosy. Holly is milk white ; Dogwood,

creamy, and, in some stocks, pinkish

;

Poplar, Naples yellow, or sometimes

Dutch pink ; Maple, in common varies

from light to deep raw sienna and sal-

mon ;
Birch and the superior specimens

of Maple give charming deep tones of

burnt sienna and light ones of Vandyke
brown ; Satin-Wood and some sheets of

Birch approach fresh gallstone ; the

Oaks and Ashes afford light hues, re-

ferable to bistre, sepia, and other warm
browns, while the curled, blistered,

mottled and striped kinds of Walnut
exhibit the deep hues of the same pig-

ments ; Mahogany affords Indian-red

and other russets ; and Rosewood,

maroon.

In durability, Wood-Hangings are not

surpassed by solid wood. They have

been tested, for upwards of a year, in

hot rooms, exposed to furnace or other

heat, with more or less steam, remain-

ing in as good condition as when the

wood was first hung, without blistering,

shrinking or cracking. The varnish, or

other finish upon them, fills the pores of

the wood, so as to give complete protec-

tion from the attacks of vermin of all

sorts, from dry or wet rot, and, in fact,

from any kind of deterioration. They
are entirely free from the mineral poisons,

so objectionable in the pigments used

for the effects of certain wall-papers

;

do not absorb moisture
; and receive no

scent from smoke, or taint from the

breath of the bed-ridden sick ; so that
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some of the best medical authorities

have recommended them for sanitary

reasons. The}r also have the advantage

of being as readily cleaned as any piece

of furniture, the surface being hard does

not dent or mar easily, and may be

washed at will. In fact they can be

permanently applied, with paste, to

the solid surface of wood, either of

their own, or a different species ; and

thus would do pretty well for some

kinds of furniture. They make beauti-

ful sign-boards, especially for lettering

in gold and finishing with colorless var-

nish.

In regard to economy, while the mar-

gin will vary—with the kind of wood,

the different manifestations of that kind,

and the manner of putting it on—yet

the general cost is very moderate, not

exceeding that of good quality paper-

hangings.

This material, having great tenacity,

is applied to walls by those used to put-

ting on paper hangings, with even more

facility than paper ; especially in elabo-

rate panel-work. As its tenuity is such

that every little irregularity is percepti-

ble through it, the walls should be ren-

dered entirely smooth, all holes, cracks,

etc., being stopped up with plaster of

Paris and leveled. It is hardly needful

to observe, that the walls should be per-

fectly dry, smooth and clean. Old and

foul walls must be cleaned, either by a

thin papering of pure white, or, much
better, by re-finish plastering. All walls

must be properly prepared with hot glue

sizing, about the same as for ordinary

paper hangings.

The adhesion of the Wood-Hangings

is secured by flour-paste, as thick as it

can be worked, which should also be

forced through a fine sieve,to avoid lumps

that would show through the wood. If

not sufficiently pliable, the wood should

be dampened, with a sponge and water,

before applying the paste. A roller of

sufficient hardness, covered with cloth,

or with India-rubber, should be used to

press the wood, smoothly and evenly,

on the wall; and all excess of paste

driven from beneath, by rubbing, or

pressing outwards towards the edges,

with a wooden tool or scraper. When on

the wall, and thoroughly dry, glycerine

of medium quality, without acid, one

part to every two of water, should be

applied. Then finish in shellac, varnish,

wax, or oil, according to taste. Prior

to finishiug, however, all paste must be

removed from the surface, with water

and sponge. After the first coat of wax,

oil, shellac, or vaimish has thoroughly

dried in, all laps, or irregular edges,

should be smoothed off, with fine sand-

paper. According to the fineness of the

work, from one to three finishing coats,

of whatever material, will be given.

Five years ago, such a radically new
thing, in wall decoration, if mentioned,

would have been considered physically

impossible ; and, indeed, as quite akin to

the new pleasure, that Xerxes offered a

reward, to have invented for him
;
yet

here it is.

If, in beautifying our walls, expense

were no object whatever ; and we longed

for grace, sweep and textile richness,

we should employ tapestry—could we
get it. If we wanted depth and archi-

tectural lights and shadows, we should

set up wainscot. If we wished breadth

and highly artistic effects, we should se-

lect fresco. If we desired gorgeous

richness, we should take artistic paper-

hangings. If polished chasteness were

our object, and the place a palace, we
should choose paneled slabs of marble,

mainly white; though in a modest dwel-

ling, light, oil-painted walls and^ white

kalsomined wood-work. But if, weigh-

ing all these, we sought a never-ending,

ever-delighting series of surprises, quiet

in mass and brilliant in detail—compar-

able only with the other beauties of na-

ture herself, as, for example, the per-

petual dissimilarity in the colors and

markings of agates—without one in-

stant's hesitation, we should select ar-

tistically panelled, pillared, arched and

corniced Hangings of Wood.
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A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE.

Preliminary Observations.

ARCHITECTURE is primarily an

useful art ; and also ranks, side

by side, with painting and sculpture,

as a fine art. As the former, owing its

birth to necessity, it sprang into exist-

ence coeval with the origin of man.

As the latter, while manifested in a

rude manner very early, it owed its

rise to the increasing luxury and intel-

lectual culture of succeeding ages. It

may, therefore, be divided into the two

grand distinct characters of useful and

ornamental, both of which, however, are

so intimately blended together, that

neither bears away the palm from the

other, so long as the purposes in view

are satisfactorily attained.

Man's first care would, very natural-

ly, be directed to the construction of

some kind of shelter against the inclem-

encies of the elements ; and in those

primitive ages, the style of architecture,

if indeed we can call it a style at all,

was very crude and barbarous. But a

study ofthe art, in its progressive course,

bears evidence of the extended intellect

and the concomitant increasing desire

of man ; and likewise attests the dawn

of rising civilization.

In those wild and primitive ages, the

habits, and modes of living, of our pro-

genitors were so wandering and unset-

tied, that it led naturally to the adoption

of a style of architecture adapted to

their peculiar mode of life. As ages

rolled on, we see evidences of a change

in their habits, manner of living, &c,

which, as a necessary consequence, ex-

ercised a material influence over the na-

ture and style of their dwelling-houses.

Man had then become gregarious, and

had discovered, that commingling with

his fellow-men was not only beneficial,

and needful for his nature, but also of

advantage in increasing the circle Of his I

powers and abilities. His intellect had

now become more developed, enabling

him to render the forces ofnature subser-

vient to his particular interests. Com-
merce had begun to civilize him, to

enlarge his faculties, to open out to his

genius new paths for the development of

his resources, the enlargement of the

sphere of his wants, and the duration of

his enjoyment.

We might, were we not thereby en-

croaching on the subject of some pro-

jected essays in this Review—show the

changes which have come over the spirit

of architecture, in every succeeding age,

down to our own times ; and the influ-

ence, that the gradual, though certain,

increasing development of the human
intellect, and the spread of refinement

and civilization, have had upon it. This

subject, however, we propose to talk

upon in subsequent numbers ; and dis-

play in a brief, but concise, history of

the style of each successive age.

We may here remark, that buildings,

in general, can be divided into three

different and distinct kinds, viz. : the do-

mestic, the political, and the devotional

;

or, as described by some, to supply the

material, intellectual, and religious ne-

cessities of man.

Thei'e are two grand and important

necessities which have from the earliest

age, controlled the domestic style of

architecture, namely :

1st. Protection from men.

2nd. Protection from the elements of

nature.

The former is not needed in all states of

society ; but the latter is always impera-

tive, and embraces the climate, the to-

pographical, geological and meteorologi-

cal features of the country, exposure to

sun, to hurricanes, and to storms of

wind and rain. All such manifestations
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of nature have an all-powerful and a

very necessary influence over the style.

Without question, buildings ought to

agree, in every part and particular, to

and with, the intents and purposes for

which they are designed ; and should

likewise never deviate in the slightest

;

for such a deviation from its original

intent—detracting from the utility of

the building, even though it should ap-

proach the ornamental—would give an

incongruous character, displeasing to

the eye.

Every edifice designed solely for use

can be regarded in no other light than

as to whether its finished state justi-

fies the means for the attainment of that

particular purpose. Hence it follows

that the most important end to be at-

tained, in the erection of an edifice, is :

to discover in what manner it can best

be brought to the highest standard of

perfection. Even though possessed of

beauty of detail and a pleasing general

effect, when these essentially conflict,

not only with main utility, but with

the special purpose for which it is de-

signed, the glaring impropriety and

inconsistency, could not be overlooked.

-In delineating, however, the plans

or designs, for those three different

kinds of architectural structures, which

we have just named—whether intend-

ed for ornamental display, absolute

utility, or a happy combination of both

—there is an ample field for the genius

of an architect to exhibit his inclina-

tions, feeling, and attainments, or the

prevailing fashion of the age in which

he lives. For even architecture does

not escape from the influence of Fash-

ion. Then much attention is to be paid

to the topographical features of the in-

tended site.

There is abroad an impression, that

architectural beauty, and attention to

the demands of utility, are opposed^ to

one another, and cannot be reconciled

;

in fact, that it is a hopeless task to en-

deavor to combine these two qualities.

This, however, is a very erroneous idea.

Scientific and constructive skill must
proceed, hand in hand, boldly, truthful-

ly, and uninfluenced by such an opinion.

Beauty of the right kind, consistent

with the aspect of nature, will grow up,

out of utility. In the works of nature,

we always find the greatest beauty con-

joined with the greatest wisdom, com-
pleteness and strength ; and this same
principle, if made the groundwork for

every design, will hold good in architec-

ture.

It is too common a habit, with many
architects, to develop form and beauty,

first ; and then to take into consider-

ation, the utility of the edifice in ques-

tion. This only leads to mannerism.

Indeed it must be admitted, that every

architect is a mannerist, more or less

;

and that, in the majority of instances, we
have only to examine the detail, and

general leading principle of his works,

to ascertain his personality. Exactly

as any connoisseur has only to inspect a

picture, to be able, at once, to pro-

nounce, as to the studio whence it

emanated. The foregoing remark may
be readily justified, and most forcibly

illustrated, by an examination of the

edifices designed by the different archi-

tects of the past, and our own times,

when it will instantly be perceived, that

each one has a peculiar and distinct

style of his own. We may, in this con-

nection, mention the following celebra-

ted architects, an inspection of whose

designs will bear out the truth of our

remarks

:

Ictinus and Callicrates were the archi-

tects, to whose grand conceptions,

and lofty aspirations, we owe the Par-

thenon—with all its stern and noble

serenity, and severe and sublime pro-

portions—the cause of the envy and the

murmurs of Greece, the glory of Ath-

ens, and the admiration of the world.

The Parthenon, dedicated to Minerva,

was erected in the palmy days of Greek

art, and the statuary—to whose skill

and art is due those magnificent sculp-

tures, executed in high relief, colossal
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1mages, and embellishments with which

the edifice was enriched—was Phidias,

whose distinguishing characteristics

were grandeur and sublimity. This

temple was of the Doric order, and built

altogether of white marble, the plan of

it being a little above twice as long as it

is broad, viz., 217 feet 9 inches in the

one dimension, and 98 feet 6 inches in

the other.

Apollodorus was a most distinguished

architect, who flourished in the reign

of the Emperors Trajan and Adrian,

about the beginning of the second cen-

tury, or A. D. 120. To him, much is

owing for the progress made in the

classic style of architecture at Rome.

He built several edifices round the Fo-

rum Trajanum, among which were the

sculptured column of Trajan— still exist-

ing, in perpetuation of his skill.

In the Byzantine era, we have An-
themus of Thales, and Isodorus of Mi-

letes, who were selected by the Emperor
Justinian, to design and construct the

Dome of the celebrated church of St.

Sophia, at Constantinople, then Byzan-

tium. This wonderful Dome ranks next

to the Pantheon in antiquity ; and forms

the great type of the second period of

Byzantine architecture, on which was
founded all the subsequent architecture

of the Eastern world. Anthemus had

promised to raise a dome over this edi-

fice, of such magnitude, as would eclipse

the magnificence of the Pantheon. He
encountered numerous difficulties ; and
died, before it was completed. The duty
of prosecuting the work devolved on
Isodorus, who finally accomplished the

grand task. It was partly destroyed

by an earthquake, a few years after its

completion, and the present Dome was
re-constructed by the nephew of Isodo-

rus, who made it considerably higher

than it originally was, and used a very

light white brick instead of the common
brick. From the prevailing manner of

this era, grew out the Mohammedan and
Moorish styles of architecture, as also

that of Russia.

In 1377 was born Philip Brunelleschi,

who afterwards distinguished himself, as

one of the first architects of the day.

After much opposition from his brother

artists, he was intrusted, by the Flor-

entines, with the task of raising a dome
upon the church of Santa 3taria del

Fiore. His idea of having a double cu-

pola—with a space between the inner

and outer vaults, sufficient to admit of

staircases and passages to the top

—

was deemed so preposterous and im-

practicable, that, at first, they would

not consent to the proposition. But

having, in time, overcome their preju-

dices, and demonstrated, by models and

drawings, the practicability of his

scheme, the work was given over to

him ; and the result of his conception

and labors, was a magnificent cupola,

pronounced by the great Michael An-

gelo, himself, to be a masterpiece of

science. Brunelleschi was also the de-

signer and originator of the Palace

Pitti at Florence, besides numerous

other edifices ; which have gained for

him the reputation of being the reviver

of pure architecture. He died in 1444,

aged G7.

Bramante, a celebrated architect, ap-

peared about the year 1500, at a time

when architecture was only reviving;

and was not completely free from bar-

barous intermixtures and incongruities.

He was selected by Popes Julius II. and

Leo X., to execute the grand project of

pulling down the oldchurch of St. Peter's

at Rome, and erecting a new one, on a

scale of splendor and magnificence, that

would astonish the world. Commencing

in 1506, he prosecuted the work with

great celerity and vigor, for eight years,

when death put an end to his labors, in

his 70th year. His original design was

that of a Latin Cross, with three naves,

formed by means of colonnades, and a

cupola of the same dimensions with that

of the Pantheon. This design, however,

has been so very widely deviated from

by his successoi-s in the grand work,

that very little of the present structure,
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besides the four great arches over the

tribune, can be said to be his. Owing to

pontifical troubles, the work was allowed

to remain in abeyance, until 1546, when

it was committed to the celebrated Mi-

chael Angelo, who changed Bramante's

design, of a Latin Cross, into a Greek

Cross ; and also designed the cupola, or

dome, a model of which he formed, so

that it should remain in the event of his

not surviving, to complete the work.

He was only spared, however, to labor

at this grand task for 17 years, which

he did entirely without any remunera-

tion, having refused to accept aught for

his labors. After his death, in 1564, in

his 90th year, strict orders were issued

by the Pope that Michael Angelo's plans

and model should be minutely adhered

to. Giacomo Barozio da Vignola in

1564, and Porta, in 1573, assisted by

Domenico Fontana, successively carried

on the work ; and, at length, by the last

named, in the pontificate of Sixtus V.,

the cupola was raised, after Michael

Angelo's model.

In 1606 the plan of this building was

again changed to a Latin Cross by Pope

Paul Y., who also erected the Portico,

with the grand font, after a design of

Carlo Maderno, an eminent architect.

Thus, after being 67 3
rears in hand, was

finished this grand work, which sur-

passes all the most celebrated buildings,

ancient or modern, not only in size, but

in the excellence and beauty of its con-

struction, and the elegant embellish-

ments and admirable works of art, with

which it is enriched.

About this time we must mention

Andrea Palladio, a celebrated Italian

architect, who was born in 1518 ; and,

at a quite early age, obtained for himself

a very high reputation, by the skill and

taste displayed in numerous works of

importance intrusted to him. Among
them, we may name the Palace Foscari,

in Venice, built in a style of pure anti-

quity. To Palladio is chiefly attrib-

utable the classic taste, which reigns in

so many of the old buildings of Italy.

His chef d"'ceuvre, however, is the

Olympic Theatre at Vincenza. The
Palladian style, which originated with

and has been named after him—has

Avon for him an honorable and imperish-

able reputation.

Coming down more closely to our

own times, we have Inigo Jones, a dis-

tinguished architect, born about 1572.

He was Surveyor-General of Works
under James I. and Charles I., and ef-

fected a great change in the style of the

ecclesiastical architecture of England in

that period.

Sir Christopher Wren, who was born

in 1632, continued the good work begun

by Inigo Jones ; and the result of his

labors in the art can be seen, to this day,

in the numerous edifices, forming the

attractions of the British metropolis,

which owe their existence to his master-

mind. He himselfdesigned and erected

no less than fifty parish churches,

crowned by that noblest of all modern

structures, St. Paul's Cathedral ; the

Monument, and other numerous public

edifices in London ; the Royal Palaces

of Hampton Court and Winchester

;

and the Royal Hospital of Chelsea and

Greenwich ; besides others which we

have not here space to enumerate, and

any one of which would, of itself, be

fame for any artist. It is worthy of

remembrance and note, that on St.

Peter's of Rome there were, from first

to last, more than twenty architects,

amongst whom were such men as Bra-

mante, Raphael, Michael Angelo, Fon-

tana, Bernini and Maderno, while Wren,

single-handed, and unaided, planned

and brought to a successful accomplish-

ment, St. Paul's Cathedral. He died

on the 25th of February, 1723, in his

ninety-first year; and the inscription on

his grave, in the family vault under St.

Paul's, is a fitting tribute to the high

services he has rendered the art :
" Si

monumentum quasris circumspice"—" If

thou seekest my monument, look around

thee."

Of still later times, we have Sir John
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Vanbrugh, the dramatist; Sir John

Rennie ; Smirke ; and the last, one who
has but just been taken awajT

, Barry.

The fundamental rules of architec-

ture, as laid down by Yitruvius, are

the following:

1st. Order,

2d. Proportion,

3d. Harmony,

4th. Composition, or

Fitness of Arrangement,

5th. Economy

We will take up each one of these

heads and define it as simply as we can.

1st. Order, method, or regularity, is

the relation which parts, considered as

makiug up a whole, have to each other,

and their proper arrangement, before

being put together, as a whole. This,

one of the most important of those

principles, is properly put first; and

ought to be the end and aim of all fine

art. In the remains of Greek art, it is

specialty traceable. Wherever absolute

uniformity, by producing too mechani-

cal an effect, was displeasing to the eye,

the Egyptian and Gothic architects

varied the decorations of their capitals

and bases, to a very considerable extent.

Order requires that each separate piece

be in a place peculiarly its own.

2d. Proportion is distinct from the

foregoing, as being the relation, not of

parts to a whole, but of parts to each

other. The parts cf a building may be

said to be well proportioned, when, on

comparing any two portions of the in-

ner or outer structure, they are in keep-

ing with one another, so far as dimen-

sions are concerned.

3d. Harmony is the symmetrical ad-

justment of parts, both in their separate

dimensions and in their interlocking

junctures. This principle relates to the

graduation, in measurement, of all the

parts, connected in a whole, to the di-

mensions of one, taken as a standard.

It was by following out this idea of sym-

metry, as more particularly shown in

the art of sculpture, that the famous

Greek artists made their works true

ideals, and imperishable models, for all

coming ages.

4th. Composition is congruity in the

adaptation of parts, the disposing of

portions of an extended edifice, so that,

viewed as a whole, they shall be con-

sidered beautiful. To carry this princi-

ple out perfectly, it is requisite that, all

the parts have an office, and that in size,

position, and every other quality, they

be adapted to that office. There is no

one principle, which so surely proves the

true genius and skill of an artist, as his

success in securing perfect congruity, in

every portion of his work.

5th. Economy is the attainment of the

useful ends for which the building was
designed, without waste. We do not

mean by this, merely the simple and

vulgar economy of the purse, although

this, of course, is also an essential fea-

ture; but the best manner of procuring

a happy and wise combination of beauty

and utility, retaining nothing superflu-

ous, but omitting nothing likely to pro-

mote the end in view.

We could dilate, at great length, on

each of these fundamental principles of

our art ; but it is not necessary here to

clo so.

We have already said, that where the

purpose for any building, of which a de-

sign is in contemplation, is simply and

solely utility ; to attain this end, it is

necessary, even, to sacrifice beauty and

embellishments, should such be found

inconvenient, or should they materially

interfere with and detract from the end

for which it was intended. On the

other hand, where the end in view is

simply ornamental, or the production of

a structure, which shall please, either

the common eye or the cultivated taste,

the genius, science, art-education and

innate feeling of the architect have a

boundless field, wherein to exercise.

The great standard principles by

which an architect must be guided are

regularity and proportion, because from

a true combination of these may be said

to emanate the real intrinsic charm of
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any edifice Throughout the fine arts,

the study of architecture ra&y be looked

upon as one of the most delightful of

all the courses they embrace ; all the

more where there is an innate genius to

conceive and a well-stored mind replete

with the images of the public buildings

of former ages, to chasten and con-

firm.

In a future article we propose taking

up this subject, and giving a brief re-

sume of the different styles of architec-

ture, which have arisen, flourished and

declined, from the earliest ages down to

our own times, showing the different

local causes, national traits and moral

convictions, which gave origin, character

and prevalence to these styles.

DRAINAGE.
By A Builder.

HOW often is the complete drainage

of buildings altogether overlook-

ed, or else done in such a bungling and

insufficient manner, that it is a source

of continual annoyance and expense.

It should be, in fact, the first step of

the builder to ascertain what are his fa-

cilities for drainage ; to determine the

point where all his drains must empty
;

and then to build his house, and regu-

late his grades accordingly.

You cannot have too much descent for

drainage. The greater the pitch, the

greater the velocity of the water ; thence

the more certain guarantee that, no sedi-

ment forming, the pipes will be self-

cleansed.

The principles of underground drain-

age are so simple, and the culverts in

this city so accessible, that buildings in

almost all localities can be thoroughly

drained. Vitrified pipe, such as is man-

ufactured by the well-known firm of Link

& Black, is the best to use, being strong

and lasting. Its glazed surface, inside

and out, renders it impervious to water

or decay. Besides, as the interior is so

smooth, it offers no resistance to the

passage of dirt or sediment. The pipes

are made three feet long, with a bell-

head at one end, into which the pipe fits

nicely ; and when cemented with Roman
cement, the whole conduit is perfectly

water-tight. The proper way to lay the

pipes is, first to dig the trench, with as

much straight grade, and as few angles,

as possible, from the part to be drained to

the culvert. Make the bottom of the

trench even, deepening it where the bell-

head rests, so the whole pipe can lie solid.

Cement all the joints with Roman ce-

ment. Make every inlet into the pipe

smaller than the main drain, and each

new inlet into any of the branches

smaller than the preceding one. Be
careful to have every inlet properly and

safely guarded, so that no foreign sub-

stance can get in the drain, to choke it up.

Connect all your soil-pipes with the

drain, as also all your rain-water con-

ductors, and whatever waste-pipes you

desire, and having put a trap in your

main drain, before it reaches the culvert,

to prevent any effluvia arising therefrom,

you can fill up your trench, perfectly

satisfied that j
rour drainage will be tho-

rough and complete. The iron bell-head

trap is the most effectual and best inlet

for surface draining.

Your drains, if laid with the care I

have recommended, should never get

out of order, and will last for ages.

A fruitful cause of the disarrangement

and clogging of drains, is the bungling-

manner in which the pipes are joined.

Instead of its being done carefully and

skilfully, the work is intrusted to an ig-

norant laborer, who, with some mud or

clay, fills the bell-head, thinking he has

done it all right. The first heavy rain
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washes the dirt all out of the joints, and,

the sand and mud, rushing in, soon fill

the pipes, and stop the drain. It may
be repaired in that part, but only to stop

up in another, until at last you are com-

pelled, at a great expense, to take it all

up, and have it laid properly.

How vastly important is this system

of drainage ! It requires, and should

receive from the judicious builder, more

care and attention than any other part

of the premises, for what a miserable

failure would be the most magnificent

pile of buildings, without complete and

successful drainage ! It is absolutely

essential to the health of residents of

large cities, that every building should

be thoroughly drained ; and the first in-

quiry of every purchaser of real estate

should be concerning the efficiency of

the appliances to attain this important

point.

Cess-pools accumulate large amounts

of filth. Gutters, front and back of

dwellings, empty great quantities of

fluid offal into the public street, there to

decay and emit a pestilential odor, inju-

rious to the health of all. These thino-s

are mistakes of the past. With ade-

quate sewerage throughout our city, dis-

charging into the great natural estu-

aries on the east and west, now should

there be a new dispensation. It ought

to be made obligatory upon the owner

of every new building to have it drained

underground.

Let the members of Councils take this

matter into earnest consideration, and,

with extended views upon the subject,

not only welcome all petitions for sewers,

but presently pass bills authorizing

their construction in every main street

throughout the city ; thereby giving

citizens facilities for drainage, and cre-

ating means to preserve the health of

the people, without which all the sanitary

measures that could be devised would

fail.

LIFE AND TIMES OF MICHAEL ANGELO:
POET, PAINTER, SCULPTOR AND ARCHITECT.

By G. W. Richards.

THE amateur fondly lingers on the

reign of Lorenzo the Magnificent,

as the golden age of Florence, which

—

with that of his famous relative, Leo

the X.—has been incorporated in our

national literature, by the research and

industry of the most elegant Italian

scholar, that Great Britain has ever pro-

duced.

The love of the fine arts has been im-

planted, in the minds of the Italians,

from an extremely early date. Scarcely

had security dawned on the infant em-

pire,—while she could already count her

heroes and sages ; while the divine wis-

dom of Seneca enlightened her, the

strains of Virgil charmed her, or the

thundering eloquence of Cicero inflamed

her senate—when the artist, with his

rude tools and simple skill, pleased the

popular eye ; and cultivated the public

taste. As civilization dawned, the arts

rapidly progressed ; and at the time of

the Christian era, Rome was noted, as

the nurse of the fine arts, the patroness

of men of letters, and the abode of lux-

ury and refinement.

After the introduction of Christianity,

poetry, painting, sculpture and music

declined ; and, for some centuries, re-

mained stationary. The heathen tem-

ples were ornamented with all the tri-

umphs of the arts ; the finest bronzes,

the most magnificent marbles, and the

rarest carving were devoted to the ser-

vice of the Pagan deities.
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The early Christians had confounded

—in their horror of Idolatry—imitative

art and artists
; and regarded with de-

cided hostility all images, and those who
wrought them, as bound to the service

of heathenism ! All their visible repre-

sentations of sacred persons and things

were denoted by mystic emblems : the

cross signified redemption ; the fish,

baptism
; the ship, the Church ; and the

serpent, sin.

The fourth century witnessed the

struggle between Paganism and Christi-

anity
; and the final overthrow of the

former. The first representation of the

Saviour was in the character of the

Good Shepherd, with the attributes of

Orpheus and Apollo. In the cemetery

of St. Calixtus, three heads were dis-

covered—one of Christ, distinguished

by a strong and almost coarse outline
;

the others represented St. Peter and St.

Paul—all three from a master hand

;

and all retaining that expression of

grave and holy dignity with which the

early painters ever invested the Saviour

and the Apostles. Mosaics were then

almost universally adopted ; and some

rare specimens may still be seen in the

oldest churches in Rome, Pisa and

Venice.

Art in the seventh century was divi-

ded into two great schools : the Roman,

distinguished by solemnity of feeling,

and grandeur of expression; and the

Byzantine, differing from the Roman,

by greater mechanical skill, a profusion

of gilding, and spiritless conception of

forms.

In the tenth and eleventh centuries,

Italy was in a condition of complete

barbarism and confusion. Of this period,

only a few extremely rude works remain.

Some specimens of that age are pre-

served in the galleries of Berlin, Flor-

ence and the Louvre. Nicholas Pisano,

who flourished at Florence in 1220, and

died in 12*70, gave the first grand im-

pulse to modern art. Cimabue, who

was his immediate successor, is styled,

though incorrectly, by Vasari, the father

of modern painting. The latter's most
famous monument is the church of St.

Francis, at Assissium, which had been
begun by several artists, was contin-

ued by Pisano, and finished by Cima-
bue. The splendor of the coloring, the

beauty of the monuments, the elegance

and dignity of the figures, all stamp it

as a production of the highest order of

genius.

Giotto, no less famed, and upon whom
his mantle rested, was 'then Cimabue's
pupil. Like his great successor Michael
Angelo, Giotto was fiery and impetuous,
haughty and disdainful ; but like him,

he was also skilled in the literature of

the age; and deeply versed in the occult

sciences of the time.

Cosmo the venerable—the founder of

that princely house, which at different

times has played a distinguished part,

in the scenes of Continental history

—

was, at once renowned for his spirit of

mercantile enterprise, fondness for litera-

ture, and patronage of the arts of design.

In his day, the love of liberty still

reigned in full force at Florence, and in

the defence of their rights, the citizens

frequently had recourse to arms.

The character of Cosmo is painted, by
Italian chroniclers, in the brightest

colors. He had, at that time, a rare

and valuable Museum of Busts, Coins,

Yases and Medals ; together with a large

library. The same fleets, which re-

turned laden with the wealth of India,

were also filled with the most precious

manuscripts, Egyptian papyri, and cu-

rious toys, in which, then as now, the

Eastern nations excelled. Cliye, when
examined before the House of Lords,

related that he saw, in the hoards of the

East Indian princes, pieces of old Italian

and Tuscan coinage. Some of those

veiy books imported by Cosmo are now
in the Louvre, carried thither by Cath-

erine de Medici.

The conduct and retinue of Cosmo
were marked by the most unpretending

simplicity. Gifted by nature with a

large and candid soul, his views were
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distinguished by a liberality foreign to

that age. Brunelleschi, Giotto, and

Ghiberti—he who cast in bronze the

celebrated doors of the Church of St.

John, which Michael Angelo thought

worthy of being the Gates of Paradise

—were the principal artists of his day.

Cosmo was one of the founders of

the Bibliotheca Mariana, which, at the

distance of three centuries, still offers to

the learned its vast treasures. He died

in 1464, at the age of seventy-five,

deeply lamented by a grateful country,

which inscribed upon his tomb the en-

dearing appellation of Pater Patriae.

Cosmo was succeeded by his grandson,

Lorenzo the Magnificent, who ivas then

about sixteen ; and who had been care-

fully educated by his mother, Lucretia

—one of the most remarkable women of

her age—who to the vivacity common
to natures of a southern clime, united a

ripe judgment and discriminating taste.

Nature had framed Lorenzo in her very

prodigality ; and so great was his versa-

tility, that he attained an unrivalled

excellence in whatever he undertook.

He may, perhaps, be compared to the

Admirable Crichton, who lived rather

later.

Around the youthful merchant prince,

clustered all the men of letters, art, and

science that Italy then produced. In

tiiis age, the anatomy of the human

figure began to be more closely studied.

The collection formed by the care of

Cosmo had been greatly increased ; and

under the fostering care of Fra Gio-

condo, a most learned antiquary, was

constantly enriched by new specimens.

It now forms a part of the Museum
Florentinum.

The works of the ancient Grecian and

Roman sculptors afforded Lorenzo much
pleasure. He lamented the inferiority

of modern artists ; and wished to erect

a better standard. He, therefore, pro-

posed, for their imitation, the remains

of the ancient masters, to elevate their

views, beyond the forms oi common
life, to the contemplation of that ideal

beaut3r
, which distinguishes works of art

from mere mechanical productions. In

pursuance of this object, Lorenzo re-

moved man3r pieces of sculpture to his

gardens, built rooms, threw them open

to artists ; and appointed Donatello, a

sculptor of some note, superintendent.

The influence of this judicious policy

was soon felt, and, like the academic

groves of Athens, the young came, to

learn, and the old, to admire ; a bolder and

more masculine style was diffused over

all works of art ; the puerilities, then so

much in vogue, were abandoned ; and

the graceful lines, waving curves, and

anatomical details of the Grecian style

were adopted. " But it was not until

the time of Michael Angelo, that

painting and sculpture rose to their true

object ; and, instead of exciting the

wonder, began to arouse the passions

and interest the feelings of mankind."

But in all ages, the arts of design,

even among the rudest nations, have

always been more or less cultivated.

The nations of both Americas possess

considerable imitative talent. The ef-

forts of the Mexicans may stand the

test of modern criticism. The vast

colossal statue of Mexitli, their great

war-god, clad in all the terrible parapher-

nalia of their bloody creed, is justly

extolled, by all travellers, for its accurate

finish and deep imagination. But the

design of the modern is far different

from the base—and often idolatrous

—

purposes, to which the fine arts were

prostituted by the ancients. They

sought indeed to refine the public taste

;

but the moderns seek to perpetuate the

memory of the great and good. Where

is the bosom so cold, that does not

thrill, when the effigies of illustrious

heroes, grave divines, and learned

statesmen are regarded ? They are the

alphabet of history ; and before the

invention of printing, many sacred

truths were conveyed by the painted

and carved emblems.

The little Church of Santa Croce, at

Florence, contains the ashes of many
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men who were not only great, in the

history of their nation ; but who will

be celebrated, in all time to come.

There reposes Alfieri, who poured out

his restless soul in strains of tragedy.

The monument of Machiavelli,—who

was so greatly in advance of his times,

next demands a moment's attention.

The. distant traveler then reads the in-

scription on the tomb of Galileo, the

martyr of science ; and next his eye

rests on the name of Buonarotti !

Who was Buonarotti? he mentally asks

himself; and Fame replies, The artist,

who painted the Vatican, with the

terrors of the Last Day of Judgment,

who designed the magnificent and stu-

pendous dome of St. Peter's, the creator

of the famous statue of Moses. Let us

for a moment dwell on his life and

works.

It was the age, in which talent seemed

to attain a species of unnatural preco-

city. Italy arose from her slumbers.

The intellect, with which she was filled,

began to bud and blossom. The poet

strung his magic lyre ; and drew from

its chords sounds of the most ravishing

melodjr. The artist threw upon his can-

vas, the forms of grace and beauty

;

painted the agonies of a crucified and

risen Lord ; the holy dignity of the Vir-

gin Mother ; and the surpassing loveli-

ness of her Divine Child. The sculp-

tor wrought figures, which the fire of

Prometheus seemed to warm into life.

Bacon too, though rather later, orna-

mented that century; and opened the

vast domains of thought, where the

metaphysician might speculate, and the

hard-working man, draw plain and

homely lessons of wisdom, to guide his

everyday life : for of what use is philoso-

phy, if it does not lighten the cares of

life, and teach men to profit by experi-

ence?

Cimabue and Giotto, as before re-

marked, were the fathers and restorers

of modern Italian art. With these

were associated Leonardo Da Vinci,

the painter of the " Last Supper," Ra-

phael, Correggio, Giorgione, Titian, and,

in Germany, Albert Durer—a rare gal-

axy ! Leonardo Da Vinci, not only ex-

celled as a painter ; but also was an

extremely skilful mathematician, archi-

tect and engineer. But genius properly

belongs to no age or country exclu-

sively. It is the gift of God to the

human race. No matter on whom be-

stowed, it is the emanation of that same
Almighty Power, which, even in the

meanest of his works, is alwajr
s grand

and magnificent.

Fine intellects invariably exert a

strong influence in all ages, and the schol-

ar's industry, the historian's research and

the metaphysician's ingenuity, can al-

ways draw new sources of improvement
and delight from the fountains of litera-

ture and science.

Michael Angelo Buonarotti was

born at Chiusi, in Tuscany, March 6th,

1474. His father was mayor of the

town ; and the family were descended

from the Counts of Canossa, an ancient

feudal stock, though somewhat decayed.

Some writers, however, assign Settio-

naro, near Florence, as his birth-place.

From his earliest years, he evinced a

striking love for sculpture ; and when his

tiny hands could grasp a plaything, the

mallet and chisel were his favorite toys.

This disposition was reproved by his

father, who told him, that he sprang

from an exceedingly ancient house,

and that the Lords of Canossa had

never yet carried the hod or handled the

trowel. But the chisel of his son was

destined to give to the world those

mysterious creations, which will ex-

cite the wonder of all future ages.

The pride of race was not so extinct in

Michael Angelo's soul, as his father

imagined. When after times had award-

ed to him his just meed of fame, and

pupils from all parts flocked to his

studio, he would take none but gentle-

men.

Even in youth, kindred minds seek

their mates. The intimate friend of the

boy architect, was Granacci, a pupil of
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Ghirlandajo, who furnished models for his

studio, and imparted to him the in-

structions he had received. Ghirlandajo,

charmed with the spirit of the youth,

pleaded his cause with his father ; and so

far succeeded in softening the old man's

heart that Micbael Angelo was enrolled

among his pupils.

But the future king of sculpture was

not considered as a dependent. The

son of Lorenzo, that magnificent patron

of art, Politiano Ghirlandajo and all the

most eminent men of Italy, who then

flocked to the table of the future ruler

of Florence, vied in paying attention to

the young sculptor.

Lorenzo, one day walking in the gar-

den, saw the young man, polishing the

head of a fawn :
" You have done well !"

said he, " But who ever saw an old fawn

with his mouth full of beautiful teeth?"

The criticism was just. Two of the

offending members were knocked out

;

and holes made in the jaw, as if lost by

age.

From that time, Michael Angelo pur-

sued nature as his model, traced every

bone, nerve, muscle and sinew ; investi-

gated the play of the fibres ; and then

transferred them to marble.

In these engrossing occupations, days

—nights—were passed ;— nor did the

zealous worker desist, till out-tasked

nature demanded her rights, and the

great artist has been known to drop

from fatigue.

" Grim-visaged war," exhibited her

wrinkled front in fair Florence ; the

people, who were exceedingly jealous,

when their liberties were called in ques-

tion, thought that some of their ancient

prerogatives were invaded, and flew to

arms to maintain them.

The Medici were temporarily expelled

from Florence, and Michael Angelo was

compelled to retire to his father's house.

About this time, he produced the car-

toon of the battle of Pisa. This has

since perished ; but those who saw it,

pronounced this sketch, a master-piece.

The artist chose the moment of the at-

tack upon the van, while the men were
bathing in the Arno ; and seized the op-

portunity of representing many naked
figures, rising from the water in the

most energetic attitudes.

Michael Angelo was a great admirer

of the ancients
; and copied them very

closety. His statue of Cupid was greatly

admired, and reckoned as a veritable

antique. As such it found its way to

the cabinet of the Duchess of Mantua.

The Cardinal di San Giorgio, hearing of

his merit, invited him to Rome; and

lodged the young artist in his palace.

Julius II., who then wore the Pa-

pal tiara, was of a fiery and impetu-

ous disposition ; but had a keen insight

into character, and was a great patron

of talent.

He pressed the young sculptor to re-

main, and finish his tomb, which he de-

sired built in his lifetime. A quarrel,

however, ensued, and Michael Angelo

withdrew to Florence. But the Pope,

not wishing to lose the services of the

great artist, despatched a messenger to

the Gonfaloniere Soderini, praying that

he would entreat the Florentine, again

to visit his capital. Michael Angelo

acceded to the Pope's wishes ; but told

him at the same time, that he could not

remain to receive so many insults. The
old pontiff gave him his blessing ; and a

friendship commenced, which ended only

with the life of Julius.

Michael Angelo then undertook his

first great work, the decoration of the

vaulted ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.

With the mechanical part of fresco,

he was but little acquainted ; and wished

the execution of it transferred to Ra-

phael. The Pope insisted that he alone

should complete the work ; and assigned

him several artists of eminence as his

assistants. These men could not com-

prehend the grandeur of their master's

conceptions ; and in a fit of anger they

were all dismissed.

He now resolved to work alone ; and
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made all his preparations himself; even

mixing his colors. In the beginning he

painted the Deluge. The figures were

too small—a fault corrected in the other

parts. The centre of the ceiling has

four large and five small compartments :

—the creation of the sun and moon
;

Adam, and the expulsion from Paradise
;

the Deluge ; the gathering of the waters
;

the Almighty separating light from

darkness ; the creation of Eve ; the

Sacrifice of Noah ; and Noah's Vineyard

are represented in the five small com-

partments. The artist has placed the

prophets and sibyls, who foretold the

coming of the Redeemer, in the curved

part of the ceiling. These are of won-

drous beauty, and full of character.

Below these, again, are groups repre-

senting the earthly genealogy of Christ.

These figures are full of grace and ten-

derness ; and appeal strongly to the

imagination. When the Sistine Chapel

was completed, Michael Angelo was but

thirty-nine. Julius III. expired in 1513
;

and was succeeded by Leo X., of the

house of Medici ; but the new sovereign

did not greatly admire the genius of

Michael Angelo. Perhaps the stern,

unbending disposition of the great sculp-

tor aid not accord with the gay temper

of the pontiff. Raphael was the latter's

favorite, and Michael Angelo was almost

neglected. During the reign of this

prince, Michael Angelo was sent to

Florence to superintend the building

of the Church of San Lorenzo, and the

completion of Santa Croce ; but scarcely

any thing was effected. Clement VII.,

another prince of the house of Medici,

ascended the pontifical throne in 1523
;

and was anxious to build a chapel in the

church of St. Lorenzo at Florence, to

receive the tombs of his ancestors. Six

of our artist's greatest works adorn this

building. The statue of the Duke Lo-

renzo has long been famed as one of his

greatest efforts. Rogers, the great poet,

mentions it, as one of the most real, and

unreal things, that ever came from the

chisel ; and thus describes it

:

" Nor then forget that chamber of the dead,

Where the gigantic shades of night and day,

Turned into stone, rest everlastingly

There, from age to age.

Two ghosts are sitting on their sepulchres.

That is the Duke Lorenzo. Mark him well

!

He meditates—upon his hand his head,

That from beneath his helm-like bonnetscowls !

Is it a face, or but an eyeless skull ?

'Tis lost in shade
;
yet like the basilisk,

It fascinates, and is intolerable."

But peace did not long reign over

Italy. Rome was taken and sacked by

the army of the Constable cle Bourbon

in 1527. Again the Medici were com-

pelled to abdicate the government and

retire from Florence.

Michael Angelo's varied talents were

at once acknowledged, and he projected

a plan for the defence of the city. He
was, next to Leonardo da Vinci, the most

skilful engineer of the century ; and

even now his fortifications, rams and

other warlike machines would be of

great service in a protracted siege. The

city was surrendered by treachery, and

he fled ; but was reinstated in his former

position by the intercession of the

Pope. Paul III. now sat in the chair

of Peter. This pontiff, though sev-

enty years of age, was anxious

to complete the interior of the Sis-

tine Chapel, which had been left un-

finished by Julius III. and Leo X., and

he asked Michael Angelo to complete

his design. The Last Judgment is

represented on the wall, at the upper

end of the Sistine Chapel. The Mes-

siah is in the centre, in the act of pro-

nouncing the dread sentence :
" Depart

from me, ye accursed, into everlasting

fire 1" The Virgin Mother sits alone by
the side of her Divine Son; the prophets,

Apostles and martyrs are on the sides.

Angels, bearing the cross, the crown of

thorns, and other emblems of the pas-

sion, hover in the air. There is another

group of the Celestial ministers, lower

down, holding the Book of Life, and

sounding the awful trumpet. The

blessed ascend, and demons haul down
the condemned to everlasting fire. There

are at least two hundred figures in this

work. The fresco has manj - faults ; and
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by some exceedingly eminent critics it is

reckoned inferior to the painting of Or-

cagna, in the Campo Santo of Pisa.

Michael Angelo designed painting the

defeat and fall of the rebel angels, on

the opposite wall ; but this was never

executed. The Last Judgment was

thrown open to the public, December 25,

1541. The great artist was then sixtj'-

seven, and had been emploj'ed on the

cartoons and paintings nearly nine years.

While Michael Angelo had been en-

gaged on the Last Day of Judgment,

the Pope had built a small chapel enti-

tled La Capella Paolina, dedicated to

St. Peter and St. Paul. The Conver-

sion of the first, and the Crucifixion of

the latter, by the great painter, decorate

the sides of this section of St. Peter's.

But greater honors were about to

inure. In 1544, Paul III. named the

great Florentine, as architect of St.

Peter's. Michael Angelo was then in

his seventieth year. The venerable artist

at first refused, alleging great age ; but

ultimately yielded to the solicitations

of the pontiff, and agreed to undertake

the work, on condition, that he was to

receive no salary ; that he was to be at

full liberty to discharge any of the work-

men he might see fit ; and to make any

alteration in the original plan he thought

proper. The government willingly con-

ceded all that was desired; and the

work proceeded. Age had not impaired

the faculties of the great Florentine

;

and Michael Angelo, in his intervals of

leisure, built a palace on the Capitoline

Hill, for the Senators of Rome ; and two

galleries, for the reception of ancient

sculpture. He also completed the unfin-

ished Farnese palace, and a flight of

steps to the Convent of the Ara Coeli.

"It was in the church to this convent,

that Gibbon first thought of writing the

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire."

Many and bitter enemies assailed the

illustrious architect; and endeavored to

dislodge him from his post, but use-

lessly, for the court was too firmly

convinced of his talents and integrity.

He was also asked to build a bridge

over the Tiber, where the Pons Pala-

tums formerly stood ; but an opposing

faction threw obstacles in his way, and

the enterprise was confided to one

Bigio, who was incompetent ; and, in"five

years, the whole was swept away by a

flood, as Michael Angelo had predicted.

Two Popes had been called to their

final account, since Michael Angelo first

undertook the charge of St. Peter's.

Pius IV. now grasped the crosier

of St. Peter. Considerable progress

had been made in the erection of St.

Peter's, which was finished to the base

of the cupola ; and a model of the dome
was made. Want of money retarded

all future operations for some time.

Again did the foes of the mighty me-

chanic labor to deprive him of the post

;

but the pontiff declared that he should

do entirely as he wished, and that all

his plans should be carried out after his

death. This ended the controversj'.

But the life of the builder of St. Peter's

was near its close ; and he expired, at

Rome, on the 18th of February, 1564,

at the age of ninety, saying to his

attendants: "In your passage through

life, remember the sufferings of Jesus

Christ." The remains of Michael An-

gelo were buried in Rome, but trans-

ferred to Florence. A mass of requiem

was solemnly celebrated in the church

of St. Lorenzo; and a funeral oration

pronounced by Varchi. The body now
reposes in Santa Croce. The vault

was opened in 1120, and the corpse was

seen, clad in a green velvet gown and

slippers.

The house of Michael Angelo, at

Florence—which was filled with works

of art—has become the property of

that city by the bequest of Signor

Buonarotti, one of the great sculptor's

descendants. As some opposition to

the will was made by Signor Buona-

rotti's heirs, the Tuscan government

amicably settled the controversy for-

ever, by paying them four thousand

scudi. It is stated that among the
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treasures, thus become public property,

are a number of letters, from his illus-

trious cotemporaries, and several unpub-

lished works by Michael Angelo himself.

Michael Angelo's personal appearance

coukl not be termed prepossessing. He
was of medium height, and broad shoul-

dered. His forehead was ample, and

expressed great intellect. His hazel

eyes were lively and expressive. His

nose had been considerably injured by a

blow from Torrigiano. The great artist

was rather fond of solitude ; but liked

in later life the company of the learned.

He was exceedingly free from avarice
;

and worked much more for the love of

art than for gold.

Michael Angelo frequently expressed

himself in verse with considerable ability.

He composed a sonnet on the death of

Tittoria Colonna, Marchioness of Pes-

cara, a lady whose superior mental

endowments had won his highest esteem.

Some of his fugitive pieces have been

collected by Wordsworth, and were

published with a scholarly and chaste

introduction by Mr. I. E. Taylor. In

the elegant language of Roscoe, "as a

" poet, he is entitled to rank high among
" lnXcountrymen ; and the triple wreaths

"of poetry, painting and architecture,

"with which his disciples decorated his

"tomb, might, without exaggeration,

" have been interwoven with a fourth."

As a man, his personal character was

unspotted ; as an artist, his fame is

unsurpassed; and his years of action

form a proud era in the history of

Italian art.

The life of the great Florentine was

protracted beyond the ordinary period

granted to the human race. During its

span were many great and important

changes. He saw the termination of

the Middle Ages ; and beheld all their

institutions vanish. In his day, the dis-

covery of America, the expulsion of the

Moors, and the publication of the finest

edition of the Holy Scriptures so far

known, were the most important events

occurring to Spain, then the greatest

monarchy of Europe. He marked the

diadem pass from the wily Ferdinand,

to be worn nervously by Philip II.

Meanwhile, in England, the wars of the

Roses ceased ; and the great Elizabeth

firmly and wisely ruled the realm.

Nor was he an uninterested spectator

of all these events, whether transpiring

at home, or abroad. His own native

soil was greatly convulsed. The French

were then the plague of Italy, and long

and fearful -were the contests of Charles

VIII. and Louis XII. Rome was

sacked by the Constable de Bourbon;

and the Florentines were forced to

"Own a sceptre und endure a purple robe."

Michael Angelo enjoyed the friendship

of six Popes, and all the learned of his

time; and now, when the postilion

points out the distant city, with the ex-

clamation, " ecco Roma!" the first ob-

ject that strikes the eye is the Church of

the chief of the Apostles, whose mighty

architect needs no better or more en-

during monument than its magnificent

Dome.

MICHAEL ANGELO—

Already well handled above, in a literary point of view, by Mr. Kichards, who has certainly

called up before us the very form and spirit of the time—will shortly be our theme for another

article or two, wherein the arch-artist will be discussed, with special reference to the history

and characteristics of his great architectural works. Few men, not immediately concerned in

the government of their fellows, either through arms or polity, or both, ever had a larger share

of public attention, or ampler inherent endowments more faithfully cultured to more marvelous

general desert.

—

Eds.
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HERALDRY.
POINTS OF THE ESCUTCHEON :—TINCTURES.

AA
TE may now consider ourselves as

fairly entering upon the study of

Heraldry. Many reflections might here

lie made, and much general information

could now be imparted ; but, altogether,

it will be better for us to learn, at once,

for the sake of better fixing the mind,

a few fundamental and comprehensive

points.

Our first article strove to explain the

Uses of Heraldry in a republican

country ; and our second was devoted

to the Shape of the Shield, which at

one time was both a weapon of militaiy

defence and a ground whereon were

painted hereditary marks of distinction,

technically known, in Blazonry, as

Arms.

The subject of the second article is so

far continued in this, that every one of

our ten illustrations is different in shape.

Six of the shields presented are differ-

ent forms of the lozenge, set apart for

women ; and the remaining four apper-

tain, of course, to the armory of men.

The Field
is the term set apart, by the heralds, for

the entire surface of an escutcheon, or

of a flag. It may have some reference

in its English form, to the fact, that the

marks upon it were, primarily, only de-

rived from services in the field of war
;

but merely as an arbitraiy designation,

it is well chosen, from its signification

of expanse. Within a few years, a sin-

gular misuse of this technical term has

sprung up, in American manufactories

of flags, &c, it being applied by both

-employers and employees, to the quar-

ter, or the union of national ensigns, or,

in other words, to the blue portion con-

taining the stars : whereas, properly,

both field and flag, or field and shield,

always mean the entire surface of the

general colored symbol.

In heraldic banners, the staff end of

the drapery corresponds to the top of

the shield ; but, in applying the science

to modern flags, which may be clone,

with the utmost readiness, it is better

to make the staff end of the ensign the

dexter side of the shield. This latter

method would correspond with the feu-

dal practice for battle banners, whereon

coats-of-arms were painted. The staff

end answering to one of the sides of the

shield ; and, in transparent emblems,

the description being from that side of

the flag having the dexter side of the

field towards the staff.

Charges
are all figures of whatever kind—
whether heraldic ordinaries, sub-ordina-

ries, or other objects,

—

depicted upon the

surface, or field, of an escutcheon.

Points of the Escutcheon.

It is often necessary in blazoning,

—

i. e., in technically describing a Coat-of-

Arms,—to express the exact position of

small bearings or charges. For this

purpose, the old heralds settled upon a

certain number of points, whose acqui-

sition by the learner will be* of the ut-

most benefit. To determine these, the

shield is supposed to occupy a much
larger space than usual; to be in reality

a full-sized, ancient buckler ; and to be

shaped with a very close approximation

to rectangularity.

It must first be understood, that the

shield is considered as if borne squarely

before a man, in defence, and that the

beholder confronts the wearer. That
part of the escutcheon, then, on the

wearer's right hand will be upon the

gazer's left, and that part on the own-
er's left will be upon the inspector's

right. This will account for the ap-

parent arbitrary reversal of the mean-
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POINTS OF THE ESCUTCHEON.

A. Dexter Chief.

B. Middle Chief.

ic

Right

or
;xter.

C. Sinister Chief. 2 ft

D. Honor Point.
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I. Sinister Base.

r
E. Fess Point.
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ft F. Nombril Point
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G. Dexter Base.

H. Middle Base.

ings, right and left, or dexter and sinis-

ter in heraldry.

The whole upper portion of the shield,

representing here, the position of a

man's head, is called The Chief ; and

the entire lower part, corresponding to

his hips and groins, is termed The Base.

These must not be confounded with the

ordinaries of the same names, which,

however, occupy the same places. * The

position of the man's heart determines

the Honor Point, D. The middle of

the military waist-belt, typified in ar-

mory by the Fess, fixes the Fess Point,

E. The Nombril Point, or Navel

Point, covers the site of the navel. A,

B, and C, are respectively, The Dexter,

Middle and Sinister Chief Points;

and The Dexter, Middle and Sinister

Base Points are respectively, G, H,

and I.

The use of these points of the escut-

cheon will be immediately obvious, when
we cite the arms of the Canton Schweitz

of Switzerland, namely :
" Gules, in the

Sinister Chief point, a cross couped ar-

gent," whilst the arms of Switzerland

herself are " Gules, a cross couped ar-

gent." While cross, in heraldry, is under-

stood tc be a cross of equal width and

length of limbs, bounded by straight

lines, whereof one limb is perpendicular

and the other horizontal, and both reach

* The Base, in shape and position, is identical with the

Plain Point, which, in ienney or in sanguine, is that

one of the Abatements-of-Bonor appropriated to a liar:

in any of the other tinctures, it is houorahle, and not an

Abatement.

entirely across the shield, the word
couped, from the French couper, to cut,

implies, that the limbs are cut across,

at right angles, so that the tincture of

the field shows all around the cross.

This ordinary description following the

above two blazons, or heraldic descrip-

tions, will serve to prove the extreme

conciseness of the nomenclature of her-

aldry, which, in truth, is only equalled

in that respect by the technical diction

of seamanship. Thus one of the most

purely ornamental and one of the most

useful branches of knowledge come to-

gether. They have, however, an inti-

mate and useful point of contact, viz.

:

national flags, jacks, pennants, stream-

ers, signals, &c, none of which can be

properly devised, without a knowledge

of heraldry.

An elementary acquaintance with the

rules of Arms Pictorial MT
ill be highly

beneficial to architects, artists and deco-

rators generally. It will afford them
additional means of imparting beauty,

and save them from the perpetration of

amazing and often amusing blunders.

We will suppose the reader to be in-

specting an American silver dollar or half

dollar : a bold supposition in these days !

He finds the lines of the upper portion of

the shield on the breast of the national

eagle are drawn horizontally, and, also,

that some of the perpendicular stripes

of the escutcheon are expressed by ver-

tical lines. He comes to the conclusion

that these variations arose from the die-

sinker's convenience, or, perhaps, from
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the general appreciation of the harmony

of shading-lines to outlines. This would

be very reasonable, and yet it would also

be an egregious mistake. Those appar-

ently chance lines were used by the

medalist, in strict conformity with the

rules of heraldry, to express blue and

red for the parts so lined, and white for

the parts left unlined, or blank.

The general scheme for the expression

of colors by arbitrary lines was invented

by Sylvester Petra-Sancta, a cele-

brated Italian herald of the seventeenth

century, whose work, in Latin, is very

scarce. We have, however, had the

good fortune to see a copy. Petra-

Sancta's paradigm was so happy and

useful, that it was adopted with avidity

by all the heralds of Europe.

There is another method of exhibit-

ing colors in outline drawings of coats

of arms, left unfilled or unfinished for

want of time, by inserting certain con-

ventional letters in the various parts, or,

if these are too small, by drawing a

line from the part to the margin and

placing the appropriate letter at the end

of the line. This is called Tricking. Both

these modes are given, in detail below.

Field, in his " Rudiments of the

Painter's Art, or a Grammar of Color-

ing," remarks :
" Heraldry, the most

" arbitrary of the sciences, haA'ing no

"foundation whatever in nature, has,

"nevertheless, emplojred colors with

"more consistent classification, than the

" more natural and legitimate arts, and
" being intimately connected with deco-

" rative painting in the emblazoning of

"arms and the illuminating of missals,

" books, deeds and treaties ; and being

" also of occasional reference to higher

" art, a brief notice of heraldic coloring

" and its symbols may be considered a

" useful appendage to a work on paint-

" ing. The Table may also serve by

"the comparison of colors, jewels, &c,
" to denote the colors themselves, and
" identify their names according to

" natural resemblances, as a guide to the

"constructing of signals, &c.

" The manner of denoting colors by
"the scoring and crossing of lines on
"escutcheons may be usefully em-
" ployed by artists in sketching as

" memoranda for painting the accidental

"and local colors of objects. Those
" who take interest in symbolic coloring

" may have ample gratification by re-

" ferring to Baron Portal's work* on the
" subject, translated from the Prench,

"by J. Inman, Esq."

The Tinctures.

Heraldic Coloring is based upon

the general principle of sharp contrast,

because arms were originally painted

upon flags, banners, or shields, to be dis-

tinctly noted afar off and thus serve to

distinguish friend from enemy ; and

also aid as rallying marks amid the

turmoil and obscurity of battle. Many
heraldic and literary authors incline to

think the heraldic law of colors was

settled by degrees ; but the whole affair

is so simple, homogeneous and well

adapted, that we are forced to think it

the necessary beginning.

The figures of coats armorial are

deemed by some authorities the essen-

tial parts ; and the colors the accidental

:

yet, as exactly the same figures with

different colors are held to be entirety-

different arms, we submit, that such a

position is a fatal error ; the more that

the field and figures uncolored could not

possibly answer the purpose intended,

namely ; the production of an ensign

recognizable at any distance it could be

seen at all.

The heralds use as colors, technically

Tinctures, Or, Gold or Yellow, Argent,

Silver or White, Gules or Red, Azure

or Blue, Sable or Black, Vert or Green,

Purpure or Purple, Tenne or Orange,

and Sanguine or Murrey. Or and Ar-

gent they term Metals; and all the

others they call Colors.

They do not allow metal upon metal,

* " Couleurs Symboliques." See also " Symboies des

Egyi>tieus."
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or color upon color. Thus, if the Field

be metal, the Charge must be color : if

the Field be of color the Charge must

be of metal.

This fundamental law sweeps away

at once all tendency to either indistinct-

'ness or discordance of coloring. What-

ever is heraldically devised must always

be pure and bright in color effect.

Heraldry also allows the introduction

of natural objects in their natural colors.

In blazoning, the tincture of such objects

is always expressed by the technical

term Proper. It must be remembered

by those about inventing coats-of-arins,

or ensigns, that symbols with proper

tinctures fail in distinctiveness ; and are

very little better than unarmorial de-

vices for signets. For any purpose of

public display they are scarcely worth

aught.

Among heralds, these color terms are

universal, except that vert being their

common name for green, the French

use Sinople for that tincture.

Some of the early heralds, in the

pride of place and authorship, not con-

tent with one set of technical terms for

tinctures, invented two other sets, one

for sovereign princes and one for nobles,

the gentry being blazoned with the

general set already described. There

seems also to have been a fourth set,

whose components were synonymous

with the popular terms for the colors,

used for the arms of convicted trait-

ors after sentence. Concerning this

crochet, Kent, vol. i, p. 31, says :
" And

" if such coats [of traitors] are at any
" time thereafter to be blazoned, it shall

" be by the common and usual names
" for the tinctures whereof it does con-

" sist, as Yellow, Red, Black, &c, they

"being esteemed unworthy of any De-

"grees, Tokens or Notes of Honor."

The Tinctures, alone, form Arms in

some cases, though this is unusual.

OR.—Kent, from Vallemont's Ele-

ments of History, vol. i, p. 333, gives

the arms of the French family of Men-

essez as simply Or.

GULES.

—

Eumenius de la Brect, an

eminently valorous gentleman of Eng-

land, who accompanied King Edward I,

at the siege of Kilaverock in Scotland,

bore only Gules. The family of Bubei,

in Tuscany, bore the same color only.

Vallemont, vol. i, p. 333. So also the

family of Narbone in France. L'Etat

de France, 1669. Yol. ii, p. 438.

SABLE.—The ancient Counts of

Tournay, as the same Yallemont asserts,

bore in their shield only Sable

The attached complete Table of

Tinctures will be found extremely use-

ful for rapid reference. Along with it

we give, in detail, The Heraldic Color

Lore, which has very considerable bear-

ing upon the Symbolical Coloring of

the Middle Ages.

Note.

We have spoken of the important invention by Petea-Sancta for expressing

colors in engraved lines and dots. As a bibliographical curiosity, we give a tran-

script of the title of the extremely rare book, first embodying this armorial con-

venience, from a copy in full vellum, prime interior condition and good margin,

belonging to the very valuable library of a gentleman of this city.

" Siluestri a Petra Sancta Symbola Heroica. Amstelaadami apud Janssonio-

Waesbergios & Henr. Wetstenium. do Ioc Lxxxn [i. e. 1682]."

—

1 vol. sm. 4to. Many curious old copperplates, worked with the letter press, and

a few wood-cuts. Fine portrait and arms of Petrus Aloysius Carafa, Cardinal-

Archbishop of the German provinces, and Papal Nuncio; and an extended

genealogy of the Carafa family.

Petra-Sancta's system of giving the Tinctures is to be found on pages 313 and
314 of this bibliothecal gem. C. J. L.
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CHARCOAL AND CHARRING.

CHARCOAL is an exceedingly useful

article in building, as well as the

other arts. It is a non-conductor of

heat; and hence, an excellent packing

for surrounding water-pipes, in northern

latitudes, where the power of King

Frost is absolute.

All piles and posts designed to be

sunk in wet ground, should be charred

as a precaution against rot.

Charcoal, having the property of de-

oderizing, is a desirable article to be

used in filtration ; and may be thus

applied to cisterns, by means of a false

bottom, and passing the water through it,

on its way up to fill the cistern. In this

manner every drop of water is purified
;

and every particle of matter left below.

In the construction of ice-houses,

charcoal packed in the surrounding-

space, between the outer and inner

walls, would tend to retain the solidity

or frigidity of the ice.

In fact, there are numerous ways in

which charcoal becomes a ready aid to

the builder ; and it would be well if its

merits were a little more known ; or, if

known, a little more generally applied.

So it is with charring. How often,

for instance, have we seen wells and

cisterns, in cellars, with the unprotected

joists of the floor above them rotting

rapidly, from the effects of the ever-

rising dampness, which impregnates the

aii\ This is peculiarly the case in

privies ; and it is not a little strange,

that calculating, sensible builders will

not take the trifling and most inexpen-

sive trouble of carbonizing, or charring

the exteriors of such timbers. How
many fearful accidents have from time

to time occurred (especially in those out-

buildings belonging to school-houses)

from this neglect ; and yet even the

Superintendent of Buildings, of New
York city—armed with full authority to

insure sanitary and safe building—does

not, that we are aware, ever look to this

matter.

What considerable trouble would there

be in employing boys, to light little stick

fires along a line, over which a beam
might be laid, at a reasonable height, to

admit of charring ; and this beam
turned, until property coated on the

sides requiring the precaution. In like

manner, piles, shafts of pumps, gate-

piers, and so forth.

The Durometer.—The instrument for

testing the hardness of metals, by drill-

ing, is the invention of M. Behrens, an

Engineer of Tarbes, in France. It has

been thoroughly tried, and it is said that

many French contracts for rails now
contain a condition that they are to be

tested by this apparatus. It consists of

an upright cast-iron standard bolted

down upon a bed-plate, and provided

with a table for supporting the rail or

other article to be tested. The spindle

of the drilling-tool is capable of being

raised and lowered in its bearings by

turning a handle for that purpose, and

the drill is held down to its mark by a

weight fitted to the upper end of the

drilling-spindle. Its rotary motion is

derived, through a pair of mitre-wheels,

from a driving shaft canying the "usual

fast and loose pulleys. This shaft has

a worm upon it which moves a train of

mechanism, in connection with a signal

gong, for the purpose of indicating the

number of revolutions made by the

drill. The apparatus is exceeding^

compact. Its use by French manu-

facturers has led to a gradual increase

in the hardness of the rails they pro-

duce.
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THE ORIGIN
OF THE

POINTED OK GOTHIC STYLE.

CERTAIN it, is, that the term Gothic,

as a distinctive name for this style,

is an absolute misnomer
;
yet it will re-

main the popular designation through-

out the whole future career of mankind,

for the same reason that the Christian

appellative of Americus Yespucius and

not that of Christopher Columbus was

selected as a basis for the title of this

continent—it was easy and imme-

diately obtained the public ear. Both

are known to have had no adequate

foundation ; but both are irrefragably

established.

The Pointed Style is called German

by Cfesar Csesarianus, in his " Vitru-

vius," without any reason alleged. He
might hold the Goths, to whom this

style has so uniformly since been at-

tributed—formerly situated on the

northern borders of Germany—as a

branch of the Germans ; or might con-

ceive it to have been first brought into

Italy by William the German, in the

twelfth century, or James the German,

in the thirteenth. The former architect

was engaged, with Bonanno, in A. D.

1114, to erect the bell-tower at Pisa;

and the latter rebuilt the church of

the Virgin Mary, at Asissi, finished in

A. D. 1218. Vasari, also, terms Gothic

architecture " Maniera Tedescha," and

pointed structures " Lavori Tedeschi,"

at the very instant he ascribes the in-

vention of this style to the Goths.

Again, some suppose it to have been

called Gothic, because it appeared at

the time of the rise of the Gothic do-

minion. Facts prove that it was derived

from neither the Germans nor the Goths

;

but long precedes either in the history

of man and art. By way of additional

synonyme, we would recommend, in

contradistinction to Classic, the term

Romantic be applied to Gothic, for it

belongs to the ages, and is nearly related

to the literature, both known in modern

belles lettres by that name.

A very cursory examination of his-

tory will show, that the Goths could not

possibly have any peculiar style of

architecture, or, indeed, of and through

themselves, any architecture at all.

They were all soldiers, and brought with

them into Italy neither architects, paint-

ers, nor poets. When settled, they

(225)
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made use of Italian architects ; and, in

their architecture, professed to follow

the Roman style. Although in the

church of St. Agatha, at Ravenna, there

is an instance of a pointed arch over

the head of our Saviour, in a picture in

mosaic
;
yet that fane "was erected about

A. D. 400 ; ninety-three years before

the arrival of Theodoric in Italy. There

are strong reasons for believing the

picture to be of nearly the same time
;

and the architect, Gemellus, from his

name, was probably a Roman. The

architects emploj'ed by Theodoric, to

rebuild the cities of Italy, were in no

instances Goths, but we have Boethius

and SjTtimaehus, both apparently Ro-

mans, and Cassiodorus, a Calabrian, all

three patricians of Rome; and Aloy-

sius, whose exact nationality is un-

known, though he was probably a Greek,

or procured from Constantinople. Rome
and Constantinople certainly furnished

the ready-wrought marbles with which

the buildings at Ravenna were dec-

orated. Why not the architects ? who,

degenerate as they were—compared

with those that devised the edifices

whose remains they were to utilize

—

must have been often tempted to laugh

at the incongruous piles produced.

The palaces—built by Theodoric, the

Ostrogoth, king of Italy—at Ravenna,

Pavia and Modena ; the churches of St.

Stephen's at Rimini, St. Martin's and St.

John the Evangelist, both at Ravenna,

the latter built by Galla Placida about

A. D. 418, and that of St. Vitalis,

erected m A. D. 547 ; the church and

monastery of Monte Cazsino, and the

church of St. John the Baptist at Monza,

erected by Theodolinda, queen of the

Lombards, as well as man}' other \

churches and monasteries, built by her

people, and a number of Benedictine

abbeys in France—are all characterized

by Vasari as large and magnificent; but

of architecture the most absurd.

The fact is, the Goths and the Lom-
bards appreciated no principles in build-

ing, save bulk and vastness. Ignorance

always works clumsily and ponderously.

The Goths, of the days adduced, were

not merely barbarians,—a term, which,

even with nations as enlightened as the

Greeks and the Romans, was employed,

in prejudice, to signify foreigners,—but

they resisted instruction , and- when,

according to Procopius, it was proposed

that their prince and prospective sove-

reign, then a child, should be placed

under the tuition of skilful preceptors,

they opposed and defeated it, lest, if

carried into effect, it should abate his

ferocity and lessen his courage.

As for the Germans, while the general

world is their everlasting debtor for

many an important invention, it owes

them nothing for inventing Pointed

Architecture, but a great deal for im-

proving it.

Some have ascribed Pointed Archi-

tecture to the Saracens, as brought into

Europe by persons returning from the

Crusades. The Saracenic has indeed

pointed arches, and so has the earlier

East Indian, but neither displays arches

identical with the Gothic, whose leading

principles, besides, are discoverable in

Europe long before the first Crusade

took place.

When all early general cultivation of

the arts, sciences and letters fell with

the fall of the Roman Empire, archi-

tecture was lost. When general culture

was resumed, architecture reappeared.

The old spirit took the old body. Its

kindred ones enlivened new forms. One

of those forms was the Pointed, like all

preceding, or coeval styles, a gradual

elimination from the principles^ of ap-

plied science and adorning art. It had

no particular nationalit}' ; but having

been developed mainly in Europe after

the rise, and for the purposes of Chris-

tianity, in addition to its other titles,

it has been appropriately denominated

the Chkistian Style.

However, under whatever appellation,

the Pointed Style looks equally well.

Still it has been almost universally

wronged, in its essential characteristics,
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from the time of its last lineally edu-

cated professors, through the genera-

tions of the modern ages, down almost

to the present day ; and even cultured

professors continually talk of preferring

it, for certain purposes, on account of

its being trammeled with no set rules.

This is exactly like the practice of

essaj'ers on the art of versification, who

constantly speak of Shakespeare as hav-

ing been a wonderful, uncultivated ge-

nius, who wrote in a loose kind of style,

subject to no rules. The truth is, that

William Shakespeare was one of the

very highest educated men of his day

—

in English :—as a cultured grammarian

and rhetorician equal to the very proud-

est and most learned of his countrymen,

possessing a partial acquaintance with

Latin, a pretty good working knowledge

of French, and a trifle of Italian, with

perhaps a tinge of Greek. If Shake-

speare's forms, as read in the original

edition, are now many of them uncouth

and many ungrammatical, they were

those of cultured English society of his

generation, now outgrown, or improved
;

but his idiomatic grasp of our mother

tongue was most absolute. His diction

will never be improved upon or out-

grown ; and his genius can never be

surpassed. As for his poetic art in

manifesting that supreme genius, it was

truly of the loftiest and most subtle

kind, commensurate with his "faculty

divine," being quite attentive to manner,

though very much more so to matter;

and only undiscoverable by the mass of

his glossarists and glossers, because far

above their ken.

Homer and Shakespeare divide the

dominion of poetry between them, sim-

ply, because they were—each for his

own language—the most knowing and

skilful makers ; although Homer's sway
will proportionably decrease, his lan-

guage being dead ; while, proportion-

ally, Shakespeare's must enormously

increase, as it is now evident, that the

English is destined to become the uni-

versal language in a sense no other ever

was. Homer, then, will always delight

classic scholars, but Shakespeare must

continue to enrapture not only these,

but the entire multitude of the plainly

educated, as well.

We have not entirely recovered the

Greek rules for the artistic proportions

of the human figure, as based upon the

equations of their long-continued and

accurate studies of the exterior forms of

the sexes, both in all their detached

parts and their individual binary com-

pleteness , but we know enough about

them to satisfy us—as, indeed, mere

ocular inspection of the antique statues

should have convinced the world before

—that their glorious master-pieces

sprang from the most profound knowl-

edge in addition to the most consum-

mate art. The Greek sculptors have

this advantage over their great poet,

that they worked in a language then

understood and forever to be understood

by all human souls.

These considerations should long ago

have taught architects and their patrons

to reason thus : Here is a style—replete

with beauty, loftiness and grace—which

possesses an intense charm alike for the

untutored multitude and the select few.

It seems to be without and beyond

rules : but nothing great or charming

was ever yet effected in defiance of syva-

metry and proportion ; and as we know

that the best ancient Greek and Roman
architects observed rules founded upon

these attributes, which were lost for

ages, and are not entirely recovered to

this time, the presumption is, that the

masters in Pointed Architecture pos-

sessed a series of formulas equally

adapted for their purpose. All we know

of the Classic Rules is derived from the

revelations of Vitruvius and the meas-

urements of Palladio. Let us then

measure accurately, as opportunity

opens ; wait, with patience ; and con-

stantly and assiduously compare. In

due time, if these rules ever existed,

they will be, in part at least, and per-

haps all, opened out to us.
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But no such pains-taking process

occurred to any architect; and the pro-

fession settled comfortably into the

belief, that while the result was often

enravishing, still the process had been

entirely one of chance.

Finally—as will occasionally happen,

with good fortune, to man—sheer acci-

dent brought to light, what complacent

indolence had failed to find.

As before hinted, among the many
commentators on the "Architecture"

of Vitruvius, was Cassar Caesarianus,

who was one of the architects of the

Cathedral of Milan, circa, 1491, coeval

with the discovery of America [1492.]

Gwilt says* that, " as late as the year
" 1810, it was in contemplation to finish

" some parts of that Cathedral according

" to drawings left by him ;" and that,

" among the curious plates inserted in

" this [Cesare Cesariano's] translation,

" are, on folio 14, and on the recto and
" reverse of folio 15, [edition of 1521,] a

" plan and two sections of the Cathedral

"of Milan." Previous to the publica-

tion of Gwilt's Vitruvius, John Sidney

Hawkins, F A. S., issued, in 1813, " A
History of the Origin and Establish-

ment of Gothic Architecture, Ac.""]"

Through Mr. John Thomas Smith—for

whose intended architectural work he

was at the time engaged to write—Mr.

Hawkins had casually become acquaint-

ed with an anonymous print, which

finally led to his seeking and securing

possession of Csesariano's translation

of and Commentary on Vitruvius.

Gwilt does not seem to have found

any thing remarkable in the "plan and

two sections" of Milan Cathedral,

although he was not treating of Gothic

architecture in Vitruvius, and might

consider any amplification irrelevant

;

but to Hawkins they seem to have

brought a revelation. He made them a

* Pages xxix. and xxx. of his edition of Vitruvius,

published in 1826.

1 1 vol. Svo. pp. viii., 2-51 and 20, with 11 copperplates.

London: Printed by S. Gosnell, Little Queen street, Lin-

coln's Inn Fields. Sold by J. Taylor, at the Architectural

Library, No. 59 High Holborn. 1813.

subject of special study ; and quite rea-

sonably claims to have deduced from
them the true proportions of Gothic

churches and minsters, as copied from

those of the Church of the Holy Sepul-

chre at Jerusalem.

Of these proportions we shall speak

somewhat later, merely observing that

we know there must have been a set

of well-ascertained and—to proficient

architects in the Pointed Style—familiar

rules ; as, in the year A. D. 1321, while

the erection of the Duomo of Sienna

was proceeding, Laurentius Magri Ma-
tani and Nicola Nuti, of Sienna, and
Cinus Francisci, Jone Johannis, and
Vannes Cionis, of Florence, were ap-

pointed to inspect the works going on

;

and by a Latin instrument, dated Febru-

ary 17th, 1321, which Delia Valle has

printed at length in his Lettere Senesi,

Vol. II., p. 60, from the archives of that

Cathedral, these persons declare, as their

opinion, after stating several other ob-

jections, "th#t the new work ought not

"to proceed any further, becauss, if

" completed as it had been begun, it

" would not have that measure in length,

"breadth and height, which the rules

"for a church require. And they fur-

"ther add, that the old structure, to

"which, as it seems, the new adjoined,

" was so justly proportioned, and its

" members so well agreed with each other

"in breadth, length and height, that if

"any part in addition were made to it,

" under pretence of reducing it to the

" right measure of a church, the whole

"would be destroyed."

" This passage, it is true, does not

speak precisely of the proportion of the

members, of which the style of archi-

tecture consisted. But is it possible to

suppose, that the architects should, in

one instance, have been such nice and

careful observers of rule and proportion
;

and, when those guides had produced

excellence, have neglected them in an-

other? The contrary is the fact; and

the [Gothic] proportions * * * will

be shown * * * to be much nearer
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the Grecian * * * than is generally

imagined. The only observation neces-

sary, on the above fact, is sufficiently

obvious. If there were no settled rules

of proportion, there could have been no

breach of them ; and the architects

could not have been censured on so

absurd a charge, as that of committing

a crime of which, in its nature, it was

absolutely .impossible they could ever

have been guilty If the censure had

not been just, it is very improbable

that five impartial persons, as these ap-

pear to have been, should have unani-

mously concurred in a resolution to for-

feit their integrity, and ruin their own
reputations for skill, by asserting a fact,

which the whole body of the professors

would have known was untrue."—Haw-
kins, pp. 183 and 184.

A careful scrutiny of the remains of

Gothic Architecture, as well in thorough

preservation as in ruins, will decidedly

change several very prevalent impres-

sions.

For instance, it is a very general and

a very poetical idea, that the Pointed

Arch sprang from the effect, upon the

minds of the original architects employ-

ing it, of the interlacing boughs of trees

in the great forests of Germany Re-

garded abstractly, the Pointed Arch

was sure to arise early in the course of

civilization from the mere inspection of

the first problem of Euclid—who lived

about B. C 332—proposing and explain-

ing the process of raising an equilateral

triangle, from a given base line, by two

intersecting circles, whose centres differ

in position by the length of their mutual

radius, thus forming the outline of two

pointed arches, one erect and the other

inverted, divided by the straight line,

or radius, connecting the two centres.

It has been appositely remarked, that

this double pointed curve is identi-

cal with the form, called by Albert

Durer, in his Geometry, " vesica pis-

cium," the fish's bladder, but apparently

meant literally for a bladder in the form

of a fish ; and symbolically for a fish

itself; and thence, in mystic symbolism

for the Church.

Regarded concretely, the exact shape

of the equilateral pointed arch is found

in the ceiling of at least one spacious

chamber, amongst the many noble

apartments of the excavated or "rock-

cut" temples of ancient India, at Elora.*

This, it will be objected, is not an in-

stance in masonry ; very true. We will

next adduce the use of two enormous

blocks of granite, adjusted to abutments

below, and each other above, by being

dressed up at the proper angles, and

placed as many pairs as were necessary,

in the manner of an inverted letter V

—

thus, a—over spaces, made to distribute

the vast superincumbent weight of

stone, above the chambers of the great

Pj^ramid of Egypt, f
It is claimed, in rejoinder, that, while

these answer—and, in Titanic work,

answer extremely well the purposes of

an arch—an arch proper requires three

pieces ; and here are only two : besides,

that, while this vaulting is pointed, it is

not curved. Exactly : we will " mend
the instance." First, in pictorial art;

and then in stone.

We have from Hawkins, in a com-

partment of a mosaic picture, in the

Oratories of St. John the Baptist and

St. John the Evangelist, in the Lateran

Church at Rome, a representation of a

moulded straight arch, identical in

shape with that cited, as found in the

pyramids of Egypt. Another compart-

ment in the same subject exhibits a

curved, pointed arch-head, ornamented

with rude scrolls, interiorly and exte-

riorly, which would readily suggest the

use of crockets. This arch and an en-

closing obelisk are based upon a pedi-

* See Capt. John B. Seely's "Wonders of Elora," 1 vol.

Svo., pp. 566. London: G. & W B. Whitaker, 1824.

The plate of the long, pointed vault,—which springs

without intervening capitals from square piers having

no pedestals, and which has on each side open aisles with

fiat ceilings,—occurs at p. 185.

t The Pyramids of Gizeh. By J. E. Perring, C. E. Ex-

plorations for Col. Howard Vyse. 3 vols. Oblong ele-

phant folio. 57 lithographic plates. London: James
Fraser. 1S40.
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ment angle, which would as readily hint

the Tudor arch-head. Ciampini says

this mosaic was done by command of

Pope Hilary, A. D. 462.

We find in Ciampini* a view of the

entrance to the Oratory of St. Thomas

the Apostle, built by Symmachus, in

the Vatican Church at Rome. This

entrance contains curved pointed arches,

in altitude midway between the early

Gothic and the Tudor. Symmachus,

elected Pope in A. D. 498, died in 514.

He was a great rebuilder and restorer

of churches. There was also an archi-

tect of the same name, who died in 526.

As far as time is concerned, it is imma-

terial which of these is intended in the

record.

Ciampinif also gives the form of a

painted window in the Basilica Siciniana,

afterwards called St. Andrew, in Bar-

bara. It was one of the great south

windows ; and had been blocked up by

a wall, to prevent the too great immis-

sion of light. The themes are the cruci-

fixion of St. Peter, and the martyrdom

of St. Paul. The painting is very

ancient ; the dresses of the fifth century,

and the picture itself—conjectured to

haye been wrought by order of Pope

Simplicius, who put up the mosaic work

in the tribune of the same church

—

from the peculiar characters of the

writing over it, is estimated to date not

mucb later than A. D. 600.

The pointed arch appears in veritable

masonry, upholding itself and superin-

cumbent weight, in the Dome [Duomo]

at Pisa, in Italy, erected A. D. 1016.

It was a vast undertaking for that age,

as the body of the church consisted of

five naves, and was composed of marble

within and without. This fane, from

the designs of Buschetto of Dulichium,

a Greek architect of great skill, was

constructed of the spoils of other build-

ings, which the Pisans, then at the

height of their greatness, had imported,

by sea, from several distant places

* De Sicris ^Edificiis, plate 22.

•j" '• Vetera .\1uiimenta."

abroad, as is plainly evinced by the

cornices, columns, bases, capitals, and

other worked fragments. As these mate-

rials were of a great variety of sizes, Bus-

chetto, in accommodating them to each

other, and settling the propoitions of all

the parts of the pile, which is extremel}'

well disposed, inside and out, exhibited

much science and judgment. Perhaps,

of all possible instances, this Dome of

Pisa is most pertinent to our subject,

for the vaultings of the side aisles of the

nave are precisely of the sort termed by
the Italians volta di sesto acuto, that is,

built with the pointed arch.*

We have the Pointed Arch, again, of

real masonry, in the vaulted ceiling of

the Chapel of the Angel, contained in

the vestibule of the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre, at Jerusalem ; and curiously

enough, the arch of the dome of this

chinch, supported on four large, clus-

tered columns, Pointed-minster fashion,

is not struck in a semicircle, as

might be supposed from its period—not

later than A. D. 1048—but entirely

coincides, as has been ascertained by

dividers, or compasses, with the Gothic

arch a little rounded at the top. The
vestibule of this church, likewise, indi-

* "The church or dome [dnorno] of Sienna, consecrated

by Pope Alexander III , in A. D. 11S0, and, consequently,

begun several years before, has a reticulated vaulting

of pointed arches unequal in size. Delia Valle, Lettere

Senesi, vol. ii.,p. 17.—Whiitington, p. S7, speaking of

the Church of St. Germain des Prez, erected about A. D.

1000, says the arch's at the eastern end, [cJievet, apse, or

tribune,] are pointed in consequence of the arrangement

of the pillars, which, being uearer together in the bow
than where the colonnade proceeds in a straight direction,

the arches which rise from them, when brought to an

equal height with those of a rouud shape, become neces-

sarily pointed ;
and this is among the number of instances

where the pointed arch was used from accident and

necessity, before it became an object of taste. He ob-

serves, further, that the same circumstance occurs in the

crypt of St. Denis, Paris,—the ckevet of which was fin-

ished A. D. 1144. See Part ii., et 3,—in the choir of the

Church of La Charite sur Loire, France, put up towards

A. D. 1100 ; and at the east end of Canterbury Cathedral,

England, built between 11S0 aud ISo. where ' the arches

are, some circular, others m tred ; for the distance be-

tween the pillars here diminishing, gradually, as we go

eastward, the arches being all of the same height, are

mitred, (i. e., pointed, [or shaped like a bishop's mitre,])

to comply with this fancy, [the fancy itself having proba-

bly arisen from the architect imitating some building

conglomerated of ancient fragments ;] so that the angles

of the eastern ones aro very acute.' Gosling's Canter-

bury, p. 224." See Hawkins, pp. 12j aud 126.
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cates another feature of sacred Gothic

architecture—namely: the open arched

side aisles—as it has two open semi-

circular arcades, one above another,

springing from a circular ground plan
;

the arches of the first story one thrown,

without sensible division, from three

pairs of piers, on as many sides, and,

intermediately, from pedestaled and
capitaled pillars, in two groups of three

each, and two others of two each, all

the piers and pillars being about the

same distance apart ; and the arches of

that in the second tier being in eight

pairs, the supports—alternate plain

piers and capitaled pillars—rising di-

rectly from the intermediate string

moulding, without pedestals ; the whole

surmounted by a third, surface tier,

struck from simple pilaster piers, rising

from a string course, the arches being

also semi-circular and their curved lines

melting imperceptibly into the vertical

ones of the piers, the whole entirely

without ornament. Here, it will be

observed, were circumscribing walks,

which only needed straightening to be-

come Gothic aisles.

A little later, the pointed arch is found

in the Baptistery of St. John, at Pisa,

erected, according to Vasari, in A. D.

1060; but Delia Yalle says, in A. D.

1152. This single edifice furnishes the

types of the Norman-Gothic semi-cir-

cular doorway and simple—that is, not

interlaced—surface pillared arcade ; twin

semi-circular arches upon pillars, stilted,

canopied by cusped trefoil arches, fin-

ished with acute, crocketed gablets hav-

ing statue finials—the whole forming a

second-story, open arcade, admitting

two men abreast ; and, therefore,

although on the outside, containing the

conception of the cloister. Over this

arcade is a course of deeply recessed

semi-circular windows with drip-stones,

very Norman-like in appearance, with

immediately above each a moulded cir-

cle, containing a quatre-foil within an

encompassing lancet gablet, each ter-

minated by a statue,* and ornamented
with mouldings continuous with a hori-

zontal string-course, interrupted only

by themselves, which crosses angle-

advanced buttresses, separating the win-

dows corresponding to every three of the

arcade pillars below, so that the two
sets of gablets correspond as three of

the upper to every four of the lower.

Above the string-course the buttresses

terminate in turrets with fretted or in-

terlaced cusped gablets and finials. The
body of the baptistery is separated from

the semi-globular dome covering it, bjr a

continuous moulding composed of Gre-

cian pediment angles, whose apices are

immediately behind those of the lancet

gablets. In the dome itself, just above

the eaves, are a number of trefoil aper-

tures, or windows, each covered by a

pillared, cusped and pinnacled canopy.

Between the canopies are crocketed ribs,

which unite at the summit of the dome.

Every three canopies correspond to

every four lancet gablets. In this one

pile, then, whilst we do not obtain the

pointed arch, we have the plain cusped

archlet and almost every other main

feature known in later erections, as

Gothic of different modes, yet exhibited

in such a way as to show their close

relationship tc, and immediate deriva-

tion from the debased Roman; just as,

in another region, the Byzantine gradu-

ally grew up from the same source.

We come now to an important object

in this inquiry, the Church of the Abbey

of Clugny, in France, re-erected upon

the same spot once or twice, but not

rebuilt subsequent to A. D. 109:]; and

not only in existence, but well preserved,

down to the days of the French Revolu-

tion, during which its materials were

sold, for a trifling sum, to General San-

taire, who had destroyed the west front

in 1801, and most likely demolished

the whole of the fine old building

* These statues, not particularly noticeable in the other

great Gothic structures, reappear with a multuudinously

magnificent develop nent in the Cathedral of Milan.
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shortly after. The diminished engrav-

ings, whence we have our data, are from

Hawkins' " History of Gothic Archi-

tecture."

This church is an unmistakable in-

stance of the use of the Pointed Arch,

which occurs as a special characteristic

of the structure, both in the vestibule

and, far more significantly, in the nave.

" All the arches, on each side, of the

" vestibule are pointed and rest on piers

" formed of Corinthian pilasters ; and
" the whole of the nave, on each side, is

" also composed of a long range of piers,

" consisting of Corinthian columns, sup-

" poi'ting, in like manner, ten pointed

"arches on each side." It will be un-

derstood, of course, that both the vesti-

bule and the nave have, between these

pointed arcades and the side walls, open

aisles with vaulted roofs. The vestibule

has an oblique-groined intersecting-seg-

ment ceiling ; and the nave a semi-cylin-

drical one, cross-groined from the capi-

tals of slender pillars projected above

the capitals of the piers. In both cases

the clerestory division of the walls is

formed of two ranges of semi-circularly-

arched windows, those of the vestibule

single above and double-twinned below,

for every large pointed arch ; and those

of the nave, in both tiers, arranged in

groups of three single ones, for every

large Gothic arch. In the remainder of

this most interesting building, the Roman
arch and the niche arch prevail. In

addition to oblique transverse groinings,

this erection contains the germ of the

slender, banded, Gothic pillars.

" The circular window at the end of

each transept, in the later Gothic cathe-

drals, might possibly be derived from a

very large carving of stone, represent-

ing a circular rose, in the west front of

the Abbey-church of Clugny, as the

ornament—evidently intended only to

fill up the space over the portal, and

between it and the summit of the build-

ing, which would, otherwise, have ap-

peared too naked and vacant—is so like

such a window in form, and occurs so

very nearly in the same situation."

This Church of Clugny was no petty

example. In the absence of exact

measurements, we deduce—from com-
parison of the human figures, introduced

into the views, with adjacent portions

of the edifice—that the arches both of

the vestibule and the nave must have

been about fifty feet high ; and the

vaulted ceilings, in both cases, about a

hundred ; the church itself manifestly

having been between four and five hun-

dred feet long.

Henry of Winchester—who had him-

self been a monk in the Abbey of Clugny

—a few years later, A. D. 1136, built

the Church of the Hospital of St. Cross,

at Winchester, containing the earliest

known instance of the Pointed Arch in

England.

It is well known, that, after the divi-

sion of the Roman Empire, neither the

Empire of the West, nor the Empire of

the East had sufficient vigor and culti-

vation to copy the choice edifices then

standing, much less to produce any

design architecturally new ; and, that,

presently, both so far declined, as not

even to compass any artistic details.

The Northern barbarians made one in-

cursion after another, each further in-

juring the architectonic remains of

former generations, until, from the inse-

curity of war, none but a few church-

men thought of cultivating the arts and

sciences ; and these, in preference, as

easier, and requiring little beyond per-

sonal ability and industry, directed their

attention to ancient literature, which

needed no patrons. But patrons were

essential to architecture, and it had

none. Finally, when the Western Em-
pire had merged in the rude kingdoms of

the Goths, Lombards, Vandals, &c. , new
structures were needed for shelter, de-

fence, and worship ; and the old ones,

whether preserved or downfallen, were

used as quarries. It required, of course,

some mechanical skill to adjust these
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discordant materials ; and in interiors,

where many larger and smaller antique

columns were requisite, to upbear

weight, the purpose could only be

effected through arches. The materials

being; scarce, as well as unrelated, it

was often an object to run the arches,

whether from taller or shorter pillars, to

the same height. The shorter pillars

would, of necessity, be closer together

than the taller. If then the taller had

semi-circular arches, the shorter could

only have arches, at all, by condensing

them laterally, in other phrase, either by

stilting them, which consists in placing

block upon block, from the capital of

the pier or pillar upwards, until the

requisite altitude is attained, when the

arch is made semi-circular from the two

uppermost blocks, or by making the

arches pointed, when their keystones

could be got to harmonize in horizontal

range with those of semi-circular arches.

It will be felt from the preceding facts,

that not even this theory is needed, as,

sooner or later, the pointed arch must

arise from geometry ; but this method

is known to have been used ; and would

produce what later writers very plausi-

bly claim for it.*

Where original materials, and not

fragments from former edifices, were em-

ployed, the intermixture of the pointed

arch with the semi-circular one, in the

same building, not unlikely arose from

the inaccuracj' of the workmen, who, not

observing the correct measures in the

other parts, and exceeding the due ex-

tent, were constrained, in order to make
the whole elevation suit the foundations,

to place some of the columns nearer each

other than the due distance. Hawkins
says, that whoever will take pains to

measure the extent of arches and dis-

* We have seen, within a few days, a second-story

side addition to the residence of a gentleman in this city,

constructed not many months ago of wood, in which the

carpenter to avoid using more than four posts, has repre-

sented the distributing supports as a segment arch upon
the side and pointed gothic arches at the end. This prob-

ably being a late spontaneous example of the process in

question, Us constructor, not unlikely, never having
occupied himself with the history and theory of styles.

tances between columns in some of the

Gothic minsters of England, as was done

for his book, will find a great difference

in those spaces, which appear to the eye

to be the same
; and that the principles

of the two sorts of arches are not so

very dissimilar, as the semi-circular arch

is, as its name implies, half a circle,

while the pointed arch was and is con-

structed of two segments of a circle.

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre

also contains clustered columns or

pillars, a distinguishing trait of the

Gothic style, doubtless derived from this

edifice, always an object of high interest,

and, in those days, of great veneration,

which circumstance would cause it to be

imitated continually. The original idea

was derived from the mediaeval gener-

ally received ©pinion "that the stem of

"the palm, if loaded with more than it

" can support, will not swerve from the

" upright, but resist the weight, and en-

" deavor to bend upwards. "(!) A plausi-

ble cloud is sometimes as efficient as a

demonstrable reason. In reality the

palm is strong for its bulk and very

elastic. Tall, and with a graceful flowing

top, it was and remains a conspicuous

object in Palestine, where there are no
trees of any bulk for timber. The trunk

ofthe palm is of the same size all the way
up ; and a number of palm stems, bound
together at intervals for an increase of

strength, would give exactly the ap-

pearance of a Gothic clustered pillar.

In fine, it was natural for Eastern

architects to imitate the trees of their

own country ; and it would be quite as

natural for European Christian archi-

tects to imitate those of the Holy Land.

So far we have spoken of plain, or

early Gothic. Bishop Warburton con-

jectures, as have, in effect, a number of

others, that Gothic originated with the

Visigoths, in Spain, and was derived

from the impression produced upon the

imagination of the architects, by con-

templating the intricacies of figures

formed by the perspective of the branches

in groves of trees. This shows him to
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have had in mind the later, or luxuriant

Gothic, distinguished by tracery ; but

the Visigoths were driven out of that

country, A. D 713: and prior to that

no luxuriant Gothic existed anywhere.

An idea once formed in the brain of

an architect, might be expanded by the

contemplation of a grove or forest. Both

the Egyptian and the Grecian columns

are referable to the trunks of trees ; the

trunks considered not as growing but in

the form of timber. It is indeed a much

more tenable, nay, an almost impreg-

nable position, that amongst all peoples

the more permanent structures of stone

are direct imitations of the more perish-

able ones of wood. In this view, the

Gothic, fairly deducible from geometry,

might possibly, also, spring up, inde-

pendently, in the minds of Northern ar-

chitects, considering and imitating the

framework of acute timber roofs. We
know, that a good kind of rustic Gothic,

with tracery, is made out of undressed

stems, branches, sprays, and cones of

the various evergreen trees, in direct

imitation of luxuriant Gothic. Things

like these always have acted and reacted

upon one another, and always will.

It is claimed by many writers that

luxuriant tracery originated from the

gradual increase in the number and va-

riety of minor windows, thrown in as

ornaments through the shape of the

light they threw ; so that, in process of

time, the wall above the main window

was pierced to such an extent, that the

architects next resolved upon employing

the separations themselves as adorn-

ments, and hence tracery. We will not

entirely controvert this, as there is, in

all likelihood, a portion of truth in it,

especially as regards geometrical tracery

which was both the earliest and the

latest form ; although the flowing, or

flamboyant, could not originate in this

way, and we do not think the other did.

Both kinds of tracery probably grew up

from the intimate knowledge of linear

harmony, commensurate with the con-

stantby increasing general science of the

architects, until the Gothic sentiment

was thoroughly eliminated ; the geo-

metrical tracery, from proficiency with

the dividers, and the flamboyant from

mastery of freehand drawing. And
never till the "lamp of sacrifice" is again

most lavishly burnt, in sacred architec-

ture, can the world expect to see any im-

provement on the choice specimens of

original work fortunately yet extant.

" The extreme intricacy and luxuri-

ance of the tracery work, which often

occurs in Gothic erections, was the con-

sequence of that love for exuberance of

ornament and decoration which had been

increasing from the time of Constantine

downwards, and was so conspicuously

shown in the Church of Santa Sophia, at

Constantinople, some part of which may
justly be concluded to be of the age of

Constantine, and the rest, but by no

means the greater portion, of the time

of Justinian."—[Hawkins, p. 147]

It is observable that, whatever in this

general st3'le was newly devised in one

region, was presentlj' copied or imitated

in another at a distance, and some have

expressed surprise at this fact ; but the

monks were constantly traveling, on

the concerns of their convents, from one

religious foundation to another, were

welcome to both cleric and layman every-

where, and their persons were respected

and their comfort was assured in a very

stormy and insecure period. Besides

being the theologians and historians,

they were the scientists and the archi-

tects of the time ; and what was known

to any one was gladly diffused among

his willing brethren. The general coun-

cils of the popes also brought together

many distinguished scholars. Then itin-

erant companies of masons were frequent.

Aubrey,* on the verbal authority of Sir

William Dugdale, mentions that about

the time of Henry III., of England, the

pope granted a bull or patent to a

company of Italian architects to travel

from place to place, and build churches.

* Antiquarian Repertory, vol. ili., p. 13.
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Sugger, abbot of St. Denis, France,

was one of the most intelligent and

capable architects of the twelfth century.

He caused the church of St. Denis to be

rebuilt and enlarged, and himself took

tne principal conduct of the work,

which he began in A. D. 1140, and fin-

ished in less than ten years, with extraor-

dinary magnificence, as his own descrip-

tions will witness. To him is proba-

bly due the introduction of stained glass

into sacred edifices, or at least the revival

©f a former rare practice. This was

likely necessary rather than optional,

when the more slender and open variety

of Gothic was adopted, to obviate the

inconvenience of too much light, from

the number and size of the windows.

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, at

Jerusalem, is universally acknowledged

by the authorities to have often been

taken as the model for Gothic cathedrals.

Its plan, like that of the Duomo, at

Milan, consists of two equilateral tri-

angles, placed base to base for the length,

and one placed base to side for the

width. In the exquisite cathedral just

named the height of the body of the

church is the same as the width,

without including the transepts, and the

height of the finial of the spire of the

central tower is twice the width of the

nave of the church, including the side

aisles. The piers, supporting the central

tower, rise from a square whose side is

one-third the width of the nave, including

the side aisles. One side and a half of

the square of these piers determines the

distance of the transept walls, with two

columns intermediate on each side, thus

giving, in transverse section, the great

arch of the central tower, with three

arches of half its base on each side of it,

or seven arches in all. There are three

of these smaller arches, size as before,

in the tribune, or head of the Latin

cross of the ground-plan, in the same

line with the nave. The nave itself

counts four central tower squares and a

half in length, and therefore has, longi-

tudinal^, nine arches of half the base

of those of the tower. The outer aisle

of each pair is half the height of the

body of the nave or that of the church

itself. The vaulting of the tribune and
the transept is of the same size and
height as that of the nave. The central

open space of the nave, tribune and

transept in the ground-plan show very

distinctly the form of the Latin Cross,

the " Cross Passion" of heraldry, and

the popular "Plain Cross," or " Church

Cross;" that is, a long limb, with a

shorter one crossing it at right angles,

the projection of the shorter limb being-

just the length of that portion of the

longer limb running beyond the shorter

This form is never so obvious on the

outside of any such edifice.

For the rest, many minor matters, and

the demonstration of those here given,

we must reserve for an article on Gothic

Detail Measurements, with Diagrams,

merely calling an instant's attention to

another ancient pile, the Church of the

Nativity and Manger, at Bethlehem,

which Bernardino calls "the beautiful

and venerable church erected by St.

Helena, and dedicated to the Virgin

Mary " This exactly corresponds with

many Gothic edifices in several particu-

lars, especially with the cathedral of

Milan, in the number and distribution

of the side aisles of the nave ; being also

exactly two equilateral triangles in

length and one in width.

Wc see, then, that the claim of there

having been An ample and adequate Set

of Rules for the Proportions of Gothic

Church Edifices, is fully borne out.

Whether we shall ever entirely regain

these rules is another matter ; but there

is hope. At the same time, the position,

That much Greater Scope for the Dis-

play of Original Genius, in the Varieties

of Expression, resides in the Gothic,

than in the Classic, is also absolutely

true. But the element of high cost

—

always attendant upon choice specimens

of classic architectural beauty—is even

more a necessary accompaniment of

lofty Gothic art.
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DESCRIPTIONS.

DESIGN FOR A CITY STORE.

Style: Franco -Venetian.

WE give here, by way of illustra-

tion, a Design for a City Store,

the prevailing characteristics of which

partake of the Venetian style of archi-

tecture, characterized by its pre-eminent

lightness, fitness, and, more especially,

by the close proximity of the windows,

and the large proportion of the eleva-

tion occupied by apertures. One of the

main points in which Italian architect-

ure differs from any other, is its predi-

lection for fenestration, or the introduc-

tion of windows, so as to form a marked

feature in the design.

For the purposes of a store, wherein

light is an indispensable object, this

peculiarity is of special importance. In

some buildings of such style, this trait

is carried to an extreme, so that, with

the-windows and the external embellish-

ments, there is but little space left for

the mere walls.

Fenestration is, in some degree, ir-

reconcilable with columniation, as the

former either interferes with the effect

intended to be produced by the latter,

or reduces it to a secondary place in the

design. Used as a means of ornament,

columniation united with fenestration

has been employed, however, by the

Italians, in many of their most beautiful

edifices, with striking and very advan-

tageous effect. In the scheme before

us, the two have been so combined, one

as an accessory to the other ; and the

object aimed at has been to produce an

edifice possessing elegance and taste.

This front is intended for a Retail

Store ; and from its novelty, lightness,

and grace, would contrast most favora-

bly with the generality of such struc-

tures, and form an ornament to our

streets. It is, as will be seen, four sto-

ries high, with a French roof in which

is an attic story.

The most striking peculiarities of this

design are the large front windows that

extend the full height of the first and

second stories for the purpose of allow-

ing a greater display of goods to be

made, giving a larger scope to the taste

of the owner, in this respect, than is

obtainable in the comparatively smaller

space usually allowed in the present

mode of constructing store windows.

Thejr are enclosed, above and below, on

the inside with glass ; and so arranged

as to be accessible from both the first

and second floors, for which purpose the

joists are trimmed round, and thus a

clear height is obtained. In the centre,

is the entrance door, furnished with a

vestibule, the height of the first story ;

and the joists of the second floor will

extend out to the front, giving access to

the window, which is immediately over

the portal, and opens directly into the

second story, forming a gallery the

depth thereof, in order to give greater

advantages for the display and arrange-

ment of the interior fitting-up and deco-

rations. Before this window is an orna-

mental iron balcony, which gives a

character to the door and front. The
different stories are divided by promi-

nent and highly moulded string-courses,

through which the columniation is con-

tinued.

In the third story, there are in front,

with segment heads, two twin-windows,

flanking a single one, with semi-circular

head, between them, the latter having a
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stone balcony and the others iron ones

in front.

The fourth story, in the centre, has a

twin-window, and on either side, a

triple-window, all having semi-circular

beads and stone panels.

The fifth story, or attic, in the French

roof, has, in the middle, a semi-circular

window, enriched with a broken pedi-

ment ; and on either side, a small oval-

window, to give greater variety of

aspect, through the form of the roof.

Along the whole front of this story runs

a graceful and ornate stone balus-

trade.

The different balconies ; the circular-

headed windows ; the columns, with

their carved caps ; the ornamental and

projecting keystones, extending up |o

the string-courses—all combine, with

other parts described, to form a tout-

ensemble of unusual lightness; and de-

signed to appear imposing, without

being costly or ponderous ; and to pos-

sess richness of effect, without any ex-

cessive outlay.

A TUDOR MANSION.

THE Tudor style of architecture,

considered in a general sense, is

that which came in vogue during the

Tudor dynasty in England, in the earlier

part of the sixteenth century, originated

and fostered by Henry VII. 's policy

of diminishing the power and influence

of the Barons through bringing forward

and elevating men of hitherto unknown
families. This excited a mutual emula-

tion to excel , not, as heretofore, in the

feudal days, by the number of their fol-

lowers, but in the elegance and splen-

dor of their mansions. It will be ob-

served, however, in the earlier days of

this style, that the nature of society, and

the customs of the age, still required

these edifices—palaces, baronial halls,

and manor-houses—should be so con-

structed as to be calculated for defence,

if necessary. This particular feature in

the style, which may have been, how-

ever, partly retained as an ornament,

gradually disappeared ; and, during the

later years of its existence, is not visible

in any of the examples still existing.

The better to examine this style, it

may be divided into three periods,

the characteristics of which are quite

distinct, although all modifications one

of the other. First, we may give the

style as existing in the time of Henry

VII., the peculiar traits of which were

the bay-windows, turrets and battle-

ments; the turrets being surmounted by

bulbous domes, the latter, in form, essen-

tially Russian. But little is known of

the buildings at this period of history,

beyond a view, and a pretty full descrip-

tion of the " Palace of Sheen," near

Richmond, built by Henry VII., him-

self, which are to be found in " Speed's

Theatre of Great Britain." It appears,

from the conglomeration of turrets and

bulbous cupolas with which it abounded,

to have presented somewhat the appear-

ance of an Arabian palace, or an Oriental

mosque.

Later on, in the sixteenth century, in

the following reign, that of Henry VIII.,

a great impetus was given to domestic

architecture, the king himself person-

ally setting an example, by building and

repairing no less than ten mansions, in

different parts of England. His lead

was nobly followed by his courtiers,

among whom Cardinal Wolsey may be

named as the most distinguished. To
him we are indebted for Hampton Court

Palace, Whitehall, the Episcopal resi-

dence at Esher, Surrey, the College of

Christ Church, at Oxford, and one at

Ipswich. A large number of sumptuous

and stately edifices were erected by
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other nobles, many of which are still to

be found, nearly all in ruins ; but occa-

sionally, one perfect. Among the most

striking peculiarities in this style, we
may enumerate the gate-houses, the

beautiful bay and oriel windows, gables

with pinnacles, the numerous turrets and

chimneys, and the roof. The projecting

windows form a very beautiful and novel

feature, and are of two kinds : the bay,

rising immediately from the level of the

ground ; and the oriel, projecting out

in the upper part of the building, than

either of which there can hardly be con-

ceived an architectural form which has

a more enlivening and brightening effect

in the interior, or a more attractive and

ornamental appearance on the exterior

Both these kinds of windows are con-

structed in different forms, semi-octago-

nal, rectangular, semi-circular, &c. ; and

could, if desired, be carried up through

several floors. Oriel windows are very

general throughout all the mansions

erected in this reign. Cardinal Wolsey's

palace, at Hampton Court, was a per-

fect specimen of this style, as it existed

in his day, before it was altered to its

present mixed condition. Previous to

the^reign of Henry VII., the roofs of

edifices had been formed flat for the

purposes of warfare ; but, with that

monarch, the feuds which had so long

devastated England, between the rival

houses of York and Lancaster, ceased

;

and, with the prospect of a long and

continued peace, men began to prefer

elegance and beauty to strength, and

comfort and convenience to the sense of

security against attacks. Hence the

first approach to an attempt at beauti-

fying their roofs was to conceal them, to

give the building a castle-mansion ap-

pearance. But it was not till Wolsey

erected his palace, that gables, pedi-

ments, pinnacles, and, above all, the

most peculiar characteristics of this

style, clustered chimneys, first made
their appearance. These latter deserve

particular notice, for, up to this time,

chimneys of any description had been

rarely used. Now they not only came
into very extensive application ; but

were made particular subjects, in the

construction of a building, for display

and ornament. They were usually of

lofty proportions, standing out in bold

relief; and in forms frequently pic-

turesque and curious, resembling groups

ofsmall columns, with pedestals, plinths,

bases and capitals ; the shafts embel-

lished with mouldings of lozenges, roses,

fleurs-de-lis and other ornaments. In-

deed, no amount of ingenuity and skill

seems to have been spared on this fea-

ture, hence it is one of the peculiarities

and characteristics of the Tudor style

The windows, both in this and in the pre-

ceding reign, had all low obtuse Gothic

heads, which have been, and are still

termed the " Tudor arch," each divided

by one mullion, with a cross transom,

and having a label moulding over the

head.

The third and last division of this

style, what is known as the Elizabethan,

we must pass over with only a very

brief description, as it will form the ex-

elusive subject of a future sketch. In

the reign of Elizabeth, at the close of

the 16th and commencement of the ltth

centuries, there was no material differ-

ence in any of the characteristics, only

they were made much simpler and

plainer. The battlements along the

ridges of the roofs, hitherto retained

only as embellishments, altogether dis-

appeared. Square heads to the win-

dows took the place of the Tudor arches,

and the windows were divided by more

mullions and a cross transom to. each.

The attic windows were forme.l Xyy acute

triangular pediments, having brackets

and pendants crowned with pinnacles

and finials. The subject of our descrip-

tion, of which we have given a plate,

rather blends the characteristics of the

times of both Henry VIII. and Eliza-

beth ; but the former in a much greater

degree, as will be seen by comparing

the design with the foregoing brief re-

marks. The prevalent and most strik-
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ing peculiarities of this style are its

outlines and masses of vertical and

angular forms, with gables, oriels, pin-

nacles, and high, beautifully varied,

clustering chimney-shafts. It has

always been considered appropriate for

country residences of any considerable

dimensions ; and there is nothing in

any of its forms or details but may be

readily adapted to every modern con-

venience and luxury.

The main entrance is through an

octagon vestibule at A, which is 12 feet

in each direction, with a passage 8 feet

wide, leading to the stair-hall D, which,

at this point, is again widened to 12 feet,

and contains the main stairwa}'. B is

the drawing-room, 16 feet wide by 30

feet long, with octagon ends, a square

projecting window at one end, and fold-

ing-doors, to match in width, at the

other. This room has also a bay-win-

dow on the front, which is of larger

dimensions than the other ; and adds

materially to the space in the room. C

is the dining-room, of the same width as

the drawing-room, and 28 feet long

;

with square projecting windows on the

front and end, both of considerable

dimensions. It has also folding-doors,

opening into the passage, exactly oppo-

site, and in range with those of the draw-

ing-room, by which means the whole

range of the front is connected, with bay-

windows at either end. The mantels,

in each of these rooms, B and C, are on

'

the side ; and opposite the front bay-

windows. D, as before stated, is the

stair-hall. E is the library, which com-

municates with the drawing-room, and

with the office P, on the rear, and also

with the hall; the library is 15 by 11

feet ; the office, F, is 13 by 18 feet. G
is the kitchen, 15 by 18 feet ; H, the

china-closet, communicating with the

dining-room, kitchen and hall; I, the

private stairway ; J, the front porch

;

K, the water-closet ; L, the coat-closet,

and M, the rear porch.

The second story will contain a cham-
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ber, A, over the vestibule ; stair-hall,

B ; four chambers, C C C C, and a store-

room, D ; bath-room, E, and wardrobe

closets, as indicated.

The attic, which is a fall story, will

contain the same number of chambers,

store-room, and servants' bath-room.

The bay-windows are all carried up

through two stories, forming alcoves

to the rooms on the second story, cor-

responding with those on the first-

story.

The vestibule is caiTied up, and forms

a tower, with an oriel window projecting

from the third story. The upper section

of the tower is curved, and covered with

slate, varied in form, which should also

be variegated in color.

As will be perceived, this design has

all the leading features characteristic of

the style portrayed and adapted, as far

as has been deemed practicable, to our

modern requirements and our more re-

fined habits of life. Our endeavor has

been to combine modern arrangements

with elegance ; and to present to our

readers a design for a structure, which

not only possesses a striking and im-

posing external appearance, but which,

in the internal disposition of rooms, will

be found to provide for all the requisite

comforts and conveniences of a family

of ample means.

A building erected in accordance with

this plan and design, and fully carried

out in all its details, will cost from

twenty-five to thirty thousand dollars,

($25,000 to $30,000.)
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TWO ADJOINING CITY RESIDENCES.

ON this plate we exhibit a design for

two dwellings, such as are gen-

erally built in blocks, for the entire

length and breadth of a square ; but so

arranged that the doors are formed in

pairs, in order to obtain uniformity of

finish in these special traits of the ex-

terior of buildings, the door being the

most prominent feature of the house.

In cases where the messuages are

built single, with the entrance on one

side, there is very rarely sufficient width

in the hall to admit an exterior dressing

around the entrance door, which, in such

case—treated separately, and often with-

out any reference to the adjoining doors

—produces a want of conformity and

uniformity. Where they are formed in

pairs, we have the advantage of so much
additional space, thereby gained, which

enables us to originate a design com-

bining fitness and due proportions.

In the instance now before us, we
have just such a case. The doors are

in juxtaposition ; and the dividing line

between the two properties is the centre

of the middle feature. Thus, though

there are two distinct portals to two

separate residences, the general outward

effect of the finish is such in its combi-

nation that the attention is attracted

from that fact ; and they appear to be

but a single entrance. Another charac-

teristic of this design, and one which

assists considerably in producing this

effect, viz., the appearance of there

being but one door, is the arrangement

of the front steps, presenting, as it were,

but one flight, with a massive curved

stone hand-railing and newel-post on
either side, and only a narrow and
scarcely perceptible stone course

—

usually termed a division-stone—down
the centre, forming the line of demarca-
tion between the two houses.

• The style of our design may, with

some degree of propriety, be termed

Italian, partaking, as it does, in its

general leading features, the character-

istics of that favorite, always noble and

welcome. It is intended to be con-

structed of stone, although brick could

be substituted, but not without detract-

ing considerably from the effect.

From a glance at the plans of the first

and second stories, which we have like-

wise here presented, the design will at

once be recognized as that of what is

widely known as, par excellence, a " Phil-

adelphia house," to which divers face-

tious individuals, as well of our city as

of other places, sometimes accord the

soubriquets of the " Pan-handle," and
" Frying-pan" domicile. The peculiari-

ties in the construction and internal

arrangement of this particular class of

dwellings, which, we might almost saj',

has become of universal use in our city

squares, depend upon the circumstance

of the extreme narrowness of the front

of the lot, usually apportioned for the

purpose in a closely built city, only ad-

mitting on the plan a single room in

width, exclusive of the hall. This ne-

cessitates the extension of the building

towards the back of the lot for the other

apartments. The back building is, in

almost every instance, only two-thirds

the width of the front portion. Thus,

when the latter is 25 feet in width, the

former will be about 16 or 17 feet only,

leaving what is popularly called a " side

yard" of eight or nine feet in width

;

but which can only be considered as an

open alley, which extends back a depth

of from 30 to 40 feet. To these alleys

the sun-light seldom if ever reaches

;

and there being no circulation of air

through them, in the generality of cases

they are damp and covered with green

mould. It also allows a space of only

sixteen feet at the most for light and
air, to the two houses, certainly not

sufficient to diffuse the full light of day,
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and rather inadequate for true health-

fulness of air. The back dwellings are

never further apart than the distance

just specified ; and frequently even this

is much reduced where the allotment

for the front of the lot is narrower than

that on which we have been basing

these remarks, viz., 25 feet. We need

hardly here dilate on the utter absence

of comfort, and, above all, of privacy,

which, of necessity, such a S3'stem in-

volves. This must be at once apparent

to the most careless observer. But still,

with all these disadvantages—and thej^

of no insignificant a character—this

plan of construction evidently possesses

some attractions—some charms— which

compensate for all the drawbacks we
have hinted at ; since fully three-fourths

of the city of Philadelphia is built in

this manner. One, we must presume,

is habit, long residence in homes of this

particular style, and acquired familiarity

with, and fondness for, the internal

arrangement of the rooms consequent

thereon. Another—but, in our opinion,

very objectionable—perhaps, may be,

that it allows greater internal privacy,

the chambers not necessarily opening

inV> or being accessible, one from the

other, and the upper back rooms of the

building being entirely separate, and

having distinct entrances, from the

front rooms.

There are few things in this world,

the origin of which the research and in-

genuity of man have not been able to

trace ; but, we must confess, that the

origin of this attenuated style of build-

ing is one beyond our comprehension
;

and on which we are unable positively,

to enlighten our readers. We can only

throw out, as a general suggestion, that

it may possibly have arisen at a time,

when the value of the land in city lots

was beginning to be sensibly felt, and the

size of the frontage assigned for dwell-

ings, dimidiated, or halved, was so con-

tracted that the owner was compelled

to extend his building back, to obtain a

sufficient amount of room, which, other-

wise, he could not have gained, except

by additional and excessive height.

There is yet another way, after the

fact, of accounting for this peculiarity,

namely, a presumption that, in the out-

set, the lots themselves having a nar-

rower frontage and greater depth than

is usual in our cities, when extensive

accommodations became necessar3r
,

doubtless occasioned the introduction

of this general plan. But what deter-

mined the primary contraction of the

fronts ? After all, the theory of second-

ary dimidiations glimpsed above, is

probably correct.

In laying before our readers the de-

sign and plans, which form the subject

of these remarks, we are only following

out the programme we laid down for

ourselves at the beginning of our work,

viz., to present, from time to time, such

conceptions as may exhibit what can be

done in the way of erecting our dwell-

ing-houses, under different, and perhaps

unfavorable circumstances, as to local-

ity ; and to suit various modes of life,

along with the infinite variety of opin-

ions existing, as to what really consti-

tutes a comfortable and convenient

arrangement of the interior parts of a

residence. We do not venture to ex-

pect, or hope, ever to produce a plan that

would at once please and satisfy all ;

but simply strive to show what it is

possible to do, leaving it to the judg-

ment and individual taste of projectors,

to adopt whichever pictured thought

more particularly coincides with their

views.

We will now proceed to give a de-

scription of one of the two contiguous

dwellings, which—simply reversing the

sides of the plans—will answer equally

well for both.

By referring to the designs and plans

it will be seen that each separate build-

ing is 25 feet in front by 42 feet deep,

four stories high, exclusive of an attic

story, presenting a French roof.

On the first floor, the hall, P, leading

from the front entrance through a small
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vestibule, is 6 feet 6 inches wide, for a

depth of 30 feet back, and beyond, for

a further depth of 1 2 feet, the width is

increased to 8 feet, to obtain sufficient

space for the main stairway, which con-

tinues up to the attic story. On the

right, leading in from the main hall

through a pair of folding-doors, is the

$G

A F

Second Story. Ground Floor.

parlor, A, a fine, spacious room, 16 feet

wide by 30 feet deep, having two win-

dows in front, and communicating by
means of sliding doors with an exten-

sion beyond, B, 12 feet by 14 feet, hav-

ing a window on the rear, with a door
communicating with the rear hall, G.
This shows all the arrangement of the

ground floor of the front, or main build-

ing. The remaining four stories have
each two chambers, as marked in plan
of second story, A A, with wardrobe

-

closets attached to each; P being the

hall ; containing the stairway, E.

We will now proceed with the back

building : on tlie first story, proceeding

through the hall, F, there is a side en-

trance, G, leading into the side yard.

We then come to the private stairway

leading to the upper portions of the

dwelling. Beyond this is the dining-

room, C, 22 feet by 16 feet. Adjoining

the last is the pantry, H. Through the

dining-room, we pass into the kitchen,

D, 16 feet by 17 feet, supplied with a

range, sink, &c. ; and beyond—commu-

nicating with the kitchen— in f o the

summer-kitchen, L, 14 feet by 16 feet,

in which is the stairway to the cellar.

The second floor has immediately above

the side entrance hall G, mentioned

before, a bath-room, lavatory, &c,

marked G, communicating with the rear

chamber, A. Beyond, at the end of the

hall, F, is the landing of the private

stairs, passing which, we enter a fine,

capacious sitting-room, B, having two

side windows, with an oriel window

between them. This room, at the rear,

communicates with a conservatory, C,

by a window, or a glass door, opening

into it.

The upper stories of the back build-

ing have each two chambers, with a bath-

room and lavatory.

It may be remarked, that the floors

of the back building are on a level with

the half-landings of the main stairway.

There is no way in which a dwelling

planned with a variation in the height

of stories between the front and back

buildings can be made perfect, other than

by making the rear floors coincide with

this level.

We have now described this particu-

lar plan of Philadelphia dwellings ; and,

in conclusion, will only observe, that we
are happy to see that a change is gradu-

ally, but surely, taking place in the

tastes and views of our citizens, as to

the mode of constructing our houses.

In lieu of the long, narrow ranges of

back buildings erected in such close and

disagreeable proximity to one another

as to be almost, if not quite within
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shaking-hand distance—and totally ex-

cluding all modern ideas of comfort and
domestic privacy—we see springing up

in every quarter of our city what are

called "three-quarter," and, in many in-

stances, "double houses," utterly ignor-

ing the old style, which we may venture

to say is now fast getting out of favor.

We hail with delight this change, as

both an indication and a natural result

of the rapid and ever increasing advance

in refinement belonging to the age

wherein we live ; and, as far as we, our-

selves, are concerned, we shall assuredly

improve every opportunity to extend a

helping hand.

THE WEST SPRUCE STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
AT THE

NORTHWEST CORNER OF BROAD AND SPRUCE STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.

Style: Venetian-Gothic.

WE give a view and plan, in our

present number, of this church,

now building at the northwest corner

of Broad and Spruce streets, in this city

In this edifice the architect says, in

effect, "he has not confined himself to

the rules of any particular period, or the

special development of the style in any

region ;'.' but the church has been de-

signed " in the spirit of early Gothic,"

with a tendency towards the Venetian,

the^ latter evinced mainly in the use of

different kinds and colors of stone in the

exterior walls.

The walls are of stone, that used for

the facing being serpentine, from Ches-

ter county, Pennsylvania, with Ohio
" Clough" stone dressings.

The church will have a high-pitched

open-timbered roof, slated, and finished

with an ornamental iron cresting, as can

be seen in our illustration.

The plan is cruciform, consisting of

a nave and transepts, with aisles ; and

a tower and spire. The nave is parallel

to Broad street, and the full length of

the lot, 120 feet. The width of the

church at the transept is 10 feet.

The principal entrance is through the

tower, which stands on the Broad street

side of the church ; and, in connection

with the transept gable, will make that

the principal facade; although the fronts

on each street are to be equally well

finished.

The plan is somewhat unusual, in

having the Lecture-Room and Sunday-

School in front of the Audience-Room,

instead of behind it ; and m substituting

for the usual partition an ornamental

screen of plate glass framed in carved

tracery of black walnut, which can be

opened and closed at pleasure ; so that

the Church, Lecture-Room, and School

can be thrown into one grand audito-

rium, or be used separately.

The most striking feature of the in-

terior, however, will be the Baptistry,

at the head of the nave, behind the pul-

pit, built of polished marble, and en-

closed with a lofty tabernacle of carved

walnut, having gates of wrought metal-

work, richly illuminated.

Behind the Baptistry, will rise a chan-

cel window, 19 feet broad, and over 36

feet high, enriched with stone tracery

;

and filled with stained glass, to be im-

ported from the celebrated Stained-glass

Works, at Munich, Germany. The lead-

ing subject of the painted glass will be

the Baptism of our Saviour, in the river

Jordan, by St. John. The other windows

will also be filled with stained-glass.

The organ will be placed in a gallery

in one of the transepts.

The church has sittings on the main
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floor for over six hundred persons, and

with the lecture-room, school and gal-

leries, about double that number.

The tower measures 30 feet at the

base, across the buttresses ; will be

finished with crocheted gablets in its

four faces ; and have angle turrets, en-

riched with carvings. It will be sur-

mounted by a spire banded with color,

its upper portion enriched with crockets.

The highest point will be somewhat over

two hundred feet from the pavement.

A turret staircase is carried up at one

angle, and finished with an arcade

having polished granite shaftlets sur-

mounted by a stone coping. The belfry

arches will be left open. Above the

belfry is a clock-chamber.

The lower entrance will be enriched

with four shafts of polished granite, red

and black, placed alternately.

Their capitals to be carved with the

daffodils of spring, the bending grain of

summer, the fruits of autumn, and the

ice-laden branches of winter. Above

their foliage, this text: "While the

earth remaineth, seed-time and harvest,

and cold and heat, and summer and

winter, and day and night, shall not

cease."

The exterior of various points is en-

riched with carvings, all different—but

all appropriate. Those, for example, on
the transept-gable, facing the East,

though like the rest, in themselves differ-

ent, are all identical in their symbolism.

Beneath a cross which finishes the

apex of this gable, is carved, enriched

with foliage, the words, " Agnus Dei ;"

and following them, at intervals, simi-

larly carved, the words, " Lux," " Dux,"
" Lex," "Rex," "Alpha," and " Omega;"
and, below, the text, "Blessed are all

they that trust in Him ;" while around the

great arch, spanning the porch and rose

window above it, are seen carved the

rose, the lily, the wheat, the vine, the

lion, the crown, and the star, symbols

which need no translation to those who
know the blessings of a trust in Him,

who is "The Lamb of God, the Light

of the World," "Our Leader," "Our
King," "The Alpha and the Omega,"

"The Rose of Sharon," and "The Lily

of the Valley," " The Bread of Life,"

"The True Vine," "The Lion of the

tribe of Judah," " The Crown of Glory,"

and "The bright and Morning Star."

Below the window, a band of foliage

is carried across the archway, and bears

the text, " He shall feed His flock like a

shepherd." Below, it again, on each

Broad street. N

M, Main entrance.

T, Tower.

C, Communion table

P, Pulpit.

B, Baptistry.

S S S, Sedilia.

Y, Pastor's study.

A, Anteroom.

E, Entrance to school and

lecture-room.

L, Lecture-room, (schools

above.)

E, Rear entrance.

B, Closet.

N, Transept porch.

G G G, Grass and shrubbery.
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side of the porch, are carved, on gablets

bearing the symbols of the four Evan-

gelists, the words, "We are his Wit-

nesses ;" while the porch itself, adorned

with polished pillars of porphyry, whose

capitals are carved with olives and palm-

branches, shelters—under the overhang-

ing arch of its door—a group in relief

—

a " Christus Consolator," and the en-

closing text •

" Come unto me, all ye that labor and

are heavy laden ; and I will give you

rest.''

The architect is Mr. Edward Tucker-

man Potter, 56 Wall street, New York.

The stone work is under the charge of

Messrs. Struthers & Son, 1022 Market

street ; and the carpenter work in tbe

hands of Mr. Catanach, 1345 Lombard

street, all of Philadelphia.

PRACTICAL CARPENTRY & JOINERY.

DETAILS OF DOUBLE DOORS.

THE accompanying plate op details

shows the finish for a pair of front

doors, intended for adjoining dwelling-

houses, adapted for either a city, sub-

urban, or other locality. Where they

are erected so combined, they are meant

for distinct entrance doors to each dwell-

ing, although, in outward appearance,

they present but a single feature.

We confine ourselves, in this plate,

chiefiy to a description of details for the

stone work of these doors and their

finish.

The steps, hand-rail with newel, the

columns, architrave with pediment-head,

and the side jambs within the doorway,

will all be of stone.

It will be perceived from the plan that

the jambs are of great depth, and have

moulded panels, which extend around

the arch-heads. By this arrangement,

a deep recess is formed for the doors.

The platform is four feet in width, and

extends to the inner line of the panel in

the jamb. The sill of the door makes

up the additional width from that line to

the door itself.

The columns are round, and of three-

quarter size, resting on pedestals, with

enriched caps and moulded bases. The

shafts are plain, with a centre band. The
architrave is moulded with keystone and

moulded spandrels. The cornice has

modillions. A broken pediment sur-

mounts the whole, with a dividing or

centre ornament.

The hand-rail is moulded, and the

balustrade perforated.

At the side of the plate is exhibited a

section, showing the whole of these dif-

ferent details.

A door-piece of this design should be

executed in white marble, as also the

base and the water-table, and this we

would more particularly recommend in

case the walls of the edifice itself are

faced with brick. There is no other

description of stone that can be combined

with brick to produce such an agreeable

effect, or more strikinghy break in on the

monoton}' and sameness of these bright

russet-colored fronts. -Indeed, we may
here remark, that we are strongly op-

posed to the use of anjr other description

of stone, or of any other variety of

shade for this purpose than white, in

marble,- on the ground of want of suffi-

cient contrast. The object which we

wish to attain is not harmony, but an

agreeable contrast ; and in no way is

this more satisfactorily or pleasingl}-

accomplished than by a happy blending

of the two materials, dark red brick and

white marble. This system of using
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different kinds of stone of diversified

hues is much in vogue on the continent

of Europe ; but it is not one that we>

would advocate, or ever wish to see in-

troduced into our country, as being

utterly at variance with all rules of good

taste. In Philadelphia, from the fortu-

nate circumstance of the supply of bricks

and marble being very abundant, the

principle which we have been urging has

been in practice for a long time ; and the

effect thereby obtained has been to re-

lieve the monotony that would other-

wise have wearied the eye in long,

unbroken lines of red brick fronts. Not

that there is still no room for improve-

ment in this line—so much we cannot

say; but still the standard of public

taste is undoubtedly steadily and surely

advancing, and we yet hope to see all

such defects in our style of architecture,

if not entirely remedied, at least much

subdued.

The clay in the vicinity of Philadel-

phia is very superior in its quality and

properties for the manufacture of bricks,

and perhaps more abundant than that

of any other of her sister cities, or we

may even say of any city in the Union.

Hence has arisen the almost universal

use of that material in the construction

of the walls of our numberless edifices

of all descriptions.

Our marble quarries, too, are within a

few miles of the city; and, in fact, some

are within such close proximity, and so

easy of access, that the material can be

conveyed by wagons into the marble-

yards. The stone produced from these

quarries is probably equal, if not

superior, to any marble in the coun-

try, and can be obtained of all shades

and of any dimensions that may be re-

quired.

As we have before observed, we, in

this city, are indebted for the very

marked improvement in the external

appearance of the majority of our dwell-

ings to the fact of the supply of these

two materials being so abundant and so

steady, as fully to meet all demands, not

onty for our own requirements, but for

those of other cities. And in this con-

nection—although perhaps not exactly

apropos— vve may be pardoned for re-

marking on the singularity of a circum-

stance, which has often occurred to us,

as strikingly illustrative of the different

characteristics in our individual States.

We allude to our Eastern States, which

border on the Atlantic ocean, abounding

in and celebrated for their granite and

brown stone. One would naturally sup-

pose that, with such an inexhaustible

mine of wealth, in the sliape of building

material, at their very doors, they would

have emplo3^ed it largely in the construc-

tion of their dwellings. On the contrary,

however, the granite or brown stone,

actually quarried, in digging their foun-

dations, often in sufficient quantities for

the whole structure, is carted away, and

frame dwellings are put up. We can

only account for this in one way, which

is doubtless the true one, viz., that the

close proximity of these States to the

Atlantic ocean, with their consequent

subjection to the influence of the sea air,

renders the atmosphere so humid, that

the use of such a cold material as stone

for building would be utterly unbearable.

In such cases, where stone is used, it

being a conductor of heat, although not

a good one, still better than timber, and

colder than the surrounding air, it, in

common parlance, sweats, or, in other

words, condenses the moisture of the

atmosphere in visible drops upon the

stone walls. Timber and brick walls

make a much more comfortable and

healthy dwelling ; and hence has arisen

the custom, which is so prevalent in

these States, of rejecting the material

with which they have been so bounti-

fully endowed by nature, and in its stead

importing brick from Philadelphia, Bal-

timore, and other cities noted for the

excellence of their manufacture, owing

to the superiority of their underlying

and surrounding clay. ,
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Four Designs for Porches.

THIS plate contains the sections of

four porches, each of a different

design, drawn to such a scale that their

distinguishing features can be clearly

and readily comprehended.

Porches are useful as well as orna-

mental appendages to a dwelling, and

are more especially brought into requi-

sition in suburban and rural localities.

For city houses the}7 are not generally

well adapted, and hence not often to be

met with. They are capable of being

made as simple as may be desired, or,

on the other hand, of receiving an infinite

amount of embellishment ; but this, of

course, will, in every case, depend upon

the taste and judgment of the owners;

always bearing in mind that they should

be designed strictly in keeping with the

style of the building of which they are

intended to become a portion. If this

is not adhered to, an incongruity—dis-

pleasing to the eye, and detracting from

the general effect of the structure, of

whatever nature it may be—will be the

natural sequence.

Porches are sometimes constructed

twoVor more stories high, but, as a

general rule, only one. This latter we

should strongly recommend, owing to

the difficulty encountered in making them

of two stories, arising from the numer-

ous joints of the timbers, &c, that must

necessarily be made in the construction

ofthe middle floors, which are at all times

exposed to the weather, and hence liable

to decay.

In the construction of porches, it is

always best, whenever possible, to ex-

cavate or extend the cellar beneath them,

in order to obtain a better circulation of

air. This is the more especially neces-

sary where it is designed to terrace up

close to the floor. The cost of such

excavation or extension of the cellar

would be but a trifle beyond that of

sinking the foundations, to be more than

repaid by the additional advantage

gained thereby.

The floors of the porches in all cases

should be laid witli an outward descent

of at least two inches to ten feet. The

flooring boards should be of uniform

width, say about four (4) inches, and one

and an eighth (l£) inch thick, running

outwards, or across the porch, laid with

square joints, and not entirely close to

one another, to allow the air to circulate

through the joints, in order to dry the

moisture that penetrates. We should

recommend that these joints be painted

before the boards are laid.

The ceilings, in all cases, should be

lined with boards, of uniform width, and

one inch thick, tongued and grooved,

the joints beaded, and all dressed off to

a smooth surface.

The ceiling joists should be three by

four inches, square cross section, also

smoothed off—the corners moulded or

chamfered—and rest two feet apart, with

the ceiling boards nailed on the upper

side, thus forming panels, which, when
of pine, should be painted, or stained to

represent hard wood, and all finished in

oil, without varnish.

The roofs of porches should always be

covered with durable materials. Being

for the most part flat, we would recom-

mend tin in preference to any composi-

tion. Slate or shingles would hardly

ever be available, owing to the pitch of

the roof. Gutters should be formed

along the eaves, and the water conveyed

to the ground through conductors. These

latter, sometimes placed inside the posts

to conceal them from view, should always

be made square, or corrugated, to admit

of the expansion by frost, which causes

the seams of round conductors to crack

and open, but which has no effect what-

ever on the kind we have here recom-

mended.

Balustrades are often introduced on

porches, and are absolutely indispensable

where there is an elevation to the porch

of upwards of two or three risers. In

all such cases the lower part should be

left open, to admit of a free circula-

tion of air. Where there is a cellar
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beneath the porch, the cellar sash will

be placed behind the guards ; but in

cases where there is none, the sash will

be omitted, and the porch finished with

the guards alone.

The posts forming the supports of the

porch are generally constructed of two-

inch plank, well jointed together, with

the joints first well coated with white

lead, to check the moisture from pene-

trating. This coating should be given

in all cases where joints are exposed to

the action of the weather ; and all wood-

work similarly exposed should have at

least four coats of paint on the surface.

Porches of the description we have

exhibited can now be constructed at a

comparatively trifling cost, owing to the

advantages of the late improved ma-

chinery for planing, and sawing scroll-

work, more particularly where such is

available on or near the spot. Indeed,

there is no reason why—with the facili-

ties which now exist in transportation,

by rail or other conveyance, between

every part of our country, however- dis-

tant or retired—such a simple and easy

mode of embellishing, and, at the same

time, increasing the comfort of our dwell-

ings, should not be introduced through-

out the length and breadth of the land.

A Pair of Front Doors

for A

Double Dwelling.

THIS plate shows the details, on an

enlarged scale, of a pair of front

doors for a double dwelling.

A shows the foundation for the steps.

B shows the cellar wall.

C shows the panel of the door jamb.

D is a section through the pediment

over the doors.

E shows the wall above.

F is an enlarged drawing, showing

the stone hand-rail and perforated balus-

trade.

G is enlarged plan and elevation of

newel.

H is enlarged drawing of the cap of

the columns.

I is section of architrave over front

door.

J is enlarged drawing of cornice.

K is enlarged drawing of dividing or

centre ornament of pediment.

L is section of front-door panel.

Construction of a French Roof.

E here propose describing the

method of constructing a " Man-
sard," or what is usually termed, a

French Roof.

The introduction of this kind of roof

into our domestic style of architecture

is of so very recent a date, that very

many of our mechanics have not, as

yet, become familiar with the practical

mode of constructing it. We have,

therefore, thought that a detailed ac-

count of the simplest form—and that

which is in general use—might prove

acceptable to many of our readers.

There are quite a number of different

ways in which this particular style of

roof is formed, increasing in complica-

tion proportionally to the massiveness

and costliness of the buildings for which

they are designed ; but these we do not

intend taking up in the present number.

We shall reserve them for a future occa-

sion
; and confine ourselves to that only,

which, being the most simple, can be

readily comprehended by every one.

This plate represents a design for a

concave curved roof, intended for an
ordinary dwelling-house, or building.

It is shown in section, exhibiting all the

timbers in their places ; one half present-

ing the interior, and the other half the

exterior, looking at the naked timbers,

including the joists of the attic floor,

and the connection of the roof timbers

therewith. It also includes a section

through the cornice, showing the pro-

file of the supporting brackets, and the

face of one. We will now proceed to

describe the various timbers, their pur-

poses, and the mode of connecting them,
which will appear in regular order, as
follows :

A is the exterior wall of the building,
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which is indicated on both sides ; but

only lettered, for reference, on one. B,

the flooring-joists, resting on the walls,

the bearing of which is on a line with

the lower end of the brackets, and two

feet below the plancier* of the cornice.

In instances where the house is exposed

on either side, or on both sides, "look-

out" joists will be necessary, which

must be framed into the regular joists,

back, about one foot distant from the

wall, and should not be more than two

feet apart. The trimmer-joists should

be either five inches thick, or be formed

by two ordinary ones pinned together,

in order to obtain additional strength

to rnC;ke up for that which is lost by the

mortices for the lookout joists. C is

the lookout-piece and skeleton bracket,

to receive the cornice : it should be one

and a-half inches thick, and securely

nailed to the main rafter E, and upright

stud D. F is the furring-piece, nailed

on the side of the rafters and lookouts

:

this is also one and a-half inches thick,

and forms the curve line of the roof,

with a small gutter constructed at this

point, to check the drip from the cor-

nice. E is the main rafter on the

sloping sides of the roof, three inches

by eight, and two feet apart, secured to

a sill at the foot, which is firmky spiked

into the joists B, and is even with the

face of the wall, on the exterior of the

building. D is the upright stud, that

acts as a spur or brace, and forms a

plumb-line in the interior of the room.

This also extends to the floor, and is

secured to a sill, in a similar manner

with the rafter just described ; but these

upright studs are generally placed close

to the inner face of the wall. By this

arrangement there is comparatively

little space lost in the rooms of this

story. The size of these upright studs

is three by four inches ; and they are

checked into the rafters at the ceiling-

line, as indicated by the connection with

* Indifferently spelled by the authorities plancere,

planceer, and plancher. We give what we deem the

preferable mode.

the rafters beneath the collar-beam. G
is the collar-beam, two and a-half

inches by eight, dovetailed into the

rafters, and well nailed. H is a brace

from the centre to the head of the rafter.

I is the top-rafter. J is a truss-piece,

in the centre, of double thickness.

Each is one and a-half inches thick, and

dovetailed into both sides of the head of

the rafters, 1 ; and also into the collar-

beams, G ; and well secured to each of

them. K is the top-plate framed into

the head of the rafters; L is the board-

ing that forms the frieze beneath the

cornice, as it appears without the wall

;

but this is mostly carried up as high as

the lookout joists ; is usually termed

beam-filling, and should never be omit-

ted, as on it depends entirely the sta-

bility and strength of the footings of

the rafters. It also acts as a support

to the lookout joists. M shows the

rafters, looking towards them from the in-

side ; and N, the same as the}'' will appear

from the outside, with the furring-pieces

for the curved line of the roof nailed on

the sides ; and the lookouts also are

shown, as they are nailed on O is the

profile and face of the bracket of the

cornice. P is the upper furring-piece

and cornice, with the gutter for the

water from that portion of the roof.

The conductors to convey the water

from these gutters should be carried

down between the timbers of the roof,

in order to conceal them ; and should

be connected with the lower conductor,

beneath the main cornice.

The upper portion of the roof, which

has usually a slight pitch, should be

first covered with what are termed

sheathing-boards, and then with tin.

The sheathing-boards must be well sea-

soned, not less than one inch thick,

narrow, securely nailed to the rafters,

and invariably tongued and grooved, so

that, when laid, they will present an

even surface for the metal covering.

The sides of the roof that form the

curve are boarded in a similar manner,

except that the sheathing is laid with
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square joints. This portion of the roof

is invariably covered with slate, when-

ever such material can be obtained ; and

where it is not procurable, shingles are

often substituted. When the form of

the roof is curved, the slates are usualty

of a smaller size than those for an ordi-

nary straight roof. The first course of

slate is laid immediate^ along the upper

edge of the gutter ; and below this, com-

mencing at the eave, including the gut-

ter, is covered with tin, which extends

up the roof, about four inches beneath

the slates.

The upper roof is often raised to a

sufficient height to admit of slates or

shingles being used. In such case, the

pitch should never be less than 21 de-

grees ; and more should be given where

the design will permit.

In all instances, when roofs of this

kind are constructed, it is necessary to

line inside with rough boards, which

must be cross-cleated with furring laths,

at least one inch, or one and a-quarter

inches thick. These furring laths should

not be less than sixteen inches between

centres, to admit four nails to the plas-

tering laths which are usually cut four

feet long. These spaces for nailing are

very important, both as a convenience

to the plasterer, and also an economy

in the material. This mode of finish

not only strengthens the frame-work of

the roof—which is a very essential mat-

ter, particularly when the building is

exposed on all sides—but in summer it

also prevents the heat from penetrating
;

and renders these apartments quite as

cool and as pleasant as though the walls

were constructed of stone or brick.

There is another style of finish, less

expensive, it is true, and, perhaps, com-

paring favorably with the one last men-

tioned, as to its effect on the tempera-

ture of the rooms, but still not possess-

ing the same amount of firmness and

stability. This is to lath and plaster

one coat directly on the studding ; and

after it is partially set, to nail the fur-

ring laths upon this, in the manner we

have just described for the boarding.

This mode, not so good for the frame-

work, is decidedly the best adapted sim-

ply for ceilings, in which it creates firm-

ness, prevents the cracking in the plas-

ter, which is occasioned by the irregu-

lar shrinkage of the joists; and also

deadens sound between the stories.

There should always be reserved a

good-sized space for a loft, above the

rooms that are constructed within a

roof of this description.

When the building is of greater width

than can be spanned by single joists,

they should be secured together. One
very simple plan of doing this is, to

nail a cleat along the side, five or six

feet long. This, in any ordinary build-

ing will answer the purpose of prevent-

ing the spreading, by any lateral press-

ure there might be from the roof, aided

by the influence of the wind. There are

numerous other methods of binding

joists ; but we shall treat of them in a

future number, when we introduce struc-

tures of a more ponderous and exten-

sive character. The one we have given

is the simplest in common use.

The profile and face of the bracket

beneath the cornice, as indicated, is

constructed with three separate pieces

in thickness ; the core or centre-piece is

three inches, or as thick as a three-inch

plank will produce. The sides are each

one and a-half inches, pierced through

to the required form ; and nailed securely

to the sides of the centre-piece. The
face is frequently advanced half an inch

beyond that of the centre-piece, to form a

sinking, and to blind or conceal the joints.

We propose, in the next description

of a roof of this kind, to show, in detail,

the construction of the dormer windows

and balustrades, and their connection

with the roof. In order to have them

more easily comprehended, and be of

more practical benefit to mechanics, we
shall present detail drawings, on a large

scale and in regular order, of every part,

from the simplest up to the most com-

plicated and elaborate.
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THE GAZETTE,

HANGING SHEAVES FOR SLIDING DOORS.

OUR friend, Mr. J. B. Shannon,* has

very kindly furnished us with a

handsome cut of two different sizes and

as many styles of hanging sheaves, de-

scribed as follows :

No. 1 shows a sis-inch sheave, with

hand-rail nut, suitable for a door three

feet or over in width, and one and three-

quarter inches or more in thickness.

No. 2 gives a four-inch sheave, of the

same style as No. 1, and intended for

lighter doors than that just mentioned,

in which, consequently, a lighter sheave

than the six-inch may be used.

No. 3 displays a six-inch sheave, with

a flat frame, to be used where individuals

object to boring the doors to admit the

hand-rail pattern ; and, also, where ap-

pearance is not a matter of great import.

Where this form is used, the bar is let

into the door flush, or level with the sur-

face, and painted over.

No. 4 exhibits a four-inch sheave, of

the same fashion as No. 3.

The frames are all made entirely of

wronght-iron.

The rail is a wrought-iron bar, two

inches wide and one-quarter of an inch

thick, dressed semi-cylindrically, or

round on the upper edge, to fit the sheave,

and drilled for screws, to fasten it on a

horizontal piece of timber, which is at-

tached to the studding.

The sheaves may be made of " com-

position," better known as "Prince's

Metal," and run on a steel pin ; or, in

a less expensive style, such as is gener-

ally used, the sheaves are constructed

* Manufacturer and Dealer in Hardware, No. 1009 Market, street, Philadelphia.
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of iron, drilled, turned to a true surface,

and run on a " composition" pin.

It is hardly necessary to observe, that

all the sheaves to any particular door, or

pair of door-leaves, must be uniform in

diameter ; and also, that the larger

sheaves move with the application of less

force than the smaller ones.

This style of sliding door was first

introduced, some twenty years since, by

Mr. W. T. Forsythe, at that time an

energetic builder, full of new plans and

partial to modern improvements, and

put up in the then held splendid residence

of Mr. Christopher Fallon, on the south

side of Walnut street, east of Sixth.

The owner desired that something might

be done to avoid the annoyance of hinged

doors swinging back and striking the

furniture. The floor-rail for sliding

doors, as then used, being considered a

stumbling-block, as liable to catch the

foot in passing from one parlor to the

other, and having likewise the disad-

vantage of causing a break in the carpet

between the parlors, Mr. Forsythe said,

" I will make them slide at the top," and

he did so.

The building referred to has since gone

the way of many residences considered

splendid at that time. It is now occu-

pied by lawyers, architects, and convey-

ancers.

The plan upon which the first were

put up may be found in " Sloan's Con-

structive Architecture," page 64.

A glance at the two plans will show

that the same result is obtained by the

later and present one cheaper and very

much more simply.

Since the introduction into general

use of sheaves for sliding parlor doors,

and rails to hang them from the top,

instead of running them on the floor,

architects and builders have given them

such general approval, that any attempt

at recommendation would be superfluous.

Our only object is to present to our

readers the most generally used and

approved styles, and to say that a parlor %

door, trimmed in this manner, will not

cost much more than when made to

swing with good " butts" and " bolts,"

whilst the convenience and comfort of

having the doors slide back into the

partition—out of the way, with no rail

on the floor, instead of swinging and

occupying room which can so much bet-

ter be filled with furniture-—render the

hanging sliding door so desirable, that

in building a first-rate house, or even a

tolerably good one, any difference in

price that may be found between the two

plans is overlooked in the prevalent

desire for comfort, convenience, and

style.

NEW MARKET IN NEW YOEK.
It is a most unaccountable fact, that

no place in the United States can pre-

sent so great a display of actual nasti-

ness and discomfort in the matter of

market buildings, as the grand metro-

politan city. That which is called

" Washington" is a stigma on the name

;

and, being the largest, is therefore the

greater stigma. The " Fulton" is an-

other insult to a great name—being as

dirty in proportion as that just alluded

to ; and as inconvenient, as if designed

so to be.

It is therefore with an unfeigned

sense of relief, that we turn our atten-

tion to the Market now being built in

the Eighteenth Ward, between Sixteenth

and Seventeenth streets, next to the

East river, at avenue C.

This structure covers an area of 347

feet by 164 feet, fronting on the avenue

and having entrances on all four of its

sides. It is built of Colabar brick with

black mortar ; and owing to its extent

and to the great number of openings

for circular-headed windows and doors,
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presents a good appearance externally
;

especially the principal front, which is

two stories high, with an angular pedi-

mented centre, on either side of which

are semi-circular pediments of lesser

proportion. Two similar pediments are

on the sides, equidistant from the cor-

ner. This centre is pierced with a large

double or coupled window, beneath an

arched recess, over which is set a mar-

ble slab, and in the pediment, above it,

another. On the upper one is the 3'ear

of erection ; and on the lower and larger

the names of the three Commissioners,

appointed by the State to superintend

the erection of the Market, and, also,

the name of the Architect. This centre,

of two stories, is covered with a semi-

circular roof, from which rises a cupola,

with a dome, furnished with a gilded

weather-vane and the cardinal letters.

This second story will be occupied by

the officers of the Market :—a circular

staircase of iron leads to it.

The whole structure is covered with a

roof divided, in its width, into three

sections of segment-trussed girders of

heavy timber, substantially framed to-

gether and securely bolted, having iron

tension-rods for ties, and these latter

sustained by rods passing through and

firmly bolted to the arched girders.

These girders are placed 16 feet from

each other, and are upheld by the two
side walls, and two ranges of iron

columns, throughout the length of the

building, 34? feet. On each of these

three great lines of roof rises a ventila-

tor, 8 feet high and 15 feet wide, through

whose continuous range of windows a

plentiful supply of light aids the win-

dows in the walls ; and, as the sashes

are made movable, and under the sim-

plest control from below, these give

good ventilation to the building, and

hence their name.

The entire roof is covered with tin of

a superior quality
; and the valley-gutters

convey the rain water to the columns,

which conduct it to the system of drain-

pipes laid beneath the floor, which,

again, discharge it in the river.

The internal arrangement of this

market is roomy, convenient and acces-

sible, having: nine avenues, with 140

stalls, occupying about three-fifths of

the area, for the retail trade. The other

two-fifths belong to the wholesale de-

partment; and through this are two

drives, 12 feet wide, at right angles

with each other.

Viewed from either end, the interior

presents a very light, pleasing appear-

ance ; and the visitor is naturally led

to hope, that this is but the initial build-

ing of a fit and proper sy stem of market

accommodation, which New Yorkers

are justly entitled to, if it were only for

their most exemplary patience in the

past.

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.

HEREIN New York may well raise

her head in proud pre-eminence
;

for—although other cities in the new
and the old world may surpass her, in

single instances — where can be found so

general a display of elegance, as meets

the eye of the observer, in the numer-
ous palatial streets of this princely me-

tropolis ? Nor is this array of grand

habitations confined to our day. No

—

the march has been a progressive one

from the days of our Dutch predeces-

sors down to the present ; and has now
more and more the unabating progress

of ambition in it than ever,—bidding

fair to overshadow, in the future, the

efforts of the present, as the present has

bedimmed the once-admired structures

of the past.

Taking advantage of every novelty,
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which fancy introduces into the archi-

tecture of the day, and which fashion

stamps with her signet, our merchant

princes, ever desirous of surpassing

their neighbors, grasp with avidity, and

without delay make use of, the newest

designs,—pulling down and building up,

with the same matter-of-fact indiffer-

ence, as though changing a spring gar-

ment for a summer one. Thus, we see

the Mansard roof taking the place of

the Roman, Grecian, Italian and Gothic

coverings. Nothing else presumes, just

now, to compete with this happy notion

of Monsieur Mansart. It, is, certainly,

a vast addition to our field of domestic

design ; and deserves well the wide-

spread patronage it is receiving. For,

with its aid, we may run our buildings

much higher than of old, without the least

dread of appearing overgrown, or awk-

ward. It is indeed a very pleasing treat-

ment of a once veiy troublesome feature

of construction. But even it may prove

a negative blessing, as we have too often

seen the angle of inclination such, as to

give it almost the appearance of a one-

fourth pitch hip-roof, with the top cut

square off. In fact, the angle of the

Mansard is almost arbitrary, and ranges

within 65 and 70 degrees. Some archi-

tects have made it greater than this

;

and certainty without improving its

beauty.

One of the great objects gained, by

the use of this form of roof, is the head-

room obtained in our garrets.

The loftiest Mansard in New York is

that of the Herald Building, which is

unquestionably a very fine specimen of

that style of roofing : and in light, space,

and ventilation, answers well the neces-

sities of a composing-room.

Among the many private dwellings of

the first-class, which have expensive

roofs of this formation, that of A. T.

Stewart, the merchant prince, stands

prominently forward; and is, in the

pleasing tints of its slating, a relief to

the eye, from the mass of white marble

it surmounts.

But, as we propose at another time, a

review, critical and descriptive, of these

first-class houses, we merely mention

those alluded to, in speaking of the

Mansard roof. We will, here, venture

to name, also, the Academy of Design,

as being a fair specimen of unique

buildings crowned with this ornamental

covering. If the folly of fashion, led by

the whims of wealth, does not control

the better judgment of our architects,

the Mansard may have a most desirable

reign. If otherwise, it may prove a

curse to art, instead of a blessing.

The interiors of our dwellings of the

higher order are, for the most part, ad-

mirably arranged as regards comfort

combined with elegance ; and, in fact, no

novel idea of the architect, the cabinet-

maker, or the upholsterer, fails to find

ready and liberal patrons, in the wealthy

class of our citizens. The long-estab-

lished vocation of the grainer and imi-

tator of valuable woods is now pushed

aside, to give place to the real articles

;

and walnut, butternut, beech, maple,

rosewood, &c, are to be found in the

doors and wainscotings of every house

of any pretensions to high taste. Nay
—this innovation has even reached a

wider field, for a company in Boston* is

now actively engaged in manufacturing

a beautiful substance for wall-papering,

in the surface cutting or veneering of the

most admired woods, ready to be glued

or pasted on the walls, in any form or

shape required. The branch office, on

Broadway, is well worthy of a visit ; and

shows how ornamental this novel pro-

duction appears, laid on in long panels

bordered with gilded strips of moulding,

each panel a different wood, and all

highly varnished ; being capable of

receiving a thorough washing ; thus

* According to our very reliable information the Ameri-

can Veneer Company is located in NewYork city itself, and

entirely different companies, dependent on them for the

Veneer stock, are engaged in introducing these wall

hangings We have one such in Philadelphia, estab-

lished about a year since, and the Bostonians are prob-

ably similarly well provided. Why should New York

be content with a branch office?

—

Eds.
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remaining bright and untarnished, as

long as the wall it so beautifully clothes

shall remain ; and not being liable to

split, or crack, as is too much the case

with wainscoting.

If any inventive genius will now in-

troduce a ready method of porcelaining,

or so coating ceilings, that they, too,

may be washed and kept bright, he will

deserve the patronage which such a

boon to domestic construction is certain

to draw forth.

Sliding doors are a great improvement

on the venerable folding principle. And
these have received great aid from the

excellent invention of Newman's Patent,

by which the old, and too often cranky,

rollers and tramways on the floor have

been quite superseded ; and now an in-

fant can move the doors, which under

the ancien regime, often resisted the

strength of an athlete, and the patience

of a Job.

There are a thousand aids to elegance,

in fact, which have been introduced into

our modern houses, more or less remark-

able. But the systems of Heating and

Ventilation are, by universal acknowl-

edgment, the most prominent of all.

For, lacking either, or both, of these,

what becomes of our positive comfort,

even though possessing all others ?

Of such absolute necessity, to a full

and true enjoj'ment of health and hap-

piness—for comfort is happiness—are

both these great principles, that it be-

comes imperative that we shall enjoy

them ; and, knowing such to be the fact,

men of an inventive mind bring their

genius to the determined study of the

subject,—if not for the sake of philan-

thropy, certes for the acquirement of

that wealth, which is the prize of him,

who distances all competitors.

Philosophers have given deep atten-

tion to the subjects of heating and ven-

tilation; and their thoughts, surmises

and propositions, are to be found, in

pamphleted importance, upon the tables

of all our architects. And how many,

how various and how unfounded in some

instances, are these speculations and

theories ? On a coming occasion, we

will look into their respective merits,

giving to all and to each a clear stage,

and no favor ; and where we consider it

desirable, will present illustrative cuts

of their peculiarities.

It is a subject of vast importance to

the great human family, this ventilation.

It is the natural food of the lungs, and

should be unexceptionable. Nature in-

tends that it be so. Art has no higher

aim, than to make it so, It therefore

becomes the peculiar study of the archi-

tect, to which in his compositions, he

should sacrifice much that he retains for

the mere sake of effect. A well-venti-

lated building, he should remember, is

intrinsically beautiful, not as a thing to

be looked upon with satisfaction bjr the

critical eye of the limited circle of tasto

merely, but to be enjoyed as a blessing

by all. Let the architect's ever-present

precept be : The greatest amount of

GOOD TO THE GREATEST NUMBER.

Heating is, or ought to be, the great

adjutant to Ventilation, For Heat
certainly exercises a very great influence

on the atmosphere, which rises, or falls,

just in proportion to the amount of that

element. The architect then, who would

become master of the subject of venti-

lation, should apply his mind to this

kindred topic, that the two may be

made, as nature meant, to assist each

other.

There are still more aspirants to fame

in this latter science than in the former.

For the great mass of inventors and

designers—who present the communit}'

with their ideas of what stoves, furnaces

and heating apparatus of eveiy sort,

should be—seem to have had but one

idea—that of producing heat, and noth-

ing more. Yet so blind are they, that

even with the broad hint given them, in

the fact that draught is necessary to

combustion, they fail to make provision

for ventilation ; and are only desirous

of producing the one eflect,wholly regard-

less of the other. Now, what would be
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thought of the man, who, in this enlight-

ened day, would study to generate

steam, without providing a safety-valve ?

Yet the latter does not place human life

in more danger than the former.

It is a well-known fact that the ob-

jection to the fire-place is really the

most commendable thing about it ; that

is, that it draws the cold air towards it,

and sends the hot air up the chimney :

so that, to keep warm, in front, one must

receive the cold air, on the back, and

vice versa. The fire-place, then, is a

more sanitary institution, than it is

credited to be, no matter how much
more unpleasant than the stove.

An eminent physician of a former day,

on entering the close room of a patient,

used to apply his cane to the wholesome

task of ventilating, by breaking a pane

or two of glass in the windows.

Might not our profession follow so

sensible an example ; and make venti-

lating holes of some sort in the rooms
designed for human beings to breathe in ?

So, also, might our profession take

care, that the heating process, adopted

by them, be such, as to give a salutary-

heat ; not by roasting air ; but by

giving to the natural atmosphere, as

introduced fresh from without, a warm-

ing influence so gentle as to be genial

—

at the same time, that it is wholly in-

noxious to the lungs.

Such a desirable principle of heating

may, at no distant time, be fully real-

ized Meantime let us not discourage

the inventors.

THE BATTERY.
New York.

FEW cities are gifted with such a

superb breathing-place as the

Battery, and no city, save New York,

would freely relinquish its possession to

an institution, which at once renders it

unfit as a pleasure ground for citizens

to enjoy the ever-charming, ever-new

scenes of moving water, bedecked with

sleeping or dancing craft, of every form

and size, that delight the eye of the

visitor to that spot, once so much sought

by our fashionable people. But the

Emigration Commissioners got hold of

Castle Garden ; and then the Battery at

once lost its charm ; and declined

steadily, until the war gave rise to the

Barracks, when fully one-fourth of the

public ground was taken from the peo-

ple to be used for these, and shortly

afterwards for a Cholera Hospital. Alas!

what a falling away of pride and pretti-

ness !

But there is yet a hope that the Bat-

tery may some day be redeemed. The

Barracks and Hospitals, being no longer

required, have been taken down ; and the

sea-wall is being" extended, so as to in-

crease the area, by encroaching on Nep-

tune's domain, forming a segment of a

circle, faced with well-built masonry, on

which are erected granite piers to have,

at some future day, mayhap, either

chains or bars, to fence in the pedestrians.

Why not remove the unsightty emi-

grant sheds, and turn Castle Garden

into a public Bath ? Why not remove

the Augean stable of emigration to

Hart's Island, which is, report says,

about to be relieved of its fearful pow-

der-magazine ?

There is a chance for New York to

make this Battery a beautiful feature,

whether viewed from the harbor, or en-

j'03'ed, as it once was, on its broad clear

walks and trim green swards. It is the

central object of Manhattan Island ; and

it should be made worthy of its position.

It has claims, as well as Central Park,

and a moiety of the money, so freely ex-

pended on the latter, would make the

Battery one of the most charming spots

any city could boast of,—conducing
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alike to the health, comfort, and happi-

ness of our citizens.

But, as we said, the people authorized

to look after such matters are actually

doing something: towards ameliorating

the degraded condition of the Battery.

Who can say, what some good genius

may do for it yet, or how near our de-

sires for its regeneration may be to

fruition ?

[Our contributor is right. New York
has a splendid opportunity in the Bat-

tery, which should be renovated and

enlarged ; and, in addition, be furnished

with a stately monument to Heudrick

Hudson.

—

Eds.]

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS.
The Workshop. A Monthly Journal, devoted to the

Progress of the Useful Arts. Edited by Prof. W.
Baumer, J. Schnorr and others. 4to., IS pp. per

monthly part, with artistic and elegantly engraved

illustrations on wood. New York: E. Steiger.

This is a work of great usefulness, executed literarily

in a very satisfactory manner, and typographically very

tastefully presented. By no means, as many might sup-

pose from its title, intended entirely for Designers or

Aitizans, it will be found by general readers, a very

eliicient aid toward Ihe attainment of that knowledge,

qualifying them for the proper appreciation of most pro-

ductions of taste. Enlarged with this number

On the Construction of Iron Roofs. A Theoretical

and Practical Treatise by Francis C ampin, C. E.,

&c, &c. With wood cuts, and plates of roofs recently

executed. 1 vol. 8vo., pp. 38. Printed by the Photo-

graphic Process. New York : D Van Nostrand, 1S68.

A very useful book for young architects, and tor build-

ers and mechanics in the branch of which it treats. Its

very purpose required compendious succinctness, and

there is certainly no waste of matter. It is divided in

three parts, Introductory, Theoretical and Practical ; and

appears to contain all needful formulas and demonstra-

tions.

Children with the Poets. By Harriet B. McKeever.

1 vol. 12mo., pp. 3G0. Phila. : Claxton, Reinsen & Haf-

felfinger, 1868.

Those educating children, often feel the want of a good

and suitable volume of poetry, in order to select thence

subjects, whose rhythm and rhyme may help fasten cer-

tain truths upon the memory. To aid this want has been

the aim of the compiler of this volume. Her work has

been well and conscientiously done. The book contains

no mere frivolity, but much to amuse and instruct.

Callamura. By Julia Plsasani'S. 12mo.,pp.454. Phila.:

Claxton, Rcmsen & Haffdfing-n-.

Callamura is the name of a Southern country seat, to

which "only the most aristocratic families were wel-

c ime," whose inmates and frequenters discourse a la

haid ton; in which a wedding occurs early, and over

which broods desolation to close.

This is a well-written society novel of that class

which, having direct reference to the effects of the late

civil war, certainly cannot much benefit the country at

present. As Americans, we need neither sentimeut nor

ratiocination on this subject, which is too raw and re-

cent; but honest application and persistent indu-try in

the ordinary pursuits of life. All through the confl.ct

histories were compiling, novels and dramas writing,

and poems rose and fell throughout the land. The con-

vulsion was entirely abnormal in many things, but in

none more than this strange contemporary occupition

of the inkstand and the printing pre-*-. Diaries nniials.

etc. we want, it is true ; but it is ueedlossto say. thai all

^iskind of work, executed in passion, or in prejudice,

is to do over. These remarks have no special reference

to "Callamura," which will doubtless find plenty of

readers inclined towards the "lost cause."

The Bachelor of Salamanca, translated from the
French of M, Le Sage. 2 vols. 18mo. Phila. : Thos.

W. Hartley, 819 and S21 Market street.

It is almost superfluous to say a word of commenda-
tion concerning Le Sage. The author of Gil Bias and
Le Diable Buiteaux was so keen an observer of human
nature, so agreeable a narrator of what he saw, so good

an inventor, and so brimming with geniality, that he

claimed, and commanded at once, a large public, whose
numbers have continually increased from his day to the

present. The work in question, though not by any means

his master-piece, is extremely readable, and well adapted

to while away a leisure hour.

Tales of Algeria, or Life among the Arabs, from the
" Vei.oce" of Alexandre Dumas. By Richard Meade
Bache. 1 vol. 12mo. Four spirited illustrations on

wood. Phila.: Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger.

The "Veloce" is the French frigate feigned to be placed

at the disposal of the narrator of quite a number of short

descriptions, tales and incidents, having no special con-

nection, but agreeably set forth in the course of the voy-

age, and terminated by a contrast between " The Arab and

the Frenchman." The work appears to be well trans-

lated, and is well suited for a desultory hour.

Elements of Art Criticism, Comprising a Treatise on

the Principles of Man's Nature, as addressed by

Art. Designed as a text-book for schools and college-,

and as a hand-book for amateurs and artists, by G. W.

Samson, D. D. 1 vol. 12mo., pp. 406. Phila. : J. B

Lippincott k Co., 1868. With illustrations.

For popularizing art-knowledge, no better means could

be devised than the preparation of just such books as

this; and, while Dr. Samson worked out a happy con-

ception exceedingly well in his larger work, he made a

still more desirable advance towards his object, by this

neat and comprehensive abridgment, which deserves and

will certainly find a large sale.

A History of the New School, and of the Questions

Involved in the Disruption of the Presbyterian-

Church in 1S38. By Samuel J. Baird, D D. 1 vol

12mo., pp. 564. Phila : Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger.

Dr. Baird stands deservedly high in his brauch of the

Church, and claims, in the possession of the papers of

his father, Rev. Thomas D. Baird, peculiar facilities for

the preparation of this work, which has been called forth

by the late attempts to unite the two great branches of

the Presbyterian Church in America. This history is

prepared by an adherent of the Old School, and of course

leam towards that interest ; but it appears to be carefully

and well prewired, and those in search of facts bearing

upon differences into which we do not enter here, for

obvious reasons, would do well to consult this book.
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A NEW CLASSIFICATION
F

MODERN BUILDINGS.

SLOAN'S Architectural Review and

Builder's Journal, No. 1, has

perched upon my desk. Why it took

this flight, I do not question. I give it

welcome. Its perusal filled a pleasant

hour. Its pages grew more attractive

by reading. They are beautifulty print-

ed ; and ornamented with fine drawings,

maps, etc.

Still, I miss in the introduction and

general remarks, something I expected

to find there, viz. : An Architectural or

Artistic Classification of Buildings at

present in use. Allow me to supply it.

To define my position, I preface the

following little essay with the confes-

sion, that I believe, with wise Aristotle,

that in all things their form is the main

object, or essential part.

There are, in regard to general use-

fulness, two kinds of buildings, viz. :

Home-Houses and Elevators. When
I define home-houses to be such as are

surrounded with gardens and trees, the

reader will easily perceive, that houses

not thus ornamented, under whatever

name they may pass, are comprised

under the appellation of elevators ; for

whether men (i. e. , ladies and gentlemen,

servants and children, animals and bales,

grain-sacks, packages, and other things)

are occupying them, and moving up

and down within, or not, makes no dif-

ference. Such treeless and gardenless

houses are elevators—nothing else.

Man should not resort to shelter under

a roof, save when in need. Open air is

his life element. How can he enjoy

that, without trees and a garden spot ?

Consequently, the elevators never can

be proper home-houses. They may have

fine accommodations for ladies and gen-

tlemen to elevate themselves ; they may
be palatial business places, but being

destitute of gardens and trees for re-

spiring the heavenly air, they are, though

inhabitable, inhospitable, uninviting,

uncomfortable, undesirable, and not in

becoming good taste. These disconso-

late elevators seem to be afraid of the

cool shadow of a fine,, ornamental tree,

of the balmy air of a flower-garden, or

grass-plat. Blinds and shutters take their

place. Poor people who are doomed
to live, move, climb and exist in eleva-

tors ! Alas !—no trees, no flowers, no

turf—theirs is a dreary lot, indeed !

There is another class of buildings

differing from these very much, in regard

to their apparent stability or mobility.

They may be divided into runaway

(high-stoop) houses, and fast-standing

houses, (English basement.) Runaway
houses ! how odd ! But we will show

that we are not indulging in Irishisms.

If one, with an eye for tasteful forms,

enters a street, perhaps laid out on rising

grouud, on both sides beset with high-

stoop houses, and the stoops lined with

down-sliding railings, it will appear to

him as if both rows of houses are run-

ning, moving, sliding. Happy, when

they are separated by trees, the images

of firmness and resistance ; then the

bewildered eye will rest on them ; the

apparent mobility of these houses vanish

from vision. The disenchantment will

be more decided, if, perchance, one or a

couple of " fast-standing" houses appear

in the same street, for at once it will

strike the beholder that those are really

grounded, fixed, firmly-standing or

—

anti-runaway houses.

The Bostonians, either from want of

room, or to please, or perhaps, deceive

the eyes, prefer to lay the stoop within

the hall. This cannot be done, without

causing a wide, ugly, gaping opening in
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the front wall, offensive to the metro-

politan taste of the New Yorker, who
places the tall, promontorial stoop in

front of the main entrance, which is

highly ornamented ; and, too often, so

heavily, that one hesitates to enter, for

fear of being knocked down bj^the over-

hanging masonry. Most Boston houses

belong to the elevator kind. In this

crowded, venerable city they did not

have the least spare room for a tree, the

true land-mark of a home. Can this be

the cause that the Bostonians are swarm-

ing from their cold, bleak, dreary eleva-

tors, like bees from their uninhabitable

hives, over the land and the whole

world, to raise—the wind?

Allow a few questions, and we have

done

:

1. Is it good taste, or not rather very

badly monotonous, in a house—elevator

or home-building—to make the doors

and windows, in all the stories, of the

same form, i. e., either all square, or all

arched ?

2. Is not the arch, par preference, a

sign of strength or force ?

3. Ought not the arch rather, for this

V;ery reason, be reserved for the foun-

dation story, first story, and perhaps,

the second story, and a different lighter

form be given to the windows in the

higher stories ?

4. Ought not the third story, invaria-

bly, to be apparently divided by a pro-

jecting line, to please the eye with the

feeling of strength and security ?

5. Would it not be in good taste to

line the two lower stories with brown

stone, and finish the upper part with

brick ? or, to use granite below, and

marble above?

6. Is the roof of Mons. Mansart not

rather like the old, bygone ladies' coif-

fure of his time, i. e., that of Louis XIV. ?

7. Is not the Italian taste, generally

adopted in our roof building, infinitely

purer and nobler, on the principle that

the less we see of hats, caps, covers and

roofs, the better ?

8. Is the received mediaeval church-

building fashion indeed a good one ? I

have seen the principal churches in

France, Germany and England, but

would, if I had time, incur again, with

alacrity, the fatigue of a voyage over

the stormy, melancholy ocean, to see

and admire once more the most beauti-

ful Basilica in Munich, built by King

Ludwig !

9. Ought we not to manage the

streets—the beginning and end of our

houses—in a better manner than up to

this time ? Cobble stones, everywhere

at hand, are well enough at first ; but

when the horrible mosaic formed by

them is, by hard usage, irreparably de-

stroyed, they should be replaced by

oblong square granite blocks—as the

best street mosaic material—long since,

and now used in Europe in such streets,

bridges, etc. They should be kept well

swept, to need no sprinkling, and always

instantly repaired during the night,

when injured or mined during the daj--

time.

10. Should we not prepare avenues,

or boulevards, for horseflesh, and parks

for promenaders ; or, at any rate, sepa-

rate the roads for vehicles and riders in

parks as regularly from the promenades

as we do it in all our streets^ Horses

run away, and become, at times, un-

manageable in parks, too 1 Form.

[There is certainly a constant and high gratification dependent upon the opportunity and

habit of beholding handsome trees and shrubbery, to say nothing of the concentrated beauty

of flowers; but, we are afraid, that this gratification, from its very nature, must always be

rural or suburban. Our correspondent, however, evidently refers to localities of the latter

kind, or, at all events, intermediate between suburban and urban. Regarded as to front pave-

ments, Philadelphia ought to be well anchored, in the view of our essayist, because, taking

her en masse, trees are found everywhere, often remaining long amidst the encroachments of

trade. But, somehow, their use is very incidental, every man deferring the pleasure of sitting

under " his own vine," until he shall have a country-place of his own.

—

Eds.]
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SMALL HOUSES FOR THE MANY.

•YTyHILST Philadelphia increases,

VV northwardly and westwardly,

with amazing rapidity, we are yet con-

cerned to see, that nearly all the new

buildings are either for business, or else

as homes, only adapted to the occupancy

of men particularly well to do. Rents

have increased far beyond their strict

relative proportion, and there is some

fear, lest we shall not be able much

longer to repeat our always hitherto

truthful boast, that the Quaker City es-

chews tenement-houses, and provides

each of her families with a separate home.

We are not addressing ourselves to

that class of projectors whose one per-

vading idea is cent per cent. In their

logic, things are always worth what they

will fetch. But, in the true sense, things

are not always worth what they will

fetch. The mass of any community,

under any form of government, will, for

many generations, if not always, be the

poor. " The poor ye have always with

you." But, emulating the example of

Mr. Peabody, our philanthropic capital-

ists would do well to erect well-planned,

neat, and substantial blocks of little

homes, specially adapted to the wants of

respectable young couples starting

housekeeping ; require good references

of reputable standing, and charge a rent

not exceeding seven per cent, on the in-

vestment.

The prosperity of the rich cannot last

without the prosperity of the poor. If

the latter are gradually impoverished to

pauperism, or even if they are denied

modest little separate homes, the spirit

of personal independence, whence arises

public liberty, declines to extinction.

The petty householders and small land-

owning yeomanry of England were her

real bulwark for ages. The hopeless

peasantry of France were so man 3' pow-

der-magazines, being slowly charged for

the explosion of the Reign of Terror.

Our own proud stand among the nations

of the earth could never have been taken

or held, without the prevalent small di-

visions of property. Goldsmith was not

exactly right. The accumulation of

wealth itself is really prosperity. It is

only when it all falls into the hands of a

very few, that a land is ruined. Let us

read him a little differently:

" Hard fares the land to hasteuing ills a prey,

Wherefortunes concentrate, and men decay."

We must also remember, that the

Amorico-Saxon, which, from constant

immigration, really is beginning to have

more of the essential Anglo-Saxon
blood in it, than the so called Anglo-

Saxon itself, is a race like the Spanish

before the days of Don Quixote, whereof

every one feels himself to be

"As good a man as the king, only not so rich."

SERPENTINE AS A BUILDING STONE.
By John C. S a very.

SERPENTINE, recently introduced

into Philadelphia as a stone for

choice edifices, has long been regarded

with much favor, as a building material,

in Chester and Delaware counties, Penn-

sylvania, where it exists in great abun-

dance.

Some of the most elegant and impos-

ing buildings in both counties are con-

structed of it ; and it is said to pre-

serve its freshness of appearance and
beauty of color for a greater length of

time than most other kinds of stone, as

well as to afford the driest and most
durable of walls.

Its color, which it owes to a small
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admixture of chrome, is a pale green,

varied in some specimens by a darker

shade of the same, and when it is placed

in contrast with material of another

color, such as Pictou or Connecticut

stone, the most pleasing architectural

effects are produced.

This stone is composed of nearly

equal parts of silica and magnesia;*

and is by most writers classed among
the marbles ;f differing, indeed, but

slightly in its constituents from the

celebrated verde antique of the South

of Europe.

It derives its name from the tortuous

[* The average of the analyses of some eight or ten dif-

ferent specimens of Serpentine instanced in Dana's Mine-

ralogy, gives:

Silica, 43.

Magnesia, 41.

Water, 13.

Protoxyd of Ir in .75

Carbonic Acid, .... 2.

Lime, .125

Alumina, .125

100.

Translucent varieties of Serpentine, often very beauti-

ful in color, are distinguished by the epithet Precious, or

Noble ; and the sub-transluceut or opaque varieties are

called Common Serpentine, such as is mentioned in the

text.

f All true marbles have Carbonate of Lime as their

chief constituent.

—

Eds.]

\

character of the veins in which it occurs

;

and which, in this region, though their

general direction is northeast and south-

west, show themselves on the surface at

points having apparently very little rela-

tion to each other.

One of the best defined and most
readily accessible of these points is in

Birmingham township, Chester county
;

and it is there are located the quarries

from which most of the stone now in use

is taken.

Amongst the buildings in this cit}r

for which this material has been used,

are the Baptist Church, now in course

of erection at the northwest corner of

Broad and Spruce streets, a chapel at

Broad [or, rather, Ontario] and Master

streets, and a row of dwellings on San-

som street, West Philadelphia, in which

latter it has been used for window
dressings.

There is very little doubt, that, as

this stone becomes moi'e widely known,

its ATalue as a building material will be

more fully recognized; affording, as it

does, so pleasing a variation from the

monotonous effect produced by long

rows of brick and brown stone buildings.

ILLUMINATING —
As most of our readers are aware—is the

art of adorning manuscripts, elegantly let-

tered, with colors and gold. In the early

Christian period, and during the Middle Ages,

the vehicle was generally parchment or vel-

lum; but since the partial revival of the prac-

tice, within a few years, paper is occasionally

employed. For deeds and patents—if sub-

jected to heat in fire-proofs, through the acci-

dent of conflagration—paper is preferable to

prepared skins, as the latter shrivel and be-

come a kind of glue, whereas the former are

only a little discolored. Paper also admits

finer drawing. In all other respects, fine

skins are superior. The antique display,

with regard to the linear contrast and har-

mony of the entire page, was poor and stiff;

but the antique predominant capitals were

often exquisite in drawing and gorgeous in

coloring, besides being pervaded with an in-

genious intricacy, defying modern analysis,

let alone successful imitation, as in the case

of the Book of Kells. We should expect,

however, modern art to excel iiuthe entire

harmony of the subject of any particular

page. With respect to color, the generality

of modern imitations are very good specimens

of ornamental printing ; but not fairly, in any

sense, illuminations. The great secret of the

purity and brilliancy of color lies in the fact,

that the old monks, in the best ages of the

art, drew without showing any black outlines
;

and, while generally successful in the harmo-

nious contrasts of color, invariably separated

all colors from each other by slender lines of

white.

C J. L.
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HERALDRY.
2G3

THE TINCTURES: IN COLOR. AND IN ENGRAVING*
From the Old Heralds at Large.

OR,—

IN heraldic engraving, is signified by

small round dots arranged, equably,

all over the field, or any charge ;
and in

'_ _ _ Tricking is deno-

|
} | ted by the letter

O. The square

|
{
escutcheon, here

I given in lllustra-

[

* tion, is that of a

I
Knight-ban-

\
neret. This rank

> "
1

'

1

'

1

'

1
'"'

1
1

'"
'

'

' : i V"* must not be con-

founded Avith that of a baronet. The

banneret had a personal dignity, which

expired with him : the baronet possessed

an hereditary one. Bannerets belonged

to feudal days,* being Knights of long-

approved valor, who could and did

muster a certain number of retainers

for the wars ; baronets were not created

until the reign of James I. of England,

and comprised those gentlemen of an-

cestry and large estate, who paid one

thousand pounds apiece into the British

treasury, for the maintenance of troops

in the province of Ulster, Ireland; to

say nothing of pretty heavy fees to

the Herald's College. Bannerets ranked

next to barons and before baronets

;

and even after their husbands' deaths,

bannerets' wives outranked the wives

of baronets. Bannerets were allowed

to bear arms with supporters; and

anciently had knights-batchelors and

esquires serving under them. The cere-

mony of the creation of knights-ban-

neret upon the field of victory con-

sisted in the king, or the representative

general, at the head of his army, drawn
up in order of battle, under the royal

* The first account of them is in the reign of Edward I.

In 1773, at the review of the Royal Navy at Portsmouth,

George III. created bannerets, Admirals Pye and Spry;

Captains, Knight, Bickertoa and Vernon. See History

of Knighthood, by Hugh Clark, vol. i., pp. 73-4.

banner displayed, receiving the knight

expectant, who carried his own forked,

or swallow-tailed, pennon of arms, and
was led between two other knights ; the

heralds preceding, to proclaim the vali-

ant deeds deserving a banneretship.

The king, or general, then said " Ad-

vances toy banneret," i. e., Advances toi

banneret, advance [thou, or thee,] ban-

neret
; and either himself rent, or cut

off, or caused to be cut off, the forked

ends of the armorial pennon, thus leav-

ing it square. Then the new banneret,

with trumpets sounding before him, was
sent back to his tent, accompanied by
the nobility and officers, whom he pres-

ently entertained.

Bannerets have no particular badge,

worn on their garments ; but in Eng-

land their arms are painted on a banner

placed in the paws of the supporters of

their arms. This banner, it will be un-

derstood, from the above, is square.

Porney is also our authority for a ban-

neret's shield being square.

The herald's declaration on present-

ing the knight-candidate for banneret-

ship is :
" May it please your grace to

" understand, that this gentleman hath

"shown himself valiant in the field ; and

"for so doing, deservethto be advanced

"to the degree of a knight-banneret, as

" worthy henceforth to bear a banner in

"the war."

OR,— Gold, or yellow,—from the

Latin, aurum, through the French, or,

Spanish, oro, Italian, oro, and German.

gold.

According to Guillim, the bright yel-

low of gold is compounded of much
white and a little red; and "such,"

says he, " is the worthiness of this color,

"which resembles gold, (as Christine

" de Pue holdeth,) none ought to bear

"the same in arms, but emperors and
" kings, and such as be of the blood

* Deferred from page 223.
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"royal, though, indeed, it be, in use,

"more common. And as this metal ex-

"celleth all others in value, purity and
" fineness, so ought the bearer (as much
"as in him lies) endeavor to surpass all

"others in prowess and virtue."

" Of itself," saj-s Sylvanus Morgan, " it

" [gold] betokeneth wisdom, riches and
" elevation of mind ; with red, to spend

"his blood for the riches and welfare of

"his country; with azure, to be worthy

"of matters of trust and treasure to

" keep for himself and others ; with

" sable, most rich and constant in every

" thing, with an amorous mind ; with

"vert, most jojd'ul with the riches of the

" world, and most glittering and splen-

" did in youth."

Colombiere proceeds further, and

says :
" Or, in armory, signifies of Chris-

tian and spiritual virtues, faith, justice,

temperance, charity, meekness, clem-

ency and humility : of worldly virtues

and qualities, it denotes, nobility, riches,

generosity, splendor, love, chivalry,

purity, clearness, constancy, solidity,

gravity, joy, prosperity, and long life:

of precious stones, it represents the

carbuncle, and, according to some, the

topaz : of the planets, the sun : of the

elements, the fire : of the human consti-

tutions, the sanguine: of the days of

the week, Sunday: of the months of the

year, July and August : of the trees, the

cypress and some say, the laurel : of

flowers, the Heliotropium : of fowls, the

cock and the bird of Paradise : of beasts,

the lion: and, of fishes, the dolphin.

Gold is cordial, helps digestion, comforts

the stomach, cherishes the heart, and

expels all humors, especially melancholy.

In short, gold may be said* to have

more power than an}' other thing ; and

to surpass all simples*)" in virtue, and be

above all minerals, exceeding all the arts

of magic, as being able to shake the

loyalty, or fidelity of those, who have

been truly thought virtuous. Those

who bear Or in their arms are most

* All this is through its purchasing use.—C. J. L.

| Medicinal herbs.

obliged to defend their prince's honor,

dominions and pretensions, and so to

fight for them and their country to the

last drop of their blood, which often

gives a glorious color to their aims that

will last as long as the world."

We find in Spelman's Aspilogia, that

the most ancient shields of the Greeks

were adorned with gold ; and that, for

the gold they used, Alexander the

Great's soldiers were called Chrysoas-

pides. The Romans set up a gold shield

for Claudius Augustus, because he re-

moved the most valiant nation of the

Goths from the frontiers of the empire.

To what has been said, above, of the

signification of this metal in composi-

tion with colors, Leigh adds, that, with

Purpure, it denotes a friend to his

enemy ; with Tenne, patient in trouble
;

with Sanguine, trusteth and soon de-

ceived. Much more is said by this same
author in commendation of this metal

;

but as he is apt to be ever redundant in

words we shall dwell no longer on him.

J

We add from Samuel Kent's " Banner

displayed : or Guillim Abridged,"

—

which, however, is really an independent

work and hardly leans upon Guillim

for more than the compulsory heraldic

precedents—Caption : Yellow—" This

colour, * * * * * is said to sig-

nify wisdom, riches, magnanimity, joy-

fulness and elation of mind."

ARGENT,—
IN the productions of herald-engrav-

ers, is expressed by an untouched

white surface ; and in Tricking is marked

A. The shield

here given will

be recognized as

that of a woman ;

and a number of

ladies' escutch-

eons are intro-

duced in this di-

vision to exem-

plify the method

* So far James Ooates in his " New Dictionary of Her-

aldry." [Author's u.une not in title-page. ] 1 vol. smal
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of expressing the different tinctures in

engraving, because they are better adap-

ted to that purpose than to the proper

display of armorial figures to the un-

initiated. They must, therefore, appear

now, or not for an indefinite period.

ARGENT -.—Silver, French and Por-

tuguese, Argent, Spanish, Argento, Ital-

ian, Argento, is from the Latin, Argenteus,

representing the metal and not albus or

candidus, which only refer to the color

ivhile. However, in heraldry, white al-

most invariably represents this tincture

in painting—as it always does in engrav-

ing—because silver being apt to tar-

nish, the proper effect and beauty of

scientifically and artistically colored

arms would be lost in a very short time,

if silver leaf, or silver shell, were used.

"White," says Guillim, "is a color

'that consists of very much light, as

' described by Scribonius, Albedo est

' color simplex in corpore tenuiore multa

' luminositate constans, to which black

'is contrary. As colors may be resem-

' bled to things of greatest nobility, or

' reputation, so is their worthiness ac-

' counted of accordingly. The color

' white is resembled to the light, and the

' dignity thereof reckoned more worthy
' than the black, by how much the light

' and the day is of more esteem than
' darkness and the night, whereunto
' black is likened. Furthermore white

is accounted more worthy than black,

' in respect of the more worthy use

'thereof; for men in ancient times

' were accustomed to note things well

' and laudably performed, and esteemed
' worthy to be kept in memory, with
' white ; and contrariwise, whatsoever
' was holden reproachful, or dishonorable,

' with black. In composition of arms

'it is accounted worthy of blame to

8vo., octavo, pp. XIV. 3.52—7 folding Copperplates, 194

well-engraved illustrations. Printed for Jer. Batley,

at the Dove, in Pater-Noster Row, London, 1725. An ex.

ceedingly valuable repository of heraldic information.

Freely used in this article because it is rarely to be met.

C. J. L.

" blazon this otherwise than Argent ; but

"in doubling of mantles it is not so

" taken ; for therein it is not under-

stood to be a metal, but the skin or fur of

" a little beast. This fur was heretofore

" much used of the ancient matrons
" in London. The Spaniards call this

"field campo de plata, a silver field."

According to Colombiere, " White

signifies of virtues and spiritual quali-

ties, humility, purity, innocence, felicity,

temperance and truth ; of worthy good

qualities, beauty and gentleness ; of the

planets, the moon ; of the four elements,

the water ; of human constitutions, the

phlegmatic ; of precious stones, the

pearl and the crystal ; of trees, the

palm ; of flowers, the lily, or flower-de-

luce ; of beasts, the ermine, which is all

white, without any spot ; of the parts

of man, the brain ; and of his ages, the

old."

Argent also signifies, chastity in a

woman ; virginity in a maid
;
justice in

judges; and humility in the rich. Coates

says, he has read, " in a Spanish author,

that those who have Argent in their

arms are obliged to relieve maidens and

orphans. The only person we ever read

of that bore a field Argent, without any

charge, is one of the redoubtable wor-

thies of King Arthur's Round Table,

surnamed the Good Undaunted Knight.

But as we know little of those knights,

we shall not urge this instance, nor any

other thing that may seem romantic, as

most of those stories of the Round
Table are supposed to be." Sylvanus

Morgan says :
" Argent, or White, with

Bed, signifies bold in all honesty ; with

Blue, courteous and discreet ; with

Black, wholly studious to the contempla-

tion of Divine things, yielding up all

pleasure ; with Green, virtuous in youth

to the continuance thereof ; with Burple,

judicature with magistracy by the favor

of the people."

Kent tells us, that, after Leigh,

" White signifies chastity, virginity, a

clear conscience, and charity."
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GULES,—

RED, — in armorial coloring al-

ways understood to be vermilion,

in Latin, ruber; in Spanish, roxo ; in

German, roth

;

French, rouge

;

Italian, rosso—
is presented by

armorial engrav-

ers in perpen-

dicular lines, for

the whole, or any

portion of a

shield, or charge, so colored ; and is

given in Tricking by the letter G.

According to Coates, Scribonius de-

fines this tincture, Rubedo est color

equali simul Albedinis et Nigredinis

combinatione constavis, consisting of an

equal mixture of white and black. It

represents fire, which is the chiefest,

lightsomest, and clearest of the elements.

MacKenzy supposes the name Gules to

be derived from the Hebrew word,

Oulude, a piece of red cloth ; or from

the Arabic word, Gate, a red rose, as

Menestrier observes.

Sylvanus Morgan says, it denotes the

power of the ALMIGHTY; and, in

moral virtues, it signifies, prowess,

boldness, and hardiness ; with Oold, a

desire to conquer ; with Argent, aveng-

ing the innocent, and beating down the

envious.

The ancients used this color, to make
themselves terrible to their enemies,

and to stir up magnanimity. Both the

ancient Egyptians, and the ancient

Britons, esteemed this color above all

others.

Colombiere observes, that Martial

calls this color rutitus and ruffus in

these verses,

Roma magis fuscis, vestitur Gallia ruffis,

Et placet hie pueris, milit ibusque color,—

Where we see, that the Gauls were fond

of this color, and that it was then agree-

able to youth, and to soldiers. The
same author adds thus,—Some ancient

heralds have called this color warlike

vermilion, the color of blood and scai'-

let ; and the name of Gules has been

given it, as Feron says, " Because all

beasts, when they devour their prey,

have their throats—in French called

Gueules—bloody and full of red."

Of spiritual virtues, Gules denotes

Justice, Charity, and an Ardent Love of

GOD, and our neighbor ; of worldly

virtues, Valor, Fury, Nobility, Hardiness,

and Magnanimity ; of vices, Cruelty,

Choler, Murder, and Slaughter ; of the

planets, Mars ; of human constitutions,

the Choleric ; of precious stones, the

Ruby; of metals, Copper; of trees, the

Cedar ; of flowers, the Peony,* the Clove

Gilliflower, and the Pink ; of birds, the

Pelican ; of the days of the week,

Tuesday
; of the months of the year,

March and July ; of the. ages of men,

the Manly.

Those who bear Gules are obliged to

relieve such as are oppressed by in-

justice, or, as a consequence, to Avert

Wrong if they can.

Spelman, in his Aspilogia, says this

color was honored by the Romans, as it

had been before by the Trojans, for they

painted the bodies of the Gods, and those

of the Generals that triumphed, with

vermilion. The Roman soldiers under

the consuls wore red, and were, there-

fore, called russati. No Roman was

allowed to wear it, without the prince's

leave.

St. Isidorns writes of this color thus :

RUSSATA VESTIS, QUAM Gr^ECT PhOZNI-

CEAM V0CANT, N0S COCCINEAM, REPKRTA

EST A LACEDEMONIJS AD CELANDUM, COL-

oris similitudine sanguinem. The red

garment, which the Greeks call Phoeni-

cian and we scarlet, was first used by
the Lacedemonians, to prevent, by the

tint of the garment, the detection of

blood lost in battle.

Kent derives Gules possibly from the

Latin, Gula, the throat, whence came

the English word gills, for the throat

part of fishes, always red.

* Or Pioiiy.
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AZURE,—
BLUE, is expressed in armoristie en-

gravings by horizontal lines, drawn

regularly over every portion of a field,

or a figure, so col-

ored. In Trick-

ing it is marked

with the letter

B, in order to

distinguish it

from Argent,
which, being first

in order, has

therefore appropriated the letter A,

black, we may acid, taking the letter S,

for sable.

Azure, from the French azure, is in

Latin, Gyaneus, Cceruleus, and Asureus,

the latter being the real original of the

heraldic term. Garibay, in his Discourse

of Arms, says, the Spaniards call it

Azul and Blau. The Italians have Az-

zurro, Azzurrino, and Turchino ; .
and

the Germans, Blau.

"Blue," saj-s Guillim, "is a color, which

consisteth of much red, and of little

white, and doth represent the color of

the sky in a clear, sunshiny day. Ce-

ruleus color a Ccelo dictus est, quod tan-

quam solers et diligens nescit otiari."

Colombiere' has these words of it,

" The Azure, hy some called the Saphir,

and sky color, and by others Turquine,

is what we commonly call Blue, and

which we prefer in France before all

other colors, because it is the field of the

arms of our kings, and for its represent-

ing the sky, or heavens, which is the

highest of all things created, the tribunal

of GOD, and the everlasting mansion

cf the blessed."

This color signifies Justice, Humility,

Chastity, Loyalty, and Eternal Felicity
;

of worldly virtues, Praise, Beauty, Meek-

ness, Nobility, Victory, Perseverance,

Riches, Vigilance, and Recreation ; of

the planets, Venus and Jupiter ; of the

daj-s of the week, Wednesday and Fri-

day ; of the months of the year, Septem-

ber ; of the elements, the Air ; of meta's,

Tin ; of precious stones, the Turkey
Stone [i. e., Turquoise]

; of trees, the

poplar
; of flowers, the violet : of four-

footed creatures, the chameleon ; of

fowls, the peacock
; of human constitu-

tions, the sanguine ; and of the ages,

youth.

The ancient Heralds say, those who
bear this color in their arms are obliged

to assist and protect the faithful servants

of princes, who are deprived of their

wages.

Samuel Kent says, Blue, is the color

of the heavenly canopy, representing the

planet Jupiter, and the beautiful Sa-

phire [sapphire]. It is called Azure by

a corruption of the word Lazulus, of

Lapis Lazulus, [Lapis Lazuli,] a certain

sort of blue stone. It shows the bearer

to be of a Godly Disposition of Perpetual

Renown.

Coates thinks Azure must certainly

be derived from the Italian, Azurro,

or the Spanish Azul [ I and r being com-

mutable]
; but the Latin, Asureus, as

given above, definitely settles the case.

SABLE,—

BLACK, expressed in engraved bla-

zonry by perpendicular and hori-

zontal lines crossing each other, and in

Tricking, by the

letter S,—is from

the French word,

of the same her-

aldic import,
Sable, which,

however, in

France, ordina-

rily means sand

or gravel ; thus agreeing with the Latin,

Sabulum, coarse sand or gravel ; whence

Guillim supposes it to be derived, in

respect of the heavy and earthy sub-

stance, wherein darkness abounds above

all others.

MacKenzy, with much more reason,

in the opinion of Coates, believes Sable

to be so named, because the best sable

furs are black.

Some there are who will not allow
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black to be a color, but that we shall not

enter upon, all heralds calling it a color
;

and using it as such ; and, as such, it is

much inferior in dignity to white, as rep-

resenting darkness, as the other does

light ; and, consequently, is the emblem

of horror and melanchoty ; and, there-

fore, mourning is black, as indicating a

disconsolate and heavy mind.

However, Sylvanus Morgan says, " It

is the first of antiquity;" and he is cor-

rect, forasmuch as dark was before the

light ; and yet the latter is of greater

dignity.

It is accounted simple, because it

needs no other color to make it absolute,

and communicate itself to all other

colors.

Coates thinks the cross-hatching for

Sable, in engraved armories, is natural,

as expressing blackness or darkness. In

Latin, it is called ater or niger.

Colombiere tells us that the ancient

heralds gave black the name of sable

because it comes from the earth, being

the first color in nature, and the last in

art ; as also, because there is a sort of

sand called, in French, sable, which

scours and cleans arm*.

Of the virtues and qualities of the soul,

it denotes Grief, Simplicity, Wisdom,

Prudence, and Honesty ; of the planets,

Saturn ; of the four elements, the earth
;

of human constitutions, the melancholy
;

of metals, lead and iron ; of precious

stones, the diamond ; of trees, the olive
;

of birds, the crow or the raven ;
and of

the ages of men, the last, which inclines

to dotage.

Those who bear sable in their arms,

are obliged to relieve widows, orphans,

churchmen, and the learned, that are

under oppression.

Leigh, in his Accidence of Armory,

will have it that Sable, of itself, signUL j

Constancy, Divine Doctrine, and Heavi-

ness for Loss of Friends ; with Or, honor

with long life ; with Argent, fame ; with

Gules, to be feared of his enemies ;
with

Azure, studious to appease strife ;
with

Vert, after great sorrow, much joy ;
with

Purpure, religious to the death ; with

Tenne, unquietness hindereth his desire;

with Sanguine, prosperous. He adds

that when the field is Or, and the thing

which is charged upon the field is Sable,

that coat is most rich,* because when
the diamond is set in gold, the metal

honoreth the stone, and the stone the

metal ; whereas, if it were set in silver,

the stone would honor the metal, and

the metal would abase the stone ; and

so that color is most rich when it is set

in the richest field. When the field is

Argent, and the charge on it is Sable,

that is the fairest, because they set off

one another, as light and darkness, and

are farthest seen.

According to Upton^ sable, or black,

is the privation of white in perspicuity,

as bitter is the privation of sweetness in

moisture ; and blackness is produced by

little and obscure light. He adds : That

though black be the second principal

color, yet, in bearing of arms, the field

sable is not very commendable ;
but the

field white, with black spots, which is

ermine, he highly applauds, whereas, on

the contrary, he wholly disapproves of

ermines, which is the field black and the

spots white.

Coates cites Colombiere to the effect

that, " Though it be rare to find any that,

by way of arms, have no charge upon the

field, yet the Counts or Earls of Gour-

nay formerly bore only the field sable,

without any charge upon it." The arms

are right, but the name is misprinted

;

it should be, as per Tallemont above, the

Counts of Tournay.

Kent says :
" Black, though the an-

cientest of all colors, (for darkness was

before light, and without light all is black,)

yet, as it is the color of mourning, pos-

sesses the fifth place. Saturn is the

* The Arms of William Shakespeare are: " Or, upon

a hend Sable, a tilting-spear of the first, headed Argent.

Crest: A falcon, with wings displayed and addorsed,

Argent, holding in his dexter talon a tilting-spear, in

pale, Or, pointed of theirs*," [or, as Clai'pncieux Cooke

lias it, "steeled sylver."] Motto, " Non sanz droict," in

m idem French, "Non sans droit," i. e., " Jfot without

right."
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planet to which it is compared ;
the stone

is the diamond. It is termed sable from

the Latin sabulum, which signifieth gross

sand, or gravel. It signifies to the

bearer Constancy, Divine Doctrine, and

Loss of Friends."

VERT,—
GREEX, typified in the engraved

blazonry by oblique lines, all over

any escutcheon

or any bearing,

parallel to a line

drawn from the

dexter chief

point to the sin-

ister base point,

and shown in

Tricking by the

letter V,—is the common French word

for green, and has that sense with the

English heralds ; but the French heralds

themselves— it being thought necessary,

in science and art, to get a little apart

from the common speech of mankind

—

employ technically the word sinople for

green. In Latin it is called viridis

color; in Spanish, verde ; in Italian,

verde ; and in German, grun, which con-

veys both the natural and the heraldic

meaning.

Of this color Guillim speaks thus :

" Green consisteth of more black and of

less red, as appeareth by the definition,

Viridis est color nigredine copiosiore et

rubedine minore, contemperatus. The

French heraldic term, Sinople, is from

the name of a town in the Levant, where

the best materials for dyeing green are

found."

Colombiere says :
" Synople is so

called from the Latin word synopis,

which is a sort of clay or mineral, found

in the Levant, very proper for dj'eing

green."

Green, among Christian virtues, de-

notes Charity and Hope ; and among
the worldly, Honor, Courtesy, Civility,

Love, Joy, and Plenty. Of the planets,

Mercury ;
of the elements, the earth ; of

men's constitutions, the phlegmatic
; of

precious stones, the emeraud [emerald]
;

of the days of the week, Wednesday ; of

the months of the year, April and May
;

of metals, mercury or quicksilver ; of

trees, the laurel ; of flowers, the Ever-

lasting ; of birds, the parrot ; and of the

ages of men, youth.

Those who bear this color in their

arms are obliged to support peasants and

laborers, and particularly the poor that

are oppressed.

With gold, according to Sylvanus

Morgan, it denotes Pleasure and Joy;

with silver, Innocent Love, and a Sure

Tenant.

Kent says :
" Green, a most beautiful

color, and very pleasant to the sight,

comes next, being resembled to the

gladsome planet, Venus, and to the glit-

tering smaragd or emerald. In blazon

we call it vert, from the French verd,

[same as vert,'] which is derived of the

Latin viridus, signifying green. It shows

in the bearer Joyful Love, Bountiful

Mirth and Gladness, with Continuance."

P 1

PURPUEE,-
iTJRPLE,—expressed by heraldic

engravers with diagonal lines,

drawn from the sinister chief point to

the dexter base ;
and

marked, in Tricking,

by the letter P,

—

from the French,/
pou rp r e, and that,

again from the Latin,

wherein this tincture

is titled, Purpureus

Color. It is, in

Spanish, purpura and morado, in Italian,

porporino and pavonazzo, and in Ger-

man, purpur.

Guillim saj^s :
" Purpure is a color,

that consisteth of much red, and a small

quantity of black, and is thus described,

Purpureus Color est, quia multa rube-

dine, etpauciore nigredine commiscetur:"

Chassaneus, having spoken of the six

colors, white, black, red, yellow, green

and blue, remarks, "That, of them all,

being compounded and mixed together,
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according to proportion, this purple

color is raised. It has its denomination

of a certain shell-fish, called in Latin,

purpura, which was formerly chiefly

found near the famous city of Tyre, in

Phoenicia. From this fish the Tyrians

drew a liquor, with which they dyed

purple, and therefore this was called

Tyrius color. This was in those days

when they knew no other way of dyeing

this color ; and therefore, it was exces-

sive dear, and only fit for the greatest

persons. Afterwards, the scarlet berries

were found upon the scarlet oak, which

exceeded the beauty of the former color
;

and since then the West India cockinille

has put down both."

The French admit Purpure to be a

color in Heraldry, although Favin and

some others, of that nation, take it for

tarnished silver, which appears purple

to the eye

—

Coates.

Sir George Mackenzy observes, that

this color has been particularly privi-

leged, he having seen it used, both as a

metal, and as a color, which he conjec-

tures, in one place, is because it is a

royal color. But, " I rather believe, "

says Guillim, " that in such coats it

may be silver tarnished, and so in time

taken for purpure;" and this Mackenzy
himself, in another place, seems rather

inclined to receive.

Notwithstanding the opinions of these

famous men, it seems very improbable

that purpure should be only tarnished

silver, because, if the field had been orig-

inally silver, the change on it must, of

necessity, have been of some color, and

not a metal, as being false heraldry.

Besides that, silver upon silver could

never have appeared ; and yet many in-

stances might be brought of purple

fields with the beai'ings of metal. But

one—which I find in Sylvanus Morgan,

p. 20,—may serve for all ; and that is

" Purpure, three bezants," the, arms of

the family of Pace. Now bezants are

well known to be always gold, "so that

they could not be charged upon silver
;

and hence I think it follows, that pur-

pure, or purple, must be a color and not

tarnished silver.

—

James Coates.

Garibay, in his Treatise of Arms, does

not allow of Purple in heraldry ; nor,

indeed, of any colors, besides Gules,

Azure, Vert and Sable, but it is plain

that he was not very knowing in this

science of heraldry
; besides that, per-

haps in Spain the purple might not be

admitted, though it was in other

countries.

Spelman, in his Aspilocjia, allows Pur-

ple the preference, before all the other

colors, as having been an ensign of roy-

alty for many ages
;
yet, he says, it seems

to be excluded by ancient heralds as

being an imperfect color. It is indeed

an uncommon color, yet there are to be

found sufficient examples of the use of

it
;
and, therefore, as both French and

English heralds have given it a place

among the tinctures, it seems unreason-

able to attempt its exclusion.

—

Coates.

Kent observes, " Purple is a princely

color, yet appropriated to the planet

Mercury, that is, by the poets, said to be

servitor to the rest. Its stone is the

Amethyst. We term it, in blazon,

Purpure, which is derived of the Latin,

purpura, the name of a sort of shell-

fish, of whose blood this color was first

made. It showsjurisdiction andjustice."

T E N N E ,

—

k
RANGE,—expressed by engraver-

armorists in perpendicular lines,

crossed by diagonal ones from the dex-

ter chief point to

the sinister base

;

is also given, by

some authors, as I

vertical lines,

crossed by oblique
\

ones from the sinis-

ter chief point to

the dexter base ; al-

though there can be no uncertainty or

ambiguity here, because this is the only

tincture represented by perpendicular

lines crossed by oblique ones, no matter

from which side ; and is denoted, in Trick-
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ing, hy the letter T. It is the same color

which we commonly call tawny. As

tawny, its common adjectives in Spanish

are curtido and moreno, the first referable

to leather, weather-beaten, and the last

swarthy. As orange, the Spaniards

would call it color de naranja. In

French it is tanne, tan-colored, and

orange; and in animals fauve. The

Italians make tawny, bruno, abbronzato,

and fulvo ; and orange, color oVarancia.

In German, orange-color is pomeranzen-

farbe; and tawny, lohfarben, braungelb,

and schivarzgelb, the word lok, lohe,

being tanning-bark, and the word gelb,

yellow. It will be seen that our own

word fulvous, Latin fulvus, is included

in these linguistic variations. It is per-

ceptible that in none of these languages

are orange and tawny exact synonymes,

as they seem to have been taken by the

heralds, orange being bright, and tawny

dull, of the same general combinations

of colors.

Concerning tenne, Leigh says :
" It is

a color of worship, and of some heralds

called brusk, most commonly borne by

French gentlemen, but very few do bear

it in England." "It is," adds he, "the

surest color, that is, of so bright a hue,

being compounded, for it is made of two

bright colors, red and yellow."

Guillim says, " This color is used by

the French;" and the French heralds

observe, " That the English use it."

JMacKenzy thinks Mr. Guillim is in the

wrong, and the French in the right

;

"for," says he, "the French use it not,

but the English do."

Leigh instances two ancient English

families that have long borne tawiry in

their arms, namely : Hounzaker and

Finers ; but their blazons do not seem

to have come down to us.

George Field, in his "Grammar of

Coloring," makes " the engaved lines for

tenne run as most heralds give them for

sanguine, namely, crossed in saltire,

and vice versa; but this is undoubtedly

a mistake, arising probably from Coates

having, firstly : either omitted the engrav-

ing of sanguine altogether, or carelessly

described the lines for tenne, in lieu of

those for sanguine, by " it is expressed

in engraving," &c, just after instancing

the houses of the Eounzakers and the

Finers as containing tenne; and, sec-

ondly: describing tenne by "lines diag-

onal from the sinister chief and trans-

verse. " Coates' figures are, for sanguine,

diagonal lines, conforming to the direc-

tion of both limbs of a St. Andrew's

cross
;
for tenne, horizontal lines, crossed

by others from the sinister chief to the

dexter base. This last gives a third

variation of lines for tenne ; but, allow-

ing sanguine to be definitely fixed, can

cause no confusion, for in each of the

three the lines cross at an oblique angle,

and neither of the variations at all re-

sembles the lines appropriated to any

other tincture.

Coates tells us, " That this color is

little or not at all used by the French,

* * * sufficiently appears by its not

being so much as named by Colombiere

and others of France ; nor do I find that,

among the English, Sylvanus Morgan
takes any notice of it. Spelman, in his

Aspilogia, will scarce allow of this color,

though, as he there observes, called wor-

shipful by Leigh, yet just below he

places it among the colors, assigns to it

in heaven the Dragon's Head, and among
precious stones the hyacinth. In Latin

he calls it amaranticus. I find it not

anywhere used in Spanish."

Kent says, some heralds term Tawny,

Bruske, but the proper name is Tenne,

deduced from the French, Tanne, or the

Italian Tanetto, a chestnut color, to

which it is not unlike. It is not com-

pared to a planet, the seven being

taken up already, but to the Drag-

on's Head, a star, which partakes of the

nature of a planet, and, among stones,

to the Jacinth. This being one of the

stainand fstainant, staining, for abas-

ing] colors, cau have no very good inter-

pretation set on it. Leigh saith, it sig-

nifies vain-glory. It is also written Ten-

ney, the true English sound.
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SANGUINE,—

MURREY,—by armorial engravers

depicted by two sets of diagonal

lines, one set from the dexter chief point

to the sinister

base, and the

other from the

sinister chief to

the dexter base

point ; and in

Tricking by the

letter M,—vari-

ously explained

" dark red" and

" blood red ;" and which, in the absence

of any absolute description by the au-

thorities, we surmise to have been, either

crimson-lake, or carmine, or at least a

red inclining towards purple. It was in

heraldic Latin called color sanguineus.

The Spanish heralds did not use it. In

French, Murrey is defined by Rouge

fonce, dark or deep red ; in German, by

dunkel Braun, dark brown, and dunkel

Roth, dark red ; and in Italian by di

color rosso oscuro, of a dusky or dark

red color.

Leigh says :
" Sanguine is a princely

color, being, indeed, of the colors apper-

taining, in ancient time, to the Prince of

Wales. It is a color of great esteem

and very stately, and used in some robes

of the knights of Bath."

Some heralds will not allow Sanguine

and Tenney to be used in heraldry ; but

it is certain they have been used.

I do not find, that Colombiere takes

any notice of this color, whence I con-

clude it is little, or not at all used by

the French or Spanish heralds. Syl-

vanus Morgan does not speak of it ; nor

does Spelman allow of it, although he

says, it represents in heaven, the Drag-

on's Tail ; and, among precious stones,

the sardonyx.

—

Coates.

Kent remarks :
" Murrey, but in bla-

zon sanguine, i. e., Blood red, is the

other stainand [staining] color and the

last we have to treat of. The significa-

tion of it in arms is, That the Bearer

was not over hasty to Battle, yet over-

came."

D. B. Hay, in his excellent " Nomen-
clature of Colors," [12mo. p. 72, with

240 contrasted colors, tints and hues,

Edinburgh and London, W. Blackwood

& Son, 1845,] treats succinctly of this

Heraldic lore, saying that it originally

only acknowledged white, black, and the

three primaries, red, yellow, and blue

;

that green was added in the reign of

Richard II. and purple about the mid-

dle of the sixteenth century ; and gives

the armorial nomenclature, as already

explained in detail, as " all but uniform

all over Europe." Following Nisbet,

he derives Gules from the Latin gula,

the throat, or the Arabian word gules,

meaning a red nose. This latter, rather

compotatorial derivation is, not unlikely,

an old-time printer's devil's substitute

for a red rose ; at any rate, good proof-

readino- would have caught the Oulistan

or Rose Garden of the Persian poet

Saadi. Hay adds, " at a more recent

period, other two colors were intro-

duced, called tenney and sanguine.

These correspond to orange and russet,

the latter being described as a duskish

red." Say rather to orange and crim-

son. True russet is only a warm brown,

often exhibited perfectly by oiled or

varnished walnut wood ; and the bright-

est russet we know, Indian red, is a

very poor blood color. Hay proceeds,

" The use of these two colors [Tenney

and Sanguine] has been almost exclu-

sively confined to the Germans and the

Dutch."

Where shall these two poor colors

rest ?

Note.—In addition to the Simple Tinctures, as above, thare are the Heraldic Furs and the Compo-
site Tinctures, along with those formed in the lines of the Ordinaries, such as Barry, Paly, Bendy,

Pily, Gyronny, etc., and that allied class formed by the French method of tierciny—all of which will be

considered in their due order. First, the Furs ; and the others, as they can most readily and surely be

mastered by the reader ; regular progression and clearness being an object in our course.—C. J. L.
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STATUARY ON BUILDINGS.
"ATTOTHING gives such life and effect

-L^l to an architectural elevation as

well-designed and judiciously located

statuary. It is only now that this

most desirable addition appears to be

obtaining amongst our professional

brethren ; and that but cautiously, as

though it were an innovation on

the dullness of hitherto accepted man-

nerism.

Mr. Thomas, of New York city, has,

in his Park Bank design, pioneered the

way for other architects to follow ; and,

whatever critics may say, as to the num-

ber and size of the figures, in proportion

to the size of the building itself, or its

detail, we cannot but feel grateful to

Mr. Thomas, for the lead he has taken

in so very desirable a field, as that of

the application of statuary to exterior

architecture ; and we hope to see that

lead judiciously followed in our new
public buildings, all of which are sus-

ceptible of such decorations ; some more,

some less. Theatres, museums, and, in

fact, all places of public entertainment

are legitimate locations for suggestive

statuary, almost to profuseness. But,

on the other hand, there are public

buildings which will not admit of more

than one figure. Such, for instance,

are court-houses, post-offices, &c, where

Justice, Mercury, or some appropriate

deity may preside alone.

This introduction of statuary cannot

fail of benefiting that splendid sister

art, which it should be the desire of

every architect, possessed of the genu-

ine spirit, to foster and encourage. The
genius of our countrymen in this has

been but little favored hitherto. Yet

the small band of devoted artists have

made themselves individually eminent,

by their too few works ; and the names
of Powers, Crawford, Hosmer, Wol-
cott, and others, do honor to sculpture,

and evidence the necessity for a liberal

patronage of that art.

There is something very pleasing in

the appearance of a well-proportioned

statue crowning the pediment of a

stately building ; and if, where windows

are uncalled for, in a front, yet niches

are desirable, to fill up a composition,

what so appropriate as to supply those

niches with graceful statuary 1

At present, the works of our artists

are confined chiefly to parks and pleasure

grounds ;
but a nobler sphere should be

theirs ; and that is the one to which we
just alluded: for Sculpture is the favor-

ite daughter of Architecture
; and, as

such, is entitled to pre-eminent distinc-

tion in her train.

FORMATION OF ALPHABETS:—
THE ROMAN AND THE GOTHIC.

THE Roman, or White Letter, differs from
the Old English, or Black Letter, and

German Text,—both the latter generically

Gothic—in the broad-nibbed pen, with which

all were originally formed, being brought

down at a right angle with the line of read-

ing, for the heavy strokes or " shades" of the

letters. The pen-nib—in profile running down
to a sharp corner underneath—being always

steadily kept at the same invariable angle

—

no matter what its movements, or curves, to

form the letters—gave the "lights," or hair-

strokes, and all the transition sweeps of the

particular letter, without furth -r care. In

Gothic letters, the same broad-nibbed pen
afforded all, except the mere fancy flourishes,

by being simply kept always at an angle of
45 degrees with the reading-line. If the
reader will take two fine iead pencils—say
Faber No. 3, or some corresponding grade
of other make—of the same length when
sharpened, tie them securely together, at

both ends and in the middle, so that they are
parallel and cannot waver; and then employ
either of the above methods of holding,

according to the style needed, he will proba-
bly be surprised to find himself forming, with
a single sweep, capitals nearly as well shaped
as those of the printer or the sign-painter.

He will learn, also, the origin of certain
apparently unaccountable outsets or ex-
crescences, in Latin letters of the olden time.

C. J. L.
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LANDSCAPE, DECORATIVE, AND ECONOMIC GAEDENING.

No. 1.

IN submitting to the pages of the

" Architectural Review " a series of

papers on the above-named subjects, I

would desire to preface them with the

remark, that the term gardening is here

used in its widest and most comprehen-

sive sense; not merely as an art either

of strict or restrictive utility, as exem-

plified in the cultivation of fruits, vege-

tables and flowers ; but, while all this

is included, it also implies eveiy thing

relating to the location of rural resi-

dences and their domestic auxiliary

structures ; the decoration of grounds

for the purpose of beautifying and en-

riching the surroundings of homesteads

and public buildings; together with all

that may be necessary in the artistic

arrangement of arborescent growth, so

as to produce the most distinct, striking

and varied beauties of which the scenery

is susceptible.

" Gardening," Bacon remarks, " is the

"purest of human pleasures; it is the

" greatest refreshment to the spirits of

" man, without which buildings and
" palaces are but gross handiworks ; and

"we shall ever see, that, when ages

" grow to civility and elegancy, men
" come to build stately, sooner than to

" garden finely ; as if gardening were

"the greater perfection."

In comparing the relative progress of

architecture and gardening, at the

present time, it must be admitted, that

the " Sage of Verulam" has spoken in a

prophetic manner.

We are not, however, prepared to in-

sist upon the claims he has made for

srardenina: over that of architecture, as

being the "greater perfection." Man,

emerging from a rude to a civilized con-

dition, will naturally endeavor to secure

comfort and convenience, before he con-

sults either elegance or ornamentation.

The cave in the rock is superseded by

some species of external structure,

although it may be as rude as the huts

of the ancient Romans, whose walls

were formed of mud and roofed with the

bark of trees. The external surround-

ings of such buildings may not even

reach to the extent that Walpole allows

for the gardening of the ancients, "a
slip of ground sufficient for a cabbage-

plant and a gooseberry bush." Utilit}-

always precedes the merely ornamental,

therefore, architecture and gardening

stand, in some measure, in the same

relation to each other, as that presented

by comfort and luxury; and take prece-

dence according^.

History proves, that a taste for gar-

dening has kept pace with the progress

of civilization, and always exercised a

powerful influence upon the passions

and feelings of mankind. Much of the

decorative beauty of architecture has

been derived from the study of the

graceful lines and compositions of the

vegetable kino-dom. It has been re-

marked, that the principal enrichments

of the Gothic are derived from the bud

or germ, the Grecian from the leaf, and

the Indian from the blossom. We are

told that Hiram ornamented with lilies

and pomegranates the celebrated pillars

that he wrought for Solomon. The em-

bellishments of Indian buildings are

modelled from the flower of the lotus
;

and columns were suggested by the

towering trunks of the palm trees. The

beautiful enrichment of the Corinthian

capital is said to have been suggested

by a basket covered with a tile, that

happened to be placed over a root of

the acanthus. The stalks and foliage

had spread around the sides of the bas-

ket, the points and leaves being refiexed

by the tile. The elegance and novelty
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produced by this chance arrangement,

so delighted the celebrated architect,

Callimachns, that he adopted the form,

as a capital to his pillars.

Gardens are of the most remote an-

tiquity. Our first parents were placed

in a garden ; and the writings of the

oldest historians and poets contain

various traditions and descriptions,

relative to the extraordinary beauty of

gardens. Cyrus, the j'ounger, was cele-

brated for his pleasure-grounds at Lydia,

two thousand years before the Christian

era ; and they were reckoned at that

day amongst the wonders of the world.

The hanging-gardens of Babvlon seem

to have been a grand combination of

wealth and skill. The gardens of Jeru-

salem have been elaborate^' described.

King Solomon's contained the hyssop

"which springeth out of the wall,"

odoriferous and showy flowers, as the

rose, and the lily of the valley, the cala-

mus, camphor, spikenard, saffron and

cinnamon ; timber trees, as the cedar,

the pine and the fir.
' Solomon says

:

" I made me gardens and paradises

;

and I planted in them all kinds of frui'

trees. I made me pools of water, i

water with them the groves flourishing

with trees."

The Greeks copied their gardening,

as they did their architecture, from the

Persians. Epicurus delighted in the

pleasures of the garden ; and made

choice of one as a spot for teaching his

philosophy. Plutarch informs us, that

Cimon, the Athenian general, planted

the Academus or public garden at

Athens ; conveyed streams of water to

it ; and laid it out in shady groves,

planted with the olive, the plane and

the elm ; and provided it with gymnasia,

or places for exercise and philosophic

walks. At the entrance was the first

altar dedicated to Love.

The Romans, also, paid great atten-

tion to the embellishment of their

grounds. Lucullus had sumptuous

villas in many parts of Italy, so that

by changing from one to the other,

which he boasted of doing " with storks

and cranes," lie enjoyed an agreeable

climate every month in the year. Cicero

expatiates upon the beauty of the groves

he had formed at his Arpinum villa ; on

the streams that passed through them
;

and of the absence of all appearance of

art and of all false ornament. Sallust,

after making his fortune in the Govern-

ment of Numidia, laid out an extensive

garden at Rome, highly ornamented

with sculpture, parterres of flowers, and

murmuring streams, which was, for a

long period, the pride of the city.

The villa Laurentina of Pliny, the

Consul, was, according to his letters, a

charming spot. He gives a glowing

description of the beauty of his woods,

his rich meadows covered with cattle,

the bay of Ostea, the scattered villas

upon its shore, the blue distance of the

mountains, his porticos and seats for

different views, and his favorite little

cabinet, with his couch where he reposed,

and from which he had one view of the

luxurious landscape at the head, another

at the foot, and a third at the back.

The progress of architecture among
the Romans was much greater than that

of gardening. Their authors only men-

tion gardens in a general manner ; and

approbation is bestowed on their fer-

tility and beauty, while their buildings

are described with elaborate minuteness

of detail. They appear to have directed

their attention, more particularly, to

every thing that bore the impression of

grandeur and magnificence ; and had a

great passion for erecting baths, cir-

cuses, colonades, statues, reservoirs and

other objects that were striking to the

eye. These produced an immediate im-

pression ; and did not require so much
time to mature, or so much patient

waiting for ultimate effect, as is the case

with beauties derived from the compara-

tively slow development of artificial

groves and plantations. Cicero refers

to the delight the Romans had in dis-

playing their wealth in the architecture

of their country villas, a delight which
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is not obliterated, even at the present

day.

That the Romans admired natural

scenery, with as much enthusiasm as

nations of more modern times, is mani-

fest from the writings of their poets and

historians. That they also considered

excellence in the culture of culinary

vegetables a great, or at least a praise-

worthy acquirement, is evident from the

fact that many of their family surnames

were derived from some fruit or vege-

table, in the culture of which they be-

came noted. Such are the Piso, the

Fabii, the Cicero, and the Lentuli. In

colonizing a country, they introduced

their knowledge of science and the arts

among its inhabitants ; and a degree of

wealth and prosperity followed in their

footsteps, such as the world has rarely

seen.

But history informs us, that with the

fall of the Republic the taste for country

life was extinguished. The abodes of

wealth and grandeur were ruthlessly

destroyed ; and the reign of barbarism

was triumphant. Pruning-hooks were

turned into swords ; and the earth was

cultivated only from dire necessity.

Architecture was encouraged, so far as

concerned the building of castles, forti-

fications and other warlike structures
;

and, under later ecclesiastical rule, the

erection of convents and churches ; and

those were considered countries of the

greatest eminence, that were the richest

in convents. Knowledge slept on the

shelves of the fathers. The feudal sys-

tem induced some activity in rural pur-

suits ; but gardening was only preserved

by the inhabitants of the convent and

monastery, who, for five centuries, were

almost the only class in Europe that

employed themselves in the culture of

fruits, vegetables, flowers and medicinal

plants. All honor, therefore, to the

memory of the monks, who, during the

dark ages, preserved and handed down

the designs and arts of architecture and

gardening.

Light again dawned upon the world,

with the art of printing, about the mid-

dle of the fifteenth century. The arts

of peace and commerce prevailed ; and

these blessings again revived the long-

dormant love of the fine arts, which

prosperity alone can foster. The re-

mains of ancient grandeur still further

increased the desire to attain former

magnificence ; and Italy, during a long

course of prosperity, set an example to

the world, as the first of nations in intel-

ligence and refinement. What political

and social changes lost her this pre-emi-

nence, it is not our purpose to inquire.

W. S.

Washington, D. C.

LETTERS:
IN THEIR PROPORTION AND SPACING.

Ordinary observers, perhaps, would not ascertain any difference between the- form and

arrangement of the characters comprising the words whereby we express onr thoughts,

whether displayed in the " Letter Press " of books, the L ttering of Signs, or the :
' Plates" of

Bank Notes and the National Currency. Yet these differences are very decided ; and that

which is a beauty in one case is a blemish in another. In printing, such letters as A, V, W,

and Y, on account of the obliquity of their members, are spaced wider than other letters, from

the necessarily square form of the types. In painting, the space between the adjoining oblique

limbs of A and V, would be just the same as that between the upright limbs of I and M, &c,

so that, in letters of exactly the same size in the same words, sign-painting is more condensed

laterally than printing. Note plates for the same sizes and styles condense more than either,

for the engravers not only use the sign-painter's spacing, but also run the minor limbs of

letters into one another, without division, especially in the heavy shading; and this always

with a good effect and often with a very happy oue.

C. J. L.
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MENSURATION OF SUPERFICIES.

Triangle Base X perpendicular.

2

" equilateral . . Square of any side X -433

Trapezoid 2 parallel sides X perpendicular distance between them.

2

Parallelogram .... Base X perpendicular.

Trapezium Diagonal X by ^ sum of perpendiculars.

Circle Diameter2 X -T854

" Circumference X radius.

2

Parabola § of base X altitude.

Ellipse . .... Transverse axis X conjugate axis X .1854

Cylinder Length X diameter X 3^.

Cone Diameter of Base X length of side X 1.5108

Sphere Diameter2 X 3.1416

The circumference of every circle is 3.1416 times its diameter, or 6.2832 times its

radius, or half diameter.

The circumference of an ellipse is that of a circle whose diameter is a mean
between the two axes of the ellipse.

MENSURATION OF SOLIDS.

CUBICAL CONTENTS.

Prism Area of base X height.

Cylinder Area of base X height.

Sphere Diameter3 X .5236

Cone Base2 X height X -2618

Paraboloid Diameter of base2 X height X .3927

To find the area of a triangle whose perpendicular is not known : Call the sides

A, B, and C, and half their sum call S ; then,

Area = \/S—a, S—b, S—c X S.

In land survej'ing or measuring, to find the area of a figure which is bounded bj'

lines of irregular curvature, as A, B, C, D, in the accompanying figure

:

The most convenient method is to

draw the longest possible line (A, C)

straight through the figure, and to divide

it into equal parts, by transverse lines,

as here ; then add together the lengths

of all these perpendiculars, or offsets,

divide the sum by the number of offsets,

and multiply by the whole length of the line A, C.
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PROGRESS OF ARCHITECTURE IN THE UNITED STATES.

THERE is no more conclusive testi-

mony of the state of civilization of

a people, than that to be found in their

Architecture.

The genius that flashes from Litera-

ture, or from Science, may be but the

reiterated proof, that God has, in all

ages, gifted individuals to dazzle their

fellow-mortals, as meteors are sent to

show that there is something still more

brilliant, than that which the mind has

been accustomed to view, even in the

starry heavens.

Still, these emanations of monarch

minds are but exceptional, at best, and

are not to be taken as a prominent fea-

ture in the character of a nation.

Not so with Architecture. We be-

hold in it the development of a people's

intellectuality—the design, it is true, of

one man—but, still elegancies collected

from the many ; and, as displayed, form-

ing an integral part of monumental

progress.

Should the Architect venture to erect

something that does not meet the public

taste—how soon, and how severely will

the effort be decried ! The poet may
produce poor verses, meagre in every

thing
;
yet the failure is not looked upon

in the same light, for his abortive issue

is still-born ; and lives not to draw down

the criticism of the future. A distortion

in Architecture is, on the contrary, a

monument of humiliation to stand up

in judgment against the era that tole-

rated—rather than the Architect, who

designed it.

.

How easily can we, in our day, dis-

criminate between the different eras of

civilization, through the vista of Ar-

chitectural Styles. As, for instance, in

the "dark ages," how palpable is the

absence of that refined arrangement,

which is born of a cultivated taste ; and

h<;w distinctly do the deep shadows of

its demerits individualize the dark pe-

riod to wiiich it belongs.

Architecture is the Acropolis of

Egyptian, Grecian and Roman great-

ness, without which traditional or writ-

ten testimony, alone, would fail to keep

their fame alive.

Were it not for the architectural re-

mains of Central America, would Mr.

Stevens ever have been able to discover,

and convince the wOrld, that a once

mighty and polished people lived and

flourished, where is now worse than

desolation ? The Aztec race have left

the solid assurance of their power in

the mighty specimens of the great Art

of Building, which they placed, in memo-

riam, to sentinel their past.

From all this we, in our day—anxiously

constructing a Republic which we fondly

hope will be the greatest that time has

ever yet known—should look well to

the purity of the great Art, which is,

perhaps, to chronicle our past magnifi-

cence, when other lands shall claim the

sunshine of prosperity in their turn.

The birth of Architecture among our-

selves may be said to be of recent date.

He is not an old man who can vividl}-

remember when what were classically

termed the Grecian and Roman styles

alone were the models by which our

Architects undeviatingly designed. And
one or two books were the sole monitors

to guide the youthful aspirant to the

honors of the " Square and Drawing

Pen."

In those days Mr. Lefever was the

leading spirit in "Modern Grecian."

And, indeed, there are many remains of

his peculiar genius to be found in our

dwellings, which may still draw forth

the award of approbation from the

greatest lover of novelty. That there

was grace in the ornamentation of many
of the works alluded to, is undisputable.
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But, that the Grecian architecture is at

all adapted to the demands of Domestic

Building, is very questionable. It had

to be tortured into a compliance with

the demands made upon it ; and hence,

in the hands of untutored, though, in

other respects, skilful mechanics, it is

not to be wondered at, that the classic

styles became so plastic, as to be twisted

into shapes and forms that were the old

worthies of Greece and Rome—who
prided themselves on conservative rule

—to rise from their graves, it is not to

be doubted, that they would, in the in-

tensity of their indignation, hasten back

to their dread abodes, as a welcome

refuge from the fearful sight. The

Greek and Roman st3'les held universal

swa}r in city, town and village. The

country was studded with " temples,"

from court-houses down to bird-boxes.

Every carpenter ploughed, tongued and

grooved the antique into cornices with

triglyphs, modules, consoles, and the

like, until it came like a gamut to him
;

and was more musical, the more he used

the scale. Outside barbarians, who
wanted stylish houses built for them-

selves, had to put up with this style or

that, or go without any, just as the Ar-

chitects (?) of those primitive days de-

cided. And, such was the Nubian dark-

ness in which the free and independent

citizens of this young Republic were

then groping out a living, that every

country carpenter styled himself par
excellence an " Architect," and

" bad his claim allow'd."

But the "schoolmaster" just then set

out to go " abroad," and, invoking to

his side A. J. Downing, a man pecu-

liarly adapted to the work of reform,

the unpretending but useful volume on
cottages and villas appeared, giving to

our country houses a more rural and
less fane-like style of architecture.

Every one may remember when those

high-roofed and ornamented gable

dwellings first came, as it were, like a

blessing en the land—and every one

may also remember how the " old folks"

squirmed at the innovation—and agreed

with the carpenter architects that they

were like "cocked hats."

Despite the shrugs and grimaces of

the conservatives, the reform went on.

Downing soon had a host of able fol-

lowers, who published illustrated vol-

umes, in monthly parts, which were

greedily bought up by the public, and

at once produced their effect, in the im-

petus given to true taste,. all over the

land.

The deserted followers of Greek and

Roman forms, seeing shrewdly where

their interests pointed, laid Benjamin

and Lefever. on the topmost shelf, and

owned that there was something in the

new "fangle." The progress of archi-

tectural taste became now very de-

cided ; and professional architects were

sought after and well patronized. The

stimulus had its due effect ; and the ap-

pearance of our buildings, private and

public, was decidedly improved. Street

architecture was no longer the same

monotonous repetition of stiff lines and

unbending rules. The several buildings

now put up assumed a variety, that

gave to our cities a very pleasing ap-

pearance, as the observer's eye was con-

tinually courted by a fresh charm.

Our architects, in the full strength of

their grown position, now borrowed

largely from Europe ; and, in conse-

quence, the Italian and Romanesque
styles began to be very general. The
former, however, being best adapted to

villas, was confined to the country,

whilst the latter made free with our

public buildings, such as railroad depots

and churches.

The Byzantine, at length, was intro-

duced. But this was rather too much
for the public stomach to bear , and the

lofty corbeled towers of brick had one
great effect, at least, namely, to make
those who were nervous still more so

:

and those whose nerves were strong, feel

a something uncomfortable, they didn't

know what, but it wasn't pleasure, at
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the Byzantine pinnacles towering above

them, apparently ready to topple down.

The Roman church was the great

patron of this style—one as devoid of

grace, stability, and all the other virtues

of architecture, as could be found. The

chief cause of the disgrace into which

the pre-doomed Byzantine fell, in this

country, was the venturous ignorance of

young and inexperienced architects rear-

ing those giddy towers on insecure

foundations ; and the consequent lapsing

of their work and their reputation into

one wild, worthless heap.

Doubtless some church society, that

has suffered, will bear me out in this

" settlement" of the style Byzantine.

The Norman, or Anglo-Norman,

rather, was likewise imported, per

books ; and soon showed its graceful

segment heads in our buildings, the

largest of which, the Smithsonian Insti-

tute, at Washington, though liable to

the severities of artistic criticism, is yet

an object of interest, if not for perfect

purity of style, at least for a happy

modulation of parts ; and had it been

built in a different location, on rising

ground, might claim admiration as the

tasteful residence of some shoddy baron,

whose heart might be aptty cut, in alto,

on the kindred stone shields.

The church has laid its hand on this

style, also ; and, indeed, some of the

best specimens of Anglo-Norman, which

have been executed in this country, are

ecclesiastic buildings.

The Romanesque and Norman are

sometimes confounded— on account of

their mutual feature of semi-circular

heads—not alone by the spectator, but

by the pseudo-architect, whose lack of

professional reading is apt to lead him

into unintentional eccentricities. It is

not an uncommon thing to see Saxon,

Norman, and Romanesque jumbled up

together, in one composition, without a

question of purity, on the part of the

brain, that gave the mass an existence.

Passing in review these styles of

modern adaptation, we have not for-

gotten the claims of the Gothic. To it

we are indeed indebted for many de-

signs, that are well calculated to generate

a feeling of warm respect, if not of

actual love for the art, that could so

intensify thought and transmute dull

stone into poetic beauty. However in-

clined the taste may be to turn, from

long experience of any style, as a relief,

to some other, it does not seem possible

that the Gothic can ever be laid aside.

It is always fresh, from the very expan-

sive nature of its characteristics, which

may be said to be kaleidoscopic. For,

there is no locality ; no form of site,

however intricate ; no clime ; for which

this omnifarious style is not admirably

fitted. Never under any restraint, nor

losing its susceptibility of tasteful treat-

ment ; in fact, there is no other style in

architecture which can be at all com-

pared to it in general adaptability.

The lighter styles, such as the Vene-

tian, French, and Swiss, have all had

their introduction to this heaven of the

emigrant, y'clept the United States ; and

we sometimes see the three triumphantly

blended in an united state of their own,

through the doubtless patriotic spirit of

some unsophisticated designer, defiant

of all received rules, but freighted with

the single idea, that this is a land of

freedom, where every man has an indis-

putable right to think and act as he

pleases. But, in a state of things such

as the present, we cannot restrain block-

headism by any means, save stringent

criticism ; and architecture is too young

among us yet, to deal severely with its

votaries, however senselessly they inay

act. Our business is charity—leave

them to time.

No matter how faulty, through want

of education, the great majority of our

architects may be, yet, it must be al-

lowed, that they keep utility in view, in

all their adaptations ; and seldom sacri-

fice comfort to mere show—as is so

commonly the fault, with the majority

of architects, in the more settled world.

Neither is there such an insane desire,
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on the part of our American community,

for delving up long denounced absurdi-

ties in design, and re-vamping them, to

create a sensation in the building world.

No, our people would not tolerate the

architect, who would try to impose upon

them some of the unsightly nightmares

of architecture that may be seen in

London. It is true, that we have had

foisted on us some of the lumbering-

conceptions of Lombardy ; but they

had a short day ; and will never be re-

peated.

To the railroad companies is due

much, of the credit of advancing the in-

terests of architecture, by the erection

of depots in novel styles, many of them

fine specimens of their class. The large

hotels followed the lead of the railroads
;

and gave us, in different parts of the

country, some stupendous, and really

magnificent palaces of sojourn.

The Government, too, commenced,

and carried to completion, several large

city post-offices and custom-houses,

almost all of which are in the same

style and plan, as though unity of sys-

tem were the point aimed at. This was

an error on the part of the authorities,

for here they had an admirable oppor-

tunity of disseminating a taste for va-

rious styles among a people whose op-

portunities of seeing really good exam-

ples are at least limited.

In the neighboring Dominion, the

Government, at every town, presents

the traveler with its two only specimens

of architecture, namely, the court-

house and the jail. Here, at home, the

post-office, inevitably the same, meets

the eye of the observer everywhere.

And thus we cannot help seeing the

great distinctive features of the two

governments: the one affording every

opportunity of enlarging the intelli-

gence of its people—the other fully

prepared to confine it.

The introduction of iron, into archi-

tectural construction, was another great

impetus to improvement ; and its effects

were quickly discernible, in the tearing

down of numerous business buildings,

and their re-erection, with all the dis-

play of ornamentation, which iron is

capable of giving in the cast. This

great reform was visible in our leading-

thoroughfares, at our ferry landings,

and everywhere that metal could be

made available. Buildings were put up

decorated with the five orders of archi-

tecture, as seen in the Colosseum at

Rome ; and every style—including the

most highly enriched tit-bits of taste to

be had in the voluptuous Rennaissance

—were lavishly displayed for our admi-

ration.

The French Roof—or, as it is often

called, the Mansard —was and is in grea,t

request. Public and private dwellings,

and even stables, are covered, with this

new roof; and no man, who wants a

fashionable house, will be without it.

But the progress of architecture does

not stop at external display. It is to

be found in the interiors, also ; and nu-

merous and striking are the innovations

on the comparative simplicity of the

dwellings of yore. And here, let us un-

derstand, that in this indisputably "fast"

country, " yore" means only a few years

back on the track of time. For we have

no "old houses," that is, in the Euro-

pean acceptation of the term. The peo-

ple of that venerable Continent would

not wonder at a house dating its foun-

dation back to the time when Christo-

pher Columbus was a youngster, going

to school. Here we look, with inquisi-

tive " want-to-know" gaze, at the house

in which General Washington held his

"Headquarters," some ninety years

ago. How few are aware of the fact,

that the oldest piece of architecture in

this country was imported into New
York, from Pompeii, by Mr. Delmonico,

to serve as a marble porch, to adorn the

entrance to his hotel, on the corner of

Beaver street, in that city. Aye, there

it is, somewhat more the worse for wear

since its admission into our Union,

than during the two thousand years of

its previous retired existence.
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Accompanying the progress of archi-

tecture, and ably assisting it on its on-

ward march, was the discovery of illu-

minating gas ; and to this may be added

the rapidly increasing inventions of do-

mestic comforts, wholly unknown to our

benighted fathers, whose bliss was their

ignorance ; for, they sighed not after

that which they never once dreamed of.

Wood, the frail material with which

we have been constructing, is growing

scarcer, and consequently dearer, giving

way to sterner stuff to insure the dura-

tion of our buildings of to-daj\ This is

all opportune, for we are coming by

sure degrees to a style of " house-build-

ing" more in keeping with the charac-

teristics of this country and this people,

than those borrowed fossils of Europe,

which, when they gave appearance,

failed to give comfort; or vice versa.

It is, then, most desirable, that we
should have an enduring material, to

make this style lasting ; a thing to be

handed down, from sire to son, through

generations ; a homestead, not alone

for the present, but for the future.

Men are now giving more attention

to the solids of construction, such as

stone and iron, than thej^ have hitherto

done ; and the knowledge of construc-

tion is beginning to be more thoroughly

understood. It is a revealed and recog-

nized fact, that ponderosity is not

strength, but that strength is as much

a manufactured article as any thing else.

It becomes, therefore, the duty of our

generation of architects, to study the

philosophy of this theory; and reduce

it to practice ; and not, like Sir John
Vanbrugh, be subject to the pungent

epitaph which the sarcastic poet, Pope,

proposed for the tomb of that then pop-

ular architect

" Lie heavy on him, earth—for he

Laid many a heavy pile on thee."

Next to construction, our architects

have closely and clearly to study form

and effect ; bearing in mind, that they

build permanently ; and, therefore, the

style of such building should be of en-

during taste. Positive beauty of out-

line is not a mere matter of inspiration

or chance. It is a studied, well-digested

thought—an embodied poetry of form,

the test of which is the effect it produces

on the observant eye.

It would repay many a modern archi-

tect to proceed more slowly with his

design ; and let every line have its

shai*e of thought, bearing in mind the

collateral requirements of dimensions,

distance, and apparent proportions,

when these are fixed facts. For it is

not by geometrical lines, to a scale on

paper, that such things can be mani-

fested.

Full many a building do we see

around us, looking unsightly, which

promised well on the drawing-board,

nay, delighted all who saw it. Why is

this ? Because the subjects of light and

shade have been overlooked, not in the

mere coloring of the drawing, but in the

actual construction itself, for there are

many subtleties in atmospheric action,

which cannot be studied in a drawing.

In fact, if we compare the design,

with the building when complete, we
will find a difference of effect, that will

surprise the observer.

A perspective drawing is always

taken from one fixed point. Not so the

building itself. We view it from many
different points; and this fact, added to

the atmospheric effect, before alluded

to, will give some elucidation of the

problem.

All this goes to impress the necessity

of deliberate study in the management

of a design, with reference to a success-

ful execution of it thereafter. Then

there would be less complaining on the

part of those immediately interested

;

and the architect would feel more satis-

fied with his completed building.

In all cases where taste is at all liable

to be violated, \>y the overruling of

their employers, it would be well, if our

architects should unhesitatingly and

determinedly set their faces against such

interventions. No matter what the
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consequence of opposition may be ; bet-

ter far lose one patron, than, by yielding

to his whim, lose professional character.

It is not on the owner that defects of

taste are blamed, but on the one whose

design it is, and who is alone account-

able to public criticism for the discrep-

ancies of his works.

Vanit}' expresses itself in stone, as

distinctly and unmistakably as in

words and actions. As a proof of this,

it will only be necessary to look at the

cut stone fronts of the first-class houses

in our cities, aped by the second and

third-classes. The house is, in reality,

a brick building ; but a paltry effort is

made to falsify the truth, and make it

appear stone, by means of a veneering

of that material, cut in a showy manner.

This lie is most generally apparent, from

the fact, that part of the side-walls may
be seen, either standing out before, or

peering above other houses in the block.

Another bit of stupid deceit is too

frequently practised, namely, the be-

stowal of the appearance of height, by

the construction of a false pediment.

Now, as a pediment is really intended

to display the gable of the roof, this

falsehood is the more criminal. This,

too, is unmasked, by the projection

above the next building, showing—to

any one who thinks such a contemptible

conceit worth an exposure—that it is

stayed, by long sticks or iron bars, to

the roof below it ; an admirable mark

for storms to play against.

All such make-believes are unworthy

of a professional man ; and should not

be resorted to, under any circum-

stances.

Blank windows—although very prop-

erly denounced by Sir William Cham-

bers, in his " Civil Architecture"—can-

not, at all times, be avoided in street

fronts. There is an excuse for their

introduction ; but they should be very

sparingly applied.

The use of the bay-window has be-

come very general ; and even two-story

bays are getting into vogue. They are

to be highly recommended, both as an

addition to a room, and a pleasing fea-

ture on the exterior.

As regards interiors of dwellings, the

height of story is something to be dwelt

upon. For a narrow room, a high ceil-

ing is unsightly ; and, indeed, most of

our parlors, in the best street houses,

are too often sacrificed in width, for the

sake of a large hall. They are, conse-

quently, thrown out of proportion. Very

high ceilings are a positive nuisance, for

they involve the misery of being forced

to toil up an endless flight of stairs. It

is doubtful, then, wherein their advan-

tage lies. But most people follow the

lead in this, as in other fashions, for it

is nothing more nor less than a mere

fashion.

In the arrangements of kitchens and

chambers, and their appurtenances, our

architects lose no opportunity of giving

elegance, convenience, and comfort in

their plans ; and to such an extent is

this carried, that Europeans are sur-

prised at the lordly state of our citizens'

style of living. In fact, the architects

of Europe do not approach ours in this

respect. It is not mere display, but

actual solid comfort, carried even to

luxury. Nor are such houses viewed in

the light of permanent family residences.

Not at all, for, should the owner of an}'

one of these get a desirable chance, he

would not hesitate for an instant to sell

it ; and build another, with improve-

ments.

Architecture must, of necessity, pro-

gress among a people so migratory as

ours. Ever changing, ever new. The
business locations of our cities are ever

encroaching on the sphere of fashion-

able residents ; and the latter, affrighted,

are ever on the alert to fly to regions

more remote from the vulgar ways of

trade.

Thus it is with what, a short time ago,

were palatial residences. The leaders

of society have gone thence forever ; the

merchant and the boarding-house keeper

have taken their places ; and the archi-
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teetural front, that once was the pride

of its owner, would now be looked at

by him with a feeling of surprise, to

think how mean his ideas once were.

The public buildings, too, have a due

share of this growing vanity, this infla-

tion of wealth. Churches are not, by
any means, exempt from it. On the

contrary, they show a greater desire for

display than their cotemporary civil

buildings. The once much-admired old

sanctuary, where many and many a

weaiy pilgrim laid down, for a time, his

worldly load of care and turned to GOD
;

and now, at last,

" Sleeps the sleep that knows no waking ;"

where many a song of heavenly sound

went up ; and many a solemn prayer

murmured through the vaulted nave

—

till the very walls and ceilings became

baptized in blessedness—even this old

abiding place of holy recollections is

not exempt. Its day has gone by ; its

hoary clock-tower has ceased to inton-

ate the notes of passing time ; and its

weary spire, that points to Heaven,

seems to a younger and more thought-

less generation as an ever-lifted finger

raised in reproval. Yes, it must come

down. Trade has no feeling in common
with its celestialitj^. It is out of place.

Its children, to whom it was once so

dear, have either removed to a new

region, more fashionable now ; or have

left this life and sought their GOD.
Nothing tarries but the cold tablets,

that silently syllable the names of those

whose dust lies there, without remem-

brance and alone. Anon, the new
church rises ; and lifts its pinnacled head

in all the wealth of decorated architec-

ture, sustained by massive buttresses,

and pierced with many a flowered and

mullioned casement, filled with glass,

through which the light of day is led by

gorgeously colored emblems, made to

stimulate a flagging piety ; and towers,

baptisteries, cloisters, canopies are pan-

eled and fretted over, until the wearied

skill, that designed it all, can devise no

more.

Every modern style is brought to

bear on ecclesiastic architecture ; and
whatever religion has gained, certainly

art has progressed in the movement.
The plain, square, rigid, Methodist

meeting-house is a thing that was ; and
the florid church structure occupies its

humble place. And this is as it should

be. GOD delights to be honored by his

children. Then why not dedicate to

Him the glorious offerings of architect-

onic skill ; and endow His house with

richer ornamentation than our own? If

Fashion must be led by Ambition, it is

something that GOD has his share.

The secular buildings scarcely afford

such a field, for our professional friends

to try their pencils in, as that we have

just reviewed. But, nevertheless, there

is much to be done in its wide expanse.

Much to be improved upon; and still

more to be learned.

The system of " competition" in de-

signing public buildings is one, concern-

ing the advantage of which old Sir

Roger De Coverly might safely observe,

"Much might be said on both sides;"

and that we, here, in the United States,

have not yet adopted either side, might

be said to be evidenced in the fact, that

the calls for architects to compete are

few and far between.

Reviewing those competitive displays,

unbiased by the predetermined judg-

ment of some persistent friend of one

or other of the competitors, we look in

vain for any thing to lead to the suppo-

sition that genius had any business

there. On the contrary, we see an undue

straining to meet the peculiar requisi-

tions of the subject in hand ; and as

these requisitions are most generally too

arbitrary, those who strictly adhere to

them are sure to fail of satisfying either

themselves or any one else. A positive

injustice is done, too, in this matter of

arbitrary rules, laid down for the strict

guidance of competitors. As, for in-

stance : All the competing plans, eleva-

tions, sections, and perspectives are

required to be drawn to one scale- and
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to be finished in one tint. Now this is

very fair indeed ; for, it places all on an

equal platform. But it should be en-

forced, or it is worse than unjust. It

becomes a delusion, a cheat, and a snare.

The fact is, our architects, who design

for such things, do it more with a view

to carry off the prize by display, than

otherwise. And it not unfrequently

happens, that on testing those designs

they are, in their most showy parts,

found to be absolutely impracticable.

As to approximate estimates, they are a

mere humbug, to use a legitimate though

vulgar term ; and are trumped up to

suit the occasion. Still, those very esti-

mates are often the means of carrying

off the prize for a certain inferior design.

And, while on this subject of designing-

public buildings, the thought naturally

suggests itself • Why should our Ameri-

can architects so -generally fly to the

renaissance or any foreign style, devised

originally to tickle the vanity of a king

who gloried in being, in consequence,

styled " The Magnificent ?" Ours is a

Government of a People, and not of a

Prince. Our public buildings should

establish that fact, by the decision of

character and unfripperied nobility dis-

played on their unquestionable eleva-

tions. What should the visitor to our

country say, who had seen our Ministers,

at foreign courts, dressed in the digni-

fied plainness of republican apparel, if

he beheld a flimsy copy of some part of

the Tuilleries made to represent one of

our Government buildings? Would not

his ideas of our manly simplicity be

somewhat changed by the sight ? And
yet, in competitions, as above, such

efforts are actually exhibited. Let us

hope that the good American sense of

'hose whose office it is to judge in the

mater, will reprove all such puerilities

y a stern rejection.

Individuals, in the adornment of their

dwellings, may use the same liberty that

they can take in dressing their persons.

Their folly or their taste is solely their

own. Not so the buildings erected for

the Republic—such must not be allowed

to misrepresent it.

Let architecture assume its true posi-

tion among us, as the indication of our

institutions, presenting always and
everywhere one unmistakable front of

rigid truth, under whatsoever guise of

style. Let there be no meretricious

ornamentation put on to create an effect

of which we, as a sensible people, might

be ashamed. And let all our architects

understand this feeling.

It is a subject to be dwelt upon ; and

naturally leads to the question : Why is

it, that comparatively barbarous nations

have, in far less enlightened ages, in-

vented a national style for themselves
;

and that our people—with all the im-

petus of inventive genius of a high order

—should condescend to accept, or bor-

row one from abroad ? The Moors
were a people vastly inferior to our race

;

and yet we see the wonderful concep-

tions they left behind them.* Spain

was overrun by them ; and still, at this

da}', we can trace but little affinity be-

tween the Moorish and the Spanish

styles of architecture. The latter

avoided a slavish copy of their enemy's

works, and struck out a path for them-

selves. The Romans borrowed ideas

from Grecian models, but they estab-

lished a complete and individual style

of their own.

Why cannot we do the same? Why
depend upon English, French, or Ger-

man publications for all our ideas ? It

is unbecoming a country advancing so

steadily in the front rank of nations as

this is
; and will one day be a subject

of reproach.

That architecture may progress in a

manner worthy of us, it is highly neces-

sary that a knowledge of its rudiments

should be acquired in our public schools.

That such a science, coming so inti-

mately home to our very firesides, should

* The Arabians were by far the most enlightened and

scientific race of the ages referred to ; and it was but

natural that wonderful conceptions should abouud whei-'

ever Saracenic influence had spread —Eds.
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be passed over unthought of in our

studies, is something inexplicable. We
pore over astronomy, geology, chemis-

try—in fact, every science but the one

which we see looking upon us daily, as

we pass through our streets, ready to

admit its claims to admiration, yet

wholly ignorant of what constitutes

those claims.

Our citizens are fond of travel; and

they go over to Europe and saunter up

and down, viewing the architectural

monuments of that great old world, and

feel alternate awe and admiration take

possession of their senses ; but of the

details of that wonderful art, which so

enchains their attention, they know
nothing. Of the history of its numerous

styles, they could have read ; but they

thought the subject must be dry ; and,

therefore, they did not desire an ac-

quaintance with it. Or, mayhap, pride

had something to say in the matter ; and

hinted, that the subject was only fitted

for mere mechanics. Be it as it may,

certain it is, that a deplorable want of

knowledge of this Mother of Arts exists

even amongst our most learned men.

In England the Government fosters

it, sustains it, and legislates for its ad-

vancement and protection. Professor-

ships to teach it are established in the

universities. There are manuals of its

outlines in use in the schools. And no

gentleman's education can be said to be

complete, without at least a partial

knowledge of it.

How is it with us? Our teachers,

professors, and LL.D..'s are as utterly

ignorant of it, as though it were a virtue

to be so. No primer, no book, no chart,

no guide whatever is to be found, that

may tend to open a passage through

which one solitary ray of light may
penetrate the mental darkness.

If we really mean to make this nation

what it ought to be, it is time that we
should examine into the merits of tins

matter. It is impossible properly to

patronize architecture, if we do not do

so understaiidingly. Tor blind patron-

age is dangerous at best : and ma}' lead

to the establishment of many faulty

constructions, whose defects are too

permanent to be easily corrected.

Let us hope to see, not alone classes

of design established by our State

governments, but teachers and hand-

books in every common school, and
sound professorships in every college,

so that the advantage of this neglected

branch of learning may not be confined

to those who wish to make a livelihood

out of it ; but be laid open to all, as a

science to which man owes his first

shelter and his present grandeur.

Then, indeed, may we expect to see

genuine Architects take the place of

those puny peddlers of European genius,

whose shrewd business tact enables

them to assume the name, that Nature

never intended to endow, them with.

There are public buildings, now being

erected in our largest cities, so dis-

figured with faults of stjde, that it is

painful to the discerning eye to look

upon them. But they have cost mil-

lions ; and will continue to cost, until

they are finished. Were a knowledge

of architecture more general among our

citizens, such a criminal outlay of the

public money, for such a barbarous pile

of blunders, would be sure to raise a cry

for justice to be denounced upon the

heads of those whose fault it is.

But the press is silent ; and the peo-

ple do not understand. Why should

the press be silent ? Why is not archi-

tecture, that is permanent, as worthy of

close criticism as music, which is, at

best, but evanescent? The answer is

—

that there are few, if any, of the " gen-

tlemen of the press" who are able to

venture a criticism on the subject. This

should not be so ; and yet so it is. If

a building is about to be erected, and a

newspaper desires to give a description

of the intended structure, the architect's

office is the place where the affair is

concocted ; and, most generally, the

article goes into type, just as it comes

from the architect's pen. But whether
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it gives a fair, unbiased idea of the in-

tended structure, cannot be discovered,

until the masonry itself stands up, to

testify.

If a painting is the subject to be

treated of, our journalists have the

whole matter well in hand. They are

hypercritical on its drawing, its color-

ing, its chiar oscuro, its effects and its

defects. They can tell which of the

ancient masters it is, by the peculiarity

of the touch. But, why should not

architecture, the greatest of the Fine

Arts, be at least as liberally recognized ?

No, let the public have sound instruc-

tion, so that they can, at a glance,

discern between pretentious quackery

and genuine effort. This is the only

sure way to aid the progress of archi-

tecture. Educate the eye ; and you at

once establish taste, governed by judg-

ment, and supervised by discretion and

truth.

Let only competent practical men sit

on building committees ; and let their

decisions be bound by an oath, as that

of any other jury. This latter require-

ment will be found more reasonable to

all, when we consider that on their de-

cision rests the raising and perpetuating

of a monument to our credit, or our

shame.

Of all things, let it be distinctly under-

stood, that political bias shall have no

hand in the appointment of an architect,

or the choice of a design, for any public

building whatever. Merit should be the

only test of qualification ; and should

always insure its possessor against the

intrigues of those whose political status

is their sole recommendation. Public

works, such as national buildings, should

not be confined to the brains of a Bureau

at Washington, no matter how appar-

ently economical such an office may be,

in the eyes of the government. Indi-

vidual talent throughout the land should

have an opportunity of exercising out-

side skill on such works; and we all

know, that free growth of any thing is

superior to the same, when confined. So

it is with brain ; the free, untrammeled

genius loves to display itself; while

that which is under special control, and

subjected to certain rules of office, is

troubled with a sickly sameness, and a

want of that energetic fire so necessary

to its true development.

Every possible means by which the

progress of architecture may be aided

and abetted, should be resorted to for

the sake of its .own intrinsic worth, as

well as the national spirit it builds up

before mankind.

The delicate taste, and natural love,

for all that is refined and beautiful in

art, would lead the women of our coun-

try to study and delight in architecture.

Why should they be debarred that

privilege ? There is no reason why
they who seek philosophy as a study,

should slight this. It is an art, so con-

sonant with the most elevated feelings

of their nature, that they must love it

and cherish it above all others ; for, it

is founded on truth, and makes grace

and unity palpable to the world, as a

model from which to study what life

might be, were we but intent to make
it so.

Why are our clergy not students and

eminent promoters of architecture ? The
Great Architect of the mighty Uni-

verse, who canopied this world of ours

with that cerulean dome which palsies

human skill, and leaves the rapt imagi-

nation in eternal bewilderment, has

shown His interest in architecture, and

condescended to dictate in its workings.

He to whom the fullest extent of human
skill is dedicated in the glorious temples

erected to His glory—shall his ministers

be ignorant of the favored art? It

remains for themselves to say. This

will suggest, that many a noble theme,

most applicable to man's career and

object, might be chosen from the details

of architecture, and be brought to bear

with impressive force on the minds of

both preacher and parishioner, whilst

their eyes rested on the solid example

before them. The clear-sighted Shake-
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speare saw and pronounced the fact,

that there are

11 Sermons in stones."

Yes, and eloquent sermons, too ; es-

pecially when those stones, sj'mmetri-

cally congregated, do honor to the

Great Jehovah

!

The intimate history of Christianity

is interwoven with that of architecture,

for ecclesiastical takes the precedence

of domestic forms ; and the progress of

the great crusade is to he found indi-

cated by the temples erected on its path,

down to our own day. They took

the place of the altars of paganism.

And what is more interesting than a

sight of even the' foundation-stone of

one of these ? Yes, ecclesiastical archi-

tecture, for the past eighteen hundred

and sixty-six years, is, indeed, a study

of intense interest. Taking at once a

nobler and more spiritual form than that

devoted to heathenism, the Christian

Church courted that light of day which

the heathen temple shunned ; and raised

its spires, like imploring hands, to

Heaven, to send down that peace of

soul the heathen never knew.

The architect of to-day is but the

pioneer of one more masterly, because

better educated, leading the destinies of

a great art, whose claims on the atten-

tion of our age are as yet barely recog-

nized. However, he can, even to-day,

make himself felt and understood in the

future, if he will simply do his duty to

the mighty mistress he serves.

Money-making is no element of art.

True genius may be liberally sustained
;

but it cannot be bought : it is unpur-

chasable. He that sells the honor of

his art, sells his birthright ; and buj's

the contempt of all honest men.

Steadiness of purpose should be the

guiding principle of the architect.

Studying well the objects to be attained

in the course of his design, he must not

falter from that course ; but be true to

his art, ever and always.

Originality is, of all things, the most

desirable ; and, in this new, this bride-

like nationality, there is no necessity for

fettering the imagination with the archi-

tectic dicta of another Continent. Then
let the American architect, in all pro-

fessional things be independent—free in

action as in thought.

To copy is servile ; and argues a

mind unequal to the task of thought.

Why should one copy ? He, who has

so glorious a field before him ? Let

him study out carefully the beauties and

the faults of the past ages of his vener-

able profession ; and give his mind to

the inspiration of untrammelled thought,

counseled by the choicest breathings of

the beautiful and the sublime.

THE PHONOPHORUS, OR CONDUCTOR OF SOUND,

Is one of the important inventions of the day. It is well known that sound is transmitted

better and faster along solid substances than in the open air. It is quite as well understood,

that tubes concentrate and carry sound with great facility and distinctness ; and the ordinary

speaking-tube, in commercial and manufacturing establishments, is familiar to many thousands.

The Phonophorus depends upon the general principle of the speaking-tube ; and can be applied

very readily to churches, lecture-rooms, private dwellings, and business places. We know of

churches, wherein this instrument is applied to forming an easy transmission of sound from the

pulpit to the pews of members afflicted with deafness, situated in different parts of the building,

so successfully, that the slightest whisper uttered in the desk is instantly audible in the pews,

many feet off, connected with it, although not perceptible, anywhere around, a very short dis-

tance from these several pews.

We are practically familiar with the effect and efficacy of this instrument and can personally

recommend it. It has been lately introduced in a number of public edifices in Philadelphia;

and we should think the custodians of others would be glad to hear of it. The agent for this

city is Mr. Samuel K. Smith.
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THE CATHEDRAL OF MILAN:
EXTERIOR.

AS our October essay, upon the

Origin of the Gothic Style, had

direct reference to this celebrated fane,

a short description will not be amiss.

Near the centre of that portion of

Upper Italy, whence springs the penin-

sula composing the chief expanse of the

entire country, yet well inside the main

body of the continent,—some seventy-

five miles north by east of Genoa, and

about forty south, a trifle west, of the

fork of the Lake ofComo, that inverted

letter Y, whose arms seem stretching

out lovingly, as if to embrace, although

they come not near it, — in the same

general latitude, say 45° 30' north, with

Yerona, Padua and sea-washed Venezia

—forming almost an equilateral triangle,

of eighteen miles base, with the famous

battle-fields of Pavia and Lodi—to the

west, within easy spy-glass of Mont

Blanc ; and with the outliers of the Pen-

nine, the Lepontine and the Rhsetian

Alps, in full view, on the northern sweep

of the horizon,—upon a beautiful and

fertile plain, between, though not neigh-

boring, the rivers Adda and Ticino,

which supply its canals, but directly

upon the Olona,—stands the book-mart

and third city of Italy, very ancient, yet

ever youthful Milan.—Milan,—which,

—founded by the Insubrian Gauls, B. C.

400, inhabited and embellished by many
of the Roman Emperors, graced by the

student life of Virgil, second only to

Rome in population and extent,—sacked

by Attila, A. D. 452, in the invasion

which caused the rise of Venice,—taken

in 1162, and, through the jealousies of

the surrounding cities, utterly razed b%'

Frederick I. of Germany, with the ex-

ception of the Basilica of Sant' Ambro-
gio,* and a few other churches, that

alone marked its site among the ruins, its

inhabitants being dispersed in four sur-

rounding villages,—refilled, with all the

survivors, and restored, in 1167, after

the great Lombard League, by the very

places, which counseled its destruction,

imperial, royal, republican, royal, again

* This Church contains two small panels, one at the

top of each of the folding doors, shown as part of the

gates, 'which St. Ambrose closed against the Emperor

Theodosius after his merciless slaughter of the Thessalo-

nicans. The remarkable event itself took place at the

gate of the Basilica Portiano, now the church of San

Vittore al Corpo.

(289)
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republican and royal again, and, we
hope, once more and forever to be free,

—whether in her beauteous self, her

noble edifices, or her famous children,*

— whether furnishing the world with

warriors' panoply or ladies' fashions,

—

has ever been magnificent, influential

and renowned. Well towards its very

centre, in the midst of the Piazza di

Duomo, with immediately on the north

the Corso Francesco, and on the south

the Imperial Palace, towers II Duomo
di Milano,

THE CATHEDRAL OP MILAN.

This temple is one of the most mar-

velous and intensely interesting struc-

tures of the world, whether considered

in regard to its architects, its clergy, its

foundation, its history, its vastness, its

beauty, its treasures, its subterranean

places of worship—the Winter Church

and the Borromean Chapel, its centuries-

prolonged course of construction, or its

having been the means of transmitting

to us, from the Middle Ages, the true

Proportions op Pointed Architecture

—popularly to be forever known as

Gothic—as derived from the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem.

This article, though apparently some-

what extended, is j^et, with respect to

Milan Cathedral, little more than a cata-

logue raisonne of remarkable points, so

condensed, that it scarcely varies from

the compendious details heretofore pub-

lished in a number of consulted au-

thorities, treating of this pile and its

neighborhood ; and the general correct-

ness of which is confirmed by the vivid

recollection of our senior editor, who
has himself seen the reality, which is not,

and cannot well be overdrawn. Yet, in

all its slenderness of mere description,

the account—from a subtle influence

upon the imagination—actually has the

* Such as Popes Alexander II. , Urban III., CelestiuelV.,

Tins IV., and Gregory XIV., Alciato, the jurist ; Cardan,

the geometer ; Beccaria, the celebrated author of " Crimes

and Punishments;" and Alessandro Manzoni, the first

living novelist of Italy.

effectiveness of a romance. And though

familiar enough to some of our readers,

to most it will be as engaging as it is

new.

As is not unusual in the case of im-

portant structures, the present fane is

certainly the third, perhaps the fourth,

re-edification of that original one, men-
tioned by St. Ambrose, in a letter to

his sister Marcellina, as " the great

new Basilica." The earliest was de-

stroyed by Attila. Rebuilt, it was ac-

cidentally burned, in 1015 ; and again

destroyed by Frederick Barbarossa in

1162. This demolition, however, was,

it is claimed, only partial, arising from

the fall upon the church of a lofty bell-

tower, destroyed to preclude its em-

ployment as a fortress.

The corner stone of the pile, as now
existing, was laid by Gian' Galeazzo
Visconti, in 1387. The undertaking is

variously ascribed to the fulfilment of

a vow, and the wish to encourage the

arts. The Duke, seeking an architect

beyond the Alps, applied to the Free

Masons of Germany ; and Italian Pa-

triotism has vainly sought to disparage

the claims of Heinrich Arler of Gmun-
den, or Enrico di Oamodia, as the

people of " Welschland" * euphonize it.

With him, between the years 1388 and

1399, were associated other brethren

from Germany, Paris, Normandy, Fri-

bourg, Ulm and Bruges. Some Italians

were afterwards called in, among others

the celebrated Brunellesclri of Florence.

Germany, however, still continued to be

special mother of the architects of the

cathedral, for, as late as 1486, Gian'

Galeazzo Sforza wrote to the magis-

trates of Strasburg, desiring them to

send him Hammerer, the master mason

of their Domlcirche, to advise upon

some difficulties apprehended in the

construction of the central tower.

The erection, frequently interrupted,

and, when, resumed, often carried on

slowly, is yet unfinished in some of the

* TetUonice for Italy.
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details. The Omodei, father and son,

vaulted the octagon cupola, from 1490

to 1522. On the extinction of the Sforza

dynasty, the three western divisions, or

arches, of the nave were left unfinished;

and not completed till 1685. The central

tower and its terminating spire were fin-

ished in 1772, from the designs of Grace;

and the gable and upper range of win-

dows of the front, along with many of the

buttresses and pinnacles by Amati Zano-

ja, and others, between 1806, when Na-

poleon Bonaparte ordered the work to

lie resumed, and the present hour. The

dates just given involve only some of

the principal constructions ; but the scaf-

folds have always been standing, on some

part of the building, ever since the first

stone was laid.

It appears, that the original designs

for the fagade had long been lost ; and

the nave, as erected, lacked three of its

arches, or one-third of its length. At
the then temporary termination, the

western or principal front was supplied

by a fagade of black and white marble,

built, as indicated above, far within the

line of the full and present structure;

and, as far as raised, unfinished and in-

elegant. In 1560 San Carlo Borromeo,

to complete the front, employed Pelle-

grini, who designed, upon a magnificent

scale, an Italian fagade. San Carlo died;

Pellegrini was summoned to Spain by

Philip II to paint the Escurial; and the

work was very leisurely carried on by

others, amongst whom were Gastelli

and Francesco Ricchino, who, altering

the designs of Pellegrini, gave the Ro-

man doors and windows that exuber-

ance of ornament, which they now ex-

hibit ; but the plans of the latter—ac-

cording to one of which, the front was

to be composed of a gigantic Roman
Portico—gave rise to numerous discus-

sions, resumed and continued during the

17th and 18th centuries, wherein some
of the architects of Lombardy very

strongly and very properly protested

against the incongruous admixture of

the Roman manner begun by Pellegrini;

and strenuously advocated the recon-

struction of the fagade in the Gothic style.

Pursuing this general idea, in 1635,

two Gothic designs were proposed by
Carlo Buzzi, and a third by Francesco

Gastelli, all three of considerable merit.

Time passed, and the affair slumbered

;

|
but in 1790, the syndics finally deter-

I

rained to Gothicize the fagade, preserv-

ing, however, the doors and windows

of Pellegrini and Ricchino, on account

of their elaborate elegance ; and, by way
of apology for this discrepancy, they

caused an inscription, stating this rea-

son, to be engraved upon the corner

buttress of the front.

To these works Napoleon gave great

impulse; and their continuation was in-

trusted to a commission; under whom
the fagade was brought to its present

form, chiefly by the insertion of three

pointed windows, thus harmonizing the

lines of the gable; and the greater num-

ber of the pinnacles and flying-buttres-

ses of the remainder of the edifice were

completed.

The cost of these undertakings, under

the French government, was about three

and a half million francs, one and a half

million whereof were derived from the

sale of the lands belonging to the Duo-

mo ;
and the remainder from the pro-

ceeds of the property of the suppressed

monastic institutions. After the revo-

lution of 1848, the supplies were tempo-

rarily cut off; yet considerable was done

during the subsequent Austrian regime.

The Marquis Cagnola projected a mag-

nificent Gothic campanile ; and others

proposed flanking the front with belfry

towers. The designs for the latter were

sent to Napoleon at Moscow, and lost

in the calamitous Russian campaign.

At present, nothing further is in pro-

gress in this part of the pile ; but, when
Amati inserted the Gothic windows, he

supported them by " bearing arches ;"

so, that, if hereafter found expedient to

remove the Romanized doors and win-

dows, the operation may be performed

without injury to the superstructure.
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When Gian' Galeazzo endowed the

Duomo, he included in his donations the

marble quarries of La Gandoglia on the

Simplon road, beyond the Lago Mag-

giore, and of the product of these quar-

ries the building is entirely constructed.

Time gives to this marble a fine warm

yellow tint.

In addition to Heinrich Ahrler, archi-

tect-projector, a multitude of architects,

of more or less note, devoted their time

and genius, or talents, varying with the

man, to this glorious pile. The masonic

brethren of " Gamodia," Hammerer,

Brunelleschi, Simone de Ursinigo, Bra-

mante, Bramantino, Csesare Csesariano,

Yicenzo Sevegno, Guiseppe Meda, An-

gelo Siciliani, Galeazzo Perngini, Pelle-

grino Pellegrini, Martin Basso, Gabrio

Busea, Melchiotte Megliavacca. Dome-

nico Lonati, Gio. Maria Olgiati, Giac-

como Soldati, Fabio Mangoni, Carlo

Buzzi, Girolamo Quadro, and others.

With all his genius and aspiration, when

the corner-stone was laid, Ahrler—far

better fated than he of Cologne Cathe-

dral—must have thought pensively of

the far distant completion that himself

could never hope to see. Yet much less

alteration of design has occurred here

than five hundred years, or fifteen human

generations, would warrant ; and, if, hap-

ly, and happily, in the years to come, the

west front shall be re-erected, in grand.

pointed fashion, the spirit of the master-

architect, already gratified beyond most

human hope, can contemplate this re-

splendent and resounding Gothic an-

them with the most ineffable delight.

" This cathedral is remarkable for the

extreme lightness of its construction.

Around the roof and sides are 4600

niches, most of which are already occu-

pied by statues, as the remainder will

be. The building is also adorned with

more than a hundred beautiful spires,

giving the exterior the appearance of a

forest of marble. In the interior every

thing is of the most imposing and gor-

geous description, and the eye wanders

almost overpowered by the multitude

of elegant and grand objects claiming

attention. The floor is formed of marble

of different colors, disposed in various

patterns
;
paintings by the most cele-

brated masters adorn the walls ; and

the groups of figures presented by the

resplendent windows are of a size and

boldness probably unequaled in the

world."

The principal dimensions of the cathe-

dral, omitting fractions, are as follows :

English feet.

Extreme length 486

Breadth of the body 252

Between the transept ends .... 288

Width of the nave, from centre

to centre of the columns, which

is double the width of the aisles,

measured in the same way . . 63

Height of the crown of the vault-

ing, in the nave, from the pave-

ment 153

Height from the pavement to the

top of the statue of the Madon-

na, which crowns the spire . . 355

Just beyond the entrance, the pave-

ment, which is a mosaic of red, blue and

white marble, is marked by a meridian

line laid down by the astronomers of

Brera in 1786. The sun's rays, passing

through a small aperture in the roof,

cross it, of course, at high noon.

The ground-plan of the Duomo is a

Latin Cross, terminated by an apse, or

tribune, in the form of five sides of an

octagon. The body is divided into a nave

and four aisles, by four ranges of colos-

sal clustered pillars, with nine inter-

columniations. The transepts and the

chancel end are divided into three aisles.

There is no triforium gallery, nor any

division corresponding with it. The

vaultings of the roof spring directly

from the pillars, whence arises an ap-

pearance of great loftiness. Fifty-two

pillars, each formed by a cluster of eight

shafts, support the pointed arches on

which rests the roof. The total height

of each pillar of the nave and chancel is

eighty feet. The diameter of the shaft
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is 8 ft. 3\ in. The diameter of the four

great pillars, which support the octag-

onal cupola, is one-fifth greater.

The beautiful capitals of the nave and

choir were designed by Filippino of Mo-

dena in 1500. The lower part is formed

by a wreath of foliage, mixed with figures

of children and animals. Above is a

circle of eight niches, corresponding to

the intervals between the eight sliafts

of the clustered pillar, and each contain-

ing a statue covered by a canopy. The

shafts, which divide the niches, termi-

nate in a pinnacle, surmounted by a small

statue. The design, however, is varied

indifferent pillars. The roof is painted

to represent an elaborate fret-work. The

execution is modern ; but the design, as

well as this mode of ornament, is an-

cient. The five door ways on the inside

were designed by Fabio Mangoni, in 1548.

Flanking the great centre doorway

are two granite columns, each of a single

block. They were given by San Carlo,

and brought from the quarries of Ba-

veno. Thej' have been called the largest

monoliths in Europe ; and probably

were so, until the erection of the church

of St. Isaac at Petersburg. The height

of each shaft is 35 feet, the diameter

3 feet lOf inches, and the cost of quar-

rying and finishing them amounted to

£1948.

A tunnel connects the Duomo with

the Archiepiscopal Palace. Annexed to

it is a workshop belonging to the fabric,

in which is the wreck of the model of

one of the plans for completing the front

of the Cathedral. Though sadly broken

and neglected, it is so large, that a man
can stand up in it. According to this

design, the front would have had a

superb portal of Gothic arches, not un-

like Peterborough Cathedral in Eng-

land, and much more appropriate than

the present facade.

The west fagade, or main front, ex-

hibits—for pointed architecture—a great

deal of horizontalism, in its panels and

canopies, along with much perpendicu-

larity on its lower buttresses, both prob-

ably designed to harmonize with the

Romanesque style of the doorways and

lower windows, the former of which, very

beautiful in themselves, have segment

pediments, and the latter obtuse angled

ones, the whole " broken " at the base.

" In the tracery there is an unusual

approximation to the flamboyant st3'le,

probably owing to the influence of the

French Gothic, as it is most apparent

in the great east window,* built by Cam-

pania from the designs of Nicholas Bon-

aventure of Paris, 1391."— [Murray.]

In the west front, the tracery of the

centre Gothic window is* partly geo-

metrical and partly flamboyant, the head

being composed of two concentric cir-

cles, the outer filling the arch head, the

small inner one containing a quatrefoil

arranged as an ordinary square cross.

Between these two circles are five radial

volutes thrown from the centre, marked

by the quatrefoil, towards the circum-

ference ; the two outer windows have

„the large circle of tracery divided geo-

metrically. Each window is in three

great divisions running up, midway, into

straight acute-angled sub-heads, kept

upon the same horizontal line for each,

and filled in with lozenges—the work ad-

vanced, screen fashion, with crockets and

finials—and, above, in curved lancet sub-

heads running up to the larger circles,

so that in each case the side divisions

are taller than the centre ones. All these

windows are deepty recessed, and have

in their jambs supporting brackets, with

canopied statues. The external angles

of these concave jambs have the "egg

and dot " moulding ; and each of these

three Gothic windows rises from a pro-

* We do not find it so particularly apparent hero, as

might be inferred from the paragraph cited. The window

in question is equally balanced between the geometrical

tracery and the flowing. The central compartment, how-

ever, is a circle filled with eight, wavy, scrolled rays issu-

ing from its very centre, and finally curving, but not

melting, into its circumference. The open spaces between

these rays are not cusped ; and altogether, while this

compartment is not geometrical, it certainly is not flam-

boyant in the true sense of the term, but, in fact, must be

considered unique and rather un-Gothic, although the

lines are flowing. Yet, as not geometrical, this might

warrant the opinion in the text.

—

Eds.
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jecting Roman base, with Romo-Gothic

exterior supporting brackets. Notwith-

standing the commingling of unallied

forms, the general effect is by no means

bad ; but there is a want of those over-

poweringly grand features naturally be-

longing to the lace of a might}' edifice;

and all its grace and beauty ill compen-

sate for the lack of a lofty, deeply

recessed and highly embellished Gothic

portal, dominated by a far loftier pointed

window, with artistically flowing tracery,

and at least tenfold the comparative size

of any in this front.

It is one peculiarity of this church,

that—along with the mixture of geomet-

rical and flambo}rant tracery, both in

the same windows, and in separate ones,

—with the exception of the main tran-

sept windows, the flamboyant, which,

in other edifices, is mostly reserved

for the exhibition of art and skill in the

chief features, here, in its best mani-

festations, constantly occurs in rather

subordinate positions. Of the three

great windows in the tribune, all of the

same size, the centre one is the more

geometric—having, inside the governing

circle, a square cross of five circles, the

centre, larger one, being fashioned of

eight wav}^ scrolls, the top and bottom

circles having quatrefoils, a la St. George's

Cross, and the side ones with their

quatrefoils treated saltire-wise, or as St.

Andrew's Cross. The windows on either

side, on the contrary, have each a cen-

tral open octofoil, whence volute-wise ra-

diate eight large whorls, with their steins

inward, refiexed into as many small ones,

with their stems outward—all bound-

ed b}- a single line, and best popularly

represented by two ofthose figures called

bj' the ladies—in describing shawls or

dress patterns—"palms," adjoining one

another and laid "in and out" or "stem

to leaf," the eight pairs completing the

circuit. The main transept windows have

these eight larger and eight smaller

whorls—all bounded by one single flow-

ing line, as before—arranged similarly

iu the ffreat circle—though emanating

from circled-trefoil-centre circles with

the single leaf uppermost— save that the

whorls here most resemble heraldic

gultse or drops, and correspond with

straight radii.

As the perpendicular divisions of the

windows all terminate in lancets under-

neath the dominating circles, of course

the outer ones are higher than those in

the middle. These are arranged in twins,

the two outmost pairs with acute croch-

eted and finialecl sub-heads, the inmost

pair without ; and the heads of all which

are filled with acute trefoils, the single

point uppermost.

The upper angles of all the windows

are filled in, above the predominant cir-

cles, either with simple trefoils, or

circles with inscribed trefoils,— all

single points upward— flanked with

cusped "palms," or leaves, points out-

ward and downward ; and throughout

all is a world of minor traceiy, quite

unprofitable to particularize, in so gen-

eral a view, but exceedingly rich in ef-

fect.

The exterior of the minster through-

out is divided into many slender vertical

compartments by cluster mouldings, ra-

mifying into cusped, crocheted and fini-

aled straight - angled heads, passing

through a horizontal string-course and

finalty terminating in straight lancets,

elaborated and filled in with cusped semi-

circles, surrounded by acute trefoils,

and with the usual accompaniment of

crockets and finials.

The very elaborate flying-buttresses,

provided with slender vertical piers mid-

way, are finished beneath with oblique

tri-cusped arcs, the centre cusps having

pendant trefoils. This portion of the

cathedral—immediately over the outer

aisles of the nave, and itself, by the

upright middle supports of the flyiag-

buttresses, just glanced at, divided

into two twin-adjoining and ever com-

municating aisles, open to the sky

;

and forming a splendid promenade on

either flank,—has thousands of multi-

foils, crockets and finials, each of a dif-
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ferent pattern, so that the grand general

walk, from its apt resemblance, is, in

Milan, termed " The Flower Garden."

All the buttresses and tower-buttresses

run up into spires, sometimes single, at

others clustered, each spire terminating

in a statue, instead of a foliaged finial.

This, as a general characteristic, is

entirely unparalleled, in artistic Gothic,

although actually pioneered by the Bap-

tistery of Pisa, built in 1 060. The effect

is both charming and superb—with an

enormous addition to the cost, which,

even with floral finials, must always be

very great. The statue of the Virgin,

which surmounts, at once, the lantern

spire and the tabernacle itself, is eigh-

teen feet in height.

The main tower is finished in two

concave sweeps, grandly carrying the

sight upwards to the observatory and

the very pinnacle.

Although the Gothic of this superb

edifice is certainly unique, it is unmixed,

except, as before detailed, in the western

front.

The east end, or tribune, is probably

the most ancient, or the original, portion

of this minster.

It is calculated that the niches and

pinnacles of the exterior will require a

population of about 4500 statues. Of

these more than 3000 are executed, and

in place, besides the bas reliefs. The

excellent sculptures of the central door,

hy Bono, Castelli, and Yismara, about

16S5, may be especially pointed out.

The interior of this magnificent place

of worship is as gorgeous and rich as the

exterior is elegant and chaste. Its re-

ality, simply told, might so exalt a

master imagination, as to disappoint it,

in the ultimate visiting; but the imagi-

nation would require to be very superior,

indeed, to soar beyond the plain reality.

The attentive reader will not find us

tedious in quitting the outside and de-

voting a few pages to the inside of the

shrine.

It is as well, perhaps, here, to remark,

that papers of this description are not

designed for architects, already, as a

class, well read in all such matters ; but

to cultivate a taste for professional

essays among our general readers, who
need lighter food as a provocative to the

more solid architectonic feast. Our
pages, be it remembered, are always
open to the masters of the profession,

wishing to address their younger breth-

ren in either general or special articles.

Meanwhile, these will pardon us for not

always addressing themselves, but, occa-

sionally, those, not only not educated

to the point of criticism, but hardly in

the rudiments.

Not as a perfect edifice of its style,

by any means, do we consider the Cathe-

dral of Milan. We have already pointed

out the faults of the main or west front

;

and there is an equally serious defect,

as to the general proportion, in the

comparative lowness and absence of

gradual taper, in the mass of the central

tower : but, estimated as an entirety, it

is the conception of great genius, ade-

quately embodied throughout. As a

model, it would be very defective; but,

as a fact, it is veiy effective.

John- Henry Parker objects to the

material, saying, " The Cathedral of

"Milan is veneered with white marble,

"and, although, from its great extent,

" the effect on the whole is very magnifi-

" cent, yet, in point of style, it is un-
" doubtedly very bad ; the open, pierced

"parapet, standing out against the sky,

" has the appearance of being cut out of

"card-board." Yet it must be under-

stood, that this marble is, in reality, not

crystaline carbonate of lime, but a very

compact limestone, which does not admit

of a high polish.

The proportions of many fine build-

ings are completely obscured, in most

points of view, by crowded, low or petty

surroundings. With true prescience, in

its projector, the site allotted for the

Duomo is quite commensurate, in its

extent and associations, with the conse-

crated dignity and lofty port of the glo-

rious edifice it upbears.
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DESCRIPTIONS.

METROPOLITAN SAVINGS BANK.

THE wonderful advance of this great

Nation, in wealth and taste, is no-

where more evident, than in the con-

stantly improving appearance of the

street architecture of our cities ; and

this growing desire for embellishment

is so evidently popular, that those keen-

sighted men, who have the handling of

our monetary affairs, deem it a safe in-

vestment to build up palatial structures,

which, while they tend to give character

to the institution, likewise add a mate-

rial grace to the architectural appear-

ance of our public highways.

Of late, we have had several highly

creditable specimens of the taste of our

professional brethren in this line, the

chief of which we will review from time

to time. In our present number, we
give an illustration of one, recently com-

pleted, from the designs, and under the

superintendence, of our friend and for-

mer pupil, Carl Pfeiffer, Esq., Archi-

tect, New York city.

At a glance, this elegant design can

be recognized, as emanating from the

great Metropolis of the Union, where

wealth stimulates enterprise ; and suc-

cessful enterprise, again, begets wealth,

which is not slow to display its presence,

in the ornate beauties of architecture,

which everywhere delight the eye.

And not alone is the effect of admira-

tion produced by these beautiful archi-

tectural features. It is, also, called

forth, by that natural pride, which eveiy

true American takes in the unmistake-

able progressiveness of his country, here

presenting itself in the accumulating

gains of even the humblest class of

society, to whom, conjointly, these

Savings Banks may be truthfully said

to belong.

That such an investment of savings

is judicious, there cannot be a doubt,

when we look at the simple fact that

city real estate is rendered valuable, in

proportion to the amount of improve-

ment put upon it ; and, that the im-

provement is to be valued, in a great

measure, by the appearance it is made
to present. Hence the necessity, for,

not alone, an outlay of capital, but for

the production of taste, in securing, for

the real estate in question, the value

desired, through the instrumentality of

just such designs as that which Mr.

Pfeiffer has so ably conceived, and so

thoroughly constructed.

The architectural grandeur of her

edifices is truly a just motive of pride

in our great sister city of New York

;

and a pride that will not fail ; for, as

edifice after edifice rises in her midst,

its presence suggests still more improve-

ment, prompting the growth of taste,

and stimulating the desire to push on

the banner of empire, ever to the front,

that the eyes of all may continue to see,

and to acknowledge, the fame-embla-

zoned title "Excelsior."

In the other cities of our Nation, as

in New York, this embellishment of

wealth must become an imperative duty

;

and the talents of our countrymen be

quite profitably employed in archi-

tecture. The constantly presented les-

sons of design will then arouse the still

more active attention and sympathy of

our people, until every eye is keenly

educated, and every designer must run

the gauntlet of public opinion.
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That such a progress of improvement

is actually now in existence, can be seen

in the great changes, which architecture

has undergone, since the revival of the

Palladian Style, the reproduction of

which has cut loose the bonds of Greek

and Roman control, and left the imagi-

nation to range, unfettered and free,

over the expansive field of art ; to cull

the varied flowers, that spring to the

hand, as heaven-born offerings, for the

genius of man to blend with the lines

of beauty, which rise in the richness of

pure design ; and gratify the craving

spirit of Taste, that urges every mind

to see, to think, to learn.

We do not mean to be invidious, in

introducing Mr. Pfeiffer's work, in the

present number. On the contrary, it is

our desire to present the claims of all

our professional brethren, who may
think proper, to favor us, as he has so

kindly done, with illustration and de-

scription of their productions. There

shall be no favor shown to any ; and we

shall be influenced by none.

The Metropolitan Savings Bank
Building is on the N. E. corner of

Third avenue and Seventh street, oppo-

site to the Cooper Institute. There

could not be a more favorable site than

it occupies. The Bowery, at this point,

is very broad, as the Third and Fourth

avenues begin here ; and the front of

the Cooper Institute occupies the mid-

dle ground.

The Front and the Side, as shown in

the illustration, have an uninterrupted

display, and certainly the architect has

done credit to the position he con-

trolled.

The Front is forty-four (44) feet in

width, and the depth of the edifice is

seventy-five (75) feet. The whole is

seventy-five (75) feet in height, from the

street level, divided into four lofty sto-

ries. And besides these there is a very

fine Basement—giving an actual height

of ninety feet from the Basement floor

to the top of the roof.

The wails are massive ; and well built.

The Front and exposed side being of

selected White Marble.

The Style is Franco-Italian ; and is

in unexceptional keeping, throughout.

Each story is divided from the other,

either by a dentiled or corbeled belt-

course ; and the walls are surmounted

hy a chaste modillioned cornice, resting

on a dentiled bed.

From this cornice, rises, in a graceful

cui-ve, the lofty Mansard Roof, with its

simple cornice, crowned by a florid iron

fence, with highly enriched spear-head

supporters. The Mansard is covered

with ornamental cut-slate ; and is much
set off by the effective dormer-windows,

which give such an air of completeness

to the whole composition.

Standing on its broad Doric base, with

its sur-base forming a continuation of

the plinth of the Corinthian columns,

and broken into compartments of alto-

relievo balusters, the principal story has

a very fine effect. The windows are

coupled elliptic-arched, resting on square

antce of very chaste design. The Co-

rinthian cornice, which surmounts this

stoiy, is good ; and the fluted columns,

with their well-defined capitals, promote

the pleasing feelings excited by the

whole.

But, an inspection of the illustration

will leave no necessity for detailing the

points of excellence in this design.

And here, without anj^ intention to

detract from Mr. Pfeiffer's design, we
would raise the question, as to whether,

in the Frontispiece, the centre section

would not have been better recessed,

from the first-story cornice up, thus

giving prominence of appearance to the

two flanking sections, as they are so

much larger than the centre one ?

This is purely a matter of taste

—

isolated it may be—but worthy of a

thought. As the centre section of the

side on Seventh street is recessed, might

not unity of effect have thus been pro-

moted ?

We should like to hear from some of

our readers on this point.
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The internal arrangement of this

Bank Building is such, as to meet the

requirements of the several parties occu-

pying it.

The Basement, with its Cellar and

Fire and Burglar-proof Vaults, is occu-

pied by the Stuyvesant Safe- Deposit

Company.

The First, or Principal Story, is occu-

pied by the Proprietors of the building,

the Metropolitan Savings Bank.

The Second Story contains the Offices

of the United States District Internal

Revenue Department.

The Third Story is divided into

Offices ; and

The Fourth Stoiy is used for Masonic

Lodge Rooms.

The Building, throughout, is perfectly

fire-proof; no combustible material hav-

ing been used, either externally or inter-

nally, where masonry or iron could be

emplo3red.

The Metropolitan is but one of the

fine buildings, which have been erected,

or been remodeled, in New York, b}r

the flourishing Savings Institutions of

that city, during the last two or three

years ; and, as there is a rivalry in this,

as in any other of the operations, which

have an abiding interest with the public

at large, it is fair to presume, that archi-

tects will have their time pretty well

engaged, ere long, in the matter of

" Savings Bank" designs. A word in

season, therefore, cannot come amiss.

The architect, who sits down to design

a Savings Bank, must keep religiously

in view the very nature of the subject

he is about to work upon. It is to be

composed on principles of economy,

without illiberality, elegance, without

display, and attractiveness, without un-

due ornament. Simple, yet fine in its

very simplicity, it must be an edifice,

that, whilst it gives entire satisfaction

to every observer, does not call up an

unpleasant question, in the mind of its

patrons, concerning the use of the capi-

tal so outlaid.

In the selection of the Architectural

Style, that one which affords the most

opportunity for the production of clfects

of light and shade, with the least attend-

ance of ornament, is most needed. Pro-

portion is the most desirable feature in

such a design, or, in fact, in any design,

whatsoever, but. especially, in that of

Savings Banks, for the want of it can-

not be compensated by ornament. Or-

nament, unless very judiciously used, is

out of place, on such a composition.

As to the Order, we should invariably

use the Tuscan, as being the simplest

;

and, at the same time, most consonant

to the peculiar purpose. The Roman
Doric might be used in the Basement.

Palladio, Scamozzi, and Vignola give

us some fine illustrations of the mode
of treatment of the Tuscan Order ; and

even Perranlt, allowing for eccentricity

of detail, shows the adaptability of this

Order. Sir William Chambers, in his

incomparable treatise on Civil Archi-

tecture, speaks of it in a manner that

leaves no doubt, as to its fitness for the

plain, the substantial, and the beautiful.

It is not to be thought, that we would

rigidly forbid ornamentation, on Savings

Banks ; or that we would interdict the

use of richer Orders. On the contrary,

we consider such relief desirable, at

times ; and, as in the case before us,

the New York Metropolitan Savings

Bank, where the Corinthian is intro-

duced, we certainly deem it judicious,

and especially so, as the architect has

exercised a keen caution, in not over-

stepping the very line we have here

drawn attention to.

As regards ornaments on Sayings

Banks, their presence is as absurd as it

would be, for a man, striving to acquire

wealth, to wear useless jewehy, merely

for ostentation's sake. There are, un-

happily, some few instances of thought-

lessness, in this matter, to be now seen

in New York Savings Banks, recently

remodeled, which, while they do credit

to the sculptor, do no credit to the

judgment of the designer ; and cannot

be looked on with favor, by the thrifty
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depositor, whose satisfaction, in such

matters, is worth all that the uncon-

cerned can feel.

Again we urge the deliberate con-

sideration of this subject on the archi-

tect, who proposes to himself the com-

position of such a design. Let him

leave wreaths of flowers and urns

—

together with masks, lions, and pounc-

ing eagles—out of sight and out of

mind ; and keep simple elegance, as the

most prominent feature ; thus producing

admiration, without meretricious effort

at display. Such admiration is lasting

;

and worthy of the quiet effort to attain it.

Banking Institutions, in general, are

not to be treated in the same manner,

as are Savings Banks ; because they

bespeak, in their architecture, the pro-

fusion of wealth, which is the founda-

tion of their existence ;
they being, in

fact, the representative temples of the

mone3-ocracy of the community—and,

consequent^, bearing, on their front,

the insignia of their rank. Florid dis-

play, statuary, and all the other acces-

sories of enriched design, are in keeping

here, provided their presence is con-

trolled by harmony, modesty, and good

taste. In such edifices, the Corinthian

or Ionic Orders will be admissible ; but

not the Composite, that Order being

quite too meretricious, for even the

affluence of Trade to tolerate.

In the countries of the Old World, the

public banking institutions belonging to

the Government, their edifices present

all the display of architectural design,

which we are accustomed to see in all

government buildings—great extent,

and most imposing appearance. Our

own United States Treasury Building,

at Washington, D. C, is an example of

what a National Bank, in the hands of

the General Government, might be.

But, as things are, banking institu-

tions being in the hands of limited com-

panies of citizens, and being, moreover,

rather numerous, it is not to be expected

that architecture can take the princely

range it does in foreign lands.

One of the reasons here is, that there

is an imperious necessity for limit of

front, to that which is usually occupied

by large stores. That highly elaborated

building, the Park Bank, is not seventy

feet front ; and is front, and nothing

more. On such a contracted area of

display as this, it is evident, that the

architect must feel his great difficulty

to be the avoidance both of redundance

and of poverty of ornament. The un-

aided presence of proportion, however

unexceptionable in itself, cannot com-

mand the attention, so desirable to the

true artist. On the contrary, propor-

tion requires the acquisition of orna-

ment, to set it off and draw attention to

it. The manner of using such orna-

ment, and the selection of it, alike call

for the discrimination and taste of the

architect. And, in this lies the main

effort, which will test his ability to

please the public eye. Failure in orna-

mentation, however just the proportion,

is as fatal to a design, as want of pro-

portion, however admirable the orna-

mentation.

Let us be clearly understood, then,

by our architectural brethren, as de-

sirous of simply sustaining the doctrine

of modest neatness, and well-defined

economy, for the Savings Bank Build-

ings ; whilst, for the more aspiring In-

stitutions, above alluded to, we advocate

the introduction of enrichment, to any

extent, not liable to the imputation of

gaudiness
;
proportion, well preserved

;

and embellishment, in good taste, capa-

ble of aiding the production of true effect.

A due attention to the necessities,

involved in these matters, will render

the study of a composition more perfect

;

and, certainly, less liable to that criti-

cism, which is so unpleasing to the sen-

sitive architect. And we firmly believe,

that it is the rule, rather than the excep-

tion of a true calling for our profession,

to possess that tender characteristic, we

so delicately denominate as sensitive-

ness, and which is ever far easier to

wound, than to heal.
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TWO ADJOINING CITY DWELLINGS.

OUR present illustration represents

Two Dwellings, which are well

adapted for either city or suburban

residences. When erected in pairs,

with a side yard to each, they are capa-

ble of being made most compact and

convenient in their arrangement, a width

of from eight to twelve feet being given

to each yard, leaving an open space of at

least sixteen to twenty-four feet between

the houses. By this means ample room

is obtained for the insertion of side win-

dows, or a bay-window, should such be

desired, both for the admission of light,

and the purpose of giving a better cir-

culation of air to the central portion of

the house. It also has the advantage

of giving access to the sun, both upon

the side walls and on the grounds, there-

by conducing greatly to the comfort and

health of the inmates.

The buildings are each twenty-four

(24) feet front by sixty-three feet eight

inches (63 feet 8 inches) deep, including

the thickness of the walls, but exclusive

of the Bay-Window, and Verandah in

the rear. They are four stories in

height, with Attics, and a basement

Kitchen beneath the Dining-Room,

which, as will be seen, is located in the

rear.

The First Story is fourteen feet four

and a-half inches (14 feet 4| inches), the

Second is thirteen feet one and a-half

inches (13 feet 1^ inches), the Third,

eleven feet ten and a-half inches (11 feet

IO5 inches), and the Fourth ten feet

seven and a-half inches (10 feet 7^ inches)

—all from floor to floor—and the Attic

story is the usual height, of about eight

feet six inches (8 feet 6 inches) in the

clear.

Entering the first Suite of Rooms
through the Vestibule A—the floor of

which should belaid with English encaus-

tic tile, or marble, varied in color, and, in

either case, finished with a rich border,

and the wall lined with white marble,

about two feet six inches high, paneled

and moulded with cap and base, from

First Floor.

the vestibule through the hall—we come
to the Parlor, B, a fine room 16 feet by

24 feet, passing through which we reach

the Library, D, 16 feet by 16 feet, and,

beyond, the Dining-Room E, at the ex-

treme rear, 18 feet deep by 19 feet wide,

having a Bay-Window at the end, nine
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feet wide and six feet deep, octagonal

in form. The windows are of French

fashion, extending to the floor, with an

outer Verandah, entirely surrounding

them, five feet wide. These three rooms,

the Parlor, Library, and Dining-Room,

all communicate one with the other, by

means of sliding-doors, six feet wide,

finished with elliptic heads, and sliding

on ways and sheaves, placed in the

head, on which the doors are suspended,

thus obviating the necessity of a separa-

tion between the carpets of the different

apartments.

The Doors between the Parlor and

the Hall are of the same dimensions

and finish as those just described; but

all others are to be hung in the ordinary

manner. The front doors are in pairs,

made with arch heads, and open the

full height. The Yestibule Doors are

also in pairs, with circular-head light,

and glass panels.

Passing through the Vestibule A,

as alread}' described, we reach the En-

trance Hall C, which is seven feet wide
;

and contains the Main Stairway, extend-

ing from the first floor up to the Attic
;

and also the Private Flight of Stairs

immediately in the rear of the former,

marked F, and leading from the base-

ment to the third floor.

Attached to the Dining-Room E is a

Butler's Pantry G-, which is furnished

with a Sink, supplied with hot and cold

water, also, a Dumb-Waiter; and is

otherwise fitted up with all the neces-

sary modern conveniences. Each of

the rooms on this floor is provided with

a Mantel and Grate ; and also Flues

with Registers for warm air. The

Library D receives ample light from

two side windows, the Parlor B is

lighted from the front, and the Dining-

Room E from the Bay-Window on the

rear.

On the Second Story are three Cham-
bers J, J, J, the front one being 16 feet

by 20 feet, the middle 15 feet by 13 feet,

and the rear 15 feet by 18 feet, each

being provided with large Wardrobe-

Closets, fitted up in the usual manner.

Attached to the front and rear Cham-
bers are two Dressing-Rooms, K, K, 12

feet by 7 feet, and 12 feet by 8 feet

Second Floor.

respectively. To the rear of, and com-

municating with, the front Dressing-

Room are the Bath-Room L, 7 feet by

6 feet, with a Water-Closet M adjoining

it. At the back of this, is the Hall, N,

containing the stairways.

The third story contains five Cham-
bers P, P P, P, P, all furnished with

ample Wardrobe-Closets, and a Dress-

ing-Room R, attached to, and communi-

cating with, the Chamber on the front

only. To the latter adjoins a Bath-

Room O, with Water-Closet S. A Linen-

Closet T, is also placed in the Hall.

The arrangement of the fourth story

is similar, in every respect, to that of
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the third, with the exception of there

beiiiQ- no Bath-Room or Water-Closet

as in the former.

The Attic story can very readily be

Third Floor.

divided into four good-sized rooms,

which would afford ample accommoda-

tion for domestics.

The Basement Kitchen is located be-

neath the Dining-Room E, having

exactly the same dimensions, and a

Pantry corresponding with the one in

the Dining-Room marked as G. A
large Range will be required, with

Water-Back, &c, and a Circulating-

Boiler, holding 60 gallons, of galvanized

iron, with all the fixtures and connec-

tions; Water-Back, &c.

It will be necessary to have two fur-

naces, in order thoroughly to warm a

building of the dimensions of those we
are describing, and to distribute the

heat, properly and uniformly, through-

out all the apartments. The greatest

care should be exercised, in the con-

struction of the Flues, both for the Hot-

Air and for Smoke. They should be

perfectly uniform in size, and of a very

smooth surface. In order to secure

these* essential points, tin is frequently

used as the material for lining the flues,

and it is usually built in the wall, during

the construction. This is a practice,

however, which we disapprove of, as the

brick is, in almost every case, laid

around the tin, without any regard to

system, or regularit}^ ; the result of

which is, that, in the course of time, the

tin corrodes, leaving the flue in such a

rough and irregular state, that the fric-

tion of the current will not permit any

draught, thus leaving it equivalent to

no flue at all.

There is another method, which has

met with much favor, and is now quite

extensively practised, viz., that of using

Terra Cotta Pipes, of an oblong shape

with round edges. These vary in size
;

and, being glazed on the inside, form

not only a durable, but safe and efficient

material for the purpose. They are

generally set in flush with the wall ; and

plastered over, as is done on the surface

of the wall. These flues are manufac-

tured, expressly for the purpose, in

lengths of twenty-four inches, with con-

nections, register and pipe openings.

Still another mode has been success-

fully tried, that of building the flues

open on the face, from the bottom to

the top, and uniform in size throughout.

They are afterwards regularly plastered

with plasterer's mortar, coated to a

smooth surface, and white-coated. They

are then covered on the face, with a

course of slate, the smooth side inwards,

secured to the wall with plaster, and,

occasionally, by a nail, driven into the

joints of the brickwork. This course of

slate is theu coated over with the same

mortar, and a second layer of slate is

bedded firmly in this mortar, the surface

of which is then ready for the regular

plastering coat.

With reference to these different

modes of constructing flues, our decided
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preference is in favor of Terra Cotta

pipes, whenever it is possible to obtain

them, provided they are glazed on the

inside.

The intention of the design is, that

the front of these buildings should be

of stone , although brick, having stone

dressings, may be employed with advan-

tage. The cost of such a structure

—

erected in a substantial and effective

manner, and furnished with all the con-

veniences appertaining to a modern resi-

dence, though nothing extravagant

—

would be about $22,000.

A GOTHIC COTTAGE VILLA
No. 1.

A N accompanying plate, of two sub-

-^A- jects, shows the elevation—and,

with the text, are two ground plans

—

of a Gothic Cottage-Villa, designed

for, and fully adequate to, the accom-

modation of a family of from six to

eight persons.

This residence—as compared with jSTo.

2 of the same plate and similar general

description—has some important varia-

tions, being, for the most part, intro-

duced as adaptations necessary for the

climate of America.

The general features of this Design

—

Xo. 1—are very similar to those of

its companion, having the same square-

headed and hooded Windows, and High

steep Roofs and Gables, but it differs,

somewhat, in having a greater number

of Pointed Windows, in various parts of

the building, and principally by the use

of the long Portico or Verandah, and

the upper large open Balcony or Loggia,

immediately over the Main Entrance.

The Design is simple in its details

;

yet, with its broken outline, varied

heights, broad verandahs or porches, and

large projecting baj'-windows, affords

ample contrasts of light and shade to

bestow, upon the whole, that aspect of

cheerfulness and elegance so desirable

as an element in a Rural Home.

In the design and construction of a

Villa, there are three points, which are

deserving of the architect's particular

attention, namely, the Porch or Portico,

the Verandah, and the Chimney-Tops.

The first of these may be regarded as an

indispensable necessity in a Country -

House, both on the score of real utility,

and from its drawing the attention of

the stranger; giving importance to the

entrance ; and also as affording a good

opportunity for architectural and decora-

tive display, according to taste.

Verandahs, too, though not, perhaps,

exactly indispensable, still, should not

be omitted, wherever they can be em-

ployed ; both, from their being so useful,

in affording shelter and protection from

the weather, and for sitting in during

the heat of the day; and, also, from

their being so ornamental and striking

a feature in the external appearance of

a dwelling, adding to the beauty of the

general effect, and not being inconsistent

with convenience and enjoyment.

We will now proceed to give a brief

description of the ground-plans, although

the internal arrangement of this Villa is

so simple, that it can be easily compre-

hended at a glance.

The Entrance, in front, is by a

Vestibule A, eight (8) feet by ten (10)

feet, through which we pass into the

Hall, G, eight (8) feet wide, containing

the Main Stairway leading to the upper

Story.

On the right hand side of the Hall is

the Drawing-Room B, entered through

a pair of sliding doors. This room is

seventeen (17) feet by twenty-eight (28)

feet, with four Windows, two on the

front and two on the side, all extending
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down to the floor ; and opening on the

Porch.

On the opposite side of the Hall is

the Reception-Parlor—or, in this case,

more properly, Sitting-Room—C, seven-

teen (17) feet by sixteen (16) feet, hav-

ing a large octagonal Bay-Window on

the side, and two ordinary Windows on

the front. This room communicates

with the Library E in the rear, twelve

(12) feet in depth by fifteen (15) feet in

width ; and lighted by two windows on

the side.

In the rear of the Drawing-Room B,

and communicating with it, by means

of sliding doors, is the Dining-Room D,

sixteen (16) feet wide by twent3T-four

(24) feet long, having a large Bay-Win-

dow at the end, and a single window

on the side. There is an entrance into

this Room, also, from the Rear Passage

M, leading from the Main Hall G, which

contains the Private Stairway to the

upper portion of the house, beneath

which are the Cellar Stairs, entered

directly from the Kitchen P, situated at

the extreme rear of the passage M,

eighteen (18) feet by sixteen (16) feet,

having attached a Kitchen-Pantry I,

eight (8) feet square, and a China-Closet

H, adjoining, of the same dimensions,

the latter communicating as well with

the Dining-Room.

The Kitchen is furnished with a

Range, Circulating-Boiler, and Sink.

L is a Side Porch, from which there

are two Private Entrances, one into the

Kitchen F, and the other directly oppo-
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site the Dining-Boom door. K K are

the front and side Verandahs, suffi-

ciently broad to afford ample shade and

protection to the rooms. The project-

ing portion of the Porch, over the

Entrance Doors, has an open Balcony,

or Logona, above it, with the Windows
opening down to the floor. This com-

pletes the description of the first story.

On the second floor there are six

Chambers similarly marked A, all of

medium size, except the one immediately

over the Dining-Room, which is large,

with the Window at the end of it open-

ing on to a Balcony, above the Bay-

Window below. B is a Boudoir, and C
the Main Hall, from which all the prin-

cipal Chambers are entered. I) is a

Passage with the Private Stairs, at the

end of which is the Bath-Boom E and

Lavatory F, fitted up with all the

modern conveniences. The whole of

the Chambers are furnished with Ward-

robe-Closets, and Chimney-Breasts, for

mantels.

In this design, much care has been

bestowed on one branch of the internal

arrangement of a dwelling, overlooked

in nine cases out of ten, and seldom, or

never thought of, until the omission can

no longer be remedied. We refer to

the arrangement of the rooms, so as to

obtain proper wall-surface, piers, &c,

for the several requisite pieces of furni-

ture. This should invariably be borne

in mind, in the distribution and location

of the doors, windows, chimneys, (fee./

as a little foresight, at the outset, when
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maturing the plan, would save an in-

finite amount of trouble in the end,

when the house is completed and the.

furniture to provide.

The doors of all chambers should

never be so constructed, that, when
opened, they expose the bed to any
passers through the Hall; but they

should open inwards, towards the bed,

thus preventing it from being seen,

until the person entering is entirely

within the apartment. In the same

spirit, ample space should be left for

beds, bureaus, wash-stands, tables, sofas,

pianos, &c, according to the uses of the

rooms.

To recur :—The Attic has the same
number of rooms, as the Second Story,

pnly of smaller dimensions, some little

space being lost by the pitch of the

roof.

The Roof is intended to be covered

with slate of varied shape. Shingles

are often used for this purpose, in locali-

ties where it is an object to employ
them

; and these are treated in the same
manner, viz., making them diamond or

other shape.

The roofs of the Porches and Bay-

Windows are flat ; and must, necessa-

rily, be covered with metal. Tin is

preferable, if well painted, on the lower

side, before it is laid.

The Chimneys above the roof are, as

we have before said, generally promi-

nent traits in this style. They happen
to be so situated, however, as to be

scarcely discernible in the view we have

given.

The cost of the construction of a Cot-

tage-Villa, in accordance with our

illustration and ground-plans, and fur-

nished with all modern conveniences,

will be about $10,500.

A GOTHIC COTTAGE VILLA.
No. 2.

J~N this illustration, we present a de-

/
- sign for a rural residence of a size

warranting the designation of Cottage-

Villa, which, it will be observed, is in

the same style as the preceding one,

viz., Gothic.

Our intention, here, is, not to present

a conception exhibiting all the elaborate

and costly display of the domestic

Tudor style, for instance, but one, which,

suited to any projector of moderate

means, would be characterized by con-

venience, propriety, and the utmost sim-

plicity of decoration compatible with

architectural effect, combined with the

most essential of all requisites, economy

of construction.

Its general character, and various

accommodations will, it is hoped, be

easily comprehended by a comparison

of the ground-plans with the following

detailed description of the parts, through

the reference letters thereon.

Before proceeding, we may first, how-

ever, briefly notice the external decora-

tive peculiarities of the Gothic Style

in its relation to Domestic Architecture,

as contrasted with its corresponding

characteristics in Ecclesiastical.

In the first instance, we may name
one of the most striking, viz., that Do-

mestic Gothic rarely uses pointed win-

dows, but most generally square-headed

ones ; with a hood moulding, conform-

ing with the head, and terminating in

elbows. This peculiarity will be ob-

servable in the example before our

readers.

Another difference is in the doors, the

Domestic never using the common high-

pointed doors with pyramidal labels.

Next to the windows and the doors,

the most marked characteristic of this

style is the gable, of which there are

the simple gable of two lines, following

the slope of the roof, and the stepped
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gable. The apex of the gable is also

frequently crowned by the introduction

of a slight octagonal shaft, with pinna-

cle, enriched with ornamental mould-

ings. The high roof is one more pecu-

liarity, which we may name; and,

although this scarcely admitted much
ornament, it was not, however, neg-

lected. Relief from sameness was ob-

tained by the emploj'ment of shingles,

tiles, or, as in this case, slate of different

shapes, producing a pleasing alterna-

tion of lines. We have hurriedly noticed

the most striking differences, which

exist in the Gothic Style, according to

its application. This subject, neverthe-

less, deserves a more extended consider-

ation.

This Villa is intended to be con-

structed of Brick, of an ordinary quality,

laid to a smooth even surface, with flat

joints ; will be two stories high, with an

attic story within the roof; and painted

French Gray, or some neutral tint.

We will now proceed to explain the

references on the ground-plans.

In the first story :—A is the Vestibule,

with rounded corners and tile floor,

having glass doors, opening into the

Hall B. These doors are made in pairs,

and equal in width to the front doors.

The Hall B, entered through these Ves-

tibule Doors, is six (6) feet wide by

eighteen feet six inches (18 feet 6 inches)

long, with a return, towards the front,

of eight feet wide. This latter portion

contains the Main Stairway C, is semi-

circular on the front, and is continued

up above the roof, forming a circular

tower, a most effective and striking fea-

ture in the design.

Passing through the Hall, we enter

the Parlor D, an apartment nineteen

(19) feet long by fourteen (14) wide,

with two baj'-windows. The one on

the side is octagonal, containing three

divisions, and that in front is square.

This latter projects two feet six inches
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(2 feet 6 inches), with a double, or, as it

is usually termed, a twin-window ; and

is carried up two stories in height, as

will be seen at a glance on the elevation.

In the rear of the Parlor, but not

communicating with it, and also entered

from the Hall, is the Dining-Room E,

twenty (20) feet long by fifteen (15)

feet wide, a well-ligh'ed and convenient-

sized apartment, communicating at the

rear, through a Pantry H, four feet six

inches (4 feet 6 inches) square, and a

Kitchen-Pantry I, of the same dimen-

sions, with the Kitchen F, fifteen (15) feet

by sixteen (16) feet, which is provided

with a Range and Sink.

There is another mode of communica-

tion between the Dining-Room and

Kitchen, nameby, through the Private

Passage Gr, which opens out into the

Main Hall B, and contains the Private

Stairway.

The Porch, on the front, and along

the side of the Entrance, is accessible

from the Hall, through the end Window,

which extends to the floor, for that pur

pose. The Main Entrance Door has a

slight Projecting Porch, finished with

an ornamental balcony above.

The Second Story has three Cham-

bers AAA, of large size, correspond-

ing, in dimensions, with the apartments

immediately beneath them, to wit, the

Parlor, Dining-Room, and Kitchen, with

one additional Chamber, likewise marked

A, eleven feet three inches (11 feet 3

inches) by nine (9) feet, over the Vesti-

bule and Hall.

The Hall B contains the Main Stair-

way, which continues up to the Attic

Story ; and the upper section of which

is composed altogether of windows.

Communicating with the Hall B is

the Private Passage C, on which is the

landing of the private stairs, and which

opens into the two Chambers at either

end, and into a Bath-Room D, seven

feet nine inches (1 feet 9 inches) by five

feet nine inches (5 feet 9 inches), fur-

nished with every convenience.
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The Attic Story contains about an

equal amount of accommodation with

the second, and has the partitions ex-

tended up to the roof. Light for this

story is supplied chiefly from the gables,

but, also, from two Dormer Windows

situated in the rear.

The roof is covered with alternate

layers of octagonal and square-angled

slate.

The woodwork of the windows and

the exterior will be of a dark color, in-

cluding the Sash and Front Door. The

cornices, porches and balconies will be

of a two-shades lighter tint than the

walls.

The Glass used in the First Story,

Front and Bay-Window should be crys-

tal sheet, single thickness, and all the

remainder of the best American. All

the glass should be well bedded, bradded,

and back-puttied.

The eaves ought to have raised gut-

ters, and a sufficient number of con-

ductors to carry the water quickly to

the ground.

The Balconies should all be laid with

tin, well soldered and painted beneath,

as well as on the top. All the valleys

to be also laid with tin, not less than

14 inches wide ; and all gutter and val-

ley tin should have the seams soldered

on both sides.

The cost of erecting a Villa of this

description—based on the existing prices

of labor and materials—in accordance

with the design we have given, and the

foregoing brief description—if in the

vicinity of Philadelphia—would be about

$9,000.

DESIGN FOE, A GOTHIC CHURCH.
Style: Perpendicular Mixed.

ECCLESIASTICAL Architecture

has been, in all ages and in every

land, the most important branch of the

art, the one on which architectural

genius and skill have always been

mainly expended.

As regards the styles that have been

used for edifices of this nature, the ear-

liest, of which we have any mention, can

hardly be said to possess any particular

style, being generally composed of the

ruins of ancient heathen temples and

other structures, promiscuously worked

up together.

The Bjzantine era may be looked

upon as the earliest in which style was
originated and introduced into such

buildings, though this was mostly con-

fined to Asia Minor, until about the

6th century.

It was near this time, that the Lom-
bards settled in Italy ; and considerable

changes, principally in the details, were

effected by them in the mode then exist-

ing ; which may be and is called, the

"Lombardic." This style flourished in

Northern Italy up to the 12th century,

or the commencement of the 13th, form-

ing an intermediate link between the

debased Roman and the Gothic Style.

By gradual, but marked changes, car-

ried through four or five generations

—

a grand transition whose points can

readily be traced—was at last reached

the " most perfect form of Ecclesiastical

" architecture, pre-eminently termed the

" Christian Style
; we need scarcely

"say, we allude to the Gothic, or

" Pointed, which, for its solemn gran-
" deur, as well as for its perfect con-

"struction, is of all, the most appro-

priate for a Christian Temple."

We will not, here, attempt to enter

into any dissertation on the Gothic

Style, beyond what more particularly

relates to the yubject of our present

illustration, which, as will be seen, is a

Church, partaking of the characteristics
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of what are called the Decorated and the

Perpendicular Divisions of this style.

The several British forms into which it

has been classified, according to the dif-

ferent chief variations it passed through,

in successive stages, from its primary

development, until it gradually dissolved

into the Tudor, or Debased Gothic
;

are, according to Rickman, whose

arrangement is allowed to be the most

simple, as follows

:

A. D.

Early English, . . 1 189-1 30

7

Decorated English, . 1307-1377

Perpendicular, . . 1377-1630

As to the particular time at which

each of these divisions is most accu-

rately defined, there has been much dis-

pute, owing to the very gradual and

almost imperceptible manner in which

one merged into the other. But the

-. prominent characteristics of each are so

strikingly defined, that, when it is seen

in its matured and perfect form, no dif-

ficulty can be experienced in determin-

ing to which it properly belongs.

The features most readily distinguish-

able are the windows, the shape of the

arches, the mouldings, and matters of

detail. From these we can generally

arrive at a very accurate decision, as to

the date of a building.

The windows of the Decorated Style,

are usually of large size, divided into

two or more lights by vertical mullions,

which are carried upwards, as far as the

springing of the arch ; and, from that

point, branch out into various direc-

tions, interlacing and forming patterns

of varied and beautiful design, denomi-

nated tracery. In the Perpendicular

Style, the windows vary from those of

the first-named in the vertical disposition

of the tracery in the heads. The mul-

lions, instead of branching out at the

springing of the arch, as in the Decorated

period, are continued vertically, running

up straight from the sill to the head.

It was this arrangement of tlie tracery,

in perpendicular lines, that led to the

name which has been given to this stjde,

and forms its most striking characteris-

tic. The illustration before us exhibits

the transition period, in which the

Decorated was gradually, but surely

merging into the Perpendicular, which

is easily noticeable in the forms of the

windows, the disposition of the tracery,

presenting partly geometrical features,

in the form of circles, quatrefoils, tie-

foils, and rose-windows, and interspersed

with wavy and flowing lines. The pin-

nacles, also, are floriated, and the drip-

stones of the windows all follow the line

of the, arch almost to its apex, where

they have a concave curve, terminating

in a knob of foliage—all characteristic

of the Decorated.

In the Decorated, the tower parapet

is most generally adorned with open

tracery ; but the Perpendicular is oftener

characterized by embattled, or counter-

embattled parapets, the first of these

occurring in our design. The tower

being a predominating trait, we are thus

barely enabled to style our church

Perpendicular Mixed, as in all other

respects these two styles are about

equally commingled.

The design we have here given, is for

a two-story church. Buildings of this

class are now but rarely erected, except

in localities, where sufficient space can-

not be obtained, and it is a desideratum,

to make the best use of the ground in

possession. We disapprove entirely of

such a style of edifice for the purposes

of a church, because some very serious

objections can be raised against it. In

the first place, the Easement story must

either be low in its Ceiling, or the Ap-

proach to the Audience-Room, on the

main floor, will be made difficult, be-

long and inconvenient stairways: As
the rooms in the Basement would 011I3'

be employed for Sunday-schools and

lecture-rooms, and primary meetings of

various kinds, they would only be at-

tended by a limited portion of the eon-

sreoation, whereas the Audience-Room

on the Main floor would be filled b}r all

classes, embracing the old and young,
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strong and feeble. For this reason, it

is of essential importance, that the lat-

ter should be perfectly easy of access,

and not be in anyway rendered difficult

to any member of the church, by un-

necessarily long flights of stairs.

In many instances, in our large

churches, where there are basement sto-

ries, Galleries have also been erected

on three sides of the Audience-Room,

intended to accommodate from 250 to

300 persons, or nearly half the number

for whom there are sittings on the Main

floor. This arrangement involves the

necessity of having two extra flights of

stairs, meeting in the same vestibule, on

the front, with the others leading to the

basement and from the entrance. When
the congregation is dismissed, this causes

the vestibule and stairways to be crowded

and choked up, rendering egress at all

times most unpleasant, and, to many,

unbearable.

The popular impression, that the

two-story plan is less expensive, than

that where Audience-rooms, Sunday-

schools, and, in short, all the accommo-

dations required are on one floor—con-

joined with limited space—has perhaps

been the reason why these two-story

edifices have been constructed at all.

This idea is founded on the supposition,

that the. saving is effected, by there

being a smaller amount of wall, and

roofing ; the fact of the additional height

of the walls, and the extra thickness

required, in order to secure a proper

degree of strength—together with the

additional length of building necessary

to obtain sufficient space for the stair-

ways—being altogether ignored. It has

been proved by indisputable figures,

backed by actual experiment, that the

saving effected, in the one case, is fully

counterbalanced by the additional cost,

in the other ; that the additional stone

work in the walls, in the former, is just

about equal to the extra height required

in the latter ; and that the cost of the

greater necessary depth of vestibule and

stairways is equivalent to the saving on

the Roof. There would be no diminu-

tion, whatever, in the relative cost in

the details of Flooring, Plastering,

Painting, Windows, &c, as about an

equal amount of each would be requisite

in either case. It is our intention, in a

future number, to give a detailed Esti-

mate and Bill of Quantities—showing

the exact cost of each of two edifices,

built on these two distinct plans, and

having the same capacity in every way

—which will corroborate what we have

here stated, from our own practical ex-

perience and knowledge, that the advan-

tage, if any, is in favor of the plan in

which the whole of the accommodation

is on one floor.

We must now proceed, however, to

take up the subject of our Plate, and

to describe the ground-plan in detail.

The Church has a Tower at one corner

A, eighteen (18) feet square, exclusive

of the buttresses, and eighty-six (86)

feet high. The Vestibule B is fifteen

(15) feet wide; and contains two large

stairways, leading to the Audience-

room. This Vestibule is accessible

from the Tower, and also from the op-

posite side, or flank, of the building.

The Basement rooms are entered,

through doors, placed beneath the stairs,

into a Centre Vestibule at B, as before

mentioned. From this, a passage or

Hall, eight feet wide, leads to the Lec-

ture and School-room C, a fine, capa-

cious apartment, 48 feet by 49^ feet.

The Infant-school room D lies on the

right of the passage, between the Vesti-

bule B and large School-room C, is

20 feet by 28 feet, and entered from the

hall — having glass partitions along the

Large School-room which can be thrown

open, converting the two rooms into one

at pleasure.

On the opposite side of the Hall are

two Class-rooms E E, each 14 feet by

20 feet, having entrances from the pass-

age, but not communicating one with

the other. At the extreme end of the

Lecture-room C is a Library F, 9 feet

by 12 feet, a recess for a pulpit at G,
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Basement Floor.

and a Stairway H, which connects with

the Audience-room above ; and has

also an entrance door from the outside.

This completes the Basement floor.

On the Main floor, or what may be

termed the second story, is the Vesti-

bule I, 15 feet wide, containing the land-

ing, which is about seven feet wide, and

leaves a clear space in the centre be-

tween the several stairs the full width

of the Vestibule ; and from this point

flights of stairs are continued up over

the others, leading to the end galleries,

that cross the front, having the form of

what is called the " Horse-shoe Gal-

lery."

The Pulpit is marked J on the plan,

the Study or Robing-room K, and on

the opposite side of the building is the

rear, or third stairway.

The Audience- room, which includes

the whole space contained on this floor,

excluding what we have just described,

and the Vestibule, is 48 feet wide in the

clear and 70 feet long, divided into six

blocks of pews, with three aisles, two
of which are three feet wide, and the cen-

tre one, four feet With this arrange-

Matn Floor.

ment of pews, five hundred and sixty

(560) persons can be comfortabty seated,

in addition to one hundred and fiity, for

whom there is ample accommodation

in the Gallery, making in all 110 as the

number to whom the Building will afford

sittings, with ample space allotted to

each member.

The floor of the Audience-room

should be so formed, as to descend, to-

wards the Pulpit, two inches in every

ten feet, or fourteen inches in the entire

length of 70 feet. The object of this is,

to enable those of the congregation in

the rear of the church to see and hear

better, as even those whose sense of

hearing is acute have more satisfaction

from marking the movement of the

speaker's lips, while from this alone, the

the deaf can often follow the discourse.

This slant cannot be given without much

loss of space, where there is a basement

floor, and must necessarily in such cases

be forborne.

We propose, at an early day to furnish

plates of details of these different plans

of churches, both exterior and interior,

including corresponding furniture, &c.
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AN HEROIC MONUMENT.
Designed and Executed by Messrs. Struthers & Son.*

IX this number we present our readers

with a choice, full-page engraving of

An Heroic Monument, already erected

at Laurel Hill Cemetery, near Philadel-

phia, in memory of General Frank E.

Patterson, of this city.

Upon a square, slightly tapering, chis-

eled-rustic pedestal, with obverse and

reverse pediment-tablets for the inscrip-

tions, perpendicular, angled double base

and compound surbase, is seated a fe-

male figure, emblematic of GRIEF.
Leaning with her right elbow upon a

cinerary urn, she holds in her right hand,

just over the edge of the cover, a Ro-

man sword, the scabbard slanting across

the body of the urn. The pose of this

female is exceedingly graceful ; and the

drapery, thrown carelessly around her,

from the hips downward, is managed
with extreme skill. Her left foot is ad-

vanced, so as to project over the upjier

portion of the surbase ; and the right

limb, being crossed underneath behind,

the toes of the right foot appear resting

against the left leg, somewhat above the

ankle. In the one direction, the lines

of the right upper arm, the sword, the

left arm and both flanks beautifully har-

monize; and in the other, the answering

lines are those of the head and body, the

right hand, the left fingers, both lower

limbs—as suggested through the dra-

pery—and the drapery itself; the latter

—partly gathered in the left hand, which

also holds a laurel wreath—in its flowing-

folds, finally repeating the varied lines

of the entire pedestal. The whole atti-

tude is replete with the dignified ex-

pression of profound, but not hopeless

melancholy ; the head drooping forwards

to the right, and the downcast eyes, fixed

upon the cover of the' urn supposed to

contain the ashes of the lamented dead.

The style of the pedestal is Grecian

throughout.

The statue is rather alove life-size, in

order not to appear, from its elevation,

less than nature.

The entire Monument is cut in white

marble. The statue itself is of Italian
;

and the base is a monolith from the

Stockbridge quarries.

The Statue of Grief was designed

by Mr. J. A. Bailly, and the pedestal by

our esteemed friends, Messrs. Struthers

& Son, at whose long-established, ex-

tensive, and favorablj'-known place the

entire work was executed.

Upon the occasion of our A'isit Mr.

Bailly was deftly modeling a statue of

Col. Ulric Dahlgren, a little larger than

life; and close by was the model of a

statuette of General Reynolds, who fell

at Gettysburg. One of the skilled work-

men, under the immediate supervision

of the sculptor, was assiduously finishing

a gigantic statue of Washington, in-

tended to be placed upon the Chestnut

street pavement, immediately in front

of Independence Hall.

The Messrs. Struthers employ many
artists and skilled artizans ; and their

extensive and crowded rooms bear, in

every direction, the most unmistakable

evidence of the business enterprise, ca-

pacity, taste, skill, and geniality of the

proprietors.

It is very seldom that the highly artis-

tic work, one specimen of which we have

so inadequately described, pays at all in

a pecuniary sense ; but these gentlemen

are devoted to their humanizing voca-

tion, and never miss an opportunity for,

not only fostering, but adequately men-

tioning, the fitting genius and talents

of their workmen, and extending a true

appreciation of the sculptor's art.

* Marble and Sandstone Works, No. 2022 Market street, Philadelphia.
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PICTURE GALLERIES.

ONE of the most important and bene-

ficial means of promoting and popu-

larizing the Fine Arts is the establish-

ment of Picture Galleries and Museums.

We gather, that even among the ancients,

existed the custom of having apartments

ill the mansions of the rich and noble,

for the purpose of displaying choice and

valued pictures. This is mentioned by

Titruvius, who Very briefly describes

these Pinacothecce, as they were called.

In our own times, private collections of

paintings and—where these are exten-

sive—galleries have been of common
occurrence, as in England, for instance

;

yet too often formed, not from appre-

ciation and love of the Art, or from a

wish to promote its advancement ; but

from ostentation. The desire to culti-

A'ate any art, whether immediately use-

ful, fashionable, or costly, flatters self-

love; and is convenient for embellishing

the apartments of stately piles. As we

have said, this, in England, is too fre-

quently the ruling motive. Still it has,

nevertheless, been productive of great

benefit to the Art, in disseminating a

more general knowledge and creating a

more elevated and refined public taste.

There are, of course, distinguished ex-

ceptions to this, among noblemen and

gentlemen, who possess private collec-

tions in England; and who—actuated

in their formation by the purest and

most unselfish motives—have done much

to aid the great work of art-refinement,

to benefit its professors, and to establish

that true taste and feeling, in the great

mass of the people, from whicli alone

great results can spring. The infusion

of a true feeling of art, among a com-

mercial people, is a work exceedingly

slow in its achievement. In America,

we are not wanting in the onward march

of improvement in the great career of

Art. We are also fully awake to the

fact, that there is no more certain secu-

rity for the permanent endurance of a

Republic, than the progressive enlarge-

ment of the faculties for mental culture

and refinement among its citizens.

Private Galleries are now of common
occurrence, in all our larger cities, Phil-

adelphia, New York, Boston, Baltimore,

&c. They are rapidly becoming, and

are considered almost in the light of,

necessary appendages to mansions of

the first class ; though not yet absolute

appendages ; and rather to be regarded

in the character of luxury and elegance,

than necessity.

Still, there are many ofour people, who
are not content to remain satisfied with

the bare attainment of all the conve-

niences of modern civilization, for the

supply of their physical wants and

necessities ; but who have a craving for

enjoyments and elegancies, which may
minister to their mental pleasures.

Surely, there is no mode, whereby a cul-

tivated and refined mind can more ration-

ally and laudably acquire enjoyment,

than in the possession of pictures, from

the contemplation of which can be de-

rived lessons fraught with as profound

and valuable instruction, as can be

drawn by some from books, from society,

or from Nature itself. It enables us to

have always at our command, for enjoy-

ment whenever the inclination arises, a

rich and inexhaustible mine of knowl-

edge, whence the mind constantly draws

more and rarer treasures.

We here quote the words of Addison,

to show what a thorough and just ap-

preciation he had of other benefits

derivable from a picture gallery. " I

"frequently," says he, "make a little

" part}', with two or three select friends,

"to visit any thing curious that may be
" under cover. My principal entertain-

"ments of this kind are pictures, inso-

"much that, when I have found the

" weather set in to be very bad, I have
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"taken a whole day's journey, to see a

"gallery that is furnished by the hands

"of great masters. By this means,

" when the heavens are filled with clouds,

"when the earth swims in rain, and all

" nature wears a lowering countenance,

"I withdraw myself from these uncom-
" fortable scenes into the visionary world

"of art, where I meet with shining land-

" scapes, gilded triumphs, cheerful faces,

"and other objects, that fill the mind

"with gay ideas, and disperse that

" gloominess, which is apt to hang upon

" it, in those dark disconsolate seasons."

In Philadelphia there are only four

private establishments that can properly

ami correctly be styled Picture-Galleries,

that is, galleries expressly constructed

for the purpose, and with a scrupulous

adaptation of the building to its object,

viz. , the Display of Pictures. There are,

in addition, a great number of very valu-

able collections of exquisite paintings,

bronzes, statuettes and other antique

and recent gems; but these cannot

properly be included in the number of

galleries, as they are generally dis-

tributed throughout several apartments

in the house ; and there has been no

particular construction or arrangement

designed for their display. There are a

still larger number of gentlemen who
may, with great justice, be regarded as

real lovers of the Art, who are known to

be possessors of some of the most valua-

ble and rare chefs d'eeuvres of painting.

New York can boast of many more

private galleries, collections, and general

connoisseurs in the Art, than Philadel-

phia. Boston, also, and many other

cities in our land, all evince that there

is abroad an increasing demand for

aesthetic enjoyment, an advancing spirit

of the age in art-feeling among the few,

and an appreciation for the elegant

and the beautiful in art among the many.

The mind accustomed only to see slVapes

of beauty will insensibly become habitu-

ated to them, and imbibe correct im-

pressions and a portion of their refine-

ment; just as when we dwell amidst

elegance and fashion, our ideas will in-

variabty derive a coloring from them.

We have made the foregoing brief in-

troductory remarks, with reference to

the Plate, which we herewith give,

exhibiting a view of a projected, two-

story Picture Gallery, designed iu ac-

cordance with a suggestion given us by

Joseph Harrison, Esq., a gentleman of

much enterprise, well and widely known
as one ever ready to lend a helping hand

towards the promotion of the Pine Arts,

throwing much energy, liberality, and

zeal in every channel whereby his labors

in the cause can, as a patron, or a bene-

factor, be brought to bear.

The idea of a Picture Gallery, two or

more stories high, as illustrated in the

accompanying plate, presented itself to

Mr. Harrison during his experience in

erecting his present Picture Gallery,

which is constructed with a skylight

upon the roof, and an inner glass ceiling,

through which the light is refracted.

The inner sash, or ceiling, is curved to

a quadrant, with the glass in the roof

above it, arranged to such an angle,

that the rays of light are reflected

directly upon the line of wall surface

designed for pictures. By this means a

most desirable and proper light is ob-

tained, producing just the effect, upon

the display of paintings, that was re-

quired ; and through the arrangement

of the gas at night, precisely the same

effect is obtained, as during the day.

At the period of the construction ofthe

present gallery, considerable time a:;d

study were bestowed on the arrange-

ment and all the derails of the scheme
;

no expense was spared to obtain the

best, that could be devised ; and, upon

its completion, it was pronounced, by all

competent judges in art matters, to be

as nearly perfect, in adaptation to the

purpose for which it was designed, as

could possibly be. A slight disadvan-

tage was, however, subsequently dis-

covered, not in any yvay relating to the

manner of the construction, or the prin-

ciple of the plan, but entirely arising
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from extraneous causes, over which the

designers had no control. It was found,

that, owing to the expansion and con-

traction of metallic substances—such

as tin, copper, lead, or iron, more or less

necessary in the construction of a sky-

light—caused by the remarkably sudden

and severe changes from extreme heat

to extreme cold, in our very variable

climate, and vice-versa, it was impos-

sible to keep the skylight perfectly

secure and weather-proof. To obviate

this defect, the conception of the new

design, which we are about to describe,

presented itself to the mind of our

townsman and friend, who, with his

usual liberality, proposed it for the bene-

fit of any, who may hereafter be anxious

to obtain such an accessory to their

dwellings, in order that they may have

the advantage of the experience he him-

self has gained, and the thought and

careful study he has given the subject.

We cordially approve of the suggestion
;

and recommend it strongly, not only for

the reason, that it obviates the diffi-

cultj', we have j ust alluded to, but, also,

that it affords so much more available

wail surface, each additional story pos-

sessing equal advantages, in every way,

with the other.

The design, we have under discussion,

is thirty-two (32) feet wide in the clear,

by sixty (60) feet long, and two stories

high. Each story has a wall surface

eighteen feet hiarh from the floor to the

cornice and springing line of the glass

arch, which is the quadrant of a circle

of eight feet radius, leaving a centre, or

level, ceiling of sixteen (16) feet, which

latter is divided into panels, ten feet

wide and six inches deep.

The quarter circle is all of glass, ex-

cept the ribs. To form this curve, an

iron arch is placed in the centre of each

brick pier, the piers being ten feet be-

tween centres ; these are the supporting

piers or walls, and are two feet six

inches on the face, with seven feet six

inches openings in each space for sash.

The iron bracket, in this case, is two

inches thick, and, as buildings differ in

width, they must be more or less, in

proportion to the width of the building.

An iron shoe is cast, on the bottom end,

for a rest, or bearing on the wall. The
top is bolted to the girder, near the end

of the bracket ; and at or near the wall.

This girder is 6 x 12 inches ; and is

placed over each bracket, with 1-| inch

cleats nailed on the sides, along the bot-

tom, to serve as a bearing for the floor-

ing-joists, running transverse^, which

are eight inches deep.

The girders have iron clamps, at each

end, that extend through the wall, with

a neatly finished plate; or rosette washer,

on the outside. The exterior windows
are ten feet high, and in sections of

seven feet wide with two frames to each.

The sash and frames are of the ordinary

make ; and double-hung, in the usual

manner, with weights and cords. These

exterior windows are placed slightly

above the level of the arch, or curved

glass ceiling, by which arrangement, the

light is refracted through them directly

upon the opposite wall, and vice versa,

upon the same principle, as though there

were a skylight. By this means, we
have the ordinary windows on the exte-

rior ; and avoid all the vexations attend-

ant on the ever-troublesome skylight,

with the advantage of not being restrict-

ed to one story. The same principle

can be applied to any number of stories.

By this arrangement it will at once

be seen, that elongation of gallery is no

longer an absolute necessity, in the en-

largement of picture-space
; a most de-

sirable matter, indeed, when the value

of the ground to be covered is considered.

Light, by this admirable arrangement,

we still obtain enough of, whilst we gain

the required space ; and, moreover, there

is aii improvement in the light, as we
add to the gallery building. The onty

drawback to this, in all other respects,

unquestionable improvement, is the fa-

tigue of ascent. But, surely no one,

with a true taste for art, would object to

an effort to approach it.
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PRACTICAL CARPENTRY & JOINERY

W
DETAILS FOR PICTURE GALLERY.

"E will now proceed with a detailed

description of the several parts,

from the annexed plate, on which they

are drawn to a large scale.

A is the pier, or one of the upbearing

portions of the side wall of the building,

2 feet 6 inches long by 18 inches thick.

B is the iron bracket, that forms the

curve ; and gives support and stability

to the whole. C C are furring-pieces,

on each side of the iron bracket, taper-

ing from the window frame, in the wall,

to°the curved rib. This surface, being

made perfectly white, will add to the re-

flected rays ; while avoiding all offsets

for shadows. D is a section of one gir-

der, likewise showing the section of the

iron bracket E below it. F is the cor-

nice, running on all the ribs, transverse-

ly and horizontally ; and, also, follow-

ing the curve to the cornice, on the wall,

atTthe spring of the arch. G is the

flooring-joist, giving the bearing on the

cleats, that are nailed to the sides of

the girders I ; and J is the sash in the

curved ceiling, exhibiting the connec-

tion with the ribs. K is a vertical section

of a part of the outer brick walls. L is

the iron brace, or quadrant, displaying

the shoe and its bearing on the wall.

M is the cornice, on the wall, at the

springing-line of the arched ceiling of

glass. N is the moulded rib on the

arch. is a section of the same.

P is a plate of iron, about 2£ inches

wide by about \ of an inch thick, with a

small turned-up flange on the outer edge,

even with the plastering on the walls,

and a simpTe quirk above it, as is usu-

ally formed beneath the bottom mem-

ber of a cornice. Brass or other com-

position hooks are made to fit neatly

on this flange, and play in the quirk.

The cords of the pictures are attached

to these hooks, which can be shifted

to any point desired, as the flange is

made to extend around the entire

wall. This contrivance was introduced

into the Picture Gallery ofMr. Harrison,

at his own suggestion ; and proved to be

a very great convenience, since univer-

sally adopted.

R is a vertical section of the brick

wall, on a smaller scale. S is the full

quadrant or curve of the arch on the

same. T is the girder, exposing the

connection with the flooring joists, the

iron bracket and the joint-bolt, as they

extend through the wall, to bind the

whole together. U is the floor, and V
the panel on the flat ceiling. W shows

the face of the cornice on the wall, at

the spring of the arch. Y a section of

the rib and the depth of the panel, with

moulding at Z, also affords a section

through the girder, with the bearings of

the joists G G ; and X is the face of the

rib. P P is the iron flange, with the

plate, as inserted in wall, drawn to a

lai'ger scale.

From the above description we think

a clear idea can be formed of the advan-

tages, which this plan possesses, over

the ordinary style of Picture Gallery,

so objectionable to exhibiting artists,

who always desire tbe light thus; not

to speak of the great aduition of wall

surface, which this construction gives.

But we have already descanted freely

upon its merits, and will now leave it

with our commendation.

It is as necessary for the Artist, to

have a favorable light for the clue expo-

sition of his work, as it is for him to

have the i-equisite colors, wherewith to

embody his ideas on the canvas. For

it is through the aid of Nature's light

that he must present Nature's effects.
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A BAY-WINDOW.

TT~7~E will now resume the branch
VV of Practical Carpentry and

Joinery.

Our first plate represents a Bay-Win-
dow, an architectural feature, which has

become an almost universal appendage

to our suburban residences, and of late

has been frequently introduced into our

citjr mansions. It is often placed on the

front of the building, but more generally

on the rear, in either situation posses-

sing the same general accessories and

characteristics.

This particular style of window was
adopted in England during the Lancas-

trian and Tudor periods ; and, from its

capability of forming an agreeable and

striking trait in the external appearance

of a dwelling, lias been always, more or

less, in vogue, down to the present time.

The great difficulty always experienced

in the construction of these windows has

been the attainment of a proper degree

of security in the arrangement of the

shutters, or blinds. Much thought and

stud3r,/both theoretically and practically,

has been expended on this matter by

our mechanics ; but, as yet, few methods

of solving this problem have been at-

tended with any satisfactory result. The

chief obstacle is, that, in the generality

of instances where Bay-Windows are

introduced, only a given space can be

appropriated for the opening, which al-

lowance has to be rendered as available,

as mechanical skill and ingenuity can

make it, for the purpose of obtaining all

the light possible. In order to accom-

plish this, it is requisite, that some plan

be devised which will, at one and the

same time, afford the most light and the

greatest security.

One method is to have shutters on the

outside. This has its advantages and

disadvantages, which we will briefly

enumerate. In a climate as changeable

as that of the United States, where the

temperature ranges from extreme cold

to extreme heat, during the various sea-

sons of the year, an outer protection to

the glass is beneficial ; in the summer,

by shielding the glass from the ardent

rays of the sun, thus preventing it from

becoming heated, and the heat itself

from being refracted or reflected into the

apartment within ; and, in the winter,

in a similar manner, by protecting it

against the cold wind and frost, which,

when in contact with the glass, will be

conveyed into the apartment. On the

other hand, we cannot speak in any

favorable terms of the architectural ef-

fect produced by these shutters or Vene-

tian blinds, when placed on the outside

of the building : there is nothing attrac-

tive, or agreeable to the eye, in the ap-

pearance they here make. The great dif-

ficulty, that is usually encountered, in

placing the shutters on the outside, is

the want of wall surface, for opening

them back ; and their unsightliness,

when open. But, on the whole, the bene-

fits derived from their being so placed,

in the protection, they afford to the

glass, from exposure to the weather,

give them a much higher claim to our

notice and approval, than another me-

thod, which has also been tried, viz. , that

of blinds within.

One objection to inside blinds is, that

the amount of space necessary for the

concealment of their folds, when the

window is open, occasions an exterior

appearance of over-massiveness in the

jambs. It is also found, that the depth

of the jamb, or the thickness of the wall,

in many instances, does not allow soffits

to be formed, for receiving the folds. To
obviate this difficulty, we are obliged to

have recourse to the method of folding

one-half, of the entire Bay-Window, to

the side jamb ; or, in other words, a

window and a half to each jamb. This

usually makes four or five folds to each
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set, according to the size of the window,

and the space allotted in the jamb, for so

great a number of shutters, so obtrusive

and cumbrous, as seldom to give satis-

faction. This plan should never be

adopted, except as a last resort.

Still another method has been prac-«

tised, namely, hanging the shutters with

weights, cords and pulleys, in a similar

manner to sash, except that it is neces-

sary to have the former out of sight.

This can be readily accomplished, by
running each section down, behind the

panel-back, or wainscot, into a box,

formed to receive them. They must

necessarily be cut at the meeting-rail of

the sash
; and work side by side. In

cases of this kind, the inside window-sills

are hung, with hinges, to the fascise be-

neath them ; and lift up perpendicularly,

exposing the opening of the box ; the

shutters will then be, by this means,

shoved down ; and the sills closed in

place, concealing them ; and, at the

same time, forming a proper finish, with

the shutter, either open, or closed.

The design for the Bay-Window, which

forms the subject of this description,

and the accompanying Plate, is one of

rather a novel construction, possessing

some advantages over the ordinary

mode, the credit of which, we are happy

to say, belongs to Joseph S. Keen, Esq.,

formerly a practical carpenter of this

city, a gentleman many years retired

from active business, but who still takes

a deep and lively interest in its progress.

He commenced the practical portion of

his career in the workshop of his father

—for a long period well known and

respected as a Philadelphia builder

—

where, by patient and untiring industry

and indomitable energy, he acquired

more than ordinary skill, intelligence

and reputation, as a scientific mechanic.

Gifted with knowledge in his vocation,

he, at an early age, abandoned the pur-

suit of the art, and followed a profession

more congenial to his taste. Still, he

has ever kept apace with the onward

march of science ; and feels no greater

pleasure, than in being able to impart
for the benefit of his brother-mechanics,
any idea or conception that from time
to time suggests itself to his practised

mind. A good man needs no higher

motive, than the gratification of feeling,

that he can, in any way, be of service to

his fellow-workers, who have not been,

perhaps, so favored by nature, or by op-

portunities, as he himself. And no one
appreciates a scientific and skilful work-

man more than he who has, himself,

spent all his earlier days in working in-

dustriously at the same branch, ever

looking hopefully forward to the reward
of years of labor, which attained, in his

riper age, he is ever ready to respect

and assist those, who are still struggling

on towards the goal, which he himself

has reached.

The illustration exhibits a Bay-Win-
dow, such as can be constructed, either

of stone or of wood. The piers are

light, with a slender column, at each

angle, and an architrave around the

window, in each section. The cornice

is finished witli a dental course, and a

bracket on each angle, above the cap of

the column. The roof is covered with

tin, having raised ribs on all the seams.

The base, as high as the water-table,

should invariably be of stone. Brick

may, however, be used, as high as the

bed of the table-course, which usually

varies from eight inches to one foot in

height on the face. Cellar windows,

with iron guards, are placed in each

section as indicated.

The plan of this window differs, as we

have before said, from the mode of con-

struction in general use, being one in

which Venetian blinds are required, and

arranged upon the outside of the sash.

The representation we give, shows the

entire window, with the blinds only in

the centre opening, as they would ap-

pear closed. They are made of the

usual thickness ; and the full width of

the sash—two sections in height, with a

mullion in the centre, representing

pairs, as usually made, when hung with
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hinges. They are hung by weights and

cords, with pulley styles, similar to the

sash ; the upper one, on the outside,

and the bottom one, on the opposite, or

inside, with a simple parting-strip such

as is generally employed for sash. This

parting-strip, between the shutters and

the sash, should not be less than one

and a-half inch thick, to give space for

holts, rods, &c.

The head, in this case, is circular ; the

slats within the circle being always

stationary ; and the pivots and rods

only extending to the spring of the arch.

The pulley-style for the bottom shutter,

or blind, must continue up to the crown

of the arch-head, with a groove so

formed, that the same can be raised up

to its full height ; and clear the lower

sash. By means of this arrangement,

the blinds can never be put out of sight

;

but from their easy and simple manage-

ment, there would seem to be no neces-

sity for exposing the entire surface of

the glass at one time. There is no ob-

struction to the free passage of the air

;

and very- little, indeed, to the light

;

while, on the other hand, the sun can be

entirely excluded from the apartment at

pleasure ; at least as readily, as with an

inside shade. Compared to all previous

existing forms, this mode of finish is

certainly the most desirable, so far as

real comfort is to be considered, from

its extreme simplicity of construction,

and the accompanying ease of manage-

ment by the occupants of the room.

Details of Bay-Window.

We will now proceed to describe the

attached Plate of Details, drawn to a

large scale, and designed to explain the

construction more clearly.

A is the plan of one angle of the win-

dow, showing the four boxes for the sash

and shutter weights, the inside archi-

trave, and the plan of the exterior

finish. B is the vertical section, exhibit-

ing a portion of the wall of the cellar,

the cellar windows, and the flooring

joists, as bridged. The joists of the

second floor, the supporting lintel across

the alcove, a section of the arch and the

corbel that supports it, the ceiling joists,

and the rafters, with the curve of the

roof and the cornice are also shown. C
is the cornice-bracket, and the cap of

the column, on a large scale. D the

face of the cap and the cornice. E the

cellar wall, on a large scale. F the stud,

beneath the window sill. Q the sill, as

it bears on the wall. H the supporting-

piece, beneath the window-sill. I the

sub-sill. J the jamb and the panel-back

of the window. K the exterior panel,

below the sill. L the window-sill. M
the sash and pulley-style. N the pulley-

style for the outside blinds.

The whole of the above details have

been drawn to such a scale, that any

ordinary mechanic can comprehend, with

readiness, exactly the manner in which

it is designed to construct the several

parts, so as to form the whole.

PICTURES
The great aim with every individual, in viewing any natural or artificial object, should be to

see a picture. This, comparatively, few people ever do. They observe with great facility and

exactness, the various matters in sight, and all of them at an instant; but simply as a number

of detached things. In consequence, they never really enjoy, either nature, or her pictured

similitudes in a thorough manner. Only the one, who can see a picture, can draw a picture.

The principles of pictorial presentation depend upon the proper representation of outlines

on a plane surface, named linear perspective ; upon the management of distance by the gradual

attenuation of tints, suggesting the presence of atmosphere, termed atrial perspective ; and

upon the disposition of light and shade, called effect
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PLATE GLASS.
We have been enabled, through the kindness of our friend, Mr. B. H. Shoemaker,

to prepare the following Table of Hammered, or Rough, and Rtbbed, or Fluted

Plate Glass, showing the sizes and thickness of which they can be obtained, for

the purposes of Floors, Vaults, Skylights, Conservatories and Graperies.

Description.

Hammered Glass for Floors.

(i <i it

II <l II

" Skylights

<< « «<

« (< ii

i< ii «i

Thickness.

1^ inch.

I "

A " / 24x60

Size in Inches.

20x20

24x48

24x60

Fluted or Bibbed Glass "

it ii

it a a

ii ii a

Hammered Glass Bent.

tt it

&

4

i "

3 It

T3"

X «

4

1 "
2

30x60

36x72

24x60

20x60

24x60

24X60

12X48

12x48

24x48

24x24 24X30

24X?2

24x96

24x12

30x72

36x96

36x72

36x60

24x84

30x84

40x72

24x36

36X96

36x84

48x60 48x72

48x72

24x96 24x108

30x96 30x120

60x60

48x60

24x72 24x84 30x60

20x70,24x12 '24x84

24x72 30x60 30x70

20x50

12x60

24x72

18x60

to

to

26x80

16x38

48x84

30x72

30x80

36x72

28x76

60x72

72x84

30x84

36x90

36x84

24x60

24x84

SPHERICAL GLASS DOMES
Are made of one piece of cast plate, half an inch thick, and from three feet to eight

in diameter. They are employed for the top cf circular skylights, thu? avoiding

the use of all bars and joints, and insuring a perfectly water-proof skylight. They

are finished plain, as rough glass or ground; and when used for dwellings, are

handsomely ornamented in colors.
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A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE:
THE HINDOO.

THE Sacred Edifices of Hindustan,

from their acknowledged profound

antiquity, the stupendous nature of their

construction, and the colossal sculptures,

with which they are covered and embel-

lished so profusely, have been deservedly

the subject of deep research and discus-

sion, among antiquarians of our day.

Ingenuity has been taxed to the utmost,

and conjecture exhausted, in the various

theories, that from time to time have

been propounded, as to what period, in

the history of our globe, these gigantic

structures and excavations were con-

ceived, and brought into existence ; for

what purposes they were originally in-

tended ; and as to the meaning of the

sculptured figures on their walls. It

would be a needless waste of time for us

to recapitulate all these theories, the

more so, that they would only tend to

bewilder and confuse the general reader.

Thejr are well worthy the patient and

careful consideration of any art-student,

and would amply repay the trouble. Suf-

fice it for us to say, that there is great

difference of opinion, among the highest

and most learned authorities, as to the

antiquity of both the wonderful Rock-

cut Temples and the Pagodas of Hindoo

Architecture, while there are few cir-

cumstances, to prove which is right.

The most general belief is, that, upwards

of twenty centuries ago, there existed, in

the East, a nation who, if we may judge

by the ancient records of history, and

the monumental remains of their art,

must have been very far advanced, in-

deed, in a state of civilization and

knowledge of the fine arts. Of their

Domestic Architecture, we have, now,

no certain knowledge, as the grandeur,

magnificence and wealth of their cities,

—the ancient Oude, Lahore, Delhi, Agra

and Canouge,—have passed away, with

their political greatness ; and are now

but matters of very vague and conflict-

ing history. From the most reliable

sources, however, we gather that Oude,

the capital of the province of Oude,, in

the northeast of Bengal, was the first

imperial city of Hindustan ; and, by the

most moderate computation, is said to

have extended over a line of 40 miles in

length. It remained' the imperial city

for 1500 years, till about 1000 B. C,
when one of the Emperors changed the

seat of Government to a city, called

"Canouge," on the banks of the Ganges,

which, in time, rose to be, according to

Arrian, " the greatest city among the

Indians." Its form was quadrangular,

the sides eight miles long, surrounded

by wooden fortifications, with 570 towers

or turrets for archers to shoot from, and

65 gates or entrances into the city. Ca-

nouge flourished, withmore or less steadi-

ness, under successive monarchs, down
to the beginning of the sixth century,

when it began to decline. Delhi, having

been added to their dominions, became

the metropolis of India. Even then, it

is said to have contained 30,000 shops

in its bazaars, which sold only Betel-nut.

Delhi, Lahore, and Agra cannot boast

of the antiquity of the two cities we have

named ; and have never been their equals

in point of extent ; although, it may be,

they have surpassed them in splendor

and magnificence.

However, as before remarked, we
now know little, or nothing, of the state

of the Domestic Architecture of Hindu-

stan, at that remote period ; but—the

Religion of that country having ever

remained unchanged through the deca-

dence and fall of successive dynasties,

we are able—through the grand and

wonderful temples, which are to be found

to this day, in various parts of that vast

continent, in a more or less perfect state

of preservation, silent but unerring wit-
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nesses of the past,—to get a glimpse

into, and form some, it may be but a

faint and imperfect, conception of a

race, who flourished and decayed, so

many centuries ago.

There can be but little doubt, we think,

that those majestic and sublime con-

structions,—which stand unrivalled to

this day in grand and colossal propor-

tions, and awe-inspiring beauty,—and of

which we will endeavor to give, here-

after, a brief description,—are ofa birth

coeval with, if not anterior to, the Pyra-

mids of Egypt.

The attempt has been made to argue,

—as a proof of their greater age, than

that of the Egyptian monumental re-

mains,—that we, of this day, are in

possession of every possible proof, as to

the founders of the latter ; and can

tell almost, if not quite, the exact year

and reign, in which they were built

;

but we are yet groping in utter dark-

ness,—with not a ray of light, to guide

us in any way,—as to the origin or

elate of these other, if possible, still

more stupendous and wonderful temples

—excavations in and from the solid liv-

ing rock—fairhy hewn out with the ham-

mer and the chisel, a work to fashion

which must have occupied an immense

concourse of laborers many lengthen-

ing years. This reasoning, however, will

not yield a single date. Indeed, it is

fruitless, at the best, because we have

really nothing definite, to assist us in

our research.

We assume little or nothing, however,

in saying, that the best informed, upon

the chronology of the stjdes, assign to

these artificial cave temples an antiquity

far higher, than the stupendous remains

of ancient Egypt.

Of these excavated temples, there are

numerous and extensive examples, to be

found in different parts of Hindustan :

in some cases, quite plain ; in others,

again, profusely covered and embellished

with sculptures of the most diversified

forms and figures. They are to be met

with in Balkh, Cabul and Cashmere.

But the most famous are those of Ele-

phanta, Salsette and Ellora, all in

the vicinity of Bombay. Of these latter,

we will proceed to give a brief descrip-

tion ; and, from it, the reader will be

able to form a pretty good general idea

as to the character of all excavations of

this nature.

Elephanta is a small island, about 3

miles distant from Bombay ; and is so

named from the fact of there being a

colossal carved representation, in the liv-

ing rock, of an Elephant, on the southern

shore of the island. The cave is half

way up the side of a mountain ; and

in dimensions about 120 feet square

and 18 feet high. It is entirely exca-

vated out of solid rock, having its en-

trance on the north. The mass of the

solid rock roof, which in this cavern is

flat, is supported by four rows of columns

of graceful proportions,—of entirely a

different order, or style, from that of

any other known, and of form differing

from any prescribed rules,—regularly

disposed ; and each standing on a square

pedestal, beautifully fluted. The shape

of these columns is of that peculiar

to this and the Egyptian architecture,

not cylindrical, but bulging out towards

the centre. The capitals of these col-

umns are also fluted, similarly to the

columns themselves. On the tops of

these pillars runs a stone ridge, cut out

of rock, resembling a beam, about one

foot thick ; and the roof is carved to

represent timbers.

Upon the sides of this immense cav-

ern are ranged, in every direction,

mighty and gigantic statues, sculptured

out of the face of the rock, in graceful

and correct proportions, but not de-

tached from the side of the cave. These

sculptured figures are 40 or 50 in number,

and 12 to 15 feet in height, some having

the head surmounted by a helmet of a

pyramidal form, others, again, wearing

crowns of elaborate devices, and still

others with only their own flowing and

curled locks. Some of these figures have

four, others six hands, grasping sceptres,
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shields, and other emblems of peace and

war. The execution of their features is

very remarkable for the diversity of

character exhibited, accurately portray-

ing the various mental emotions, and

highly calculated to strike awe and dread

into the minds of the worshippers of that

mysterious religion, whose influence

once thronged these subterranean tem-

ples.

We cannot describe all the figures,

which are scattered in such profusion,

through this cave ; but one particularly

deserves our notice. It stands at the

southern side, immediately facing the

entrance ; and is of enoi'mous propor-

tions, being undoubtedly a bust of the

Triple Deity of India in his triune

character of Brahma, the creator, Vish-

nu, the preserver, and Seeva, the de-

stroyer. The face in front is 5 feet

long, the nose alone being 1^ feet ; and

the extreme width, from cheek to cheek,

is 3^ feet. The entire breadth be-

tween the shoulders is nearly 20 feet

;

and the height of the whole bust, from

base to the top of the cap, is 15 feet.

In his right hand the idol grasps a

snake one foot thick ; and the features of

the three faces are remarkable for the

correctness with which they characterize

the three persons of the Trinity, as it

may be called. On each side of this bust

is a colossal figure, leaning on a dwarf.

At the west end of the cave, there is a

dark recess 20 feet square, which is per-

fectly plain, with an altar in the centre.

Eight gigantic figures guard the four

doorwaj^s to the recess, one on either

side of each portal. These figures are

perfectly naked, 13i feet high; and

finely sculptured ;
evidencing, from their

harmonious proportions, the life-like

presentation of the mental emotions

depicted on their countenances, and the

muscular development of the different

attitudes, a very high degree of refine-

ment and culture in the art statuesque.

The heads of these rock figures are cov-

ered, like those of the other statues; and

they are represented as wearing collars

round their necks, and jewels in their

ears, all richly ornamented.

It would be taking up too much of our

space, and doubtless be wearisome to

our readers, to describe any of the

other sculpturings of men and beasts,

that are to be found in this remark-

able cave. They are of all sizes, and

of all varieties, except that, in the en-

tire interior, there is only one female,

represented with a single breast, which

has been supposed by some, to per-

sonate an Amazon, but which is more

likely to be, according to Elmes, a rep-

resentative of the consort of Seeva,

exhibiting the active power of her lord,

known under her three names of Bha-

wanee, Isanee, and Doorga. Some of

these figures have 2, others 4, and oth-

ers, again, 6 hands, generally grasping

snakes, shields, tridents, maces, swords,

and other s3rmbolic emblems : and many

of them are ornamented with represent-

ations of armlets and anklets, very much

resembling similar ornaments worn at

the present day in the East.

There exists ample pi-oof to warrant

our asserting, that this temple, in com-

mon with the others of a similar nature

—to be found, as we have said before,

in India,—were originally excavated for

strictly devotional purposes ; and that

there exists a truly marvelous similarity,

in almost all the principal points, between

the religion of that remote period and

that of the present time.

We must now proceed to the Caves

of Salsette, or rather of Canarah, in

the island of Salsette, which latter is

about 70 miles in circumference, 20 miles

long and 15 broad, and separated from

Bombay by a channel. These excava-

tions are so numerous and extensive,

that they have been compared by one

traveler to a town.

They are hewn out on the side of four

hills, in the centre of the island, carved

in four galleries, leading to separate

ranges of chambers, or apartments, in

all amounting to the astounding number

of 300. These galleries are literally
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crowded with sculptured figures ; there

being not fewer than 600 throughout

these caves, including 90 in the great

Pagoda itself. This latter is 40 feet high,

to the crown of the arch. We have omit-

ted to mention, that the roof of this tem-

ple differs from that of Elephanta in

being arched, supported by rows of pil-

lars, 35 in number, 5 feet iu diameter,

of an octagonal form, and arranged with

great regularity. The bases and capitals

of these pillars are richly ornamented

with figures of elephants, horses and

tigers most truthfully and accurately

carved. The temple is 84 feet long and

16 feet broad. There is a large vestibule,

adorned with columns, having capitals

and bases, and in which are two cele-

brated colossal statues, 2T feet high,

standing one on each side of the en-

trance'to the temple. These figures are,

like the rest, beautifully proportioned,

and present the appearance of having

been once painted. At the farther end,

there is a stupendous altar, of a convex

form, 21 feet high and 20 in diameter;

and surrounding it are recesses, hewn

out of the rock, for lamps. The general

appearance of the?e excavations is con-

sidered as being, if possible, still more

grand than that of Elephanta, and bear-

ing equally indisputable marks of remote

antiquity.

But even these intra-petrean temples,

again, are surpassed by those of Ellora

—a town situated 18 miles from Aurung-

abad, in the Deccan— which, in the

magnitude and extent of the excava-

tions, and the beauty and grandeur of

the sculptured figures, far excel any

other works of a sinr'TiVr nature in Hin-

dustan. There are no less than 16 dis-

tinct Pagodas or temples in these ex-

cavations, all of which are crowded with

colossal figures and representations in

relief of all the personages of the Hindoo
Mythology, and embellished with the

most lavish ornamentation of the style

peculiar to that era. By actual measure-

ment, the principal Pagoda has been

ascertained to be 247 feet long, 150 feet

broad, and 90 feet high.

Any detailed description of these

would, however, here be out of place, as,

in the main, a mere repetition of what

we have already said concerning the

caves of Elephanta and Salsette. It will

give the reader, perhaps, a faint concep-

tion of the stupendous vastness of these

monuments of antiquity, when we say,

that it was the opinion of an artist em-

ployed to take measurement and make

drawings of them, that, to excavate and

carve them, must have cost the labor of

40,000 men for 40 consecutive years

!

We have hitherto confined our de-

scription to those temples of Hindustan,

which were formed by excavating the

sides of rocky mountains. There were

other forms of thSse ancient structures,

however, that we must not pass by, with-

out making a few cursory remarks. Some,

ofpyramidal form, were constructed of

huge stones, rudely put together, and di-

minished by steps—as at Tanjore and

Deogur. Others, again, were composed

of square or oblong courts of enormous

dimensions. The stones composing them

were of a size hardly credible. The gate-

way of a Pagoda, on the coast of Coro-

mandel, still existing at the present day,

leads under a pyramid, 120 feet high.

The circumference of the outer wall of

another is four miles; and the stones

composing the roof of the gateway are

33 feet in length, and 5i feet in breadth.

We have temples of still more varied

forms, and entirely different construc-

tion, scattered throughout the East,

which, although not boasting of such a

great antiquity as the Bock-cut Temples,

are equally deserving of mention. There

are some in the form of a cross: for in-

stance, the celebrated one on the Ganges

at Benares, in Bengal- This temple is

in the shape of a great cross, with a

cupola in the centre. Others, again, are

circular, of which the most noted one is

Juggernath, near Point Palmyras, in

the Province of Orissah, which is con-
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sidered by some to be one of the most

ancient of all Indian temples.

In the Burman Empire, again,—where

the religion of Godama has nourished

for centuries, in all its purity and sim-

plicity,—the Pagodas are built in a pyr-

amidal form, of brick throughout, and,

in nearly every instance, constructed on

artificial elevations. Many of them are

of great height, ranging from 100 to

nearly 400 feet in perpendicular eleva-

tion, and being often gilded — if not

completely, at least on the upper por-

tion—their exteriors have a truly charm-

ing and elegant effect, embosomed, as

they generally are, in the dense jungles

and forests of Burmah.

One of these Pagodas deserves par-

ticular mention, being regarded as the

most ancient in the eountry. We refer

to that near the ancient city of Pegu,

about 60 miles northeast of Rangoon,

and some 20 miles inland from the sea.

It is called the Shuay Mahdaw, and is

still in a fine state of preservation, al-

though it dates its origin so far back as

600 B. C. The form of this temple is,

as we have first remarked, that of a pyr-

amid. It is constructed entirely of brick,

tapering most elegantly up to a point.

Its diameter at base is 162 feet, and it

is built upon a double terrace, of a

quadrangular form, the sides of the lower

rise being each 1400 feet in length, and

those of the upper 684 feet. On these

terraces are erected the residences of

the priests and the Pagoda slaves, and

also idol-houses, all principally of wood,

and quite richly and profusely embel-

lished with the most grotesque wood
carvings and plastered brick figures of

Godama in eveiy possible position, erect,

sitting, recumbent, etc. On the top of

the Pagoda itself, there is an Umbrella,

or Tee in the vernacular—an open iron

frame in the shape of an umbrella—
which surmounts the whole structure,

is invariably gilt, and from which are

suspended numberless bells, which, agi-

tated by the wind, produce very pleasant

and agreeable sounds.

In concluding this article, we would

wish to say a few words about the Hin-

doo Architecture of the present dajr
, al-

though, indeed, the subject unhappily

does not admit of any lengthened de-

scription.

The style of Domestic Architecture

now in use in Hindustan presents no char-

acteristics, whatever, that would strike

the observer with any other feelings, than

those of wonder and of sorrow at the

degeneracy, in the Fine Arts, of a race,

who have left us such marvelous and

imperishable monuments of their inge-

nuity and artistic refinement, centuries

before the wave of civilization had

reached our Western shores.

The prevailing fashion, among the

mass of the population, in their dwell-

ing-houses, is a substantial and massive

residence, built either of stone or brick,

with lime mortar, the roofs generally

terraced over with bricks, about four

inches square. They are often built

in a square, with an open, interior court,

covered with tiles. Cut stone is rarely

used in private dwellings, but often met

with in Pagodas, Serais or Traveler's

Houses, and other public buildings. It

is too expensive to be used, to any ex-

tent, in what are there called Public

Works, or those under the English Gov-

ernment, except as a facing to brick or

rubble. Brickwork is the most general

;

but good examples of this are very

scarce, indeed, owing to the custom of

plastering all walls, both on the inside

and outside, giving encouragement, both

to the manufacture of bad bricks, and to

careless workmen, the native bricklayers

merely looking out to carry up the wall

tolerably square ; but not troubling

themselves about the "bond" at all.

Among the middling classes, the most

common mode of building is with brick

in clay, instead of in mortar ; and this

is even the case with some of the largest

houses in such large cities as Madras,

to save expense. It is by no means de-

ficient in strength ; but the great objec-

tion to it is the ready passage into the
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roof, which the mud affords to white

ants, the pest of the country.

In the still poorer class, and, as a gen-

eral rule, in the villages throughout the

interior, the walls of the huts or hovels

are made entirely with mud, or rather a

mixture of clay and sand, tempered to a

stiff paste. The roofs most generally in

use are the terraced, the "couple" with

flat tiles, thatched, and arched. Tiled

roofs are more common than anj- other,

owing to their durability and cheapness.

Of late years—under the rule of the

English Government, and especially

since the country has been more directly

under its charge— there have been a

great number of very fine and elegant

buildings erected, such as Churches,

Court Houses, and some few private

dwellings. But, still—owing to the cli-

mate, which of necessity controls the

stjde, rendering many modifications re-

quisite ; and also the great lack of skilled

artificers, the supply of such being al-

together derived from among the na-

tives themselves—there are no edifices

which can in any way compare in ele-

gance and beauty with those of Western

lands.

We have now briefly brought down
the History of Hindoo Architecture

to the present day, having been obliged

— through fear of overtaxing the pa-

tience of the reader with too many dry

details— to omit much of which we

might have made mention. The subject

is one of deep interest to all who take

any pleasure in diving into the records

of past ages ; and endeavoring—through

the medium of the grand and stately

monuments, which are to be found scat-

tered all over the globe—to glean infor-

mation and knowledge regarding races

now passed away forever, but which,

in their clay, were undoubtedly very far

advanced in civilization and refinement,

and their constant accompaniments, art

and skill.

LANDSCAPE, DECORATIVE, AND ECONOMIC GARDENING.

No. 2.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING, as

applied to the laying out of grounds

surrounding private residences, or pub-

lic buildings, is divided into two prin-

cipal styles, viz., the Geometrical and

the Natural. Each of these species

has synonymcs and varieties. Thus,

under the Geometric may be placed the

" Formal," " Architectural," " Roman,"

and "Ancient." There are. also, the

Italian, French and Dutch schools of

this style. The Natural similarly in-

cludes the terms "Modern," "Irregu-

lar," "Mixed," "English," " Garden-

esque," and " Graceful." Writers on

this subject generally include a third

style, termed the "Picturesque;" but

we do not recognize this, as a style

capable of being defined into rules of

practical application. Were we to ven-

ture to suggest a third, we would term

it the American Style, which would

consist of a mixture of the other two,

for most of our artificial scenery par-

takes of both, and very justly. Although

it has become somewhat popular to

decry the beauties of the Geometric

Style, yet it will invariably be found,

that the artist will adopt so much of

both styles, as is consistent with his

subject. A slight reflection will lead

to a conviction of the propriety of this

course, when we consider that the aim

of the landscape gardener is to unite the

regularity of architecture with the varied

and flowing lines of Nature. It ma}*-

be well to remark, that we here use these

terms in a general sense. Every person

is aware that the details of architecture

are rich in irregularities and flowing
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lines ; while, on the other hand, the

highest effects of regular symmetry are

to be found in the outlines of natural

objects.

The Geometrical Style abounds in

straight lines, meeting principally at

right angles ; the flower compartments

forming some portion of a circle, or

parallelogram, joining into each other,

with perfect symmetry. It, also, deals

largely with architectural ornaments

;

such as terrace walls, balustrades, vases,

statuary, fountains, flights of steps and

stone pediments.

This style is well fitted for the imme-

diate production of grand effects. Hence,

in early stages of society, and in coun-

tries abounding with the irregular natu-

ral forms of uncultivated scenery, dis-

tinction is at once imparted, by intro-

ducing perfectly level, or regularly

sloping surfaces of ground ; trees planted

at measured distances apart ; and orna-

mental lakes and ponds, bounded by

straight, canal-like lines, so as to leave

no chance of mistaking any portion of

the scene as having been the result of

unassisted natural arrangement; but

unmistakably to convey the impression

of a-display of wealth and refinement

;

and indicate ownership, by distinguish-

ing the country residence from the natu-

ral and unenclosed rude scenery of the

neighborhood.

As wealth increased, so also increased

the desire for its ostentatious display
;

and what was perfectly appropriate,

and in good keeping, degenerated into

unmeaning and grotesque absurdities.

These extravagancies were carried to

extremes, in Europe, about the begin-

ning of the last century. In an essay

on " Modern Taste in Gardening," by

Horace Walpole, the author remarks,

" The compass and square were of more

use in plantations, than the nursery-

man. The measured walk, the quincunx

and the etoile, imposed their unsatisfy-

ing sameness on every garden. Trees

were headed ; and, their sides pared

away, many groves seem green chests

set upon poles. Seats of marble, arbors

and summer-houses, terminated every

vista ; and symmetry, even where the

space was too large to permit its being

remarked at one view, was so essential

that, as Pope observed

' each alley has a hrother ;

And half the platform just reflects the other.'

Knots of flowers were more defensi-

bly subjected to the same regularity.

In the garden of Marshal de Biron, at

Paris, consisting of fourteen acres, every

walk is buttoned on each side by lines

of flower-pots, which succeed in their

seasons. When I saw it, there were

nine thousand pots of Asters But the

ornament whose merit soonest fades, is

the hermitage, or scenes adapted to

contemplation. It is almost comic to

set aside a quarter in one's garden to

be melancholy in."

Sir William Temple, in his essays,

gives a very full description of this

style of gardening at his time. He ad-

vises thus : "The garden is best to be

square, encompassed with a stately

arched hedge ; the arches to be upon

carpenter's work ; over evenT arch a

little belly, enough to receive a cage of

birds ; and over every space between

the arches, some other little figure, with

broad plates of glass, colored and gilt,

for the sun to play upon.

"

This usurpation of false taste attracted

the attention of various writers, such as

Addison, Knight, Pope and others of

lesser note. The former, in his criti-

cism on Milton's Paradise, in the Spec-

tator, made a great impression by his '•

remarks upon the poet's description of

the Garden of Eden. Pope, in his

Moral Essays on " The Vanity of Ex-

pense in People of Wealth and Quality,

and the Abuse of the word Taste,"

describes the "false taste of magnifi-

cence" in the following lines

:

" At Timon's villa let us pass a day,

Where all cry out, 'What sums are thrown away!'

So proud, so grand : of that stupendous air,

Soft and airieeable come never there.
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Greatness, with Timon, dwells in such a draught,

As brings ail Brobdignag before your thought.

To compass this, his building is a town,

His pond an ocean, his parterre a down

:

Who, but must laugh, the master when he sees,

A puny insect, shivering at a breeze!

Lo, what huge heaps of littleness around !

The whole, a labored quarry, above ground.

Two cupids squirt before: a lake behind

Improves the keenness of the northern wind.

His gardens next your admiration call;

On every side you look, behold the wall!

No pleasing intricacies intervene,

No artful wildness to perplex the scene:

Grove nods at grove, each alley has a brother

;

And balf the platform just reflects the other.

The suffering eye inverted Nature sees
;

Trees cut to statues, statues thick as trees

;

With here a fountain, never to be played

;

And there a summer-house that knows no shade;

Here Amphitrite sails through myrtle bowers
;

There gladiators fight, or die in flowers
;

Unwatered, see the drooping sea-horse mourn;

And swallows roost in Nilus' dusty urn."

Even in the IHth century, Lord Bacon,

in his essays, indicates his disapproval

of the extreme formality prevalent in

the decoration of gardens ; and gives a

ery accurate description of the Natural

style. For instance, out of thirty acres,

which he allots for the whole of his

pleasurerground, he selects the first four

for a lawn, without any intervention of

tree or parterre; because " nothing is

more pleasant to the eye, than green

grass, kept nicely shorn. And as for

the making of knots and figures, with

diverse colored earths, that they maj'

lie under the windows of the house, on

that side which the gai'den stands, they

be but toys. You may see as good

sights many times on tarts. I do not

like images cut in juniper or other gar-

den stuff; they are for children."

It is probable, that the keen ridicule

of Pope, in the 113d Guardian, pub-

lished in 1713, went further towards

arresting the taste for clipping plants,

than that of any other writer. After giv-

ing his translation ofHomer's description

of the gardens of Alcinous ; and descant-

ing upon their simplicity and natural

beauties, he laments, that the modern

practice is to recede from nature; and

run into sculpture ; and is better pleased

to have trees in the most awkward
figures of men and animals, than in the

most regular of their own. But, for the

benciit of all his loving oountiymen, of

this curious taste, he publishes the cata-

logue of a virtuoso gardener, who has

arrived at great perfection in this art

;

who cuts family pieces of men, women,
and children, so that ladies may have

their own effigies in myrtle, and their

husbands in hornbeam ; and who never

fails, when he shows his garden, to

repeat that passage in the Psalms, " Thy
wife shall be as the fruitful vine, and

thy children as olive branches round

thy table." He then proceeds with the

catalogue, as follows

:

"Adam and Eve in yew; Adam a

little shattered by the fall of the tree of

knowledge in the great storm : Eve and

the serpent very flourishing.

The tower of Babel, not yet finished.

St. George in boxwood : his arm

scarce long enough ; but will be in a

condition to stick the dragon by next

April.

A green dragon of the same, with a

tail of ground-ivy for the present. N. B.

These two not to be sold separately.

Edward the Black Prince, in cypress.

A laurestine bear, in blossom, with a

juniper hunter, id ^erries.

A pair of giants, stunted, to be sold

cheap.

An old maid of honor, in wormwood.

A topping Ben Johnson, in laurel.

Divers eminent modern poets in bays,

somewhat blighted, to be disposed of,

a pennyworth.

A quickset hog, shot up into a porcu-

pine, by its being forgot a week in rainy

weather.

A lavender pig, with sage growing in

his belly.

Noah's ark, in holly, standing on the

mount ; the ribs a little damaged for

want of water."

The most celebrated artist in Geomet-

rical gardening was Andre le Notre, a

French architect, whose rural designs

and highly-wrought, fanciful decorations
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attracted the notice of Louis XIY.
This king made Le Notre his Controller-

General of Buildings and Director of

Gardens
;
and loaded him with presents

and honors. His greatest production

was the gardens of Versailles, which

were, according to a contemporary,
" the sum of every thing that has been

done in gardening." He dazzled all

Europe by the grand scale and sump-

tuous cost of his designs ; and his stjie

and manner were generally adopted. It

does not appear, however, that his

manner was greatly different from what

had previously been displayed, in both

France and Italy; his principal origi-

nality residing in the great scale and

the still greater expense of his plans.

The result of these excesses caused a

reaction, not less opposed to good taste.

Towards the close of the last century,

this reaction was at its height. Many
noble terraces and other appropriate

architectural features were destroyed

;

and replaced by undulating surfaces

and serpentine walks. The painted

statuary of shepherds and shepherd-

esses, with their flocks of marble sheep,

scattered about the lawn ; trees trimmed

into the forms of court ladies; the mul-

titude of petty terraces, endless arch-

ways, and countless steps, which led

Walpole to laugh at people " walking

up and down stairs in the open air"

—

were all swept away. A straight line

was abhorred ; zig-zag walks were intro-

duced, on all occasions; "so crooked,

that you could put one foot on zig and

the other on zag ;" winding paths circu-

lated around buildings ; and the arrange-

ment of grounds was the same, whether

in close proximity to, or distant from

the house, making no difference, as was

said, " between the habitation of man
and that of sheep." Any thing like an

artistic connection, between the house

and grounds, was totally overlooked :

the former stood like a picture, without

a frame, surrounded with nothing, but

"Shaven lawns, that far around it creep,

Iu one eternal, undulating sleep."

All kinds of reform are ever liable to

excess of innovation ; and that of placing

a palace in the middle of a grass field is

quite as ridiculous an extreme, as ever

was perpetrated by the patrons of Pope's

virtuoso gardener. Mankind are ever

prone to step from one extreme to

another. The serpentine was now to

be considered the true line of beauty
;

and it prevailed in every thing, whether

in road, canal, walk or fence, until it

came to be considered, as insipid and
monotonous, as the straight line had

previously appeared to be. Neither

were criticisms wanting. In a poem
entitled "The Landscape," the author

complains of the

"Prim gravel -walks, through which we winding go,

In endless serpentines, that nothing show,
Till, tired, I ask, ' Why this eternal round ?'

And the pert guide replies, '
' Tis pleasure-ground? "

By way of retaliation, the author ot

these rather severe lines was dubbed " a

Grub street poet, whose only garden

was the pot of mint in his window."

This divergence from the exaggerated

geometrical system was commenced in

England : hence, it is frequently desig-

nated as the " English" style. It, how-

ever, gradually became fashionable in

France, as well as in other European

countries ; and almost every chateau, or

villa, of importance had its "jardin

Anglais." Even quite recently a writer

remarks, " When I was last in Paris, I

went to see a house, which was adver-

tised, among other attractions, to pos-

sess its 'jardin Anglais.' This interest-

ing feature I found actually existing in

a back court of some sixty feet hi depth
;

but the smallness of the space had not

caused any of the main features of the

jardin Anglais to be omitted : there

was the undulating lawn and serpentine

walks, the belt of Scotch firs, the wind-

in<>- rivulet with its rocky cascade, and

the lake ; also, the foret des Sycamores,

formed by groups of six or seven small

and rather miserable specimens of that

tree."
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In comparing these distinct modes of

decorative treatment in grounds, it is

apparent, that they are both defective,

in forming a complete design, if used,

exclusively of each other, in connection

with buildings. An excess of archi-

tectural ornament and geometrical forms

is no more at variance with good taste,

than are those examples, where the

above features are entirely absent. But

the practice of these extremes, and the

discussions they originated, along with

the effect of cultivating and refining a

truer taste, have made Landscape Gar-

dening subservient to the wants of man-

kind, and applicable to the comforts of

life and the progress of society.

Washington, D. C. W. S.

PLUMBING: WATER SUPPLY AND WASTE PIPES.

By W. G. R ho ads.*

LET us examine this dwelling-house,

pleasantly located near the centre

of Philadelphia : good entrance and

hall, pleasant parlor, dining-room and

kitchen on first floor. We go up stairs,

into the back buildings; pass through

the comfortable sitting-room, and come

to the bath-room containing a bath-tub

with hot and cold water, and water-

closet.

"Mr. Jones, this must be very conve-

nient ?"

" Yes ! But we only have the use of

it in the summer !"

" How so ?"

" Well, the bath-room is frame, you

see, projecting from the brick building
;

and the pipe runs up on one of the posts

supporting it, where it is exposed to the

weather ; the hot-water pipe is also ex-

posed, where it comes through the wall

of the kitchen, to enter the bath-room.

Then, the trap of the water-closet is in

the floor ;
and, of course, freezes and

bursts, the first cold weather; and, just

when we begin to feel the advantage of

having it in the house, we are obliged

to abandon it for the winter. After

patiently pa3'ing the plumber's bills, for

mending leaks and thawing pipes, we

turn off the water in despair, and close

the entire arrangement until spring."

" Sawdust about the pipes ?"

" Yes ! by the cart-load ; and a pleasant

confidence in them is broken by a terri-

ble leak, just where we thought all was

right!"

Mr. Jones has had alterations made

in his back-building; old bath-room

replaced by brick one
;
pipes run on in-

side of building, to prevent freezing;

and branches taken from the pipes, and

carried under the floor, to supply those

beautiful marble-top wash-basins, a most

convenient and elegant addition to the

house ; and then the ceiling and walls

have all been replastered and walls

painted. Mrs. Jones is delighted ; has

been thinking of nothing else for a

month; Mr. Jones, returning from the

store, secretly rejoicing that he has

arranged for the comfort of his family,

in such a complete manner, is met by

Mrs. Jones

:

" Oh ! Mr. Jones, it is too bad ; the

dining-room ceiling is all stained and

spoiled ; and I do believe the plaster

will fall clown ; the water has run down
the walls, and ruined the beautiful paint

;

and we have had to take up the carpet

;

and it is dripping from the ceiling all

over one end of the room ! What shall

we do ? It is outrageous to have things

so spoiled ! Servants out of humor,

and every thing goes wrong!"

Mr. Jones runs for the plumber, to see

what the matter is. The plumber brings

his long key, and shuts the water off in

the street, thus preventing its use

throughout the house. It costs too

* JlcCollin & Khoads, Plumbers, 1221 Market street, Philadelphia.
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much to have a stop put on each branch-

pipe. The plumber thinks it very

strange ; the work was done carefully.

He cannot understand it. But it is not

very hard to understand, that the water

leaking from the coupling of the cock

which supplies the same beautiful mar-

bled wash-basin should follow the pipe,

and drip from it on the plastering, where

it runs horizontally under the floor.

Shall I ask you, now, to look at this

detail drawing of a house by one of our

Philadelphia architects ? The bath-room

is very conveniently located near the

centre of the building, and can be

reached from pH parts of the house,

without using any apartment as an

avenue of approach. The room itself

is well designed for bath-tubs, water-

closet, bidet, wash-basin, &c, with, per-

haps, the slight difficulty of leaving 7

feet space for the tub and closet, which

should have at least 8 feet, and oflocating

the water-closet over the centre of one

of the lower rooms, thus requiring a

large soil-pipe to be run nearly horizon-

tally to—where ? We look in vain for

a recess in the wall, or any partition,

large enough to receive the pipe, which

is.^fo carry off all the waste from the

bath-room fixtures. What is to be done ?

Well, alter the position of the bath-tub,

closet, &c, and then cut halfway through

a new 9-inch wall, along it, perpendicu-

larly, down to the cellar, and thus

weaken and disfigure the wall ; or else,

let the pipe run in some angle, and have

a box contrived to cover it, hoping that

the box may not be noticed.

A case has recently come under our

notice, in which a brick wall, containing

two vertical rows of windows, had been

cut, from the cellar to the fourth story,

in a line between the two tiers of win-

dows, for the purpose of putting in a

soil-pipe. The wall was so weakened

and sprung by the operation—a fatal

one, indeed!—that it had to be entirely

rebuilt, to save the disastrous effects of

its falling. Whose fault was this ? the

plumber's, or the architect's ? Perhaps

both; but the plumber has often to bear

more than his share of the blame. A
little care and information on the part

of the architect, concerning the usual

size of pipes and the proper way to locate

them, would generally obviate these dif-

ficulties in a building. Why should not

a plumber find an opening or recess left

to place the soil-pipe in, where a water-

closet is designed, as well as a range or

furnace builder find, that the architect

had not forgotten, that a chimney is

necessary, to carry off the smoke and gas

from the fires.

In running water-pipe the effect of

frost should not be forgotten. In new
houses there is comparatively little dan-

ger, except in the country, as the parts

of the house which contain the water-

fixtures are mostly in the central portion

of the building. If, however, the pipes

have to run on the inside of an outside

wall, the recess in which they are to be

placed should be lined with boards one

inch or more in thickness, and, sup-

ported against these boards, the wood

being a non-conductor, the pipe is pro-

tected. The near position of a flue from

a furnace ; or the boxing of a set of

pipes, so arranged that enough warm
air can pass from below, up through the

box, into a bath-room, or out of the

building entirely, will accomplish the

same result ; but in old houses it is often

very difficult to protect from the frost,

without remodeling the whole water

arrangement. The above plans may
often be used with advantage. Build-

ings that are not occupied in the cold

weather, should have all the, pipes so

placed that a waste-cock, where the

water is stopped off from each part of

the house, can be opened, and so clear

the pipes With this end in view, they

should all grade towards the supply.

Small traps should be emptied by a

trap-screw, placed in a suitable part of

the trap ; and large traps should have

a connection with the soil-pipe below

the trap ; and there should be an auxil-

iary trap, on the main drain or sewer-
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pipe under ground, which would prevent

the offensive air from passing into the

house, while the principal traps are

empty and not used. A cock should be

placed at the lowest point on the cir-

culating pipes, to clear the boiler and

water-back, and be so connected with

the nearest waste-pipe, that all the water

may be run off, and thus save the neces-

sity of putting in a new heating appara-

tus in the spring.

Particular care should be taken not

to place the pipes in a position where a

cold draft may reach them. Even when

the apartment is above the freezing

point, a pipe behind a door, where a

constant draft, from the door-crack,

blows upon it, will often freeze ; and, in

passing from one floor to another, an

opening is often left around the pipes,

where a cold draft constantly plays

upon them Intimately connected with

the effect of cold is that of heat, or

rather change of temperature, in hot-

water pipes. When the pipes run per-

pendicularly they should be firmly fas-

tened near the top, and be loosely hooked

to the board behind them ; and no hook

should be driven tightly against the

pipe, as rubbing caused by expanding

and contracting would soon cut a hole

in the pipe. When lead soil-pipes were

used in place of iron—now the best and

most common—they often caused trouble

by the effect of expansion. Aided by the

weight of the pipe, the expansion was

all downward. When contracting, the

strain of lifting, or dragging, the pipe

back into its position weakened its upper

fastening, and often parted the pipe.

An iron soil-pipe fastened below as well

as above, is not liable to this trouble.

Where hot-water pipes run horizontal^,

and are fastened by iron hooks to the

joists, as is often done in cellars, they

quickly swag between the hooks, and

are often cut into holes by dragging

against the sharp edges of these sup-

ports. The most effectual way to pre-

vent this is to have the pipes supported

upon a narrow wooden shelf, hung from

the joists, just low enough to allow the

supply-pipes to lie upon the shelf and
clear the joists. The pipes must not be
fastened to this, but simply rest upon
it, and be free to expand and contract.

Some simple contrivance of this nature

will often save heavy expense of repairs.

But in every mechanical structure acci-

dents will occur ; and it is desirable that

they should do as little damage as pos-

sible
; and also, that they may be easily

repaired. Stop-cocks, with wastes upon
all the branches from the main supply-

pipes are important for this, as it enables

one, who is not conversant with turning

off stops under ground, to stop off

quickly, by these cocks, the water sup-

ply from any part of the building, and

yet not interfere with the rest. To save

a little expense, it is very usual to omit

the use of such stops.

To avoid danger from leaks, do not

run the pipes under the floors ; but let

all pipes run vertically. This can be

done in such a way as to give easy access

to repair, at the same time, by cover-

ing the pipes in walls, stud-partitions,

columns, &c, with a movable covering

of wood, variously planned, according

to the character of the parts wherein the

pipes run. Let the pipes be so placed

in the box thus formed, that water from

a leak may follow the pipe into the cel-

lar, or basement ; and thus do no harm
until it is detected and repaired.

To prevent the damage to ceilings

and walls caused by leaks, or splashing

at wash-basin, baths, butler's sinks,

&c, the floors under them should be

lined with thin sheet lead, forming a

shallow dish, which may be connected

to the nearest waste-pipe by a small

lead pipe. Where it is necessary to run

a supply and waste-pipe for a short dis-

tance under the floor, let a small lead-

lined trough be made under them, con-

ducting any drip-water to the nearest

upright set of pipes.

The water fixtures in different parts

of the house being, in this way, all sup-

plied by pipes running vertically from
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the cellar, have the advantage of a more

equal distribution of water, than if the

supply ran directly from one to the

other
; and the small increased expense

of so running the pipe is well incurred,

as insurance against a much larger out-

lay, caused by damage from accident.

Let the supply from the street run

directly to the boiler, either under the

cellar floor, or suitably supported upon

the cellar or basement ceiling; and let

the supply from the hot-water boiler be

run as nearly in the same way as pos-

sible. From these run perpendicular

pipes, to supply all the water conve-

niences in the house. Let all waste-pipes

descend in the same way, and connect

with the main drain, under the cellar, or

on the outside of the house.

Place all pipes where they can be

easily reached ; keep the horizontal

pipes in the basement ; and avoid posi-

tions where pipes will be exposed to

cold draughts of air.

To architects, we would say, in draw-

ing the details of buildings, keep in

view the importance of showing, upon

the plans, suitable places in which to put

the pipes and other water fixtures. You
will thus gain business and repute.

AN AMERICAN STYLE.

THE climate of our country, if noth-

ing else, must prompt the produc-

tion of an indigenous style in archi-

tecture, the precedaneous signs of which

are already discernible by the European

observer. It is, as yet, in the external

design of our domestic construction,

that- the dawn of the coming style is to

be^ detected ; and the necessities of cli-

mate have prompted its appearance in

that department, as being the more in-

timate dominion of our human family.

In other climes, the type of stjde is to

be found in the elevations of their public

buildings. The church, the palace, the

town-hall, the exchange and the theatre,

are the monumental monitors to consult

for a knowledge of the style, which

obtains in their locality. In our coun-

try, it is far otherwise. Our architects

are, at best, but mere copyists of Euro-

pean models, mere reproducers of other

men's ideas, formed for other purposes

than these we have to deal with, here,

in America.

Yet the public buildings are the true

representative monuments of a people's

taste ; and it is to them chiefly, that the

American architect must, sooner or

later, bend his ability to give a truthful

expression to our nationality in this, the

greatest of the Fine Arts.

In the late competition for the new

Post-Office, that servility of design was

painfully observable ; and, indeed, any

one might find the original source,

whence most of the transparent ideas

were drawn, in the illustrations of Euro-

pean journals of architecture.

One, and perhaps the most truthful,

reason for this state of transfer, in

which the mental capacity of our archi-

tects seems to be immersed, is, that man3'

of them have received their professional

education in Europe ; and are naturally

inclined to retain the ideas with which

their minds were imbued, rather than

study out anew those problems, to make
them applicable to this New -World of

ours.

But, if foreign architects, settling in

our midst, must needs retain their native

teachings, is it not the more incumbent

on our American architects to break

the spell, which hangs over them, and

commence at once a patriotic effort to

nationalize their designs ?

Is there any good reason, why this

effort should not be made? Are our

countrymen disinclined to a change ?
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To all these questions we must emphati-

cally answer, NO I

Our architects are no less inventive,

than our engineers and artisans. Then,

in what are we to find the reason for

their apparent deficiency ? Simply in

the want of education. Yes, it is an

undeniable fact, that the great majority

of what are called "American archi-

tects" are mere constructors, whose sole

effort is to attain fortune, and thus

acquire position. Ignorant of all that

is required to enable them to venture

boldly on a new path ; without the light

and experience which education gives

;

it is not to be wondered at, that their

mental faculties are enthralled by the

fear of failure.

By education, we would be distinctly

understood to mean an intimate knowl-

edge of the principles of Taste . an

acquirement of that searching phi-

losophy, which enables the mind to

reason as it runs ; and to hold, with

unfaltering certainty, to that which it

acquires. The want of such education

gives rise to a habit of whittling out fan-

cies, governed merely by whim, or men-

tal caprice, which may please, or dis-

please, the public eye, on their first

appearance; but, which seldom gain the

respect of the refined observer; and

never retain the passing regard of the

thoughtless.

Such designers as these are the stum-

bling-blocks in the way of architectural

progress, and it is to be regretted, that

they, as a class, are generally possessed

of that business tact and assurance,

which go so far with the great majority

of persons in quest of talent for the

erection of their intended buildings.

It is true, they look into books for

ideas, and it would be well, if they were

content to use what they found there

;

but—no—a want of that discernment

which education gives, will be but too

certain to lead them into the folly of

tampering with what they do not under-

stand ; and thus giving to the public

gaze some monstrosity, which has but

one effect ; and that is, to alienate the

observant portion of the community
from modern art.

How is such a state of things to be

remedied ? By urging on the education

of our students in architecture. Not
drudging them, as make-shifts, in offices

;

but by giving them every chance to

study the principles of their great pro-

fession ; to grow thoroughly conversant

with the anatomy of their art ; to become

accurately informed as to the various

Styles, and the Orders involved in those

Styles ; to wax learned in the sciences

(and they are many) which are imme-

diately connected with architecture

;

and to be ever ready for the acquire-

ment of any information, which will,

even remotely, bear upon the subject to

which they have devoted their lives.

Nature offers lessons, which great

minds have availed themselves of. As
in the simple but beautiful incident in

the life of Callimachus, which gave rise

to the untiring charms of the Corinthian

Order. And how many^of the greatest

architects of ages past have stooped to

cull a leaf, as a pattern for the adorn-

ment of their proudest works.

In the Smithsonian Institute, at Wash-
ington, a laudable effort was made to-

wards the production of a National

Order—if not yet time for a National

Style. By borrowing the natural graces

of our country's cereals, the worthy

architect judiciously sought to attain

the desired end. Why have not others

followed his lead ? Is invention a dead

letter, as far as the Styles and Orders of

architecture are concerned ? Or, are

we satisfied to remain copyists and bor-

rowers in an age of progress ?

It is not possible, that the profession

will always suffer America to be, in

architecture alone,

" Civitatem ignobilem atque humilem."

Let us, in our day, initiate the pro-

gress we all desire to see. Let our lead-

ing professors come forward, as is their

duty ; and invite that co-operation they
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are sure to receive. Let amateurs and

admirers, men of means and taste, be

solicited to join in the patriotic under-

taking ; and we cannot fail of seeing

a National Academy op American

Architecture arise in our midst ; and,

once arisen, grow and nourish in its

native strength.

The sanction of Congress can, no

floubt, be obtained for such an institu-

tion ; and the good wishes and art gifts

of similar institutions in old Europe

will pour in upon our laudable effort.

The subject of Architecture requires

to be popularized. It wants advocates,

to urge its claims on a sympathiz-

ing nation ; friends to introduce it to

those, who stand ready to befriend it,

but, from a want of acquaintance, are

shy of approaching it voluntarily

The wonderful progress made by our

great art in London had its origin,

some thirty years ago, in a very small

and not very encouraging meeting of

gentlemen, who then founded the Insti-

tute op Britisjs Architects, which has

since given rise to numerous minor, but

not less useful societies in that city and

every other of note in Great Britain.

Is-iiot this fact worth dwelling on ?

There are a few architects among us,

who have shown an inclination to enter

on such an enterprise ; but, unfortu-

nately, they " hide their light under a

bushel;" and a very limited portion of

the community, indeed, is aware, that

there is in New York city an Institute

op American Architects.

This is not what we want. We want

such an institution, as will make its

existence known by its works—" a light

on the hill," that all can see and recog-

nize—a National School of Architectonic

Taste, from which ideas worthy of our

name shall emanate.

It is from such a source, and such a

source alone, that we are to expect in-

ventions in art worthy of us. It is there

the mind is to be trained that will yet

give us the first germs of a National

Style ; ana it is there that stjde will be

fostered and cultivated, until it shall

attain that independent existence, so

characteristic of this great couutry ; and

so certain to be recognized and appre-

ciated by the world at large.

As we have already said, our Domes-

tic Architecture, alone, shows a dis.

tinctive, or National existence. Its ap-

pearance is pleasing to Europeans ; and,

indeed, it has many points about it

superior to the domestic architecture of

Europe. But, all this may be attributed

to the influence of climate alone, rather

than to inventive skill per se. Those

prominent cornices, so highly orna-

mented, and those brackets, which,

while they support them, give, at the

same time, such a distinctive feature

of this style, as to be known to Eng-

lish architects, as American Brack-

eted Architecture; those umbrageous
" stoops ;"* those broad and shady

piazzas, all now so peculiarly our own,

are some of the features, which go "to

make up this new style. Yet, it is the

combination of them, that makes the

distinctiveness, for, the features just

named are, of themselves, all derived

from European sources. Our climate

prompted their application to our wants

;

and the native taste of our architects

created that effect, which may now take

the name of a style.

Is it not reasonable to ask, why the

public buildings, as well as the private

dwellings, of the nation are not suscepti-

ble of reformatory design ?—or, in other

words, Why they are not to take the

impression of independence, which is

the glory of our land ?

Again we say, there is no reason

whatever that they should not ; and we

would urge on the architects of the

present day to step boldly forward, and

present the world with an effort at least.

It may not fully meet the taste of the

* Front stops—or, front steps, with side seats, and a

canopy or roof. The term is Flemish, adopted in New

York and " Down East." Were it English, the reason of

its application would be on the "lucus a non lucendo"

principle, because the steps do not stoop but rise.
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times ; but, let it be founded on sound

principles at all events
;
and, even in a

crude state, it will make its mark.

Every great invention was, at first, a

weak effort ; but it enlarged, and spread

its suggestive influence, until at this day

we look back with a certain feeling of

respect and wonder on those primitive

efforts whence such miracles have arisen.

Architecture is, after all, the lasting

monumental glory of a great Nation.

But its Style must be National and

expressive ; otherwise it cannot be

considered that the nation has an archi-

tectural claim of its own, be its struc-

tures never so magnificent in outline,

dimensions, and detail.

In fine, let American Architects cease

to transfer the designs of Europe, with

all their antiquated appliances, once so

useful and significant ; and, here, so

absurd. Let their designs be those

drawn from the school of Nature, as

she abundantly presents them in the

peculiarity of flower, shrub, and tree

;

the sky-line of her mountains ; the

stately taper of her pines ; the graceful

growth of her palmettos ; the pendant

beauty of her aspens ; and the thousand

local lessons, which she everywhere

gives.

A name as lasting as the Egyptian

Pj-ramids awaits him, who initiates an

American Style of Architecture, truly

National, and worthy of our history,

with its Orders all complete.

HERALDRY.
THE COMPOSITE TINCTURES:-FURS.

HAYING disposed of the Simple

Tinctures, or those produced,

either by a plain surface of bright metal,

or a flat tint, we arrive at the Composite

Tinctures, of which the first grand divi-

sion is The Furs. These—as thej' ex-

plain, from partaking of both metal and

color — were great favorites with the

older Heralds.

It is inferrible, from the writings of

all the elder practitioners of the art,

though not distinctly stated by many,

that Fur must not be placed upon Fur.

This would leave the fundamental rule,

in its entirety

—

Metal not upon Metal

;

Color not upon Color ; Fur not upon

Fur.

There is not a shadow of doubt that

this is the original conception ; as it is

felt to be the true principle of the spe-

cial adaptation of Heraldry to its pur-

pose ; and known as the real source of

all the brilliant chromatic beauty of Ar-

morial Bearings to uninitiated observers.

Clark* throws a little additional light

* Introduction to Heraldry. By Hu(?h Clark and Thos.

Wormull. London. Printed by C. and G. Kearsley,

1794.

upon this general subject, by observing,

that " The ancients broidered their titia

" [tissue], or cloth of gold or silver, with

" figures in colors of silk ; and their

"colored silks, on the contrary, with
" gold and silver ; and hence it is, that,

" there is a general rule, that metal shall

" never be placed upon metal, nor color

"upon color." The fact, here, is valu-

able ; although the reasoning is defec-

tive. If the above were the rule of the

ancients, it was, because, in addition to

the color contrasts, that the metallic

lustre best contrasted the silken, and

the silken lustre, the metallic; but the

hence does not fairly transfer the rea-

soning, over, to sway the minds of the

pioneer heralds, who certainly arrived

at their discovery of efficient color con-

trasts entirely independent of the an-

cients, or ancient tissues.

At all times, throughout the history

of the art, unthinking heralds have, in a

few instances, wilfully departed from this

principle ; but invariably to the great

disadvantage of the symbols they in-

vented. Thus, the arms of the Crusa-

ders' Kingdom of Jerusalem are : "Ar-
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gent, a cross potent between four crosses

couped Or." This gives us gold figures

charged upon a silver field, or metal

upon metal. These were the arms pur-

posely devised by the heralds against

the rule of blazon for Godfrey of Bouillon,

King of Jerusalem, from A. D. 1099 to

1100, in consideration of his disting-

uished valor, virtue, and piety, in order

that, should future times ask, Why metal

upon metal? the answer—on account of

his unusual merit in all respects—might

redound to the credit of Godfrey. Yet

it were hard to make thinking men be-

lieve, that this nearly indistinguishable,

and therefore, useless ensign, for all

leading and rallying purposes, was, or is,

a very successful instance of even
" apples of gold in pictures of silver," to

say nothing *of its palpable armoristic

unfitness.

Kent, from a manuscript of the Rev.

Mr. Bokenham, gives, as the arms of

the family of Arando, in Spain, "Argent,

a bordure Or entoj-re of rests [or Clar-

ions] Azure." Here is a border of gold

to a silver shield. Entoyre means

charged, with eight inanimate objects,

one in each of the four corners, and one

on the top, each side, and bottom of the

border exactly half way between every

corner pair. These blue figures, how-

ever, relieve both metals ; so that this

is not, like the preceding, a violent

case.

For armorial bearings of the kind in

question, the French use the term, Pour

enquirer, meaning, to inquire, or, for

inquiry, whence, in English, they are

called by Nisbet and others, Arms of

Inquiry. The French, also, use the

word, Cousu, to signify a piece of another

Color or Metal placed upon an Ordinary

in defiance of the rule, and, therefore,

not appropriately upon the field, but in

the nature of a thing sewed on.

Even as keen and judicious an author

as Kent, confessedly abridging Guil-

lim, dissents from the rule, because in-

stances of metal on metal, color on color,

can be produced from amongst the arms

of ancient and noble families, and also,

because, " Our neighbors, the French,

" do often professedly break through
" this pretended rule, by virtue of their

" two terms, Cousu and Pour enquirer."

Allowing all this, the exception proves

the rule ; and all these instances—how-

ever complacently produced by their

inventors, or adduced by their admirers

—are assuredly armoristic failures. Be-

fore controverting, it is always best to

see, whether we are not committing

modern foolishness in questioning an-

cient wisdom. In this, as in many other

matters, it happens that the intermediate

is corrupt, while the primary is pure.

The Furs are Ermine ; Counter-Er-

mine, or Ermines ; Erminois ; Erminites
;

Pean ; Vair ; Counter-Yair ; Yair-in-

Point ; Yair-m-Pale ; Yair, ancient

;

Potent ; Counter-Potent, or, Potent-

Counter-Potent ; "Potent-in- Point, for

Meirre, Yairy-Cuppy, or Yairy-Tassy ;"

and Potent-in-Pale. Of these, Potent-

in-Point is our synonyme for the Fur

indifferently signified by either of the

three terms following it, by way of help

to the memory,—as, in the disposition

and tincturing of the figures, it exactly

corresponds with Yair-in-Point ; and Po-

tent-in-Pale is a suggestion of the

writer's, to round up the list, consisting,

as it does, of Potent figures arranged

and colored in the same manner as the

Yair figures of Yair-in-Pale. This will

make no confusion, as it cannot hitherto

have occurred in any coat.

The elder Armorists are not entirely

uniform, in the appropriation of the

above long-settled terms to the figures

and tinctures represented. This, proba-

bly, arises from the fact, that, without

specially referring to the official rolls at

hand, they depended on their memory

of the figures. We have consulted many
authorities, choosing between them in all

cases of doubt ; and feel assured, that

our assignment of the figures to the

technical name will meet the approba-

tion of those best acquainted with the

subject. Where old authorities differ,
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we have, of course, the option of choice

between them ; and if, in transmitting

old coats, we are only careful to draw

the bearings, as they are found, whether,

in our opinion, erroneously described, or

not, no harm can possibly accrue.

As in the case of the Metals and the

Colors, the Furs alone are used as Coats-

of-Arms.

Ermine.—The Dukes of Bretagne, in

Prance, till the time of Charles the

Eighth, 1491, bore simply, Ermine.—
[Vallemont ; and Rene Francois, in his

Essays.] Heylin, in " The Help to Eng-

lish History," sets down the same coat

for Arthur Fergant, Duke of Bretagne

and Richmond ; temp. William I. ; but

Brooke makes Fergant's arms, " Cheeky

Or and Azure, a Canton [i. e., a little

square, filling the dexter chief corner]

Ermine.'''1

Ermines.—This, on the authority .of .

Kent, was borne, alone, by a very good

French family, named Mignon.

Vair, simply, was the Coat-Armor

of the ancient English family of Beau-

champ of Hacche. Vaire, Topaz, and

Ruby, was the coat assumed by William

de Ferrers, Earl Ferrars and Derby, his

ancestors having borne the Horse-Shoes.

The same coat, i. e., Vaire, Or and Gules,

is borne by the two French families,

Alban and Senecai. Vaire, Or and Sable,

are the Armorial Bearings of the name
Gourvinet in France. Vaire, Or and

Azure, by the family of Rochford. Vaire,

Argent and Gules, is the blazon of the

•two English families of Colworpe and

Bohun ; and Kent says he finds the same

coat attributed to the name of Ferrars

of Farnworth, with an Unicorn, passant,

Ermine for the crest. Finally, a very

elegant coat, we have, Vaire, Ermine
and Gules [i. e., a simple ermine spot

to each alternate shieldlet] for the Ar-

morial Ensigns of Gresley of Drakelowe,

county Derby, England.

Ermine, armorially, is composed of

white fur, upon which are sewed black !

% >• •*•

i 1c
•

*
<

* *

tufts or spots, in

regularly inter-

secting diago-

nal rows, or, as

it may be better

understood by

some, in quin-

cunx fashion.

Each of these

spots is com-

posed of four

distinct objects, nearly approximating,

so that, to all intents, they constitute

one. If on a large scale, and elabor-

ately painted, the upper spot is a little

tuft of fur, with its single point upward
;

the lower spot is a large tuft with five

points, the centre and longest one direct-

ed vertically downwards, and the two

shorter on each side, exactly correspond-

ing to each other in length, thrown

gradually outwards in similar concave

curves, each also terminating in a point.

Two little tufts— of the

same size with the upper

one, arranged with single

points outwards, one on

either side of the place

where the upper and lower

tufts approach each other

nearest—complete the Er-

mine spot, as in the annexed cut. In

ordinarily well-engraved or painted

coats, of the size of the main shields in

this article, the three upper tufts are

formed as simple round dots ; and the

five points are made three. In actual

ermine, composed as a fur, to wear upon

the person, or, as represented in the

doublings, or linings, of the mantles dis-

played around finished coats-of-arms,

each black spot is a single tuft with one

point.

If there are less than ten [some

writers say less than nine'] of the tech-

nical spots upon the field, it is neces-

sary to specify the number ; but if that

exact number, or more appear, it is im-

material to give the number, as they

are all alike considered Ermine.

Ermine is invariably Argent and Sa-

$
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hie, that is, a White fur with Black

spots ; not that the skins are naturally

so, but from the practice of the furriers

beautifying the white furs—designed as

collars, capes, cuffs, or linings for the

garments of their distinguished cus-

tomers—with a few bits of the black

tails of those creatures, whose peltries

furnished the main portion.

Colombiere says, the Latins call the

animal, from which the Ermine is taken,

a Water Eat, because it lives either on

land or in water ; and that he, himself,

has seen many of them in Brittany,

living generally in forests near the sea,

lakes, or rivers.

Upton calls this beast, in Latin, Mus-

tela ; remarks that it changes its color,

and that it is found in Brittany, as

above ; but Leigh makes it a native of

Armenia.

Gibbon, .blazoning in Latin the Coat

of Whetnal, which is, Vert, a bend Er-

mine, expresses it: Gerentis in clypeo

viridi Baltheum humeralem muris Ar-

menij vellere impressum. And again,

varying from himself, thus : Muris Ar-

menij seu Pontici maculis respersum,

sive interstinctum.

Ermines, or Counter-Ermine—

is the reverse of Ermine, that is, the

shape and disposition of the spots beino-

exactly the same as Ermine. Ermines
is composed of

a Black fur
with White
tufts or spots

;

all the other

particulars be-

ing the same

with Ermine.

Coates ridi-

cules the name
Ermines, stxy-

ing, Whence the English heralds, who
so call it, had such a conceit, no man
can tell, for our [English] heraldry is

from the French, who use no such word
;

but call this Black powdered with White,

W>: i' 't
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Contre-Erminee, which is very proper,

as denoting the Counter or Reverse of

Ermine, the latter being White pow-

dered with Black.

E R M I N O I S

—

has the same figures, disposed in the

same way, with Ermine and Counter-

Ermine ; but
the fur is Yel-

low or Gold,

powdered with

Black. The

French say of

such a Field,

that it is "D'

Or, semee d J

Hemiines de

Sable," or Gold

sprinkled with Ermine spots.

Coates confesses his inability to find

the origin of the term Erminois, and

proceeds to ask the most strenuous of

his countrymen, Whether the French

method, as it is intelligible, is not

preferable to the English ; and also,

Whether the English heralds, with their

word Erminois could reasonably expect

to be understood by armorists using

another language, or, in a foreign coun-

try, as understood by home blazon ers,

adding, that reason looks to the full as

well in England as anywhere.

Erminite s

—

is the term applied to a White fur,

sprinkled with Black tufts or. spots, ex-

actly of the same figures,

and in the same manner, as L
described for Ermine, Er- -*^i !•**-

mines, and Erminois, but

every large tuft is repre-

sented with a slender tuftlet

of Red on each side, making

five points to the large tuft,

instead of three, as usually given in

Ermine.

Coates remarks, that the proper sig-

nification of Erminites must be little
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Ermines, as the word is a diminutive

;

but you must understand, if you can,

that tliis means quite another thing,

namely : A White field powdered with

Blttck ; but, then, every such spot hath

a little Red hair on each.

Others mention that this Red hair

consists in a separate portion of the

general tuft parted off on each side.

Pe an —

in markings and their disposition, cor-

responds exactly with Ermine, Ermines,

and Erminois ;

but it is a Black

fur, strewed
with Gold or

Yellow tufts or

spots.

This Fur is

not mentioned

at all by
Coates, a very

singular omis-

sion in so elaborate and exhaustive a

writer, as it seems, from heraldic au-

thors of repute, to be well established.

PORCELAIN, GLASS, AND POTTERY.
By Charles P. Williams.*

THE History of the Origin of

Porcelain Manufacture in Eu-

rope adds another to the man}' instances

of important discoveries originating

from Alchemical Researches. Much
that is valuable in the most exact of

"Physical Sciences—Chemistry—and in

many of its applications to the useful in

life was found in the waifs of by-paths

from the main traveled road, over which

so many passed in pursuit of the ignes

fatui of the Philosopher's Stone and the

Elixir of Life, blundered upon, and

blindly followed, by some dreamer, till

the crude, corroded nodules, perhaps,

picked up for the hammers of emergency

,

suddenly breaking in the hand, display

sparkling crystals of pure Science and

true practical knowledge.

An apothecary's assistant at Berlin,

John Frederick Bottcher by name, being

suspected of alchemy, fled thence to

Dresden, where the Elector, believing

him possessed of the secret of the trans-

mutation of base metals, and their con-

version into gold, placed him in the

laboratory, and under the close surveil-

lance of Tschirnhaus, who was seeking

for the Universal Medicine. It was

here, that the contents of some crucibles,

prepared for alchemical purposes, unex-

pectedly assumed the appearance of

Oriental Porcelain, which had been in-

troduced into Europe from China, after

the voyage of the Portuguese naviga-

tors around the Cape of Good Hope
;

and which was even then much prized

by, and only in possession ofthe wealthy.

Augustus II. appreciated the importance

of the discovery of Bottcher ; and re-

moved him to the Castle of Albreckts-

burg, at Meissen, where, with an officer

as a constant attendant, he was provided

with every comfort and luxury ; and

with every facility for his research, till,

in 1709, the true white porcelain was

produced ; and, in the succeeding year,

the great manufactory at Meissen was

established, with Bottcher as director.

The secret thus discovered was care-

fully and jealously guarded ; strict in-

junctions, with respect to secresy, were

enjoined upon the workmen. The estab-

lishment in the castle was a complete

fortress ; the portcullis raised neither

day nor night; and no stranger allowed

to enter, whatever the pretence. The

chief inspector and all under him, were

* Analytical Chemist, No. 3015 Chestuut street. Philadelphia.
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sworn to the closest silence, with the

ounishment of imprisonment for life

attached, for divulging aught connected

with the manufacture. Everywhere

around the establishment was the warn-

ing motto: "Be Secret until Death.'"

Despite these injunctions and precau-

tions ; and even before Bottcher's death,

which occurred in 1119, one of the fore-

men escaped from the manufactory

;

and, going to Vienna, was cordially re-

ceived by Charles VI. ; and granted the

exclusive privilege of manufacture for

twent3^-five years. Thence, the process

—no longer a secret one—spread over

Europe; and the art, relieved from its

cramping restrictions—and with the in-

centive of rivalry among various manu-

facturers—assumed its proper import-

ance; and made its products available

to all classes.

Of the History op the Origin of

Glass we have less positive knowledge.

The story of Pliny is familiar to us all.

Some Phoenician merchants, landing,

near the mouth of the Belus, from a

vessel loaded with native soda (then

called nitre), used some blocks of their

cargo, to support their kettle over the

fire, kindled on the sand of the shore,

and were surprised to see a vitreous

substance produced by the union of the

sand and soda. They might well have

been surprised, for, in the light of modern

chemical research, we may feel assured,

that no heat thus produced would be

sufficient to bring about that intimate

chemical union between Silica and Soda

necessary to the production of Glass.

This currently received opinion, there-

fore, done away, we have no other to

supply its place ; and must rest content

with the knowledge, that, whatever the

origin of its formation, glass was exten-

sively manufactured at Sidon and Alex-

andria, as told by both Strabo and Pliny,

and that the knowledge of its production

came thence to Venice, whence it spread

into Bohemia, France, England, and

Sweden.

With the decline of Venetian com-

merce, and consequent decay of the

power of the Commonwealth, its glass

manufactories, which had indeed " done

the State some service," ceased to hold

their importance ; and the Bohemians
became the leading producers of this

valuable commodity. In respect, both

to the quality of their material for many
purposes, and the excellence of finish of

their products, this people are without

competitors, as will witness the chemi-

cal laboratories of the world, wherein

Bohemian glass has become the sine

qua non of exact research and experi-

ment.

The Origin of Pottery is coeval with

the origin of the race. It was the branch

of the Ceramic or Plastic Art first fol-

lowed. While it was the child of%eces-

sity, its brother, the Porcelain Manu-

facture, was born of luxury. The pot-

ter's art was an ennobling and honorable

profession. " And Jokim, and the men
of Chozeba, and Joash, and Saraph, who
had dominion in Moab, and Jashubi-

Lehem," were the potters, " and those that

dwelt among plants and hedges : there

they dwelt with the king for his work."*

How many of the most beautiful meta-

phors of Scripture are drawn from it,

symbolizing the Almighty's power over

the hearts of men ; and how has it

always been an object of royal patron-

age—nay !—royalty itself has not dis-

dained its practice. Diodorus Siculus

tells us, that when Agathocles, King of

Sicily, was showing his vases of gold to

his friends, he said to them, "These

vases have been made, after the earthen

vases which I turned formerly, when a

potter." None the less is it associated

with the names of characters celebrated

in history. What romance is clustered

around the career of Bernard Pallisy,

and that of the unfortunate Jacquelin

of Hainault.

Though so ancient in its origin, its

manufacture, in Europe, was lost in the

Dark Ages succeeding the subversion

* 1 Chronicles iv. 22, 23.
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of the Western Empire. It was revived,

however, in Spain through the Moors

by the production of beautiful tiles of

enameled earthenware, called by the

Spaniards "Azulejo;"* and spread

thence into Italy, in " Umbrian Ware,"

or "Majolica;" thence into France,

Germany, Holland; and, finally, into

England, where, under Wedgewood, it

made greater progress and attained its

greatest importance, as a branch of the

Useful Arts.

In this immethodical and desultory

sketch of the histories of the Ceramic

and Vitreous Arts, we have been guided

in our order of treatment by the rela-

tive general commercial values of the

wares, rather than by anj^ thing more

philosophical. From a chemical stand-

point, they have much in common

;

and we may properly place Glass and

Pottery at the ends of the series, Porce-

lain holding an intermediate position,

and possessing properties in common
with, and allying it to both.

There are two chemical elements

—

sometimes designated by chemists by

the name of Glass-Producers or Hyalo-

gens, whose union with oxygen produces

acids, which, at a high temperature,

have the power of uniting with various

salifiable bases ; and to the products

thus formed is given the name, of passes.

Of these two—which are called Silicon

and Boron, and their oxygen compounds
Silicic and Boracic acids—the former,

alone, is used in practice. It is abun-

dant everywhere, and is an old acquaint-

ance of us all, merely under other names.

We stj'le it variously Quartz, Sand,

Flint, Agate, Jasper, or otherwise, ac-

cording to the conditions under which

we observe it. The salifiable bases are

potash, soda, lime, baryta, magnesia,

alumina and the oxides of iron and man-

ganese, variously used and proportioned,

according to the quality of the glass

desired, and with a view to the purposes

to which it is to be applied.

Marryat's History of Pottery, London, 1857.

These bases and silicic acid, in the

high heat of the glass-pot. unite to form

artificial compounds, which are called

silicates, analogous in composition to

those abundantly distributed natural

compounds, which form many of the

most beautiful objects in the mineral-

ogist's collection. The artificial sub-

stance differs, in one essential particular,

from its native relatives, for, while these

last are crystalline in structure, glass is

what is scientifically termed amorphous,

that is to say, is non-crystalline. " It

bears," says Dr. Knapp, " the same rela-

tion to a natural silicate of like compo-

sition, that melted sugar does to ordi-

nary crystallized sugar." This feature

of structure is the cause of the brittle-

ness, since the melted mass, being

rapidly cooled, has no opportunity to

allow its particles to carry out their

natural intention and desire of crystal-

lizing. On the contrar}-, they are forced

to remain in the relative positions in

which they were placed during working
;

and, consequently, there is such a want
of uniformity, in attraction of particle

for particle, that the slightest impulse,

from without, frequently will subvert

the cohesive force and cause the mass to

break. The familiar philosophical toys,

known as " Prince Rupert's Drops" and
"Bologna Flasks," beautifully illustrate

this.

To obviate this evil, the glass-maker

has resort to the process, that we call

annealing, which he conducts, by ex-

posing his wares, or products, to heat

just sufficient to soften the glass ; and
allows it gradually and slowly to cool.

If, however, the mass is too rapidly

cooled, the vitreous, amorphous struc-

ture of the glass is destroyed ; and the

crystalline structure established, pro-

ducing a remarkable change in j)roper-

ties ; the mass losing its lustre ; and, in

a great measure, its transparency ;.

and resembling, in so> many respects,

porcelain, that it is called Reamur's
Porcelain.

Artistic talent has found a wide field
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for its employment, in the discovery

and application of the fact, that many

heavy metallic oxides will combine with

silicic acid ; and that the salts, then

produced, can be united, in all propor-

tions, with the ordinary colorless glass,

giving rise to a variety of shades and

colors and producing the ordinary

-colored glasses, the glass-pastes, for

jewelers, and the pigments for bona fide

Glass-Painting.

In the ordinary colored glasses, the

yellow is produced by antimony, or by

a mixture of antimony, minium and

oxide of iron ; but the intense red is

imparted by the small amount of the

sub-oxide of copper, as recently dis-

covered and pressed into service. It

was to this, that the glass-paste, found

at the Yilla of Tiberias, on the Island

of Capri, owed its brilliant color, so that

its use must have been known at a very

early period. The art was, for a long-

time, a lost one—or, at least, if pre-

served in books and manuscripts, en-

tirely unpractised—and it is only within

a few years, that it has been rediscovered

and revived. An equally brilliant red

is produced by gold. Greens are ob-

tained by protoxide of iron, fts in the

ordinary bottle glass, and oxide of cop-

per. A perfect imitation of the emerald

is obtained by a mixture of the oxides

of copper and chromium, whilst the blue

glass is colored by oxide of cobalt.

It may strike the reader as somewhat

incongruous, that colored glass should

be mentioned as of recent origin ; and

as having been one of the fruits of

modern chemical research, when it is

known to have existed, in the windows

of churches, as early as the 3d century
;

and when the most beautiful specimen

known, the celebrated Portland Vase,

was found and removed from the tomb

of Alexander Severus, who died, A. D.

235. From the total unacquaintance

of the ancients with a knowledge of the

chemistry of the heavy metals, there is

but the one conclusion to draw, that

such productions were the result of

chance ; and that the same results could

not be indefinitely repeated, as at the

present time. Knox made the observa-

tion, that all metals, with the exception

of platinum, are dissolved, as such, by-

melting glass ; and that they impart

color to it, if the heat is continued for

a length of time, sufficient to bring

about combination. Chance observa-

tions of this kind have unquestionably

been made in the glass-houses.

Among the most interesting of the

glasses are the white and the enamels,

which are produced by oxide of tin,

antimonious oxide, chloride of silver,

and phosphate of lime or bone ashes

—

the last producing a beautiful opalescent

or milky white.

In our own city, the " American Hot

Cast Porcelain Co." are now manufac-

turing a material, resembling in appear- •

ance, the ordinary French China; and

susceptible, not only of all the uses to

which that substance is applied ; but,

also, of all the manipulations of the

ordinary glasses. The translucencj',

or, rather, semi-translucency, of this

substance is due inanity to oxide of zinc,

cf which it contains, according to a

recent analysis, about eight per cent.

From the white opaque glasses, the

transition is natural and easy into the

highest division of the Ceramic Art,

that of Porcelain Manufacture. The

popular title of this substance denotes

the origin of the art, as do the names of

the substances emplo3Ted in its produc-

tion. From that mysterious and re-

markable people, the Chinese, we get

the words Kaolin and Petuntse, the two

ingredients entering into the composi-

tion of the true Porcelain, the first

being, the infusible ingredient, or clay,

the second, the fusible feldspar, or petro-

silex.* Our word, itself, is said to be

* "Kao-ling is the name of a mountain situated to the

east of the King-te-chin. The Pe-tun (white paste) of

pulverized petro-silex, when formed into bricks (tse), is

called Pe-tun-tse, i. e, bricks of white paste Bricks are

also formed of colored paste, hoang-tun-tse, i. e., bricks

of yellow paste, etc."—Marryat, loc. vit., page 179.
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from the Portuguese ; Porcellana—signi-

fying a "little pig," and, afterwards, a

cup.—having been applied to the cowrie

shell, the inner coat of which furnished

a means for the early Portuguese navi-

gators to convey to their countrymen

an idea of the beautiful ware of China.

This is most probably the origin of the

word Porcelain, though it may be, that

the term was adopted and applied from

the prevalent idea, encouraged by the

Chinese themselves, that the material

was composed of sea and egg shells,

which had been buried in the earth for

eighty or a hundred years.* That this

was currently held is evident from the

old writers. Harte says,

" True fame, like Porcelain earth, for years must lay

Bury'd and mixed with elemental clay."

Tlie Confessor.

Guido Pancerolli, quoted in Marryat's

above-cited interesting work, says :
" In

"former ages Porcelains were never seen.

"Now there are a certain mass, com-
" posed of g3'psum, bruised eggs, the

" shell of the marine locust, and other

" substances ; and this, being well tem-

" pered and thickened, is hidden under
" ground, in a secret place, which the

" father points out to his children ; for,

" as respects others, he does not wish

"them to know it. And there it re-

" mains hidden for eighty 3'ears ; at the

"end of which time, the children, or

"grandchildren, dig it out; and when
" it has been again reduced to a fluid

" state, and made fit for working up,

"they form of it precious vessels, very

" beautiful to look at, quite transparent,

" and wrought of any form, or color,

" which those workmen think proper.

" The remarkable virtue of these vessels

" is this, that if any poisonous thing

"have been put into them they imme-
" diately break."

The Kaolin, or Porcelain earth, is

composed of our old acquaintance,

silicic acid, in combination with alumina

* Dr. Johnson fancies the name derived from the

French pour-cent-anne'es, "for one hundred years."

and water. Feldspar, or petro-silex, also

contains the same silica and alumina,

together with potash, soda and lime.

Kaolin, when moulded and put into the

furnace, would result in the production

of an opaque mass, the ordinary pottery.

The feldspar, called the flux, however,

in the furnace, removes this opacity, and

produces, by its dissemination through

the infusible clay, a translucent mate-

rial, which exhibits, under the micro-

scope, both components, the flux inter-

penetrating the clay. This is why we

have placed Porcelain intermediate with

glass—the transparent, non-crystalline

silicates and the common pottery made

of clay alone.

The proper mixture of day and flux,

when once fired or burned, is still not

complete Porcelain or Ciiina. Its name,

in the art, is biscuit, which requires dip-

ping in the " glaze," composed of broken

porcelain, Kaolin and gypsum ; and a

second burning. This is the most deli-

cate and important stage in the manu-

facture, for the success of the product

depends upon having the glaze, so com-

pounded, that it will not be too fusible

nor too difficult of fusion. In the first

case, the glaze becomes fluid, before the

paste is sufficiently baked, producing a

dry, rough surface, whilst, in the last,

it will not be sufficiently fluid to form a

uniform surface, but will give rise to a

wavy appearance. It is probable, that

the ill-success of most attempts at porce-

lain manufacture, in this country, have

resulted from want of sufficient care in

the preparation of ~the glaze. It cer-

tainly cannot be due to a paucity of raw

porcelain materials, whether of Kaolin

or feldspar, for Chester county, of our

State, and the neighboring Common-
wealth of Delaware, as well as some of

the New England and the Southern

States, abound in extensive deposits of

both these substances, of a quality ex-

cellently well adapted to the purposes

of the porcelain manufacturer. Their

exploitation serves only to supply the

demands of the producers of the com-
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moner stoneware, together with the

small amount of washed and prepared

clajr consumed by paper manufacturers.

Fine Porcelain manufacture has failed,

in the United States, from other causes

than a lack of the material.

Porcelain painting is done with

colored, fusible glasses having the same

metallic oxides for the coloring matters,

as given above for glass, applied to the

subject, and subsequently burnt in, in a

muffle, or furnace open at both ends.

Gilding is best done with finely divided

metallic gold (such as the chemist pre-

pares by precipitating a solution of gold

by means of oxalic acid) mixed with

oxide of bismuth and rubbed up with oil

of turpentine, applied with a brush, and

subsequently burned in, in the muffle.

The clay used at the celebrated Sevres

Works is obtained from St. Yrieux, near

Limoges. That employed formerly at

Meissen was carried to the factory, from

Aue in the Erzgebirge [Ore Mountains],

under circumstances of secrecy, which

appear as ridiculous as the discovery of

the deposit was singular. Bottcber's

valet employed, in powdering his mas-

ter's hair, a white substance, which had

accidently been discovered by a rich

iron-master of Saxony, named John

Schnorr, and sold by him, in large

quantities, at the fairs of Dresden, Leip-

sic, and other places, for the purposes

of a hair powder. Bottcher was struck

with the density of the powder, found it

was earthy, inquired into its origin, and,

to his great joy, found, that he had dis-

covered, at last, the material for the pro-

duction of white porcelain ; for his pre-

vious products had a red, jaspe/ous ap-

pearance ;
and were polished by the

lapidists and gilded by the goldsmiths.

The Kaolin thus singularly discovered

was long known under the commercial

name of Schnorrische Weisse Erde—
Schnorr's White Earth.

The Kaolin deposits of St. Yrieux

were discovered in a no less remarkable

manner ; and at first, attracted attention

for the purpose of furnishing their mate-

rial for a use entirely distinct from, but

none the less important than, that of

porcelain manufacture. The wife of a

surgeon of St. Yrieux,Garnet by name,

noticed the white unctuous substance,

and conceived the idea, that, having

excellent detei'sive qualities, it would

serve as an abundant and cheap substi-

tute for soap for washing purposes.

The fact that numerous researches were

being made, throughout France, for a

supply of porcelain earth for the then

newly-established works at Sevres—the

success of which had been far from en-

couraging—was known to the apothe-

cary at Bordeaux, to whom Madame
Darnet had carried the earth ; and he,

at once suspecting its nature, forwarded

the sample to the chemist Macquer.

The discovery at once effected a remark-

able change in the Ceramic Art in

France ; and established the works at

Sevres on a sure foundation. "' Madame
Darnet, was, however, forgotten, and in

misery, till the year 1825, when she ap-

plied to the eminent savan, Brogniart,

then at the porcelain establishment, for

means of returning on foot to St.

Yrieux. Louis XVIII. , on being made
acquainted with her circumstances, to

his credit be it said, granted her a pen-

sion from the Civil List.

The origin of Kaolin is to be sought

in what mineralogists call the feld-

spathic rocks, that is, in mineral aggre-

gations, which contain a large amount

of feldspar as a component. The disin-

tegration of this mineral is effected

through the agency of the carbonic acid

dissolved in all waters which, by the

play of its affinities, extracts the potash,

soda, and lime from the feldspar, in the

form of soluble carbonates, leaving be-

hind the silica and alumina combined,

and in a hydrated condition, with a

more or less plastic nature, as the new
compound is more or less mixed (me-

chanically) with undecomposed feldspar

and the other mineral constituents of

the parent rock.

The deposit at St. Yrieux yields, not
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only the clay for the base of the porce-

lain, but the fusible material or feld-

spar. Those rocks containing but a

small proportion of mica, yield a better

clay (less fusible) than those in which

this mineral preponderates. A mixture

of feldspar and quartz, or the rock called

by mineralogists pegmatite, produces,

caerteris paribus, the best Kaolin.

The writer of this article has exam-

ined, Jn his professional capacity, both

in the field and in the laboratory, many
American Kaolins, not a few of which

were fully equal to the best of the for-

eign ; and has seen these clays tried by

reputed skilled workmen, in the produc-

tion of Porcelain, always with the same

result, and that result a Failure.

He is satisfied that the lack of that min-

ute and delicate attention and care, so

requisite in the preparation of the glaze,

has been the cause of the repeated ill-

success of American Porcelain.

To amplify a previous paragraph, the

Moors first i-e-es_tablished in Europe the

manufacture of pottery as an art, after

the knowledge of it had become in a

measure lost, during the Dark Ages suc-

ceeding the subversion of the Western

Empire. Throughout Spain are found

numerous evidences of the perfection to

which they carried the production of the

finer qualities of ornamental pottery,

more especially in the manufacture of

the beautiful tile known still as azueljo.

From Spain, the art passed into Italy,

one of whose styles was Majolica ware,

(a corruption of Majorca,) and thence a

knowledge of it was disseminated

throughout Europe. But it soon lost

its prestige and high position, the dis-

cover}' of the composition of Porcelain

causing that material to supersede the

coarser and older earthenware proper,-

or potteiy, and leaving for this latter no

further demand, than for the commoner
domestic articles. In the hands of

Wedgewood, in England, the plastic art

seemed destined to regain, in a measure,

its pristine importance and splendor, in

all its departments
;
yet the majority of

his wares also approximate, in physical

properties, as well as chemical composi-

tion, to porcelain rather than pottery.

As the transition from glass to porce-

lain was a gradual one, so from the latter

to pottery there is no less an easy gra-

dation, so much so, that both Wedge-
wood and stone wares—intermediate

steps from porcelain to earthenware

—

may indiscriminately be classified either

with the former, or be described as pot-

tery. In a strict technical sense, though

not in an sesthetical one, they belong to

the earthenware division of the Ceramic

art ; for we may define this last as in-

cluding all those varieties from which is

absent any flux, and which, being fired

at a temperature sufficiently low to pre-

vent even a semi-fusion of its component

parts, is never translucent, but always

opaque, and possessed of an earthy frac-

ture.

Potters' ware, being destined for the

most ordinary purposes of domestic life,

must combine in its manufacture essen-

tialities to meet the requirements of low

prices, imperviousness to liquids, and

durability under changes of temperature.

The first is satisfied by the wide-spread

and abundant occurrence of the ordinary

clays, by the use of inexpensive methods

of moulding, and by burning in kilns of

cheap construction, which shall consume

the possible minimum of fuel. This

latter condition produces a material of a

light, porous structure, which, to meet

the second requirement, must be coated

with a thin glaze, generally of a very

fusible lead glass. The third condition

is satisfied by mixing or tempering the

clays, when, too fat or unctuous, with

sand, or lean clays, to diminish contrac-

tion.

The porosity of unglazed earthenware

is finely illustrated, and its properties

utilized, in the ordinary water-coolers or

cooling-jars of tropical America. A clay

vessel—moulded in fanciful and, often-

times, not ungraceful forms—baked

without glaze, and filled with water, will

soon be coated on its outer surface with
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a thiii layer of moisture, which rapidly

evaporates, abstracting heat from the

vessel, and from the remainder of the

contained water, and reducing the tem-

perature of the latter several degrees

below that of the surrounding atmo-

sphere. The porosity, and, conse-

quently, the cooling effect, is greatly

increased by mixing with the raw clay,

organic matter, finely subdivided, which,

in the baking process, being completely

destroyed, leaves minute pores ; or, salt

being mixed, is dissolved out, by water,

after the baking of the vessel.

In the mixed Spanish dialect of South

America, these vessels are called canaria,

though the knowledge of them and of

their properties, is not the spontaneous

growth of the exigencies of the climate,

but was transmitted from the European

ancestry of the people. These, them-

selves, derived it from the Moors, the

vessels having been manufactured, from

the remotest times, in warm countries.

The Spanish name, alcarazza, is a cor-

ruption of the Moorish Al-Earazah. In

upper Egypt, where such quantities are

manufactured, and at such cheap rates,

that one is scarcely used the second

time, they are generally made very thin,

and are perfumed by inverting them over

a piece of gum mastich placed on a burn-

ing coal, itself a very ancient custom, if

we are to credit Athenseus, according to

whom, vases made at Coptos, and per-

fumed by mastich and myrrh, had the

property of depriving wine of its intox-

icating effects. In the interesting work

of Marryat, from which we have fre-

quently quoted, and to which we are

indebted for many of our historical facts,

is described the manner of transporta-

tion of these vessels, from Kenneh, in

upper Egypt, to Cairo, by forming them

into rafts, and sending the fragile float,

with a single conductor or steersman,

down the Nile—a manner of convej'ance

certainly cheap, but precarious, yet an-

tique, and recommending itself, on this

score, to the strong " conservative ele-

ment" of the Egyptian population—for

Juvenal tells us that the Egyptian
" boats were made of earthenware, and

painted."

Of Water Conduits, or Tubes, the

best are made by kneading together,

into the form of cakes, a mixture of good

plastic clay, with an impurer variety

containing considerable sand, mica, and

oxide of iron, and then forcing the mix-

ture, through hollow cast-iron cylinders,

into the moulds, by means of a hydro-

static press. After thus giving them

their desired shape and size, they are

dried in a baking-kiln ; and will then,

it is stated, resist a pressure of nearly

one thousand pounds to the square inch

—a result impossible to bring about by

any of the ordinary means, without the

use of the press.

Drain Tiles, for Agricultural Pur-

poses, are constructed on the same prin-

ciple of forcing the clay, from cylinders,

through the proper die-plates, attached

to their lower extremities.

Roofing-Tiles were formerly moulded

on a flat board, around which was nailed

a rim of the desired thickness of the

tile ; the arched or curved form, if

thought advisable, being given after-

wards, by bending the flat tile around a

block of wood. An improvement is

also effected in the production of these,

by the use of the press, as above, the

product being much denser, and less

liable to destruction from frost. Their

durability in this latter particular is

also greathy enhanced by glazing : the

ordinaiy potter's glaze brought to the

desired color by metallic oxides being-

used.

Wonderful alchemists are the potters

and glass makers!

A few particles of sand, or a little

clay, assuming, in their hands, so many
forms of use and beauty,—transmuting

the weather-worn, current-drifted and

powdered rock into shapes to minister

to man's comforts or pleasures. . We
may trace much of the histoiy of the

progress of the human race in the dis-

tinctive character their hands have im-
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printed on the forms of the Protean

elements, Silica and Alumina. We may-

learn from these forms the domestic

manners of nations long since passed

away. They tell us of times whereof

we have no other records, fixing even

the antiquity of man's appearance on

the globe. By them we may trace the

limits on the world's surface of empires

great in history—of ancient Greece and

her colonies—of Rome and her geo-

graphical sway—of the rule of the fol-

lowers of Mahomet—all these in the

Old World. While, on our own conti-

nent, the extent of the Aztec dominion

is pointed out by them as clearly as

though we possessed other apparently

more permanent records. We find, too,

in the history of the Vitreous and

Ceramic A vts, some strange instances of

psychologie.il phenomena—of a mania,

for the possession of their products,

absorbing minds, which the woi'ld calls

great. We find Johnson strongly in-

terested in Porcelain Manufacture ; and

the Elector Frederick Augustus, of

Saxonjr, receives from Frederick Wil-

liam, of Prussia, twenty large vases,

and recompenses him b}7 making over

to him his finest regiment of dragoons.

In the time of William III., according

to the Satirists, every great house in

England " contained a museum of these

grotesque bubbles," and a fine "lady

valued her mottled-green pottery, as

much as she valued her monkey, and

more than she valued her husband."

In the last century, even, it could be

said of a great many, as is written of

no less a personage than Horace Wal-

pole,

" China's the passion of his soul,

A cup, a plate, a dish, a -bowl,

Can kiudle wishes in his breast,

Inflame with joy, or break his rest."

FOUNDATIONS.
By C. P. Dwyer, Architect.

THERE is no single subject, in the

entire range of an Architect's pro-

fessional studies, that so intimately con-

cerns his good name, as that of founda-

tions. It calls for all his cautious in-

vestigation and certainty of calculation,

for on it rests that superstructure which,

in its inception, has been his pride and

his hope.

How painful is the feeling, to a sensi-

tive artistic mind, that a settlement has

taken place, as too palpably displayed

in the first apparent crack, or as it is

too commonly, but ignorantly, termed,

" check," in the masonry, or brickwork,

of the walls. Such, however, is too

frequently the case, in many of our

large buildings
; and not unfrequently

communicates its mischief to the plas-

tering of partitions and ceilings, to an

unsightly degree.

To avoid this misfortune, it is neces-

sary, then, to be particularly careful in

the construction of the foundations, pro-

viding against sinking, spreading, and

sliding.

Sinking

This is, of all, the most to be guarded

against, by Architects or Engineers,

and too much caution cannot be exer-

cised to prevent its occurrence.

In the first place, the ground to be

built upon must be thoroughly tested,

or probed, by means of borers, at many
points in the proposed line of the main

walls, and wherever piers are to come.

The corners should have their intended

localities especially examined, and

thoroughly understood.

In cities, the drainage being already

provided for, the action of undersapping,

by subterranean lodgements of water,

need not be dreaded. But, in the
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country, it is otherwise ; and this secret

underground action must be the study

of the Architect. This subject is a

very interesting one, and although it

must be evident to all, that such a

lodgement of water is a positive source

of danger to foundations, and there is

no doubt but to such source can be

traced some, otherwise unaccountable,

bad settlements of large buildings
;
yet,

how few of our professional brethren

ever dream the possibilhiy of such a

cause.

To make this matter more plain, let

us suppose a case, in whicli the Archi-

tect has probed his site throughout, to

say ten feet, and found it apparently

sound. Now, at one point, which may
be the locality of a corner, we will

suppose a large boulder to be down
twelve feet, or two feet below his prob-

ing, and under this boulder a lodgement

of water increasing or decreasing with

the state of the weather. The ground

immediately over such boulder will be

firm and compact enough, to resist the

probe sufficiently to inspire the examiner

with confidence. The building is erected,

and, perhaps, finished, without any ap-

pearance of defective foundation. But

the secret action saps beneath. The

boulder at last, under the pressure now
on it, sinks down in its moistened bed

;

and the fated building, fractured at its

corner, is irredeemably injured,—per-

haps made so dangerous, as to oblige its

being taken down.

A similar fate lurks in the sand stra-

tum, which underlies an apparently

firm footing for foundations ; and calls

for the cautious skill of the examining

Architect. A knowledge of Geology

might here be made available ; but how

very few give sufficient attention to the

subject, the most being too anxious to

hurry forward the erection of their

design, or too careful of putting their

patron to what, to him, might seem

unnecessary expense. The surest safe-

guard, against such hidden dangers, is

to be found in piling, and such work,

when efficiently done, is well worth the

outlay, whatever it may be.

There are other methods, which are

good, but we place piling foremost in

the rank of precautionary measures, and

shall now describe it.

When the necessary excavations are

made for cellar, or sub-cellar, as the

case may be, the trenches for the foun-

dations are dug of the required breadth,

and from two to three feet deep, down-

ward, from the bottom of the cellar. In

these trenches the piles are to be driven
;

and they must be of lengths propor-

tioned to the penetrability of the soil.

The average length may be found by

driving five or six piles at fair distances
;

and, when the hammer stroke ceases to

drive, mark the length of pile-drives
;

and, thus driving and marking each, the

average of required length of pile is

arrived at. Then have your piles, say

two feet longer, than the longest. This

will provide for " soft spots." Set them

three feet from centres.

Piles should be of sound, hard wood.

White Oak is excellent for the purpose.

They should be pointed at the entrance

end, and not less than nine inches in

diameter. An iron ring should be tem-

porarily set on the upper end, to pre-

vent the continued strokes of the ham-

mer splitting the pile, and to give a

uniform surface, to receive the strokes,

until the pile is driven completely home.

This ring can then be transferred to a

fresh pile, and so on, throughout the

operation.

When the point of the pile rests upon

any hard stratum, it is at once evidenced

by the fact that the hammer, in its

stroke, rebounds from the pile, without

driving it.

The last pile being driven, they should

be all cut off, to the required level of the

bottom of footing course, which will

leave their heads, say, eight inches over

ground. This eight inches should be

filled up in two equal courses : first,

of well-rammed dry gravel ; second,

of good, well-mixed concrete, composed
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of coarse gravel, sand, and cement, or

water-lime, in the following manner

:

Take ten bushels of gravel and six

of sand, and rake them up intimately

together. This thoroughly clone, in a

large box made for the purpose, and

placed near as possible to the trenches,

take three bushels of cement, in a dry

state, and mix it up with the gravel and

sand, carefully and well. Now pour on

water, over the whole, turning and mix-

ing the mass very briskly, slide out that

side of the box next the trench, and

empty the contents into their place, over

the before-mentioned course of dry

gravel.

Proceed and do likewise with every

part of the trenches, until the concrete,

throughout, is on a level with the tops

of the piles.

When sufficiently set or hardened,

the whole surface will be ready to re-

ceive the "planking," which is simply

two pieces of white oak, or other durable

timber, three inches in thickness, and

ten or twelve inches in width, spiked on

to the two tiers of piles. These two are

to be continued in their length by others,

taking care to break joints, and to bevel

them on to each other. There will be a

space of four or six inches between the

inside edges of these two courses of

planking ; and this, together with the

outsides, must be filled up with concrete,

flush to the surface.

The Footing- Course is now to be laid

with large flat stones, three, four or five

feet in length,—as the necessity of the

case may call for,—and ten or twelve

inches thick. They are to be laid cross-

wise, and edge to edge, being carefully

bedded and jointed in cement.

The succeeding course must be laid

lengthwise, but the stones composing it

need not be quite as long as those of the

former course. They are, however, to be

"broken-jointed," and carefully flushed

with cement and spalls. This course

ought to be ten inches thick, but, in

width, six or eight inches less than the

former.

The third course ought to be built in

like manner, the width being three or

four inches less than that of the preced-

ing one.

When the surface, or cellar bottom, is

reached, the walls may be built of the

width called for on the basement or cel-

lar plan.

We have here a foundation that is well

adapted for springy or boggy soil. But,

in case the site should prove to have a

sub-stratum of quicksand, then the

ordinary piling will not answer, as the

pile-driver will utterly fail to insert the

piles in this treacherous material.

In such a dilemma, the architect will

do well to procure Mitchell's Iron

Screw Piles, which will at once master

the situation, as they will enter not alone

sahd, but rock: itself.

This is an European invention ; and was

introduced in this country about twenty

years ago, by the United States Light-

house Board, and liberally used in the

foundations of lighthouses, under water,

in rock, sand, &c. The writer being

then in charge of such works, under the

Corps of Topographical Engineers, had

ample opportunity of noting their merits

and demerits. But as architects are not

called on to construct buildings in such

trying locations as those whereat light-

houses and pier-heads ai'e most fre-

quently erected, it will be unnecessary

to more than allude to the fact that, al-

though admirable for entering difficult

and otherwise impracticable strata, the

Iron Screw Pile, where exposed to the

action of ice or the force of waves driven

by severe storms, is but too apt to break

off at the cast iron section, or to warp

and twist at the wrought iron one.

However, where protected from such

influences, it is very available for such

foundations as we have here under con-

sideration.

In our next number, we will give a

full description of Mitchell's Iron

Screw Pile, together with hints and

suggestions as to the most advisable

way of using it economically and well.
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FIRE ESCAPES.

IT is not a little surprising, that—up
to the present time—the inventive

faculty of our citizens should have failed

to produce a Fire Escape, free from ob-

jections We have a variety of make-

shifts
; but nothing really worthy of

public patronage.

In New York an appendage to tene-

ment houses has been introduced — in

the form of an iron balcony on the centre

of the front, or rear, of each story—from

which a narrow, perpendicular ladder

leads to the next below, and so on, down
to the ground. The ground one, or first

story ladder, is, however, not left in

place, lest the burglars may make it

available in forwarding their peculiar

interests.

Looking at fire escapes, as more pe-

culiarly required for women and chil-

dren, or the aged and disabled, these

balconies are, at best, but a poor device

;

and, as for the ladders, they are a most

stupid contrivance. Who, but a man
of nerve, would venture on them at the

fifth or sixth story of a house? And,

suppose the floor on fire, and the flames

issuing through the upper windows,

would not those balconies be turned

into gridirons, to roast the unhappy

victims, who in their distraction sought

safety through them ?

The Fire Department, in each and
every city of the United States, has lad-

ders which have, in the hands of the gal-

lant firemen, proved valuable in saving

life. But how often has this nreans of

rescue failed in New York,where crowded
tenement houses are the rule. These

ladders give ready access to a burning

building, it is true
; but, may not a hu-

man being be perishing in one part

of the building, while the firemen are

forcing their way through another?

The fact is, the means of escape should

be ready, on the spot, and such as to

give confidence to the endangered in-

mates. Ladders are not at all fit for

for this purpose. As we have said, they

are adapted solely for man. Means of

escape for the weak and the timid should

be provided, for the sake of humanity,

of an unexceptionable contrivance, by
which deliverance would be within indi.

vidual reach, certain and speedy. Such

would, indeed, be a boon beyond price

to the community at large, and, to women
and children in particular, well worthy

of any effort to obtain it.

Let every one capable of adding a

single suggestion towards the working

out of this humanitarian problem, do so.

It must be satisfactorily solved some

day. Why not now ?

SCENIC EFFECT.

The art of Painting is practiced in two entirely different methods. One artist elaborates,

without regard to time or pains, for the sake of obtaining an exceedingly smooth surface,

resembling enamel. By this method, every part of the picture will bear the severest scrutiny,

and the general effect may be extremely good, although not likely to be so satisfactory, as in

that picture produced rapidly, by an artist well versed, from long previous study, in the prin-

ciples of effect, apart from the elaboration of details. Those of the latter school have in their

favor the fact, that we only see clearly about 2|° of the circle at any one time. Therefore the

details are wasted. The scene-painter belongs to the latter class. All his effective work is

produced by simply using yellow ochre and any suitable blue and red, mixed with water, and

aided by the mellowing of artificial light.
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OUR ARCHITECTURE REVIEWED.
THE cities all over the country are

more or less embellished with the

architectural improvements of the times.

Buildings that were honored time-marks

have disappeared ; and even modern

structures have been removed to make
way for the rising style, which fashion

has decided on, as the next in order.

For Fashion does rule in Building, as

in dress. Still, although not at all as

changeable, it is yet quite as distinct in

its features, when it does assume a new

appearance.

The fashion in architecture, like that

of the beau monde, is apt to repeat itself,

as though the inventive power could not

go beyond a certain boundary line.

Thus, we see our sisters, wives and

daughters to-day wearing many of the

fashions of their great grandmothers.

So, in Building, we easily recognize in

those fresh-looking elevations a resur-

rection of the architectural emanations

of what, in our student days, we were

taught to look upon as those barbarous

piles of the Dark Ages, when design ran

riot, and construction unbridled by rule

or reason, laid every diversity of form

under contribution, to produce a highly

wrought conglomerate.

Yet, out of evil cometh good ; and

from the debris of this very chaos of

architecture we have drawn some choice

relics, that, in the hands of a true artist,

are made to redeem many of the sins

against taste, which their originators

were so lamentably guilty of. In times

past, which, in this young country of

ours we are apt to look upon as ages,

the Grecian and Roman styles were the

models adopted for public and private

buildings. And fearfully were those

models treated. In fact, so great was
the liberty taken with them, that we
very narrowly escaped the misfortune

of this being taken by the world for an

indigenous style. Not but that there

were some fine specimens of what might
truly be called classic art, in those

times, some of which remain to this day.

But we particularly allude to that mode
of Grecian in which the arch, the dome,

and even the spire, were all pressed into

the service, and made to do duty in the

construction of a gross absurdity. This

conglomerate was to be met with, all

over the country ; and may even still

be seen, where the pressure of improve-

ment has not urged its deserved de-

struction.

There is scarcely a single one of the

architectic worthies and un worthies of

(353)
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Europe, who struggled for fame in ages

past, whose theories have not been

worked into practice in our country just

as their musty folio books happened to

be in the possession of the respective

knights-errant of the drawing-pen.

But, as we have already said, there

were some exceptions, and excellent

ones too, in favor of the true taste of

that by-gone day ; and we would not

have them forgotten, as, indeed, they

cannot be, so long as we can look upon

and comprehend the classic purity of

such edifices as are to be found in our

own city, and which are pre-eminent as

monuments of taste, whether of this

day or that. Chief amongst these we
would place the Custom-House, origi-

nally the United States Bank. It is

said to have been modeled after the

Parthenon at Athens. This we may
Very well question. But whether or no,

it has undeniably a very perfect frontis-

piece of pure Doric. The Mint, and the

Exchange, are each commendable in

most of their features. But it would be

invidious to go farther than these, in

representing our Philadelphia claims to

taste, amid the mist of composition,

which so darkly hung over the land,

when they were dedicated to Fame.

New York has a claim to considera-

tion, in this matter, that cannot be

passed over. The United States Sub-

Treasury is decidedly a noble specimen

of Grecian Doric, not alone in its por-

tico, but throughout the whole building.

The Custom-House is a very striking

feature in New York architecture, which

has, in more recent days, been materially

injured by the addition of an attic,

monstrous to the observer, but doubt-

less desirable to the officials and em-

ployees, for whose accommodation it

was perpetrated.

The City Hall of New York has, for

a fair share of years, enjoyed the otium

cum dignitate of being the only object

of interest, in an architectural sense, in

that metropolis. It is in the Italian

style, decorated. The front presents a

very good appearance, even in our day
of progress. Three-fourths of the build-

ing are of marble. But, strange to those

uninitiated into the secret, the rear is

of brown-stone. Why? Because, when
this City Hall was erected, it stood at

the limits of the then city; and as it

was thought, by the unprogressive build-

ing committee of the day, that the rear

elevation would never, by any possi-

bility, become prominent, it was sagely

judged advisable to treat it with econ-

omy. This elevation has now assumed
a prominence unlooked for, and will pre-

sent a still more marked appearance,

when the new white marble Court-House,

which faces it, shall be finished. "Which,

to be sure, is a subject of time, for,

judging by the progress of this latter

building, up to the present, there is a

grave doubt as to the completion of it

at any period within the limit of exist-

ing life.

We might follow up this subject of

the early classic buildings of the various

cities, throughout; the nation, were it

not, that in so doing we would alike

exhaust the patience of our readers, and

the space in our Review. Suffice it then

to say, that in the designing of all pub-

lic buildings, erected by the Govern-

ment, the classic styles of Greece,

dressed in one or other of its three

orders, but especially the Doric, was in-

variably chosen, and generally carried

out with the largest amount of taste.

As regards Ecclesiastical Archi-

tecture, we find a wider field for review-

ing the efforts of early days. For, in

the erection of churches and chapels,

there has been a liberty assumed, which

nothing, save the utter apathy of the

public for architectural design, could

have tolerated. The earliest structures

were intended to carefully avoid all that

our Puritanic forefathers considered as

abominations, namely : Spires, mina-

rets, pointed doors and windows, but-

tresses, and the many accessories of

Ecclesiastical Architecture, as it existed

in Europe. All this the Pilgrim Fathers
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viewed as stately worship, and took

every possible pains to avoid. Their

churches they called meeting-houses,

and these were as plain in external and

internal appearance, as they could well

make them. To such an extent did

they carry their opposition to every

thing bearing the slightest approxima-

tion to the worship of former days in

England, that they insisted on having

the reading-desk placed at the side, in-

stead of at the upper end of the audito-

rium. Aisle or nave they had none

—

gallery they would not admit of. In

fact, nothing that could in any way

remind them of the manner of worship,

or the churches they fled from.

But, all this asperity gradually lost

its edge, as the rising generation grew
;

and at last the primitive meeting-house

began to put on some architectural airs,

which grew with the growth of the com-

munity, until, by slow degrees, the for-

saken features of Ecclesiastical Archi-

tecture became so prominent, that the

very styles of most imposing promi-

nence began to raise their fancies, to

lead the way for still more decorated

structures ; and to so completely over-

shadow their earl}' parent-buildings, as

to leave them as simple objects of in-

terest to all who yet cherished the

memory of the Pilgrim Fathers.

A compromise seemed to be tacitly

agreed upon, between the more and the

less progressive of that day. The for-

mer, still holding to even the semblance

of Puritanic taste, chose the classic tem-

ple, with its beautiful facade, in its sim-

plest form. The latter took hold of the

more aspiring style ; and, at first placing

belfries on the front pediment, soon

ventured on a tower, and sometimes

two towers, one on either corner.

At length the Gothic was the ambition

of the time ; and at this day we have

among us man}' specimens of what was

then considered art unsurpassed. Park

Street Church, in Boston, was a wonder

in its day. It was intended for a Gre-

cian design; but with an extremely

heavy spire, more adapted to a Gothic

building; and this error of judgment
arose some two hundred feet into the

air, being at that time the highest spire

in the United States.

Our German and French designers

gave us manjr transfers of their national

taste ; and made of our cities a series

of schools for the study of the varied

forms in which indifferent Architecture

may present itself for study or for

criticism.

In Domestic Design our primitive

builders displayed a modesty that was,

to say the least, commendable. For,

with the exception of the pleasant old

stoop, with its orderty columns and cor-

nice of no order at all, we had nothing

to find fault with, because nothing was

presented as a temptation. All was un-

pretentious, yet comfortable.

The next generation, as to their eccle-

siastical ideas, were more ambitious

;

and the styles, with their apportioned

Orders, began to make themselves promi-

nent in all our cities, as well in dwelling-

houses as in public buildings. To such

an extent did the desire for classic fronts

carry our citizens generally, that it be-

came necessary to issue books of in-

struction on the Orders, which were

rapidly bought up : and had a very de-

sirable influence in the hands of the

builders.

In so rapidly rising a country as this,

the growth of improvement was not to

be easily retarded ; and Street Archi-

tecture soon began to be a subject of

considerable importance. The devices

of Europe were grafted on the require-

ments of America ; and a style, peculiar

to the Nation, generated, which could

not be properly called National; and

yet to all intents and purposes was so.

The spirit of equality gives an impetus

to ambition, which can only be limited

by the purse ; and this is very apparent

in all our cities to-day, as well as it was

in the day we are reviewing.

The Domestic Architecture of that

time was highly indicative of a desire
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for Greek and Roman fame, whether in

the palace of the millionnaire, or the

home of the operative. Our streets were

panoramic elevations, and continua-

tions, of classic porticos, pediments,

antce, and all the features which apper-

tain to Roman or Grecian composition.

The Architecture of To-day is a

far advanced step in the great march of

improvement ; and shows out very dis-

tinctly against the classic back-ground,

we have just been speaking of. Its

features are those of the reformed school

of Europe in a mitigated form. We
have not had the full spirit of the renais-

sance infused into our architectural con-

ceptions as j-et. Probably on account

of the National repugnance to the gew-

gaw which is too frequently the neces-

sary accompaniment of that modern

rejuvenation. In New York some efforts

were made to direct the public taste in

this line; but they failed to establish

their claim ; and the Academy of Design,

and the church of Dr. Bellows, are the

memorials of that transmigration of

mediaeval art-life, which remain, to draw

the wondering ej'es of the million to

their highly-colored incongruities.

Our' public buildings have shown a

disposition to reform, in a moderate

Avoy, from the pedantic classic, hitherto

so rigidly observed ; but have been care-

ful to retain Falladio, as their monitor

and guide. In this there is safety for

the public taste ; because he, of all

authorities, is the one whose judgment

may be relied upon at all times, as an

artist with a philosophic eye.

Ecclesiastic Architecture, in our
day, comes to the front as seniores

priores of studied and discriminated

taste. We find no repetition of the bar-

barous admixture of styles, the pedi-

mented Grecian with the minaretted

Gothic, or the hundred other cool ab-

surdities to which, hitherto, our ecclesi-

astical constructions appear to have
been inevitably doomed. And from the

ultraism of mediaeval taste, the sacred

edifices, with one exception, have fortu-

nately been kept free.

Domestic Architecture, in its wide

domain, shows the largest amount of

importation of the building fancies of

the day in old Europe. We have in our

own store-fronts all that

"Saracen or Christian ever knew"

of architectural art ; and their details

are blended up with native judgment,

which will play most extravagant pranks

at times, to form a variety of styles,

which might well, for all practical pur-

poses, be congregated into one, and

aptly called "Commercial."

The Dwelling-house Architecture

of to-day is a vast improvement on the

trials of the past ; and, in our first-class

houses, rapidly approaches the palatial.

Our merchant princes seem to vie with

each other in the spirit of improvement

;

and all that wealth can do is ready to

be done. Genius in Design is the one

thing wanted ; and it behooves our pro-

fessional brethren to meet that want in

a manner worthy of their present profit,

and their future fame.

THE PROJECTIONS OF THE SPHERE

Are the Orthographic, the Stereographic, the Gnomonic—all of whose names are

derived from their qualities—and Mercator's—so ealled from the celebrated naviga-

tor. The Orthographic and the Stereographic are those that afford the usual disc

maps of the world, in two hemispheres. The Gnomonic—thus titled from its pro-

jection being of the nature of a sun-dial plate—requires six maps for the cubed

whole earth ; and is very seldom seen ; there being, however, a fine instance in the

General Atlas of the London Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. It is

excellent for Maps of the Stars. Mercator's—developed from the cylinder circum-

scribing a sphere—affords a desirable sailing-chart.
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THE MINSTERS OF EUROPE.

THE great temples of worship, which

have so firmly maintained their

pre-eminence, throughout the earth, and

stand, up to this very day, as witnesses

of the wonderful art-power of man, are

led by the heathen, of which, curious to

sa}', the Islam has the largest in the

world, St. Sophia's, at Constantinople.

Although, in point of fact, this great

Mosque was originally planned and

erected for a Christian church, by Con-

stantine, whose intention was to surpass

any thing that had previously been

erected
; but which fell into the hands

of the followers of Mohammed, preserv-

ing to this day its Christian name, and

nothing more, to connect it with its

origin.

Next to St. Sophia's, in vastness of

proportion, comes St. Peter's, at Home.

Bijapoor, in India, has a Moslem temple,

which claims the third place. The fourth

in size is St. Paul's, London. We allude

to the fact, in this place, to show that

the energy of heathenism in the erection

of capacious and splendid temples, dedi-

cated to false deities, was a slur upon

the Christian world, whose Minsters,

dedicated to the true God, should be

pre-eminent as their faith.

Europe possessing the largest and

finest Cathedrals, or Minsters, of the

Christian World, we now enter on a

review of that interesting field ; and, as

we have already spoken, at large, on

that of Milan, we will now take up

the no less interesting Minster:

Cologne Cathedral.

No ecclesiastical structure more
charming in outline, embodiment, and

effect, as far as constructed, attracts

the attention than this. The very slow-

ness of its progress is a feature in its

histoiy ; and, to add to its romance, the

very name of its architect has been lost

;

although his professional existence may

yet be traced in the following wild

legend ;

—

In 1225 the Archbishop Engelberg

conceived the idea of building a Cathe-

dral, which should surpass eveiy other

one in the world in magnificence. Hoch-

stedten, his successor, determined to

execute it ; and employed the most

eminent architect he could find. He
supplied him with all the treasures of

the churches of Cologne, and put him in

possession of the fine quarries of the

Drachenfels. The architect traveled

over Europe, envied by all his profes-

sional brethren ; and came home, at last,

full of knowledge ; but quite unable to

please himself in a design. Day after

day he sat in a retired spot, studying

and tracing on the sand, his lines of

composition ; but ever without satisf}'-

ing his imagination. One evening ere

the sun went down, as he continued

his vain effort, a little, old man ap-

peared at his elbow ; and showed him

a plan, so complete, and so surpass-

ingly beautiful, that the delighted archi-

tect demanded who he was, that could

so far surpass him. The old man de-

clared himself to be Satan ; and so am-

bitious was the architect of securing

his fame iorever by its possession, that

he agreed to give his eternal bond to

the Evil One for it. They parted to

meet at midnight. Meantime, the trem-

bling architect sought the advice of his

confessor, who gave him a holy relic

and told him when he met the devil that

night, to ask to see the plan again.

Then, to lay firm hold of it, at the same

time waving the relic in the devil's face.

He did, as directed; and the Evil One
let go his hold, leaving the architect in

full possession of the plan! In triumph

he flew to his confessor, who warned him

of the necessity for his leading a sinless

life, and especially to beware of Pride.

Cologne Cathedral went on. It
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grew, day-by-da}'-, in strength and
beauty. One tower reached a com-

manding height. Its sister tower arose

to a point lower, when the archbishop

happened to send for the architect ; and,

displaying to him a drawing of the tem-

ple at Jerusalem, asked his opinion of

it. The architect, drawing himself up,

declared he liked his own better. In-

stantly the room echoed the peal of

fiendish laughter, which told the con-

science-stricken man he had committed

the dreaded crime Pride !

The archbishop, grieved at his fall,

sent him at once to seek pardon in

repentant prayer to God. After a time

he seemed to receive consolation ; and

mustered courage to seek his beloved

work again, lie mounted the ladder to

the top of the unfinished tower; and

stayed there directing, watching and

studying, until the approach of night

and a storm warned him, it was time to

retire. He sought the ladder— it was

gone ! The storm increased ; his terror

grew. At last, following a heavy crash

of thunder he perceived, by the succeed-

ing; flash of lightning, that the fiend

stood, in all his hideousness, before him!

His Jbrfain reeled, his e}'es closed, and

headlong he fell in the tumultuous dark-

ness of that dreadful October night.

The fiend winged rapidly down after his

prey; but the ' God have mercy on my
soul !" which had come, as the last

words, from the dying architect, received

a ready answer, in the form of two

angels, who caught him mid-way, and

bore him to heaven. The fiend passed

them—and, even amid the awful peals of

thunder, the architect caught his mock-

ing cry—" Unknown—unknown— unfin-

ished and unknown /"

The prophecy of the fiend is realized.

The architect is unknown—the Cathe-

dral is unfinished.

Yes, nearly six centuries have elapsed

since the foundation was laid ; and still

this mighty minster stands unfinished!

The Choir, consecrated September 2T,

1322, was finished 74 years afterwards.

It was more than one hundred years,

before the works recommenced. The
south tower was carried up 150 feet and

the north 20 feet above the ground.

The original design, which is still

extant, was lost for centuries and re-

covered in a remarkable manner. It

comprehended two great towers with

spires, at the west end. These towers

and spires were designed to be 536 feet

high. They were to be unsurpassed m
beauty and delicacy of ornament. The

height of the nave was to be 150 feet.

It was to have double aisles, including

which, the breadth would be 150 feet.

The transepts and choirs beyond these,

were to be 208 feet in height.

The total length of Cologne Cathedral

is 500 feet or 3^ times its width, being

considerably less in proportion than the

received standard rule for such build-

ings, viz. : six times the breadth.

At the end of the 18th century the

condition of the works was as follows

:

The choir and aisles, the chapels, the

two northern aisles of the nave, and the

sacristy were the only portions which

were completed. The nave and two

south aisles were carried up to the

height of the capitals of the great arcade,

and covered with a temporary roof.

In this half-finished condition it lay.

when the soldiers of the French Repub-

lic took possession of the city, and con-

siderably injured it by stabling their

horses in it. Notwithstanding all the

strenuous endeavors made, after the

peace, to have the building restored, it

was not until 1821, that, through the

energetic efforts of the King of Prussia,

and enthusiastic aid of the citizens of

Cologne, a society was formed, to carry

out the project of continuing the works

and completing the building, in its unity

and integrity, in perfect accordance

with the original design. All Germany
and France took up the enterprise.

Foreign princes made themselves re-

sponsible for large sums of money, and

general contributions flowed in liberally
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on all sides. Stained-glass and large

quantities of materials were donated.

The great work was vigorously pushed

forward, at intervals, during the century

;

and its present condition may be thus

described

:

The choir has been entirely restored,

inside and out. The whole of the inte-

rior of the Cathedral, with slight excep-

tions, has been completed.

On the 2d September, 1867, the grand

square round the north and east sides

was opened to the public. It is a most

magnificent work, adding greatly to the

dignity of the exterior of the Cathedral

;

and making a marked contrast with the

miserable surroundings of former years.

Special mention must be made of one

of the chief ornaments of the interior,

the restoration of which has been re-

cently effected, namely : The Beredos

of the Altar, in the eastern aisle of the

south transept, the carving on which is

the most elaborate and exquisite speci-

men of that art in the 16th century.

The work of restoring and completing

the Cathedral of Cologne was resumed

in the spring of the present year ; and

it is to be hoped, that the grand old

minster may yet be completed, and that

in our day may thus be united the art

of the middle ages with that of the

19th century, thus honoring the work

of the Unknown Architect of six and

a-half centuries ago, and falsifying the

legendary prophecy—" Unfinished /"

Strasbueg Cathedral.

By many this magnificent work is

placed in the foremost rank of European

minsters, as the noblest of Gothic edi-

fices. If purity of style be a test of

architectural character, we would most

decidedly object to this sweeping asser-

tion of the pre-eminence of Strasburg

At the same time, we would be most

willing to give to it all that credit, which

its really unrivalled execution as a won-

derful work of art deserves.

The Romanesque Choir is undoubt-

edly the work of an earlier day ; and

here Strasburg is in a similar predica-

ment with Milan in having an incon-

gruous mixture of styles. Apart from

that objection, the fascinating tracery

of the former can never fail to attract

the admiration of the most critical, it

presenting the appearance of a gorgeous

screen of exquisitely cut stone encasing

the building. But, the effect is not alto-

gether satisfactory, owing to the confu-

sion created by the intricacy of lines,

which, in their multiplicity and constant

intersections, are the cause of the indis-

tinctness, so much complained of by all

who look upon it, even for a lengthened

time.

The Spire is the great object of admi-

ration, rising as it does 468 feet above

the pavement, making it the highest

spire in Europe, and actually 24 feet

higher than the great Pyramid of Egypt.

Unlike Cologne, the minster under

consideration has its Architect's name
preserved. It was the work of Erwin
of Steinbach, whose plans are now to

be seen in the building. When he was

born we do not know but he commenced
the nave in the j-ear 1015. He died

when his great work was in a forward

state. It was continued by his sons,

and after by his daughter, and finished

in 1215, which last fact is certainly sug-

gestive of the ability of woman to work

out gigantic ideas in architecture ; and

clearly shows the way to the gentle sex

to enter on the study of this, hitherto,

to them almost unknown field. The

beautiful Cathedral holds the cherished

remains of this, its family of architects.

it was not until 1439, or 424 j-ears after

its commencement, that the tower was

completed, under the superintendence

of John Hultz, of Cologne. Thus the

professional skill of the one city was

employed on the two rival minsters of

Europe, giving to Cologne the advan-

tage over Strasburg. The original archi-

tect, Erwin of Steinbach, however, has

insured his fame, by executing a statue

of himself, which occupies a position,

where he and his sou and daughter are
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interred, within the walls of the south

transept. The family tombstone was

found in a little court behind the chapel

of St. John.

Besides the spire, there are some other

very remarkable features in this edifice.

The most prominent is the vast and

beautiful Marigold window at the west.

It is 43 feet in diameter, and this great

west end itself is 230 feet high
;
the rich

painted glass, executed in the 15th cen-

tury, filling nearly all the windows. The

Stone Pulpit, the Font, and the Clock,

are all wonders. The clock is altogether

new, being made by an artisan now liv-

ing in Strasbnrg, to replace the histori-

cal one, which was rapidly falling to

decay.

Before quitting this magnificent work

of art, we may observe, as an interest-

ing fact, that the parent Lodge of Ma-
sonry throughout Germany, was the

Guild of Freemasons founded at Stras-

burg, when the Minster itself was com-

menced, in 1015.

In reviewing those two grand Eccle-

siastical structures, we are led to bor-

row some consolation for the grievous

delay of certain of our public buildings

in this country, from noting the hun-

dreds of years, which intervened be-

tween the eras of progress, in their

construction, as well as the limitless

treasures of money and materials ex-

pended on them.

Leaving these stupendous monuments

of Ecclesiastic art, we will now review

one of minor fame, yet attractive to the

eye of taste

:

Antwerp Cathedral.

Commenced in the middle of the 13th

century, Notre Dame, as it is entitled,

was finished in 84 years. Quite a rapid

construction for the times, when we
consider the size of the building, one of

the largest and most beautiful speci-

mens of Gothic architecture in the

Netherlands. It was unfortunately

burnt in 1533; but the tower and choir

were preserved. The Minster was re-

built the following year. It is 500 feet

long and 250 feet wide. The interior is

at once simple and imposing; the effect

of the vastness of its lofty choir and

nave, with treble aisles on each side, is

assisted by its being all finished open,

and on the same uniform plan through-

out. It was sacked by the fanatic

Iconoclasts, or image-breakers, in 1566,

when its rich altars, ornaments, and

sculptures, were cither burned or car-

ried off.

In the choir a chapter of the Golden

Fleece was held, in 1555, by Philip II.,

of Spain, at which nine kings and sove-

reign princes icere present ; and assisted

as knights of the Order.

The spire is next in height to that of

Strasburg, being 403 feet 7 inches ; and

is of such beautiful and delicate Gothic

workmanship, as to have caused the

Emperor Charles V. to say, it deserved

to be kept in a case ; while, from the

minuteness of the carved work, Napo-

leon compared it to the Mechlin lace.

It was begun by the architect, Jan

Amelius, 1422; and completed by Ap-

pelsmans, of Cologne, 1518. Thus giv-

ing an architect of Cologne again the

honor of completing another of those

might}' minsters of Europe. This steeple

ma}' not be considered a stone structure.

It is rather a framework of iron bars,

with bits of stone strung upon them,

like beads, held together by copper

bolts, the gaps and interstices being

filled up with plaster, and the joints

partly covered with lead.

The Foundations of the Towerdescend

many feet below the ground. It has

been carefully repaired and restored at

great cost.

The original design contemplated a

second spire of equal height to that

built. It is doubtful, however, whether

the effect would have been improved.

During the bombardment of the town

from the citadel in 1S60, Gen Chasse's

artillery knocked off one or two of the

pinnacles of the steeple.
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la the tower is a very extensive set

of chimes, composed of ninety-nine bells,

and one very large bell, at the baptism

of which the renowned Charles V., of

Germany, stood godfather ! It required

sixteen men to ring it.

Near the foot of the tower is an old

draw-well, covered with an elegant

Gothic canopy of iron, which is the

work of the justly celebrated artist

Quentin Matsys, the blacksmith of

Antwerp, whose history is a bit of ro-

mance. Having fallen in love with the

daughter of a painter, he found he could

not obtain the consent of the young

girl's father, unless he relinquished his

trade, and assumed a profession. Quen-

tin Matsys was too much engaged in this

affaire de cceur, to be thus debarred of

his coveted prize. He turned his

thoughts to Painting ; and soon mas-

tered and excelled in that art. He won
his lady-love and reputation at the one

effort. At the west door of the Cathe-

dral, on one side, is a tablet to his

memoiy, whose wonderful works are the

prized jewels of the museum. It bears

a Latin inscription of which the transla-

tion is as follows

:

" Twas love connubial taught the smith to paint."

His body is interred at the foot of the

tower

But, after all its attractiveness of de-

sign and execution, it is to its vast

treasure of immortal paintings, that

Antwerp draws the attention of the

traveler. Amid the beautiful works of

Rubens, which so enrich it, there is,

perhaps, no picture there can compare,

in all points, though some are truly

wonderful, with that master's Descent

from the Cross. It hangs commonly
in the south transept, near the door

leading out of the Place Verte.

In the opposite, or north transept, is

the Elevation of the Cross, which,

though not so perfect a work of art, as

the Descent, is still a wonder of effective

drawing and painting. In the centre is

Christ nailed to the Cross, with a num-

ber of figures exerting themselves in

different ways to raise it. One of the

figures appears flushed, all the blood
rising into his face, from his violent

efforts ; others in intricate attitudes,

which, at the same time, that they show
the great energy with which the busi-

ness is done, give that opportunity,

which painters desire, of encountering

the difficulties of the art, in foreshorten-

ing and in representing momentary
actions. It is, unquestionably, one of

Rubens' best and most animated con-

ceptions.

One other of this great master's works

is a Pieta, the dead body of Christ laid

on a stone table, covered with straw,

mourned over by the Virgin. This is

one of his most careful pictures. The

characters are of a higher style of beauty

than usual, particularly the Mary Mag-
dalen, weeping, with her hand clenched.

The coloring of the Christ and the Vir-

gin is of a most beautiful and delicately

pearly tint, opposed by the strong, high

coloring of St. Joseph. It has been

said by his critics that Rubens does not

appear to advantage but in large works.

This picture may be considered an ex-

ception.

But, as we are reviewing the archi-

tecture of the European Minsters, we
will not venture farther on the en-

chanting field of Painting, especially

when Rubens witches us away To
return, then, we will take a parting

glance at the beautiful works of which we

have endeavored, from memoiy, with the

aid of books, to present to our readers.

Cologne, magnificent in its incom-

pleteness, gives the mind a chance to

wander into the imaginative dreams of

design, which will most suit each artist.

Strasburg, in its gorgeous lace-work of

stone, the very petrification of magic

art leaves the mind bewildered in its

mazes of intricate beauty. Antwerp,

like an elaborated repository of the

sublime in art, quietby presides over her

domain of genius, an empress worthy

of her throne.
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DESCRIPTION'S.

ELLIOTT AND DUNN'S NEW BANKING HOUSE.

THE march of improvement is still

steadily onward, and our street

architecture here in Philadelphia, as in

all our greatly growing cities, is full of

new and pleasing features.

As a substantial, as well as significant

proof of the commercial progress we are

making, we take pleasure in introducing

to our readers, as yet by description, a

New Banking House, which has just

been commenced on South Third street,

below Chestnut, for Messrs. Elliott

and Dunn
This attractive little building will be

in the Franco- Italian style, moderateby

orne. It will be eighteen feet wide, by

fifty feet deep, and two stories in height.

The front will be executed in marble,

selected from the Manchester quarries.

The body of the building will be of

brick.

The'' first, or principal story, will have

a cornice, appropriate to the style, sup-

ported on ornamental brackets, con-

nected at their springing by a well-de-

fined string-course, immediately over

this cornice, will rest the window plinths

of the second story. And the whole

frontispiece will be crowned by a highly

ornate chief cornice, of elegant propor-

tions, tastefully adorned with boldly

carved rosettes. The centre of this cor-

nice will have a graceful segment-broken

pediment, with finial in perfect keeping

with it, as a finish to the whole, having

its tympanum ornamented with a cir-

cular centre, and two side angular panels

neathy sunk-moulded.

The principal story, devoted wholly

to the bank, will be of easy access, being

but one step above the side-walk. Its

front will be divided into three open-

ings, namely: a window and two doors,

the former ten feet six inches high, and
the two latter, thirteen feet six inches

;

all three to be each five feet wide, capped

with elliptic heads, and having a broad,

rosetted band-moulding continued round

the whole of each opening. The span-

drels to have a well-defined shield orna-

ment raised on each.

The second story will have three orna-

mental blocked antaj, with long sunk

panels between the blocks, dividing the

front into two sections, each having a

window three feet six inches wide by

ten feet high, semi-circular headed and

completely surrounded with a blocked

band-finish, with a highly wrought,

boldly-raised keystone and supports

sunk-paneled (as are all \,he blocks) and

presenting a richness of effect with ap-

propriate strength. The spandrels in

this story will have large rose ornaments

raised on them. The under part of the

facise forming the caps of the two sec-

tions will be indented and carved ap-

propriately, having drops at regular

intervals.

Two highly enriched consoles will

finish the cornice on each end of the

front, the caps or blocks of which will

have carved wreaths on them.

The doors and window sashes will be

of polished walnut. The glass, best

French plate, in single sheets.

The first story fourteen feet four

inches high, to be occupied as the fiscal

department of the bank, will be in one

room with a private stair leading to the

vaults in cellar, and a stairway rising

to the apartments in the second story.

This first story or bank-office will be

lighted in the rear by a sky-light.

The second stor}>- will be twelve feet

six inches high, divided up into two
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apartments, together with dressing-

room, and water-closet, and be lighted

in the rear by three windows.

The building is to be heated by hot-

air generated from a furnace in the

cellar, and carried to the flues by tin

pipe ; and the gas through terra-cotta

pipe. The heating flues will rise in the

second stoiy the height of a table, and
'"• covered with marble slabs.

The roof will be covered with tin and

painted.

This Bank Building will, when fin-

ished, go to prove how much may be

done in a small space, without at all

crowding the front with apparently ex-

traneous embellishment ; and will, we

hope, lead others to adopt the liberal plan

of improving, even in a small way, our

commercial highways.

LUZERNE COUNTY PRISON, WILKESBARRE, PA.

THERE is no description of build-

ings which is more deserving of the

serious consideration and study of, not

only our architects, but also of all who

have the interests and well-being of

society at heart, than that of the sub-

ject of our present description, viz ,
our

Prisons ; and none to which there has

been, of late years, greater attention

paid and improvements effected, with a

view of combining proper punishment

and discipline, with amelioration of the

condition, and conducement towards the

moral improvement of their inmates.

Up to the close of the last century, until

the distinguished philanthropist, How-

ard, brought the subject prominently

before the notice and attention of the

whole civilized world, it had been looked

upon as a matter undeserving of any

particular attention , the sole point

aimed at, in every country, being the

secure incarceration of their criminals,

without any consideration, either as to

their comfort, or to sanitary principles.

The result of Howard's visits of inspec-

tion to the Prisons of his own and other

countries, brought to light an almost in-

credible and fearful condition of affairs,

in their accommodations and internal

arrangements. "He found everywhere

crowded and dirty rooms, foul and dis-

eased air, no attention whatever paid to

ventilation ;
all classes of offenders hud-

dled together, foul and hardened ; the

grossly wicked with the comparatively

innocent, and witnesses; persons of dif-

ferent sexes promiscuously confined to-

gether
, insufficient and unwholesome

food, and abuse and oppression from

the jailers and assistants." From that

time, the public attention has been fixed

upon the subject ; and although the

change that has since taken place has

been very gradual, still it has been a

most marked and striking one, and one

which reflects alike creditably upon the

Increasing civilization of the times, and

the more universal feeling of charity and

good will, leading to the furtherance of

all benevolent measures, which the well-

being of society demands. We do not

intend here, however, entering upon any

lengthened dissertation upon this topic.

We will confine our brief remarks more
especially to it, as it relates to our own
country. So far back as the }'ear 1176,

we find that the subject of our prison

discipline, and the amelioration of pris-

oners, had attracted the attention of

that portion of our citizens called

Quakers ; and societies were formed for

the purpose of assisting those who were

distressed. From time to time, these

societies flourished with more or less of

success, and have contributed greatly

towards the alleviation of the miseries

of public prisons, not only by their prac-

tical measures, but also by the publica-

tion of pamphlets and other documents,

whereby they have succeeded in diffusing

and exciting a more healthy sentiment
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among our people and their legislators.

Too much praise cannot be bestowed

upon this humane and philanthropic

class of our fellow-citizens, ever foremost

in good works, for to them is, in a great

measure, due the reformation that has

taken place in our penal system.

The building which we are now
about to describe, the NEW COUNTY
PRISON, in the Borough of Wilkes-

bARRE, Luzerne County, Pennsyl-

vania, has been designed in accordance

with all the most modern approved

principles of construction of such edi-

fices, assisted by the results of personal

visits of inspection, by the Commission-

ers of the County, to most of the princi-

pal Prisons and Penitentiaries in this

and neighboring States. The fullest and

most reliable information upon the sub-

ject was sought after and obtained, from

all who were practical^ interested in

the subject, and had made it their study ;

all defects existing in other similar insti-

tutions, earefulty ascertained and noted
,

and the result has been the adoption of a

plan, wherein is combined the invaluable

experience gained by such earnest and

thoughtful deliberation, retaining every

principle, which has been found to be

sound and beneficial elsewhere ; and

discarding, or improving upon, other

points, which have proved defective and

objectionable. They were fortunate in

procuring the services of Mr. John

McArthur, Junior, an able, scientific

and experienced Architect, of the City

of Philadelphia, to whom they are in-

debted for the building now in course of

erection at Wilkesbarre ; an elevation

and plan of which, we have presented to

our readers in the present issue. The

Prison is, as will be seen, of two stories,

the wings each containing a double tier

of cells in each story Should it, at

any future time, be desired to enlarge

the building, the manner in which it has

been located on the lot will permit of

its being so extended without difficulty

Each wing will be constructed fire-proof,

in order that, in the event of a fire taking

place in the front portion, communica-

tion between it and the wings could be

at once cut off, by heavy iron doors.

The style in which the whole of the

structure has been designed is the

castellated, or, what is more generally

known, the " Prison Style ;" and the

effect is most striking and imposing,

being quite in unison with the purpose

for which it has been designed.

The building; is being; erected on the

centre of a lot of ground, facing the

Susquehanna river, which was selected

on account of its peculiar aptitude and

fitness. Being situated directly upon the

bank of the river, (the current of which

at this point is very rapid,) at a height

of about 45 feet above the level of the

stream, there is no difficulty in dis-

charging and carrying off the refuse and

sewage of the prison, which will be done

by the very best terra-cotta vitri-

fied drain-pipes, through a brick sewer

into the riv«r, at a point beyond low

water-mark; and should, at any time,

there be any need of a larger supply

of water, than is now available, it could

be easily obtained from the river.

The whole exterior of the edifice

will be constructed of a greenish drab

sandstone, and brick. The facing of

the whole of the front and flanks will be

of cut stone. The pile consists of a

centre building sixty feet in width and

about forty feet deep, two stories high,

exclusive of basement, with two towers

on the front, which will each have an

additional story This portion contains

the residence of the Warden, also a

Registering Office, Board and Com-

mittee Rooms and Laundry To the

rear of the centre building, and divided

from it by a ten feet corridor, is a one

story structure used for kitchen, bakery,

pantry, engine and boiler-house. The

ten feet corridor leads right and left to

the two wings, extending at right angles

from the rear of the front building, hav-

ing a front of 280 feet, and running back

204 feet in depth, and of a width of 47

feet. These wings contain the prison
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cells, which are in two tiers, isolated

from the external walls. The second

tier has an iron balcony surrounding it,

approached by staircases of iron. Ad-

joining these cells are the Lavatories,

Clothing Rooms and Turnkey's Rooms.

There will be in all 72 cells, 28 double,

and 44 single; and so arranged that on

a special emergency, each double cell

can be formed into two single ones.

All the roofs, having a pitch of 30

degrees, are to be laid with the best

quality slate ; and all the flat portions

of the roof with the best X leaded roof-

ing tin, all laid in the most approved

and substantial manner.

To each prison wing there is provided

a " food" hoist from the first story to

the line of balcony of second story cells
;

and a dumb-waiter from the basement

to first story in stair hall. All the

hoisting apparatus will be of the most

approved kind, and operated by hand

with a crank.

All that skill and science can accom-

plish has been bestowed upon the mode

of ventilation and of heating this build-

ing. The heatinsr arrangement that has

been chosen is the self-regulating hot-

water apparatus of Morris, Tasker &
Co., of Philadelphia. This has been

proved to be a most convenient and

A. Main Entrance Hall.

!

B. Warden's Parlor.

C. Office.

D. Dining Eoom.
E. Registering Room.

F. F. Stair to Second Story,

G. G. Corridors.

H. Kitchen.

I. Pantry.

J. Stair to Basement,

K. Scnllery.

L. Coals.

Hon

County Officers at the Period of Construction,

JOHN N. CONYNGHAM, President Judge.

Stephen Davenport, \

Uriah A. Gritman, I

William Wolf, f

William France:, /

William W Smith, I

Michael Raber. )

Steuben Jenkins,

Lewis Havens,

Commissioners.

Clerk.

Contractor,

M. Engine Room.
N. Ventilating Fan Room.
O. Boiler Room.

P Pavement.

R. Clothing Room.
S. Lavatory.

T. Turnkey's Room.

TJ. Corridors.

V. Double Cells.

W. Single Cells.

X. Gates to Court Yard.

T. Court Yard.;
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safe, and at the same time effectual and

economical, means of warming large

buildings ; and consists of cast-iron

boilers, made in sections, and the proper

amount of heat regulated by three

dampers, which again are operated upon

by the expansion of the water, at the

different temperatures. The radiating

surface is of cast-iron.

" In order to insure the most perfect

ventilation possible, a double disc venti-

lating fan will be used, 8 feet in diame-

ter, and driven by steam-power. This

fan is capable of discharging from

7o,000 to 100,000 cubic feet of air per

minute ; and the air duct from it will be

connected into all the radiator chambers,

so that, in winter, the air is heated pre-

vious to its discharge into other rooms.

The foul air in the building will be forced

down through flues (one to each cell and

room) into a horizontal underground

duct opening into an annular space,

around the main boiler flue, where it is

rarified and discharged. This method,

combining natural and forced ventila-

tion, is now universally adopted in the

best-appointed modern public buildings;

more especially in hospitals and gaols,

where plenty of fresh air must be con-

tinually furnished, throughout the entire

3'ear, to absorb and carry off the noi-

some effluvia and vapors arising from

diseased and negligent inmates.

The ventilating and heatino; of cells

and corridors is performed by the same

process. The cool fresh air from with-

out is brought into the building, and

passing over the steam-heaters is trans-

mitted through the corridors. The fan

and the draught in the smoke-stack are

connected with flues extending into the

cells, two to each, one at the bottom and

one at the top. By the operation of the

fan and the draught of the smoke-stack,

the air in the cell is drawn out, and the

warm air of the corridors passes into the

cell to supply its place, therelrv intro-

ducing fresh air.

In all other respects, the most per-

fect and complete disposition has been

made for the internal arrangements

and convenience of the inmates ; nothing

has been left undone that could be de-

vised for the comfort and the proper

furnishing of the building in the wa}' of

bath-tubs, wash-tubs, water-closets and

wash-basins, sinks, ranges, and plumbing

and gas-fitting in general. In short,

the wishes of the Commissioners of the

County seem to have been most fully

and ably carried out by Mr. McArthur
and his assistants, Messrs. William S.

Andrews, and Reuben W. Peterson, in

the erection of a building, destined to

remain for ages and to meet the require-

ments of a very large aud ever increas-

ing population.

TWIN CITY DWELLINGS,
Style: Tudor-Gothic.

IN the preceding number of our Re-

view, we gave a description and

illustration of two adjoining City Dwell-

ings in the Italian style. We now pre-

sent our readers with the same plan and

arrangement, having a front in the Tu-

dor-Gothic.

This design is for a four-story eleva-

tion, with Basement and Attic, as the

former.

The principal difference will, of course,

be in the Entrance Porch and the Win-

dows, which features are distinctly de-

fined in the accompanying design.

There is something very domestic in

the character of this elevation of twin-

houses, which, taken together, make such

a very pleasing front
;
yet, taken singly,

would be far from agreeable.

The Porch is composed of two front
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and two rear octagon pillared buttress-

es, finishing with crocketed pinnacles.

From the caps of the pillared portion

spring a flat-pointed arch in front, and one

on either return. The roof of the porch

is flat, with an open paneled baluster.

The Oriel-window, in each house, forms

a most effective point ; and is well cal-

culated to add a most desirable grace to

the interior, as well as the exterior of

such a design. And here let us say,

that Oriels or Bay-windows are additions

to a house, which should never be dis-

pensed Avith, if possible, by the Archi-

tect ; but introduced, even at a sacrifice

of strictness of style ; for there is nothing

gives more life to a room, than this

pretty feature ; and certainly the space

it adds is an acquisition, which those

who once enjoy the privilege it gives of

trinal view, will not readily relinquish.

This Oriel has a flat roof, and, with

its open paneled baluster, forms a bal-

00113', for the window above to give ac-

cess to, thus forming a delightful sitting-

place in pleasant weather.

The Window over this Oriel is a capa-

cious mullioned opening, forming a glass-

door as well.

Coupled windows are introduced on -

the fourth story, having pointed hood-

mouldings, whereas all the windows of

the lower stories have square.

String-courses are introduced on the

third and fourth stories, forming a con-

tinuation of the hood-mouldings.

Sunk panels are introduced in the

basement, and underneath the windows

of the parlors.

The main cornice is broken by two

equilateral pediments with running orna-

ment verge-boards, which form a contin-

uation of the cornice. Under the eaves

are large quatre-foils, an apt and hand-

some finish, which the Tudor style gives

an opportunity to introduce here, with

much effect.

The chimneys are in keeping with the

general design, and the ornamental iron

combing is aptly bounded by their pier-

like appearance.

The subject of Twin City Dwellings

is one of great importance, as connected

with our Street Architecture. There is

an objection to this close-neighborhood

style, on the part of some, who desire to

declare their independence as palpably

as possible. But where fronts are ne-

cessarily limited to a small space, how
requisite that the true pride of citizen-

ship should exercise its influence in this

matter.

We do not advocate the monotonous

mode, adopted by the Russian Archi-

tects, in St. Petersburg, of making a

whole street uniform in style, and in nu-

merous instances giving the appearance

of one continuous building to such street-

side. It presents too much the appear-

ance of a barrack front ; and certainly

does not impress one pleasantly. At
the same time, we do not urge the other

extreme, that of making a confusion of

various small fronts. It is obvious that

the medium in res is the Twin Dwelling

system, unless, indeed, in the case of

any proprietor being desirous of erect-

ing a large mansion.

The uniformity of sky-line, produced

by a long stretch of cornice,on one level,

is another question, which might find

advocates on both sides. For our part,

we are most decidedly of opinion that

the picturesque in street architecture is

more surely attained by breaking up the

sky-line as much as possible. English

Architects, visiting New York, some-

times find fault with Broadway, for its

irregularity of street front. But does

not this fault-finding apply as well in

London ? Are there not fronts there in

every street (except Regent, and some

few others, not strictly business streets)

which are as diversified in height, style,

color, and finish as Broadway ? And
be it remembered by our transatlantic

critics, that this is a highly progressive

nation, and our generations as change-

able in taste, as in circumstances. The
business firm of to-day could not think

of continuing to occupy the premises of

ten years ago : wealth has accumulated
;
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and that fact must be duly witnessed,

by a suitable architectural monument,

in the form of a palatial store, the chief

object of which is the very laudable one

of attracting custom : for, be it distinctly

understood, that our simple Republic is

very much inclined towards tradrug in

the grandest places.

But, to return to the subject of Twin

Dwellings, we would urge their advan-

tage over the single form, as an archi-

tectural one. Forms, which can be easi-

ly composed by thus spreading a design,

could not possibly be attempted in the

single mode. This can be at once seen,

by reference to the accompanj-ing plate.

The same style of porch there shown, if

executed in half the breadth, would have

a very different effect ; and the same

ma}- be said of the Oriels, and the cou-

pled windows.

But, there is no use in dwelling longer

on a subject, which must be evident to

every one. We hope to see our profes-

sional brethren perfectly untrammeled,

by the sensitive objections adverted to,

and left to the guidance of their taste,

in the skilful arrangement of those

compositions, which, taken collec-

tively form the Street Architecture

of those sections of our cities, devoted

to the private residence of our wealthier

people.

Reference . — A. Foundation of

Porch. B. Balusters to Steps, with

saddled caps. C. Octagon Pillars. D.

Paneled Door-Jambs. B. Floor of

House, continued out over Porch; with

glass-door, or window, opening on it.

F. Gothic paneled balustrade. Gr. Plan

of one of the Windows. H. Elevation

of ditto.

COTTAGES FOE THE LABORING CLASS.

IT is the first duty of society, for its

own sake, to entertain every practi-

cal proposition for the amelioration of

that great section of the community

whose necessity it is to live in large

cities. It will be found always, that the

want of an orderly and comfortable

house is among the chief evils of the

poor.

Among the unhappy influences exert-

ed on this class, is their living in the

sight and midst of innumerable com-

forts and luxuries, which are far above

their reach. The same thirst for enjoy-

ment and excitement, which drives the

rich and prosperous from their pleasant

homes to scenes of novelty and stirring

amusement, drives the poor to where

they can forget, for a time, the wearing

realities of life ; for in every poor man's

neighborhood there flows a Lethean

stream, which first affords him pleasura-

ble excitement, and then buries him for

a while in oblivion of all his humiliations

and sorrows.

No country in the world has clone

more for the advancement of intellectual

cultivation than ours ; as may be seen

in the number and surpassing excellence

of the public school buildings in our

cities and villages But there is a want,

which must be met, before we can hope

to carry out the intention of educating

the masses—and that is the providing

them with comfortable homes. A perma-

nent home for themselves, and one in

which to bring up their children, is the

greatest physical want of the poor.

Those of the laboring class- residing

in small villages have also a claim on

the attention of philanthropy in this

matter, so that not alone cities, but in

fact, the entire face of the county pre-

sents opportunities innumerable for im-

proving the social condition of our fel-

low-beings. And now is the time to

take hold of the great question
; for,

even now our country is learning the

absolute necessity for some provision

being made for the enormously increas-
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ing poor population, which strongly ap-

peals to us, for a shelter superior to that

which they could obtain in Europe.

This land is the fond hope of the emi-

grant. We have it in our power to,

partially at least, realize his dreams, by

bettering his condition, and giving him

a home suitable for a human being.

The capitalist may find it not un-

profitable to study the subject ; and the

philanthropist, as well as the patriot,

will certainly see in it much room for

their heartiest efforts. For, it is not

the emigrant alone, that needs a home,

but the native citizen himself equally

feels the want of an abode suitable to

his taste and his necessities.

On the outskirts of our cities are

always to be found cheap lands suitable

for cottages, such as we would desire to

see our suburbs embellished with.

Those lands might be secured, in the

whole tract, by cooperative joint-stock

companies, of which we are glad to see

there are many now in active existence

in New York , and we hope to see them

in eveiy one of our large cities. Such

blocks of land could be conveniently

and elegantly laid out in lots having,

uniformly, gardens in front all of one

depth. This plan has been carried out

in many of the avenues in Detroit, and

adds breadth and beauty to their ap-

pearance.

Efficient drainage, diyness, and gen-

eral healthiness should be the chief ob-

jects in the selection of a site for the

erection of a cottage ; and where a num-

ber are to be built, on an entirely new
site, they should be so placed, as not to

interfere with, or injure the effect of the

surrounding scenery.

The cottage should be so placed that

the sun may shine on the most fre-

quented sides of the house, or, if possi-

ble, let all the windows have a certain

proportion of sunshine through the day.

The design and its features should be so

arranged, as to have that effect. And
everjr cottage should have a garden at-

tached to it, of not less than about one-

sixth of an acre, to be cultivated by the

cottager. It should be neatly fenced,

on the front especially, so as to add as

much as possible to the landscape effect

;

and if a hedge-row be introduced, so

much the better.

The division of lots should be marked

by an evergreen hedge ; and, until such

hedges can be grown, a neat wire fence

might be used to advantage.

The first thing to be done, in laying-

out the foundations, is to see to the

drainage ; and this is a point of the ut-

most importance, as upon it mainly de-

pend the health and comfort of its in-

mates. And not only is it requisite,

that the drainage be perfect, but it must

be as little liable as possible to get out

of order ; and when disturbed for the

purpose of cleaning, should be capable

of reinstatement with the materials at

first used.

Although a complete system of drain-

age would seem to have but little to do

with cottage building, the general use

of a tank for the common cesspool is

most desirable—and the more especially,

as in cases where a number of cottages

are erected, one tank might serve the

purpose of the whole.

The most essential points to be at-

tended to, in the drainage of buildings

generally, are the following : All main

sewers should be formed with concave

bottoms, to allow the water, however

small in quantity, passing along with

solid matter, to act with the utmost

possible effect ; and they should be

evenly built. They should have arched

tops , although flags, well laid, make a

good cover. Sewers should have a fall

of not less than one inch in every ten

feet in length, and more than this, in all

cases, where the flow of water is varia-

ble. They should have a constant flow

of water through them, or powerful

flushes at stated intervals ; and particu-

lar care taken to ventilate them.

To prevent the foul air generated in,

or returning by the drains, the waste-

ways should be double-trapped, by a
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bell-trap at the sink, -where the waste

water enters ; and by a well-trap short

of the inlet to the drain.

All drains should be so constructed,

as to admit of being opened for the

purpose of cleansing, without breaking

them, and of the displaced portion being

afterwards replaced.

Each cottage should be provided with

the means of collecting and filtering the

rain-water from the roof; and thus be

independent of any other supply, the

more especially, as rain-water is the

purest of all water.

Walls.

The Walls of cottages may be formed

of a great variety of materials, and the

nature of the material used is a fertile

source of variety and beauty.

Wood is the most susceptible of archi-

tectural ornamentation at the least ex-

pense. Some persons object to it, as

requiring frequent painting, being com-

bustible, and perishable.

Stone or brick foundations are always

to be recommended, even where cellars

are not to be used ; and by keeping the

wooden frame well up from the ground,

the objection as to perishability may be

greatly lessened.

The walls are either clap-boarded or

vertical-boarded. A very tasty effect

may be produced by clap-boarding, say

two feet six inches high, and shingling

the remainder, up to the eaves ; the

shingles to have the corners cut off, to

any desired shape ; or slate can be very

advantageously substituted, and so ar-

ranged, as to produce a very pleasing

effect, and at about the same cost.

The accompanying designs may be

constructed in either stone or brick.

The walls, if of stone, should be four-

teen inches thick ; and, if of brick, eight

inches.

The plan is arranged thus: The

Living-room, marked A, has two bed-

rooms at its rear, kitchen on the left,

and hall entrance on the right. The

second, or half-story, gives bed-rooms

over each of these.
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The other plan makes the Living-room

A the whole size, omitting the two bed-

rooms. The house is smaller than the

preceding one.

The illustrations following those are

of a superior class of Dwelling, suitable

for a merchant, shopkeeper, artisan, or

clerk. A is the parlor, with its Bay-

Window, J ; B, the Dining-room ; C, the

Kitchen with its shelved Pantry, H ; D,

the Hall ; E, the Vestibule ; F, Stair-

case ; Gr, Chamber; I, Porch.

The second story : A A A A, Bed-

rooms ; B, Hall ; C, Dressing-room
;

D, Bath-room and Water-Closet ; B, roof

of Bay-Window.

COUNTRY CHURCHES.
THERE is nothing which, to a trav-

eler, so distinctly indicates the

character of a community, as the ap-

pearance of its churches. The smallest

village may be judged in this way. Now,

as all our people, whether residents of
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the populous city, or the rural hamlet,

are concerned in this judgment, it be-

comes a matter of some moment to them,

to display their best features of taste.

In passing through the country, there

is nothing so offensive to one, who seeks

for charms, as to find preposterous

ugliness defacing the beauty of nature;

and this is, unhappily, but too often the

case. The country church is apt to oc-

cupy a prominent position, so as to be

the object in the landscape. How charm-

ing might that rising object be made !

How worthy of Nature, and Nature's

God!

There is, we think, a wide field for

improvement, in the designing of Vil-

lage Churches; and now that the vari-

ous inventions of man, for overcoming

time and distance, have placed our pro-

fessional friends in an accessible posi-

tion, so that they can be reached from

any quarter whatsoever, we fervently

hope to see many gems of genius spark-

ling in the sunny scenery ; and redeem-

ing the barbaric abuses we have yet to

complain of. ^

As the mission of our publication is

to disseminate taste among all classes

of the land, we present the accompany-

ing simple designs for Country Churches,

which, at the same time that they are

R 1
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under the controlling influence of archi-

tectural art, can be constructed, if not

for less, at least for the same cost, that

is incurred in the erection of those

strange incongruities, with which igno-

rant effort has so marred the appear-

ance of the country.

The first design is for a Country

Church, of the more expensive class.

It is cruciform, with a Vestry Room at-

tached to the Sanctuary. A is the Porch

;

B, Hall ; C C, Aisles ; DDDD, Tran-

septs; E, the Organist's Seat ; F, Chan-

cel ; G, the Communion Table ; H, the

Sanctuary ; I, Vestry Room.
The Elevation is attractive. The situa-

tion of the open porch, with the buttress-

belfry rising behind it, and flanking the

church, gives an advantageous display

of the Gable end, with its triplet window.

The projecting Transept is a desirable

featu re.

The material should be rubble ma-

sonry, with trimmings of chiseled or

punched stone of a lighter tint. The
Roof should be of slate, laid in orna-

mental courses.

The Second Design is for a Country
Church, of less capacity. A, is the

Torch ;BBB, Aisles ; C, the'Chancel;

D, the Sanctuary ; E, tire Vestry.

The Elevation is unique. The open

belfry supported, on either side, by sad-

dled buttresses rising from the Barge*-

course ; the Porch with its graceful finial

terminating in an iron cross ; and the

Church itself—with its dwarf buttresses

and deep water tables—all go to present

a design of simple, yet impressive ap-

pearance, which, executed in rough-

hammered stone, with chiseled facings,

cannot fail of giving satisfaction. The
monotonous appearance of the roof is

avoided by the introduction of sharp,

angular dormers, which will, however,

be used only as ventilators on the inside.

Both of these Churches can be made

to suit the services of any denomination.

PRACTICAL CARPENTRY & JOINERY.

DETAILS OF ENTRANCE DOORS
FOR

DOUBLE HOUSES.

THIS plate exhibits the doors of the

foregoing Tudor-Gothic Double

Dwellings, drawn to a large scale, such

as should accompany all working draw-

ings made to full size ; and which might

be termed a working scale.

The First Figure shows the construc-

tion of all the parts ; and the Second

displays the principal features, full size
;

from which workmen make all their

moulds, for the execution of the respect-

ive parts. The scale drawing explains

the manner of connecting all those

parts.

The Door-Piece is constructed of

stone, as described in the Specification.

The shafts or piers are octagon, and in

one stone each, with base, cap, cornice,

and balustrade, together with crocheted

pinnacles. The steps are seven and a-

half inches rise, by fourteen inches wide,

with moulded nosings. The side but-

tresses are to be capped and weathered,

as indicated. The Platform is of good

width, and the Door-Sill sunk in the

frame, of the same form with the jambs,

in order to make a deep recess for the

door. The side jambs and head are

paneled and moulded.

The Door-frame is made of scantling

and of walnut.

We new come to the subject of the
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Door (derived from the Saxon word dor,

the Gate of a House, or the passage into

an Edifice) ; and will briefly describe the

construction of doors, as well as the

preparation of the aperture or opening,

that in outer walls is formed by the

mason or bricklayer, wherein is the

door by which the entrance is to be

secured ; together with the matters ap-

pertaining to the carpenter's depart-

ment.

The proportion of the aperture must

always be in accordance with the size

and intention of the building, and should

receive every consideration, since it is,

in every instance, the principal feature

of the edifice. As a general rule, the

ratio is one to two for large doors, and

three to seven for those of less size.

In Public Buildings where great con-

courses of company collect, the entrance

doors should be of much greater width,

than are those for ordinary dwellings.

In the latter case, when they are in sin-

gle leaf, thejr should not be less than

double the width. Yitruvius, in his

fourth book, prescribes rules for Attic,

Ionic, and Doric doors, all of which have

the apertures of the doors wider at the

bottom/than at the top. Examples of

this shape may yet be seen in the ruins

of Pallas Minerva, at Athens, as well as

at the Temple of Testa, at Tivoli, and

in other Greek and Roman remains.

These doors possess the advantage of

shutting themselves, to which they prob-

ably owe their invention. They might

be conveniently adopted in modern

houses; as the}'' rise in opening and will

clear the carpet ; and, when shut, they

go clear down to the floor.

In the principal rooms, throughout

the interior of a building, the doors

should be placed at least two feet from

the return of the wall, so as to admit of

furniture being placed close up in the

corner. The heads of the doors should

always range with those of the windows.

Vestibule doors are in all cases intro-

duced into good houses. They are set

back from the entrance doors, as far as

circumstances will permit, without en-

croaching on the entrance to the rooms.

They are, as a general rule, finished off

in equal style to the front doors ; and

are usually made with glass panels

above the lock-rail. Nothing can be

more elegant than this inner or vesti-

bule door finish, when carried out in a

style commensurate with the general

finish of the house on the inside. It is

more subject to critical examination,

probably, than any other part of the

building ; for the reason, that a person

whilst awaiting admittance is apt to give

attention to this little entrance-chamber,

called the vestibule, and make up his

mind, as to the taste of the whole

composition, from this one small speci-

men.

The material of which vestibule-doors

are composed should be some superior

class of wood, such, for instance, as

black walnut, rosewood and black-oak,

for designs of a sombre composition

such as Gothic ; and beech, and curled

or bird-eye maple, for light styles, such

as Italian, French, &c.

Too much attention cannot be given

to the subject of the selection of the

pieces to be used in framing. The heart

of the wood of the side-piece should inva-

riably be on the outside. The reason is

simply this : The shrinkage is always

towards the heart; and therefore, if the

opposite side be framed into it, the injury

from shrinkage is avoided. This will

be found true in all cases ; and-the ob-

servance of so very simple a remedy

may save many an otherwise good piece

of work from the fearful effects of shrink-

age.

The joinery of the interior finish of

some of the best buildings in New York,

is a sad example of the effects of

shrinkage.
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CASEMENT WINDOWS.

CASEMENT Windows are such as

open on hinges, like shutters ; and

are far cheaper than any other windows.

The}* are mostlj- made to open inwards
;

and offer the advantage over the ordi-

nary lift-sash of greater ventilation when

open, and no meeting-rail across the

middle of the sash when shut, as in

other windows.

When properly constructed, casement

sashes are tighter, admit less draft, and

do not rattle in the wind.

The objections to casement sashes are

twofold : one is the difficulty of exclud-

ing the rain from the crevice between

the sash and the window-sill ; the other,

their liability to swing to and fro, when

open, and the difficulty of so regulating

them, as to admit a greater or less quan-

tity of air. These objections have been

completely obviated by an improvement

made and patented by Dr. E. C.

Evans, of Montgomery county. This

improvement consists simply of a mova-

ble sill, which is interposed between the

bottom edge of the sash and the perma-

nent sill of the window frame It is

made of a strip of wood, or metal, four

or five inches wide, which extends across

the sill; and is so constructed, as effect-

ually to exclude the wind and rain.

The advantage that this weather-strip

has over others is, that in it there is one

piece extending across the width of the

window, thus breaking the joint between

the two sashes. It is \>y this joint—which

is unbroken in all other weather-strips

—

that the greater part of the rain-water

enters.

This weather-strip has been in suc-

cessful use, for more than two years.

A model may be seen at this Office.

The Casement-Sash is a very desirable

feature in Domestic Architecture ; and

it has been long a source of perplexity

to the profession, how to manage this

favorite feature, without incurring the

weather 'penalty. But now we see the

way clear ; and thank Dr. Evans in the

name of all designers of Gothic, Old

Fig. I. Fro. 2.

A, The Slip. A, The Slip.

B, The Window-Sill. B, Window-Sill.

C, The Bottom Rail of Window-Sash.

D, The Button-Lift.

English, French, or Italian styles. We
consider it a very neat as well as a very

useful addition to the accessories of

modern dwellings.
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SPECIFICATION
OF THE

Workmanship and the Materials required in the Erection and Construction of
a City Dwelling in the City of Philadelphia.

General Dimensions.

The Building is twenty-five (25) feet

front by sixty-three (63) feet deep, and

three stones high, with abasement, and

attic rooms within the roof, lighted with

dormer windows on the front and rear,

and a window in each gable.

Height of Stories.

The basement will be nine (9) feet ; the

first story fourteen (14) feet four and a-

half (4^) inches ; the second thirteen (13)

feet one and a-half (1^) inches ; and the

third twelve (12) feet ten and a-half

(10^) inches, all from floor to floor ; and

the attic will be nine (9) feet in the clear.

For the internal arrangement of the

several stories, reference is to be had

to the plans upon which all the dimen-

sions are figured.

Excavations.

The basement will be excavated to

the required depth to make the story

nine (9) feet in the clear, when finished.

The area on the rear, which is eight (8)

feet wide, will be six (6) inches deeper

than the basement floor. All trenches for

foundations or footings, cess-pools and

drains, are to be dug out to their re-

quired depths.

The earth must all be carted from the

premises, and the grounds cleared up of

all rubbish and refuse material at the

completion of the building, and the

whole left in a condition ready for occu-

pancy.

Masonry,

The walls of the cellar will be con-

structed with the best quality of quarry

building-stone ; the footing-course to be

through stone, well and solidly bedded

in mortar;—all stone to be properly

hammered and laid close and level, well

banded and flushed in.

The exterior face of all the stone walls

that are in sight must be property faced

and painted.

The mortar for the masonry will be

composed of clean sharp sand and fresh

lime ; and the inner facings of all the

walls will be dashed flush with the same
material. All those walls which come
into contact with the ground are to be

coated on the outside with a full coat of

hydraulic cement.

Concrete.

The whole of the basement and cellar

floor is to be coated over with a bed of

concrete, composed of broken stones and
liquid cement, laid four (4) inches thick,

and coated over the top to a smooth

surface.

The sleepers for the kitchen floor will

be bedded in the concrete, eighteen

(18) inches apart, and projecting about

a half (J) inch above the surface.

Cut-Stone.

The entire front will be cut-stone, and
done with the best quality close fine-

grained stone, of an uniform color,

dressed and set in the best and most
workmanlike manner, agreeably to the

design and working drawings ; and all

to be pointed and cleansed off, and also

polished, except what is hereafter men-

tioned.

The chimneys above the roof are to

be stone, and to have caps, as indicated

by the elevation, property clamped, &c.

The gables and the area walls are to

be coped with tooled coping four (4)

inches thick, and fifteen (15) inches
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wide, with three-quarters (f) of an inch

wash, cramped, leaded and bedded in ce-

ment.

Front Steps and Door-Pieces.

The front steps and door-pieces are

all to be put up complete, in accord-

ance with the design and working draw-

ings made for the purpose ; the steps

will be moulded, and also moulded solid

string with paneled spandrel, pedestals,

rail and balusters complete. The octa-

gon shafts to the door-piece will be in a

single stone, with base and cap, with

Tudor arch with panels in the spandrels,

supporting a cornice above it. The bal-

ustrade above this cornice is pierced

through with a cap and Tudor flower, as

indicated. The octagon shafts are ter-

minated with pinnacles crocheted, with

foliated finials. The returns, or jambs,

of the stone work are eighteen (18)

inches in the doorwa3r
, and paneled with

mouldings. The base of the building is

plain ashlar, eight (8) inches thick, and

two (2) feet high, capped with a string-

course that is continued around the

windows, with a sub, at the bottom,

lour (4) inches high and one and a half

(H) inch projection.

The upper section of the base, from

the string-course to the water-table, will

be paneled, sunk two (2) inches, mould-

ed and ensped ; the water-table will also

be moulded along the bottom, with a

wash above.

The windows of the first, second and

third stories will have moulded jambs,

with eight (8) inch reveal, and labeled

heads. The third and fourth story win-

dow-heads will be connected ; and all

the sills will be moulded : and the

fourth story formed into a continuous

course.

The first story windows will have

open work between the jambs, as these

frames and sashes continue to the floor.

The oriel window, in the second story,

will be constructed in accordance with

the design and the- drawings made to a

large scale ; the whole will be well

cramped together, as well as to the walls

of the building, and finished with a bal-

ustrade above.

The quatre-foil panels, in ashlar, be-

low the eaves, will be sunk four (4)

inches and moulded.

The gable and the cornice will be

enriched with foliage, and executed in

the very best manner.

No ashlar will be less than six inches

thick, and properly cramped to the

walls wherever it is found necessary.

The window heads and sills on the

rear will all be plain, and tooled, as also

the rear door-sill and head, and area

steps.

The cellar windows will all have sills,

and be finished with arched heads, with

the string-course carried around them.

The reveal to these will also be eight (8)

inches.

A coal-slide will be constructed with

proper grade, with a three (3) inch

flag-stone, top and bottom, well bedded

in cement, with an iron cover, on the

top, secured on the inside with hooks

and staples.

The Brickwork
Will be built up behind the ashlar

and other stone-work on the front, to the

required thickness of the walls, agreea-

bly to the drawings and the figures

thereon, with well-selected hard brick,

and laid with close joints in the best

manner.

The rear front to be faced with the

best quality pressed brick, of an uniform

deep red color, all laid in running bond

and white putty mortar, and tuck-

jointed.

All the residue of the brick-work

throughout the building must be clone

with the best hard burnt brick ; all

throughout the basement, including the

cuter wall as high as the area, must be

built in cement.

Tiers will be built with arches in the

cellar, to support the partition walls

above, and an arch for the vestibule floor.

Ash-pits will be built to each of the

chimney-stacks, with arches for the

hearths, and trimmer-arches will be
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turned for all hearths above the first

story

All flues are to be constructed, as in-

dicated by the plan
; and as may be di-

rected during the progress of the work.

All that are not lined with tin, or other

metal; must be weil pargetted on the in-

side, and built uniform in size through-

out. Indents to be left in walls, where

directed, for inserting pipes, tubes, or for

any other purpose that may be directed.

All walls to be prepared for the Plumb-

ers, Furnace, or Gas-fitters ; and all dam-

age done, during the progress of their

work, must be made good upon comple-

tion of the same.

All brickwork to be executed with

mortar composed of clean river sand,

and fresh lime, duly proportioned.

The front pavement and the area in

the rear will be laid with the best blue

flagging. No stone to be less than three

(3) inches thick nor less than six (6)

feet long by four (4) feet broad,, squared

and axed on the face to a true surface,

and bedded evenly and solidly in mortar.

The curb will be granite, eight (8)

inches in thickness, and two (2) feet in

width, with the usual stone gutters, as

required by the City Ordinances. A
blue-stone hearth will be laid to the

kitchen fire-place, eighteen (18) inches

wide by five (5) feet six (G) inches long,

squared and ruled to a smooth surface.

Carpenter Work.

The joists of all the floors will be three

(3) by twelve (12) inches, and placed

sixteen (16) inches between centres, and

all backed with one course of lattice

bridging, through the centre of each

tier ; and all solidly blocked upon the

walls, over the whole surface of their

bearings.

All trimmers for hearths, stairways,

and other purposes will be framed, and

well secured together. All that will

have more than one tail-joist will be

double thickness, pinned together, or

cut six (6) inches thick, for that pur-

pose. When it is necessary to avoid

mortising, to preserve the strength, in

such case iron stirrups will be used for

the supports, and joist-bolts to secure

them together.

Wall-plates will be required on the

Avails, four (4) by ten (10) inches, and

bedded in mortar. The rafters will be

of the usual taper for such lengths,

placed twenty (20) inches apart, and
well secured at the heel to a raising-

piece ; and will bear on a ridge-pole at

the apex. The latter will be four (4)

by twelve (12) inches, and the former

two (2) by eight (8) inches, checked

into the joists one inch and securely

nailed.

The rafters will be boarded over

closely, with mill-worked boards well

seasoned and of common quality, to

receive the slate.

The dormer windows will be set and

sheathed, and otherwise prepared for

slate, both on the sides and the roof.

The rear cornice and the dormers will

be constructed in accordance with the

drawings made to a large scale for that

purpose.

Partitions.

All partitions that are of wood will

be three (3) by four (4) inch scantling,

set sixteen (16) inches between centres,

and will have one course of zig-zag

bridging, and braced, whereA'er it may
be necessary, to relieve the ceiling below

from weight. All door-studs will be six

(6) inches wide, in order to get sufficient

width for nailing the architrave or

dressing. All lintels that cross open-

ings will be set on edge, and the depth

will be proportioned according to the

width of the opening.

Doors.

The front doors are made in pairs and

two and a half (2i) inches thick, paneled

and moulded, as indicated, and hung

with five (5) by five (5) inch butts, three

(3) to each door, and secured with six

(6) inch upright mortice rebate locks,

with nio'ht-latch and bronzed furniture.
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They will be further secured with French

double-acting bolts. The frame will be

two (2) inches by eight (8) inches,

finished with a two (2) inch bead, and

made with Gothic arch-head.

The vestibule doors will be two (2)

inches thick, and also made in pairs,

with glass above the back rail, moulded

on both sides, and paneled with mould-

ings below.

The frame will be made of four (4) by

eight (8) inch scantling, moulded on

each face, and made with a Gothic arch

head-light over it.

The sliding doors will all be two and a

half (2$) inches thick, paneled and

moulded on each face ; and hung with

six (6) inch sheaves and iron way at

the head.

All single doors, throughout the first

and second stories, will be one and three

quarter (If) inches thick, paneled and

moulded on each face , and hung with

four (4) by four (4) inch butts, and se-

cured with four and a half (4i) inch

mortice locks. The third story, the

attic, and the basement, will be one and

a half (H) inches paneled and moulded,

and hung with three and a half (3J) by

three and a half (3£) inch butts, and

secured with three (3) inch mortice

locks. The closet doors throughout the

house will be one and a half (1£) inches

thick paneled and moulded, to corre-

spond with the room doors. All the

jambs of the doors will be one and a

half (1J) inches thick, well secured to

the studding and wall-plugs, and let into

the floor.

Windows.

All the windows of the first and sec-

ond stories, including the oriel windows,

will be made for sashes, one and three-

quarter (If) inches thick, and double

hung with strain-axle pullies, of large

size, and best patent hemp cord. All

the other windows will be similar except

that the sashes will be one and a half

(H) inches thick.

The basement windows will require

outside shutters one and a half (H)
inches thick

; three (3) panels, moulded
on one face, and bead and butt on the

other, hung with hooks and straps,

and secured with eight (8) inch shutter

bolts, with rings, staples, and back-

holders. All the other windows will

require inside shutters in three (3)

folds to the jamb; the centre-flaps will

be Venetian pivot-blinds, and the jamb-

shutter paneled and moulded on one

face, with bead and butt on the other, all

four (4) panels high and cut in the

centre, hung and secured in the usual

manner, and made to fold into soffits

constructed in the jambs for that pur-

pose.

Cellar Windows.

The cellar windows will all have solid

frames made for sash one and a half
( \\)

inches thick, hung with butts, and se-

cured with small bolts. All these

windows will require neat iron guards

secured in the jambs ; one of these will

swing, and be secured shut with a bolt,

hasp, and padlock on the inside.

Dressings.

The dressings of the first story will

be of eight (8) inches wide moulded
architrave, and seven (7) inch wash-

board with three (3) inch sub, and two

and a half (2^) inch moulding planted

on the top ; and will unite with, and

form the back member of the architrave.

The second and third story architraves

will be six and a half (6^) inches wide

and moulded.

The washboard in these stories will

be five and a half (5^) inches wide, with

three (3) inch sub, and two (2) inch

moulding, all butt to the architrave.

All the remaining dressings will be four

and a half (4^) inches wide, moulded,

and the washboard eight (8) inches

plain, with one and a half (1|) inch

moulding planted on the top. All win-

dows will have panel backs, with elbow

jambs paneled and moulded, in keeping

with the finish of the rooms.
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The basement and attic stories will

have plain window-sills with moulded

facite.

Stairs.

The main stairs will be continued

from the first floor to the Attic, and

be constructed with best quality heart-

pine step-boards, tongued, glued, and

blocked to the risers, and let into the

wall-string. The rail will be four and a

half (4^) inches moulded, and the balus-

ters two and a half (2^) inches, and the

newels ten (10) inches, all neatly turned.

The shaft of the newel will be octagonal

in form, paneled and moulded. The

bottom steps will be curved outwards

six (6) inches, and the side finished with

paneled spandrels, with a door and fitted

up with a closet beneath. The private

stairs will be constructed in the usual

manner for such stairs, and will extend

from the basement to the third floor,

with doors at each landing.

Floors.

All the floors will be laid with the

best quality, or No. 1, heart Southern

pine boards, mill-worked and well sea-

soned, hone over three (3) inches in

width and one and a quarter (\\)

inches thick, all smoothed off after being

laid.

Closets.

All closets throughout the building

will be fitted up and fully shelved, and

furnished with pin-pails with clothes

hooks, wherever necessary.

A dresser will be fitted up in the

kitchen, with dwarf-panel doors, top

and bottom, and drawers in the middle.

The butler's pantry will be fitted up

with shelving, a draining rack, a nest of

drawers and cases for spices, &c.

All the materials for the foregoing to

be of the best of their respective kinds,

and the carpenter work to be done in a

good and workmanlike manner; the

lumber to be well seasoned, and free

from defects of any kind.

Roofing.

The roof will be covered with best

slate of medium size and of varied pat-

tern (laid on felt), with at least three

(3) inches overlap, and secured with iron

nails boiled in oil. All gutters, valleys,

and flushings to be of the best quality

single cross tin, with the joints soldered

on both sides, and painted one coat be-

neath and three coats above, all of

slate color. The leaders will all be

corrugated and put up securely with

copper, or double cross tin, socket pipes

from gutters, and be furnished with

globe basket covers over them. The

lower length of the leader to be of cast

iron with a shoe.

Plastering.

All the walls and ceilings will be plas-

tered two coats of brown mortar and

one coat of white, with marble dust,

finished to a smooth polished surface.

The ceilings will all be lathed on the

naked joists, and receive one coat of

brown mortar. They will afterwards be

cross-lathed with furring or shingling

lath, placed sixteen (16) inches between

centres ; the ceilings are then to be

regularly lathed and plastered.

Stucco-Work.

A stucco cornice will be run in the

angle of the ceiling of the rooms of the

first story, to girt eighteen (18) inches,

all of plain mouldings, without enrich-

ments. An oval centre-piece will be

required in the front and rear rooms

three (3) feet long and two .(2) feet

wide ; the one in the centre room will

be circular, two feet in diameter. A
cornice will be run in the hall and ves-

tibule, to girt fourteen (14) inches, all

of plain mouldings, with centre flowers

for the gas-drops. A cornice will also

be run in the second story rooms, to

girt fifteen (15) inches, and one in the

third story to girt twelve (12) inches;

this latter applies also to the hall of

second and third stories.

The mortar for the plastering will be
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composed of clean river sand and fresh

lime, duly proportioned.

All lath, to be sound and free from

bark.

Painting and Glazing.

All woodwork that it is usual to paint

will require three coats of best white

lead and linseed oil, done in such tints

of plain colors as may be desired. The

basement and the butler's pantiy will

be grained in imitation of oak and var-

nished twice over with the best varnish.

All walnut wood will be varnished

three coats, and rubbed to a smooth

surface.

Glazing.

All the front and side windows of

the first story will be glazed with best

French plate glass ; the rear of this story

and the front of the second story will

have double-thick crystal-sheet glass
;

and the residue of the front and flank

and rear will be single thick.

The basement and kitchen will be

best American, and the cellar windows

third quality

The vestibule doors and transom will

be French plate ; and the skylight in the

roof over the stairs will be glazed with

extra thick ribbed glass. The ceiling-

light to the same will be embossed glass,

of ornamental pattern, to cost not less

than three (3) dollars per superficial foot.

All the. glass to be well bedded, brad-

ded and back puttied.

The size and number of all the lights

can be obtained from the drawings.

The owner will have the privilege of

furnishing the enameled glass, and de-

ducting the amount from the contract.

Hardware.

All locks, bolts, hinges, &c, as speci-

fied under the head of Carpentiy ; and

all other material, that may be needed

and is not herein specified, to be of good

and approved quality. The furniture to

all the first-story doors, including the

hinges of front and vestibule doors, will

be bronzed and of antique design. The
furniture for the upper stories will be

of white porcelain throughout. Every
thing necessary to complete the Build-

ing in all its parts will be provided

and supplied, in accordance with the

plans and specifications.

Plumbing.

The service-pipe will be attached to

the main in the street with three-quarter

inch ferrule, and conveyed to, and dis-

tributed throughout the House, as fol-

lows : To the water-back of the kitchen

range, and circulating-boiler which is

connected to the same : an iron sink

will be set in the kitchen of medium
size, with hot and cold water supply,

and large waste to discharge into drain-

pipe. The butler's pantry will be fitted

up with a butler's sink of copper tinned,

with a suppty of hot and cold watei and

large waste.

The bath-rooms on the second and

third stories will be fitted up with tubs

lined with copper tinned, and have hot

and cold water supply with large waste

to discharge into soil-pipe. The one in

the first story will be fitted up with a

shower over it. The tubs will be pan-

eled and moulded with cap on the top

;

the bath-rooms will be wainscotted four

feet high around the wall ; also neatly

capped ; and all of walnut wood.

Water-closets will also be fitted up,

at the side of each of the bath-tubs, with

six-inch soil-pipe, to be continued down

to the cellar, and discharge into a well

prepared for that purpose. The water-

closets to be of the best pan pattern,

with iron container and reservoir to

each, all fitted up in the best manner

with seats, risers and hinged lids, all of

walnut wood.

Wash-basins will be fitted up in each

of the bath-rooms, with marble-top

stands, counter-sunk, with backs, with

hot and cold water supply, and large

waste, with trap to discharge into the

soil-pipe. All the fixtures in the bath-

rooms and butler's pantry will be silver-
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plated, and fitted up in the best manner

The wash-stands will be walnut, fitted

up with closets beneath.

A wash-pave will be required on the

front and a cedar hydrant in the yard,

each to have a hose screw nozzle.

All material for the plumbers' work

must be of the best quality, and extra

strong pipe ; the workmanship to be done

in a good and workmanlike manner.

G A S - V I P E.

The pipe for the introduction of the

gas will all be concealed beneath the

plastering, and of the requisite size for

the following number of burners : six ((5)

in front parlor ; four (4) in library, and

font (4) in dining-room; one (1) in ves-

tibule ; one (1) in hall ; two (2) in each

chamber of the second and third stories

and one (1) in each of the rooms above
;

and one (1) to each bath-room, and sec-

ond and third story hall ; two (2) in

kitchen
; (1) in each Pantry, and one

(1) in cellar; all fitted up, tested, and

left in a condition ready for the meter

and fixtures.

Bells.

Eight (8) bells are to be provided and

hung with strong copper wire and tin

tubes.

The front door-pull to be bronzed, to

correspond with front-door furniture

;

all the residue to have lever-chain pulls,

with proper cranks, four of which will

be bronzed, and the rest porcelain.

Spea king-Tubes.

A speaking tube will be provided, and

fitted up, from the butler's pantry to the

kitchen, with mouth-piece and cover.

Furnace.

A large size furnace will be set in the

cellar, of an approved kind, enclosed in

a brick chamber, with tin pipe, to convey

the hot air to the separate flues, and the

gas through terra-cotta pipe to the chim-

ney for that purpose.

All registers to be of the best kind :

those for the first and second stories will

be bronzed, and the others japanned.

Each room will also require a ventilating

register, white enameled.

Range.

The range in the kitchen to be of

medium size, with water back ; built up

with pressed brick, and a polished stone-

slab hearth. The circulating boiler, of

forty gallons, will be galvanized iron with

copper connections, with the water back,

set on an iron stand ; all fitted up in the

best manner. The range to be so con-

structed, as to warm the room over it.

Grates.

A low-down Grate will be set in the

library and dining-room, so arranged as

to discharge the ashes into ash pits in

the cellar.

Mantels.
A Mantel will be set in the parlor,

not to cost less than two hundred and

fifty (250) dollars ; one in the library,

two hundred (200) dollars ; one in din-

ing-room, one hundred and fifty (150)

dollars; one in each of second-story

chambers to cost one hundred (100)

dollars each ; the third and upper sto-

ries to have three to cost fifty (50) dol-

lars each, all set complete with hearths,

&c The owner to have the privilege of

furnishing the mantels, and deducting

the several amounts herein specified.

Finally:

The Contractor is to furnish all the

materials at his own cost, all to be the

best of their respective kinds ; and all

the workmanship to be done in a good

and workmanlike manner.

Conditions,
As a Basis of Contract.

The work is to be commenced imme-

diately after the signing of the Contract

;

and to be completely finished, and deliv-

ered over to the owner, by the first day

of , one thousand eight hundred

and
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The . owner shall be held harmless,

either in suits at law, or otherwise, from

all damages to the property of any other

person or persons arising during the

progress of the work, or injury to any

person or persons from accidents while

engaged on the building; and he shall

not be held responsible for materials

that may be stolen, or destroyed by fire,

during the progress of the work.

THE CONTRACT.
THE Working Drawings, Specifi-

cation and Bill o? Quantities are

examined by the Cont 'actor, who then

makes his estimate ; and bids for the

work. The successful bidder enters into

a formal contract with the projector,

who, as a general thing, submits to him

the whole work, and paj'S for it by instal-

ments. This is the usual and best arrange-

ment for most domestic buildings, or

those of moderate cost ; but in large or

expensive private messuages, or in public

edifices, different parts of the work are

often performed under separate con-

tracts. For very large structures, such

as heavy county, municipal, State, or

National works, many other arrange-

ments are necessary. The minutiae of

an agreement are varied by different cir-

cumstances, and being innumerable, we

cannot embody them here. We simply

insert a usual Form of Contract, drawn

up by a member of the Philadelphia bar,

which may be relied upon for its accu-

racy The italicized words must be

changed in using

:

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT
Made this, the first day of December,

Anno Domini One Thousand Eight Hun-

dred and Sixty-Eight, by and between

Jacob Jones, of the City of Philadelphia,

and Sta,te of. Pennsylvania, Merchant,

of the first part, and John Smith, of the

City of Camden, and State of New Jer-

sey, Builder, of the second part, as fol-

lows, viz. :

The said party of the second part, for

and in consideration of the covenants

and agreements hereinafter mentioned,

doth for himself, his executors, admin-

istrators and assigns, covenant, promise

and agree to and with the said part}' of

the first part, "his executors, administra-

tors and assigns, that he, the said John

Smith, party of the second part, shall

and will, within the space of one year

from the date hereof, to wit, on or be-

fore the first day of December, Anno
Domini One Thousand Eight Hundred
and Sixty-Nine, in good and workman-

like manner, and according to the best

of his art and skill, well and substan-

tially erect, build, set up, and deliver to

the said Jacob Jones, party of the first

part, or his legally authorized agent,

free and discharged of all claims, liens,

and charges whatsoever, or cause to be

erected, built, set up, finished and deliv-

ered, as above mentioned, on a lot or

piece of ground, situate and being [here

insert the description, as contained in

the deed ; and designate the part of the

lot the house is to occupy] one house,

messuage, or tenement, according to the

plan, draft, or scheme, with specifica-

tions annexed, made, drawn and finished

by Free-Hand Sketcher, Architect, the

contents whereof are as follows, viz. :

[here refer to the plans and specifica-

tions, by numbers or letters, and affix

them to these articles, with a contract

stamp to each separate piece of paper,

as in case of difficulty, or dispute, under

the contract, they alone can decide.]

And the said party of the second part

further agrees, for himself, his executors,

administrators and assigns, to furnish,

at his own proper cost and charge, all

the materials which may be requisite

for the construction of the aforesaid

house, messuage, or tenement, accord-
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ing to the plans and specifications afore-

said; and to insure on his part the per-

formance of this part of these presents,

it is further agreed that John Archer, of

the City of Myriadopolis, Carpenter, be

and the same is herebj- appointed Super-

intendent, who shall have power to in-

spect, and accept or reject any work

done, or materials it may be proposed

to use in or about the construction of

the house aforesaid, and whose decision

shall be final and conclusive, without

question or appeal, as between the par-

ties hereto.

And the said Jacob Jones, the party

of the first part, as aforesaid, in con-

sideration of the above premises, doth

for himself, his executors, administrators

and assigns, covenant, promise and

agree, well and truly to pay, or cause to

be paid, unto the said party of the

second part, his executors, administra-

tors or assigns, the sum of twenty-four

thousand and seventy-one dollars and

sixty-two cents ($24,071.62), good and

lawful money of the United States, in

eight (8) several payments, in manner

following, to wit

:

On the first day of March, Anno
Domini one thousand eight hundred and

sixty-nv/e, or as soon thereafter as the

icalls of the cellar shall have been com-

pleted, and the first tier of joists is laid,

the sum of one thousand five hundred

dollars.

When the walls are up one story high,

and the second tier of joists is laid, the

sum of one thousand dollars.

When the walls are up two stories

h igh, and the third tier of joists is laid,

the sum of one thousand five hundred

dollars.

W hen the walls are up three stories high

,

and the fourth tier of joists is laid, the

sum of lioo thousandfive hundred dollars.

When the walls are up to the full

height, and the roof is completed, the

sum of three thousand dollars.

When the floors are laid, and all parts

ready for plastering, the sum of four

thousand dollars.

When the plastering is all completed,

the sum of four thousand dollars.

And on the first day of December,

Anno Domini one thousand eight hun-

dred and sixty-nine, or as soon there-

after as the building shall have been

completed and delivered as aforesaid,

the sum of six thousand five hundred and

seventy-one dollars and sixty-two cents.

And it is further agreed between the

aforesaid parties, that all alterations of

the annexed plan or specifications, by

which the costs of building niaj' be

either increased, or diminished, shall be

endorsed on these articles and signed

by the parties, before they shall be

deemed binding on either party

And for the performance of all and

every the articles and agreements, above

mentioned, the said Jacob Jones and

John Smith, do hereby severally bind

themselves, their executors, administra-

tors and assigns, each to the other, in

the penal sum of fifty thousand dollars,

lawful money, as aforesaid, firmly by

these presents.

In witness whereof, the said parties

have hereunto set their hands and seals,

the day and j'ear aforesaid.

Jacob Jones, [seal.]

John Smith. [seal.]

Signed and sealed in the presence of

Samuel Slocum.

Thomas Quickly.

For the faithful performance of all

and singular the covenants, agreements

and promises, contained in the above

articles on the part of John Smith, the

party of the second part aforesaid, we

do hereby jointly and severally bind

ourselves, our executors, 'administrators

and assigns, to the aforesaid Jacob Jones,

his executors, administrators, or as-

signs.

AAritness our hands and seals, the day

and year aforesaid.

Henry Ward. [seal.]

Richard Black, [seal.]

Signed and sealed in presence of

Samuel Slocum.

Thomas Quickly.
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The above contract is complete, and

may readily be adapted to suit circum-

stances. Great care, however, must be

exercised in making alterations, or ad-

ditions, as a false expression might ren-

der the whole invalid. In the appoint-

ment of a superintendent, or referee,

other articles must be signed hy him

and the parties, binding him for a con-

sideration to the faithful discharge of

his obligations. Most frequently this

appointment is superfluous, the work

being inspected by the owner in person.

It is only in case the work be at a dis-

tance, or so extensive as to require con-

stant attendance, that the owner need

make the transfer. If there are any

reservations made by either party, the}'

should be endorsed upon the articles of

agreement. The security of the party

of the first part is in the same form as

that given above, the names of the

parties being reversed. When the work
is completed, it is essential that the

owner receive a release "of all claims,

liens, or charges whatsoever," signed by

each and every person who either may
have furnished material for the building,

or who may have done any labor in its

erection ; otherwise, after the business

between himself and the contractor is

finally closed, he may be compelled to

liquidate claims, which the other has

failed to discharge.

The business of entering into and

fulfilling such a contract is by no means

easy; and inexcusable carelessness in

this is the cause of innumerable law-

suits. By using the above form, and

exercising judgment and care in its

adaptation, no difficulty need be appre-

hended.

Cellar. 500

Well. 1

Masonry and 125

Materials.

500

800

Cvt Stone 90

and Labor. 125

103

200

113

50

40

36

Pavement 350

and Curb. 25

Brick and 165,000

Workmanship. 10,000

Carpentry 18,000

and Joining. 2,200

7,000

1

1

BILL OF QUANTITIES
yards Excavation, @ 50 cents per yard

Well, 4 feet diameter, and 28 feet deep, @
$2 25 per vertical foot

perches of Stone, in Cellar Walls, @ $4 50

per perch

square yards Concrete, in Cellar Floor, @
50 cents . . .

feet of Ashlar, @ $2 75 per foot .

feet of Steps, @ $4 50 per foot

feet in Door-Piece, @ $8 50 per foot .

feet in Bay-Window, @ $6 per foot

feet Corners, @ $6 per foot

feet Architrave to Windows, @ $6 per foot

feet of Rear Window Sills, @ $1 50 per foot

feet of Coping on Area Wall, @ $1 50 per foot

feet Area Steps, @ $2 50 per foot

feet Front Pavement, @ $1 25 per foot

feet Curb Stone, @ $2 per foot

Rough Brick, laid in the Wall, @ $18 per M
Press Brick for Front, @ $45 per M.

feet Joists and Studding, @ $22 per M.

Sheathing Boards for Roof, @ $24 per M.

feet Flooring Boards, @ $45 per M.

pair Walnut Front Doors and Frame .

pair Walnut Yestibule Doors and Frame

$250 00

63 00

562 50

250 00

2,200 00

405 00

1,062 50

618 00

1,200 00

678 00

t 75 00

b 60 00

90 00

437 50

50 00

2,970 00

450 oo

396 00

52 80

315 00

135 00

110 00
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Carpentry 3 pairs Walnut Sliding Doors, @ $90 per pair $
o T0 00

and Joining. 3 Single Doors, of Walnut, @ $35 each . . 105 00

16 Six Panel, If inch Pine Doors, @ $15 each . 240 00

28 Six Panel, l\ inch Pine Doors, @ $12 each . 336 00

11 Front Windows, with Inside Shutters, of

Walnut, @ $32 per Window . 352 00

16 Front Windows, with Outside Shutters, @ $28

per Window 448 00

Framing and setting Joists, putting on Roof,

and laying Floors .... 486 00

Setting Window Frames . 68 00

Framing Windows and Doors, and putting

clown Washboards, including the Ma-

terials 685 00

Fitting up and shelving Closets . . . 130 00

Fitting up Pantries and Closets, &c. . 96 00

Putting up Main Stairs, including all Material 760 00

Private Stairs . ... 125 00

Rear Yerandah, complete .... 410 00

Hanging Doors . . . . . 120 00

Hanorincr Sash and Outside Shutters . . 145 00

Preparing for Plastering . . '. 210 00

Finishing Dormer and Gable Windows . 60 00

Hanhcare and Hardware . . . . . . 612 00

Bells. Bells and Speaking Tubes .... 48 00

Roof Slate and 1,800 feet Slating, @ 14 cents per foot . . . 252 00

Tin. 175 feet Tin, for Gutters, @ 20 cents per foot . 35 00

100 feet Rain Water Conductors, @ 25 cts. per ft. 25 00

Plastering. 2,^00 j^ards Plastering, @ 50 cents per yard . . 1,400 00

242 feet Cornice, 18 inch girt, @ 36 cents . .' 8? 12

90 feet Cornice, 14 inch girt, @ 28 cents . . 25 20

400 feet Cornice, 12 inch girt, @ 24 cents . . 96 00

2 Stucco Centre Pieces, @ $12 each . 24 00

1 Stucco Centre Piece . . . 10 00

2 Stucco Centre Pieces, @ $1 50 each . . 3 00

Glass. Plate Glass . . . 116 00

Crystal Sheet 7*i 00

American Glass ...... 42 00

Sky-Light on Stairs . . . . . - 08 00

Glazing . .... Co 00

Pai.iling. Painting, including Materials . . . 5 SO 00

Plumbing. Plumber's Work and Materials . . . 98h 00

Gas Fitting. Gas Pipe 210 00

Banges, dec. Ranges and Circulating Boilers . . . 190 00

Furnace, dec. Furnace and Registers 500 00

Mantels. Mantels 990 00

Grates. Grates 95 00

$2J,071 62
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LUMBER AND LUMBER YARDS.
By F. H. Williams.*

IN"
connection with architecture and

architectural improvements, the sub-

ject of the manufacture and proper prep-

aration of Building Materials is of par-

amount importance; and experience has

demonstrated the impossibility of suc-

cessfully carrying out the artistic design

of the architect, without both the intel-

ligent co-operation of the Builder, and

the presence of first-class Material

wherewith to construct the Building.

First in importance, among the innu-

merable species of merchandise neces-

sary in the erection of an edifice, large

or small, is Lumber. It enters into the

composition of the whole, from the com-

pletion of the cellar walls, until the

house passes out of the hands of the

Builder. It is the article of all others

the most indispensable, and although

experience has hitherto shown, that

Providence always provides a substitute

for an article, which increasing con-

sumption renders extinct
;
yet it is diffi-

cult for us to conceive where we are to

find a conimodit3', that shall take the

place of Lumber, should a time arrive,

when our timber forests are exhausted.

And here it is in place, to call atten-

tion to the unjustifiable prodigality and

shameless waste manifested in some dis-

tricts of the United States, where the

immense tracts of timber lands have

rendered the inhabitants insensible to

their enormous value.

Lands having to be cleared for agri-

cultural purposes are stripped of their

growths by fire ; and millions of feet of

Lumber, which, for the uses of manufac-

ture and commerce, are worth fortunes,

are thus ruthlessly and wickedly de-

stroyed.

Those who are now burning up our

noble pines will discover their mistake,

wdien too late. Just as the farmers of

Indiana, who, a dozen years ago, made
their post-and-rail fences of the finest

black walnut, are now mourning over

their indiscretion, when they behold

the marvelous popularity, innumerable

uses, and rapidly decreasing supply of

this beautiful wood.

In this paper, however, it is our pur-

pose to rather deal with facts as they

are, than to raise our voice against any

abuses of past or present; and we will

therefore proceed to an examination of

the processes for preparing Lumber for

market; and also of the proper manage-

ment of a Lumber Yard.

Persons not well informed on the sub-

ject have very incorrect ideas of the

length of time required for the thorough

Seasoning of Lumber. The time that

should elapse between the cutting and

sawing of the log and the working of

the boards for their final consumption

varies very widely in the different woods,

this difference being caused chiefly by

the closeness of the grain, hardness of

the wood, and the tenacity with which

the pores retain the sap.

So far as a matter so indefinite, and

so dependent upon extraneous circum-

stances, can be reduced to a statistical

form, the following table vn&y be referred

to as showing the average time neces-

sary for the seasoning of the woods
named :

White Pine Boards 1 year.
" " Plauk,

2 inches 15 to IS mos.
White Pine Plauk, 3 inches 2 years.
Southern Heart Pinp, 1 iuch 1 year.
Southern Heart Pine, 5-4 inch 15 mos.
Black Walnut, 1 inch 20 mos. to 2 years.

" Black Walnut S-4 Plank 2., years.
Black Walnut Plauk, 4 or 5 inch 4 years.

Hemlock will dry out sufficiently to

be used as joists in from five to seven

months, while many Hard woods, such

as Oak and Ash, approximate Walnut in

the length of time required. The latter

is the most difficult to judge of, with

any degree of certainty. The writer

has seen a 5 inch Walnut Plank, sawed

eight years before, which, upon being

cut into two equal Planks, was perfectly

* Lumber Merchant, Seventeenth and Spring Gar en streets.
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green in the centre, and from all appear-

ances would have remained so for as

many years to come.

And here we find the cause of a great

many apparently poor pieces of work-

manship in Walnut doors, shutters and
even furniture ;—the Lumber, so far as

can be seen, is dry when bought, and
being afterwards cut into smaller thick-

nesses, the inside surface—which is

green—shrinks, while the outer side re-

mains firm, the consequence being a

gaping joint. Jn such instances, the me-

chanic receives the blame for that, which

of right should be laid to the charge of

Nature, inasmuch as she hides her

realities under so specious an exterior.

White Pink Lumber of the finest

grades, such as manufactured from

Michigan logs, should invariably be

stripped at the mill, for at least six

weeks to two months after being sawed,

as its shipment, either by railroad or

vessel, before that time, results inju-

riously, not only to its appearance, but

also to its quality. The contact of the

wet surfaces of the boards produces a

permanent green (in some cases, black)

stain, or mildew, which cannot be re-

moved^ except by planing deep enough

to get below it : and frequently passes

into decay, before the lumber is suffi-

ciently seasoned for use.

After it has reached its destination

and has been sorted, much care is re-

quired in its piling.

Foundations should be laid at least

12 inches high, composed of blocking

laid on 3-inch joists, and with the blocks

say 8 inches apart, having two thick-

nesses of joists placed on top of them,

in such manner as to "break joints"

and give the whole a firm and equal

support. There should be one bearing

for every four feet in length of the

boards or plank ;
otherwise the distance

intervening between the supports, to-

gether with the great weight, which the

lower courses of the pile have to sustain,

causes them to give downwards ; and

ruins their straightness and elasticity.

The piles, moreover, should be built

with a pitch, backwards and downwards,
of half an inch to the foot, and a slant

forwards and upwards of one foot to

every six feet in height.

An observance of these rules—if the

pile is properly covered—insures the

preservation of the Lumber from the

effects of rain, the pitch throwing off

the water, and the upward slant making-

each course the protector of its next

neighbor below.

In stripping, the following regulations

should be adopted :

1. Strip with as narrow pieces as will

suffice to give the boards a firm bearing.

2. Let the strip correspond in thick-

ness to that of the board or plank.

3. Be very particular to place each

strip at the same angle from the one

under it, as that indicated by the slant

of the pile, so that, upon casting your

eye up the side of the pile, the ends of

the several rows of strips shall form so

many parallel and undeviating lines.

4. Allow the front strips to proje t

nearly half their width out from the pile.

5. Never crowd a course, for the sake

of getting in an extra board ; and alwajs

take care, that the sides of the courses

are " plumb."

6. Cover the pile with old or culling

boards, taking care that they lap at the

joints.

The object of the first of these rules

is to bring as small a portion of the

board in contact with another surface as

possible. Green Lumber should never

be stripped with boards out of the lot,

as the juxtaposition of the two wet faces

is certain to cause a stain.

The object of the second rule is to

give the wood a fair chance to dry, the

amount of air required to season a piece,

being in geometrical proportion to the

thickness of that piece. In some in-

stances, however, want of space renders

carrying out of this rule impracticable.

The object of the third rule is to give

the entire pile a proper support and

render the pressure equal.
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That of the fourth, to afford additional

protection from the weather, as well as

to give the pile a neat and uniform ap-

pearance.

That of the fifth is to prevent the

boards from coming into contact at the

edge.

That of the sixth, to shield the pile

from snow, rain and sun.

A thorough observance of these rules

will contribute largely to the satisfac-

tion of the builder ; and insure a very

considerable saving to the dealer.

A very good invention for drying

boards, and one much used in some

quarters, consists in a frame or rather

horizontal piece, supported by posts,

and having a rack formed of cuts, about

one inch apart, in which the upper ends

of the boards are inserted, and by which

they are retained in an upright position.

It is found that newly manufactured

Lumber will dry out in a much shorter

time when standing on end than in any

other position ; and if the rack is in a

situation to receive plenty of air ; and

particularly, if so placed, as to allow

the boards to have their edges towards

the northeast winds—it will be found,

that the seasoning process is very

greatly accelerated.

Artificial Seasoning, while it may
prove useful in some cases, is not en-

dorsed by those who are the best judges

of its efficiency ; and, while it is not

wise to indulge in a wholesale condem-

nation of any system, it nevertheless

appears self-evident, to the writer, that

the unnatural " forcing " of Lumber,

under an enormously high temperature,

must tend to render it brash and lifeless,

by baking the sap in the pores and boil-

ing the A'ery substance out of it.

Hard woods, and the better qualities

of Pine, after having become seasoned,

should, if possible, be put under cover.

A shed facing East and West, with

the sides open and the ends boarded or

slatted, forms the best possible protec-

tion. It is not desirable to exclude

even the diyest Lumber from damp air.

Experience proves, that March—during
which there is such a prevalence of

atmospheric dampness — is the best

month for drying stock.

When exposed to a circulation of air,

there is less clanger of dry Lumber
splitting, although it is nearly impossi-

ble to discover an absolute prevention

of this difficulty. It is suggested, that

the tacking of plastering-laths along the

end-edge of wide plank, and afterwards

whitewashing them, is the best preven-

tive in use. Whitewashing is also found

to be very efficacious for preserving-

Spruce, a branch of the Pine family,

which, of all others, is the most prone

to crack at the ends.

White Pine Plank and Boards will

frequently deteriorate in quality during

the process of seasoning, or, more cor-

rectly speaking, imperfections, which are

entirely hidden when the wood is green,

become visible, after it has dried out;

and, as the best judges are liable to be

deceived, it should be subjected to a

second inspection, when it is re-piled.

The law is very clear on the subject

of the quality of lumber ; and distinctly

specifies the maximum degrees of im-

perfection, which shall allow it to pass

into the various grades.

" All boards and plank shall be re-

"duced and counted as inch measure, of

" which there shall be but three qualities,

" viz. : Panel, Common, and Cullings,

" that is to say, all boards and plank that

" shall not have more than three small

" sound knots, not more than £ an inch

" in diameter, without sap, or shake, or

" any other defect, or being free from
" knots and not having, on an average,

" more run of sap than half the thickness

" of the board or plank, shall be deemed
" and counted as Panel ; and all boards
" and plank that shall not contain more
" than three round knots, nor more
" than 1 inch in diameter, and not more
" run of sap than half the thickness of

"the board or plank, shall be deemed
" and counted as Common ; a split in the

" end of a board or plank nearly straight
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" and not over two feet in length, shall

" not condemn it to an inferior quality
;

"the split shall not vary more than half

" an inch to a foot from a straight line :

" Provided, It has no other defect ; that

" all boards or plank that are rotten,

"worm-eaten, wind-shaken, or other-

" wise defective, may be docked accord-

" ing to what the Inspector, upon his

" oath, shall deem them injured for the

" mechanic's use. All grub plank and

"binders shall be counted at half the

" quantity actuall}' contained therein,"

etc., etc.*

These regulations are explicit ; and,

although it has become customary to

Pardon's Digest—Art.. Lumber, par. 8, page 672.

divide lumber, intended for purchase by
consumers, into a greater number of

grades, than above enumerated
; j

ret it

will be seen, that where boards or plank

in seasoning develop shakes, &c. , which

were not visible before, a compliance

with law necessitates a second sorting.

These hints are thrown out, in the

belief that their observance will be found

mutually beneficial to dealer and con-

sumer, and as having a direct bearing

upon those subjects, to whose discus-

sion this Magazine is devoted.

We herewith append a Table, showing

the number of square feet contained in a

given piece of Lumber. It will be found

useful, as a check to hurried calcula-

tions, and may be relied on, as accurate :

SIZE. LENGTH—IN FEET.

Inches. 12 14 16

16

18 20 22

22

24 26

26

'28

28

30

30

32

32

34
J

36

3x4 12 14 18 20 24 34 ! 36
5 15 Hi 20 22i 25 27* 30 m 35 37* 40 !

421 45
6 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 1 54
7 21 24i 28 3H 35 381 42 45i 49 521 56 591 63

8 24 28" 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60" 64 68~| 72
9 27 3U 36 40* 45 49* 54 58* 63 671 72 761 81

,10

11

30 35 40 45" 50 55" 60 65" 70 75" 80 85
"| 90

33 38i 44 49^ 55 601 66 71* 77 821 88 93.V, 99
12 3G 42" 48 54 liO 66 72 78 84 90 96 102" 108

4x4 16 18§ 21* 24 26| 29* 32 34! '-"7

1

40 4 } 45* 48
5 20 23* 26f 30 33* 36| 40 ±H 46! 50 58-i

s 56| 60

6 24 28 32 36 40* 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72

7 28 321 37* 42 46| 51* 56 60f 65* 70 74! 79* 84

8 32 37* m 48 53* 58| 64 69* 74! 80 85* 90f 9(5

9 36 42 48 54 60 66 -72 78 84 90 96 102 108

10 40 46f 53* 60 66| 73* 80 86| 93* 100 106! 113* ISO
11 44 51* 58| 66 73* 80! 88 J03 102| 110 117* 124f 132

12 48 56 64 72 80 88 96 104 112 120 128 136 |144

5x5 25 291 33* 37| 41! 45 5
6

50 54* 58* 62* 66|; r0f\ 75
(i 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

J

85 1- 90

7 35 40* 46f 52* 58* 64* 70 75J- 81f 871 93*i 99*105
8 40 46| 53* 60 66| 73* 80 86! 93* 100 106f

! 113* 120

9 45 52 k 60 67* 75 82^ 90 97* 105 112* 120 1127^ 135

10 50 58* 66f 75 88* 91| 100 108* 116! 125 133*
:

14lf 150

11 55 64£ 73* 82* gifioof 110 119* 128* 1371 146§ 155! 165

12 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180

6x6 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 96 102 108

7 42 49 56 63 70 77 84 91 98 105 112 119 126

8 48 56 64 72 80 88 96 104 112 120 128 136 144

9 54 63 72 81 90 99 108 117 126 135 144 153 162

10 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 1'40 150 160 170 ISO

11 66 77 88 99 110 121 132 143 154 165 176 187 198

12 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 180 192 204 216
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LANDSCAPE, DECORATIVE, AND ECONOMIC GARDENING
No. 3.

IX a previous paper, allusion was made

to the necessary propriety of the

use of both styles of landscape decora-

tion,' in the improvement of various por-

tions of the grounds attached to build-

ings. It may readily be conceived, that

a structure, if only of slight architec-

tural pretensions, will appear more com-

plete, if fronted by a terrace, or level

platform, than if it is merely placed, as

if by accident, on a sloping surface.

Even a rustic cottage will be greatly

improved in expression, when set upon

a fittingly designed terrace. This need

not be elaborate, in order to produce

the desired effect. If merely raised a

few feet above the surrounding surface,

and finished by a neatly turfed bank, an

air of propriety will be given to the site

of the house. It suggests at once, that

proper attention has been given to secure

it from surface water, and that an amply

sufficient space has been carefully level-

ed and prepared for its reception. At

the same time art, by this means, is car-

ried beyond the mere form of the build-

ing, and introduces a pleasing connec-

tion between the vertical line of the

structure, the outlines of surrounding

vegetation, and the undulations of the

ground.

While there is always a finished ap-

pearance attending a neatly constructed

terrace, it is by no means to be inferred,

that we approve of huge, unseemly banks

of soil, unfurnished and slovenly pre-

pared, that are but too often seen piled

up against the walls of the house ; fre-

quently so high as to be on a level with

the first floor and verandahs ; and fatal

alike to its architectural proportions, its

durability, and the health of its inhab-

itants.

Buildings abounding in horizontal

lines—with heavy mouldings, wide cor-

nices, and columnar supports—particu-

larly require the accompaniment of a

broad, level platform, at all events, on

their principal front ; and if this can be

extended, so as to allow space for intro-

ducing a smooth, broad walk ; or, if still

further enlarged to include a formal

flower garden, finishing with a support-

ing terrace wall, surmounted by a low

balustrade, suitably divided and relieved

bj' piers, a dignified effect will invariably

be produced.

Public buildings, or massive and ex-

tensive structures of an}' kind, admit of

the most elaborate displa}- of architec-

tural accessories ; but the terrace plat-

form must be on a proper scale to corre-

spond with the size or importance of the

structure ; and all details liberally treat-

ed, in order to produce a grand and im-

posing effect. Vases, statuary, and foun-

tains, trees, and shrubs of formal and

appropriate habit of growth, will here

find their fitting position.

Although it is not at all probable,

that such extremes as have been perpe-

trated, will again be repeated
;
yet, it may

be observed, that something nearly akin

to these extravagant ornamentations is

represented, even in this our day, by such

decorations, as vases set on the ground,

without pedestals ; and figures ofdogs and

lions laid upon raised platforms of soil

and turf; but such burlesques upon taste,

cannot be admitted even as humble and

unambitious substitutes for the magnifi-

cent works of art, that characterized the

geometrical style in its palmy days.

For the purpose of illustration, I would

remark, that the Capitol at Washington

presents a most remarkable instance of

the want of appropriate surroundings.

This splendid pile of architecture is

mounted upon, and supported by, a sod-

ded bank. This statement may appear

extravagant, but it is a visible fact. Not
only is it surrounded b}r a bank of soil.
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but even that is finished in a very slovenly

manner. A railway embankment is far

more regular, for" the material of which
it is composed is seldom interfered with,

and consequently it remains stationary

at the angle of repose ; but even the

chance for beauty in that natural ar-

rangement is not here allowed. Even a

sod bank may be artistically designed,

as well as artistically executed : here it

is neither : the corners are rounded off,

and the breadth contracted at the most
salient points; the slope is very unequal

in its angle, and the finish decidedly

tawdry; the whole unhappily conceived

and carelessly executed.

The surroundings of this massive

structure suggest a feeling of insecurity,

nothing, apparently, to prevent it from

pressing out its foundation, or sinking

into the grassy bank.

The style of architecture prevailing in

the building is that, which above all

others requires, and indeed demands an

appropriate connection with its sur-

roundings, by means of the decorative

accessories of geometrical gardening.

We allude more particularly to the

west front, and the ends of the building.

The eastern or main front is apparently

finished, so far as relates to ground levels

and elevations ; and—however unfortu-

nate it may be, that it is considered com-

plete— it is rather improbable that any

alteration will be made in that direction.

But with reference to the west front, its

present unfinished and unsatisfactory

condition allows encouragement for sug-

gestions ; and I fear no contradiction in

asserting, that it presents the best op-

portunity on this continent for an ex-

ample of the highest style of elaborated

architectural terracing, and the exhibi-

tion of works of art, and for the fol-

lowing reasons

:

First. As a means of properly con-

necting the building with the grounds,

replacing the present bank of unsup-

ported soil, by strong retaining walls of

substantial masonry.

Second. It is apparent to every in-

telligent observer, that the relative pro-

portions of the building to the dome
is very deficient. The height of the

latter is relatively too great. Like a

classic vase set on a grass plat, without
a pedestal, it lacks a fitting base

; the

elevation of the massive structure does
not present sufficient support, artisti-

cally considered, for the dome; and to

bring out the true beauty of the com-
position requires a greater elevation and
more massive extent of base.

This can be secured by terracing the

west front and ends, in three or more
platforms, each platform being distinct

in its ornamentation and details, with

appropriate statuary, &c, placed on the

piers of the balusters ; the whole pro-

ducing a grand scenic effect, and giving

the much-needed additional elevation to

the mass of the building proper.

Third. This architectural foreground,

while it forms the only artistic mode of

finish allowable in a structure of this

style and character, will afford a much-

needed opportunity of displaying such

works of art as statuary, vases, urns, wall

fountains in alcoves, Grecian pavillions,

terrace steps, and balustrades. These

last affording great latitude for refined

taste, both in design and application.

All of which will be in the most correct

and refined harmony with the stjde of

architecture of the building. Indeed,

without these accompaniments, it must

be considered imperfect and unfinished.

The refining influence of the study

and contemplation of the fine arts upon

communities has long been acknowl-

edged, and is thus alluded to by Ware,

in his admirabty finished Sketches of

European Capitals:

" Sculpture should help to dignify all

our public buildings, and soon it will do

so. As once, in Athens and throughout

Greece, it will not be private wealth, so

much as that of the state, that will honor

itself by leaving everywhere proofs of

an exalted and elegant taste, as well as

of intelligence in the administration of

public affairs. No piece of architecture
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is complete, without its sculpture in

statue, and bust, or relief, in marble, or

brass ; and so it will be thought. The

pillar requires its capital of acanthus

leaves ; the building, its ornamental

frieze, its statues and reliefs without, its

histories and allegories within."

" The fine arts, though holding but an

humble rank in the scale of merit of the

mere utilitarian, hold a much higher

one; and, I will add, juster one, in the

scale of the man of good common sense,

as well as in that of the mere lover of

the beautiful. I cannot but think that

the love and stucty of these arts must be

followed by useful influences on human
character generally, and especially are

its elevating and refining influences

needed on our American character; and

for this reason, if for no ©ther, ought

to be cherished."

" Though with but little general edu-

cation, the Italians are a people of great

refinement of manners. As one, among
both the causes and evidences of refine-

ment, I would name their general love

and appreciation of art ; they love it and

honor it ; and it reflects an additional

beauty upon their character. Their gov-

ernments, also, honor and cherish it.

They regard it as a means of education,

and a source of innocent pleasure, con-

tributing largely to the happiness of

their people, to whom they throw open

all their treasures, both of sculpture and

painting."

In connection with these ornamental

necessities there is another important

positive beauty of the geometrical style,

which should be introduced at the Cap-

itol. The grandeur of long, straight

avenues, and the splendor of their vistas,

must always arrest attention. The ele-

ments that produce sublimity in a scene

are repetition and continuity ; and these

are developed in properly planted ave-

nues.

Let such an avenue be constructed,

from the Capitol to the Potomac river,

taking the National monument as a cen-

tral point in the view. Let this avenue

be planted on its margins with that

beautiful, unique, and appropriate tree

the Tulip Poplar, Liriodendron Tulip-

ifera, leaving a clear vista three hundred

feet in width ; and an effect would be

produced of great scenic grandeur, if

not of sublimity.

I have here alluded to this national

structure, because it is a fitting illustra-

tion of the subject of this paper, and

because the Capitol, as an architectural

design, requires such massive adorn-

ments to bring out its true beauties,

which will not, otherwise, ever be seen
;

and I ma}r further remark, that the above

suggestions are perfectly practicable.

There are no existing improvements, of

any value, in the way of executing .any

or all of them.

There is a certain sublimity of beauty

in a perfectly straight and judiciously

planted avenue, that is not attained by

any other disposition of trees. Occa-

sionally, in travelling through some of

the older States, we get a glimpse of the

remains of some fine old avenue leading

to an old mansion of hospitable aspect.

But these venerable remnants are fast

decaying, the trees generally used were

of short-lived species, and otherwise un-

desirable for the purpose. It has unfor-

tunately become fashionable to decry

this mode both of forming and planting

avenues. They are by some pronounced

as being stiff, formal, and destitute of

beauty. There are those, who profess

that they can see no beauty in a road,

unless its lines are curving, and that

with mathematical precision. But beauty

does not depend upon mathematics. It

can be recognized, without the ocular

demonstration of engineering processes.

A curved line is not beautiful simply

because it curves. Other associations

of the elements of beauty have to be

taken into consideration. Neither is a

straight line devoid of beauty, because

of its form. On the contrar}^ it is only

by uniformity of color and form, and

regularity and continuity of line, that we
can produce grand and imposing effects.
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In the formation of grand promen-

ades, for large assemblages of pedestri-

ans, such as are to be found in a public

park; or an approach to a public build-

ing, straight avenues of ample width,

and suitably planted, are, in the greatest

degree, fitting and appropriate.

Independent of their intrinsic beauty,

their very evident utility stamps them

with a fitness to the end in view, which

is universally acknowledged and appre-

ciated. All those who have seen the

mall in the Central Park of New York,

of a " music day," will have a lively

recollection of the effects produced by

simple straight lined avenues, and archi-

tectural gardening, where large assem-

blages of people congregate for pleasure

and recreation.

As a connecting link between the

horizontal and vertical lines of streets

and city architecture, and the flowing

or curving lines of vegetation and un-

dulating ground surfaces, a straight

avenue is in the best taste, and harmo-

nize the extremes of art and nature by

a most pleasing and agreeable transition.

It will appear evident that the geomet-

rical style has its peculiar beauties; and

that its /adoption, to some extent, is

necessaiy in the immediate vicinity of

buildings. The proper connection of

the building with the grounds, is one of

the most decided, as it is one of the least

attended to, of all improvements. To
condemn the beauty of an artificial scene

in the eyes of many persons, we have

merely to remark, that it is formal.

The3' overlook the circumstance, that

formality in this case, is only an element

of harmony; and is only employed so

far as is required, for a harmonious

arrangement of parts. It would be diffi-

cult to point to a greater perversion of

taste, than that to be seen frequently in

city gardens and public squares, where,

parallel to the straight line of the

boundary fence, may be seen a serpen-

tine walk, making a turn every few

yards ; and every twist in it visible from

one end to the other. There is an entire

want of harmony, between the two lines,

and no compensating advantage, what-

ever, to give even a shadow of necessity

for the departure from a straight line.

In the case of public squares, more par-

ticularly, convenience will dictate the

best course for the walks, as they are used

fora ccommodation as much as for pleas-

ure
;
and no one prefers on all occasions,

to walk round the circumference of a

circle, when a line through its diameter

is equally accessible.

Roads and walks, moreover, are not

particularly indicative of any style.

They are objects of strict utility, and
should only be introduced where and

when necessary ; although it is too often

the case, that they are run through

pleasure grounds, because they looked

well on paper, cutting the plan into parts,

for the purpose of filling up the space

with lines. This is not landscape

gardening, notwithstanding it is fre-

quently considered as such. Any school-

boy, expert with rule and compasses,

could furnish such designs ad libitum.

The principles of beauty are the same,

whether applied to gardening or archi-

tecture. In the application of these

principles to the development of beauty,

the latter has many advantages over the

former. The architect operates with in-

animate nature
; and, as a consequence,

his productions are most perfect the

moment they are completed. It is his

aim to bring his work as near to perfec-

tion as possible, and make it as perma-

nent, as stability of position, durability

of materials, and strength of construc-

tion will allow. All natural changes

after completion are steps in the progress

of decay. The materials in the hands

of the gardener are of such a kind, that

many 3'ears are required for its pro-

gress towards maturity. His plans must

therefore provide for this gradual growth,

as well as admit of the many alterations

consequent upon the time, that must

elapse, between their formation and ulti-

mate development. W. S.

Washington, D. C.
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SUGGESTIONS IN BUILDING DWELLING-HOUSES.

IN planning a dwelling for family occu-

pancy, three prominent characteris-

tics are to be kept in view :

1st. The size and arrangement of the

house must be adapted to the comfort,

and to the means of the famity.

2d. The climate is to be considered.

3d. In connection with climate, the

material to be used in the construction.

Keeping these in view, I shall make a

few suggestions, for the consideration

of families of moderate fortunes, who

inay be planning country residences.

1st. That, but two apartments, besides

the hall, the kitchen, and the offices, are

required.

These two, a dining-room and a par-

lor, should be large, and adjoining, so as

to communicate. This, for convenience

and economy of fuel, in winter.

Having determined on the size and

proportions of these rooms, and the

chambers over them, the next considera-

tion will be the kitchen and domestic

offices.

These should each be planned sepa-

rately, and then placed together, in such

contiguity, as will best adapt them to

the family requirements. The error,

mostly committed, by those planning

dwellings of moderate size, is, in first

laving down the outline or outside of

the house, and afterwards dividing it

into apartments; the consequence of

which is, that the rooms are likely to be

reduced in size to make place for the

pantries, closets and other offices.

An ingenious architect will, after

having determined on the number, size,

and proportion of the apartments, ar-

range them with proper regard, both to

the convenience and the architectural

beauty of the house. Domestic comfort

should not be sacrificed for outside show.

We have here in this country to en-

counter a climate, which differs from

that of most other countries. The ther-

mometer ranges over more than 150°

Fahrenheit, from summer to winter. That
is, we have in winter, to contend against

a temperature of more than ten degrees

below C F., and in summer, of 140° F.,

in the sun.

The architect has to protect the oc-

cupants of his dwellings against the

dangers and discomforts arising from

these extremes ; to exclude heat in sum-

mer and cold in winter. Whilst his

walls, and doors, and windows, must

exclude the rigors of an almost Arctic

winter, they must equally provide

against the pernicious dampness of our

spring weather, and the sultriness of our

summers.

Double windows and double doors

—

with every conceivable pattern of weath-

er-strip—are used, to close out the pen-

etrating blasts of winter, then to be

removed on the return of summer, to

admit the breeze. The double windows,

and double doors generally used, are

unsightly and inconvenient. In place

of them, I would suggest oriel and bay-

windows. These, when property con-

structed, so as to present three (3) open

sides, each provided with sash and shut-

ters, which may be opened and closed at

will, afford protection from the summer

sun, and, when opened, entrance to the

breeze in our sultry season ; in the win-

ter time, when provided with shutters

and glass, so arranged, as to shut them

off from the apartments, they are a much

more effectual protection against the

entrance of cold than any other window.

Casement sash when they can be used,

and when properly constructed, are the

cheapest, and the most conducive to

comfort, of all others. At the same

time, while admitting free ventilation in

summer, they exclude wind, rain and

snow in winter.

Lastly : As regards the material to be

used, in the construction of the build-
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ing, I recommend a wall of common

cheap brick to be prepared for weather-

boards, (not frame,) with which the

building is to be encased.

A house thus built, the weather-boards

being nailed on horizontally, will be

found to be. the cheapest, the most com-

fortable, and the most enduring of all

others in this climate. Let any one ob-

serve a house built of brick or stone,

either painted or plastered ; and it will be

seen, that after a drifting rain, the walls

become saturated with moisture. And
should the winter immediately succeed,

this moisture will freeze into ice ; and

the residents are, for the season, encased

in ice and dampness.

Lathing a house, on the inside, will

certainly exclude some of this moisture
;

but nothing except weather-boarding,

will protect the walls from the ruinous

effects of moisture and ice. By weather-

boarding a brick or stone house, we
effectually exclude cold, and heat, and

wind, and moisture.

As to the durability of wood, there

can be no question, when it is painted,

and when the boards are placed hori-

zontally, and well lapped.

In New England, New York, and the

Southern States, wooden houses may be

seen still, in good repair, which are more

than a century old.

Every architect has seen the studding

and joists and jamb-casing, on the

eastern sides of stone houses, greatly de-

caj^ed, after but a few years of occu-

pancy, the result due to the dampness

of the stone.

A brick house weather-boarded, will

not require lathing on the inside of the

walls. I have seen the ceiling of a room
reeking with moisture, in damp weather,

whilst the walls, which were plastered

on brick, were dry.

Before closing, I will draw attention

to a frequent cause of dampness or

sweating of walls, namely, that sand is

in some instances used, in the last coat

of plaster, which has been procured from

the salt-water beaches of the lower Dela-

ware. Sand, from thence, contains salt,

which, in dry weather, may be dry, but

in damp, sweaty weather, the salt de-

liquescing, will forever cause clamp ceil-

ings. After a time, not only will the

plaster so composed become rotten, but

also whatever wood-work is in contact

with it. Hence, care should be taken

to procure the sand from the upper

Delaware.

In a house of moderate size, the ceil-

ings should not be higher than ten feet.

High ceilings in winter are not easily

warmed ; and, besides this objection,

high ceilings entail difficult stairs.

Where the ceilings are to be ornamented,

every foot above ten feet in height will

require a very large addition to the

length of the room. For example, take

into consideration a room, the ceiling of

which is to be adorned witli paintings,

would it not be absurd, to have those

ceilings of so great a height, in propor-

tion to the length of the room, that the

ornaments of the ceiling could only be

seen by a painful elevation of the head ?

Just taste requires, that the fresco or

ornamental painting on a ceiling, may
be seen without an effort; and this can

only be done, when on high ceilings, in

very large rooms. In walking through a

suite of rooms, of pleasing proportions,

the paintings on the ceilings as on the

walls are enjoj^ed if viewed without

fatigue* E. C. E.

MAPS are generally supposed to be

the embodiment of the results of care-

ful surveys ; but. even in those countries

longest civilized, much they contain is

made up from the routes ( f travel, by

course and distance. The various gov-

ernmental surveys for different purposes,

the explorations of mining regions, the

prospecting and actual engineering of

railroads, &c, provide fuller materials

every year ; but it will be long before we
really know the surface of the earth.
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WATEK.

THIS fluid is one of the few positive

necessities of man ; and without it

the wretchedness of his condition would

be quite as great as in the absence of air

or heat. In cases of shipwreck, the want

of water is the most fearful of all the

torments which suffering man has to

bear. Such is the imperative demand of

' thirst, that, in the absence of fresh water,

the unfortunate is driven to the drinking

of salt water, and this, producing frenzy,

terminates his existence in horrible

spasms. On the parched, sandy desert,

when the supply of water has given out,

how the traveller yearns for that oasis,

in the midst of which he will find the

cooling spring to quench his burning

thirst. What greater horror awaits the

damned than the want of even one single

drop of that element upon which man,

in the midst of his abundance here, so

seldom spares a thought !

The luxury of pure drinking-water is

one that he alone can realize who has

been compelled to use the turbid water

of the Missouri, the Ohio, or the Missis-

sippi. Those who have lived in St. Louis

can thoroughly relish the clear and lim-

pid beverage of the more favored locali-

ties, and bear testimony to the merits of

the heaven-born draught, in its purity.

It would be only reasonable to expect

that, in our day of scientific advance-

ment, the subject of pure drinking-water

would be one to draw forth all the at-

tainable advantages, which a thorough

knowledge of the subject gives. But

such is not the case. The fact is, the

ancients were far in advance of us, if not

in the knowledge of theoretic philoso-

phy, certainly in the practical processes

proving its truth. They knew that

purity is the natural state of water, and

that every thing, which tends to turn it

from its primitive condition, is unnatu-

ral or foreign to it. Turbid rivers are

so, because of the extraneous matter

they have acquired, and hold in solution,

whether mineral, or vegetable.

The presence of mineral matter ren-

ders the water hard, and unfit for cook-

ing, or washing. And the presence of

too much organic matter renders the

water utterby useless for drinking pur-

poses, and very unwholesome, even for

cooking with.

It is said, that marsh-water itself may
be made drinkable, by steeping in it

certain herbs, or, by rubbing the kettles,

it is boiled in, with bitter seeds, or

herbs. In China and Japan they use,

for this purpose, the tea plant ; in India

the strychnos potatorum; and the bitter

almond on the banks of the Nile.

There are other difficulties, which the

best of water is liable to ; and those

arise, sometimes unaccountably, under

apparently, the most stringent system

of precaution.

Some years since, the citizens of Bos-

ton were suddenly disgusted with their

favorite Cochituate water on account

of the villanously fishy taste and smell

acquired by the decomposition of vast

numbers of animalcule, setting free an

oil, which imparted the unpleasant quali-

ties.

The city of Amsterdam was in 185G

subjected to the same annoyance with

the addition of a reddish deposit. A
commission of scientific men, apjjointed

to examine into the matter, discovered,

that it arose from the decomposition of

masses of Algse-conferras, and other

water plants.

It is ascertained, that letting such

water remain, for some hours, in con-

tact with large surfaces of iron, renders

such, and other, impurities insoluble, or

it will altogether destroy them. But
perfect filtration must be resorted to,

afterwards, before such water is fit for

use.

Now, this brings us to the considera-
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tion of the actual necessity for iron cis-

terns and pipes in the reception and

transmission of water, for domestic pur-

poses, in our cities ; and also to tbe

deprecation of lead as a medium.

If Iron possesses sanitary advantages,

Lead, on the other hand, is pernicious

in its very nature, as it gives out salts

of lead, slow but deadly poisons.

Hence the lining of cisterns with lead,

with the use of that material in pipes, is

dangerous, and should be abandoned at

once, in all cities, where the health of

the community is a matter of considera-

tion.

To obviate this objection to the use of

lead, a recent invention, or rather im-

provement, has been patented for tin-

ning pipes on the inside.

Water is so susceptible of change,

from mineral action, that the location

of certain manufactures, near certain

rivers, often gives permanent merit to

an otherwise ordinary business. Thus,

the presence of calcareous salts, in con-

siderable quantities, in the river Trent,

in England, renders Burton-on-Trent

celebrated for its ale.

There is a great difference in the

water of rivers, when used on sea-voy-

ages.* Some will remain drinkable for

weeks. Others again will not hold good

for one week. Some will turn foul in a

few clays ; and at the conclusion of two

weeks will regain their original taste

very nearly. But all water, from what-

ever source derived, should be carefully

placed, either in iron tanks, or in casks,

theinsides of which have previously been

carefully charred.

It may be considered foreign from our

province, to allude to matters connected

with the economy of sea-voyages ;
but,

viewing this subject in a philanthropic

light, we think we do not deviate from

our chart ; besides treating of water

under various circumstances.

* The water of the Schuylkill, just above ils confluence

•with the Delaware, or a little below Philadelphia, is

by mariners considered to bo of the very best quality for

long voyages.—Eds.

Some forty or fifty j-ears ago, even in

Europe, the supply of cities was indif-

ferent, to say the least ; and a positive

disgrace to the age, as compared with

the admirable proofs of the paternal

solicitude of ancient governments, for

the health of the people, which j'et re-

main to us in those vast structures, the

aqueducts, which supplied Borne, Lisbon,

and other cities, with pure water, con-

veyed, over all impediments, for sur-

prising distances. The Bomans, in this

alone, have rendered their national

character immortal ; as all the works

of our clay, such as the Croton Aque-

duct, the Chicago Tunnel, &c., fall into

insignificance, as compared with those

of that mighty nation.

The introduction of water-works into

our cities generally, is of more recent

date, than that of gas-works. But,

many of our cities may vie, in this

respect, with any thing that modern

Europe can produce. Such, for instance,

are JSew York, Brooklyn, Boston, Bal-

timore, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago,

Buffalo, and last, but far from least, in

utility, and pre-eminent in beauty, our

own Fairmount Water-Works.

These various institutions are credit-

able to the respective cities ; for the

benefit of which they were constructed.

But it strikes us, that they are, each and

every one of them, defective in the one

thing, of all others, most needed,

namely : Filtration. Water, to be

pure, for drinking purposes, should pass

through an ample bed of gravel and

sand, with a laj'er of charcoal, between

the two ; and should be so managed, as

to force the water, from the receiving-

basin, through this bed, or wall— either

flat or horizontal—with sufficient force

and adequate volume for the known
consumption.

This Section of Filtration should be

kept in good order, by constant, watch-

ful care and cleansing. Ino excuse, for

the neglect of this, should be tolerated

\>y the superintendent of water-works
;

and those subordinates, having to per-
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form this duty, should be closely watched

and held strictly accountable, in view

of the health of an immense community,

which the3r actually watch over, and

which is dependent on them. For, the

purer the Water the surer the

Health, may be taken as the maxim,

which should invariably govern the

management of water-works.

We will now turn our attention to

those of our citizens, outside the in-

fluence of water-works, either residents

of the suburbs, or dwellers in the coun-

try.

In case there should be a difficulty, in

obtaining water fit for drinking purposes,

by the sinking of wells, as frequently is

the case, it would be well to have a

capacious cistern, with a filtering com-

partment, which would receive all the

rain-water from the roof, provided that

the roof is not of lead, and has not sol-

dered joints.

Such a cistern should be constructed

on principles of strength, durability, and

sanitary precaution. Strength does not,

in the making of cisterns, necessarily

involve durability, the latter being de-

pendent on the material of which the

cistern is constructed ; and that mate-

rial must be such, as to give resistance

to the decay, which is the consequence

of exhalation and corrosion.

In case the cistern is covered in with

boards on joists, exhalation is sure to

work slow, but certain ruin ; and this

fact can scarcely be too well noted,

where it is proposed, as is often the case,

to put a cistern in the cellar-basement,

for the convenience of having a small

pump in the kitchen or laundry, above

it. In such case, also, it should be

borne in mind, that water, covered in,

will turn foul quickly, from the fact of

its mephitic gases, having no means of

escape, settling down on and impreg-

nating the surface, thus generating ani-

malcule, whose decomposition is so

destructive to the purity of water. Such

a condition of things is abundantly pro-

ductive of that troublesome little atten-

uity, the sanguinary mosquito ; and,

supposing such cellar cisterns to be left

uncovered, the same consequences arise
;

and the floor above it becomes con-

stantly damp, and speedily rotten.

Added to which, the damp air pene-

trates the upper part of the house ; and
superinduces those fatal pulmonary and
bronchial affections, which are the more
deplorable, as arising from a source, so

thoughtlessly created.

Lime should not take a prominent

part in forming the lining of cisterns, as

its effect is, to harden the water ; and

unfit it for domestic purposes. Cement,

or, as it is often called, water-lime, on

account of its property of setting under

water, is found to be an excellent lining

for cisterns. But the first filling of

water should be pumped out, and the

cistern, when thoroughly hard, carefully

cleansed.

Brick makes a good lining for some

years ; but its porousness is apt to admit

external influences ; and absorb and

retain, internally, those objectionable

substances held in solution ; and, conse-

quently, offers an impediment to cleans-

ing the cistern.

Zinc lining, for large cisterns, is good
;

but, like that best of linings—iron—is

too expensive, for general use.

Wood is not to be recommended ; as,

apart from its decaying propensity, in

large surfaces, it gives a peculiar, and

not agreeable flavor to water, quiet so

long as cistern water is liable to stand,

not to speak of the vermiparous propen-

sities of such material, when so used
;

unless, indeed, the interior be well

charred.

The Chinese and Japanese use porce-

lain tiles, in forming cisterns. This, we

consider an excellent practice ; and one,

which might be followed here, in the

form of encaustic tiles, or glazed earthen-

ware.

We' see no objection, for this purpose,

to the use of glass cast in large, thick

plates, such as those used so generally,

now-a-days, over areas and for sky-
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lights in floors. At least this thick

glass might be used, to advantage, as

a covering for cisterns, in a hinged

frame, to be left open, as often as safety

would permit.

Silicate of Potassa would make an

excellent coating for a brick cistern, and

present all the advantages of glass, with-

out the necessary joints.

But the majority of these materials

proposed for the formation of cisterns,

are expensive; and, as our aim, end, and

object is, to benefit the community at

large, we would recommend the forma-

tion of cement cisterns, of the simplest

forms ; as, for instance :

Dig a circular hole, in the chosen site,

and rough-wall it with stone, or brick,

finishing by coating the surface and bot-

tom with pure cement, on a thick coat

of cement and sand, in equal propor-

tions. This will make a good ordinary

cistern whence to draw water.

When an elevated piece of gi'ound

can be had, within any reasonable dis-

tance from a building, which it is re-

quired to supply with water, possessing

an altitude equal to that of the eaves of

the roof, we would recommend that the

cistern should be placed on such rising

ground
j so that the surface of the water

when the cistern is full, should be ex-

actly on a level with the eaves, or a

little below, if possible ; and, as the

supply becomes exhausted, the surface

of the water will be lower and lower

beneath that level, onty varying the

depth of the cistern. It is needless to

say, that it should never be so located,

that the level of the water in the cistern

would be higher than the eaves, whence

the supply is derived, as any one ac-

quainted with hydraulics, knows that

this would be going against all the

acknowledged rules of that science. The

rain-water from the roof will be collected

from the different gutters, and concen-

trated into one main iron pipe, extend-

ing up to the eaves, having the joints

calked, to enable it to withstand the

pressure of the head, thus obtained.

This pipe will be brought down from the

eaves and run into the ground a depth

sufficient to protect it from frost ; and

then continued underground until fairly

connected with the bottom of the reser-

voir. By having the top of the latter,

on a level with the eaves of the building,

this supply-pipe will also answer for the

purpose of distributing ; and connections

can be made for that purpose, wherever

it is desirable. This iron supply-pipe,

from the eaves downwards, should, in

all instances, wherever the climate is

cold enough to freeze, be placed in a

flue, made to receive it, so arranged as

to admit of a circulation of warm air,

during cold weather.

When cisterns of large dimensions

are required, the best mode of construct-

ing them, is to dig a horizontal trench,

from six to eight or ten feet in width,

and of any required length ; and, within

this, form a circular tube or horizontal

cistern, of almost any diameter, or

length, that may be wished. When they

are of large diameter, the shell should

be built of hard-burned brick, straight

and of uniform size, in order to make
close joints; and' should be from one

foot to one foot four inches thick,

laid in concentric separate rims or

courses, one above the other, in cement,

mixed with one-half sand, except the

inner rim, which must be laid in pure

English Portland cement, with a coating

of the same on the inner surface. The
exterior should be well packed with

earth
;
and, in all cases, the top surface

should be at least three feet six inches

below the surface of the ground. When
cisterns are constructed in this "manner,

they can be extended, so as to contain

larger quantities of water, retaining, at

all times, an uniform depth, not varying

more than its diameter. Such are also

easy of access, for the purpose of being-

cleansed. Whenever this is desirable,

in choosing a site for such cisterns,

regard should alwaj-s be paid to drain-

age. A waste-pipe should be connected

with the lowest point of the supply-pipe,
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that all the water may be discharged

from the supply-pipe, as well as from

the cistern. An overflow, or air-pipe, is

in all cases absolutely necessary. This

should be, at least, six inches in diame-

ter. An entrance must not be over-

looked ; and, where the cistern is of any

considerable length, two would be prefer-

able. These are made circular, about

two feet sis inches in diameter, with

case and covers, which should be of iron.

We have frequently constructed cis-

terns, upon the above principles—that

is, of a tunnel, or culvert, closed at both

ends—of from 100 to 200 feet in length

and eight feet in diameter, in localities,

where the entire supply depended, alto-

gether, on rain-water. They were, in

every instance, found to answer in all

respects ; and to be amply sufficient to

meet the requirements of stock, as well as

domestic purposes, on large plantations.

The water kept within reservoirs of

this description is found to bear the

same temperature, never varying

throughout the different seasons of the

year.

Finally, we must again refer to, and

insist upon, the necessity of caution in

the conveyance and preservation of

water, with a view to its perfect

purity.

The Romans paid so much attention

to this subject, that a civil officer, enti-

tled the Aquator, was commissioned to

preside over the supply of water for the

city, one of whose duties was, to test its

purity constantly, and, on detecting the

slightest change in color, taste, or smell,

to report to the government, whereupon,

an investigation being had, the necessary

steps were immediately taken ; and the

health of the citizens insured, by this

sanitary guai'dianship.

STAINED GLASS
IN

MEMORIAL WINDOWS,

THE following extracts are taken at

random from the July and August

numbers of the London "Builder
,

'for this

year, out of a column regularly devoted

to the exclusive purpose of chronicling

any such presentations of memorial

windows, and briefly describing them.

We have selected these with the design

of exhibiting to our readers what is

being done every day in England,

throughout every parish and every vil-

lage, in the way of beautifying. and em-

bellishing their churches and chapels;

and, at the same time, erecting memo-
rials of love and affection to departed

relatives, friends, or benefactors. We
are aware that this praiseworthy and

prevalent custom there is beginning to

be developed amongst ourselves
; but it

is with the earnest hope of stimulating

its growth, and urging it on to a still

more extended development, throughout

our land, that we have brought the sub-

ject before our readers.

Surely there can be no more beautiful

or chaste token of the remembrance of

the friends whom we have lost, than a

memorial, stained-glass window in the

church in which we have so often wor-

shipped in company with them, appeal-

ing, as it does, at once to our feelings,

sensibilities, and our innate love for the

beautiful.

We feel sanguine that it needs only

greater publicity to become custo-

mary throughout the country, our peo-

ple being always eager and enthusiastic

in the embellishment of their place of

worship ; and likely to be still more so,

when, in carrying out this object, the}'
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are, at the same time, raising memorials

of love and respect for the dear ones

whose loss they deplore.

It may be thought, perhaps, b}T some

who have an eye to the practical as well

as to the beautiful, that glass is but a

frail and perishable material, whereof to

erect monuments, or memorials, com-

pared to marble or granite. To such

we can only reply, by referring them to

the truly beautiful and wonderfully per-

fect specimens of this art of Glass Faint-

ing, which are to be found not only in

England, but especially on the European

Continent, four and five centuries old,

still retaining all the gorgeous, and, at

the same moment, sublime and artistic

coloring, and richness of effect, for which,

men like Albert Durer, were so de-

servedly famous. These glorious pro-

ductions of the art are still regarded as

master-pieces, not only in the " costly

" crystal and gorgeous oxides of the

"glass painter," but as evincing a time,

a care, and a laborious skill, worthy

at once of the noble material and the

lofty and beautiful subjects delineated

thereon.

Mic

Stained Glass.

St. Michael's, Worcester. The chancel

window of St. Michael's Church, Wor-

cester, has been filled with stained glass

by Messrs. Done & Davies, of Shrews-

bury. The subject, which occupies the

three openings of the window, is the

Crucifixion. In the upper part of the

centre opening, is our Saviour on the

Cross, looking towards the penitent

thief, who is in the side opening on His

right hand ; the impenitent thief being

in the side opening on His left. At the

foot of the Cross are Mary Magdalene

and His mother. The design was chosen

and executed under the direction of Mr.

H. Bennett, who presented the window

to the church.

St. John's, Cowley. A stained-glass

memorial window, of three lights, has

just been placed in this church. The

subjects are the Marriage at Cana, the

Man at the Pool of Bethesda, Raising

the Widow's Son, Christ Blessing Little

Children, and, in the centre, our Lord

Raising Lazarus. The detail of the

window is grisaille, the subject in the

centre being surmounted b}' a canopjr
.

It was designed and executed by Mr.

Baguety, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. The

east window of the same church is in

hand, by the same artist, for the Rev.

R. W. Benson, of Cowley; and will

shortly be erected.

Abbey Church, Cambridge. One of

the windows of this church has been

filled with stained glass, in memory of

the late Mrs. Preston, wife of Mr. T.

Preston, of the Abbey. The centre

opening is filled with the Crucifixion
;

and our Saviour is surrounded with an

aureole and glory, on a blue and ruby

ground work, the latter representing

heaven, and the former, earth. In the

trefoil, above, is an angel holding the

emblem of the Trinity ; at the base is a

lamb, an emblem of our Saviour, with

ornamental work. The left hand open-

ing contains the Nativity , the right, the

Baptism. The whole are under Early

canopies. At the base of the outer

subjects is the Alpha and the Omega, sur-

rounded with ornamental groundwork.

In the trefoil, above, there are angels

holding scrolls. The artist engaged

was Mr. Constable, of Warwick.

Kimbolton Church. A stained-glass

window, from Messrs. Avery & Sons,

London, representing the Resurrection

of our Lord, and the Appearance of the

Angel to the Marys at the Tomb, has

been placed in one of the windows on

the south side of the church. This

window is erected to the meinoiy of the

Rev. T. Ainsworth, the late vicar.

St. James, Carlisle. The decoration

of the chancel of this church has now

been completed, the small windows, on

each side of the apse, having been filled

with stained glass, corresponding in

form and coloring with the window at

the east end, which was put ' in pre-

vious to the opening of the church.
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Each window is composed of one large

panel ; and contains in the centre a

pictorial representation of an incident

in sacred history, surrounded by a rose

border on an azure and ruby ground.

The subject of the left window is the

Raising of Jairus' Daughter The win-

dow on the right side of the apse con-

tains a delineation of the youthful

Saviour disputing with the Doctors in

the Temple. The west window is large,

and if it were also filled with stained

glass, the strong light which streams

through it would be softened ; and a

more pleasing effect produced. Two of

the three stained-glass windows in the

chancel have been presented to the

church by Mr. Nelson, of Murrel-

Hill House, and the third by Mrs.

Nelson.

Whitchurch Church. Messrs. Ward

& Hughes, of Soho Square, have recently

completed in this old church a window,

which has been erected by their sur-

viving children to the memory of the

late Mr. and Mrs. Churton. The archi-

tecture of the edifice is of the Roman
type; and a semi-circular headed win-

dow, measuring 22 feet 6 inches by 8
"

feet, on the south side has been rilled

with painted glass of the 16th century

character, treated with large-sized fig-

ures, the costumes of which are executed

with a view of representing the Biblical

period. There are two subjects : that

above the gallery is the "Meeting of

Jacob and Joseph in Egypt ;" that below,

is the " Death-bed of Jacob." The orna-

mental portion is characteristic, and a

jeweled border surrounds the whole.

SCIENCE OF BUILDING.

rriHE successful building of a large

-L number of houses in a city, during

one season, is a science in itself, so broad

and comprehensive, as to be almost in-

finite. From the moment of the projec-

tor's conception of his grand idea, the

most tedious and harassing labor com-

mences. In fact, he is compelled to

build his houses before he breaks the

ground. He must first organize a com-

bination of artisans, each one dependent

upon the other, 3-et all together forming

an harmonious whole ; each separate

branch diverging from the main centre,

yet held together by the attraction of

common interest, superinduced by the

absolute dependence of each upon the

labor of the. other, for the successful

working out of the different kinds and

parts ; the many ramifications of which

extend throughout a building, until com-

pletely finished.

A builder, to be successful, must pos-

sess force, power ofcombination, decision

of character and strength of mind, to

command in an eminent degree ; for all

the elements he brings together, to form

a beautiful structure, aye antagonistic in

their natures, requiring supreme control

to harmonize the jarring discord of dif-

ferent interests ; force, to drive them on;

decision of character, to determine any
question upon the moment, for nothing-

brooks delay ; and power of combination,

to bring as it were, out of a chaos of

men and material, regular and irregular

forms, which, when combined, present

architectural beaut}'.

The builder of the present day has no

time to be a mechanic, in the common
acceptation of the term. He must be a

scientific man. One whose mind com-

prehends all forms of mechanism ; whose

well -trained eye detects imperfections in

an}' branch. He must have a mind al-

wa}rs on the alert to improve. To create

an image from an ideal is the intelligent

builder's forte, as well as that of a

regular architect. As, with sorrow and
sadness, we have watched aerial castles,
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often built with such tender solicitude,

until they seemed real, vanish away,

leaving nothing but ashes in our grasp
;

so, with joy and ambitious aspirations,

the builder sees his real drawn from the

unreal ; his dream made tangible ; his

Arision of 3"ears at last realized ; in the

substantial erecting, with material of

form and substance, a castle not evanes-

cent, but almost enduring as time ; a

monument of his skill and energy; his

creative power transmitted to wood and

stone, speaks greater volumes in the

histoiy of man, than all that poets sing,

or painters paint.

The age we live in is progressive. In-

stead of a builder erecting one or two

houses in a season, it is now not so very

unusual for one man to project, erect and

finish a hundred houses in a single

season. To do this, requires a large

outlay of capita], and a thorough knowl-

edge and experience of the science.

The speculation of profit ; the hazard

of the resolve ; the thousand contingen-

cies of success and failure ; the prejudice

of the unskilled, and the terrible ordeal

of condemnation by the ignorant ; are

all unknown issues, at once accepted by

the builder^ and as he drives his opera-

tion through, guiding it with a skilful

hand, and wary eye fixed, like the mar-

riner's, upon the polar star; he must

make no mistakes ; no false reckoning
;

but, calmly taking daily observations,

satisfy himself where he stands, hold his

helm steady, and, instead of drifting to

shore with rudder unshipped, sail into

port, under full canvas, spread victori-

ously ; defying calumny ; and covering

his detractors with shame.

The more rapidly a builder runs his

houses up and finishes them, the more he

is slandered ; his business injured, and

buildings condemned as being insub-

stantial. It would be thought hard, if

any one were to say of a grocer, that

maggots infest his cheese and skippers

his hams ; or of a merchant, that Iris

goods are inferior or worthless. But,

how often it is said, " Why, that man's

houses are only run up ; they will fall

down, being only stuck together
;
you

had better not purchase." The censor

thereby ruining a man's valuable prop-

erty, and causing it to remain on his

hands at a great loss ; for no builder can

afford to keep all the houses he builds.

Many a man after struggling hard to get

his houses through successfully and put

them in the market, has been met with

just such an unexpected and undeserved

issue; and, after vainly combating with

a false public opinion, has, at last, suc-

cumbed and sold out, for much less than

cost ; only to see the buyers realize a

handsome profit in a few months, while

he has entailed upon himself debts, that

it may take him years to liquidate. The
slightest whisper may damn a building,

but it takes a long argument to convince

a buyer of its merits.

It behooves a builder, to guard as

much as possible, against such contin-

gencies ; and the only way to do it suc-

cessfully, is to make the operation pub-

lic ; and, instead of waiting to sell

houses, after they are finished, dispose of

them, as rapidly as possible, during their

progress of erection. Sell them, accord-

ing to plan and specification ; and j
Tou

then make eveiy buyer a builder, and

concentrate so many different interests

around the operation, that the position

is strengthened with the houses left for

sale, when you are through ; and in

every purchaser you have a defender and

eulogist.

A successful builder must possess mer-

cantile qualifications, to enable him to

dispose of his heavy stock of goods. He
must be a good and reliable salesman.

While it is comparatively easy to build

the houses, with means and credit, the

whole pith of the enterprise depends

upon the sales, for, witli their proceeds,

you make up your deficiencies
;
pay your

debts ; strike your balance ; and cany
it to the profit or loss side of your ac-

count. It is only then, jovl can

determine the result of your labors
;

and after the smoke of the battle-field
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has cleared awajr
,
plainly diocern your

position.

Equanimity of temper is a most es-

sential characteristic, for no business is

so beset by vexations, trials and difficul-

ties, as that of building houses—there

are so many mechanics, and dealers in

materials of every kind, each urging his

own individual interests, perhaps to the

detriment of all ; some, by their dilatori-

ness and delay, causing the whole enter-

prise to lag
;

for, as said before, each

branch is dependent upon the others.

Others find, when too late, that their

contract is not as favorable as it might

be ; and are trying to get out ; and some
are trying to overreach. All clamoring,

with perhaps much suspicion of the

builders' solvency, make the concern a

perfect Babel of confusion, to the inex-

perienced ; and indeed, it is enough to

drive a saint frantic.

Now for one man to control all these

discordant elements; to still the troubled

waters ; and, amidst all the violence and

turbulence of other men's passions, to be

himself, as calm as a summer's morn, is

as necessary to his success, as it is to

his health ; for it is only with perfect

equanimity of temper, he can view his

position fairly ; and, while commanding
respect, compel and enforce acquiescence

in his plans and determination.

A man possessing all these qualifica-

tions may become a successful builder
;

yet, if he lack steadiness, abstinence

from spirituous liquors they are all

worthless
; and he will utterly fail in ac-

complishing any thing. How many a

brilliant genius has shot across our gaze

like a meteor, and disappeared forever;

sunk irrevocably, beyond all redemption,

from the effects of drink! It is a vice,

that in its vortex engulfs all the nobler

qualities of man. No matter what may
be his abilities, his intentions, or his

generous virtues, they all succumb to

this fell destroyer ; and the poor wretch

that panders to his appetite for drink,

after a brief space (fluttering like the

moth around the lighted candle) is

shriveled body and soul ; and hangs,

panting on the brink of life, only wait-

ing for God to give him rest.

Men, beware! It is the rock upon

which many a noble man has split.

Steer clear of it. Touch it not. You
are surrounded by temptations, greater,

perhaps, than any other class of business

men ; but I beseech you shun the in-

toxicating bowl. Through the columns

of this book, devoted to the interests of

builders, may my feeble voice be heard
;

and if the headlong career of only one

man be checked, great is my reward !

Builder.

FOUNDATIONS.
MITCHELL'S SCREW-PILE, & o.

By Charles P. Dwyer, Architect.

THE form of Mitchell's Screw-Pile

is that of a two-bladed propeller.

The end of the shaft is pointed and steel-

topped. The shaft is solid, and con-

nected with hollow continuations, by

screwing. These continuations, or hol-

low shafts, are screwed on, as long as

there is a demand for them. The boring

is effected by means of a capstan, with

any necessaiy number of arms or bars,

to be worked by a gang of men sufficing

for the difficulty of the location.

It is necessary only to go down, say

ten feet ; for, the hold, which the blade,

or thread, of the screw-pile takes on the

material, through which it is driven, is

sufficient to secure the pile thoroughly.

To increase the assurance of this hold,
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it would be well to have the screw-thread

two feet six inches, or, even three feet

in diameter.

When all the principal corners of

the foundations have been thus piled,

intermediate piles should be placed, at

every five feet from each other, all

around. Another, or inner row should

now be placed three feet from the row

just described, opposite to each other;

and white-oak timbers, 8 x 12 inches,

set into flanged chambers, cast to receive

them, and these latter screwed securely

d >wn on the heads of the piles. The

oak bridging will thus bind the piles lon-

gitudinall}' and vertically. The trenches

may now be filled up with concrete,

until flush with the upper surface of the

bridgings. The bedding-stones may
now be laid down, as before described.

The foregoing system of screw-piling

might be economized, by using but a

single row of piles, placing them in the

centre of the foundation, and having

bracketed arms across them, to sustain

the longitudinal timbers, or bridgings.

The former, however, is the more advisa-

ble for heavy buildings.

The trouble of managing these screw-

piles is not so great, as might first seem

to the builder. The use of a square

truck, or hand-car, running on a tempo-

rary track, with a capstan in the centre,

would make the work as eas}-, at least,

as that of ordinary pile-driving.

In the construction of foundations,

in doubtful localities, or where the sub-

strata is varied ; being, in one part

sound and compact, and, in another,

sandy or soft, Screw-Piling certainly

would be most desirable, not having to

descend so low as the ordinary pile,

under such circumstances, and not re-

quiring more than half the number of

piles, in an}' case.

Inverted Arching.

There are other methods of securing

a good foundation, one of the best of

which was introduced by the Romans
;

and was much practised up to the dis-

coveiy, or invention of concrete, scarcely

forty years ago. "We allude to the sys-

tem of Inverted Arching. This was,

no doubt, a secure way of building, as

the experience of hundreds of years so

clearly proves. But the piers, in many
cases, had to be constructed on piles

;

and the inverted arches themselves to

be protected by counter-arches, which

sustained the superstructure, thus form-

ing a circle, or an ellipse, either open,

or filled up, at the discretion of the

architect. This mode of construction

was much used in stone-bridge building;

and gave gtjpat resistance to the settling-

down of the superstructure.

The Thames Tunnel is formed on the

same principle, only the arches are

necessarily transverse, instead of longi-

tudinal ; and Nature, herself, presents

us with the lesson in the sectional form

of the egg.

Concrete.

The introduction of Concrete, as a

material for foundations, was decidedly

a great triumph of scientific skill ; and,

it is remarkabl}' strange, how little, com-

paratively, the American builder knows,

about that admirable material. Our

architects do not pay it that attention

it merits, and has so amply received

from English and French architects.

It is true, our military engineers, the

late General Totten among them, have

experimented much in it ; and developed

its powers of cohesion and resistance.

But the econom}' of its composition, in

conjunction with those powers, ought to

be the subject of the architect's study.

This idea of taking the precaution of

piling when using it, displays a timidity,

arising from sheer ignorance of its very

nature ;
as, if piling has to be resorted

to, there is no use whatever for concrete
;

and, if concrete is to be depended on,

there is no necessity for piling.

Mix concrete, in its proper propor-

tions of materials
;
give it suitable width,

with a batter, or slope, at the edges ; and

then make it not less than eighteen
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inches thick ; allowing it a fall of at

least eighteen or twenty feet, into the

trenches ; and there need be little appre-

hension of a subsidence.

There is no necessit\% whatever, for

planking such a foundation. Lay on

large bedding-stones crosswise—as al-

ready described—bedding them well on

the concrete, and flushing their joints

with cement. Now proceed in the usual

manner ; and you have a foundation,

at once economical and everlastingly

secure. Nature reads us another lesson

in this ; for, she forms her hardest and

most enduring rocks of concrete.

In another paper we will discuss the

merits of this material ; and the best

manner of composing it ; our business,

in the present, being with

Foundations,

as we find them, in course of construc-

tion ; or, as in the past.

Some architects commence laying

brick immediately over the bedding-

course. This we do not consider a good

practice, for, if b}r any chance a bedding-

stone should settle, in the slightest de-

gree, the thickly jointed brick courses

over it, all the way up, would catch the

infection ; and a palpable fracture must

be the necessary consequence. No—
these bedding-stones should be securely

bridged by large stones, laid the reverse

of their beds, and the joints cautiously

broken. And such course should be

covered, or guarded, by still another

course, equally well constructed, with a

view to unity and strength. Then the

brick-work may be laid for five courses
;

and have a five-inch course of blue-

stone, or granite, covering the whole

thickness of the wall. It would not be

amiss to dowel these stones together

with two sets of dowels, parallel to each

other, thus forming, at every five courses

of brick-work, a thorough bond, that

would give unusual strength, and resist-

ance to settlement. All this, too, below

the level of the cellar floor.

In fact, the main point to be observed

in the construction of foundations, is

the employment only of indestructible

materials, in such a manner, as to pro-

duce as complete a combination of

strength as possible.

The Roman architects had recourse

to still another mode of construction,

which was by means of Reticulated
Brick-work. In this kind of work, the

individual bricks of each course are laid

apart, nearly their own width, thus

having apertures, or interstices, between

all the bricks of the structure, arranged

checker-board fashion, the bricks repre-

senting the white squares and the holes

the black ones. This method is often

used in the ventilating windows of

brick stables. The brick used in such

cases was vitrified, and in very per-

fejtly moulded cubes ; every fourth

course being flushed and leveled, with

half cubes, cast for that purpose, over

which four horizontal courses of a longer

brick were laid ; and, then, four reticu-

lated courses ; and, again, four horizon-

tal courses ; thus continuing up, until

the surface of the ground was reached.

Provided the stratum is a stiff clay,

at least, on which such a foundation

rests, it must be obvious, that settling

is to be expected, as every thing depends

on the first course ; and should there be

a soft spot in the upbearing stratum,

however small that spot, it will be suffi-

cient to derange the whole.

Reticulated work may be seen, in

superstructures, in many parts of Eu-

rope, at this day. But, for foundations,

the adventurous Romans themselves

had little faith in reticulated work.

Civil and military engineers employ

other modes of constructing founda-

tions, where works are very extensive,

and the location swamp}', or sandy, as

in the case of piers, sea-walls, railroads,

&c. Both ancient and modern practice

includes : Building on Fascines, or,

bundles of ivood, laid crosswise of each

other, and filling in, over them, with

loose stones and gravel ; Building with

Loose Stones confined in Cribs, made of
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xtout wattles, and let down into soft

places, such as sandbanks, moors, bogs,

or the like ; Building Solid Stone Ma-

sonry in Caissons, or boxes. This mode

is constantly used at this day; and is

decidedly useful for irregular bottoms,

under water. As soon as the caisson is

lowered to its intended berth, the sides

and bottom, by a previous arrangement,

are removed, and drawn up, leaving

the solid masonry in its required posi-

tion.

But, these and various other methods,

adopted for facilitating the baying of

foundations, are not likely to be called

into use by architects, as it is seldom

now-a-days that bridge-building, aque-

ducts, &c, come under the care of our

profession.

Building Foundations on Plank, pro-

vided that plank be of a wood suitable

for that purpose, and well charred, is a

good method. But, in order thoroughly

to insure its safety, it is absolutely

necessary that there should be three

tiers, not less than three inches thick

each, with the joints broken, so as, in

no case, to allow two joints to come to-

gether. On the upper tier of these

planks, the bedding-stones should be

laid, as carefully as in the other cases.

The advantage to be derived from

planking is in the fact, that it bridges

over soft spots ; and presents an equal

bearing throughout, for the whole super-

structure to rest upon. The only thing

to be feared is, the possibility of rot,

which is, we think, sufficiently guarded

against, by the charring, if faithfully

done.

We have now presented our readers

with the general features of this most

interesting subject ; and trust, that the

constantly inventing talent of our

brethren may yet develop other, and

still better modes of placing buildings

on a firm footing, free from the possi-

bilitjT of lapse, check, or injury of any

description. Our predecessors, in all

ages, were able to build miracles of

strength and beauty, whose wondrous

weight must be the indubitable wit-

nesses of the perfection of their founda-

tions. There is no good reason why
we, in our day of great enlightenment,

having before us such grand examples,

should not secure our buildings, beyond

any peradventure of failure whatsoever.

CHEAP AND BEAUTIFUL DWELLING-HOUSES
IN RURAL DISTRICTS. '

B y J S. Ho
rpHE art of building cheap and beau-

-L tiful cottages, adapted to the wants

of rural districts, has been but little

studied about Philadelphia. The vast

number of cheap dwellings within the

limits of the paved streets, has hitherto

rendered it unnecessary, for persons of

moderate means, to go anj- distance into

the rural districts, in order to obtain

a dwelling-house with a reasonable

amount of space, light or air, for a com-

paratively small sum of money. But

times have changed. The prices of lots,

building materials and labor, have nearly

doubled, and hence the cost of dwelling-

ughton, M. D.

houses, within the built-up portions of

the city, have increased in like propor-

tion. The question now arises, where

can a man of moderate means obtain a

dwellingdiouse, with a spacious lot, at a

price within his reach ?

Near the city of Boston, the question

has been met and answered, in a practi-

cal way, by building, in the rural dis-

tricts, thousands of frame cottages, cov-

ered with wooden siding, in a beautiful

style of architecture, neatby painted,

generally with small gardens attached,

at prices ranging from $1,800 to $3,000,

and upwards. Many of these frame
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houses cost from $10,000 to $20,000,

and are, of course, very substantial and

ornamental. The building stone, about

Boston, is generally of the granite for-

mation, or the dense, black flint, very

hard and cold ; and good bricks are

scarce and costly ; hence wood has been

used for building purposes, very gener-

ally, in the countiy, instead of brick and

stone. These Boston frame houses are

constructed with great economy of lum-

ber and labor ; and are covered with two

coats of boards, or siding, and one coat

of hair mortar, besides the ordinary in-

side lathing and plastering. Even in

that cold climate, they are warm, dry,

and in all respects admirably adapted to

their purpose.

In Philadelphia, the cheapness and

excellence of our stone, bricksand mar-

ble, heretofore, have induced the univer-

sal use of these materials for building

purposes, until a frame house was looked

upon with a good degree of contempt,

as a sort of sham house, unfit for a per-

son of any means to live in
; and scarcely

as property, in a respectable sense. But

stone, brick and marble-masons' work,

and house lots, have risen in prices to

such a point, that we shall be compelled

to get rid of some of our prejudices

against frame houses, and look to the

rural districts for relief.

\ There are, however, two serious ob-

jections to frame houses, or wooden

houses, in the neighborhood of Philadel-

phia, which must be overcome before

they can be adopted, very generally,

with profit and comfort. The first

:

The fact that our long season of hot sun-

shine has a powerful effect upon all

siding and boards of any width exposed

to the sun and rain, even when the best

of seasoned wood is employed. The
second objection to wooden houses is:

That painting is very costly ; and the

paints now sold are generally very poor,

and soon fade, and burn off and blister

under the influence of our hot snns,

making it necessary to repaint every

three or four years.

One method of avoiding the wooden
siding and the painting has been sug-

gested b}' the writer of this article, and
practically tested on several large build-

ings. It is to cover the frame houses,

after being weather-boarded, with a coat

of mortar, and to finish this mortar with

a colored and water-proof composition,

which chemically unites with the mor-

tar, and renders painting unnecessary.

This is literally a frame house, rough-

cast, and colored to resemble stone, by
a water-proof and frost-proof composi-

tion. This composition is not a mastic,

but a chemical paint, made soluble in

water and applied with a brush, when it

instantly hardens, and will positively

stand sun and frost, unchanged in color,

and unbroken in surface.

This composition is not a mere wash,

but a chemical comj)ound of natural sub-

stances having a strong affinity for

mortar ; and is applied in a particular

manner, so as to avoid the objections,

which may be urged against all the

known mixtures of mastics, &c. The

composition is also very cheap ; and can

be applied by any person who can use a

whitewash brush. It will soon be

offered for sale, in quantity, so that all

can obtain it at a very low figure.

Another method of avoiding the use

of paint, on frame houses, in the coun-

tiy, has been proposed, viz. : to cover a

large portion of the walls with piazzas,

and to use for siding narrow floor boards,

stained or partially grained, and oiled.

Under piazzas, such a finish would be

very durable ; and could be made, by se-

lecting wood of handsome grain, or by

skilful staining say with burnt sienna,

very beautiful. i

The styles of architecture adapted to

houses in the rural districts have been

much improved by builders in the vicin-

ity of Northern cities. The French

roof is a marked feature in most of the

later cottages ; and some new methods

of working it have recently been intro-

duced, which have the merit of novelty

at least. The bay-window carried up
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to the second and third stories ; and

finishing with the upper portion of the

French roof, in octagon form, is also a

new feature of the Boston cottage archi-

tecture, worthy of notice.

I have just built a cottage, of au irreg-

ular figure, only one story high, with a

French roof, and ornamented window

heads and porches, balcony, &c, con-

structed with a light "balloon frame"

(in Western style), rough-cast and col-

ored, as above suggested, which is open

to the inspection and criticism of the

curious. For myself, I feel satisfied

with several of its qualities, viz. : Its

goodness, cheapness and beauty.

The roof is an important and costly

part of a country house, especially

when the house occupies a good deal of

space on the ground, which it should

do. For roofing, I have found no sub-

stance equal in cheapness and excellence,

to the plastic slate, a composition of

ground slate and gas-tar. As a protec-

tion against rain it seems to be more

perfect than tin. It is very light in

weight ; it costs only half as much as

tin or slate ; it is very durable, and un-

affected by sun or frost. I have several

thousands of\square feet of it on my
buildings.

Now having considered the construc-

tion of cheap rural houses, the next

question that arises is, where shall we

find cheap land near the city ? I an-

swer, for one, that at Fisher's Lane De-

pot, on the North Pennsylvania Rail-

road, only twelve minutes ride from

Fifth and Berks streets, and very near

the upper end of Broad street, in the

Twenty-second ward, where there are

upwards of three hundred acres of ex-

cellent land, now offered for cottage

lots and gardens at a very small advance

upon the price of farming land ; and

competent builders stand ready to erect

small houses, by contract ; and to build

cottages for sale, in case they are

wanted. In the immediate vicinity of

these lands, there are upwards of five

hundred acres more of good cottage

sites, which can be had, at no distant

day, for the same purpose. It is be-

lieved, that really beautiful cottages, of

a superior quality, can be built after the

Boston style of frame houses, for $5,000

to $7,000,. including half an acre, or even

an acre, of garden attached to each cot-

tage.

On the subject of "rough-casting,"

it may be useful to remark, that a very

large proportion of the work done in the

vicinity of Philadelphia has been vei\y

imperfect in its character. A good job

(and there are many such) has been gen-

erally the result of accident. Very little

study or care has been given to the sub-

ject by masons. But when the work is

done by a master of the art, using good

lime and the right kind of sand, in

proper proportions, rough-casting can

be made almost as beautiful as ham-

mered stone, and quite as unchangeable

in its surface.

\
STYLE AND COMFORT,

In general domestic architecture, do not always absolutely agree. Style demands

a subordination of parts, which compels additional elevation of the front or main

building, thus causing communication, with the back building, or the wings, to be

by means of the half-landings of the main staircases. Comfort, on the other hand,

requires all the floors to be upon the same general level, so that there shall be

neither descent nor ascent, of so much as a single step, in traversing all parts of

any particular story. But style, even in the interior, calls for grades, represented

in the ancient dais, the modern platform, or in the steps or stairs belonging to all

times.
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HERALDRY.
YAIR—

YAIRE, Yary, or Verry,—accord-

ing to Colombiere—is the second

sort of Doubling

or Far [the first

being Ermine']

formerly used for

the garments
and linings of

great men and

knights of re-

nown.

According to

the fancy of the herald, describing this

Fur, the pieces, composing it, have been

variously likened to diminutive escutch-

eons, little glass pots, tiny bells, or the

blossoms of the genus Campanula, suck

as the bell-flower, the hare-bell, the blue-

bell, &c, and all these comparisons are

pretty exact. The lines of these pieces

are so adjusted that, taking them as

shieldlets, any two adjoining ones in a

horizontal row fit closely together, chief

to base, or head to foot, alternately, up-

right and inverted.

In tincturing Vair, the metal and the

color are applied in that alternate man-
ner, which gives the general effect of a

draught, or checker-board. Thus, op-

posed to the base points of any of the

upright white escutcheonlets are the

base points of as many inverted blue

escutcheonlets. In other words, if all

the white campanulas are upright, and
arranged in diagonal rows, taken bend-

ways, whether dexter or sinister, and
disposed base point to dexter-chief-point,

or sinister-chief-point, all the blue cam-
panulas are inverted, thus completely

filling all the spaces between the white

ones.

There is no need of telling the num-
ber of figures of Vair, which are upon
every rank, since it is a Fur and Doub-
ling, where, the said pieces, being sewed
on, they take the nature of figures that

are semee, which have no certain num-

ber over all, some hiding themselves in

the upper chief line, the lower base, or

either flank of the shield, and thus ex-

hibiting but one-half their surface.

On Chiefs, Crosses, Pales, Fesses,

Bends, Chevrons, Saltires, &c, when

they happen to be Vair, it is necessary

to specify the number of ranks.

Those of the original pieces, not white,

being mostly of a gray or ash color, the

nearest heraldic tincture to which would

be azure, the heralds, settling the rules

of "Armorie," determined that the pieces

of Vair should be White and Blue, unless

otherwise expressed. If any family

bears the figures of Vair, with any other

tinctures, the blazon must be : Vaire, Or
and Gules—or whatever else—and, thus

colored, the Bearing is called Vair Com-

posed.

The derivation of the word Vair ap-

pears to be from the French varie, va-

ried, or, in Latin, a variis coloribus,

from the various colors of the several

pieces sewed together, according to the

honor and fancy of such as choose to

bear it.

The ancient drawings exhibit several

sorts of Vair ; and it is to be observed,

that there must be but four full rows,

or ranks, of Vair in the escutcheon. If

there are more or fewer ranges, they

must be specified.

Beffroy de Vaire has the largest

figures, being made up of only three full

rows. The Bejfroy is peculiar in having

its first figure, in the dexter chief of the

escutcheon, ahvays of metal ; and also in

its figures, Coates sa3r s, being made in

the shape of a belt, [but this last must

be a misprint for a bell ;] whereas, those

of mere Vair are in the shape of a glass.

This can only mean, that in Beffroy all

the angles of the pieces are rounded,

so that, in effect, the}' are outlined in a
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series of continued semi-circles, of the

same radius, struck from different cen-

tres, and alternate^ touching the top

and bottom of any particular row.

Menu-Vair, Meniver, or Minever

—

from the French menu, small, and vair,

the proper name of this fur, has the

smallest figures, consisting of five or

six rows. This is also termed small

vair.

In Scott's ballad of the " Noble Mor-

ringer," a knightly tale of old Bohemian

day, we are informed :

"It was the noble Moringer, from bed be made him

bouae,

And met him there his chamberlain, with ewer and

with gown,

lie flunL' the mantle on his back, 'twas furred with

miniver,

He dipped his hand in water cold, and bathed his fore-

head fair."

The rhyme here shows Sir Walter's

pronunciation to have been most likely

technical, i. e., mini- vair, as he was a

good herald.

With regard to the original of Vair

in arms, it seems, from Colombiere, that

a lord of the ancient and illustrious

house of Coucy, in Picardy, France

—

taking part in the interminable wars,

against the Moslem power, in the Ban-

nat, Transj'lvfbma, and the other border

lands of Christendom—once, finding his

troops thrown into disorder, by the

Turks, and his banner beaten down, cut

out of his scarlet cloak, which was lined

with Vair, an extempore banner ; fas-

tened it to his spear, and, uplifting it,

rallied his troops ; inspire them with

his own indomitable spirit, and gained

the day. After this, the Herald of Hun-

gary blazoned this Coucy's arms as

Fasce Vair and Oules of six pieces, on

account of the lining and color of his

very serviceable cloak ; and, disusing

those he had previously borne, the Seig-

neur de Coucy left these arms to his

posterity.

Mackenzy says, Vair has its name

from the Fur of a beast called Varus,

whose back is a blue-gray, its belly being

white; and therefore the heralds have

expressed it blue and white in colors.

Guillim remarks, "If you observe the

" proportion of this Vaire, you shall

" easily discern the very shape of the

"case or skin of little beasts in them,"

[i. e., in the pieces.] Coates glosses

this, with reference to Guillim, by ob-

serving, that, " The head and feet of the

beast are taken [cut] from the skin."

Of Vair is sometimes formed a cross,

which Bara blazons, Croix de quatre

pieces.de Vaire appoirdes, that is, A
cross of four pieces of Vair, pointing to

one another. Gibbon Latinizes it thus :

Grucem e quatuor Petasis (quorum apices

sunt alia versus aliam positse) consisten-

tum; or, again, Quatuor petasos (vertici-

bus altero alterum respicientibus) in

crucis modum collocatos.

Leigh has a great deal concerning

Vair, which other Heralds do not admit.

Counter-Vair—
has figures shaped and arranged exactly

as in Vair, but

the}r are colored

in alternate per-

pendicular rows,

so that if the

White shieldlets

range, from chief

to base, upright,

i n v e r t e d, u p-

right, inverted,

upright &c, all touching one another,

the Blue shieldlets next adjoining, either

right or left, would run, from head to

foot, inverted, upright, inverted, &c.

Vair-in-Point—
displays compo-

nent shapes like

those of the two

preceding ; but

the second, fourth

and sixth rows

are slipped the

width of one

shieldlet, either

to the right, or

left, both amounting to the same thing.

Counting perpendicularly in rows, to-

wards the right, (heraldic left,) this
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gives alternately a row of -white shield-

lets upright adjoining another row in-

verted, the base points of both upiight

and inverted shieldlets, being directed

towards the open spaces between them,

and so on ; but the colors for the up-

right row would run White, Blue, White,

&c, whereas those for the inverted ones

would run Blue, White, Blue, &c. ;
or,

in other words, the whole field will ap-

pear to be occupied with horizontal

ranges of upright, irregularly outlined,

conjoined VWs, the ranges alternating

in tinctures.

Vair-in-Pale—
exhibits the same

outlines and po-

sitions of shield-

lets as Vair-in-

Point ; but con-

sidered in verti-

cal lines, if the

White shieldlets

are arranged,
touching one an-

other, all upright, base, chief, base, chief,

&c, the adjoining Blue ones, all inverted

will run, chief, base, chief, base, &c.

This throws the tincturing into alter-

nate perpendicular lines of all upright

White shieldlets next to all inverted

Blue shieldlets, and so on, in regular

order ; the general coloring falling into

vertical stripes, in the direction of the

heraldic ordinary, or integral figure,

called A Pale, hence the name of this

Fur.

Yair, ancient—
here figured from

Hugh Clark, in

the general dis-

position of its

tinctures agrees

with Counter-
Vair m o dern,
and Vair-in-Pale;

but in all other

essentials differs

frcm the whole four preceding. The

field is composed of horizontal bands,

each of which has, meandering regularly

through it, what, in Heraldry, is termed

a partition line nebuly, or, popularly.

a regularly curved line proceeding in

loops, vaguely resembling many carpen-

ters' dove-tails worked together, each

separate loop having the exact general

shape of the dove-tails used for securing

the border-pieces of children's dissected

maps, pictures and games. As this line

never touches either the top or bottom

line of its band, ancient Vair is an assem-

blage of irregularly-regular horizontal

stripes, of which every interlocking pair

are bounded by straight lines. Each

stripe is colored, proceeding from chief

to base, White and Blue.

Potent—
is composed of horizontal bands, each

made up of little

pieces resem -

bling crutch-
heads, alternate-

ly erect and in-

verted. It is

tinctured, check-

er-wise, Argent

and Blue, exactly

like Vair, and
the numbers—both of the bands and of

the pieces in the bands—are optional.

It is now accented on the first syllable,

in all its meanings; but, as a crutch, the

accent was formerly on the last syllable.

In Chaucer's description of Elde, or

Old Age, in the Romaunt of the Rose,

we have

:

"So eld she was, that she ne went
A-fuoto, but it were by potent. 1 '

Potent is the natural companion of

Vair ; but the older name of this Fur,

as here drawn, is most likely Counter-

Potent or Potent- Counter- Potent.

Counter-Potent—
OR

Potent-Counter-Potent—
the latter being the appellation mostly
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found in the Eng-

lish authorities,

although the for-

mer is equally

expressive, if we

first suppose Po-

tent, as just given

—is, in the form

and arrangement

of the figures,

exactly like Potent, and composed of

White and Blue, unless otherwise speci-

fied
;
but the tinctures to the figures are

assigned to the crutchlets exactly as in

Counter- Vair.

Yatry-Cuppy,

Vairy-Tassy, or Meirre—
[Potent-in-Point]—

has the crutchlets, shaped as in Potent

and Counter-Potent, and tinctured alter-

nately White and

Blue, but ar-

ranged as to

color, exactly as

are the shieldlets

in Vair-in-Point;

and, analogical-

ly it would be

much better, to

call this Fur, Po-

tent-in-Point.

According to the majority of the pub-

lished figures, the French call this Fur

Contre-Potence, which, however, is ana-

logically better applied to Counter-Po-

tent, as given just aboA'e. In English

Heraldry, Leigh and others have be-

stowed on it the names, Vairy- Cuppe,

Vairy-Tassy, and Meirre, all of them

words without any very appropriate sig-

nificance. Leigh seems to have thought

that the crutch-heads resembled cups,

therefore his Vairy-Cuppy and Vairy-

Tassy are equivalent to the French

Vaire-Coupi and Vaire-Tasse, both

meaning in English Vair, cuppy, or cup-

like Vair. As for Meirre, it seems
fairly amenable to Coates' adverse criti-

cism, in all probability never having
been known at all before the days of

Leigh, as it certainly has been but little

since.

It occurs to us, however, that, by
holding the shield off some distance, so

as to get the general effect of the tinc-

tures, the markings are arranged in

rudely-shaped VVVs, conjoined, the

same as in Vair-in-Point, so that, pro-

ceeding from the chief towards base, the

reentering angles of these VWs might
be thought to resemble cups. This

much in possible justification of two of

Leigh's terms.

Uredus renders Counter-Potent, in

Latin, Patibulatum, as, Ex hoc et Mo
colore patibulatum, and Baron, in his

ArtHeraldique has Contra-patibulatum
;

both which are proper and significant

terms.

Potent-in-Pale—
here, and now, for the first time, heard

of—would seem to be a necessary de-

duction from the

Furs previously

given and de-

scribed, as ana-

logically comple-

ting the series.

It must be re-

membered, that

we do not treat

Heraldry as a

set, obsolete, or obsolescent science;

but as something with plent}^ of life

still remaining, though hereafter, and

for the United States, it will be chiefly

cultivated with very different views,

from those which led to its European

rise and sway.

Potent-in-Pale is outlined the same as

Potenl-in-Point or Vairy-Cuppy, but its

cruchlets are tinctured the same as the

escutcheonlets of Vair-in-Palc.

Note.—Tlie Compos, te Tinctures are:—Cheeky, lozjngy, fusily, paly-pily,*b.irry-pily, gyroany, oliappe, quarterly

—or per cross—per saltire, paly, barry, bendy, bendy-sinister, per fess, per pale, per bend, per beud sinister, per chev-

ron, and tierce—or divided in the direction of any simple ordinary each as the pale, or the fess.
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THE GAZETTE,

RICHMOND GRANITE COMPANY.

THE Richmond Granite Co., whose

quarry is on the James river, three

miles above the city of Richmond, Va.,

has just quarried an immense block of

granite, one hundred feet long, twenty-

three feet wide and twenty feet thick,

containing forty-six thousand cubic feet

and weighing about four thousand tons.

This large mass is in one sound piece; and

is probably the largest block of granite

quarried in this, or any other country

To detach this block from the main

rock, three holes were drilled, eleven

feet deep by one and a half inches in

diameter, into a seam that ran vertically

through the rock. These holes were

filled with powder and exploded in a

manner to open the seam, without shat-

tering the stone. In this seam a charge

of powder was exploded, which moved

the block about twelve inches. One

hundred pounds of powder were used in

making this blast ; and so skilfully was

it done, that there is no appearance of

strain throughout the stone, which is

now being cut into smaller sizes. In

doing this no powder is used. Small

holes, about two inches deep, are drilled

where the break is to be made. Into

these holes iron plugs are placed. The

force of these plugs, when driven into the

stone, is astonishing to those unac-

quainted with quarrying. Two hundred

and fifty of these plugs were inserted

into the block, when ten men with ham-
mers, m fifteen minutes, split the stone,

its whole length and depth, as straight,

as if it had been sawn. The same pro-

cess will be continued, until the whole

is cut into such sizes as can be trans-

ported. The quality of this granite is

excellent. It is of fine grain, good color,

tough and receives a brilliant polish.

It is well adapted for monumental and

building purposes, and has been tested

by scientific men appointed by the Gov-

ernment, who certify to its superior

quality. The quarry was extensively

worked previous to the war supplying

the Government largely for its forts and

other works. A considerable quantity

is now being used in Philadelphia and

other cities. Walnut street west of

Broad, in front of the United States

Mint; and various streets are now
being paved with cubical blocks from

this quarry The land, from which this

stone is procured, contains eighteen

acres; and is a solid mass of Granite. It

gradually rises from the river to an ele-

vation of one hundred feet. It has been

lately purchased by a number of gentle-

men of this City, who have formed a

Company Their President is Mr. Edwin
Grehle, whose office is No. 1708 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia.

HARRISON'S STEAM BOILER.
"TT"7"E have had our attention called

VV to a pamphlet containing an

Essay on the Steam Boiler, written

by Joseph Harrison, Jr., of Philadel-

phia.

After a careful view of what has been

done, from the beginning, in steam gen-

erating apparatus, Mr. Harrison pro-

ceeds to discuss an invention of his own,

which has now been before the public,

in extended practical use, for several

y ears.

This new steam generator seems to

meet the requirements of a most diffi-

cult question, one upon which much
time, mind and money have been spent

for a century past.

Safe steam has been, and is now, the
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problem of the hour, in the use of this

agent for all purposes to which it is ap-

plied. Efforts to bring it more under

control deserve, at least, to be looked

upon with favor.

Whether the particular plan of steam

boiler, -described in this essaj' of Mr.

Harrison, has all the advantages claimed

for it or not ; in its extensive and in-

creasing use, enough has been proved

to show that a steam boiler can be made,

with no insuperable defects, either in its

manufacture, or its action ;—one that

will compare favorably, in all respects,

with any that has preceded it ;—and

—

most important of all—one that affords

entire security from destructive explo-

sion, under every condition, that can

arise in the use of a steam boiler.

The public, when made fully aware

that entire safety can be obtained, will

not long thereafter tolerate the use of

steam generating apparatus constructed

on the present most dangerous system
;

but will demand that something less per-

ilous shall be substituted.

Interest and prejudice, those hin-

drances to improvement in every thing

—no matter how useful or necessary

—

will not be allowed much longer to stand

in the way, simply because these influ-

ences desire no change. In good time,

when the dangers that surround us now
are removed by the adoption of a safer

system, no other feeling than amaze-

ment will fill the minds of those, who
may chance to turn to the disastrous

record of the present clay. Amazement,

that a remedy was not sooner found for

an evil existing from the very first use

of steam under pressure.

There are now, we are credibly in-

formed, upwards of three hundred " Har-

rison " boilers in operation, varying

from five horse-power to four hundred.

From their entire safety and economy,

they are peculiarly adapted to heating

public and private buildings; and many
are now in use for that purpose.*

In view of the great necessity for im-

provement in rendering steam more safe

from destructive explosion, we cannot

too highly recommend this invention.

The pamphlet containing the essay, we

have here adverted to so briefly, will be

sent, postage free, to all, who may ad-

dress "Harbison Boiler Works," Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

* John Kellum, Esq., Architect, New York, has put in

Mr A. T Stewart's new store, Tenth street and Broad-

way Harrisou boilers of four hundred horse power for

warming and hoisting in this immense establishment.

EEVIEW OF NEW BOOKS.
Morgan's British Trade Journal and Export Price

Current. A complete Monthly Resumi of all items of

Interest to traders resident out of England. Square

8vo, pp. 93. 42 Cannon St., East Cheap, London.

We have received the 70th number, or that of October

2d, 1868, of this complete and exhaustive serial, for the

conception and publication of which the Messrs. Morgan

deserve great credit. They experience the advantages of

its proprietorship, in their extensive commercial and

banking business, it is true ; but the work is an intrinsi-

cally good one, and not the merely sordid affair many

readers might suppose, from simply seeing its title. Its

leading features comprehend :—The State of the Money

Market; Movements of Specie; the Course of Exchange;

Prices of public and other Securities, *c. , Postal and

Mail News ; Shipping Register, Rates of Freight, Vessels

Loading, &c. ; Review of the Produce Markets, with

Prices Current and Statement of Imports and Stocks ; Drug

and Chemical Circular ; Reports of the Markets for Oil,

Tallow, Hides, Provisions, Corn, Fruit, Ac. , Metal and

Hardware Trades Report; Textiles and Textile Fabrics

Tobacco Circular ; the Wine and Spirit Trade ;
Stationery

Circular; and Book Lists; together with frequent com-

plete Illustrated and other Price Lists of Manufactured

Goods.

In addition, it embodies many articles of interest to the

general reader.

Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger have laid on our

table the following very acceptable presents for youth, to

which we would call the attention of our readers:

The Butterfly's Gospel, and other Stories. This is

a charming little book, containing three gems of Fred-

erika Bremer, translated by Margaret Howitt, in 60

beautiful pages, elegantly illustrated, and temptingly

bound in green and gold.

Washed Ashore; or, the Tower op Stormount Bat.

• An interesting and well-told tale of 124 pages, by Wil-

liam H. G. Kingston. Striking incidents artistically

illustrated, and dressed in that tasteful topography

and attractive binding, for which the publishers are

firmly establishing a name for themselves. We com-

mend Washed Ashore, with its mauy and excellent il-

lustrations, to the juvenile public.
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MONTHLY REVIEW.

THE NEW YEAR.

ALREADY are we met, on all sides,

with greetings most kindly, which

go to prove, not that our publication is

of itself an entire success, literally and

artistically ; but that there was a much-

felt want of such a serial, essentially

National, in our midst.

And here, let us thank those kind

contributors who have assisted us with

their acceptable articles, hoping they

will continue their acquaintance, and

add that of many others. The cost of

an undertaking like the present is, as a

matter of course, considerably more than

that of a mere literary magazine. It

will, therefore, be our aim and purpose

to present our patrons with matter that

will be at once useful and attractive to

all classes of the community.

The public, generally, are too apt to

look on our subject-matter as black letter

reading, only adapted to geometricians,

designers, and artisans. Yet, strange

to say, there are no more generally no-

ticed productions than those which

emanate from the very science we treat

of. The eye of the most inconsiderate

wayfarer is ever arrested by the appear-

ance of a new building ; and such is

certain to call forth a decision on its

merits in his mind, be he learned or

otherwise. Now, the question arises,

as to why this independent criticism,

possessed and more or less exercised by
all, should not have the advantage of

cultivation, by the reading of publica-

tions on the subject. Why should any
sensible man, or woman, be content to

look on a fine building, and even be in

the constant habit of seeing such'from

infancy, yet not know what it is in its

appearance that pleases or displeases.

Are there not millions of human beings,

reared in cities, endowed with the sense

of sight, and possessing a natural power
of discrimination, who never ask them-

selves the question, What art is this

that has created these palatial grandeurs

—from whence did it spring—and how is

the knowledge of it acquired ? It is the

work of man, and all men are interested

in it. Why then is not the study of

Architecture more general ?

It is by educating the community up
to the required standard, that we may
hope to overcome this general ignorance

and apathy of our fellow-men
; and one

of the means of such education is this,

(ill)
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"which we present, from month to month,

in the form of a Review.

That it becomes a duty, on the part

of our professional brethren, to help on

this undertaking, their own pride in

their art "Will prompt them to affirm.

Let the effort be a vigorous and con-

tinuous one ; and it cannot fail of draw-

ing the attention, sooner or later, of the

public at large.

When Mr. J. C. Loudon first published

his " Architectural Magazine," in the

great metropolis of England, in 1834, it

was with difficulty that excellent serial

was made to live, even there ; although

it was the only publication of the soi't

in existence. Mark the difference in

thirty-five 3?ears. That effort worked in

a small way ; but it did work ; and we

see the good derived from its teachings

now ; not alone in raising the standard

of the profession ; but in gathering

around it a noble column of educated

amateurs and admirers, whose cheering

support has placed it in the prominent

position it now holds in England.

The wave of intelligence has surged

to our shores, and we, too, in the hitherto

distant America, feel the influence, and

warm up to the occasion.

The London "Builder," and the sev-

eral other admirable issues of English

architectural periodicals have a good

circulation in the United States ; but

they do not meet all the requirements

of our country. There is an essential

difference between the climates of the

old and new continents ; and this fact

has given birth to a distinction in archi-

tectural composition, as well as to the

relative requirements of construction,

which renders the theory and the design

of the one, in a great degree useless to

the other.

The long and growing experience of

this want of an adequate representative

of National taste in Architecture,

prompted the production of our Review
;

and the flattering support it has already

received is a sufficient assurance of the

necessity for its appearance, as well as

of the determination to sustain it, in a

manner at once worthy of its mission

and of its importance to the public and
the profession.

What we have done, in the six months
past, is but a feebly growing proof of

what our desire is ; and we know that

the realization of our cherished dream

is dependent on that very support we
are now so generously receiving. With
regard to our illustrations we have a

word to offer : Engravers, in this coun-

try, have not as yet seen fit to pay

much attention to the study of Archi-

tecture, and especially in the minutiae of

its details. Now, as it is impossible to

do more than produce effects where the

smallness of the scale renders details

barely perceptible ; it is evident that a

knowledge of the subject is actually im-

perative on the engraver, who must treat

his work as an architect and an artist.

How very seldom do we see this done in

any thing approaching perfection even

in the works of eminent Europeau wood

engravers ; although, we must say, the

improvement in late years is very great.

How then could we expect of our wood

engravers to do these things by intu-

ition ? The fact is, we must educate them

in this matter ; and when thejr see, that,

to be reliable in their art, they must

make Architecture a study, with a view

to its relation to their own require-

ments, and that such study is remunera-

tive, there is little doubt but they will

produce illustrations satisfactory to the

designer and pleasing to the public. It

is our intention to advance the art of

wood-engraving in this, which we may
call our own department. And we have

hope that yet our engravings will equal

those of France or England. It is for

us and our patrons to bide the good

time coming.

With these remarks, we make our

New Year's bow, in the pleasing assur-

ance of kindly support and enduring

friendship, looking forward with confi-

dence to 1810, as to a bright station on

the progressive course.
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THE MINSTERS OF ENGLAND

T1ST the history of Christendom, there

-L is no epoch more interesting, than

that which marks the early days, of anti-

pagan struggle ; and the monuments,
which are yet left to the Nineteenth

century, of those times when the great

and the good Augustine struggled for

the Truth, are surely well worthy of

preservation in substance and in memory
Britain is not backward in the effort to

retain those monuments of the past, to

adorn the present; and well may she be

proud of the eminence of her ecclesias-

tical history, as well as the beautiful

examples its architectural testimonials

present to the world.

The fervor of piety and religious zeal,

which pervaded every class of the primi-

tive Christians, was the great lever that

upraised the ponderous works of wor-

ship to the Most High, which, even now,

claim the refined admiration of a highly

cultivated age. History tells us, that

every succeeding era, and almost every

succeeding prelate and abbot, seemed to

regard it as necessary, or politic, to

make some addition, or attach some new
adornment to his church. Thus, in the

midst of gloomy ignorance, the cultiva-

tion of the beautiful, elegant and digni-

fied in art, is to be found standing alone

in the form of the Architectural wonders,

one of the chief of which we now draw

the attention of our readers to

;

Canterbury Cathedral.

This ancient ecclesiastical edifice is

placed in a flat level part of the country
;

and has therefore no picturesque ad-

vantages of situation. It is seated near

the northeastern extremity of the city

;

and was formerly surrounded by a lofty

embattled wall, said to have been raised

by Lanfranc, which enclosed the whole

precincts of the church. These walls

extended about three-quarters of a mile
;

and were provided with fortified gates.

Parts of the gate-houses yet remain, to

show their sizes, forms and destinations.

To account in our day for the existence

of these fortifications, it may be well to

remind the reader, that, in the early

times of this great cathedral, paganism

prevailed to such an extent, as, in a

great measure, to over-awe the Christian

portion of the nation. Hence the ne-

cessity for being guarded against sudden

attacks on the great centre of the church.

Externally, Canterbury Cathedral pre-

sents great diversity of form, character,

and appendages. At the west end are

two towers of disproportionate sizes,

heights, forms, ages, and features ; be-

tween which is a central division, with a

porch and doorwaj" at the bottom, a

large window above, and a window of

a singular form, almost square with

rounded upper corners and small curved

ears, in the pediment. The north-

western tower diminishes towards the

upper story. It has merely flat pilaster

sort of buttresses, and is constructed

with small squared stones.

The southern side of the church pre-

sents various and diversified features,

forms, and styles. It is of great length

and height ; and is divided into several

dissimilar parts. Between the western

and centre tower is the nave and its

aisle, with lofty windows to the latter.

Between these windows are bold, strong

buttresses to the aisle, connected with

flying-buttresses to the upper story of

the nave. Each of these buttresses is

divided into three tiers, or stages ; and

is crowned with a pinnacle. Projecting,

at right angles, from this aisle is the

south wing of the western transept,

which has one large window, on the west

side, ranging and corresponding with

those of the aisle ; also, a larger window,

to the south, of eight dayes, with trans-

oms and much tracery in the areh.

The pediment is adorned with paneling
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and tracery mullions. At the southwest

angle is a newel staircase, surmounted

by a veiy rich octangular pinnacled tur-

ret. At the junction of this nave and

transept with the choir is the great

central tower, which is distinguished for

magnitude of form and decorative finish.

At each corner is a sort of octagonal

tower, the angles of which are finished

with squared mouldings, or pilasters,

crowned with pinnacles. Between these

eight pinnacles rises an octagonal turret,

finished by a spire pinnacle.

The sides of the tower are occupied by

two deeply-recessed windows in each

story, divided by a pilaster, and each

pair again separated by mouldings,

panels, &c. Branching from this tran-

sept eastward is an extraneous building,

having a monumental chapel on the

ground floor, and an apartment above.

The north side of the cathedral, in

general arrangement and members, very

nearly resembles the south, but the

whole cannot be seen, some old buildings

modernized, and new buildings, without

any architectural features, now occupy

most of the ground very near the

whole of this side, from the principal

transept to\the east end. From the

southwest the most extended view is

obtained ; but this merely embraces a

part of the church. It is necessary to

move to several stations, at different

distances, to inspect the whole of the

south side. Still from the circumstance

of its having two towers at the west

end, one in the centre, of large and lofty

character, two others combined with its

eastern transept, from the variety of

lines and forms, from having two tran-

septs and projecting chapels, and from

the singularity of the circular tower at

the east end, and diversity of styles,

forms, and characteristics in its many
members, Canterbury Cathedral cannot

fail to arrest the attention of every

inquisitive stranger, and arouse more

than common emotions in the mind of

the architectural antiquary.

Viewed externally, the Cathedral un-

der consideration is a powerful exempli-

fication of the capabilities, varieties and

merits of Christian architecture. Con-

sidered in its historical relations, as

well as in its architectural characteris-

tics, it naturally awakens associations

and expectations of varied and impe-

rious interest.

The interior is by far more impressive

and interesting than the exterior. It

consists of a nave and aisles, a short

transept with two chapels, a choir and

aisles elevated above the level of the

nave by a flight of steps ; another tran-

sept of larger dimensions than the for-

mer, with two semi-circular recesses on
the east side of each, and two square

towers to the west ; a presb3rtery, east

of these, with steps to the altar and

aisles continued ; two chapels on the

north and south sides of the altar, flights

of steps behind the altar to the Trinity

Chapel, which has aisles ; and a circular

building, called the baptistry. Between

the latter and the cloister is a long pas-

sage, with old semi-circular arches, con-

necting the Cathedral with some very-

ancient buildings to the north.

On entering the church, from the south

porch, the stranger is immediately im-

pressed with the loftiness, narrowness,

solidity of piers and arches, and uniform

beaut}' and harmony of the nave and Us

aisles. On each side of the nave is a

series of nine clustered columns or piers,

sustaining the wall of the triforium,

which is closed except by a few small

openings. Over these is a row of

clerestory windows. The aisles are

lofty and narrow ; and the windows
partake of the same character \ but the

whole is marked by solidity and
strength.

The whole western end of the nave is

occupied by a large, handsome window,

divided into seven upright bays, b}r six

mullions ; and again divided horizon-

tally into six compartments, or series of

openings, with cinque-foil heads. The
window is filled with painted glass, rep-

resenting full-length figures of saints.
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apostles, sovereigns, armorial bearings,

&c.

The four arches of the tower are lofty,

light, and elegant; and the columnar

piers on which they rest manifest

strength and durability. Above the

arches are panels in the spandrels, a

row of blank windows, communicating

with a gallery in the wall ; and above

this tier is a series of eight lofty win-

dows, two in each face, forming a lan-

thorn in the tower. From the angles

and centre spring numerous ribs, form-

ing a fine display of fan-tracery, with a

circular opening in the centre. . This

opening is about six feet in diameter

;

and was formed for the purpose of ad-

mitting bells, and building; materials to

be raised to, or lowered from, the upper

part of the tower. A "flight of several

steps leads from the nave to the choir

and its north aisle ; and another series

communicates from the wing of the south

transept to the south aisle of the choir.

On the right of the latter is a descent

to the crypt, whilst another approach to

the same is by steps in the north tran-

sept. These numerous and various

flights of stairs, as well as the different

levels of the nave and transepts, with a

choir and crypt, constitute peculiar and

very picturesque features in the edifice

now under notice. In looking up these

steps, from the nave, and down from

them, into either transept, or up the

nave, or obliquely through the retiring

arches, many interesting and beautiful

views are obtained. At the top of the

steps is the elegant and highly-enriched

royal screen or organ gallery, which

may well be designated royal, not only

from its splendid style of sculpture and

enrichment, but on account of its kingly

statues. Among the many splendid

organ-screens of England there are few

excelling that of Canterbury. It is a

fine specimen in design, and beautiful in

execution. Its western face presents

an arched doorway in the centre, with a

series of three niches on each side, hav-

ing a pedestal, canopy and statue to

every niche. The effect of this opening,

with its many mouldings and ornaments,

is striking and beautiful. It consists of

a series of receding arches, some rising

from columns, and others being continu-

ations of mouldings from the floor. The
inner arch is considerably reduced in

height by a screen covered with tracery

and niches, which rest on an arch richly

adorned with sculpture. This appears

to have been an afterthought, or con-

trivance, merely to reduce the size of

the door; and, though it maybe con-

sidered an ingenious and rather pleasing

design, if the filling up had been abso-

lutely necessary, yet it only breaks in,

and injures the beauty of the doorway.

In the other features of this doorway,

and particularly its spandrels, there is

much to admire, and therefore worthy

of imitation.

In turning away from the organ-

screen the spectator takes a fresh glance

at the nave, with its fine western window,

looks up with admiration at the lan-

thorn, scrutinizes the buttress-screens

between the arches, and then casts his

eyes left and right, to descry the charac-

teristics of the south and north transepts.

The former of these has been already

noticed ; and the latter may be said to

resemble it in general forms and detail

;

with the exception of some varieties in

its monuments, open screen to the Vir-

gin chapel, entrance to the ciypt, and

doorway to the cloisters. This transept

is the memorable scene of Becket's mar-

tyrdom ; and is therefore viewed with

strong emotions of very differing natures

by the spectators. The architectural

antiquary will have other and more

pleasing sensations in examining the

beauties, and even wonders of the archi-

tecture around him.

At the east end was an altar, now
destroyed ; but some very elegant pedes-

tals and tracery still remain to show the

original style in which the chapel was

finished. The fan-tracery of its roof is

also a proof of its original character

From shameful dilapidations, and the
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introduction of several tasteless monu-
ments, this sacred building has been

greatly injured. Among these deformi-

ties the spectator cannot omit to notice

and reprobate the design and effect of

an altar-tomb, the side and ends of

which are covered by a mass of sculp-

tured representations of human bones 1

The choir, with its aisles, is dissimilar

in style, character and forms to any

other part of the church ; and, from the

authenticated particulars of the time of

erection, is peculiarly interesting to the

architectural antiquary. Over the range

of arches of the choir is a triforium, con-

sisting of a series of arches with clus-

tered columns ; over which is the clere-

story. East of the choir to the altar is

the presbytery, which corresponds very

nearly in style of columns, arches, &c,

with the choh\

At the eastern extremity of the aisles,

as well as behind the high altar, are

three nights of steps leading to the

Trinity Chapel. This is a very fine and

interesting part of the building. Its

style of architecture has the united

characteristics of the latest circular, with

its solidity, solemnity, and stability,

and of the first pointed, with its more

light, lofty, 'and tapering forms.

Perhaps there is not a building in

England, or on the Continent, to compare

with Canterbury. Its crypt and columns,

with the vaulting and floor ; the columns

above, with their superincumbent arches,

some semi- circular, some pointed, the

style of the triforium and clerestory,

also the side walls, windows, aisles,

vaulting, roofing, buttresses, &c, sepa-

rately constitute so many fine features

of Christian Architecture, and collec-

tively exhibit a masterly and novel de-

sign, calculated to delight and gratify

both the architect and the antiquary.

In the midst of the Trinity Chapel was

formerly placed a gorgeous shrine and

chantry raised to Thomas A'Becket, or

" St. Thomas the martyr ;" and here

pilgrims and devotees of all nations and

conditions were wont to resort, to offer

up prayers, and present oblations. The
paving-stones around the shrine are said

to have been evidences of the frequency

of devotional kneeling, by being worn
nearly through.

The immense value and ostentatious

splendor of Becket's shrine are thus

described by Erasmus, who saw it after

the dissolution :
' In a chest or case of

" wood was a coffin of gold, together with
" inestimable riches, gold being the

" meanest thing to be seen there ; it

" shone all over, and sparkled and glit-

" tered with jewels of the most rare and
" precious kinds, and of an extraordinary
' size, some of them being larger than a

"goose's egg; 'most of them were the

" gifts of monarchs.' "

We will here present our Review
readers with a curious but authentic

account of some of the pilgrimages to

Thomas ABeckeVs Tomb.—In 1177,

Philip, the Earl of Flanders, visited

Canterbury, with a numerous retinue,

and was met by King Henry II., (who is

said to have instigated the murder of

Becket.) Next came William, Arch-

bishop of Rkeims, with a train of fol-

lowers ; Louis YIL, King of France,

visited the shrine in U79 in a pilgrim's

garb, and was met by the nobility of

both nations, as also by the English

monarch. The French monarch pre-

sented a rich cup of gold, with the

famous jewel called the Regal of France,

which was afterwards seized, during the

confiscations of the Reformation, by

Henry VIII., who had it set in a

thumb-ring. The French King also

granted one hundred tuns of wine, to be

sent annually by himself and- his suc-

cessors. Other monarchs and nobles

followed this example. But the m.ost

remarkable of all the pilgrimages to the

shrine of the murdered Archbishop of

Canterbury was that of the English

King Henry II., who voluntarily sub-

mitted himself to the following penances,

as described b}" Lord Lyttelton :
" The

" King approached Canterbury, and

"alighting from his horse, walked bare-
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" foot for three miles over rough broken

" stones. He prostrated himself before

" the tomb, and remained some time in

" prayer, directing the Bishop of London
" to proclaim to the people, that he was

"not accessory to the death of Becket.

" He then commanded all the monks
" to scourge him ; and afterwards con-

" tinued his prayers at the tomb, where
" he remained all da}' and night on the

" bare stones and without food. He was
" clad in sack-cloth, and after paying

"his devotions to all the altars of the

"church, he bequeathed a revenue of

" forty pounds a year for wax candles to

"be always burning about the tomb. He
" then returned to London, exhausted

"and ill."

Opening by a lofty arch from the aisle

of the Trinity Chapel is a curious build-

ing, a sort of appendage to the Cathe-

dral, called BeckeVs Grown.

A passage from the north end of the

east transept communicates with the

library, deanery, prebendal houses, &c.

At an angle of this passage is an ancient

octagonal apartment, containing an

elaborate font, and known by the name

of "Bell Jesus." This name was given

in consequence of its having been built

in imitation of a large bell.

The parts of the church remaining to

be noticed are the Crypt, cloisters, and

chapter house. The first may be re-

garded as the largest, the finest, and the

most interesting in England. In extent,

construction and ornamental detail, it

must excite the unqualified admiration

of the architect and antiquary. Whilst

the first may derive from a minute ex-

amination of it much useful knowledge,

in designing for foundations, piers, and

vaulting ; the latter will find in its archi-

tectural style and adornment a fertile

theme for inquiry and speculation. The

age of the oldest part, that from the

western end to the eastern extremity of

the circular aisle, has not been ascer-

tained ; and consequently is a source of

controversy. Some refer its erection to

the Anglo-Saxons, others to the first

prelate under the Norman dynasty. But

others again insist that it was executed

by Lanfranc, the architect of the Cathe-

dral, and the protege of William the

Conqueror.

The great crypt consists of a large

central space, between a continued range

of square piers, from the west to the east

end, divided into three parts by two

rows of small columns. Another aisle,

or open space, extends all round the

outside of the piers ; and is bounded by

the outer wall. Branching off from this

aisle are two vaults, or open spaces, with

a single column in the centre of each,

and semi-circular recesses on the east

side. The northern transept has a door-

way and arched passage, which formerly

communicated with the priory. Its

vaults have only plain ribs from column

to pier, with plain vaulting between.

There is a regular entrance doorway

in this transept, by a descent of steps,

being the approach to a church, or

chapel, which has been fitted up in the

south aisle of the crypt ; and appropri-

ated to a sect of Walloon and French

refugees, some of whom sought refuge

in this city from the cruelties of the In-

quisition in the time of Edward VI.

At the semi-circular end of this crypt

is a part inclosed by a screen, which

has lateral doorways. This was a chapel

sacred to the Virgin, and from the style

of the screen and altar, was formerly an

elegant inclosure. " This chapel," says

Erasmus, " was not shown, but to no-

" blemen and especial friends. Here
" the Virgin Mother had a habitation,

" but somewhat dark, inclosed with a
" double sept or rail of iron for fear of

" thieves ; for, indeed, I never saw a

" thing more laden with riches : lights

" being brought, we saw more than a

" royal spectacle. In beauty it far sur-

passed that of Walsingham." Imme-

diately behind the Virgin Chapel and

semi-circular range of columns are two

very large insulated columns, before

noticed, that are evidently subsequent

to the crypt ; and yet are of a very early
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date. Their office and purport are not

immediately apparent ; but we may be

sure they were not placed there heed-

lessly or wantonly.

Near the semi-circular end of the great

crypt are two chapels projecting from

the outer walls. That on the north side

is used as a private cellar ; and the

other to the south is a dark, dank vault.

The inner or semi-circular end has been

completely walled up ; but on a recent

examination was found to be ornamented

with much painting on the roof and

walls.

East of the crypt already described,

and communicating with it by a double

arch in the centre, having a double

column between, and two lateral arches,

is the crypt under the Trinity Chapel,

the plan of which assumes a very un-

common form, nearly that of the usual

horse-shoe arch. Its vaulted roof is

sustained by a series of eight large,

double columns ; with two small slender

columns in the middle.

Emerging from the crypts, we cross

the locality of the martyrdom and find

ourselves in the great cloister, a large

quadrangular ambulatory, or covered

walk, with a^Wall on one side and a

series of open windows, with mullions

and tracery on each of the other sides.

The effect of light and shade in these

vast crypts is remarkable. The con-

templative mind has here much to dwell

upon. The massive piers sustaining the

solid groining, suggesting to the be-

holder the greatness of the pile which

rises on such shoulders. The solemn,

gloomy grandeur which reigns in silence

in this place or tombs, where the ashes

of the proud are sheltered alike with the

modest dust of the worthy dead. All

seems a deep, dark dream of the far by-

gone, an enduring lesson in the book of

time. The skill of man is here made to

rear alike a monument and a rebuke to

human vanit}'. What a colossal under-

taking the whole Cathedral was ! The
plan carried out is very nearly the same
that the architect first laid down the

lines of. Thus showing that the idea

was gigantic from its very inception
;

and these crypts which we now review

are the foundation of the mighty Min-

ster as it was to be, and is. Centuries

have rolled away since the stupendous

work was first laid upon its footing-

courses, and generations have crowded

into the book of Time, by each and every

one of which some interesting page of

choice historic lore has been added, to

help tell the story of this Minster. Its

venerable towers, in all the graceful

grandeur of architectic skill, sing from

their bell-chambers the pleasing yet

melancholy music of memory which ever

still recalls

" The light of other days."

Canterbury Cathedral is rich in mo-

saics, and stained-glass : and its mural

and other monuments are so numerous,

and so worthy of notice, that it would

be absurd to name any. We will, there-

fore, take our leave of this grand old

Minster of the Metropolitan See of Eng-

land, from the days of William the Con-

queror to our own, with a mind filled

with suggestive reflections on the muta-

bility of all human affairs, ecclesiastic

as well as laic.
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DESCRIPTIONS

TUDOR-GOTHIC STORE.

IN" continuation of our purpose, to

furnish a series of designs, which

may be likely to gratify all tastes, and

illustrate every variety of style, we have,

in the present number, given one for a

Store front, in the Tudor-Gothic style

of architecture, which would be well

adapted, either for a wholesale, or a large

retail, business establishment.

Before entering into any description

of our illustration, which, however, does

not call for a very extended one, we will

very briefly touch upon the style in

which it has been designed.

The Tudor-Gothic has been also, by

different authorities, and at different

periods, called the "Florid English,"

" Perpendicular English," and " Florid,

or Late, Pointed." The period during

which it prevailed was from 1460 to

1537, and embraced the reigns of the

following sovereigns of England : Ed-

ward IV., Edward V., Richard III.,

Henry VII., and Henry VIIT.

There has been much diversity of

opinion, as to the exact limit of the ap-

plication of this term of Tudor ; but, in

a general sense, it refers to the style,

which prevailed during the Tudor dy-

nasty. It is not necessary for us, how-

ever, here, to enter into a discussion on

the distinctive characteristics, which

gave rise to the different divisions, in

. which this era has been portioned. Suf-

fice it to say, that the more general

opinion is, that the distinction which

exists between the buildings put up at

the commencement and towards the

close of the dynasty is sufficiently

marked to warrant the designation,

"Early Tudor," and "Late, or Eliza-

bethan Tudor," which are now applied

to them.

The characteristics of the preceding

era, the Ornamented English, were not

altogether abandoned, but mixed up and

diversified with new and peculiar ones.

Some of these innovations in the earlier

part of the style were the introduction

of Gate-houses, beautiful Bay and Oriel

Windows, Turrets, and elaborate brick

chimney shafts, and a general profusion

of ornamentation and decoration, in the

way of mouldings of brick-work and
terra-cotta, medallions, heraldic devices,

&c, dispersed throughout the buildings.

Previous to the commencement of the

Tudor dynasty, the civil Avars, which so

long devastated England, had their in-

fluence on the architecture of the period,

compelling the people to pay more re-

gard to their dwellings being secure and

strongly fortified, than to possess any
features of elegance. But when peace

once more reigned throughout the length

and breadth of the land, men began to

pay attention to making their mansions

more attractive and elegant, and less

castellated and fortified in their ap-

pearance.

Towards the end of this dynasty, or

what is called the Elizabethan Era, there

began to be a manifestation of a mixture

of Italian details with the Gothic fea-

tures
; and, although the style is re-

markably picturesque and ornate, it is

open to criticism on the ground of the

taste being defective and the construc-

tion unscientific.

The subject of our illustration is, as

will be seen, a building three stories

in height, with an attic. The facade is

divided into three sections, the centre

one of which is surmounted by a low

pediment, enriched with an ornament

above. The two side sections have
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pointed gables, furnished with spear-

head terminals.

The store section is divided from the

superstructure by a cornice supported

by half-round Gothic columns, with caps,

elongated frieze, and consoles. The den-

tiled cornice being composed of string

courses, fasciae, &c, and the consoles

being foliated. The superstructure is

composed of three sections separated by

piped pilasters with bands, foliated caps,

&c. sustaining the main cornice, with

foliated consoles.

The attic has a circular dormer, with

Gothic hood and ornamented finial. The

roof is ornamented with iron combing,

in character with the style. The win-

dows of the store section are flat-pointed

Gothic ; and those of the superstructure

are continuous, and in two stories,

Gothic headed, divided in the stories by
ornamental paneling, and with pointed

hood mouldings.

The whole is calculated to present an

unique appearance, being sparinglj' orna-

mented—in order not to run up the cost

unnecessarily— jet sufficiently so to

produce a desirable effect.

ITALIAN VILLA.

THE beauty and elegance of the Ital-

ian style—together with its ap-

propriateness and ready adaptation to

every kind of building, both as regards

construction and ornamentation—have

made it a very favorite style in this

country, as well as in England. For

suburban residences, and villas, it stands

pre-eminent among all other styles, as

it can be made to suit the taste or the

caprice of any, either the lively or the

dull, the sombre or the gay.

Its existence dates back to the Four-

teenth century ; but it can hardly be

said to have prevailed to any extent,

until the Fifteenth century. Hence it

has been sometimes called the Cinque-

cento Style, the origin of which has been

described to be as follows : Cinque-cento

means, literally, Jive hundred; but it is

used as a contraction for fifteen hun-

dred, or rather for one thousand five

hundred, by the omission of the word

mille, thousand. The Fifteenth century

was that in which Brunelleschi was so

instrumental in establishing his new
style : hence its use in this sense. To

Brunelleschi and his brethren of the

art—who flourished between his time

and that of Michael Angelo ; and who

composed what is called the " Cinque-

cento School"—we are indebted for the

perfection and refinement of Italian

Architecture ; for in our day, beyond

mere variations in detail, little is changed

from what were the leading principles

of the style, as handed down by them.

The works of Alberti, Serlio, and Pal-

ladio, treating on the subject, which

were translated into many European

languages, soon effected a radical change

in the art of building ; and, through the

active instrumentality of such men as

Inigo Jones and Christopher Wren, the

style became an accomplished fact,

throughout Europe, soon after the mid-

dle of the Seventeenth century. It has

ever since retained its hold upon the

tastes and feelings of the people ; and,

as we have before remarked, is unri-

valled, especially in its adaptation to

the requirements of Suburban archi-

tecture.

Most generally Italian villas have an

irregularity of outline from every point

of view. The roofs are never steep
;

and the eaves are always heavy and pro-

jecting, being supported bjr brackets

and cantalivers of diversified patterns.

The chimnej^s are very prominent ; and

serve to give greater variety and effect

Lo the outline. The windows are double,
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or treble, and together with the doors,

have either square or arched heads, ac-

cording to the importance of their posi-

tion. The roofs are Tuscan, projecting

considerably beyond the face of the

walls, and serving to protect them

against the inclemency of the weather.

The Portico, or Porte- Cocker, has a flat

roof and a balustrade.

The most prominent and striking

characteristic, however, of an Italian

Yilla, is the Campanile, so called from

Campari a, a bell. These towers were

at one time very generally adopted as

a mark of nobility; but have now be-

come an almost universal adjunct to an

Italian Villa, tending to enliven the

general appearance ; and affording an

elevation, whence to view the surround-

ing scenery. Sometimes on these towers

are placed " Belvederes," or " Look-

outs," for the purpose of affording a

still more extended prospect ; and these

serve as an ornamental feature in the

design likewise, to beautify the land-

scape. Belvederes are very common in

Italy and France ; and some of them

are very magnificent. The most cele-

brated one is that built by Bramante in

the Vatican.

In addition to the foregoing leading

characteristics, we may briefly enume-

rate a few others, such as bay-windows,

which are frequently made use of; heavy

door and window dressings, having a

tendencj' more to bold than to minute

details in ornamentation ; and heavy ar-

cades, verandahs, balconies, antae, pilas-

ters, quoins, rustic work, and string-

courses. All these are to be met with,

according to the taste and fancy of the

designer.

The subject of our illustration is a

design for a Suburban mansion, in almost

pure Italian style. A very cursory ex-

amination will show, that many of the

characteristic features, which we have

just been discussing, are exhibited in

this Villa. We have the Porte-Cocher,

or Portico, sixteen (16) feet by twenty

(20) feet, resting upon Corinthian col-

umns and antae, being of sufficiently

ample dimensions to admit of carriages

driving through. This Portico has a

flat roof and a balustrade, forming an
extensive balcony to the room imme-
diately over the entrance vestibule.

We have also the low Tuscan roof,

with the heavj' projecting eaves, resting

on brackets and cantalivers. The chim-

neys, too, are prominent and orna-

mental, serving to vary the outline.

There are Balconies, as will be seen,

to the windows on the side, together

with a Verandah to the Drawing-room,

with a balustrade, the roof of which

forms an Ambulatory to the Chamber
immediately over the Drawing-room, in

the second story.

The Campanile also is present, not,

however, of the usual height, in villas

of this style ; but its comparative low-

ness is amply compensated for by its

being surmounted with an elegant and
light Belvedere, which adds grace and
beauty to the picture.

The whole design presents a regular

and symmetrical appearance, broad,

heavy, and spreading. If desirable, it

might at any time be extended ; but, in

its present state, we think it would ad-

mirably answer as a Family Mansion

;

and is capable of being made very com-
plete and comfortable.

Before proceeding with a description

of the plan of the first story, we will give

briefly a few of the principal dimensions.

The front of the Villa is fifty-six (56)

feet in length, with a depth in the main
building of seventy-six (76) feet. The
side portion, in which are the Kitchen

and Servants' apartments, is forty-nine

(49) feet long, by thirty-six (36) feet

deep. The height of the first story is

fifteen (15) feet, and of the second four-

teen (14) feet, both in. the clear. The
extreme height of the Tower up to the

apex of the Belvedere is sixtjT (60) feet.

We will now proceed to describe the

plan, although it requires very little ex-

planation, as it speaks for itself. Through
the Portico we enter the Lobby, A,
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twelve (12) feet by twelve (12) feet, and

beyond, the Vestibule, B, eight (8) feet

by twelve (12) feet. On the left hand,

entered from the Vestibule, is the Re-

ception Parlor, I, eighteen (18) feet by

nineteen (19) feet, having two windows

looking to the front, and one on the side.

On the opposite side of the Vestibule is

a door leading into the Sitting-room, D,

eighteen (18) feet by twenty (20) feet,

having two windows on the front, and a

bay-window on the side, with two lights.

This room communicates, by means of

folding-doors, with the Drawing-room,

E, a fine, capacious apartment, eight-

een (18) feet by thirty-three (33) feet,

having a Verandah accessible by the

three side windows, which extend for

this purpose to the floor. A. door leads

from this room into the main Hall, C,

which is twelve (12) feet broad, by thirty-

two (32) feet long; and immediately

opposite the door into the Drawing-

room is the main Stairway, J, a fine
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broad flight, which forms a very import-

ant and striking feature in the internal

arrangement of this story. Proceeding

on through the Drawing-room, we find

it communicates, through folding-doors,

with the Library, F, at the rear of

the house, sixteen (16) feet by twenty-

seven (27) feet, which is well lighted b}r

means of three windows looking to the

rear. This room communicates, on the

right, with the Study, G, a fine room,

eighteen (18) feet square, forming the

first story of the Tower. The study has

two twin windows, one to the rear, and

the other to the side. On the opposite

end of the Library is another door com-

municating with the Dining:room, H, a

large room eighteen (18) feet by thirty-

four (34) feet, which is also entered from

the main Hall, as will be seen. This

completes the main portion of the

Building.

The side building is entered by a door,

from the Dining-room, leading into a

five (5) feet passage, K, which runs the

entire length of the building ; and from

which are accessible the various rooms

on either side ; and at the end of this

passage is a door leading out of the

building. In the side building, L is the

Butler's Pantry, twelve (12) feet by

thirteen and a half (13|) feet/communi-

cating also with the Dining-room. M
is the Store-room, eight (8) feet by thir-

teen and a half (130 feet. N is the

Kitchen, eighteen (18) feet by thirteen

and a half (13J) feet, well lighted, and
provided with range, boiler, and sink.

O, adjoining, is the Scullery, eight and
a half (8J) feet by thirteen and a half

(13J) feet, with a door at the rear. On
the other side of the passage is S, the

Laundry, fifteen (15) feet by sixteen

(1(5) feet. Adjoining this is the Cellar

flight of stairs. R is the Servants' Hall,

thirteen and a half (13j) feet by seven-

teen and a half (17i) feet, with a closet

attached. P is a private flight of stairs

to the upper story.

The cost of such a building, in the

vicinity of Philadelphia—finished, and

provided with all modern conveniences

—

at the existing rates of labor and mate-

rials—would be about forty-six thousand

dollars, ($46,000.) It will accommodate

a family of sixteen persons, including

domestics.

This is given as a guide, whereby may
be calculated its probable relative cost

in other localities, where the difference

in rates would have to be taken into

account.

A SUBURBAN RESIDENCE.

WITH DOUBLE FRONT.

SUBURBAN" residences are among
the most agreeable objects con-

nected with the high state of our culti-

vated society ; and form attractive fea-

tures in the scenery of the vicinity of

our large cities. We have every reason

to be proud of our abodes of this na-

ture, combining, as they do, all the ad-

vantages and conveniences of the city,

with the purer air and more picturesque

prospect of the country, and evincing a

happy union of wealth, comfort and a

love of the beautiful, eminently condu-

cive to amenity of manners.

The taste for such a style of dwelling-

house is becoming more and more prev-

alent
; and, as a natural consequence of

the superior cultivation and refinement

of those, whose circumstances allow of

their canying out their wishes in this

direction
; and of commanding the ser-

vices of those, who have a professional

taste and knowledge, we see, rapidly

springing up, around all our cities,
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roomy mansions, which vie with those of

an}' country in beauty and elegance,

conjoined with all the real comfort and

luxuriance that can be bestowed on their

accommodations and arrangements.

The great difference between city

houses and suburban dwellings is not so

much in style—though, that the latter

is an important one, we do not deny

—

as that, in the former, from the limited

space available, concentration is the

grand object, whereas in the latter, what

we principally aim at is the enjoyment

of the free, pure air, and the natural

scenery Hence it is, that in all sub-

urban and country residences, irregu-

larity and extent have been the leading

characteristics.

The Italian style of architecture,

which is of a mixed character, and has

long been applied to domestic purposes,

is one, which, from its interesting asso

ciations, and its ready adaptation to the

requirements of country residences, has

long been a favorite, and is generally

adopted. It admits of such abundant

internal arrangements, and convenient

accommodations on every floor, that,

for this particular style of house, it is,

in our opinion, unsurpassed. In Italian

architecture, it has been very justly re-

marked, that there are no petty orna-

ments, to detract from the effect of its

simplicity and breadth. None of the

sky lines are broken by trifling turrets,

or meagre pinnacles. The towers are

generally plain, sometimes simply em-

battled, and occasionally surmounted by

a watch-tower, or a belvedere.

There are three essential points,

which in any design for a suburban or

country residence, are of great import-

ance—the portico, the colonnade or

verandah, and the chimney-tops. These

are all prominent and striking features,

and should invariably be taken into con-

sideration.

The porch is an indispensable feature,

not only for its utility, but from its

affording an excellent subject, whereon

to lavish architectural display and orna-

mentation, always, be it remembered,

in strict accordance with the general

style of the building.

Of the comfort and convenience of

verandahs, arcades, &c, it would be

almost superfluous here to speak, for,

although not an absolute essential, yet

they have become an almost universal

appendage, in our country and climate,

to eveiy dwelling with any rural preten-

sions whatever. Apart from their utility,

as affording shelter and protection from

the weather, they are capable of so much
decoration and graceful effect, that they

should be taken advantage of, even more

fully than they are, in designs for such

residences. . Chimney-tops are a most

prominent trait in Italian architec-

ture ; and to the skilful use made of

them—together with the other charac-

teristic features, campaniles, balconies,

open watch-towers, &c.—is attributable

the very high favor in which that style

is held at the present day.

The subject of this illustration is a

Suburban Residence in the Anglo-

Italian Style, which has been erected

near Philadelphia. It has a frontage of

fifty (50) feet, and a total depth of one

hundred (100) feet, including the back-

building, which is only two stories in

height, whereas the main portion has

two stories, together with an attic, and

a spacious, well-lighted loft, within the

high-pitched roof. The material of which

it is constructed is stone, and the cover-

ing of the roof, slate of the best quality.

The main entrance is through the

tower, which is octagonal, ten (10) feet

in diameter; and the lower story of

which here forms the vestibule A, of

the building. Passing through this, we

enter the main hall B, ten (10) feet in

width, from which access is had on one

side, to the sitting-room D, seventeen

feet four inches (17 feet 4 inches) by

twenty (20) feet, having two windows

to the front, and one on the side. This

room communicates, by means of sliding

doors, with the dining-room E, of the

same dimensions, which also is accessi-
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ble from the hall. On the other side,

opposite these two rooms, is the parlor,

or drawing-room C, seventeen feet four

inches (17 feet 4 inches) by fort}'-one

(41) feet, a beautiful and capacious

apartment, having windows to the front,

and on the side a large octagonal ba}^-

window ten (10) feet wide, with three

lights. Along the whole front of the

main building, is a ten (10) feet wide

verandah, or piazza, approached by a

flight of stone steps. At the back of

the drawing-room, also, is a piazza, with

steps leading down to the grounds ; and

access to which is obtained through the

two rear windows, which extend to the

floor, for the purpose.

Passing on through the hall, past the

main stairway to the upper stories, we
reach the private stairway to the right

of which is the private entrance F, which

forms a very pleasing and striking fea-

ture m the design. A stone portico has

been here constructed, or, rather, a

Porte-Cocher G, under which is the car-

riage-drive, and over which is a large

and elegant conservatory. At the back
of the private stairs is a door leading

into the kitchen H, eighteen (1 8) feet by
twenty (20), supplied and fitted up with

range, sink and other modern conve-

niences, and communicating be}Tond

with a summer-kitchen J, fourteen (14)

feet by twentj*-

(20), with a door at

the rear Opening from the hall of

the private entrance is the Butler's

Pantry I.

The second story of the main building

has four large chambers, immediately

over the three rooms beneath , and di-

rectly pver the kitchen, are the sleeping

apartments of the domestics.

BAPTIST CHURCH; YORK, ENGLAND.

IT affords us much gratification at

being able to present to our readers

a design of a Church, which has lately

been erected in York, England, for

which we are indebted to the kindness

and liberality of the Architect, Mr, Wm.
Peache}', of Darlington, Yorkshire, who

has placed at our disposal this and one

or two other designs of churches, con-

structed by him in different parts of

England. •

The church is situated with its side

to Priory street, Micklegate ,
And will

accommodate about 700 persons.

The style is the Early Decorated.

The plan consists of a nave and aisles,

with transepts. The extreme length of

the nave is seventy-eight (78) feet ; the

width twenty-four feet six inches (24

feet 6 inches) ; height to the eaves above

the clerestory thirty-two feet six inches

(32 feet 6 inches) ; and to the collar-

beam of roof (where it is ceiled) forty-

four feet six inches (44 feet 6 inches).

The extreme width is forty-four (44)

feet between the aisle walls, and fortv-

nine feet six inches (49 feet 6 inches)

across the transept. The arcade below

the clerestory is of brick, with plaster

mouldings, and supported upon cast iron

columns, with foliated capitals.

A gallery has been erected over the

aisles and across the ends, over the ves-

tibules. At the opposite end an arched

recess has been provided for the organ

and choir. The front of the galleries is

of pitch pine, with Quebec pine panels

in the lower part, and ornamental iron

work in the upper part, the framing

being relieved with ornamental cham-

fering. Small columns are placed at

intervals, with brackets above them,

to carry the book-board. The iron

columns, supporting the arcade, divide

the gallery front into bays, as they are

seen the entire height.

The organ-gallery front is in orna-

mental wood-work throughout.
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A platform has been provided, in lieu

of a pulpit, below the floor of which is

the baptistery, made in Ransome's

patent concrete stone. The steps from

the baptistery lead direct into the ves-

tries, without descending from the plat-

form to the floor of the church. The

platform has a segmental front, and the

rail is supported upon ornamental iron

standards. The seats are all open

benches, with pitch ornamental heads.

Behind the church, with its eud to

the street, is a lecture-room, fort}- (40)

feet by twenty-one (21) feet, minister's

vestiy, lobby and staircase to school-

room, which is forty-five (45) feet by

twenty-five (25) feet. There are three

entrance doorways in the end of the

church, the two side ones for the ground

floors, and the centre one for the galler-

ies, having a staircase to the right and

left hand four feet six inches (4 feet 6

inches) wide in stone.

The three vestibules are divided ; but

have a door of communication. The

timber work of the roof of both church

and school is exposed to view. The

roof of the church has carved ribs below

the collar-beam, terminating upon orna-

mental stone corbels in the spandrel of

the arcade.

The exterior is faced with stone ; the

dressings in Whitby stone, and the wall-

ings of Bradford, set in thin beds.

The side, being to the street, is the

principal front.

There is a tower at the entrance cor-

ner towards Micklegate, containing one

of the staircases to galleries, with but-

tresses at right angles, finished with

plain canopy. Above these are red

sandstone columns in three heights, with

foliated capitals ; and between is a two-

light plate tracery window. Above this

there are two moulded strings, with four

trefoil recesses, having plain canopies.

The top stage is a two-light traceried

opening, filled with ornamental slate

louvres, above which there is an orna-

mental corbel course and parapet ; and

canopied pinnacles, with crockets, are

sprung out at the angles below the

corbel-course, upon foliated brackets.

The tower is to the top of the parapet

fifty-four (54) feet, and to the top of the

pinnacles, sixty-one (61) feet in height.

II is covered with a high-pitched roof of

ornamental slating, having iron cresting

on the ridge.

At the opposite end of the front are

two gables, the one being the school,

and the smaller one the transept of the

church. The former has a porch in the

centre, with a two-light window upon

each side. Above these is a three-light

window, having trefoil heads, with a

single trefoil-headed window upon each

side, while above this is an ornamental

circular window. The transepts have a

four-light trefoil-headed window in the

bottom part, with a three-light traceried

window to light the galleiy. The aisle

windows are in two tiers, divided by

moulded string ; the lower tier has two-

light tracery windows, and the upper

tier narrow, three-light, trefoil-headed

windows, the centre opening of each

being; a little hio-her than' the sides.

Above these is an ornamental corbel-

course supporting the spouting. Be-

tween the two aisle windows are three

canopied buttresses in two stages.

The clerestory is lighted by four very

ornamental circular windows, an ornate

corbel-course carrying the spouting

above these ; and the roofs are slated in

bands of two colors.

The end elevation consists of three

deeply-moulded doorwaj^s, having trefoil

heads, and stone tympanum, with orna-

mental piercings. The one doorway is

in the tower, the elevation of which is

the same as the side. Above the door-

way at the opposite side., there is an

ornamental rose-window, lighting the

upper part of the gallery stairs, which

is covered in with a high-pitched roof.

Upon each side of the central doorwajr,

which is wider than the others, there is

i a single-light trefoil-headed window

;

and above the door a three-light trace-

ried window of elaborate design.
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The several contractors for the work
were : Stone-masonry and brick-laying,

Messrs. C. Bowman & Co.
;
plastering,

Mr M. Croft ; slating, Mr. T. F Wood

;

carpentry and joinery, Mr. W. Bellerby
;

plumbing and glazing, Mr. J. Dickinson ;

gasfitting, Mr. J W. Dovey, Manches-

ter
;
painting, Mr. Poulter ; smithing and

iron-work, Mr. Bonsfield ; and warming,

Messrs. J. Longbottom & Co.

The contract cost, including every

thing, but church and school fittings,

was £3,538 ; and the total cost, includ-

ing the land, about £5,000. Of this

about £1,700 remained unpaid before

the opening of the church. This does

not include the cost of the organ (nearly

£200) which has been defrayed by the

proceeds of the fancy bazaar lately held

for the purpose.

For the above very interesting and

full description, we are indebted to Mr.

Peach ey, the Architect, who has re-

sponded in a most kindly and cordial

manner to a request made by us to con-

tribute towards our serial.

In order to give our readers exam-

ples of the different styles of build-

ings, as now being erected in the Old

Country, matey of which are never heard

of by us here, although, like the subject

of our present sketch, most deserving

and worthy of being brought promi-

nently before the notice of the profes-

sion, both for elegance and beauty and

purity of style, we have lately placed

ourselves in epistolary communication

with several gentlemen in Europe,

who have, so far as heard from,

expressed themselves in a most friendly

and liberal manner ; and have both

given and promised their support.

We have much pleasure in making

public the following letter from Mr.

Peachey, the Architect of the above-

mentioned church, as we feel confident,

that our professional brethren, in this

country, will afford a cordial and warm
greeting to one who evinces so true and

laudable a love for the profession, as to

eagerlj' embrace ever}' and any opportu-

nity of lending a helping hand towards

any endeavor to advance the Art. We
cannot but entertain a hope, that the

example so promptly and so cheerfully

set by our English brother-architect may
stimulate those among us, who have not

as yet made any response to our appeal

for assistance, to come forward, and

render whatever service may be in their

power, towards establishing a National

Magazine, worthy of our country and

of our profession, that may compare

favorably with similar publications in

other lands. The following is the

communication referred to, from Mr
Peachey

:

Darlington, England,

November 4, 1868.

To Samuel Sloan, Esq.,

Architect,

Philadelphia :

Dear Sir :

I have been very busy, or should have

answered your kind letter earlier. lam
glad to hear you have started a journal

of the character you name. I have often

thought about the matter, i. e., whether

you had a " Builder" in America. You
know that all genuine Englishmen like

to know what you are doing, and are

interested in every advance made by

your go-a-head country; and there is

nothing I should like better, as an in-

dividual, than to see for myself; not

to remain however, for I like Old Eng-

land well.

As to our profession, I presume you

are, like myself, heart and soul, in the

cause ; and if I can, at any time, render

you a service in your work, it wili'give me
very great pleasure to do so.

I send you a photograph of York
Church ; the part over which I have

gummed a slip of paper (to the extreme

left) is not yet built, the minister's house.

I have just squared up* all the accounts
;

and find that the total cost, including

church furniture, school-fittings and

euen/</iin(/exceptland,is£3,879 15s. 7d.,

so it is a remarkably cheap building. I
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worked it out with great care, because

so much had been said about the failure

of Gothic buildings for congregational

worship ; and I was sure it was not in

the mere style. I am happy to say,

that m}T labors have been crowned with

the most complete success. The build-

ing has been pronounced perfect in its

acoustic properties by speakers and

hearers ; and the most bitter opponents

of Gothic say, they will " give in," as

they cannot find any fault ; for while it

is sufficiently ecclesiastical to produce

the effect on the mind, which the mere

entrance into a place of worship ought

to produce, it has not sufficient to awe

the mind, so as to hindei social worship.

Tou must not think me egotistical in

the matter, I only wish to give you as

correct an account of the building as

an interested person can. I send you a

description cut from the newspaper,

published at the time of the opening,
which is, on the whole, very correct.

I have also inclosed a photograph of
a church here, at Darlington. The por-

tion to the right of the tower only is at

present built. I will send you a written

description hereafter, for I have not a
printed one.

Wishing you great success in your
journal, I am,

Yours, truly,

WM. PEACHEY,
Architect.

We regret that the ground plan for

this church did not reach us in time for

insertion in this number ; but we will

embrace an early opportunity of laying

it before our readers, in order the more

thoroughly to elucidate the foregoing

very full description.

RURAL SCHOOL- HOUSES.

THE subject of suitable buildings for

the education of our youth is one

of such vital importance, that we con-

sider there is not one more deserving

of being brought prominently forward in

a magazine of this nature ; and—as we
are fully aware that a very wide difference

of opinion exists among all those, who
have made this particular branch of the

profession their study, as well as all

others, who are in any way, either from

professional or purely philanthropic

motives, interested therein—we should

be glad to receive any suggestions, 01

an}7 contributions which our readers may
feel disposed to forward on this impor-

tant subject.

It is a remarkable fact—the truth of

which cannot be disputed, and which

does not reflect creditably upon a commu-

nity like ours, which abounds with all the

facilities of communication, wealth, en-

terprise, and intelligence that has no rival

—that the subject of the improvement

of our school-houses has been allowed

Mo be neglected, and, in fact, almost

ignored, in many of our rural districts,

so that instead of the school-houses being

rendered attractive and inviting to the

growing youth, it is too often the case

that they have neither comfort nor aught

else to arrest the minds of the youth.

Yet we see marked and striking changes

in the architecture of our other public

and private buildings. National pride

and love of comfort were doubtless the

leading principles, which produced this

stimulus to the art

But we cannot understand how we
have been so short-sighted in our gener-

ation, as to have overlooked, so long as

we have done, the wretched and dis-

graceful condition of our school-houses.

True, there has been a rustling among
the dry bones. Public attention has be-

come, at last, to some extent aroused
;

and the result of the painful, though

necessary inquiries, which were made
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by the different committees of examina-

tion into the state of schools in the

]S
Tew England and Middle States, bring-

ing to light, as they did, an almost

incredible condition of things, has led to

the inauguration of a new system in the

era of School Architecture. We have

now edifices, which, though not by any

means models of architectural beaut}',

with but few pretentions to any style

at all, and far from being perfect in

their internal arrangement—the most

important of all considerations—still

evince such a decided and praiseworthy

advance in the proper direction, the true

principles, by which we should be

guided, being evidently understood,

though not perhaps as yet fully acted

up to, that we have every reason to

feel sanguine, as information and study

on these are diffused and enlarged, the

more rapidly and widely will improve-

ment extend. In a future number, we
intend treating on the Public School

Edifices of Philadelphia, many of which,

indeed, we may say, the majority of

which, are of very recent construction,

and claim to be designed on, and pos-

sessed of, all the latest improvements

and principles, the fruits of careful and

patient research and inquiry

Much care and attention have been

bestowed upon the internal arrangement

and conveniences, and, above all, on the

proper ventilation of the buildings, a

point heretofore totally disregarded, as

many of us can testify, from our school-

day experience. We may be perhaps

allowed to say, that in many of the

more recent school edifices constructed

in this city, more attention seems to

have been paid to the last mentioned

features, than to the external appear-

ance of the buildings. Although this

may by some be considered as a very

secondary consideration, and not to be

balanced against the former advantages,

still we are of opinion, that it is not

a matter of such little importance, as it

is deemed by some, to render the ex-

terior of our school-houses as pleasing

and as attractive to the youthful mind

as the science of architecture, restrained

of course by pecuniary considerations,

can make it.

Instead of allowing a repulsive ap-

pearance, or one ill-calculated to attract

or to leave a pleasurable impression on

the memory in after 3-ears, we should

endeavor to give our school edifices as

much architectural effect as possible, by

a display of taste and effective orna-

mentation. HoweATer, we will return at

some future time to the subject of City

School-houses—for the present we will

confine ourselves to a few remarks on

Country School-houses.

We have here presented to our read-

ers a Front and Side Elevation and

Ground-plan of a Design for a Rukal
School Edifice. The style partakes,

in its general leading characteristics of

the Swiss ; and, from its very nature and

materials, is well adapted for a rural com-

munity, where it would conform to the

general requirements and surroundings.

It is not necessary for us to recall to

our recollection the country schools of

our earlier years. Even }'et some may
be met with ; but we are glad to be able

to sa}r
,
that the spread of enlightenment

has swept away most of the old and

semi-barbarous notions ; and has called

into existence buildings, which, though

not perfect, still are a step in the right

direction.

First : as to the site of a Country

School-house. It should not be located

on the principal road, where there is

much thoroughfare likely to distract the

attention of the scholars from their

studies, but should be built in some

quiet, retired, and at the same time,

respectable neighborhood ; and upon a

well-selected and health}- piece of ground.

This should be an object of the very first

importance. It should alwa}-s be en-

closed with as large a yard, as is attain-

able, so as to have a capacious pla}r -

ground ; and, wherever practicable, a

portion of the latter should contain a

few shade trees.
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The building of which we have given

a design is, as will be seen, intended to

be constructed of timber. It is twenty-

one (21) feet high, having one main en-

trance through a porch, and one on the

side. It has a frontage of twenty-eight

(28) feet by sixty (60) feet in depth,

including the front porch.

The school-room itself—there being

only one compartment, which could be

easily divided off, if necessary—is fifty

(50) feet long by nineteen and a-half

(1 9i) feet broad ; and is capable of being

fitted up with desks in the manner shown

on the ground-plan.

It may be useful here to give the dif-

ferent sizes of the desks in use in school-

houses, premising that they all face in

one direction. What are called gram-

mar-desks are the largest, being forty-

two (42) inches long, thirty-two (32)

inches broad, back to the back of the

one in front. Secondary desks are forty

(40) inches long and twenty-seven and

a-half (27^) inches from back to back
;

and primary desks thirty -.eight (38)

inches in length, and twenty-four (24)

inches from back to back.

Passages have been left, twenty-two

inches wide between each vow of desks.

Of course, this arrangement of seats has

only been given to show what could be

done; but the final arrangement would

depend entirely on the number of pupils

and the judgment of the local authori-

ties.

Too much care cannot be paid to the

comfort of both teachers and scholars;

and every thing that can be done, should

be carried out, in order to render the

school-house a pleasant and desirable

resort ; and not one to be shunned and

dreaded, as only a necessary evil, which

must be undergone, and one which it is

not desirable to mitigate by any attract-

ive and healthful associations.

Note.—We have said above, that the design for the school-house in question is,

generally speaking, Swiss, or, better, Swiss Gothic; but the angles of the roof, the

porch, and the belfry are those of the Gothic. The diagonal timber-framing belongs

equally to either. Structures framed on this general principle, are also common in

Denmark, Sweden, and, more particularly, Norway. A glimpse of the general effect,

from the force of association, has an inevitable tendency to recall the timber-framed

houses of England, in the olden time ; although, in their case, the timbers were only

the skeleton of the house, as to wood-work; the sides themselves being constructed

of bricks, filled in between, leaving the wood exposed, flush with the brick-work,

and forming a quaint kind of diagonal latticing. Yet, originally, this style belonged

to Holland ; and was, indeed, by the English, imported thence, in many cases, bricks

and all.
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CHEAP COTTAGE DWELLINGS.

MATERIAL is the first considera-

tion in the construction of any

ouilding, and in none is it of more

importance, than in the dwellings for

that class, whose means will not permit

them to chose what they would most

like. There is to be found a suitable

material in every location—no matter

where—in which a man's destiny may
be cast. The " bush" affords wood ; the

neighborhood of a quarry presents stone ;

the soil of clay and sand gives brick,

burned or unburned ; and even in the

absence of all these, the lime and gravel

may be found, which will afford still

another material to man, in the form of

concrete.

The cottages we present to our readers

can be constructed in each or any of

these ; and in all, if proper care be

observed, with great advantage to the

economic comfort of the habitant.

Without regard to the apparently

trifling requirements ofproper execution,

a house—no matter of what material

—

loses much of its value in strength, dura-

bility, or capableness of affording the

most desirable shelter for its inmates-

How necessary then, that every care

should be taken to render it as perfect,

as the case will admit of ; and how much

is the interest of the owner concerned

in seeing such things, so vital to his in-

terest, duly attended to. A little care

taken in the formation of a joint would

prevent the intrusion of cold, or wet

;

and save, if not the doctor's bill for

fighting the rheumatism, at least the

cost and trouble of an unsightly patch.

As the manipulation of stone or burnt

brick is so well understood, there seems

to be no necessity for treating of the

construction of walls in them. We will,

therefore, take up

—

The Adobe, or Sun-dried Brick.

This material is very generally used,

throughout Mexico and Peru ; and is

often to be found in our Northern lati-

tudes. In Canada it was popular, a

quarter of a century ago ; and some
specimens were then to be found in the

United States. When carefully formed,

and a due admixture of the most fitting

material faithfully made, the adobe (pro-

nounced, a-do'-be) is a substantial and

very economical material, and well

worthy of attention. It is true, it has

its drawbacks, one of the chief of which,

is the shrinkage it undergoes in drying.

Hence the necessity for making full

allowance for such shrinkage in the con-

struction of the walls. But, that adobe

is a sound as well as cheap material is

as certain, as that it was used before the

baking or burning of bricks was put in

practice. The Bible records the use of

such sun-dried bricks ; and no doubt

they were highly thought of, in those

days, as the most extensive public works

were constructed of them.

Climate, of course, has much to say

in the matter ; and the induration of the

bricks is dependent greatly on the

thorough drying, or sun-baking, they

receive.

The mode of manufacturing adobes is

as follows :

Make several boxes, the more the

better, of seasoned stuff, planed smooth

on the inside. The sides should be

twenty inches long, and the ends twelve

inches ; or, the intended thickness of the

walls. On the inner face of the sides of

these boxes there should be two grooves,

into which the ends can slide, and the

sides can be held together by rods run-

ning through them, and fastened on the

outside, so that the box can be made
perfectly tight. These boxes should be

at least six inches deep, and without

a bottom. The sides should project

sufficiently beyond the ends to admit,
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not only of fasteners, but of handles by

which these moulding boxes may be

worked with facility. Boards, smoothed

on the upper side, should be laid upon

sleepers on the ground, and set far

enough apart, to admit of a passage be-

tween them. These boards should be

not less than ah inch and a half thick,

to prevent " buckling." They should be

lightly strewed with sand, so that the

material may not adhere to them.

The moulding boxes and drying boards

being now ready, we will speak of the

material The clay should be very

aluminous, in order to have it plastic

;

but it should not be too rich. To obvi-

ate such a state, it is only necessary to

add sand. Some mix in an inferior

earth, but sand is decidedly better ;
and

if, in wetting, a bushel oflime be added to

every thirty gallons of water, it will add

materially to the strength of the brick.

The clay being ploughed up, and the

surface sods taken off, oxen, or horses,

should be turned in, and made to trample

and work up the whole ; it being suffi-

ciently saturated from time to time with

the lime-water. Straw, rushes, or any

convenient binding material is now to

be cut into lengths of, say ten inches,

and thickly strewed over the muck or

material, and then thoroughly worked

or trodden in, by the animals. When
the composition is fairly mixed, so that

it is ready for the moulds, the boxes,

already described, are to be filled to

overflowing with the material, and well

rammed down, with square rammers, as

compactly as possible. They are filled

up flush again, then rammed ; and so on

—until the top of the box is reached.

They are then to have their surfaces

evened off by wooden scrapers, moved

firmly along the top of each box, and

the surplus thrown back into the work-

ing bed. In a short time, these newly

moulded bricks will be shrunk suffi-

ciently to permit the boxes being re-

moved, which is done by carefully rais-

ing them up. And here it would be Mrell

to suggest the previous wetting and sand-

ing of the insides of the boxes, so as to

admit of their being easily removed.

The new bricks may now be left to

dry, and bake in the sun, for not less

than four daj's ; care being taken to pro-

tect them from occasional showers of

rain. This may be effected by means
of a portable shed, which might be in

the form of a light frame, covered with

tarred paper, kept in rolls, ready for

use.

The moulding boxes may now be re-

filled, on other boards, and the same

course pursued as before ; and so on,

until all the required bricks are moulded.

Each brick being sixteen inches long,

and six inches thick, it is very easy to

calculate the number wanted to build

any given amount of work.

The baking process being now com-

plete on one side, the bricks are to be

carefully turned over, and left to the

finishing strokes of the sun.

The foundation walls of the cottages

should be of stone, or well-burnt brick,

but better of the former : the whole

set on a footing-course of concrete, six

inches thick. These foundations should

be carried up above ground, say eighteen

inches, and be covered with cement, to

prevent damp rising into the walls.

The whole being leveled off, the super-

structure may be commenced, and the

adobes, or sun-dried bricks, laid in regu-

lar courses, carrying out the plans and

elevations here given. The joints may
be of ordinary mortar. They should be

carefully pointed, if the front is to be

simply white-washed ; but, if the inten-

tion be to rough-coat them with gravel

and lime, and plaster or rough cast, it

would be well to leave the joints rough,

filling them with the coating material.

The rough-cast may have some sienna,

dissolved with glue or size, in hot water,

thus giving it a tint. There are many
other tints which can be given, but of

these, and their proportions, we propose

to speak on some other occasion.
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The chimneys may be built of the

adobes, although ordinary burnt brick

is superior for the flues.

It would be judicious to insert rough

temporary frames in all the openings

for windows and doors, until the brick

is perfectly hard, and settled to its

place.

We have seen bad consequences arise

from a contrary practice, and much un-

fair criticism founded on this very

point.

The interior faces of the walls should

be plastered three coats, and hard-fin-

ished for painting.

All sills and lintels should be of stone,

and carefully laid.

We must say, we like this material

much. It makes a warm house in winter,

and a cool one in summer ; and is, in

most respects, very desirable ; economy
being its leading end, and, to millions,

its most desirable characteristic.

The finish of these cottage dwell-

ings will be in perfect keeping with

their peculiarities of stjde ; and, as

such constructions are in themselves

ornamental, they do not call for embel-

lishment.

Our first illustration is a large cot-

tage, of which the ground-plan may be

thus described :

A, the Parlor ; B, the Kitchen
; C,

the Pantry ; D, Closet under the stairs,

and E, the Entrance Hall.

In the second stoi-y, FPF are Bed-

rooms, and G, a Closet.

The next design is for a less expen-

sive cottage, the plans of which are as

shown here

:

A, a parlor, with Bay-window ; B,

the Living-room, with Bay-window; C,

Bed-room, off parlor ; D, the Porch.

This latter is a comfortable cottage

for a lone couple, and, by a slight addi-

tion, might be made to accommodate a

small family.

We here present another one-story

cottage: A, Living-room; B, Kitchen
;

C, D and E, Bed-rooms ; F, Pantry, and
G, Porch.
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These designs can be executed in

wood, stone, brick, or concrete, as well

as in adobe, and can be made to look

tasteful and neat. If executed in wood,

there are several ways of building them,

and many befiitting styles of ornament,

which we propose to take up, on other

occasions, seriatim.

PRACTICAL CARPENTRY & JOINERY

BRACKETS OR CONSOLES.

THESE are among the necessary or-

naments of architecture. They are

used for supports to a cornice, an arch,

a table, &c, and, in our American Do-

mestic St3'les, form a prominent and

very interesting feature in the finish of

fronts.

The accompanying plate presents four

examples. They are all Elizabethan.

Both the lower ones are the same design,

the one being a front, and the other an

angular or side, view.

The word console is much used ; and

we derive it from the French architects
;

but this name is singularly infelicitous.

If we trace it to a Latin origin, we find

it still more puzzling. The term bracket

more clearly conveys the meaning, or

use, of this ornament ; console having re-

ference to the foot, and bracket meaning

the arm. Both are French words, de-

rived from the Latin ; and, as both are

used in the upper part of a building, it is

evident that bracket is the more fitting

word. The term corbel is sometimes

used, instead of either of these ; but

very incorrectly. The true meaning of

corbel is a hanging, not a sustaining or-

nament. It is likewise derived from

the French, meaning a basket . and

should not therefore be used in the sense

of a support.

We are thus particular, in reviewing

and inspecting this matter, as some of

our builders are too apt to mix up those

features ; and, as errors are more sure to
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thrive than facts, we deem it our duty

to draw the attention of our readers to

this subject. We would add, that the

term truss is no more correct, when ap-

plied to the work of the bracket, than

are the others. A truss has reference

to a heavy framing ; and should not be

coufounded with a light support. Ancone

is still another name for this object ; but

it is little known and less used ; so we
will not waste time on it.

Brackets answer a very good pur-

pose, both inside and outside of a house
;

and have, of late years, grown greatly

into favor, in the composition of country

houses. In fact they have been made
the feature, in so much, that our Eng-

lish critics denominate a composition in

which they are much used, " American

bracketed Architecture." We find no
fault with this ; but we do denounce the

excess to which some builders carry the

use of this otherwise pleasing and cer-

tainly very useful feature. We have

seen roofs of two story buildings project

fully three feet. Thus giving a very

bad effect to the whole house. Even at

five stories such over-hanging eaves

would be faulty.

Brackets are capable of receiving

much embellishment ; but it must be of

that order, which will not lead the mind
to suppose, that any part of their duty

is to support their own ornamenta-

tion.

Grace of curvature is the chief object

to be kept in view, in their outline or

general shape. And there are few things

that call forth the artistic taste of a

designer more than this very bracket.

Nature's exquisite curvatures of long

foliage, meeting with obstruction, will

present charming hints for the free

pencil, guided by judgment and skill.

CENTERING.

"VFOTHING in the scientific range of

-i-^l Carpentry demands more atten-

tion, than the problem of Centering
;

or the construction of a framing, on

which arches of stone, or brick, are to

be turned. When we consider the

weight to be borne, the pressure to be

resisted, and the imperative necessity

for accuracy of curve, it will be at once

seen, that it is by no means a trifling

matter.

The most eminent engineers and

architects have made this subject their

study. Nor is it alone in large con-

structions, such as aqueducts and

bridges, that it is to be pondered, and

wrought out ; but in the smallest arch

its peculiar characteristics are to be seen

and attended to. Every round-headed

opening in a building has to be turned

on a centering, so that much depends

upon its strength and accuracy. There

must not be a possibility of the slightest

change of form. The centres must be

easy of removal, and as economic, as is

consistent with the requisite strength.

The following problems will be found

useful in relation to centering:—
To form a true Ellipsis, on a given Base,

with a given Height.

Fig. 1. Let A B be the given line; D
C the given height : Take off from B to

D equal to this height, D C ; divide the

remaining portion, towards D, into three

equal parts
;
give one of these parts to

lengthen the distance from D to B ; call

this new point F. Now take the dis-

tance from D to F and mark it off on C.

Next take C and F, as centres respect-

ively, and the distance between them as

radii, and describe arcs crossing each

other at H. Join H F, and H C, and

continue the lines to I and G respect-

ively. Lastly : Taking H as a centre,

describe the segment ICG; and, taking
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C and P, respectively, for centres, with

C I, and P G-, respectively, for radii,

describe the arcs A I, and B Gr; thus

completing the ellipsis.

Having the Chord, to construct the Cen-

tering for an Egg-shaped Culvert.

Pig. 2. Take the chord A B, and di-

viding it into two equal parts, strike a

semi-circle from the centre. On the

chord, as a base, construct a reversed

equilateral triangle A H B, the apes of

which will be the centre of the circle H,

the radius of which is one-third of a line

H C drawn from this centre to the for-

mer. Prolong the respective sides of

the equilateral triangle ; and taking A,

B, alternately, as centres, and the length

of the chord as radii, describe the two

arcs ; and thus unite the circle with the

semi-circle, and complete the figure.

Another Method :—With half the

length of the chord A B as a radius, D
C, describe a semi-circle A D B ; and

with the whole chord A B as a radius,

describe an arc A P ; and with B A for

a radius, describe an arc B I. On the

chord A B construct a reversed equi-

lateral triangle A H B
;
produce the

sides A H and B H to F and I respect-

ively. Then, taking H P as a radius,

connect the arcs A P and B I by the

small arc P I.

A Third Method:—Divide the chord

A B into five equal parts. Apply four

of these parts to the line D H ; one of

these parts will be the radius H P. The
semi-circle segments and small circle

will be all struck as before.

Fig. 3.

—

Having the Chord and Height

of the Segment of a Circle, to describe

the Segment without finding the Centre.

Join D B, and draw D H parallel to

B A. Apply the trammel, so that its

angle may coincide with that of the

figure
;
previously putting pins at the

points A and B, and sliding the tram-

mel along them. A pencil at D will

describe half the arc ; and by moving

the pin out of B and putting it in A the

other half will be described in the same

manner.

Fig. 4. Another method:—Let A B
be the chord of the segment, and C D
its height. Join D A and D B ; stick a

pin at A and another at B. Now take

a trammel and fix a pencil point at its

apex and apply it on D ; slide the tram-

mel along the pins A and B, keeping

the sides close up to the pins, and the

pencil point will correctly mark out the

required segment. The trammel above

mentioned is thus formed : Put together

two slips of wood, so as to form an angle

equal to A D B, each of the sides pro-

longed to the length of the chord A B
;

secure this angle by a cross-piece, and

the trammel is complete. It is formed

so that the segment of a circle will be

equal to that of Fig. 3 or 4 ; and is

made practical when the circle is of

great diameter. Either of these tram-

mels may be applied in flat segments

;

but the latter, by reason of the obtuse-

ness of the angle, slides with less fric-

tion along the pins, takes up much less

room, and can be applied in all cases,

whereas in many it is impossible to use

the other. If the height of the arch is

very small, the instrument may be in

one piece.

To describe an Octagon within a Square.

Fig. 5. Draw the diagonal A D in the

given square ; and taking one-half of it

for a radius, with A for a centre, describe

a segment. Do the same at the other

three centres, B and D ; cut off the

angles of the square by joining the

points ; and the octagon is complete.

Having one Centre given for an Un-

equal-sided Groin, to form the Other,

so that the Intersection thereof shall

produce the Angle, or Mitre-Arch, to

hang perpendicularly over its Base,

and, moreover, to draw the Centre

thereof.

Fig. 6. Draw the lines A B and B D,

and D and C A, each equal to one

another, to represent the walls from
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whence the arches spring, and on the

line A B describe the given arch A F B.

This being done, divide the line A B
into any number of equal parts, from

whence raise perpendiculars to A B, to

touch the arch A F B, and draw the

diagonal lines A D and B C. Then take

the line E F, and set it perpendicular

to the lines A C, A D, C D, C B, B D,

from A to 0, from A to I, from C to P,

from C to S, from C to L, and from D
to K, from D to T, from D to V, and

from B to M, and from B to Z, and

draw the straight lines P, I K, S T,

L M, and V Z. Now divide the base

lines B D, D C, C A, A D, and B C, each

into the same number of equal parts as

A B is divided into, and from the points

of division draw parallel lines to touch

the lines O P, S T, V Z, L M, and I K.

Then take the lengths of the perpendicu-

lars to A B, drawn to touch the given

arch A F B, and set them off in the cor-

respondent parallels drawn from the

points of division of the several bases

upwards, and the arches will be de-

scribed.

The Arch Line of a large Ceiling, or

Vault, supposed to be semi-circular,

being given : how to form the Curve of

a Lesser Arch, that shall intersect the

Side thereof, to give way for Doors or

Windows, so that their intersection

shall produce the Groin to hang per-

pendicularly over its Base ; as also to

form the Curve Line thereof

Fig. 7. First, draw the lines A B, B
D, D C, and C A, to represent the walls

from whence the arches spring, and de-

scribe the two given semi-circular arches

A B, C L D, and in the line B D set

off. the span of the intersecting arch from

v to t. Then set off the height you de-

sign to raise the lesser arch v z t from g

in the line A B, perpendicularly to touch

the arch in h, and from v to r, and t to

u, and draw the line r u, which halve in

the point z, and draw the line z y paral-

lel to vr, or t u. Then lay a line from

h through h through g, towards x; as

also from z through y, towards x ; and

these two lines will cut one another at

x, from whence to the points v and t

draw the lines x v and x t. Now set off

g h perpendicular to x t, from x w, and
from t to S, and draw the line S w, and

divide q B into any number of equal

parts at pleasure ; from the divisions of

which, draw perpendiculars to q B, to

touch the arch A B between the

points B and h, and divide v y and y t,

the halves of the base v t, each into the

same number of equal parts as q B : also,

x t, and from the point of division draw

parallel lines to touch the lines u r and

s w. This being done, take the lengths

of the lines that were drawn from the

points of division of g B perpendicularly

to touch the part B h of the arch A B,

and set them off in the correspondent

parallels from y v to z r and from y t

to z u ; as likewise from x t to w s. As

you set off the parallels, stick in nails

and bend a thin rule about them, and

describe the sought arches ; v z t is the

true intersecting arch, and iv t the curve

line of the corresponding groin.

If the Lesser Arch of an Irregular

Groin be a given Semi-circle, it is re-

quired to form a Larger One, so that

the Intersection of those two Arches

shall make the Arch Line of the Angle

to hang perpendicular over its Base;

also, to draw that Arch Line of the

Angle.

Fig. 8. First, draw the lines A B and

C D, to represent the walls from which

the arches spring, and draw the line C B,

and on A C describe the semi-circle A
E C, and divide A C into any number

of equal parts, from whence draw paral-

lel lines to C D to touch or come to the

arch A E C, and if these parallels are

continued out to the line C B, they will

divide it into the same number of equal

parts as A C is ; and if from each of the

divisions of this last line, parallels to A
C are drawn, they will divide the line A
B into the same number of equal parts
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as A C or C B is divided into Continue

A C to I, so that A I be equal to E /,

and continue D B to K, so that K B be

likewise equal to E /, or A I, and draw

the line I K. At the points C and B
raise the perpendiculars C N and B O
to C B, each of the same length as E /,

or A I, or B K, and draw the line N 0.

Lastly, from the divisions of A B, draw

parallels to A I ; and from the divisions

of C B parallels to C N. Then set off

the heights or lengths of each of the

parallels in the semi-circle A E C, upon

the correspondent parallels to A I and

C N, and stick in nails. Then bend a

lath round the edge.

THE GAZETTE.

HOT-CAST PORCELAIN.

HOT-CAST Porcelain is so new an

article comparatively, that, doubt-

less, our readers will be pleaded with a

short description of it and its uses.

In chemical composition and general

nature it is nearly midway between

china, or porcelain proper, and glass
;

and its uses are very diversified, includ-

ing artistic figures, vases, brackets, bell-

shades, conical lamp-shades, stamped

artistic shades, cups, tumblers, goblets,

beakers, egg-cups, with eggs (for prac-

tical jokes) 'to match, napkin rings,

match-boxes, perfume-bottles, very large

evaporating-dishes for photographers,

paint-cups and tiles for water-colors,

flooring tiles, ashlar for bases, instead

of brown-stone or marble, paper-

weights, lamp-stands, door-knobs and

escutcheons, plates for photographic

pictures, table-tops and mantel-pieces,

columns, cornices, wash-stands, door

and window-frames, slabs and grave-

stones, monuments, obscuring win-

dow panes (instead of ground glass)

—which have the merit of being smooth

on both sides, and therefore of not har-

boring the dust—balustrades and hand-

railings, lintels, window-sills, and, in

fact, things innumerable.

Hot-Cast Porcelain cools with a hand-

some semi-vitreous surface lustre
; but

when the natural surface is ground off,

the body of the material takes a fine

polish and its lustre is even improved.

The inner surface of the material, as

well as the outer glaze of* cooling, is im-

pervious to acids, thus specially adapt

ing it for the many utensils required in

chemical laboratories.

Most of the demand on the company
is for perfectly white ware, but the sub-

stance is capable of receiving the most

varied colors without material alteration

of its varied good qualities. A beauti-

ful opalescent iridescence is sometimes

observed on it, from the commingling

of fancy colors. In plain tints, tones

and hues, we noticed cream, siskin,

drab, olive, blue, purple, brown, gray,

green
;
and in fancy markings, striped,

variegated, mottled and marbled. We
were informed by the attentive assist-

ant, that, the "pot-bottoms," or glass

remaining—after being nearly drained

in the course of manufacturing, and
allowed to cool— often exhibits mag-
nificent color effects, in changeable

flushes, waves, &c, which he could onl}r

liken to the aurora borealis, as nothing

else in nature seemed to vie with this

sedimentary glass.

It is claimed that "this new and re-

"markable ware combines the beauty
" of French china with the strength of
" the strongest marble. It is capable of
" being formed into any shape into which
" glass can be blown, pressed, moulded
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" or drawn. The materials which are em-

" plo3Ted in its manufacture are inexpen-

" sive, and are as easily worked, as those

" from which ordinary glass is made. Its

" durability, and resistance to heat, cold,

"acids, and other destructive agencies,

" have been thoroughly tested, and with

"the most satisfactory results."

Early in December, we paid a visit to

the extensive works of The American

Hot-Cast Porcelain Company, at the

corner of York and Gaul streets, Rich-

mond, Philadelphia; and safely passed

the portentous " No Admittance except

on Business," by means of a letter of

introduction, from a genial friend, to the

superintendent, Waldron J. Cheyney,

Esq. He himself was not in at the time

;

but his gentlemanly assistants made us

welcome ; and extended every facility in

furtherance of our object. Taking a

rapid survey of the office, general prem-

ises and packing-rooms, we proceeded,

almost at once, to the grand apartment

of the furnaces, where a busy crew of

skilful men and agile boys were manipu-

lating the fiery and plastic material.

Perhaps we cannot do better, than de-

scribe a few of the processes, although

in these—following the methods of man-

aging glass for the same general pur-

poses—there is nothing specially new.

Planned in accordance with the mod-

ern best models of arrangement, for

buildings of this nature, the place is

large and lofty, exceedingly light of

construction, and unimpeded by verti-

cal supports, the only interruptions to

the general view being the tall conical

furnace-stacks.

Passing through along corridor, from

the room containing the finishing side

of the annealing furnace, W3 came first

to a gang of men and boys making

Pitchers.

The particular style occupjang them,

at the moment, was Molasses Pitch-

ers ; but the process is much the same

for all kinds. A furnace boy brings the

blower his long blow-pipe, with a bit of

red-hot glass, as it is technical!}' called,

upon its lower end, of about the size of

a small orange, obtained by dipping the

tube into the incandescent molten mate-

rial, at the bottom of the furnace, and

giving it a slight twist, as it is raised. The

blower takes the pipe, blows in it, to in-

crease the size of the plastic knob ; re-

volves and sways the pipe slowly back-

ward and forward, the glass bladder, or

bubble, as it may be termed, gradually

elongating and enlarging ; and, at a

given signal, has an attendant open for

him a hinged iron mould, in which he

rests the fast-cooling opalescent mass.

The mould—containing the proper de-

pressions for making figures in relief

upon the side of the pitcher—is instantly

closed ; and, without revolving his pipe,

with one steady puff, he forces the glass

into all the recesses of the mould. The

mould is immediately opened ; and the

pipe and pitcher together carried by a

boy to the finisher, who rests the pipe

upon a slight rail or ledge before him,

the pitcher, bottom outwards, being

turned away from him. Meanwhile an-

other boy has brought a small mass of

melted glass upon the end of an iron rod,

and has swayed it, until it drops into a

long pendant, at the same time rolling it

upon a small level iron table, before him

;

and, as he hands it to the finisher, twirls

his rod, until, from the centrifugal mo-

tion, the glass resembles the trunk of

an elephant. Upon the handle side of

the pitcher were moulded two little

knosps or projections, corresponding to

the insertions of the top and bottom of

the handle. At a motion from the fin-

isher, the youth drops the hot and plastic

end of the trunk of glass upon the hot

upper projection of the pitcher, where

the finisher immediately fastens it, by a

momentary pressure of a large pair of

plyers held in his right hand. The youth

withdraws his rod, to obtain the length

of the proposed handle. This draw-

ing causes the rod-end hand of the glass

to become the slenderer part ; and, the

proper length being obtained, the fin-
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isher, with a pair of scissors, cuts off

the glass, takes the rod in his left

hand, revolves the half-attached handle

on the pitcher, to lengthen it, and, with

his plyers, gives the handle somewhat

the form of an S, and fastens the lower

end down to the lower projection on the

pitcher, making it secure by a single

pressure of the butt of his plyers ; and

shapes up the handle itself by the blades

of the plyers. A slight jar of the rod

against the
1

edge of a trough then de-

taches the pitcher, which is at once taken

up on a rod, in the hands of a small boy,

and borne off to the annealing furnace.

A few steps to the left was a similar

gang; engaged in moulding

Lamp-Stands.

The principal operator stands before

an upright iron press, arranged with

table, plunger, and stops, the whole ad-

justable by means of set-screws, and

provided with an iron mould, in two

parts, whereof the lower is hinged, to

open and free the glass knob, forming

the fastening of the lamp itself, and the

upper is solid, the upper part sliding,

and fitting accurately, upon the lower.

When ready, he closes the lower mould,

by means of long handles, like those of

an old-fashioned waffle-iron, and secured

in the same general way—only these

move in their hinge laterally, instead

of vertically—and, in the same move-

ment, adjusts the upper and the lower

parts of the mould, leaving upwards the

wide open mouth of the latter, which

corresponds to the bottom of the lamp-

stand. An assistant now drops into the

mould an elongating red-hot lump of

glass, which the first cuts from the rod,

with a large pair of shears, at the same

instant pushing the combined mould

back to a rest, upon the table of the

press. The plunger now descends, and

forces the glass into all the minute rami-

fications of the mould. The plunger

rising, the mould is withdrawn, and the

lower part unclasped, enabling the ope-

rator to lift in his left hand the moulded

glass itself, in the upper part of the

mould, which is provided with a handle,

at the same time fanning the glass briskly

for a few seconds with a common fan,

held in his right hand, in order to cool

it. He now relieves the stand from the

mould with a slight tap, which causes it

to rest in the bottom of a little trough,

or dry vat, and taking it up, on a broad

little wooden spatula, turns it out upon

an iron table, bottom downwards. This

last motion, the glass being yet warm,

and the table perfectly level, causes the

stand, by its own weight, to assume the

exact shape for resting steadily, when
in use. As soon as two are ready, a boy

upon an iron instrument, like a baker's

peel, carries them to the annealing fur-

nace. This method is for the larger

sizes, the smaller ones, treated in every

other respect the same way, are not

fanned.

Directly across, and near the opposite

side of the place, with a table before

him, supporting two open hexagonal

moulds, in a heavy iron plate, is a

stalwart man forming

Tiles.

An assistant brings the glass on the

end of an iron rod ; and allows it to fall

slowly upon the centre of the depression

of a mould, when, by estimate, the work-

man cuts it away from the lump on

the rod, with a large pair of ordinary

shears. The moulder then smooths off

the top of the mass—or the bottom

of the tile—by means of a little board,

about half an inch thick, seven inches

wide and twenty inches long, which

he rotates very briskly over the mass,

thus forcing it into all the corners of the

mould. Then, sprinkling along a little

damp sand upon the glass, he rotates the

board upon it again, grinding in the

sand, to roughen the under surface

of the tile for the cement, in the final

setting for floor or pavement. A second

tile is formed in the same manner.

He then stands up the mould plate ; and

with a slight tap, disengages the tiles.
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He next sprinkles both moulds with

water, to cool them for the succeeding

pair. In the whole process, he looks

like a spirit, of the terrene realm of fire,

engaged in some choice salamandrine

cookery. These tiles cool with some

tendency towards concavity, just within

their edges on top ; but this is obviated

by grinding them perfectly level, and

finishing with a waxy lustre, that the}'

may not be too smooth for the feet.

The tiles being turned out upon an

iron table, boys whisk them .off to the

annealing furnace.

A few steps further, and we reach

a tall active man, with a press before

him, similar to that of the lamp-stand

moulder, but rather lighter in construc-

tion. He is engaged in making tops for

little, round, flat

POMATTJM CUPS,

or boxes ; the boxes themselves are

formed in the same way. He has a little

iron mould, with a separate iron collar,

into which his assistant, from an iron

rod, drops a small lump of molten glass,

which the moulder cuts away from the

glowing bottom of the rod, with a light

pair of scissors, when the combined

mould is pushed backward, on the press

table, to its rest ; and instantly a plunger

descends ; and drives the yielding glass

into every part of the mould. Then the

plunger rising, the mould is withdrawn
;

and the workman stirs the square end of

a little piece of board, say about an

inch and a half wide, briskly around in

the glass on the open mould, to keep

the top of the new-formed cover well

against the bottom of the mould, and

this being opened, the cover is dropped

out, and, as before, carried away by a

boy to the annealing furnace. The cups

or boxes, here described, would answer

as well for shaving-cream, or any sub-

stance of an unctuous nature.

Moving around the spacious building
;

and returning almost to the point where

entered, we find a pair of sturdy work-

men busy making conical

Lamp or Gas-Shades.

This pair, as in all the other cases,

have several younger assistants. The
assistant blower takes the molten glass

out of the furnace upon his long iron

blow-pipe
;
puffs it out to the size of

a large apple ; and partially shapes it, by

means of a wooden mould, which he

holds in one hand—with about two-

fifths of one side cut away, so that its

interior is of a very concave shape—by
revolving within it the glass upon the

rod, by means of which the mass is half

formed and put back again into the in-

candescent fluid in the furnace, for a

fresh accretion. The tube—now taken

by the principal workman—while the

assistant returns to the former operation

—is then blown into, swayed backward

and forward—revolved, in order to obtain

length and partial regularity in the

combined mass—and the elongated flask

rested revolvingly upon the bottom of a

side-acting hinged wooden mould, oppor-

tunely opened b}' an attendant boy,

seated upon the pavement, with the

mould between his legs, so that he

can readily look into it, for the proper

time of closing, which is when the

whirling, flattening mass— becoming

like an obtuse hollow cone, closed in at

the bottom, nearly fills its mould, which

being tightly closed, the workman blows

and revolves his blow-pipe very briskl}r

for a few seconds ; and, the mould being

open, he takes his rod to the edge of

a trough or dry vat ; and shaping the

neck, or upper part, bjr revolving it

within the blades of a pair of plyers
;

and, giving the thin glass a little above,

a smart tap, he detaches the shade,

which is immediately taken up by a boy

with a rod and hurried to the annealing

furnaces. The glass bottom of the

shade is cut out afterwards, hy running

a hot slight iron rod around upon the

edge of the shade.

In all these processes, both the iron

rods and the iron blow-pipes are

guarded near their upper ends, or wher-
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ever wielded, with thick twine, wrapped

around them, for the continuous space

of about eighteen to twenty inches, in

order to protect the hands of the work-

man from the cumulative effects of heat

;

and, we suppose, that, in addition, the

workmen have spare ones, to allow those

in use for awhile to cool off.

There is no waste, whatever, in the

fragmentary material, which is all gath-

ered up again, and re-melted, in the cru-

cibles, for any future operations.

We have reiterated the annealing, at

the end of each separate process, be-

cause, as absolutely necessary to tough-

en the glass for use, it is well to fasten

it in the mind. All the articles are five

hours each in passing through the an-

nealing furnace, when they re-appear, on

the opposite side, in another apartment,

where youths are constantly watching,

either to bear them away to the store-

room shelves, or, if the commercial

hurry of the Company requires, to pack

them, at once, for distant transporta-

tion.

The whole establishnient is exceeding-

1}* busy and brisk. Indeed, in the fur-

nace room, it is necessary to be

wary, because, although the men are

polite and careful, they must be alert,

and may not observe you. Should

you, perchance, pass between the mould-

ers and the furnace door, you are in

great danger of a serious and searing

burn, from the lumps of red hot glass,

on rod, or tube, ceaselessly flung about,

on every side.

This Company also manufacture oc-

casionally, and will constantly, after

New Year, 1809, at the works of The
Atlantic Quartz Company, No. 3045

and 3047 Chestnut street, West Phila-

delphia. Their present business office

is in the hall of the Franklin Insti-

tute, but will shortly be at the north-

east corner of Seventh and Walnut
streets.

Hot-Cast Porcelain is, though yet in

its infancy, a successful rival of china,

glass, bisque, and other substances of

their general nature, as hinted in the

beginning of this sketch, for all the

smaller objects and utensils, designed

either for ornament alone, or for ele-

gant use. But its capabilities extend

far beyond these lesser luxuries of

society.

The greater luxuries are chaste and

lustrous exteriors, and polished and

elegant interiors, for the homes of men.

Much time and capital have been ex-

pended in the production of artificial

stone, which—from the facility of pro-

ducing it of almost any given size and

shape—will look well in masonry, and

yet afford lines, which cannot, as cheaply,

be given to natural materials by the

stone-cutter.

But the gentlemen concerned have

aspirations far beyond this, confidently

hoping, as they clo, to produce in the

near future, a choice and not uneconom-

ical material, in blocks, for the finest

building-fronts, which shall receive, if

desirable, a fine polish, and yet with-

stand, without disintegrating, the quick-

sapping effects of the American climate,

in its utmost stress. We sincerely wish

them Good Speed !

ADAMS' WOOD-GRAINING MACHINE.
HITHERTO the art of imitating

the grain of woods, in Painting,

has been, in the hands of the best artists,

but a tedious operation. The inventive

genius of our countrymen, ever on the

lookout for chances of improving and

accelerating the labor of the artisan, has

not failed the occasion here.

We have seldom seen a more perfect

piece of graining, than that produced by

Adams' Air-Cylinder Graining-Ma-

chine. In fact, we are firmly convinced
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that this admirable little aid to labor is

destined to do away, altogether, with

the old-fashioned system of the stain and
rag, in which we were so dependent on

the ability of the workman, and in a

great measure, also, on his taste, such

as it might be.

The machine in question grains in oil

colors, giving very perfect imitations of

walnut, rosewood, chestnut and oak in

every variety. Nothing can be more

certain or accurate than its work ; and

its impressions are as sharp and true,

as it is possible for any thing to be. It

saves a great deal of hand-labor; and is

alike applicable to flat or curved surfaces.

It is strongly constructed of vulcan-

ized rubber, with brass side-plates ; and

will do good service for years, with ordi-

nary care.

It is an air-filled, revolving cylinder,

of which there are two sizes, one of eight

inches, the other of five, easily inflated,

and as easily compressed, when desira-

ble, to meet the exigencies of width of

panel. The graining-bands are made
for the A'arious grains ; and are ten in

number, at the selection of the purchaser.

These graining-bands are easily placed

upon the C}dinders ; and each is con-

tinuous, thus avoiding laps or breaks.

The largest size of this Machine weiohs

but eleven pounds, and any painter can

manipulate it with ease after one or two
days' practice.

Printed directions are given with each

machine, Ivy which any one can learn

the immediate use of it. The usual oil-

graining colors may be employed with

great success.

A CONCRETE PRESS.

THE nature and power of Concrete is

well known, and the economy of its

use much studied, even in our country,

where the various materials called into

use for building purposes are so liberally

placed by nature within our reach.

For nearly twenty years Concrete

has been used in the West in the con-

struction of houses ; and, notwithstand-

ing the very imperfect manner of its

composition, the walls built of it are

found to be durable. But the strength

of this material was not attainable by

the mere casting of it within boarded

sidings. It became necessary to submit

this concrete to an amount of pressure,

which might have the effect of indurating

it. And not alone that, but there was

a necessity for casting the material into

a form eas}- of manipulation—such as

bricks. A Mr. Foster was the first to

devise a press for this purpose, which

he patented, and which is still in use,

turning out a very creditable article of

hollow brick. His press, however, though

possessing great power, was far too slow

for the requirements of cheap walling

;

one, and the chief of which, is speedy

action. It became necessary, therefore,

to use several of Mr. Foster's presses, in

order to meet the demand. This in-

creased number of machines, or presses,

involved the emploj'ment of a number
of additional hands, which fact mate-

rially increased the expense of the work.

Here, then, was a very serious obstacle

to the popularity of the invention.

But, improvement is always in order;

and we now have the pleasure to draw

attention to a new machine, for this pur-

pose, the excellence of which is unques-

tionable. It bears the very impressive

title of The Little Giant. It is a

portable Concrete Press, for Manufac-

turing Concrete Building Blocks. It is

worked by hand, with great ease and

rapidity, and with it one man can press

1,500 blocks per day, at an expense less

than that of burned brick. It is highly

recommended by numerous architects,

builders, and others in the West, where

it has been most successfully tested
;

and we feel great pleasure in endorsing

its merits.
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TABLE OF SLATES:
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF EACH SIZE OF SLATE

REQUIRED FOR

ONE SQUARE OF ROOF.

Size. No. Size. No. Size.
1

No.

6 x 12 533 9 X 16 246 12 x 20 141

7 X 12 457 10 X 16 221 14 X 20 121

8 X 12 400 12 X 16 184 11 X 22 137

9 X 12 355 9 X 18 213 12 X 22 126

7 X H 374 10 X 18 192 14 X 22 108

8 x 14 327 11 X 18 175 12 X 24 114

9 x 14 291 12 X 18 160 14 X 24 97

10 X 14 261 10 X 20 169 16 X 24 86

8 X 16 272 11 X 20 154

A Square of Slate is what will meas-

ure one hundred square feet, when upon

the Roof.

Whenever Slates are purchased by

the square, it has become an invariable

rule, to allow three inches for the dis-

tance the third covers the first, or, to use

the technical phraseology of Slaters,

three inches over-lap.

The contents of a roof is found by

multiplying the length of the ridge by

the girt from eave to eave ; and, in

Slating, just so much allowance must

be made, for the double row of slate at

the eaves, as there would be in a single

row of slate. For example, if the slates

are sixteen inches long, they will lay six

and a half inches to the weather, therefore

six and a half inches should be allowed.

One foot, linear measure, is allowed,

on valleys and hips, for the extra labor

of cutting, fitting, and laying, and the

waste of slate.

Example: if a valley or hip is twenty

feet long, twenty feet will be added to

the surface measure of the roof.

No deduction is made for chimneys,

scuttles, &c, unless they are more than

four feet square

We have been indebted, for the above

information, to the kindness of a friend,

who is a practical Slater ; and with his

assistance and the aid of a very use-

ful little book, called "The Slater's

Guide," we have been enabled to com-

plete the foregoing Table, which may be

useful to those not familiar with the

mode in which slate is employed for

roofing purposes ; and the method of

measuring a roof, when so covered.

The above is a practical and common-
sense view of the subject, such as comes

into every day's notice and practice, and

upon which all contracts are invariably

based. Indeed, so universally known
is the formula, which we have here given,

among all business men, who have any

building operations, that, even when

there is no contract made, it forms the

basis of the settlement, for the work

undertaken and completed, on a mere

verbal understanding.
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SLATING AND SLATE.

THERE are various different methods

of securing slates on the roofs,

which we will briefly discuss. Some-

times they are fastened on lath, usually

termed shingling laths, which are nailed

on to the rafters, the latter being spaced

apart, just so much as the slate is ex-

posed to the weather. In this case, it

is requisite, that a full coating of

plasterer's mortar should be given be-

neath the slates and between the laths,

and not simply pointing lightly along

the joints and edges. The main object

of this full coating is to prevent the

passage of currents of air or wind, which

carry along with them drifting snow,

through the crevices which are left, when

such is omitted.

The practice of simply pointing is one

that cannot be too strongty condemned

and reprobated, as being nothing. more

nor less than an attempt to evade

the faithful fulfilment of- a contract, ac-

cording to the full intent and meaning

of the specifications, in which it is only

usual to mention, in general terms, that,

when slate are laid on laths, they shall

be pointed with mortar, beneath the

slate, and between the laths. The object

desired is to obtain a perfect air-and-

water-tight covering for the roof, which

can only be secured by a full coating

as above ; and not bjr anj- makeshift,

such as simple pointing, which is only

resorted to by the slater, for the pur-

pose of carrying out, what would seem

to be the letter, but not the spirit, of

the contract. The result is, that the

owner of the building, not being prac-

tically versed in such matters, takes it for

granted, that the slater has acted up to

the contract; and performed all that

was required of him, in order to render

the roof proof against leakage ; and only

discovers the deception and the make-

shift, that have been imposed upon him,

by finding, during the first winter-

storm that he encounters, the snow,

drifting in through the crevices, that

have been allowed to exist by the simple

pointing of the latter, and filling up his

loft by the bushel. This practice is the

more strongly to be censured, in so

much, as it tends to create a very

erroneous, but it must be allowed, a

natural prejudice against slate roofs in

general. We, ourselves, in our own
practice, have, on several occasions, met
with instances, in which the roofs were

condemned, and, for no other reason,

than that the slater had been guilt}^

of the very practice, against which we
have thought it here a dutj^ to enter our

protest. To insure against any such

complaints and condemnation of roofs,

it is essential, we repeat, that the slate

be laid with the proper over-lap, not less

than 3 inches ; that the pitch of a roof

for slate should never be less than 25

degrees ; and that a full coat of hair

mortar be spread, over the whole,

surface between the laths. This will

effectually close every crevice arid aper-

ture against the possibility of admitting

any currents of wind, drifts of snow, &c.

The mode of securing slate on roofs,

which is at present in general adoption,

is first to sheath the whole surface with

boards, and overlay these with two

thicknesses of roofing felt, so-called, but

which is nothing more, than thick

sheathing paper, saturated with the

fluid refuse of coal gas tar, and manu-

factured, of late years, principally for

composition roofs, such as gravel, &c.

On account of the very difficulties,

which we have just described, proceed-

ing from the practice of some slaters

substituting simple pointing for the

full coating of mortar, this felt has come
into pretty general use, in lieu of the

mortar ; and has proved to be a most

valuable means of obtaining a sure and

secure protection against the weather.
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We have mentioned above, that the felt

should be laid on in two thicknesses.

This should always be done, when the

roof is of an ordinary pitch ; but when
it is steep, such as, for instance, a French

rocf, a single thickness will suffice, pro-

vided a proper overlap is given

In addition to the advantage gained

by the use of felt, in the place of mortar,

which we have already stated, viz.. that

it precludes all possibility of any suc-

cessful attempt at passing off a make-

shift and bad work ; it also possesses

another, which is equally important, viz.:

that it can be used on roofs, that are

laid quite late in the season, at a time

Avhen, from the inclemency of the

weather, frost, &c, it would be utterly

impossible to employ mortar.

The old method was, to lay slate in

mortar, coating every course as it was

laid. This was done with mortar com-

posed of lime and sand, and spread very

thin, so that it left but little substance

This, however, has fallen entirely out of

practice ; and has been abandoned, since

the introduction of the two other modes,

which we have described.

The slate are usually secured to the

laths, or boards, which should be of hem-

lock, with iron nails, boiled in linseed

oil, in order to protect them from rust.

Sometimes copper nails, and, again, gal-

vanized iron nails are used.

In cases where the framework of the

roof is constructed with iron, the slate

are secured with copper wire to the iron

lath.

The use of slate for roofing purposes,

is of very remote antiquity. Pliny men-

tions, that the Celtae employed a white

stone, that was divided by them more

easily than wood, and sawn into thin

plates for tiles. Some Roman build-

ings, the remains of which have been

discovered of late years in Great Britain,

afford indisputable evidence, that they

were actually roofed with slates, fas-

tened on with nails of iron, hooked, long

and large.

Slate is of common occurrence in dis-

tricts of the metamorphic and silurian

formations; but, wherever found, it is

rarely met with of a sufficiently good
quality for Working, until it has been
dug, down to a depth, beyond the reach

of atmospheric influences. Quarries of

great extent are worked in North Wales,

and in parts of England, Scotland and
Ireland

;
but the first are those from

which the market in America has been

almost exclusively supplied, up to with-

in a short time past ; and which are,

therefore, perhaps, deserving a brief

description, which we are enabled to

give, from notes taken on a personal in-

spection.

The principal quarries are situated

about five miles from the town of Bangor,

in Caernarvonshire, in North Wales

;

and are of immense extent ; the beds

having been traced several miles in

length; and the excavations being of

a very imposing nature. They extend

into the sides of the hills, in a succes-

sion of terraces, or ledges, one over the

other, sometimes to the number of

twelve; each of them sixty feet high;

and on these are tramways for wagons,

drawn by horses, for carrying away the

material excavated. Every improve-

ment and appliance in mechanical skill,

that is known in England, have been

brought to bear upon the working of

these quarries ; and some idea of the

vastness of the operations here carried

on may be formed, when we state, that

there are close upon, if not quite, 3,000

men and boys constantly employed ; not

including about 500 more, who are daily

at work, unloading and loading the slates

at Port Penrhyn, at the entrance of the

Menai Straits, whence the product of

the quarries is exported to all parts of

the world. About 200 tons of slate

are daily transported from the quarries

to this port. The scene, to be here

daily witnessed, is one full of interest,

which seemed to us, one of the busiest

we had ever had the good fortune to

view.

The succession of terraces, one over
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the other, on which the teams of the

several tramwaj^s were at work ; the

numbers of quarrymen employed, exca-

vating and cutting the slates, who
seemed to swarm in every direction,

some slung in rope baskets, and others

on wooden platforms, suspended by

ropes over the face of the cliffs ; the

underground galleries, through which

the tramways run ; the pumping engines;

the heaps of slate lying in every direc-

tion
; and, lastlv, the hydraulic lifts by

means of which the slates are brought

up, from each of the lower terraces, to

the surface.

The owner, Colonel Pennant, has ac-

quired an enormous fortune by the

working of these quarries ; and owns, in

the immediate neighborhood, an im-

mense castellated mansion, called Pen-

rhyn Castle, most romantically situated

on the Menai Straits ; on which money
has been lavished, with an unsparing

hand, to render it one of the most su-

perb and magnificent residences in Eng-

land. Some conception may be formed

of it, when we state, that, of the two en-

trance gates, one cost £12,000, and

the other £10,000 ! To him, however,

much credit must be given, for the very

generous and liberal manner, in which

he has provided accommodation for the

large body of laborers, through whose

toil he has become rich.

About a mile from the quarries a vil-

lage has sprung up, to which has been

given the name of Bethesda, inhabited

exclusively by the quarrymen and their

families, amounting in all to 11,000

souls. Colonel Pennant has erected

here a number of model dwelling-houses,

which are rented at very low terms ; and

he has built, at his own expense, a very

handsome church, reading-rooms, and a

national school- house.

The export of these Welsh slates has,

of late years, received a severe check

by the opening of valuable quarries, in

different parts of the United States,

for instance, in Vermont, New York

Pennsylvania and Maryland.

The principal ones in Vermont are in

West Castleton and Poulteney, Rutland

county, and in Guilford, Windham
county. Operations were there com-

menced in 1852; and they are now
being carried on by several independent

associations. Though these quarries are

of no great depth, the beds have been

traced many miles in length , and the

slates obtained, fully equal in quality to

the Welsh, and are excavated with great

facilit3r
.

In New York, slate is found at Gran-

ville and Hoosic, Washington county

;

and the formation crosses northern New
Jersey, and is worked near Newton, in

Sussex county, and on the Delaware

river. On the north side of this river,

it ranges across Northampton and Le-

high counties, Pennsylvania, the north

line being on the Blue, or Kittatinny

Mountain.

The Lehigh quarries are near the foot

of the same mountain, about two miles

from the Lehigh Water Gap. They
were first opened in 1848 and in 1852.

The quantity produced was 2,500 squares

of roofing slate, and 800 cases of school

slates, each case holding about 100,

and the production has been increasing

annually ever since. In Lehigh county,

alone, there are some thirty slate quar-

ries, all worked, and producing, in the

aggregate, about 25,000 squares of

roofing slate during the year, worth

$15,000 at the quarry.

The best description of slates—re-

garded by the dealers as superior in

quality—are obtained from the Peach

Bottom quarries, on the Susquehanna

river, in Maryland. Good slate is found

still further south, in Pike county, in

northwestern Georgia.

We have, as yet, only regarded slate

in its adaptation for roofing purposes

;

but it has been most successfully intro-

duced into use, for a variety of other

objects, which we can only here briefly

enumerate. The thicker sheets obtained

in the splitting are employed as grave-

stones, flagging, billiard-tables, mantel-
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pieces, partitions,, floors, table-tops,

sinks, and for other architectural and

internal decorative and useful purposes.

Various ornamental articles have also

been prepared of slate in imitation of

marbles, granite, &c , by applying dif-

ferent colors, which are baked in, pol-

ished and varnished.

LANDSCAPE, DECORATIVE, AND ECONOMIC GARDENING

No. 4.

IN a former paper, the term Natural

was used, to distinguish the oppo-

site style of the treatment of grounds,

to that of the Geometrical. The term is

not a particularly happy one, as used

for this purpose ; and yet it indicates,

somewhat clearly, the character of the

imitation it desires to express.

In the Geometrical style, the inter-

ference and result of art is shown in

eveiy line ; the whole arrangement is so

distinctly different from any natural pro-

duction, that it is at once recognized as

a work of art, and contrasts so strongly

with natural scenery, that it becomes

perfectly satisfaetoiy to the beholder.

In the Natural style, there is nothing

produced, so far as relates to landscape

and views, that seems unusual in unas-

sisted nature ; or, that might not have

been natural to the locality ; at least so

far as regards the general scenic effect

of the composition. All natural beauties

and peculiarities are carefully studied,

and preserved, to- the extent consistent

with utility; but there is no desire

whatever to disavow art. Nature is imi-

tated, in a similar manner as in sculp-

ture or painting, but the imitation will

not be taken for the original. The aim

of artists is simply to show the original,

in as distinct a manner, as the nature of

the materials employed will admit. They
are not intended to be taken for any

thing but an imitation, more or less

meritorious.

In the disposition of trees and shrubs,

although the arrangement is such as

might be taken for a natural group, yet

the kind of plants employed, will show

that they are not indigenous to the spot.

In a locality where evergreens do not

grow naturally, their presence will indi-

cate the interference of art and design,

and thus give an essential character to

the scene. Art, however, must not ap-

pear obtrusive, for

"Great Nature scorns control ; 'tis thine alone

To mend, not change her features. Does her hand
Stretch forth a level lawn ? Ah, hope not thou

To lift the mountain there. Do mountains frown
Around ? Ah, wish not there the level lawn."

The term Natural is therefore to be

understood as applying to generalities,

rather than to details. A trodden foot-

path—curving graceful^ around the side

of a hill, or on the banks of a stream,

now embracing a group of indigenous

trees, bordered with an undergrowth of

blackberries, and other native shrubs
;

again, turning more abruptly, as it winds

through the tangled thicket of twining

vines, or, sweeping over a meadow, its

outline alternately widening and narrow-

ing; at times scarcely visible from the

overlapping foliage of grasses and

weeds—would be pronounced strictly

natural. But let this path be widened,

and its surface neatly covered with

gravel, its curves defined, and its sides

made perfectly parallel; and the natural-

ness it formerly possessed is now in a

great measure destroyed, although the

scenery is in no degree impaired. Still,

its general effect may be none the less

beautiful; but its beauty is' now of a

different character. In its former state,

while we might admire its naturalness,

yet, for comfort and utility, we greatly

prefer its improved condition. We also

trace in the latter, a design, a fitness of
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purpose for the object in view, that is, a

comfortable and convenient walk. All

the beauty it received from variety, in

its curves and windings, the objects it

passed, and the views to which it led,

are still retained, and, in addition, it is

now invested with the beauty of utility

But if art has so far interfered, as to

change the course of the path making a

perfectly straight line from one extreme

point to the other, removing, where ne-

cessary, the natural vegetation, smooth-

ing down the. prominences, and filling up

hollows, then we divest it of every ves-

tige of the natural, and, with it, all the

pleasing emotions produced when con-

templating its former outlines. It is

now purely artificial. There is no har-

mony existing between it and its sur-

roundings. If it has any beauty, it is

exclusively that of utility and must be

judged by the importance of the neces

sity that produced it.'

This may be illustrated by the

straight line and level surface of a

railway. We know that its importance,

success, and value, demand this prepa-

ration and finish, and whatever of beauty

we may accord to it, will be influenced

by its apparent fitness for its purpose,

and probably a railroad engineer, of

strong utilitarian views, would pro-

nounce it the most beautiful form of

all.

In addition to the change made on

the appearance of the walk, suppose we

remove the native growth embraced in

its scenery, and supply its place with a

collection of trees and shrubs that are

foreign, either to the locality, or to the

country. The outlines and general

effect of this new plantation, may cor-

respond very closely to that removed, it

being bordered on the margin with low-

growing suitable shrubs, neat in appear-

ance, and ornamented with flowers. As
a feature in the scenery, this will appear

as natural as the original ; but a closer

investigation will discover an additional

interest, in the greater variety of indi-

viduals composing the group ; and it is

invested with this additional charm,

without detracting in any degree from

its other qualities.

A classified variety of this style has

been very generally treated upon, by

landscape-gardening authors, under the

name of the Picturesque. This is the

accidental beauty of a scene, or that

resulting from the association of ideas,

and is of a decidedly distinctive charac-

ter relatively to other elements of

beauty It would be vain to attempt

to classify, or enumerate picturesque

objects, because the beauty resulting

from their contemplation, is not so

much conveyed by the organic sense of

vision, as b}- the intellect and imagina-

tion through that sense. To a richly

stored mind, almost every object in

nature, that presents itself to the

senses, may awaken long dormant

ideas, or recall pleasing reminiscences
;

and as the materials for association are

increased, so will the sphere of these

emotions be enlarged.

On this subject, Alison, in his essays

on the nature and principles of taste,

has the following remarks :

" Such associations, instead of being

common to all mankind, are peculiar to

the individual. They take their rise

from education, from peculiar habits of

thought, from situation, from profession;

and the beauty they produce is felt only

by those, whom similar causes have led

to the formation of similar associations.

There are few persons who have not

associations of this kind, with particular

scenes, from their being familiar to them

from their infancy, and thus connected

with the gay and pleasing imagery of

that period of life ; from their connec-

tion with scenes to which they look back

with pleasure, or people whose memories

they love ; and such scenes, from this

accidental connection, are never seen,

without being in some measure the signs

of all those affecting and endearing

recollections."

Picturesque beauty is a beauty of

suggestion resulting- from association of
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ideas. It is unconnected in our minds

with any other of the elements of beauty,

although the object or scene need not

necessarily be devoid of such elements
;

but the}', at the time, do not exercise

any great influence upon our imagina-

tion. The emotions produced will be

heightened and increased, when con-

nected with grandeur and sublimity;

and their intensity will, at all times, be

controlled by the nature of the associa-

tion, from whence they proceeded, or,

that called them into existence.

A simple flower, blooming on the bank

of a stream, may recall scenes of youth

and pleasant recollections, without any

effort of the memory.

If, in my walks, I see a plant that I

have not met since early boyhood, but

which grew abundantly in a locality,

where I then resorted,

"With ill -fashioned hook,

To draw th' incautious miuuow from the brook,"

immediately all the scenery of the situ-

ation, and many of the incidents of the

period are presented to my mind, as if I

viewed them in a picture ; and that with-

out any effort of memory. To me, that

plant is picturesque ; my companion,

who has, perhaps, never before seen the

plant, may admire the beauty of its

foliage or flowers ; but its presence has

no connection with previous association
;

and he passes it without any emotion.

It is related of an Otaheitean, visiting

the Jardin des Plantes, of Paris, that he

sprang forward at the unexpected sight

of a banana tree, embraced it, and with

tears in his eyes, exclaimed :
" Ah ! tree

of my country !"

Amidst all the splendors of that city,

that tree transported him at once, in

imagination, thousands of miles distant,

to the home of his boyhood, with all its

tender associations and endearing mem-
ories.

While I consider that, strictly speak-

ing, picturesque beaut}*- is simply the

beauty of association ; and that it can-

not be treated as a style, in the sense

implied by the terms geometrical and

natural, yet there are scenes in nature,

that most persons of literary culture,

mutually agree in describing as pictur-

esque. A mountain stream plunging

over rocky precipices rugged pine trees

growing on rocky eminences, old ruins

weather-stained and moss-covered, steep

mouldering cliffs, and rocky coasts

washed by the spray of the sea, are ob-

jects of this kind, well calculated to

awaken interesting emotions, and origi-

nate a train of retrospective thought

;

but, practically, the beauty of associa-

tion, or the picturesque, is not an arti-

ficial production bound by rules that

can allow of its classification as a style

of gardening.

The picturesque has been defined, as

indicating any scene or object, that

would look well in a painting. This

appears to be a very meagre and unsatis-

factory definition. There seems to be

no conclusive reason, why this would

not include every object in nature, be-

cause, in criticising a work of art, our

attention is not so much directed to the

beauty of the subject imitated, as to the

merits of the imitation. There are

many natural scenes, quiet, pleasing,

rural views, such as are frequently ob-

served in a cultivated campaign country,

which make a very satisfactory compo-

sition for a painting ; and yet do not

possess, to an}* degree, those more strik-

ing characteristics generally felt, or

designated, as picturesque. Again, nat-

ural objects of great scenic splendor

seem to be but imperfectly described by

this term ; although, as subjects for

paintings, they stand in the foremost

class. To describe the falls of Niagara

as picturesque would be but a weak ex-

pression of their grandeur ; they are

sublime.

I therefore think it probable, that the

more correct definition of the word pic-

turesque is, any object or scene in nature,

in painting, or in poetical description,

that recalls, or suggests, a picture to

the imagination, through the associa-

tion of ideas.
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We have many examples of this kind

in poetry, such as the following from

Darwin's " Temple of Nature," where

almost every line is vividly suggestive

:

mark :—

.

"The rush-thatched cottage on the purple moor,

Where ruddy children frolic round the door
;

The moss-grown antlers of the aged oak
;

The shaggy locks that fringe the colt unbroke ;

: The bearded goat, with nimble eyes, that glare

Through the long tissue of his hoary hair,

As, with quick step, he climbs the ruined wall,

And crops the ivy which prevents its fall."

We have another beautiful picture, of

more harmonious softness and mellow

tone ; and one that recalls some impres-

sion upon the ear, at the same time that

it appeals to the mind, from Goldsmith's

Deserted Village •

" Sweet was the sound, when oft, at evening's close,

Up yonder hill the village murmur rose.

There, as I passed with careless steps and slow,

The mingled notes came softened from below
;

The swain responsive, as the milkmaid sung ;

The sober herd, that low'd to meet their young;
The noisy geese, that gabbled o'er the pool

;

The playful children, just let loose from school

;

The watch-dog's voice, that bay'd the whispering wind
;

And the loud laugh, that spoke the vacant mind

;

These, all in soft confusion, sought the shade
;

And fill'd each pause the nightingale had made."

A variety of the natural style is dis-

tinguished as the gardenesque. In car-

rying out this mode, the trees and shrubs

are disposecTtn such a manner, that they

may rarely meet or touch each other

during after growth, so that the indi-

vidual beauty of each plant will be fully

developed. The groups must show each

plant distinctly ; but it is not necessary

that the plants should show any thing

like a uniformity of being equally dis-

tant apart, as this would produce mo-

notony
;
yet the separation should be

complete. There are no bold masses of

light and shade in this treatment, at

least not until the plants have attained

considerable size, and in grounds of

great extent. Every thing must indi-

cate high keeping and superior care in

cultivation. It is graceful, rather than

grand
; and its partial introduction in

the arrangement of scenery is always

productive of pleasing effects.

In m}' earlier studies of the principles

of beauty, and their application to land-

scape gardening, I found, on comparing

the conclusions which I had reached,

with the published opinions and systems

of those who had written practical trea-

tises on the subject, that I could not

appreciate their designations of various

distinct styles. Especially was this the

case with those termed the Picturesque

and the Graceful, when treated as con-

trasting modes, or distinct species The
verjr imperfect definitions, and the still

more imperfect, oftentimes vague and

contradictory, explanations afforded no

assistance. On the contrary, they only

showed convincing proof that these so-

called styles are simply varieties, 01

relative beauties of what I have termed

the Natural. Viewed in this light all

difficulty vanishes.

I have, therefore, in a former number,

remarked that there are only two dis-

tinct styles—the Geometrical and the

Natural—all other applied termc being

varieties, more or less distinctly marked,

of these.

There are many objects in nature that

are strongly picturesque, and at the

same time exceedingly graceful. As an

example of this combination I would

mention the weeping-willow, (Salix

Babylonica.) The historical associa-

tions of this plant in connection with

the tomb of Napoleon, at St. Helena,

invest it with a high degree of pictur-

esque beauty, while its beautiful form

and graceful habit of growth are not

excelled by that of any other tree.

William Saunders.

Washington, D. C.

December, 18G8.

1

I

Note.—The above finishes the present series on stj'les of Gardening. Mr.

Saunders—whose articles, we are assured, have been perused by our patrons with

unfeigned pleasure—intends next proceeding with a series, "Upon the Selection of

Sites for Country Residences, &c," to be accompanied by occasional sketches.

—

Eds.
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ORGANS.

ORGAXS have become so indispen-

sable a feature in the fitting up of

a church, and, from their unquestionable

superiority over all other instruments,

are so suitable and appropriate for the

majesty of divine worship, that a few

remarks upon their size, and the proper

position in which they should be situ-

ated, may not be out of place ; as upon

these two points, and more especially

the latter, depends in a great measure,

the effectiveness of the instrument.

First, as to the size . It is a great

mistake to regulate this alone by the

size of the building for which it is de-

signed. A very small organ, of but

comparatively trifling cost, will often be

sufficient to meet the requirements of a

large congregation, where there is

but little musical taste and ambition
;

whereas, another congregation, perhaps

smaller in actual numbers, but possess-

ing a much higher, and more cultivated

musical appreciation and refinement,

would not be satisfied with any thing

less than the largest instrument, with

the greatest possible amount of power

and effectiveness, combined with beauty

and variety of tone, and elegant and

ornate exterior. The only arbitrary

limits, upon the size of organs, should

be the dimensions of the space that can

be allowed for them, and the extent of

the appropriation available. Apart from

these two considerations, which of course

are paramount, they cannot be too large,

in order that the}' may possess unlimited

power and range of stops, capable of

producing effects appropriate for all oc-

casions. If the church is comparatively

small, the instances in which it may be

necessary to use the full power, of the

organ, are perhaps rare; but it should

be so constructed, as to be adapted for

such a purpose, that it may be grand

and impressive, without being too loud.

Were power alone to be considered, a

smaller instrument might answer; but

where such would allow of only a small

variety of tones, an almost endless va-

riation of beautiful combinations and

effects could be obtained from the largest

instrument.

The following dimensions may be of

some service in determining the spaces

that should be allowed for organs of

different sizes

.

Height. Width. Depth.

One manual, 10 to 15 stops, 10 to 15 ft. 7 to 8 ft. 6 to 7 ft.

Two " 20 to 25 " 16 to 20 " 10 to 12 " 6 to 8 "

" 25 to 30 " 16 to 20 " 12 to 15 " 8 to 10 ''

Three " 35 to 40 " 20 to 25 " 15 to 18 " 12to 14 "

" ' 45 to 50 " 25 to 2S "IS to 20" 15 to 18 "

These dimensions must be regarded

as the least space that should be given

;

more would be desirable, especially in

height, where such can be obtained. A
greater increase in depth would, in most

cases, allow the height to be consider-

ably reduced.

The second point, as to the proper

position of an organ, is of more impor

tance than the other ; as on this depends,

in a great measure, the size of the in-

strument required, and also its value and

adaptation for the building. A finely-

toned organ, upon which the builder

may have exercised his utmost skill, is

often, by the choice of an unfavorable

position, deprived of a great portion of

its dignity, grandeur, and sweetness of

tone. In order that a judicious selection

on this important point be obtained, not

alone should the first principles of music

and of acoustics be studied and followed,

but it is absolutely requisite, that the

architect who designed the edifice, should

be consulted, so that the organ may not

be placed in a position to disfigure the

architectural beauties, or to ruin the

proportions of his building. This latter

is a point, which does not meet with the

consideration it deserves, either from

architects, or congregations, for it some-

times happens, that, at the time of the
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designing and erecting of a church, the

subject of the organ is not kept in view
;

perhaps, from the fact of there not

being funds available for the purpose
;

and there is no provision made for its

subsequent attainment in the design de-

termined upon • consequently, the in-

strument, when it does- arrive, has to be

located without any reference, either as

to acoustic 01 architectural effects, be-

yond what the nature of the building

may permit.

The enrichment and augmentation

produced by resonance, and the inex-

pressible, charming, buoyant, and lin-

gering effect imparted by echo, must

depend upon the building, the nature of

the materials of which it is composed,

and its surroundings, and cannot be

given by the organ builder. A most

remarkable, and at the time well known

illustration of the truth of this, was

afforded by the enormous organ built by

Mr. Willis, which stood at the west end

of the first Crystal Palace, in London.

Although this instrument contained

three sets of manuals, a very large

number of stops, and a large pedal

organ, from the fact of the immense

quantity of glass, of which the building

was composed, almost entirely destroy-

ing reverberation, or resonance, it was

not in effect so powerful, as another

organ in a church in London, with only

one row of keys, and eight stops.

The best position is where the organ

can be central, elevated, unconfined, and

have ample room. On account of the

difficult}^ that is generally experienced,

in allowing sufficient space for a central

location, behind the pulpit, the almost

universal custom has been adopted of

locating the organ at the opposite end

of the church, facing the pulpit, and ad-

mittedly with great success and happy

results. But there can be very little

question, that for Protestant churches,

and, indeed, in every church, of what-

ever denomination, where congregational

singing is regarded as an indispensable

feature to congregational worship, the

most appropriate place for the organ

would be in front of, and not behind,

the congregation ; as, if the people are

expected to join in the singing, they

must be in a measure dependent on the

choir, who, in that case, are organized to

sing, not to, or for them, but with, them
;

and the choir and organ should be so

placed, as to be in the best position to

enable them to be of the service re-

quired. There is, we believe, a growing

feeling among Protestant churches, in

favor of having the organ located in

front of the congregation ; but still this

subject must alwa\rs be regulated more
or less by the size and shape of the

church.

We have said the organ should be ele-

vated. By this means the tone is more

generalhy diffused throughout the church,

and is not so overpowering to that por-

tion of the congregation, which may
happen to be seated in its immediate

vicinitj*. A height above the galleiy or

platform, should be provided, sufficient

for the construction of the organ, and

allow space above, when possible, as

this gives a mellowing, and highly ad-

vantageous effect. On the other hand,

when the instrument is, as is too often

the case, crowded under a low ceiling or

roof, its tones smothered, and its whole

action impeded, it has a severe and dis-

integrated tone, alike displeasing to or-

ganist and singers. Where the obstacles

to the diffusion of the sound are so nu-

merous, and so close to the organ, it is

almost impossible to produce a proper

quality of tone, especially from large

pipes. An organ so placed is more

liable to be out of tune, by the effect of

the higher temperature, which surrounds

the pipes standing close up against the

ceding.

A free circulation of air is desirable

through and around an organ, not only

to prevent dampness, but to have an

even temperature throughout all its

parts. The effect upon the tones, where

an organ occupies a recess, is to some-

what subdue its power ; but, \>y skill and
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management on the part of the organ

builder, this can be in a great measure

obviated, in the arrangement of the

parts, and character of the voicing. It

is particularly desirable an organ should

not be crowded, especially within a re-

cess, but that, wherever possible, room

for a passage on each side, and behind it,

be allowed.

We are indebted for many of the

points which we have here collected to-

gether, and laid before our readers, to the

kindness of Messrs. E. & G. G. Hook,

manufacturers of Church Organs, Bos-

ton, Mass., who have produced, amongst
many hundreds of their instruments,

supplied to every part of the country,

the five largest and most complete or-

gans ever built in America, and, perhaps,

in the world.

SCIENCE OF BUILDING,

IT would be supposed, that after the

lapse of so many centuries since the

creation of the world, during which the

erection of habitations for man, of

temples to a known or unknown God, of

commercial marts and of palaces was

constantly carried on, that the science of

building would now be exhausted, from

having reached perfection ; but, strange

to say, it is not; although, from the

completion of the Pj-ramids to the pres-

ent hour, thousands of men have culti-

vated the science, and millions have en-

gaged in the art.

The general arts and sciences have

been fostered, till now, in the nineteenth

century, we view our achievements with

pride ; and look back, with pity, upon

generations past, which lived, without

all these improvements
;
yet, I say, we

are only infants in science. Our own

daily developments and discoveries con-

stantly reveal to us hidden and unknown

objects and ideas ; a race yet unborn will

as far eclipse us, as we have eclipsed our

predecessors, whom we only surpass in

the means to build.

I am forced to acknowledge, that dur-

ing the past 500 years, the science of

building has advanced slowly, until

during this last centurj-, when, through-

out the world, the improvement in

dwelling-houses for man has taken a

gigantic stride, while national architect-

ure has declined. The natural qualifica-

tions, and mental acquirements neces-

sar}^ for a professor of this art, numerous

and difficult of attainment, have caused

the stucby of Architecture to be ranked

among the highest branches of human
knowledge ; have dignified the excellent

among its professors : and have enlisted

in its ranks enlightened men from every

class of society

An architect should be sufficiently

master, in all the arts connected with

his profession to judge perfectly of the

merit of their productions. This is the

most, that should be insisted upon

;

and, if so qualified, he will not need

to blush at his own insufficiency.

It is not to be wondered at, that able

architects have always been held in

high esteem and honor by the great and

powerful. The first Grand Master of

the most ancient and powerful organiza-

tion of men in the world was an archi-

tect and builder ; and, although a poor

widow's son, a co-equal with King Solo-

mon, and Hiram, King of Tyre. The

very rules and regulations used by him

during the building of King Solomon's

Temple are now used by modern masons

;

and the memory of our first Grand

Master, Hiram, is as fresh and green in

the breast of every true mason to-day,

as if he died but yesterday.

The architects of Greece and Rome
were honored. In a letter extant from

Theodoric, King of the Goths, to Sym-
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machus, his architect, he concludes in-

structions concerning his palace with

observing, that the personal distinction,

which he shall confer upon his architect

is. that, in all processions and meetings

he shall stand next to his royal person,

in the centre of a numerous cortege

;

bearing a wand of gold in his hand
;

and enjoy other privileges, which should

announce the high confidence, with

winch the King was pleased to honor

the architect, to whom he intrusted the

building of his royal palace.

It is useless to refer to the ages long

since past away, for the origin of the

builder's art. The inconveniences of

the seasons, the severity of the climate,

demanding shelter or shade, compelled

men to erect huts with branches ot

trees and skins of animals. The Indi-

an's hut and the Laplander's cave, of

the present day show well enough, from

what mean originals it rapidly sprang

up to Grecian perfection, without our

searching back to the ante-diluvian world,

for the origin of its primitive elements.

As necessity was its first parent, so

was convenience its first object. Deco-

ration
t
and magnificence were the re-

sults of refinement. Convenience should

be the primary view of the architect.

Every building is erected, to answer

some particular purpose ; and the most

obvious and simple means are always

the best adapted to obtain the end re-

quired. After a plan, with all its requis-

ites and purposes, is obtained, the archi-

tect is at liberty to add suitable decora-

tion, elegance and grandeur of stjde, to

convenience, strength and propriety
;

and to finish the whole, with full-blown

splendor and grace, which are never to

be obtained but by the union of pro-

priety with what is merely ornamental.

By this division of the elements of archi-

tecture, into utility and beauty, it is ob-

vious, that it is both an art and a

science ; and that the architect should

be both an artist and a philosopher. In-

asmuch as it is a useful and a fine art,

the first or scientific part of architecture

is mechanical, and may be acquired ; the

latter, or art, is the result of what is

called genius, which, like poetry, is

partly innate and difficult to acquire,

although, by study and close observa-

tion, it may be brought to some degree

of perfection. The one requires the aid

of imagination and fancy ; the other is

guided by fixed rules.

To form a complete architect, both

must be united ; for the necessities of a

plan are often misunderstood ; and a

glaring pile of useless beauty mocks
the possessor with a dream of grandeur

which he cannot enjoy.

Without science architecture is an

effeminate and useless pastime ; and

without the higher feelings of art, a

mere construction of huts and cabins.

The true foundation of the architect is

Mathematics. Arithmetic is the ground-

work of his future operations in Mensu-

ration, either as to extent or solidity.

Geometry—which lays down the first

principles in construction, adjusts bear-

ings and proportions ; and measures,

points, angles and solids—is of the last

importance. Masonry in brick and

stone, carpentry and the inferior me-

chanical arts must be understood by him

with accuracy, and be practised with

readiness, as being the executive depart-

ment of his art. Surveying, leveling,

hydrostatics, and other of the mixed

and applied sciences are likewise of

primary importance to the architect
;

and must be cultivated, both theoreti-

cally and practically. Mechanics is

also another indispensable science to

the architect, together with sketching

and drawing. These various studies

are all requisite in forming a complete

mechanical architect. But in one, whose

duties and high station require him to

design, direct and manage great works,

to organize and rule numerous bands

of workmen and laborers, additional

faculties of a very high mental class are

requisite.

Convenience, strength and beauty are

the principal points to be studied in
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building. As to convenience, no general

directions can be given, since it must

be the emanation of the projector's brain,

the arrangement of the building, to suit

his purposes, must be contrived accord-

ing to the uses for which it is erected.

Strength is acquired by a just construc-

tion ; and the fewer materials hy which

it is obtained, consistent with propor-

tion, the better. Beauty is the key-

stone of the fabric, completes the

structure, and gives it a determined

character.

Magnificence and splendor are ex-

cesses of beauty ;
simplicity is its great-

est charm.

The buildings of the Greeks are re-

nowned for their symmetry and propor-

tion ; though the style is very simple
;

while the Romans glory in decoration

and gorgeous magnificence
;

yet both

styles possess the character of beaut}'.

Many architects mistake boldness for

beauty, and, on the other hand, over-

loaded ornament for decoration.

It is that nice faculty of comparison

and discernment, that is so necessary

for an architect to possess, to enable

him to steer clear of either the severe or

tawdry ; and, by distributing the parts,

to combine harmony with proportion.

It depends, altogether, upon the genius

of the architect, as to how he will suc-

ceed in his decorations Ornaments are

ill placed, where they may be spared,

without being missed ; and empty places

are absurd, where nakedness is offensive

to the eye, and where propriety would

dictate or admit of appropriate decora-

tion. All buildings should be composed

with regard to the principal part from

which they are to be viewed. In fact,

nothing but nature, refined by a long

study of the best ancient and modern

examples, can enrich the mind, and fa-

cilitate the hand sufficiently, to excel in

this noble art.

Successive ages 'of mankind have been

noted for some superior buildings. The
Temple of Apollo, in Delos, was erected

1000 years B. C. The first Temple of

Diana, at Ephesus, burned by Erostratus,

was built by Chersiphron, of Ephesus,

B C. 600 j
rears. Demetrius, of Ephesus,

B C. 540 years, continued the building.

Paconius, of Ephesus, B. C. 420 years,

finished it, the whole requiring about 240

years in its construction. It was the

most magnificent temple of ancient

times. Anthemius, of Tralles, in Lydia,

550 A. D., constructed the celebrated

Church of St. Sophia, at Constantinople.

His style was remarkable for grandeur

and dignity. Romualdas of France, in

840 A. D., constructed the Cathedral at

Rheims, the earliest example of what is

called Gothic Architecture. Robert de

Covey, of France, rebuilt it in 1 280 A. D.

William Wykeham of Wykeham, Eng-

land, in 1350 made the plan of Windsor

Castle and the Cathedral of Winchester.

Bramante Lazzari—better known by the

name of Bramante d'Urbino, of Castel

Durante, near Urbino, born 1444, died

1514—first designed and commenced the

building of St. Peter's, at Rome, in 15C6.

Fra (jiacondo, of Verona, in conjunction

with Raffaelle and San Gallo, carrying

it on after his death. Michael Angelo

formed much of the plan, as it was he

that raised the cupola. Maderno fin-

ished it in 1621. It is said to cover

twenty acres, and to have cost 1,000,000

pounds sterling. Giovanni Battista di

Toledo, in 1560, designed the celebrated

palace of the Escurial. Sir Christopher

Wren, of England, the most celebrated

architect of modern times, was the pro-

jector and sole constructor of St. Paul's.

All of these men were celebrated

architects and builders, in the ages in

which they lived, and have left everlast-

ing monuments of their fame. The archi-

tecture of the present age is dwarfed,

when compared to the massive grandeur

of the past. A critic beautifully says,

that—
"jSTothing, certainby, can be more de-

structive to the hopes of an enlightened

age, of fame among remote posterity,

than the decay of an art, whose monu-
ments are so lasting and whose triumphs
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are so sure of continuance. Its venera-

ble relics convey to us all we know of

mighty nations long sunk into oblivion.

Among piles, which seem only to have

partaken of the decay, and shared in the

revolutions of nature, we feel trans-

ported, through long vistas of the short-

lived generations of man, into the glories

of the earliest nations of the world. We
catch the mysterious spirit of patriarchal

times ; and image to ourselves, among
these romantic solitudes, shepherd kings

propounding their pure ordinances, sim-

ple tribes adoring the God of heaven,

and untutored bards catching inspira-

tion, in all its vividness, from the skies.

We must leave such memorials of our

glory behind us, as can be shaken only

with the pyramids of Egypt, and the

pillars of the universe."

But, what a contrast do the frail me-

morials of our times present to those

immortal structures ! All who feel in-

terested in the substantial progress of

the fine arts ; all who have feelings to

admire the sacred solemnity and the

awful grandeur of those venerable piles,

which the genius of Egypt, of Greece,

of Rome, and of the middle ages have

left us, must be deeply interested by a

discussion "of the means, by which may
be revived that spirit, which raised these

works of unfading enchantment, and

which now seems slumbering beneath

them.

And here, in our own glorious Amer-

ica, where the spirit soars aloft free and

untrammeled, may that genius awake;

and, during this century, revive all the

glories of ancient architecture, by en

grafting them with our new ideas of

utility, and in our own city of Philadel-

phia may the erection of the new Ma-

sonic Temple be the forerunner of a style

of grand and magnificent architecture,

destined to eclipse all the vastness of

the past, and transmit to posterity ever-

lasting monuments of the age in wThich

we live !

The means, whereby we can erect

buildings, have been greatly increased

since the times of the ancient;? and the

middle ages. The invention of the steam

engine, with the employment of ma-
chinery in almost every branch of mech-

anism, has wrought a complete revo-

lution. We have been accustomed to

look upon the Pja-amids of Egypt as

monuments of skill and labor almost im-

possible to emulate; but, when it is con-

sidered, that the most poAverful mon-

archs of the East lavished the wealth

of empires and the lives of thousands of

their subjects upon this useless work,

our feeling of admiration gives way to

that of wonder ; and we, practical men
of to-day, cannot be impressed with awe

;

but eagerly search for a solution of the

question, How was it done ? Histoiy

tells us, it took thirty years to complete

this gigantic work ; there were, accord-

ing to Herodotus 100,000 workmen em-

ployed at one time, and relieved every

three months ; ten years were emplo3-ed

in hewing and conveying the stones, and

twenty more in finishing this enormous

structure. It is computed to be about

500 feet high, and the length of any one

of its sides 700 feet; and to be composed

of about 250 laj'ers of stone from two to

four feet thick, overlying each other

in proportion to their elevation, thus

forming gigantic steps, which, with con-

siderable difficulty, can be climbed to

the top. The whole of the Egyptian

empire, then in the zenith of its glory

and magnificence, was made to contrib-

ute, by men and means, to the comple-

tion of these works ; and there they

stand, to-da}r
, an everlasting monument

of those times. I would say, that there

are many men to-dajr
, in New York and

Philadelphia, who would contract to

build a fac-simile of any one of those

celebrated pyramids, according to speci-

fication ;
and not think it such a big job.

With all our modern appliances of ma-

chinery, the task of lifting immense

weights to great heights is compara-

tively easy. We have solved the prob-

lems of mechanics quite satisfactorily.

We have advanced rapidly in the im-
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provement of the means to build : but

we have lost the genius and spirit, that

fired the souls of the architects of Greece

and Rome ; and now—gazing upon the

smouldering ashes of the past—we await

the moment of inspiration. Is it dawn-

ing upon us in this Nineteenth century ?

Intending onty to have written a short

sketch, I find it is impossible to be very

brief upon so fertile a subject; and shall

continue my remarks in a following num-
ber, with some practical ideas, upon
Modern House-Building.

Builder.

PLACES OF AMUSEMENT.

A TIME there was, when our best

Theatres were content to bestow

all attention on the interior, without any

reference to the exterior. Hence the

usage, which so generally prevails, of

occupying the street-front with business

stores, leaving an entrance to the Thea-

tre between these. In fact, this mode

of proceeding, viewed in an economic

light, was decidedly advantageous, as it

gave all the revenue of rents to the

Theatre, as an equivalent for the ab-

sence of Architectural frontispiece.

But Architecture is beginning to as-

sert itself in this matter ; and we find

to-day a rapidly-growing desire to bring

fair Thespia to the front. Mr Pike—
a gentleman of taste, enterprise, and

public spirit—is foremost amongst the

friends of Architecture, having erected

a very tasteful structure at Cincinnati,

since burnt down, and having just now
completed, at New York, an Opera

House, which is creditable to his liberal-

ity and energy. Tried by the test of

Architectural rule, however, we should

be inclined to raise some questions, as

to the correctness of the building, as a

design. We allude now particularly to

the exterior.

The two facades (that on Twenty-

Third street as well as that on Eighth

avenue) are to say the least, common-

place ; and most unnecessarily so ; for

the openings are the only features in

either front, if we except the centre on

Eighth avenue,where two Corinthian col-

umns are used, the design being Greco-

Italian. Triplet windows are intro-

duced at this centre, the windows in the

main being square-headed. These are

distinguished by being semi-circular

;

and here the great difficult}^ exists. In-

stead of springing the arches over these

triplets, on a range with the square heads

of the flank -windows, the Architect has

thought fit to keep the top of the arches

aforesaid on that range. The effect is

evident. These centre triplet windows,

which ought to have been made the fea-

ture, by peering up above the square-

headed windows on either side, appear

to be actually dwarfed instead. '

But this is not the only defect to be

found in the design in question. The
Statuary group, crowning the centre, is

entirely too small ; and presents a rather

insignificant appearance, on a front of

such dimensions. And, to add to the

meanness of effect, the urns, at either

side, are rather too large.

The Mansard Roof looks entirely too

blank; and we are somewhat surprised

at the Architect's neglecting to intro-

duce windows, or any thing whatever to

break up the sameness.

We, of course, find no fault with Mr.

Pike, in these remarks ; but merely sug-

gest to his Architect some of our own
ideas, which may or may not be of value.

Perhaps he may differ with us

—

Chacun

a son gout.

We offer him, as we do every one, a

fair field for the defence of his design
;

and shall be glad to see him enter upon

it, backed by those, who agree with his

views. Our chief aim is the dissemina-

tion of true principles ; and if, in the at-
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tainment of our object, we scratch too

hard with our critic pen, we have to

offer, as apology, the nature of our call-

ing, and the absolute necessity for un-

trammeled thought in this crusade for

truth.

As a place of public amusement, Pike's

Opera House will, at no distant day, re-

linquish its vocation, as it is now sold

by Mr. Pike to the Erie Railroad Com-
pany, for Eight Hundred and Fifty

Thousand (850,000) dollars ; but will not

be disturbed, for the present season at

least.

We trust Mr. Pike will favor the public

with yet another temple ; and that we
majT have the pleasure of commending it.

Edwin Booth, in the fulness of his

love for his art, has gone nobly to work

in the erection of a temple, worthy of

its most perfect representations of mimic

life. This building fronts on Twenty-

Third street; and has likewise an en-

trance on Sixth avenue. Like its con-

temporary, Pike's Opera House, it is of

marble ; but, unlike it, Booth's Theatre

is very original in design. Mr. Thomas
is the Architect; and his treatment of

this study is certainly striking, we had

almost said, in the extreme. But so sel-

dom do our professional brethren ven-

ture beyond the strict bounds of tradi-

tional rule, that the darings of Mr.

Thomas are refreshing, to saj* the least.

The two doors, of large proportions,

which occupy the flanks, are not alone

imposing in appearance, but highly sug-

gestive of safety, a very delightful feel-

ing for theatregoers, who entertain for

a moment the thought of a possible con-

flagration and an instant demand for

"the liberty of the subject."

The ornamentation is unique, and

agreeable to taste ; and were the Archi-

tect to enliven his design with as many
sculptured figures on this front, as he has

on his Park Bank, we would look upon

this new Theatre, as a very desirable addi-

tion to the Public Places of Amusement
of New York

;
and, at the same time, re-

gret the fate of dulness, to which the big

Academy of Music has been condemned,

in its meaningless exterior

We are led to hope, from what is now
being done, that Architecture will ulti-

mately assert its claims to notice, in

designs of theatres ; and that the exter-

nal observer will see in the exterior that

effect of purpose, which speaks to the

eye as perfectly, as the scenic arrange-

ment within, which leads the senses

I

captive.

WATER SUPPLY FOR COUNTRY RESIDENCES.

Mr. Editor :

I
HAVE been for twenty-five j^ears a

resident in the country. During

the greater part of this period, I have

been mainly dependent upon my own
resources, for my supply of water, for

household and farm purposes.

For a time, I was the fortunate po-

sessor of a farm, with buildings occupj'-

ing a very elevated position, yet under a

slate hill, from which sprung a stream of

pure water, at an elevation of more than

one hundred feet above my dwelling-

house. At the time I purchased, the

water was conducted to the buildings

through a two-inch earthen pipe, laid

in mortar, for a distance of about

eighteen hundred feet. The "water de-

scended from the spring above, by force

of gravity alone. The earthen pipes

were laid through woods, and I had soon

to encounter an unexpected difficulty.

The roots of the forest trees, which had

been cut off in making the trench for the

conduit, were, in a short time, attracted

by the moisture, and extending them-

selves under and over the pipes, in the

course of their growth, lifted up, or dis-
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placed them from their position, thus

causing crevices in the mortar, around

the joints, through which the fibrous

roots grew into the water, where branch-

ing out into infinite tendrils, the passage

through the pipe became plugged and

closed, and the water, instead of running

out at the buildings below, burst forth

above, at numerous points, so that I was

soon forced to replace the earthen pipes

with those of lead.

Soon, however, another difficulty pre-

sented itself. The water was nearly

pure, containing little, if any impurity,

other than atmospheric air. The car-

bonic acid and oxygen of the air, thus

held in solution, in a short time, acting

upon the lead, the latter was carried

along, partly in solution, and partly in

suspension, in the water. As a conse-

quence, not only was the pipe destro^yed,

but members of the family were poisoned

by drinking the lead. Thus showing,

that there are other difficulties to con-

tend with, besides getting the water to

the house. Of what, then, should the

conducting pipe be formed? Leaden

pipes, lined with tin, have been proposed,

(tin, it being supposed, not containing

poisonous or deleterious properties.)

My opinion, however, is, that these two

metals being in contact, a galvanic ac-
es ' o

tion is induced, causing the solution and

removal of the tin lining, and thus the

exposure of the lead to the further action

of the water, with its evil consequences.

We have an example of this daily before

our eyes, in the tin utensils about our

kitchen, as well as on the tin roofs of

our houses. These last, if not protected

by paint, are soon destroyed.

What, then, should be the material,

out of which our water pipes should be

constructed ? I answer, iron. Iron, it

is said, will soon rust. This I admit.

But is it not better to sacrifice our dol-

lars, than our health, or even our lives ?

Iron pipes, however, are manufactured

by Messrs. Morris, Tasker & Co., of this

city, which are coated with zinc, b}' a

galvanic process, that for a long time

protects them from rust. Neither zinc

nor iron have poisonous or deleterious

properties. But, on the contrary, are

rather promotive of health. These pipes

are not costly, and are joined by screws,

which any unskilled person may put to-

gether, thus saving the enormous plumb-

er's bills attendant upon the use of lead.

Let me, then, recommend these galvan-

ized iron pipes, as being far preferable

to those of any other material.

When the house is situated above the

source of water supply, the question will

arise, how is it to be best driven to the

house ? There are two methods now
in use. One by means of the pump,

the other by means of the hydraulic

ram.

The pump may be worked by several

methods. When the supply is to be de-

rived from a deep well, an hydraulic ram
cannot be used, and a pump coming into

requisition, may be worked by hand, by
horse, by steam-power, or by a wind-

mill. Where a large supply is required,

perhaps the Ericson caloric engine will

be the most economical for pumping
from a well. With this kind of house

supply, and a large reservoir, placed in

the loft of a barn, or other outhouse, or

an adjacent elevation, there will be

great certainty,

Where the supply of water is to be de-

rived from a living spring, on the sur-

face, with a fall below the source, and

where the supply of water is sufficient, a

water wheel will be found efficient,

though expensive for a family of ordi-

nary size.

Where economy is an object, avoid

machinery ; it is expensive at the outset,

and expensive afterwards, requiring

constant repairs and renewal. All

pumps involve the necessity of ma-

chinery, whether moved by hand, by
horse, hy the wind, or by steam.

The most economical machine of all

others, according to my experience, is

the hydraulic ram. I admit, that when
improperly placed, as is most generally

the case, and not protected from extra-
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neous influences, an hydraulic ram is a

nuisance.

When scientifically placed, (there is

science in this.) and properly protected,

it is the very best, and from first to last,

the cheapest of all other modes of forcing

water. When not so placed, it is the

most bothersome.

In 1859, an hydraulic ram was placed

by me, under the direction of Mr.

Joseph Strode, of West Chester, for the

supply of my house, now the property

of Willis P. Hazzard, Esq., of Sansom

street, which, with a fall of about eleven

feet, drives more than one gallon per

minute, night and day, to the reservoir

and seventy feet high. This little ma-

chine might be called a perpetual mo-

tion, with a cost of not ten dollars for a

period of nine years. Mr. Strode is a

mathematician, and a man of science.

He has made hydraulics his study for

many years, and is the inventor and

patentee, of a method of placing the

driving-pipe of the hydraulic ram. The

cycloid curve, it is well known, is the

line of quickest descent, for a body

traveling by its own gravity, between

two points, one above the other, which

are not in ,_a_ vertical line. Mr. Strode

places the driving pipe, from the spring

to the ram, on this curve, laid with

mathematical precision. It is with pleas-

ure I refer to Mr. Strode, whose patent

is based, not upon quackery, but upon

science.

But use what pipe you will, and lay

your driving pipe on the cycloid curve,

too, your ram will not answer expecta-

tions, or promises, unless, at the same

time, proper care is used to confine the

supply of water so securely, that it can

only escape from the spring-head through

the driving pipe. How is this to be

clone ? I answer, first, dig out around

the spring-head all the mud, until you

can see from whence the water issues.

Having done-this, inclose it with a tight

wall of stone. Around the exterior of

this wall dig a trench, about three feet

wide, and down to the very bottom of

the well, which has been dug around the

spring. Fill this trench with clean,

heavy sand, free from stones and sticks.

As the sand is placed, it must be rammed
well, so as to be perfectly solid. The

bank of earth, on the outside of the

sand trench, must be packed well up

against it, so as to keep the sand solidly

together. This thoroughly done, the well

will be found perfectly and permanent-

ly water tight, and impervious to crabs,

water rats, and every other living

creature. Care must be taken, that the

driving-pipe, in its passage through the

wall, is well cemented, so as to be water

tight, and that the sand is well packed

around this pipe also. In building the

wall around the well, bear in mind, that

it will be necessary to have a pipe of

large calibre, built in the wall, also water

tight, at the bottom of the well, so that

it can be emptied out, to be cleaned.

This can be best stopped with a plug.

The driving pipe must be provided with

a strainer, to exclude motes of every

kind, as well as frogs, &c.

These points having been attended to,

it will be necessary to cover the well

with a roof, and a door, which should be

fastened with a proper lock.

Let us now go down to the ram,

which should also be provided with a

house, to protect it from all extraneous

influences. Necessarily, these little ma-

chines are to be placed in wells, in wet

and springy places ; they should, there-

fore, be constructed so as to be water

proof. Nothing should have either en-

trance or exit from a ram-house, but

what is necessary for its proper^ play. It

should be built with a brick floor, laid in

hydraulic cement, and built up of brick

and cement, from the foundation to a

point, two feet at least, above the surface

of the ground. The driving pipe, and

the supply pipe, should be cemented in

the wall. The waste water should be

carried out at the bottom, through large

pipe, of about four inches diameter, laid

so that the lower end, or exit, shall be

twelve or twenty-four inches above the
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ground. Thus the water will flow out

as a fountain ; and frogs and other living

creatures cannot enter. I have known

a ram to be stopped, by a collection of

frogs getting together in the waste pipe,

laid on the level of the creek below.

These cold-blooded animals, on a cold

winter day, had gone into the (to them)

warm spring water, to escape from the

cold, perhaps hybernating. An old

fellow, of a pound weight, being in the

centre, and more than a dozen little fel-

lows huddled together around him.

These, thus impacted, had formed a tight

valve, shutting in the flow, and submerg-

ing my ram with three feet of water.

This ram-house should be covered,

and closed with a suitable lock also.

Much trouble will be saved, by furnish-

ing the driving pipe with a full-sized

stop-cock, near its lower end, and also

one for the supply pipe. Then, should

the ram require attention, the water can

be shut offfrom the spring-head, without

the necessity of going there, to remove

the strainer, and insert a plug. The

stop-cock at the supply pipe running to

the house, will, when closed, save the

loss of the water in it. It is well, too,

when starting the ram, to have these

pipes full of water.

I would recommend the " Douglass

Ram," as the best in its plan and ar-

rangements for adjustment, of all others.

It is, however, faulty in its structure.

The flange* of the air chamber is too

small, and the eight-sided little thin

nuts are difficult to manage, and soon

wear out. Many other parts of it are

too light. The manufacturers of these

machines should bear in mind, that they

are for use in places remote from shops,

and hy persons, who, for the most part,

are not mechanics. They should, for

this reason, be perfect and strong in

their construction, and easily put to-

gether and taken apart.

I have found, that country plumbers

understand this water supply better than

city men. They are more at command,
have more ingenuity, and render smaller

bills.

EXPERIENCE.
November 30, 1868.

OUR STREET ARCHITECTURE.

OUR cities, unlike those of Europe,

are wholly devoid of antiquarian

memories, so that we are not called

upon to embalm their legends in stone

or brick. Without having a lesson,

then, to convey, we find ourselves at

perfect liberty to adopt that mode of

street architecture, which is most con-

sonant to taste, untrammeled \yy neces-

sity.

In the cities of Europe there is inva-

riably some ancient church, or monas-

tery, whose venerable remains are held

too sacred to be removed. Around

such, the street architecture must be in

keeping with this old monitor, that pre-

sides over the locality; and hence the

necessity for renewing in the present

the quaint forms of the past. That

there is much picturesqueness of effect,

in maivy of those modern street compo-

sitions of Europe, no one will deny.

Rut all such are referrable to the one

parent idea—the old monumental exam-

ple in the midst.

Here in our new land, with our un-

historic cities, we may build our streets,

to meet our wants ; and suit their various

styles to the motley tastes of our divers

owners of houses. Yet, in all this inde-

pendence of design, we see an evident

desire, on the part of our citizens,

throughout the great nation, to produce

something in the way of elegant art.

If critics will not acknowledge our suc-

cess in making that desire evident in
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our street-fronts, it is because they are

not disposed to credit the will for the

deed.

Our English friends are rather dis-

posed to be hypercritical in this matter

;

and deserve to be taken to task, at

times, for undeserved severity. It is

not our intention to defend palpable

faults on the part of our designers ; but

we must exclaim against the too con-

stant fault-finding of a people, whose

own architecture is so open to objec-

tions, which we never utter. For in-

stance, even the London Builder,

usually disposed to be lenient to our

errors of judgment, spoke in one of its

leaders of " the American trick}' use of

wood as a means of embellishment."

Now, no people in the world have more

to answer for in the " tricky" sense than

the English builders. The most pala-

tial terraces of the fashionable West

End of London are but mockeries. The

Hon. Horace Greeley, in a visit some

years since to the mammoth metropolis,

was so struck with the grand appear-

ance of one of these terraces, (Carlton,

we believe,) that he wrote home a glow-

ing description of its splendid effect, the

whole being_executed in stone, giving it

an appearance of solidity which added

to its grandeur ! Poor Mr. Greeley was

decidedly "tricked." The truth is, the

whole thing was but a sham ! a comjM-

sition of plaster on lath! And of such

are the most of those grand compila-

tions of London street architecture.

Now, if we Americans in the igno-

rance of our comparative youth, are

guilty of reprehensible trickery in

wooden embellishments, it is because

our buildings are types of our country,

whose staple national material is wood.

Stucco, cement, or plaster of any kind,

is not in itself, a material at all, but a

mere composition of materials. So that

the expression "tricky" is most deci-

dedly more applicable to our elder cousin

than to us.

But, let all that pass. We are not

disposed to deal in unkindnesses. Our

present object is to review our position

in Street Architecture.

In every city of the Union this sub-

ject is one of very great and growing

interest to-day. Notwithstanding the

unprecedented rise in materials and

labor of every description, the desire of

all our citizens is to emulate each other,

in the laudable effort to make our busi-

ness and dwelling fronts, not alone at-

tractive, but tastefulby elegant ; and thus

render our cities remarkable for their

street architecture.

That we cannot expect any .thing like

a coincidence of taste, we are aware

;

for, in such a great diversity of ideas, it

is impossible to form any thing ap-

proaching a unity of effect. Yet, if

architects will but act together, for the

general good, always provided, more-

over, as the lawj-ers have it, that the

proprietors, their patrons, will permit

them, there can be little difficulty in

arriving at a general tasteful conclusion.

LTn fortunately, there exists in every

community an obstinate ambition to

excel a neighbor. One man builds his

house of a certain proportionate height,

with openings to match. His neighbor

builds his higher, and also increases the

height of the openings, so as to dwarf

the next door concern as much as pos-

sible, without the slightest regard to

proportion. Sometimes an overweening

ambition will in this way lead a man up

two stories higher than good sense

would permit him to go ; and the conse-

quence is that our street architecture is

thus ruined for those buildings. In all

our cities we meet this inequality of

height, style, proportion, and taste ; and

the eye is constantly offended with the

horrid apparition of blank brick side-

walls, rising high above the neighboring

roofs, and holding, in their grim and

apparently slender grasp, the florid front

of most pretentious stone or iron.

When we take into consideration the

narrow frontage of business houses, on

the best commercial streets of all our

cities, it becomes a matter of necessity,
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that, for the sake of appearance at least,

three or four fronts should combine to

form a frontispiece, in which proportion

could be preserved, and, if possible

unity of style. But, so loth are some

persons to relinquish their cherished

whims, that they would sacrifice pro-

priety of taste, and common sense itself,

to the carrying out of the pet idea.

Such people there is no way of control-

ling : they are lords of their own do-

main ; and it is not in the spirit of our

free and liberal government to compel

them to hearken to reason, and not per-

petrate a crime against the character of

our street architecture.

We have more than once seen a florid

Gothic front of eighteen or twenty feet

in length, and from seventy to eighty

feet high, with crocketed pinnacles and

traceried embattlements, and all the

other accessories of hoods, corbels, &c,

filched from some mammoth cathedral,

and crammed into this long, slim front,

which slips up, in gawky showiness, to

the astonished clouds ! And this frip-

peried attenuity is rendered still more

absurd, by the glaring contrast it makes

with the fronts it out-tops. The archi-

tect is surely to be pitied, who is com-

pelled to yield to the unreasoning client,

that insists on such an elevation. Money
will carry out such follies ; and, were

one professional man to refuse being

made instrumental in the perpetration

of this public wrong, there would, un-

fortunately, be found others, less con-

scientious, whose motto would seem to

be, " Obey orders."

We are of the hopeful opinion, bow-

ever, that property owners are not alto-

gether callous to criticism ; neither are

they deaf ( .s a class) to the appeals of

taste ; and that they possess as much

of the pride of locality^ as others do,

we believe ; so that such a state of

affairs is far from hopeless ; but rather

to be considered well within the range

of attainable things ; and that it lies in

the power of the public press to place

the question always in its true light

before the eyres of those, who possess

this inherent right to build tastefully or

otherwise, so that editors owe a duty to

the community in this matter, which, as

good citizens, they should not repudiate.

There is one unfavorable feature in

the street architecture of all cities ; and

that is, the buildings being so invariably

governed by the drill-sergeant idea

—

'dress up on the front." In other

words, there are no broken surfaces.

For instance, the Ledger building in

this city the Metropolitan Hotel, New
York, and numberless other instances,

throughout the country, present one

tiresome straight line of front, which, if

broken into masses with projections of

only three feet, or say two even, could

be made to present a most interesting

facade. The stores might be injured,

in a business point of view, by such

treatment ; and perhaps, therefore, it

would be as well to confine it to the

superstructure.

What a fine appearance some of those

long fronts offer under a skilful archi-

tect ; and what a relief to the way-farer,

whose eye is sorely tired with the mon-

otony^ of brick surfaces of interminable

length, broken only, if at all, by the

change of material, in the whole lengths

of streets, ad infinitum.

It is true, that sometimes a Church

appears, like a blessed suggestive friend,

to relieve the dulness of continuity,

which so oppresses us ; but, alas ! the

dollar demon of commerce has too often

witched this oasis awayr
, and filled its

venerated place with a block like unto

the rest of the desert of sameness.

To exemplify our meaning—let an

artist undertake to give perspective

views of our streets, and what a patch-

work thing he must necessarily make of

it ! How utterly devoid of variety of

shade tints those relieving beauties of

a picture. How higgledy-piggledy the

styles, and how unmeaning the whole col-

lection. Here a Greco-Italian squeezes,

to the right and left, its plainer neigh-

bors of less pretentions ; and, anon, a
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Gothic spirit is displayed in some

quarters, to the detriment of the more

pleasing Grecian or Norman fronts,

that have the misfortune to be con-

tiguous. Cornice butts on cornice, no

matter how diverse the st3'les. Nor

does this objection create so much
dissatisfaction, as that of having the

'numerous cornices at as many heights,

and no two of them on line. A similar

dissatisfaction arises from the belts and

string-courses, which have no affinity

whatever for their neighbors.

Painting is another source of discon-

tent with our street architecture, as now
existing. One man paints his premises;

and his neighbor lets his go without

painting. Now this presents, at times,

quite a ridiculous appearance ; the one

half of a dividing column, where two

houses belong to one block, looks bright

and fresh, with its new coat; while the

other half looks dirtier than it is, on ac-

count of the contrast. So with the

cornice, belt-course, &o.

In a new country, like this, architects,

emploj'ed to design new streets, would

do well to consider the subject of two

sets of stores, one above another. The

upper tier, as well as the superstructure,

to be set back, the width of a sidewalk,

from the front of the first story floors,

such upper sidewalk to form the cover-

ing, or roof, of the front part of the

store beneath it. Winding stairs at the

corners of streets would lead to the

second tier of stores. This plan was

once proposed in London, but, in such

a city, the expense of carrying it into

effect would be enormous. In our

country, where new cities are to be

built, it might be found to answer One

of its advantages would be the facility

for shopping, it would give females.

All the stores most suiting their wants

1 eing on the second story, such, for

instance, as shoemakers, dressmakers,

milliners, jewelers, &c , &c.

The offices, on the stoiy over this,

would certainly be more free from street

noise, thau at present ; and, the street,

being necessarily wider, would have
much better light. Moreover, the ladies

and children would, on the upper side-

walk, be free from the disagreeable en-

counters with hand-carts, splashing

wheels, and fear of restive or runaway
horses ; not to speak of the occasional

crazy bull, or indomitable pig, that will

so terrify, if not upset them.

Certainly—by this or some other

bold innovation—our street architecture

stands much in need of the mental

efforts of our professional brethren ; and
it is most fervently to be hoped, that,

when the idea once comes forth, no

niggardly spirit maj^ be found to crush

it out, by landlord power, or other short-

sighted policy.

Above all things, let our street archi-

tecture preserve alignment, as far as the

height of the houses is concerned ; and

that where there are several houses in

one block, the front be broken into centre

and wings, or in whatever manner best

suits the taste of the designer But, in

all cases, let a certain unity of feeling

be preserved with the buildings around
;

that is, let the harmony of the whole

be aided by not introducing a discord in

the midst.

Our street architecture in many cities,

especially New York, is too apt to pre-

sent glaring colored stone fronts, on

which the most artistic ' work of the

chisel is partially lost, owing to the

whiteness, and consequent want of tint

in the stone. Moreover the brightness

of marble, while new, is very hurtful to

the sight, and gives some people a

head-ache. To be sure, these objections

fade out with the effects of time and

weather on that material.

In conclusion, we would urge profes-

sional brothers to give us their views on

this all-important subject, that it may
be thoroughly investigated. Those of

our readers who are not architects, may
also have a thought to spare upon this

subject, and we shall be glad to hear

from them, when on another occasion

we again review it.
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PLAIN AND ENCAUSTIC TILES, FOR FLOORS.

THE want of materials for floors, com-

bining beauty and durability with

facility for variation in the pattern, has

long been felt by all engaged in build-

ing ; and attempts have been made, from

time to time, to meet this ; but none with

any successful termination, until the

manufacture of Encaustic Tiles was

originated.

The Romans had their mosaic pave-

ments, which very probably first gave

rise to the subsequent discovery of these

tiles, by the endeavors which were made

to imitate them, by means of colored

substances inlaid upon stone or marble.

Some few examples of this description

of stone "marquetry" remain to this

day, in a tolerable state of preservation,

in Canterbury Cathedral, England, and

also in one or two of the old churches

and cathedrals of France, as the Abbey

Church of St. Denis, and the Cathedral

of St. Omer.

That this was extensively adopted,

and gradually modified and changed,

until it by degrees led into the discovery

of Encaustic Tiles, we have ample proofs,

in the many specimens, which are to be

seen both in England and France, the

most elaborate of which is that of the

Prior's Chapel, built in A. D. 1321, by

Prior John De Crauden.

In all these, however, the tiles were

of a single color; but so combined, as

to form a poly-chromatic pavement, in

regular geometrical designs ; sometimes

presenting great variety of form and

size.

It was not before the Thirteenth cen-

tury, that the manufacture of tiles with

more than one color was commenced
;

and it flourished, for the subsequent

three centuries, with considerable suc-

cess. One of the earliest and most per-

fect specimens is that of the Chapter-

House at Westminster, which was long

known, by report, to antiquaries ; but

only laid open to view, a few years ago
;

when the tiles, each of which bore a

particular device, were found to exhibit

as brilliant colors as when first laid

down ; the sizes varying from about six

to ten inches square. At other places,

in England, similar specimens of this

mosaic pavement have been met with.

Towards the close of the last century,

much interest was excited, among anti-

quaries, by the discovery of one at Caen,

in Normandy, of which the following brief

description, from the London Builder,

may prove of some advantage to our

readers

:

' The separate tiles, composing this

" mosaic pavement, were supposed to be

"emblazoned with the heraldic bearings

"of the barons, who accompanied Wil-
" liam of Normandy to England. The
" pavement is supposed to have belonged
" to a building forming part of a Con-
" vent, or Abbey, built by William

; and

"to have covered the floor of a hall

" measuring one hundred and fifty feet

" by ninety. The tiles were about five

"inches square, made of baked earth.

" Eight rows of tiles, running from east

" to west, bore the arms of William's

" followers ; and between these were

"ornamental compartments of tiles,

"formed so curiously into a maze or

"labyrinth, that it is said the windings
" of the lines forming the device in each

"compartment extended to a mile in

" length. Notwithstanding that these

"rooms were used as granaries, for up-

" wards of four hundred years, neither

'the damps of the wheat, the turning

" and shifting of the grain, nor the

" wooden shoes and spades of the peas-
" ants, constantly employed in bringing

" in and cleansing the wheat, have in

"the least damaged the floor, or worn
" off the painting from the tiles."

These tesselated pavements fell into

disuse, from about the period we have
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referred to, viz., the Sixteenth century;

and the modern manufacture may there-

fore be looked upon as a revival, similar

to that of stained glass, with some de-

cided improvements in an ancient art.

The credit of this has been attributed

to Messrs. Minton & Co., of Stoke-upon-

Trent, England
; and great commenda-

tion is justly due to these gentlemen,

for the liberal spirit with which they

have endeavored to restore, in its primi-

tive beauty, this once-flourishing system

of decoration. The example they set

has had a beneficial influence in ad-

vancing the manufacture, by stimulating

others to show what could be done, and

by directing public attention to the

novelty and its many useful applica-

tions. At the present time, this branch

of art is one of very considerable im-

portance ; and in great demand, not

only for ecclesiastical buildings, but for

domestic architecture.

In England, the employment of these

tiles, for flooring purposes, has been in

force these many years, for churches,

royal and noble mansions, club-houses,

and other public and private buildings.

In the new Houses of Parliament, in

London, where durability and beauty

of design and effect were the points

aimed at without any regard to expense,

it was used to a very large extent, and

has been found, after the test of several

years, to have proved most successful

in places exposed to the greatest wear

and tear.

Only comparatively at a very recent

date, the introduction of this material

has been appreciated by our country-

men ; and it is now coming rapidly into

very general favor, as an elegant, taste-

ful, and, at the same time, economical

substitute, for the different descriptions,

that have been in use hitherto.

Previous to the application of these

tiles in our architecture, we were, per-

force, obliged to use marble, as a mate-

rial for floors ; and although the marble-

cutters, at a great expense and labor,

varied the shape of their black and white

tiles, still the effect produced by these

did not vary much from the common
chequers

; and owners of private dwell-

ings, after wainscoting their halls, and
painting walls and ceilings, were com-
pelled to use perishable oilcloth for their

halls and vestibules, or else, marble tiles

of a pattern common to bar-rooms, thea-

tres, and halls.

The encaustic tiles, which are now
available, and in great request for the

purpose, are composed of materials so

hard, that they may be said to be in-

destructible : the colors are as durable

as the material, and will not stain with

acids, or any other agents. It is not

even possible to scratch, or disfigure the

face of these tiles with the hardest wear
;

and when once put down, they will last

for centuries. Hence it is not exago-era-

tion, when we pronounce them to be the

most economical material, that has ever

yet been discovered for flooring pur-

poses ; and, at the same time, they are

perfectly fire-proof.

They can be procured in infinite va-

riety and color, each tile being composed

of three or four colors, by which means

a most chaste and beautiful effect is

obtained in their use for vestibules,

libraries, public halls, &c. Thej' are

peculiarly suitable for churches, giving

a richness of decoration, which has not

been customary, during the last few cen-

turies ; and—there being patterns in-

tended exclusively for ecclesiastical pur-

poses—they can be made, by a judicious

selection and adaptation, to harmonize

with any stjde, in which the edifice itself

may be constructed.

It is, indeed, almost an act of super-

erogation on our part to say much more

regarding the manifold advantages

which Plain and Encaustic Tiles possess

over any other material, so widely ap-

preciated and extensively known have

they become, of late years, in the United

States.

The moderate cost at which they can

be laid down, their great durability, and

their decorative fitness for every style
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of building, are fast rendering them an

indispensable feature in every instance,

where any pretensions to architectural

beauty or style, are aimed at. The

price of the plain tiles is lower than that

of marble ; and that of the more orna-

mented description, although at the first

a little higher, still, when we consider

their indestructibility, durability, and

the variety of the designs, is compara-

tively cheaper, by far, than marble.

The colors of the plain or cheaper

tiles, are composed of red, black, buff,

blue, chocolate, and green ; and, by

means of a judicious combination of

these, a great and pleasing variety of

patterns can be formed.

The size of each tile is six inches

square, or octagon six inches diameter,

filled in with squares of two inches each.

Their uniform size allows them to be

packed in a very small space ; twelve

square feet making one square foot

solid ; and weighing one hundred and

twenty-five pounds. These have been

used for a great number of churches, as

well as public halls, custom-houses,

banks, hotels, stores, halls, vestibules

and conservatories, and have uniformly

given entire satisfaction.

Their extremely low cost places them

within the reach of the great mass of

our people ; aud the demand for such

an inexpensive and at the same time

beautiful and durable decorative mate-

rial for the flooring of our edifices is

steadily increasing.

The diversity of patterns, in which

they are procurable, renders it practica-

ble for individuals to select those most

suitable to their own taste, to the style

of the building, and purpose of the

flooring space for which they are re-

quired. We will give a short descrip-

tion of the two different kinds, the

plain and the inlaid tiles, which are

manufactured and imported in large

quantities from Messrs. Minton, Hollins

& Co.'s works, in Staffordshire, England,

for which S. A. Harrison, Esq., of 1010

Chestnut street, Philadelphia, is the

Agent in the United States, and to

whom we are indebted for much valua-

ble information on the subject.

The plain tiles are of various sizes,

from half an inch to six inches across,

and each is of one color, extending en-

tirely through the whole substance, and
with perfect uniformity of tint. They
are of two thicknesses, half an inch and
one inch ; the former being considered

strong enough for any purposes, except

paving warehouses. The shapes are

geometric, as squares, hexagons, octa-

gons, and their parts, so that an almost

endless variety of changes can be made
in the arrangement of the figures.

The inlaid tiles are rectangular, one

inch thick, generally six inches square,

and it is to these that the term " En-

caustic" is applied, arising, as the mean-

ing of the term itself, " burnt in," will

suggest, from the peculiar manner of

their manufacture.

The plain tiles are formed by the com-

pression of an amalgamation of alumina,

silex, and barytes, with some suitable

metallic oxide for coloring matter, into

metal dies of any geometrical form,

that may be desired ; after being taken

out of these dies, they undergo the pro-

cess of " firing" in kilns ; and here great

care is necessary, as well as in the com-

position of the substances of which they

are formed, in order that the necessary

process of semi-vitrification may not be

carried so far as the point of vitrification,

as, should such be done, the surface of

the tiles would be rendered so slippery,

as to make them unfit for paving pur-

poses. Where, however, these tiles are

designed, as they occasionally are, for

the ornamentation of walls, the process

can be continued until the desired

amount of glazing is obtained.

The manufacture of Encaustic Tiles is

somewhat more complicated, and has

been brought to its present state of per-

fection, only after years of unremitting

perseverance, repeated failures, and

large expenditure of capital. The first

step is the digging and grinding the
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clay, which is used just as dug out of

the natural soil. This is mixed with

water, and ground until it is thoroughly

incorporated, and brought to the consis-

tency of cream. It is then strained

through sieves of fine silk lawn, so as to

remove the smallest earthy impurities,

and allowed to rest, until whatever

earthy matter j-et remains subsides to

the bottom of whatever vessel in which

it is placed. After this, the water that

maybe in the mass is drawn off. and the

moisture got rid of by evaporation, until

it becomes of a soft, plastic character,

capable of being moulded into any de-

sired forms. In this state, this plastic

clay is pressed into an embossed plaster-

of-paris mould, the pattern or design on

it having a raised surface, and the colored

figures, ornamentation, or letterings, as

the case may be, remaining hollow. The
squares being thus prepared, material

of the same component parts, reduced

to the consistency of cream, and colored

with the desired oxides, is carefully

poured into the interstices, or indenta-

tions. The surface is then scraped quite

flat, and all irregularities removed, until

the pattern appears to be distinct, and

as perfect as when designed. It then

undergoes the process of firing, in

which, as we have before said, the utmost

caution and skill—only attainable from

long experience and practice—are requi-

site, in order to determine the exact

limit to which it shall be carried.

HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION.

IT is an unaccountable fact, that, for

centuries past, and up to a very

recent day, the progressive course of

science did not take in the crying neces-

sities of hospital construction. Mor-

tality was fearful and almost unheeded.

Suffering humanity dreaded the ordeal

of these pest-houses, falsely styled hos-

pitals ; and many a constitution, that

went in slightly disordered, came out,

if it escaped at all, completely broken.

This misery was chiefly owing to the

want of proper ventilation, as well as

of room. In fact, in days, happily now
gone bj', the subject of ventilation, even

in hospitals, was but very little known,

and still less practised. Not that there

were no fine buildings erected, but that

they were few, and those few very de-

fective, in a sanitary point of view.

War, in our day, has called out a great

deal of scientific experiment in hospital

construction. Such was the case in the

Russian, or War of the Crimea, the war
in Italy and our own four years of con-

flict in this country. But, the military

hospitals temporarily erected, at that

time, were peculiar to the occasion

;

and, having ground to any extent for

sites, possessed an advantage, in the

matter of ventilation, which is unattain-

able in large cities, where lots are limited

in extent and unlimited in price. It is

with these latter, we haAre now to deal

;

and, looking to the permanent location

of our city hospitals, we must deal with

their construction accordingly.

Concentration of control is a very de-

sirable point to be obtained, in all hos-

pitals ; and that means neither more

nor less, than the so centralizing the

department of doctors, nurses, apothe-

cary, &c, as to be equally ready for

calls from any side. The cooking de-

partment should be also governed by

the same necessity.

Narrowness of corridors should be

carefully avoided. Every thing should

be liberal—breadth, height, and accom-

modation generally. In no case should

the mere architectural effect of the ex-

terior be permitted to interfere with the

arrangement of the interior, and espe-

cially not with the dimensions of the
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windows, light being as necessary to

health as is ventilation.

Staircases should be wide, with a

double return ; and the stair-chamber

should be so arranged, as to shut out

effectually all noise from the wards.

Dumb-waiters and lifts should abound

and one of the latter, centrally located,

be provided, for the easy conveyance of

the sick, from the first floor to that

where their appointed ward is to be.

The site is, however, the prime idea

to be kept in view. It must be out of

the way of all malaria, and on as ele-

vated a position as circumstances will

admit of. Ample space must be secured,

as cities are so apt to become crowded,

that the structure, which has been erected

in an originally open and very airy

location, as in the case of the New York

City Hospital, is but too apt to be

crowded up, to a degree depriving it of

its sanitary character, and inducing the

necessity of its removal.

Ample grounds should alwaj'S sur-

round hospitals, so as to perfectly insu-

late the building, in all future time ; and

not alone merely insulate it, but keep it

completely out of the possible propin-

quity of unwholesome influences.

As to the interior arrangements, or

" cutting up," as it is technically termed,

we will not presume to dictate to our

professional brethren, that being their

peculiar care, in the case of designing

such works. We would, however, urge

the avoidance of the doctrine of econ-

omy, where its introduction might mili-

tate against the interest of sanitary

science. On this point, Dr. John Jones,

the medical adviser of Washington, in

the days of the Revolution, writes :

—

" A false economy has universally pre-

vailed in the structure of hospitals for

the sick ; for those that have hitherto had

a principal direction, both in the archi-

tecture and management of them, have

confined their views entirely to objects of

convenience, cheapness, and ornament.

"In short," he says, " the physician

and architect have, generally, two very

opposite and incompatible views ; the

latter laying out his plan, so as to con-

tain the greatest number of persons in

the least possible space ; whereas the

former always aims at having the utmost

room, which is consistent with use and
convenience."

We hope, that the remarks of the doctor

do not apply in our day in any case. We
know that, in our great cities, the designs

in general, and the details in particular,

are keenly criticised; so that our hospital

structures are as near to perfection as

the existing knowledge of the require-

ments of such institutions will admit.

Brickmaking in Austria.—One of

the most remarkable brick manufactories

in any country is that of Alois Mies-

bach, in the Austrian dominions ; or,

rather, there are several belonging to

the same person. He sent over an

assortment of bricks, draining-tiles,

roofing-tiles, and hollow-bricks made hy
machinery to the Great Exhibition in

London ; and the following account was

then given of his manufacturing enter-

prises. He has seven establishments in

various parts of Austria and Hungary,

giving direct employment to 4,880 per-

sons. His brick manufactory at Inzers-

dorf, on the Wienen Berg, is said to be

the largest in the world. It covers an

area of 265 English acres ; while 680

acres of clay land have also been pur-

chased, in oi'der to secure excellent

materials for a long period. There are

diying sheds, 24,930 feet in aggregate

length, for ordinary bricks ; moulding

sheds 8,304 feet long for tiles and orna-

mental bricks ; 446 moulding benches,

43 kilns capable of burning 3,510,000

bricks at one time, 5 Artesian wells,

washing and kneading pits, blacksmith

and carpenter shops, and tool shops.

There are emplo3'ed in this one manufac-

tory 2,890 persons, and 300 horses. The
establishment also comprises schools for

the children, dwellings for the workmen,

a hospital, and public kitchens.
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MANUFACTURES REVIEWED.
FOREIGN.

IT is pleasing to know, that our Re-

view meets with a warm recognition

in the Motherland, as is most practical]}'

shown in the letters from England and

Ireland, with reference to advertising

with ns, by some of the leading manu-

facturers. This is as it should be. The

Telegraph has cabled together the great

countries, hitherto so distantly related

to each other; and now we can chat,

with pleasant fluency, as though we

were next neighbors. The products of

each continent are transmitted, from

shore to shore, in the same time that it

took, some years ago, to transport goods

over one-tenth of the distance on land.

Let the reciprocity of national skill be

fostered ; and the interchange of ideas

be free, for our mutual advantage. The

pages of the Review are open to the

use of our European, as well as our

American friends, and we shall welcome

both, with equal warmth.

The Seyssel Aspiialte Company, 5

Parliament Street, S. W. London, is in

the full tide of successful operation ; and

lias executed numerous highly creditable

works, of which we maj^ name Windsor

Castle, Buckingham Palace, Guy's Hos-

pital, Woolwich Barracks, and the prison

at Holloway.

This remarkable material, so well

known in England as Pyrimont Seyssel

Asphalle, was established as far back as

the 3'ear 1838 ; and bore the trade title

of ,; Claridge's Patent." It is used

for foundations, terraces, sidewalks,

platforms, flooring, roofing, cisterns, &c.

We would claim the attention of our

professional men for its many merits :

the chief of which is the perfect preven-

tion ofdamp in walls and cellars. There

is no more trying subject to the archi-

tect, than these present ; and we are

su;e a material, that has stood the

severe test of so many j'ears, cannot but

be desirable, on this side of the Atlantic.

The manner in which it is used is highly

suggestive of its perfect utility, as a

preventive of wall-damp, as may be

noted in the following: illustrations:

—

And again, we see its advantages

clearly indicated in this cut :—

We will conclude this notice with an

interesting extract from the letter of a

practical man :
—" In 1839, I superin-

tended the construction of a house of

three stories on the Lac d'Enghien.
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The foundation of the building is con-

stantly in water, about 19| inches below

the level of the ground floor. The

entire horizontal surface of the external

and internal walls was covered, at the

level of the internal ground floor, with

a laj^er of Se3^ssel Asphalte, half an inch

thick, over which sand was spread.

Since the above date, no trace of damp
has shown itself round the walls of the

lower story, which are for the most part

painted in oil of a grey stone color.

It is well known that the least moisture

produces round spots, darker or lighter,

on walls so painted
; 3

Tet the pavement

of the floor, resting on the soil itself, is

only about 2J inches above the external

surface of the wall, and only 19^ inches,

at the utmost, above that of the sheet

of water. The L^yer of Asphalte having

been broken and removed, for the pur-

pose of inserting the sills of two doors,

spots indicating the presence of damp
have been since remarked, at the base

of the door posts."

Ann Street Iron Works, Belfast,

Ireland.—We are favored with a beau-

tifully illustrated quarto pamphlet of

Patent Stable Fittings, Patent Iron

Cow-House Fittings, and general work

executed at the above establishment of

Musgrave Brothers. The number of

merit-medals bestowed from time to

time on these gentlemen, for the exceed-

ing excellence of many of their produc-

tions, is a proof that their claim on us

for notice is unquestionable. On this

side of the Atlantic, we have not hith-

erto bestowed all that attention on the

sanitary housing of our horses, we
ought

;
partly because the higher bloods

were not so much cared for, as that class

of the equine race is in the old country ;

and partly, and perhaps chiefly, because

our citizens were too engrossed in the

making of monej', to bestow attention

on the rapidest mode of spending it.

However, we have been altogether be-

hind the times, in the comforts of the

Stable ; and would therefore urge the

necessity for a thorough revision of our

system, which is, we trust, not yet too

stable to be reformed.

HOME.
American Ventilation Company.—

When the late Professor Espy patented

his ventilator, many years ago, we
thought that the " ken " of science could

no farther go. But, here is Griffith's

Patent Archimedean Screw Ventilator

and Smoke Conductor, which is far

more effective, more durable and less

liable to go out of order.

This simple, yet com-

plete Ventilator, consists

ofan Archimedean Screw,

suspended within a cylin-

der, centered upon an

imperishable substance,

moving without noise,

and surmounted by a

rotary head, which is so

delicately hung, that the

least breath of air will

cause it to revolve. The screw within

the cylinder, revolving with almost in-

conceivable rapidity, acts as a pump,

exhausting the air from the flue, thereby

creating a tendency to vacuum, which

must be filled from below. This simple

explanation will show to all that in a

chimney or ventilation flue, topped by

one of these ventilators, a draught is a

necessary effect.

Permanent Liquid Glue.—A good

fluid glue, reacty at all times for instant

use, without any preliminary prepara-

tion, is one of the most useful articles of

stock, with which the workshop of any

mechanic can be furnished. To make

such a glue, all that is necessary is to

melt three pounds of glue in a quart of

water ; and then drop in, gradually, a

small quantity of nitric acid. When

this ingredient is added, the mixture is

to be removed from the fire and allowed

to cool. Glue so prepared has been kept,

in an open bottle, for two years ;
and has

alwaj-s been found ready for use on the

instant, not deteriorated in the least.
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Inlaid Work.—How pretty and how
varied are the different kinds of inlaid

work ! and how much they facilitate the

employment of small fragments of mate-

rials ! There is the Marquetrie, or inlaid

cabinet furniture, of France, consisting

in inlaying woods of a great variety of

tints, in the form of flowers, ornaments,

&c, There is the Buhl, or Boul work,

also of French invention, wherein metals

are inlaid, upon a ground of ebony or

tortoise-shell. There are the elaborate

German cabinets, made of ebony, inlaid

with precious stones and various woods

and metals. There is the Mosaic inlay,

in which the pieces inlaid are extremely

small, and of which exquisite boxes are

made in the East Indies ; witness, also,

the marvellous Spanish table (which

was to be seen at the Great Exhibition

at London) in three million of pieces.

There is the Parquetrie, or inlaid flower-

ing, which differs from Marquetrie chiefly

in the bolder scale of the designs ; woods
of different colors being cut to pattern,

and inlaid. There is the novel and

beautiful process of inlaying articles of

furniture with porcelain : the inlaid por-

tions are not merely panels and pilas-

ters, but painted porcelain flowers and
other ornaments. There is the Pietra

Dura, or Florentine Mosaic, a kind of

art carried to great perfection in Tus-

cany ; its cultivation in that country,

for a long period, supplied most of the

palaces of Europe with works in pietra

dura, which rank among the finest ex-

amples of decorative furniture. This

process consists of certain kinds of hard

stone—such as agate, jasper, chalce-

dony, cornelian, and lapis lazuli—inlaid

in a slab of marble, generally black.

The marble is worked to a thickness,

not much exceeding an eighth of an

inch ; and the design is drawn upon it,

and is cut out with a fine saw and a file.

The hard stones, worked into a required

pattern by the ordinary methods of gem-

cutting, are accurately fitted into the

spaces thus prepared, in a polished and

finished state. After the whole is thus

prepared, it is fixed as a veneer, to a

thicker slab, and is ready for mounting

or framing, according to size.

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS.

The Carpenter and Joiner. Br Robert Riddell. A
revised edition of this work, illustrated with 34 plates, is

just fresh from the press ; and the Publishers, Cj.axton,

Remsen & Haffelfinger, have kindly furnished us with

an early copy. There is a very great want of fitting

books of instruction for Carpenters and Joiners in this

country ;
and, in consequence, our students are com-

pelled to have recourse to Nicholson, although that

work, soexcelleut atone time, is growing rapidly out of

date. The treatise, now under consideration, is well

calculated to aid iu filling up the deficiency. What
we want at this day is not English but American books.

Our system of Joinery, aud indeed our modes of Fram-
ing, are in a great measure sui generis. It is necessary,

therefore, to give the beginner every opportunity of

storing his mind with all the requisite information,

which may help to lea»d his mind on to the easy under-

standing, and entire control, of all branches of his

scientific art. On t'uesuhject of Stair-Building, Mr. Rid-

dell is very clear, and extremely useful to the practical

man; aud we feel confident, that his lessons, in this de-

partment alone, will prove a very desirable matter,

indeed, to the class for whose benefit they are so admi-

rably designed. Mr. Riddell's book is inductory,

beginniug with the very initial outlines, and leading,

carefully aud comprehensively, ou to the most difficult

problems, with which the mind of the joiner has to

grapple. The work is all we could desire; and we
claim for it the patronage of our American carpenters

and builders. It is profusely aud most usefully illus-

trated on excellent paper; aud, in fact, gotten up in a

style well adapted to its purpose. The enterprising

young firm, who have given it to the public, deserve the

success their 'venture is certain to meet with.

The Diseases of Shexp: With an E~sav on Cattle

Epidemics. By Henry Clok, V. S. I vol. S vo. pp. 146.

Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger, 1S6S.

We have no doubt, that this little brochure will prove of

very great usefulness to a large class of our readers,

being free from lengthy dissertations, which only tend

to reuder the subject tedious, and being the production

of one thoroughly aud practically conversant with the

matter he has handled. Every thing he has related is

the result of his own experience and observation ; and

nothing is—as too often is the case with similar works

—the product of philosophical reasoning, or hypotheti-

cal theories. We recommend it to all who are interested

in the subject.
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MONTHLY REVIEW.

THE MINSTERS OF ENGLAND.
~"VT~EXT to Canterbury, in the eccle-

AM siastical rank of precedency, but

equal in historical interest, stands that

veteran of Christianity in England,

The Cathedral Church of York.

The city of Eboracum, or York, was a

place of importance, amongst the Brit-

ons, two thousand years ago, when the

invasion of Julius Cassar gave their

" tight little island" to the Romans, to

have and to hold ; under whose guar-

dianship York became a place of still

greater importance, as being the capital

of that section, which bordered on the

land of the Caledonians.

The See of York contended, through

long ages, with that of Canterbury, for

the ecclesiastical precedency ; and this

contest was one, at times, of great

asperity. It was decided, in favor of

the latter, during the reign of William

the Conqueror, although, for a consider-

able time after that decision, the See of

York continued to urge its claims.

The history of the great Cathedral is

that of many a mighty structure, having
its origin in a very unpretending form
of temple. Edwin, the Saxon king of

Northumbria, was a pious prince, who
had married the daughter of Ethelbert,

the first of those kings- who embraced

Christianity; and was thereby induced

himself to become a Christian. Edwin

was publicly baptised at York, on East-

erday, April 12th, 627. A small ora-

tory of wood was hastily constructed

for the purpose. This little shelter was

soon followed, and enclosed, by a larger

and more permanent building of stone,

which occupied the site of the present

Minster. Here were people of that sec-

tion, then called Northumbria, now
Northumberland, admitted to be bap-

tised and abjure the pagan idolatry in

which they had been reared. From that

auspicious day, we trace the growing

Minster, amid all its vicissitudes of fire,

reformation, and plunder. At times

almost annihilated—then more grandly

built—to be again doomed to destruc-

tion, yet in part preserved, to be more

and more magnificent still ; until twelve

hundred and thirty-one years have

passed, to find it in our day a wonder

of art, among the Christian temples of

the present.

Edwin was not destined to finish the

pious work he had begun, he being, like

another great founder (Romulus) slain,

ere yet his conceptions were developed.

As a specimen of Ecclesiastical Archi-

tecture, there is nothing in England can

at all compare with the truly magnifi-

(481) '
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cent Cathedral of York, whether viewed

in the light of beauty or size. All

writers are agreed, as to its grandeur of

general effect, as well as its elegance of

detailed feature. Some other English

Cathedrals can show details of exquisite

beauty : some can boast of majesty of

design : but none can compare, in all

things, with the perfectly beautiful York

Minster.

At a distance, it presents to the eye

of the spectator a lofty and most im-

posing aspect. Its three towers are dis-

tinct objects, rising, in massive grandeur,

above the houses of the city and the

parochial churches ; and, with the im-

pressive gables and ornate pinnacles,

furnish the eye a subject worth studying.

York Cathedral has several unfavor-

able circumstances to contend with, such

as the flatness of site, the unfavorable-

ness of approaches, &c. The houses

are built near the church, on the east,

west, and south, where the entrances

are, being so close, as to present quite

a crowded and unpleasing appearance
;

the spectator being necessarily too close

to obtain a fair view— all the parts ap-

pearing distorted or abrupt. The higher

members are seen, by the rules of per-

spective, asPvanishing, or dipping, too

quickly to be pleasing ; and the nearer

parts seem awkwardly large. Thus, the

positive beauties of this structure are

warped into deformities by this disad-

vantageous situation of its surround-

ings, just as an individual of unblem-

ished character may appear unfavorably,

when found in the midst of low company.

This beautiful Minster may be regard-

ed, as very regular and uniform in

arrangement and style of architecture.

It consists of a nave with its two aisles,

a transept with two aisles and a lan-

thorn in the centre, a choir and lady-

chapel, with two aisles, vestries or

chapels on the south side, and a chapter-

room with a vestibule on the north side.

The peculiarities and styles of these

parts, as well as of the exterior, will be

here explained :—

The situation of the magnificent West

Front is such as to be most unfavorable

for the display of its beauty. A wall

and some small houses confine it in a

narrow area. This grand front cannot

be viewed, except in a diagonal direction.

Two uniform towers, strengthened at

their corners with buttresses, which

diminish at four divisions, as they

ascend, rise from the western ends of

the aisles of the nave. Between these

towers, the front of the middle aisle is

carried up to the same height as its side

walls
;
and an open battlement runs

across the whole breadth, round the

towers ; and continues along the sides

of the nave. Almost the whole of the

front is covered with a number of niches,

adorned with a beautiful variety and

richness of sculpture, wrought in each

of the buttresses, as well as in the walls

between them.

In this West Front is a window of

truly magnificent proportions, with leafy

tracery of exquisite grace ; marking the

style of the fourteenth century. A
crocketed pediment, in the form of an

isosceles triangle, encloses and sur-

mounts the arched head of this window,

the apex of which rises above the bat-

tlement, and is executed in open

tracery, through which is seen the

gable of the roof, richly adorned

with tracery mouldings, crowned at top

with open battlements, highly orna-

mented and raking, on both sides, up to

a tabernacle on the summit. The centre

entrance door has a similar pediment

crowning it. This doorway is divided

into two parts, by a slender pillar. Each

part, or passage, is covered -with en-

riched arches, the space between them

and the outer arch being filled with a

handsome rose-window.

The lower, parts of the towers pre-

serve a correspondent design to the sides

of the fabric. In front of each is a win-

dow exactly like the rest in the aisles,

only not brought so low at bottom, to

make room for the doors. The form of

the western towers—from the open bat.
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tlement that surrounds them, at the

height of the nave—is very simple. A
window on each side is the principal

feature. The canopy of each window,

it may be observed, exhibits a change

of style from the lower windows, the

lines not being carried to a straight

angle, but curved, to suit the shape of

the arch, which is high-pitched.

The double buttresses at each angle

diminish in three breaks, elegantly

finished with crockets, &c, but cease

under the cornice, which runs entirely

round the tower, even at the angles.

Above this cornice rise eight lofty square

pinnacles, and a battlement of similar

design to that below, but loftier and

more elaborate. The walls of the upper

portion of the towers are beautifully

adorned with niches, pinnacles, gables,

and other ornaments.

Nave : Exterior. The nave is divided

into seven parts, by buttresses ; and

consists, as usual, of the two stories.

On the north side it is finished, in a

plain style ; the aisle having no pinna-

cles over its broad and massive but-

tresses. The once lofty pinnacles of

the south aisle have suffered severely

from time. The entablatures on which

the battlements stand, have an enrich-

ment of finials, peculiar to this structure.

On the north side, near the west end,

is a staircase in the buttress, also a

small arch or two of very ancient style.

In the angle, between the north transept

and the nave, the ruinous effect of the

deep settlement of the great tower may
be traced, though the most unsightly

blemishes have been removed or con-

cealed. Part of the transept was, by

this settlement, crushed down nine

inches ; and the nave was brought down

almost as much.

The Tudor style is very evident in the

central tower. On each of its four sides

are two large windows, having two tiers

cf mullions, bounded on each side by

compartmented buttresses. The battle-

ments are richly perforated in masonic

compartments. This tower was never

complete!}' finished, as an indication of

an arch meets the e}T
e, which sets all

architectural conjecture at defiance.

The South Transept was completed

about the year 1227, early in the reign

of Henry III. This superb elevation

is divided by buttresses into three parts,

corresponding with the division of the

interior into three aisles. In the central

compartment is the porch, which is ap-

proached by a spacious double-flight of

steps. On each side are two windows,

and above it, three large lights occupy

the whole of the central compartment.

Over these is the great circular window,

which forms the noblest decoration of

this transept. It consists of two con-

centric circles of small columns and tre-

foil, the centre and spandrels of which

are pierced.

The four octangular turrets are cer-

tainly more modern, than the date of

the transept; and the centre pinnacle

has been brought from some other part

of the building. The sides of this tran-

sept are divided into bays, by buttresses

similar to the front ; in each bay are two

windows, separated by a slender but-

tress. The early date of the erection of

this transept is shown in its pointed

arches, and slender pillars with plain or

slightly ornamented capitals, its narrow

and acutely-pointed windows, destitute

of mullions, (except in the central win-

dow,) and its angular pediments.

The Exterior of the North Transept

exhibits the finished neatness and plain-

ness of the first period of the pointed

style. The aisles have two lancet lights,

in each bay, divided by slender but-

tresses, neatly canted off at the angles

and with mouldings. The upper story

has a continued series of small arches,

three in each bay being pierced for win-

dows. The five long single lights in the

north end have a bold and striking-

effect : under them runs a series of

arches, with trefoil heads.

The Exterior of the Choir displays

some striking features and peculiarities.

On each side is a projection, above the
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aisles, called the Little Transept, with

a lofty window rising from the middle

of the aisle to nearly the top roof of the

choir, and with side windows over the

aisles. East of these the clerestory

windows are inserted in the inner part

of the wall, and an open screen is con-

structed before them. This, in Eng-

land, is peculiar to the present church

;

but a similar feature prevails in some of

the ecclesiastical constructions on the

Continent. The great eastern window

has a similar screen of mullions and

tracery, internally.

The east end of the building is ex-

tremely beautiful. Four very lofty pin-

nacles, rising from the buttresses, form

the chief outline; they are finished with

an open crown, or coronet, out of which

rise the crocketed spires.

Over the centre and aisles are open-

work parapets, which run horizontally

;

and are of different patterns. In the

centre is a square turret, not very grace-

ful, which appears to have been built

merely to support the finial, &c, of the

great eastern window. The spires, at

the corners of the aisles, are rather too

slender, for a beautiful proportion ; and

their crockets want boldness.

The great-window in the centre has a

lofty arch, over which is a fine, sweeping

ogee moulding, with foliage canopy,

remarkable for its fine curve and lofty

termination. The buttresses are adorned

by niches, with pedestals and canopies,

which were formerly filled with several

statues, three of which remain. These

appear to represent the figure of an

archbishop, seated, holding a church in

his left hand, and his right hand raised
;

much larger than life. A statue of

Yavasour is in tolerable preservation

;

it has a belt, a short doublet, and hose

or boots drawn above its knees, but no

mantle ; the countenance is that of an

elderly man. Another statue, which

seems to have been a graceful figure,

now reduced by the weather to a ragged

appearance, is said to represent Percj'

:

he wears a mail gorget and mantle ; his

helmet, on which stands a lion (his

crest) , is on the top of the niche ; and a

lion, or dog, is at his feet. These two

figures hold in their right hands sam-

ples of their benefactions to the church.

All the older parts of this end are most

lamentably mouldering away. The open

tracery of the parapets is reduced to a

skeleton ; and all the crockets and pro-

jecting grotesques are mere shapeless

pieces of crumbling stone.

From the top of the chapter-house,

we have a most complete view of the

north side of the choir. The canopies

of the aisle windows are here carved to

the shapes of the arches ; the buttresses

do not run up into such tall pinnacles,

as those on the south side of the nave,

and they have neither statues nor niches.

The upper windows do not stand so

deeply recessed in the walls, which gives

them a flat look. No arched or flvino-

buttresses have ever existed in this part.

The form of the four upper windows,

j

east of the Little Transept, is partly

I concealed by a series of open tracery,

|
over which the parapet is carried ; the

exterior appearance of this is rather

intricate than beautiful ; but the effect

produced within, by subduing the side-

lights for the more brilliant display of

the great eastern window, sufficiently

evinces the reason and skill of this de-

sign.

The windows nearest the great tower,

here, as well as in the nave, are some-

what contracted in breadth, and the

farthest bay towards the east is also

narrower than the rest ; the reason of

this latter irregularity is not very ap-

parent.

Having thus—with the efficient aid of

those critical authors, we have from time

to time taken hints from—brought our

investigation of this wonderful work, as

regards its exterior, to a close, we will

take a glance at The Interior. The
early pointed style prevails in the archi-

tectural form and proportions of the

Transept. Clustered detached columns,

with bands ; bases with deep and bold
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members, and capitals, richly and fanci-

fully sculptured ; arches with acute and

with obtuse heads, also some nearly

semi-circular are all seen. Irregularity

and discordance are rather too preva-

lent, to be pleasant to the eye, in this

part of the interior. But, without the

necessaiy illustrations, we would find it

a difficult matter to convey our ideas to

our Review readers ; and will, there-

fore, spare their patience.

The transepts at the northern and

southern extremities are quite dissimi-

lar. The elevation of that on the north

side presents five tall lancet windows,

called the five sisters.

The reader will doubtless recall the

pretty story entitled The Five Sisters

of York, by Charles Dickens. Whether

that delightful delineator of human na-

ture derived his data from a traditional

source, or a mental suggestion, we know

not; but, the name is suggestive enough

;

and, as no other reason for it is known

to the antiquaries of our day, we will

accept it, as the legendary chronicle of

the five windows, we now look upon.

AboA*e the " Sisters" are five other lancet

windows of varied heights, the upper

parts of which rise above the vaulted

roof. Beneath the sills of the lower

windows is a series of blank arches, with

trefoil heads. At the northeast corner

of this transept is the entrance to the

chapter-house, the doorway of which is

of singular form and ornament. Through

the eastern wall is another doorway,

which is supposed to have led to an

older chapter-house than the present.

The capitals of the columns, the brackets,

the mouldings of arches, the bosses, &c,

of this part of the transept, are all en-

riched with bold and elaborate sculp-

ture.

The connection of the south transept

with the tower, the nave, and the choir,

shows much alteration.

The Nave : On entering this part of

the mighty structure, from the west end,

the vastness of its dimensions produces

an imposing and even an awful effect

;

and the mildly glowing lights, which its

"storied windows" diffuse, tinge every

part with a delightful warmth. The

simplicity of its principal lines soon

strikes the eye of the spectator. The

pillars are remarkably plain ; and con-

sist of three-quarter shafts, or columns,

alternately larger and smaller, attached

to a solid pier
;
part of these rise up

quite to the springing of the groined

roof, whilst the remainder support the

vaulting of the aisles, and the principal

side arches. The bases and capitals

are very simple, and rather flat; the

latter are, however, wrought in sharp

foliage.

Above each ©f the principal arches,

which are all highly pointed, is a spa-

cious window, of five lights in breadth.

Between this and the arch is an open

triforium of unusual formation. It con-

sists of five openings, between mullions,

with trefoil heads and acute pediments.

In the centre opening was a statue.

The aisles display a grandeur un-

equalled in this kingdom, possessing

the loftiness of those of Westminster

without the narrowness of that beautiful

structure. The windows have a striking

resemblance to those of Westminster,

only enlarged to three lights in breadth,

and the arched heads enriched with

three quartre-foils instead of one. The

wall, below the windows is adorned by

paneling and tracery, with light crocket-

ed gables, divided by corresponding pin-

nacles.

As we advance up the nave, the inte-

rior of the great tower, or lantern, is

gradually developed. The vastness of

the clustered piers, that bear aloft the

arches, is managed so happily, as to

confine the view to the most admirable

parts. The gorgeous front of the olden

rood-loft, immediately before us, is peo-

pled by several figures of the ancient

sovereigns. The arched roof of the

choir appears to great advantage in the

distance, and makes us regret, that the

perspective should be interrupted by the

case of the organ.
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Nothing finer, than the interior of

the lantern, could be imagined. The
gallery is at once elegant and simple,

the windows of a size sufficient to fill the

whole interior with a brilliant light, just

adorned with a small quantity of colored

glass, to prevent a glaring effect.

Between the nave and the choir is a

splendid Stone Screen, which now sus-

tains the organ. It is, as a work of art,

truly magnificent. Its parts are every-

where charged with rich ornaments ; and

the variety and intricacy of its compli-

cated members is as much a matter of

wonder as delight. Near its centre is

an arched doorway of entrance to the

choir, the exterior moulding of which

assumes the ogee shape and terminates

with a richly sculptured finial. The

whole screen consists of a series of fif-

teen compartments of niches, with cor-

responding pedestals, canopies, and

statues, from William the Conqueror

down to Henry V. They are of the

natural size, dressed in their ancient

regal costumes, enriched with singular

ornaments, and all in high preservation.

After passing through this screen, we
are introduced to the Choir, which is

grand in scale and rich in adornment.

On each side is a series of twenty stalls,

with twelve at the west end, beneath the

organ. These are of oak ; and are par-

ticularly rich in their canopies and

carved decorations. Each seat, or stall,

has its movable misericordia, with pro-

jecting rests for the elbows, from which

rise two detached slender columns sup-

porting an elaborate canopy. The

Cathedra, or Archbishop's Throne,

stands on > the south side and the pulpit

opposite to it. At the eastern end of

the choir is the altar-table, raised above

the regular floor, by a series of fifteen

steps. Behind it is a handsome screen,

with mullions, tracery, a parapet, &c.

Its open dayes, or lights, are filled with

plate glass, which affords a view of the

elegant eastern window.

On the north side of the altar—over

the grated window, that lights the crypt

—is an ancient gallery, to which there

is an ascent by a flight of narrow stairs,

formed of solid blocks of oak. The ex-

terior of this gallery is very neat; and
it is certainly older than the Reforma-

tion. A little bow-window, in the north

side, gives a complete view into the

aisle
;
and, opposite to it, is a very small

loop-hole, in the stone wall, which

affords a view into the room behind the

high altar. It had also a door into that

room. The floor, in which is a strong

trap-door, is boarded.

Behind the stalls of the choir are

closets, some of which are used as ves-

tries by the singing men ; modern stair-

cases have been constructed, leading to

the galleries erected above, which dis-

figure the view into the aisles.

There were anciently three altars in

the choir : St. Stephen's, Our Lady's,

and the High Altar in the centre. On
each side of the latter was a doorway to

the apartment, between the screens,

where the archbishop used, on solemn

festivals, to put on some of his robes
;

and which, here as in otlier places, was

sometimes improperly styled the " Sanc-

tum Sanctorum."

The roof of the choir is of a loftier

pitch, than that of the nave, and is

actually higher by some feet. The ribs

are also more numerous ; and cross each

other in angular compartments. East

of the altar-screen is a large open space,

occupied by A'arious monuments.

The walls in the aisles are paneled

with mouldings, which parti}' correspond

with the windows. Niches fill up the

spaces between the windows and pilas-

ters.

The splendid east window may be

said to vie with that at the west end of

the nave, in its architectural design and

glazed enrichment. Its height and

breadth nearly correspond with the

space of the choir ; and the number of

historical subjects on the glass amounts

to nearly two hundred.

The design of the great east window

is at once very fine and simple. Three
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chief divisions are formed by two large

mullions ; and each division is again

separated into three lights, whilst all

the upper part, from the springing of

the arch, is fitted into compartments,

half the breadth of the principal lights.

On the south side of the choir are

three chapels or vestries ; the first of

these is paved with small tiles, some of

which show traces of painting.

Beneath the altar is a small crypt,

entered, by eight steps, from the aisles

of the choir; and four more steps

descend into the body of it. This crypt

has four aisles, from east to west, each

of three arches, supported by short

columns : the sweep of the arches, on

the eastern side, is cut off by the solid

part of the foundation of the altar-

screen.

In this very cursory view of the great

Minster of York, we have endeavored

to display its leading features, as we did

in the inspection of Canterbury
; and,

in concluding, we cannot but regret that

England's other great Minster, Lincoln,

cannot yet have a share in our special

notice. Not that it deserves less than

its beautiful compeers ; but that our

space will not permit us to do justice to

it at present.

America can never expect to rear such

stupendous monuments of ecclesiastical

power. We are satisfied to admire them,

as mighty works of art ; but not to bear

them as a burtheu of ages of endurance.

DESCRIPTIONS.
STORE: Medi^val-gothic.

IN further continuation of our pur-

pose, expressed in previous num-

bers, to give, from time to time, various

designs calculated for City Stores, and

Dwellings of different styles and dimen-

sions, in the present number we exhibit

one for a Store Front, which has been

designed in the Medieval-Gothic
style.

The structure, as will be perceived,

consists of four stories, with an attic

within the roof.

On the first or ground story, there are

four entrance doors with lights of plate

glass, all having light, segment-headed

hoods over the openings, supported by

light, rusticated Gothic columns. These

doors, thus arranged, are well adapted

for the requirements of a large whole-

sale establishment, and form a promi-

nent feature in the external design.

The second story windows are all

equally large ; and have square hoods.

In the third story they are segment-

headed, with heavy segment hoods, ter-

minating in ornamented corbels. Di-

viding the third and fourth stories is a

string-belt with zig-zag or Saxon orna-

mentation. On the fourth story there

are four twin-windows, mullioned, with

pointed and cusped heads. Above this

story is a dentiled cornice, with a

rosetted string-course. In the Mansard

roof, there are four dormer windows, in

the Tudor style.

We will not attempt any more length-

ened remarks, upon the present design
;

but, leaving it to the judgment of our

readers, will add a few notes on a sub-

ject, which is intimately connected with

the internal arrangement and comfort,

not to mention the sanitary condition

of our stores, and other public as well as

private buildings, that is :

—

AIDS TO VENTILATION.

ALTHOUGH we are now fully alive

to the fact, that an impure and un-

ventilated atmosphere is one of the most

prolific and certain sources of discomfort

and disease, and the subject of ventila-

tion is one, that is, at the present time,

receiving the most serious consideration
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of all scientific men, there is another

source of disease—concerning which

there is unaccountable popular ignor-

ance and apathy—equally deserving our

attention. We allude to the use of

gas, without sufficient ventilation. This

has just the same effect, in rendering

the atmosphere of apartments impure

and poisonous, as overcrowding.

The evil of overcrowding arises, as

we are all aware, from the fact, that

where a large number of individuals are

crowded together, in a small space, they

consume the oxygen of the air, and poi-

son it with carbonic acid gas. Now, it

has been proved by the celebrated Dr.

Lankester, Sanitary Commissioner, in

his Sanitary Report (St. James', West-

minster, London, 1864-5,) that one gas-

light consumes as much oxygen, and gives

out as much carbonic acid, as Jive human

beings.

We have only to bear this in mind

;

and when we reflect upon the reckless

and extravagant manner in which gas

is burnt in our stores, factories, work-

shops, churches, theatres, sitting-rooms

and bed-rooms, already too often over-

crowded, we cannot be surprised at the

inevitable —results, which necessarily

result from such a process of slow poi-

soning. We cannot be wrong in assum-

ing, that a large amount of the mortality

in our population, is attributable to the

evils resulting from exposure to this

influence, evils which are not, perhaps,

felt at once ; but which too surely and

insidiously undermine the constitution.

To avert such evils, and yet employ

gas, a very useful invention has just

been introduced in London. The ar-

rangement of the fittings is novel and

effective. , Its purpose is to make the

hitherto pernicious combustion a means

of ventilation, not alone purifying the

atmosphere, but securing a supply of

fresh air. The invention, we allude to,

is of the nature of a globe-lamp, pro-

vided with tubes and brackets of such

dimensions, as to carry off, through

them, the vitiated air from the burner,

and convey it, by means of metal pipes,

to the chimney, or into a shaft specially

prepared for the purpose. This inner

pipe is surrounded by an outer pipe,

which carries off the heated air of the

room ; for by means of the heat of the

inner pipe, a constant upward current

is created, and a continuous system of

ventilation produced, without any fear

of draught or smoke. Provision is also

made for the supply of external fresh

air, so that the whole arrangement is as

perfect and complete as possible. Houses

in course of erection may have the ven-

tilation pipes, &c, so arranged, during

the process of the work, that the gas

may be used in every part of the entire
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building, without any injurious vapor

whatever escaping from any of the

burners.

Thus it will be seen, that the invent-

or's Ventilating Globe-Light renders the

burning of gas, hitherto, as we have

before shown, one of the most fruitful

causes of the impurity of the atmosphere

of apartments, one of the most efficient

means of ventilation. The very heat it

produces while burning, being made
not only to carry off the impure carbonic

acid gas, ammonia, and sulphuretted

hydrogen, which it engenders—and

which has been hitherto allowed freely

to escape unchecked and poison the air

—but also to create a current, for the

introduction of fresh and pure air.

Description op the Ventilating
Globe-Light.

This section shows the working of the

sj^stem to be, as follows :

—

As soon as the burner is lighted, an
upward current is created, in the inner
tube ; this becomes heated, and rarifies

the air in the larger or outer tube. The
air in both pipes is conveyed to the

chimney of the room, in which the

Pendant is fixed, thus producing two

liJ^ -l: - - X - • -

'
""

' ^-„- , j

distinct actions, viz., the entire removal

of the carbonic acid gas, and other pro-

ducts, from the burner, and also a gentle

movement of the heated and vitiated air

of the room, to the chimney of the
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apartment, or to a shaft specially pre-

pared for the purpose.

A is the Burner and Gas-pipe to sup-

ply the same.

BB, Tipe to carry off the foul air from

the burner.

CC, Pipe to carry off the heated air of

the room.

' DD, Inlet for cold external fresh air.

The arrows show the direction of the

current of air, when in operation. The

Pipe D is used to introduce a current of

cool external air, to supply the place of

that which is carried off by the hot-air

pipes, and also to assist in producing a

perfect combustion of the flame, when
the gas is burning.

It is not necessary to remove the

globe, in order to light the gas, as a

spirit-torch is used for this purpose

;

and, by means of this, all charred frag-

ments inside the globe are entirely

avoided. The Globe is not fixed, but

simply rests upon the holder, so that it

can be readily removed for cleaning

when required.

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY,
.BETHLEHEM, Pa.

THE accompanying Illustration ex-

hibits the design for the Lehigh
University, at Bethlehem, Pa., the

Architect of which is Mr. Edward
Tuckerman Potter, New York, to whose

kindness we are indebted for the follow-

ing description of the Plate.

This University was founded by the

Hon. Asa Packer, of Mauch Chunk,

Pennsylvania, who has endowed the

building with the munificent sum of

half a million dollars.

The College Buildings are in the

Pointed style, and front two hundred

and eleven (211) feet, with a depth of

sixty-two (62) feet, and are three stories

high, with a mansard roof.

The walls are of the local quarry work,

with dressings of blue lime stone and

sand stone.

The building embraces a Polytechnic

Museum and Library, arranged with

alcoves, for the exhibition of specimens

of all materials used in the arts.from their

native state (as ores, &c.) in every stage,

up to the most highly finished articles

made from them, with plates illustrating

every detail of the work, models of the

apparatus used, and all the latest books

treating of the same. The whole is sj's-

tematicalby arranged, so that the student

may, at a glance, glean the leading facts

on any subject ; and ma}r
, with the most

economical use of his time, make him-

self master of that subject. The whole

under the charge of a Curator, is always

open to those students, who prefer to

pursue their studies there.

The Building also embraces a Chemi-

cal Department, with Analytical Labor-

atories, Lecture rooms, &c, with all the

modern improvements
; a spacious and

admirably lighted Engineering and
Draughting department ; and also ample

accommodation for the Departments of

Natural Philosophy, Languages, Belles

Lettres, &c. There is also a large

Chapel, forty (40) feet by eighty (80
~

feet, with open timber roof, and stained

glass windows. Besides, there are nu-

merous other apartments for the College

Registry, fire-proof Chambers, &c.

The main entrance is through a mas-

sive Tower, thirty (30) feet square at

the base, including buttresses, and one

hundred and twenty-three (123) feet

high, to the top of the tower, and one

hundred and seventy-one (171) feet to

the top of the finial.

The entrance is adorned with columns

and carved archivolt. The bases of the

four columns are carved with the earliest

fossiliferous forms known, succeeded by

those of a later, but prehistoric age

;

while above the capitals are carved with

laurels and ba}'s, enwreathing scrolls,

bearing the names, on either side, of the

greatest poets, scientists, philosophers,

&c, which History records.

The Archivolt connecting the capitals,

bears on a band of foliage the text from

Bacon, " Homer minister et interpres Na-
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turae." Directly over the portal is in-

scribed the sign of the microcosin. The

tympanum of the arch is filled with stone

tracery, enclosing a tablet of polished

red Aberdeen granite, recording the use

of the edifice, the time of its erection,

and the name of its founder.

The Entrance Chamber, and the Hall

beyond, in which is the grand staircase,

are spacious and lofty, lined with stone,

and lighted with stained glass windows,

filled with the figures of the great inven-

tors, who have first shown how the

results of science may be applied to the

benefit of their race.

The building stands upon a terrace,

on the side of a Hill, and rises out of a

grove of fine forest trees.

The design also embraces in the §ame

style, the President's House, a spacious

Mansion lately erected, and other build-

ings now or hereafter to be put up.

The following brief description of the

Ground Plan, and the references thereon,

will give our readers a clear idea of the

internal arrangement and ample accom-

modation provided: A is the main en-

trance or vestibule, leading into the main

hall B, which contains the grand stair-

case C ; from the Main Hall, two doors

lead into the Library and Museum F,

with an office and Registrar's Room D
attached. Passing through the Library

another Hall H is entered, off which are

doors communicating with six Lecture

Rooms G, G, G, G, G, G, three on either

side, each grouj) of which is capable of

being thrown open into one large Lec-

ture Room the whole length of the three

Rooms, whenever such au arrangement

is necessary

ELIZABETHAN YILLA.

WE have already, in these pages,

adverted briefly to the Tudor

style of architecture; and noticed the

gradual blending together of the Cas-

tellated and the more domestic features,

which characterized the fifteenth cen-

tury.

About the time of Henry VIII. the

domestic style of architecture had fairly

settled down into what is called the

Tudor, an admixture of the Castellated

with the Gothic ; and many really very

striking and picturesque examples are

to this day to be met with, in England,

of mansions built in the irregular but

strikingly effective manner, which char-
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acterizes that style. In them are to be

seen all that mixing together of turrets,

gables, bulbous domes, elaborate brick

chimney-shafts, and overhanging oriel-

windows, which are its most prominent

characteristics.

At the earliest part of this century,

when the blending of the Castellated

and the Gothic first naturally came

about—as the r-esult of the cessation of

the "Wars of the Roses," and a general

desire, among the nobles, to consult

more the convenience and grandeur of

their dwellings, and less the principles

of security and defence—the style was

termed Tudor. But later, the admix-

ture of the Tudor details with Italian

features, which took place in Elizabeth's

reign, produced what bears the name of

"Elizabethan."

The subject of our j)resent sketch be-

longs properly to this particular style
;

and forms a fair specimen of the domes-

tic architecture of that period. As will

be seen, it retains the Castellated fea-

tures of the style of dwellings prevalent

at the earlier era of the Tudor dynasty,

interspersed with Gothic traits and de-

tails ; the principal deviations from the

mode of construction of the preceding

period, being the more extended employ-

ment of Bay and Oriel-windows, and

also of projecting Ornamental Porticos,

the spaciousness and length of the Gal-

leries and Halls, and the importance

given to the Stairways.

One very noticeable peculiarity in this

design is the use of the octagonal but-

tresses, attached to the walls above, ter-

minating in insulated pillars below.

These impart a striking effect to the

building ; and serve to make the parts

behind them seem to retire more. In

addition to these pinnacled buttresses

there are corbeled pinnacles at the

angles of the building. The tower, in

this design, is strictly in keeping with

the style, having battlements and an

oriel-window in the upper section. The

windows, throughout, have square heads

with hoods, and are divided by mullions,

the lights being arched and cusped.

The entrance is through a Porch with

obtuse-pointed arch, and on either side

of this are Bay-windows, one octagonal

and the other square, on the ground-

floor. This entrance porch has a but-

tress at each corner, terminating in a

foliated finial. The Conservatory forms

a useful, as well as pleasing feature to

the design, with its buttresses, finials,

and walls crowned by an embattled para-

pet. At the rear is the Billiard-room,

in a detached building, accessible by a

continuation of the hall through a

covered passage ; and also from the ex-

terior, by means of steps leading into a

Porch, through which the room itself is

entered.

We will now proceed with a brief de-

scription of the accompanying ground-

plan.

Entering through the porch, on the

front, we come to the Vestibule A,

beyond which is the Main Hall. On the

left hand of this passage is the Recep-

tion-Parlor B, sixteen (16) feet by six-

teen (16) feet, having an octagonal bay-

window on the front, and an ordinary

window on the side, extending to the

level of the floor of an outer porch M,

on that side. Proceeding through the

passage, on the same side, is the Sitting-

room C, sixteen (16) feet by twenty-five

(25) feet, having at the end a triple

group of large windows in the form of

an arcade, with the sashes extending to

the floor, connecting this room with the

Conservatory H, seventeen (17) feet by
twenty (20) feet. Communicating both

with the Sitting-room and the Conserva-

tory is the Dining-room F, a capacious

apartment sixteen (16) feet by twenty-

four (24) feet, having at the end a square

bay-window, with a Balcony N, and

two windows in the rear. Attached to

the Dining-room is the Pantry J, fitted

up with a Sink, Dumb-waiter and the

requisite shelving, drawers, &c. Pass-

ing through the Pantry, we reach the

Private Stairway I, and beyond is the

Main Hall, at this point, twenty-five (25)
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fset wide, containing the principal Stair-

way G. On the opposite side of the

Main Hall, immediately fronting the

Parlor and Sitting-room, is the Drawing-

room D, an elegant apartment, eighteen

(18) feet by twenty-five (25) feet, having

in front a square bay-window, which

forms the front of the tower. On the

side of this room, there are two windows,

which extend to the floor, and through

which access is had to a Balcony N.

Communicating with this room, by means
of sliding-doors, is a second drawing-

room, or, as it may be termed, a Library,

sixteen (16) feet by twenty-five (25) feet,

having a square bay-window, with two

divisions and an outer balcony around

it, and two windows in the rear, leading

on to a Balcony N, the entire length

occupied by the windows. At the end

of the Main Hall, there is a door leading

into a covered Passage-way K, which

connects the main dwelling with the

Billiard-room L, twenty (20) feet by

twenty-one (21) feet, a well-lighted

apartment, as will be seen, by a glance

at the plan, having on one side a Porch

M, through which the room is entered, by

means of a couple of glass doors. In the

rear there is another glass door, leading

on to a smaller octagonal Porch ; and

on the other side are two windows.
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This completes the internal arrange-

ment of the principal floor. That of the

upper story will, of course, correspond,

in a great measure, with the lower ; and

there will be ample space for at least

seven or eight good-sized and conve-

nient chambers, sufficient for a family of

eight or ten persons, exclusive of do-

mestics.

The design is such as can readily be

constructed with brick; and should be

painted of a neutral tint, or what is

usually called a French gray. The

principal feature and capping might,

with advantage, be made of galvanized

iron, which is an economical and desira-

ble material for such purposes.

A structure such as this could be

erected, in the vicinity of Philadelphia,

for the sum of thirty-six thousand dol-

lars ($36,000.)

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
Bridgeton, New Jersey.

~TT7"E here exhibit a design of a church

V V edifice, which has been recently

erected in Bridgeton, a very flourishing

and busy town in the State of New Jei'-

sey, havingirport of entry, and being the

county-seat of Cumberland county. It

is situated on both sides of the Cohansey

creek, twenty miles from its entrance

into Delaware Bay, and forty miles to the

southward of Philadelphia. With this

latter place it has ready access by the

West Jersey Railroad, which passes

through it. A drawbridge connects

the opposite banks of the creek, on

which the town is built, thereby not im-

peding the active trade, which is here

carried on, by means of a large number

of schooners and sloops.

Among the more important manufac-

tories, to which Bridgeton owes its in-

creasing and thriving trade, are iron

foundries, a rolling-mill, glass works,

woollen and nail factories.

This thriving little town of Bridgeton

possesses some handsome and archi-

tectural buildings, and is, on the whole,

neatly built, and surrounded by a beau-

tiful and fertile country. It contains no

less than ten Churches, a Court House,

a Bank, three or four Academies, a Pub-

lic Library and newspaper offices.

The subject of our sketch is a church,

which is under course of erection for the

Presbyterian congregation, and of which

the Chapel is completed, and the walls

of the main building are above the level

of the first floor. The illustration, in

perspective, speaks for itself so plainly,

that any remarks upon it, bej^ond what

may incidently be included in the follow-

ing description of the plan of the edi-

fice, would be superfluous.

The entrance into the main building,

which contains the Audience-room, is by

a flight of five steps into a vestibule, A,

9 feet wide, on either side of which is a

stair-hall to the gallery above, B, B.

Passing through the vestibule, we enter

the Audience- room, which is fifty-three

(53) feet wide, by eighty-six feet six

inches (86 ft. 6 in.) long, having a recess

on the rear ten (10) feet in depth, by

twenty (20) feet wide in the clear.

The Audience-room is divided by a

centre aisle five (5) feet broad, and

two side aisles four (4) feet wide on

either side ; between these the pews are

ranged, divided into two ; each pew is

of sufficient length to afford five sittings.

D is the Pulpit, behind which is placed

the Organ, F, fronting the congregation,

to which access is obtained by an outer

door in the rear, leading up to the left by

a flight of steps to the organ-loft, E. To

the right of the organ is a door leading

to the Pastor's Study, Gr, communicating

with a vestibule, H, through which we

enter the Chapel, K, and which has also

an entrance from the outside at the front,

and egress at the rear, by means of doors

at either end. This vestibule, H, is

twenty-two feet six inches (22 ft. 6 in.)

long by twelve (12) feet wide, and in

addition, has a door of communication,
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with the Audience-room. To the right

is the Chapel, K, sixty ((50) feet long by

thirty-three (33) feet wide, which is a

well-lighted and otherwise comfortably

fitted-up room, and the exterior is, as

will be seen, in entire keeping with that

of the main edifice. This Chapel is

divided into two compartments : the

smaller one in the front being fourteen

(14) feet wide by means of sliding glass

sashes, which can be put up, or down,

whenever occasion requires, for Sunday

school or other purposes.

The Tower on the front of the main

building, through which is the principal

entrance, projects four feet six inches

(4 ft. 6 in.) and is eighteen (18) feet

square, and one hundred and sixty (160)

feet total height, built of stone. The

covering of the Roof and of the Spire is

to be of the best quality slate, varied in

color and in form.
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PRACTICAL CARPENTRY.

CENTERING.

IN the preceding number of our

Review we gave the most useful

of the problems on the figures most

generally used in arching openings ; and

now we place before our readers the

most useful, because the most used, of

Centerings or framing for the correct

construction of such archings.

Fig. 1. Is the most simple of centres,

and is intended for a segment-arch to

cover an opening from eight to ten feet

wide. It is made of one-inch stuff. Each

rib is of a single board, and strength-

ened by three pieces securely nailed

on the side, one being six inches wide

;

and each of the side-pieces four inches.

Fig. 2. This represents a simple cen-

tering for an arch from ten to twelve

feet span. It is constructed of one-

inch stuff in two segments butting

against each other at top, and braced by

a piece of two-inch plank, shouldered to

a tie below and to the meeting segments

above. The heels of the two segment-

pieces as well as the heads, will be cut

in, in like manner, and the whole firmly

nailed.

—

Fig. 3. This centering is to cover a

span of from twelve to fourteen feet.

The construction is like the preceding

one, but of two-inch stuff. The centre

support is three inches thick by eight

inches wide, cut into the tie, two inches,

and the segments into it at their point

of meeting, two inches ; all securely

nailed. The tie in this case is to be six

inches wide by two inches thick.

Fig. 4. The centering represented in

this figure is to accommodate a span of

fourteen to sixteen feet. The chief dis-

tinction between it and the preceding

one is, that there are struts at either

side of the centre or king-piece ; which

struts abut against the latter and are

thoroughly shouldered to the segments.

These struts are three inches by four,

whilst the centre is three by eight inches.

The segments to be two inches thick,

and the tie to be three inches by six.

Fig. 5. Here we have a span of six-

teen to eighteen feet. The tie is three

inches by eight. The centre-piece ten

by three. The struts are three by six.

The* segments are four in number, and

are shouldered into the struts. There

are in addition, two side-studs shouldered

into the tie, and having the segments

likewise shouldered into them. These

studs are three by six inches, as are the

struts. The segments are three inches

thick. The whole to be stoutly nailed

together.

Fig. 6. We have in this a centering

for an eighteen feet span heavy arch of

masonry. The tie to be eight inches

deep ; the principals eight inches ; and

the four segments eight inches at their

narrowest parts ; the struts six inches
;

firring struts, to keep the segments in

their places and be halved on them, each

six inches ; the king-post to be ten

inches at the head and foot, and six

inches between. The whole to be se-

cured and to have iron straps at the

feet of the principals, to pass around and

secure them to the tie-beams. The foot

of the king-post is to be pinned to the

tie-beam. The wall-plates are to be four

by ten each.

It is to be understood that we new
only treat of the simplest forms of Cen-

tering. Our intention is to review the

subject in its more intricate detail, and

give our better-informed readers a few

problems well worthy of their study.

COTTAGE VILLA.

THE elevation, herewith given, shows

a Design for a Cottage Villa, in

the Gothic style of architecture, such

as, we think, would form a comfortable

little habitation for a gentleman of lim-

ited income. As a very natural and

laudable result, the possession of a cul-

tivated taste has enlarged our love for

the picturesque, and a desire for the em-

bellishment of our homes ; the latter, a
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charm, which can be obtained in an

humble cottage, at a small expense, with

just as much ease, as in a palatial man-

sion, built at great expense. It may
here be observed, that we are not now
content, as we were only a few short

years ago, with what furnished the bare

necessaries of life ; but now demand, not

only whatever conduces towards com-

fort and convenience, but also whatever

gratifies that innate love of the beautiful

which is inherent in our very nature, and

which can only be developed by culture

and civilization. Hence it is owing to

this feeling, that we see every where

springing up around us, throughout the

land, ornamental cottages, cottage vil-

las, and rural residences, of more or less

pretensions and extent. We are be-

coming alive to the fact, that the stronger

the associations of elegance and taste

which we can gather around our homes,

and the more they ai*e beautified and

adorned, the more our social affections

and local attachments become strength-

ened, our comfort and happiness in-

creased, and ourselves individually ren-

dered better members of society at large.

There can be little doubt, that for the

particular class of buildings to which

our illustration belongs—viz., Country

Residences—the Gothic style of archi-

tecture particularly recommends itself.

Capable of great variety of outline, both

in plan and elevation—and, as a resultant,

bolder effects of light and shade—it is

particularly well adapted for detached

buildings. The roofs and chimneys,

which in other styles, such as the Gre-

cian, are studiously concealed from view,

are here prominently made available,

to add to the general picturesque ap-

pearance.

We have spoken of our illustration as

a Cottage Villa ; it cannot well be called

a Cottage ; although it is very difficult

to draw the exact line defining what are

Cottages, and what Cottage Villas. This,

however, is evidently something more

than a Cottage, not only because it has
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several rooms on each floor, but alsj

because they are neither very small, nor

very low ; and the rooms on the second

story are very little lower than those

below. Whereas the principal features

of a Cottage are small upper windows,

generally in the roof. It has been very

aptly said of such a class of buildings,

that they are generally marked by a

certain air of deshabille, and inattention

to strict architectural costume, which

oftentimes is engaging in its appearance.

Perhaps the very best general definition

of the Cottage stjde, as it has been called,

ever given, is that it is the Tudor or

Elizabethan in undress.

In the present design, there are two

stories and a loft, the latter lighted by

small windows in the gable end. The

first story is ten feet, and the second

eight feet eight inches in height in the

clear.

The portion of the building to the

right, which contains the Kitchen, Scul-

lery, &c, is only one story in height.

The gables have slightly ornamented
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verge boards, with pointed finials ; and,

with the chimne3r s, the steep roofs, and

projecting baj'-window in the lower

story, and oriel in the upper story, are

peculiar to this style, and assist greatly

in giving effect to the design. The en-

trance is through a small characteristic

Porch, F, into a hall or passage, E, 6

feet wide and 28 feet long, in which is

the stairway to the upper stoiy. To
the left is the Dining-room, D, 14 feet

by 14 feet, well lighted by two windows

to the front and two to the rear, and

communicating with the Kitchen, B, 14

feet by 12 feet, and the Scullery, A.

There is a small China-closet or Pantry,

C, attached also to the Dining-room.

On the other side of the passage, E,

is the Parlor, Gr, 14 feet by 28 feet, a

pleasant, cheerful room, well lighted by

two windows in the front and two in the

rear, and a large square bay-window,

with three lights, forming a recess in

the room. At the end of the hall there

is another door, leading out to the rear

of the building, having a Porch also.

On the second story, there are four

Chambers immediately above the Dining-

room and Parlor, one of which has a

smaller two-light projecting oriel win-

dow, forming an agreeable addition to

a bed-room, both from its pleasing ex-

terior effect, and affording space for

stands of flowers.

SUMMER-HOUSES.

IN planning and designing the paths

and embellishments of private, or

even public grounds, but more especially

the former, there are no more pleas-

ing or effective accessories to a country

seat, than Summer- Houses, if they have

been located and constructed with the

requisite degree of care and taste. The

paramount intention of all such accesso-

ries is to add to the character and the

beauty of the surrounding sceneiy. In

order to obtain this desirable end, too

much attention cannot be bestowed upon

the study of obtaining an appropriate

situation, and a consistenc}' of architect-

ural character, so that they may be in

unison with the principal dwelling and

the adjacent landscape.
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Such a situation should be selected,

if practicable, as shall afford as many
different views as possible; and, at the

same time, be easily surveyed at £he man-

sion, from different points. It should

also, while not far distant from the house,

be easy of access to the inmates.

There is less attention, we think, paid

to the architectural decoration of our

gardens and pleasure-grounds, than there

should be. We surround ourselves with

in-door comforts, and render our man-

sions and our villas replete with every

possible modern convenience and ele-

gance, with all the luxuries that can be

possessed ; but neglect too often, the erec-

tion of those elegant and inexpensive

structures, which make the garden pleas-

ant at all seasons, and are equally de-

sirable for comfort and style. It is not

saying too much, that the generality of

what we call " Summer-Houses " are

structures, such as would—so far as re-

gards architectural skill, judgment, and
taste—be a disgrace to many a wander-
ing savage. The erections required in

gardens and pleasure-grounds are not

numerous
; but, in designing them, more

care is required, than perhaps in any
other kind of building.

The principle, which un-

derlies the whole science of

architecture, that every buil-

ding should, in its style, be

in harmony with the site on

which it is placed, applies,

with equal force, to garden

architecture. The smallest

structure, even though de-

signed for inferior purposes,

is not beneath the attention

of the architect when it is

intended to lend additional

beauty to the general effect.

If such are executed without

design, and by an unprac-

tised and unprofessional

hand, instead of forming

picturesque and elegant fea-

tures in the landscape, they

appear ridiculous, and de-

tract from the otherwise

pleasing architectural effect

of the whole.

In the hope, that our fore-

going brief remarks may
have an effect of drawing

attention to this, hitherto,

comparatively neglected
branch of the art, we have,

in the accompanying plate,

shown an unexecuted study

for a rustic Summer-House,

the design of Mr. Albert

Naer, of Washington, D. C.

As it will be seen, it is
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a highly, ornamental structure, well

adapted for any eminence, or other loca-

tion, where it would become a prominent

feature in the landscape ; and would

form a highly decorative and pleasing

object, either in the garden or pleasure-

ground. The profuseness of ornamen-

tation, lavished on it, which would ap-

pear in a villa inconsistent, here becomes

natural and appropriate, and can be

appreciated by every one.

In the accompanying plate, we have

given some of the details of this Suramer-

House, showing, on a somewhat larger

scale, a few of the more prominent orna-

ments. The plan and elevation show

the manner of framing. The principal

timbers are five (5) inches square, cross

section, with corners chamfered ; the

brackets of two (2) inch stuff; the pan-

eling one and a-half (1^) inches thick.

Fig. 1. Apex of Gable, with finial. Fig.

2. Cornice, showing brackets and Ridge

finish. Fig. 3. Panels in Tympanum.
Fig. 4. Spandrel panels. Fig. 5. Square

panels next Tympanum. Fig. 6. Square

panels in Cornice of Wing. Fig. 7.

Centre panels of the same, giving an-

other treatment of design.

The building should be painted either

of a drab or a fawn color ; the chamfers

and the edges of the small scroll work,

red. The lions also should be outlined

in red.

The roof should be slated, diamond

pattern, and varied in color.

The floor to be laid with narrow boards

and elevated one foot above the ground.

MERRICK'S PATENT SAFETY APPLIANCE FOR HOISTING-CAGES.

THE use of power hoisting-machines,

of which an essential element is a

platform, or cage, on which goods can

be quickly loaded and unloaded, has, of

late, become- so general, as to be con-

sidered almost indispensable, where

goods have to be handled in large quan-

tities.

In these machines, appliances for the

prevention of accidents, caused by the

breaking of the hoisting-rope, have come

to be a necessity ; but still more are

they required, where, as in large hotels,

thejr are used exclusively for the carry-

ing of passengers from floor to floor, and

where, in case of accident, loss of life

is almost sure to follow.

The general principle on which it has

been attempted to make these machines

safe, is that of fitting them with iron

racks, secured to timbers, extending the

whole height of the hoistway, into which

level's shall engage, whenever the strain

is taken off of the hoisting-rope. Springs

are usually applied to the levers, in such

manner, that, while the hoisting-rope is

intact, they are in a state of compression,

and ready to force the safety-levers into

the racks, so soon as the strain is slack-

ened. Unfortunately, springs are not

wholly reliable, it veiy frequently hap-

pening that, just at the time when their

action is of vital consequence, the}' are

found to be broken, or to have lost their

elasticity.

The object of the improvement, of

which the accompanying engraving is

an illustration, is to provide a certain

means for preventing the fall of the cage

in consequence of accident to-the hoist-

ing-rope or chain. In this device the

operation of the arresting levers is

assured, as they are engaged with the

rack instantly, in case of the breakage

of the hoisting-rope, by means of a

counterbalance or weight, which, when

the cage or platform is ascending, is

moving in a contrary direction, thus

giving the additional advantage of re-

ducing the weight of the cage. When-
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ever the hoisting-rope or chain ceases

to act, the counterbalance, rope comes

into action and prevents disaster. In

the engraving, A is the hoisting-cage or

platform ; B, the lifting chain, attached

by means of links, C, to the bell crank

levers, D, having their fulcrum s at E, and

provided at the other end with teeth

cut to fit the racks in the uprights of

the framing. The ropes suspending the

counterbalance weights are attached to

the levers, D, at points outside their ful-

crums, and pass over grooved pulleys, F.

The operation of the machine and its

arrangements is apparent from an ex-

amination of the illustration. So long'
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as the hoisting-rope is held "taut," the

levers, to which it is attached, are drawn

away from the racks, and the machine

operates freely ; but the instant the

hoisting-rope breaks, or is slackened

suddenly from any cause, the weight of

the cage and its load comes upon the

counterbalance ropes, the levers in-

stantly engage with the racks, and the

descent of the cage is prevented. There

is no possibility of the device getting

out of order, and ceasing to operate,

without, at once, so interfering with the

proper use of the hoist, as to call atten-

tion to the fact. A large machine is in

operation at the works of Merrick &
Sons, Philadelphia, Pa., and a working

model may be seen at their office, 62

Broadway, New York city. Further

information may be obtained by ad-

dressing the patentees, at either place.

MASONRY.

WHO ever bestows a thought on

the wonderful testimonials of

mental and manual effort which the

mason has filled the world with, and

gives the cxexlit due to that craft ?

The magnificent ruins of ancient

times, the modern glories of our own,

are alike the work of the mason. The

design is always justly accredited to the

architect, but he who carries the require-

ments of that design into execution is

surely entitled to a little acknowledg-

ment. How often has it happened that

the skill of the mason has saved the

very reputation of the architect, by pro-

viding for some unforeseen point of

weakness, or other defect. Yet the

mason's modest worth is buried in ob-

livion, whilst the architect's fame is

emblazoned on the history of his work

to live whilst a stone remains of the con-

struction. In fact, the casual loss of the

name of the architect is said to be

almost equal to the incompletion of the

work of Cologne Cathedral, and actually

drew forth the powers of fiction in a

legend to account for the missing name.

Yet, the diligent inquirer into the his-

torical relations of buildings will assign

a high place in his inquiry to the busi-

ness of the mason. It would be difficult,

indeed, to mention any other business

so closely connected with the progress

of our race to which science and art are

so much indebted—to which religion

itself owes so many of its nobler in-

fluences. The mason has joined to-

gether in one unbroken chain, the two
extremes of civilization. His genius is

alike conspicuous in the rudely sculp-

tured pillar of the Cromlech and the

exquisitely proportioned column of the

Parthenon. He built the altars from

which arose the smoke of human sacri-

fice, and he reared the temples in which

no sacrifice is offered but that to the

true God—the offering of a Christian

heart. Centuries before the dawn of

civilization in the empires of the West
of Europe he constructed those monu-
ments of rude but magnificent grandeur

which moulder now upon the banks of

the Ganges and the Nile. It M'as he

who reared the stately temples of

Minerva and Jupiter, which were so in-

separably associated with all that was

noble in Grecian philosophy—all that

was beautiful in Grecian Art. And, in

the dark ages which followed the down-

fall of western civilization in Europe,

when the temples of Rome were ruined,

the palaces of the Caasars plundered, the

Pantheon despoiled, the amphitheatres

laid waste, it was he who reared up the

noble piles of Christian Architecture,

which ushered in a new era in the his-

tory of the world, and another and a

more beneficent period of human exist-

ence. The relics of Palmj'ra's former

grandeur, and of Baalbec's greatness,

still linger to attest the wonderful skill

of the masons of those days. And not

a vestige of a temple, or arch of triumph,

but acts as a chronicler of the deeds of

those artisans whose names are lost,

though the yet distinct marks of their

work still live as a mockery of fame.
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THE BEONZE HORSES OF VENICE.

EVERY American who visits the

beautiful " Bride of the Adriatic,"

as Venice is called, must be struck with

the silence that reigns in that city of

the sea, owing to the total absence of

wheeled vehicles. No sound of travel

is heard from morn till night save the

"cheep," "cheep," of the oars of the

gondola as it shoots off from beneath

3'our window, black and mysterious, like

some flitting shadow of a dream. The

sound of horses' hoofs which in our own
crowded cities is so apt to confound us

with that ceaseless clatter, is here never

heard ; and indeed it may be said that

there are but four horses in all Venice,

and those the oldest in the world, the

bronze steeds of the eminent sculptor,

Lysippus, which stand on the portico

of St. Mark.

The history of those horses is highly

interesting. They are generally sup-

posed to be the work of Lysippus, who

lived three hundred years before Christ.

They first adorned the pediment of one

of those classic temples of Corinth. But

Greece fell beneath the power of Rome,

and Corinth was destroj'ed by the Con-

sul Mummius. The four bronze horses

were secured to grace the barbarous

triumph, and were, in 146 years before

Christ, placed on the Temple of Peace,

at Rome. Constantine the Great, on

removing the seat of Roman Empire to

Byzantium, to which he gave his name,

had the four bronze horses to adorn this

new capital, Constantinople. Greece

and Rome both in turn crumbled to

decay ; the latter falling victim to the

barbarous hordes that surrounded it.

This decline of Roman empire was the

impelling cause of the birth of Venice

as Queen of the Seas. In the year of

our Lord 451 the conquering sword of

Attila destroyed Verona, Mantua, &c,

whose inhabitants in numbers sought

refuge in the islands of the Adriatic,

and thus grew up the Venice which was

to rank high among the chronicled cities

of history.

About the middle of the thirteenth

century Alexis was dethroned by his

subjects, who held possession of his capi-

tal, Constantinople. His son applied to

the then powerful maritime republic of

Venice for assistance, and he received

it. Never was support given with more

willingness, for Venice saw the oppor-

tunity to expand her growing power,

and so the capture of Constantinople

was rapidly followed by the conquest

of the isles of Greece. The four bronze

horses again changed quarters and

Venice now boasted her first importa-

tion in that line. They were placed on

the portico of the magnificent Church of

St. Mark, facing the Piazza di San

Marco. Here they rested until that

child of fate, Napoleon I., in his plun-

dering career of conquest, took them,

with the choicest art-gems of his van-

quished enemies, to enrich the French

capital. The four bronze horses were

set upon the triumphal arch in the Place

du Carousal at Paris, \>y his order pre-

vious to 1815. This triumphal Arch du

Carousel, a veritable chef d'ceuure of

elegance and good taste, stands at the

entrance of the Court of the Tuileries.

Napoleon ordered the architects Percier

and Fontaine to build it in 1806, to

celebrate the glory of the French

armies. But the star of his destinj-

went out, and by the treaty of 1815,

the Allied Powers restored the four

bronze horses to Venice, where any

of our readers may see them in their old

position, on the Portico of St. Mark's,

after a record of over two thousand years

duration ! There, it is to be hoped, they

may remain for many centuries to come,

undisturbed by the political changes of

Peace, and
in the event of War

To snuff, unmoved, the battle from afar.
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THE ARCHITECT:
A New, British, Weekly Journal.

TT^E cannot, we think, carry out the

V V wishes of our correspondent, as

conve}-ecl in the following letter, in a

more satisfactory and advantageous

manner, than by publishing, in extenso,

both his letter and the accompanj'ing

Prospectus of the new English Archi-

tectural Periodical, which he is about to

start. We do this with the more readi-

ness and gratification, as we feel sure,

that the advent of this new Journal,

starting under such very powerful and

favorable auspices, and promising such

a varied and highly interesting range of

subjects, will be hailed with pleasure

and encouragement, by not only all

lovers of our Art, in this country, but

by every one, who feels an interest in

the advancement and dissemination of

knowledge in any way, however re-

motely, connected with it. The letter

so fully and so ably speaks for itself,

that any further preface from our pen

would be superfluous.

London, S. W.,
22 Jermyn Street,

November 21, 1868.

To Samuel Sloan, Esq.,

Editor of The Architectural Review

and Builders' Journal:

Dear Sir : My friend, our distin-

guished Architect, Mr. G. Gilbert Scott,

R. A., has permitted me to see the letter,

that you were so good as to address to

him, when you sent him a copy of the

prospectus of your Journal, a publica-

tion, which, I am confident, must pos-

sess many high and excellent qualities.

I now have to request you to read the

Prospectus, herewith enclosed, of a new,

English, weekly, illustrated Periodical,

of which I am the Editor. This new

Journal aspires to take a high position.

It is in strong hands, in the matter of

proprietorship ; and it has the very best

support here in England, and also in

France and Germany. It will treat of

both Architecture and Constructive

Civil Engineering, and also of whatever

is connected with the Building Trades.

Moreover, it also will comprehend de-

scriptive and critical notices of all works

of high and noble Art, particularly such

works, of whatsoever class and kind, as

possess qualities, that are suggestive to

artists and manufacturers. For exam-

ple, in London, the " South Kensington

Museum," established, on a system of

practical efficienc}', by the late Prince

Consort, has now attained to the rank

of a National Institution, of the first

magnitude, interest, and importance ; it

is constantly enriched with fresh acqui-

sitions, and as constantly the most valu-

able private collections are exhibited

there for a while, having been lent, for

that purpose, by the proprietors. The

Museum is also intimately associated

with the sj'stem (now in active operation

throughout Great Britain) of National

Art Education. This Museum has, at

present, no organ ; there is no accredited

publication, which records, describes,

criticises, and applies, for general use,

its contents, &c. My Journal will sup-

ply this great want, with the cordial

support and cooperation of the authori-

ties. Again, in quite another field, I

shall give, direct from headquarters,

regular and systematic reports of the

proceedings of the organized explora-

tion, now being carried out with such

remarkable results, in the Holy Laud
;

and particularly in Jerusalem. I adduce

these, as examples of my range of sub-

jects, as well as of their character. In

every instance, I shall give the best en-

gravings of all works and objects of the

greatest general value and interest.

For this work, sir, I am anxious to ob-

tain your cooperation. I shall be de-
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lighted to make your own Journal

known in England, and in the English

colonies and dependencies. I shall be

glad to quote from your pages ; and to

reproduce, as specimens, some of your

illustrations ; and I shall have a real

pleasure in offering to you a reciproca-

tion of the same friendly offices. I

think a happy cordiality, between your

great country and my own, may be in-

finitely strengthened by a vast increase

of that interchange of thought and sen-

timent, which arises from the most en-

larged use of the same literary and ar-

tistic publications, in both countries
;

and certain ky, Art, in every form and

expression, while equally dear to us

both, cannot fail to exercise, over us

both, a beneficent influence. I particu-

larly desire to make your great works

known and valued here ; and also to

secure for our own an increased fa-

miliarity amongst your countrymen.

My first number, to be published on

January 1, 1869, shall be sent to you
;

and its successors shall follow.

I am, my dear sir, faithfully yours,

Charles Boutell,
(M. A., of Oxford,)

Editor of •' The Architect."

The Architect, a Journal of Art,

Civil Engineering, and Building.

Published every Friday, at the (Tem-

porary) Offices, 4, Monument Yard,

London, E. C. Price 4d. ; or, post

free, 5d.

The Motive, Aim, and Range of this

Journal, which are clearly indicated by

its Title, may be more fully set forth as

follows

:

"The Architect," is a Journal of Art

—preeminently, and in a special sense

and degree, it is a Journal devoted to

the great art of Architecture. "The
Architect," however, is not an Archaeo-

logical Journal ; consequently, whether

treating of Architecture historically or

critically, and as well when dealing with

Architecture in its noblest and most

dignified aspirations, as when consider-

ing the simplest details of its practical

application, "The Architect" more or

less directly refers to the sentiments,

circumstances, usages, and requirements

of the times now present.

To the other Arts, each one insepara-

bly bound to every other, and all of

them in close alliance with Architecture,
" The Architect" assigns a becoming

measure of its observant and thoughtful

regard.

" The Architect" is a Journal of Civil

Engineering. Placing the Civil Engi-

neering of the present day, in all its

varied forms of expression, side by side

with Architecture, " The Architect" ad-

vocates and insists upon that cordial

union between the highest Constructive

Art and the highest Constructive

Science, from which mutual advantages

of the greatest and gravest importance

must necessarily be derived.

" The Architect," again, is a Journal

of Building. It accompanies the pro-

fessional Architect from the commence-

ment to the completion of his creations;

it enters into all his plans and projects,

and works with him in their practical

realization. It concerns itself with every

person, who may take any part in the

erection of buildings of every class and

order, in their decoration also, in their

furniture, and in providing them with

every appliance and accessory.

With Architecture and the allied

Arts, with Civil Engineering and Build-

ing, " The Architect" associates the

Members of the Architectural Profes-

sion and all other Artists, all Civil En-

gineers and Builders ; so that, while

seeking from them, one and all, coopera-

tion and support, " The Architect," at

the same time, assures them that in its

pages they will ever find faithful and

firm friendship, a jealous vindication of

their honor, and a vigilant guardianship

of their best interests. Nor is " The

Architect" unmindful of what is due to

the public—what the public by right

may expect from it. Well aware that

the true interests both of the public at
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large and of the members of the artistic

and constructive professions are iden-

tical, " The Architect" desires to

strengthen its claims upon professional

men by cultivating and seeking to ele-

vate the public taste, and by leading

the way to a better, because a more dis-

cerning and judicious, appreciation of

whatever works are eminently meri-

torious and of a superior order of excel-

lence.

Characterized by a complete and ab-

solute independence, " The Architect " is

the special advocate of no particular

style in Art, nor the partisan of any per-

sons or any party. The Descriptions

given in the pages of " The Architect"

will be faithful, explicit, and minute, the

results of careful observation and mature

reflection. The Criticism of "The Ar-

chitect," to whatever class of works it

may be directed, desires always to be

refined in feeling and generous in ex-

pression, as in its principles it resolves

always to be impartial and candid, just

and fearless. The Illustrations, drawn

by Artists of the highest ability, and

executed in the perfection of lithography

and wood-engraving, constitute no un-

important features in this Journal.

They will be freely given, and in every

instance will really illustrate those pas-

pages in the text with which they may
be associated. Thus " The Architect"

takes its own ground, and has before it

its own course : and, while consistently

pursuing this course on its own ground,

it aspires to be recognized and accepted

as the Authority.

" The Architect" will be found to be

a Chronicle of the practice and the

progress of Architecture and the other

Arts, of Civil Engineering, and of Build-

ing, in Great Britain, her Colonies and

British India, the United States, and in

all the most important cities and towns

of the Continent of Europe.

Charles Boutell, M. A.,

Editor, 4 Monument Yard, London, E. C.

No. 1 to appear January 1, 1869.

OUB, PINE RESOURCES.
By F. H. Williams.*

IN a previous paper, we adverted to

the paramount importance, and ap-

parent necessity, of the presence of

Good Lumber in our Buildings, and to

the essential part it sustains in the

practical workings of architecture. At

the same time, allusion was made to the

waste of that most important of all our

woods, White Pine.

Now, it happens, that many persons

regard those, who are fearful of the ex-

tinction of this commodity, as, what

they are pleased to term, " Croakers ;"

and believe, that it is mere " Old Fogy-

ism" to entertain any such doubts and

misgivings.

The silly term "inexhaustible" has

been so often carelessly and thought-

lessly applied, that we have, in a meas-

ure, become accustomed to its sound

;

and, as a consequence, have learned to

regard it, as we do any common-place

adjective used to designate a degree of

quantity or quality, and one whose

presence gives no particular force to

the sentence in which it occurs.

This bad habit of using superlative

adjectives is a growing evil; and in no

instance is its pernicious influence more

prominently demonstrated, than in its

application to the vastness of our natu-

ral National resources.

On the lips of the majority of persons,

it is quite as natural to speak of our

* Lumber Merchant, Seventeenth and Spring Garden streets, Philadelphia.
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"inexhaustible mines," or our "inex-

haustible forests," as it is to mention

the most every-day circumstance, or

assert the most trite fact.

The term can certainly never be cor-

rectly applied to any thing human or

mundane. There is no one thing, or

series of things, in this world, that will

never become exhausted ; nor is it right,

that there should be. All-wise Provi-

dence has placed us here to work out—
not waste—the resources, which He has

placed at our command; and while He

has shown us, by His own example, that

we are to let " nothing be lost," our own

past experience has proved that natural

productions, which we had regarded as

indispensable, have given out ; and we

have been compelled to apply other sub-

stances to those purposes, for which we

thought nothing but the exhausted pro-

duction adapted.

Our timber, which is regarded as un-

limited in supply, is so perceptibly de-

creasing, and facts point so strongly

towards its exhaustion, that it is at last

beginning to excite some attention
;

and a number of arguments pro and con

have made their appearance.

We have no right to presume, that

Providence is going to raise up a new

commodity for us, to take the place of

timber, when our own prodigality shall

have rendered it extinct. It is our duty

to use our means economically, and to

foster our resources ; and, to that end,

we should take active and immediate

measures to insure the preservation and

replenishment of our forests.

It is true, that the mere saying aud

advising will accomplish nothing; but

we think, that a few figures and statis-

tics, which tell "the plain, unvarnished

truth," and into which no spirit of hy-

perbole enters, may not be amiss.

The great West, with its millions of

acres of forest lands, stretching its vast

expanse from the coast of Lake Michi-

gan, and the western bounds of Indiana,

Kentucky and Tennessee, far out, to-

wards the setting sun, presents quite a.s

great a field for wonder and admiration,

as do the more eastern portions of our

country, with their hundreds of thou-

sands of factories and workshops, and

their busy millions of human beings.

Some years ago, it was said by a wri-

ter of much discrimination : "America is

one vast forest, diversified occasionally

by cultivated intervals ;" showing how,

at that time, to one whose observation

was general, the cultivated and manu-

facturing portions of the country ap-

peared as the exception to the rule

—

the j>atches which an increasing popu-

lation had cut out of the main field, and

not the field itself.

But how greatly have circumstances,

occurring since the utterance of the

above assertion, tended to modify it.

It undoubtedly applies, with great force,

to a large proportion of our area ; but,

if taken literally, as applied to our

present condition, it is calculated to

mislead many, with regard to the great-

ness of our timber lands.

It is true, moreover, that, notwith-

standing our enormous resources in this

respect, there is an absolute necessity,

that we should foster and protect our

timber. Without going into any calcu-

lation, it may be safe to say, that more

Lumber has been cut within the past

fifteen years, than during the previous

half century ; and that more will be cut

in the next five years, than in the past

fifteen. An acceptance of these hypo-

theses forces the conviction upon our

minds, that, though our resources were

trebled, we could not afford to be ex-

travagant, in the face of the rapidly

augmenting number of immigrants, who
must find themselves homes in the great

West, and of the large annual percent-

ages of increase in our native popula-

tion.

A writer upon this subject in 1862,

endeavored to give his readers an idea

of the consumption of Lumber, bj' show-

ing that " it requires some thirty acres,

of good ship-timber, to build a common-
sized steamboat on our lakes." He
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makes further calculations, demonstrat-

ing the fact, that, at the present rates

of increase, it would require but thirty

years, for the Chicago market alone, to

exhaust all the Pine lands of Michigan,

the greatest Pine producing State in the

Union.

Says that vigorous writer, James

Parton, in his description of Chicago:
" There is one commodit}'', in which

Chicago deals, that makes a show pro-

portioned to its importance. Six hun-

dred and fourteen millions of feet of

timber, equal to about fifty millions of

ordinary Pine boards, which Chicago

sold last J'ear, (1866,) cannot be hidden

in a corner.

" The prairies, to which Nature has

been so variously bountiful, do lack this

first necessity of the settler ; and it is

Chicago, that sends up the Lake for it

;

and supplies it to the prairies.

" Miles of timber yards extend along

one of the forks of the river ; and the

harbor is choked with arriving timber

vessels ; timber trains shoot over the

prairies, in every direction. To econo-

mize transportation, they are now be-

ginning to despatch timber in the form

of ready-madejiouses. There is a firm

in Chicago, which is happy to furnish

cottages and villas, school-houses,

stores, taverns, churches, court-houses

or towns—wholesale or retail—and to

forward them, securely packed, to any

part of the country.

" No doubt we shall soon have the

exhilaration of reading advertisements

of these town-makers, to the effect, that

orders for the smallest villages will be

thankfully received ; county towns made
to order ; a metropolis furnished with

punctuality and despatch; any town on

our list sent, carriage-paid, on receipt

of price ; rows of cottages always on

hand ; churches in every style.

"N. B.—Clergymen and others are

requested to call, before purchasing else-

where."

This quotation merely by the way,

however, as it is rather a laudation of

Chicago enterprise, than a proof of our

assertions.

As has been already said, the State of

Michigan is, by far, the greatest Pine-

growing and Lumber-manufacturing

State in the Union.

It contains 56,243 square miles, or

35,995,520 acres, which is indeed a large

area, although it must be borne in mind
that it is by no means all Lumber-pro-

ducing. The population is, as yet,

sparsely scattered over the country ; but

that it is showing a considerable annual

percentage of increase may be seen by
the following :

Population in 1830 30,000

" 1840 212,000
" 1850 398,000
" 1860 749,000

Taking the last ten years as a basis,

we find the ratio to be 88 per cent.,

which would give us about 1,400,000 as

the population of the State in 1870.

Thus much for the population ; we
may have occasion to refer again to it

;

but, in the meanwhile, will take a glance

at the timber product.

In the Saginaw Y alley, the great

manufacturing district of the State,

during 1867, upwards of 420,000,000

feet were manufactured, by all the mills

there situated, 82 in number.

By reference to the trade of this

flourishing region, for that year, we ar-

rive at the following result:

Number of mills, 82.

Saws, 183.

Capacity of mills, 826,209,099 feet.

Capital invested, $3,428,500.

Lumber manufactured, 423,963,190

feet.

Logs in boom, 17,304,605 feet.

Men employed, 2,402.

Lath manufactured, 63,870,875 pieeps.

During the same year, 115,293,000

shingles were manufactured in Saginaw

Valley and on the Bay Shore, of which

105,983,275 were shipped to various

points, East and West, the balance being

held over till 1S68. At the close of the
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season of 1866, there remained, on the

various docks upon the Saginaw river,

upwards of 44,000,000 feet.

Notwithstanding the fact, that much
less snow fell, than usual, during the

following winter, and that the facilities

afforded the lumber men were, in conse-

quence, much abridged, a large amount
of logs was lumbered, as may be seen by
reference to the statement already given.

In or about the year 1836, the first

lumber was shipped from the Saginaw
district,—only two cargoes during the

season.

By 1857, (21 3'ears,) the annual pro-

duct, had reached 125,000,000 feet. In

1867, (10 years more) it was fully four

times that amount, or 500,000,000 feet,

being worth, at a low valuation, $7,-

500.000.

Of Pine lumber there were cut on the

river and tributaries :

In 1863 133,500,000 feet

In 1864 215,000,000 "

In 1865 250,639,340 "

In 1866 349,767,884 "

In 1867 423,963,190 "

Thus it appears, that the amount cut

on the Saginaw has increased '220 per

cent, in five years, or an average of 44

per cent, per annum. At the same ratio,

this district will cut about two billions of

feet, ten j-ears hence.

We might look further, and (taking

it for granted, that the supply would not

give out before that time) contemplate

the product, by the beginning of the

next century. If any reader is suffi-

ciently interested to make the calcula-

tion for himself, he can easily do so ; he

will then find himself encountered by

such a battalion of numerals, as will

puzzle him to give oral expression to.

We believe, however, that ten years

are enough to prove our position ; and

that no thinking man can fail to recog-

nize, in these figures, the fact, that we
are rapidly using up our supply of Pine,

without any proportionate replenish-

ment.

It maybe objected, that these are but

the statistics of a single district. In

answer to such suggestions, we append
a table of the estimated production of

the entire State for 1867 :

Feet.

Saginaw 423,963,190

Bay Shore 84,995,772

Genesee County 68,000,000

Detroit 39,026,460

Tuscola County 5,800,000

Port Huron 30,000,000

Huron 33,850,500

Marine City 5,215,000

Lapeer County.. 16,500,000

Gratiot County 11,500,000

Sanilac County 8,750,000

Muskegon. 205,278,000

White Piver 80,000,000

Ministee 110,400,000

Grand Traverse 24,000,000

Pere Marquette 46,000,000

Western Slope 185,000,000

1,378,278,922

Which, at an average of $15 per thou-

sand feet, is worth $20,674,183.83.

The total amount of Laths manufac-

tured is 284,646,200 pieces ; Shingles

368,420,000.

Here, then, we see over thirteen hun-

dred millions of feet of lumber, as the

production of one State, for a single

year ; being, if we exclude Sundays, up-

wards of four million, one hundred and

fifty thousand per day, or, allowing ten

hours as a day's work, over four hundred

and fifteen thousand feet per hour.

Now, there
v
are 91 townships tying

tributary to the Saginaw river, which

contain Pine timber, and these 91 em-

brace pretty much all the lumber that

can be produced in the greatest Pine

portions of the State. Ninety-one town-

ships are divided into 3,276 sections, or

26,208 lots. Experience proves that you

cannot calculate more than 200,000 feet

on a lot, and this will allow for all

growths of timber, without any deduc-

tions made for fire, or other causes. This
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calculation gives us five billions, two

hundred and forty-one millions, six hun-

dred thousand feet, which it would take

seventeen years and a fraction to cut, at

the rate of three hundred millions per

annum.

But we have already shown, that in

1867 there were nearly four hundred

and twenty-four millions cut, which

shows very clearly, that—even though

we make no account of the usual per-

centage of increase—all the Pine re-

sources must he exhausted before the

seventeen years shall have elapsed.

Probably the most abundantly sup-

plied of all the districts in the State, is

the Alpena district, including Devil

Eiver. The estimated stock of timber,

on the ground, is 2,880,000,000 feet, a

supply for over twenty-eight years, at

the rate of 100,000,000 per year.

Many other districts have not over

five or six years supply, at the present

rate of consumption.

There are, doubtless, many people,

who will say, that Michigan is not the

United States ; and that, therefore, our

arguments prove but little.

To such persons, we would reply, that

our Pine resources, without Michigan,

would be \&ey much like "the play of

Hamlet, without the Prince."

Immense quantities of timber are

growing in other States, without doubt,

but their supply is used up in the same

proportion. Indiana, which, not long

ago, was thought to contain an " inex-

haustible" supply of Black Walnut, will

soon be obliged to import it, for her own
use, if she wants it.

So with adjoining States. Our prai-

ries, certainly, are not blessed with a soil

so fertile as to give us much hope from

them, and so we discover, after all, that,

notwithstanding our enormous area, we
are likely to be sorely puzzled, ere long,

for a supply of lumber.

Surely the statistics above given fur-

nish food for serious reflection, inasmuch

as they demonstrate certain facts of

grave importance, and induce some very

pertinent suggestions. They demon-

strate :

—

1st. That the commodity of Pine lum-

ber is one of great comparative value,

not only on account of its adaptation to

uses so innumerable, but as an article of

commerce, by whose production, ship-

ment, and sale, so many thousands of

our countrymen find an honorable live-

lihood.

2d. That the demand is increasing in

a greater degree than is the population.

oil. That the acres of new growth are

totalty disproportioned to those annu-

ally cleared of their timber.

The\' induce the following sugges-

tive queries :

—

1st. If we wish, to continue the manu-

facture and sale of lumber, does it not

behove us to give our attention to the

increased production of Pine Forests,

and to endeavor to render them somewhat

adequate to the demand?

2d. If the relative increase, in demand

and population, continues to differ more

widely, how long will our present and

prospective stock of growing timber last?

3d. If the time arrives when our tim-

ber is exhausted, where shall we go to

find a commodity to take its place ?

These questions, often asked, still

await a satisfactory response.

Comparative "Weight and Strength

of Timber.—Scarcely any thing can be

more important, than definite and reli-

able information, concerning the com-

parative weight and strength of the dif-

ferent kinds of timber ; but the ascer-

tained facts are few and widely scattered.

The Government should take „up this

matter and pursue it to an exhaustive

conclusion. With respect to Compara-

tive Weight, we have collated quite a

number of authorities ; and, where the

data varied, have equated the various

items, having finally had the advantage

of revision, by a competent gentleman

of this city, thoroughly conversant with

timber. Upon this basis we venture to

present the Table on our ensuing page.
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TABULAR STATEMENT OF WEIGHTS OF TIMBER.

DESCRIPTION.

Specific

gravities.

.845

Weight
of 1 cubic
inch in

lbs.

.031

Weight ofl
cubic foot in

lbs.

Comparative weight
of 1 cubic foot.

Weight or
force re-

quired to tear
asunder 1

square inch
in

lbs. avoir.

Length of a
rod, which,
if suspended,
would be

torn asunder
by its own
weight, in
linear feet.

Oreen.
lbs. oz.

Seasoned,
lbs. oz.

Ash . 52.81 5S.00 50.00 14,130 39,050

Beech . .852 .031 53.25 58.00 50.00 12,225 38,940

Birch . .120 .026 45.00 15,000

Cedar . .561 11,400

Cherry

.

.115 .026 44.68

Cypress .644 .023 40.00 6,000

Elm . .800 .024 42.00 66. OS 31.05 9,5f,0 40,500

Fir, Riga 48.12 35.08 12,000

" Yellow . .651 .023 41.00 12,800

" White - .569 0.21 35.56

" American 44.12 30.11 8,800

m <

A
Live Oak 1.110 .040 10.00 11,880

Mahogany . 1.063 .038 66.44 21,000

Maple . .150 .021 66.81 10,500

Mulberry .891 .022 56.01

Oak, English .912 .033 58.25 11.10 43.08 10,000

" Seasoned 13,600

" Amei\ White .026 45.02 11,500 32,900

Pine, Yellow .660 .024 41.25

" White . .554 .020 34.62 10,000

" Pitch . 12,000

Poplar . .383 .014 24.25 1,000

Walnut .611 .024 42.00 1,800

L Willow .585 .021 36.56 13,000

Ash .122 .026 45.12

Beech . .624 .023 39.00

"o
Cherry .606 .022 38.00

GJ

Hickory, Red .838 .030 52.31

White Oak (Upland) .681 .025 43.00

cu

" James River .159 .021 41.44

£ Pine, Yellow

" White

.

.541

.413

.020

.011

34.00

30.00

Poplar

.

.581 .021 36.10
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LANDSCAPE, DECORATIVE, AND ECONOMIC GARDENING.

No. 5.

On Choosing a Situation for a

Country House and Grounds.

"The measure of choosing- well is, wheiher a man
likes what he has chosen."

THERE are but few men, in active

business, who do not look forward

to the time, when they can possess them-

selves of a comfortable country home,

where they may, when inclination

prompts, retire from the bustle and

excitement of the city, to enjoy the

beauties of nature and all the pleasures

and comforts of rural domestic life.

The labors and enjoyments of the

country are anticipated pleasures, for

of all the various pursuits that may
occupy the attention, there are few that

afford so much genuine pleasure, as that

to be derived from the culture of the

soil.

This was the first employment of man

;

and all Adam's posterity seem to have

an instinct to attempt for themselves

the creation of an earthly paradise,

where they can cultivate and adorn, and

repose peacefully under their own vine

and fig-tree. The force of circumstances

—love of power and riches—and pride

of place, may confine men to crowded

cities ; but, as the day of life passes its

meridian, these actuating influences

gradually subside ; and the desire for

the quiet calm of rural enjoyment be-

comes stronger, so that the evening of

life may be spent in the contemplation

of nature, as presented in fields and

gardens.

Every change that we make in our

habits of life is, to some extent, an ex-

periment : it does not always happen

that our ardent wishes are realized, and

sometimes when they are, the realiza-

tion is little short of disappointment.

Before we can live in the country, and

heartily enjoy all its delights, we must

first love it, must feel a greater degree

of pleasure in roving over the green

fields than in treading the carpeted

saloon, learn to take an interest in all

that belongs to its society and occupa-

tions, and enter intelligently upon its

culture and improvements.

Cowley, the "amiable poet," in a let-

ter to his friend Evelyn, author of

Sylva, says :
" I never had any other

desire so strong, and so like to covet-

ousness, as that one which I have had

alwaj-s, that I might be master at last

of a small house and a large garden,

with very moderate conveniences joined

to them, and there dedicate the remainder

of my life, only to the culture of them,

and study of nature." In his biography

we are told that every remove he made

he got further and further from town,

until at last his desire was gratified in

the possession of a country estate, which

he failed to enjoy. Writing shortly

afterwards he says :
" The first night

that I came hither, I caught so great a

cold, as made me keep my chamber ten

days ; and two days after, had such a

bruise on my ribs with a fall, that I am
yet unable to turn in bed. This is my
personal fortune here to begin with.

And besides, I can get no money from

my tenants, and have my meadows
eaten up every night by cattle put in

by my neighbors. What this signifies,

or may come to in time, God knows

;

if it be ominous, it can end in nothing

less than hanging."

This kind of disappointment has been

experienced by many persons, since

Cowley's time; and assuming it to be a

truth with but few exceptions, that the

amount of pleasure derived from these

rural pursuits will be in an exact ratio

to the degree of the successful realiza-

tion of previous anticipations, the neces-

sity for careful reflection, and exercise

of judgment, in selection of position,
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and every kind of expenditure, cannot

well be too highl}T estimated.

In choosing a location for a country

residence, one of the first considerations

is that of access to and from a cit}^

;

especially if daily intercourse is con-

templated, this circumstance will take a

foremost place. The time, trouble and

expense of travel on badly-kept roads,

prove a serious tax upon the pleasures

of the country. A drive of half an hour

on a hard road during a fine summer

evening, is decidedly different from an

hour and a half spent on the same dis-

tance, in a snow storm, on a winter

morning. I have known of a selection

made during summer, when the road was

all that could be wished for, to be

rejected, when it was discovered that a

rain}' day rendered travel extremely dis-

agreeable.

In these days of railroads and other

steam conveyances, it is difficult to

generalize upon what might be con-

sidered a convenient distance from a

city. Upon a well-conducted railroad

a distance of twenty miles may be of

more convenient access than two miles

upon a common road. Proximity to a

railroad station will always secure a cer-

tainty of convenient transit, even allow-

ing the distance to be within an easy

carriage-drive in favorable weather, and

such facilities should certainly not be

overlooked, when they can be secured.

While a good road is always a great

accommodation, it is not by any means

desirable to locate a dwelling too near

a much frequented highway. In dry

weather, every vehicle that passes over

it stirs up a cloud of dust, which pene-

trates everywhere, not excepting the

lungs of those who have to breathe the

offensive atmosphere ; coating trees and

flowers in an Unsightly manner, and

much to their injury. Should the prop-

erty be bounded on any of its sides by

such a road, it ought to be of sufficient

extent, to allow the building to be placed

beyond all such annoyances.

Healthiness of locality, it will at once

be conceded, is of paramount import-

ance. Low, flat lands are generally

damp and cold, and should never be

chosen for habitations, either for man or

beast, if there is any choice in the mat-

ter. Valle3r
s, or even slight depressions,

are equally an suited : the air after sun-

set is always dense in such situations,

dews are heavier and more frequent,

and, as a consequence, frosts more prev-

alent, than on the elevations. Fogs, as

is well known, are most frequent on low

lands : the extremes of temperature are

also greater, especially if surrounded

and sheltered by hills or forests, which

prevent the free circulation, and equaliz-

ing influence, of winds. Wide, lengthy

vallej's between uniform hills are occa-

sionally subjected to disagreeable sweep-

ing blasts, from certain points of the

compass, rendering them very unfit as

sites for dwellings. Even the vicinity

of such localities ought to be avoided,

for, although a person may drain, culti-

vate, plant and otherwise improve his

own property, he may be constantly

subjected to the influences of unim-

proved lands over which he has no con-

trol.

An elevated situation is generally

healthy. The extent of prospect it

secures is also an advantage, although

mistakes are frequently made in placing

too great value on distant views only.

We soon become wearied in the contem-

plation of a distant prospect, the objects

of which do not strike the eye distinctly.

Its sameness soon takes on a stereo-

typed expression, accompanied by a

certain vague indefiniteness ; and, how-

ever pleasing the view may appear to a

casual visitor, it ultimately loses its

power of arresting the attention of those

who see it daily. This does not apply

so forcibly to maritime and river views,

the constantly changing aspect of water

by agitation, together with objects on

its surface, is always interesting. Its

capacity for reflecting forms on its mar-

gins, and the shadows of passing clouds,

when calm, invest it with an attractive
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variety of incidents, more satisfactory,

however, in a near view, than when it is

seen from a distance.

The exposure of an elevated site may
be placed to its disadvantage for a per-

manent residence. The cool, airy and

agreeable summer situation may become
exceedingly bleak and uncomfortably

chilly during winter. The difficulty of

toiling up a steep ascent becomes,

through repetition, both tedious and

tiresome. The tender varieties of flow-

ers, choice shrubs and trees, as well as

the more useful products of the fruit

and vegetable garden, are less likely to

flourish, when freely exposed to sharp

winds, although, with regard to these,

great modification of rigorous local cli-

mates may be effected, hy judiciously

placed hedges of the more robust ever-

green trees.

The partiality of most persons to

locate their dwelling on the highest

point of their property, without much
regard either to comfort or convenience,

is an error that they generally discover

after it is too late to be remedied. I

have often been astonished at the con-

tracted points, mere dots of surface,

upon which_jt was proposed to erect a

stately mansion, where there was

scarcely sufficient base to accommodate

the foundation of a dove cot. Cutting

down the point to a level platform, so

far as to adapt it to the plan of the

structure, does not obviate the difficulty

of connection with the acute slope of

the ground ; it is always expensive to

get a satisfactory road to a building in

such a situation ; and it is isolated from

its surroundings almost beyond hopes

of connection by the growth of trees

during a lifetime. Exposed on all sides

to every rude blast, the proprietor is

ready to exclaim with Catullus: " My
cottage, Furius, is not exposed to the

blasts of the south, nor to those of the

west, nor to the raging north, nor to the

southeast ; but to fifteen thousand two

hundred blasts. Oh, that horrid and

pestilent wind.''

Perhaps the best position for a house

is that of a somewhat level plateau at a

moderate elevation, the ground sloping

from it in all directions, more rapidly

in front than back, where the descent is

merely sufficient for surface drainage,

then rising as it recedes so as to form a

protection from the northeast, with a

northerly continuation to the northwest.

If the rising ground in the rear is covered

with a timber growth it will be all the

more acceptable. Back of the house a

position may be selected for the culture

of vegetables and small fruits, as also a

locality for stables and other buildings,

which will alwajT s receive full benefit of

the shelter of the higher ground on the

north. A position for greenhouses,

graperies, and other garden structures

may be found either on the east or west

of the house, placed at proper distance

back of its front line, as becomes subor-

dinate structures.

This will leave an ample space in front

for open lawn, ornamental trees and

shrubberies, taking especial care that no

dense plantations be introduced, to

intercept a free circulation of west and

south-west winds, so grateful during

summer. If the neighborhood affords

desirable views, a path may lead to a

rustic structure, or prospect tower, situ-

ated at the most favorable point on the

higher ground. This will be found iu the

end a more judicious arrangement, than

that of erecting an expensive prospect

tower on the dwelling-house, examples

of which may occasionally be seen, so

entirely out of all proportion to the size

and pretensions of the building, as

might lead one to surmise, that the prin-

cipal occupation of the inhabitants was

that of looking out of the windows.

The following sketch will convey an idea

of the arrangement that I have attempt-

ed to describe :

The adaptation of the site to contem-

plated improvements, should be care-

fully studied. I can recall an instance

illustrative of this neglect. A small,

one-story farm-house, occupied a posi-
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feion on the edge of a fine healthy grove

of oak and chestnut trees, a few of which

bad apparently been removed, so that

the house could be fitted, as it were, in

the cleared space. An undergrowth of

dogwoods fringed the plantation, in early

summer, with their snowy blossoms ; a

few yards in front sparkled clearly a

small stream, which was spanned by a

rude bridge ; the humble structure so

harmonized with its natural surround-

ings, that it seemed the embodiment of

all the rural felicity, that is only to be

realized (if pastoral poetry is truthful)

"in a cottage near a wood."

It attracted the attention of a gentle-

man, who secured the property, for the

purpose of erecting a fine mansion on

the site. The position was rather low and

secluded ; but these trifles were over-

looked. The old house was demolished
;

and building operations were com-

menced. Trees had to be cut away, to

give space for the more extended struc-

ture. The course of the brook had to be

changed, and removed to a greater dis-

tance. The three story building did not

associate with its surroundings, as the

former tenement had done. Cellar drain-

age was difficult and expensive to se-

cure; and everywhere it was damp and

uncomfortable. More trees had to be

removed, to admit sun and air. The dog-

woods had to be sacrificed. The depend-

ing marginal growths, that formed so

pleasing a connection with the verdant

meadow disappeared ; and all the poetry

of the situation vanished. The pro-

prietor changed his mind, and the prop-

erty changed its proprietor.

Further, as affecting health, the nature

of the soil should be investigated. Clay

soils, especially when lying on a com-

pact subsoil, that is retentive of water,

are of the worst description, naturally,

for the site of a dwelling. For purposes

of cultivation, clay soils, properly

drained and pulverized, are, in most re-

spects the best of all ; but the most per-

fect system of drainage will not prevent

the surface from being adhesive and dis-

agreeable for a time after rains, or more

particularly in winter, during the thaw-

ing out of frost ; clay parts with water

slowly, even when drained, and compared

with gravel, or sand formations, its con-

stant dampness, so favorable to vegeta-

ble growth in dry weather, is very

objectionable, when in close contact with

the walls of a house. It is true, that by

cementing their exterior surface, and

rubble-draining their whole depth, much
of the injury from damp may be avoided ;

but the walls will be colder than when
set in dryer and more porous strata.

The shrinkage and expansion of clays,

according as they are dry or wet, is also

an objection, with regard to foundation

walls. If all other conditions are per-

fectly satisfactory, art can do much to-

wards ameliorating the physical quali-

ties of the soil.; but for all purposes of

human comfort and enjo3rment, in the

immediate vicinity of a house, a light,

open, porous soil is eminently to be pre-

ferred.

It is always desirable to secure the

additional beauty and sheltering protec-

tion of a natural plantation, when pro-

perly situated
;
but to select a building

site in the centre of a grove of old trees,

with a view of making them a nucleus
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for future landscape effect, will almost

invariably prove disastrous. In natural

forests, the trees, in consequence of

growing very closely together, have been

deprived of the space necessary to full

development, their trunks are long,

slender, and destitute of branches.

Thinning a grove of this kind is gen-

erally the first step towards its exter-

mination. Something may be done by

gradual, judicious thinning, and topping

severely those that are left, so as to

favor a new growth of branches ;
and I

have seen an ultimate result of this

treatment prove very satisfactory ; but

after many years of patient, or rather

impatient, waiting on the part of the

proprietor.

Where old trees abound, it is difficult

to prepare or preserve a fine lavvn, or

introduce either flowers or shrubs. The

old roots prevent thorough renovating

culture ;
the scattering shade of the

lofty trees interferes with the growth of

young plants. There is a constant an-

tagonism, a "struggle for existence"

between the old and the new, both in

regard to individual growth and land-

scape effect, until either the one or the

other predominates. It is no matter of

doubt or uncertainty, but a settled

question by all, who have any experience

in remodeling or adapting old woods to

modern improvements, that it is greatly

preferable to commence on a naked

field.

A judicious selection and intermixture

of rapid-growing trees, properly planted

in good soil, will, in a very few years,

produce the desired effects ; serve all

usetul purposes ; and give more complete

satisfaction, than can be derived from

the accidental position and growth of

natural forests, so far as regards grounds

in the immediate vicinity of a residence.

The character and general demeanor

of the inhabitants of the neighborhood

may be included in the essentials of se-

lection. Persons of culture and refine-

ment, who have been accustomed to the

usages and privileges of educated so-

ciety, cannot expect to enjoy themselves

in a semi-civilized community, where

they may be subjected to the petty an-

no3 Tances and interferences of vulgar

neighbors. Happily for us, such com-

munities are rare, therefore the more
easily avoided. The greater advantages

of being located near a church, school-

house, post-officej and telegraph station,

will certainly not fail in receiving their

full consideration.

Tastes are so varied, and the objects

and aims of individuals so widely differ-

ent, that scarcely any two will be dis-

posed to select precisely the same spot.

Each has some particular wish to gratify.

One looks for a situation well adapted

to raising the various kinds of fruits,

while another is anxious to secure a

fertile meadow, for his contemplated

stock of improved cattle. I have known
a wet marsh to be purchased in connec-

tion with a building site, in order to

secure an opportunity of gratifying a

long cherished desire to conduct experi-

ments in ditching and draining ; and that

marsh which had previously been utterly

unproductive ofany thing of value, has for

many years annually produced immense

crops of highly valuable fruits and vege-

tables; and set an example that inaugu-

rated a new era of enterprise and

wealth in the locality. Local associ-

ations will sometimes influence a deci-

sion; and many persons have no particu-

lar choice ; but are open to take uj) a

cheap purchase anywhere, trusting to

their purse and a kind Providence to

bring every thing right in the end.

The extent of property or quantity of

ground necessary for a country residence

will depend altogether upon circum-

stances. One acre for vegetables, and

another for fruits, will afford a supply

for an ordinary family. The quantity

devoted to pleasure-ground and lawn

will be regulated, to some extent, by the

size and architecture of the house
; two

to four acres will generally be sufficient.
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This for a suburban residence might be

considered ample. I know of no rale,

except individual tastes in this matter.

Unless under intelligent supervision, land

will not prove very profitable ; and where

good vegetable markets are convenient,

it will generally prove more economical

to purchase, than to grow vegetables.

Suggestions in this line can have little

value, unless specific. To enjoy scenery,

it is not necessary to possess it, for he

who is alive to the beauties of the

country,

" Can look abroad into the varied field

Of nature, and though poor, perhaps, compared
With those whose mansions glitter in his sight,

Calls the delightful scenery all his own.
His are the mountains, and the valleys his,

And the resplendent rivers, his to enjoy
With a propriety that none can feel,

But who, with filial confidence inspired,

Can lift to heaven an unpresurnptuotis eye,

And smiling say—' My Father made them all.' "

William Saunders.
Washington, D. C.

MORTARS
MORTAR is a cement, resulting

from the proper mixture of lime,

water, and sand.

Lime, in its technical signification, is

common limestone, (carbonate of lime,)

deprived by heat of its carbonic acid.

This is called lime-burning. Lime is

burnt in kilns ; the fuel used being, in

this country, either coal or wood, as one

or the other is more plentiful and cheap.

Lime burnt with wood is to be pre-

ferred, doubtless, because of its greater

purity, and of the less degree of heat

made by wood.

Lime recently burnt has a strong at-

traction for moisture, and for the car-

bonic acid of the atmosphere ; thus,

carbonate of lime is re-formed, becoming

in time nearly as hard as the limestone,

of which it was made. This affinity of

lime for water and carbonic acid, is the

reason why lime is never found in na-

ture, uncombined.

Lime is the basis of all mortars; sand

and water being the other constituents

of freshly-made mortar, besides the im-

purities found in the limestone. The

best lime for building purposes is that

which contains the least amount of im-

purities.

The chemistry of mortars is not yet

thoroughly understood. A difference of

opinion exists, as to the relation, which

the constituents of mortar bear to each

other. The mortar-bed is made, by mix-

ing together lime, water, and sand, in

very uncertain proportions. An opinion

has prevailed among chemists, that the

silicic acid of the sand combines with

lime, as well also as the carbonic acid

of the air, and that mortar is a silicate

and carbonate of lime. The best au-

thority seems to have determined, that

there is no silicate in the mortar, which

is a carbonate of lime, mixed with sand.

The sand seems to operate, both me-

chanically, in giving solidity to the car-

bonate of lime, and also in facilitating

its crystallization ; acting as a nucleus.

Sharp sand makes the best mortar, offer-

ing the greatest number of points for

the adhesion of the moist lime, filling

it up, as it were, and thus preventing

shrinkage. Mortar with a large propor-

tion of sand, shrinks and cracks less

than rich mortar.

Mortar, when placed in a wall, hardens

first on the exterior, where the atmo-

sphere has freest access—while that in

the interior of the wall, remains for a

great length of time, uncarbonated, and

without becoming hard.

Mortar-beds are but seldom properly

made ; mostly being left to the igno-

rance of the "tender," or to the whims

of the mason, who generally prefers a

mortar rich in lime, because it is easier

for him to rend it.

The mode in practice, in this vicinity,

is, to form a pool, or receptacle for the
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lime, with a ring, or embankment of

sand, placed on the surface of the ground,

of sufficient capacity to contain twelve

or fifteen bushels of lime. The tender

then floods this lime with water, and

when it is slaked, he covers it with sand,

mixing it with his hoe, to make up the

mortar.

In general, but two or three parts of

sand to one of lime are used, thus making

a very rich, but a very weak mortar,

which will crack, when dry, and require

a long time to harden. In general, too,

our masons prefer mortar which has

been made for a long time : some even

contending, that a bed of mortar which

has lain all winter, is better for build-

ing, than one recently made.

But, when we know, that, as soon as

the ingredients of the mortar-bed are

brought into contact, a chemical re-

action takes place between them, and
that new chemical combinations are

formed, we must be satisfied, that after

these combinations have been formed in

an old mortar-bed, the remixing, or

breaking up of the bed, is mechanical,

and we have little else than a mechani-

cal mixture. It is true, that these chem-

ical reactions take a long time for com-

pletion, ancHfhat, even after the disturb-

ance and recomminution of the mortar,

the}' may continue, quite to the harden-

ing of the mortar, when spread out in

the wall, and in contact with the atmo-

sphere ;
but, it is equally true, that the

mortar will not be as strong, or as

hard, as if it had been used when first

made.

The most ignorant man must, when
he reflects, satisfy himself, that the hard-

ening of mortar being due to chemical

combinations, this hardening should take

place in the wall, among the stones : the

strength of a wall, built of rough stones,

of irregular form, is doubtless, to a great

extent, dependent upon the strength

and hardness of the mortar, and this

must be greater, when uninterrupted by

mechanical means, than when broken

up, after remaining in the mortar- bed

for months, or dajr
s, or even hours. The

very moment the constituents of the

mortar-bed, the lime, the water, and the

sand, are brought into contact, by the

manipulations of the tender, or mortar-

maker, that moment chemical reaction

between some «f these constituents com-

mences. It is generally conceded, be-

sides this, that freshty-made mortar

penetrates the stones of the wall, form-

ing there combinations, which bind the

stones of the wall together, so that, after

a time, the structure becomes mechani-

cally homogeneous, and is firmly ce-

mented together. What earthly object,

then, can there be for delay, in using the

mortar when first made, or for making
more at a time, than can be used with-

out dela}^ ?

Lime has a powerful affinity, or per-

haps, more correctly speaking, a ready

affinity for carbonic acid. This may be

seen, b}r exposing a clear solution of

lime, in water, to the action of the at-

mosphere. In a short time a white pel-

licle will form, on the surface of the so-

lution, which is carbonate of lime : this

will settle, in the form of a white solid

matter, to the bottom of the vessel con-

taining the solution, thus illustrating, in

part, the action which takes place in

mortar. The carbonic acid of the air,

uniting with the lime, solidities it, to-

gether with whatever may be in mixture

with it. But, let us collect together this

white solid, and examine it ; and we will

soon be convinced, that it possesses but

little activity, and that, if mixed with

sand, it will not solidify with any force,

but will constitute little else than a me-

chanical mixture. But, let us fake some

clear, dry sand, and moisten it with a

strong lime water, clear and colorless,

and collect the moistened sand into a

compact mass, and, in a short time, it

will become solid and hard. Eveiy grain

of sand will be enveloped in carbonate

of lime, and all will be cemented firmly

together. Break up this mass, as the

mason's tender does with the old mortar-

bed, and remix it; and you might as well
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attempt to make sand and native lime-

stone cohere.

How, then, should the mortar-bed be

made up ; and how, when made, should

the mortar be used ?

In the first place, the lime should be

used as soon as it comes out of the kiln.

It should be placed in the bed of sand,

in a layer of eight or ten inches thick,

a small quantity of water (just sufficient

to slake it) should be applied ; and, as

soon as the lime falls to powder, a layer

of sand (which will prevent the lime

from becoming too hot) should be placed

over it, and mixed with it thoroughly,

and then more water should be added

gradually, until, by constant stirring

and mixing, the mortar is of a consist-

ency suitable for the masonry. The

proportion of sand to good, pure, well-

burnt lime, is five or six parts by weight

of sand to three of lime. As soon as

made, the mortar should be used ;
and

when sufficiently moist, the water of

the mortar, charged with lime, will

penetrate into the stone ; and a firm

union will take place.

The less mortar there is in a mass, in

the masonry, and the more closely the

stones are placed in contact, the stronger

will be the wall.

Some masons put within the wall

more mortar than stones, thus adding

greatly to the cost, and detracting from

its strength.

An Observer.

December 24th, 1868.

OUR GARDENS OF REPOSE.
"Here is a calm for those that weep,

A rest for weary pilgrims found:

They softly lie and sweetly sleep

Low in. the ground."

-L " C(

more beautiful idea was ever

conceived, than that of la3'ing out,

with all the accompaniments of taste,

those last resting-places, which living-

humanity appropriates to the dead.

However great the effect of a fine city,

viewed at a point t© be distinct, we

know that it is the living, moving,

breathing-place of all that is active in

man, whether of virtue, or of vice. The

very sounds which come up from its

bustling streets have a mixture of har-

mony and discord in them.

Turn away from this busy scene of

the haunts of men ; and look down on

that tranquil slope, of quiet beauty,

where the green-sward, nature's most

beautiful carpet, is do: ted over with the

varied shades of foliage, divided by the

labyrinthine pathways, which seem to

flow over its surface. Here and there

we catch the rising obelisk, or spire

;

and everywhere the specks of memory
glisten in their white array, as they

silently mark the footprints of eternity.

The City of the Dead is as much the

study of the architect, as is that of the

living ; for, the claims of memory are as

strong as those of passing life. Build

up and decorate our busy temples of

commerce, or amusement, as we may,

we still owe a memento to the past, for

which mortality sues in silence, far more

eloquent than words.

Give to the dead a Garden of Repose,

surrounded with all the fragrance of

living flowers, whose sweet incense shall

do homage to memory ; and those ever-

green charms, which should teach the

lesson of undying love, imparted by the

grave.

The architect will find here ample

play for emblematic composition—the

very poetry of design. Let him beware

of exciting the smile of contempt, rather

than the tear of sympathy ; for, there is

no more trying occasion for the true

spirit of his art, than is to be found
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here, among the silent dead. In the

hurried passing view of his city struc-

ture, much that would not bear criticism

is passed unseen. But, in the place of

burial, the mind of the visitor is calmly

resting on every object in its turn ; and

is in a mood just suited to the study.

The architect's design then must be

such, as shall convey a pleasing thought,

in terms so distinct, as not to admit of

any interpretation, foreign to his inten-

tion.

Those, who desire to honor the mem-

ory of the departed, should be cautious

how they seek to do so. Nothing makes

a more unpleasant jar upon the feelings,

than to see an inappropriate memorial

raised above the dead. It at once de-

prives the moment of its sweet solem-

nity ; and reacts upon the living, who

have thus sinned against the proprieties

of taste.

We too often see, in our most delight-

ful cemeteries, a want not alone of taste,

but of common sense, in the monuments

erected, often at a great outlay, to the

memory of those, whose feelings, when

living, would have been outraged by the

very proposition of such a design.

Repetition of emblems, and even of

monuments,~~Ts tiresome to a degree.

There appears a total want of origin-

ality of thought, or else a sameness of

conception, either of which is unaccount-

able, when we consider the inspiration,

which such occasions so naturally pre-

sent to the mind of a true artist.

The broken pillar, which has become

so common, had its origin in the em-

blematic memorial to a deceased states-

man, the pillar of the land. IS'ow it

stands over all sorts of people. Urns

are so frequent, that their absence

would be remarkable. Yet urns were

originally used, by heathen nations, to

hold the ashes of the deceased, whose

whole body, or sometimes only his

heart, was consumed by the pyre, or

funeral pile. Whether such an emblem

is in or out of place, over a Christian

grave, in this advanced day of ours, may

be a question more classic than profit-

able. We are of opinion, that Christian

faith presents a sufficient number of

emblems, to place as memorials, without

borrowing from heathen usages.

Pere la Chaise, in Paris, was for a

long period the model cemetery of the

world. But a better taste has asserted

itself, both in Europe and this country.

The stiffness of plan of that burial

ground has long since given place to the

free lines of curvilinear beauty, which

make the walks, parterres, terraces, and

plats, of our modern cemeteries, so en-

dearing to the taste. The monumental
architecture of Pere la Chaise is, for the

most part, so rigidly classic in outline,

and so extravagantly decorated, that

the effect becomes positively puerile,

and privative of pleasure to the observer.

The onby feeling produced being one of

wonder, at the intense labor of the arti-

san, and the affluence that afforded such

an outlay. These observations might,

in the main, appby with equal force to

some of the designs in the most beauti-

ful cemeteries in this country, especially

Greenwood, the just pride of New York
Now, let us calmly consider the ques-

tion, as to the policy, as well as the

taste, of such florid productions. Are

not these quiet Gardens of Repose

truly Republics op the Dead ? Why,
then, give an aristocratic prominence to

that wealth, which belongs no more to

the impoverished worm beneath the

pile ?

If a nation, or a community, desires

to honor the memory of departed worth,

let the monument arise in the busy

haunts of men. But, in the green soli-

tudes of the thoughtful cemetery, such

flaunting pride, as that we too often see,

is most decidedly out of place. The

graceful tribute of affection is as fully

rendered in the faded flowers, as in the

pyramid of art. And moreover, the

spirit of that equality, which la3'S the

beggar on a level with the prince, is

more impartially preserved. There is

something very touching in the tribute,
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which affection pays to mortality, in the

broken flower-vase, so true it is, that

" You may break, you may ruiu the vase, if you will

;

But the scent of the roses will cling round it still."

We have seen some very exquisite

thoughts elaborated in stone, which

conveyed themselves to the mind at

once ; and without any offensive pride

of display, although the intrinsic

value was considerable. Such, for in-

stance, as the full length recumbent

statue of the Weeping Angel. Figures

are, indeed, very suggestive ; as that of

Hope, or even as a group of Faith,

Hope, and Charity, an Exhausted Hour-

glass, and a great variety of others of

like significance.

In fact, profuseness of sculptured dis-

plajr is not to be considered taste, how-

ever beautifully executed, when that

display has reference to the histoiy of

one perhaps undeserving of it, and

emanates from partiality of kindred.

As such, it must not be expected, that

criticism will be withheld by sympathy.

But, modest expression of thought in

these mortuarial desio-ns is the one great

essential, which the architect should

ever bear in mind ; and urge on his

patron, of course, with caution—for this

is a point on which the pride of the

living is peculiarly sensitive. The archi-

tect should also bear in mind his own
professional reputation, as well as the

unquestionable claims, which the public

taste lias on his efforts
; and this cer-

tainly should not be rejected by him.

Landscape gardening, as well as archi-

tectural design, demands a large share of

the mental labor required in the laying

out of one of our modern cemeteries

;

and the sculptor's art here takes an

attractive stand, for good or evil report.

The less pretension in those designs, the

better for the artist's fame, for, in large

compositions, the chances of failure in-

crease in a fearful proportion.

That there are highly creditable de-

signs, admirably executed, in many of

our cemeteries, throughout the country,

we do not wish to deny. But, that

there is a vast amount of vapid nonsense

is, unfortunately, but too true. It is a

subject of growing importance, this lay-

ing out, and decorating in fitting taste,

the Gardens of Repose, where the loved

ones rest in silence, and wakeful Memory
presides over their sleep.

We invite our professional brethren

and others to favor us, from time to

time, with suggestive sketches of Monu-
mental designs ; and we pray the public

to deal cautiously with this delicate

subject ; and not- trust the testimonials

of their affection solely to the rude

hands of the mere stone-cutter, who is

but too apt to repeat his one idea usque

ad nauseam.

We will return to this subject on a

future occasion.

MODERN HOUSE-BUILDING.

THE civilization of the human race,

creating established forms of gov-

ernment, guarantjing safety and pro-

tection to all the members of society,

has worked a complete revolution in the

buildings necessary for the comfort and

habitation of man.

In the ancient feudal days, each man's

dwelling or castle was erected more par-

ticularly with a view to strength and

securit}', sufficient to resist the attacks

of an}T force that might be brought to

bear against it. The insecurity of the

times, the want of protection afforded

by any controlling power, compelled

each man to make his dwelling a strong-

hold, from which he issued forth, to war
or pre}' upon his neighbor, or to which

he retired, to defend himself and re-

tainers.

The adjuncts of most ancient castles,

their moats, draw-bridges, portcullises,
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towers, battlements for archers, and dun-

geons for prisoners, have long since

passed away. The histoiy of brave men,

in predatory warfare, furnishes materials

for romances suited to shadow forth the

age in which they lived
,
Ivanhoe, the

Black Knight, Front-de-Bceuf—all types

of the times of the Crusades—and the

sanguinary battle waged to destroy the

castle of Torquilstone—described as al-

most impregnable—have been made im-

mortal by the pen of Sir Walter Scott,

throughout all whose works are graphic

descriptions of the dwellings of that

age, which made great pretence of civil-

ization, 3
T et failed to give safety and

security to the people.

It was this great danger and risk of

life, that caused each man to build for

himself a fortress. Inhabitants of cities

encompassed themselves with walls, al-

wa\'S well guarded and manned, to pro-

tect them from invasion and surprise. As
the arts and sciences advanced, the popu-

lation of countries became more orderly
;

government more secure; and the sub-

jects of monarchies were guaranteed

safety. Then it was, that people com-

menced to live, without fear of each

other, and the character of dwelling-

houses changed from that of the fortalice

and the prison to that of the building

erected for comfort and convenience.

Heavy, rude, and cumbrous architecture

gave way to a lighter style, with more

utility and less strength and massive-

ness ; built only to resist the inclemency

of the weather, and not blows from a

battering-ram. Then windows were first

made for light, and not for loop-holes to

discharge arrows from. The peaceful

character of the times and people caused

these changes to follow each other rap-

idly. The glory of the feudal ages

departed, and man seemed again a primi-

tive being. Instead of the warlike cas-

tle, the hamlet, in which our rude fore-

fathers dwelt, shed its peaceful serenity

o'er the scene.

Houses have alwa}T s been built in ac-

cordance with the tastes and means of

the owner, and according to the prevail-

ing stjde of architecture. In Rome and

Venice, the nobles of the Middle Ages
impoverished themselves in erecting

palaces, while the poorer classes lived

in hovels. It is the system of house-

building, which, in these modern times,

erects comfortable and convenient homes
for the middle classes and the poor, that

is the great achievement of the age in

which we live ; while at all periods since

the creation of the world, the rich could

be as well housed, as the age in which

they lived afforded, yet the poorer and

larger class of society were but indiffer-

ently provided for.

We, free people of America, can hardly

appreciate the old system of nobility

and retainers. The dependent state of

vassalage is repugnant to our ideas of

independence ; and the poorest man in

this country seeks eagerly for a home
of his own. It is this earnest desire to

be free and independent of landlords, or

of any other system of tributary bond-

age, that has brought into active life

the enterprising energy of mechanics

and others in this Nineteenth century,

interested in building houses for the

musses.

The population has increased so rap-

idly in Philadelphia, and the demand,

for dwellings, these last few years, has

been so great, that a stimulus has been

given to the house-building business.

With superior advantages of pure drink-

ing-water, gas, sewerage, healthy loca-

tion, and pleasant climate, this city stands

unrivalled for private residence ; and I

do believe that houses, for all classes,

can be procured here, at far less ex-

pense, than in an}' other city, of the

same size, in the world. Modern house-

building has approached such a degree

of perfection, that the poorest man, if

he can onty pay one dollar per week, can

very soon possess himself of a comfort-

able and respectable house.

The building of one house, for a resi-

dence, by a gentleman of means, or of

several, for investment, is a matter of
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such usual occurrence, that it is not

worth while to dilate upon it ; but the

taking up of acres of ground, and the

building it up solid, in a few short

months, with houses of various sizes, is

an achievement, that, a few 3-ears ago,

would have been thought as impossible

as were once supposed to be the tri-

umphs of the steam-engine and the tele-

graph ; which have since demonstrated,

that the mind of man is divine, and pos-

sessed of a subtle essence, enabling it to

make tangible visions of greatness and

power seemingly miraculous.

The characters of large districts have

been at once defined, by one builder,

erecting several hundred houses. He
starts a city of his own ; and decides

what class of residents he will have.

Extensive operators, generally in con-

nection with some well-known capitalist,

purchase, sajT from five to ten acres, in

ground convenient to the centre of the

city, and arrange to erect upon it, say

from fifty to one hundred houses, each

season, until it is all built up. The lot

is divided by the city streets. Upon
the main ones, houses of as large size as

the neighborhood will warrant, are built

;

and, upon the by-streets, smaller houses

are erected, thus affording houses for

all classes of society. IS'o house is built

upon a street less than twenty-five feet

wide, thereby affording ample means for

ventilation, drainage, water, gas, and

travel.

All houses in Philadelphia are built

under the direction of the Building In-

spectors ; and in accordance with the

law, provided by Act of Assembly, which

insures sufficient strength, according to

the size of the house ; and as much pro-

tection as possible from fire. The streets

are all paved and curbed. Water, gas,

and ample sewerage are introduced into

each house, no matter how small ; and

all the other luxuries of building, as the

style of the house may warrant.

The immense amount of money re-

quired, to carry such an operation

through successfully, is obtained in a

very simple and easy manner, providing

the parties have sufficient confidence in

one another; for, like every other trans-

action in this life, from the cradle to the

grave, building; houses is based on faith.

In the first place, the value of the land

is decided
;
and apportioned upon each

lot. The owner of the land then agrees

to loan the builder a certain amount of

money, generally about one-third the

cost of erecting a building of the size

determined upon ; which amount is ad-

vanced to him, in instalments, as the

building progresses. To secure, to the

owner of the ground, the price for the

lot, and the money advanced, the builder

gives the land-holder a mortgage for the

two amounts together, usually aggre-

gating about one-half the value of the

lot and house finished. This mortgage

is made paj-able after a term of years
;

and, being a good security, is recorded

before the buildings are commenced.

This gives it a priority over mechanics'

liens, and makes it, in the hands of

financiers, an available asset. Now this

being done, it is the builder's next ob-

ject to bring about him able and respon-

sible mechanics—men to assist in carry-

ing out his scheme—and proper mate-

rials. In other words, he organizes a

huge partnership, in which each operator

in the houses takes whatever interest in

the houses may be agreed upon, and

receives a certain share of the cash, as

the work progresses. It is in this

partnership, that the greatest faith

must abound; for, if confidence in the

truth and honor of the builder is de-

stroyed, the whole concern must end in

disaster and ruin. The operation being

one of large and extended credit, the

integrity, as well as the ability of the

builder, is a matter of the first conse-

quence. In the early days of such en-

terprises, bad faith seemed to abound
;

mairy frauds were committed ; and the

whole system fell into disfavor ; but,

later, when it came to be better under-

stood, and managed by able men, it was

found to be the only way to solve the
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problem : How to provide bouses for tbe

million. Now—supposing tbe operation

successfully carried through : the houses

are all finished ; and ready to occupy :

tbe partnership commences to dissolve

of its own accord. All the accounts are

adjusted : the title is made to each of

the partners, for whatever houses he has

agreed to receive ; and all the various

parties concerned sign their releases,

one of and for the other. If, when the

last is done, it is found that the builder

owes any unpaid balances, they are

charged against the houses remaining

in his bands, which are those he has left

to show, for the amount of capital and

time he has invested in the operation,

and embody his profit. These balances

are divided equally upon such remaining

bouses, which are liened, as security

;

and, as they are sold, these debts are

finally liquidated.

Now the concern is wound up : the

houses are in the market, to rent or for

sale : many are occupied by the first

owners : the rest are sold upon such easy

terms, that, in Philadelphia, it is tbe

simplest thing in the world for an eco-

nomical family to own their house. The

first mortgages, before mentioned, given

for the land ~and advance mone}7
, are

made for a term of years; and are gen-

erally sold by the capitalist to savings

and insurance companies, to realize

money to turn another operation. The
builder sells any particular house, sub-

ject to its respective mortgage ; and

takes one-half the balance in cash, and

one-half in a mortgage payable in in-

stalments, making it a very easy matter

for tbe purchaser ; and providing him-

self assets, with which he can liquidate

his liabilities. All of these " second

mortgages " can be used and sold ; for,

after all, the experience of our best busi-

ness men has taught them, that real

estate, ground-rent, or mortgage secu-

rity, is the best and safest to hold. A
steady interest of six per cent.—the

principal being fairly secured and sub-

ject to no probable fluctuations sufficient

to impair its value—is what man can

sleep soundly upon. It is the firm basis

of a fortune, with no uncertain tenure,

as is the case in the rise and fall of

stocks. No broker, or speculator, can

get up a corner, or create a panic, in

mortgages and ground-rents, as long as

our government guarantees security to

person and property.

Now this is the system of managing

most modern house-building—a sjstem

under which some of the finest houses in

this city are built. Many people have

an idea, that the houses, built in this

way, are not as good as if built by con-

tract. A man may, perhaps, finish one

house better, than he can a hundred,

because he can pay more attention to

minor details, but, in the main, he can

build it no better. The best and most

responsible mechanics are employed

;

and the work, although pushed rapidly,

is well done. The same character of

work is done, by the same men, in con-

tract houses ; and you can see no differ-

ence in any two houses of the same

price, the one built by this system, and

the other by contract, except this : that

the contract house has cost twenty-five

per cent, more ; and is not built or fin-

ished any better.

There is no city in the world, perhaps,

that understands and practices this sys-

tem of building, as Philadelphia ; and

all mechanics and dealers in materials

accept it, as the most legitimate busi-

ness, when operated by good and relia-

ble men.

H. M. B.
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CEDAE; AND ITS RELATIONS.

W "E need offer no apology, for ex-

tracting, entire, from the Lon-

don " Builder," for the month of July,

1868, the following very able and ex-

haustive article on " Cedar and its Re-

lations.," The writer has so thoroughly

reviewed the whole subject of the various

uses to which this wood has been ap-

plied, from the earliest days of history,

down to our own times, that little re-

mains for us to add.

With relation, however, to the particu-

lar use, which he advocates, on the

ground of its having been similarly em-

ployed by the ancients, viz. : that of

Book-shelves and Cabinets, we have

found mention of a lecture, delivered at

Edinburgh. Scotland, in 1852, by the late

Dr. Fleming, the Professor of Natural

Science in the College of that city, in

which the Doctor stated, that from his

own personal knowledge, and from the

result ©f inquiries he had instituted, he

had come to the conclusion, that " none

of the resinous firs and pines, as well as

junipers, (which yield the wood usually

termed Cedar,) can be safely employed

in the construction of drawers for the

reception of objects of Natural History.

"

He had come to this resolution, from

having personally observed, that arti-

cles and specimens kept in cabinets made
of Cedar wood had become coated with

a sticky gum, difficult to remove, and

having a strong aromatic odor of Cedar,

owing to the resin of the wood having

become evaporated and condensed on

the surfaces of the contents of the cabi-

net. In the case of one containing

watches, much serious damage was occa-

sioned, it having been found, that the

oil had been converted into a species of

gum. From this, he is of opinion, that

the advantages which Cedar undoubt-

edly possesses, from the aromatic odor

of its resin preventing injury from in-

sects, are neutralized by the injury done

by the presence of this very resin, itself,

on the objects to be preserved. He pro-

ceeds to state, that he " can testify to

the White American Fir possessing all

the desired qualities, being perfectly

innocuous in itself, and proof against

dry rot or the influence of moisture ;" it

is also, in a remarkable degree, free from

resin, in comparison with other firs and
pines. The Professor here alludes to

the "Pinus Strobus," widely known,

throughout Canada and the United

States, by the name of White Pine,

from the perfect whiteness of its wood
when freshly exposed ; and recognized,

in the different States and provinces, by
the local names of " Pumpkin Pine,'1

'

1

"Apple Pine," and " Sapling Pine."

The wood of this species is employed

in greater profusion, and in more va-

ried uses, than that of any other Amer-

ican Pine
; and, yet it has its own, very

striking and well-known defects. It has

little strength
;
gives a feeble hold to

nails ; and is apt to swell, under the in-

fluence of the moisture in the atmo-

sphere. These disadvantages are, how-

ever, fully counterbalanced by the su-

perior properties which it enjoj^s. It

is soft, light, free from knots, easily

wrought, very durable, not liable to split

from exposure to the sun, and can be

obtained in boards of great width, and

spars and timbers of large dimensions.

We can here enumerate only a few of

the diversified uses to which it is put

throughout the United States ; such as

the ornamental work round the outer

doors of our buildings, cornices, and

friezes of apartments, mouldings of fire-

places, &c, the inside of mahogany fur-

niture and of trunks, the bottoms of

Windsor chairs, water pails, j:>acking-

boxes for goods, shelves for stores,

barrels to contain salted fish ; some of

our finest bridges ; masts and yards for

our shipping, clapboards, shingles, &c.
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The precious qualities, and varied

uses, of AVhite Pine, have been fully

appreciated in foreign countries ;
hence,

much of it is exported to Europe and

the West Indies, where the consumption

is very large.

(From the London Builder, for July, 18G8.)

In pointing out some of the practical

purposes to which cedar is applicable,

we must, of course, give the first place

to Carpentry. Such uses, in ancient

times, were confined to the Oriental na-

tions : and, in our own times, with the

exception of Japan and some of the

islands of the Indian Archipelago, to the

Continent of America. The boundless

forests of the Amazon and the Missis-

sippi supply, as we have seen, much

larger scantlings of the timber, than

could ever have been obtained from Leb-

anon. Nevertheless, it is to Lebanon

we must go back for the highest illustra-

tions of its original, and most magnifi-

cent applications to the purposes of

building.

Sir Christopher Wren had a curious

hypothesis, with regard to the construc-

tion of the temple of Dagon by the Phil-

istines. Thisjvas probably a quadran-

gular pile of buildings, having a court

in their centre ; but he conceived, to

himself, a vast roof of cedar beams, rest-

ing at one end upon the walls, and cen-

tring at the other upon one short archi-

trave, that united two cedar pillars in

the middle. Such a method of construc-

tion would, doubtless, render the cele-

brated feat and dying effort of Samson

intelligible ; but this view, as we have

said, was entirely an hypothesis. It is

to the minute and graphic narration,

which is furnished by the sacred histo-

rian respecting the building of Solomon's

temple, that we must look for the earliest

authentic account Of the carpentry of

this valuable timber. [1 Kings v., vi.

;

and compare 2 Chron. x.]

We need not recapitulate the details

of that ancient and honorable contract,

which Solomon made with the King

of Tyre. Let us call attention to one

or two of its features, which are still

worth the attention of our modern po-

litical economists. In the first place,

the wise monarch makes no attempt to

conceal the want of " technical educa-

tion," on the part of his own subjects.

" For thou knowest there is not among
us any that, have skill to hew timber,

like unto the Sidonians." At the same

time, although the pastoral tribes of

Israel could not hew timber, they had

plenty of corn and oil, which they were

willing to exchange for this architectural

skill. In order to see, that this ex-

change was equitable, agreeable, and

profitable to both parties, let us simply

note the result. " And there was peace

between Hiram and Solomon ; and they

two made a league together." Is there

any thing, we should like to ask the ques-

tion, so antiquated in this simple but

sacred principle of those ancient Syrian

monarchies, that the governments of

modern Europe and America could not

find it their interest to act upon it ? In

the second place, although Solomon did

not set his subjects up as skilled artisans,

equal to those of Tyre and Sidon, he

made no difficulty about supplying a

host of inferior laborers, " three score

and ten thousand that bare burdens,

and four score thousand hewers in the

mountains." This is a lesson in the

division and subordination of labor, that

might be usefully taken to heart. * *

* * * Once more, we are told, that

Hiram delivered the timber and stone-

work in a finished state ;
" so that there

was neither hammer nor axe, nor tool

of iron heard in the house, while it was

building." The circumstances, in fact,

were these : The river Adonis was in the

vicinity of the forest of Lebanon ; and

discharged itself into the Mediterranean

Sea, near Biblos. Accordingly, Hiram

could transport the timber, all squared
;

and, not only cut to scantling, but cut

so as to fit the place each timber was to

occupy in the building. From Biblos,

those rafts might easily be sent down
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the coast; and landed at Joppa, the

nearest port to Jerusalem. On this

most singular circumstance, we will only

remark, that Solomon, with all his wis-

dom, would not have been able to do

such a thing,—at all events not in Eng-

land,—in the Nineteenth century. Our

wise carpenters, bricklayers, and stone-

masons, have far too much good sense,

to permit their timbers to be worked in

the forest, their stones at the quarry,

or their bricks in the field, even although

it can be demonstrated, that the builder

would obtain a better article, save much
time, and the cost of transporting su-

perfluous materials. Whether they are

wiser, in their generation, than Solomon,

is a question which we will not stay here

to determine.

To proceed. The roof of Solomon's

Temple was constructed with beams and

boards of Cedar, as well as the lining, or

panelling of the walls, and even the

foundations. We must always remem-

ber, however, that the Eastern customs

of construction, respecting the roof,

are veiy different from our own. We
construct our ceilings with plaster, and

our roofs with wood. They, on the

other hand, constructed their floors of

plaster, or painted tiles, and their ceil-

ings of wood. As to foundations of

timber, these, of course, are only possi-

ble in a dry, porous, sandy soil, such as

that of Palestine. We need not dwell

on the Cedar ornaments of the Temple

;

indeed, the whole timber used, even to

the most minute finishing or decoration

of that celebrated Temple, was composed

of Cedar. The altar was of Cedar over-

laid with gold ; the oracle was of Cedar
;

"and the Cedar of the house within

was carved with gourds and open flow-

ers ; all was of Cedar ; there was no

stone seen."

Cedar timber, thus so lavishly used

by David and Solomon, in their build-

ings, was also, we read, used in the sec-

ond Temple, rebuilt under Zerubbabel.

The Cedar employed was Cedar from

Lebanon, (Ezra iii. 7.) Cedar is also

said, by Josepluis, to have been used by
Herod, in constructing the roof of his

temple. And the roof of the Rotunda
of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, at

Jerusalem, is said to have been of Cedar
;

and that of the Church of the Virgin,

at Bethlehem, to have been of Cedar or

Cypress. Nor was the use of this famous

tree always confined to the purposes of

honse-building ; it was sometimes em-

ployed, we are told, even in ship-build-

ing. The Prophet Ezekiel tells us,

(xxvii. 5,) in that valuable historical ac-

count of the ancient Phoenician commerce

then at the period of its greatest prosper-

ity, (B. C. 600,) that the Tyrian ship-

builders constructed their ship-boards of

the fir-trees of Senir, and their masts of

the Cedars of Lebanon.

It should always be remembered, how-

ever, in speaking of the Cedars of Leb-

anon, used in building by the ancient

Jews—particularly when beams, pillars,

or ceiling-boards are mentioned—that it

is extremely probable, the wood of more

than one tree was employed. The gen-

eric name, indeed, of the tree was used.

But under that name (Pinus Cedrus)

were also (as Dr. Boyle has shown)

comprehended the Cedrus Deodora, the

Yew, (Tasns Baccata ?) and the Scotch

pine, (Pinus Sylvestris.) The latter tree

might have furnished the material of

the ships' masts, mentioned by Ezekiel,

which recent commentators consider was
the case.

In our day, the chief consumption of

Cedar, for building purposes, lies in the

States of South America. There is a

species of Cyprus, called White Cedar in

the Brazilian territories, which is valu-

able timber ; and in Bermuda, and other

islands of the West Indies, a brown

quality of wood is much emploj-ed. The

tree gives the name to a range of hills

called the Cedar Mountains, in Cape
Colony, which supply the township of

Clan Willans, and its neighborhood,

with planks for building. It is very

little known in Africa, although the

Cedar of Algiers is compact, very dura-
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ble, and said to be susceptible of a high

polish. But the Japanese employ a spe-

cies of cedar, which, however, Thiinberg

describes as a kind of Cyprus; a beauti-

ful wood, that lasts long, without decay,

in building bridges, houses, and even

ships. Cedar is now seldom employed

in England, or the Continent, for build-

ing purposes, although there is a species,

indigenous to Spain, and the south of

France, which possesses many of the es-

sential requisites. Indeed, there seems

to be a great difference between the va-

rious qualities of Cedar, as there is be-

tween the Scotch Fir and the Norwegian

Pine ; and it is obvious, that the ordi-

nary tables of strength of materials

must be grossly defective, when they

speak of Cedar as representing a con-

stant quantity, as most of them do. The

fact is, in many of its physical qualities,

particularly in its powers of resisting

strain or compression, it is much inferior

to the most ordinary description of

Yellow Pine. It is seldom fine-grained

enough, or sufficiently compact to take

a high polish, and the green timber is

extremely prone to crack and rend, in

the process of drying. Its color, indeed,

is varied, and often beautiful, and its

capacity for being easily worked is very

great. But it possesses one simple fea-

ture, which distinguishes it, and gives it

a value above all other trees of the pine

tribe, and that is the important quality

of durability. Pliny tells us, that the

durability of Cedar was proved by the

duration of the Cedar l'oof of the Tem-

ple of Diana, at Ephesus, which had

lasted four hundred 3'ears ; and at Utica,

the beams of a Temple of Apollo, con-

structed, however, of Numidiah Cedar,

lasted four hundred years. It was on

this account

—

propter returnitatum—
that Vitruvius recommended it to be

employed in the construction of temples,

and other public buildings, and, particu-

larly, in the formation of statues to the

immortal gods. It is not so much prized

for those sacred, or ecclesiastical pur-

poses in the present day ; but that is not

owing, as we shall see, to its properties

of durability.

This unrivalled quality is, undoubted-

ly, owing to the essential oil of its resin.

The wood, cones, bark, and even leaves

of the best species of cedar, are satura-

ted with resin, of a peculiar and power-

fully aromatic odor, a slightly bitter

taste, and a rich yellowish brown color.

It renders the timber proof against the

attacks both of the worm and the moth.

This cedar resin, which is sometimes

called cedrin, flows spontaneously from

the trunk, upon incision. It somewhat
resembles mastic, and was often used U37

the ancients, along with other aromatic

gums and resins, in the embalming of

the dead. It was burnt, as a perfume,

at the funeral pyre ; it was also used in

certain diseases as a medicine.

It is proper to mention, however, that

Pliny, to whom we are indebted for these

facts, comprehends under this name the

lesser Cedar, (orijcedrus,) or Phoenician

Juniper, which is still common on
1

Leb-

anon, and the resin of which is also ar-

omatic. Cedar oil, a kind of turpentine,

was likewise prepared from the wood,

and was applied to the rolls of papyrus,

in order to preserve them. Hence the

celebrated sentence attributed to Per-

sius, that in order to deserve fame, one

should leave words, which were worthy

of being preserved in Cedar ! The resin,

or oil of Cedai', is almost unknown in

the present day. We wish it were other-

wise ; for, in that case, we might present

a striking contrast to some (most, in-

deed) of the modern chemical processes

of the destructive distillation of resin.

The Essential Oil of Cedars, we ma}'

add, belongs to a family of lwdrocar-

bons, which are all celebrated for their

antiseptic properties. The Oil of Juni-

per, the Oil of Cloves, the Oil of Nut-

meg, and some others, belong to the

same family, of which, however, the

most perfect chemical type is the Essen-

tial Oil of Bitter Almonds.

The next important purpose, to which

the timber of Cedar is applied, must
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come under the wide category of inte-

rior decoration. But to whatever extent

it may have been applied in this direc-

tion in Eastern countries, it cannot be

said to have taken root in Europe. For

wainscot or paneling, it cannot be com-

pared, for a single moment, with Oak,

or even, in certain respects, with Red
Pine. The fact is, being a very porous

wood, it is liable to absorb moisture,

and so become extremely sensible to

changes of temperature ; in other words,

to split and crack. Although it is very

easily cut, it does not preserve its form

when wet ; and, besides, we are half of

Mr. Ruskin's opinion, that carving in

Cedar is too easy to be valuable. Some

of the American river steamers, we are

informed, have their large and handsome

saloons fitted up with Cedar, carved and

heavily gilded ; but even here it cannot

compete with Mahogany. Certain Me-

diaeval Greek Churches, as we learn from

the Ecclesiastical historians, had their

rood-screens, and sometimes their altars,

constructed of this material; but it was

seldom or never employed for the sedi-

lia, or other internal fittings. The best

example we remember to have heard of

with regard to the application of cedar

to interior decoration, was a very hand-

some library, fitted up in the Cinque-

cento style, by the late King of Bavaria
;

but, whether the material was derived

from Lebanon, or from South America,

we do not, at this moment, recollect. No
doubt but, for this purpose, Cedar is a

highly useful and proper material. Book-

shelves, constructed of Cedar, would

have the very same conservative influ-

ence on books, that Russia leather bind-

ing exercises, and their common effect

springs from the same cause—in each

case, from the antiseptic properties of

the oil. Besides, as -We have seen, there

is the antiquity of the practice to recom-

mend it. If the ancients kept then-

writings in cabinets of Cedar, why
should we moderns not follow their ex-

ample, with regard to our books ?

We must not overlook entirely, in our

cursoiy survey of the subject, the tablets

of Cedar mentioned by Vitruvius. These

consisted of wax tabulae, that were writ-

ten upon with a stylus, and furnished

with timber backs, and raised mouldings

on the front edge, either composed of

Citron or of Cedar. The wood tablet

used by the Prophet Isaiah (iii. 22,)

signifies perfume boxes. In Hebrew, it

is literally " houses of the soul or

breath." Many Eastern women still

wear an ornament composed of Cedar,

resembling a house or temple, contain-

ing a small image, obviously at once a

symbol of purity and of devotion.

If we wished to institute a comparison

derogatory to our modern sentiment, we
must refer to the very popular applica-

tion of Cedar to the manufacture of*

cigar boxes. The boxes in which Ha-

vana cigars are usually imported, con-

sist, however, of a very common tree, a

native of the West Indies, known, in

the trade, as the Barbadoes Cedar. It

reaches often to the height of eighty

feet, and its trunk is remarkable for its

circumference. The cones, bark, and

leaves, have a bad smell, resembling that

of assafoetida ; but the wood has an

agreeable fragrance. Enormous quan-

tities of the timber are annually con-

sumed in the form of cigar boxes, and

light packing cases, and it is sometimes

used, in France and Germany, in making

the cheaper sorts of black lead-pencils.

This tree (Cedrosa odorato) is so com-

mon and plentiful in the West Indies,

that it is used for the most ordinary

domestic purposes, such as shingles,

and it has been even applied by the

natives to the construction of their

canoes.

The next, and probably the most im-

portant modern application of Cedar, we

shall notice, is that of furniture. And
here the same principles, of which we

have already spoken, will govern the ex-

tent of its consumption. It will not

make a good chair, but will make an

excellent work-box, or dressing-case. It

could never, we think, supersede Mahog-
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any, as a table or side-board ; but it will

make a splendid wardrobe, and the best

of all book-cases. It must always be

remembered, that the value of Cedar

resides in its virtue of resistance to the

parasites, which infest other timber; its

general antiseptic properties; its pleas-

ant odor, and its light agreeable tone of

color. We understand, that Messrs.

Morrison, of Edinburgh, under the direc-

tion of Lord Lindsay, have ingeniously

contrived a description of wardrobes, in

which the best features of Mahogany,

Eosewood, or Walnut, are combined with

an interior skeleton of Florida Cedar,

thus uniting the properties of both

woods, in the same article of furniture,

and we can easily imagine, that the con-

ception is a sound one. The lining of

wardrobes and drawers witli Cedar,

however, is of old date in Scotland. As

a material for furniture, per se, Florida

Cedar is by no means the best. That

which is imported from the Northern

States, although possessing less perfume,

is harder, more susceptible of polish,

and capable of standing greater wear

and tear. This species of timber is also

the best adapted for the cases of piano-

fortes, although we cannot admit, that

Cedar is the~1best, or even one of the

best, forms of timber, for this trying

purpose. Some of the finest specimens

of Cedar, that can be applied to furni-

ture, or such like purposes, may be seen

in the Museum, at Kew Gardens; and

we may add, that we saw in the Paris

Exhibition, several highly creditable ex-

amples of light Cedar bed-room furni-

ture, for which purposes we think it will

be found highly suitable. Its chief con-

sumption, at this moment, however,

consists in the lining and interior fittings

of drawers, wardrobes, side-boards, and

tables ; in which respect it is, owing to

its low price and abundance, gradually

superseding Oak, and even Black Birch.

As we have said, it will never stand

comparison, by itself, with Mahogany,

or Black Oak, for dining-room furniture,

or with Rosewood, or Walnut, in that of

the drawing-room. But, in the library

and the bed-room, there are grounds for

believing, that Cedar furniture will

gradually obtain a principal place.

The last, and certainly not the least

important application of Cedar, is that

of its use in the manufacture of black

lead-pencils.

On this head, we shall be brief. We
shall just state here, that its adaptation

to pencils is three-fold. First, its free-

dom of manufacture
; Second, its pleas-

ant perfume
; and, Last, its property of

easy cutting, along with the lead. Kes-

wick pencils are worthy the produce of

Florida Cedar ; and the kind which is

best suited for the purpose, is the free,

quick-grown wood ; there is a harder

sort, of slower growth, which is more

fitted for the purposes of furniture. The
Red Cedar, so well known in the pencil

trade, some twenty-five years ago, was
chiefly derived from the Virginia Cedar,

which is, in fact, a Juniper, (Juniperus

Virginiana.) Like the Cedar, these Juni-

pers are distinguished for their resinous

qualities, and have been also applied to

furniture and other purposes, but the

chief consumption of their wood was in

pencils.

We began this article, with a descrip-

tion of the Cedars of Lebanon, and we
conclude, by once more expressing the

hope, that these splendid historical trees

will not be allowed to become extinct.

Here, after all, resides the poetry of the

subject. There are other woods, such

as Spanish Mahogany, and Walnut,

which are moi^e beautiful in their color.

There are some, too, such as Rosewood,

and Sandal-wood, which are possessed

of a stronger fragrance, and a more

agreeable perfume. But no other tree

carries back our associations to the time,

when Solomon, in all his glory, ruled

the destinies of Israel, and no other was

thought fit to be applied to the sacred

purposes of the Temple Altar, and

the "Covering of the Cherubim."
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TERRA COTTA

THE literal meaning of the term

"Terra Cotta," [from the Italian,] is

"baked earth," which most expressively

and simply asserts the nature of a ma-

terial that has been known and used for

the past two thousand years ;
and, in

our time is applied to an amazing num-

ber of varied purposes. That it was em-

ployed by the Romans and Greeks for

statuary, bas-reliefs, vases, tiles, and

architectural ornaments, ample evidence

is found in the numerous valuable col-

lections, which are contained in the

museums of Europe.

Pliny, in an old and well known le-

gend, gives the credit of the discovery

of the art of modeling in clay to a pot-

ter named Dibutades, in Corinth ; but

although the tale, as told by Pliny, is

very poetical, it is not supported by any

proofs On the contrary, we have

abundant evidence, that the art was

known long before even Corinth was

heard of, as it is indisputable, that the

Ancient Egyptians used baked clay in

forming the small figures, which have

the appearance of household gods.

That the productions of works of art

in this material were also common to

Greece, is seen from numerous allusions

in Pausanias to different examples in his

country ; for instance, a temple at

Athens, which contained a number of

statues in clay, and another of which

the roof was ornamented with similar

statues. And, in another place, the re-

markable fact is incidentally obtained,

that the Athenians were in the habit of

having annual exhibitions in public, of

the best works of art in clay.

Italy also affords numerous and beau-

tiful examples, evincing the high stand-

ard to which this art has been elevated
;

and among the Etrurians and Romans,

Terra Cotta decorations were most lav-

ishly employed, on their temples, tombs,

and other buildings.

The best collections of Terra Cotta in

Europe, are acknowledged to be those of

the British Museum in London. They
are of immense and invaluable interest,

in the antiquity of their specimens, the

high degree of artistic skill which they

exhibit, and the evidence which some of

the bas-reliefs afford of the occasional

imitation, by Roman artists, of subjects

drawn from Eg3'ptian sources.

The Roj'al Museum at Naples, con-

tains statues in this material as large as

life, a veiy unusual size for a substance

comparatively so fragile as baked clay.

The use of terra cotta in statuary, or

what is more genei'ally known as Or-

namental Terra Cotta ware, has been

of late years brought to great perfec-

tion ; and forms quite an important

branch of art.

In America, it has only been practi-

cally known for about twenty-five years
;

and the rapidity with which it has risen

to its present magnitude speaks volumes

in favor of the ever-increasing love of

the artistic and beautiful ; the cordial

support and encouragement given, by
the great mass of our people, to the fine

arts ; the consolidation of society, and

the augmentation of wealth—all of

which are the most striking and pre-em-

inent characteristics of the present age.

It is only at comparatively a very recent

date, that Americans began to turn

their attention towards, and to feel an

interest in, the beantifj'ing of their res-

idences and grounds ; and, in fact, to

learn the value and importance of ren-

dering home attractive and enjoyable.

To this end, Terra Cotta ware is spe-

cially adapted, from its placing within

the reach of almost every one imitations,

in this plastic substance, of some of the

most exquisite works of ancient art,

such as statues, vases, bas-reliefs, &c,
for the embellishment of Houses, Lawns,

Cemeteries, Public Parks and Buildings.
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A spirit of emulation and of ambition

seems thoroughly aroused in the minds

of our people, with regard to the deco-

ration and embellishment of our homes

and our grounds ; and everywhere we
are struck by the beauty and artistic

skill lavished on the elegant and chaste

designs for Statuary, Rustic Vases,

Flower Pots, and Pedestals met with,

in our public and private gardens and

cemeteries.

But ornamentation alone is by no

means the sole use to which Terra Cotta

has been and is still put. As we have

before said, its several applicabilities

are numerous, we will briefly here enu-

merate some of them. And first, per-

haps, in point of antiquity, we may
refer to its availability, as a material

for forming drain pipes. That it con-

stitutes a most durable and service-

able drain will hardly, we think, be

denied, when we remember the fact, that

sewers built of it have been discovered

in the excavations at Herculaneum and

Pompeii, in an excellent state of pres-

ervation. As these ancient cities of

Italy were overwhelmed, by an eruption

of Vesuvius, in the year A. D. 19, we

may safely infer, that the practice of

using this material for drain pipes was

known to the ancients long before, as

we can thus trace it, for from 1800 to

2000 years.

In America, it is comparatively new
;

and for a long time we were dependent

entirely upon England for our supply

;

but—as its merits gradually became

more appreciated, and new applications

for which it was capable discovered

—

the demand became so extensive, that

a Terra Cotta manufactory was estab-

lished in Philadelphia, \>y S. A. Harri-

son, No. 1010 Chestnut street, to meet

the steadily increasing demand. From
a small beginning, made by Mr. Harri-

son in 1850, his works have now assumed

colossal proportions, occupying, at the

present time, an entire block, the opera-

tions of which are carried on by the aid

of patent improvements of his own in-

vention. His example has been followed

by many others ; and Terra Cotta drain

pipe manufactories are now becoming

institutions in our country. Being the

most thoroughly vitrified pipe of any in

the country, his are most suitable for

the purpose of drainage, the smooth
glazing, which is one of their peculiar

properties, being the result of the posi-

tive vitrification of the mass, and not a

mere superficial layer of what is called

lead glazing, similar to that employed

on common red pottery, which is readily

acted upon by chemical agents, and

sewerage water. These are made in all

sizes, from two (2) to fifteen (15) inches

bore, with bends, branches, traps, &c.

Another use of Terra Cotta is in the

manufacture of chimney tops, plain and

ornamental. From the ease with which

the material can be moulded into any

shape whatever, its adaptation to this

particular branch of constructive detail

is extremely felicitous. They are exe-

cuted in the most architectural and ar-

tistic designs, beautiful in proportions,

producing a striking and picturesque

effect ; and have become of almost uni-

versal adoption, wherever obtainable.

They are impervious to the action of

frost, and to the strong gases emitted

from coal, so destructive to brick chim-

neys. They have rapidly taken the

place of the latter, and have successfully

stood the severe tests to which they

have been applied.

We will now proceed to another use,

and that a very important one, to which

this material has been applied, viz., as

flue-pipes for smoke, hot air, ventilation,

&c, in the construction of buildings. It

is superior, for such purposes, to the

corroding and expensive iron and tin

flue-pipes, which have so long been em-

ployed ; and being, to a great extent, a

non-conductor, there is less loss of heat,

and the building is secured from damage

by fire. It possesses another advantage,

that it can be built in a six-inch parti-

tion, thereby occupying much less space,

than the old style of flues. These flue-

pipes are manufactured in lengths of

eighteen (18) and twenty-four (24)
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inches, and of any desired shape, for

angles, curves, &c, and plain, straight,

with register openings, or pipe-holes.

The superiority of these flue-pipes can-

not for a moment be disputed. They

are easily built in the wall, being

capable of starting from any portion of

the building, with all clue efficacy and

durability, and indestructible, when once

set ; and the slight additional original

cosL is so trifling, that it cannot be

weighed, against numerous compen-

sating qualities.

We have deferred unto the last, a few

remarks upon the applicability of Terra

Cotta to architectural purposes, such as

for caryatides and mouldings, cornices,

vases, and delicate ornaments. That it

is well suited for such purposes, there

can be no reasonable doubt, from the

test, of upwards of half a Century, of

many specimens, which are to be seen

—

for instance—in St. Pancras Church,

London, Greenwich Hospital, Somerset

House, and St. George's Chapel, Wind-

sor. To show its durability, as com-

pared with stone, we may point to the

statue of Britannia, on the Nelson

Monument at Yarmouth, where actually

the stone, of which the pedestal is

formed, is rapidly yielding to the ef-

fects of the exposure, while the Terra

Cotta statue remains intact, as clearly

defined, as it was when it came out of

the kiln. There is no question, there-

fore, as to its quality of durability.

Its strength, also, has been tested,

and proved to lie very great, indeed.

By the hydraulic machine, that raised

the tubes of the Britannia bridge, over

the Menai Straits, in England, it was

found that a cubic foot of Terra Cotta

stood a pressure of four hundred and

sixty-four tons.

It also possesses another recommend-

ation—and one which is an all-import-

ant one on many occasions, viz : the

great economy, both of time and money,

which can be effected by the use of Terra

Cotta for many purposes, such as bas-

reliefs, enriched and moulded work, now
executed in marble and stone, at a much
greater cost. We think we have said

enough, to draw the attention of our

professional men, more to a subject,

which has not, as yet, we venture to

think, here met with that consideration

which it deserves in the United States,

while in Europe it has not been over-

looked.

CHIMNEYS.
TO those who have examined the

ancient castles and dwellings of

Europe, it must have been apparent

that the architecture of the days in

which they were erected did not seem

to comprehend chimneys ; an omission

which, in our day, would be considered

very serious, and which, in that day,

must have arisen from total ignorance

of their use. In those castles and man-

sions, even in the royal palaces, the fire-

place—that region of domestic comfort

now—was a terra incognita then. The

brazier, in which charcoal was burned,

answered the purpose of heating.

The earliest allusion to the subjecf

is to be found in the Scriptures. Jere-

miah, (xxxvi. 22,) speaking of the gather-

ing of the princes, at the desire of the

king of Judah, on a particular occasion,

he says that he, the king, sat in his win-

ter house, and that there was a fire on

the hearth burning before him. The

generally received translation of this

word hearth, is a place for the fire, which

might mean a movable burner, as well

as a stationary hearth in connection

with a flue. It is more than probable

that a brazier, containing coals, was

meant, for it is evident that no chimney

was used. This was six hundred and

five years before Christ. In those puz-

zles to antiquaries and historians, the

Round Towers of Ireland, erected, more

than probably, for the preservation of

the sacred fires of Druidic worship, over
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two thousand years ago, there is no

chimney to the fire chamber in the top

;

the smoke finding egress through four

loop-holes facing the cardinal points,

which holes were, perhaps, devoted solely

to such purposes ; for, that this top

chamber was for the keeping of fire, is

seen in the smoked state of the stone

floor in each of those towers.

In England no evidence of a chimney

can be discovered previous to the twelfth

century, when we find a flue occasion-

ally in Rochester Castle, and other re-

mains of that time ; and those flues were

not carried up to the roof, but found

vent in one or two smoke-holes in the

outside of the wall. It was not till the

fourteenth century that the chimney

shaft made its appearance; and after

that period the chimney has a decided

history in Domestic Architecture. In

Elizabeth's time the chimney shaft be-

came a distinguishing feature in the

Architecture of that period.

Though chimneys are found in some

parts of Asia, as in the north of Persia,

yet, generally, apartments are warmed
in cold weather by means of pans or

braziers of various kinds, and either of

metal or earthenware, which are set in

the middle of the room, after the fire or

gas of wood, which it contains, has been

allowed to burn for some time in the

open air, till the flame and smoke have

passed away. Wood, previously charred,

is also used for this purpose. The fire

is comparatively left open in the apart-

ment, as was clearly the case in the

present instance; but in Western Asia,

when the inmates wish to sit comfort-

ably warm in their rooms, they often

cover the brazier with a low table, over

which is laid a carpet or thickly padded

counterpane, of such ample dimensions

that the parts which overlay the table

can be drawn over the person, as they sit

or recline upon their sofas, or cushions,

which are arranged properly around the

centre of warmth. They usualby sit

covered to the waist by the counter-

pane, which they themselves draw up to

their shoulders, and they present an ap-

pearance, which would suggest the idea

of a family sitting up in a large bed,

with their feet turned towards a common
centre. The quilt, with the surround-

ing cushions, of course, detaining much
warmth around the persons ; but the

plan appears unwholesome, and could

only exist among an indolent people,

who have no in-door occupation.

Certainly our American families would

consider this a very undesirable domestic

comfort, and all arising from the want

of that simple, but very useful convey-

ance of smoke, the chimney.

In luxurious Rome, Gibbon says, " the

form of the Atrium, the Basilica, the

Cyzicene, Corinthian and Eg3rptian halls,

bed-rooms, &c, were all various in form,

and their proportions correct; but thej'

were all attended with two imperfec-

tions, very repugnant to our modern no-

tions of taste and convenience, for the

rooms had neither side-windows nor

chimneys. The}' were lighted from the

top, and received the heat by the help

of pipes that were conveyed along the

walls."

Herculaneura had not a semblance of

a chimney. Diocletian's Palace at Dal-

matia, which was erected about a cen-

tury after that of Nero, was warmed
by hot air passing through pipes, but

no chimney conveyed the smoke from

the furnace. How should we, then, of

the present day, venerate this clumsy

appendage to our homestead comfort,

and why should its appearance be so

ungainly ?—a protuberance at best—

a

swollen well of brickwork inflicted on

our domicile as a set-off for the benefit

it confers. Architects should study its

case, and reduce the unsightly inflam-

mation as much as possible. Above the

roof, the chimney shaft has had attention

enough—too much at times—for the

celebrated Sir John Vanbrugh has left

England a heavy legacy of chimney

architecture, in which he clearly illus-

trates the wise saying, that " too much

is as bad as too little."
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PLASTIC SLATE FOE ROOFING.

TIIIS fire and weather-proof material

is so interesting, that we cannot re-

frain from penning a few paragraphs upon

it, for the information of our readers.

It is the result of the comminution

and re-formation of slate, the only other

material required, for the re-aggregation

of the mass of almost impalpable slate

flour, or meal, being coal gas tar. Im-

mediate^7 associated in situ as part of

the general group of stratified rocks—
and perhaps originally combined—when

brought into intimate mechanical con-

tact, the first as a fine powder, and the

last in its semi-fluid condition, slate

and coal tar—the latter representing the

natural bitumen—form a union which

once effected, is absolute^ indissoluble.

And the artificial compound, from its

very slowly diminishing plasticity, and

quickly drying quality, is specially

adapted to roofing.

In forming a roof of this kind, the

wooden sheathing must be of the same

general nature, as that prepared for the

gravel roof; but the compound, being

both very flexible and very tenacious,

does not require the same extreme care

and exactness.

It is not necessary to match, or

tongue and groove, the sheathing-boards,

but the more solid, level, and close they

are laid, the better and more durable

the roof.

A course of patent water-proof, double

slate-felt, is laid across the boards, the

edges lapping two inches. Each edge

is fastened down hy cleats, securely

nailed, which are also covered with a

four-inch strip of the same kind of felt,

pasted down with plastic slate. The

cleats may be elevated, so as to make a

ribbed roof, or be flat, so as to present a

smooth, unbroken surface.

This lining is designed to insulate the

mastic from the boards, lest their shrink-

ing and swelling should injure the final

covering.

After the process of felting or lining

the roof is completed, the plastic slate,

mixed to the consistency of a thick mor-

tar, which is more than two-thirds slate,

is then spread upon the felt, with a

trowel, to the thickness of a scant

eighth of an inch. This makes a com-

plete, flexible slate roof, if the work is

properly done.

The Ingredients are—First: A fine-

grained, hard, solid Clay-dote. No
other kind of stone will make the article

desired. It must be kept free from dirt,

bits of wood, leaves, straw, and, in fact,

any substance not in affinity with coal-

tar ; or it is useless to expect a fine and

perfect mastic. It must be ground as

fine as wheat flour, and sifted through a

fine sieve, or bolted, to remove such par-

ticles as may pass between the stones

unpulverized.

Second : Coal-gas Tar. This is a mix-

ture of various substances, more or less

volatile, which can be separated by heat,

or distillation, from a residuum com-

monly known as coal-tar, gas-tar, and

sometimes, coal-tar pitch. Coal-tar,

proper, is a thick and viscid semi-fluid.

The powdered slate should be tho-

roughly mixed with the tar, to about

the consistency of plasterers' mortar;

and, after being mixed, should stand at

least twenty-four hours before being used.

Within any moderate period, the

longer the materials have been mixed,

the better will be the roof.

In cold weather, the coal-tar must be

heated, but not to the boiling point, while

mixing in the slate ; and the mastic

itself must be warmed, but not made
very hot, while spreading.

A close observance of these directions

will insure success.

The covering material is peculiarly

lasting ; and, if the roof leaks, it will be

owing to other causes than deca}', or
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deterioration, in the material wherewith

it is covered. The water may pass

around ; and so, finally, underneath

;

but will not soak through it. There-

fore, if persons using, design it to be a

fire and weather-proof coating for the

roof, or any other part of the building,

they must be sure it actually covers

what they wish to protect.

Plastic Slate can be applied, with the

same good effect, to a roof of any angle,

or to the perpendicular sides of a house.

For the latter very important purpose

it is put on with a brush as a paint,

until it reaches the thickness of about

3
3
5 of an inch. Its color is dark brown

;

although, of course, any color can be

painted over it when set.

Its weight is about one-fourth that

of tin.

It is smooth, and sheds snow easily.

Plastic Slate is perfectly fire-proof.

Slate itself is strictly non-combustible
;

but the Coal-tar is combustible. If a

fire is kindled upon a new roof, the oil

will ignite and burn out; the slate, in the

unctuous semi-fluid, is consolidated and

petrified, and then remains intact.

Nothing can be ignited through the

slate, unless the latter grows red-hot.

The oil being already volatilized by the

heat, there is nothing left to burn ; there-

fore, an old roof is fire-proof. But the

new mastic will not burn, nor the oil

burn out of it, unless in close contact

with other combustible matter, which is

already fired and giving off intense heat,

so that if a wood or coal fire is kindled

upon any part of a new roof, it will

neither spread, nor burn the boards

beneath.

It is a great renovator for old shingle

or metal roofs.

Plastic Slate is the invention of Wil-

liam L. Potter, a plain farmer and mil-

ler, of Clifton Park, New York. " After

suffering many partial failures, in com-

pounds of lime in all its various forms,

in sand, granite, plaster, mineral coal

clay of various kinds, red and blue shale,

marble dust, soap-stone, cement, coal-

tar, vegetable tar, asphaltum, &c, in all

the proportions and combinations that

an intelligent and inventive mind could

suggest, for fourteen years, he tried slate

also, in many combinations, and found

that the mixture of ground slate and
coal-tar alone possessed the properties,

and gave the results he desired." Not
caring to have the reputation of intro-

ducing any thing of no intrinsic value

to mankind, Mr. Potter devoted much
time to testing his theory and final pro-

duct by severe, private, practical experi-

ments upon his own premises. Con-

vinced finally of the great value of his

discovery, he applied for letters patent,

which were granted by the United States,

in February, 1865, and by Great Britain

soon after.

Plastic Slate was first brought into

public notice, at a meeting of the Far-

mers' Club of the American Institute

of New York, held, June 20th, 1865,

reported in the New York Tribune of

July 1st, same year. The matter was

called up by Mr. Solon Robinson, and

discussed by Professor Tillman and Mr.

James M.Allen, of Fredericktown, Ohio.

The latter exhibited laths and shingles,

mementoes of Mr. Pottex's first experi-

ments, which had the mastic firmly ad-

hering ; and almost incorporated with

the very fibre of the wood. About the

thickness of pasteboard, on the outside,

had become indurated to the original

hardness of slate. The interior retained

a degree of toughness, imparted by the

coal tar. At this rate, it would require

about ten years, to harden a coating an

eighth of an inch thick.

Whether mixed thin, and spread upon

the sides of a house, with a brush, or

mixed thick, and spread over the roof,

with a trowel, this composition is imme-

diately adhesive and impervious Sur-

faces exposed for hours, in a coal fire,

show no change.

For this information, we are indebted

to the Philadelphia Agents, Messrs. J.

S. Ciiahoon & Co., of No 102 South

Fourth street.
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OUTCALT'S PATENT ELASTIC-JOINT
IRON ROOF.

TT7E present, in this number, a view

VV of the new Skating Kink, at the

S. E. corner of Twenty-first and Race

streets, in this city, which extensive

structure is covered with the material

called Outcalt's Patent Elastic Joint

Iron, of which Mr. William S. Irwin,

the agent, ]S
T
o. 406 Library street, and

Reed street, below Tenth, Philadelphia,

has kindly given us all desirable in-

formation as to its employment and ap-

plication. The extensive use made by

Civil Engineers, as well as Architects, of

metal roofing for depots, markets, and

all buildings requiring extensive cover-

ings, gives this new invention a pre-

eminent claim on the notice of all con-

cerned in building, not alone for such

extensive public structures as the great

Skating Rink here illustrated, as well as

all other places of vast capacity, but

likewise as an admirable material for the

roofing of all dwellings, as well as public

buildings, civil and ecclesiastic.

The serious defect in metal roofs,

hitherto, was the tendency to leakage,

owing to the effects of contraction and

expansion. This the present invention

completely overcomes, as may be at once

seen on reference to the accompanying

cuts :

Fig. 1 represents a single sheet of the

metal, ready for application. It is

shaped, for the purpose, by scrolling

cylindrical tubes on the two outer longi-

tudinal edges of the sheet, of which the

one tube is formed by an upward, and
the other by an inverted, roll of the

edge. All the sheets being alike, the

upward edge-roll of any one sheet fits,

somewhat loosely, in underneath the in-

verted edge-roll of any other sheet ; and,

by thus hooking one edge-roll inside

another, all is rendered complete, when
considered from gable to gable. If taken

from eaves to ridge, the end connection

of the sheets is obtained by inter-fitting

flat, erect and inverted hooks, formed at

the respective tops and bottoms of the

sheets ; and represented, in section, at

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows a transverse section of

the sheets, and the manner in which

Fij. 3

their edge-rolls are locked together. The
scroll, or partly open tube, on each edge,

is about three-fourths of an inch in

diameter ; and it will at once be ob-

served, that it is perfectly water-proof.

i¥i
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It is likewise evident, that, if any damp-

ness should exist beneath the roof, it

will escape at this point.

Fig. 4 represents the cleat used for

fastening the sheets in place. It is

formed of the same size as the inside

scroll, (Fig. 3.)

Four or five of these cleats are locked

in the inner scroll, and nailed to the

sheathing, or the rafter, (if laid without

sheathing,) as is frequently the case.

The next sheet is hooked on, covering

the fastening cleats of the preceding

one, and protecting them from the

weather. From this circumstance, it

will be seen, that no nail holes are made
in &\\y part of the roof.

The ends of the sheets break joints,

for the sake of convenience, appearance,

and security ; and, if the roof runs up

to a ridge, the ridge itself is formed by

an angular gutter of the sheet metal,

inverted, and hooked over in the ends

of the sheets, as above described, so that

no moisture, rain or snow can penetrate

the roof.

The sheets are made of sheet-iron,

of ordinary thickness, weio-hinar one

pound to the square foot ; and they are

immersed in a brown, fire-and-water-

proof paint, which thus enters into, and
closes, the pores of the iron ; and effectu-

ally protects both sides. Sheets of iron

thus coated are impervious to the action

of sulphuric acid, either diluted or con-

centrated.

In addition to the edge-rolls, or hooks,

affording a thorough preventive of le-

sions, arising from expansion and con-

traction, they are very effectual against

the force of winds. When the tornado

of 1860 devastated Cincinnati, Ohio, but

one, out of many of these roofs in that

city, was damaged, and that slightly
;

while very many tin and other metal

roofs were utterly destroyed.

While this patent is equally adapted

to flat or steep roofs, one inch to the

foot is all the slope required.

It can be applied as a temporaiy roof,

and afterwards be readily removed, and

laid upon other premises, either per-

manently or temporarily, without loss

or injury.

We have spoken of the superior claims

of this covering where none but a light

roof can be admitted ; and it follows,

that this HgJityiess is no disadvantage in

the roof of a solid pile.

STAINED GLASS.
FROM THE OLD AUTHORITIES,

No. 1.

The History and General Method.

WHATEVER is now doing in

Stained Glass, rests upon the

well-ascertained and immutable princi-

ples of chemistry, so that a success, in

transparency, brilliancy, purity of tone,

or beauty of color, can be repeated, to

any extent, an indefinite number of

times. But the earlier artists in glass,

while often very successful, were only

empirically so. They fused together a

certain number of substances, at a guess
;

and, if the process resulted in a hit, they

followed the known proportions of the

ingredients, whenever that particular

color was needed thereafter, observing,

also, all the steps of the process, as first

taken ; when, presumptively, many of

the ingredients employed added nothing
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to the effect, and many of the succes-

sive points of the process, were, if not

absolutely wrong, at least only calcu-

lated to delay the intended result. Yet

a detail of their operations, from a rare

authority, may interest, or amuse, as an

episode of history ; and, although rather

unlikely, the processes given, may afford

a hint to some experimenting chemist,

or painter of stained glass. With this

view, we extract the matter presented

below

:

STAINED GLASS.

Felibien, in his " Principes de l'Ar-

chitecture," third edition, 4to, Paris,

1G99, inserts, page 180, a chapter on

Glass, in which he says, that at first

transparent stones, such as agate, ala-

baster, and others, were used in build-

ings, to admit the light, and keep out

the cold and the wind. Glass having

been afterwards invented, that material

was substituted in the place of the for-

mer, and these glass windows were made
in the following manner :

In the foundries glass was made of

different colors. The ancient artists,

therefore, took such pieces to put in the

windows, arranging them in compart-

ments like mosaic ; and this was, after-

wards, the origin of painting upon glass
;

for, observing what a beautiful effect

was thus produced, they were not, in

after times, contented with this assem-

blage of pieces of various colors, but

were desirous of representing all sorts

of figures and entire histories.

At first this painting was done upon
white glass ; and the colors were tem-

pered with size as is the case in paint-

ing in distemper. But, because it was
soon found, that these could not long:

resist the injury of the air, the artists

sought for other colors, which, after

having been laid upon the white glass,

and even on that which had been already

colored in the glass-houses, might sink

into, and incorporate themselves with,

the glass itself, upon its being put into

the fire. In this they completely suc-

ceeded, as is evident from the beauty of

the ancient glass.

When the workmen were desirous of

making windows of extraordinary beau-

ty, they employed the glass, which had

been already colored in the glass-houses

to make the draperies of the figures, and

they only marked the shadows in it,

with some touches and hatchings in

black. For the carnations or flesh-tints

they chose glass the color of which was

a transparent red, on which they drew,

with black, the principal features of the

face and the markings of the other parts

of the body.

But, to make the carnations and dra-

peries on white glass, they laid their

colors, transparent or opaque, without

clemi-tints, either strong or weak, as the

painting demanded. Thus, these earlier

works, made before the sixteenth cen-

tury—such as we yet see, in the more
ancient European churches—are of a

Gothic manner, and extremely barbar-

ous, as far as regards the drawing, and
the preparation of the colors.

When, in France and Flauders, paint-

ing began to improve, this gross manner
was changed; and the honor of the

finest works, done upon glass, is due to

the French and the Flemings.

A painter of Marseilles communicated

the first knowledge of this species of

painting to the Italians, when he went

to Rome, in the pontificate of Julius II.

After him, Albert Durer and Lucas of

Leyden improved the art still further
;

and a number of works so excellent have

been produced, that nothing more ex-

quisite can be desired, either for beaut}r

of design, or management of color.

As instances of excellence in glass

prepared from the designs of great mas-

ters, the Church of St. Gervaise, at Paris,

after John Cousin ; the Chapel of Bois

de Vincennes, of which Lucas Peni, an

Italian, made the cartoons ; the Castle

of Anet ; the Castle of Gaillon ; and the

Church of St. Owen, at Rouen, and in

other places.

Felibien, p. 182, proceeds to direct
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the mode of Painting upon Glass, iu

the following manner :

Before any one begins to paint upon
Glass, the whole subject is to be drawn
and colored upon paper. Then such

pieces of glass are chosen, as are fit for

painting the figures in portions, so that

the pieces ma}' join in the outlines of

the body, and the folds of the draperies,

in order that the lead, which is used to

hold them together, may not spoil the

carnations, nor the most beautiful parts

of the draperies.

When all the pieces are cut, accord-

ing to the design, and agreeably to the

size of the work, they are to be marked

with numbers or letters, to know thein

again. Then every piece is to be painted

with color, in accordance with the de-

sign, which the painter has before him.

Sometimes the painting is done only in

white and black; and then both the

style and the glass embodying it are

called Grisaille.

In the ancient glass, some very beau-

tiful and extremely lively colors are

seen, which are not to be found now. It

is not, that the invention is lost, but

because persons will not risk so great

an expense,_oj* take the necessary pains

to make them, since, in fact, labor is not

dearer in this department than hereto-

fore.

These fine pieces of glass, as made in

the glass-houses, were of two sorts.

Some were entirely colored, that is to

say, where the color was spread through

all the mass of glass ; but others, which

the workmen used commonly and more

willingly, had the color only on one

side, into which it penetrated, more or

less, according to the nature of the

colors, for yellow enters deeper than

the others. Although these last did not

contain colors so lively and bright as

the former, they were more convenient

for the glaziers, because upon the same

jrriece of glass, although already colored,

they were accustomed to employ other

colors, when t\\ey wanted to ornament

the draperies, to enrich them with

flowers, or to represent other decora-
tions of gold and silver. For this

purpose they used emery, with which
they rubbed the piece of glass on the
side which was already charged with
color, till they discovered the white
glass—according to the work they de-

signed to produce—after which, they
covered with yellow, or such other
color as they pleased, the opposite sicle

of the glass
; that is to say, where it

had remained white from the beginning,

and where they had not scratched it

with emeiy. This method they ob-

served, to prevent the new colors from
mixing with the others, when the pieces

of glass were put into the fire.

Painting on glass is performed with
the point of a hair pencil, especially for

the carnations
; and the colors are laid

on, tempered with water and gum, in the

same manner as is done in miniature.

When any one paints on white glass,

and wishes to give smart touches, to

mark the hairs of the beard, the hair of

the head, and other strong lights,

whether it be on the draperies, or

elsewhere, he makes use of a little

point of wood, the end of the handle
of the pencil, or a pen, to take away,

from the back of the glass, the color,

which had been put in the places, where

he means that none should appear.

So far Felibien, whom we shall take

up again, for a second and a third arti-

cle, upon this general subject. To such

of our readers as live remote from the

larger cities, we may be allowed to say

that, while the above very faithfully

represents the mediaeval method, the

moderns are able to make as free pic-

tures upon glass as upon canvas, but

for church effects, often follow the style

of the days of yore. Upon the modern
method we shall probably give iu the

early future a number of original arti-

cles, by one of the present adepts, which

those who have read the papers by Mr.

John Gibson, in former numbers, will be

eager to peruse.
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COMFORT CONSIDERED IN BUILDING.

IX Domestic Architecture, there is

nothing which calls forth the skill

of a designer more, than that necessary

adaptiveness, of ever}- part of his plan, to

the wants of the family to be accommo-

dated ; and, in this, we include all those
1 Utle details of convenience, which go to

make np a really comfortable house. A
judicious distribution of rooms, with

easy access to each, is the essential re-

quired in a plan. There is, also, a per-

emptory necessity for an arrangement,

by which the Kitchen, Dining-room, and

Pantries, shall be within easy reach
;

for there is nothing more repugnant to

domestic comfort, than a mal-arrange-

ment of these features of a plan. As to

bed-chambers, the first object should be

ventilation, and the next an appropriate

space for the bedstead, matters too often

neglected. Many times have we seen

chambers, where the bedstead was, of

necessity, placed across, or half across,

a window. This is an unpardonable

fault, in a design ; and should be care-

full}r avoided. Dressing-rooms are re-

quisites of the first importance ; and

wardrobes should be provided, of suffi-

cient size, and judiciously located.

The staircase, being the great means

of access, is of course a matter of the

first consideration, as to capacity and

convenience. It must be wide enough
;

and should be so placed, as to connect

the respective floors, in such a manner,

as to give as little trouble as possible,

in reaching all the rooms it leads to. In

fact, to unite the requisites, which a good

staircase requires, namely : convenience

in situation and form, with a sufficiency

of light, affords one of the strongest

proofs of an Architect's skill.

In large houses, where the breadth

will admit of the hall being in the centre,

the stairs can be easily managed, by

double returns, to give easy access to

any side. Nothing presents a finer ap-

pearance, on entering a hall, than an

elegant, easy stair of two returns, capa-

cious and well lighted. Here the Archi-

tect has ample opportunity for a display

of skill, in the sweep or curve of the

flight. And, in this development of

effect, he should manage to have a hall

of commensurate size ; if possible, open

to the roof, and having elegant galleries

on each floor : the whole lighted from a

dome of stained glass. In this hall, there

should be locations for statuary, &c.

The times of the Tudor line of mon-

archs were remarkable for halls ; but

they were then more than mere stair-

chambers. The famity dined in them
;

and public feasts were held there.

Early in the Sixteenth century, how-

ever, the change of manners gradually

led to the withdrawal of the famity from

the hall ; and to the introduction of the

dining-room, further from the entrance

of the house. In the Aubery MSS., a

rich old legacy to modern English anti-

quaries, the following quaint account is

given of the ancient hall, and the mode

of their serving at meals :

" The lords of manors did eate, in

their great Gothic hall, at the higher

table or oreile ; the folks at the side

table ; the meat was served up, by watch-

word ; Jacks being but an invention of

the other daye, the poor boys did turne

the spit, and lick the dripping-pan, and

grew to be great lusty knaves. The

body of the servants were in the great

hall, as now in the guard-chamber, privy

chamber, &c. The hearth was com-

monly in the midst, as at colleges, whence

the saying, ' Round about our fire.' Here,

in the halls, were the Mummings, Cob-

loaf-stealing, and great number of old

Christmas plays performed. In great

houses were Lords of Misrule, during

the twelve dayes after Christmas. The

halls of justices of the peace were dread-

ful to behold ; the screens were garnished
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with corslets and helmets, gaping with

open mouth, with coats of mail, lances,

pikes, balberts, brown-bills, battle-axes,

petronells and culverings ;
and, in King

Charles's time, muskets and pistols."

But those feudal times, which called

for halls like these, have passed away in

Europe ; and in our country have never

had a place, nor ever will : so that we

can just smile at the past; and draw

comfort from the future.

The desire of every one amongst ns,

who builds a house for his family, is to

secure as much of display as he can

afford to pay for ; but, above all other

considerations, that of comfort is his ob-

ject. To produce this desired effect,

then, it becomes the duty of the archi-

tect to seize every opportunity of com-

bining the two, and thus making his de-

sign at once satisfactory to the owner

and the observer.

STATUAIIY AS AN AID TO ARCHITECTURE.

QCULPTTJRE of the human figure

^3 does not appear to command that

attention amongst our American archi-

tects, which its position in the Fine

Arts so naturally calls for. Yet no one

can deny its power of attracting atten-

tion. Why, then, is it not used, more

generally, by the profession ; seeing

that their end, aim, and object, is to

draw observation to their work ? More-

over, Sculpture is, in itself, so sugges-

tive, so life-giving, as it were, that archi-

tecture has a Promethean auxiliary in

it, of no common power.

In the proportioning of statues to the

elevation, at which they stand, consists

the great beauty they confer on the

general design. And, perhaps, the se

cret, of the human form divine being

denied a place on almost all of our Amer-

ican fronts, lies in the danger of wrong

proportions, for the figure, having a bad

effect on the whole. But, if justly propor-

tioned how complete will be the effect

of the human figure upon the design.

Our architects seem afraid to venture

on the introduction of this embellish-

ment. But why ? Possibly thejr may
think, that their clients will become res-

tive, as considering themselves saddled

with an unnecessary expense. We think

not. Our wealthy citizen, who desires

to build in elegant taste, is very far

from being illiberal ; and, as well as he

accepts his architect's ideas on one sub-

ject, so will he be perfectly willing

to receive them on all others, that go

towards rendering the structure he takes

pride in one to redound to his credit.

We particularly refer to sculptured

figures on exteriors of buildings, as

practised in Palladian architecture.

As there is no fairer model of correct

proportion, than a perfect human figure,

so there is no more appropriate embel-

lishment for a design, whose aim is, to

produce that same delightful feeling, in

the observer. If the appearance of

sculpture is pleasing to the eye, and

the embodiment of a design be likewise

satisfactory, how complete must the

combination be, of those beautiful sis-

ters of the Fine Arts.

We desire to see our sculptors increase

and multiply ; and our architects to lend

a generous aid to this effect. The one

art will, with a kindred spirit, aid the

other ; and both draw forth the national

taste. Our country is rich in artistic

talent; and the marble, so, fitting for

our climate's requisitions, is by us, in

abundance. Where, then, is the obsta-

cle ? There is none ! Let our profes-

sional brethren prove their love for

sculpture, by introducing Statuary

freety, but ever judiciously, on their

elevations; and generations of Powers,

Crawfords, and Hosmers, will stamp

their names, in the future, to the honor

of Architecture and America.
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HOOFING.

HAYING already discussed slate as

a material for roofing, we now
briefly advert to other of the more

immediately useful and practical sub-

stances, or applications of substance, for

that purpose. And, first :—

•

GRAVEL ROOFING.
For this kind of roof, if a good job is

desired, it is a matter of prime necessity,

to have the wooden sheathing, which

forms the basis of the room, well se-

cured to the rafters, and laid perfectly

smooth. The slant must also be true

and uniform ; and all the knot holes

must be carefully plugged up and

smoothed over, as all such apertures

are apt to cause breaks beneath the feet

of any one passing over the roof, and

consequently leaks. The felt, which

really forms the preventive against leak-

ing, and is actually a kind of woollen

paper, is now loosely laid upon the

boards of the roof, to the extent of three

thicknesses, breaking joints with each

other, and is properly secured by cleats.

This done, the felt is completely cov-

ered with coal gas tar, of a consistency

that will not run in warm weather.

This consistency can only be determined

by the experience of a practical and

practised roofer, in these materials.

The tar is very evenly spread or smear-

ed over the felt, by means ©f a cotton

mop. The mopping, also, is a part of

the general operation, which can only be

adequately performed by an experienced

workman. We are informed by Messrs.

Warren, Kirk, & Co., Farqnhar Build-

ings, No. 228 Walnut street, who have

very obligingly afforded us all the in-

formation in their power—whose expe-

rience in the matter is not slight, they

having used 6,000 tons of gravel upon

2,000,000 square feet of roof last year—
that out of a hundred men in their em-

ployment, only fifteen are competent to

mop a roof. The quantity of tar also

must rest upon the experienced discre-

tion of the mopper. Too much will run,

to the great disfigurement of the house

front, and the intense disgust of the

passers by.

While the above is going on, the la-

borers are heating small pebbles, in a

large cylindrical iron pot, by means of

a wood fire in the open street, before

the premises, and these are hauled up

in a little keg, with a rope and simple

pulley, attached to a light temporary

derrick, and equally spread over the

soft tar. The heating is to the end, that

the gravel stones may sink in, and more

firmly attach themselves to the surface

of the tar. The superfluous pebbles, or

gravel stones, are now lightly raked off,

and saved for another occasion, and, all

the drains, gutters, &c, having been

previously arranged in the wood-work

and the felting, the roof is now com-

plete.

The object of using the pebbles, is to

protect from the weather, the surface of

the tar, and this, in turn, protects the

surface of that more important covering,

the felt.

The best pebbling is ocean gravel.

That used in the vicinity of Philadel-

phia, by the firm lately mentioned, being

from Horton's Point, Long Island, New
York.

These roofs are made of many differ-

ent inclinations to the horizon ; but

should, of course, be rather flat than

steep. From one-half to three-quarters

of an inch to the foot is absolutely ne-

cessary ; and a roof of six inches to the

foot is, by the roofers, warranted to be

of the very best.

Note.—Want of space has compelled the omission of a portion of this article, comprising

another kind of Roofing: to follow in our next.
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QUERIES AND RESPONSES.

Under this head, we propose to

present to our readers a page for

the benefit of all, who desire in-

formation on any subject within the

range of Architecture and Building.

This department will be one of extreme

importance to many , and especially to

those inquiring minds, who are studying

first principles. But, indeed, to all,

whether old or young, it cannot but

prove acceptable ; for, where is that

man. that cannot add to his store of

knowledge by gleaning from the fields

of his neighbor ? We will spare no

labor or pains, at all times, to give our

correspondents the most reliable an-

swers; and, when it may happen that

we cannot do so from ourselves, we will

present the matter to our readers, with

the invitation to any one to lend a hint

in elucidation of the question. Here
then is a chance for all ; and let us hope

it will create a desire for mutual benefit

;

and aid in the advancement of that

knowledge, whicli we all seek to develop.

To our correspondents let us say : Be
brief, and to the point ; for, our time

and space are alike valuable. Be legi-

ble ; for the printer's patience must not

be tried.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
The Von Toodleburgs ; or, The History of a Vert
Distinguished Family. By F. Colburn Adams. Here

is a very amusing book, indeed, illustrated in a style

well worthy of the text. Such histories as this are

healthy literature, inasmuch as they distinctly mark
out the ridiculous points in every-day people ; and en-

able the reader who desires to avoid the rocks that some

split on in thetrvoyage through life, to be warned and

govern themselves accordingly. It would be an un-

necessary task to give any of the very spicy scenes in

which this book abounds ; as we well know it will be

sure to make its way into every reader's hand who
loves a treat of quiet fun. It is well printed, on good

paper, and neatly bound.

Golden Links , or, Thoughts for the Hours This is

a pretty gem for the adornment of the youthful or even

the thoughtful mind so furnished is it with exquisite

extracts from the master minds in prose and verse,

and so imbued with noble Christian thoughts. The

style of gilt-edged beauty with which it is gotten up

makes it a worthy gift for a friend, or ornament on

a boudoir table. The size is 12mo, making it likewise

a nice pocket companion.

The Mule. The late war taught our people to value and

respect this reviled and much-abused animal. Strong,

enduring, mild and docile, he has made his many
merits known, and when the wants of labor call forth

his powers he is ever ready to do his work and put up^

with coarser and less food than any beast of burthen.

This useful little book is a treatise of 106 pages, fully

illustrated, of the breeding, train ng, and uses to which

be may be put. By Harvey Riley, Superintendent of the

Government Corral, Washington, D. C.

Told in the Twilight. Here are 108 pages of highly

interesting short stories, for long evenings, by Sidney

Daryl ; most fittingly illustrated and forming a suitable

gift for the rising generation.

Byron's Poetical Works. The Globe Edition, complete

in one volume. Who has not read Byron? Who
would wish to forget him ? Here is a book for the mil-

lion, 60S pages, closely printed, containing all of the

great poet's poems, at Fifty Cents. Oh, shade of Byron

stand aside, and make way for the spirit of this Nine-

teenth Century ! All the foregoing books are published

by Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger, of this city

The Manufacturer and Builder is the title of a very

neatly got up quarto of 4S pages, of three columns each,

well adapted to the necessities of mechanics in general.

In fact, it might be very appropriately styled the Me-

chanics' Magazine, an aid to industrial art much wanted

in this country Its articles are well chosen, lucidly

written, and the whole number is amply illustrated.

We hail with pleasure its advent, as a reinforcement to

the great march of intellect of this, our progressive day.

It is published monthly, at 37 Park Row, New York,

by Western & Co.

The Gardeners' Monthly comes to us to receive our

ready welcome, for its columns are always replete with

information. What better accompaniment to a com-

fortable house in the suburbs or country, than a well

cultivated garden ; and who but feels thankful for

every fresh item of instruction, such as the little publi-

cation before us gives monthly.

The Workshop continues on its course, dealing out well

illustrated and highly intelligent lessons in mechanic

skill. This publication is well worthy of the large and

ever increasing patronage it receives, and we sincerely

offer it our congratulations on its well-deserved success.

Morgan's British Trade Journal. London. This is

one of those publications which add solid contributions

to the wealth of information. A friend whose serial

visits from the land beyond the sea, are always looked

for with pleasure, and are ever satisfactory.

\
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MONTHLY BEVIEW.

THE MINSTERS OF FRANCE
THE desire, which early Christendom

glowed with, to pay the highest

human honors to Religion, gave energy

to those efforts, which reared up the

mighty temple to the Most High. And
thus we have seen wonders, worked out

in stone and wood, at Milan, Cologne,

Strasburg, Antwerp, Canterbury and

York. We now visit, and pass in review,

the great metropolitan church of Paris,

Notre Dame Cathedral.

There is no positive record of the

primitive history of this sacred edifice.

But it is known, that the site was occu-

pied by a church, dedicated to St. Ste-

phen, the first mai"tyr, which stood over

a pagan altar, erected in the reign of

Tiberius, in honor of Jupiter, the re-

mains of which were discovered, in

1711, beneath the choir of the present

Cathedral of Notre Dame.

The Church of St. Stephen, here

spoken of, was erected about A.D. 365,

in the time of Yalentinian I. This was

rebuilt, in 552, by advice of St. Ger-

main. The Church, or Chapel, called

Notre Dame, which now gives name to

the whole Cathedral, was dedicated, by
Childebert, to the Yirgin, under that

title. There is a difference of authori-

ties, as to the exact time of the founda-

tion of the complete Cathedral. Proba-

bly the first stone was laid by Pope

Alexander III., who had taken refuge

in France, while Maurice de Saliac was

Bishop of the diocese. This was in

1127; and in 1177 the bishop had the

apsis of the choir built, but not quite

roofed in. The high altar was conse-

crated in 1182, by the Pope's legate;

and in 1185 Heraclius, Patriarch of

Jerusalem, who came to Paris to preach

the third Crusade, officiated in Notre

Dame for the first time.

The west front was finished A. D.

1223, in the reign of Philip Augustus.

The Southern Transept with the grand

portal in 1257, during the reign of Saint

Louis. The architect was Jehan de

Chelles.

The Northern Transept and portal,

as also the canopies surmounting the

side windows, were erected in 1312, by

Philip le Bel, with the effects of the con-

fiscated estates of the Knights Tem-

plars.

The Porte Rouge, or Red Gate, was

erected in 1407, bj' the Duke of Bur-

gundy, the assassin of the Duke of Or-

leans, to expiate his crime. On this

account, it was formerly painted red
;

and hence the name. The interior of

the Choir was begun in 1799, and

(545)
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finished in ITU. In 1748 the floor of

the Cathedral was so far above the level

of the street, that thirteen steps led up

to it. In that year the street level was
raised to its present grade.

The plan of this Cathedral is cruci-

form, with an octagonal eastern end.

At the western end are two lofty square

towers, which were intended to support

spires. The dimensions of the whole

are as follows : Length 390 feet, width

at transepts 144 feet, height of vaulting

102 feet, height of western towers 204

feet, width of western front 128 feet.

The length of the nave is 225 feet, width

39 feet. The roof is 356 feet in length,

formed of chestnut timber, and rising

30 feet above the vaulting. The weight

of the lead, which covers it, has been

calculated at 420,240 pounds!

The diameters of the circular windows

are 36 feet.

The foundations are laid 1 8 feet below

the soil, on a hard stratum of gravel.

It is difficult, at this day, to look into

the interior of this sublime old Minster
;

and form any idea, from its present ap-

pearance, of what it once was. In the

words of Victor Hugo :
" If we enter

the edifice^Who overthrew the colossal

statue of St. Christopher?—proverbial

amongst the statues, as the large hall of

the Palace is amongst halls, as the

spire of Strasburg amongst spires. And
the myriad of statues that once occu-

pied the intercolumniations of the nave

and the choir ?—kneeling, on foot, on

horseback, men, women, children, kings,

bishops, men-at-arms in stone, in marble,

in gold, in silver, in copper, even in w7ax.

Who has brutally swept them away ?

It is not Time.

" And who substituted for the old

Gothic altar, splendidly encumbered

with shrines and relics, that heavy sar-

cophagus of marble, with angels' heads

and clouds, which seems to have strayed

from Val de Grace, or the Invalids ?

Who stupidly sealed this heavy stone

anachronism in the Carlovingian pave-

ment of Hercandus ?"

Again viewing the exterior, we find

much to admire, as well as much criti-

call}' to condemn. The general style is

Gothic, of a very mixed order. Those

parts built in the fourteenth century

being closely copied from what pre-

viously existed, and distinguishable

only by a higher degree of finish in the

ornaments.

The Western Front is decidedly the

most prominent, as well as the finest

feature of the whole. Three ample por-

tals lead into the nave and aisles. They
each form a series of retiring arches,

with angels, saints, &c, in the interme-

diate mouldings. The portals are bi-

sected by square pillars, the tympanums
above them being richly sculptured.

The portals of the transepts have similar

finish ; the central one of the western

front was spoiled by Soufflot, A. D.

1760, who formed it into a pointed arch
;

but it has since been restored to its

original form, according to the original

designs, which were preserved.

In the northern tower is the celebrated

bell called the Bourdon, which is never

rung but on occasions of grand solemni-

ties. It weighs nearty sixteen tons,

and its clapper about half a ton. It

was cast in 1683, and re-cast in 1685.

Louis XIY. and Maria Therese acted as

its god-father and god-mother, and it

received the name of Emmanuel-Louise-

Therese.

On the front facade, forming a deep

belt above the three principal entrances,

are twenty-eight royal niches, each of

which is the shelter for a French mon-

arch (in stone) from Childebertto Philip

Augustus, who held in his hand the im-

perial globe. The flight of steps, which

formerly elevated this magnificent struc-

ture so much, as to add materially to its

effect, owing to the constant raising of

the grade of the street, as before alluded

to, has been taken away, in great part,

leaving but three steps as ascent.

In the section above this tier of royal

niches are three windows, two of these

in ogive, with circular lights in the
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tj-mpanum. The centre of this section

is occupied by a rose-window of beau-

tiful detail. Each lateral front of the

church presents a similar window—deli-

cately executed. The rose of the south-

ern side was given by Cardinal de No-

villes. It cost 80,000 livres. The upper

part of the facade is decorated by a

peristyle, composed of thirty-four col-

umns, remarkable for their height and

slenderness. They are each formed of

a single stone, and support a gallery

with balustrades.

The walls of the church are supported

with buttresses, which are remarkabl}'

well arranged, and are surmounted by

pyramids and little pinnacles of very

picturesque effect. One of the most

curious parts of the edifice is the car-

pentry of the roof, which is called the

Forest, on account of the number of

pieces of wood, of which it is composed.

This wood is covered with 1,236 sheets

of lead.

The interior of Noti-e Dame is in the

form of a Latin cross. One hundred

and twenty pillars, of different struc-

tures, support the vaulted ceiling, and

form a double passage round the choir

and the nave.

Twenty-seven chapels occupy the side

aisles ; and above them are spacious

Galleries and elegant tribunes. Most of

the ornaments are of the modern style,

and but little in harmony with the archi-

tecture of the edifice ; but, taken sepa-

rately, they are not the less precious.

We will mention the bassi-relievi, in

gilt bronze, of the high altar ; a marble

group, a chef d'oeuvre of art, represent-

ing the Descent from the Cross, by Nico-

las Coustou ; the statue of the Holy

Virgin, by Antonio Maggi ; the mosaic

pavement of the sanctuary ; the sculp-

tured wood-work; the pictures by Jou-

venet, Philippe de Champagne, Louis

Boulogne, Laurent La Hire and La-

fosse ; the railings of polished iron,

which enclose the choir ; the bassi-relievi

which decorate the interior, and which

were executed in the fourteenth centuiy
;

and, lastly, several tombs, amongst them

those of the Count D'Harcourt and the

Cardinal de Belloy.

There formerly stood, near the first

pillar of the nave, a colossal statue of

St. Christopher. It was twenty-eight

feet high, and was erected A. D. 1413

by Antoine des Essarts, chamberlain of

Charles VI., in gratitude for that saint

having appeared to him during the night,

and broken open the doors of a prison,

in which he was confined. This statue

was destroyed in 1185. Another cele-

brated monument stood at the extremity

of the nave, just at the entrance to the

choir; it was an equestrian statue of

Philip le Bel, as large as life. This

Prince was represented as he appeared,

when he arrived in Paris, after the battle

of Mons-en-Puelle, when he went fully

armed to Notre Dame, to render thanks

to God for his victory. This statue

—

which was valuable as an historical

souvenir, and interesting as a specimen

of the costumes of the epoch—was

hacked to pieces, in 1192, by the Mar-

seillais, with their swords.

Behind the high altar is a group in

marble called The Vceu de Louis XIII.

He placed his kingdom under the pro-

tection of the Holy Virgin ; and in 1638

made a vow to repair the high altar of

Notre Dame. But he having died before

the vow was accomplished, Louis XIV.
determined to fulfil the vow in his

father's name; and, in 1699, solemnly

laid the first stone of the altar. How-
ever, the group was not executed, until

twenty-four years after, by Coustou. It

represents a large cross of white marble,

over which is thrown a drapery ; at the

foot is the Virgin seated, holding in her

arms the body of Jesus ; by her side are

placed on pedestals, figures of Louis

XIII. and Louis XIV., presenting to

her a crown, removed during the Revo-

lution. The statues of the two kings

were brought back in 1816.

As an historical monument, the Cathe-

dral of Paris is very remarkable. The

old kings of France used to visit it, after
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their accession to the throne, to renew

the oath to observe the laws faithfully,

and to govern for the happiness of the

people. It was there that they carried

the trophies of their victories ; and ad-

dressed their prayers to Heaven, when
any great calamity afflicted the country.

As the churches of England, in the times

of confiscation and plunder, those of

France suffered from outbreaks with a

like devastating effect ; and none more

so than the beautiful Minster Notre
Dame de Paris. Under the Conven-

tion, Notre Dame, despoiled of its works

of art, mutilated in every portion, and

especially in the facade, was transformed

into the Temple of Reason. Under the

Directory, the theo-philanthropists cele-

brated the worship of the Supreme

Being in it; and, in 1801, a pretended

Council, consisting of one hundred and

twenty constitutional bishops, or priests,

was held in it. On the 18th May, in

the same year, a mass and a "Te Deum"
were celebrated there, in the presence

of the three Consuls, on the official re-

establishment of Catholic worship. It

was in the Cathedral of Notre Dame
that Napoleon I. was crowned Emperor

by Pope Pius VII., on the 2d December,

1804.

The middle door of the grand portal

of tlie church was disfigured under

Louis XIV. ; but it has been restored.

The great portal and the towers have

also been repaired ; in the south part of

the Cathedral, the archbishop's vestry

has likewise been repaired ; its Gothic

style of architecture is in perfect har-

mony with that of the metropolitan

basilica.

" Notre Dame," says Victor Hugo,
" is not what can be called a complete,

defined, classic monument. It is not a

Roman and still less a Gothic style ; it

is not a type. Notre Dame de Paris

has not, like the Abbey of Tounnes, the

grave and massive character, the round

and large vault, the icy nudity, the ma-

jestic simplicity of edifices constructed

on the system of semicircular arches.

It has not, like the Cathedral of Bourges,

the magnificent, light, multiform, efflor-

escent character of the Gothic. It is

impossible, also, to range it in the old

class of dark, mysterious, low churches,

which seem crushed by the Saxon arch,

almost Egyptian, with the exception of

the ceiling, more charged with orna-

ments of lozenges and zig-zags than

flowers, with flowers than animals, with

animals than men ; a work of the archi-

tect less than one of the bishop ; the

first transformation of that school of art

bearing the imprint of theocratic and
militaiy discipline, which begins in the

Lower Empires and ends at William the

Conqueror.

" It is, likewise," continues Victor

Hugo, "impossible to place our Cathe-

dral in that class of lofty, airy churches,

rich in painted windows and sculptures,

sharp in outline, bold in altitude ; com-
munal and burgess-like, as political

symbols ; free, capricious, extravagant

as a work of art ; a second transforma-

tion of architecture, no longer hierogly-

phic, immutable and sacerdotal, but

artistic, progressive and popular, which

begins on the return from the Crusades,

and ends at Louis XL
" Notre Dame de Paris is not of the

pure Roman stjde, like the first ; nor of

pure Arab style, like the second.

" It is an edifice of transition. The
Saxon architect succeeded in planting

the first pillars of the nave, when the

pointed style came and planted itself,

as a conqueror, on the large Roman
capitals, which were intended for semi-

circular arches. The Gothic henceforth

took precedence, and the rest of the

church was built in that style. How-
ever, inexperienced and timid at the

outset, it does not venture to displa}r

itself in spires and pinnacles, as it will

do subsequently, in many marvellous

cathedrals. One would say, that it suf-

fers from the neighborhood of the heavy

Roman pillars.

" These edifices of transition, from the

Roman to the Gothic style, are not less
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precious to study, than the purest types.

They express a shade of art, which

would be lost without tbem. They are

the grafting of the pointed style on the

Saxou arch.

"Notre Dame de Paris is, in par-

ticular, a curious specimen of this va-

riety. Every face, every stone of the

venerable monument, is not only a page

of the history of the country, but also

one of science and art."

Besides the great Bell called the Bour-

don, there is another which was brought

from Sevastopol.

The mechanism of the Clock is very

curious, although not equal to that of

Strasburg. Id has in connection with

it four bells of large size.

The Organ is remarkably fine ; it is

45 feet high, 36 feet in breadth, and con-

tains 3,484 pipes.

The high altar was pulled down at

the Revolution of 1789; but, under the

Empire, it was re-erected ; and such of

the works of art as could be collected

were restored. The lateral chapels

of Notre Dame were formerly remarka-

ble for their splendor, the walls being

covered with marble, or finely-carved

wainscoting and containing sumptuous

tombs, belonging to noble families.

These were stripped of their riches in

1793; many of them, however, have

been repaired ; and, in fact, every part

of the great Cathedral has, under the

existing Empire, been thoroughly cared

for.

The Sacristy consists of a spacious

and lofty hall, with three windows, in

the pointed style, decorated with the

portraits of twenty-four archbishops of

Paris, all beautifully executed, in stained

glass, by M. Mareschal, of Lyons, from

St. Landry, who lived in the time of

Charlemagne, to Archbishop Aflf're, who
fell in the insurrection of 1848. He is

represented on his death-bed. The ribs

of the ceiling spring from the canopies

of niches, containing statues of saints

and angels. Well-designed Ambries

are sunk into the wall, and the furni-

ture of the room consists of oaken

presses, containing the precious church

utensils and vestments, for which this

Cathedral is celebrated. Here will be

seen croziers, mitres, and crosses,

sparkling with precious stones; the

robes worn by Pius Vil., at the coro-

nation of Napoleon I. ; several series

of most gorgeous robes, profusely em-

broidered in gold and silver; the mask

of Archbishop Affre taken twenty-four

hours after his death, the ball with which

he was struck, and the two vertebrae

that received it.

At the sacking of St. Germain l'Aux-

errois and the Archbishop's palace in

1831, the populace broke into the Sa-

cristy of Notre Dame, and, headed by

officers of the National Guards, de-

stroyed every thing that came within

their reach. The deplorable damage

occasioned bj^ this barbarous onslaught

was irreparable ; the coronation robes

of Napoleon, and the splendid dresses

he presented to the bishops and the

chapter on the occasion of that cere-

mony, memorials of it were torn up

recklessly by the senseless mob, for the

sake of the gold embroidery on them.

They have, however, since been re-

paired. To show the madness that

ruled this demoniac raid, a celebrated

artist who was making a most elaborate

perspective picture of the interior of

Notre Dame, having left it on the easel

in the vestry, it was cut into a thousand

pieces ! Such are some of the acts of

violence enacted by ignorance and bru-

tality led on by fanaticism. We have

seen the like effects of ignorant fanati-

cism displayed in the sacrilegious dilapi-

dations at York and Canterbury, Eng-

land ; and we may always look for them

where such influence was excited.

We now take leave of this grand old

historic monument ; and hope that our

readers, who have not had the pleasure

of personally inspecting its points of

attraction, will yet pay a visit to the

brilliant French metropolis, and its

Minster of Notre Dame de Paris.
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DESCRIPTIONS.
THE NEW BANKING OFFICE

OF

"THE PHILADELPHIA SAVING
FUND SOCIETY."

THIS edifice is an example of the

fast developing tendency to build

for the future as well as for the present,

not only with respect to commodious-

ness and convenience, but also to dura-

bility. Institutions of this kind have,

until recently, been content to occupy

buildings of ordinary construction, but

various causes have combined to induce

some of them to provide better and

more substantial facilities for business.

Foremost in Philadelphia, if not in

the country, in taking care of the

savings of the poor, stands "The Phila-

delphia Saving Fund Society." Found-

ed in 1816, and managed by a succes-

sion of our best citizens, it has con-

tinued to grow in strength and useful-

ness, until the present building has been

found insufficient for the accommodation

of the business, which, attracted by the

solid character and reputation of the

Society, sought the way to its doors.

To enlarge its capabilities for doing

good—the Managers receive no emolu-

ment whatever for their services

—

this Society, in the latter part of the

year 1865, determined on the erection

of a new and more commodious build-

ing than that which they now occupy.

Having purchased a suitable location,

at the southwest corner of Walnut street

and West Washington Square, they pro-

ceeded to procure plans and estimates

for their new structure.

Here we may pause to commend the

sagacity^ and benevolence of this body

of men in choosing a site, for it is not

too much to say, that in the whole city

another such could not be found. Con-

venient to the great business centre,

with the laroe front on one of the finest

Squares in the city, nothing could be

better suited to the purposes of business

and to the health and comfort of the

employes of the institution. Especially

also is it favorable for the display of the

architecture of the building. Too fre-

quently our street views are so cramped,

that the design of the architect, be it

good or bad, is distorted by the unfa-

vorable lines of vision. Here, owing to

the open Square, it is otherwise The

whole structure can be embraced in a

glance, and an object which hi a narrow

and crowded street would only be no-

ticed as a thing of utility, becomes,

largely owing to the circumstance of

location, an ornament to the city.

The design adopted as the most suit-

able to meet the several requirements

of the Society, was prepared by Addison

Hutton, Esq., and under his supervision

the building has been enclosed during

the past season.

The front on Walnut street is 51 feet

6 inches, and on Washington Square,

130 feet, in length, leaving 40 feet of

clear space in the rear. To those of

our readers who are familiar with

the material of which these fronts are

built—Quincy Granite—we need scarce-

ly state, that the building is more hand-

some than the drawing would lead one

to expect. The strongly-marked ex-

pression of stability is in harrnony with

the character of the institution. Beyond
plain lines of moulding, and the crown-

ing balustrade, it may be said to be de-

void of ornament, the architect having

relied, for his effects, mainly on the dis-

tribution and contrast of light and

shade, and the intrinsic beauty of the

material.

But the most satisfactory of all its

points is, that it is constructed with such

imperishable and indestructible mate-

rials. Granite, brick and iron form the

essentials of the structure, no pains or
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expense having been spared to make it

thoroughly fire-proof. The lower floor

is vaulted on walls, the upper floors and

ceilings on wrought-iron beams ; afford-

ing security alike from without and

within.

The Banking-room is 51 by 53 feet,

and the ceiling 40 feet high, in the clear.

The rear wing of the building: is sub-

divided, on the first floor, into the Presi-

dents room, Treasurer's room, two

large, strong rooms, and several Retir-

ing-rooms ; on the second floor, into the

Managers' Meeting-room, Dining-room,

Waiting-room, Book-room, and Retiring-

room.

The ceiling will be coved and frescoed

in panels, and the interior will be finished

with walnut and ash woods, with the

introduction of a portion of marble.

The counters will have marble fronts

with a top screen of walnut wood and

plate-glass ; the floor will be laid, out-

side the counters, with brown and blue

flag, in alternate diamond patterns.

It would be beyond the proper limits

of this article, to go into the details of

the furniture and decorations, but we
are assured that every thing will be

done with an eye to the proper fitness

of things.

We ma}T again allude to this depart-

ment, when the building is entirely com-

pleted
;
just now we can only compli-

ment Mr. Hutton on the evidence of

success displajed in the well-propor-

tioned, solid and suggestive building

before us, presenting, as it does, those

intelligent features of Bank Architecture

which, while they abjure mere meretri-

cious ornamentation, display a dignity

at once worthy of the style, and the use

it is applied to.

In a former number we drew a line

of distinction between the st\les of finish

most consonant to the respective sub-

jects of Bank Building
; making the

Savings Bank a less pretentious struc-

ture, than that for Discount and Deposit.

Mr. Hutton's design admirably illus-

trates the theoiy.

NEW JERSEY ASYLUM FOR THE
INSANE.

HOSPITAL construction is a sub-

ject we have already touched

upon ; but it is one which must ever

prove of the utmost importance to every

community. If man in his perfect

health requires the safeguards which

keep him in that most desirable state,

how much more does he stand in need

of the most careful sanitary arrange-

ments when sickness and disease usurp

the place of health, and leave the sj-stem

impotent, and craving every aid which

his attendants can afford him. His

wealth will command all that science

can give ; but how is it with the poorer

invalid ? He, alas, is forced to accept

of such assistance in »his suffering, as

benevolence, dictated by religion and

humanity, bestow. It is for this latter

class, that, in every community, medical

and nutritive assistance is given on a

comprehensive scale, by institutions

aptly designated Hospitals. Here the

sick are the guests (hospes) of the com-

munity, and receive its hospitality, until

health is re-established.

To the architect belongs the thorouo-h

arrangement of the hospital. All the

principles involved in its sanitary per-

fectness are in his keeping ; subject, of

course, to such hints as the medical

faculty can give him, and such aids as

he obtains from inventions of others.

In our clay this branch of the profes-

sional labors is one that calls forth all

the untiring diligence and careful atten-

tion of the architect, and it is some-

thing to be proud of, that he is liberally

sustained, in his efforts, by the commu-
nity for whom he toils.

The accommodation required for in-

sane patients being necessarily limited

in a general hospital, the establishment

of institutions expressly dedicated to

their wants became general. Lunatic

Asylums were founded on the most com-

prehensive and scientific principles, and

sites for this purpose were chosen, pos-
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sessed of desirable natural beauties, both

in Europe and this country. Some of

our youngest States have shown a com-

mendable zeal in this matter.

At St. Peter's, Minnesota, there is a

State Lunatic Asylum, in course of con-

struction, of an extent that would sur-

prise many of our older States. But

we now claim the reader's attention to

the proposed Asylum for the Insane in

the State of New Jersey, of which the

accompanying illustrations are the per-

spective view and plan of one story,

which we will now proceed to describe.

The extent of front is near 1,200 feet

between the extremes, equally divided

into Male and Female Departments.

Each department will have fourteen

separate and distinct wards, having free

access to the grounds, independent of

each other.

The building, throughout, will be

three stories high, excepting the extreme

wings, which are intended for the most

excited patients. Those wings are but

two stories high, with attics to the re-

turns, and are calculated to accommodate

about six hundred patients altogether.

Each Department will consist of three

distinct parallel wings, every one of

which will extend back sixty feet beyond

its neighbor, with returns connecting

them together. The third return will

extend back two hundred feet. Adjoin-

ing this are the two-storied extensions,

forming the sides of a hollow square.

By this arrangement, the corridors are

open to the light at each end, and are,

consequently, only the length of a single

ward, with an alcove in the centre of

each, facing the front, which answers

two purposes : It lights the centre, and,

at the same time, affords a pleasant sit-

ting-room for the patients, overlooking

the grounds in front. Each ward has

two flights of easy staircases ; one at

each end. One of these is at the front,

and the other at the rear. The latter

communicates with the pleasure-grounds

allotted to the patients. This plan is

repeated in every ward. Each has its

own dining-room, lavatory, and a porch

which communicates with the corridor

through the lavatory. Each porch is

entirely private, and cut off from view,

except from the windows of the ward to

which it belongs.

A is the Centre Building, containing

the necessary accommodations for the

medical and other officers of the institu-

tion. The medical visits are greatly

facilitated by the position and number

of the sfairs, and access to all parts of

the institution by pli3'sicians, attend-

ants, &c, rendered eas}^. One story

is appropriated exclusively to the use

of the Medical Superintendent in Chief,

and his family. This building is isolated

from the main structure, except the con-

nection of a corridor, with the main

centre of the hospital building. This

occurs on each story ; and forms a junc-

tion with a cross corridor that connects

with those of the wards. At the junc-

tion first named are two parlors, right

and left, for friends to visit patients.

The patient enters the parlor from the

cross corridor, and the visitor from the

main one. The cross corridor has screen

doors, to prevent free communication be-

tween the two great parts of the Hospital.

B is the Chapel Building, in the rear

of the centre. The first and second

story of this are occupied by the em-

ployes ; one story for the men, and the

other for the women, with a corridor

through each. The Chapel occupies all

the space above.

C C is the Amusement Hall, and on

the same level with the Chapel floor.

The first floor of this building is occu-

pied as Trunk-rooms, and general Store-

rooms. The second story is for the

Apothecary's rooms, and is so arranged

that the attendants receive their medi-

cines, without entering the centre, be-

yond the limits of the screen doors in

the corridors. The entrance to the

chapel is through the Amusement Hall,

by separate doors : one for men, and an-

other for women, with a centre door for

the officers and visitors.
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D D, Rooms for sick, or private pa-

tients, having entrances from a passage

off of the cross corridor.

E E E are the Alcoves in the centre

of the corridors, overlooking the front

grounds.

FFF are the Porches on the rear,

and apply to all the stories, as well as to

all the wards. They are intended ex-

clusively for the patients.

G G, G G, the extreme wings, for the

most excited patients.

H H, the Court-yards to the same.

I I, the Underground Duct, which con-

nects with the cold-air chamber in the

cellar, at the centre of each department.

J, the Workshop.

K, the Engine and Boiler-house.

L, the Laundry.

M M, the Fans within the towers

;

one at the workshop, and the other at

the laundry.

N, the Chimney Stack, within the

boiler-house. It also indicates a pass-

age-way from one fan to the other.

OOO, Dining-rooms.

The heating and ventilating are alike

intended to be on the most improved

and perfect plan, by the direct current

through flues, prepared for the purpose,

in every rooTif and hall, independent of

each other, and connected with a hori-

zontal shaft laid along the cellar floor
;

also connected with vertical shafts con-

structed in the walls of the stairs. These

latter are three feet square each. There

are two in each ward ; thus giving one

to each range of rooms. Those shafts

are topped out high above the roof, and

heated by a coil of steam -pipe to ratify

and facilitate the current.

The building will be thoroughly

warmed by steam generated at the

boiler-house ; a system which avoids the

necessity for fire in any part of the

establishment, except in the kitchen

range. The steam is likewise used for

the purposes of washing, cooking, and

heating water, for bathing and ether

objects. A railway extends the entire

length of the building, and connects

with the kitchen, which is under the

Amusement Hall, being used to convey

the food to the dining-rooms of the

various wards, as well as to carry the

clothes to and from the laundry-build-

ing, articles to and from the workshop,

and for conveying stores to the upper

story rooms.

THE NEW CITY HALL:
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

THROUGH the kindness of Mr. J.

W. Kerr, Architect, of Pittsburgh,

Pa , we are enabled, on this occasion, to

present to our readers his accepted de-

sign for the New City Hall, at Pitts-

burgh, a building, the need of which,

long felt, had become imperative.

Under Mr. Kerr's efficient direction,

plans and working drawings have been

prepared, and every preliminary arrange-

ment made, during the present winter:

such as forwarding the cut-stone work,

iron beams for the floors, amassing

bricks, and materials generally ; so that,

on the opening of next spring, building

operations will be commenced, and

pushed on with rapidity and vigor.

The Hall will be ready for occupancy

some time in 1810.

The style of the architecture is that

known as " Renaissance"—similar to

that of the City Hall, at Boston—being

a combination of ornamental pilasters

and cornices to each storjr, and moulded

dressings to all openings.

The City Hall will have a front of one

hundred and twenty feet on Smithfield

street, with one hundred and ten feet

depth, to the extreme rear. The body

of the building will be one hundred and

twenty feet long by one hundred feet

deep—set back eight feet from Smitb-

field street, with a central projection

of forty feet wide on the line of the

street, forming a base to a tower of forty

feet square, to be carried up in the front

of the edifice. The body of the pile will

have three full stories and an attic—the

tower reaching two stories higher.



errr hall: Pittsburgh, pennstlvania.

Architect, J. W Kf.kr, Esq.
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A A A—Hot Air Flues. SECOND STORY. B B—Foul Air Shafts.

PLAN OF SECOND STORY AND BASEMENT,—SHOWING THE SYSTEM OF VENTILATION,—IN THE

MUNICIPAL HALL: PITTSBURGH, PA. By Lewis W. Leeds.
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The first floor will be raised four feet

above the sidewalk ; the second floor

twenty-five feet ; the third floor fifty feet

;

and the attic floor, at the main cornice,

will be elevated seventy feet above the

ground. The attic will have a French

or Mansard roof, fifteen feet high above

the crown moulding; and will be finished

with an ornamental cornice and cresting

of iron work.

The tower, or central projection of

the front, will be carried up fort3*-eight

feet above the main cornice, and

covered with a dome, in the Louvre

st3'le, on which will be placed an open

octagon belfry of fifteen feet diameter,

terminating in an ogee domelet and

vane, making the whole structure one

hundred and seventy-five feet high above

the sidewalk.

The front of the building and the

upper part of the tower will be of stone,

and the side and rear walls of brick,

finished with dressings of stone around

all the openings. The dome and belfry

will be constructed of iron, and the dome

covered with copper.

The belfry is intended to receive the

Fire-Alarm Bell ; and the upper stories

of the tower^aud the dome, are intended

for the use of the Fire Department and

Alarm Telegraph.

At the top of the tower, and in the

base of the dome, will be clock faces

of eight feet diameter—one on each of

the four sides of the square—which can

be seen from all parts of the city and

Allegheny. The main entrance to the

building will be through an arcade, on

the first floor, of three openings, six feet

wide each ; this arcade forming a porch

of fifteen feet deep by thirty-four feet

wide. From this arcade we enter a

main doorway, of six feet wide, lead-

ing through a vestibule, twelve feet by

sixteen feet deep into a central rectangle

of thirty-six feet square. This rectangle

will run up to the roof, having galleries,

six feet wide, carried around, at each

floor, from which doors will communi-

cate with all the rooms, and be sur-

mounted, at the roof, with a raised sky-

light, that will be arranged to form a

ventilator for the whole building. On
the rear of the rectangle will be placed

the stairway, twenty feet wide by twenty-

nine feet deep, extending to the back

wall of the building:, having large win-

clows in each stoiy. The stairs will be

built of stone ; and will have a central

flight of eight feet wide, and two side

flights of five feet each.

The first floor will have the Mayor's

offices, placed on the right side of the

entrance, with a side door entering from

the arcade ; and will consist of a Court

Room, thirty-six bjr thirty-seven feet, a

Clerk's room of nineteen feet square,

Chief of Police's private room ten by six-

teen feet, and a private room for the

Mayor fourteen by eighteen feet. In

the rear of the Mayor's offices, and en-

tering from the central rectangle, will

be a public office, eighteen by thirty-

six feet, and a private room of fourteen

by eighteen feet, for the City Surveyor

and Engineer, who will have private

rooms for his draftsmen placed on the

thii-d floor. On the left side of the

first floor will be placed the offices of

the City Treasurer and Controller, each

with a public room of thirty-six by
thirty-seven feet, private rooms of eight

feet by nineteen feet, and vaults of seven

by fifteen feet—the public rooms having

side entrances from the front arcade and

the central rectangle.

On the second floor, in the front of

the building, will be placed the Council

Chambers. The Hall of the Common
Council will be thirty-six feet wide by

fifty-six feet long ; and that of the Select

Council thirty-six by thirty-eight feet,

there being a connecting hall between

them of thirtj'-five feet square, for a

general Committee Room—all being

twenty-four feet high—the Committee

Room being in the middle of the front,

with windows opening on a balcony

over the main entrance, and intended to

be used as a Public Reception Parlor.

On the rear of the Select Council Cham-
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ber will be a room nineteen \>y thirty-

seven feet, for a Library and Museum
of Pittsburgh Art Productions. The

balance of the second floor is arranged

with Committee Rooms, and offices for

the City Solicitor and Assessor of Water

Rents.

AMERICAN BRACKETED VILLA.

THE illustration we here present is

a perspective view of a Villa erect-

ed recently near Philadelphia. It is in

our National Bracketed Styie, which, in

rural architecture, so prevails in this

country as to entitle it to that distinct-

ive name. It is constructed of brick,

standing on a basement of stone, and

having stone trimmings. The substan-

tial verandah, with its capacious shade,

adds beautj'- and comfort to the dwell-

ing. The gabled projection of that por-

tion which is embellished with a bay-

window tends, with the other gables on
front and side, to break up the lines,

and prevent that monotony, which must
otherwise have had such a very disa-

greeable effect on the observer.

The arrangement of the plan is calcu-

lated to give ample accommodation, and

that convenience, which tends so much
to domestic comfort. The following is

a description of the plan, as built:

A, Hall with staircase.

B, Drawing-room. C, Parlor.

D, Dining-room. E, Stairs.
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F P, Butler's Pantry, with slide.

G, Kitchen.

H, Summer Kitchen, with servants'

stairs.

I, Back Stoop, or covered exit.

J, Verandah.

The cellarage is ample and well

lighted.

The second floor is portioned off into

bed-chambers, closets, and wardrobes;

two chambers being; over the Drawing-

room, B, and one over the Parlor and

Dining-room.

The high pitch of the roof gives capa-

city for good attic bed-rooms, and the

Kitchen wing amply supplies the do-

mestics with sleeping apartments and a

garret.

The roof is so constructed as to have

a platform on the top, which is strongly,

yet simply balustraded
;
giving a good,

roomjr place for observation, &c.

In this scheme, as in all such as pre-

sent large roof surfaces, it is necessary

to introduce ornamental courses in the

slating
; and, when this is effected in a

tasteful manner, the extent of roof sur-

face tends to heighten the effect of the

whole composition. The chimneys, too,

must be made, to form prominent fea-

tures, tending to carry out the general

design.

Such a Dwelling as this could be con-

structed of framing, sheathed and clap-

boarded, having the wall-spaces filled

with dry brickwork; a practice which

makes a warm house, and inexpensive,

from the fact that the coarsest bricks

answer for the purpose. Another

method, now coming generally into use,

is the tacking on of felting, to the

sheathing, around the building, so as

to utterly exclude the external air,

which might otherwise find its wajr

through the walls ; as well as to retain

the artificial warmth of the house inside.

There are other, and cheaper materials

for this purpose, chiefly made of brown

paper ; but, whatever is used, provided

it answers this desirable end, must add

greatly to the comfort of the dwelling.

For evidence of possessing comfort, the

appearance of this style is very favora-

ble
;
and must, on that account, at least,

make it always popular for suburban

residences.

BAPTIST CHURCH,
Darlington, England.

OUR illustration shows a perspective

view of the new Baptist Church,
at Darlington, England, designed by
Mr. William Peachey, Architect, which
he has been kind enough to send us, for

publication in our pages. The style is

that which has of late j-ears become so

justly popular in England, through the

highly successful examples of Professor

Scott, whose admirable taste has gone
far towards its establishment, not alone

there, but here.

The treatment of the present subject

by Mr. Peachey is deserving of praise.

He has produced most artistic effects

of light and shade ; and the general coup

d'oeil is all that could be wished. There

is no repetition in it ; all is singularly

striking, and each feature is perfect in

itself. The tower has an air of solid

utility, as well as intrinsic character, in

it; and it occupies the "very position it

should fill. Its spire, too, is in just

keeping with the whole composition
;

having a squareness about it, that fixes,

as it were, the idea depicted. The va-

rious and varied openings of windows
and doors, are so well managed, as to

help out the perfect whole. In fact,

while this charming composition pre-

sents all the embellishment its style will

admit of, there is not the slightest ap-

proach to redundancy.

Mr. Peachey informs us, that this

Church is not yet in a finished state ; as

the portion to the right of the tower is

not yet built. Judging from the photo-

graph of the design in its entirety, we
have no hesitation in saying, that its

completion is to be wished bj- all, who
would admire a really deserving work

of Architectic Art.



BAPTIST CHUIJCII, DARLINGTON, ENGLAND. William Peachet, Architect.
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CARPENTRY AND JOINERY.

ITS HISTORY AND PRACTICE.

THERE is no one art, connected

with Building, which deserves more

consideration than that of Carpentry,

whether taken in its rough form, or

its finer application, which we call

Joinery. The former term is applied

to the working of heavy timbers, fram-

ing, and constructing the essentials,

which constitute the stability of an edi-

fice. It is valued by the cubic foot.

The latter term includes all the interior

finishings and ornamental work ; and is

valued by the foot superficial.

In all new countries, where timber is

the most used of all materials for build-

ing, the various modes of framing are

studied, and practised, to the utmost

extent of scientific information on the

subject. A thorough knowledge, there-

fore, of the relative strength of timbers

of various sorts, and the strains to which

they ma}T be safely subjected, under cer-

tain disposition and arrangement, is

absolute^ necessary to the Architect

who designs, and to the Builder who
constructs edifices.

The young Carpenter, who desires to

excel at his trade, would do well to

study and closely observe the geometri-

cal rules, which govern every line of his

work
; and not to be content with merely

following in the track of those, who
went before him, without even attempt-

ing to understand the mechanical con-

struction of the work, he has just put

together. He should acquire a knowl-

edge of general elementary principles,

at least ; and furnish his mind with all

that desirable information, which would

enable him to select the best materials,

and employ them in the best manner.

Unless the builder possesses a consid-

erable knowledge of the principles of

mechanics, and is thoroughly acquaint-

ed with the effects of pressure and the

relative strength of materials, he cannot

possibly construct any work with that

confidence, which commands success.

Unless he knows the surest modes of

uniting timbers, he cannot undertake
those operations, which require framing.

Hence the necessity for the beginner
applying himself in earnest, until he
acquires a complete understanding of

all the knowledge, within the range of

the art.

The practice of Carpentry, in its

rudest form, must, of necessity, have
commenced in the very earliest aoes

;•^ 3 7

for, in the first attempts at the con-

struction of the primitive buildings of

those days, Carpentry must have been
brought into exercise.

It is probable, that the introduction

of the pediment roof gave the first idea

of framing.

The Egyptians and Greeks, using
stone in all cases, Carpentry made but
little progress amongst them. The Ro-
mans used timber; and consequently

found the necessity for a knowledge of
uniting timbers They also used wood
for cornices. In fact, the early theatres

and amphitheatres of Rome, and ofmany
parts of Italy, were constructed entirely

of wood
; even in the Golden Age of

Augustus Caesar. The timbers of the

roofs of Roman buildings were often

exposed at the ends
; and these were

carved and gilded, as in the case of the

basilica of St. Peter, erected by Con-
stantine the Great. Sometimes they
were encrusted with bronze.

The modern Italians appear to have
given more attention to Carpentry, than
any other people. One of their authors,

Serlto, lays down, in his voluminous
works on this subject, some excellent

rules for the framings of floors with

short timbers
; and many of the writers

on the same subject, of our own time,

have taken valuable hints from Serlio.

Sir Christopher Wren was undoubt-

edly the most scientific of all the Eng-
lish publishing architects, who had
treated on framing, clown to the times

of Charles II.
; and since his day nu-

merous works have appeared
; but all so
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extravagant in price, owing to the neces-

sarilj- numerous engravings, that they

each had but a meagre sale ; and few of

them ever reached the hands of the

working Carpenter.

The French made many improve-

ments in framings ; especially the sys-

tem of curbs for domes. And manjr of

their old cathedrals are even at this day

worthy of attention. Their construc-

tion of centering for arches is far in ad-

vance of all cotemporary nations. The

Germans likewise invented several good

methods of framing.

Our countrymen are largely indebted

to Mr. Peter Nicholson, so famous

amongst English writers on Carpentry,

for much valuable information, which

has had the effect of drawing forth the

inventive genius that is so characteris-

tic of them ; and many remarkable

works have been constructed, on the

best principles of framing, which are

highly creditable to our nation.

The applicability of Iron, to all the

uses for which framing is required, has

led to a still closer study of the subject

;

and Carpentry, instead of losing, on the

contrary gains prestige, by the adoption

of many of the methods of construction,

which that material furnishes ; and, by

taking advantage of the many braces,

kneelers, shoes, &c, which cast-iron

presents.

That Carpentry is a subject of very

great importance, there can be no doubt,

when we consider the paramount neces-

sity there exists for its presence in

Building. The fact is a conclusive one,

that builders, almost invariably, are

practical carpenters. And, that they

should be such, is very clear; seeing that

it is the business of the builder to lay

out the lines for the building ; to fur-

nish all the necessary wall-plates, floor-

ing, frames for doors and windows, roof-

in^, &c. Whilst other mechanics devote

their attention exclusively to their own

particular trade, the Carpenter has the

care of the whole ; and is, in truth, a

fac-totum, to whom all the branches of

mechanic skill look as to a leader. No

one, concerned in the various operations

of construction, takes such an interest in

the whole work as the Carpenter. Hence
the ease with which he can assume the

role of Builder ; and the confidence with

which he becomes a Contractor for struc-

tures of an}' extent or cost. The Archi-

tect himself must acknowledge the Mas-

ter Carpenter as his lieutenant, to whom
he gives the custody of his plans, and

to whom he looks for the execution of

them. A necessity for a thorough

knowledge of all the scientific require-

ments of his position demands of him

an application to their study, which will

make him truly a Master Builder.

And in that knowledge lies the power to

economise material, without incurring

the loss of strength.

The peculiar province of the Carpen-

ter is to prepare piles, sleepers, and

planking, or other large timbers, for the

foundations. Centerings to vaults, wall-

plates, lintels, and bond-timbers, naked

flooring, partitioning, roofing, battening

to walls, ribbed ceilings to form vault-

ing for lath and plaster, &c.

The selection of a Carpenter is one of

the most important things, which con-

cern a building. For, no matter bow

excellent may be the designs of the

Architect, the best points of his plans

may be irretrievably lost by the igno-

rance of this one mechanic, so much

does success depend upon his ability to

execute.

The Mason cannot turn an arch, with-

out his centering; and the correctness

of that arch will depend on the truth of

such centering.

The Plasterer is likewise dependent

on the Carpenter, for his grounds. And
here again the accuracy of the Carpen-

ter is absolutely requisite.

The Slater looks to him for his fit-Id

of action. And, in fine, every single

artisan, as we have said, is subordinate

to this chief; who, call him Contractor,

Builder, or Superintendent, is the Car-

penter; and must possess the knowl-

edge required for his office, as controller

of the works.
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FRAMED DOORS.

THERE is no feature of joinery

which so indicates the style of

finish, in Civil or Ecclesiastical Archi-

tecture, as the Doors. In Domestic

Building, they are especially prominent

and noticeable. We have often seen

an otherwise very effective interior, ut-

terly spoiled by the tastelessness of its

doors.

And, it is not alone the design, which

does credit in this matter, it is the style

of execution in which that design is car-

ried out. A poorly-constructed door is,

of all other details of a building, the

most unpardonable. It comes under

close observation oftener, and is, in fact,

the object with which we become palpa-

bly intimate. If there be any fault in

design or construction, we at once de-

tect it ; for, we not alone handle the

door, but in opening and closing, we
bring it into different lights, as well as

positions, so that the scrutinjr is com-

plete, and the work must be capable of

standing it. The style of finish of doors

is. in the present day, a great improve-

ment on that of preceding times. We
do not allude to the casing, and its

finish
; we simply confine our observa-

tions to the door itself; and, in so doing,

we accompany our observations with

three examples, to assist the reader

in forming a judgment on the subject.

Artistic effect is the ruling thought in

our modern door-making ; and the giving

an appearance of solidity without actual

heaviness of stock the next ; in other

words, to construct a thick door, out of

comparatively thin material. Our an-

cestors were in the habit of giving the

full thickness, both in appearance and

fact. That we may produce the effect

now called for, a good deal ofjudgment
is required in the formation of panel-

mouldings, for it is in that portion of

the door this effect must be produced.

In order to obtain the desired end, it is

necessary to run a raised moulding

around the outer edge of the panel, and

thus deceive the e3
-

e, by giving an ad-

ditional depth, as it were, to the bed of

the panel, by raised moulding around the

middle, and sometimes raising this mid-

dle itself, through an added layer, and

even yet another, with ornamental but-

tons, which, in practice, are usually

termed studs—as shown in illustration.

Segment and circular heads are very

fashionable now-a-days ; and the de-

signer is occasionally puzzled to know
how to fill up the dead space which in-

tervenes between the long panels and
the circumference of the head, the field

for invention being rather limited in

Romanesque, or Norman, although am-

ply suggestive in the various forms of

Gothic.

The illustrations here given are of

doors already executed, and are admira-

ble specimens of joinery. They are put

together, without mortice or tenon, bv
doweling, and gluing the frames with

well-selected walnut veneer one-quarter

inch thick. The core is of white pine,

made in two thicknesses, and glued to-

gether. The panels are veneered with

about half the thickness of that used on

the frame.

No. 1, represents a pair of sliding

doors, with elliptic tops, the middle

panels of which cannot be raised higher

than the side, on account of the peculiar

office of these doors, making such

raised panels an obstruction.

No. 2, is a Front or Hall Door. In

this case the middle panels are raised

and ornamented with studs. This door

has a very good effect, the mouldings

are not overwrought, as is too often the

case, but the play of light and shade is

very pleasing. The base panels give a

peculiar effect of strength, just where it

is most called for ; and the rounding off

of all angles in the prominent panels is

an improvement on the old style.

No. 3, represents the doors of the

principal rooms. The design is simple,

yet highly effective; and, executed as

these and the other doors, here given,

are, proves to be eminently satisfactory.
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The material is black walnut. Some
architects are in the habit of inserting

light-colored woods in their mouldings,

and sometimes have the panels bird-eye

maple, butternut, yellow pine, &c,
when the door is walnut, rosewood, or

mahogany, making a bright contrast.

This practice must, of course, be con-

trolled by the taste of the client, unless

such matter be left in the hands of the

architect, to use his own discretion ; and

where there is a confidence in his ability

and taste, as displayed in other like de-

signs, the client will, most likely, adopt

the architect's judgment, especially if

not varying much from his own. We
have seen very rich effects produced

by this intermingling of various woods,

which obtains especially in the first-

class residences of New York. For

our part, we prefer the darker woods.

With walnut, we would introduce a

slight mixture of ebony, if treated

with care, and properly distributed

through the smaller members of the

mouldings ; and studs should be subor-

dinate, and only used to such extent as

to form a pleasing contrast with the

tone of walnut, rosewood, or mahogany.

Some architects are fond of using carved

mouldings, such as ovae and foliations.

We admit that rich effect is the conse-

quence ; but, does this display of elabor-

ated design repay the extra outlay ?

and again, is such display in good

accord with the structure it is intended

to adorn ?

The difficulty of keeping minute carv-

ing free from the accretion of dust, is

not the least objection to its use. And
when we look at the beauty attained in

straight or curved lines, in mouldings

whose sections display true taste, we

cannot endorse the idea of clothing them

in meaningless foliage, &c. Exuberance

of ornament was a fault with architects

of a bygone day, which we hope our

professional brethren will be cautious to

avoid, ever bearing in mind the quaint,

yet excellent maxim,

" Beauty unadorned, is adorned the most."

Whilst preparing the foregoing paper,

we were favored with the following let-

ter from a valued contributor :

Philadelphia, Jan. 18, 1869.

Editor "Architectural Review,"

Dear Sir : I have so frequently been

struck with the excessively bad taste

displa3'ed by those, from whom good

taste might be expected, as an inherent

quality, with regard to the use and abuse

of the American Walnut wood, that I

cannot forbear giving an expression to

my ideas through the columns of your

very valuable and much-needed Review.

But few years have elapsed since the

introduction of Walnut, as applied to

the general purposes of architecture

;

yet, it is, to-day, an element deemed
essential in the construction of every

handsome dwelling, store, or even count-

ing-room, and, in fact, many of the

smaller class of residences now come
out in all the glory of walnut wash-

boards, walnut inside-shutters, and,

above all, that indispensable ensign of

gentilitv, a walnut front-door. No mat-

ter, if the completion of the building for

a given sum necessitates the adoption

of a rigorous " skinning" process in its

construction ; no matter if the door is

almost thin enough to be translucent

;

only let it be of Walnut, and we have

reached the great desideratum, and feel

ourselves (in our 16-feet front house,

perhaps) several feathers lighter in the

scale of elegance, than our neighbor,

who, in his larger domicile, is entrenched

behind his plebeian panels of pine.

That the female members ofdir com-

munity (Heaven bless them !) have

something to do with these sentiments,

1 think no one will deny. If their first

question, to their amiable lords, is inva-

riably, " Has the house a walnut front-

door?" who can blame said lords if, in

the overflow of conjugal affection, they

naturally come to regard walnut front-

doors as a sine, qua non ?

And, granting that they do arrive at
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this conclusion, who can blame those of

our builders, who are largely interested

in "getting up" houses for market, if

they cater to the public taste, (even

though it be a vitiated one,) find, in

turning out " sale" houses by the block,

alwa3r s see to it, that they are made
respectable, by the shrinking loveliness

of walnut front-doors ?

Now, sir, it is the farthest from my
intention, to condemn the use of Black

Walnut for doors. I think it is deci-

ded ly more elegant, richer, and better

suited to the requirements of architect-

ural beauty than a,nj thing yet employed

for that purpose ; but I also think it

should only be adopted, where the sur-

roundings are "in keeping," and where

the general appearance of a building

warrants the supposition that its inte-

rior details are upon a scale commen-

surate with its external appearance.

Moreover, a walnut door should al-

ways be well made and show that it

is well made, in order to be in the

slightest degree ornamental. The e3*e

is continually offended, now-a-days, by

wretched-looking mulatto-colored doors,

whose gaping joints and cracked panels

(to say nothing of their naked screw-

heads, whose thin putty covering was

washed away in the first rain) seem to

say, " I'm not worth much, in dollars

and cents, but I come of a good stock !"

In truth, a Walnut door should not

have a particle of hardware about it,

except the hinges and lock. A veneered

door, (clear walnut on clear pine,) where

nothing but glue is used, will withstand

any ordinary exposure, and outlast any

other kind, in nine cases out often; but

the cost of making such an one would

probably be more than the entire mar-

gin of profit on many a house, whose

front bears one of the mulattoes above

alluded to ;
consequently, the idea is im-

practicable ; and we are forced into the

conclusion, that a neat, white door is

that, which good taste would dictate, in

the building of small, cheap resi-

dences.

Again, we miy see a great abuse of

Walnut, in the fitting up of rooms. A
small sitting-room, for instance, whose

entire cheerfulness and comfort depend

upon its being light and airy-looking, is

rendered heavj', contracted and dull, by
inordinate use of walnut in washboards,

sashes, jambs and mouldings ; or a cosy

little library is turned into a caricature,

by the alteration of the doorways and

window-places uito walnut arches, in

the " Tudor" style, perhaps, having the

enormous altitude of six-feet-six I

I think, Mr. Editor, that these matters

are deserving of some attention, at the

hands of those who take an interest in

the improvement of American taste, and

in that view, give publicity to this

scrap of gratuitous criticism, through

the medium of the " Review."

Respectfully yours,

F. H. Williams,
• Seventeenth and Spring Garden Streets.

.
-INVERTED ARCHES.

As Used in Foundations.

CONCRETE has, since its introduc-

tion into building, done much to-

wards the equalization of ground for

foundations
;

yet there are some in-

stances of very heavy buildings, with

wide apertures, requiring the use of in-

verted arches ; and, indeed, in no such

cases should their help be declined by
the judicious architect. We very sel-

dom see a large building, some of the

openings of which do not exhibit a

cracked lintel. The exceptions are

really, so few that the rule may be con-

sidered absolute.

It must , be obvious, that inequality

of pressure is the reason for the presence

of fractures such as these, and that such

inequality has. not been adequately pro-

vided against. The ground, however

well rammed, cannot be expected to

remain always uniform under unequal

pressure, especially when acted upon by

the influence of moisture, either from
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above or below the footing-course of the

foundations. And it constantly hap-

pens, that certain soft spots will lie in

the way, over which Concrete, unless

very thick, and consequently very ex-

pensive, has no control. Such a spot

ma}- occupy the site of an opening, and

should be supplied with an inverted

arch, which will have two piers resting

on its haunches, and thus bind them to-

gether on one level, preventing the un-

equal sinking, so generally fatal to good

construction. But, in case the soft spot

should occur under a pier, then it will

be necessary to build piers on the firm

ground and turn an arch over the spot,

on the top of which the required pier

can rest. We here speak in the singu-

lar number, but it will be understood

that many such, if needed, may be used,

always providing inverted arches under

the apertures, for the reason before

given.

The parabolic form is the best for

such arches. It is the surest for resist-

ing thrust ; and, besides this, it has the

advantage of not having to be sunk in

the ground so deep as the semi-circular

arch.

The execution of these inverted arches

should be very perfect ; as, any settle-

ment in them has a bad erfect on the

piers, depending upon them, and con-

sequently gives opportunity for that

fracture, which their presence was in-

tended to obviate. Inverted arches

may be constructed with facility by
moulding their backs in the ground to

be occupied by them, and this may be

very exactly done, by pressing down an

inverted centering, removing it, and

smoothing the bed. The setting of the

brick or stone then becomes an easy

matter.

Besides in foundations of buildings,

inverted arches are constantly used in

constructing sewers.

Fig. I. Shows the inverted arches un-

der apertures.

FIG!.

u^v- - - ",

Fis. IT. Shows a relieving arch over

soft spot {(J).

THE VENTILATION AND WARMING
OF THE

MUNICIPAL HALL, PITTSBURGH, PA.

By Lewis TV. Leeds.*

rriETAT there should be some artificial

-i- force, or power, used to produce

the proper movement of the air, in any

occupied building of considerable size, is

now universally admitted.

But, as to the best manner of apply-

ing that force, opinions differ greatly.

Many engineers think, that there is

nothing equal to a fan, for forcing in

the fresh air, and, in addition to that,

some use a fan, for drawing the foul air

out.

Others prefer to depend upon the

movement caused simply by a variation

of temperature ; and consider, that the

same amount of heat, required to run a

steam-engine, to drive a fan, if applied

directly to a well-constructed shaft, will

* Engineer of Veutilatiou aaid Heating, No. 110 Broadway, New York.
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move a larger amount of air, at a much
less cost, and in a more gentle, uni-

form manner, causing less unpleasant

draughts.

There can be no doubt of the possi-

bility of adjusting the velocity of the fan,

and so distributing the inlets and out-

lets of the moving air, and proportion-

ing the sizes of such openings, that, by

skilful management, almost any effect

desired could be produced.

But, as the traveler on the road, ask-

ing if the direction he was going would

take him to Boston, received for answer,

" Yes ;" but, on inquiring the distance

to that town, was told that "it was a

little more than twentjr-three thousand

miles in that direction ; but, if he would

just turn around, and go the other way,

it would be about ten miles"—so,

while there is no doubt of the possibility

of moving the air in any direction, or

with any velocity, we please, by fans and

steam-engines and skilful engineers,

yet, if there is a shorter and easier way
of accomplishing the same object, let us

turn around and go that way.

We should understand, in the begin-

ning, that all artificial warming and

ventilation is, we might almost say, a

great nuisance. It is certainly much
trouble to supply an abundance of fresh

air, properly warmed in cold weather,

and so distributed, as to create no un-

pleasant draughts in any part of the

building; and, as to change its tempera-

ture materially, detracts from its fresh-

ness and purity, it must necessarily be

inferior to the natural condition of the

external atmosphere. But, until we get

to migrating, as the birds do, in spring

and autumn, so as to keep in a warm
climate, we shall have to continue sup-

plying ourselves with artificial heat, no

matter at what cost of money and care
;

and it is almost time for us to commence
making an attempt at supplying our-

selves with partially pure air. We
should take the natural conditions of

the atmosphere for our guide, as far as

possible. Man is an artificial animal,

in many aspects. He can thwart, or

reverse, some of the minor laws of his

creation, but frequently pays heavy

penalties therefor.

To be sure, in all our buildings, the

warming of them and their ventilation

are almost entirely artificial ; but we
should endeavor to imitate, as nearly as

may be, the action of the great source

of heat and motion, the Sun ;. and the

nearer we can imitate, and follow, the

natural movement of the air, the nearer

we will come to perfection. By refer-

ence to the accompanying plans, it will

be seen, that all the heating, both by
direct radiation and air currents, is

placed around the exterior walls, at and

below the floors ; because : In the first

place, we want the greatest amount of

heat, where the greatest amount of cold

is, so that they will neutralize each

other, and produce an uniform tempera-

ture over the whole room : Secondly,

the inlets of the fresh air are on the

exterior, and the outlets for the foul

are mostty towards the interior, because

the Central Hall in this, as in all other

cases, is the great natural ventilating

shaft. Although it is very necessary to

have other ventilating shafts, that can

be definitely controlled, for special and

specific purposes, yet, in a large public

building, with the doors opening and

closing continually, it is impossible to

prevent a great central shaft, of that

immense height, from becoming a grand

ventilator; and, when all other arrange-

ments are made in accordance with this

fact, it is very desirable that it should

be so.

Now, if the arrangements for heating

were placed in the interior, and near the

hall doors, as is usually done, then, the

moment those doors were opened, the

heat would rush out there ; and the cold

air would suck in, at the opposite win-

dows, sweeping across the whole room
to the hall, chilling every one, in its

passage, and causing universal dissatis-

faction and complaint.

But, if the floors and exterior walls
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can be kept to about the temperature

of the body, 98° ; and if the excessive

cold of the windows is counteracted, by

steam radiators under them, then the

transoms, over the doors, may be left

always open, and even the doors them-

selves could be safely left open, much
of the time, forming a liberal and excel-

lent ventilation.

If, however, we should allow the main

hall to become the ventilator for the

water-closets, the boiler-room, &c, it

would be an offence to the whole build-

ing Separate ventilating shafts must,

therefore, be provided for these ; and it

is also necessary, to have a separate

arrangement, for the ventilation of each

room, in case it is desirable to close it

entirely ; and thus disconnect it from

the main hall.

For this purpose, two large shafts

have been provided, by the architect,

communicating most directly with the

water-closets, and by direct or lateral

ducts, with exits in the floors of every

room in the building, as well as with

exits directly over the chandeliers in

the ceilings in the principal rooms.

There is another advantage to be

gained by the. use of these shafts : In

spring and autumn, when the external at-

mosphere is too warm to require sufficient

additional heat to cause the necessary

motion of the air ; and j
ret too cold to

allow of the windows being open :—then,

by heating the air, in these shafts, by

steam-coils, if the boilers are in use, and,

if not, by an ordinary stove, or furnace,

that will be placed there for that pur-

pose, the air will be set in motion over

the whole building.

It is just at this point, when the

closest comparison should be made, be-

tween the values of the fan and the

heated shaft, for moving the air, because

in winter—when there is a considerable

difference of temperature between the

external air and that in the building

—

all the flues draw freely, and it is very

easy to keep up sufficient circulation

;

and in summer—when the windows are

all open—a fan would tie perfectly use-

less.

The Ventilating Shafts, as shown on

the plans and section, commence at the

foundation, four feet by seven, in the

clear each, the two giving an area of

fifty-six feet.

Their capacity is increased, thirteen

square feet each, where the additional

foul air ducts enter, above the fourth

story, thus giving au aggregate of

eighty-two square feet of ventilating

flue.

Now, we want to know how much air

these shafts will move ; and how much
coal will be required for the purpose.

Of course, in making these estimates,

we lay aside ail other sources of motion,

such as the artificial heating, external

currents, &c. ; and suppose the air in

the building to be perfectly stagnant.

Such conditions would scarcely occur

six days in a whole year ; but then those

six days must be fully provided for.

One pound of coal will heat from

thirty to forty thousand cubic feet of

air 10°. Now we find, theoretically,

that a temperature of 10°, in excess of

surrounding atmosphere, will give, in a

chimney one hundred feet high, a velo-

city of more than eleven feet per second.

Suppose then we allow the six feet for

friction, (which would be larger than

necessary, in a flue of that size, made

perfectly smooth,) we still have five feet

per second for the velocity of the moving

current; and this, I believe, will be

generally exceeded in practice. Eighty

square feet, for size of shaft, with a

velocity of five feet per second, gives

24,000 cubic feet a minute, or f7, 000, 000

(omitting the fractions) in a day of

twelve hours. This would be an abun-

dant ventilation for this building.

Now, to warm these 17,000,000 cubic

feet 10° in the shaft, for the purpose of

giving it this motion, would require only

566 pounds of coal, supposing 30,000

cubic feet to be heated by one pound,

which is a small allowance.

Let us compare this result with that
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of the fans in the Capitol at Washing-

ton, probably the most perfect in con-

struction of any in this country, if not

in the world. According to the report

of the Engineers, the}' burn in summer,

for running the fans for ventilation,

8,000 pounds of coal in eight hours.

This supplies the two engines, one of

30-horse power to drive the fan for the

House of Representatives, and one of

16-horse power, for the fan of the Com-
mittee rooms, &c.

I have never seen the record of any

accurate experiments giving the actual

amount of air delivered ; and the amount,

as guessed at by different parties, varies

greatly. Some give it as high as 60,000

cubic feet per minute, for the large fan,

and 30,000 for the smaller one. But the

Engineers saj', that 40,000 for the larger

one, and 25,000 for the smaller, is quite

as much as they ever deliver, per minute,

in practice. This, for the eight hours

the}' are running, gives 31,000,000 cubic

feet, or a fraction over 10,000 cubic feet

of ventilation for every pound of coal

burned, instead of the 30,000 delivered,

where the heat is applied directly to the

shaft.

Now this saving of the two-thirds of

the coal, is but one of the very small

items in favor of the heated shaft, as

compared with the fan. The fan requires

the constant employment of a compe-

tent engineer, in addition to the fireman

demanded in both cases.

We must consider, as above stated,

that there are scarcely six daj's, in the !

whole year, during which, such a stagna-

tion occurs, as would require the whole
j

power of the flue or fan. On the other

360 days there is sufficient difference in

the motion of the external currents, to

produce the required ventilation
; or the

difference of temperature, within the

building and out, would accomplish

the same object. On all of these 360

days the shaft is doing its work quietly

and efficiently, night and day, without

any trouble to, or assistance from, any

body or thing. But the fan requires the

constant attention of the engineer.

Although it ma}' be possible, so to

adjust the inlets and outlets of the

moving air, and the velocity of the fan,

as to avoid unpleasant currents, and not

to create an undue pressure
;

yet, in

practice, this is found to be so difficult,

that it is seldom accomplished. If the

outlets, from an}' cause, become partially

closed, the power of the fan is such, that

it drives in the air, until it becomes

compressed, like the air of a diving-bell,

inevitably causing headache.

I think the gentle motion given to

the air, by the few degrees difference in

temperature, very much pleasanter ; and

not liable to any such abuses.

An effect will be produced, however,

with just as much certainty, in propor-

tion to the power used.

Taking all things into consideration,

I think the heated shaft is at least ten

times as valuable, for the purpose of

ventilation, as the fan driven by the

steam-engine.

Attemp;s to use the heated shaft have

been frequently made by persons, who
knew nothing about the principle of ven-

tilation, and, of course, have very com-

monly failed to produce the effect con-

templated. But, because an ignorant

man burns his house up, by the im-

proper use of fire, it is scarcely probable

that we shall all discard the use of fire

in our houses.

There are several important errors

frequently made, in the application of

the heat to the shaft, and in the general

application of the shaft itself, to the

ventilation of the building.

I think, in the shaft, or towers, by

which the Houses of Parliament are

ventilated, a large proportion of the foul

air is caused to pass through the fire, at

the base of the tower. This requires an

extravagant use of fuel. It should be

burned in some furnace, or enclosure,

of fire-brick, or other non-conducting

substance, with a slow draught, so as to

secure, first, thorough combustion, after

which, it should be allowed to heat the

air in the shaft, to a small degree, be-

cause while an additional temperatu -e
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of 10°, in a shaft fifty feet high, would

produce a current of eight feet per

second, (less the friction,) it would re-

quire a temperature of 200°, to produce

a motion of thirty-six feet per second,

or it would take twenty times the coal

to produce between four and five times

the effect.

To work economically, therefore, the

flues should be large enough, to produce

the desired results, with a very moderate

velocity.

Another fatal error, now detri-

mental to many of our large public

buildings, is to place the coils of steam-

pipe, or other arrangements for heating,

at the top, instead of the bottom, with

the expectation, that the cold air will be

so accommodating, as to flow up there

itself, to get warmed, before being turned

out of doors. Instead of which, the air

from above falls in on one side, is heated,

and is thus driven out on the other.

I have noticed, in many large public

buildings lately erected, that attempts

have been made to draw down the air,

from the third and fourth stories of

several detached buildings, and, from

thence to conduct it, by one under-

ground duct, to the engine chimney, at

a great distance.

Such complicated and bungling ar-

rangements, will, of course, prove fail-

ures : Because, when the wind blows

hard, on one exposed building, it presses

down the duct with great force, entirety

overcoming the draught from portions

of the building less exposed ; and the

foul air, from the windward side of the

house and the main duct, is often

pressed up into the rooms on the lee-

ward side.

Another very common error, is to

have a flue very large, in some places,

but greatly throttled in others, as in the

House of Refuge, in Philadelphia, where

an immense ventilator was put on the

roof, equal, probably, to thirty or forty

feet area ; and, emptying into this, were

four long, horizontal shafts, made of

rough boards, only one foot square each,

giving an aggregate of four square feet

;

but on the top of the roof, for the public

to look at, was the ventilator aforesaid.

I have been informed, that this was
about the manner of executing the ven-

tilation (so called) in the new School-

Houses, in Philadelphia, where they at-

tempted to use the heated flue, and kept

up a fire to create a draught.

The chimney was all right, what there

was of it ; but, in making the connec-

tion with the chimney between the

floors, there was only the width of a

single brick left out, or probably, not a

tenth part of the space there should be.

Of course, all such arrangements as

these, besides being a disgrace to the

profession, and a great injury to the

cause of ventilation, are stumbling-

blocks in the way of the casual and

superficial inquirer for the best system.

There are so many causes rendering

one flue liable to interfere with another,

unless carried the entire distance by a

separate tube, that it is undesirable to

extend the system of flues to a very

great distance, especially in a horizontal

direction ; and, in practice, I seldom

find any occasion for doing so. It is

nearly always possible to find some cor-

ner, or space of little value, that can be

spared for the purpose, at frequent in-

tervals, throughout the building.

It is a very good plan, to place the

ventilating shaft in the immediate vi-

cinity of the water-closets. All the pipes

for hot and cold water majr be carried

up therein, as well as the soil-pipes and,

perhaps, rain-water pipes also.

They are thus very convenient for

attachment and repairs, and always

kept from freezing, while the building

is occupied. By reference to the accom-

panying plans and sections, it will be

seen, that it is proposed to take some

of the flues from the floor of the first and

second stories down to the cellar, and

let them enter the heated shaft at that

point. These will drawoff the coldest air

of the rooms; and it can, consequently,

be drawn down, with the least force.

The flues from the top of the rooms,

which are liable to be heated excessively
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by the gas-lights, and the flues from the

space immediately under the floors

—

which it is also proposed to have a little

warmer, than the average temperature

of the room—are all carried directly

upwards ; and enter the main shaft near

the top.

It is proposed to have a coil of steam-

pipes, in the horizontal air duct, over

the fourth story.

Although this is heating the ventilat-

ing flues at the top, which was so

strongly condemned above
;
yet, in this

instance—as it is placed so far from the

main shaft, and these flues are in the

centre of the building, and mostly

warmer than the rooms—it is believed,

that it will be easier for the vacuum,

created by the heat, to be supplied by

the air flowing up these flues, than in

any other way. In that case, there

would be no l'eturn current.

The supply of the fresh air to this

building, was a matter of much solici-

tude, as, from the immense amount of

bituminous coal burned in Pittsburgh,

indicated by the dense clouds of smoke,

belching forth from its forests of factory

chimneys, the whole air is filled with

soot.

If a window is raised, to let in the

fresh air, in a few moments every thing

in the room is covered with particles of

soot, some small and some not small.

It is, therefore, proposed to use a

large room in the cellar, thirty-six feet

square and twelve feet deep, for a set-

tling-chamber
; and allow all the air, for

the whole building, to enter that way,

through fine wire screens, which will

catch some of the largest particles of

soot floating in the air.

These screens will be so arranged,

that they can be swept down, or cleaned,

every morning; and probably, brushed

over with oil, to assist in catching the

particles of soot.

In cold weather most of the fresh air,

that is required for ventilation, through-

out the building, will be slightly warmed
by passing over steam-pipes in the cellar.

It is not designed to heat this fresh

air, but merely to warm it to 50° or 55°,

to prevent its forming unpleasant cold

currents, as it enters the rooms, and
avoid too great a shock to the lungs. The
additional warmth required will be sup-

plied by direct radiation, from the steam
radiators shown under the windows, and
the slightly augmented heat proposed

to be given to the floor by the steam-

pipes under them.

This proposition of warming the floors

— so as to keep the feet warm, and allow

the head to be surrounded by cool, fresh,

invigorating air for breathing—is be-

lieved to be of much importance.

It is so contrary, however, to the pre-

vailing custom, which is to keep the

head in an atmosphere of from 70° to

80°, while the feet are from 50° to 60°,

that it may take some time to become

accustomed to it, and ascertain the most

desirable temperature to keep the floor

at, which is probably that of 10° below

the temperature of the body—say 88°

or 90°—which would feel cool to the

touch, and perhaps, be found most

agreeable.

It will thus be seen, that great care

has been taken, to study the natural

movements of the air in the building,

and to work with these currents, and

never to oppose them, in any important

particular.

All excessive draughts have been care-

fully avoided
;

yet, while it may be al-

most impossible to discover any per-

ceptible currents of air, in any of the

rooms, in passing through them, yet it

will be also almost impossible to find

any stagnation of the air in any parts.

The heating surface is so distributed,

throughout the edifice, with the excess 1

of heat to meet the excess of cold, that,

if all the doors are thrown open, over

the whole building, there will be an

even, uniform temperature throughout.

Or, if the doors should be all shut, with

fire in the ventilating stacks, the con-

stant motion of the air will be equally

well secured in that way.
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SECRET DOORS TO LIBRARIES

WE are not at all partial to any

deceptions whatever, generally

speaking ; but, in the fitting up of large

libraries, it often occurs, that proper in-

terior display and convenience of ingress

and egress—from other parts of the edi-

fice, than those in immediate communi-

cation with the principal entrances

—

demand the introduction of small por-

tals, whose coverings are mostly called

secret-doors, but, occasionally, jib-doors.

These are so contrived, as to present

the appearance of shelves, well filled

with books, and on a line, or flush, with

the real shelves of the libraiy ; and they

thus maintain the general effect, which

otherwise would be disagreeably broken

by these very convenient, but rather

abrupt and unhandsome doorwaj'S.

Here scope is afforded for the most

inveterate punster, the most subtle wit

;

and many literary celebrities have

availed themselves of the tempting op-

portunity.

According to the distinguished British

architect, Richard Brown, some very

curious devices are to be met with, on a

jib-door to a book-case, in the library at

Killerton Park, the seat of Sir Thomas

Dyke Acland, M. P., of Broad Clist,

Devonshire, England. As specimens,

Mr. Brown gives, from his note-book,

"Playfair, on the Late Formation of

Trap," " Friend's Right of Entrance,"

" Continuation of Chambers," " Pasquin

at Home," "Treatise on the Law of

Partitions," " Trap on Fictitious En-

tries," " Mullington on Covered Ways,"
" Noah's Log Book," and " Snug's the

Word—By a Clerk of the Closet." The

titles on the sham books, or dummies,

near the hinges are equally appropriate,

but even quainter, as " Squeak on

Openings," "Bang on Shuttings," and
" Hinge's Orations."

We offer:
—"Hare on Speed," "Two

Rabbits, not Welsh," "The Unexpected

Opening," " Blackstone on Quarries,"

"This One Deceit a Merit," "Plus Ul-

tra," "The Guileless Imposition," "Coz-

ening for Cousins," and "Blocks no Bar."

Garrick's sitting-room, in his resi-

dence at the Adelphi, London, had a

jib-door, so contrived, as to appear,

when shut, precisely like the other parts

of the room, so that it was not easily

found, save by those pretty well used to

it. Of this, a neat little anecdote is re-

lated by Northcote, who himself had it

from .Garrick, when thej^ were both, one

dajr, in Sir Joshua Reynolds' studio,

which had a similar secret door. It

seems that on one occasion, a tailor

came to see Garrick upon business,

which being presently finished, the tai-

lor, bowing himself away, and turning

to leave the room, was utterly unable

to find the door ; in his comic confusion

searching all around the room for the

portal, which he knew had admitted

him ; and thus affording much amuse-

ment to Garrick, before that histrionic

worthy divulged the secret, and suffered

him to depart.

Brown remarks, that this kind of door

always requires time and care to execute

really well ; and instances, as perhaps

the most difficult and ingenious, as well

as largest door of this sort, one at

Northumberland House, in the outer

court wall adjoining the Strand, and at

the right hand of the general entrance-

gate towards Charing-Cross. The face

of the door is painted to imitate the

brick wall of the house itself, with which

it ranges ; and so well is the whole per-

formed, that it would be very trouble-

some for a stranger to find it, though

the door is of immense size, being de-

signed to admit carriages. The whole

iron railing outside also moves, in mass

with the door itself, whenever it is

opened, which is only at stated times,

for parties or routs.
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MODERN BUILDING CONSIDERED
AND SOME IMPROVEMENTS SUGGESTED.

I)ECENT casualties, both here and

•> in Europe, have too distinctly

shown how careless are some projectors

of the management of the material with

which they construct their designs.

Nay, some treat the nature of the mate-

rial itself with indifference. Thus, we

too often see a certain poor description

of brick used freely for the hearting of

walls, as though the heart was to be the

weakest part, and the thin surface, which

is intended to meet the gaze of the

passer-by, the best really, as well as

in appearance. Stone, too, is subject to

the same recklessness—shall we s&y,

ignorance—of its actual qualities as a

material in building. How often have

we seen a class of stone used below

ground, that was quite unfitted for such

a location ? For, the stone family, like

the human, has its special constitution,

and is subject to all the penalties of its

ill-usage. There are some species of

stone, which will serve a good purpose,

when sheltered from the transitions of

climate, or the changes of weather

;

others, on the contrary, will endure

almost any amount of severity ; whilst

others again will bear moderate hard-

ship. Some, such as limestone, will ex-

pand when under the influence of mois-

tui-e, and some throw off latent damp
when acted on by moderate heat. Some
laminated stone will exfoliate when
placed in a building in a position, or

bed, different from that which it occu-

pied in its native quarry. In fact, there

are numerous characteristics of the

stone family, which should be studied by

the Architect, as well as the Builder,

before any particular description of that

material is chosen to occupy any certain

position. There is no disguising the

fact, that the great body of our profes-

sional brethren are too much in the

dark, with respect to the whole nature

of the stone, the}' cause to be used in the

walls of the building they design. But
there is a still more serious defect, some-

times to be found in the professional

education of architects, both here and
in Europe.

We find the following item in that

excellent American newspaper in Paris,

The Continental Gazette :
—

" A church in course of construction

at Liniere, in Luxembourg, fell to the

ground, three days back, killing one

workman and seriously injuring four

others. The pillars had been made too

weak for the superstructure."

There can be no doubt that the catas-

trophe, which is here alluded to, arose

from misconstruction, which must have

had its origin in want of that scientific

education, which strengthens the mind
of the architect, and enables him to re-

duce to perfect practice that design

;

which otherwise would be left to the

chance, or the certainty, of such a mis-

fortune as befel the church at Liniere.

Whether the construction of the roof

was defective, or the pillars insufficient

for the support of the required weight

and pressure, it is certain that there was
a detect somewhere, and that such de-

fect, of whatever nature, the architect

was accountable for.

And now we come to a subject nearer

home: At a recent fire, which con-

sumed a fine block in this city, it be-

came evident, that the devouring element

found a ready agent, to assist its pro-

gress, in the flooring timbers, which were

laid within the party-walls, and thus

conducted the fire-fiend to fresh con-

quests.

That such a system of construction is

clearly mischievous, we need not waste

words to prove. It is a self-evident
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fact; and, although the continuous pass-

age of timbers far into part}r-walls is

(let us hope) very seldom to be seen,

yet, that such a practice exists, the de-

structive conflagration alluded to very

indubitably shows. But, apart from this

extreme case, it is a very general prac-

tice to let flooring joists into the wall

at least four inches ; which being the

case on both sides of a party-wall, it

follows that a twelve-inch wall will thus

be reduced in thickness between said

joists to four inches
; or the width of a

single brick ! When those joists are

destroyed, how can such a wall stand ?

Even outside, or main walls, are so

much weakened by the destruction of

the flooring-timbers, on account of the

holes left in them reducing their thick-

ness, that they frequently totter to the

ground, and in comparatively few in-

stances is it safe to reconstruct on them.

Now, there is either a necessity for extra

thickness of party-walls, to meet this

deduction for joist-beds ; or, there is

more safety in careful corbeling under

the lower line of the joists; thus avoid-

ing the practice complained of, so

that the destruction of the joists would

not leave the wall diminished in thick-

ness.

As to the use of timber in flooring-

joists, we propose to make it nearly

unassailable by fire, at an expense not

greater than that incurred in insurance

policies. Nor is this a mere theory
; the

thing has been already accomplished in

two instances in this city, once in

the residence of Mr. Joseph Harri-

son, Jr., on Eighteenth street, opposite

Rittenhouse Square, and again in the

Washington Buildings, on Third street,

near Spruce.

The modus operandi is simply, as

shown in Fig. 1, to encase each joist in

iron, up to, say, three inches of the top,

and set phites of iron between the joists

reaching to the top of the bridging-

course. Fill in the space between the

top of the iron casing and the iron plates

with concrete, or plaster of Paris which

has been used in a stereotype foundry,

leaving an open space between the

flooring and this concrete or plaster.

Referring to Fig. ], AAA are the

Joists. B, the Bridging. C, the Con-

crete. D, the Flooring.

Previously to using the iron casing on

the joists in the residence alluded to, a

test was made, by casing a piece of tim-

ber in sheet-iron, and submitting it to

the action of a strong fire for a consider-

able time. The result was perfectly

satisfactory The timber, on being ex-

amined, was found to be but slightly

charred.

Fig. 2 represents the Joist in its wall-

hold, with the tail beveled. A, the

Wall. B, the Joist. C, the Corbeling,

faced with cornice.

Fig. 3, a Section of Joist in wall-hold,

according to the prevailing method.

There is another improvement, which

we would suggest, in reference to this

liability to destruction by fire. It is,

that the cornice should be made inde-

pendent, as it were ; simply attached to

the wall and secured there ; instead of

being directly connected, as at present,

with the rafters. Our suggestion can

be at once apprehended by a glance at

Fig. 4, Section and Elevation.

A, the Wall. B, the Bracket or Look-

out, held by the iron-strap C, shouldered

to the wall, running through, and secured

on the inside with nut and washer. D,

Rafter. E, Face of Cornice. F, Bracket.

G, Moulding. H, Face of Bracket.

It is evident, that the burning of a

wooden cornice so constructed could not

communicate fire to the roof; and that

there would be no further detriment to

the building, than the destruction of

such cornice, which, when burned, would

be sure to fall to the ground, without

doing injury to the wall. The blocking-

course, or parapet, above this cornice,

could, if thought advisable, be built so

low, as not to show above the outlines

of the latter. Thus, we not alone have

the required appearance, but—what is

better—strength and security as well.
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The above article was suggested by
the following letter, from an esteemed

friend :

Philadelphia, Feb 2d, 1868,

blttenhouse square.

Samuel Sloan, Esq.,

My Dear Sir :

In these days, when we are all excited

over the recent disastrous fires, would

it not be well to consider whether our

buildings cannot be made more safe than

the}' are at present, with very little ad-

ditional cost ? You may remember the

plan adopted in my house, and at the

Washington Building, South Third

street. In these instances, by casing

the joints with thin sheet-iron, they

were made so nearby fire-proof, that they

will, I believe, at any time, resist the

action of the flames sufficiently to pre-

vent fire, of any ordinary description,

burning through the floors fromJbeneath.

I think it might be advisable to illus-

trate this mode, in jtuu* valuable jour-

nal, as well as the method adopted at

the Harrison Building, on Spring Gar-

den street, for securing the cornice to

a parapet wall, so as to prevent fire

coinmun-icatina: to the building from the

cornice. You know the test the sheet-

iron -cased joist was subjected to, pre-

vious to my adopting the plan I have

mentioned. If one disastrous fire is

averted, by what you shall say, it will

be sufficient reward for recommending

this safeguard.

Yours, very truly,

Joseph Harrison, Jr.

Galvanized Tinned-Iron.—One of

the most remarkable advancements in

the iron manufacture, in recent years,

has been the introduction of galvanized

tinned-iron, for an almost innumerable

variety of purposes. This material con-

sists of iron plate coated with tin, not by

the ordinary tin-plate process, but by

galvanic deposition. It serves as a sub-

stitute for plain iron, for tin-plate, for

zinc, and for lead, under certain special

circumstances. It is stronger and more
durable, for many purposes, than lead

or zinc. It is better than plain iron,

where rust is to be avoided. It is supe-

rior to lead and zinc in warm climates,

inasmuch as it does not expand and

contract to so great a degree. Within-

side a house and without, in vessels and

in utensils ; in towns and in the coun-

try •. in manufactures and in domestic

economy, we now find this substance

employed. We have galvanized tinned-

iron, corrugated plates for roofing, and

for the sides and doors of houses. In

another form there are plain plates for

the same purpose ; roofs for sheds, roofs

and sides for storehouses, and many
similar purposes. Then, besides the

sheet form, there are round and square

bars, hoop-iron, wire, tubes and pipes,

nails, rivets, bolts and screws, all formed

of iron thus protected b}' the galvano-

tin process. There is this advantage,

also, which is unattainable by the ordi-

nary tin-plate process, that articles can

be tinned after they are made in the

proper form of iron, provided they are

of small dimensions. The plates are

really a combination of three metals
;

for, in the first place, a layer of tin is

precipitated on the iron plates, from a

solution of chloride of tin, by the gal-

vanic process ; and then a layer of zinc

is obtained by clipping the sheets into

molten zinc.

Correction.

The West Spruce Street Baptist

Church.—In Vol. L, No. 4, page 244,

third paragraph of our description of

the above edifice, it is stated, that the

dressings of the wall are of " Ohio

Clough Stone." It appears through

letters from Messrs. Worthington &
Son, Messrs. Struthers & Son, and Mr.

Wm. Appleton Potter, brother of the

architect, that these dressings are really

from the Worthington Quarry—at

Brownhelm, Ohio—which affords a very

superior kind of stone.
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CRYOLITE.

IX Number VII, p. 445, we gave an

account of Hot-Cast Porcelain ; but

were unable to obtain its chemical com-

position, in time for the press. The

omission is now supplied, in this short

account of a very interesting, and, as

will be seen, extremely useful mineral,

called Cryolite, which, so far as at

present known, is found, in merchantable

bulk, only in a single locality, and that

in the arctic regions.

Near the southwestern point of Green-

land—between Julianshaab and Frede-

rickshaab, but nearer the latter, and a

little to the northwest of Cape Desola-

tion, in latitude 61° 13' north and longi-

tude 44° west of Greenwich, on Arksuk

Fiord, or Arsut Bay—one of those deep,

rocky and winding inlets, which pene-

trate, at intervals of a few miles, the

mountain barriers of this dismal coast

—

is Ivigtut or Ivigtout, the point referred

to, which is thus particularized, because

it is not given in the Gazetteer, or upon

any ordinary map. Here is a little

Danish port, upon a fine open roadstead,

for hyperborean regions. The neigh-

borhood is exceedingly picturesque, the

harbor being surrounded by lofty moun-

tains, upon the flank of one of which,

just behind and close to the port—so

that the ore can be, and is wheeled, upon

a short, circuitous, elevated, graded,

wooden way, from the mouth of the mine

to the deck of the ship—lies the deposite

of Cryolite, a minei'al whose name is

also spelled Kryolite, and, by the

Danes, Kryolith, the signification be-

ing ice-stone. The term springs from the

Greek */>»<>£ [Ki^-os] frost or icy cold,

and y^"s [Lithos] stone. This designa-

tion arises from the mineral being, like

ice, readily fusible in the flame of a can-

dle ; but as it comes from the region of

perpetual frost, and in color and general

appearance much resembles snow and

certain forms of ice, the name is trebly

well chosen. This substance is gene-

rally, in bulk, of a very pure white,

alihough it is found of many hues, even

to a dark brown ; and, while the abso-

lutely pure specimens are of translucent

white, something like pure selenite,

manj' of the richer pieces, assajdng over

eight}' per cent, of Cryolite, are quite

dark in color.

According to James D. Dana : The

primary crystalline form of Cryolite is

a right rectangular prism, with cleavage

perfect parallel to its ends, or, in other

words, in the plan corresponding with

the exact transverse section ; and less

so parallel to the lateral, or longitudinal,

faces of the crystal. Streak white, color

white, sometimes reddish or brownish,

sub-transparent; translucent. Immer-

sion in water increases its transparency.

Brittle. First scientifically discovered

by Giesecke, in two veins in Gneiss.

Cryolite occurs at Ivigtut, or, as it

is often called, Ivigtuk, in a surface

vein eighty (80) feet thick, and other-

wise of indefinite extent, consisting al-

most entirely of pure Cryolite, the excep-

tional minerals, in small quantities, being

the sulphurets of iron and copper, the

sulphuret of lead, or "galena," crys-

tallized carbonate of iron, or spathic

iron, and a few others. Cryolite is a

double fluoride ofaluminium and sodium,

its chemical analysis showing

:

Fluorine, ... 54.

Aluminium, . ^13.

Sodium, . . . 33.

100.

The mineral is found in solid masses,

penetrating, on one side, the rocky

ridge, at an angle of forty-five degrees,

and on the other descending into the

depths of the ocean. The shores of

this coast are so precipitous, that

vessels fastened to the land by the

bow, have scarcely soundings, at the
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stern, the anchorage, though secure,

being almost exclusively by making fast

to iron rings, set in the granite rocks of

the shore.

This Soda Ore, as it may popularly

be called, is found in juxtaposition with

granite, the rock immediately overlying

the Cryolite, and forms a quarry, 600

feet in length by 200 in width, extend-

ing, from the clip of the stratum under

the sea, apparently to an unfathomable

depth ;
the blocks increasing in richness

and purity, as the workmen descend,

large quantities quarried at a depth of

80 to 100 feet from the surface, affording

by test 99| per cent, of pure Cryolite
;

and whole cargoes containing scarcely

a trace of any other mineral whatever.

This gra.id deposite of Cryolite was

first discovered by the Esquimaux—

a

few years since—at the foot of a granite

mountain chain, which, commencing at

the water's edge, rises, almost perpendi-

cularly, to the height of a thousand feet,

and, then receding, forms a plateau,

followed again by ridges and other

plateaux, until an elevation of from five

to ten thousand feet is attained.

The Danish Government has granted a

concession of this gigantic vein, or mine,

for a long term of years, to the " Kry-

olith Mine og Handels Selskabet," or

" Ktyolite Mining and Trading Society,"

of Copenhagen ; and, through arrange-

ment, with this company, in turn, The
Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing

Company are the distributors of this

valuable mineral, for all North and South

America, importing upwards of six

thousand tons per annum.

By contract, the Danish Company is

not allowed to ship any Cryolite of a

quality below 80 per cent. ; and all

cargoes lost at sea are settled for, by

the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing

Company, upon that basis. Practi

cally, by the American Company's

books, the average of all the ship-

ments is considerably above 80 per cent.,

the Danish Company being careful to

send none below. The settlements are

made from the equation of two search-

ing analyses of every cargo, the one by

a Danish chemist—representing the

Kryolith Mining and Trading Society

—sent over to, and residing in, Phila-

delphia ; and the other by the chemist

of the Pennsylvania Salt Manufac-

turing Company, also stationed here.

The last named Company is entitled, per

fixed scale, to a deduction in price for

every unit under an agreed per centage
;

and pays an additional sum for every

unit above the same. This, though a

somewhat protracted, is a very just

method of settlement for both sides. It

follows, in fact, 'the general mode long

pursued with copper ores, guano and

other products of varying quality.

As our readers may like to know how

such an analysis is conducted, we would

say : That a large number of pieces

taken at random from the cargo, as

unshipped in bulk, are coarsely ground.

The product—amounting often to a

number of tons—is evenly heaped, and

divided into four approximately equal

heaps, by a right-angled cross separa-

tion. The two diagonally opposite

heaps are thrown together, ground finer,

again heaped, and again divided into

four nearly equal heaps, of which, this

time, the two other opposite diagonals,

by the points of the compass, are taken

to form the third heap, which is ground

still finer, and again subdivided into

four, and still again two oblique quarters

taken, and again heaped and again

ground, and yet again separated into

four, and two other diagonally opposite

fourths selected, and so on
;
grinding

finer and finer, and alternating the two

fourths chosen, until the mass of impal-

pable powder is brought to quite a

small bulk, which is then accurately

divided into three equal portions, of

which one is sealed up, in the presence

of the agents of the parties concerned,

for the use of the chemical umpire, if

ultimately necessary, one is given to the

analysing chemist of the party purchas-

ing, and the remaining one to the anal-
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ysing chemist of the party selling. No
difference is carried to the umpire, un-

less the two chemists vary two-tenths

of a hundredth part. If they do, the

chemical umpire makes his analysis of

the contents of the sealed packet ; and

the final analysis is equated between his

result and that of the chemist for the

purchaser, the process being long, but

—

for commercio-chemical analysis—very

sure.

No Cryolite can be shipped at Ivigtut,

before its cubic contents have been

taken by the Danish Comptroller, and he

shall have given permission.

After arriving at Philadelphia, the

Cryolite is transported to Natrona,

upon the Allegheny river, twenty-four

miles above Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

where a large and thriving village has

sprung up, entirely owing to the exten-

sive operations of the Pennsylvania

Salt Manufacturing Compan}^ whose

grounds here comprise some forty-five

acres, twenty-five acres of which are

actually covered by the buildings of the

Company, forming one vast laboratory.

From the time when all the soda of

commerce was furnished by its simple

collection JVom the lakes of Egypt, up

through the period of its production by

the burning of the sea-weeds of the coasts

of Spain, Prance, Ireland and Scotland,

there is no marked step, till the date of

Le Blanc's invention of a method for its

production from common salt. There

are few chemical discoveries equal in

importance to this. It has fostered the

glass manufacturers' art, and the soap-

makers' trade, and now gives employ-

ment, in England alone to 90,000 people

receiving annually over $4,000,000 in

wages. It employs $10,000,000 of capi-

tal, consuming annually 1,834,400 tons

of raw material, producing 280,000 tons

of finished products, with a value of

$12,500,000.

A step almost as great, as that made

by Le Blanc, is the substitution, for his

intricate and expensive methods, of

the simple and comparatively cheap one

of utilizing the native fluoride of alu-

minium and sodium, or Cryolite, first

proposed by Spilsbury as a source of

soda.

The comparison of the two methods

may be thus made :

—

First. Le Blanc's method is compli-

cated, requiring much costly " plant" or

machinery, and giving rise, when exten-

sively used, to immense quantities of

hydro-chloric acid gas, as an incidental

or waste product, requiring stringent

enactments, with regard to its condensa-

tion, for sanitary purposes. This h}'-

dro-chloric or muriatic acid, the result

of the action of oil of vitriol (Sulphuric

acid) on common salt, for the production

of Sulphate of Soda or " Salt Cake," con-

stitutes the first stage in its manufacture.

Second. The calcination of Salt Cake,

with Limestone and Coal-dust, for

the production of " Black Ball," or

" Black Ash," an impure carbonate of

Soda, mixed with Lime compounds.

Third. The washing, or lixiviation, of

the " Black Ash," for the separation of

the soluble carbonate, and other soda

salts, from the insoluble lime salts
;
and

the evaporation of this solution to dry

ness.

Fourth. The carbonating process :

—

that is, the conversion of any free or

caustic soda—injurious to the glass

manufacturer—into carbonate, which he

requires.

The supplementary stages consist of

the production of various conditions of

carbonate of soda, and of caustic soda,

for their multifarious technical manipu-

lations.

The Cryolite process is as follows :

—

First. The calcination of the Cryolite

with Lime, producing alumina, soda,

and fluoride of calcium, or artificial

Fluor-Spar.

Second. The leaching, or lixiviation,

of the calcined mass, for the separation

of the insoluble fluoride of calcium from

the soda, soluble itself, and dissolving

also the alumina.

Third. Passing carbonic acid gas (the
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waste products of combustion) through

the solution, for the production of car-

bonate of soda, and for the precipitation

of the alumina in the form of a gelatin-

ous insoluble mass, readily separated by

filtration.

The supplementary stages are the

production of caustic alkali, of the bi-

carbonate of soda, and of soda crystals,

essentialby the same as in Le Blanc's

process, as now worked in England.

The terms " Soda Ash," and " Soda

Crystals," are by no means to be con-

founded. The first is applied to the

anhydrous mass obtained bjr the evapo-

ration, calcination and carbonating of

the liquid from the lixiviation of the

" Black Ball," or " Black Ash," in Le

Blanc's process. It is an impure car-

bonate of soda, free from water, and

non-crystalline. The second term,

"Soda Ciwstals," is sjmonymous with

'• Sal Soda ;" and is applied to the pro-

duct obtained by dissolving the " Soda

Ash" in water, and evaporating the so-

lution to the crystallizing point. The

salt thus formed contains water of crys-

talization, amounting to about 63 per

cent, of the whole weight. Sal Soda is

the " Washing Soda" of the shops. Bi-

carbonate Soda has one atom of water

and one extra atom of carbonic acid, in

combination with the ordinary or neu-

tral carbonate of soda. It is obtained

by exposing " Soda Crystals" to the

action of carbonic acid gas. This sub-

stance is the ordinary "baking soda,"

or " Super-Carbonate" of the shops.

The amount of manipulation, and,

therefore, the main item of the cost, is

largely in favor of the Cryolite process,

as well as the amount of original outlay

required for the establishment of soda

works. With duty removed from Cry-

olite, Soda Ash can be produced in the

United States at less cost, and sold to the

consumer at lower rates, than the im-

ported article. With an onerous duty,

or tariff, on Cryolite we must send to

England annually for 50,000 tons of

Soda, at an enhanced cost ; a direct tax,

thence, is laid on at least two important

manufietures, Glass and Soap. The
fostering of the trade in Cryolite—at

present the only raw material, consumed
in the United States, for the manufac-

ture of Soda—is the erection of a

solid, substantial and important branch

of industry—which has already done so

much for English prosperit}^— and our

release from a heavy tribute to foreign

manufactures.

From the remaining alumina of the

Cryolite works is now manufactured a

substitute for alum, in the shape of sul-

phate of alumina, by which the dyer and

paper manufacturer are exempted from

paying for two expensive compounds

—

potash and ammonia—useless to them,

but, hitherto, essential to the compo-

sition of alum, and to the production

of an alumina salt free from noticeable

amounts of oxide of iron. The sulphate

of alumina now manufactured from the

alumina residue is pure, and more val-

uable for technical purposes, and is sold

at less cost than potash or ammonia
alums. It is coming largely into use, in

supplanting these expensive and trou-

blesome salts, and has already become

an article of export to European coun-

tries. Without Cryolite, pure sulphate

of alumina is a technical impossibility.

The employment of these heretofore

waste materials of the Cryolite process

reduces the cost of the main article

of manufacture, whilst a direct benefit

is conferred on important industrial

branches.

The mineral Cryolite is now also em-

ployed as a source of the metal alumin-

ium. In France, at Amfreville, near

Rouen, the Messrs. Tissier are using it

with perfect success, dispensing thereby

with the troublesome and costby process

of a preliminary manufacture of the

double chloride of aluminium and so-

dium—a chemical equivalent of the na-

tive double fluoride of aluminium and

sodium, or Crj^olite. It is also success-

fully used, in small quantity, in this

country, for the same purpose. But it
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is necessary to have Ciyolite introduced

into the country at a lower rate, before

American manufacturers can compete

with those of Europe.

The metal—practically a new and a

precious one—is, from its lustre and

whiteness, as well as from its unaltera-

bility in air, well adapted for jewehy,

for mounting astronomical and survey-

ing instruments, and for lining culinaiy

vessels. With copper, in the proportion

of 90 per cent, of this metal to 10 per

cent, of aluminium, it constitutes alu-

minium bronze, already an important

article of import; 100 parts copper, TO

of nickel, 5 of antimony, and 2 of alu-

minium, form an alloy, which, in physi-

cal properties, so much resembles silver,

that it is called "minargent." An im-

portant compound is formed by alloying

silver and the new metal, in the propor-

tion of 33 per cent, of the former to 66

of the latter. There is also an alloy,

into which the metal tungsten enters,

along with copper.

About one-third of the Cryolite used

in this country is consumed by the Hot-

Cast Porcelain Company of Philadel-

phia, which buys it of the Pennsylvania

Salt Manufacturing Company, having

purchased last year twenty-five hundred

tons. The porcelain is made by melt-

ing together a mixture of sand, cryolite

and oxide of zinc, both the latter in

powder, so that the product is really a

silicate of alumina, soda and oxide of

zinc, containing, by a recent approxi-

mative analysis of Charles P. Williams,

Esq., chemist of the Atlantic Quartz

Company, to whom we are indebted for

all the chemical points in this article :

—

Silica, . 10.

Soda, . 13.

Oxide of Zinc, 8.5

Alumina, 8.5

100.

Tf the sand contains iron, manganese

is added, to destroy the green color oc-

casioned by the iron. This, of course,

is to be understood of the white ware.

By the addition of various metallic

oxides, this "porcelain," or—in the lan-

guage of the workmen—this "metal,"

can be produced of almost every color,

tint, or hue.

Though this raw material is thus the

basis of the manufacture ofmanykinds of

chemicals, all important, and all paying

internal revenue duty, the United States

Government, very unwisely and, indeed,

unjustly, taxes Cryolite 20 per cent.,

through, what seems to us, an erroneous

reading of the tariff, thus placing the

American Company at a signal disad-

vantage, in comparison with the manu-

facturers of all other countries, whose

governments admit Cryolite—a raw

commodity unique in locality—duty

free.

Cryolite should be free :—as it is a

raw material only available for manu-

factures:—as it is the cheapest article

from which soda can, at present, be

made, in the United States :—as it is ad-

mitted duty free into England, Canada,

and every other civilized country, whence

its products are exported here, to com-

pete with our manufactures :—as it gives

employment to twenty or more ocean

vessels, some built expressly for this

trade, and all chartered hy shipping

houses in the United States :—as it

can only be obtained through two dan-

gerous voj'ages per round trip, several

vessels being lost every year, thus mak-

ing freights and insurance enormously

high :—as it saves the export of gold, one-

fourth as much gold only being required

to pay for it, as would be spent for its

production in soda, if imported, the rest

being freight and labor paid, at home,

in currency :—as it renders us independ-

ent of England for soda, that nation

having to import, from Sicily, Spain and

Portugal, her sulphur ore, of which more

pounds are required to produce a given

weight of soda, than are required of ciy-

olite to produce the same :—as it is no

monopoly of manufacture—the holders

of the contract for its importation being

obliged to take many thousand tons per
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annum, and being both willing and anx-

ious to induce others to enter into soda

and other manufactures; selling cryolite

to responsible parties onty, and taking

stock, in the new companies, for their

profit :—as, with the duty on Cry-

olite, and the low import duties on

soda, there is no profit to induce others

to enter into the business :— as it is im-

portant to introduce the manufacture

of Hot-Cast Porcelain—an American

Invention—into general use, in this

countiy, as also the production of

Aluminium, a precious metal :—as, owing

to the present method of producing

most paiter " stock," or pulp, depending

entirely on the facility of obtaining

cheap soda, if this countiy can be under-

sold in that comraodit}', we should be

dependent on Europe for nearly all the

paper used by the newspaper press, and
much of that taken for books, a proba-

ble embarrassment likely to be much
increased in the event of a conflict

with Great Britain :—and, finalty, as,

in case of war with a maritime power,

the soda manufactures of this country

would, otherwise, be slow in starting;

a great calamity to many interests

;

and, consequently, a cause of detri-

mental depression throughout the grand

commonwealth, which should always

be most strengthened, when most
assailed.

PATENT METAL ROOFING.

THE kind of roofing we shall dis-

cuss upon this occasion, is that of

the Patent Metal Company, of No.

114 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia.

We have not been furnished with the

composition in this instance ; but any

one, so far interested as to be specially

curious, can readily be satisfied by an

application to the Patent Office.

The compound itself is about the

color of new type-metal, or somewhere

between that of polished steel and bright

tin. It is not subject to rust ; and, con-

sequently, does not require paint.

It is suitable for roofing, water-cool-

ers, refrigerators, bath-tubs, bulkheads,

spouting, water-pipe, milk-cans, and

cooking vessels of all kinds.

The joints are made—and well made

—by simpby lapping one sheet half an

inch over another, and running a solder-

ing-iron along over the lap, with rosin,

although in roofs and linings, for greater

security, they are in general regularly

soldered.

The hard or medallion metal, used

for roofing, when thrown into the

form of inch-and-a-quarter pipe, did not

break, but only opened in the seam,

with a pressure of 162 pounds to the

square inch. Ordinary lead service-

pipe, for water, usually carries about 16

pounds to the square inch.

From its nature, of course, this metal-

lic compound can be applied to cover

any part of any building, at whatever

angle, requiring effectual protection

from the weather.

This metal is put on a roof in large

sheets, with a simple edge roll ; and

unlike most metal roofs is not affected

by contraction or expansion, through

the severest extremes of the American

climate.

The Company at first experimented,

in roofing, with a soft compound of the

same general appearance, but darker

lustre, which—after a j-ear's solicitude

—they reluctantly found to be unsuit-

able ; but their medallion metal has

stood every test.

The soft metal, however, has many
important qualities of its own. It is the

only known substitute for Chinese sheet

lead in lining chests and other utensils,

designed for retaining the strength,
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or fragrance of valuable commodities,

such as teas, spices, &c. Indeed, for

this purpose, it is superior to the sheet

lead, having all its good qualities, com-

bined with the innocuousness, in the

metal itself, which cannot be claimed

for lead under all conditions. The soft

metal is non-corrosive, self-soldering,

needs no paint, and, in thicker sheets,

is eminently adapted for all linings,

such as those for coal-oil vessels, water-

tanks, casket-coffins, or, indeed, any

vessel requiring to be air or water-tight.

It is also peculiarly suited to covering

damp walls before papering ; and for the

back wall of shelving designed for stor-

ing articles perishable from possible

moisture, such as cutlery, &c. A patent

paste firmly unites the different pieces

of this metal, when allowed a half inch

lap, into one entire solid sheet. After

the thin sheets of metal are hung upon

the wall with paperhanger's paste, as

additional support, a few small tinned

tacks are driven in the upper edge, when

a little piece of the soft metal fastened

with the patent paste, is covered over

the head of each tack; and effectually

prevents any damage to the super-

dependent wall-paper. With this metal

beneath the paper, no dampness can

strike through.

This metal as a lining is effectual

against the extreme subtlety of coal-

oil ; and is not affected by sulphuric

acid at sixty-six degrees.

PNEUMATIC GAS.

To Prevent Pumps from Freezing.

—A cheap and effective way of prevent-

ing pumps from freezing in winter is, to

take flax tow or rye straw, and twist

into ropes, two or three inches in diame-

ter, and wrapping around the pump,

commencing at the bottom and pressing

it down tightly, until it reaches the top.

By so doing, they can be kept from

freezing in the coldest weather. Each

part of the rope may be made about fit-

teen feet long.

This is one of those most desirable

improvements, upon former means and

methods of making artificial light, which

Architects feel a professional interest in.

There is not a gentleman's country

residence of any pretensions that does

not stand in need of an illuminating gas.

The difficulties, with all such offered to

the consideration of the architect, are

—

condensation, liability to get out of

order, explosiveness, and disagreeable

odor.

The Rand Pneumatic Gas, as it is

called, from the name of its discoverer,

is, it appears to us, the very thing

wanted. It is, in fact, what it professes

to be, a practically permanent, non-con-

densible illuminating gas, by carburet-

ting air with liquid hydro-carbon. The

points gained hy Rand's processes are

so effectual as to produce a gas at once

simply manufactured, excellent for all

purposes, and at the same time so cheap

as to give it unquestionable precedence

over all its predecessors and cotempo-

raries.

A, Air-Pump. B, Test Light. C,

Gasometer. D, Hydrocarbon Tank. E,

Water-Bath. F, Diluting Pipe. G, Gas

Exit. H, Drip Pumps. K, Surface of

the Ground.

The apparatus for the manufacture of

Rand's Pneumatic Gas may be seen at

the store of Canby & Brother, 321 Arch

street.
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THE SUTHERLAND STEAM PUMP.

SOME skilful mechanics, and some

able machinists, are in the habit of

regarding novelties, in their special de-

partments, with distrust ; and, without

much examination, treat them with in-

difference ; or even, utter disparage-

ment. So man}' changes, claiming to be

improvements in machines, already per-

forming efficient service, are presented

for acceptance, with the sole purpose of

making money, that we are not to be

blamed for standing upon guard, and

keenly scrutinizing all new-comers. But

the air, which plainly says, " You can

show me nothing, you can tell me no-

thing, that I have not seen and heard,"

will ever be avoided by the man, who
remembers that we all work from the

common stock ; that we have " entered

into other men's labors ;" that the

powers of nature are full of good-will,

always impartially seeking and using

the instruments offered by human in-

genuity.

May we not believe, that the Benig-

nant Power who built and main-

tains the Universe, at the same time,

prompts the living thought to its con-

trivance, and meets it with the living

force, that man may not onkv cooperate

in lightening toil, and increasing humanDO? o
facilities, but also have the delight of

invention and discovery.

Novelties in machinery should be

looked at with both an approving and an

improving eye, gladty noticing any ex-

cellence ; and desiring to remedy any

defect, or imperfect action.

We heartily sympathize with the sat-

isfaction felt by every true mechanic, or

machinist, in possessing a machine, that

does its work according to hope and

wish : And, consequently, we had a

special pleasure in a late visit to the
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" Ripka Mills," Manayunk, the exten-

sive establishment owned and carried on

by Messrs. R. Patterson & Co. Under

the guidance, and intelligent explana-

tions, of Mr. Follensbee, Superintendent

of Repairs, (the very man we should

wish to have in that position, were we

the fortunate proprietors,) we inspected

some of the new machinery and im-

provements now introduced. Our at-

tention was specially called to the

" Sutherland Steam Pump" emplo}-ed

to feed the steam boilers with water, by

forcing it in, against the head of steam.

To those acquainted with the numerous

inventions in this direction, of which,

perhaps, the best known, and most ex-

tensively used, is the " Worthington

Pump," improvement may seem hope-

less, and any claim to have accomplished

it, presumptuous. One needs, however,

in order to be convinced, only to see

that little No. 2—next to the smallest

size—working steadily, and noiselessly

supplying the four large boilers—and

able, as Mr. Follensbee assured us, to

supply four more—obedient to the touch

of the engineer's finger, and making its

ten or twenty strokes per minute, or

two hundred, as required. The observer

wonders how^"the valve on the upper

side of the stearn-cylinder is moved. He

sees no familiar upright arm, fixed upon

the piston-rod half way between the

steam and water cylinders, and carried,

sliding alon^ the valve-rod, back and

forth with the piston. He hears no

click ! clack ! as it hits the tappet, or

nut, making, at high speed, a perfect

clatter ; and he is told, that here was

just the opportunity for improvement.

Steam alone, acting directly, is made to

do the work, without the aid of tappet-

arms, eccentrics, or any of the compli-

cated contrivances, heretofore consid-

ered essential ; which quickly wear out,

and render a pump useless, causing

trouble and expense. The main valve

is operated by steam, let on by second-

ary valves, which, themselves, are oper-

ated by the main piston—being lifted

alternately, as it approaches the end of

its stroke—and thus allowing steam to

pass into the valve-chest, move the main

valve, and reverse the motion of the

piston. The small valves are very nearly

balanced, by the pressure above and

below; just sufficient difference being

allowed, between the diameter of the

stem, and the diameter of the valve, to

make the pressure on the top of the

valve slightly gi-eater than that below,

so as to keep the valve on its seat, till,

started by the movement of the piston,

the current of steam immediately car-

ries it up ; so that there is no wear,

between the hardened surface of the

piston, and the end of the valve-stem.

These cunning little valves, too, admit

live steam, upon one end of the main

valve, and, at the same instant, exhaust

from the other end, thus insuring posi-

tive, true and certain motion. One im-

portant feature of the steam -A'alve is,

that it compensates for its own wear

;

and having its main exhaust-port always

open, all trouble from leakage is ob-

viated.

These points we learned from our

obliging conductor, and from an article

in the " Scientific American," shown to

us. The advantages claimed for this

Steam-Pump are numerous and make
quite an array, when summed up. Per-

fect surety of operation 5 always start-

ing readily
; no dead points

;
great dura-

bility ; extreme compactness ;
from

twenty to fifty per cent, heavier than

other steam-pumps ; no expensive skill

required to operate it ; small number of

parts
;
pumps water—at all temperatures,

even to boiling—and all other liquids, for

which steam-pumps are used; has great

power, steadiness of motion, and ve-

locity combined with freedom from all

unnecessary friction.

It is especially effective, as a station-

ary Fire-Pump. Mr. Fritz, the accom-

plished Superintendent of the Bethlehem

Iron Works, has, we understand, taken

a No. 7, for this special use. Other first-

class engineers in the Yallev of the
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Lehigh, and different parts of our own

and other States, have adopted and

recommend it, as unqualifiedly as Mr.

Follensbee.

We have mentioned the stillness with

which the one at " Ripka Mills" does its

work. A gentleman the other clay, in

our hearing, spoke of the annoyance

suffered, in one of our finest hospitals,

from the rattling of the steam-pump,

used to force water to the different

wards and apartments, and we thought

that, perhaps, the most agreeable of the

advantages attained by the Sutherland

Steam-Pump, is its quietness ; for it can

be used, in public institutions, or private

dwellings, without disturbing any of the

inmates.

So far, we have spoken only of the

Engine, because the chief specialty is

found in its construction ; but the Pump
part, also, is characterized by an inge-

nious and efficient arrangement. It is

double-acting; and has two hinge-valves,

communicating with the suction-pipe

;

and two similar valves, communicating

with the delivery-pipe. These valves

are hung singly, or in pairs, or all to-

gether, in a plug, or cylinder, which is

inserted in an opening, made for the

purpose, and fastened there. Thus the

valve may readily be removed and ex-

amined.

The accompanying perspective view,

while it shows the compactness of the

machine, will not enable an}', but an

experienced e}T
e, to trace the internal

construction, from the description we
have given ; and we regret, that we can-

not give a vertical section, by means of

which an}- person could follow the course

of the steam through its ports and pass-

ages, so admirably and yet so simply

adjusted, one can hardly help thinking,

that the expansive creature, as it rushes

along, must rejoice at the ingenuity,

which allows it to do so much work,

with such celerity and certainty.

This Pump is already in extensive

use; and the manufacturers warrant all

sizes. It was patented, in the United

States, August 14th, 1866. Re-issued

March 26th, 1861, and February 18th,

1868. Patented in England, October

8th, 1868.'

The agents are Messrs. Gregory &
Stewart, No. 447 North Broad Street,

Philadelphia.

Glass Mosaics.—The production of

glass mosaics requires unwearied pa-

tience, combined with much skill and

taste. In the first place, the materials

of glass are mixed with various coloring

substances, chiefly metallic oxides, so as

to form opaque colored enamels
; these

enamels are cast into slabs, or flat cakes;

and the slabs are cut into very small

cubes, or rectangular pieces. Not only

is every color imitated, but every grada-

tion of tint in each color ; insomuch,

that, at the great mosaic establishment

at Rome, maintained by the Papal gov-

ernment, they have no less than thirty

thousand different tints of colored

enamels, all classified and registered.

With these little colored cubes, a picture

is built up, cop3'ing some celebrated

work of the Italian or other masters.

The pieces are inserted, one by one, in

a bed of cement, which dries to extreme

hardness. Each piece is ground, at a

kind of lathe, to the exact shape re-

quired by the particular tint in each

part of the picture ; and when the pic-

ture is completed, by this extremely

slow process, the surface is ground

down and polished. Views of St.

Peter's, the Colosseum at Rome, the

Roman Forum, the Temple of Passtum,

the Harbor of Genoa, the Bay of Na-

ples, &c, were in the Italian compart-

ment of the Great Exhibition. The

minutest touches, the most delicate

tints, were imitated, and in some in-

stances with surprising f ucc^ss^ It must

be remembered, too, that these colors

are not mere surface tints, not merely

"skin deep." They permeate the sub-

stance of the glass, each little fragment

having the same tint all through its

thickness.
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CONSERVATORIES.

OF all the appendages to modern

residences, which owe their origin

to the increasing refinement and civili-

zation of the times, there are none, which

so markedly indicate the possession of

ease and elegance, as those which form

the subject of this brief notice. They

not only afford a useful and agreeable

means of healthful exercise and recrea-

tion, during inclement weather, but con-

tribute greatly to form a striking archi-

tectural feature, in the general appear-

ance and design of a dwelling. We
would wish to see them still more gener-

ally adopted, than they are at present

;

and there is no very cogent reason why

they should not be ; nor why the size of

the Conservatory should be regulated

by • the size of the house. A cottage

might just as well have a large Conserv-

atory as a small one; because, after the

cost of the first construction, and fitting

up, the subsequent expense of the main-

tenance is about equal, whether it be

large or small.

Besides, a Conservatory property be-

ing intended for the growth of trees and

shrubs, and not for mere plants in pots,

a sufficiency of room must be given for

these to expand themselves ; otherwise

they will become puny in their growth,

and blanched in their appearance.

There has been much controversy, as

to the distinction between a Greenhouse

and a Conservatory ; and they have been

so much confounded and misapplied,

that it is a difficult matter, to define

what is properly a Conservatory. The

general meaning of the word may now,

however, be taken to signify a structure,

which differs from a greenhouse, in so

far that, in the latter, the plants and

shrubs stand in pots, which are placed

upon stages ; whereas, in the former,

the plants and trees are regularly set,

in beds of the finest composts, into

which they are removed from the pots

and tubs taken out of the greenhouse.

The general style of construction is

similar in both
; but, as a necessai'y con-

sequence, in order to give the shrubs

and trees abundance of room to attain

a full growth, Conservatories must be

more spacious and elevated ; and are

generally finished in a much superior

style to greenhouses.

The best aspect for any building, in

which it is designed to keep plants, is in

general the south, or any point between

S.S.E. and S.S.W., in order that the ad-

vantage of the heat, gained by the rays

of the sun, during winter and spring,

may be preserved. Nevertheless, when-

ever this heat, so necessary to the vital-

ity of the plants, can be obtained by

artificial means, the aspect is a subject

of very little importance ; and the glass

may face any point, so long as it is not

shaded by some other building, and the

ventilation is not impeded, or interfered

with.

As regards the dimensions, there can

be no arbitrary rule. The height should

never be less, than that of the apart-

ments with which it is connected ; and,

as a general rule, the width should be

one and a half times the height.

The mode of heating Conservatories

is, usually, either by smoke-flues, or by

tubes of hot water, or steam, carried

under the paths ; or, where there are

stands, these tubes can be run through

underneath them. In whatever manner

the heating is carried out, the greatest

care should be taken to have the method

adopted altogether concealed, as nothing

detracts more from the appearance and

the appropriateness of a structure like

a Conservatory—designed as much for

ornament as use—than to have the

tubes, by which it is heated, forming

conspicuous objects of view.

The architectural style of Conserva-

tories must, as a matter of taste and
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uniformity, be governed by that of the

dwelling to which they are to be at-

tached.

The materials, of which they are con-

structed, are either wood or iron ; and

the comparative merits of both of these

have been the subject of much diversity

of opinion, among men of experience

and practice. Especially in the use of

iron for the roof, there is admitted to

be great risk of the expansion and con-

traction of the metal, from the extremes

of our climate causing apertures be-

tween the rafters and lights, admitting

the external air, and, of course, adding

to the cost and difficulty of properly

heating. Notwithstanding, however,

this and other objections, such as, for

instance, that an iron-roofed structure

is much more difficult to warm, than a

wooden one, the great convenience of

iron, and the extreme lightness and
elegance it imparts to the construction,

will always give it a signal advantage

over wood.

Conservatories, on a large scale, are

becoming more and more popular, each

year, amongst our wealthier citizens

;

and we know some of considerable

pretensions ; but we have not reached

the magnificent proportions, in such

structures, to be found in Europe.

However, we are yet young; and our

hope ardent ; so that, with the laudable

ambition of our nation, there is a pros-

pect of future magnificence rising before

us, which it is our duty to cherish to the

utmost.

STAINED GLASS.
FROM THE OLD AUTHORITIES.

No. 2.

THE MATERIALS.

IN a preceding number, we gave, for

reasons therein explained, the His-

tory and General Method of the Earliest

Processes in Stained Glass. We now

set forth a Detail of the Modes of the

Stained Glass Artist-Chemists of the

Middle Ages. Doubtless, present artists

in glass will smile at some of the sagely

enforced prescriptions exposed below

;

but, still, as these emanate from a por-

tion of the old literature of the subject,

which, perchance, they may not have

read, they might be interested in the

groping steps and darkling progress of

their earnest brethren of the olden time.

If we are not greatly mistaken, the cele-

brated Leonardo da Vinci constantly

used some human being, as a model for

his creations of fancy, often depicting

the face of a lovely young woman from

the time-scarred features of an ugly old

man. Following this practice, of taking

models for deviation, even this buried

rubbish-lore of the art may give an im-

portant hint to the modern artist in

glass.

The Materials.

The Materials necessary for coloring

glass are the sparks or scales of iron,

which fall from the anvils of blacksmiths

when they forge ; white saud, or silicious

earth, or, what when comminuted are

the same, the little flints of a clear river
;

red lead; saltpetre; rocaiile—a name for

the little, round, green and yellow

grains, sold by the tradesmen; silver:

harderic, or Spanish iron ore—artificial-

ly produced with filings of iron and sul-

phur, stratified in a covered crucible,

then to be taken out, and put into the

fire for five or six hours ;—manganese,

saffre, or zaffre—a gray mineral earth,

which colors glass and gives a blue color,

fit for enamel, the name arising from the

fact that it gives the color of the sap-
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phire ;—red ochre
; gyp, or transparent,

plaster-like talc ; and lit! arge of silver.

All these colors are to be ground

separately, upon a piece of copper a

little hollowed, or in the bottom of a

basin, with the water, in which gum-

Arabic has been dissolved.

To produce black, some scales of iron

must be well ground, for two or three

hours, or more, on the plate of copper,

with one-third part of rocaille, and then

be put into some vessel to be preserved.

As soon as it becomes red in the fire, it

is a good method to put into it a small

quantity of soot, grinding this with it

;

or copper burnt, mixed witli the sparks

of iron, is better, for the soot has no

bod}'.

For white, silicions earth must be

heated red-hot in a crucible ; and then

be poured out into common water to cal-

cine it, and afterwards be reduced to

powder. It must then be pounded in a

marble mortar, with a pestle of the same,

and be ground again upon a marble

slab. One-fourth part of saltpetre is

then mixed with it, and the whole is

calcined. It is then pounded again and

once more calcined in a quick fire, as

before; and taken out of the crucible

for preservation. When used, an equal

quantity of plaster or g}*p must be added

to it, which must be separately baked,

and as much rocaille ; and the whole

must be ground together on the plate

of copper.

To make yellow, silver must be put,

in small pieces, to bake in the crucible,

mixed with sulphur or saltpetre. When
it is entirely heated, and taken out of

the fire, it is to be emptied into a vessel

of water. It is then to be pounded in

a marble mortar, till it becomes fit to be

ground on a porphyry stone, which it

will be in the course of half a day, moist-

ening it with water when it shall become

dry. When ground it must be mixed

with nine times as much red ochre, and

the whole ground together for an hour.

To obtain red, litharge of silver must

be used ; scales of iron and gum-Arabic,

each the weight of an escu, or French

crown-piece; harderic, or iron ore, half

an escu ; rocaille, three ounces and a

half; sanguine—described by Felibien,

as a red stone, of which crayons for

drawings are made, therefore, probably

red chalk—three ounces. The rocaille,

the scales of iron, the litharge, and the

harderic are to be ground together, for

a full half hour, on the plate of capper.

After this the sanguine is to be pounded

very small in a thoroughly clean iron

mortar, and then put aside. Next, the

gum-arabic is to be ground in the same

mortar, in order that it may extract

what remains of the sanguine ; for it is

necessary that the gum should be so

dry, that it may easily be reduced to

powder. When thus pounded, the gum

and sanguine are to be mixed, and

turned out upon the plate of copper,

where the other drugs already are, and

the whole ground together as quickly as

possible ;
for the sanguine wastes itself

in grinding too much this time. Care

must also be taken to keep the whole

soft, and of the same consistence as

other colors ; neither so moist that it

will run, nor so hard that it cannot be

tempered with the finger. It is, how-

ever, much better that it should be a

little hard than too soft. This compo-

sition being placed upon the plate, must

be put into a glass pointed at the bot-

tom, which is of great importance, and

it must then be poured into a little

clear water. In the next place, this

substance is to be tempered with the

end of the finger, as much as possible, a

small quantity of water being again

added to it, and be made of the same

consistence, or a little more liquid, as a

stale yolk of egg. Thus tempered, it

ought to be covered with a paper to

secure it from the dust, and must be

suffered to rest for three daj's and three

nights, without being moved. After-

wards, the purest part of the color,

which swims at top, must be poured off

into another vessel of glass, care, being

taken not to shake any part. This
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color, being thus put away, must be

permitted to rest two days more, after

which it is to be poured out, as at

first.

This last color is to be placed upon a

piece of glass a little hollowed ; and the

whole, laid on some sand in a common
earthen vessel, is to be set on the lire to

dry slowly, and to preserve it. When
it is intended to be used, a drop of clear

water is to be poured on a piece of

glass, with which as much color, as is

necessary, is to be tempered. This color

serves for the carnations ; for, as to that

which is the thickest, and remains at

the bottom of the glass, it is only fit

to make some tints for wood and dra-

peries.

Green is produced from ass ustum, or

copper burnt, one ounce ; white sand, or

silicious earth, four ounces ; and red

lead, one ounce. The whole, after being-

ground together in a mortar of bronze,

is to be put into a fire of live coal in a

covered crucible for about an hour, and

then taken out. When cool it is to be

ground dry in the same mortar ; and

then, adding to it one-fourth part of

saltpetre, it is to be again placed in the

fire, in the same crucible, for two hours.

It is next to be taken out and ground,

as before; and adding to it again a sixth

part of saltpetre, it is to be replaced in

the fire for the third time, and to be left

for two hours and a half, or thereabouts.

After this, the color, hot as it is, is to

be taken out of the crucible with an iron

instrument ; for it is tenacious, and dif-

ficult to get out. It is a good method

to lute the crucibles, because few are

found sufficiently strong to resist the

force of the fire necessary for these cal-

cinations.

Blue, purple, and violet are produced

in the same manner as green, only

changing the scales of copper for other

materials ; as, for instance, to make blue,

we must take zaffre ; for purple, we need

manganese ; and for violet we require

zaffre and manganese in equal propor-

tions. The other materials, in each of

these cases, must be the same, as in the

case of green.

Yellow rocaille demands three ounces

of red lead and one ounce of sand, or

silicious earth, which must be calcined,

as has been said.

For green rocaille only one ounce of

red lead and turee ounces of sand are

necessary.

The tints proper for carnations are

made with harderic, or iron ore, and as

much rocaille: after having pounded

them together, they are to be ground on

the basin.

The color for hair, for trunks of trees,

and other, things of a like kind, is pro-

duced from harderic and scales of iron,

an equal quantity, and of rocaille as

much as of both the others. The whole

is to be ground together, and this will

make a yellowish red.

So far our old authority, to whom w0
shall shortly recur.

Stained Glass is so well adapted to

the pre-entation of heraldic subjects,

that, in its gorgeous transparency, we

should be glad to see blazoned the en-

tire range of arms belonging to the

United States, in some grand and spa-

cious hall consecrated to patriotic use.

In the great window at one end should

appear the National Arms, in that at

the other, in an upper compartment, the

National Flag ; in a lower compartment

the Arms of Pennsylvania, as possess-

ing Independence Hall, the Birthplace

of the Nation. Six large windows on

each side, should be occupied with the

arms of the other twelve original States,

and those of the admitted States should

be well and amply provided for in other

piercings of the walls. As badges, the

National Shield, the .American Eagle,

the Olive Branch, the Arrows, the Stars,

the Revenue Flag, the Union Jack, and

sundry variations of the Shield could be

introduced very appropriately. Well

managed, it is impossible to conceive a

finer effect than this would have upon

the pa'riotic mind.
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THE CITY OF THE DEAD.

POMPEII, the buried city, whose
remains are turned up, two thou-

sand years after being overwhelmed by
burning lava from Mount Vesuvius, is

situated in the Neopolitan territory. It

is less than two miles in circumference
;

and in this narrow compass of its walls,

are to be found all of luxury, that man,

in his most ambitious mood, can look

for. Stores of glittering showiness,

dwellings of luxuriant affluence, and

public buildings, that in their archi-

tecture are superb, even in our day of

splendid revivals.

Although this gaudy little city be-

longed, at its destruction, to the Roman
Empire, yet was ifc eminently Grecian in

its origin, and its style of architecture.

The figures painted on its buildings are

all dressed in the Greek pallium : the

Roman tqga is never seen. The order

of their peristyles is the Greek Doric,

so very different from the Roman model

of that order. The many terraces are

invariably Greek, in their design, as are

the saloons, theatre, forum, circus, and

the palaces. ~A11 of these are petite in

scale, but exquisite in taste.

In the suburbs of Pompeii are to be

seen the remains of villas, of which that

of Diomedes is far the finest. From the

examples here left to us, we may learn

the amount of splendor in which the

citizens of Pompeii lived
; and estimate,

at the same time, by a contrast with

our own style, the comforts, or discom-

forts, which were theirs.

The want of glass left their gorgeous-

ly-furnished chambers in darkness; and

the absence of all ideas of chimneys

compelled them to use the comfortless

brazier, with its sickening fumes of

burning charcoal.

In their domestic life, then, the Pom-
peiians had not, with all their wealth

and magnificence, the real luxuries,

which we of this age of the world enjoy.

The villa of Diomedes, to which we have

alluded, may be taken as a sample, being

the finest of the suburban residences of

Pompeii, having three stories ; whereas

most of the other houses had only one.

It shows the double life of those easy

people, which was at once public and

private. The public part is composed
of the vestibule, and the atrium, which

comprehended, nearly always in the

same order, the court, the audience-

room, the wings, and the corridors. The
private part contained the bed-rooms,

the diniug-room, the sitting-rooms, the

picture-gallery, the library, the baths,

the parlor, and the court, set out with

flowers and shrubs. All these apart-

ments were ranged round the peristyle.

Most of the small rooms, for private use,

received no light, but from over the

door; had no fire-places; and were very-

far from being comfortable.

It is evident, from the inconvenience

of these rooms, that the life of the in-

habitants of Pompeii was chiefly out of

doors, and public ; and, that, except at

night and their principal meals, which

were towards the evening, they- passed

nearly all their time at the Forum, or

under the porticoes. The atrium, even

of the house, was a kind of inner forum,

in which theyr received their great friends

and their dependents ; and where they

continued to live in the open air. The
home of the English, the ingle of the

Scotch, the coin du feu of the, French,

or the fireside of the Americans, was

totally- unknown to them.

In almost every house, there is some
difference, in detail, from the rest ; but

the principal outline of the plan is the

same in all. In every one, you find the

hall, the tablinum, and the peristyle,

communicating with each other. In all

you find the walls richly painted, and

with all the evidence of a people fond

of the refining elegance of life.
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The purity of taste of the Pompeiians

in decoration, is, however, questionable.

They were fond of the gaudiest colors,

and fantastic designs. They often

painted half of their columns a bright

red, leaving the rest uncolored.

The apartments appropriated to sleep

were generally so diminutive, that few,

who have not seen their bed-chambers,

even in the gayest mansions, can form

any notion of the pett}' pigeon-holes—
resembling nothing modern so much as

the contracted bed-rooms of ocean-beach

hotels—in which the citizens of Pompeii

evidently thought it desirable to pass

the night. The bed, in fact, with the

ancients, was not that grave, serious,

and important part of domestic myste-

ries, which it is with us. The couch

itself was like a very narrow and small

sofa, light enough to be transported

easily, by the occupant himself. " Take

up thy bed and walk," was, as Sir Wil-

liam Gell observes, no metaphorical ex-

pression. . By the patile vases, found in

their tombs, we are informed, that they

had dinner-beds, of the earliest Asiatic

fashion; tables of citron wood, delicately

inlaid, and cserulean chairs, which Livy

says were afterwards introduced into

Rome.

They had flower-gardens attached to

their houses ; and where the latter were

small, the walls were frequently tinted,

to deceive the eye as to their extent,

imitating trees, birds, temples, &c, in

perspective ; amonstrous delusion, which

the graceful pedantry of Pliny himself

adopted, with a complacent pride in its

ingenuity ; although, in this, he only

paraded and praised a falsehood.

The Pompeiians, like the Genoese,

had terrace-gardens on some of their

houses. Such was that lively and luxu-

rious city of the living—two thousand

years ago—which, by a dire catastrophe,

has been transformed into The City of

the Dead.

ORNAMENTATION
FOR LOOKING-GLASS AND PICTURE FRAMES.

THE progress of art and science with-

in the last quarter of a century is,

perhaps, more marked than at any other

period of the world's history. In their

application to manifold utilitarian pur-

poses, we question whether they have

bestowed more real benefits upon man-

kind, than those developed by their

association with the various branches

of mechanism. And when we add to

these agencies a new-born genius for in-

vention, it is not surprising that the

Patent Office is overburdened with busi-

ness. The multiplicity of patents, accu-

mulating each year, attests the rapid

advance we are making in those facili-

ties which lighten the burden of labor,

and contribute largely to the wealth of

the country. Machinery, at first imper-

fect, and managed with difficulty, has

been so improved as to meet the highest

j
expectations of the inventor ; opening a

wider field for capital, and extending

the area of industry to the last foot-

print of civilization.

In all mechanical branches, a most

radical change has been effected. There

is scarcely an occupation pursued, in

which the operative produces the same

article by the same process adopted a

few years since. Old men will tell you,

that the most finished workman of the

present day, would have proved wholly

incompetent at one time to follow his

occupation, and effect like results, with

the implements then in use. We need

only visit any workshop or manufactory

to verif3T these remarks. For instance,

how would it be possible to satisfy the

cravings for mental food, did society

depend upon the old process for print-

ing books and newspapers ? And if we
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come down to the simple article of

matches, housekeepers would still have

recourse to the old tinder-box, with flint

and steel, were it not for the rapid ad-

vances we have made, and the cultiva-

tion of those intellectual attainments

which project and perfect improvements

in tools and machinery.

We must admit, however, that while

art and science have taken by the hand,

and led forward, almost every branch of

mechanism, that of Ornamentation was

long neglected, and left to pursue the

old beaten track, far in the rear of others.

And yet, no more useful—no more ne-

cessary—convenience pertains to home

comfort. From the building of Solo-

mon's Temple, to the present time, orna-

mentation has been inseparable from

every ancient or modern structure of

note. The humblest cot, the proudest

mansion, the largest hall, are alike in-

complete without its aid. To the critical

eye, a bird without feathers, an animal

without hair, or a man without apparel,

would be no more repulsive, than a

house destitute of ornaments, or those

pleasing reliefs executed by the carver's

handiwork.

Within the last twenty years, much
more attention lias been paid to this art

than formerly. The many new styles

of architecture, and the great competi-

tion has brought out a proportionate

number of new ornamental patterns.

Architects have, of late, given more at-

tention to the effect they produce, and

have become more earnest in their efforts

to establish a harmony in their applica-

tion. A correct taste is as essential in

this department, as that required to

finish a lady's toilette. There is a cer-

tain standard of grace and beauty to be

attained with one as well as with the

other.

One great improvement in ornamenta-

tion, may be attributed to the Dague;-

rean and the photographic arts, it is

needless to say, that looking-glass and

picture-frames are an important branch

of the carving business. The various

devices required by popular taste for

these ornaments, created an extensive

demand, and the improvements leading

to increased facilities for taking ' : sun-

p'ctnrcs" of the " human face divine,"

of all sizes, increased that demand.

Again, the inventive genius of the age

was taxed to meet it, and not in vain.

The superior style and finish of every

description of moulding is apparent to

eveiy observer. This has been brought

about b}' the introduction of machinery

adapted to the purpose, without which,

it would be almost impossible to satisfy

the wants of the public. In fact, the

absence of these facilities would, ere

this, have placed these luxuries (for such

we consider them), beyond the reach of

all persons of moderate means ; but now
their cheapness renders them accessible

to all.

A short history of the rise and pro-

gress of Ornamentation, and how it ob-

tained its present perfection, may not

be uninteresting to the readers of The
Architectural Review and American
Builders' Journal—the writer natu-

rally supposing, that the patrons of that

periodical take an equal interest, with

himself, in all that develops the intel-

lectual and material resources of the

country.

Up to 1848, it was the custom to have

workshops in the lear of looking-glass

and picture-frame stores; where mould-

ings were worked out of the pine lum-

ber by hand ; using a plane and a few

other tools. This was a distinct me-

chanical branch, which gave employ-

ment to quite a large number of work-

men ; and apprentices were regularly

indentured to learn the trade. The

frames and moulding were whitened by

hand ; and the preparation for gilding-

was considered quite a difficult task.

It was necessary to apply several coats

of this preparation to get a sufficient

body to resist the burnishing, and to

prevent its having a damaging effect on

the gold-leaf. Furaice-stone, of reversed

shape to the members, was used to
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smooth the coating ; and then scrapers,

of reversed shape, of wood or iron, were

used to remove the sediment made hy

the pumice-stone. The moulding was

then dried, and pumice-stone again ap-

plied, with water, to make a still

smoother surface. After this it was

rubbed down with cotton or linen rags,

saturated in water, and fine sand-paper

applied to it.

It follows, of course, that in propor-

tion to the number of fine members on

the moulding; greater difficulty was ex-

perienced in making a proper finish.

Some of them were worked out by

moulding-planes ; and, in those of large

size, it required two hands to work

those planes. The whole operation

necessary to complete the article was

slow and tedious ; and required a care

and precision, the least variation from

which, would surely result in a " spoiled

job."

About the year 1849, a machine was

invented and constructed, which was

designed to supersede a great portion

of handwork. It was a carriage, to

which the moulding was fastened, and

reciprocated — the planes holding fast

the moulding in perpendicular action.

This improvement proved to be a saving

of about 75 per cent, over the old hand

process. The inventor was thus enabled

to supply the trade at cheaper rates

than the}' could possibly be made ; and,

in the course of two or three years, he

built up an extensive business, because

he was the first, and only one to sell fine

picture and glass frame mouldings at

. much reduced rates.

Soon after this, another machine,

known as the Woodworth Rotary Plane,

which had been used a number of years

for planing flooring-boards only, was so

improved as to be adapted to working

out mouldings. On this, 4,000 feet of

moulding could be executed, in the same

space of time that 150 feet could be

finished by hand. This invention was

so successful, that it soon came into

general use, and entirely abolished all

hand-work, as far as fine work was con-

cerned. This new facility naturally

disturbed the existing relations between

employers and journeymen
; and left the

latter, for a time, without work ; but

many of them commenced business for

themselves, by procuring the pine mould-

ings from the factories, and finishing; the

work; thus saving much labor, and

the various costly planes, required to

work out the different patterns then in

use. This new turn of affairs allayed

the wide-spread panic among the jour-

neymen
; who now regarded what they

at one time esteemed a misfortune, a

blessing in disguise.

But, too soon for them, they were

destined to be jostled from this condi-

tion of content by another improvement

for finishing the work. In 1851, a ma-

chine was invented for enameling mould-

ings, which produced a most sudden and

complete revolution in the manufacture

of picture and looking-glass frames.

The importance of this invention can

scarcely be estimated. It required well-

skilled labor, by hand, to accomplish,

with the. closest application, but a mere

fractional part of what this machine

could finish in the same space of time.

With this new facility a green hand, in

the course of a few months, could exe-

cute a wider range of patterns, and of

far superior finish. In fact, it could

turn out a greater varietj^ of work, with

a neatness of execution that could not

be approached by hand.

The latter machine became more

widely known to the trade during the

years 1855-6
; and its power and adapta-

tion to the business produced a pro-

found sensation. Capitalists, without

the remotest knowledge of mechanism

—

certainly wholly ignorant of this branch

of it—at once invested their capital,

and started large establishments ; while

those who had devoted a life-long servi-

tude to the calling, and who were un-

able to procure the means to purchase

a machine, were forced to abandon it.

Journeymen, who had prospered, and
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were steadily employed under the old

order of things, were driven to other

channels of labor. We may saj', that

this sudden change brought upon the

latter many privations, and caused no

little suffering, because it effectually de-

prived them of employment, until oppor-

tunity opened up other pursuits. These

are calamities, however, following the

introduction of almost all machinery;

but time eventual'y establishes an equi-

librium, and all share, to a greater or

less extent, the benefit of such improve-

ments.

As the merits of this invention be-

came appreciated, and its efficiency

established beyond all cavil, no little

excitement was created throughout the

country. Large factories were estab-

lished in the principal cities for the pur-

pose of supplying dealers with moulding

and frames. Steam-power was applied

to the machines, and the article was fur-

nished at a still greater reduction in

price, while new styles and varieties of

patterns were constantly multiplying.

This reduction created a demand from a

large portion of the population, whose

limited means heretofore prevented them

from patronizing dealers in these arti-

cles. Now, however, they were placed

within the reach of all, and it is not sur-

prising that the manufactories were

driven to their utmost capacity, nor that

new establishments should spring up in

every direction.

With this increase, came a demand

for various styles of crooked work, such

as oval, elliptic, and arch-top frames.

The science and skill of the trade be-

came centred iii efforts to reach a hi her

degree of perfection, and each year

brought its improvements in machinery,

as well as in new styles and patterns of

work.

From 1850 to 1860, a number of

patents were issued for new inventions,

with the view of adding still greater

facilities to those already in existence.

Some of these were taken out in other

countries; and, up to the present period,

manufacturers are striving to excel each

other by experimenting and inventing

with the hope of surpassing all former

efforts. And yet, in view of the present

most complete process, it seems almost

impossible that it should be excelled.

When we reflect that a frame which cost

in 1850 five dollars, can now be pur-

chased for forty cents, one would sup-

pose that ambition and enterprise in

this business had found its limit.

Up to 1 855, large quantities of mould-

ing, and other picture-frame work, were

imported from abroad, because of the

cheapness of foreign labor. This, for a

time, caused quite a depletion of the

j
home trade ; but when the inventions

we have alluded to were introduced, the

reaction was so complete, as to wholly

shut out foreign competition. In 1 860,

the American manufacturers commenced
sending goods, in considerable quanti-

ties, back to their former competitors
;

and, from that time to this, we have

continued to suppfv them to some ex-

tent. The exportation to Europe of

mouldings and frame work, now consti-

tutes an important trade item.

To counteract this dependence upon

American manufactures, a number of

foreign dealers came to this country

and purchased some of our patents for

the necessary machinery to manufacture

it there. This has not, however, lessened

the foreign demand ; for the reduction

which followed improved machinery, has

placed the article within the reach of

the European masses as it did of those

in this country. Indeed, the demand at

home and abroad keeps pace with the.

increased facilities for manufacturing
;

and it is reasonable to suppose that

public taste will not suffer the least

abatement for many years to come, if

ever.

We regard the science of ornamenta-

tion as practical in its uses, and as per-

manent in purpose, as any other that

gives comfort or lends refinement to our

race, and contributes no little to the

social elevation of society. It combines
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utility with luxury; gives grace and

harmony to the household, opens a

broad channel of enterprise, and adds

largely to the industrial interests of the

countiy. The architect, the builder,

the cabinet-maker, the upholsterer, and

every housekeeper in the land, will agree

with us, that it is also an evidence of

the progress of civilization ; for it shows

the rapid advance we have made in all

that adorns and beautifies.

It is to be regretted, that these orna-

ments, which give such a splendid finish

to the exterior aud interior of buildings,

are used too sparingly, and that such as

are used, are not always properly ad-

justed, or tastefully applied. To the

critical eye, the present mode of furnish-

ing costly dwellings is much at fault.

But little or no attention is paid to the

appearance or style of the furniture.

Particularly is this the case with par-

lors containing large and costly mirrors,

portraits, or choice pictures. The frames ,

are seldom proportioned to the size, and

too often lack the necessary ornaments

to harmonize with the furniture or the

finish of the room. A certain degree of

consistency in the apportionment of or-

naments on frames is necessary to pro-

duce a proper effect, and present an im-

posing appearance. All this can be

attained, without excess of display, or

detracting from the S3rmmetrical rich-

ness and gorgeousness of the whole.

In regard to looking-glass frames,

especially, there seems to be a defect of

judgment, if not a want of information,

as to their importance in giving a finish

to the homestead. How often in dwell-

ings with a neat and beautiful exterior,

aud surroundings to correspond, all

denoting taste and elegance, is the

whole effect almost destroyed, certainly

made any thing but attractive, by the

want of judgment in interior decoration.

It is often the case that apartments are

richly furnished, but the glass frames,

cornices, &o, are entirely at variance

with the style observed in other por-

tions of the furniture, and unsuited to

the size of the room, or the space the

glass is to occupy. The result is, that

however handsome the style of each,

neither can look well, because they do

not match, and this mars the harmony
of all. It is, in point of comparison,

like driving a pair of horses, one a

heavy draught animal, and the other a

slender, wiry, race-horse. The contrast

is equally marked in both cases.

The consequence of failing to give

this subject proper consideration is, that

after investing a large amount of moneA*

for the purpose of having handsomely-

furnished apartments, you are disap-

pointed, and an unsatisfactory combina-

tion becomes more apparent every day

Now, it is an easy matter to avoid all this

trouble and vexation. After furnishing

the apartment to suit the taste, with the

exception of looking-glasses, cornices,

&o, it would be well to visit an estab-

lishment where the manufacture of the

last-named articles is made a distinct

business, and select, from their many
designs, such as are suitable for, and in

harmony with, the furniture already pur-

chased. This is the most certain plan

of securing ornaments that will please

the most critical eye, and be in keeping

with both the exterior and interior of

the mansion.

In reviewing the rise and progress of

ornamentation, it is interesting to com-

pare the past with the present. When
we go back to 1850, we find one small

shop in Canterbury, Orange county,

New York, running, by water-power, the

first machine ever used for this work,

and emplojung some five or six hands.

This was the only source, at that time,

f.om which the trade of the countiy

drew its supplies There are now about

fifty large establishments, employing

from fifty to one hundred hands each,

with perhaps as many more of lesser

capacity.

Among the former, we will mention

the Looking-Glass and Picture-Frame

Manufactory of Messrs. Hall & Garrison,

928, 930, and 931 and 932 North Third
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street, Philadelphia, occupying build-

ings on both sides of the street. These

extensive works contain the most use-

ful and latest improved machinery for

completing all styles and patterns.

Much of it is of their own invention, for

which they have secured patents. This

firm has a large lumber yard attached,

which is generally stocked with about

1,000,000 feet of well-seasoned walnut

and pine lumber.

It became a necessity with us to visit

this, or some other establishment of the

kind, in order to realize, to the fullest

extent, the progress made in this par-

ticular branch of business ; and we are

much indebted to the proprietors and

gentlemanly employes, for their kind-

ness in answering questions and giving

explanations, and the promptness with

which they furnished the writer a num-

ber of historical incidents connected

with the trade. After looking over the

attractions that meet the eye at every

turn in this vast museum of art, we
could scarcely restrain a smile, as our

mind reverted to the little Canterbury

shop.

It is proper to remark, that one of

the above firm may be justly styled a

pioneer in the great revolution achieved

in ornamentation, as he was one of the

first to apply machinery to the business,

run by motive power. His priority in

preparing moulding with a practical

machine, and in moulding the wood by

a similar process, is conceded. He was

one of the few Canterbury operatives

already spoken of, and has applied him-

self closely to the business ever since.

This firm is changing their style of

ornamenting, with the view of attaining

greater durability, while maintaining

the same, if not a more skilful finish.

For some time they used what is known

in the trade as Composition or Compo, for

making ornaments, which were pressed

in moulds made of box or apple wood.

It is needless to say that these moulds

proved to be very expensive implements,

because it required an immense number

of different patterns to make the vari-

ous styles demanded by a great diversity

of taste. In fact, every enterprising

firm invests several thousand dollars

each year, for new moulds
;
and, as the

fashions change with time, many are

thrown entirely out of use each year

to give place to others.

It was discovered that ornaments

made of compo did not retain, for any

length of time, their original appearance;

for they exhibit, after a few years, evi-

dence of decay, and begin to crack and

crumble in small pieces,—thus destroy-

ing the appearance of the once attrac-

tive frame. This defect becomes more

apparent on large ornaments. To obvi-

ate this great disadvantage, the firm

above alluded to, resorted to the use of

a material known as Carton Papier,

which is moulded in piece moulds made

of Plaster Paris. This is an old method

revived, but greatly improved, for which

Messrs. Hall & Garrison have the pat-

ent, and theirs is the only establishment

in which it is used. Its utilit}' is en-

hanced also, from the fact that the pat-

entee is employed by them.

These ornaments, improved as they

are, will last longer, and prove more

durable, than the wood itself. Indeed,

it may safety be asserted that ornaments

made of carton papier maintain a great

superiority over compo, or any other

material, known to the trade. It cannot

crack, or separate, like the latter, and

the mode of making ornaments out of

the former, enables the operator to give

the design all the relief and finish neces-

sary to complete a handsome article.

This last method of making ornaments

out of carton papier will no doubt be-

come generally used in the course of a

few years, for we cannot see how it is

possible to discover a more suitable ma-

terial, or a better method for making

the innumerable variety of ornaments

now employed, as well as the numer-

ous styles that will be designed in the

future.

At one period, ornaments made of
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lead, it was thought, would answer every

purpose. The experiment was tried,

and proved a failure. The principal

difficult}' was caused by the gold losing

its brightness, when placed on a leaden

surface. At all events, it soon assumed

a dull, lustreless appearance, and its use

was totally abandoned. We learn that

as much as 500 pounds of lead have

been used in ornamenting one frame.

This extravagant use of the metal would

be sufficient to condemn its availability.

There was also a large amount of

capital wasted in attempts to make this

style of moulds out of brass ; but little,

if any success rewarded the efforts of

those who made the experiment ; and

whatever may have been accomplished

by this method, must become unavail-

able in a very short time.

Before wo close this article, we would

suggest to the press of the country the

propriety of giving wide publicity to

the intrinsic merits of Carton Papier

as the best and most durable substance

from which to obtain ornamentation

more perfect and lasting. The gentle-

men we have alluded to have turned

their whole attention to this article

;

and in their issue of new patterns and

designs, have kept in view the sole use

of carton papier. As the public become

familiar with this improvement, the old

style of ornamentation will gradually

become obsolete ; for a handsome look-

ing-glass is quite a costly article of fur-

niture, and those inserted in frames of

attractive style, ornamented with this

durable material, will be generally pre-

ferred.

Latterly, solid black walnut has come
into very general use in the manu-

facture of picture frames. This is re-

lieved in some degree with gold, and
presents a very pretty appearance.

We noticed at the establishment of

Messrs. Hall & Garrison, a new machine,

which they have recently invented, for

making and preparing an inside, de-

signed to be gilt and placed in front of

a Walnut oval. It is well adapted to

the purpose, and will no doubt be gen-

erally adopted by the trade as the most

convenient facilitj7 for relieving the wal-

nut, and giving a tasteful finish to the

frame.

Cutting Timber to Last.—At the

New York Farmers' Club, the question

was discussed as to the best time to

cut timber for building purposes, in

order that it may last a long time with-

out decay. Mr. Skinner, who has, per-

haps, the largest experience in this mat-

ter of any one in the county, said he

would always cut when the timber is

frozen. He was aware that other sea-

sons of the year are recommended. He
had tried all seasons, and with a num-

ber of species of wood, and no timber

lasted so well as that cut in winter when
frozen. He said a hemlock stick used

as a stringer for bridges will last longer

when the bark is left on. He had ob-

served it often, and gave as a reason,

that the bark kept the wood moist. He
thought the best timber for sills, or

building purposes, is red elm, next in

order is oak, white elm, or red beech.

For pins, the raves of wood-sleds, and

bolsters to wagons, there is no timber

to be preferred to red elm.

Measure of an Acre.—The Mary-
land Farmer gives the following table

of distances, by which it says an exact

acre can be found

:

5 yards wide by 96S yards long, contains 1 acre.

10 " " " 484 " " ' 1 acre.

20 " " " 242 " " " 1 acre.

40 " " " 121 " " " 1 acre.

80 60i " '« " 1 acre.

70 " '
" 69 1-7 " " " 1 acre.

220 feet " " 198 fiet " " 1 acre.

440 " " " 99 " " " l acre.

110 " " " 369 " " " 1 acre.

60 " " " 726 " "1 acre.

120 " " " 363 " " " 1 acre.

240 " " " 1814 " " " l acre.

Through the intervention of M.
Magne, Minister of Finances, the sum
of 50,000fr. has been granted for the

restoration of the Cathedral of Peri-

gueux.
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CITY ARCHITECTURE.

THE Roman Emperor Nero holds, in

history, a very discreditable posi-

tion, for his mu,ny cruelties. But there

is one act of his, which will ever stand

out in bold relief, as the very worst, be-

cause, in its comprehensiveness, it was

the greatest act of wickedness, within

his power to perform. We here al-

lude, of course, to the incendiary act,

which so nearly destroyed the city of

Rome. The coolness, too, with which

he amused himself, in view of his arch

bit of mischief, for

" Nero fiddled while Rome was burning,"

might still add a blacker mark to the

indelible score, which history has at-

tached to his name. It may be a blem-

ish, in the reflective power of our judg-

ment, which causes us to find a palliative

light in this darkness of character, at

least as far as the conflagration in ques-

tion is concerned ; and, no doubt, the

classic and virtuous reader will at first

shrink from the bare mention of the

idea, that Nero, in this act of burning

shame, was not so great an enemy to

society as then appeared ; even though

nineteen centuries since have not im-

proved his fame: for, no one ever

has publicly questioned the sheer bar-

barity of the crime. Now, we, as lovers

of architecture, are naturally prone to

do, what justice can be done to his

good intentions, in this apparently most

flagrant sin ; and, with that view, we ask

of the reader to bear with us ; and,

banishing prejudice, consider the merits,

such as they are, of the case.

Nero was an ardent lover of archi-

tecture, in his day. It was his ruling

passi.on ; as it was that of another bad

prince, who since ruled England, under

the title of George IV.

The dwelling-houses of the Romans
were, for centuries, but one story high,

each surrounded by a portico, which

served as the passage to the rooms, the

only light being through transoms over

the doors of these rooms. Towards the

close of the Commonwealth, the houses

were of two stories, the upper rooms

being for festive purposes.

When Nero took the imperial purple,

Rome was any thing but agreeable to

taste. Its streets were narrow and ir-

regular. Its houses of various heights
;

and, in fact, it presented much the ap-

pearance that Constantinople does at

this day, with the exception, that the

city of the Sultan shows a palace, which

Rome, at that time, could not. Sixt}'-

four years after the birth of Christ, the

overwhelming conflagration took place,

which left the greater part of Rome in

ashes. Now, whether this was the secret

act of Nero, carried out by his hirelings,

or the awful consequences of a mere

accident, no one can say ; but certain it

is, that Rome was burned, and that the

Emperor appeared to enjoy the catas-

trophe. Well, we said, that Nero had a

love for architecture; and, by conse-

quence, had a hatred for Rome, as it

then stood. So, when the fire (which

was, nevertheless, a purifier in this case)

had completed its work, the Emperor

began to indulge his taste ; and laid

out the streets in greater breadth ; in

fact, so broad that the citizens com-

plained of his leaving them scarcely any

shelter from the sun. The houses were

built up to five, six, and even eight sto-

ries, and each dwelling was fenced round

with ornamental curtain walls, and had

its court yard. Nero not alone did this

for Rome, but he commenced, and all

but completed, one of the most magnifi-

cent palaces, which that age of the world

could boast of. So superb was this im-

perial residence, that Pliny, the histo-

rian, speaks of it in terms of laudation

sufficient to carry the mind into oriental

romance. He calls it the domus aarea,

from the gold ornamentation, which
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shone on every side. In the vestibule

stood a colossal statue of Nero himself,

of the immense height of one hundred

and twenty feet. There were three por-

ticos, each a mile in length, and sup-

ported by three rows of pillars. Inside

this palace the rooms were lined with

gold, gems, and mother-of-pearl. The

ceilings of the dining-rooms were

adorned with ivory panels, so contrived,

as to turn round and scatter flowers and

shower perfumes on the guests. The

principal banqueting-room revolved

upon itself, representing the motions

of the heavenly bodies. The baths were

supplied with salt-water from the sea
;

and mineral-water from the Albula.

Such was the palace of Nero. But, it

is not to all this selfish outlay of the

public treasure, that we wish the reader

to look, as to a bright spot in the char-

acter of Nero. It is to the fact, that he

was the first to lay out streets, with any

thing approaching symmetry, if not

elegance. As we have said, he found

Rome crowded, dirty, and inconvenient

;

and he gloried in the progress of the

devouring element, which was to make

a clearance at once, that his enlarged

ideas, of what a city should be, might

have a fair chance of being realized;

"Out of evil cometh good;" and from

the crime of the incendiary sprung up

the blessing of a renewed and vastly

improved city. Can we not all, even

here in our American cities, look back,

with a feeling of positive pleasure, on the

purifying effects of the visitations of

extensive fires ? There are instances,

north, south, east and west, of these

wholesale destructions, which, at the

time, caused the nation's heart to shrink
;

and, in no one case, has the calamity

failed to eventuate in beneficial results,

to the cities visited b}' its fiery scourge.

Such seeming misfortunes, then, are

truly blessings in disguise ; and Nero,

wretch that he was, in a humanitarian

point of view, was no less a benefactor

of his race ; and, to this day, we feel

the advantages, which his taste in street-

architecture has confeiu'ed upon the

civilized world.

Augustus had previously restrained

the desire of the Roman citizens for

building houses of inordinate height,

confining them to seventy feet. Trajan,

subsequently, would not permit any resi-

dence, to exceed sixty feet. So, these

emperors controlled the fashions in

building, and compelled their subjects

to have regard to the general appear-

ance of the streets. Consequently,

Rome became a city, such as was never

before seen, or perhaps thought of.

It is not in the nature of republican

institutions, to submit our varied taste

to the will of one man. But, if the

architects, who are really the manufac-

turers of taste in building, were to be

more under the control of one grand

idea, namely, the unity of feeling in the

construction of the houses, which form

a street, we might have cause to rejoice

in the influence their government of the

architecture of our cities would inevita-

bly display

But, unhappily, it is not alone the

private buildings, but the public ones,

which are constantly rendered inimical

to taste and propriety, by the over-

ruling authority of individual power,

either monied or political, controlling

the architect and enforcing that which

is either inexpedient, or altogether ad-

verse to the public comfort ; or the rules

of taste, \>y which such buildings should

be governed for the sake of the city.

How often do we see municipal build-

ings put up, without regard to any thing,

save a deference to one-man power, or

to one-party power, which amounts to

the same thing. And how frequently

do we see those ill-advised erections,

after a few years, pulled down to the

ground, from which they never should

have started, to be replaced by becom-

ing structures, which might have been

built at first. Municipal governments

are apt to be short-sighted, in such mat-

ters ; and, most unaccountably, build,

as though their reign was the climax
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of the city's progress ; the goal bej'ond

which it were Utopian to dream. But

cities will grow, while civic rulers die
;

and succeeding generations will ques-

tion the common sense of those, who
could not discern, in the inevitable fu-

ture, the increased value of the property,

for which the tax-payers would one day

be compelled to provide ; the which they

could most easily have been provided

with, at an accumulating interest, had

their dead "conscript fathers" but se-

cured their interests, when they could

have done so most economically and

wisely.

In this way, we find our Western

cities, in our day ©f "park fever," com-

pelled to pay enormously, for what
might have been secured to them, but

a few years back, for a comparatively

trifling sum. And so it is with public

buildings. We could cite many cities

laboring under the misfortune, to-day,

of an exhausted treasury, amid grow-

ing demands for "room, more room."

Fire may be a destroying demon for

the time, as Nero was an absolute ty-

rant over those he ruled. But, either,

or both, of those monsters might do

good, to posterity at least, the one in

destroying barriers to improvement

;

the other in enforcing the principles,

which curb a community to its own ulti-

mate good.

THE DOME.
THIS beautiful feature, in Architec-

ture, whether copied from the cer-

ulean canopy which overhangs our globe,

or not, has certainly a most inappropri-

ate name ; coming, as it does, from the

Latin word domus, a house. The Italians

apply the term duomo to a church ; sig-

nifying " thejiouse of God." But, what

we accept, as the meaning, is a certain

description of arched covering for the

principal part of a building, civil or

ecclesiastic. In the church, it canopies

the altar ; in the civil building, it crowns

the rotunda, or great hall.

In both Civil and Ecclesiastical Archi-

tecture, we find domes of great size, and

every way worthy of the closest obser-

vation of the amateur, or the professional

architect. The remains of such struc-

tures still existing in Europe display, in

an eminent degree, the skill and geo-

metrical knowledge possessed by the de-

signers and artizans of those days in

which they were executed. In the golden

age, when Augustus Caesar added so

many treasures of art to the Roman em-

pire, was erected that wonderful dome

(considering its early date in the history

of such constructions) which stands to

this day as a proof ©f the perfection of

its execution, the Pantheon—then, as

its name denotes, dedicated to " all the

gods;" now, under the Christian dis-

pensation, entitled Santa Maria Ro-

tonda—whose statued niches, which

once exhibited the heathen deities, now
present the effigies of all the Saints.

This, the most magniOcent dome of an-

tiquity, is still entire. It is in the form

of a hemisphere, enriched with panels, or

cotters ; and terminates above with a

circular curbed opening, called the eye.

The dimensions of this great dome are:

—

Internal diameter, 142 feet 8^ inches.

The eye, 28 feet 6 inches in diameter.

The height of actual dome, 10 feet 8

inches. It is composed of bricks and

rubble. The thickness at the base being

17 feet, at the top 5 feet 1^ inches.

The circular wall, which supports the

dome, is 20 feet thick ; but is divided

by several large openings, and has dis-

charging arches of brick.

This dome is perfectly incombustible,

and as such, as well as being exceed-

ingly economical, for the times, and

very durable, may be looked upon as

the best covering that could have been
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designed, for such a vast open area of

building as the Pantheon.

We will pass over a number of lesser

constructions, to review the next dome

in size.

Santa Sophia, at Constantinople,

built in the reign of Justinian, is the

earliest construction of dome, after those

of the Romans, and perhaps one of the

most remarkable in history. The archi-

tect, Anthem ius, proposed to the Em-

peror to erect a church, the dome of

which should far transcend that of the

Pantheon. Assisted by the architect

Isidorus, he made his design, which in

vaulting ambition, certainly surpassed

any thing that had been yet thought of.

Justinian was struck with the sublimity

of the thought ; and ordered the archi-

tect to put it in execution. Anthemius

commenced by erecting four pillars at

the angles of a square, 115 feet from

each other, and 112 feet high. He
turned arches over each of these open-

ings, and corbeled out the corners ; until,

at last, he formed a true circle. On this

circle, he raised his dome. Whilst con-

structing this circle, or ring, he built up

heavy walls, auxiliary to the piers, two

against the north and two against the

south sides. These walls were each 90

feet long, and built up to counteract

the thrust, which was making palpable

demonstrations in that direction. But

scarcely had he secured himself on the

north and south, when the east and west

piers showed symptoms of rebellion.

To meet this difficulty, he built up a

half-cyliuder on the east side, and an-

other on the west, over each of which

he turned a half-dome, so as to abut

against those arches ; conceiving such

support to be sufficient. But it proved

not to be equal to the occasion, for the

dome pushed out, and after lingering

a few months, fell ; carrying with it one

of those half- domes.

This casualty so affected Anthemius,

that he fell into a state of despondency,

which shortly ended in his death. He
was succeeded in office by his coadjutor

Isidorus, who at once set to work to in-

crease the resisting parts, and strengthen,

by filling up all open work in the span-

drils, which were designed for lightness

by his predecessor. But, it again gave

way. He then buttressed the east and

west arches, by powerfully built cloisters,

on the outside of the cylindrical walls

before mentioned ; from these he con-

structed flying buttresses, which he in-

tended should make his dome secure.

But, all his devices failed ; and, before

the new dome had reached half its alti-

tude, it once more hurried to the ground.

With his main arches either overset, or

badly fractured, the poor architect stud-

ied in vain to carry out the original

thought of Anthemius ; but finally had

to multiply small arches, and reduce the

overpowering weight, by using pumice

stone ; besides filling up the northern and

southern arcades with more solid work,

and three stories of arches. At last the

dome was finished. But, how different

was the plan executed from that de-

signed !

Since the followers of Mohammed
came into possession, and St. Sophia

assumed the worship of the Mosque,

the Turks have tenanted the cloisters

with motley stores for merchandise
; and

the whole is surrounded with narrow,

filthy streets, or rather lanes, rendering

it any thing but admirable externally.

The dome at present, looms up beauti-

fully, when Constantinople is viewed

from the Golden Horn, beneath the har-

monizing influence of an oriental sky.

There is much allowance to be made
for the failure of the original dome of

St. Sophia, when we consider the crude

condition of science on this subject at

that time. In succeeding ages, St.

Peter's, at Pome, far surpassed the

great Mosque , and in diameter, was

second only to the Pantheon. So much
has been said by scientific and literary

writers about this stupendous cathedral,

as a whole, that we will avoid all allu-

sion to any thing outside of that which

directly concerns our present subject,
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the dome. This was the conception of

Michael Angelo , and so completely did

it possess his mind, that he might have

truly said :

—

" Still shall thou be my waking theme
;

Thy glory still my midnight dream."

And a glorious creation it is, when taken

by itself, apart from all detracting sur-

roundings.

As we have seen at St. Sophia's, the

idea of construction, in domes, was on

strong piers, arched together on the

square, and the circle, or ring, made up

of corbeling. The architects of succeed-

ing generations continued this practice,

up to the time of which we write. Mi-

chael Angelo at once produced a grander

effect, by substituting for the corbeling,

double consoles. On these, he con-

structed a small cornice, which served

as an impost for eight arches, upon the

upper part of which he built the dome.

Externally, the plinth is an octagon
;

internally, a circle. "The diameter of

the octagon is 192 feet 9 inches, that of

the circle, 13-4 feet %\ inches. The thick-

ness of this plinth at its lesser section,

is 29 feet 3 inches. On this plinth, is a

circular stylobate, 28 feet 6^ inches

thick. This thickness is divided by pas-

sages, respectively 5 feet 10 inches, and

2 feet 10 inches wide. These latter

form flights of steps, communicating

with the four spiral staircases formed in

the thickness of the wall of the drum of

the dome, which is raised up by the cir-

cular stylobate 12 feet 4^ inches, and is

1 feet thick.

The construction is of broken brick

and rubble masonry , the interior being

formed of hard bricks stuccoed. Exter-

nally, the work is faced with thin slabs

of Travertine stone, which was, by order

of Sixtus the Fifth, covered with lead
;

and the iron bands, with which the brick-

work was held together, with bronze

gilt. These iron bands are 3 inches

wide, by If inches thick.

The visitor to St. Peter's will observe,

as he surveys the interior of the dome

from above, several cracks of a seem-

ingly dangerous nature, in the wall or

ceiling of the dome. These were caused

by the hurried manner in which the

work was done, the mortar not get-

ting time to set. Settlement was the

natural consequence ; and to such an

extent did the mischief go, that the iron

band surrounding the inner circle was
fractured. This, however, was repaired

,

and six additional circles placed around

the outer dome, so as to render it per-

fectly secure.

St. Paul's Cathedral, London, shows

another great construction of dome,

which may well rank foremost, as a won-

der of mechanical design, and skill of

execution. Although less in size than

St. Peter's, it does not lose any thing in

the comparison, on the score of con-

struction, proportion, and general effect.

We do not propose to enter into de-

tail on the subject of the construction

of this beautiful dome, of the great Lon-

don Cathedral ; but will shortly proceed,

with our reader, to survey the vast ad-

vantages, which progressing science has

thrown around such constructions in

this our day. The Dome of the Capitol

at Washington exhibits a variety of

construction entirely different from any

to which we have alluded, being fashioned

wholly of iron ; we do not, however, pro-

pose to extend the present paper by

speaking in detail of that structure

;

preferring to reserve it for a future

article.

The Pacha of Eg3^pt is having a thea-

tre built in the principal square in Cairo.

No less than 7,500 workmen -are labor-

ing at it day and night. The architect

has received orders to have it finished

in two months. And for what has this

enormous work been undertaken ? Sim-

ply in hopes of inducing Mme. Schnei-

der to accept an engagement on its

boards! In brief, the offer made the

fair enslaver is the munificent one of

50,000fr. for ten performances, without

reckoning perquisites.
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COLOR OF SHADES OR BLINDS.

By H. H. Corbin, Bethlehem, Pa.

IN a recent number of the " London

Gardeners' Chronicle," I noticed an

article headed, " Shading for Houses,"

by Major J. Buckle, of Bangalore, India,

in which, while speaking of the " tatties"

and "chicks" used, in that tropical clime,

t« shade the houses, he states, that he

experienced a vast difference, in the

amount of glare, while using tatties of

different colors. The letter runs:

—

"Bangalore, September 9//i, 1868.

Shading for Houses.—In several of

your late issues the question of occa-

sional shade for glass-houses has been

discussed ; laths hinged loosely together

so as to roll up have been suggested,

and this at once brought to mind the

bamboo "chicks," we use here, to keep

out glare ; they are merely split bam-

boos, of varying thickness, according to

the use to which they are to be put, tied

loosely together with string, at intervals

of say six inches, so as to roll up when

required. [A. common mode of shading

on the Continent, where the bright light

admits of continuous summer shading.

—Eds.] These are often covered with

blue cotton cloth inside, and are very

efficient. Cuscus "tatties" are used for

a like purpose ; they are similarly made

of the fragrant roots of the Cuscus

Grass, admit more air than the lined

" chicks," give a better shade than those

not lined ; and when the hot winds blow,

if the " tatties" are watered, the tem-

perature is much reduced and the sense

of smell gratified at the same time.

" Tatties" of coarse grass are also used,

and it occurs to me that these " tatties,"

made of coarse grass, or rushes of any

kind, would be admirably suited for

glass-houses in summer in England.

From their construction they would be

cooler than the laths, or tiffany blinds,

or other expedients, as these absorb and

keep in the heat greatly, while a "tatty,"

with its rugged surface, does not. I

have tested this often, and have found

that a grass " tatty" would feel cool to

the touch, when a paneled shutter simi-

larly exposed would be unbearable.

The facility of shading and their cheap

construction will, I think, commend
"tatties" to every glass-house *wner.

I have sent you small pieces of a Cuscus
" tatty," and of a" chick," as samples

;

they have been made very fine to go by

post, but they can be made as coarse as

desirable. They might also, perhaps,

be useful in keeping the temperature

sufficiently high in autumn and spring,

before regular fires were commenced, or

discontinued, and thus serve a further

economical purpose.

I had an enclosure of thick grass

" tatties," as shelter for plants from the

sun and wind, during our late hot

weather this year. It was eight feet

high, and covered with a flat trellis-

work of thin strips of bamboo, with the

sides of the apertures about one-third

of an inch ;
this afforded complete shel-

ter from the hot, driving, easterly wind,

though plenty of air was stirring inside,

while the lattice-work covering admitted

a chequered sunlight or "half shade"

that made the temperature very agree-

able ; two and a quarter feet were dug

out from the surface, and three inches

of sand overlaid, which made the floor-

ing two feet below the surface. By this

rude contrivance an excellent shelter

was made in the hot season for many
plants that would otherwise have suf-

fered, while the lee walls outside served

for shelter from the wind for more hardy

plants. We find the wind is a much
worse enemy than the sun ; in fact, if

we had good shelter from wind, and

plenty of water, we should not complain

of too much sun.
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By direct experiments with two ther-

mometers placed on the ground about

noon, in a hot da3r at the end of March,

I ascertained that in the enclosure the

temperature was 99°, while on the

ground, in the sun outside, it ranged to

120°, after half an hour's exposure. The

places of the same instruments were

then changed, and noted after another

half hour's interval, with the same re-

sults."

"As a further hint to any one at-

tempting a 'tatty,' or a 'chick,' I will

give my experience with the latter at

Aden. When my regiment was there,

in 1851, I had bamboo 'tatties' put up

around a small verandah, which shut

out much glare. In order to increase

this grateful shade I had the bamboo
strips painted dark green, but to my
surprise the glare was then found to be

intolerable ; the color of the bambo*, so

much the hue of the sandy dried-up

earth all round, afforded relief, while

the dark green color was such a con-

trast to it that there seemed to be no

protection at all."

From this, he evidently attributes the

increase of glare or light, to the color

of the paint, in which, I think, he is mis-

taken, as there-is no scientific reason for

it. That there was a decided increase

of glare, while using the painted "tatty,"

instead of one of the natural color of

bamboo, there is little doubt ; but he is

probably wrong as to the cause of this

phenomenon.

My opinion is, that it was due to the

nature of the paint, and not the color.

That is, on account of the constituents

»f the paint, there was a certain bril-

liancy given to the surface of the bam-

boo, which, from the fact that every

cui'ved or irregular surface is composed

of an infinite number of planes, present-

ed a series of reflectors (you may say)

thereby causing a quantity of light to

be diffused through the roora, which was

not the case with the natural, dull

colored surface of the bamboo. This

easily follows, from the well-known law

in Physics, that the amount of light re-

flected from a surface increases with the

degree of its polish.

Had the Major tried a dark green

paint, without any ingredient to pro-

duce in it the property of reflecting in-

cident rays, I think the result would not

have differed from that yielded by the

natural dull
- colored bamboo.

While on this subject, I remember
often having heard the following ques-

tion discussed :
" Why is a blue or green

window-blind, or shade, better for the

eye than one of another color ?" Now,
there is really no scientific ground for

this assumption, neither is either any

better, than any other color, nor does

either cause less injury to the organ of

vision ; but, to borrow the words of a

certain Physicist :
" The reason that a

blue or green window-shade seems more

grateful to the eye than one of other

color is, probably, because almost every

thing in nature—the sky, grass, foliage

of trees, &c.—presents one of these

colors, which accustoms the eye to them,

thence the pleasant sensation produced

by a blind of said color."

Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.

Editor's Note.—Many bamboos have

a highly-polished light-reflecting exte-

rior ; and they are often set on fire from

their own motion, in violent winds, on

account of their silicious surfaces strik-

ing sparks with each other, as flints, the

inner fibre, exposed in cracks, or breaks,

readily igniting; but bamboos differ

much in surface and hue. For the rest,

green, blue and black are retiring, or

light-absorbing, in the order named :

they must, therefore, be better for ob-

jects habitually near the eye, than red,

orange and yellow, which are intensify -

ingly advancing, or light reflecting.

Correction.—In our January num-

ber, we were led into an error in naming

Mr. Thomas as the architect of Booth's

Theatre, New York, Messrs. Renwick

& Sands being the party entitled to

the credit.
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APPROPRIATE DESIGN
I N

FLOOR MOSAICS AND CARPE TINGS.
FLOOR Decoration is measurably

well understood and practiced by

the manufacturers of marquetry, en-

caustic tiles and stone mosaic, not un-

likely owing, somewhat, to the nature

of the materials, wherewith they work
;

and the public are, consequently, pretty

well educated in the desirable points of

these three kinds of permanent foot-

rest. But the ornamentation of oil-

cloth, or of carpet, which latter may
properly be called— according to plain-

ness or pretension—the clothing or cos-

tume of the floor, is a matter entirely

misunderstood—or at least unpracticed

—by most of the manufacturers and the

mass of the purchasers.

Dismissing at once, the homely, sub-

stantial web, known to everybody as

"rag carpet," which, though inevitably

parti-colored, in itself, and wilfully

striped and banded, by the weaver, in

the utterly forlorn hope of beautifying

it, is only endurable for the very

hardest use—passing lightly over
" Wool Dutch" and other serviceable,

but most unornamental fabrics—and say-

ing only of " Venetian," that it is a kind

of sub-pedal string-course, out of which

little grace can be expected—we reach

those styles, which all makers tiy to

adorn, to the best of their ability—for

the price !—which all wearers select,

with one eye fully directed to durability

and the other furtively cast towards

embellishment.

In the " Persian" and the " Turkish"

we have no right to expect aught beyond
luxurious thickness and softness, and
a rich commingling of mechanically

broken colors, in the peculiar general

style well exemplified in Cashmere and
other shawls. It is not of such patterns

we speak
; but of those exhibiting set

distinct design.

If we take the " ingrain," two or

three-ply, the uncut-velvet or " Brus-

sels," or the "velvet" proper, we are

almost invariably confronted with highly

successful attempts to produce vines,

leaves, flowers and other objects, ani-

mate or inanimate, in high relief.

Here are meant the best of any of

these kinds, so far as materials and web-

bing are concerned ; because, generally,

inferior goods have more of the true, in-

tegral, carpet design, about them, than

superior fabrics. But when the cheaper

specimens do emulate the high relief of

the costlier ones, the result is fearful to

behold. Alongside the meritless famil-

iarity of such, cotton velvet and paste

diamonds veil their ineffectual sheen.

Let any one of moderate cultivation,

ponder the true perfection of a floor.

Wherein does it consist ? Manifestly, if

bare, in its perfect evenness, adapting

it to easy, rapid gliding movement of the

feet ; if covered, in the smoothness of the

oil-cloth, or the matting, for summer, and

the springiness and warmth of the mats,

carpets, rugs, &c, for the other seasons.

Remember, also, that the comfort of the

body is most subtly, but very apprecia-

bly, affected by the condition of the

mind. Now, were all the contorted or

flowing scrolls, flowers, fruit, depressed

panels, ensigns, animals and faces, actu-

ally existing, promiscuously heaped and

crowded, upon the floor, in high relief,

as they are shown by many oil-cloths

and most carpets, the feet could find

neither ease nor comfort, in stepping

amongst them ; and the mind would

rebel at the multiplied vari-colored en-

tanglement. The whole laborious effort

to please is misplaced. If the elaborate

rug, before the low-down grate, contain-

ing the verisimilitude of a lurking tiger,

a bounding leopard, a recumbent lion, a

running stag, or a stately charger, cost-

ing a price mounting well towards that
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of a fine oil-painting, were fairly treated

as a picture, and hung upon the wall,

being, as it really is, an artistic cartoon,

executed in fine wool, it would be ex-

actly in place ; and the mind, once con-

tent, the eye would be gratified. So
with the elaboration of vines, leaves,

blossoms, flowers and fruits, in the car-

peting used as wall-hangings. If the

exhibition of " thick-pleached" nature

were congruous, that is, if bourgeon and

leaf, bud and fruit, belonging to different

seasons, five or six months apart, were

not all displayed together, both mind

and eye would be satisfied, as in the

other case. Nay ! as cornice festoons,

or ceiling tracery, all these gorgeous

reliefs might please; but what consistent

individual can submit to their resurgent

challenge beneath his feet.

A sort of compromise with the con-

gruous underlying principle, here ad-

vanced, appears in many patterns of

" office Brussels," wherein panelings are

formed by the interlacing and re-inter-

lacing of broad parti-colored bands.

This supposes the thickness of the car-

pet to be raised at all the intersections,

which, therefore, if real, would be apt to

catch the toes and cause tripping. Now,
some may smi'RTat this, as a super-refine-

ment for a sub-support ; but there is,

actually, a great deal in it.

The true law is this : All enrichments

of this description should be drawn in

outline and tinted flat. The expression

of the parts of all objects must also

be in simple lines. All shades and

shadows are tabooed. Whenever this

simple position' is chosen and main-

tained, the result must be right. It

does not matter what are the subjects

presented. All nature, animate or in-

animate, and all art are fully admissible,

under this simple restriction.

The partly-educated designer will ex-

claim, " You first bind us and then bid

us fly I" Not at all. Any one, pretty

conversant with the superb geometrical

designs of the Arabians and of the

Moors of the Middle Ages, d splayed

in the mosaics of their court-yards, and
the stuccoes, or carvings, upon the walls

and ceilings of their palaces, as set forth

in the magnificent works of Murphy and
others, will be ready to assure the dis-

consolate, that unnumbered generations

of genius could not exhaust this pecu-

liar vein ; while those who have glanced

through Hay's folio upon Design in Car-

petings will also be prompt to dissuade

the designer from despair, as it is pal-

pably evident, from the latter, that

modern outline art is as fertile as that

of the Dark Ages.

If the designer were restrained merely

to lines, the scope afforded him would be

inexhaustible. But how shall we term

his field of action, when he may not

only use all the primary, secondary and

tertiary colors, pure, in every possible

combination of mechanical juxtaposi-

tion, but can equally indulge in ail the

tints and hues, produced by and from

the above, besides the further variet}''

obtainable from the general tone, which

maybe either geometrical, or chromatic,

or both.

Working upon this fundamental prin-

ciple, the best carpet manufacturers of

Europe have produced some charming

specimens, as depicted in the rich and

costly plates ef the Reports, Displays,

Descriptions, &c, of the various great

National Competitive Collections, from

the original World's Fair of Great Brit-

ain to the late Exposition of France.

It is, indeed, a feast for the eyes, to

turn over these combinations of sweep-

ing lines with unmingled colors. The

method is equally applicable to the most

intricate, as well as the simplest sub-

jects ; and in these days of pseudo-art,

mistaken art and art run mad, in the

matter of oil-cloths, carpetings and floor-

cloths, happy is that family, possessed

of true taste, in this direction, which has

been able to gratify such taste ; for

falsely flourished carpets in relief are

many ; but true, flat carpets, with their

patterns in outline, and their colors

bright, plain, and plane, are few.

:
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COMPOSITE COLUMNS.
The Albert Memorial.

The four sculptors engaged on the

great Albert Memorial, in Hyde Park,

which, it is stated, will cost about

£190,000, are Messrs. M'Dowell, Foley,

Theecl, and Bell, who take respectively

Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.

Each sculptor gets £3,000, and they all

complain that they will be out of pocket.

Here is an outlay proposed of over

one million three hundred thousand

dollars on an art-effort, which may, or

may not prove a failure
; and which, at

the very best, will be but a thing to look

at and admire. What suggestion will

it convej' to the spectator ? Why, that

it is a fine work of art, and the four

sculptors, veiy admirable at their pro-

fession. The Prince Consort's charac-

ter will not be thought of through this

senseless mass of material. No, his

spirit would be present in another, and

a far nobler monument, where gratitude

would live within, and admiration of the

man be the feeling from without. We
mean a true memorial, such as that

which will ever enshrine the embalmed

memory of Peabody.

A Good Idea.—General R. E. Lee,

believing in the young men of the coun-

try becoming as practical as possible,

in addition to the schools of civil and

mining engineering and practical chem-

istry, has now in operation at Washing-

ton College a practical department for

the benefit of young men who wish to

become master workmen as carpenters,

machinists, etc., in which the students

are instructed in the principles of math-

ematics required, and the use of tools.

This department will be of great service

to the country in furnishing thoroughly

practical men for the development of the

South.

A Cheap Cellar Ice-House We
find in the columns of the Rural World,

(an agricultural weekly of much merit,

published at St. Louis,") the follow-

ing description of a domestic ice-

house :

" It is built in one corner of the cel-

lar
; consists of two walls of brick, which

partition off a space twelve feet square.

The bottom is dug out a foot and a half

deeper than the cellar floor, making
about eight feet in height, from bottom

to ceiling. The joists overhead are

ceiled ; the ceiling coated with gas-tar,

and then sanded upon the fresh tar. A
door-frame is built in the wall, with two

doors hung in it. The bottom is ce-

mented. The ice is put in through a

cellar window; a drain carries off water

from the melting ice. Small poles are

laid across the bottom a foot apart, and

straw laid upon them, then the ice is

packed so as to leave about a foot space

between the walls and ice, which space

is packed with chaff. About the same

space is left between top of ice and ceil-

ing, which is also filled with chaff. As
the ice settles away in the spring (before

we commence using it) we put in more

chaff. We ventilate from the window,

and have plenty of ice till the middle of

September. We first partitioned off for

ice room with boards, with double walls,

("ten years ago,) packed with saw-dust,

which we had to haul three miles. We
afterwards found our walls were decay-

ing, and took down and replaced with a

single wall of brick—tried straw one

year, but the ice did not keep well

—

have used chaff for a number of years

and are pleased with it—as it is home-

grown it has to be hauled but a short

distance. It takes between eight and

ten loads of ice to fill the room, and is

easy of access from the cellar where the

cream is kept and churning is done in

summer. We like the plan and would

advise any one having a large cellar, and

wanting an ice-house, to go and do like-

wise.

"Rustic."
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QUERIES AND RESPONSES.
Verbum Satis Est.

J. C.—It was Inigo Jones, who first

introduced the Palladian Style into

England, from Italy. He was born

near St. Paul's, London, in 1572 ; served

his time as apprentice to a joiner, and

showed so much talent, that he was

noticed and advanced, promptly and

liberally, so that he became the favored

architect of King Charles I., over whose

tragic fate he is said to have grieved

himself to death. When surrendering

the position he held under that unfor-

tunate monarch, he is said to have made
this witty remark :

" When I came into

office it was In-i-go Jones; but now it

is Out I go Jones." He was 79 years

of age when he died in 1651. As a pro-

moter of classic taste, at a period when

architectural design was in a most de-

praved state in England, Inigo Jones

has left behind him many enduring

monuments, to perpetuate his fame.

Stddknt. — Pediments were first

formed, as architectural features at the

ends of the temples, in the city of Cor-

inth, in Greece.

Queeo.—The works you are anxious

to obtain are_not likely to be in the

hands of our American booksellers , but

any of them will receive your order, and

purchase them for you in London.

R. T. M.—The hanging gardens of

Babylon were erected by Nebuchadnez-

zar, in connection with his palace, to

please his Queen Amyetts , they con-

sisted of terraces formed by rows of

piers, upon which were placed large, flat

stones, over them a layer of reeds,

mixed with a quantity of bitumen, above

which were two rows of bricks, closelj'

cemented together by plaster. Thick

sheets of lead again covered these, and

over all was laid the mould of the gar-

den, so deep, that it would admit the

largest trees to take root and grow. In

the upper terraces there was an aque-

duct, or engine, whereby water was

drawn up out of the river.

C. A.—The climate of this country is,

like that of the finer portions of Eu-

rope, favorable to the materials of art.

In the British isles, tin, for instance,

could not be used on roofs ; for the sim-

ple reason, that it would rust out, in a

few weeks. Approaching the city of

Quebec, the visitor, who sails up the St.

Lawrence, beholds, with astonishment,

the roofs and domes of apparently bur-

nished silver—and finds that they are

tin, glistening in the sunshine !

J. S. I.—Your ideas on Indian Archi-

tecture are good ; and, if put into the

form of an article, we would gladly give

them a place in our columns. We have

already reviewed this subject, but any

thing in addition would be welcome.

M. M.—The perforations which you

have seen on the face of the stones are

produced by a nitrous acid, which com-

bines with calcareous earth, and forms

what is termed earthy soft patre. Of

the former, where there is a putrid fer-

mentation of animal and vegetable mat-

ter in hot countries, it is known to effer-

vesce from the earth in large quantities,

so as to destroy the very masonry of

houses. The exfoliation so generally

noticed in the sandstone cornices, belt-

courses, and trimmings of buildings in

the various sections of this country may

be in great part ascribed to this reason.

F.—Send on your drawing and de-

scription.

Dividers.—The origin and derivation

of Oriel-windows is unknown. They

are of great antiquity. Your idea that

they are of Oriental origin is as probable

as any other, as they are frequently met

with in the East of Europe.

A Young Lady is informed, that

architectural drawing is a most interest-

ing, as well as profitable employment

for her. In fact, it has always been a

matter of surprise to us, that an art

which is so intimate with all the grace-

ful thoughts of which the female mind is

so natural^ susceptible, should not have

been long ere now the study of the sex.
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OUR MANUFACTURES REVIEWED,

BRICKS and Bkick-making.—The

history of bricks is one of the

greatest antiquity ; in fact it is as re-

mote as the age succeeding the Delude,

and how much older their origin is, it is

impossible to say. Certain it is that

they composed the Tower of Babel, as

well as the early structures of Egypt.

They were made of three sizes b}r the

Greeks and Romans : Those of the lat-

ter people are to be seen now eighteen

inches by twelve, and from four to six

inches thick. But, the smaller forms,

decreasing as they did, to the dimen-

sions of those of the present day, were

always preferable for their strength.

There is a difference between the sizes

of brick in England and in this country.

The English brick is nine inches by four

and a half inches, and three inches thick;

whereas the proportions in the United

States are generally eight inches by four

inches, and in thickness two and two-

thirds inches. The Philadelphia brick

is a compromise between these propor-

tions. It is eight and a half inches long,

four and a quarter broad, and two and

a half inches thick. Bricks have been

made by hand for centuries on centu-

ries ; a strange fact considering the im-

mense requisition the article is in. Yet,

it is even so, that the introduction of

brick-making machines dates not back

thirty years. Since the first practical

machine was set to work a goodly num-

ber have claimed the public attention
;

making prodigious promises. But al-

most all have failed in something or

other. We feel desirous of bringing out

the merits of any that are really good,

and to that end have resolved to pub-

lish notices of such ; beginning now
with that called The Champion of the
West, patented August 22d, 1865, by

Molds, patented March 13th, 1866. This

simple, 3'et excellent machine will turn

out 15,000 bricks per day, with the

labor of five men and one horse. It

makes them equal to pressed brick ; and

withal is strictly economic, as well as

perfect and substantial. If any of our

friends are disposed to ti*y the " Cham-
pion," we refer them to the manufac-

turer for this State, Mr. J. L. Hanna,
of Franklin, Pa.

PATENT PERMUTATION LOCK.

By Alfred A. Oat.*

WE were gratified, the other day,

with an inspection of this com-

plete lock, and a full description by the

ingenious inventor and patentee.

From the earliest appearance of locks

to the present, there seems to have been

but one principle—that of ward and

tumbler—used by the commercial world.

Resolutely turning away from this prin-

ciple, after long and severe study, Mr.

Oat has invented a lock without any

ward or tumbler, throwing from all sides

any number of bolts required. He him-

self describes it without keyhole, or key,

but this is not strictly correct. The

lock has an aperture of entrance—closed

by a piece of steel, which requires a

powerful horse-shoe magmt to withdraw

—and this, of course, is a keyhole; and,

this being uncovered, an instrument re-

sembling a very short-shafted plumber's

or gasfitter's pavement-key or " T," is

inserted, and, this is really a key, be-

cause designed to complete a circuit,

and allow the reversal of the fastening-

combination. But, with all this, there

is nothing resembling any ordinary key,

or keyhole ; and the lock is constitu-

tionally different from any thing of the

kind ever offered to the public. It can

be made of any shape and size, is adapt-

ed to safes, vaults, front-doors of dwell-

ings, &c, being both burglar and pow-

der proof. It is set in, flush with the

surface of the door, and, when closed,

presents no projection whatever. Along

* No. 122D Cass Street, Philadelphia.
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with all these good qualities, it is of

such a nature, that, unlike other fine

locks, it is not liable to get out of order

by use. It is susceptible of innumerable

combinations.

The inventor has testimonials from

the Master Machinist of the United

States Mint, and many eminent practi-

cal mechanics in his branch.

FOREIGN ITEMS.

The newly-built American Methodist

Mission Institute at Frankfort-on-the-

Main was dedicated on Sunday, the 17th

of January, 1869. It is to be under the

charge of the Rev. Drs. Hirst and Nip-

pert, and Bishop Jacoby. The Rev.

Dr. Cramer, brother-in-law of General

Grant, is expected to be present. Dr.

Cramer is U. S. Consul at Leipsic. This

institution has been founded through

the liberality of T. T. Martin, Esq., of

Brooklyn, N. Y., who has devoted about

250,000fr. to put up the edifice. It is

a large three-story brick building, beau-

tifully situated by the river Main, and

commanding a fine view of the country

about Frankfort.

In the short gallery at the South Ken-

sington Museum may now be seen the

Townshend bequest of pictures to the

nation. Several important pictures are

to be found in this collection, the most

noticeable by far being the " Upas, or

Poison-tree of Java," the celebrated

composition painted by P. Dauby, in

the year 1820. This is a highly charac-

teristic specimen of Mr. D tnb}T
's poeti-

cal mind, and is admirably true in all

the details of the subject.

The subscriptions for the statue to

Yoltaire in Paris amount to 35,909fr
,

which is considered sufficient. The
model selected is that of Houdon en-

larged, and the site promised by the

authorities has been fixed at the end of

the Rue de Rennes, nearest to the In-

stitute. The idea of the statue was first

started bj' the late M. Havin, chief editor

of the Siecle.

Evening Schools of Art, fifty in num-
ber, with upwards of 4,000 pupils, are

maintained in Paris. Prizes for profi-

ciency are given by the municipal au-

thorities, and, where the skill of the

pupil is very remarkable, rewards are

bestowed by the Emperor.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
Van Nostrand's Eclectic.—We have received the first

number of this new Engineering Magazine, and hail it as

a very useful aid to information on the great and exten-

sive subject it gleans from. In an energetic nation, such

as ours, every man is concerned in the enlargement of

thought, and the propagandism of invention. If there is

a new idea in science the whole land should know it. Not

a hint should be lost for want of the means of communi-

cating it broadcast. Therefore, we say we hail Van Nos-

trand's Eclectic with pleasure, for we know its mission

to be an useful one; and, judging from the sample we

have in this first number, we doubt not that its selecting

aud critical coadensing power will give to the community

the very cream of useful eugineering science. It presents

an octavo form of 96 pages of double column, close mat-

ter, clearly printed on good paper. New York is its place

of birth, and its office is 192 Broadway.

Stable Fixtures, &c.—The specimen books put forth

by the great manufacturers of iron aud other materials,

and distributed gratuitously, are something to delight the

eye of the conuoisseur and the artist. We have been put

in possession of several of them, both European and

American, and without any undue admiration for those

of our own ilk, we must conscientiously say, that the

Specimen Book of Articles now on exhibition at the

Ware-rooms of Messrs. J. L. Jackson & Brother, is in-

comparable for the artistic execution of the engraviugs,

aud the elegant style in which they are printed on tint.

The designs throughout are such as to draw forth admira-

tion ; the illustrations of them cannot fail to fix it perma-

nently.

Colman's Kcral World.—We have received several

numbers of this really excellent farming journal, which

cleverly holds its own amid the crowd of publications of

a similar character in the Great West. Missouri is a vast

agricultural State ; and its importance in this respect is

increasing wonderfully We are, therefore, glad to see

St. Louis sending forth an aid to information so likely to

disseminate practical science broadcast, as the Kural

World has for many years done, and we hope for an in-

definite term may continue so thoroughly to do.

The Canadian Builder.—We are favored with the

initial number of this enterprise, which has London,

Ontario, for its place of birth. We wish it every success.

The Ga^:.sner'3 Monthly.—This useful little serial

grows, blossoms and flourishes as it should do under the

nursery care of its practical editor, Mr. Thomas Meehan.
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MONTHLY REVIEW

ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA
N A IS S ANT AND RENAISSANT.

IT is one of the singular phases in the

history of this world of ours, that,

whilst ft rolls on through gathering

years, its youthful growth is still peren-

nially made manifest, in the ever ad-

vancing power of intellect, which it puts

forth. Every age has its wonders
;
yet

those wonders never cease ; but rather

multiply ; and nothing is more surpris-

ing, than the narrow-mindedness of that

age, which acknowledged but seven

wonders in the world. To the senses

of childhood, each thing looked upon,

heard, or felt, is wonderful, until some-

thing still more attractive claims its

place, and draws away the attention.

"We are all children in this respect ; and

the woi-ld is ever holding us in this

fairy-like enchantment, by never ceasing

its allurements for us to wonder as we go.

Nature grows her facts of animal and

vegetable life ; and Man, that most won-

derful production of Almighty Power,

vies with Nature in the struggle to be

wonderful. Man has the advantage

;

for, he borrows thoughts from Nature

;

and surpasses her with her own mate-

rials. Intellect is the weapon he

wields; and all goes down before it !

Nor is it in ages only, that wonders

are produced. They multiply and in-

crease so rapidly, that years and even

days, or hours, are sufficient to develop

them.

In Art and Science, we find those

wonders classified ; and, as the restless

Intellect ponders on their history, an-

other hint is borrowed, and another

;

until, teeming forth, come wonders still,

to distance all of these.

Architecture, venerable with ages

of honor, yet holds a prominent position

in the progress of the world ; and puts

forth, ever and anon, new claims to

attention. So will it still continue to

do, as long as mind controls matter, and

Science gives food to sustain that mind,

which grows stronger and more produc-

tive, transmitting its efforts to ever

coming ages, that, in their turn, add

their progressive proportion of that

tribute, which, though constantly paid

to fame, is still for ever due.

Nature lends her mineral wealth ; and

the Architect turns it to account, iu

every way he can. Thus we see the

metals, wrought out to be subservient

to his art, becoming more and more

attractive, and still improving, the more

they are improved.

(609)
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He is not an old man, who remembers

when iron was used in building, as a

mere accessory to strength, in the shape

of key-bolts, straps, stirrups, kneelers,

and suspension-rods, in carpentry ; and

anchors, in masonry, which attached the

wall to the flooring-joists, either to up-

hold the former, or to retain the latter

in durance vile—in case of destruction

by fire—to drag down the wall, in one

common ruin. But those were the days,

when comparatively little was thought

of, save drudgingly practising, over

again, the simple lessons, which forego-

ing builders taught.

Iron, however, began to develop its

capabilities, under the magic of scien-

tific study. The cooperative power of

steam has enlarged the field of effort

;

and stimulated science to so great an

extent, that man may well ponder, in

surprise, at the advancement made ; and

look back, with amused incredulity, at

the past greatness of Timber ; and the

good old times when the " mants of the

forest" held undisputed sway over the

Art of Building.

But, to play the conqueror, and usurp

the throne, through so many misty ages

held by Timber, was not all that ambi-

tious Iron aimed at. No ! the very

styles of Architecture were made sub-

servient to the new ruler ; and Iron be-

came so pliant a servant of the Archi-

tect, that; with economy not hitherto

dreamed of, the scope for design was
apparently without limit.

The lessons inculcated in this new
reign were quickly improved upon ; and

Stone began, under the mastery of the

Sculptor, to assert its claims to higher

art. Where now is Timber'} Ah, how
circumscribed is that once proud oli-

garch's dominion ! Who would dream,

to-day, ofworking the "orders " in wood ?

White lead has proved the tough old

monarch's best friend
; and shields his

greatness from the derision of Time, and

the inquisitive rudeness of the elements.

The world has rolled into another age

of wonders : Science stirs up the cal-

dron, and throws in new ingredients.

Man looks on all, delighted, but pre-

pares his mind for more, and

" Still they come."

The French architects have long had

the advantage of the quarries of Mont-

martre, near Paris, which yields them a

beautiful fossil stone, so easily tooled,

that it is commonly set in the wall, and

there chiseled by the workman, who,

now and again, descends from the scaf-

fold, to view the effect of his work.

The English architects have had the

Portland Stone, to work upon, which

presents every facility, while fresh ; and

ultimately hardens to an acceptable de-

gree.

American architects have not had a

stone so pliable, as those ; but the mar-

ble has been worked, notwithstanding, to

good purpose. However, to incur, for

most domestic purposes, the cost of

carving it to the degree, that French,

or English works display, would be ex-

travagance. In this position, we stood,

then, in reference to our British and

Gallic contemporaries, up to a compara-

tively recent clay, when Cast-iron pre-

sented all the ease of embellishment,

which the most luxuriant imagination

could possibly design.

This discovery, or rather develop-

ment, of the capabilities of the great

mineral of the age, at once threw open

the gates of American Architecture to

the flood of novelty, which, as it were,

burst upon it from Europe, in the Medi-

aeval, Cinque cento, Louis Quatorze, and

a number of other-named stjdes, which

had mouldered, through long silent time,

unnoticed, save to be sneered at, in the

heterogeneous buildings" of the South

of Europe. This, then, is the age of

Renaissance, or second birth, of such

st3des in Architecture; and Palladio

lives again among us.

What succeeding ages will think of

our Architecture, is a question which we

are quite unfitted to answer, even by a

" guess ;" for, so habituated docs the eye
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become, to the style regnant, that we
fancy graces, where we might hereafter

see defects.

Let us look back at the daj's when

Greek and Roman temples reigned, in

wooden grandeur, over the land. When
Justice and Cloacina appeared in the

one garb ;—and who then would have

thought of questioning the classic taste

that willed it so ? How do we judge

such a state of taste just now ? And
how shall we have our vaunted efforts

ridiculed, perhaps, by as unfeeling

critics in the future, as we are in the

present

!

There is much, that we can study

over, in our styles of bo-day, which may
give us some idea of how we actually

stand, in reference to true taste ; for,

that sentiment is founded on immutable
laws ; and that it is so, we should feel

thankful ; because nothing, save a breach

of those laws, can ever permit us to

wander far from the truth
; and, should

we so stray, a consideration of those

laws will surely lead us back again to

the point, from whence we deviated.

The laws we allude to, are founded on

common sense ; and, therefore, cannot

lead us into error, by adhering to them.

That the Renaissance is open to a

vast deal of cavil, there is no doubt ; for

it will not stand the test of close investi-

gation, tried by those laws. So that,

although we have gained much, by the

adaptability of iron to ornamental archi-

tecture, we have, through its means, run

riot in the field of taste ; and, in endeav-

oring to outdo the past, have very likely,

subjected the present to a charge of

absurdity.

In fact, we have suffered our Art to

become a mere vehicle of whim ; a thing

of Fashion, to be enjoj'ed for a season,

like a lady's bonnet, and then be set

aside for some newer fangle, which may
become popular, not on account of its

intrinsic merit, but by reason of mere

novelty. For, it is, unfortunately, the

fact, that our most sensible architects

are compelled to follow in the track of

the triumphal car of Fashion, or linger

idly b3' the wayside. Be necessitas, our

professional brethren—while deploring

the rule under which they have to act

—

"For those who live to please,

Must please to live"

—

yield to the necessity, and go forward

with the rest.

But, while we seemingly acquiesce hi

this state of false sentiment, into which

our art-age appears to have lapsed,

would it not be desirable to forget our

foreign standard-bearers
; and struggle,

on our own account, for the true issue?

If our European models are not alive to

the requirements of true taste and sound

judgment, why should American archi-

tects be so devoid of national feeling,

as to forego their own opinions ; and

yield to those of others ? We see no

reason for such a state of things.

That there is much that is beautiful

in the Renaissance, we will not pretend

to den}' ; but, that there is much that is

frivolous, puerile, and wholly unworthy

of a solid, simple Republic, such as ours,

we stoutly aver. The gaudy frippery,

that glitters round a throne, is out of

place in our atmosphere
; and whilst we

mirror the fashion as it is, we feel free

to question the sense of it ; for, its pres-

ence is oftentimes in direct antagonism

with the laws, by which sound Archi-

tectural Design is governed.

The truth is, and we shrink not to

declare it, that our brethren, on this

Continent, do not exert their native

independence, nor exercise their inven-

tive taste, which (in view of those laws,

that should never be infringed) would

give them character, at home and

abroad.

Is there any reason, why American

architects should be no more than copy-

ists of European models ? We think

not. They would, undoubtedly, be

more respected by the age they live in,

as well as by ages }
ret to come, if their

works carried more the stamp of origi-

nality, in fact, were truly American, un-
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reflected from the other side of the

water.

When sailing up the Hudson, during

her visit to this country, Miss Bremer

had her attention called to a pigmy

edifice on the shore, which she was told,

represented, on a small scale, one of

those baronial castles on the Rhine. To

which she quietly replied, " a very small

scale, indeed." How ridiculous, then,

must be the figure our "palatial" efforts

present to the eyes of reflecting Euro-

peans, accustomed, as they must be, to

structures on a scale, which would be

quite uncalled for in this country.

The time must come, sooner or later,

(and wiry not now?) when an original

American style must be born of the Na-

tional genius. This will be our Nais-

sant style which would be of the coun-

try, as well as for the country. It will

be subject to our peculiar climate ; not

requiring the ponderous walls, so de-

pressive of taste, which the stormy

lands, whence we now borrow ideas, are

compelled to construct.

The astonishing clearness of our at-

mosphere, giving us so great an altitude

of zenith, is an advantage our architects

possess, which belongs, besides, but to

Italy, or the Orient, in the older world.

Here, then, may the art of our profes-

sional find ample scope, for the fullest

development of the poetry that is in

him. And in a region so boundless,

that the sun's course, across it, marks a

semicircle, surely there is plentiful room

for fancy.

We allow all possible credit to the

architects of England and France, as

well as the rest of Europe, for what

they have done, and are now doing.

But their position, in reference to archi-

tecture, is very different from ours, in

many respects. Their taste must, more

or less, be governed by the institutions

they live under, and the demand upon

them,' to keep alive, in their works, the

history of past ages. The American

Architect has no such nightmare on his

shoulders. To him the past is as noth-

ing to the mighty Future. He feels,

or should feel, that he has a nationality,

in his ideas, alone. His thoughts are

unchained by the commands of rulers;

and his true patron is the public, whose

favor he must win, but whose wide-

spread liberal opinion is more worthy of

his best effort, than the single sanction

of any emperor, or king, upon this earth.

In our NaUsant style we would be

governed altogether by the fitness of

design. Its fitness for the purpose for

which it is to be erected. Its fitness

for the locality, where it is to stand.

Its fitness in the material chosen, not

alone as regards strength and durabil-

ity, but with respect to color also. The

fitness of ornamentation is a feature of

our Naissant style, which should be

especially attended to. Let us have no

leaves, or flowers, that belong not to

our soil ; no animals, that never had an

existence, such as Qriffins, dragons, and

the like. None of these. Let every

thing be American, in feeling and effect.

Such is our idea of what a National

style ought to be.

Let us consider the possibility of such

a consummation as this most desirable

one. We hope no American Architect

thinks it impossible. Already we have

enlarged on manj^ things in Domestic

Architecture, and no one will doubt the

prevalence of an American style in this

department of the art.

In our public buildings, civil and
ecclesiastical, the grand effort must be

made. It was something of a relief to

the eye, wearied with the ever-recurring

Roman and Grecian stjdes, in our jails,

court-houses, custom-houses, banks, and

public halls, to see the modernizing of

the Venetian, Italian, and Romanesque
styles occasionally showing themselves,

and attracting, by their novelty, more,

than by their intrinsic worth. In our

churches, we see the modernized Gothic,

the Norman, and the Romanesque, with

an occasional B}Tzantine effort, as at

New York and Baltimore. But all these

fail to meet the end we seek ; for, they
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are, every one, slavish copies of Euro-

pean parts of buildings, erected by

either a barbarous or semi-barbarous

people, whose architects held exclusively

the knowledge of geometric art, and

turned and twisted it into designs, with-

"out ai^ apparent object, save to excite

wonder at. their ingenuity. No doubt,

the crude ideas, first put into shape,

were afterwards made use of, and vastly

improved upon, by succeeding ages.

And here we would call attention to

this evident fact, that those semi-bar-

barous architects were the authors ©f

the Naissant styles of their day, which

have held their place in the world, for

so many centuries ; and have yet un-

limited admirers.

Does the American Architect feel

nervous, as to his ability to originate,

after such examples ; and, with the world

of accumulated information, that he has

in ably-edited books and accurate en-

gravings—such as no other profession

can boast of—to aid him in his glorious

task?

Without any knowledge, whatever,

from the outside world, the Chinese and

Japanese formed their national styles
;

which, however we may jeer at them,

were nevertheless perfectly original, and

unquestionably national. Far away in

the remotest countries on the globe, we
find styles unlike any thing we ever

saw ; and, taking as an example the

public buildings of Hindostan, where

can we find more striking proofs, of the

individuality of architectural genius,

than are to be found there ? True, ft is

not classic, this Hindoo st3
-

le
,
yet, it

has its charms for that people ; a3Te, and
features of elegance for any taste, how-

ever refined, to dwell upon, with pleas-

ure. Their architects, no doubt, bor-

rowed ideas from Nature ; and what

more bounteous treasury to use ? All

the earliest peoples, evidently, did so.

Why should our American Architects

not borrow from such a prolific source ?

There is one good and substantial reason

for our present conglomerate of archi-

tecture. Our nation is made up of

many different nationalities, whose archi-

tects, coming to this country, bring with

them the ideas of design, prevalent in

their respective lands; and, not alone

that, but they keep up those early teach-

ings, by importing their country's archi-

tectural books and engravings. Eng-

lish and American Architects have taken

the publications with which London can

so liberally supply them. We have long

wanted an independent source of in-

formation and channel of free inter-

course, amongst our American brethren
;

and now, it is here, we hope to see it

used, by contributors freely, and with a

patriotic view of advancing the interests

of American Architecture.

The public will take a growing inter-

est in this matter ; and will expect to

hear from our professional friends on

the subject. Let it, at least, be fully

and exhaustively canvassed.

All our architects, of every clime, will

join in this national movement ; for, no

foreigners, as a body, hold the institu-

tions they have left, in such regard, as

to desire their memory to be perpetuated

in the architecture of this land of their

redemption. They simply accept this

importation of old-time thoughts, for

the reason, that there are no pure archi-

tectural features native to this country

of their adoption.

Even when we used the Greek and

Roman styles, we held a more indepen-

dent course, than "we do, under the reign

of the Renaissance ; for, those stj'les are,

as it were, a dead language, and do not

convey any unpleasing reminiscence of

a still living oppression. The beautieo

of those styles are unquestionable ; and

it is their features, which we cherish,

without any reference to the long-dead

history of their age. As entire models

we cannot favor them, for their dark-

ness, owing to not having windows, can-

not accord with the flood of light, which

our buildings demand. But, we would,

most decidedly, favor the retention of

those time-tried members of the classic
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styles, which can be made consonant

with our own national composition. In

the formation of the Desired Style,

then, the perfection, which we should,

of course seek, would be a distinct crea-

tion, in which the members, we allude

to, would be subservient to the grand

whole. A treatment, in short, so un-

mistakeably original, as to take rank

among those of the other nations of the

world, and be acknowledged bj- them,

as, pre-eminently, The American Style.

THE MINSTERS OF ENGLAND.
HAVING reviewed the detail beau-

ties and historic glories of Notre

Dame de Paris, we return to the archi-

tectural treasures of England, to gaze,

with our readers, on that exquisite relic

of the solid grandeur of ecclesiastic

architecture of days gone by for ever

;

and to compare, in mingled admiration

and sadness, the stupendous work of

permanency with the noblest modern

cathedrals; whilst we in our clay must

blush to feel, that, with all the acquisi-

tions of scientific knowledge which we

possess, our buildings, however choice

in style, and elegant in execution, are

not likely to reach as far down into the

future, as the artistic beauties, we won-

der at, date back into the far, far distant

past. There is—a melancholy pleasure

in contemplating those petrified visions

of religious zeal, which have left a

national blessing on the land that they

adorn ; however different may be ihe

creeds of to-day from that by whose in-

fluence they were called, in the past,

into existence.

Amongst the very interesting Min T

sters of England, which cannot but

draw the attention of our readers, re-

markable in the first rank stands that

which we will now describe

:

Westminster Abbey.

The architectural design and the skil-

ful arrangement of this celebrated edi-

fice, the scientific and ingenious con-

struction of its walls, arches, vaultings,

and nicely-poised and balanced parts,

are all entitled to the most diligent

study of the practical architect ; and

will afford both amusement and instruc-

tion to the antiquary and amateur. It

will be proper, alwaj's to bear in mind

the common adage of "sound as church

work," and to remember that this maxim
was founded on observation and reflec-

tion. The length of time which most of

those cathedrals and larger churches

have braved the inclemency of an ever-

chano-ina: climate, such as that of Ens;-9 9* O
land, the neglect of their guardians, and

the wanton injury inflicted on them by

fanatics and heedless persons, is a last-

ing proof of the skill with which they

were constructed.

The Abbey Church of Westminster is

one of the finest examples of the pointed

style, that was ever erected in any age

or country. It is, at this dav, in a state

of perfection wonderful to behold, after

such a term of existence as it can claim.

Its general form is that of the Latin

cross ;
but the eastern part, from the

transept, is surrounded by various

chapels, which interiorly are separated

from the aisles by ornamental screens

of a later age.

The Exterior

measures: Extreme length, 416 feet,;

ditto, including Henry's Chapel, 530

feet; height of western towers, to the

top of pinnacles, 225 feet 4 inches. The

dimensions of the cloisters, chapter-

house, and other monastic buildings, it

is unnecessary to give ; the main meas-

urement being sufficient for our purpose.

The Interior

has the following dimensions : Length

of nave, 166 feet; breadth, 38 feet 1
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inches; height, 101 feet 8 inches;

breadth of each aisle, 1 6 feet 7 inches
;

extreme breadth across the nave and

aisles, 71 feet 9 inches ;
length of choir,

155 feet 9 inches ; extreme breadth of

ditto, 38 feet 4 inches ; height, 101 feet

2 inches ; breadth of the middle part of

transept, 39 feet ; ditto of the aisles, 22

feet 10 inches; height of transept, 105

feet 5 inches ;
extreme length, from west

door to the piers of Henry VII's

Chapel, 383. feet ; ditto, including Hen-

ry's Chapel, 511 feet 6 inches. The

South Transept is what has obtained

the honorable and unique title of the

" Poet's Corner."

The North Front was, in ancient

times, the principal entrance to the

church ; and all the stately processions,

and pompous trains assembled to grace

the coronations, the thanksgivings, and

the burials of the sovereigns of England,

were ushered beneath its porch to give

interest and effect to the solemnities

within.

This front consists of such a consider-

able variety of parts, that it becomes

difficult to describe it, with any thing-

approaching accuracy, in the limits

necessarily assigned to the subject, in

the pages of our Review.

Four immense buttresses, which, from

their workmanship and disposition, are

rendered very ornamental, sustain the

walls ; their several graduatory stages

being sculptured into cinque-foil-headed

niches, &c, and each buttress being ter-

minated by an octagonal pinnacle, of

which every face is wrought with a tre-

foil-headed paneling, between small

columns ; a similar, but lesser pinnacle,

rises over the apex of the roof; and is

crowned with a small vane, as all the

pinnacles were formerly. The corner

buttresses form irregular octagons, in-

cluding staircases, which are carried up

to the roof, through the great arch-but-

tresses that extend across the side-

aisles. This facade may be described,

as consisting, vertically, of four com-

partments, the lowermost of which in-

cludes the three entrance-porches. The

central porch opens by a very high-

pointed arch, forming a deep recess, its

archivolt being supported on each side

by five slender columns, having capitals

of rich foliage. The flat wall, at the

back of the arch—over the two door-

ways, which are separated by a plain,

upright pier—is nearly filled by a circle

of paneling, including twelve other

circles, variously adorned ; in the cen-

tral one are the arms of St. Edward the

Confessor, or, in simple laic, King Ed-

ward, that Saxon monarch, who willed

his kingdom to William of Normandy,

in right of which legacy, the lawful

King Harold was overcome and killed

in battle, whilst the Norman took pos-

session, under the acknowledged title

of William the Conqueror. Three clus-

tered columns on each side similarly

ornamented, but larger than those before

mentioned, sustain all the outer mould-

ings of this porch, except the extreme

moulding, or water-table, which con-

tinues round both the smaller porches,

as well as over the arcade of trefoil

arches between them and at the sides.

A large finial, of congregated foliage,

crowns the apex of this front. All the

outward mouldings of these porches

contract inwardly at the springing of

the great arches, from the circles having

been struck at some distance above the

imposts. A trefoil-headed paneling ex-

tends along the whole upper part of this

division, which is terminated by a range

of pierced cinque-foil arches and a plain

parapet. The next compartment con-

sists of four wide and obtusely-pointed

arches, above which is an arcade of

eleven pointed arches, surmounted by

a perforated battlement : the obtuse

arches form deep recesses, extending to

the windows. The arcade arches arc

well proportioned, the mouldings spring

from light, clustered shafts, and" each

arch is divided into two others, having

trefoil heads, by a small column: within

the space above is a circle enclosing a

cinque-foil. The third compartment in-
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eludes the great Rose, or Catherine-

wheel window, which was rebuilt in the

year 1722. This elegantly-constructed

ornament consists of a vast circle, di-

vided by its tracery into a small eight-

leaved concentric circle, from which

expand sixteen trefoil-headed leaves,

forming the lower divisions of a similar

number of large pointed leaves, which

extend to the extremity : open trefoils

ornament the spaces between the larger

leaves ; and the spandrels, which com-

plete the design, are each filled with a

small rose of six divisions, and trefoil-

headed leaves. A paneling of sunk

qnatre-foils enriches the parapet of this

division. The last compartment, which

extends to the apex of the roof, is occu-

pied by a handsome arrangement of

paneled arches, at bottom ; and three

circles, a trefoil, and other sculptured

work, above. The arch-buttresses at

the sides, which spring from the great

octagonal buttresses, have sunk trefoil-

headed panels, and angular weatherings.

The entire height of this front, to the

top of the central pinnacle, is 110 feet.

The east and west sides of this transept

are nearly similar, each being separated

by graduated buttresses, into three

divisions containing the windows. The

piers, which rise from the angle ©f the

aisle-battlements, and sustain the arch-

buttresses, are duplicated in a peculiar

manner. The large pointed windows

are each divided, by a mullion, into two

principal lights, over which are circles

©f six divisions, and smaller lights in

the angles. The second tier of windows

may be regarded as of a peculiar charac-

ter ; their general form being that of

a spherical triangle, enclosing a large

circle, within which are eight lesser cir-

cular divisions, besides a central one.

This mode of construction is geueral in

all the side windows, on the same story,

in both parts of the transept ; and also,

with four exceptions only, in all the

chapels eastward of the transept.

The walls between the transept and

the west front are supported by nine

graduated buttresses, terminating pyra-

midically
; and from these a two-fold

range of arched, or flying buttresses,

extend to the upper part of the nave.

The parapet of the clerestory is sur-

mounted by a battlement, nearly level

with which there is a turreted niche in

each buttress: the four westernmost
niches contain the statues of Abbot
Islip, James I, and, probabby, Hertry

III and Edward the Confessor ; but

the whole are much damaged.

Between every two buttresses, in the

lower story, is a large pointed-arched

window, of two compartments below

and circular and quatre-foil lights, &c,
at the top.

Another range of windows, each con-

sisting of three circles, inscribed within

a triangle, extends over the former

range, and rises to the water-tables of

the aisle parapets. Another range, cor-

responding with those first described,

but not so high, admits light into the

upper parts of the nave. An embattled

parapet terminates the elevation.

The Choir aisles are surrounded by
six chapels, viz. : three on each side, in-

dependently of Henry Vil's Chapel,

which forms the eastern termination of

the entire pile. These chapels are of

the same era as the oldest part of the

fabric, and the architecture is of similar

character, except that of Abbot Islip,

which adjoins to the northeast side of

the transept, and was altered into its

present st}de in the reign of the above

sovereign. The four largest chapels

project octagonal^, and rise to the same

height as the battlements of the aisles.

The eastern termination of the church

itself, as seen ever the chapels, displays

four windows on each side, and three at

the end, which finishes in a half-decagon
;

these windows are more acutely pointed

than those of the upper range already

described, but are of similar character

and arrangement.

The southern division of the transept,

it must be remarked, has a far less ele-

gant facade, or front, than that of the
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opposite extremity ; but the library,

chapter-house, and cloisters, being im-

mediately contiguous, the lower part is

excluded from view. It is supported by

four vast buttresses, each terminating

in a plain octagon tower, crowned by a

ball. All the' lower part is occupied by

the Chapel of St. Blaize, or St. Catha-

rine, which is now used as a vestry

The wall immediately over this chapel

is pierced by a range of six narrow

pointed windows, above which are three

large windows, divided into two lights

below, and having a circular light in

the head ; the exterior masonry of all

these windows is modern, and wholly

unornamented. The next compartment

displays the great rose, or marigold

window, which was constructed, about

the year 1814, by Mr. Thomas Gayfere,

the Abbey mason, under the superin-

tendence of Benjamin Wyatt, Esq. All

the ancient forms were preserved in the

rebuilding, by working from the origi-

nal parts ; but the latter, if the report

made to Bishop Atterbury by Sir Chris-

topher Wren, be in this instance correct,

could not have been of any great age,

for he mentions this window, as having

been "well rebuilt," about forty years

before the date of his report, which was

drawn up in 1713. The centre is formed

by a small circle, including a quatre-

foil, within which is the date, 1814;

from this sixteen large leaves extend to

the periphery ; each being sub-divided

into a double range of cinque-foil lights

in the upper part, and a single range

below. In the head of every leaf is a

quatre-foil, with smaller lights ; and in

the angles between them are trefoils.

The spandrels on the outer part of the

gi"eat circle are occupied by small cir-

cles, including quatre-foils, with cinque-

foil leaves at the sides. A frieze,

charged with grotesque animals and

human heads, ranges over the window,

and above that appears the high-pitched

gable-end of the roof. Between the

two westernmost buttresses a deep and

strong, semicircular arch expands over

the east wall of the cloisters, and has

been supposed to constitute a part of

the church erected by King Edward the

Confessor.

Some singular, but ingenious pecu-

liarities, arising from the contiguity of

the cloisters, are observable on the

south side of this edifice ; these arose

from the means necessary to be em-

ployed to sustain the walls, and, at the

same time, to admit the intervention of

such a considerable space as the breadth

of the cloisters, between the suprestruc-

ture and the abutments. The first six

buttresses westward from the transept

have their bases within the cloister

green, and are each connected with the

walls of the church by four arch-but-

tresses of considerable magnitude, the

uppermost of which extends across the

aisle. The three other buttresses ad-

join the wall like those on the north

side ; and, like those also, all the but-

tresses are graduated, but these are un-

ornamented, and without niches.

The West Front consists of a central

facade, in the pointed style, flanked by

two anomalous square towers, the mod-

ern parts of which were designed by
Sir Christopher Wren, and carried to

their present height of 225 feet, in the

early part of the last century. In the

middle of the facade is a deeply-recessed

central porch, with a vaulted and ribbed

roof, but the ribs are greatly decayed

and mutilated. The walls, which grad-

ually contract to the doorway, are

wrought into compartments of paneled

tracery. Two blank shields, projecting

from sunk panels, with a large niche and

pedestal over them, ornament each side

of the porch. The space above the great

arch is filled by ten other niches, sepa-

rated by small buttresses, and terminat-

ing in cone-shaped canopies, truncated

Over the latter is a modern cantilever

cornice ; and between that and the para-

pet projecting before the great west

window is a frieze, enriched with various

shields of royal arms. The great win-

dow is admirably proportioned , and its
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tracery, though not complicated, is yet

elegant. It is divided into twenty-four

large and fourteen small compartments,

by two principal and four inferior mul-

lions, and four transoms. All these di-

visions are filled with painted glass, of

brilliant coloring. On each side are

three compartments of paneled tracery,

and over the window is a very heavy

cornice. The frieze is thus inscribed, in

reference to its front :
" A. R. Georgii

II. VIII. MDCCXXXV." In the gable

of the roof is a small triangular window,

with tracery. The piers, adjoining the

entrance porch, which partly sustain

the towers, are supported by massive

buttresses, the several stages are orna-

mented with canopied niches. The

flanking towers may be described as

being each divided into two nearly equal

parts by a Tuscan cornice. In the lower

division are painted windows, with

blank arches over them, including

quatre-foils and circles ; and above the

latter is a second range of pointed win-

dows, latticed, which ascend to the cor-

nice. Immediately over the cornice, on

each side, is a Roman pediment, with

enrichments, below which, in the north

tower, are the_ black dials. Latticed

windows, of a mixed character, rise

above the pediments, and, with their

surmounting scroll-work and paneling,

extend to the cornices beneath the para-

pets, which are pierced and embattled.

The pinnacles, which crown the whole

at the angles, are octagonal, and ter-

minate in tinials wrought like fir-apples
;

at their bases are ornamental trusses

inverted. The side divisions of each

face, in both towers, project beyond the

central parts, and are sculptured into

successive ranges of paneling.

It must be obvious to every one, that

there is a discord here, the presence of

which is attributable to Sir Christopher

Wren, who completed the towers; and,

ever anxious to bring in his favorite

ideas of classicism, perpetrated this

glaring blunder.

On entering the venerable edifice from

the west, the interior produces a most
striking and impressive effect ; the view

from that point being more extended

and unbroken ; and the architectural

character of the design more apparent,

than from any other. The lights, too,

are so happily introduced, and the ar-

rangements and proportions of the col-

umns so nicely adjusted to the forms

and magnitude of the arches, and to the

aerial loftiness of the vaulting, that the

whole combines into one harmonious

perfection
; and, for a time, the specta-

tor feels a stronger inclination to con-

template the picture, than to examine

the building.

Decidedly the most superb feature of

this holy edifice is the main vaulting,

which has been truty characterized as a

prodigy of art
;
profound geometrical

knowledge being here combined with

the utmost practical science, and the

power of gravity effectually counter-

acted by professional skill. It consists

of two principal divisions, viz. : that of

the nave, and that of the east end. The

tracery, pendent decorations, and other

ornaments are without a single parallel

in architecture. It is entirely of stone,

and of great solidity, though appearing

to hang in air with graceful lightness,

being overspread with sculpture, like

a web of exuberantly and elegantly

wrought network.

The histoiy of this exquisite temple

of Christian worship, and vast mauso-

leum of the mighty dead, is one well

worthy of its surprising beautjr and

grandeur. As the kingly oak springs

from the humble acorn, so this princely

pile grew up to its greatness from the

diminutive monastery on Thorney Island,

as Westminster was then called, it hav-

ing been ' overgrown with thorns, and

environed with water." Until the time

of Edward the Confessor, it was very

inconsiderable; but that monarch, taking

a fancy to have himself buried there,

bestowed all his ro3'al patronage upon

it. The cause, it is said, of King Ed-

ward thus patronizing this little monas-
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teiy, then known as St. Peter's, was his

breach of a vow, which he had made, of

going on a pilgrimage to Rome. He
despatched a solemn embassy to the

Pope, to crave a dispensation, which

the pontiff granted to him, under the

"obligations of holy obedience and

penance, that he should give a part of

the money, allotted for his journey, to

the ppor ; and, with the remainder,

either repair or erect a monastery, and

furnish the brethren with a revenue and

sufficient necessaries."

The king appropriated " a tenth part

of his entire substance to the work, as

well in gold, silver, and cattle, as iu all

his other possessions."

The new church was in the form of a

cross, and was many years in course of

construction. On its completion, Ed-

ward resolved to have it dedicated in

the most solemn and impressive manner,

the ceremony being appointed for the

day of the Holy Innocents, December

28th, A. D. 1065. All the prelates and

great men of the kingdom were present

on the occasion. Edward died on the

5th of January following; and was can-

onized, eighty years after, by Pope

Alexander III, under the name of St.

Edward the Confessor.

Henry III, and Edward his son, car-

ried on the building to a greater extent,

and the latter monarch caused, in 12 lJ7,

the famous prophetic stone on which

the Scottish kings were crowned, to be

brought from Scone, and placed under

the coronation chair in this church
;
and

here the royal rulers of England, from

i James I, heirs of the Scotch throne, have,

ever since, received the crown, sitting

in this chair and above that stone, from

the time of Edward II. to Victoria.

Thus we see, in this story of West-

minster Abbey, the singular fact that a

king's penance has produced an archi-

tectural wonder, to be for ages a people's

pride.

AN ANECDOTE.
rpHE following little fact will, doubt-

-L less, tickle our professional readers,

whilst it may serve as an admonition

to those who do not think it quite so

necessary to call on their services.

" When Mi-. Day, author of Sanford

and Merton, determined to dip his un-

sullied hands in mortar, he bought, at a

stall, Ware's 'Architecture;' this he

read, with persevering assiduity, for

three or four weeks, before he began his

operations. Masons calling for supplies

of various sorts, which had not been

suggested in the great book of archi-

tecture, annoyed the young buiider ex-

ceedingly. Sills, lintels, door and win-

dow-cases, were wanting before the}'

had been thought of, and the carpenter,

to whose presence he had looked for-

ward, but at a distant period, was now
summoned, and hastily set to work to

keep the masons agoing. Mr. Day was

deep in a treatise, written by some

French agriculturalist, when the masons

desired to know where he would have

the window of the new room on the

first floor ? He sat immovable in his

chair, and gravely demanded of the

mason, whether the wall might not be

built first, and a place for the window be

cut out afterwards. The mason stared

at Mr. Day with an expression of the

most unfeigned surprise. ' Why, sir,

to be sure, it is very possible ; but, I

believe, sir, it is more common to put in

the window-cases while the house is

building, and not afterwards.'

"Mr. Day, however, ordered the wall'1

to be built without any opening for

windows, leaving the room, which was
intended for a dressing-room, for Mrs.

Day, without any window whatsoever.

When it was sufficiently dry, the room

was papei-ed, and for some time candles

were lighted in it whenever it was
used."
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DESCRIPTIONS.

IRON STORE-FRONTS.
By Wm. J. Fryer, Jr.*

IN the city of New York, there are a

greater number of entire cast-iron

building fronts, in process of erection,

than ever before, at any one period of

time. Iron, indeed, has meritoriously

secured for itself an almost universal

adoption, in this country, for the first

story fronts of stores, on account of

its durability, strength combined with

lightness, and l'eady renovation. But

its use for complete fronts, for a num-

ber of years immediately past, has, in

comparison with marble and freestone,

been small. When, some twenty 3'ears

ago, iron fronts were introduced, as a

novelty, their low price secured a large

adoption. But, incorporated with these

early attempts were defects which, in

due time, secured a general dislike to

them. The introducing manufacturers,

and architects in iron, acting on the

self-evident proposition, that a multi-

plicity of ornament and decoration

could be executed in iron at an ex-

pense not to be named in comparison

with that of stone, literally covered

their fronts with useless filagree work.

Every column must be fluted, or of

some intricate pattern, every mould-

ing enriched. Wherever a square foot

of plain surface revealed itself—that was

deemed a legitimate place for elabora-

tion. The carvings high up in the air,

on the fifth story, were the same as

those low down on the first, no bolder,

and in every case too flat and fine. In-

stead of seeking for beautiful outlines

and proportions, and appropriately em-

bellished, special features, to contrast

with other portions of the edifice, pur-

posely left plain and unpretending,

with iron-workers, ornateness was made

the governing idea; and all elaboration,

such as architects previously might have

dreamed of, but did not dare represent

in their plans, produced, with twistings

and contortions of outline and crowding

in of small columns and pilasters and

diminutive friezes and cornices, overlay-

ing everything with so-called ornament,

and planting on miles of reiterated

and unmeaning rope mouldings, all

this, was presented as embodying the

beautiful, and as a thing which would

greatly elevate the public taste.

The public were taken by storm.

"Why," an iron constructor would say,

to a party about to build, " I can fur-

nish you such a front in iron for so

many thousand dollars : the same front,

in stone, will cost so many thousand

dollars. See what avast saving !" This,

together with the enumeration of the

fire-proof and other good qualities of

iron, were conclusive arguments, to a

man who had made his money in fish, or

oil, or cotton ; and secured an order for

a cast-iron front. Immediately after

the introduction, the making of iron

fronts rose into a business of magni-

tude and profit. But the pretensions

and vulgarity of these over-ornamented

fronts, in due time, brought them into

well-merited contempt, and sealed their

condemnation by every person who had

any knowledge at all of what is truthful

and comely in architecture.

The fault of these fronts was not in

the material emploj'ed, but in the false

treatment. For building purposes, cast-

iron possesses unequalled advantages

of strength, durability, economy and

adaptability to ornament and decora-

tion. In resisting any kind of strain, it

is vastly superior to granite, marble,

freestone, or brick. Practical^, cast-

* With Messrs. James L. Jackson & Brother, East Twenty-eighth street, New York.
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iron is crushing-proof, for a column must

be ten miles in height, before it will

crush itself by its own weight. Unlike

wrought-iron and steel, it is not subject

to rapid oxidation and decay by expo-

sure to the atmosphere ; and whatever

tendency it may have in that direction,

can easily be prevented by a proper

coating of paint. No other material is

so valuable, after it has served its origi-

nal purposes, as it may be re-cast into

new forms and adapted to new uses.

In business quarters, where blocks of

stores are built up solid, whre each

building measures about one hundred

feet deep by twenty-five wide, rear al-

most butting to rear, with window open-

ings only at the front and back, light

becomes one of the most important re-

quirements. A chaste and airy edifice

of iron may be safely substituted for the

cumbrous structures of other substances,

and ample strength secured, without the

exclusion of da3iight. Iron, in this

respect, presents peculiar fitness. It

wants proper treatment, and asks not

to be set up as a false jewel, colored and

sanded in imitation of stone, or made
flashy with over-ornamentation. This

material—emphatically an ' American

building material—has peculiarities of

its own, and will preserve its own indi-

viduality. Let an observer stand on any

of the four corners of Stewart's immense

drygoods store, and take in with his

eye the frontage on two streets. Those

plain round columns and moulded

arches, and projecting cornices cannot

be mistaken for stone. There is too

much lightness and grace for anything

but iron ; and both the expansive ele-

vations are beautiful too, in being

iron. As another example, take the

large iron front just erected on the cor-

ner of Eleventh street and Broadway.

Or, as a greater marvel of simplicity in

iron, with boldness and beauty, the front

of Messrs. Cornell, on Centre street.

And so of others. Iron fronts have

been relieved from the thraldom of orna-

mentation—over-ornamentation. Stew-

art's store, in this respect, marks a new
era in its use.

Whatever moulding is good in stone,

for projection, or general outline, is also

good in iron. And iron, with its greater

daylight openings, and airiness of struc-

ture, and smooth surface painted with

honest lead and oil paint, will proudly

speak for itself. Long after a stone

front has gone to decay and disappeared,

the iron will be retained in its original

fullness and sharpness in every line.

Keep it painted ; and, after a thousand

years of exposure to wind and weather,

an iron front will be as perfect as on

the da}' of erection. To paint iron costs

much less than to paint wood or other

materials, on account of its non-absorb-

ent surface. The interest on the differ-

ence in first cost, between a stone and an

iron front, will easily pay for one coat

of paint a year. More than that: allow

the difference in cost to accumulate with

legal interest, less the expense of one

coat of paint a 3'ear, and by the time

the stone is ruined, the iron will not

only have cleared itself, and stand on

the balance sheet at a profit, but be in

prime condition for continued service.

On any much-travelled street, a mar-

ble front soon becomes rusty and dis-

colored with dust and rain. An iron

front, kept properly painted, appears

periodically in a new dress, and is always

clean and bright. Other things being

equal, place two merchants respectively

in a stone front and an iron front store,

side by side, and he in the clean, bright,

attractive front will do the most busi-

ness, and can afford to pay the largest

rent. Just above Grace Church, on

Broadway, there are two stores erecting,

adjoining each other, and pi"ecisely alike

in eveiy detail, one front of iron and one

of marble. These take a place in ihe

history of building fronts.

When iron fronts were first introduced

it was strenuously asserted by some,

that expansion and contraction would

dislocate the joints, and render a build-

ing unsafe. An examination of any of
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the numerous east-iron structures, which,

for a number of years, have been exposed

to every change of atmospheric tempera-

ture without, and to the heat of steam-

boilers, &c, within, will show everything

unchanged : this proves that the tem-

perature of our climate, throughout its

utmost range, from the greatest cold to

the greatest heat, exerts upon it no

appreciable effect. Events have also

proven, in the cases of the burning

of store-houses, filled with combustible

goods, that cast-iron fronts are abso-

lute^ firje-proof, and will neither warp,

nor crack, nor fall down. Only let it

be remembered, that, in addition to a

high and intense heat, the use of a blast

is required to reduce iron to a molten

state ; and the ability of iron fronts to

withstand fire will be readily under-

stood. They are also perfectly safe

during thunder-storms. The metal, pre-

senting so great a mass to the over-

charged clouds, becomes a huge con-

ductor in itself, and silently conveys all

the electricity to the earth. In them,

the intensity current is instantly diffused

throughout the entire mass, and changed

into a current of quantity, thus obviating

all danger from disruptive discharges.

A front of—iron can be previously

prepared and fitted in the manufactory,

and thence safely transported to the

place of erection and put together with

wonderful rapidity, and at all seasons

of the year. It takes up less space than

a stone front with brick backing, and so

enlarges the interior of a building.

When it becomes desirable to tear down

the building itself, to make way for other

improvements, the iron front may be

taken to pieces, without injury to any

of its parts, and be re-erected else-

where, with the same perfection as at

first. Instead of destruction, there would

be a removal only. In iron, as in other

materials, must ever be observed those

undeviating laws of proportion, and rules

deduced from a refined analysis of what

is suitable in the highest degree to the

end proposed. There is not a structure

erected anywhere, but adds its quantum
to the good or bad impressions to be

directly stamped upon the public mind.

Thus every one who builds is unwit-

tingly enhancing, or deteriorating, the

taste of the masses, and the aggregate

result of this is a thing not to be over-

estimated. It behooves the general use

and careful treatment of a material

which allows greater architectural effect,

in proportion to the outlay of money,

than any other. In our new and grow-

ing country, the dollars saved on one

building are required for the erection of

another, or for use in railroad, or mining,

or manufacturing enterprises. It is pri-

marily a duty for every builder, to do

the most with his money and the most

for art.

Iron has in its favor unequalled ad-

vantages of ornament, strength, light-

ness of structure, facility of erection,

durability, economy, incombustibilit}-,

and ready renovation. When the public

become thoroughly acquainted with the

advantages iron possesses, as a build-

ing material, it is confidently predicted,

by many, that it will be generally em-

ployed for superior buildings—for stores,

churches, banks, asylums, dwellings, and

manifold other structures—in preference

to granite, marble, freestone, or brick.

A DOUBLE YILLA:

T
WITH FRENCH ROOF.

HESE plans, together with the ac-

companying elevations, are adapted

to a design for Two Vfllas, so arranged,

as to represent A Single Buikling. The

outline is broken and varied, with en-

trances placed in such positions, as to

avoid betraj'ing the dual character of

the residence. It will be observed, that

but one portal is seen from either front

;

or even in perspective. The apartments

of each house are the same in number,

dimensions and accommodations. The

cost will, thus, be assessed equally, upon

each of these messuages. There is a
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porch to each entrance, and a baj'-win-

dow to eacli parlor, with balconies

around the pile, which is two stories high,

having a French roof, equivalent to a

third story.

The corresponding parts, of both ten-

ements, have the same letters affixed to

them, upon the plans.

A, the Vestibule, 1 by 1 feet. B,

the Parlor, 14 by 20 feet. C, the Stair-

Hall, 1 feet wide, containing the Main

Stairs, which are continued to the upper

story. D is the Dining-Room, 14 by 18

feet. E, the Private Stairs leading to

the second story. F, Butler's Pantry,

which is entered from the passage and

lighted by a window in the outer wall.

G is the Kitchen, 12 by 12 feet. The
second story has four Chambers, H H,

II H, and Stair-Hall I, and a Bath-Boom
J, which is over the butler's pantry,

and of the same dimensions. K, the

Landing of Private Stairs, with four

steps leading up to the main floor.

The third story in the right-hand

dwelling will have one additional room

in the quadrangle occupied by the par-

lor and the second-story front ch amber.

By this means the same number of

rooms is had, in both residences ; there

being no third story to the kitchen part.

A house as represented in either half

of this description will afford ample ac-

commodations for a family of six per-

sons ; and cost, in conjunction with its

Siamese Twin, will be $8,048.60, if built

in accordance with the following con-

densed description :

—

The cellar will extend throughout the

whole building ; seven feet deep in the

clear. The walls will all be of stone,

those in the cellar of the main part of
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the house will beTwenty inches thick, np
to the floor ; and they will be eighteen

inches thick in the back building, and

throughout the party-wall, up to the same
level. The first story of the main build-

ing will also be eighteen inches thick

;

and all the others, throughout the whole

building, will be sixteen inches thick, as

will be, likewise, the foundations for the

porches and steps. The exterior fcice

will all be laid broken-range work

;

pointed off to an even surface. The cor-

nices, window-sills, and heads and door-

sills, will all be dressed in the ordinary

way ; and all properly set. All to be

pointed with mortar, so as to produce

a suitable contrast with the color of the

stone.

All flues will be constructed with brick,

topped out, above the roof, with stone.

The flues to be well pargetted with mor-

tar. Furring-strips will be built in the

exterior walls every three feet, one inch

thick, and four inches wide, to hold the

furring-laths.

The joists will be 3 hy 10 inches

square section, 16 inches between cen-

tres ; all straightened and blocked on

the walls, with one course of lattice-

bridging through the centre of each tier,

and properly framed, for trimmers to

flues, stairs, &c. The roof will be con-

structed with double timbers, each set.

3 \>y 5 inches, substantially secured, and

boarded over closely, for slate on the

sides, and tin on the flat.

The floors will all be of good qualitjr
,

one-inch heart-pine boards, mill-worked,

and seasoned ; none over 5 inches wide,

and smoothed off after being laid.

The window-frames will all be made
for sashes \\ inches thick and double
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hung, with sham-axle pullies, and best

cord.

The principal doors, on the first story,

will all be If inches thick, six-paneled,

and moulded on each face ; those in the

second and third stories will be 1^ inches

thick, six panels, moulded ;
and all closet

doors will be 1^ inches thick, and made

to correspond with the room doors ;
all

doors to be properly hung with butts,

and secured with bolts and suitable

locks. The front and vestibule doors

will be walnut, and of double width, and

require flush bolts, and transom sashes

over them. The entrance doors to the

parlor will be folding, with flush bolts,

and all hare mortice rebate-locks. The

vestibule door will have glass panels

above the lock-rail.

The dressings of the principal rooms,

first story, will be seven inches, moulded

architrave. The second story will be

six inches wide, and all the rest four-

inch moulding. There will be suitable

washboards throughout ; with sub and

moulding in principal part of first story

in main building.

The shutters of main building, first

and second stories, will be inside ; made

in three folds, fitting to a jamb. Those

of the first story will fold into soffits

formed in the jamb to receive them ; and

the others will fold against the jamb.

The principal windows will have elbow

jambs and panel backs, the others will

be finished in the ordinary way.

The principal stairs will be con-

structed in the usual wa3r
, the steps

will be 1£ inches thick, tongued, glued

and blocked to the risers, and let into

the wall-string. The rail 3| inches

wide, moulded. The balusters %\ inches

diameter, turned, and newel 8 inches

diameter, also turned. A paneled and

moulded spandrel, with door and closets

beneath. These stairs will be continued

to third floor.

The private stairs, in the rear, will

extend to the second floor, with cellar

stairs beneath them.

The plastering, throughout, is to be

done properly ; with clean sand and

fresh lime. A stucco cornice will be

run in the angle of the ceiling of parlor,

to girt 18 inches, one in hall, vestibule

and dining-room, each to girt 14 inches.

There will be a neat centre in parlor

and dining-room, and a rosette both in

vestibule and hall, for gas light. A cor-

nice will be run around the principal

room, second story, to girt 12 inches.

All the pine wood-work will requii »>

three coats of best white lead and lin-

seed oil. The hard wood will be oiled

three coats, and rubbed to a smooth

surface. The kitchen, dining-room and

pantry will be grained as oak ; and var-

nished two coats.

All glass to be best American, except

in the vestibule doors, the transom

lights, and the head of front door, all

of which will be best French plate.

All hardware to be of a good quality.

The furniture to the front door, with

bell-pull, will be bronzed ; and the re-

'

mamder of the principal parts of the

first and second story will be porcelain
;

while the kitchen and upper story will

be mineral. Four bells will be required,

with copper wire, within tin tubes, con-

cealed beneath the plastering. The

roof will be covered, on the sloping

sides, with slate of medium size, varied

in color and form. The flat will be cov-

ered with tin, of best quality. All gut-

ters will be constructed with tin, and

the roofs of the porches and balconies

will be covered with the same. The

leaders will be put up properly, with the

lower section ^,nd shoe of iron.

The gas-pipe will be of the requisite

sizes, concealed beneath the plastering

;

and left ready for fixtures and metre.

A mantel will be set in the parlor, ami

another in the dining-room, as well as

one to each of the second-story rooms

above.

The range in the kitchen will be of

medium size, with water-back and cir-

culating boiler. The kitchen will have

a cast-iron sink, of medium size, with

supply of hot and cold water.
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The bath-room will be fitter! up with ]

bath-tub, lined with copper, tinned, and

have a supply of hot and cold water,

with tubular shower over it. A wash-

basin will be fitted up in the bath-

room, with marble top counter-sunk, and

closet beneath. A furnace will be set

in the cellar, so arranged, as to warm
all the rooms, except the one over the

kitchen. The registers to be of a good

kind, and of proper sizes.

The above is a brief description of

the materials proposed to be employed,

and the manner in which the work is to

be executed, for a building of the class,

we have here presented, which is taken

as a basis for a Bill of Quantities, hereto

appended, comprehending both homes:

231 yards excavations, at 40

cents per yard

68 perches of stone in cellar

walls at $2 per perch

Laying the same, including

mortar, at $3.50 per perch

78 perches in partition wall,

at $2 per perch

Laying the same, including the

mortar, at $4 per perch

150 perches of face-work, at

$3.50 per perch for the stone

Laying the same, including the

mortar and dressings, at $6

per perch

14,000 feet of joists at $22 per

M
4,000 feet of scantling, for the

roof, at $22 per M
4, GOO feet of scantling, for par-

titions, &c, at $22 per M...

4 500 feet sheathing-boards, at

$28 per M
4,800 feet flooring, at $45 per

M
Window frames, including sash

Inside shutters

Outside shutters to back build-

ing

Mill-work dressings

Washboard and moulding to

same

$92 40

136 00

238 00

156 00

312 00

525 00

900 00

308 00

88 00

101 20

126 00

216 00

420 00

300 00

40 00

375 00

Framing and laying the joists

Preparing the roof for slate

and tin, including the cor-

nices

Constructing the porches and

balconies

Doors, all complete

Putting up stairs, including

materials

Preparing the building for

plastering

Finishing, after plastering

1,400 j'ards of plastering, at

50 cents per yard

Stucco cornices and centre-

pieces

Painting and glazing

2,500 feet of tin on roof and

gutters, at 14 cents per

square foot ,

1,500 feet of slate roof, at 14

cents per foot

$80 00

165 00

210 00

300 00

350 00

245 00

320 00

700 00

65 00

590 00

350 00

210 00

5,048 60

130 00

TIIE PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL
FOR THE INSANE,

At Philadelphia.

department for males.

THE Pennsylvania Hospital for

the Insane is situated in the

twenty-fourth ward of the city of Phila-

delphia, on a fine tract of one hundred

and thirteen acres of beautifulhy undu-

lating land—with fine groves of forest

trees—which has been greattyimprovecl

by judicious planting, by laying out and

making several miles of carriage-drives

and dry foot-walks, and by the construc-

tion of green-houses and summer-houses,

to add to their attractiveness. It con-

sists of two departments, that now re-

served for females, which building was

first opened in 1841, for both sexes, and

that for males, which was first used in

the year 1859. Each of these is a com-

plete hospital, and each has all the ar-

rangements that science and experience
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have shown to be desirable in such insti-

tutions. The separation ofthe sexes, and

the use of two distinct buildings, give a

degree of minuteness of classification,

not elsewhere known ; the arrangements

permitting no less than sixteen classes

for each sex.

The history of this institution is one

of great interest. It dates back to 1751,

in which year a number of the benevo-

lent citizens of Philadelphia united in

founding the Penns3-lvania Hospital,

which was soon after incorporated by

the Provincial Assembly, its charter be-

ing general in character, and providing

for the reception and care of the insane,

and of those afflicted with other diseases,

not contagious. This was the first pro-

vision for the insane in America. Ex-

cept some assistance towards the erec-

tion of the original buildings, on the

square between Spruce and Pine, and

Eighth and Ninth streets, it has, ever

since its foundation, been entirely de-

pendent, for its support, on the liber-

ality and philanthropy of private citi-

zens. It receives nothing from the pub-

lic treasury of city, county, or State
;

and all its improvements, and all its

means for carrying out and extending

its benevolent designs have come from

individuals who were interested in the

great objects for which it was estab-

lished.

The first patient was received into its

wards in 1752, and up to the first day of

1841, the insane continued to be treated

in the original structure, at Eighth and

Pine streets. At the date last named,

a new building, called " The Pennsyl-

vania Hospital for the Insane,"

was opened, two miles west of the river

Schuylkill, between Market and Haver-

ford streets ; and to this structure, the

insane were removed, with as little delay

as practicable. These grounds were

purchased, and this building erected and
furnished, from the proceeds of certain

A'acant lots, surrounding the old hospital,

which, although they had cost only about

$10,000, ultimately yielded more than

$325,000 ; and with which sum the work

was accomplished.

In process of time, the Pennsylvania

Hospital for the Insane became crowded

with patients; and Dr. Thomas S. Kirk-

bride—who had been its Chief Physician

and Superintendent from its opening

—

in his report for 1853, urged the erec-

tion of an entirely new hospital on the

grounds belonging to the institution,

and a complete separation of the sexes
;

and recommended that this should be

effected \>y an appeal to the liberality

and benevolence of the community

After mature deliberation, these sugges-

tions were approved by the Board of

Managers; and ultimately, the whole

scheme was carried out, in a most

thorough manner. The long experience

of the institution, and its Superintend-

ent, permitted every detail to be ar-

ranged before the commencement of the

work ; and under the supervision of

Samuel Sloan, architect, the whole was

finished, in a manner, which ten years'

experience in actual use, has demon-

strated, for all the purposes of such an

hospital, to be equal, if not superior, in

all points, to the edifices and accessories

of any cognate institution, erected either

before or since. This is high commenda-
tion, but fully justified by the testimony

of the many professional men who have

inspected it, and especially by the reso-

lutions adopted by the American Asso-

ciation of Hospital Superintendents,

after their visit, in 1867.

It is this new hospital,—the Depart-

ment for Males,—that we specially pro-

pose illustrating in the present number
of the Review, as exhibiting the present

advanced state of hospital architecture,

and as a structure which, after being-

thoroughly tested by nearly ten years'

use, it is believed can hardly be improved

either in regard to the completeness of

its arrangements, or its facilities of every

kind for carrying out the great work, to

which it is dedicated,—the comfort and
restoration of the insane.

Before we enter into the details under
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the different heads, it will be proper to

note the points of the attached ground

plan, or, rather, underground plan, fol-

lowing the letters, in regular order,

through as condensed a description as

will suffice to give our readers a clear

comprehension of all its parts.

This plan shows the entire Cellar,

with the arrangement of the Steam Coils

in the various Air-Chambers, all of

which are beneath the Corridor, with the

Cold Air Duct in the centre, which is a

continuous line from the Fan, at the En-

gine-house, to the eastern end of the

farther Wing, a distance of more than

one thousand eight hundred feet.

The plan also represents the cross-

walls or divisions of the ground plan

proper, or first floor.

A is the Corridor ; opening from

which is the Main entrance, with the

Air-Chambers represented in the shad-

ing, in the cellar, beneath it. B is the

Kitchen, on the ground floor. C and D
are Store-rooms, on the same floor. E
is the Trunk-room. F, Clothes-room.

G, Dining-room of the domestics. H,

the Officers' Dining-room. I, House-

keeper's Room. J, Store-room. K,

the Scullery. L, the Cold Air-Duct.

M M, Railway,That extends from the

Laundry to the extreme end of the

building. N N are the Gymnasiums, and

0, the Outmost Wards for the most

noisy patients, with P P, the Yards, at-

tached to the latter. R is the Fan. S,

the rear end of the Boilers, where these

last connect with the underground Flue,

that leads to the Chimney. T designates

the Engineer's Work-room ; in the rear

of which is the Engine-room, containing

the Steam-Engine, the Pumps, the Gas

Metre, etc. V is the Coal Vault.

Figure 1 is the Main Chimney, en-

tirely detached from every portion of

the edifice, above ground. 2 is the

Boiler Flue, with the Culvert beneath it.

3 is the Culvert from the eastern end of

the building. Over this Culvert, lies the

Ventilating Pipe, leading from that por-

tion of the pile to the Chimney. 4 and

5 likewise are Drains, with the Ventilat-

ing Pipe above them. 6 6 are the Cess

Pools or Inlets for surface drainage.

This Hospital faces the west; and

consists of a centre building, with wings

running north and south, making a front

of 512 feet, of other wings, connected

with each of those just referred to, run-

ning east a distance of 167 feet, all three

stories high, and these last having, at

their extreme ends, communications with

extensive one-storied buildings. All the

exterior walls are of stone, stuccoed, and

the interior are of brick.

This arrangement gives provision for

the accommodation of sixteen distinct

classes of patients in the entire edifice.

, Each one of these sixteen wards has

connected with it, besides the corridors,

for promenading, and the chambers of

the patients and attendants, a parlor, a

dining-room, a bath-room, a lavatory, a

water-closet, a urinal, a sink-room, a

wash-room, a drying-closet, a store-room

for brushes and buckets, a clothes-room,

a dumb-waiter, a dust-flue, and a stair-

way passing out of doors, if desired,

without communication with the other

wards. Every room in the building,

almost without exception, has a flue

communicating with the fresh- air duct,

for warm or cool air, according to the

season, and with the main ventilating

trunks, in the loft, which terminate in

the various ventilators on the roof of

the building.

The centre building is 115 by 73 feet.

It has a Doric portico of granite, in

front, and is surmounted by a' dome, in

which are placed the iron tanks whence

the whole building is supplied with

water. The lantern on the dene is 119

feet from the pavement.

In the basement, or first story of the

centre building, are the main kitchen,

42 by 24 feet, in which are improved ar-

rangements for cooking ; a scullery, 24

by 11 ; two store-rooms, each about 20

by 22 feet ; a trunk-room, 24 by 12 feet

;

a general clothes-room, a bread-room, a

dining-room for the officers, another for
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the domestics, a lodging-room for the

seamstress, another for the supervisor

of the basement, a stairway to the main

story, with a dumb-waiter leading from

the kitchen to the cellar, and another to

the upper rooms of the centre building.

The cellars under the centre building,

besides containing the hot-air chambers

for that division of the house, have three

distinct rooms for storage. In front of

the basement, and under the steps and

adjoining roadway, are the coal vaults

for the kitchen and bake-room, and the

ice-house
; and carts unload into both,

through openings in the blue stone flag-

ging, laid upon the vaulting, which

forms the roadway. There is also a

small kitchen, near the scullery, intended

for the superintendent's family, when-

ever it is required for the purpose. In

one of the store-rooms is a dark apartT-

ment, and in another the tanks for the

oxygen and hydrogen gases used for the

dissolving-view apparatus.

On the second or principal story is

the lecture-room, 42 by 24 feet, in the

lecturer's table of which, water, steam,

and gas, for experimental purposes, have

been introduced. It also contains com-

modious cases_for apparatus, a black-

/ board running on a track behind the

cases, and a smooth surface, 24 by 18

feet, at its eastern end, on which the dis-

solving views are shown. On the op-

posite side of the main corridor is a

reception room for visitors, and a room

for visits to patients by their friends,

each being 24 by 23 feet. There are

also, on this floor, two small rooms for

more private visits, the medical office

and the library, which is also the assist-

ant phj'sician's office, 24 by 14 feet, with

a small store-room, containing a sink,

etc., adjoining ; the lodging-room for the

assistant physician having charge of the

medical office, with which it communi-

cates ; a general business office, which

is also that of the steward, 24 by 20 feet

;

a manager's room, 24 by 19 feet, which

is also the principal phj'sician's private

office; a parlor, 24 by 19 feet, for the

use of the officers of the house ; and a

fire-proof, 11 by 9 feet, in connection

with the general business office. In the

third story front are four fine rooms,

each 24 by 21 -feet , a corridor, 42 by 1G

feet, shut off from the adjoining portion

by a partition having sashes filled with

ground glass
; a bath-room, water-closet,

and clothes-closets, intended for the use

of the family of the superintending phy-

sician. There are likewise on this floor,

chambers for the steward and matron,

for the senior assistant physician, three

others that may be used as deemed ex-

pedient, and a room 24 by 11 feet, light-

ed from the roof, and intended for a

general store-room for the bedding and
other dry goods not actually in use.

The corridors of the centre building,

running east and west, are sixteen feet

wide ; those running north and south,

in which are the stairways, lighted from

the roof, are twelve feet wide.

The height of the ceiling of the base-

ment in the centre building, and of all

parts of the wings and one-storied build-

ings, except the upper story of the

wings, which is one foot more, is twelve

feet. The ceilings in the second or

principal, and- in the third story of the

centre, are eighteen feet high.

The wings on each side of the centre i

building are almost exactly alike, in ar-

rangement, except, that on the south

side, in front, in the basement imme-

diately adjoining the centre, is the iron-

ing-room, 28 by 11 feet, with a drying-

closet, 11 by 11 feet, attached, and, in

the rear, the small kitchen, already re-

ferred to, and the lodging-rooms of the

female domestics ; while, on the north

side, in corresponding positions, are the

bake-room, the baker's store and lodg-

ing-rooms, and the lodging-rooms of the

hired men not employed in the wards.

On this floor, on each side of the centre,

is also a museum and reading-room, 42

by 14 feet, and accessible, either from

the grounds, or from the inside of the

building, two work-rooms for the pa-

tients, two lodging-rooms for persons
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employed in the work-rooms, a bath-

room for the officers and another for the

domestics, two water-closets, etc. The

portion of the wing just described is shut

off from the adjoining part (which con-

stitutes the fifth Avard) by a partition

with thick ground glass ; this ward hav-

ing in it a large room, 29 by 24 feet,

with a bath-tub and water-closet in a

recess, another 24 by 14 feet, a third 23

by 11 feet, and five rooms 11 by 9 feet,

a bath-room, drying-closet, and all the

other conveniences already mentioned,

as forming a part of each ward. These

apartments and arrangements are in-

tended for patients who are particularly

ill, and require special quiet and seclu-

sion, where they may be visited, if

deemed expedient, by their friends, with-

out annoyance to others, or interfering

with the discipline of the house.

Besides the fifth ward, just described,

and which is on the first floor, there are

on each side of the centre, two other

stories, each of which constitutes a ward,

and with all the conveniences already

referred to. The rooms are arranged on

both sides of the corridors, which are

twelve feet wide, and have their extreme

ends mostly filled with glass ; while,

wherever one wing joins another, there

is entirely across it an open space for

light and air, eight feet wide, glazed with

small sash from near the floor to the

ceiling ; and in the middle of each ward,

on one side, is a similar open space, all

of which may be used for keeping flow-

ering plants, birds, etc., for having small

jets of water, or any other objects of in-

terest, and which in excited wards, may
be guarded by ornamental wire-work.

Each story of the return wing makes a

ward similar to those just described.

Passing from the return wings into

the supervisor's office, the one-storied

buildings are reached. Each of these

has provision for twenty-six patients

and six attendants, and every arrange-

ment for their comfort. The rooms are

here on one side of a corridor ten feet

wide, and at the end of each of those

running towards the east is a cross hall,

in which are three rooms, intended par-

ticularly for patients, who, from any

cause, may require special seclusion.

One of the main halls is used for dining,

and the other as a sitting-room. Be-

tween the dining-halls of these two

wards, (the seventh and eighth,) and

made private by sliding doors, are four

rooms intended for excited patients,

who have special attendants. Opposite

these last is a room 110 by 14 feet, with

an arched ceiling, 15 feet high, with sk}7 -

lights and windows out of reach, in-

tended to be used as a kind of gymna-

sium, and accessible either from the ad-

jacent garden and yards, or directly

from the wards ; and in the story below

this is a room of the same size, in which

are two fine bowling-alleys, with reading-

tables, etc. Both these rooms may be

well-lighted with gas, and warmed by
steam-pipe, so that they can be com-

fortably used in the evening, as well as

by day, and in all kinds of weather.

The arrangement of these one-storied

buildings makes for each, two very

pleasant yards, in size 110 by 54 feet,

surrounded by broad brick pavements,

and having grass in the centre, with an

open iron palisade in front, giving an

extended view of the grounds. There is

also a yard, 343 by 72 feet, adjoining-

each sixth ward, fitted up as the others,

and planted with shade-trees. Brick

pavements surround the entire building,

making, with those just referred to, and

those in front, a continuous walk of

6,152 feet.

Entrance.—The entrance to "the De-

partment for Males," is from Fort}--

ninth street, between Market and Haver-

ford streets. The gatekeeper's lodge

has two comfortable rooms on the north,

while on the opposite side of the gate-

way is a dead-room, and another for tools

used about the grounds. Brick paths,

on either side of the main roadway, lead

to the centre building, and the space in

front planted with evergreen and orna-

mental trees, and having a fountain in
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the central grass-plat. The latter is 325

by 175 feet. From the front platform,

eight steps lead up to the vestibule, and

seven steps, inside of the building, to

the level of the principal floor.

Ten steps descend from the roadway

to the pavement around the basement,

which, except immediately at the front

of the centre, where it is surrounded by

a wide area, with sodded banks, is every-

where above ground.

Engine-House and Laundry.—The

engine- house, 71 feet from the nearest

point of the hospital building, is a sub-

stantial stone structure, 70 by 64 feet,

and two stories in height. The charac-

ter of the ground is such, that carts

drive into the second story, to discharge

the coal, directly into the vaults below
;

and the level of the railroad in the cellar

of the hospital brings it upon the second

floor of the engine-house.

The first story, at the level of the

ground on its southern and eastern side,

contains vaults capable of storing near

five hundred tons of coal. Adjoining

these vaults is the boiler-room, 3D by 17

feet, and opening vinto the engineer's

work-room, in which are lathes, grind-

stones, pipe-cutting machines, etc., driven

ly the engines, wTTieh are in the engine-

room, 23 by 19 feet in size, and sepa-

rated from the last by a glass partition
;

while, further west, also separated by

glazed windows and doors, is the fan-

room and the tower for supplying fresh

air to the main duct, which leads from

it, through the entire building. The

height of the ceiling in this story is 17

feet, and it is arched, over the engine-

room and the engineer's work-room, so as

to give a proper support to the stone floor

of the room above. In the second story

of this building, into which the railroad

passes, is the wash-room, 27 by 24 feet

;

the room for assorting and folding clothes,

24 by 14 feet; the mangle-room, 43 by

8^ feet ; the drying-closet, occupying a

space 26 by 13 feet; a water-closet;

and a large room over the coal-vaults

and boilers, surrounded by movable

blinds, and intended for dr\ring clothes,

without the use of artificial heat, for

making soap, etc.

The Carpenter Shop, 36 by 50 feet,

is two stories high, and 45 feet from the

engine-house, whence steam may be

taken for warming it in winter, and for

driving machinery.

Size of Rooms.—The height of the

ceilings, throughout the building, and

the size of the parlors and of all the

rooms in the centre building, have been

already given. The ordinary size of the

patients' lodging-rooms is 9 by 11 feet,

while there are some, in each ward, of a

much larger size, many of which have

communicating doors, and are intended

for patients, who desire a parlor, as well

as a chamber, or for those having special

attendants. The parlors in the first and

third wards are 33 by 24 feet, and in the

second, fourth, and sixth they are 23 by

30 feet. The dining-rooms are generally

23 by 17 feet. The bath-rooms are

mostly 9 by 11 feet. Sixteen rooms in

each one-storied building have water-

closets in them, firmly secured, and with

a strong downward draught. The sides

of doors and windows in patients' rooms

are generally rounded, by being built of

biick, made expressly for the purpose,

and smoothly plastered.

Windows and Window Guards.—The

windows in patients' rooms are almost

universally 6 feet by 2 feet 9 inches, hav-

ing twenty lights of glass, 6 by 17 inches,

in each. In the front wings adjoining

the centre, and in the third story of the

return wings, both upper and lower

sashes are of cast-iron, secured in

wooden frames, so arranged" as to

balance each other, rising and falling

only to the extent of five and a half

inches, and doing away with the neces-

sity for guards. In the other parts of

the return wings, and in the one-storied

buildings, the windows are of the same

size, have the upper sashes of cast-iron,

and immovable, the lower being of wood,

rising to its full extent, and protected

by an ornamental wrought-iron guard,
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securely fastened on the outside. A
few rooms, in each one-story building,

have small windows, out of reach of

their occupants, intended for the tem-

porary seclusion of very violent or mis-

chievous patients. In other parts, as

well as in this, wire screens inside of the

rooms are occasionally used to protect

glass, and ornamental wire-work is

adopted in some of the parlors, at tbe

ends of corridors, and in other similar

positions, as a guard outside of the win-

dows.

Doors.—The doors throughout are

made of the best white pine lumber. In

the wards they are If inches thick, 6

feet 8 inches high by 2 feet 7 inches

wide. Each door has eight panels in

it, one of which makes a hinged wicket,

and what is commonty known as bead

and butt, very substantially put to-

gether; and, wherever special strength

is required, it is obtained by transverse

pieces of iron, let into the wood, or by

plates of boiler-iron, screwed on and

painted, so as to resemble an ordinary

door. Each door has a good dead-lock

to it, and occasionally a mortice-bolt is

added. Over each door is an unglazed

sash, 31 by IT inches, covered with fine

wire on the inside, or a space 31 by 5

inches, which can be filled up at pleas-

ure, by a tight board, or by wire. Lift

hinges have been used for all these

doors, which, for patient's lodging-rooms,

always open into the corridors.

Floors.—The floors throughout are

of the best yellow pine, cut to order in

Florida ; and piled up on the grounds two

years, before it was used. The boards

are oi.e inch and a quarter thick, vary-

ing in width from two and a quarter to

four iuches, and put down with secret

nailing. Counter-ceiling is everywhere

used. The only exception to this kind

of flooring is in the two kitchens, the

scullery, a space in the basement hall in

front, the bake-room, all the sink, water-

closet, and wash-rooms, the line between

different wards, the entrance to the

stairways, and the main wash-room in

the engine-house, which are of brown

German flagstones, laid on brick arches
;

the engineer's work-room, which is paved

with brick ; the front of the boiler-room,

which is of iron and blue stone flagging:

:

and the engine-room, one sink-room, and

all the ward stairways, which are of

slate, admirably adapted to such a pur-

pose—from the quarries of Eleazer Jones

& Co., at East Granville, N. Y.—which

has also been used extensively, for win-

dow-sills, stairways, and other purposes.

Stairways.—All the stairways, in

those parts of the building occupied by

patients, are fire-proof. The frame-

work is of cast-iron—built into the

brickwork on each side, and covered

with slate—which has many advantages.

The rise of these steps is only seven

inches ; and there are platforms every

five or six steps, with convenient hand-

rails on both sides, from top to bottom.

They are all well lighted from windows

by day and from gas at night. The well,

around which the stairs wind, is used

for hat or coat-rooms, for the different

stories.

Plastering.—The inside plastering

is what is called hard finish, composed

of lime and sand, without plaster of

Paris, except for ceilings, and well

troweled. This finish admits of being

scrubbed for }^ears without injury, and

is at all times ready for painting. The

outside of the building is roughcast, the

material used being the pulverized stone,

of which the house is built, and lime, to

which an agreeable shade of color is

given by sand obtained in Montgomery
county, Pa. Hydraulic cement is used

near the ground, in certain positions, in

many of the sink and wash-rooms, in the

kitchen and scullery, in the main wash-

room, and, as a substitute for the ordi-

nary wash-boards, in many of the ward

corridors and patients' chambers.

Roofing.—The roof is of Pennsylva-

nia slate, fastened on lath, and plastered

with hair mortar on the under side.

The pitch is one-fourth of the span. The

water from the roof is carried off, thi-ough
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four inch cast-iron pipes inside of the

building, easily accessible, and falls into

large drains leading into the main cul-

vert.

Sewerage—The main culvert is 2,032

feet in length. It is 35 inches from top

to bottom in the clear, built of brick

laid in hydraulic cement, egg-shaped,

the smaller part being at the bottom.

Through this culvert—intersected by

branch culverts at various points in its

course—all the drainage from the build-

ing, and much of that from the grounds,

is carried off.

Bath- Rooms, &c.—There are twenty-

one bath-rooms and as many water-

closets in the building in addition to

those in the patients' rooms. Sixteen

are in the wards. Each bath-room has

in it a cast-iron bath-tub, covered with

zinc paint, possessing improved arrange-

ments for the admission and discharge

of water through the bottom. In addi-

tion to the ordinary hot-air flue, there

is a coil of steam-pipe, for direct radia-

tion, in each, so that when hot baths

are used the temperature of the room

may be made so high, as to prevent the

sensation of chilliness, when coming

from the water. The water-pipes in

these rooms are -generally of galvanized

iron, left exposed, so as to be readily

accessible, and passing from story to

story, through castings, made for the

purpose, so that in case of leakage the

ceilings may not be injured.

The water-closets are of cast-iron

enameled, have no traps, but are open,

so as to have a constant downward

draught of air through them into the

main chimney, as have all the sinks,

bath-tubs, &c, in the whole establish-

ment. The water is let on by the open-

ing of the door.

The wash-basins in the wash-rooms

are of marble, with strong swing-

cocks.

The sinks are of cast-iron, and have

hot and cold water at each. There is

also an iron hopper to each, into which

the slops, &c, are emptied. There are

permanent fixtures for securing the

towels in each wash-room. The drying-

closets are sufficiently large to contain

a bed ; and, like the closets for buckets>

&c, have flues leading into and from

them, thus securing a direct communica-

tion with the fan below and the venti-

lating ducts above. All these arrange-

ments in each ward are clustered to-

gether, and have scarcely any wood, in

any part, to absorb moisture, or retain

unpleasant odors.

Supply op Water.—The hospital is

supplied with water from a well 25 feet

in diameter, containing 50,000 gallons.

By means of one of Worthington's com-

bined direct acting steam-pumps, capa-

ble of raising 10,000 gallons per hour,

this wrater is forced, through 708 feet of

six-inch cast-iron pipe, into the four

boiler-iron tanks in the dome, whence it

is distributed through the entire build-

ing. These tanks are 103 feet above

the well, and contain 21,000 gallons.

They are so arranged, that one or all

may be used at pleasure, having over-

flows, and pipes through which the sedi-

ment may be washed out, whenever

deemed desirable. The elevation of

these tanks is sufficient to secure the

feeding of the steam-boilers, when carry-

ing a pressure of forty pounds to the

inch. These tanks were made at the

works, and put in place before the roof

was on the building. It is intended

that they shall always be nearly full of

water, and a small pipe, leading from

them to the engine-house, tells the en-

gineer on duty when that is the case.

There is also, in the engine-room, a

single Worthington steam-pump, capa-

ble of raising 5,000 gallons per hour,

intended to prevent any possible defi-

ciency of water, should an accident hap-

pen to the larger engine. The rule is

that both should be used some part of

every day, so that, in case of emergency,

there may never be a doubt of their

being in working order.

The tank for supplying the centre

building with hot water is 12 feet in leimth
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and 23 inches in diameter, is placed above

the cooking-range—the heat being sup-

plied through circulating pipe from a

water-back, behind one of the range

fires—and is abundant for all purposes.

The supply of hot water for the wards

is derived from six iron tanks, placed in

the most convenient points in the cellar,

in which situations they are easily

accessible, while leakages can do little

injury to the building. The heat is de-

rived from steam coils coming from the

summer pipe—as it is called—used for

cooking and all other purposes, except

warming the building. The large steam-

boilers, at the engine-house, are supplied

with hot water by the condensed steam

used in heating, which ordinarily re-

turns to them hy gravity ; but when it

does not, is received into an iron tank,

and forced into them by a small steam-

pump. The laundry has hot water from

a large tank—placed in the oven which

covers the boilers, through which the

exhaust steam, from the engines and

pumps, can be made to pass whenever

desired—which may be also used for

feeding the large boilers.

Lighting.—The hospital is lighted by

gas from the City Works. The fine

metre, from Code, Hopper & Gratz, is

set up in the engine-room; and a record

is made every morning of the consump-

tion during the preceding night. Stop-

cocks are placed at convenient points

for checking the flow of gas through the

main pipes ; and the ordinary kinds of

fixtures have been adopted throughout

the building. The gas is also used for

experimental purposes in the lecture-

room, and for boiling water, &c, in the

medical office.

Heating and Ventilation.—There is

no fire used in any part of the hospital

for heating, although provision for open

fires has been made in all the parlors

and in many of the other large rooms,

should such an arrangement ever be

deemed desirable. The only fires kept

up in the building are those in the

kitchens, bake and ironing-rooms.

In the boiler-room at the engine-house

there are three large tubular boilers.

Each of these has a furnace 5 feet 3 inches

wide by 5 feet 3 inches long, and 7 feet

4 inches high. The shell is 17 feet 8

inches long, by 4 feet six inches in diam-

eter. Combustion chamber 4 feet long,

and 98 tubes, 2^ inches in diameter and

11 feet long. The total heating surface

for each is 744 square feet. The grate

surface is 20^ square feet. The escaping

gases enter a common flue ; and the

draught can be regulated, by a damper

at the back end of each boiler ; or the

supply of air graduated, by a register in

the ash-pit door.

These boilers furnish steam for warm-

ing the entire hospital, driving all the

machinery, pumping water, ventilation,

washing, cooking, etc. They are so ar-

ranged, that one or all may be used at

pleasure, either for heating, or driving

the machinery. The steam, carried from

them, in a five-inch welded iron pipe,

after reaching the hospital building, is

distributed in eighty-three air-chambers,

placed in its cellar, with direct flues

leading from them to the apartments

above. The gases from the boiler fires

pass through an underground flue, 4

feet wide and 6 feet high, a distance of

557 feet, rising 31 feet in its course, till

it comes to the foot of the main chim-

ney, which is 78 feet above the surface

of the ground. The chimney is built

double, the interior being round, formed

of hard brick, without pargeting, six

feet in diameter in the clear from bottom

to top, the latter being formed of cast-

iron, while the foundation is of pointed

stone-work, to a height of eleven feet,

and the remainder of pressed brick. The

underground flue, alluded to, contains

the main steam-pipe, until it reaches the

nearest point of the building, and also

that portion of it which is carried to the

north section of the hospital ; and is im-

mediately over the main culvert.

This chimney is made the ventilating

power, for securing a strong downward
draught of air, through all the water-
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closets, urinals, sinks, and bath-tubs, in

the entire establishment ; and, for this

reason, is placed in a central position,

on the eastern side of the building. The

coils for heating are composed of welded

iron pipes, three-quarters or one inch in

diameter, and are in two sections in all

the air-chambers, so that one or both

may be used, according to the severity

of the weather.

In the engine-room are two horizontal

high-pressure steam-engines, of fine fin-

ish, from the works of I. P. Morris &
Co. They are exactly alike, each having

a cylinder 10 inches in diameter, and a

stroke of 24 inches. They are so ar-

ranged, that either may be substituted

for the other, and one may be made to

do the work of both, in case of emergency.

Ordinarily one drives the fan, and is

therefore a part of the ventilating ap-

paratus, while the second drives all the

other machinery The fan, made by

William Sellers & Co., is of cast-iron,

its extreme diameter being 16 feet, and

its greatest width 4 feet. It is driven

directly from the shaft of the engine,

and its revolutions vary from 30 to 60

per minute, according to the require-

ments of the house. The fresh air is

received from a tower, 40 feet high, so

that all surface exhalations are avoided,

and is then driven through a duct, which

at its commencement is 8-| by 10i feet,

into the extreme parts of the building.

From the cold air-duct, openings lead into

the different warm air-chambers, which,

in the one-storied buildings, are covered

with slate ; but in all other parts of the

hospital these chambers and air-ducts

are arched with brick, laid with smooth

joints. The warm air, in nearly all

cases, is admitted near the floor; and

the ventilators open near the ceiling,

always in the interior walls. The only

exception to this arrangement is in the

one-storied buildings, in which, in the

patients' rooms, the warm air is admitted

above, and the ventilators are taken off

near the floor. All the ventilating flues

terminate in the attic in close ducts

—

either of brick or wood, smoothly plas-

tered, increasing in size, towards their

outlets, about thirty per cent, more
rapidly than the capacity of the flues

entering them—by which, through the

different belvederes on the roof, they

communicate with the external atmos-

phere. In the centre building, the ven-

tilation is through the main dome.

All the pipe used for heating and

water, the bath fixtures and water-

closets, were made at the works of Mor-

ris, Tasker & Company, and the entire

apparatus was arranged and put up by
the institution. There is no leaden pipe

used in any portion of the building.

Cooking and Distribution of Food.

—All the cooking is done in the central

kitchen, which has a large range, with

two fires and three ovens, a rotary

roaster, a double iron steamer contain-

ing ninety gallons, a smaller one, iron

outside and copper-tinned on the inside

containing forty-five gallons, and six of

tin for vegetables, besides the vessels

for tea and coffee. The food, prepared

in this room, is put into closed tin

boxes, which are lowered by a dumb-

waiter to the car standing on the track

of the railroad, where it passes under

the kitchen, and is thus conveyed to the

bottom of the various dumb-waiters,

which lead directly to the different

dining-rooms above, of which, as before

remarked, there is one for each ward.

Each dining-room has a steam-table,

with carving dishes on it, and abundant

provision for keeping meats and vege-

tables warm as long as may be desired.

The dumb-waiters are all controlled by

the person having charge of the railroad

;

they are moved by a crank and wheel

;

and wire-rope is substituted for that

commonl}' adopted.

The railroad is an indispensable part

of the arrangements for distributing

food. By its use a meal may be deliv-

ered in all the ward dining-rooms (eight

in number) on one side—the extreme

ones being 580 feet distant—in ten

minutes after leaving the kitchen, or for
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the whole sixteen in twenty minutes.

It also forms a very convenient mode

of transporting articles from one section

of the building to another, carrying

clothing to and from the laundry, and

gives a protected passage-way in going

from the centre building to the engine-

house, barn, and workshop.

Provision against Fire.—As already

mentioned, no fires are required, in the

building, for warming it ; and gas is

used for lighting. Wherever one wing

comes in contact with another, or with

the centre building, all the openings in

the walls, which extend up through the

slate roof, have iron doors, in addition

to the ordinary wooden ones, which may
be closed at pleasure. The floors of the

kitchen and bake-room, in which alone

fire is used, arc of flagstone laid on

brick arches, and all the stairways in

the wings are fire-proof. It is intended

that there should always be about

20,000 gallons of water in the tanks im-

mediate^' beneath the dome of the cen-

tre building ; and 15,000 gallons per

hour may be placed there by the pump-

ing-engines. A standpipe, connected

with this reservoir, passes into every

story and into every ward, in all of

which it is intended- to have a piece

of hempen hose constantly attached, so

that, by simply turning a stopcock,

water may be put on a fire, almost as

soon as discovered. A steam-pipe also

passes up into the attic of each wing
;

and, as one of the large boilers is con-

stantly fired up, steam may, at any mo-

ment, be let into the building, by simpl}-

turning a valve in the cellar. Hose is

also kept near the steam-pumps, so that

it may be promptly attached, and water

thrown on the barn, carpenter shop,

engine-house, and contiguous parts of

the hospital. A watchman is constantly

passing through the house at night ; and

by means of two Harris watch-clocks,

as made by H. B. Ames, of New York,

there is no difficulty in ascertaining,

not onty how often each ward is visited,

but almost the moment the visit was

made, and, of course, the time taken in

passing from one ward to another.

Laundry Arrangements.—The cloth-

ing, bedding, &c, collected in the differ-

ent wards, after being sent to the cellar,

are conveyed from that point, by the

railroad, to the room in the engine-

house, for assorting clothes, and thence

into the large wash-room, in which, be-

sides the usual washing, rinsing, and blue

tubs and soap vat, are one of the valu-

able Shaker washing-machines, in which

six different kinds of clothes can be

washed at the same time, and a centrifu-

gal wringer, both of which are driven

by one of the steam-engines. From the

wringer the washed articles are taken

to the drying-closet, in which, by means
of the heat, derived from the exhaust

steam of the engines, passing through a

large amount of cast-iron pipe, and

fresh air from the fan, they are, in a

very few minutes, made ready for the

mangle—also driven by steam-power

—

or folded and taken, by the railroad, to

the ironing-room, near the centre build-

ing, to which they are raised by the

dumb-waiter, already referred to, or are

sent directly to the principal clothes-

room, from which they are distributed,

b}r the same route, as they may be re-

quired in the wards. All the divisions

of the washing-machine, and the rinsino-

and washing tubs, have hot and cold

water and steam introduced directly

into them ; and the water from them all

is carried off, under the stone floor of

the room, to one of the iron columns

below, through which it passes into the

culvert, on the outside of the building.

Cost.—Without a statement,of the

cost, no account of such a building, and

such arrangements as have been de-

scribed, would be at all complete, and
especially not of one, like that under

notice, which is entirely the offspring

of the benevolence and liberality of a

community, a i-esult of practical Chris-

tianity, and a generous recognition of

the paramount claims, which such afflic-

tions of our fellow-men have, at all
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times, upon our interests and our sym-

pathies. The style of architecture is

plain ; and all useless ornament has been

studiously dispensed with ; but, wher-

ever the comfort and welfare of the

patients were concerned, everything has

been done in a thorough manner.

The amount of money paid, on account

of the building, and its varied fixtures

and arrangements, up to the time when

it was opened for use, was $352,542.86.

Of this total sum, $30,276.28 have been

for the boundary wall and gate-house,

$2,241.46 for the carriage-house and

stabling, $800 for the carpenter-shop,

$4,456.03 for machinery of different

kinds, $23,612.37 for heating and ven-

tilating apparatus, $15,201.47 for grad-

ing for building, planting, and improving

the grounds, and $10,441.73 for furni-

ture.

Separation of the Sexes.—Before

closing this notice of the Department

for Males of the Pennsylvania Hospital

for the Insane, it may not be uninterest-

ing to state, that the completion of this

building allows the institution to carry

out, under very favorable circumstances,

what has, for man}7 years past, been grad-

ually gaining favor with some of the

most experienced medical officers of

American hospitals for the insane—

a

provision for the treatment of male and

female patients in entirely separate

buildings, and also to add that the re-

sults of this experiment have been emi-

nently satisfactor}'.

The Fisher Ward.—In addition to

this detailed description of the Depart-

ment for Males, we wish to give an ac-

count of the latest addition made to the

Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, at

its Department for Females, and which

from the completeness of its general ar-

rangements, and especially those for

heating and ventilation, are well worthy

of careful examination by all who are

interested in these subjects.

This structure has received the name
of " Fisher Ward," in honor of that lib-

eral benefactor of the insane,—the late

Joseph Fisher, of Philadelphia, who be-

queathed ample funds to build and fur-

nish this ward in a most thorough man-

ner.

The entire building is one hundred

and twelve feet long, by twenty-seven

and a half feet wide, and of two stories

each, twelve feet in height. It is built

of brick, is stuccoed, and has a slate

roof. On the first floor, are a dining-

room—with steam tables, and other con-

veniences, for keepiug food warm, and

cooking articles for the sick—a bath-

room, water-closet, clothes-closets, and

nine rooms for patients, each being about

ten by fourteen and a half feet, whilst, in

a few instances, two are thrown together.

The rooms are on one side of a corridor,

partly eight and a half and partly ten

and a half feet wide, with two bay win-

dows, projecting more than four feet, in

each story. The second story has the

same arrangement, with the exception

that a room for two attendants takes

the place of the dining-room. All the

patients' rooms have a cheerful south-

ern exposure, with large windows, the

upper sashes of which are of iron, im-

movable, while the lower are of wood,

and may be raised to their full height,

having ornamental wrought-iron guards

on the outside. All are glazed on the

inside. There are Venetian shuttei's to

all these windows.

Warming and Ventilation.—Espe-

cial pains have been taken to secure a

thoroughly efficient system of warming
and ventilation, which the proximity of

this new structure to the main heat-

ing apparatus gave particular facilities

for doing. The heating is by steam
;

and the ventilation is forced by a

steam-engine and fan. The fresh air

supplied to the Fisher Ward, is taken

nearly thirty feet from the ground, and

passes down a brick duct, about three

feet square, to a small room, whence

it enters the fan, and is then driven,

through an underground duct, to the

main air reservoir, which occupies nearly

the whole of that part of the north side
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of the cellar of the building, which is

under the corridor. On the south side

of this cold air reservoir, are nine, and

on the north side are three heating cham-

bers, in which are placed box coils of

steam pipe, the amount varying accord-

ing to the space to be warmed by each.

All are closely surrounded by brickwork,

the air being admitted to each through

openings near the ground, the size of

which is regulated by sliding doors.

The flues, from these air-chambers, pass

into the corridors, and into every pa-

tient's room, opening near the floor.

Each room has also a ventilating flue,

with an aperture near the ceiling, and

another near the floor, all of which are

regulated by lock registers, so as to be

under the control of the officers only.

All the warming and ventilating flues

pass up in the interior corridor walls,

and the latter go into the attic, and there

empty into an air-tight duct, which, plas-

tered on both sides, gradually enlarges

in a greater ratio than the area of the

ducts it receives, passes to the central

cupola, and thence into the external air.

All the flues are made of terra cotta,

rather more than three by thirteen

inches in the clear, smooth on the inside,

with round corners, and built in the

centre of the wall.

The steam-engine is a horizontal one,

of five horse-power ; and the fan, five feet

in diameter, is iron, of the Washington

pattern, having sixteen blades. It is

arranged for a free supply of air, and a

free delivery ; and, driven at a moderate

speed, can be made to furnish a super-

abundance of fresh air at all times. Both

are placed under the dining-room, and

work noiselessly.

The water-closets have a strong down-

ward ventilation, through fifty-seven feet

of iron pipe and brick flue, leading into

the main chimney-stack. Hot water is

supplied from a boiler already in use in

the eighth ward.

This arrangement for heating and

ventilation is substantially that adopted

at the Department for Males, and which

has now been working very satisfactorily

for more than nine years ; and is one,

the effectiveness of which has been

shown by abundant experience.

In regard to this subject of heating

and ventilating hospitals, there are cer-

tain principles and facts that seem to

me to be well established. Among
these may be mentioned, as prominent,

the following:—For many reasons, steam

is the best agent for the purpose of heat-

ing. Fresh air should be passed over

radiating pipes under the rooms, and

then admitted into the wards in large

quantities, moderately warm in winter,

and cool in summer; direct radiation

being employed only in a few locations,

not constantly used ; and as a help, per-

haps, in very severe weather. All flues

should be direct, formed in central walls,

and made as smooth as possible. No
ventilation can be regarded as wortlry

of the name, without some forcing power

;

and the force that is most available is,

either a fan, or a heated chimney-stack,

the former being preferable in most in-

stances. Unless there are special rea-

sons for a contrary course, it is best

that the warm air should be admitted

near the floor, while the ventilating flues

should have openings, under control,

both near the ceiling and not far from

the floor ; the latter to be used when it

is important to save heat. If there

realty were any gases too heavy to as-

cend, inside of a room, to the opening

of the flue, near the ceiling, where the air

is necessarily warmer, than at the floor,

they would hardly rise in a flue, the

temperature of which is gradually be-

coming lower, as it ascends. "The diffi-

culty can be obviated, only by the in-

troduction of heat, either directly or

indirectly, into the flue itself, or at some

point into which it empties. The fan,

however, is the great and best regulator

of all this. No matter where the open-

ings are made, or even if the flues are

cold, the change of air is inevitable ; the

intermixture of that driven into the

room, with that already there, being
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Fig. 3.

—

Plan of the Cellar.

A.. Hot-air chambers, containing coils of
steam-pipe directly beneath flues. B. Cold-
air duct beneath floor. C. Steam-engine. D.
Fan. E. Passage to boiler-house. P. Verti-

cal duct supplying fan with air. G. Cellar.

H. Cold-air chamber.

Fig. 4.

—

Plan of Principal Story.

A. Corridor. B. One of patient's rooms
with arrangement of flues. The arrows indi

cate the course of the air. C. Dining-hall. D
Wicket-door. E. Closet. P. Water-closet
G. Sink. H. Washbasin. I. Cold-air shaft

K. Warming-table. L. L. Closets. M. Con
nection with eighth ward.
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much more thorough, in ever}" spot, than,

without experiment, could have been be-

lieved possible. All attempts to ven-

tilate, without using heat, and, of course,

consuming fuel, of some kind, as the

agent producing this heat, must be fail-

ures. Ventilation in cold weather is

necessarily loss of heat; but, at the

same time, nothing is more certain, than

that no expenditure, about a hospital,

can be more wise, or more truly econ-

omical, than that which secures, at all

times, to every one within its walls, that,

without which, perfect health cannot

long be maintained, an abundance of

pure air, at a proper temperature—one

of the blessings which a beneficent Provi-

dence intended every living being should

have during his whole existence.

Man3r of the great difficulties, about

warming and ventilating, of which so

much is said, have arisen, in great meas-

ure, from efforts to get more heat out of

fuel than is in it, and to ventilate with-

out losing any portion of the heat that

is obtained—all of which efforts, as has

been already said, are very certain to

prove failures.

The work on the " Fisher Ward " has

been thoroughly done, in every part

;

and the entire cost-'for building, furnish-

ing, heating, and ventilation, including

the steam-engine and fan, and for all

other fixtures and arrangements, is

$24,850, or $150 less than the first esti-

mates concerning all these objects, those

for the building being a little more, and

for the furniture and other fixtures

rather less, than originally estimated.

In conclusion, we may state, that the

results of ten years' experience of fan

ventilation, as arranged at the Pennsyl-

vania Hospital for the Insane, gives

these conclusions

:

1st. That the same amount of pure

air, can be delivered by that means, at

as little cost as hy any other, and with

more certainty and uniformity.

2d. That there has been no practical

difficulty in the arrangement of flues, or

openings, for, as they were started in

1859, so have, they, almost without

change, remained ever since.

od. That there has been no difficulty

from draughts or stoppage of flues, nor

has there been any indication of unpleas-

ant sensations, from the fan forcing

more air into rooms, than could readily

escape.

4th. That no more help is employed,

than there would be, if there were no

fans used.

5th. That it is perfectly independent

of atmospheric conditions.

In the preparation of the foregoing

notice of this great institution, the re-

sult, almost entirely, of the liberality

and benevolence of the citizens of Penn-

sjdvania, we have drawn largely from

the valuable reports of Dr. Kirkbride,

who has, from its opening in 1841, been

its chief medical officer and Superin-

tendent.

CHURCH OF THE GOOD
SHEPHERD.

Armsmear, Hartford. Connecticut.

A T Armsmear, near Hartford, Con-
-£j- necticut, Mrs. Colt, widow op

THE LATE COLONEL SAMUEL COLT, has

erected to the memory of her husband

and children, a church for the use of the

armorers and their families, and others

emploj-ed on the estate, a very neat lit-

tle Gothic Church, called The Church
of the Good Shepherd. The designs

are by Mr. Edward T. Potter, Archi-

tect ; and embrace a Nave and Aisles
;

Chancel, with arrangements for a Cho-

ral Service ; Sun.lay-School, opening

out of the Church as a Transept

;

Baptistry
; Organ-Room and Vestry

;

and a Tower and Spire.

The walls are of Portland brown-
stone, relieved with dressings of Ohio
stone. Around the semicircular Apse
of the Sacrarium, which terminates the

chancel, is carried an Arcade of thirteen

lancet windows, filled with stained-glass,
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bearing figures of Our Lord and the

Twelve Apostles, after the designs of

Overbeck. The Arcade is decorated,

externally, with alternate polished shafts

of red and black granite, standing free,

whose capitals are carved with olive

foliage and the appropriate apostolic

sjrmbols.

The Church has an Open-timbered

Roof, of polished chestnut, novel, but

beautiful in design, illuminated with

gold and vermilion.

Rich Borders, with texts and other

decorations in color, are introduced in

the interior. The Baptistry and Organ-

Room, on either side of the chancel,

open into it, and into the church, by

Arches. Those in the chancel are car-

ried on polished red columns, with white

marble capitals, carved with water-lilies.

The design of the Font—suggested

by Mrs. Colt, and being . carried out

by Mr. Moffitt, Sculptor—consists of

Three Children, supporting a Shell,

executed in white marble ; and is in-

tended as a memorial.

At the west end of the Church, is a

large Memorial Window, of elaborate

design and beautiful coloring, which

—

as well as the other windows, (all of

which are filled with stained-glass)—is

by Mr. Sharp.

We now introduce, as above, an en-

graving of the Screen, which divides
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the Sunday-School from the Church.

It is made of chestnut wood, like the

wainscoting, pews and furniture of the

Church, some of which is richly carved.

The screen is filled with plate-glass ; and

can be opened, or closed, at pleasure,

uniting, or separating, the Church and

Sunday-School. Similar, but smaller

screens, are introduced in the arches of

the Organ-Room and Baptistry.

Among the carvings which adorn the

exterior, perhaps the most interesting

are those of the south porch', the Ar-

morer's Porch, as it is called. Under
the symbol of the Cross, and half con-

cealed in foliage, are representations of

the different parts of all the fabrics, in

making which the workman's days are

spent. Around the entrance-arch is

carved this text: "Whatsoever ye do,

do all to the glory of God ;" words

which are, for those who placed them

there, or those who read, at once an ad-

monition and a prayer*

DESIGN FOR A SOLDIER'S
MONUMENT.

THE accompanying illustration ex-

hibits the design for a Memorial

Monument, or Military Testimonial, l^

Mr. B. S. De Forest, Architect, Clinton,

Iowa, to be executed, there, in marble,

quarried in the neighborhood.

The stjde is Gothic. The plan covers

a platform 13 feet square, raised on four

steps ; and the total height will be 26

feet. The first step is 2 feet 6 inches

wide. On its corners are four pj'ia-

mids, formed of carved cannon balls, in

black marble. On the corners of the

second step, which is 2 feet wide, are

octagon pedestals, with statues repre-

senting soldiers of different arms of the

service. The one on the right is an

Engineer, map in hand ; that on the left,

a Private of Infantry
; the one on the

northwest corner is an Artillery-man,

holding a ramrod, while that on the

southwest corner is a Colored Cavalry-

man, with drawn sabre, and broken

chains at his feet, emblematic of the

freedom he gained, as a consequence of

the great Civil War. On the platform,

which is elevated on two other steps, 'is

a sub-base 7 feet square, on the east

side of which is inscribed the memorable

date, 1861, when the Rebellion broke

out. On the north front is 1776, sug-

gestive of the War of the Revolution,

which gave Independence to our whole

country. On the west front, 1812 re-

minds us of our second successful en-

counter with Great Britain. And on

the south front appears 1846, the year

of our glorious Mexican War.

The first section of the monument is

the pedestal, which comprises the base,

tablet, arid cornice. At the angles are

diagonal buttresses, crowned with crock-

eted pinnacles and appropriate finials.

On the copings are fatigue caps.

The inscription slabs contain fifty-six

superficial feet of surface ; sufficient for

one hundred and fifty names. The sides

of the buttresses may also be used for
*

names, if required.

The second section comprises a ba«e,

die, and gabled cornice, finished with

crockets and finials. The body will be

neatly paneled, having shields, crossed

sabres, and thirty-four stars on the east

front, all in relief. On the north front

the devices will be a tent, stack of arms,

camp-chest, picks, shovels, and cannon,

and thirteen stars on the border of

the shield, all in high relief. The de-

vices of the west front will be a castle,

drum, bugle, fife, and sword. On the

border of the shield will be eighteen

stars, all in relief. The south front has

the coat-of-arms of the State, with its

shield surrounded with thirty stars, all

in high relief. The number of stars in-

dicating the States in the Union, when

Iowa first made one.

The third section is a quadrangular

shaft, finished with crockets and finials.

On the apex is a Globe, supporting an

Eagle, with extended wings, carrying

the American Flair, which overshadows
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the Western Continent, emblematic of

our country's future greatness.

It is intended that the grounds shall

be enclosed with a chain, supported by

cannon-shaped posts, thus adding to the

military effect of the whole.

The design is unique ; and we should

think, that it must present a very pleas-

ing appearance, when erected.

A BRACKETED COTTAGE.

THE design we have here depicted is

of a very simple form. It consists

of a Centre, twenty-seven (27) feet long

and twenty-nine (29) feet deep, with two

stories and a finished Attic, and a Wing-

on each side, either being twelve (12) feet

square, in the clear. These Wings are

one stoiy, with attic rooms above. One
of the Wings is intended as the Entrance

Hall, and the other for the Kitchen.

Each has its Chimney on the outside,

leaving spaces for the rooms, etc.,

clear.

The Entrance Door is sheltered by a

neat Porch. There is another Porch, or

Verandah, extending along the entire

front of the Main Building, which is en-

tered from the Piazza through the Win-

dows, which extend down to the floor.

The Parlor is twelve (12) feet wide by
twenty-five (25) feet long, having, in its

rear, the Dining-room, twelve (12) feet

by fifteen (15) feet, with the Stair-hall

on one side, and the Pantry and China

Closet on the other.

The Kitchen is shut oh" from the

Dining-room, by two doors, which form

a Lobby, whence the Pantry is entered.

The Dining-room and the Parlor com-

municate by folding-doors.

The second story has two Chambers
over the Parlor, a Bed-room over the

Dining-room, and a Bath-room over the

Pantry, with a Passage along the centre

partition whence all the apartments are

entered.

The Attic is similar in its arrange-

ments.

The whole scheme gives five rooms on
the ground floor, as many in the sec-

ond story, and three in the attic, or

thirteen in all, which will readily ac-

commodate a family of eight persons.

This projection, economical, in eveiy

respect, has all the medium conveniences

for a dwelling of its grade; and could

be erected for the sum of four thousand

five hundred dollars.

The construction should be of stone;

roofed with slate ; and if the latter

were varied in pattern, with a slight me-
chanical mixture of color properly dis-
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tributed, it would not add materially to

the expense. The crest of the roof

should be tipped with light bronze.

The stone in the walls, light gray in

hue, should be laid as promiscuous rub-

ble-work, pointed with mortar one shade

darker.

The Woodwork of the exterior may
be finished in oil, mixed with a slight

portion each, Venetian red, and ochre,

leaving it the color of oak, or yellow

pine. Of this compound, three good

coats should be given. The sashes and

window frames may be similarly treated.

The front door may be of cherry-wood

oiled.

The interior of such a Cottage should

be finished with yellow pine and chest-

nut; the dressings of the former, and the

doors and stairs of the latter. The ex-

ceptions are the newel and hand-rail,

which should be of walnut ; and the bal-

ustersof some lighter and brighter wood,

say dog-wood, maple, or birch.

This Cottage Ornee has a peculiar

jnquancy of taste, arising from its being-

covered by a hip roof, whence diverge

four gables ; the front and back ones of

the main attic and those of the wings
;

the four oriel dormer windows of the two

latter front and back, cutting the eaves,

and protected by canopy-gablets, the

pendent-posts of the main gables, the

varied outlines of the window-heads, the

buttressed chimney, with its terra cotta

top ; its simple base rising a little higher

than the floors of the piazza and the en-

trance porch, the latter itself with its

twin pillars and twin pilasters on either

side, its semi-circular interior sweep,

corresponding with the architrave of

the doorway, closed by two plainly-

paneled folds ; and its gabled rooflet,

with pendant post, harmonizing both the

head and foot-lines of the oriels, the side

brackets of the main building, its hip-

roof and front gable, and the angular

open-work of the verandah eaves—all

which, coherent, quiet, and neat, pro-

duce a feeling of modest but thorough

content.

COTTAGES.

ACCORDING to country and sub-

urban usage, the term Cottage,

means a house of Aodest pretensions,

varying much in size and accommoda-

tions. In fact, it includes dwellings of

all dimensions, from a hut to a villa, ex-

cluding the extremes, and any number

ofrooms, from two up to a dozen. In city

parlance, the word Cottage is applied to

a tenement varying in its bulk and

apartments, as before, generally plain in

exterior, but often neat and occasion-

ally ornamented, set upon one side of a

lot ; and far enough back, from the

street, to enable a higher and more

stylish front, or main, building to be

erected, by the owner, upon " the line,"

at some future period, when the original

cottage becomes the ultimate back-

building.

Amongst active business men, and

investing capitalists, opinions vary, and

always will and should, concerning the

wisdom of the entire investment of a

man's means in landed property, either

vacant or improved; and, in fact, were

all men to speculate in any one direc-

tion, the result would ever be disastrous.

However, shrewd observers remark,

that only those families remain rich,

from generation to generation, whose
managing members are careful to invest

most of their capital in farm land, situ-

ated from one to eight miles beyond the

paved streets of prosperous cities and

towns, while from two to four miles is

preferred ; and, in the directions of
growth, which, in the United States, is

always understood to be anywhere from

northeast around to west, and up stream,

no matter what direction that may be.

It is true, that unimproved land all

around the compass may, and often does,

pay handsomely, if near an improving

mart, but the points fi rst noted are always

the most encouraging. Yet, to obtain

the extreme of profit in this branch of

investment, requires great forecast and
commensurate patience ; the children, in
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turn, reaping what the parents have

sown, and selling, or renting, by the

foot what the family purchased by the

acre.

On this account, the mass of moneyed

mankind not engaged in agriculture,

always throw their capital and energies

into the active pursuits of business,

manufacturing or mercantile, because

while the risk is far greater, the imme-

diate profit, if any, is much more.

There are not wanting those, who

contend, that it is much better for the

young business man to rent, rather than

huj, as his limited capital will make for

him a larger interest, actively employed,

than it can possibly save him in a house
;

and if eveiy man's ideas were set upon

a home quite beyond his means, though

possibly far within his wishes, this posi-

tion would assuredly be correct. But

nearly all admit, that the beginning of"

prosperitj' to any man, settled in life,

consists in owning the house he lives in.

Apart from any other consideration

—

and there are many—the fact of owner-

ship, from its augmented security, con-

fers additional happiness upon the whole

family. They then first realty become

a household, because they hold the house,

in the sense of possessing, not renting

it ; and the house itself actually becomes

a home. A thousand little improve-

ments are then made, by father, mother

and children, which would never even

be thought of, much less done, in a resi-

dence merely leased.

It is this innate tendency of human

nature that led Scott, in his younger

days—as he humorously mentions in

one of his prefaces—so to appreciate

the wit of an almanac—of the time of

Charles II., "when all publications, even

to almanacs, aimed to be smart"—rec-

ommending " every man to walk at

least a mile every morning before break-

fast, for the benefit of his health ; and,

if possible, to do it upon his own

ground"—that landed proprietorship

became one of the great objects of his

life

This general feeling is by some indi-

viduals carried so far, that, they get

comparativel}7 very little satisfaction out

of the best books, unless they own tlieni
;

and, in fine, it is the grand lever moving

the world. Take away the hope of at-

taining real property and you take away

all genuine love of liberty. The tyrants

of the world, in all ages, have so well

understood this, that their first seizure

was invariably the ownership of the land-

at large, to be held of them, by the few,

for military and civil service ; and for-

ever to be withheld from the many.

Sacerdotal establishments, ostensibly

secondary to the kingty, but often supe-

rior, have always been fastened meas-

urably upon the soil, to sa}r nothing

about the tithes from the products of

the lands of the people. Among the

laity, primogeniture, or the right of the

first-born son, has secured accumula-

tion in all the countries of Europe, ex-

cept Wales ; and there gavel-kind, or

equal distribution of the land between

all the children, caused interminable

wars of selfishness, for asjorjindizement

;

because the Welsh were ^ itiated by the

doctrine of all the land for the eldest

son, as held by all the nations around

them. But, in a country like the United

States, where gavel-kind is a portion of

the people's primer, we see its benefi-

cent effects. Here no extent of posses-

sions is honorable, unless held by

equitable descent, or amassed by legiti-

mate personal effort. That which the

individual has fairly earned, let him

freely enjoy and transmit.

Not intending a lecture on political

economy, we return to our cottages.

All understand, of course, that the prac-

tical builder, from familiarity, botli with

the plans of architects, executed by him-

self, in many previous instances, and the

locality and rate of materials, would be

at no loss, with regard to the elevation

of an absolutely plain small structure,

of routine style. If the projector has

any special taste to gratify, or want to

meet, he had better get the advice of
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Figure 1.

an architect to guide his builder. It is

obvious, also, that many front and side

elevations can be adapted to the same

plan ; and, as in these moderate attempts

to secure an estate, the aspirant "will

oftener, probably, think more of room

and comfort than style, on this occasion

we omit the elevations, in order to mul-

tiply the plans.

We might remark, in passing, that,

these proposed domiciles are all adapted

to the country. On a future occasion,

we shall produce a series intended for

both suburban and urban requirements.

Our description comprehends four dif-

ferent plans, for as many separate cot-

tages.

Figure I,

the largest of the number, is regular in

outline. Its arrangement adapts it to

a corner lot, as the entrance is on the

side, with the parlor across the front.

The Vestibule A, seven (7) feet deep

by six (6) feet wide, proceeding from the

right, affords egress, on its three sides,

respectively, to the parlor, the dining-

room and the stair-hall.

The Parlor B is fifteen (15) feet wide

and twenty-two (22) feet long. The

Dining-Room C is fifteen (15) feet wide

and twenty (20) feet long. The Stair-

Hall D is seven (7) feet wide by twenty

(20) feet long, with a door, at the rear

end, communicating with the Kitchen

Gr, in the addition, fourteen (14) feet

square, with the chimney on the outside.

This increases the interior dimensions

of the dwelling.

In the body of the house, and between

the dining-room and the kitchen, is the

Pantry E, six (6) feet wide and ten (10)

feet long, well shelved, and lighted by a

window at one end.

The Second Story will afford the same

accommodations ; or, if desired, the

rooms can be partitioned, and one or

two additional apartments thus ob-

tained.

The Bath-Room will be over the pan-

try, for convenience of access from the

hall, at the half-landing of the stairs.

There is likewise economy in this ar-

rangement, the water-pipes being all con-

centrated and carried up inside the

pantry, so that, in the event of leakage,

there can be but little damage done to

any part of the premises, as the water

would most likely confine itself to the

bath-room above, and the pantry below.

A house thus arranged needs but one

staircase, as the latter is shut off, by

the vestibule doors, from any exposure,

either at the entrance, or exit, of inmates

or guests.

The front-door can be approached

from the kitchen, through the stair-hall,

without any of the rooms of the lower

story being used as a thoroughfare.

The dining-room is shut off from the

kitchen by two doors and a passage-way

H, six (6) feet long.

This dwelling can easily be increased

by another story, if desired ; or may
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Figure 2.

have its sleeping-i'ooms "within a Man-

sard roof, or an ordinary attic.

A design can readily be attached to the

plan, affording ample accommodations

for a family of from six to eight persons,

at a cost not exceeding $3,500.

Figure II

is a plan, with broken outline, of about

the same dimensions as Figure I.

A is the Vestibule, six (6) feet by six.

P is the Parlor, fifteen (15) feet wide

by twenty-four (24) feet long, with a

spacious bay-window on the side.

C is the Dining-Room, fifteen (15)

feet by eighteen (18) feet, with a bay-

window, projecting three (3) feet, on the

front.

D is the Hall and E the Stair-Hall.

F is the Kitchen, twelve (12) feet

square.

Gr is the Pantry, six (6) feet by six,

opening from the kitchen and provided

with a window.

The communication between the

Dining-Room and the Kitchen is across

the stair-hall, beneath the stairs. This

passage will be shut off from the stair-

hall, by means of screen-doors, which

will also form a sort of Vestibule for the

Side Entrance of the Stair-Hall.

H is the Front Porch. The Side

Porch is unlettered, as is, also, the Rear

Doorway to the Kitchen.

This place is somewhat more expen-

sive than Figure I, owing to the broken

outline of the ground-plan, the two bow-

windows, and the enlarged porch. As

the other, it can be arranged in eleva-

tion, for two, or three stories ;
and, if

extended, to accommodate a family of

six or eight persons, would cost about

$3,800.

Figure III

is much smaller, than either Figures I

or II. The Parlor B and the Dining-

Room C, communicate by Sliding-Doors.

A is the combined Entrance and Stair-

Hall, six (6) feet wide. B, the Parlor,

is fourteen (14) by sixteen (16) feet. C,

the Dining-Room, is fourteen (14) feet

square. D, the Kitchen, is twelve (12)

feet square. E, is the Kitchen Pantry,

and F the Dining-Room Pantry. Gr is

the Passage from the Kitchen to the

Dining-Room, shut off from the Stair-

Hall by glass doors. H is the Front

Porch.

An elevation can be designed for this

plan, affording accommodation to a

family of four persons, at an expense of

$2,200, and, for a family of six, to cost

$2,800.
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Figure 3.

Figure IV

is a plan equal in dimensions to Figures

I and II ; and would naturally call for

greater style in its exterior, than any

except the latter. Like both Numbers

1 and II, it can have an elevation of

Figure 4.—First Story.

either two or three stories, according to

the wants of its occupant.

First Floor : A is the Entrance Porch.

B is the Vestibule, five (5) feet long by

six (G) feet deep. C is the Stair-Hall

six ((5) feet six (6) inches wide.

The Parlor D is fifteen (15) by eigh-

teen (18) feet, having a semicircular

Balcony J beneath the Oriel, of the sec-

ond story.

The Dining-Room E has a half-octa-

gon end ; and is twenty (20) feet long

and fifteen (15) feet wide.

The Kitchen F is twelve (12) by four-

teen (14) feet. G is a Passage-Way be-

tween the Kitchen and the Dining-

Room, and is also the Back Vestibule

communicating with the Rear Porch 1.

H is the Pantry, well shelved, and pro-

vided with one window. Beneath the

Stair-Way, the Kitchen opens directly

into the Stair-Hall.

Figure 4.—Second Story.

Second Floor: O is the Stair-Hall.

K K are Chambers, respectively over

the Parlor and the Dining-Room, and

nearly of the same size ; the square

front one having an Oriel Window and

two spacious closets, and the back, or

octagonal one, being provided with one

large single closet. From the Half-

Landing of the Stairs, a door opens into

a very snug Bed-Room L, Avith two fine,
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deep closets ; and a diagonal Passage

N gives access, on the right, to the

Water-Closet, and, on the left, to the

Bath-Room, which contains a lavatory.

If a third story were desired, it could

be arranged for four, or even five, snug

Bed-Rooms, under a Mansard Roof.

According to the style of Roof, and,

the finish of the upper stories, this very

comfortable little Residence would vary

in cost, from $3,500, to $4,000.

For the convenience of our readers,

longing to obtain a Land-Hold and a

Homestead, we shall return to this gen-

eral theme repeatedly, until they are

well grounded in the simple Elements

of Design, as Applicable to the Erection

of Neat Little Homes.

BRACKETS.

THE Modern Domestic Style is

greatly enhanced in effect by the

use of Cantilevers and Brackets.

The latter, especially, often appear be-

neath eaves, balconies and door and

window pediments. Both embody the

idea of support, but the first is ostensi-

bly better adapted to light weights and

the last to heavy ones.

From their common main principle,

Cantilevers and Brackets should always

be composed in easy flowing lines, sug-

gesting elastic strength. Although

costing the practical workman more

trouble, both in drawing and execution,

these curves will have a much finer

effect, if comprised in harmoniously

united portions of ellipses than parts of

circles. It is herein that the creative

artist will ever be distinguished from

the merely imitative artisan.

To brackets belong all those beautiful

effects which nature gives us in the

flowers. In fact, the leaves ofthe bracket

are as much intended to represent the

graceful curls and curvatures of leaves,

as are the same in the Corinthian capi-

tal. It is, therefore, to be kept in view

by the designer of the bracket, that

those carvings which present the forms
he desires to produce, are typical of the

leaves which cling around the supporter
of the cornice. Bearing this in mind,
then, it becomes necessary to imitate

nature as nearly as possible, and should
the bracket come so near to the observ-

er's eyes as to warrant a representa-

tion of the veining, it would add much
to the general effect to carve them in.

But if they are too distant to be easily

discernible, of course, they would be
labor thrown away.

The thickness of the bracket should

so agree with its other dimensions as to

give it an unquestionable appearance of

strength as a support ; and, at its

springing point, it should be so arranged

as to look as though it came forth from

some other member, and still had its

chief reliance there. This starting-place

should be a string-course continued

across the breadth of the building hav-

ing the brackets ; as all of these are in-

tended alike to sustain one common
object, they should, accordingly, all

spring from the same continuous level.

Sometimes this string-course is de-

signed as a binder, and is carried around

the bottom part of the brackets a

little above the springing-point ; and

sometimes the string-course is itself

supported by blocks, which corning ex-

actly under the locations of the brackets,

give the effect of being part of them.

The usual mode of making brackets,

or cantilevers, of large size, is to cut

them separately out of stuff of the neces-

sary thickness, and to nail them to-

gether. Thus, suppose six inches to be

the thickness called for—then, two out-

side pieces of one and a half inch, and

two of less projection, each also one and

a half inch in thickness, (making three

inches,) would complete the required

amount of stuff. And each piece being

sawed out according to pattern, will fit

exactly into its place, and when all are

secured together, the bracket is formed,

and will only require a little planing
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and sand-papering to prepare it for the

brush of the painter.

Cantilevers will not bear piercing to

any extent on account of their habitual

slenderness of side profile. Brackets,

on the contrary, are often pierced in

wood, and always in metal. Wooden

brackets being cut, by machine saws,

against the grain, no real weight should

ever be imposed upon them. The solid-

centre wooden bracket, with relief orna-

ments on both sides, will appropriately

admit more ornamental saw curves than

the open one, for this reason, evidently,

the ornamental work will be more per-

manent. In practice, however, this con-

sideration has very little force, because

the architect or builder thinks he really

needs more linear beauty in the open

bracket than in the closed one.

The accompanying plate represents

eleven different Designs for Brackets,

adapted to what is already known in

Europe, and fast, becoming so here, as

The Bracketed Style, always intro-

duced when extensive projections of the

cornices are required.

Figure 1 exhibits only the profile, the

face, or end, being omitted. It has a

solid centre, or core, two inches thick,

with the scroll-work, sawn from one

inch stuff, projecting, say, from one-

half to five-eighths of an inch beyond

the front edge of the core, or, in other

words, the profile of the core will recede

from that of the outer scroll. This will

obviate the opening of the joints, from

seasoning, and remove the plain appear-

ance of a flat surface from the body of

the bracket.

Figure 2 is a design intended for a

more massive structure, or a cornice of

greater bulk, than that just instanced,

although its construction is the same

Its side indicates a little carving, not

employed in Figure 1. Its face is given.

Figure 3 is a bracket of small size,

adapted more particularly to the eaves

of porches, or any feature of a height

not exceeding one story. Both side

and face are presented.

Figure 4, similar to Figure 3, with

greater projection of face, is suitable for

a second story. The method of making
it is the same as with Figures 1 and 2.

We give both side and face.

Figure 5, a small bracket for porches,

bay-windows, &c, needs no special re-

mark. Both views are shown.

Figure 6 is an Open Bracket, meant

for great projections ; and may be ex-

tended for overhanging eaves, to the

covered ways of railroad stations, &c.

Figure T is a Solid Bracket, which

may almost be termed a Cantilever

with a Bracket beneath it. The sides

are studded, the ornaments being thus

in relief. Both side and face are drawn.

Figure 8 is another Cantilever-

Bracket, with open work in the lower

section. Its construction is like that

of those above. The drawings show

both side and face.

Figure 9, though not so decided a

compound, bears the same appellation

as the last, from which it differs chiefly

in having its pierced-work extended

throughout its sides. This example is

in five sections. There is a double core

that recedes, forming two channels, in-

. stead of one, in the face, which is like-

wise displaj-ed.

Figure 10 is a small example of Can-

tilever-Bracket for light verandahs and

other such structures. It is made from

three-inch plank. The form is plain,

with a chiseled depression on each side

of its bodj' and chamfered edges. Both

its face and side are here produced.

Figure 1 1 is a Bracket that may be

used at the height of two stories or up-

wards. It should be increased in size

according to the altitude of its presenta-

tion. In addition to the scroll-work,

the edges of its lower straight member
are chamfered, and the face between

channeled in a straight line by the

gouge. The side and face both appear.

This general form admits many elegant

variations, as, indeed, do all the figures

upon the plate.

There is no country in the world in
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which the bracket and cantilever are so

much in use amongst architects as this.

And, such is their intrinsic value, as

features in design, as well as supports,

that there is no prospect whatever of

their dropping into disuse. To them
we owe the great superiority of effect of

our domestic architecture over that of

other nations
; and, so long as wood

continues to be plentiful, the skill of our

carpenters will always be in requisition

with respect to them. Therefore, it be-

comes a necessity for the young practi-

tioner to be, not alone informed as to
what is and has been the practice in the

formation of these very useful as well

as ornamental appendages, but to seek
and study out new outlines of shape, and
fresh ideas of beauty, to make them all

that they are capable of being made.

GEOMETRY IN ARCHING.

THERE is a wide divergence of

opinion, with regard to the nativity

and paternity of the Arch. Who de-

vised this cunning and most useful fea-

ture in Architecture, or where it had its

birth, are alike tantalizing questions, to

the archaeologist. We claim a right to

our opinion
; and will freely give it in

favor of Etruria, of which country Tar-

quin, King of Rome, was a native, and,

as he used the arch in the formation of

the cloaca maxima, or main sewer, of

that city, and employed Etrurian work-

men, for the purpose, the presumption

is very strong, that Tarquin's native

land is entitled to the honor. As to the

claims of Egypt and of Greece, they may
find adherents, amongst theorists ; but
practical minds know too well, that

Rome has done more to cultivate the

various properties of the arch, than all

the world besides ; and that, as there

remains, to this day, the greatest speci-

men of its earliest construction, in that

cloaca maxima, built by Etrurian hands,

under a Roman king, who was himself

an Etrurian, we may decide accordingly.

But, whatever was its origin, its vast

utility in building is unquestionable.

The predominance, in Grecian con-

struction, of straight lines, gave way to

the arch, which led to the rapid expan-
sion of design in Architecture, that

found new forms, from the ideas of the

various peoples, whose incursions into

Roman territory, gave fresh impetus to
invention, by blending their conceptions
with those they found in their plunder-
ing incursions. Thus the Romanesque,
the Moorish, and the several forms of

Gothic had their origin.

We will now proceed to describe those
forms, and the mode of outlining them,
by means of their respective centres

;

first premising, that the several stones
of which an arch is composed are termed
voussoirs, or arch stones, the uppermost
one of which, as it serves to lock the
arch together, as it were, is called the

keystone. The lowest stone in each side

is entitled the springer, as it is from
these points the arch takes its rise.

The highest point in an arch is known
as the crown, and is often called the ver-

tex, this latter in pointed architecture

only. The springing line is the lowest
part of the arch, between which and the

crown, or vertex, the solid space is

termed the haunch or flank. The under,

or concave, surface is denominated the

intrados ; the upper, or convex, the ex-

trados.

The supports are called either piers,

or springing walls; and likewise abut-

ments, but this last term is more applied

to the arch of a bridge or viaduct.

That part, at the springing line, on
which the arch rests is known as the

impost, and the span is the width of the

two opposite imposts from each other.
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The rise of an arch is the clear height

of its intraclos, above the line of spring-

ing.

A reference to the accompanying en-

graving will show the variations in

form of the arch :

Fig. 1. An Ellipse or Elliptic Arch.

This, with the segment and semicircle,

might be set down as the only forms

known to the ancients. It is struck

from three centres, which are thus

found : Divide the given line A B into

four equal parts; taking together the

two parts at the centre, as a base, form,

on the under side, an equilateral tri-

angle, whose three points will be the

centres of the arcs respectively, which

form the entire arch. By extending the

sides D C, the limit of the springing

arcs is fixed. Or, describe three circles,

whose centres are the three points of

division of the base line ; and it will be

seen, that the arcs of the two outer cir-

cles form the springings, whilst an arc

turned from D, as a centre, with D C as

a radius, will connect the springing arcs

therewith. The point D is found by

joining the intersecting points, until

they meet at D. .

Fig. 2. This is termed a Stilted Arch,

in which the centre is above the line of

the imposts, the full length of the radius

of the arch, or, equal to one-half of the

diameter. A B is the diameter. C D
is the radius.

Fig. 3. The Horse-shoe Arch. Simi-

lar to the foregoing, except that the im-

posts incline inwards, which curvature is

determined by taking the points A and

B, at the extremities of the diameter A
B, and, with the diameter for a radius,

describing arcs, which will be the curved

imposts required.

Fig. 4. An Equilateral Arch. Take

A and B as centres, and with the diam-

eter A B as a radius, describe the seg-

ments ADC and B D C, which will

enclose an equilateral triangle A C B.

Fig. 5. The Lancet Arch. Divide the

span from A to B into three parts. Ex-

tend the line of the span one part on

each side ; and, taking each of these

points D D as centres, with D E, re-

spectively, as radii, describe the arcs A
E C and*B E C.

Fig. 6. Take the height of the impost,

and measure it off on the base line. Do
this on each side. Now, take C and D,

respectively, as centres ; and, with D E
and C E, respectively, as radii, describe

the arcs, as required. Otherwise, thus

:

Take half the span H E, as a radius

;

and describe the quadrant E F. Bisect

this quadrant ; and continue the line of

bisection, until it cuts A B at D. Do
the same at the opposite side ; and it

will give the point C. From each of

these points C and D, with those bisect-

ing lines as radii, describe the arcs.

Fig. 7. Is a Trefoil Arch. Divide

the diameter A B into three parts. Take
the points C and D, as centres ; and

turn the quadrants A E and B E. Join

the upper points ; and, from the centre

of this junction line, draw a semicircle.

Or, on the base line A B, divided as be-

fore, at C and D, erect a square ; and

proceed as before.

Fig. 8. Another Trefoil, more gener-

ally used than the foregoing. Divide A
B into four equal parts ; divide the

height into two parts at C, and join the

points C D and C D. Form the points

ODD. With these points, turn an arc

and a three-quarter circle.

Fig. 9. A Drop Arch. Divide the

span A B into four parts; and, taking

the points D D, at either side of the

centre, with D A and D B as radii, de-

scribe the segments, which will bound

an equilateral triangle.

Fig. 10. Ginquefoil Arch. Divide the

span into five equal parts. From the

extreme points A and B, with the span

as radius, describe the semicircles A C
and B C, respectively. Divide the seg-

ments A C and B C ; and, from the

points of division to the centres A and

B, draw lines. Now, take A D and B
D, respectively, and draw segments par-

allel to the outside ones. At the inter-

secting points of the division line, be-
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fore spoken of, will be the centres, from

which turn semicircles. Likewise, turn

quadrants at the base, and a three-

quarter foil at the apex.

Fig. 11. Is a Semicircular Arch show-

ing the lines of the voussoirs AC C C,

&c, Which are radii of the semicircle.

B is the Keystone.

Fig. 12. Polyfoil Arch. Divide the

line of span into eight equal parts.

From the points A and B, describe the

segments A C and B C. Divide these

into four parts each ; and, from the

points of division as centres, turn semi-

circles.

Fig. 13. The Ogee Arch. Divide the

span A to B into three parts ; and, from

the points E and F, as centres, draw the

semicircles A G F and B G E. Now,

re-divide the line of space into four

parts ; and, taking three of them, erect

perpendiculars, A D and B C, at either

end ; and join the points D C. Bisect

the angles A C D and BCD with the

lines D H and C H ; and, from the cen-

tres C and D, with the radii C H and D
H, describe segments connecting the

arcs A G and B G with them, thus form-

ing the Ogee Arch.

Fig. 14. Tudor Arch. Divide the

span-line A B into three parts, A E, E
F, and F B. On the part E F construct

a square, which will give the four points

or centres. Draw the diagonals D E G
and CFG. From the centre E describe

the arc A G. From F, as a centre, de-

scribe B G. Now, taking C as a centre,

and C H as a radius, continue the seg-

ment to the apex ; then, taking D as a

centre, and D H as a radius, describe

the segment connecting the springing

arc ; and the Tudor Arch is complete.

DRAINAGE

THE proper draining of streets, is a

subject of great interest to the civil

engineer who has charge of a city, and

many are the instances of failure in this

matter to be found in our country, young

as it is

When a village is first laid out, it is

an easy and an economical work to

form a system of main drainage con-

formable to the circumstances of the

location
;

yet how seldom do we see

forecast displayed in this line. Vil-

lages spring up, grow, and become

cities, great cities, and it is just at this

latter point that the grand error be-

comes painfully evident to an over-

taxed community. The error is one so

often repeated, notwithstanding, that the

whole thing becomes almost mysterious.

Is there no ambition in the founders or

projectors of those euibryo cities to lead

them on to the contemplation of future

advance of valuation, and to suggest to

them the good policy of securing the

great lines of arterial draining, while

yet the prices of land and materials,

and the cost of labor are within the

limits of positive economy.

We know of one large city in the

West, that this subject applies to

most intimately, where the location is

such, that even surface draining has a

natural facility of action, and yet the ad-

vantage has not been taken at first, and

to-day the difficulties increase, while the

city treasury pales before the giant ad-

versary to be overcome.

Surface drainage, for streets with a

quick descent is excessively disagree-

able in rainy weather. Baltimore and

Cincinnati, under the influence of the

dreary god Pluvius, give a full elucida-

tion of our ideas on this subject. In the

former city, stepping-stones are built

into the pavement, and rising high

above it, to enable passengers to cross

without being subjected to wet feet. In

Cincinnati the rush of descending rain-
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water is fearful, and some streets are

perfectly inundated during, or immedi-

ately succeeding a rain-storm.

The drainage from houses should not

be a superficial operation, crossing the

sidewalks, but should be carried under

them, and have a sufficient fall to the

curbstones to prevent any lodgement of

water and consequent freezing. These

cross drains should have sufficient

capacit}', and be made smooth, to pre-

vent the lodgement of any obstruction

to the free passage of rain-water from

the spout, with which it should be con-

nected in the best manner.

But all that we have said relates to

surface-draining only. We will now
descend to the still more important

work termed sewerage, into which

drainage may be said to merge itself.

In this age of sub-cellars descending,

on an average, twenty feet below the

surface of the street, it would be very

desirable, indeed, to have the main

sewer built low enough to receive the

drainage of such cellars ; and thus avoid

that pumping which is so great an ex-

pense, in many cases, in our large

cities. .

We need not, of course, offer any

counsel to the judicious experience of

the engineer entrusted with the very

serious commission of surveying and

mapping the main sewer of a village or

city, either already commenced, or in

prospect. But, if he has the initiatory

work to do, he must certainly possess a

very great advantage over the profes-

sional brother who has to deal with

streets already built, and is confined to

levels which he must pursue.

The egg-shape is decidedly the best

form for a sewer, for it has not alone

the great advantage of strength, but

.that, also, of narrowing the invert,

therebj' contracting the lower part of

the channel, and increasing the depth

of flow, by which means the velocity

and scour are much improved. Another

advantage of this form, is the attain-

ment of greater height with a given

area ; and, in fine, the construction is

more economical.

Various methods of constructing

sewers approximate to this egg-shape.

Some have been made with a semi-

circular top, flat segment sides, and a

sharp, segmental invert ; the curves of

those sides and invert, differing accord-

ing to the varying proportions of height

and width, and other circumstances.

Others are constructed with six centres,

the upper part being described with two

radii, instead of being semicircular.

The most to be preferred of all the

modes and proportions is the following :

Let the height of the sewer be to the

width as three to two ; then, describe a

semicircular crown ; and with a radius

equal to the width, or span, taking each

of the springing points of the semicircu-

lar top for the respective centres, de-

scribe segments ; for the invert, with a

radius of either one-half or one-sixth of

the whole height, describe a semicircle

which will connect with the foregoing

segments, and thus complete the con-

struction.

It must be remarked of this egg-

shaped sewer, that the form is inconve-

nient to walk up,- when workmen have

to examine it, or make repairs. A flat

bottom would, unquestionably, be the

most fitting for that purpose ; and many
scientific and practical men are of the

opinion that the latter shape would be

the best for perfect drainage. As much
might be advanced in the way of argu-

ment on both sides, we propose to leave

the question open.

Should it happen that the grade of a

road or street might be so low as to

prevent the height being such as we
would advise, two, or even more, egg-

shaped sewers might be laid to make up

the aggregate area required.

The above sewers, if not more than

four feet in height, and to be constructed

in a good building strata, may be of

half-brick work, on account of the in-

trinsic strength of their form. But, if

built according to the other modes, can-
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not be less than brick thick, unless, in-

deed, the required sewer happens to be

verjr small.

They are constructed of common

brick, of good hard qualit\r
, in lime mor^

tar, with the exception of the invert,

which is jointed with pure cement mortar.

Radiated bricks should be expressly

manufactured for sewer building, as the

joints of ordinary brick are necessarily

too open at one end, and, consequently,

make but a poor job at best.

The rate of inclination must be a sub-

ject of mature consideration. The

greater the fall, the more intense the

velocity, is the governing rule, and this,

of course, includes the perfection of the

scour. Give the greatest rate to the

house-drains ; the next rate to the pipes

with which they are to be immediately

connected ; and so on, diminishing the

rate gradually as you get towards the

outlet. The reason for this is obvious
;

for, in the first place, your main object is

to remove the sewerage from immediate

proximity to' the houses, so that perfect

drainage is of less consequence at a dis-

tance than it is in the houses themselves.

But, beyond this, there is another more

important object in such arrangement,

for as the body of water is less in the

drains or sewers more remote from the

outlet, it is more likely to be sluggish

in its movements than where there is a

large volume of water, and this tendency

to sluggishness is overcome by an in-

creased rate of inclination, so that the

want of velocitjr caused by the small

body of water in the lesser sewers is

compensated by the extra fall, and thus

the flow in all cases is rendered equal,

or very nearly so.

Ventilation is a very necessary sub-

ject as applied to sewers ; especially

main sewers, through which, at times,

men may have to pass. We would

always recommend air shafts to be con-

structed at a good sharp inclination

from the crown of the arch of the main

sewer to the gutter at the sidewalk, and

if this is done at the corners of streets,

these air-ducts, or ventilators, will also

answer for street surface drains. This

practice is now well understood, and.

until some better one is devised, it is to

be hoped that it will never be neglected.

Thus much, at present, on the subject

of Drainage; one of so much imminent

consequence to the health of every com-

munity, that on its observance rests the

responsibility which every conscientious

man incurs, who undertakes so impor-

tant a work.

Fell.—We have some poor building

done on this side of the Atlantic occa-

sionally, but we have not yet had the

mortification of chronicling, in this ad-

vanced nineteenth century, anything

like that which we find in the London
Builder, namehy, the fall of two houses

at Liverpool, which were "topped out''

at three stories high. The basement

walls were nine inches thick ! and from

the ground-line to the top were but four-

and-a-half inches thick! These walls,

carrying the joists of the three floors,

buckled up, like a sheet of paper, and

fell. The wonder would have been great

had they stood. Their fall was well

deserved, and to be rejoiced at ; were it

not that, by it, four poor men were

killed.

Another Aid.—Joinery has gained

much by mechanic invention. The

planing-machine not alone relieved the

workman of an immense amount of

drudgery in the way of smoothing

boards, but it likewise tongued and

grooved them in the truest, as well as

speediest manner. Scroll-sawing did

great things for him ; and now he 1ms

an aid more admirable still, in the dove-

tailing machine, which at once rids him

of a very harassing operation, difficult

to perform in. a truly workmanlike man-

ner, and worthless if not done so. We
are glad to see that this latter machine

is so completely successful, doing its

work as perfectly as any other Yankee

notion.
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STAINED GLASS.

FROM THE OLD AUTHORITIES.
No. 3.

The Manipulation.

HAYING previously given The His-

tory and General Method, and The

Materials, of Mediaeval Stained Glass,

from the Old Authorities, we now pre-

sent The Manipulation of the Artists in

Glass, of the days of yore. The reader,

especially if technical, will, however, re-

ceive this matter, entirely, as reminiscen-

tial and suggestive. A present success

often depends upon the knowledge of a

former blunder; and an important in-

vention, or discovery, ma}r spring from

a train of thought, or newly ascertained

fact, either but little, or in no way, taken

to it.

" When Newton saw an apple fall, he found

In that slight startle from his contemplation,

A mode of proving that the world turns round
In a most wondrous whirl, called gravitation."

It may be that a similar chance, in

these extracts from older pages, will

extend the powers of the assiduous and

indefatigable artist In glass.

The Manipulation.

When any one wishes to paint, let

him choose Lorrain glass, which inclines

to the wldtish yellow, because that bears

the fire the best, and receives the colors

better than any other. When the sub-

ject which he is to paint is not large,

the glass is to be put upon the drawing

intended to be copied, the outlines of

which are to be traced with a pen or

hair pencil, and with the black color

already spoken of. If this color is dry,

it must be ground an hour, on the cop-

per, with water; and a small quantity

of gum Arabic, dried as before directed,

is to be added to it. It must be expe-

ditiously mixed ; and if the quantity of

color is equal in size to a nut, as much
gum Arabic as is equivalent to a small

nut, must also be put into it. The gum

must be dissolved before the color is

used, which ought to be neither too clear

nor too thick; and, when those outlines

are marked, they must be suffered to

dry for two days.

A wash is then to be applied to them,

made of six or seven grains of gum
Arabic, well dried, mixed with six or

seven drops of urine, and as much black

as necessaiy ; so, however, as not to

hinder the color from being very clear.

To make it well, the black ought to be

put into a little basin of lead, and be

covered with the wash, in order that it

may not dry so soon ; and when the

outlines have been left for two da}'s to

dry, this wash is to be passed equally

and very lightty over the. whole, in order

that the outlines may not be effaced
;

after which the work is to be permitted

to rest for two days more.

This wash serves for the first shadow,

or demi-tint; and for the second tint,

the color must be repassed, with the

pencil, over the necessary places. •

To produce the lights and heighten-

ings, a pen, or the handle of the pencil,

is to be used, as has been already men-

tioned ; and as much of the first wash

is to be removed, as shall be deemed

necessary. This is the method for

works in white and black, technically

called Grisaille, from the general effect

being gray.

As for the colors, when the black is

applied, as above, and dried for two or

three days, they are to be laid on in the

following manner:

Enamel colors, such as blue, green,

and purple, must be expeditiously laid

on the piece of glass with the pencil,

after having been well tempered with

gum-water The other colors must be
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emplo3red with caution, according to the

work which is to be executed ; and care

must be taken not to efface the outlines

;

or the colors may be conveniently ap-

plied on the other side of the glass.

Yellow is, most frequently, made in

the furnace; but, in using, it must
alwa3T

s be laid on the back of the glass

very even, more or less charged, accord-

ing to desire, and never near blue ; be-

cause, in being melted and re-heated in

the fire, these two colors would only

make one, which would be green. It is

for this reason necessary, as has already

been said, to lay on the 3'ellow, on that

side, where there are no other colors
;

for it sinks through the whole thickness

of the glass. This other colors do not

;

for these last, having more body, do not

penetrate so far, and some of them even

remain on the surface.

When the colors are to be baked, and

the glass put in the fire, after being

painted, a small square furnace of brick

is to be made, which each way should

not be more than about eighteen (18)

inches, that is to say, however, accord-

ing to the quantity of work which has

been prepared. At the lowest part, and

six inches from the bottom, an opening

is to be made, to put in and stir the fire.

Above this opening, two or three square

bars of iron are to be placed, which will

cross the furnace, and divide it into

two. Over these bars, and to the right

of the door below, a small opening is to

be left of about the thickness of two
fingers in height and breadth, to let the

trial-pieces pass through, while the work
is baking.

The furnace thus prepared, an iron

pan, of the form of the lurnace, must be

procured, of such a size as that, beino-

laid on the bars of iron, it shall want
about three full finger's breadth or more

of touching the walls of the furnace

;

for which reason it ought to be square,

and it should be of good earth, well

baked. Its bottom should be about the

breadth of two fingers in thickness, and
its height, at its sides, about half a foot.

After this, a quantity of plaster, in

powder, well sifted, and three times

baked in a potter's furnace or a tile-kiln,

must be provided, or rather of quick-

lime well separated or sifted. Some
persons use cinders well burnt, but they

are not so well adapted for fitting the

pieces intended to be baked.

The pan being placed on the bars, in

the middle of the furnace, a portion of

the plaster in powder, or of the lime,

must be spread there, about half a

finger's breadth in depth, as equally as

possible, and, above, some pieces of old

broken glass are to be placed, and then

some powder, then some old glass, and

then some powder, so that it may have

three beds of plaster or lime, and two
of old glass, which is called stratum

upon stratum. On the third bed of

plaster the pieces which have been

painted should begin to be spread. They
are to be laid in beds, so that there may
be half a finger's breadth of powdered

plaster, or lime, very evenly spread be-

tween each piece of glass; and the

ranges in this order be placed one above

another, continually, until the pan is

full, if the number of pieces to be baked

is sufficient to fill it. After this, the

last bed is to be covered with some of

the powder, and it must be remembered

that the pan should have a hole in front,

to answer to that of the furnace, above

the door through which the fire is put

in order that the pieces of glass, with

which the, trials are made, passing straight

from one to the other, may enter into

the pan, and there bake the same as the

rest.

All things thus disposed, some bars

of iron are to be placed, which may rest

on the walls of the furnace ; and the pan

is to be covered with a large tile, made

on purpose, or with several others. They

are to be ranged and luted as closely as

possible, with some soft earth or mould,

so there may be no aperture, except at

the four corners of the furnace, where

one ought to be left, of about two inches

in diameter, in each corner.
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The furnace, thus closed, is to be

heated, with a few lighted coals, at the

entrance ofthe door onl}7
, and not within.

After having been in this state for an

hour and a-half, or two hours, the fire must

be pushed a little further forward, and

then it is to be left for another full hour,

at the end of which the fire is to be suf-

fered to enter the pan by degrees When
it has been thus for about two hours, it

must be increased by little and little,

and at the end of two hours it is to be

further augmented, by filling the furnace

gradually with good charcoal from young

wood, so that the flame may go out at

the four holes of the four corners, and

at that which ought also to be in the

middle. This is called the chimnej' ; and

the fire ought to be very brisk and ardent

for the space of three or four hours.

During this time, and to the end, some

of the proof or trial pieces, which are in

the small apertures of the furnace and

of the pan, should be drawn out, to see

whether the colors are melted, and if the

yellow is produced.

When the colors arc almost produced,

some very dry wood ought to be put

into the furnace, but cut into small

pieces, in order thacthey may go entirely

in at that place. For, to do the work

well, the door of the furnace ought to

be shut during the whole of the baking,

except at the beginning, and when the

fire is yet at the entrance. The fire of

wood, which is lighted towards the end,

ought to cover the whole of the pan in

which is the work, till it is perceived

that the whole is baked, which usually

happens after the fire has been in it for

about ten or twelve hours, or eight or

ten, if the hottest degree of fire has

been given to it at first. But this is not

so good a method, because by these

means the whole is often lost, by burning

the colors and breaking the pieces.

Caution must be used when the bars

of iron become cherry-colored or spark-

ling, for that shows that the baking is

advancing, and requires of the operator

both attention and care.

Thus ends Felibien, upon this subject.

His directions, now-a-days, doubtless,

are antiquated, as his style ; but they

were good, for those times, as that, nn-

questionably, was good work-day prose.

But there is another aspect to this ques-

tion, and that is the romantic and the

poetic.

Through no other medium, than

stained-glass, can the reader obtain any

thing like an adequate conception of

the warmth and brilliancy of the imagi-

nation, which conceived the story known

to almost every child, in the civilized

world, as " Aladdin and the Wonderful

Lamp," and to the adult reader of E.

W. Lane's magnificent translation of

"The Thousand and One Nights," as

" Allah-ed-Deen.

We of America, simply staj'ing at

home, but faintly appreciate the sug-

gestiveness of these large jeweled win-

dows of the ages that were. Their rays

have fallen upon the eyes of the poets

and are reflected from their souls

throughout the later literature.

Of all the bards, John Keats, in his

" Eve of St. Agnes," best suits our in-

stant need.

'A casement high and triple-arched there was,

All garlanded with carven imageries

Of fruits, and flowers, and bunches of knot grass;

And diamonded with panes of quaint device,

Innumerable, of stains and splendid dyes,

As are the tiger-moth's deep-damasked wiugs;

And, in the midst, 'mong thousand heraldries,

And twilight saiDts and dim enblazonings,

A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of queens and

kings.

'Full on this casement shone the wintry moon,

And threw warm gules on Madeline's fair breast,

As down she knelt, for Heaven's grace and boon
;

Rose bloom fell on her hands, together pressed,

And on her silver cross soft amethyst,

And on her hair a glory, like a saint.

She seemed a splendid angel, newly dressed,

Save wings, for heaven:—Porphyro grew faint-

She knelt, so pure a thing, so free from mortal taint."
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GAS WORKS FOE PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.

By Henry P. M. Birkinbine, Engineer.

TTTHEN an important town or city

VV is to be supplied, there is no dif-

ference of opinion, in regard to the ma-

terials, from which to make illuminating

gas. With scarcely an exception, bitu-

minous coal is the substance used, for

obvious reasons. It is procurable in

such large quantities, in so man3r differ-

ent localities, and can be transported so

easily, that there is but little fluctuation

in its price.

When, however, illuminating gas for

a public institution, or a small town, is

desired, it is customary to look for other

materials, such as wood, rosin, refuse oil,

fat, petroleum, refinery refuse, benzine,

or gasoline, from which to generate it.

Works to carbouize these materials

can generally be constructed at less

cost ; and are supposed to be more

easily managed, as requiring less skill

and care in working them. Some of

these materials are dangerous, and liable

to explosion ; others fluctuate greatly in

price : from some of them it requires a

great amount of skid, to produce gas of

a uniformly good character ; and some

of the apparatus necessary requires fre-

quent repairs, being liable to many ac-

cidents not common to coal gas works.

Architects, in this country, generally

specify, that gas, for the supply of pub-

lic institutions shall be made from one

of the above-mentioned materials, when

the use of coal would probably be both

cheaper and better. Specifications lately

published for a large public institution,

located one hundred and fifty miles

inland, and within one hundred miles of

bituminous coal fields, required works

to generate gas from rosin. There

must be some singular misapprehension

amongst architects, or they would not

thus recommend the adoption of works

which are generally unreliable, and ex-

pensive in repairs, costing more for ma-

terials, and, as a consequence, producing

gas dearer than that made from coal.

The following is a description of

works, now in successful operation, for

making gas from bituminous coal. They

are designed to furnish from two thou-

sand to live thousand cubic feet per day :

Building.—The entire works are en-

closed in a building fifty-eight feet long,

twenty-seven feet wide, and sixteen feet

high to the square of the roof, divided,

by a brick partition, into two apart-

ments: A containing the retorts and

washer, and B, the condenser, purifiers,

meter, and holder.

Retorts.—The retorts, for generating

the gas from bituminous coal, are placed

at a, in room A. There are three re-

torts, contained in separate furnaces,

each capable of producing twenty-five

hundred cubic feet per day, without

forcing. They are supplied with a hy-

draulic main, and connecting pipes, of

suitable dimensions. The Washer is

placed alongside the retorts, at w.

Condenser.—This is a series of four

inch stand-pipes, with tar-box below
;

and is placed at c, in room B. The con-

nections between the hydraulic main and

condenser are six inches in diameter.

Purifiers. — These are four dry-lime

purifiers, with centre-seal, placed at p.

The Meter, for measuring the gas

manufactured, is at m.

The Gas-holder, shown at h, is twenty-

two feet in diameter, and fourteen feet

high, with a storage capacity of five

thousand cubic feet. The tank, for the

holder, is excavated; the bottom paved,

and the sides walled up with brick, laid

in hydraulic cement.

The Connections from the condenser

to the purifiers, from the purifiers to the

meter, and from the meter to the holder,
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are all four inches in diameter ; and are

supplied with the necessary stops and

drips, to insure the constant working of

the apparatus and control the different

parts.

Works of this capacity will cost about

six thousand five hundred dollars, say :

For building and tank, . $3,000

Iron work complete, . . 3,500

$6,500

The arrangement of these works is so

simple, that any man of ordinary intel-

ligence, can be instructed so as to take

charge of them in a few days.

Estimated CostN>f Making Gas by

these Works.

1st. When an average of 2,000 feet

per day is made :

Interest ($6,500, at 8 per

cent.) for one day, . . $1 42

Coal, 470 lbs., plus 15 per

cent, leakage, -

2Vo°o tons,

at $5,

Labor, one man, ....
Repairs, wear, etc., at 15

cts. per 1,000 feet, .

1 35

1 50

30

$2.29 per thousand feet.

$4 57

2d. When an average of 3,0U0 feet per

day is made

:

Interest ($6,500, at 8 per

cent.) for one day, . . $1 42

Coal, 705 lbs., plus 12 per

cent, for leakage, etc.,

'2
7
o
9
o°o

tons
.
at $5, . . . 1 98

Labor, one man, . . .

Repairs, etc., at 12 cents

per 1,000 feet, ....
$1.75 per thousand feet.

50

36

$5 26

3d. When an average of 4,000 feet per

day is made

:

Interest ($6,500, at 8 per

cent.) for one day, . . $1 42

Coal, 940 lbs., plus 10 per

cent, for leakage, etc.,

3ffoo tons at 2 59

1 50

44

$5 95

Less 200 lbs. coke, at \ ct. 50

Labor, one man, ....
Repairs, wear, etc., at 11

cents per 1,000 feet, . .

.36 per thousand feet.

$5 45

4th. When an average of 5,000 feet

per clay is made :

Interest ($6,500, at 8 per

cent.) for one day, . . $1 42

Coal, 1175 lbs., plus 8 per '

cent, for leakage,' etc.,

ilJg-tons, at $5, . . . 3 13

Labor, one man, .... 1 50

Repairs, wear, etc., at 10

cents per 1,000 feet, . 50

$6 60

Less 400 lbs. coke, at \ ct. I 00

$1.12 per thousand feet.

$5 60
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In these estimates, no allowance is

made for the cost of lime, and other in-

cidentals ; nor is there any credit for

tar and waste lime,, as they will proba-

bly equalize each other.

No credit is made for coke, except

when an average of 4,C00 feet per ctey is

made ; because, unless thd works are

making nearly their full capacity, little,

if any, coke can be saved.

The estimates go no further than five

thousand feet per day ; as that is con-

sidered a fair working capacity ; but the

works may be able to furnish seven

thousand five hundred feet per day, if

necessary.

Recapitulation.

Cost per 1,000 feet—

When 2.000 feet per day is made, $2 29

3,000 " ' "
.

"
1 75

4,000 " " "
1 3fi

5,000 " " "
1 12

These figures will enable a compari-

son to be made of the cost of gas pro-

cured from coal, and that obtained from

other materials.

ORIGIN OF "JOHN O'GROAT'S
HOUSE."

MANY of our American readers

have heard of this celebrated

point, on the coast of Scotland ; but

few know the story of its origin, which

is as follows

:

In the reign of James the IV of Scot-

land, three brothers, Malcolm, Gavin,

and John de Groat, supposed to be orig-

inally from Holland, arrived in Caith-

ness, with a letter from the king, recom-

mending them to the countenance and

protection of his loving subjects in the

county of Caithness. These brothers

bought some land near Dnngess Baj'-

head ; and, in a short time, by the in-

crease of their families, eight different

proprietors of the name of Groat pos-

sessed these lands in equal divisions.

These eight families having lived peace-

ably and comfortabby, for a number of

years, established an annual meeting

to celebrate the anniversary of their an-

cestors' arrival on the coast, In the

course of the festivity on one of these

occasions, a question arose respecting

the right of taking the door, the head of

the table, and such honors of prece-

dency; each contending for the superi-

ority and chieftainship, which increased

to such a degree, as would probably

have proved fatal in its consequences,

had not John de Groat, who appears to

have acquired great knowledge of man-

kind, interfered. He expatiated, on the

comfort they had hitherto enjoj-ed,

owing to the harmon}^ which had ex-

isted between them; he assured them,

that, as soon as they appeared to quar-

rel amongst themselves, their neighbors,

who had till then treated them with re-

spect, would fall upon and expel them
the country

; he therefore conjured them
by the ties of blood and their mutual

sefety, to return quietly to their several

houses, and pledged himself that he

would satisfy them on all points of pre-

cedence, thus preventing the possibility

of such disputes, in future, at their an-

niversary meetings. They all acqui-

esced, and departed in peace. In due

time, John de Groat, to fill his agree-

ment, built a room distant from all

other houses, on an octagon plan, with

eight doors, and placed a table of oak of

the shape of the room in the middle.

When the next meeting took place, lie

desired each of them to enter by his own
door, and to sit at the head of the table.

He himself occupied the last. By this

ingenious contrivance, the harmony and

good humor of the companj- were re-

stored. The building was then named

John O'Groat's House. Nothing now
remains but the foundations of the build-

ing. The place still retains the name,

and has long been a fixed locality on all

maps of Scotland, as well as on mari-

ner's charts.

It will thus be seen that Burns had

ample warrant for his address— vide

" Captain Grose"

—

" Hail, Land o' Cakes, and brither Scots,

Frae Maiden Kirk to Johnny Groat's."
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THE VALUE OF MAN
By George J. Henkels.

POLITICAL economists have al-

ways adopted the precious metals,

as a standard of value; and, so long as

surrounding circumstances favor this

rule, their theories seem correct ; but

the developments of the last twenty

years have so unsettled the conditions

of the whole world, that the old rules do

not seem to be infallible. The annihila-

tion of space, through the magnetic tel-

egraph, and the rapid communication,

by steam vessels and railroads, have

revolutionized commerce and science

;

and what was formerly, by sound com-

mercial judgment regarded as a promis-

ing profitable speculation, and which,

although requiring a year to develop, is

now reduced to an almost instantaneous

certainty ; and, instead of the merchant

purchasing largely, of an article for ex-

port to a foreign country, without the

knowledge of what price the article

might command, when the vessel should

arrive at its destination, he is enabled,

by the use of the telegraph, to know, at

any time, the foreign value of his goods,

and instead of shipping cargoes to run

the risk of rates, in most cases, he sells

at a fixed price, not only before he ships,

but before he buys for export. Thus ,

the market values, in the principal marts

of the world, are always to be obtained.

The consequence is, that he, who was

formerly known as a merchant, that is,

a man who exchanged, by his own ships

—freighted with cargoes, mostly belong-

ing to himself—the commodities of his

own country for those of another, is

now known as a ship-owner, whose prin-

cipal business is to carry goods for other

owners, or as a commission merchant.

The changes affecting importers have

had corresponding influence on manu-

facturers and storekeepers. Formerly,

a manufacturer in the country, or a

storekeeper in some remote place, was
obliged to lay in, at certain seasons, the

stock or materials required in his busi-

ness, several months ahead of bis posi-

tive immediate wants, as the distance to

be traveled by stage, to purchase, and
the length of time required to transport

the goods, by canal and wagons, ren-

dered the time of receipt uncertain.

Now, by the use of the telegraph to send

orders, and the quick despatch of freight

by railroad and steamboat, he is enabled

to supply his wants daily ; and the

trade of our large cities, which was
formerly concentrated into two months,

each season, is now distributed over the

whole year. These changes, in the

manner of doing business, have had

their influence on the matter and method
of productions of all kinds.

Now, proceeding to our subject proper,

The Value of Man, we will try to ad-

vance some new ideas, in vindication of

the new theory that, instead of gold be-

ing the standard of value, the worth of

man is the true standard.

When the writer was apprenticed to

learn his business, the day's labor was
considered, by all indoor mechanics, to

be from seven in the morning until eight

in the evening, in winter ; and from

sun to sun in summer. Some years ago,

when mechanics obtained a concession,

and ten hours was agreed upon as a

day's work, the writer then opposed it,

on principle, as it was but agrarianism

in a modified form. At the present

time, we have a national law. making

eight hours a da_y's work in the Govern-

ment employ. If eight hours' labor is

to be recognized as a day's wortt, why
not make it six hours, four hours, or

even two hours, on the same principle ?

You will, no doubt, say, that this mat-

ter will correct itself, in time; but 3
rou
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must bear in mind, that this has been

the expectation ever since the ten-hour

system was recognized ; and, instead of

correcting itself, it is daily growing

worse and worse. All master mechan-

ics will corroborate this fact : That,

when wages were low, and work hours

long, the workmen did twentjT-five per

cent more work in the hour than they

do at present. There is an intelligent

cause for this ; and, if we discard old

theories and search for truth, we shall

discover it. Formerly, labor was plenty,

and gold was scarce ; now, compara-

tively, gold is plenty, and labor is scarce.

Suppose a contract had been made with

a workman, twenty years ago—when

twelve hours was considered a day's

labor— for a gold dollar a da}', for thirty

years, which, to-day, would be the meas-

ure of value, the gold or the labor ? Or,

suppose a contract was to be entered

into, to-day, to build a house for $20,000,

in gold, during the year ; and suppose,

that all building mechanics should strike

for eight hours per day, and be success-

ful in obtaining it, would it not show
that labor is the standard ? That is,

eight hours' labor would command as

much gold, after a successful strike, as

ten hours' labor would have commanded
previously. Now, reduce the day's

work of man, to a smaller number of

hours ; or, abolish labor altogether, and
allow all men to subsist only on the

spontaneous products of nature, or on

such materials as each could individu-

ally produce—admitting that such a

thing could possibly occur—what would

then be the value of gold ? No circu-

lating medium would be required
; and,

consequently, gold would be of no use,

except for ornaments, which would have

to be worked to the size and fashion

fancied by the wearer. But labor would

be of value, because on it would depend
the production of the means of individ-

ual subsistence. Again : Suppose, that

a gold mountain should be discovered,

where the beautiful metal could be had, in

illimitable quantity, without more labor

than is required to produce iron, would

not its intrinsic value fall below that of

either of the baser metals, from the fact,

that it is of but little use to mankind,

except as a medium of exchange, and

the means of ornament ? It would be

of no use to build engines, to make agri-

cultural implements, or for any other

mechanical purpose. If its scarcity is

advanced as a reason that it should be

the measure of value, why should it

still maintain that position, in the face

of the immensely increased production

of gold compared with other precious

metals ? If some mineral, from its

scarcity, is required by the world for a

standard of value, wh}^ not select platina,

or even one kind of precious stones ; as

the production of these does not increase

in ratio, bej'ond the increase of the

world's population, as gold has done,

within the last twenty-five }
Tears, which

increase, from present indications, is

likely to become greater, every succeed-

ing year. Suppose you engage a man
at mining, on the side of a mountain

;

and employ another man at raising

wheat, in the valley, alongside of the

same mountain. Say, the miner can

produce fifty dollars in gold, per day,

for a season ; and the farmer could only

produce one bushel of wheat per day,

worth two dollars ; which would be the

standard of value, the fifty dollars in

gold, the two dollars' worth of wheat, or

the labor of the man ? The labor of the

man is the standard, as he, by labor,

produces the gold and the wheat; and,

without his labor neither would have

any tangible existence, so far as the

human race is concerned. The creature

cannot be greater than the Creator, Sta-

tistics are always dull reading ; and are,

generally resorted to, by writers, to

bolster up arguments. I will not refer

to them, to show the relative increase

of gold, in proportion to the increase of

population, as it is a matter that all ob-

servant men are conversant with
; but,

by referring to the pages of the Bible, I

will show, that, in the early ages of the
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Christian Era, the labor of man was con-

sidered the standard of value. Bj< turn-

ing to the twentieth chapter of Matthew,

we find the parable of the Laborers in

the Vineyard : where the master of the

Vineyard agreed with the laborers, early

in the morning, for a penny a day

;

and, at the third, sixth and eleventh

hours, he agreed with others for the

same hire, thus making the man's labor

the standard of value. This parable

also shows, that, at that time, a laborer

could only command a penny—an infe-

rior coin—a day. At this day, a laborer

can command nearly two hundred of

the same coins for the same amount of

labor. Now, if the precious metals are

the standard of value, why is it, that

they will not purchase as much labor,

now, as they did eighteen centuries ago ?

It is not because labor is more scarce,

as the increase of population has always

been in the same ratio. The fact is, you

can purchase more gold, with a day's

labor now, than formerly ; and the rela-

tive difference in value, between labor

and gold, is widening every day. The

value of labor, all over the civilized

world, has increased greatly within the

past six years. Taking Italy, where

labor is plentiful and cheap, as an illus-

tration, we find that, in 1865, the steve-

dorage for loading marble was two and

a-half francs per ton ; and, in 1868, it

was four francs, in gold, per ton. Other

labor has advanced in proportion,

throughout Europe ; and, in our own
country, we find, that the commercial

value of gold has no influence on the

value of labor, particularly on that of

skilled labor.

If I am right, in my opinions—and

the signs of the times seem to verify

them—the value of man will still in-

crease ; and the prices of all raw mate-

rials—even if we return to specie pay-

ments—will not depreciate, to any ex-

tent. Houses will cost more to build

;

machinery and ships will cost more to

construct ; and everything that requires

skilled labor will increase in value. The

workingmen begin to know their value
;

and persistent demands for increased

wages, and fewer hours to a day's work,

will neutralize any advantages, that may
be gained, in time, by inventions in

labor-saving machinery. Those who
look forward to specie payments, as the

panacea, that is to cure all the ills of the

body politic, and reduce the price of

house-rent and living, are deceiving

themselves, as workingmen, even at the

present wages, cannot support a family
;

and they, too, are looking forward to

specie payments to enable them—not to

reduce their wages, but—to indulge in

some of the good things of life; and,

possessing the power, as they do, they

will see that their wants shall be attend-

ed to. In all future operations, the

value of man must be considered as

paramount, and to it all other values

must be subservient.

The time has passed, never to return,

when fifty thousand dollars in gold was

considered a sufficient fortune for a man
to retire on ; and, for the future, those

with limited incomes must cut their gar-

ments to suit their quantity of cloth.

A revolution in the applicability of time-

honored maxims is progressing ; and it

seems, from the tendency of things,

that all men, instead of " bringing their

wants within their means,'" must, in the

future, 'bring their means up to their

wants." The workingmen, throughout

the world, are organizing, not only for

their own protection, but for the purpose

of compelling capitalists to yield to

their demands. Whether those demands

will seem just or- unjust, to those who
will be compelled to submit, is not the

question. The workingmen possess the

power of numbers ; and, knowing from

the past, that they were almost starving,

on low wages, in 1858—when good me-

chanics could be had for six dollars per

week—they will take care, that such a

state of affairs will not occur again. It

does not require a prophet to foretell,

what is coming, as he who runs may
read, that the great efforts, now being
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made, in the name of liberty, through-

out the Christian world, to elevate the

working-classes, is fast educating the

masses in the belief, that capital is an-

tagonistic to labor ; and that labor must

organize politically for defence, or ag-

gression, as the circumstances may
arise. The whole tendency of events is

towards agrarianism in its most ob-

noxious shape. The prudent mariner

prepares his vessel for the coming storm
;

and those who manage the various ships

of state must exercise the greatest care

and judgment to provide against the

coming conflict. The " Value of Man "

will be the great question, for political

economists to solve, as the labor of the

world intends to determine and regulate

the value of gold, as compared w.th the

sweat of the laborer's brow.

PENN SQUARE FOE THE MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.

By H. M. B.

PENN SQUARE is the only spot for

the New Court Houses, the Mu-

nicipal Offices, and the City Hall ; and

these will be there erected, if the will of

the people is obeyed.

It seems almost incredible, that, in

this nineteenth centuiy, the age of intel-

ligence, improvement, and progress, we

find so many men with dwarfed and nar-

row intellects sitting in high places, a

clog to advancement, an incubus to the

grand and rapid march oiiM'ard of a city,

destined soon to eclipse the most popu-

lous on this continent.

It requires a liberal and extended

view, a broad and expansive comprehen-

sion of the wants of a people, to decide

upon the erection of municipal improve-

ments, intended, not for the present

merely, but for the use of centuries to

come. A man must be able to discern,

through the dim vista of the future, the

magnitude of the requirements of pos-

terity. Instead of comparing what has

been sufficient, with what is now re-

quired, he must compare the present

requirements with a calculation based

on fifty years hence [as it were foolish

for any one to do otherwise] and then

project a building to be super-adequate

at that time. At the present ratio of

increase, in this city, it requires no mean
order of intellect, to arrange a plan for

such a building. It is necessary, even

in that view of the case, to have ample

grounds adjacent for additional improve-

ments.

There are men, in this community,

whose minds can first conceive such a

building, then plan it, and finally make,

of wood and stone, a practical realiza-

tion of their ideal. And should we, who
boast so much of our beautiful city, its

magnificence, and wealth, build in an
inferior order of architecture ? Shall

we sacrifice to parsimony an opportunity

offered us to build an edifice that may
out-rival Michael Angelo's grandest

dream of magnificence ? Heaven forbid

!

Let us wake up the slumbering genius

of our architects, and, in this century,

erect a building that will shame the an-

tiquities of Greece and Rome, that will

exceed the vastness of the past, and
transmit to posterity the glory of the

age in which we live immortalized in

our works.

And where can we erect such a build-

ing? The ground must be spacious;

and the view must be unobstructed. It

must be at the junction of some great

spacious thoroughfares, giving to the

beholder an extended view. No place

is so appropriate, as Penn Square, at

the junction of two of the widest streets

in the city: Market street extending

from the Delaware to the Schuylkill, the

great centre of traffic, and the main art-
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eiy, throbbing with the fiscal life of this

great city ; and Broad street, extending

from League Island to Hunting- Park, a

distance of twelve miles, one of the finest

avenues in the world, destined to be im-

proved with splendid buildings, and to

control our social life. These squares

are nearer the centre of business, as it

will be ten years hence, than can readily

be imagined.

To the observing mind, it is a well-

demonstrated fact, that all business is

moving westward, as our city increases.

Year by year, new stores are demanded,

and the}' must, of necessity, be provided

west of Broad street. Chestnut street

improvements have crept gradually

westward, until, during this year, one

of the most extensive dry goods firms

in this city has erected a splendid mar-

ble store west of Broad street. Col-

lonade Row has given way. Its old

frowning front has broken and fallen

back from the irresistible charge of mod-

ern improvement. The newspapers are

moving west : in one stride, they have

stepped from Third street to Seventh

street.

The buildings on Independence Square

will be needed for some other city pm--

poses. Let us revere the time-honored

square, hallowed by the events that

clustered round the birth of liberty in

America, and made sacred by the men

whose memories are immortal. Let us

commit no sacrilege ; but preserve its

precincts with jealous care, and hand it

down to posterity, with all its traditional

and historical glories undimmed. Gen-

erations to come will condemn any act

of vandalism committed by us, upon a

country's treasure. It is not ours to

desecrate. But it should be preserved

inviolate, as 3 national estate. Practi-

cally, the ground is not large enough

for our wants. The streets are too con-

tracted. We want room. We must

have expanse. We are too large now

to contract. Let us scatter to the winds

all selfish issues ; and, for the good of

future generations, unite our wisdom.

When the Continental Hotel was built,

many judicious people thought it too

far west. If it had been built on Broad

street, the projectors would have shown

their wisdom. Bailey & Company's

jewelry store, at Twelfth street, in

twenty years from now, will be thought

too far east ; and they will sell out to

some printing house, and move their

colony west. West Philadelphia is des-

tined to become a large and populous

part of the city. Its rapid advancement

at the present time, indicates surely its

destiny in twenty years.

Penn Square is centrally located. It

was a great geographical centre, as laid

out by William Penn, and called Centre

Square. It is now the greatest com-

mercial and railroad centre in the city

The streets upon which it is situated are

the finest in the city, giving ample room,

light, and ventilation. I can conceive

of no serious objection, that can be

urged in opposition to it. Indeed, none

but very short-sighted, or directly -inter-

ested people, can declaim against it

It is said by some that it would ruin

property-holders, in the vicinity of Inde-

pendence Square, to remove the public

buildings from Sixth and Chestnut

streets. I do not see the force of this

reasoning. The eastern part of the

city, now occupied by lawj-ers' offices,

would be in great demand for coal, in-

surance, and other offices. The build-

ings would not be finished for ten years.

During that time these things will find

their level; and men, whose business

compels them to be in close proximity

to the public buildings, can gradualby

change. It cannot possibly affect the

newspaper offices. They alwaj-s were

east of the city buildings. It is only

lately they left Third street for Sixth

and Seventh streets. They must have

scented the carrion from afar ; as now
the}' will be east of the Penn Square

buildings, as they always have been

of the old buildings, until very lately

—and near enough for business. The

tavern-keepers, etc., like camp-followers,
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will always be where the plunder is.

Around the patriotic shades of Inde-

pendence Hall will cluster an immense

mercantile interest. The retail trade

will be pushed farther west ; and what

many men now deprecate as disaster,

would crown our fair city with profit and

glory. Instead of decreasing the value

of property about Sixth and Chestnut

streets, it would increase it, through the

demand of and for commercial houses.

The heavy wholesale business would be

done between Sixtli street and the river.

The space is small enough for the future

business of the city. The Penn S.quare

buildings would increase the value of

their surroundings, raise the assessments

upon the surrounding property, and

largely increase the revenues of its

owners as well as those of the city.

The greatest interests of this city are

its investments in manufacturing and

real estate. It is the revenues derived

from these that sustain our metropolis,

and will pay for the new buildings.

Now, the erection of these buildings at

Penn Square will be more central, for

these interests, than at any other point.

There has been no sound argument

urged by any against this location. All

the clamor, that has been raised is a

blindly self-interested one ; for, if the

parties making this opposition, would

pause for a moment and reflect, looking

calmly into the future, they could not

fail to apprehend the immense benefit,

that, not only the city, but they them-

selves would derive by the increased

values of real estate.

Now I might enumerate many more

and weightier reasons why our build-

ings should be upon Penn Square. The

most important is the ample room there.

No able architect can say that Inde-

pendence Square is large enough. There

is not in it space sufficient to erect a

grand and massive structure, suitable

to the wants of generations to come.

The Pennsylvania Centi'al Railroad, with

their mammoth improvements on the

Schuylkill, concentrating the business of

a whole country, tends largely to make
this location central. We are building

three thousand houses per annum, be-

sides many factories, stores, &c. In

twenty }'ears, at the same ratio of in-

crease, with that of the last five years,

we shall have built over sixtj^ thousand

houses, and who can define the limits of

business then ? All these houses will be

built north and south of Market street,

and west of Broad street. Shall we,

either to answer our own selfish ends, or,

to satisfy our narrow and contracted

vision, fail to grasp the immensity of

this undertaking, fall short of our duty,

and give the people a hovel for Lillipu-

tians, when Ave might have erected a

temple for Giants ?

These four squares seem to have been

laid out expressly for this purpose. If

William Penn could have foreseen the

gigantic strides his infant city would

ultimately take, he could have made no

wiser provision for its future conveni-

ence. Shall we, then, throw away this,

valuable gift, and erect narrow and con-

tracted buildings upon a comparatively

small lot, when we have these spacious

squares ? The opportunity we now have

of combining utility with grandeur is

too important for us to pass over lightly.

Let us consolidate these four squares

into one, with an avenue, as wide as

Broad street, surrounding them ; and

erect a building, in the centre, massive,

grand, and towering. Let our ambition

be to excel all other cities in this im-

provement. A noble structure, with a

dome rivaling Saint Peter's, gathering,

under its shadows, the wings of an edi-

fice, unequaled for its convenience, beau-

tiful in its proportions, and magnificent

in its architecture—the ornament and

pride of our city, the wonder of all be-

holders, and the greatest achievement

of the a°e.

In London, all the judges, without

exception, are said to be in favor of the

new Thames Embankment for the site

of the new building for the Law Courts.
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CLASSIC TASTE.

DR. AIKIN, in his Essay on the

Application of Natural History

to Poetry, truly says :
" Genius, which

is the power of invention, ransacks every

region of nature, science and art, for

material, on which she may exercise her

powers. The beauties of poetry cannot

be completely relished, without a habit

of attending to those forms of nature,

from which the poet borrows his concep-

tions ; and observing with accuracy, the
.

distinct features and peculiar characters

of objects in the vegetable and animal

world; nor can the excellencies of a

classic building be truly estimated but

by those who have had a classic educa-

tion."

This is all true, to a certain extent

;

but, on what is its truth founded ? That,

in the studying of those delightful

emanations of the Grecian, or the Ro-

man mind, when at its acme of perfec-

tion, we but pirate the works of those

who devoted lives of endless energy and

enterprise to discoveries and -inventions

in art.

The earliest architects were the best

professors, and are now the most cor-

rect masters we can model after. Their

successors may have beautified, what

they had already blocked out ; but, cer-

tain it is, that they originated the primi-

tive forms of beauty in architecture, to

be codified, and dressed in varied detail,

in after ages. Those early masters, who

thus laid the foundation of a world of

art, were, themselves, but modest stu-

dents, who drew their lessons from Na-

ture's Book ; and, b}r close application

to the laws which govern her teachings,

could not fail to transmit to the world

broad ideas of design, so suggestive of

beautiful images and forms, that it is no

wonder, why those who followed them

became so enamored of the task, and so

assiduously studied out the precepts

laid before them, adding fresh thoughts

to illustrate those of the earlier days.

Thus, every mind, in every age, threw

an additional light upon the first simple

art-lessons of Nature's architects ; until

the whole became illuminated, and so

dazzling to the vision of the enrapt

student, that he dared not advance a step

beyond them, knowing only that

1 Fools rush in

Where angels fear to tread !"

Such, then, is Classic Art ; and to es-

timate it rightly, Dr. Aikin truly says,

requires a classic education. But is not

Genius as bright to-day, as in those

primitive times ? And are not Nature's

works as plenteous and as inexhaustible?

Why, then, may not our students, in-

stead of borrowing the reflected light,

all brilliant though it be, seek the great

source itself; and illuminate their minds

with its direct influence ?

Alas ! it is a pitiable pilgrimage, this

of modern architecture. Ever seeking,

without deviation, those time-tinted

shrines of art our progenitors have left

us, until their presence, in our works,

becomes a necessity overshadowed by

impenetrable superstition.

Classic Taste—What is it? A la-

bored study of the lessons, which others

have taken the pains to prepare for us
;

and, through such teachings, to receive

those mental impressions, collectively

denominated Taste—Classic Taste.

Why will not our students in archi-

tecture ransack every region of nature,

science, and art, for materials to exer-

cise their minds upon ? Why is not

Natural History a study absolutely

requisite to an appreciation of the beau-

ties of their favorite mistress ?

Where can they look for more ex-

haustive lessons, than are to be found

in the teachings of botany ?

Has chemistry no "claim upon the

mind that seeks to make concrete ce-

ments, conglomerates, and amalgamated

metals, subservient to his constructions ?

In fine, does the ambitious aspirant
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to art-fame desire to do justice to the

genius with which he is gifted ?

If so, let him re-search the Book of

Nature, which they of the classics

searched so well ; and he will find, that

there is an abundant harvest of informa-

tion, to be gleaned from its pages yet,

which cannot fail to inculcate a taste

—

a classic taste. '

So, remember that, it is not in the

mere study of the ancient relics of art

we should look for ideas ; but in the yet

fresh and invigorating fields, whence

the inception of those beauteous relics

came. The nearer the spring the purer

the draught. All our young friends

should bear this in mind ; and also, that

the genius of invention in architecture,

is not dead and buried with the past,

but lives, and will live, for ever. It is

for the ambitious student, who comes

to his work with a lover's ardor, to

strive and make fresh loveliness appear.

Determination like this is what will give

character to modern architecture and

inculcate, in something more than the

mere name, a Classic Taste.

MONTHLY MEMORANDA.

Prospective —There will be more

building this season, in the United

States, than has ever been known in any

one period before. There is no safer or

better investment for spare capital, and

there is no greater national blessing

can be conferred by wealth, than in the

construction and embellishment of cities,

which cannot fail of exciting the admira-

tion of foreigners, and that pride of our

citizens, which is a certain impulse to

progressive exertion that knows no im-

pediment, and seeks for no final point.

Esto perpetua. Go ahead !

Glazed Columns.—It has been sug-

gested to use in all public buildings, lay

and ecclesiastic, instead of solid stone,

or cumbrous wood columns, in the aisles

of churches or halls, light iron pillars,

and to surround them with plate-glass,

I

stained in various colors. Very beauti-

ful effects might thus be produced, and

a happy riddance be insured of the

existing system of blank obstacles in-

tended to support the roof, yet insup-

portable to the convenience and com-

fort of the people.

Architecturesque.—Professor Kerr,

of London, has suggested the use of this

new coined expression, as a parallel to

that other art one, picturesque, and

there is much ado about nothing, in

consequence, among the British Archi-

tects. If the word is an apt one, why
not use it ? If it be worthless it will

never get into use ; and that's all about

it.

Stone-Dressing Machinery Some
three months ago the stone-cutters of

Bradford, England, struck because em-

ployers began to use machine-dressed

stone. The employers turned the tables

on them, and insisted that their work-

men should in future dress all the stone.

Now, most of the building-stone used

there is hard, and the stone-cutters soon

found that it would not pay to work it,

so they struck again, but in favor of

machine dressing this time.

The Cities of the Dead.—The exca-

vations at Herculaneum, which for the

last twentj7 years have been interrupted,

will be shortly renewed, the King hav-

ing given from his private purse the

sum of 30,000fr. for that purpose. Pom-
peii was buried but a few metres, but

Herculaneum is covered with lava, sco-

ria and earth to a depth of from twenty-

one to thirty-four metres.

Religious Liberty —The municipal-

ity of Madrid has sold a plot of land in

one of the promenades of the capital as

a site for the erection of a Protestant

church. The sale was concluded on

the 3d instant, and the works are to be

commenced before the opening of the

Cortes. The municipality and the mem-
bers for Madrid have been specially in-

vited to be present at the ceremony.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
It must be distinctly understood that we do not hold ourselves accountable for the

opinions of correspondents.

Mr. Editor : I read each month the

pages of your admirable Review with

a pleasure which makes me hope that

you may go on for many years to come,

increasing in patronage, and sustaining

the interest of the subject you have

chosen.

In an article on " Our Street Archi-

tecture," you hinted at the convenience

of an upper sidewalk, for the use of

ladies and children. Now, it strikes me
that would indeed be an admirable ar-

rangement in our very crowded thor-

oughfares, especially here in New York.

But I fear the enormous value of prop-

erty, especially on Broadway, where it

might be most desirable, would stand

as a stubborn obstacle in the way. Yet,

if the proposition were fairly examined,

it would be seen that the loss of front

on the second floor, for say ten feet

deep, would be more than compensated

for by the fact that it would throw open

a second tier of scores for fancy and

light goods, which could not fail of at-

tracting the ladies ; and would, there-

fore, greatly enhance the value of prop-

erty now comparatively unproductive

on that story. And I would be inclined

to suggest, that a continuous awning
sheltering this upper sidewalk, or gal-

lery, made uniform throughout, would
add considerably to the advantages

which such a construction would confer

on the thoroughfares of our great city

;

and, in fact, every other city where busi-

ness and pleasure jostle each other, to

the inconvenience of each, all the day

long.

What an improvement it would be to

our streets to widen them thus, say

even twenty feet ; and what an enliven-

ing effect it would have on the sombre

upper stories to see an elegant open

balustrade running the whole length of

a street, enclosing a perfect parterre of

blooming beauty and fashion. Trusting

this subject may not be allowed to die

of inanition, I subscribe mj-self,

JS'ew York.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
New Book on Architecture.—We hail with much

pleasure the advent of a fresh effort to disseminate knowl-

edge on the great and popular science of Building, enti-

tled Principles and Practice of Architecture. By

Sanford E. Loring and W. L. B. Jenney, Architects, of

Chicago. Such a work, just now, is a most desirable

auxiliary in the great effort to advance the knowledge,

and consequent patronage, of our profession ; and it will

give us very great satisfaction to review the work when

it comes to us.

Hearth and Home.—We look upon every fresh ap-

pearance of such publications as this, with a feeling of

pride, as well as of satisfaction. Pride for the increas.

iug cultivation of our day, and satisfaction in the beauty

and solidity of those aids to instruction which emanate

from the press in steady progress, weekly. We have

now a number of really useful, as well as interesting

periodicals, whose columns are filled with talent, and

are presided over by editorial ability of a high order.

The Hearth and Hume is eminently one of these, and to

say that Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe and Horace

Greeley are contributors, is to speak assuredly of its

success.

The Scientific American.—We receive with pleasure

the weekly visits of this admirable monitor of the work-

ingman. The engravings which illustrate its able arti-

cles are not to be excelled, and the labors of its editors

and contributors are at once clear and decided. Many of

its bold antagonisms to some brilliant theory or vision of

the day, have marked its independence, when the popu-

lar voice and the whole public press were loudly ad-

verse to its well founded reasonings. But time proved

the truth of the position it had taken ; and we have yet

to see the first error of its decisions.

The Chemical News.—This is a reproduction of a val-

uable London journal, with American additions. It is

full of subject-matter most desirable to the chemist, the

druggist, and the general reader.

The Trade Journal.—Always up to the wants of the

times, and ever popular, this publication is ono of our

fixed institutions.

The Rural Gentleman.—Each number brings an ad-

ditional claim to the attention of all who love Horticul-

ture, Agriculture, aud Kural Economy.
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MONTHLY REVIEW.

ARCHITECTURE AND REPUBLICANISM.

IN countries where monarchy rules, or

has ruled, it is at once perceptible

that Architecture there has basked in

the golden affluence of pride and am-

bition. The royal residence is not more

profuse of its display of vanity, than is

the proud temple, ostensibly raised to

religion, yet too evidently dedicated to

the glory of the prince whose liberality

of a people's wealth piles up an enduring

monument to stand as a record of his

greatness for ages.

Every branch of government, civic or

military, from the palace down, has its

share of Architectural display ; and

next, the nobility take the position which

rank has given them, and sustain by

outlay, the grandeur of the govern-

mental fabric they borrow their greatness

from. Hence we find in such countries

the mightiest, if not the choicest, trea-

sures of design.

It is not so in our land of republU

canism, where the people rule them-

selves ;
where the magistrate of State

holds his high authority but for a season,

and then falls back into the ranks of the

people who chose him for the position

he has held.

Our City Halls are our only palaces,

and these are not residences like Mayor-

alty Houses in Europe ; but simply offi-

cial buildings for municipal purposes.

The State Capitol is in the same cate-

gory, but of a higher class. It is the

parliament house of the State. And the

United States Capitol is the National

representative building of the entire

country, in which the delegated powers

of legislation congregate for the govern-

ment of the whole people.

First, then, amongst the Architec-

tural monuments of our nation, is, as it

should be, the Capitol at Washington.

The State Capitols stand forth as the

leading designs in their several States.

That is, they should be such ; and that

they will be, appears certain, from the

liberal efforts which are being made by
many legislatures to erect structures

worthy of a great and enlightened Re-

public of which they each go to make
the whole.

There are many of these State Capi-

tols that are worthy of admiration,

and we doubt not but they will be ex-

celled by those 3
ret to arise. There is

professional talent enough in the country

to ensure so desirable an end.

The next in grade of civic architec-

tural representation, come the City

Halls, the Court-houses, Post-offices

and Custom-houses. And these make
up the features of this class of muni-

cipal sights to be seen by strangers who
visit our shores.

(673)
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Our Churches, unpatronized by gov-

ernment influence, are for the most part

constructed more for religion than dis-

play, and do not venture on vast cathe-

dral efforts, yet are nevertheless worthy

of their high calling, and fitting testimo-

nials of a people's homage to the King
or All.

Kindred to these, come our places of

education ; where the greatest gift the

Almighty Donor gave to man, in the

form of viind, is developed, and trained

to repaj' in grateful usefulness the price-

less benefit bestowed.

What we have spoken of may be

classed as public architecture. Our

domestic is likewise essentially re-

publican ; for, not being trammeled

with a hereditary right of proprietary,

we build but to please ourselves, and

leaving our constructions to a suc-

ceeding generaton, new ideas and fresh

tastes are certain to obliterate, if not

our memory, at least our habitations,

and erect something more congenial to

the spirit of its age.

Thus it is, that our dwellings, though

possessed of all that our wants demand,

and something more, are not erected on

that scale, or with that solidity which is

prevalent in the aristocratic mansions

of Europe ; where retinues of attaches,

servants, and followers are to be housed,

and the courtly pride of ancestry re-

tained as long as royalty itself shall

sway the land.

Here then is a field for domestic

architecture, ever varying its features

with its generation ; which may in part

make amends for the want of those

mighty incentives of princety patronage

which Europe holds forth in her public

constructions, both ecclesiastic and laic.

When, therefore, the general govern-

ment or that of a State, resolves on

building a new institution, of the limi-

ted number we require, it is a subject of

very great interest to the people at

large, and worthy of the most liberal

effort ; for the citizens of a State can-

not but feel a peculiar interest in their

Capitol building; and moreover, it is

the leading feature, and stands parallel

with the legislative palaces of king-

doms.

New York, finding her pride of other

days, the State Capitol at Albany, fast

fading in its architectural eminence, and

now altogether inadequate to her growth
of grandeur, has commenced a work
which shall be worthy of her empire of

wealth and taste.

Illinois, the young giant of the West,

fired with a worthy ambition, has begun

her work of raising a Capitol that shall

be a source of pride to her, until the ra-

pidity of her onward course may, at no

distant day, demand a nobler legislative

palace still.

Iowa has likewise turned her thoughts

to Architecture, and determines on

taking her place amongst its liberal

patrons.

Other States will follow ; the younger

from necessity, the older in compliance

with the promptings of a becoming

pride, which urges them to do their part

in fittingly illustrating the National

taste.

Our Domestic Architecture may
claim as its truest representatives those

first-class streets in all our cities where

what is denominated "upper tendom"

delights to dwell : and, although they do.

not show such breadth of front as the

European palaces of the nobility
:
yet

they often display more taste and, al-

lowing for the disparity of size, fre-

quently, more dignity.

The hotels of our cities and even our

villages are objects of interest, for their

vast proportions ; but their facades too

often lack the architecturesque. There

are some exceptions it is true, but the

main object of the companies who erect

them being convenience, comfort, and

internal embellishment, there is a ne-

cessarily economic arrangement of ex-

ternal design. And all such desirable

features as breaks in fronts, variety of

roofs, &c, are studiously avoided, and

in their place are continuous lines of
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uniform wall, pierced with countless

windows, in rows of undeviating regu-

larity,.

The Store Fronts are a bright relief

to the dull sameness just spoken of as

applying to Street Architecture ; and

this class of design takes the full scope

of liberty which its independence of

strict rules permits it. In fact, "fancy

free " appears to be the motto of designs

for Store fronts. It is seldom we can,

strictly speaking, rank them anywhere

in Architecture proper. But in De-

sign they surely hold a place, and there

is no questioning their importance, as

an aid to Street Architecture.

To review the whole subject, at a

glance, we must conclude that Republi-

canism begets its own Architecture, so

to speak ; and the observer will find

throughout our new and self-governed

nation, an appropriate freshness of

thought in our institutions which every-

where influences their architectural

representatives, and causes the two to

assimilate as naturally as though the

gray shades of ages hung round their

union for a thousand years.

MINSTERS OF ENGLAND.

IN closing our review of the grand

old Cathedral Church of York, we
alluded to the rival claims of another,

and not less beautiful ecclesiastic struc-

ture. We now turn to it with a feeling of

pleasure, which those who have at some

time trodden its sacred aisles will feel

with us in renewing memories of

LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.

The foundations of this venerable

work of holy beauty were laid in the

city from which it takes its name,

about the year 1086. Remigius, a

Norman prelate, highly favored by

William the Conqueror, was the first

bishop of Lincoln, at that time one of

the richest and most popular cities in

England; and he having purchased land

on the hill where the higher part of the

town stood, a situation of commanding
eminence, proceeded in the erection of

his church with such speedy effect that

it was prepared for consecration in the

year 1092, or six years after, at which

time he died, in great reputation for his

piety, charity, and able conduct. Robert

Bloet, chancellor to King William Rufus
;

was the next bishop. He consecrated

the new cathedral, and carried on its

building ; the usual course in the erection

of such extensive fabrics, which neces

sarily took many years to accomplish,

being to complete the choir and eastern

parts first, so that divine worship might

be performed, and afterwards to carry

on the nave, with the addition of towers,

and less essential parts, with such ex-

pedition as their resources allowed
; the

life of the founder very seldom permit-

ting him to see his whole design accom-

plished. A fire which occurred in 1124,

destroyed, or at least greatly damaged,

the new cathedral of Lincoln ; but this

mischief was magnificently repaired hj

Bishop Alexander, who vaulted the roof

with stone, for the prevention of a like

accident in future.

The liberality of succeeding bishops,

as well as of the cleans and other dignita-

ries, aided by the people of this extensive

diocese, gradually superseded the labors

of the first builders, by erections of a

loftier and lighter stjde, so that very lit-

tle of the various buildings, which com-

pose the magnificent temple now stand-

ing, can be attributed to Remigius,

Bloet, or Alexander. The central part of

the west front may be the work of Remi-

gius, the masonry being composed of

short square blocks of stone, roughly

jointed with coarse mortar, full of small
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pebbles find gravel, similar to the work

of other buildings known to have been

erected about the same time. The

lower part of the two towers which rise

from this front are also of Norman

architecture, but the workmanship is

more ornamented, and of neater execu-

tion ; as is also that of the three portals,

which show most elaborate specimens

of semi-circular Norman arches. These

are commonly ascribed to Bishop Alex-

ander, who sat on the Episcopal throne

till the year 114?. But, to whomsoever

belong the credits of its many excellen-

cies, there is one thing certain, that

Lincoln Cathedral is intrinsically beau-

tiful, and well worthy of all the admira-

tion that can be lavished on it. True,

it is not an archiepiscopal church like

the Cathedral of York
;
yet, as a design

of singular beauty in many of its parts,

we cannot but look upon it, at least, with

equal favor.

The name, Lincoln, is derived from

that given by the Romans, Lindum

Colonia, to the city where it stands, and

simply implies the " colon}', or village, of

Lindom." By a very easy contraction

of each word this became Lincoln.

The city occupies N
t>he side of a hill

the top of which is crowned \>y the

beautiful Cathedral, majestic in itself, yet

rendered still more so by its commanding

position. It can be seen from a great

distance, and presents to the eye a most

imposing appearance.

The length of Lincoln Cathedral is

about four hundred and eighty feet,

and the width of the nave is eight}' feet.

Its plan is that of a double cross : that

is, it has two transepts; one two hundred

and twenty feet, the other one hundred

and seventy feet in length. It has

three towers ; the great, or central

tower, being two hundred and forty feet

high. The two western towers are

each one bunched and eight}' feet high.

Formerly the latter had spires which

made them one hundred feet higher

—

that is, two hundred and eighty feet.

These spires were constructed of wood

and were covered with lead. They were

slender and graceful, giving a very

elegant finish to that part of the com-

position. In a mistaken effort at im-

provement, in the year 1807, they were

taken down. In one of the west towers

formerly hung the bell so widely known
as Great Tom of Lincoln. It was cast in

1610, and was broken up and re-cast in

1834, together with six other bells. It

was from all these combined that the

present bell was cast which hangs now
in the central tower. This great bell

weighs five tons and eight hundred-

weight, and is six feet ten inches and a

half, or, nearly seven feet, in diameter

at the mouth. The Cathedral is almost

all in the stjde called Early English,

and was built in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries. There are, however, some

very curious Norman details to be seen

in some parts especially. In examining

the south tower and gable, we find a series

of small pointed arches, just above the

roof, noticeable not 'only for their being

very early examples of that form of

arch, but also as affording a proof of its

having originated in the intersections

of semicircular arches. There are two

arcades of these, one above the other

;

the one being of regular pointed arches
;

and the other, as we have said, being

pointed by reason of their intersection,

although Norman in themselves. The

proportions and details of both agree

exactly. The lower portion of the north

tower is composed of Norman Archi-

tecture. The lofty superstructures of

these towers were added in the fifteenth

century.

The western front, as finished by the

Norman prelates, not satisfying the

magnificent ideas of their successors,

very large additions were made to it in

the early part of the thirteenth century,

and the whole was decorated in the

highest style of embellishment peculiar

to the earliest order of Pointed Archi-

tecture. The foliage is relieved with

a most masterly hand, the mouldings

are scooped into deep hollows, marking
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the lines in strong shadows ; and the

statues are executed with great spirit

and effect, particularly the two upper

ones.

The noble eastern front, having the

advantage of a spacious area before it,

is seen to great advantage. It is in

very perfect preservation, owing to the

extreme hardness of the stone, and its

color is unsullied by smoke. The prin-

cipal window was probably one of the

first of so great a size ever executed in

England, none at least now exist of

such dimensions and of equally early

date.

The nave of Lincoln Cathedral was

rebuilt about the same time as the

Cathedral of Salisbury, and a great cor-

respondence of style may be traced in

them. The principal dimensions are

also nearly alike, the chief difference

being in the greater width of Lincoln

in the centre, which makes the aisles

narrower than those of Salisbury, the

total breadth being about the same.

The parapet and tabernacles for statues

on the outside of the nave were added

about a century after its erection.

The Chapter-House is a large struc-

ture planned in the form of a decagon,

to the western side of which is joined a

nave, that forms the entrance. The

centre is supported by a clustered

column, from which spring numerous

ribs diverging through the vaulted roof.

This edifice exhibits a style of archi-

tecture uncommonly perfect for the era

of its erection, which is said to have

been the year 1200. Giraldus Cambren-

sis, the historian, is the authority given,

and as he studied for the priesthood and

took holy orders there, it is natural to

suppose him to be a competent voucher.

St. Hugh, the then bishop, was a native

of Burgundy, and it seems by no means

improbable that he might procure artists

or designs from his own country
; but

this can only be the subject of conjecture.

The Central Tower is a wonderful

work: standing as it does on four

columns, the boldness displayed in

elevating such a vast structure upon

such apparently incompetent support is

truly astonishing ; but an attentive

examination of the building itself is

necessary for understanding completely

the manner in which this has been

effected. Great care has been taken to

make the walls as light as possible, by

hollowing every part with galleries and

passages ; so that the tower may be

said to have double walls, an inner and

an outer shell. The angles of the

upper story are crossed diagonally by

arches, to form a base for the timber

spire, which was originally built upon

this tower.

The Nave is supported by seven prin-

cipal arches on each side, which range

from the central tower to the bases of

the western towers. The other com-

partment, forming the eastern part of

the church, comprises five arches in

length, extending from the upper tran-

sept to the end of the building. This

portion of the church displays a very

different stjde to that of the nave and

choir ; much richer in details and lighted

by windows of considerable breadth,

filled with mullions and tracery. It

was erected in the latter part of the

thirteenth century, and was not entirely

finished in 1306.

The plan of Lincoln, as we have al-

ready said, has a double cross-aisle, or

transept, one in the centre of its length

and a lesser one more towards the east

end ; the south end of the greater tran-

sept shows Architecture of rather earlier

date than that of the nave, but the end

appears to have been taken clown and

rebuilt about the middle of the four-

teenth century. The circular window

is part of this latter work, exhibiting a

similar style of tracery to the great

western windows of York and Durham
Cathedrals. It is filled with ancient

stained glass of exquisite colors, though

a mere tissue of fragments, except in a

very few compartments which have

escaped the injuries of time and barba-

rian hands. The arch which encloses
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this beautiful window is composed of

open tracery of uncommon and striking

character. The Central tower exceeds

in height any tower in Britain, rising

up three hundred feet from the middle

of a church, and not having a spire,

added to which the boldness of its situ-

ation giving a great advantage of eleva-

tion, a prospect of unrivalled extent is

visible around it. The elevation of this

tower was the work of two periods.

The lower portion being coeval with

the nave ; the upper being undertaken

in the reign of Edward the Second, at

an early part of the fourteenth century.

An exceedingly tall spire of timber,

sheeted with lead, completed this sub-

lime composition ; but this spire was

destroyed by a violent storm in the year

154*7, and has never been rebuilt. The

pierced screen, or parapet, which con-

nects the pinnacles on each side, was

a modern work, designed by Mr. James

Essex, Architect, about ninety years

ago. Its effect is extremely light and

beautiful, although something discordant

appears, upon a critical examination of

its parts.

That beautiful portion of the church

whicn extends eastward from the upper

transept, is frequently called the Pres-

bytery, the choir and surrounding aisles

being anciently appropriated to the

priests and clergy who celebrated pub-

lic worship. The south porch, being

the usual entrance for the bishop, was

designed in a style of extreme richness,

and the workmanship fully equalled the

design : but the barbarous hands of fa-

naticism have demolished the central

statue, decapitated the others, and bro-

ken away many of the ornaments. The

figures over the doors represented Jesus

Christ sitting in judgment, surrounded

by angels, with the dead arising from

their tombs, and the jaws of hell open be-

neath his feet. The arched roof has

been exquisitely wrought in perforated

wreaths of foliage, intermixed with

small statues, several of which remain

perfect, whilst others have been broken

and defaced. These sculptures show
traces of colors and gilding, the decay
of which is not to be regretted. Time
has spread a warm mellow tone over the

whole, and long may it remain un-

touched by any presumptuous attempt
to restore or beautify it.

Among the monuments are those to

Bishop Cantelupe and Dean Welbourne,
of Edward the Third's time, a chapel to

the memory of Eleanor, queen of Edward
the First, and another with the Burg-
hersh tombs. There is an ancient brass

of Lady Swinford, the mother of the

Beauforts, by John of Gaunt. It con-

tained a rich gold and silver shrine of

great value, removed at the Reforma-
tion by Henry the Eighth's vicegerent

Cromwell, whose reforms were so ill re-

ceived that the people rose in rebellion

under Mackerel, or " Captain Cobler,"

Prior.

The Library contains a very early

charter, such as the Norman kings

were used to grant, to please their Saxon
subjects.

The Deanery and Vicar's College are

of the thirteenth century. An old

Episcopal Palace was ruined in the civil

war; parts of the great hall of which

are still standing.

The Exchequer Gate is one of three

or four old gates worth notice, especi-

ally the Newport (or North) gate, which

is of Roman execution. This gate was
erected one thousand eight hundred and
twent3r-nine years ago.

The City of Lincoln, over which the

Minster just spoken of presides like a

venerable patriarch of centuries, at one

time possessed so many churches and

religious houses that the fact gave rise

to the proverb—" He looks like the

devil over Lincoln," because it was sup-

posed to be the object of his peculiar

envy. Many of those edifices may be

still recognized by the remains of Gothic

windows and doors. Of the fifty churches

fifteen remain, mostly of little conse-

quence. Some of them offer to the ob-

server specimens of Norman and Early
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English work. But, apart from the over-

shadowing; grandeur of its Cathedral,

Lincoln has one great claim upon the

curious in its being the residence of

John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, on

the accession of whose son, Henry the

Fourth, to the throne of England, his

possessions, including the Castle on the

hill opposite to the Cathedral, was

merged in the crown, and now remains

a part of the Duchy of Lancaster, the

control of which of late days was in the

hands of the illustrious Duke of Wel-

ington, and after him was in the care

of the late Prince Consort of Eng-

land.

How little did that singular man who
founded this Duchy of Lancaster, ever

dream of the changes his property

would undergo, when he penned the

following codicil to his will:

" I, John of Gaunt,
" Do will and do grant

" To Johnny Burgoyne,
*' And heirs male of his loin,

" All Button and Pntton,

" Till the world is rotten.

"

BIRTH OF THE ITALIAN STYLE.
A T the period, when the Italian

-<^_ Architecture, which we now so

much admire, first made its appearance

in the world, the manners and customs

of that since so highly refined people

who produced it, were very rude. For

instance, a man and his wife ate off of

the same plate; there were only forks;

no knives, nor more than one or two

drinking-cups in a house ; candles of

wax or tallow were unknown ; a ser-

vant held a torch during supper ; the

clothes of men were leather jerkins, un-

lined ; the common people ate meat but

three times a week, and kept their cold

meat for supper ; wine was seldom

drank ; a small stock of corn seemed

riches ; the dress of women was very

simple ; the pride of the men was in

horses and arms ; the ambition of the

nobles was to have great castles, or

houses, with lofty towers.

It was in the thirteenth century, that

the darkness, which enveloped Rome
and her provinces, began to pass away,

and the arts and sciences once more

dawned upon the world. Italian genius

now put forth its claim to recognition.

Sculpture first, and Architecture next,

through Bramante, and under the pa-

tronage of Pope Julius II., continued to

progress; and in the sixteenth century,

during the pontificate of Leo X , flour-

ished those great masters Michael An-

gelo, Vignolo, Palladio, Scammozzi, and

Serlio, whose palaces and villas are, and
will long continue to be, the admiration

of connoisseurs and men of taste. To
the unremitted assiduity of these dis-

tinguished artists, in the study of the

Roman edifices, and to their invaluable

publications, the world has been chiefly

indebted, for the elucidation of the prin-

ciples of ancient art, particularly to

Palladio, who was born in 1518, and died

in 1580. He has the exclusive glory of

having collected, from the writings and

ancient edifices, all that vast accumula-

tion of sj'mmetry and proportion, we
recognize to-day, and reducing Roman
architecture, under all its forms, to a

regular and complete s3Tstem. There are

in all the edifices, erected underthe direc-

tion, or according to the plans of Palla-

dio, a noble simplicity, beauty, symmetry

and majesty, that abundantly compen-

sate for petty defects, and furnish all the

ends of architecture, by producing great-

ness of manner, and elegance of design.

It was in the fifteenth century, that

those public buildings and ducal palaces,

Avhich still remain at Milan, Mantua and

Venice, in Urbino, Rimini, Pesaro and

Ferrara, were erected, besides those of

Florence and Rome, where magnificence

contended with elegance.
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DESCRIPTIONS.

ARCHITECTURAL LIBRARIES.

THERE is no want more felt by the

student in Architecture, than that

of scarcity of the books most necessary

to his education in his profession. The

cost of those standard works, to the

possession of which his prospect lies

through a long vista of successful labors

alone, is an insuperable barrier to his

present attainment of them ; and yet his

progress depends, in a great degree, on

those, as aids to his advancement.

Few architects have complete libra-

ries ; many have but meagrely supplied

bookcases j and none of those can be

expected to give up, to the constant use

of students, or draughtsmen, the costly

works they cherish. In this country,

the books and plates, so much needed,

are almost unknown, to those who want

them most. In this state of things, the

weekly or monthly publications, which

now emanate from the press, are most

desirable assistants, \friends, and guides
;

but, they do not. and they cannot, fill

the deficiency, which is occasioned by the

want of the necessarily portly tomes,

containing the coveted information of

authorities now far beyond their reach.

Our best public libraries afford a very

scanty means of assistance to the student

or general reader ; and hence the too

general ignorance, of even otherwise

well-read persons, on the subject of

Architecture. The apology, to be

offered for this want, is a practical one,

namely :—the costliness of books, so

seldom enquired for.

To meet this want of a place of mental

resort for our professional students,

as well as for general inquirers after

architectural knowledge, The American

Institute of Architects is now labor-

ing zealously to establish, in New York,

a Public Library, devoted to the wants

of students and draughtsmen. This is

a most desirable institution, and worth}'

of every support : the evidence of the

want of ii" is so clear, that its claims on

public patronage are strong indeed ; and

the effort of the Institute is deserving

of all credit.

No doubt, the European Architectural

Societies will be in warm sj'mpathy with

this effort, to advance the best interests

of the noble art, in this couutiy, by
affording its aspirants the requisite

fountain of knowledge, whereat to drink.

And there should be little question,

that our own National Government will

lend its aid to establish so great a work.

Individual possessors of valuable

books and engravings, on the subject of

Architecture, would confer a favor on

the community by taking them from the

oblivion of their shelves ; and making

them over to this library, or some

similiar one in Philadelphia, that the

mission, for which they were originally

meant, by their authors, that of doing

the largest possible amount of good,

should be literally fulfilled. In this

way, we would soon find Architectural

Libraries established and prospering,

for the most laudable of purposes—the

propagation of a knowledge, now so

limited, as to leave it a simple subject

of surprise, that our designs are even so

good as they are.

The Institute's pioneer advance on

this branch of the great march of intel-

lect, will soon be followed, in all our

cities, by co-operative efforts, until every

opportunity is given the struggling

students, throughout the land, to store

their minds with the much needed knowl-

edge, which valuable publications give.

Architectural Lectures will soon follow

the establishment of the Public Library.

Collegiate courses of instruction will

come next ; and the well-earned diploma
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will give, to the future architect, a proud

testimonial of the sound knowledge he

has acquired ; whilst the nation gener-

ally will endorse the value of a perfect

system of educated taste, which cannot

fail to raise the standard of American

Architecture to an eminence we must

all, as patriots, feel a pride in its attaining.

But first, let the great initiatoiy step

by the Institute be cordially sustained,

in the establishment of the Architec-

tural Library, at New York. Let

there be no local feelings, on the part

of the profession. The beginning is

worthy of undivided attention ; and,

that point once secured, the local libra-

ries will follow. Every architect, that

has a spark of the true fire of professional

pride iu him, will trample private feel-

ings, or local aspirations, to lend a help,

ing hand to the national work, of which

New York thus lays the foundation.

The American Institute of Archi-

tects asks for subscriptions to its en-

dowment fund ; and has founded two

grades of honorary membership, the one
" For Life " and the other " In Perpet-

uity," to be conferred on subscribers—to

the amounts of One Hundred, and of

Five Hundred Dollars, respectively. The
Architectural Library will be free to

all students and draughtsmen. Doubt-

less every effort will be made to render

it a valuable acquisition to the educa-

tional institutions of our country, and,

in due course of time, a worthy compeer

of those of London and other European

cities.

Again we call on our professional

brethren, and indeed on all friends of

Art, throughout the entire country, to

help on the enterprise, to the attainment

of full and assured success.

IRON FRONTS.
No. 2.

THE design which illustrates the sub-

ject of Iron Fronts this month, by

Mr. W. J. Fryer, of New York, is one

in which mere ornamentation is not so

much the object of the composition as

clearness of effect, and solidity of char-

acter. That iron has much in its favor

as an appliance to Architecture no one

can doubt. But, few will fail to perceive

that in the very facility which it offers

the designer to wander into the regions

of forgetfulness, and down the steeps of

absurdity, or to produce compositions

worthy of art, lies the great danger of

its use in Design as connected with

Building. The difficulty of Stone Cut-

ting is a safeguard against any very

flighty efforts of ornamentation ; com-

pelling the architect to study his sub-

ject well, and forcing his erratic thoughts

to keep within desirable restraint. This

fear of libertinism in design applies no

less to iron than to wood, and is a nec-

essary consequence of the facility of

manipulation in both cases.

We have frequently seen as' great

monstrosities as could be put forth by

the wildest imagination forcing the

attention of the observer in many a city

of our country, carved out in wood, or

run out in metal, with a recklessness

that would be positively alarming in any

community where sanit}r is esteemed a

blessing and the want of it a curse.

If our great architectural iron works

throughout the land, would positively

refuse to execute any designs that must

of necessity bring art into disgrace, they

would not alone do a service to the

whole community, benefit themselves

eventually, but they would confer a

lasting favor upon the great art they

claim to illustrate. To do this they

must either have within themselves the

necessary qualification to enable them

to form a decided judgment, or they

must apply where they can obtain it.

But, to employ uneducated draughtsmen

to get up designs wherewith to stultify

our street architecture, and drive sense

and order out of sight, is to ensure the

unpopularity of the very work they are

too blindly urgent to promote. Of
course, we would not be understood as

finding fault with all those gentlemen
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employed at architectural design in the

offices of iron works. No, we are aware

that there is much talent and infor-

mation to be found amongst them.

But, nevertheless, there have been

frightful enormities put up in iron in

various cities we are acquainted with

;

things that no conscientious architect

would like to rise in judgment against

him.

The public in general are supposed to

possess no taste, and on this presump-

tion gross incongruities in design are

too often put upon the credulity ofthose

who build. Here is the great mistake.

The public e3re is a sharp one, and de-

mands to be pleased. Whether there be

an educated or a natural taste, there is

at least an opinion to be gratified ; and

in such cases the majority rules, for

though all do not think alike, a vast num-
ber may come to one conclusion, and

that is, generally, sure to be correct.

Now, to seek to deserve the public

favor, be sure your effort is based on a

sound foundation, and that it is backed

by the principles of Architecture, which

have endured so long, and will remain

forever ; simply, because they are en-

dorsed by true taste and common sense,

both of which the public have and under-

stand.

A FRANCO GOTHIC YILLA.

THE accompanying illustration pre-

sents one of those peculiar styles

of Domestic Architecture not imme-

diately belonging to any strict rule of
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order, yet agreeable to some locations,

either urban or sub-urban. And here

it may be remarked that what is

recognized as the French style, is sin-

gularly well adapted to a judicious

blending of the Tudor. Hence the

designation which we venture to give

this composition, not considering it

altogether in good taste to apply the

English cognomen (Tudor) to a French

construction. The term Gothic being

more general and not so objectionable to

national pride as that of " Tudor," which

the British Architects have thought fit

to apply to this peculiar treatment of

Gothic. Nor is it very doubtful that

the designers of those days, of the

Tudor race of princes, borrowed ready

hints from the domestic architecture

of their neighbors the French, and,

working them up into a composition of

their own, produced this Tudor style.

We do not think the unprejudiced eye

can fail to find a similarity of features

in the Chateaux of France, and the

villa residences and "seats" of the

Tudor style of England in the same

century. The plan, as here shown,

gives the following accommodation.

A, Vestibule. B, Parlor. C, Draw-

ing-Room. D, Dining-Room. E, Pas-

sage. F, Hall and Principal Staircase.

G, Kitchen. H, Servants' Hall. I, Pri-

vate Entrance and Stairs. K K, Pantries.

L, Porte Cochere.

RHODE ISLAND HOSPITAL.

THIS noble institution is indebted for

its erection to the public spirit of

the late Moses Brown Ives, Esq., who in

the closing years of his valuable life be-

queathed to his trustees the sum of fifty

thousand dollars, to be devoted to such

objects of public beneficence as they

should select. Ten thousand dollars of

this liberal bequest were expended for

other charities, and the residue devoted

to the realization of a fondly cherished

project, namely, the foundation of the

present benevolent structure.

In the composition of the plan of

Rhode Island Hospital, what is known
as the " Pavilion s\'stem " has been per-

fectly carried out. Each pavilion or

wing contains two complete wards, and
the centre, which is the administrative

building, is sufficiently ample to provide

all the accommodation for the pavilions

already built, as well as for as many
more as may at any time be added.

The wings or pavilions consisting, as

we have said, of two wards, placed one

above the other, have beneath them a

basement story twelve to fourteen feet

high. Each ward is eighty-six feet long

by twenty-nine wide, and fifteen feet

high. Twenty-four beds are placed in

each ward. Every patient has one hun-

dred and four square feet of room and a

breathing space of fifteen hundred and
fifty cubic feet.

In addition to this large ward-room
there are three smaller rooms, each

capable of accommodating two patients,

with an equally ample allowance of air-

space and floor-room to those of the

wards.

Thus thirty patients are provided for

on each floor. This system of making
separate provision for certain patients

whose presence in a ward might not be

acceptable to all, is a peculiar feature in

the Rhode Island Hospital, as it is car-

ried to a greater extent than in any other

similar institution yet erected in our

country.

Each of the wards runs north and
south, and therefore secures the influence

of the morning and evening sun. It is

lighted by twelve windows, twelve by
four feet, and filled with double sashes/

each rising by weights and pullies, and
reaching from within three feet of the

floor to five inches of the ceiling. The
sashes are about two inches apart, and
in summer time can be arranged in such
a manner as to play an important part

in ventilation, without exposing the

patients to drafts of air. They are
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closed inside by light blinds of black

walnut, arranged in several folds.

The walls are of brick, enclosing an

air-space to protect the interior from

the influences of sudden changes of tem-

perature, and are of great thickness.

Within the inner wall a series of tubes

about one foot square is constructed
;

one for each bed. These are lined with

a cement as hard and as polished as

marble. Three openings about ten in-

ches square, are made from the interior

of the ward into each of the ventilating

tubes; one at the floor, beneath the bed

of the patient, the second about three

feet above the patient's head as he lies in

bed, and the third at the ceiling. Each

of these apertures is controlled by reg-

isters. The lower one is large enough

to contain a night-vessel, and a tube

may be carried from the night chair,

when in use, to the lower aperture, and

by this means all effluvium into the

ward is avoided.

The walls throughout the whole hos-

pital are covered by the same admirable

cement as that which lines the venti-

lating tubes. This cement is composed

wholly of lime and sand without a par-

ticle of plaster or sulphate of lime. It

is expensive and difficult of application,

requiring two or three times the amount

of labor necessary for the mixture of

lime, plaster and marble dust, commonly

called hard finish. The expense of this

cement is, however, more than compen-

sated by its remarkable adaptation to

hospital purposes. It will absorb no

vapors or effluvia, and can be washed

without injury as readily as a piece of

marble. It cannot be scratched by the

nail, and scarcely with a pen-knife, and

it grows harder with age.

The floor is of beech and birch wood,

waxed, laid in strips about two inches

wide. The doors, and all other wood
work, in and about the ward, are of the

hard woods of the country, finished in

the same manner. In fact there is not

a particle of paint inside of the building.

At the end of the pavilion a fine stone

staircase, six feet wide, gives access to

the wards from the lower floor. The
steps are of a close blue stone, which

does not wear smooth, and they are of

such solidity that scarcely any noise or

reverberation occurs, no matter how
many ma}' be ascending the stairs at a

time. The well-room of this main stair-

way is about seven feet square, amply

sufficient to contain a lift for patients

when required. At the other end of the

pavilion there is a smaller staircase also

of stone, and equally fire-proof, giving

access to each story, useful for the ser-

vice of the ward, and providing away of

escape in the very improbable contin-

gency of a fire cutting oft' the main

stairs.

The nurses' room is a handsome

apartment just outside the ward and

near the head of the main stairwa}'.

It has a window opening into the

ward, commanding a full view of every

part of it. It also contains ample

closets for holding the necessary linen

and bedding and apparatus of the ward
;

opposite to it is a large drying closet,

heated by steam, in which mattresses

can be baked and linen thoroughly dried

and aired before use. Next to this is a

small kitchen, provided with a range

and gas, very ample for all the usual

wants of the wards in making infusions

and keeping warm the food of very sick

patients, and in case of need, capacious

enough to do all the cooking that would

be required if the ward were filled with

patients ; so that in case of necessity,

the ward could be wholly isolated from

the rest of the hospital, and filled with

patients suffering from contagious

disease, without any risk to those in the

other parts of the building.

Adjoining this kitchen is a dining-

room for convalescent patients ; a lux-

ury that exists only in some of the

latest and very best hospitals.

At each end of the ward are water-

closets and urinals ; four at one end,

two at the other.

All pipes, of eveiy description, which
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lead to the sewers are trapped in the

cellar, and above each trap a pipe of

suitable size is carried to the main

chimney flue. The consequence is that

there is not a foul pipe in the whole es-

tablishment, which has not at all times

a current of air downwards through it,

sweeping all deleterious smells and

gases into the tall external chimney,

where they are decomposed and de-

livered high into the atmosphere, above

every portion of the building.

A commodious bath room, with tub

and lavatories, is provided at one end

of the ward, with an abundant supply

of hot and cold water. The water

is raised into huge iron tanks, placed

one in each of the towers of the

building. From thence it is distributed

in galvanized iron pipes to every part

of the establishment. A large four-inch

iron pipe carries the water from these

tanks at each end of the wards, to a

fire-plug which fits the city hose. The

same pipe is connected with one of the

steam-pumps in the basement, of a

capacity greater than that of any city

fire-steamer.

Just opposite the bathing-room, two

shoots are constructed in each story.

Down one all the dust from the ward is

swept several times a day, and down the

other all the dirty linen is thrown.

This is collected at the bottom and car-

ried to the laundry.

The source of heating is steam, from

two tubular boilers in the basement of

the laundry building, situated ten or

twelve feet below the basement of the

main building, so that the condensed

water runs back to the boilers, without

the necessity of forcing it in by pumps.

Either boiler is large enough to supply

the steam for the whole establishment.

A main corridor of brick, about twelve

feet square, kept perfectly clean, is con-

structed the whole length of the cellar

of the hospital buildings, some four hun-

dred feet. On the floor of this corridor

the main steam pipe lies, and at con-

venient distances apart, smaller pipes,

at right angles to the main pipe and
controlled by valves, convey the steam
into grilles of pipes placed in brick

chambers. In these the air which en-

ters through the brick corridor is heated
;

and, in brick tubes lined with plaster,

almost as smooth as glass, it is con-

veyed to the various -wards and rooms.

A fan worked by a twenty-five horse

power engine forces the air whenever
the peculiar state of the atmosphere
renders it necessary.

The following is an explanation of the

plan :

A, A, Open Arcades and Corridors.

B, Hall and Staircase. C, C, Private

wards. D, Lecture room, two stories

in height, with galleiy from second

story. E, Officers' parlor. F, Officers'

dining room, with pantry attached. G-,

Bath, lavatory and water-closets. H,

Bay over porch. I, I, Pavilions, or pub-

lic wards, 29 feet by 86 feet, and 15^

feet high. J, J, Stairs (of stone, and

fire-proof.) K, K, Bath, lavatory, and

water-closets. L, Nurses' kitchen.

M, M, Dining rooms for convalescents.

N, N, Private wards. O, O, Private

wards. P, P, Bath and lavatories. R,

R, Lavatories. S, S, Private stairs

;

(of stone and fire-proof.) Clothes and

dust closets. T, T, Private wards. U,

U, Patients' wardrobe. Y, Y, Lift.

W, W, Water closets to private wards.

X, X, Drying closets, &c.

The chimney for smoke and ventil-

ation stands in the centre of the yard.

BAPTIST CHURCH AND SCHOOL.

Darlington, Yorkshire, England.

Our readers will remember that in

Nos. 1 and 9 we gave as illustrations

the Baptist Churches of York and Dar-

lington, both in Yorkshire, England, the

plans of neither of which had we been

furnished with. Mr. William Peachey,

the Architect, has been kind enough to

forward both to us, and we now pre-

sent that of Darlington, which we think
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must meet the admiration of the pro-

fession in this country for its excellencies

of arrangement.

The following lettered reference will

explain the features of the plan :

—

A, Church. B, School. C, Lecture

Hall. D, Class Room. E, Class Room.

F, Minister's Vestry. G, Deacon's

Vestry. H, H, Yards. I, Baptistry.

The plan consists of a cruciform

Church, having parallel to its length a

large School room 60 by 30 feet. Behind

this School is an Infant Class Room 38

by 18 feet, and a Select Class Room,
with separate yards for boys and girls.

Behind the Church is a Lecture Hall

for weekly evening services, 28.6 by

18.6, with a Vestry for the Minister,

and another for the Deacons, with easy

communication between them.

The Church consists of a Nave 58

feet by 22.6, with aisles 11.6 wide, and

transepts 17 by 18 feet from face of

Nave.

The Arcade is of brick, supported

upon ornamented cast-iron columns.

Above the Nave is a clerestory, with

circular lights. At the end of the Nave
is a circular Apse, in which is placed

the Baptistry, constructed of stone and

intended to be alwaj's open. The can-

didates descend the steps marked No. 1,

and ascend Nos. 2 or 3, (according to

sex;) the Lecture room and Infants'

Class room being used as dressing

rooms for male and female candidates

respectively. Traps are provided in

each floor to receive and drain off the

water from the wet garments.

The apse is raised above the church

floor two feet, so that the congregation

may witness the act without any move-

ment from their seats.

Above the Baptistry in the upper part

of the apse, a gallery is provided, cir-

cular in plan, for the organ and choir
;

access being obtained from the lobby in

the angle. A gallery is provided over

each aisle of the church, and across

the end ; accessible from the front

lobbies.

. The front of the galleries is of pitch-

pine, with Quebec pine panels in the

bottom, and ornamental iron^work in

the top panels. The seats are all open
;

with pitch-pine, shaped ends.

The School room is shown as fitted up
for the Sunday-school : A movable par-

tition, some six feet high, runs down the

centre, and divides the boys and girls.

The classes are formed by movable
seats made low for the comfort of the

children, and fitted with backs, so that

space is economized, and a large num-
ber of classes provided for.

The Superintendent occupies the plat-

form, and the Secretary a table below.

In the Infant Class room a gallery is

provided for the simultaneous method
of teaching ; and the class room and
Deacon's Vestry used for senior classes.

The Style is the Early Decorated.

The exterior is faced with pitched or

Rock face stone in about three inch beds,

and of a gray color. The dressings are

in freestone, of a buff color
;
giving a

fine soft contrast.

The Spire is of wood framing, cov-

ered with vari-colored Welch slates in

bands and pattern ; and is surmounted
with a weather-vane lightning conductor.

The windows of the School are glazed

with lead quarry lights, filled witli

" Cathedral " glass.

The floors of the aisles are laid with

tesselated paving, of simple pattern.

The platforms where the seats are fixed

are about four inches above the aisles,

and boarded.

The total cost of the building is about

£4,000, and the land costs about £500.

The Schools are erected, and the large

one fitted up with seats for worship

until the church can be completed.

Tardy Justice.—Henry Kirke White,

the young poet, of Nottingham, has at

last had a testimony of his worth, in

the shape of a memorial window. and
marble busts in the chancel of his favor-

ite Wilford church.
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BRONZE DOOR-KNOBS.

AMONGST the many improvements

introduced, to beautify and adorn

the better class of city dwellings and

stores, Copper-Bronze Door-Furniture

occupies a noticeable place.

It is presented in a number of styles

for door-knobs : the Medallion, Scroll,

Gothic, and the Cross, or " T," Handle
;

and there is a variety of Key Escutch-

eons, connected and otherwise, for Front,

Vestibule, and Parlor-Sliding, or Swing-

ing, Doors. There are also many pat-

terns of Hinges, Bell-Pulls, Shutter-

Bars, Sash-Lifts, Bell-Levers and Sash-

Fastenings.

Electrotype Copper-Bronze requires

no cleaning. The action of the atmos-

phere and the lapse of time tend only to

heighten the effect aimed at in their

manufacture ; and whilst the cost is less

than that of silver plating, the durability

is greater ; . for the sheet of bronze,

thrown into the mould by the battery,

is thicker by many times, than the sheet

of silver used in silver-plating.

Silver-plating, still preferred by some,

contrasts finely with a walnut door ; but

it must be cleansed ; and it is impossi-

ble to clean the silver without discolor-

ing the door in the vicinity of the mount-

ings.

Copper-bronze door-furniture would

be nothing without walnut doors ; and

much as we admire copper-bronze, we

must not lose sight of Walnut. Many
of the doors and jambs made of this ma-

terial are marvels of beauty in style,

proportion, and finish. Architects have

exercised their utmost skill, and joiners

theirs, to produce some of the doors that

have been hung in this city during the

past season. There are residences in

which the front, vestibule, and parlor

doors, with their casings and hangings,

have cost enough to build a complete

dwelling, which the workman, who made
the doors, would think very respectable

and comfortable.

Hard, close-grained walnut is the kind

for doors. It is costty to have them

made of carefully-selected wood ; but

fine doors are an important part of a

fine house.

" Well supplied with all the modern

conveniences," is the usual end of all

recommendations and advertisements of

messuages for sale or to let. The old

style was: "Substantially built, dry

cellar, and good water convenient." A
home, with "modern conveniences,"

means one built substantially enough to

last until the fashion changes, or en-

croaching business requires alteration,

or removal, of the tenement, with a dry

cellar, kept dry by a large furnace or

two, no stint of coal, good water, so con-

venient as to be found, both hot and

cold, in almost every room in the build-

ing, and many other things, not dreamed

of by the house owners or property

agents of the olden time, such as gas,

baths, water-closets, dumb-waters, speak-

ing-tubes and bells, until it is a living

made very easy, so far as the pile is

concerned, by the combined ingenuity

and labor of the architect, the builder,

and their host of attendant satellites.

The mistress of one of these fine man-

sions hardly looks at her own premises :

for everything must be kept in perfect

order, without any apparent care on her

part ; and, with her bell and speaking-

tube, from her boudoir, or dressing-

room, to the servants' hall, she gives

her orders for the day, herself neither

seeing nor being seen. And, indeed,

between receiving and making calls,

dressing, dining, napping, and the opera

or concert, there is left her but little

time, and less thought, for the cares of

a household. It is under these circum-

stances, that copper-bronze and walnut

are invaluable improvements for the

great world :—they are the most recent

and highest styles, and kept from the

appearance of soil and tarnish with the

least labor.

Electrotype, copper-bronze door-fur-

niture, and indeed, all electrotyping,

arose in this way : About forty years
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ago, the discovery was made simulta-

neously in Italy, Russia, and England,

that two pm*e metals, holding within

themselves different degrees of electric-

ity, if made to touch each other at one

end, with a wet cloth between them,

would exchange electricity ; and, if they

were then united by metal at the other

end, a complete circuit of electricity

would be formed.

Subsequently, t'ie discovery was made
that, if this circuit were interrupted by

any pure metal, that metal would be

dissolved ; and, at the opposite electric

pole, the dissolved iniinitesimal atoms

would be reerystalized into solid metal.

A practical use was soon made of

these two discoveries. Sheets of gold or

silver were dissolved at one electric pole,

in a circuit passing through acid water,

instead of a wet cloth ; and the gold

and silver was, at the other pole, spread

over the surface of works of art or daily

use, thus constituting the process of

electro-gilding and electro-silvering, or

electro-plating.

Copper was, in the same manner,

spread (technically, deposited) over the

wax impression of a form of types; and,

in a few hours, a perfect copy of the

t}Tpes was procured. Copies of medals

and medallion figures were also made by

the same process.

About twenty years since, wood-cuts,

and the pages of books, began to be

thus copied for the trade, in England,

France, and the United States. To-day,

the United States excel all other coun-

tries, in this branch of electrotyping,

both in improved apparatus, and in its

general use.

The more solid electrotj'pes, called

copper-bronzes, have been used hi Eur-

ope for several years. Antique bas

reliefs have been multiplied for wall pic-

tures, for panel ornaments in doors and

in pieces of furniture. Hundreds of

architectural ornaments are made in the

bronze, bronze-gilt and oxidized silver

styles. In Paris, several imperial pal-

aces are ornamented with these bronzes,

in inside walls, ceilings, doors, door-

knobs, stair-railing, and household fur-

niture—in fact, throughout.

In the United States, copper-bi'onze

furniture ornaments, consisting of medal-

lion heads and grouped figures, caryat-

ides, and rosettes, were introduced into

trade, about five years ago, by an enter-

prising firm in New York, and was first

viewed b}"
- many as a doubtful venture.

Like other experiments, that of the in-

troduction of bronzes was expensive

;

and, at first, un remunerative ; but such

has been the progress of taste and ex-

pansion of fashion for these things, that,

to-day, the popular demand justifies the

creation of new models.

As it costs no more to electrotype an

elegant design than to duplicate a coarse

pattern, these manufacturers find their

interest to consist in frequently making

a necessarily large initial outhoy for

tasteful models. They thus constantly

reproduce, by the battery, all those

beautiful, artistic touches, which, upon

brass or bronze castings, only costly

hand-labor can create.

The frequent visits of Americans to

the capitals of Europe, tends to intro-

duce among us whatever is really useful

and true, in European taste, which may,

with advantage, be Americanized. Prom-

inent, among the educated and refined

of the Old World, is the admiration of

bronzes, either in the reproduction of

antique subjects, or the efforts of the

highest modern skill ; and there is no

better sign of American development

than the steady growth of the same cul-

tivated and refined partiality here for

bronze articles of vertu.

Copper-bronze, door-lock furniture has

won for itself an assured place in public

favor. It is elegant in design and very

durable, every article bearing a war-

rantee. The first set of this furniture

applied to a door in this cit}', was put

on, some three years and a half since,

and may yet be seen in good order.

Many doors, of handsome residences

here, have since been furnished with
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these ornamental bronzes, which give

continued satisfaction.

Architects recommend these mount-

ings ; and the}' are entering largely

into specifications for dwelling-houses

and public edifices. The Treasury Build-

ing, at Washington, D. C, has three

hundred and seventy-five sets on its dif-

ferent doors. The Park Bank, New
York, has fiftj^ sets on. The City Court

House, New York, has one hundred and

seventy sets.

During the past year, several thou-

sand sets were manufactured and sold

by Messrs. Smith & Butler, whose suc-

cess has induced several parties to

attempt imitating their bronzes, which

they do in appearance, but not in

fact ; in form, but not in substance.

These copyists make their goods of an-

other metal, and coat it on the outside

with a thin film of copper, which cannot

be very lasting, or, at least, not so last-

ing as if the goods themselves were

formed of copper, and able to rely on it

for their enduring strength.

Reference to the full-page Plate.

No. 1, a Gothic Knob and Rose, for

Front Door.

No. 3, a Scroll Knob and Rose, for

Front Door.

No. 5, a Medallion Knob and Rose,

for Front Door.

No. 4, a Scroll Knob and Rose, for

Parlor Doors.

Nos. 33 and 38, Front Door Main and
Night-Key Escutcheon combined.

No. 70 and 50, Front Door Escutch-

eons, in which the Knob, Base, or Rose,

the Night and Main-Key Escutcheons

are combined in one piece.

Nos. 48 and 35, Small Front Door
Night-Key and Main-Key Escutcheons,

separate.

Nos. 9 and 15, two varieties of Front

Door Bell-Pulls.

Nos. 60 and 61, two varieties of Slid-

ing-Door Flush Cup, and " T," Handles,

by which the Key may remain in the

Door, and allow the latter to slide clear

back into the Partition.

Nos. 20 and 21, Sash, or inside Shut-

ter, Knobs.

No. 24, a Sash Lift.

No. 30, an Inside Shutter Bar.

Two specimens of Embossed Parlor,

or Front Door, Hinges, unnumbered,

complete the plate.

COTTAGES.

LET any man be the possessor of a

Cottage and Garden and he

becomes a responsible citizen. Let

that cottage be neat and tasteful, and

the garden will under his hands be

worthy of it ; for, there is an innate

pride in every human breast that dic-

tates feelings of worthy ambition and

independence which ensure a happy con-

summation of every wish.

He who has a pretty home, be it

never so small, is proud of it, and will

struggle hard indeed before he lets even

misfortune rob him of it.

Every commendation of it by an ob-

server is a source of pleasure to him,

and tends to his improvement of it.

Children are naturally fond of home,

however homely. And if that sacred

spot be pretty, the image of it is sure to be

photographed upon their hearts for life,

to be gazed in upon when other days and

other scenes have separated them from it.

How necessary is it then to build

tasteful cottage homes, which not alone

embellish a neighborhood, but confer

simple happiness far beyond that which

wealth and a palace can strive to sur-

round.

The Cottages here presented require

no aid of description. The material in

which to construct them will be that

which the means of the owner can afford.

If they are to be constructed of brick,

the trimming may be of wood or stone,

or even of brick of a different color.

If they are to be of wood the con-

struction may be of frame, with clap

boarding on outside, or studded, lathed,
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plastered, and gravel-dashed. Or, they

may be formed of boards planed verti-

cally, and their joints covered with slats.

Another, and a very pretty method of

constructing wooden cottages, is to run
a string-piece along on a line with the

window-sills, and fill the lower section

with vertical boarding, as just described,

and the upper part, to the eaves, with

shingles or slates, having the angles

squared off.

In the illustrations here given will be

found some very convenient arrange-

ments of plan. No. 1, is the ground
plan of a cottage of moderate dimen-

sions, so " broken " as to produce a

pleasing effect in. the perspective.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

A, Is the Hall with Staircase. B,

The Dining-room. C, The Parlor with

bay windows. D, The Kitchen, with

egress, under the Stair-landing, to the

yard. E, The Pantry off the Dining

room. F, The Piazza.

No. 2. Gives the same accomodation,

but in a very different form. A, The

Hall and Staircase. B, The Parlor.

C, The Dining-room. D, The Kitchen.

B, The Pantry, convenient to both kit-

chen and dining-room. There is a back

door at the end of the hall, as in the

preceding plan. The dining-room in

this cottage is a well-lighted and very

cheerful apartment. F, Is the Piazza,

with its approach and landing.

No. 3. Is still another arrangement

of the same amount of space. A, Is the

Hall, with staircase and back entrance.

B, Is the Parlor, with spacious bay-win-

dow. This is a uniform and well lighted

apartment. C, The Dining-room, off of

which is a square vestibule through

Fig. 3.

which communication is had with the

kitchen, hall, and j'ard, and which effec-

tually cuts off all disagreeable odors

from the cooking department. D, Is the

Kitchen, having a back door leading

to the yard. E, Is a Pantry off of the

kitchen, and F, a Pantiy off of the ves-

tibule. G, Is the Porch, with its ap-

proach steps.
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CORNICES FOR ROOMS.

THE accompanying plate is intended

to illustrate this subject in a diver-

sity of forms, especially those most in

use in modern building.

In former daj's it was the common
custom to cover the cornices of the

principal rooms with raised enrichments.

Elizabethan Architecture was highly

decorated in this department, and many
very beautiful specimens yet remain in

England of those master-pieces of art.

In our day the taste appears to lean to

grace of curve, acquirement of light and

shade, with justness of proportion. In

a word, to simple beauty.

As however, the ornamentation of cor-

nices is often introduced in certain

styles at this dajr
, we propose to give

an illustrated article on the subject in a

coming number of the Review.

It is not an uncommon practice with

stucco-plasterers to use and re-use the

same moulds, under all circumstances,

if they only fit the price of the required

work. This is very wrong. The Style

of the cornices should be in keeping

with the buildingv they belong to

;

although a diversity of orders is per-

missible. Of course there is no danger

of any sucb bungling where an architect

superintends; but such is not always

the case.

ARCHITRAVES FOR DOORS AND
WINDOWS.

NOTHING in joinery so sets off an

interior as well considered finish.

For, unlike exterior work, it is more
likely to be well and constantly in-

spected. In fact it is the permanent

furniture of the rooms, and -stamps at

once the good or bad taste of the owner,

or his architect.

The Architrave for doors, here

shown, is bold and simple, containing

the lines of the plinth unbroken ; and

thereby giving to the composition that

pleasing unity of design which belongs

to a perfect whole.

This effect of symmetry is especially

observable where the door or window
head is segmental ; and in the case of

square-heads the angles might, with

good taste, be treated as quadrants.

The mode, so frequently followed, of

introducing jogs or off-sets is not at all

as conformable to taste as is that which

we here present, and of which the fol-

lowing is a description :

A, Is the Architrave of a door,

with fascia and mouldings.

B, The base or plinth, with its sub-

plinth, and a section of same.

C, Is the door-head, or cap ; which is

shown as a flat head with quadrant

angles, having a butt joint.

D, Shows the plan of the door archi-

trave, together with its construction.

E, Shows the plan of another design

of architrave.

The prominence of the Torus mould-

ing in this design gives a desirable

appearance of strength to the construc-

tion, and this member may be roped, or

interlaced with vine leaves, or in fact

ornamented in any way conformable

with the nature of the design.

F, is a Window-Architrave showing

a beA'elled reveal and ornamental angle-

staff for the protection of the corner-

plastering. It is three-quarter round,

has a capital and base, and may finish

with any ornament, such as a pine-apple,

or the like.

G, Is the plan of the reveal and angle-

staff.

Solomon's Temple.—Lieut. Warren,

who is conducting the explorations at

Jerusalem, has made some recent dis-

coveries which he thinks may soon lead

to his ascertaining the position of the

temple. At all events, the space within

which it must have stood is somewhat

limited by these new discoveries.
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CONCRETE AND BETON.

"TTT^HEN it was first introduced as a

V V mode of construction, Concrete

created a sensation, and drew forth

various essays on its merits. For a

sound sub-stratum on which to lay foun-

dations, nothing could be better. It

was not alone worthy of notice for its

cheapness, ease of formation and

economy of time, but also for its entire

reliability as a material in underground

construction ; and we may add that its

utility and excellence in the formation

of sea walls has been most thoroughly

tested both in this country and in Eng-

land. Certainly in the latter it has

been found that although it becomes

intensely hard as a backing, it is more

or less affected by the action of the sea-

water on its exposed side. This, how-

ever, is by no means a fatal objection, as

a facing of blocks made of cement-con-

crete is sufficient protection from such

action.

The specific gravity of concrete, as

compared with that of other materials,

is as follows : \^

Concrete weighs to the

cubic foot about 1 40 lbs.

Brickwork, 110 "

Granite, 160 to 170 "

Limestone, 145 to 150 "

Concrete, as made of quick-lime, is

composed of the following proportions:

Broken Stone 7 or 8 ounces (

,

I
80 parts.

40 parts.

10 "

in weight each,

Sharp river sand,

Quick-lime,

The Lime is to be mixed with water

to the consistency of thin cream and

grouted into the other ingredients. The

mass is to be then worked up thoroughly

and used at once. Some prefer mixing

the lime, ground fine, through the other

materials, and then throwing on suf-

ficient water. It should then be turned

over briskly with shovels, put into

barrows, and wheeled away for instant

use. It is advisable to employ two sets

of men to perform this operation, with

three men in each set, one man fetching

the water, &c, while the other two

turn over the mixture to the second

set, and they repeating the process,

turn over the concrete thus mixed to

the barrow-men. It should be wheeled

up inclined planks to a height of some

yards, and dumped down into the tren-

ches. This fall is most desirable, as it

forces the mass together, and drives the

moisture to the surface. Soon after

being thrown in, the mixture shows con-

siderable commotion, and vapor arises,

as is usually seen after the slaking of

lime.

The concrete should be thrown on in

layers, the first being allowed to set

before a second is thrown on. A bar-

row load, spreading over the ground in

its fall, will form generally from seven

to nine inches thick, and a cubical }*ard of

concrete will take about thirty feet cube

of material and three and a half feet of

ground lime, with a sufficient quantity

of water. Of the latter no more should

be used than is absolutely necessary to

effect a perfect mixture of the ingre-

dients. Hot-water accelerates the indu-

ration.

In answer to correspondents who re-

quest information on the subject of con-

crete as a material for construction

above ground, we would say that if

properly manipulated, there is strength

and durability in this composition;

and although a recent failure of a pub-

lic building, constructed of a certain de-

scription of small blocks called by the

name of concrete, has brought down

upon it the marked displeasure of some,

the public have too many standing testi-

monies of its strength to condemn it on

this account. The fact is, the " concrete

blocks ", as they are called, have weak-
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A COUNTRY CHURCH IN CONCRETE.

ness in their very form. We allude to

the hole in the heart, which is meant

for purposes of ventilation, but is fatal

to the' first principles of strength. The

proportion of lime to that of sand is not

sufficient for the perfect cementation of

the mass, and we do not believe that

any amount of pressure can prove suf-

ficient to make up the deficiency and

produce the requisite cohesion.

But, the failure of these very noat

looking " blocks " is no argument what-

ever against concrete as a constructive

material above ground. It is simply a

proof of the absurdity of endeavoring

to over-refine a mere principle, and to

make a theory carry more than is prac-

tically safe.

Concrete, to be enduring and capable

of bearing superincumbent pressure,

must, as we have already said, be com-

posed, in three distinct parts, of broken

stone ; coarse, sharp or siliceous sand

;

and good, lively quick-lime. The pro-

portions of these three materials are so

calculated as to leave no void in the mass

and to bring all perfectly together. We
will now proceed to specify the neces-

sary operations, and to that end pre-

sent the above illustration of a country

church executed in concrete.

The trenches of the foundation being

filled to the surface of the site, the

whole will be levelled off all around, and

four moulds, previously prepared, placed

one on each wall. These moulds will

be formed in the fol'owing manner

:

Take well seasoned pine-boards an inch

and a quarter thick, and cut them into

lengths of three feet ; clamp them 1

strongly, with say three stout clamps.

Groove them on the inside within three

inches of the extremities, and fit into

these grooves two ends, an inch and a

quarter thick. In order to secure the

whole, rods of iron, of about a quarter of

an inch in diameter, will be run through

from side to side, above and below, out-
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side the ends. These rods to have nuts

and washers, removable on one side, per-

manent on the other. The movable

nuts to have handles, so as to facilitate

their management. The interior dimen-

sions of these moulds or boxes might be

thirty inches long by fifteen inches wide,

and twelve inches deep. When it is

deemed advisable to lessen the thick-

ness of the wall, new end pieces of the

required dimensions are substituted, and

the erauge is ensured

The first course or round of the walls

is to have water-lime in solution, in-

stead of quick-lime. By tins means the

damp arising from the ground wiH be

effectually prevented.

The work of wall- raising should be

commenced at the corners or quoins,

and go round one way ;
that is, either

from right to left, or, from left to right,

observing to leave an interval between

each position of the moulds. And when

the walls are gone round in this wa}-,

put the sides of each box (leaving out

the ends) against the newly formed

blocks of concrete, so as to enclose the

intervals that were left, and fill and pack

these soundly, so as to form one un-

broken course. When this course is

finished, proceed with the next, [observ-

ing to break joint throughout] fur

although the whole would seem to be

one homogeneous mass, yet in the set-

ting, if any shrinkage will occur, it must

be at the joints. The window and door

frames should be, in breadth, the thick-

ness of the wall, and let the concrete be

worked up to them. The pointed arches

over all opes, may be of brick or stone

work. The buttresses on the angles

may be of masonry ; as also the porch

and belfry. The roof may be of shin-

gles, but if of slate, so much the better.

When the roof is finished, the wralls

may be coated with water-lime cement

and sand, equal parts, and the work

kept wet during the process. Or, finely

powdered brick, four parts, powdered

quick-lime one part. Mix with fresh ani-

mal blood. Or, sand and lime may be

used with blood. But it is necessary to

slake and cool the lime before putting

in the blood.

There are other compositions for out-

side covering, and it is very necessary

that one should be used, as the liability

of concrete, when unprotected, to absorb

wet is a serious disadvantage. To this

end also the roofshould be made to pro-

ject sufficiently to shed the walls from

the falling rain.

The inside of a concrete building is

capable of receiving a mere skim coat,

and looking well.

On the whole this material is not de-

sirable for building above ground, if

wood, brick, or stone can be had. It is

only, at best, a makeshift in the absence

of the more fitting material. But, as

there are some parts of our country

where the use of it is an economic ne-

cessity we make it a subject for our

pages. There is a common practice

amongst builders in concrete to put up

wooden trenches around the whole of a

building, in which to east the compo-

sition without joint. This is not at all as

good a method as that which we have

described, of moulding boxes. For,

there is in the former a very great diffi-

culty of avoiding swellings in the wall

;

or in fact of keeping the work straight.

It is, moreover, far more troublesome

and dirty than the latter. The expense

of making the moulds is repaid in the

repeated use of them in other buildings.

In the construction offence-walls, con-

crete may be made to serve a gjod pur-

pose ; but they should be carefully fin-

ished with a sharp saddled coping, suf-

ficiently steep to freely shed the rain

water, and protect the wall. Such cop-

ing or covering should be of shingles,

slates, boards or flag stone. If of

boards, or shingles, a good coat of gas-

tar thickly sprinkled with fine sand,

would be desirable.

Beton is of French invention and is

nothing more than concrete of another

form. Indeed it is used by the French

engineers more as a material for hjdyau-
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He purposes than anything else. For

sea-walls and the like, it is excellent, for

it will effectually resist the action of the

water, which English concrete does not.

Our American concrete is more like

the French composition, inasmuch as

we use water-lime cement in the making

of it instead of the common lime for hy-

draulic purposes.

For building above ground beton is

excellent, though, of course, more expen-

sive than simple concrete where quick-

lime is the binding agent. The method

of moulds we have already described

will be the fittest for its use, and the

only difference lies in the composition

of the material. Beton should be made

of

Broken brick,

Sharp sand,

Water-lime.

1 parts.

3

2

Mix the sand well through the broken

brick. In a box, prepared for the pur-

pose, dissolve the water-lime, making it

of the consistency of thick cream, and

throw the mixed brick and sand into it.

Work it speedily and turn it into the

mould on the wall. As beton sets rap-

idly it will be necessary to mix it near

to the mould, and only in the quantity

actually wanted for immediate casting.

Pack it well down at the sides and ends
;

and it will economize the material and

help its solidity to also pack the heart

with large pieces of clinker brick.

As the moulds are taken off and the

courses complete, all holes may be plas-

tered up with cement mortar, and the

face made even.

If sunk joints (bevelled or square) are

required on the outside face, wooden

moulds suitable to the purpose are to be

tacked on the inside of the moulding-

box. Where flooring-joists rest the be-

ton is to be packed around them solid.

Chimney flues may be made circular

with great advantage. Houses con-

structed of beton are remarkably cool

in summer, and warm in winter, and

must therefore be healthful in an emi-

nent degree.

As to their comparative cost we can

only say that it depends altogether on

the price of water-time.

DESIGNING COMPETITIONS.

WE cannot think of any more ap-

propriate designation, for this

curse of our profession, both in England

and here, than that which heads this

article. Here it has not become so con-

stant a nuisance, as it is, and has been

for many years, in England. But it

has shown its bold, brazen front,

amongst us ; and it becomes the duty

of the Architectural Review, as a

national advocate of the just rights of

the profession, to denounce it, as a

demon of discord in our midst, begotten

and sustained by speculation and swin-

dling, rendered more abominable, by a

simulation of liberality, which is most

foreign to its true intent and object.

In England, every little knot of rate-

payers, or others, who have to erect any

small parochial concern, instead of

honestly emplo\T ing a respectable archi-

tect, and pa3 - ing a just fee for his ser-

vices, fly to a newspaper, and insert an

advertisement, offering, as a reward,

one-third, or one-fourth the value for

the best of any number of competition

designs for the proposed structure.

Of course, there are always a number

of strugglers, ready to dash into the con-

test headlong, and exert all the ability

theypossess (which isoften considerable)

in doing what? Why, in affording the

before-mentioned sleek parochial gen-

tlemen the very acceptable favor of a

supply of varied ideas, they never

dreamed of, which will, of course, be
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culled, and put together, in an eclectic

set of plans, elevations, and sections, by
that original genius, who may Lave the

" honor" of being their particular pet

architect, as pre-arranged by these

select men. The prize is his. and the

crowd of competitors fall back to medi-

tate on their own confiding short-sighted-

ness, and the rascality of those, to whom
the honor of an honest community is

too often entrusted.

As j'et, it is seldom those competition

delusions are put forth here, to snare

American architects ; but, in the few

instances they have been temptingly

hung out, the amount of bitter dis-

appointment, which was the only return

to those, who too liberally spent time,

money and brains, upon designs, which

they each fondly hoped would surely be

successful, will leave its indelible mark

upon their memories, and cause a bitter

retrospect that may j
Tet prove salutary,

when the crisis comes, as come it must,

and the profession shall speak out, in

fitting indignation against this hypo-

critic cheat.

This game is generally so adroitly

plaj'ed, that, notwithstanding the bri-

bery and corruption, which too fre-

quently underlie the whole scheme, the

surface seems as clear and inviting, as

though no monster lurked beneath.

The evils of this system, too mis-

chievous to be utterly contemptible,

were forcibly brought to light, lately,

by an investigation in the Illinois State

Legislature, at Springfield, connected

with the building of the New State

House. Whether the whole matter is a

mere political muddle, it is not our busi-

ness to enquire. But, we are certain

there is to be very distinctly seen in it a

most reprehensible spirit of unfairness,

as far as the competing question is con-

cerned. We trust, that the thorough

ventilation of the whole affair will have

at least the effect of warning those, who
would, in future, be inclined to listen

to the syren sweetness of those liber-

ally disposed " friends of art," who hold

out golden apples, rotten to the core, as

inducements to them to enter into hope-

less competitions.

It is some consolation, to see that these

schemes by unprincipled politicians and
others to enrich themselves on the hon-

est efforts of twenty competing archi-

tects, involving some thousands of

dollars of outlay, not to speak of the

mental strain upon their inventive

powers—are likely to be fittingly de-

nounced, and the perpetrators of such

frauds held up to public scorn.

Is not this a time, for the profession,

throughout the length and breadth of

the land, to combine and unanimously

resolve not to meddle with such com-

petition invitations, in future, no mat-

ter how glittering the knavish bait may
be.

If Building Committees do not think

they can procure, from any one archi-

tect, all that is requisite to make, what
they consider to be a perfect design, let

them also employ another and, if need

be, another, paying these several gen-

tlemen their full professional charges.

Let them even select an architect, to

work up into a desirable shape the dif-

ferent ideas they have thus honorably

obtained ; and all will be satisfied. At
least no one will feel, that he has been

defrauded and fooled.

But, cannot Building Committees find

one architect, who, of himself, will pro-

duce such a design, as can, with due

study, be made perfectly satisfactory ?

It is not very complimentary, to the

present status of the profession, if they

cannot ; and we sa3r
, emphatically, that

they can, if they will try. But it does

not suit them. Every member ap-

pointed on a building committee, or

commission, has a friend, or a friend's

friend, whom it is desirable to oblige

;

and each has a certain amount of wire-

pulling to do, in order to drag in the

friend's " design" without reference to

any practical claims, which that design

may possess. Not a word about bri-

bery.
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There is another matter, which we

desire to draw attention to, before

quitting this uninviting subject, for the

present. It is this :—In laying out the

" diagrams" and " instructions" for com-

petitors, the unfortunate architect, who

accepts these " bonds " as final and con-

clusive, will find himself sadly mis aken,

for they are seldom or never adhered

to. We have a personal recollection of

a requirement, once laid on a large num-

ber of competing architects, that the

principal fronts of a proposed public

building, of great extent, should be

placed on a Northern street ; and lo, the

prize was carried off by a daring inno-

vator, who, for private reasons, best

known to himself, reversed the edict

;

and made the Southern street the grand

front location. Was there no secret

understanding in this contumacy ?

No doubt, man}' of our readers have

personal recollections similar to this

;

and we only advert to the fact now, to

show how utterly false and unreliable

are these " invitations" to achitects, to

spend time and money foolishly, if not

stupidly.

ARCHITECTURAL INFLUENCES.
By T. H. Williams.

TO the man who goes through life I

with his eyes open to the singu-
i

rarities with which he is surrounded,

and who is cognizant of the " little

"

wonders of the world, as well as of the

" great " ones, it is a matter of amaze-

ment that no two faces on the Globe

are precisely alike. They may bear

strong resemblances ;
may when viewed

separately, appear to be similar, yet a

close inspection reveals the difference

in the expression of some feature, which

materially alters the face. A line, a

wrinkle, a shadow,—the elevation of an

eyebrow, the distention of a nostril;

—

any of these is sufficient to change the

whole expression of a countenance,

wrhich might else be regarded as the

counterpart of some other face.

So also with the infinite variety of

architectural styles which confront one

in the course of travel. It is hardly an

exaggeration to say that no two build-

ings are alike, for the slight variation in

the tastes of the constructor, when

worked into and through the intricacies

of a building, are amply sufficient to

change the tout ensemble, and render its

likeness to any other building compara-

tively slight.

It may be asked, and with much
show of reason, whether we have (in

this country especially) any edifices

built in accordance with the rules of a

pure style of Architecture, and whether

the very fact of taste being admitted in

the construction, does not destroy the

possibility of our possessing pure styles.

The innovations thus made, while

they undoubtedly give us a spice of

varict}', and perhaps tend to relieve a

city of much tiresome monotony in its

aspect, must also result in the produc-

tion of what might be termed mongrels

of art, to which no firt-student, or no

lover of pure taste can give his unquali-

fied sanction, yet the question arises

whether it would be wise to attempt to

eradicate this sj'stem, or rather want

of system in our American communities,

and whether, if we should attempt to do

so, we should not meet with incontinent

defeat.

It is not to be denied that all adorn-

ments, external or internal,— all addi-

tions to, or variations from, a given

style, are but the effects of some cause

to which we may readily trace them, and

from which they are as directly derived

as were the pure styles themselves,
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from influences which an examination

of the subject will reveal. Prominent

among these influences are Religious

Belief, Climate, Government. Others

of less force, but j^et exertiug material

power, might be named in large num-

bers, and if we should attempt an

exhaustive examination of the subject,

we should doubtless find it impossible

to omit any one of them, without

making a break in our deductions,

which would interfere greatly with their

logic. But we can discourse upon gen-

eral principles without entering into

these minutiae, and a cursory glance

at the subject will show that the three

influences above named, are the great

original causes of those effects which we
denominate Architectural Styles.

With regard, then, to Religious Belief,

(we are tempted to say Religious Pre-

judice,) it is generally conceded that

men—whether Christian or Pagan—are

more intolerant, less willing to open

their minds to conviction, and more

obstinate in the maintenance of their

particular theories, respecting it, than

in any other matter upon which it is

not possible for all mankind to agree.

They will set up a false dogma at the

sword's point ; they will fight battles,

commit murders, give up life in support

of an exploded creed ; they will infuse

their religion into their literature, weave

its symbols into their garments, and

build it into their Sdifices.

Under these circumstances it is hardly

surprising that we should find Religious

Belief a great primary source of national

architectural st3T le, and that from long

usage, a people's tastes and preferences

should be moulded into those channels

most in accord with the requirements of

their prejudices.

An idolatrous people, viewing all

things from the stand-point of their

highest ideals, and regarding a golden

bull, or a stone sphinx-head, as not only

a manifestation of divinity, but as a very

god incarnate, naturally introduce these

deified animal figures into their buildings,

both as a pi'opitiatory offering and

mark of reverence, and as having more

power than aught else to awe into

quietude the otherwise troublesome aspi-

rations of the superstitious.

On the contrary, other nationalities,

as, for instance, the Moors, from their

abomination of the lower forms of

idolatry, are forced to eschew animal

figures entirely, and introduce emblems

of vegetable life—plants, flowers, and

fruits—as a means of adornment. Even
these are not at all times sufficient, for in

the Arabian Architecture the eye is con-

tinually struck by cabalistic geometrical

figures, arranged in the most singular

manner,—figures which might be termed

mathematical impossibilities, but whose

well-cut lines serve well the purposes

for which they were intended, and thus

relieve the whole structure of that mo-

notony so distasteful to a cultivated

eye.

The rise of this style was nearly simul-

taneous with that of Mohammedanism,
and it is to be remarked that it has ever

followed that religion, although, singu-

larly enough, its origin seemed rather

to be a mere matter of chance, than the

result of any pre-determined system.

It is a matter of histoiy that the first

Mohammedan mosques were designed

and built by Christian architects from

Constantinople and elsewhere, and to

this fact we may trace the resemblance

which exists between this stj'le and the

Byzantine. The Moors, however, by

the subsequent introduction of arabes-

ques, and the great profusion of fanciful

devices, (a trick which they learned

from the Greek and Roman edifices,)

considerably modified their structures

and rendered their style distinctive.

The horse-shoe arch, with which we

have become so familiar as to expect it

as a matter of course in all diagrams of

Moorish gateways, &c, was undoubtedly

original with them, and for some reason

has alwajTs remained their own particu-

lar property, although its beauty and

grace are generally conceded.
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Parker's, " Glossary of Architecture,"

asserts that the pointed arch is to be

found in Mohammedan buildings as

early as 780, A. D , although the earliest

examples of its use in Christian Archi-

tecture occur during the twelfth century.

The finest specimen of the Moorish

Architecture extant, and probably the

noblest result of the style ever attained,

is the " Kal-at-al-hamra," (Red Castle,)

the citadel of the city of Grenada.

This superb pile, commonly called

" Alhambra" from a corruption of the

Aral lie name, was the palace of the

Moorish kings, and is so well known to

all readers as to render unnecessary

any detailed description of it. The

delicate airiness of its outlines, the

elegance of its columns and arches, the

grace of its pinnacles, and the gorgeous

colorings of its tesselated floors, are so

many lasting monuments of the taste and

voluptuous refinement of the Moorish

sovereigns who flourished from the mid-

dle of the thirteenth to the middle of

the fourteenth centuries.

It is the very place to inspire the

fancy with romantic imaginings and fill

the mind with legends of forgotten lore.

Even our own countryman, Washington

Irving, loved it as he loved few other

spots ; he lingered affectionately week

after week amid its halls and gardens,

and trod with a feeling akin to awe its

beautiful terraces ; he lounged lazily in

the " Court of Lions " during the haze

and heat of a Grenada day, and wandered

at night, gazing with admiration at the

splendid but decaying beauty of the

" Tower of Las Infantas."

Into his historical description of the

Alhambra, he has so blended the beau-

tiful legends of the place, and in many
instances has given such free scope to

his own poetic imagination, as to render

it one of the most charming of his

works.

The Alhambra is indeed an outgrowth

of the theories^ and doctrines of the

Moors. .

A people warlike,

—

barbarous in war,

—they nevertheless possessed in many
cases the quintessence of refinement

during peace. They were thoroughly

susceptible to luxury and elegance, yet

because they had the nerve to drop all

this when the time for vigorous action

came, we call them barbarous.

That they were savage in war, any
one who has" read the history of their

invasion of Spain must know; that they

were refined in peace, is proved by the

gorgeous yet elegant conceptions of the

Alhambra; that they were unswerving

in their religion, and rigidly observant

of its forms, is shown not only by their

written history, but by the careful

exclusion from the ornaments of the

same building, of all figures and devices,

save those in strict accordance with the

Mohammedan creed.

Here is an instance in which architec-

tural style is not only influenced at the

start by religious belief, but in which

the effect of that influence is maintained

and augmented by the further develop,

ment of the belief. Any material changes

which occurred in the Moorish (Arabian)

style, between the time of its birth and

the erection of the Alhambra, are

ascribable solely to the different inter-

pre.ations and constructions which, in

course of time, naturally come to be put

upon the original dogmas of a church.

We find this to be the case in Christian

churches, and out of respect to ourselves

and our profession, cannot wonder at in

Pagans. Mohammed gave certain com-

mandments and enunciated certain

theories, but the savants among his

followers, in course of years, thinking

doubtless that they now saw by a

clearer light than formerly, prescribed

forms and regulations which, though

possibby at variance with all pre-con-

ceived notions, were adopted as being

the true intention of the Prophet.

With respect to the Architecture of

the Greeks, there can be little doubt

that its details were as much the result

of the national religion as was its

origin.
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The gods and goddesses of their early

mythology had all the forms and attri-

butes of mankind ; hence we see that

the Greeks continually aimed r„t a repro-

duction of deified humanity. It is even

said that the origin of the Doric style

was merely the result of an attempt

to combine something resembling the

human figure, with the 'massive uni-

formity of a column, for instance, a

sturdy peasant, showing strength with

plainness of appearance. On the same

principle, the Ionic order was typical

of the more graceful and less severe

proportions of a woman.

We have a still more forcible illustra-

tion of this idea, in the use of Caryatides,

which, although derived from Egypt,

were introduced as pillars only by the

Greeks, the Egyptians merely using

them as statues in front of the pillars.

Many highly poetical, but decidedly

improbable theories with regard to the

origin of the Corinthian capital have

been brought forward, but where opinion

is so much divided, we may as well

attribute it to the desire to typify the

bounties of Flora and Ceres as to any

other cause, and settling comfortably

under this conviction, conclude that we
have discovered another indubitable

proof that religion was at the bottom

of the whole matter.

The oldest specimens of the Doric

order extant, are the temples at Corinth

(650 B. C.) and at Egina, (550 B. C.,)

in both of which we may see the im-

posing effect, which (because of its

very simplicity) this st}de produces. In

the temple of Corinth, however, the

great massiveness is thought to exist to

excess, and it is probable the Greeks

thought likewise, for in the Parthenon

(the finest example of the style) the

proportions were considerably modified,

the columns in the former temple being

only 4.47 diameters in height, while

those in the latter were erected to an

altitude of 6.025 diameters.

Had the modifications ceased at this

point it would have been well, but like

man3r matters in our own days, the

Greeks continued their "improvements"

until they came into the opposite ex-

treme, and, in several of their later

edifices, lost much of the boldness

formerly characteristic of the Doric

style, by the attenuated columns and

general meagreness of outline which

they introduced.

The Ionic cannot be deemed as pure

a style as the Doric, inasmuch as it was

in a great measure derived from it. The
additional grace which it possesses may
be regarded as the result of an increase

of refinement, or, perhaps, eifeininacy,

in Greece. The stern simplicity of the

Doric had become too severe to suit the

increasing cultivation and elegance of

the Greeks, and it is for this reason that

we see the rise of a more congenial style,

about the end of the sixth century B.

C.

We find the further development of

this disposition in the invention, or

rather introduction, of a yet more elab-

orate order of Architecture,—an order

which, although possessing the charac-

teristics of both the preceding ones, is

nevertheless, in its general effects, en-

tirely distinctive from either.

In the temple of Jupiter Olympius, at

Athens, we have an admirable specimen,

(the best in existence) of the Corinthian

order.

That it is beautiful none will deny,

but most persons will agree that what

is added to it in this respect is deducted

from the appearance of grandeur which

the other orders exhibit, and the feelings

of awe which they inspire.

Such feelings, however, are induced

to a yet greater degree by the Gothic,

than by any of the Greek orders. An
intelligent writer upon the subject makes
a fine definition, and draws a delicate

comparison between the two, in denomi-

nating the Greek temple, an embodiment
of the abstract conception of all-pervad-

ing Deit}', while the Gothic cathedral

shadows forth the religious aspiration

after a personal God.
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It is further remarked that " the dis-

tinctions between heathen and Christian

thought, could scarcely be more dis-

tinctly stated in words than they are

exhibited to the eye in the difference

between a Greek temple, and a Gothic

cathedral. Even the relation which

subsists between Christian and Moham-
medan Architecture, strikingly reminds

us of the fact that Mohammedanism was

but a sort of bastard Christianity."

These' remarks are singularly true,

and might well be extended further by

the citation of other examples.

The word " Gothic," as applied to

Architecture, is so comprehensive as to

render an exact definition of it difficult

to give. It comprises all the styles which

prevailed in Great Britain, and indeed

in the whole of western Europe, during

a period of nearly four hundred j-ears,

and as the name is of subsequent inven-

tion to the general stjdes it is used to

designate, it is easily seen that its signi-

fication must be of a very extended char-

acter. The word originated with the

Renaissance architects, being used by

them as a term of reproach, and applied

to the mediaeval architecture which ex-

isted from the middle of the twelfth to

the middle of the sixteenth century, and

which, consequently, immediately pre-

ceded the revival of the classic styles

under the name " Renaissance."

As to origin, the Gothic is as un-

doubtedly indebted to religious senti-

ment for it as are the other styles at

which we have glanced. Although con-

siderable difference of opinion exists, it

is most probable that the style was
derived directly from nature, the arches

and groins being but a copy of the over-

arching branches of the forest, and the

rows of pillars which characterize Gothic

aisles, being imitations of the long

avenues of trees which adorned the

entrances of noble parks, and country-

seats.

The idea that the visible manifesta-

tions of God, give us the best possible

conception of what his hidden and

spiritual attributes must be, had long

since become a fundamental principle,

and, in the age in which Gothic archi-

tecture had its birth, this idea was an

inborn sentiment throughout civilized

Europe.

The natural phenomena (wonderful to

us in the nineteenth century, but mirac-

ulous to those, who lived in the twelfth ;)

which are continually manifesting them-

selves, go far to prove to us the infinity

and ineomprehensibleness of that Power

which is the author of them all.

It is therefore quite natural that a

people who recognized these sentiments,

in aiming at the production of such

works as should inspire awe and venera-

tion, should imitate that which they

esteemed the highest and most direct

exposition of Divinity—Nature.

The earliest example of the fully

developed Gothic style is the Cathedral

of St. Denis, founded by the Abbe Suger

in 1144. Almost contemporary with it

are the Cathedrals of Notre Dame de

Paris, Rheims, Amiens, Chartres,

Beauvais and Bourges, in any of which

we may find most of the attractive

points which belong to the st3rle to-day.

The invention about the same time of

stained glass had a tendency to hasten

the development of Gothic architecture,

being seized upon by the architects of

that epoch as not only highly decorative

in itself, but as being more appropriate

for paintings than the walls which had

been used by the Romanesque architects,

for frescoes.

This wrought a great change, for it

was found that the small circular-arched

windows which had been retained after

the introduction of pointed arches in

the vaulting, were no longer sufficient

to light the churches.

The windows were enlarged by throw-

ing two or three into one, (dividing them

only by mullions,) and by making the

arches pointed in conformity with the

vaulting, thus ensuring a greater uni-

formity and fitness in the whole work.

The Gothic style appears to have
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reached its climax in the thirteenth

century, and may be said to have

received no improvements since.

Says a writer upon the subject—more

particularly of the French Gothic style :

" It is in the cathedrals of the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries .... that we

find the noblest development of the

Gothic style.

" Everything tended to make them so.

The nation was united in the effort

—

all the science, all the arts, all the

learning of the times was centered in

the church. In it, and that almost

exclusively, the sculptor, the painter,

the historian, the moralist and the

divine, all found scope for the expression

of their ideas on the sculptured walls,

porches and niches, or the painted

windows of the cathedrals—the churches

of the people."

Religious sentiment of the most ele-

vated character found its best exponent

in the Gothic cathedrals of those times.

The attempt of the Greeks to leave the

impress of their faith upon their architec-

ture was entirely successful, and in

their structures we read the history of a

beautiful mythology, — a scheme of

diving which, though founded on prin-

ciples of unenlightened heathenism, was

full of a certain awe-inspiring beauty
;

but when we turn to the contemplation

of a Gothic cathedral we comprehend

at a glance that it belongs to another

epoch,—that it has been built by the

light of a noble religious era. A divine

inspiration has here manifested itself,

and touched the whole work with a

radiance which lifts it far above the

loftiest aspirations of Grecian paganism.

The architectural works which pre-

cede, and those which follow, the

Christian era, form two utterty distinct

pages of history,—two pages which,

while they are alike instructive, lead

the mind into widely divergent channels

and enunciate, one the blind adoration

of the Pagan,—the other the enlightened

faith of the Christian.

But enough, for the present, of these

reflections
; we cannot pause longer

over them, nor stop to ponder the

innumerable and prolific, suggestions

which they evoke, but must pass on to

the consideration of other branches of

the subject in hand.

We deem it scarcely necessary to

enter at any length upon the subject

of Climate as an architectural influence.

The dullest mind contains sufficient

capacity of reflection to comprehend
the absolute control which the tempera-

ture and atmospheric peculLirities of a

country or section must exert upon its

edifices.

Those edifices, whether intended for

residence, worship, business or amuse-

ment, or built with a view to more
external adornment, must conform to

the requirements of the climate of the

region in which the}' stand.

The Hottentot beneath his frail shelter

of palm, possesses a house which, in

some respects, compares favorably with

the most elaborate conceptions of cul-

tured Greece or powerful Rome. In its

quality of originality we mus£ assuredly

" award it the palm," over styles which

many cynics of the present day deem
only imported copies of Egyptian and

other ideas ; and besides being pre-

eminently suited to the climate, it has

many admirable points and character-

istics, albeit substantiality is not one

of them.

The Esquimaux makes himself equally

comfortable in his cabin of ice-blocks,

which, though possessing (when in the

region of the North Pole) that last

named quality in which the Hottentot's

shelter is so deficient, would disappear

quite as rapidly under an Indian sun, as

would the palm hut in an Arctic storm.

This climatic influence, of which we
have cited the extreme examples, is felt

at every latitude to an extent precisely

proportionate to the distance of that

parallel of latitude from the equator or

the pole, being varied, of course, by the

atmospheric and other differences of

longitude.
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If, therefore, these assertions are

acknowledged facts, no argument to

prove them is required, and the subject

need only be introduced because, from

its paramount importance, it cannot

well be omitted.

Government, likewise, so manifestly

affects all the manners, habits and tastes

of the governed, as scarcely to leave

an}- ground for argument with regard

to its influence upon Architectural

Style, yet we think few persons realize

the extent to which this influence is

carried, and the direct bearing it has

upon the external evidences of a nation's

taste, as exhibited in its buildings.

What is called creative genius, may
here be said to cease to be creative,

the result of it being but a direct

reflection of the primary cause or

causes. Doubtless—in cases where in-

born religious sentiment comes in con-

tact with the influence of the " powers

that be,"— the precedency must be

given to the first-named cause ; but it

will usually be found that these influences

are co-ordinate, the tendency of both

being towards the same general style,

and the workings of the two being in

harmonious accord.

In the feudal days of England the

government, or rather governments,

(for the feudal system was but a series

of vassalages, subject, by the laws of

rank, to a centralization of power in

case of national peril,) afforded so little

protection to the masses of the people

that they were obliged to look for pro-

tection entirely to their immediate lord,

whose castle became their fortress, and

whose walls shielded them in return for

their services in defending the same

from the assaults of the common
enemy.

The Barons were therefore obligerl to

erect castles which should answer the

requirements of residences in times of

peace, and of fortresses in times of feud,

(we cannot call these petty quarrels

war,) and in doing so created a style

which, although deriving its origin from

necessity, and having utility for its

primary object, is by no means devoid

of a certain grand beauty.

Had it been possible for William of

Normandy to have established a consti-

tutional government, or even an absolute

monarch}- founded on principles of equal

protection, the relation of lord and vassal

would never have existed, and as a conse-

quence, the Norman castle have had no

place in the history of England.

Greater results, however, than the ex-

istence of these castles have flowed from

less important causes than the conquest

of England, and such a reflection is

only valuable as proving the matter

under discussion.

The Anglo-Norman style differs ma-

terially from the original order first

used in Normandy, the differences being

modifications produced by an admixture

with Saxon tastes, customs and ideas.

In both Anglo-Norman and French-

Norman, the masonry and general work-

manship is rough, corresponding exactly

with the prevailing manners and gov-

ernment of the thnes. The aim of the

architect seems here to have been the

production of an edifice which should

win admiration by a coup d'ceil, and
carry the beholder by assault. The
first impression of grand massiveness,

which a Norman pile gives, is sufficient

to overbalance such unfavorable impres-

sions as are produced by the imperfec-

tions made manifest upon a close exam-
ination. Like the greatest paintings of

many of the old masters, the details,

taken singly, are poor, and, in many
cases, lack uniformity of size and design,

yet in the whole we have a noble speci-

men of magnificent general effect.

The chapel in the White Tower of

the Tower of London is the best speci-

men of the pure Norman style in

England, as well as the earliest example

of its use.

The edifices of Canterbury, Dunferm-

line and Durham, while they possess

many fine points, are not nearly so

pure in their style, and give evidence
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of a liberal admixture of the Saxon

element in their composition.

The Anglo-Norman is in a great

measure the tj'pe of English Govern-

ment after the conquest, and, in its

variations from the French Norman, is

a forcible demonstration of the analogy

which exists between government as a

science, and architecture as an art.

Indeed, a search after the origin of

architecture will be found to be only a

search after that of government, for if

we 2:0 far enough back to discover the

first signs of attempts at architectural

works, we will find ourselves at the era

of the first efforts at government.

During the early years of the world's

history, each man lived to himself, by

himself, and for himself; there was no

effort to form communities, no combina-

tion having common interest or looking

to the end of mutual protection. Each

man governed himself in his own way,

and as these ways were entirely subject

to whim or fancy, there was consequently

no government at all. At this stage,

architecture had not been born. Man
lived literally upon the face of the earth,

ate the natural fruits of the earth, and

sheltered himself from the elements in

such cavities and clefts as nature afford-

ed. Being ignorant of the art of gov-

erning, he was ignorant of that of

building. One step further, and we see

the first rude effort at the formation of

communities, (and consequently of gov-

ernments,) and at the same time the

first result of a conception of Architec-

ture becomes visible.

The early Nomadic tribes, wandering

from place to place, without a home,

had still their huts, temporary and weak,

3'et, nevertheless, artificial, being the

result of something outside of simple

nature and independent of its forma-

tions.

That light which induced the concep-

tion of the advantage of a union of in-

terests under the government of a tribe,

served to illuminate the same minds

with the idea of the necessity lor a

means of protection from the elements,

and thus were born these twin chil-

dren—Government and Architecture,

which were destined to be the great pro-

genitors of the civilization of coming

ages.

In the first stage, Architecture pre-

sents itself as entirely utilitarian. No
attempt was made at anything above

utility and only the primary steps at-

tained in that, but, in the next era, wre

not only see great advancement in the

production of works of usefulness, but

discern the glimmering of the dawn of

taste ; an effort,—slight as yet, but con-

taining the genius 'of future success,

to add something to the mere necessi-

ties of shelter and abode. At the same
point we discover that we have reached

a second era in government. An idea

of justice has crept into the expanding

minds of men. Government, simply as

a means of control, is here not up to

their requirements. A desire to reward

virtue and punish crime in the due pro-

portions of right and wrong, has mani-

fested itself, and consequently a nearer

approach has been made to civili-

zation. Another step and we behold

the successful attempt to embod}-

thought and sentiment in such adorn-

ments as the age has discovered, and

the equally successful effort to per-

petuate these and render them palpable

to future generations. Here again we
have reached the period when men, com-

prehending the necessity for yielding to

the public good, submit themselves to the

ruling of their fellows, and suffer such

penalties as, in the opinion of their

countrymen, their offences merit.

The next age opens to us the glory of

that genius which finds its best exem-

plification in the Architecture of Greece

and Rome. Here civilization seemed

to have reached its climacteric. It was

at that stage when it appeared doubtful

whether it could be carried farther, and

whether, for want ofsome higher sphere

to conquer, it would not fall. This fear

seemed to meet with a realization when
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Rome was overrun by the barbarians
;

but the tide of Empire had onby surged

Westward, and Western Europe, pass-

ing through the same architectural and

governmental stages, as had Greece and

Rome, produced anon the same results.

At this point, Architecture, while re-

taining all the utilitarian, and perfecting

its artistic qualities, had begun to ex-

hibit itself from a Scientific point of view.

Its constructions were based upon

the theoretical knowledge of certain

physical laws, and the ability of ren-

dering those theories practical, and were

therefore a branch of Mechanics.

Architecture as a fine art occupies to-

day no higher place than it did during

the times of Michael Angelo, j-et it has

advanced greatly as one of the useful

Sciences, and in its adaptation to the

needs and comforts of mankind has kept

pace with most, and outstripped many
contemporary Sciences.

Here, again, its analog}' with the art

of Government is visible, for while the

aim of the architect of to-day seems to

be the preservation of the artistic ele-

ments in subservience to the require-

ments of utility, that of the political

economist is evidently towards a Gov-

ernment, which, although dropping the

external pomp of ancient times, shall

retain the dignity of which that pomp
was the badge, and be rendered equit-

able by being founded upon the will of

the people.

But although analogous, the two sci-

ences cannot be said to go hand and hand,

because they stand towards each other

in the relationship of cause and effect.

Architectural style is, indeed, but the

effect of a series of causes, an examina-

tion of whose influence upon its develop-

ments would afford material for a volume.

It is the outgrowth of religious sentiment,

the necessary result of climatic peculi-

arities and the type of government ; its

characteristics being modified by a hun-

dred causes, each of which is, in its way,

a potential influence.

OLEOGRAPHY.

THE patterns which the Manufac-

turers of Paper-Hangings have

used, from the earliest time of that art,

were put upon wood-blocks : and the

designs, themselves, have been derived

from the endless transformations of the

Kaleidoscope.

Numerous and beautiful were the

devices produced, from time to time, in

the progress of this most useful of the

ornamental accessories ofdomestic archi-

tecture. But, science is not satisfied.

In fact, she never is, so long as there

remains the slightest glimmer of a chance

for another idea ; and here we have one

more instance of the truth of this obser-

vation, in the recent process for the

utilization of cohesion figures. This

interesting subject has been taken up

by Dr. Moffat, of Glasgow, Scotland, and

clearly shows that the well-known fact,

of most kinds of oil, when poured on

water, spreading over its surface, and
sooner or later breaking into variegated

patterns, which are often of very great

beauty, and in this fact is likewise

comprehended the greatest variety of

forms or configurations. The scientific

experiments of Dr. Moffat go to show,

he tell us, that, from the construction of

the oil film, we can determine the kind

of oil examined, as also its genuine-

ness. A drop of pure sperm oil, let fall

on a vessel of water, quickly expands to

several inches diameter, breaking up on

the edge into numerous small holes.

Sixtjr seconds is the time allowed, for

such action, in the case of pure sperm

oil. The centre of the patch is also

found to have a great number of holes

smaller than those on the edge. In two

minutes' time the small holes begin to
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enlarge, continuing to do so for about

thirty minutes, when the oil is broken

up and detached. The doctor truly

remarks, that there is value attached

to tli is simple test.

Green rape oil breaks up more slowly

than sperm, but, after sixty seconds, its

pattern is different, the circles being

large and beautifully defined. Purified

rape oil becomes much larger, in the

pattern circles, than green rape, in the

same time.

" Lucca olive oil " gives a large repre-

sentation in one minute ; in two minutes

an extraordinary development; and, in

three minutes, a very large "likeness."

What the doctor means, by the expres-

sion " likeness," we really cannot divine,

for he does not say of what it is a

likeness.

Green olive oil gives but a small pat-

tern in one minute, and differs from the

Lucca.

Seal and Castor oils give forms, which

are very small.

Dr. Moffat remarks, that, in making

these observations, it is necessary to

attend to the size of the drop of oil,

the height it falls, the force with which

it does so, and the perfect purity of the

cold water, as well as its stillness, at the

time of dropping the oil on it.

The experiments are conducted in

the following manner :
—

" From a small

dry burette, drawn out to a fine point,

filed up to a certain mark with the oil,

cautiously let fall a single drop, at four

inches height, upon the centre of the

water contained in a common soup-

plate, or glass basin. We shall assume

that Lucca olive is taken. The drop

should, at once, spread circularly, about

four inches, on the water. If it does

not do so at once, then the plate, or

the water, is not clean ; and the water

is to be poured out, the plate be well

washed, and again filled. All rubbing

with towels is to be avoided. At thirty

seconds, the appearance of the repre-

sentation is very lovely, having all the

similitude of crochet work."

This beautiful mode of producing

patterns, of exquisite beauty, owes its

origin to Charles Tomlinson, an English-

man ; inventor of what are called

Cohesion Figures, which are produced,

as we have seen, by the forms assumed

by various oils, dropped on water.

These, though so admirable, were prac-

tically useless, until Dr. Moffat discov-

ered the method of transferring them to

paper, with all their brightness of color,

in perfect permanency. It is but to lay

a piece of glazed surface paper on the

pattern, for a moment ; remove and

wash off the excess of ink, with water

;

and your pattern is there, complete.

The marbling of paper used by book-

binders is produced by the dropping of

indiscriminate blotches of pigment, of

various colors, on water ; and taking

them up, on paper. This operation,

however productive of brilliant effects,

is coarse, in comparison with that we now
call attention to, which no doubt, in the

hands of our ingenious artists and

artisans, will confer very desirable ad-

vantages on the ornamental department

of Architecture.

0.—Mica is abundant in the United

States. In some parts of Siberia it is

still copiously quarried in large plates,

and is emplo3-ed as a substitute for

window glass. It is also used for panes

in the cabin-sashes of Russian and other

men-of-war ; being perfectly exempt

from breaking, through the concussion

of broadsides.

Concrete—The use of this composi-

tion is coming more into notice than ever
;

and the study of it cannot be too

closely attended to. The reason of

walls not being built of it oftener is the

want of a perfect knowledge of the

mode of making and putting it into

moulds, in an economical manner, at the

same time ensuring its greatest amount

of hardness.
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LANDSCAPE, DECORATIVE, AND ECONOMIC GARDENING.
No. 6.

THE NECESSITY AND UTILITY OP PLANS.

THE locality and position having

been selected, the next progressive

step is to have prepai'ed a well-defined

working-plan of the entire improve-

ments. This is equally indispensable,

whether the place be large or small, in-

deed, if the absence of a plan, in either

case, admits of palliation, it is in the

case of the former ; because, when all

the parts are limited, and contracted as

to scale, it is the more difficult to create

and preserve distinct expressions, and

economize, so to speak, every foot of

the design. To strike out the outlines

of an arrangement, for the various ac-

companiments and conveniences of a

country residence, requires a mind not

only thoroughly imbued with the prin-

ciples of taste, but also conversant with

the applications of art to the develop-

ment of beauty. The subject allows, in

all its varied details, the exercise of the

most cultivated insight; and demands

practical acquirements that can only be

obtained by long study and experience.

Yet it is notorious, that most people

consider themselves qualified to lay out

their own grounds. They may not have

given the matter much thought, but

whatever they have given it, has ena-

bled them to arrive at the conclusion,

that they will want but little, in the

way of improvements, and that little

they can accomplish themselves. In

house-building, although they will un-

doubtedly have certain peculiarities of

arrangement, that they wish to secure,

3
ret few persons are so blind to their

own interests, as not to submit the

whole to the discretionary approval and

supervision of a competent architect.

Admitting, that every one knows best,

what will meet his ideas of comfort and

convenience, in the abstract, there are

but few who can carry them into execu-

tion
; or satisfactorily introduce and fit

all the disjointed parts, so as to pro-

duce a complete and perfect whole.

A little well-directed observation of

rural improvements, will afford convinc-

ing proof of the truth of these remarks.

In suburban districts, especially, we

are constantly reminded, that the ma-
jority of those, who undertake the im-

provement of their own grounds, spend

a great amount of money, in leveling,

grading, building terraces and making

roads ; doing and undoing, without any
permanently useful result. Laborers

are engaged ; and much demonstration

of energetic toil and zealous persever-

ance, is continued, until the fact be-

comes apparent, that all changes are

not improvements; and that, of all

operations, the most expensive and

least satisfactory is that of promiscu-

ously removing and replacing soil. So

the work is either abandoned, in dis-

gust, or they conclude to do, what they

ought to have done at first, consult with

some competent landscape-gardener;

and get him to prepare a proper work-

ing plan.

I am well aware, that it is a custom

with those who wish to be considered

amateurs in this line, and busy them-

selves in advising their neighbors in

regard to building and planting, to

decry all necessity for plans, and sneer

at them, as being beneath the dignity

of an artist. Even some professionals,

who have not the ability to foresee the

rationale of their operations, pride them-

selves upon their incompetency, con-

sidering it a proof of superior skill, that

they "can carry their plans in their

heads." I have frequently been brought

in contact with individuals of this class,

with a view to getting an explanation

of their ultimate intentions ; but, almost
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invariably found, that their strong pre-

dilection, not only for carrying plans in

their heads, but also for keeping them
there, was too great to be overcome.

There is another class of advisors,

who seldom lack persistence ; and are

very troublesome, in their way. These

have some specialty, that you either

must, or must not adopt. "You must
not have a straight walk on your

grounds ;" or, " You must have a circle,

with a fountain in its centre, in front of

the house." You must have a piazza all

round your house ;" or, " Your front

steps are too wide," &c. There is no

absurdity, that they may not recom-

mend, and no beauty, that they may not

denounce. Dean Swift, in the following

letter to a friend, gives a good illustra-

tion of this class of counsellors :

" That this letter may be all of a

piece, I'll fill the rest with an account

of a consultation, lately held in my
neighborhood, about designing a prince-

ly garden. Several critics were of sev-

eral opinions. One declared he would

not have too much art in it ; for my no-

tion, (said he,) of gardening is, that it

is only sweeping nature. Another told

tbem that gravel walks were not of good
taste, for all the finest abroad were of

loose sand. A third advised, peremp-

torily, that there should not be one

lime tree in the whole plantation. A
fourth made the same exclusive clause

extend to horsechestnuts, which he

affirmed not to be trees, but weeds.

Elms were condemned by a fifth ; and

thus about half the trees were pro-

scribed, contrary to the paradise of

God's own planting, which is expressly

said to be planted with all trees. There

were some, who could not bear ever-

greens ; and called them nevergreens

:

some who were angry at them, only

when cut into shapes ; and gave the

modern gardeners the name of ever-

green tailors : some, who had no dislike

to cones and cubes ; but would have

them cut in forest trees : and some who

were in a passion against anything in

shape, even against clipped hedges,

which they called green walls. These
are our men of taste, who pretend to

prove it, by tasting little or nothing.

Sure such a taste is like such a stomach,

not a good one ; but a weak one.

" I have lately been with my Lord
, who is a zealous, j'et a charitable

planter ; and has so bad a taste, as to

like all that is good."

Before a plan can be made, it will, of

course, be necessary for the designer,

either to visit the property, or be fur-

nished with such data, as will enable

him to attain a clear idea of its condition.

A personal visit is always the best, and
where the ground is much broken,

abounding in irregularities of surface,

or partially covered with trees ; or, in

cases of alterations in old places, it is

almost indispensable. The only substi-

tute will be a topographical survey, with

the position of every object defined, to-

gether with a full description of the

surrounding and distant scenerj', par-

ticular views, the location of leading

thoroughfares, character of the soil, and

other objects of interest. But no accu-

racy of survey, or description, will con-

vey so clear a conception, as a personal

inspection. There are many incidental

matters, liable to be overlooked in the

most elaborate descriptions, that may
prove of essential importance, which

will be taken in at a glance, by those

accustomed to anticipate effects. A
personal interview with the proprietor

will be more likely to insure .a plan, in

accordance with his wishes, in all par-

ticulars. No abstract beauty, in a

place, will ever compensate for the ab-

sence of those more utilitarian objects,

that are considered a necessity, for

family comforts or conveniences. Where

ladies are interested, their assistance

will generally be found of great value,

in deciding upon the arrangement of

these details. As a rule, it is safe to

consider, as an absolute necessit}7
, the

average wishes of the family. The man-

ner, as well as extent of improvement
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will greatly depend upon the intention,

and, to some degree, upon the taste of

the proprietor. Certainly no profes-

sional artist will feel perfectly satisfied,

to hazard his reputation in recommend-

ing a plan involving any considerable

outlay of money, without visiting the

grounds to be improved ; and ascertain-

ing some leading points concerning the

wishes and expectations of the owner.

The proprietor should impart all the

information in his power, relative to his

own preconceived designs ; and freely

answer all questions asked to that pur-

port. It is to his interest that this

should be done. The landscape-gar-

dener will not, on the other hand, be

unprepared to hear a good deal, that,

perhaps, may not appear to bear closely

on the subject; but he will thus gain a

knowledge of circumstances, that will

be of value in assisting him to arrive at

conclusions.

Nothing can be more unsatisfactory

to the gardener, than to be accompa-

nied over grounds ; and find no notice

taken of his questions or remarks. This

course is sometimes adopted in order

first to learn the opinions of the visitor,

so that he may not simply coincide with

all that is advanced, from a desire td

please his emploj'er. This is a mistaken

conjecture ; and often leads to serious

misunderstandings. The gardener, if

experienced, will quickly take in the

whole drift of affairs, and be equally

reticent. He will naturally conclude,

that, if the proprietor takes no interest

in the matter, there will be but little

prospect of appreciation, whatever the

result may be ;
and as he is thus denied,

what is to him, the most important in-

formation, to enable him to suit his ad-

vice to all the conditions of the case, he

will certainly feel, if he does not show,

an equal indifference.

The position of the main buildings,

and the adaptation of their ground-

plans, should be determined in consulta-

tion with the architect. It is one of

the most frequent oversights, to have

the house built, regardless of its relation

to levels, as affected by the subsequent

improvement of the grounds. I have

seen much trouble and expense involved

in the endeavor to suit ground lines to

the various levels of porches, door-steps,

and basement openings, where attention

has not been given specially to these

particulars ; and these results will cer-

tainly be experienced, where the ground-

plans are decided upon, in the absence

of a conference between the architect

and the landscape gardener.

The position of stables and all other

contemplated structures, having been

decided upon, the gardener proceeds to

take accurate notes of their outlines

and bearings, define positions for vege-

table and other gardens, points of en-

trance, direction of roads and walks, and

other prominent objects ; securing such

data and measurements, as will enable

him to mature plans for the entire ar-

rangement.

In submitting his plans—which should

be as simple and definite as possible,

with but little attempt at mechanical

embellishment—he should accompany

them with ample references ; every tree,

and at least all prominent shrubs, be-

ing distinctly named, and referred to

numbers on the plan. The written ex-

planations should be particularly accu-

rate and minute ; and reasons given for

everj'thing proposed, both with regard

to present, as well as to future effects,

also full instructions concerning the

relative order in which the operations

should be executed, and suggestions for

future management. All these memo-
randa will then prove of more than im-

mediate value, and be useful as refer-

ences, and in comparisons made at any*-

time thereafter.

It can never be altogether satisfac-

tory, to undertake improvements, until

the proprietor sees clearly the objects

and intentions of the design
; and unless

this can be done, it is strong presump-

tive evidence of defect, either in the

plan, or in the explanations.
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When the proprietor fully apprehends

the nature of the design, although he

majr not be able to prejudge all the

effects to be produced, }<et he will have

a knowledge of them, sufficient to ena-

ble him to understand the purposes of

preliminary operations, which, other-

wise, he might deem extravagant or un-

necessary. It is, moreover, a source of

gratification to him, when he can appre-

ciate the gradual development of a plan,

for he will then take a greater degree

of interest in completing it, as well as

in maintaining it intact in the future.

He will soon learn to criticize, and take

at their proper value, all after sugges-

tions ; can decide understanding^, about

future additions or alterations, and will

have no hesitation in removing, when

the time arrives, such plants as have

been only temporarily introduced, for

purposes of shelter or the production of

more massive effects.

The utility of plans depends upon

their minuteness and accuracy of details.

I have seen very fine, and artistically

executed designs, that were of no value

whatever, as working plans. Neither is

it advisable for landscape gardeners, to

furnish imperfect sketches, or allow any

such to escape their possession, upon

any pretence whatever ; for these, even

if asked for, and given, simply as a

friendly assistance, may prove very

injurious to their professional reputa-

tions.

In transferring designs, or plans, to

the ground, the most correct and speedy

method is to divide the plan into

squares, by lines drawn on it in both

directions, the side of the square being

of any convenient length, that will sub-

serve the purposes of accuracy. Squares

of sixty feet, for the sides, will be found

a convenient length, in ordinary cases.

AVhere there is great intricacy of parts,

such as in elaborate designs for flower

gardens, squares of thirty or even twenty

feet may be necessary.

The ground is to be divided in squares

of the same size ; and a stout stake set

firmly at each point of intersection of

the lines, numbered to correspond with

numbers on the plan. A more distinc-

tive method, where numbered stakes are

set for other purposes, is to use num-
bers for one of the lines and letters for

the other : each stake will then be

marked both by a letter and a number.

When the plan and ground are thus

prepared, the placing of a tree, a line of

road, or any other object, is executed

with the greatest facility, there is no

possible excuse for making mistakes.

It also enables the work to be com-

menced at any point. Slight practice

will enable any one, by looking at the

position of a tree, in the square on the

plan, to place it in its relative position,

in the square on the ground, without the

necessity of having recourse to measure-

ments.

A plan carefully prepared, with refer-

ences, may, in this way, be transferred

to the ground by any person capable of

reading letters and figures.

When the grounds have much irregu-

larity of surface, furnished with trees or

buildings, or any other reasons exist for

minute memoranda whence a plan is to

be constructed, it will be found of great

utility, first to lay off the entire surface

in squares, copying the same on the out-

line map. Notes can then be taken

relative to the condition of the grounds,

in each square, as exact and precise as

may be necessary.

However complete the plan or design

may be made, its execution, on the

ground, should, if possible, be under the

occasional supervision of the author.

It is not to be expected, that exigencies

are provided for ; and, indeed, it is

almost impracticable to embody, in any

plan of this kind, the numerous details

and contingencies, that may arise during

its execution, which no one except the

author can properly explain or control.

William Saunders.

Washington, D. G
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PROPORTIONS FOR WINDOWS.

THE pupil, in an architect's office,

who makes his first attempt at

designing, is veiy much puzzled to

determine the correct number and pro-

portions of his windows, with a view to

external and internal arrangement and

effect. Too many there are, not alone

pupils but full-blown architects, who

pay little heed to the interior, provided

the exterior is to their fanc}r
. Hence

the frequent blunders, committed in this

matter ; eventuating in ill-lighted, ill-

ventilated rooms. We will make a few

observations on this subject, which may
be of use in helping the pupil to decide

what is most proper to be done. Taking

the Italian window as the standard, it

and the modern English being much the

same, we would first find the cubic con-

tents of the room, and the square-root

of that cubic would give us the amount

of window-space required.

For example, let the magnitude of a

room be given, multiply the length and

breadth of the room together, and that

product multiply by the height, and the

square-root of that sum will be the area,

or superficial contents, in feet and inches

of the space required. Suppose .the

room to be forty feet long, thirty feet

broad, and sixteen feet high, then 40 X
30 X 16 = 19,200, which product is,

in feet, the cubature sought ; and the

square-root of it, neglecting a small

remainder, one hundred and thirty-

eight feet, for the aggregate area of the

apertures. One hundred and thirty-

eight feet will make four windows, of a

handsome size and- shape, adapted to

the apartment in question ; and if

divided accordingly into four parts,

thirtj'-four feet and a half will be the

area of one of them. The area thus

obtained when set out for a ground-

floor, according to the customary rule,

which allows rather more than two

squares in height, each window may

be about eight feet eight inches high,

by four feet broad.

By the same rule, the dimensions of

all the apertures of windows for rooms of

any other cubature may be determined.

If the aggregate area of the windows

is enlarged, it must be borne in mind

that the temperature of the room is

reduced in the same proportion ; the

heat produced in them being so very

speedily communicated, through the

glass, to the atmosphere without. It is

for this reason, that, in Quebec, Mon-
treal, and the northeasterly towns of

Canada, as well as in Russia, and other

countries subject to great severity of

winter, the inhabitants are forced to

use double windows. That is, one

window within another, the interspace

being useful in preventing the escape of

warm air, or the entrance of cold into

the room. In our northeasterly States,

this would be a desirable contrivance

For slsy-lights, lanterns, cupolas, &c,
used for lighting stairs, halls, galleries,

and the like, this system of double-sashes

might be made most effective, in pre-

venting the escape of the warm air,

which rises into them.

In computing for the height of win-

dow-sills above the floor, it is well to

arrange, so that persons sitting may
enjoy, with ease, the pleasure of looking

out. In our grandsires' days, this was

neglected ; and the consequence was,

that in order to see what was passing,

even across the street, one had to stand

up ; for, the sill was at least three leet

high. The introduction of the French

sash corrected this nuisance ; and the

top of the base-board, generally fifteen

inches, then became the height above

the floor. This was very pleasant in

summer, but quite the contrary in

winter ; for the French sash is ill-

adapted to keep out keen frosty wind,

or driving rain. So that the architects
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of those days saw the necessity for a

return to the old lifting sash, but with

the improvement of a lowered sill.

First, two feet six inches was the

standard of reform ; and, as innovations,

once commenced, will bring on others

still, the height of the window-sills went

down to twenty inches. This was, of

course, for the rooms of the principal

floor only. The window-sills of cham-

bers had, of necessity, to be kept high :

and therefore did not share in the fash-

ionable reforms of the day. Although

it is a practice, with some architects

now, to keep down the window-sills of

the principal chamber story so low, that

the lower shutters have to be kept

closed, to counteract the unpleasantness

of this arrangement.

The space between the window head

and ceiling should be alwaj-s sufficient,

on the principal floor, to admit of a good

architrave, &c, as well as to be clear of

the cornices of the several rooms.

In the bed-rooms, the window heads

will be nearer to the ceiling ; but still

clear of the cornice.

The French sashes, of which we have

spoken, are still very popular in this

country ; and no doubt present a veiy

pleasing effect, on the exterior. But

for interior finish, the difficulty of uphol-

stering, so as to prevent their being

altogether inconvenient, is very great

indeed. Besides, the mere fact of their

opening into the room, is a discomfort,

not to speak of the constant liability to

glass-breaking, which presents itself.

The transom head is, to be sure, a par-

tial remedy against the inconvenience

connected with draping such windows,

as the sashes are only hinged below

that for use, and there is space enough,

in the section above the window, to let

them open, without interfering with

anything, save the hanging curtains at

either side.

And here let us warn the young

architect against the use of pointed

windows, for interior finish. Nothing-

can be more inconvenient, and, there-

fore, out of place, in ordinary sitting-

rooms, than this ecclesiastical feature.

If a client is resolved on having them,

to make up the appearance of his priory,

then fiuish them square headed on the

inside, filling up the spandril with quatre-

foil ornamentation. But, never intro-

duce a fixed mullion ; for, however

more secure they make the window,

they detract very much from its comfort,

in diminishing the amount of light

admitted into the room, and in affording,

but a niggardly chance of leaning out of

the window, oftentimes a very desirable

privilege.

Casement sashes do not answer a

good purpose, in this country ; and

can never maintain a foot-hold. We
should, therefore, use every means, in

our power, to improve the lifting-sash,

as much as possible ; as it certainly has

more of the elements of convenience,

and positive comfort, than any of its

compeers, or rivals, ancient or modern.

The true proportion for the lifting, or

English window, is two diameters in

height : that is, let each sash be per-

fectly square. We apply this rule, of

course, exclusively to Domestic Archi-

tecture. In the designing of windows

for public buildings many things must

be taken into account, which will go to

govern imperatively in this matter.

Both the inside and the outside ap-

pearance of a window must be closely

studied ; the inside with reference to

the apartment of which it is a chief

feature, the outside in its bearing on

the general appearance of the building

of which it forms, or is most requisite

to form, the character.

An ill-proportioned window is an in-

delible blot upon an-otherwise fine apart-

ment; and likewise may windows design-

ed in bad taste condemn, irretrievably,

an otherwise well-proportioned and high-

ly wrought composition of an exterior.

We propose to take up this subject

again, when we will go farther into the

advisability of styles, as well as the

relative proportions of windows.
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IMPORTANT TO YOUNG MEN.

THOSE who have entered, or are

disposed to enter, on the study of

Architecture, should ever bear in mind,

that it is not by any means a science to

be acquired by intuition. No, that, in-

deed, would be a very serious error to

labor under, and one which our young

friends should divest themselves of,

without delay. As well might a medi-

cal student expect to understand the

structure of the human form, or the law

student to comprehend the meshes of

his future profession, as the beginner in.

Architecture to see and feel the beau-

ties of his intricate art, without an

earnest study of everything bearing in

any degree upon it.

Why is it, that so many of our young

men, who enter on this study, become

nothing more than mere draughtsmen,

mere office-machines, working, or rather

plodding on, from year to year, in the

oue senseless round of putting other's

ideas, mixed with their own, prettily on

paper, scarcely discerning the delicate

differences between many of the styles ?

How few of our draughtsmen are

thorougly conversant with the philoso-

phy of construction, or the nature of the

materials required in such construction ?

The answers to these questions are

enough to make us feel a sense of

humiliation. The fact is, that a sadly

large proportion of our young men, who

enter architects' offices, are content to

draw and letter ; and to do these two

things well, with perhaps the addition

of fancy coloring, is the full extent of

their ambition.

Where can be found more intensely

interesting history than Architecture is,

as it were, clothed in, yet how few of

these draughtsmen take the trouble to

be acquainted with it. They may sub-

scribe to the monthly issues from the

press of works, that have much that is

valuable in their pages. But, it is the

illustrations, alone, that receive their

attention, and these merely to steal an

occasional idea from, in order to help

out some meagre crotchet of their own.

Do they associate for mutual improve-

ment? Do they seek the library, to

take the dusty Vitruvius, or Chambers,

from the shelf? Do they strive to mas-

ter the great subject in hand ? Ah, no !

The ephemeral tale, that ekes out the

school girl's hours of idleness, is most

likely to find their sympathy, too ; and

even this would be desirable in prefer-

ence to the worse means of spending

time, which too many indulge in.

One spirit there may be in an office,

even among a crowd of such baneful in-

fluences, possessed of courage enough to

resist temptation, and energy enough to

advance on the track he has chosen.

His superiority is no sooner asserted,

than' it is seen and acknowledged by

the head of the office, who, glad to have

one on whom he can rely, helps and

urges him on, giving him privileges and

opportunities, he does not deem it wise

to throw away upon the others. This

young man bids fair to be more than a

mere draughtsman. He will be an

architect, and will succeed, too ; for,

the world is ever ready to be benefited,

by the addition to its ranks of just such

men.

It would be well for Architecture, in

America, if we had more of this stuff, to

make our model men from. But, a

lhtle empty superciliousness, an affec-

tation of taste, a feeling of envious dis-

liking for the efforts of all but them-

selves, unfortunately make up the com-

mon characteristics of our office youths

to-da}-.

Let us hope for a revival of common
sense, and common energy, in the future,

more worthy of the American name.
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ARCHITECTURE FOE INEBRIATES.

THE Architecture of this country, as

related to public institutions, is a

subject that is becoming more and more

important in the estimation of the people,

in proportion as the popular mind is

being directed into new and more

numerous channels of beneficent effort.

In building a city or county jail, or a

State penitentiary, the question first,

and uppermost, in the minds of the

authorities, and of the architect, is that

of security. In erecting an almshouse,

security is not so much an object as

economy of space. For a college, con-

venience of internal arrangement, and

an imposing, solid exterior, are qualities

to be considered.

For the benefit of insane, there are

recognized' principles of construction

and arrangement, which, whether thejr

are the best adapted to the wants of this

class or not, are generally adopted.

There is a difference in meaning be-

tween an asylum, and a ho ipital, and

yet both these terms
v
are used synony-

mically. An asylum, properly speaking,

is a place of refuge and protection, a

custodial establishment. A hospital,

properly speaking, is a place for the

sick and crippled, a curative establish-

ment. Now, many of our institutions,

are of this mixed character, and while

those who are in charge of them are

content with a classification that is im-

perfect, architects can do no other than

conform to the standard outlines of

professional experts, and offer designs

in conformity therewith.

There is one phase of philanthropic,

effort, however, which is indicated by the

caption ofthis article, to which I desire to

invite attention. Several States are now

contemplating the erection of institu-

tions for inebriates, and architects will

be called on to aid in the develop-

ment of plans for suitable buildings,

hence a few suggestions, may not be out

of place.

The class of persons, comprehended

in the term inebriates, is a mixed class,

not only as relates to social position, edu-

cation, &c, but as relates to the kind and

degree of inebrietj'. Opium, Hashish,

&c, as well as intoxicating beverages,

produce inebriation in a great many
persons, and in constructing buildings

for their recovery, we must take into

consideration the wants and tastes of

these several classes.

With insane, and imbecile persons,

there can be an indiscriminate congre-

gregation of classes, with less risk of

offending taste, or compromising posi-

tion, than with those referred to, and

hence in providing for the care of ine-

briates, it is important to guard well

every appliance and arrangement, that

will in any degree contribute to the self-

respect of the inmates. It must be

borne in mind that intemperate persons

who surrender themselves voluntarily to

an institution, for their own benefit, are

not supposed to continue in a state of

intoxication. They are just such men
as we meet with every clay in the streets

and at the marts of business, and when

within the walls of an institution, are

as sensitive to all the amenities of life,

as they are when sober at home, and in

general society; There is no mark of

distinction between them and others.

When we enter an institution for the

blind, deaf, imbecile, or insane, the in-

mates are marked by their misfortune

so that they can be distinguished ; but it

is not so, with the inmates of an institu-

tion for inebriates. They are like other

men, seeing, hearing, thinking, rational

beings. Their infirmity is hidden ; it

does not always show itself in the face,

gait, manner, or deportment. For this

reason, provision should be made for
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them in public institutions, with special

regard to the preservation of their self-

respect, and so far as may be, of their

individualty. They should not be herded

en masse, except on occasions, when in

our country all men have a right to con-

gregate privileges.

The church should be a place, where

the "rich and poor meet together," and

the levelling influence of a universal

gospel, may be realized. The public

asscmbty for amusement, or instruction,

&c, are all open in the outside world to

every ticket-holder of high and low de-

gree, but in social life, congeniality of

thought and purpose forms the basis of

rational intercourse.

With these thoughts and facts it will

not be difficult for any experienced

architect to see at a glance, the basis

upon which he should commence, in

offering designs for institutions for

inebriates.

The plan proposed for an institution

of this kind in Penns3"lvania, contem-

plates cottages each capable of furnish-

ing lodging rooms and parlor, for from

four to eight persons. They should

open in the rear upon an enclosed cor-

ridor of ample width, and height, leading

to a central restaurant, a public libraiy,

business office, &c. The corridor should

be broken into arches and alcoves, and

used as a conservatory and art gallery, or

so arranged as to be thrown into a large

hall for entertainment, when necessaiy.

The cottages should be separated from

thirty to fifty or more feet, and thus

light and air from all sides would be

secured, and the ordinary domestic

methods of heating could be adopted.

The restaurant, might be so arranged

as to have alcoves, or distinct apart-

ments, for the inmates of the several cot-

tages, or the practice in city restaurants,

of having separate tables in a laro-e

room, would probably answer as well.

Russian or Turkish baths, are an

essential for such an establishment, and
could be located in the basement of the

corridors, or in a separate building.

Distinct from the main, group of

buildings there should be a small in-

firmary, to which patients should at first

be admitted, then examined, classified,

and assigned.

A little thought will show the reason-

ableness and naturalness of this outline.

Inebriates generally stray from home.

The}^ seek public places, and associations

that are hurtful to them.

Their first need as a means of cure,

in an institution, is to cultivate the

home idea, and be surrounded as far as

possible with home-like associations.

They need retired places. They should

be taught the sanctity of privacy. They
should feel the power of cheerful and

elevating retirement,—not solitude, or

confinement,—but separation from the

confused multitude, and seclusion from

the bewildering allurements of vice. At
the same time they should be within

reach of such variet}- and entertainment,

and engage in such industries as are

compatible with their taste and profit.

They are sensitive persons, none

more so. Their apartments should be

liberally furnished, and their self-respect

and sense of honor stimulated in every

possible way.

The name and surroundings of such

an institution, should not be offensive.

A place of punishment or confinement

they do not need, and will not consent

to go to.

The term asylum they do not like, as

that implies dependence. Hospital is

offensive, because there are hospitals for

all loathsome disorders. Home or Re-

treat are less objectionable. The insti-

tution at Media, Pennsylvania, is called

a Sanitarium. It is a " health station "

literally, as Cape May, Saratoga, and

Bedford, are health stations, and not

asylums, hospitals or refuges.

Let Architecture contribute its share

toward anticipating the wants of this

large class of sufferers in community.

Who will sketch a design after the gen-

eral principles enunciated in this article ?

Who ever will do so, and give it to the

pages of the " Review " will confer a

public good. *
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ON WARMING AND VENTILATION.

WE, of the Middle States of

America, have a climate whose

temperature has a greater range than

perhaps that of any other country. In

the summer, the temperature in the sun,

frequently reaches near to 150° F., and,

in the winter, it falls to 10° below 0°

F. In the summer we have it hot, and

as the expression goes, " without a

breath of air " for. weeks; in the win-

ter, furious cold blasts, which would

cause an Esquimaux to shiver. Should

not our Architecture then be in adap-

tation to these great extremes ?

American Architecture designs great

halls, for public use, churches, theatres,

dancing saloons, and lecture rooms,

which are but little adapted to the

climate, and to the comfort and health

of the people for whose use they are

built.

Architecture, is an Economic, as

well as a Fine Art. We, in America,

erect a church in the Gothic stjde,

having a roof of vast proportions, the

most striking feature of its exterior,

and certainly not a beautiful feature.

And, in the interior, under this roof,

or between its two sloping sides, and

reaching far above its walls, we have a

vast, void space, to be heated in winter,

and cooled in summer, (for what, let me
ask is more attractive of the heat of the

sun, than a great roof.) Is this a style

adapted to our climate ?

You may mix the Gothic with the

Norman, or Lombardic, or the Byzan-

tine ; or confuse and confound the

Gothic, with any other rude style, it is

inappropriate to a modern church in

any climate, and not less so, in this

climate—we in this age of comfort and

luxury, want a church for comfort, and

for worship, in accordance with Prot-

estant forms and ceremonies ; or if

Catholics, with Catholic rites and cere-

monies.

An architect should regard the Art

Economic as well as the Fine Arts

;

but with the Gothic, or its combination

with other styles of the early and

middle ages, neither is regarded. To
be sure, buildings of these styles may be

heated, and may be ventilated, and may
be repaired. But to do so entails an

enormous expense. Our climate is more

destructive of masonry and roofs, than

perhaps any other ; and 3
Tet our cities

are dotted with edifices, on which ail

sorts of mouldings and irregularities

of masonry are placed, to be disintegra-

ted and ruined before the lapse of a

century. The ferocious fanatics, the in-

tolerant Puritans of the days of Charles

I, tore out of the churches of that day,

the chancels and altars, (vestiges of

Popery as they declared,) the painted

windows, the bells, and all other symbols,

placed there, in adaptation to the age

when they were built. The clergy were

ostracised or killed outright, their

places occupied hj preachers and ex-

horters ; and the reformation was thus

carried forward to receive its death

blow in Quakerism. At this day, all the

various religious sects, even to the Meth-

odists and Baptists, are building church

edifices of parti-colored stones, and gro-

tesque, (to use a doctor's term) hydro-

cephalus windows and doors
;
(big heads

and little legs ;) with imitation chancels,

and imitation altars, and darkened by

gaudily painted glass windows, pictures

and emblems on the walls, organs,

steeples, and bells, in contempt, in gross

contempt of the dicta, of these vener-

ated Puritan fathers ; and in close

imitation of the grand Minsters of

Europe, built by those horrid papists

of old ; even to the candles, lighted to

take the place of the sun, shut out by

the gaudily painted window glass. This

is modern reformation.

But those old Minsters and Gothic
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churches of Europe, were built in con-

formity with the religious forms and

usages of Catholic countries. The

Catholic cathedrals are open every day

for worship. They are furnished with

but few seats ; for the worshippers,

remaining but a few devout minutes,

are constantly passing in and out
;

hence they require but little warmth.

Our people, on the contrary at least

the Protestant portion of them, enter

the churches, and remain seated for

hours
; and if in Gothic or Byzantine

buildings, the}' suffer dreadfully, either

in their pockets or in their bones.

The most commonly adopted method,

of heating our public buildings at this

day, is by hot air. Now what is more

beyond human control than air, in its

movements ? and as regards ventilation,

what so little understood, and in general

so ill managed ? and what so essential

to our health and comfort ?

Long dissertations are laid before the

public, explaining, or attempting to

explain, the theory of ventilation and

of respiration, with its exhaustion of

oxygen gas from the air, and exhala-

tion of noxious gases, and consequent

deterioration of the atmosphere, in a

crowded apartment.

We have in some buildings, ventilating

shafts or flues built for the purpose of

carrying off the foul air. But do not

pure air and foul air go out of these flues

in company ? Certainly they do. Can
the skill of man prevent it ? Certainly it

cannot.

With this system of warming ajjart-

ments, all the air must be in perpetual

motion, fresh air coming in and mixed

air going out; and the question arises,

whether this movement of air (even

warm air) over the persons of those

occup3ring the room being thus heated,

and ventilated, is not productive of colds

and rheumatisms?

We all know, that air which is sta-

tionary, now becomes oppressive ; the

explanation of this is that remaining

dormant in contact with the person it

forms a sort of coating, and air being

a bad conductor of heat, prevents the

heat of the body from freely escaping.

The use of a fan, is a relief, by driving

off the heated coating, and suppling
fresh air in its place. The air is not

cooled by the fan, but changed. This

duration of coolness is in part due to

the evaporation of the moisture from the

surface, caused b}r the motion, but to a

greater extent by the removal of hot

air. Thus it is in a room with hot air

rushing through it in search of the ven-

tilating shaft, and every one in the

room is liable to be affected by it in an

injurious manner.

The points to be gained, are: 1st.

The introduction of fresh air, heated in

such a manner as to be imperceptible

to the occupants of the room. 2d. Its

introduction in such a manner, that it

cannot be vitiated by passing over the

persons of those who may be disposed

to stand over and around its place of

entrance.

The first may be avoided, by intro-

ducing the air, not in a current, like a

sirocco; but so equally diffused that

every portion of the space to be venti-

lated and heated may receive its share.

As to the second point, it is hard to

understand, how it is, that so little

notice is taken by engineers and archi-

tects, of the impurities, disgusting as

they are, which are sent flying into our

public rooms, from the hot air flues.

We have our heaters so arranged, in

most cases, so as to supply our apart-

ments with the most pestiferous air,

while we at the same time build ventila-

ting flues to carry off this same foul

air. Go into the auditoriums of our

public buildings, or churches, our court

rooms, and lecture rooms ; and into most

of them, hot air is introduced through

large openings, covered by gratings

in the floors of the aisles. On a cold

day crowds gather on these hot air

vestibules. Some spit tobacco juice

into them, some scrape off from their

boots, the dirt}- snow ; others heat
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their filthy under-garments , -which have

not been in the wash tab, perhaps, for

weeks, all to be returned into the audi-

torium, well mixed -with the hot volume

of fresh air ; pure and impure, to be

inhaled together. This representation,

is not in the least exaooerated. and

there is no doubt, but that the air is

much more vitiated, by these vile

habits, than by respiration. It would

not be a bad notion to connect wash

tubs along with ventilators.

In old times, our apartments were

warmed b}r radiant heat, either from

open fires, on the hearth, of wood or

coal ; or by means of stoves of iron,

placed in the rooms.

Radiant heat from iron, is objectiona-

ble. The objections, however, are due,

not so much, to the hot iron burning

the air, but rather to the presence in

the iron of arsenic and other impuri-

ties.

Arsenie sometimes exists naturally

in iron, and its presence in its combina-

tion, or mixture, renders iron too brit-

tle for mechanical purposes ; hence it

often goes to be consumed in the manu-
facture of various sheet irons. If such

iron should be used for stove making,

the arsenic is slowly freed from the iron,

and escapes as a vapor
;

going into

the apartment with the hot air. Hence

the sj-mptoms of fulness of the head,

a symptom caused by the inhalation of

vapor of arsenic.

Radiant heat, directly from burning-

fuel, as from an open coal or wood fire,

on the hearth, is universally admitted

to be the most health}', and least liable

to objection, of a sanitary nature, of any

other method of warming and ventila-

ting ; certainly for private residences.

The great objection is, that, with open

fires, we have too great ventilation,

caused by the rush of air from the

crevices of the windows and doors, to

supply the chimney flue. For twenty-

five years the writer has enjoj'ed the

warmth of an hickory fire, built on the

open hearth, and his experience leads

him to offer suggestions which if adopted
will obviate the most objectionable

feature of an open fire.

A fire on the hearth, requires a flue

of th*area of about 160 square inches,

for the escape of the smoke, gases, and
vapors, resulting from the combustion

of wood
; along with these, also escapes,

a large volume of the air of the room.

Of course, as this air goes out up the

chimney, its place must be supplied by a

corresponding volume : and this in

general, enters through the crevices of

the doors and windows, and from them
over the backs of whomsoever may be

between the window and the fireplace.

ISTow this cold air would not be objec-

tionable, or noticed by the occupant of

the room, could it be admitted behoeen

his person and the fireplace.

A113' one occupying a room heated by
an open fire, during a strong northwest-

wind, may be relieved of the nuisance

of this draft, (which during the preva-

lence of such a gale is a nuisance,) by
opening the door leading to his hall,

from whence, instead of cold air, he may
have his apartment ventilated with

warm air. So too, by constructing

under a back of his fireplace, flues

communicating between the external

atmosphere, and the interior of the

apartment ; these flues having their

openings in front of the fireplace, and

to its side, a few inches in advance of

the fire ; the occupant of the apartment,

will enjoy the most agreeable warmth

of a radiant fire with pure air, sufficient

in volume, both for ventilation, and for

the chimney flue.

A smok}' chimney, may be cured by
opening a door or window, thus supply-

ing a quantity of air, equal to the

requirements of the fire and flue. The

old Franklin fireplace, in common use

in Philadelphia fifty 3
rears ago, was an

open iron hearth, for wood, furnished

with hot air flues ; which passing around

the fire, communicated at one end, with

the outside air, and at the other end,

with the apartment, close by the fire,
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thus not only supplying warm air, to

the apartment, but, also to the flue.

These fireplaces, seldom, if ever smoked,

and the occupants of the room, were

not troubled with cold backs.

Radiant heat has peculiar properties
;

one, highly important to health, is, that

it passes through the atmosphere without

warming it. The atmosphere receives

its warmth, from contact with bodies

warmer than itself, and not from radiant

heat. The rays of the sun, impinging

upon solid and liquid bodies, warms
them (but not the air) and they give up

some of their heat, to the atmosphere

in contact with them. Thus, rendering

the heated air lighter, it passes up in

currents, and is wafted and mixed

through and around, with the cooler

strata of air having but a moderate

temperature. Thus in a room, having

in it a open fire, the rays from which

passing through the intermediate air,

impinge upon our persons, and thus we
are warmed,—but not by hot air. In a

room heated by a furnace, by hot air, we

haAre but little if any radiant heat. In

this last case we inhale hot air into our

lungs ; in the first case we inhale cold

air. Look at the difference, let any one

taste hot water of 140° F, or let him in-

hale hot water of that temperature; try

it with a thermometer ; and he will suffer

a painful ordeal. Yet we, in the hot

weather of summer, go out into the

rays of the sun with the thermometer at

140 F°, without noticiug any extra heat

in our windpipe or lungs; and whj^ ?

because, though the thermometer is

heated to 140°, the atmosphere is not

above 90° or 95° F ; and we inhale a

comparatively cool air.

This property of radiant heat, is a

wise provision for our welfare ; but we

civilized beings, in this, as in many
other of our ways, go in direct violation

of nature's laws, and then wonder why

our constitutions are broken up. Ani-

mal heat, is for the most part, generated

in the lungs, by the act of respiration ;

the interior of the body, is therefore

much warmer than the exterior; and

that condition, is its natural equilibrium,

and is absolutely essential to the

health}^ action of the functions of life.

Thus, the air not receiving heat directly

from radiant heat, is cool on entering

the lungs, thus absorbing the heat

therein generated, and preventing an

abnormal degree of heat in the lungs
;

not above 98° F ; the exterior surface of

the body, however, is receiving radiant

heat of the temperature of 140* F. I

have placed myself in front of an open

fire, with athermometer by my face indi-

cating a temperature of 120° F ; and j'et

my organs of respiration were free from

oppression and insensible to an extra de-

gree of heat. In truth the air entering

my lungs was perhaps not above 60° F;

Let any one raise the temperature of a

hot air apartment to 120* F ; and it will

be intolerable. The lungs could not

long endure it. A man may enter a red

hot furnace, if the ventilation of air is

free, without suffering in respiration.

Heated air too, being expanded, and

of greater volume than natural air,

affords in respiration less oxygen to

the lungs than cool air ; hence the dul-

ness of spirits of one occupying a room

thus heated ; and the scarcity of ox3'gen

in the lungs affords a less quantity of

heat in the lungs for the supply of the

body, thus causing a sensation of chilli-

ness in one occupying a hot air room.

I have written this long article,

because I am sure, that no one can im-

prove on the modes of heating, and ven-

tilation, unless with a knowledge of

physics, but that with this knowledge,

there will be a return to the old-fashioned

methods of heating (improved, doubt-

less,) by radiant heat. The rays of

heat reach in their effects a long, long

distance.

A Countryman.

April 5th, 1869.
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GREEK AND EOMAN DWELLING HOUSES.

IN the following considerations I do

not intend entering into any de-

scription of the Architecture of Greece

and Italy, as exhibited in the numerous

splendid remains still extant, and which

bear the most indisputable evidence, if

any were required, of the very high

degree of proficiency to which these two

great nations of antiquity had attained

in this Art. All that I now purpose

doing is to describe as briefly as possible

the different modes of construction

which were in common use at that

remote period, and their application to

the everyday uses of life. There can be

no doubt that the very earliest struc-

tures erected by either of these nations

were of the very rudest and most prim-

itive nature—simply lath and plaster.

In localities where timber was abundant,

Tog-houses were of common occurrence.

As the art of building flourished, and in

proportion to the increasing civilization

of the age, brick, marble and stone

began to be used in building; until fi-

nally, those most splendid works of art,

the ruins of which challenge the admir-

ation of even our day, bear evidence of

a solidity and accuracy of construction

in the stone and marble columns and

walls which have rarely, if ever been

since excelled.

The Cyclopean is the earliest form

of masonry iu use among the Grecians

of which any remains have been discov-

ered ; this is distinguished by the walls

being formed of huge massive stones,

the interstices of which were filled in

with smaller stones. Among the most

remarkable specimens of this style, the

walls of Mycena may be particularly

mentioned ; in some places, the walls

are said to be full}" sixtjr feet thick.

There is another form of this st3le

sometimes called the second Cyclopean,

which varied from the other by the

blocks or stones used being polygonal

in shape, of fully as huge dimensions,

and fitted together with the greatest

accuracy and precision ; but, in neither

instance, united by mortar.

Still another mode of construction was

facing a rubble wall with square stones,

arranged in a wedge-like manner on

their angles. This form was united

with the more common one of hori-

zontal courses, thus making a kind of

a pattern, which produced a very pleas-

ing effect, and which we sometimes see

imitated in our times.

A very common way of forming thick

walls among the Romans was by fac-

ing the outer and inner surface with

squared stones, or with brick, filling in

the interior with rough broken frag-

ments, thoroughly cemented together by

means of the excellent mortar for which

they seem to have been famous. For

the purpose of binding together the

outer and inner face of the walls, large

thorough stones were introduced at regu-

lar intervals, extending through the

whole thickness of the wall.

The temples of Athens, Corinth, and

other Greek cities prove that the de-

scription of masonry which we call

ashlar was known to them. The stone

or marble blocks, after being quarried,

were most accurately worked by the

chisel, and made to fit so that the eye

could scarcely distinguish the sev-

eral joints. These blocks were con-

nected with those above them by dove-

tailing them with those lying side, by

side by iron cramps fixed with lead. In

one instance, iu a marble temple at

Cyzicus, the lines of union of those

blocks were found to have been covered

with gold ; and consequently these an-

cient remains have proved a rich mine

for excavators.

The most striking difference between

Greek and Roman masomy, as seen

from the remains to which we have, al-
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read}- alluded, seems to us to be that

whereas the great works of art of the

former were mostly of marble and most

highly and artistically finished, those of

the latter, even some of the more

magnificent, were constructed of much

rougher and unpolished stone united by

mortar, or sometimes of stone and

brick in alternate courses. The Romans,

however, excelled the Greeks in their

perfect knowledge and application of

the principle of the arch, with which the

latter were unacquainted. We know that

a kind of a pointed arch was in use

among them, in corridors, but these are

only met with in the Cyclopean mode
of construction, and were, in all proba-

bility, formed, not by building up stones

arch-wise, but by cutting out a passage

through the solid masonry, after being

built up. Indeed there is no word in

the Greek language for the word, arch.

But its very frequent use by the Romans
even in walls, where plain masonry

would have been sufficient, evinces that

among them it was a very favorite and

common mode of construction. Some
of the most splendid and magnificent

remains of Roman Architecture at this

day are those of the triumphal arches,

built by the different Emperors to com-

memorate victories. We may merely

mention, as examples, those erected by

Drusus, Titus Gallicanus, and Constan-

tine, which still are to be seen.

Although it is not pretended that

either the Greeks or Romans ever

attained to any very high proficiency in

either machinery or mechanics, at any

rate in no way at all approaching the

standard which has been since reached,

still it is a matter of history that the

more common and simple machines,

such as the lever, the capstan, the crane,

pulle3r
, &c, were known to them, and

used by them as by us for raising or ad-

justing stones and other similar pur-

poses, in their Architecture.

The famous Trajan's bridge over the

Danube is a very striking proof, too, that

the Romans had acquired a very con-

siderable skill in the art of Carpentry,

as without such they never could have

connected, by timber structures, arches

so wide as in that bridge.

We will now proceed to give a short

description of the general form and ap-

pearance of Greek and Roman buildings.

We will begin with their dwelling houses,

which, in neither case, in external ap-

pearance had much pretension to beauty.

Being built almost universally on one

floor, they were devoid of that elevation

or regularity which alone can produce a

striking effect on the eye of the observer.

In the Greek house there were two

principal divisions, the men's and the

women's quarters. The former was

entered from the outer door through a

narrow passage, and was in form an

open quadrangle, surrounded by porti-

coes, forming a kind of cloister which

served for either exercise or meals.

Round this quadrangle, behind the por-

ticoes, were ranged the different cham-

bers, dining-rooms, picture-galleries,

libraries, bed-rooms, &c, At the end

of this quadrangle opposite the front

entrance was another door, leading

through a narrow passage, into the

women's quarter, which also was a quad-

rangle, three sides of which were sur-

rounded with porticoes, as in the men's

;

on the fourth, usually fronting south,

there was a vestibule, on either side of

which were the principal bed-rooms. Be-

hind these were large rooms, in which

the women worked at their spinning,

weaving or embroidery. The roof was

usually flat, on which the inmates could

either take exercise or bask in the sun.

In some cases, although comparatively

very rare, pointed roofs were given.

The use of windows was also ex-

tremely rare, and when necessary, such

as when looking out into the street,

were closed with curtains and shutters.

Among the Greeks, fireplaces and

chimneys were altogether unknown, and

onty came into use by the Romans at a

much later period. The Greeks were

in the habit of heating their rooms by
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portable braziers, in which they burnt

wood or charcoal. Some of these were

fixed for culinary purposes, and in all

cases the smoke was allowed to find its

way out as it best could.

A glance at the Roman mansions, in

the declining daj-s of the Republic

under the Emperors, shows us a scene

of splendor, magnificence and lavish

costliness which even in our day of civi-

lization and refinement can hardly be

surpassed, nay even equalled. The

conquest of the world had brought to

their doors all the arts that minister to

the luxury of man, and the rough

thatched or tiled cottages with sun-dried

brick walls, earth or rough stone floors,

from whence the Romans had issued

when they started on their career of con-

quest, had given way to splendid palaces

in the city, elegant villas, adorned

with every art that wealth could procure

or fancy could suggest. To give some

idea of the lavish splendor and wealth

which characterized this age of Roman
Architecture, I may here state that

the house of Publius Claudius cost

£131,000 ; and one of the Scauri owned

a villa, which with its, furniture, decora-

tions and works of art, articles of verlu

costly statues and paintings, Babylonian

tapestries, &c, was valued at the vast

sum of £885,000.

I cannot help here giving a very brief

description of a Roman house of the

higher order. Before the door was an

open space—the vestibule, open towards

the road, but enclosed on the other three

sides by the outer walls of the house. The

outer door was of striking height, sur-

mounted by a very elegant cornice ; the

door posts inlaid with rich ivory, tor-

toise shell, or some other costty material.

The door itself was sometimes con-

structed of precious woods, marble, or

bronze, and turned upon pivots, either

working in sockets in the sill and lintel,

or encircled by metal rings ; metal hinges

being never employed. The exterior of

the house was frequently faced with

marble, but from the lowness of the ele-

vation, was devoid of effect from without,

which, however, was amply compensated
for by the luxury within. The floors

were not boarded, but formed in wealthy

mansions of marble, white, black, or

colored, forming a pattern. These tes-

selated pavements are frequently met
with, and evince a very high degree of

skill and art in their construction and
arrangement. The reader will be able

perhaps to form some idea of this when
we state that so minute are the frag-

ments composing these fine mosaic re-

mains, fragments of glass, earthenware,

marble, and even precious stones, as

agate and onyx, that one hundred and
fifty have been counted on one square

inch of surface. The walls were often

overlaid with costly marbles, and these

marbles again were as often covered

with paintings bjr the most famous

artists, or in panels, either in fresco,

distemper, or encaustic, in the most bril-

liant colors. The most elaborate

mouldings, cornices, &c, were employed

in the interior decorations; and the

ceilings formed of polished beams,

arrayed in panels and decorated.

The Romans, it may be remarked,

were in the habit of heating their houses

with hot air, convej'ed to the various

chambers by pipes, the hot air being ob-

tained from a furnace, which also heated

the wrater for the baths. At this time,

in Rome and Northern Italy, Chimneys

wrere everywhere used in dwelling

houses, baths and bake-houses.

It would take up too much space, and

make this sketch perhaps too tedious, to

give any lengthened description of the

interior arrangment of one of these

Roman palaces. Suffice it to say that

the private withdrawing rooms, bed-

rooms, baths, terraces, libraries, porti-

coes for air and exercise, cool summer-

rooms, fronting north, and opening into

ornamented gardens with rows of trees

clipped into all kinds of the most fan-

tastic and grotesque shapes, all com-

plete a scene replete with the highest

degree of comfort and luxury, and de-

note the most relined taste.

J.I.
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OPEN COMPETITION.
~\~TOTWITHSTANDING the effort

-LM made to put the subject of limited

or unlimited competition sensibly be-

fore the eyes of the powers that be, in

this City of Philadelphia, in the matter

of procuring designs for the proposed

Municipal Buildings, it is evident that

open competition is to be the order of

things. The Commissioners to whom
was entrusted the office of procuring

the required design, having well con-

sidered the course to be taken, gave to

the Councils their decided opinion in

favor of a limited competition ; in other

words, they proposed to have a few of

the most eminent architects of Philadel-

phia chosen to compete for the design

according to which the proposed Public

Buildings were to be erected. The

Councils negatived the proposition of

the Board of Commissioners, and thus

the competition is thrown open to all

who may choose to ventilate their crude

ideas, and a free passage opened to the

political lobbyists who will, no doubt in

due time, crowd in, as usual, to force

their favorite party man upon the Com-

missioners, and, failing them, to urge

his "claims " upon the Councils.

The Board of Commissioners adopted

the following preamble and resolutions,

which tell the story very distinct^7
:

Whereas, The ordinance enacted by
the Select and Common Councils of the

City of Philadelphia, and approved by

the Maj-or, on the 31st ofDecember, 1868,

entitled "An ordinance to provide for

the erection of public buildings," ren-

ders it obligatory upon the Commis-

sioners appointed by the said ordinance
" to advertise in at least two daily news-

papers published in the said city for

three weeks, for plans and estimates of

cost of the proposed buildings ;" and

Whereas, We, the Board of Commis-

sioners aforesaid, being of the opinion

that the issuing of a general advertise-

ment for plans would not be the best

course to pursue to insure satisfactory

results, requested the City Councils to

enact a supplemental ordinance, leaving

the Commission free to obtain plans

and designs in such manner as they may
deem most advantageous to the public

interest ; and

Whereas, In pursuance of the afore-

said request, a supplemental ordinance

having for its object a change in the

manner of procuring plans and designs

for the said buildings, was introduced

in the City Councils, and after having

been considered in both branches of the

same, it failed to become a law ; there-

fore

Resolved, That this Commission pro-

ceed without delay, to erect the public

buildings on Independence Square, as

provided for in the aforementioned ordi-

nance of the City Councils, approved

December 31, 1868, and amended by a

supplement to the same, approved Janu-

ary 18, 1869 ; and that all the conditions,

terms and provisions of the aforesaid

original enactment as amended, be faith-

fully and energetically carried out.

Resolved, That " the Committee on

Architecture and Plans" be directed to

proceed forthwith, under the original

ordinance, " to advertise in at least two

daily newspapers published in this city,

for three weeks, for plans and estimates

of the cost of the proposed buildings."

The very name and high standing of

Mr. Walter, the President of the Com-
mission, ought to have been a sufficient

guarantee for the wisdom of the pro-

posed amendment of the ordinance in

question, by a supplemental ordinance,

leaving the Commission to deal with the

matter as they deemed most fit.

That it would have been more advi-

sable, for the public interest, to have

yielded to the suggestion of the Com-
mission, discretion might have dictated;

but private interests exercised an inner

influence, and alter ijJse amicus appears
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to be the motto nearest the heart of our

conscript City Fathers.

The question now to be considered

is—Will any respectable architect, in

good business, hazard the wasting of

his time in open competition with all

who may choose to try their hand at

"designing," with an ej'e single to their

influence in another way to make their

effort a success ?

We do not think that the determina-

tion arrived at is one that is at all calcu-

lated to conduce to the best interests of

the public in the securing of municipal

buildings which, without a ruinous out-

lay, might prove at once a model of

convenience, and a monument of archi-

tecturesque beauty.

HORACE GREELEY'S BARK
" "A ICY barn is a fair success. I placed

J-V_l_ jt on the shelf ofmy hill, nearest

to the upper (east) side of my place,

because a barnyard is a manufactory

of fertilizers from materials of lesser

weight ; and it is easier to draw these

down hill than up. I built its walls

wholly of stones gathered or blasted

from the adjacent slope, to the extent

of four or five thousand tons, and laid

in a box with a thin mortar of (little)

lime and (much) sand, filling all the in-

terstices and binding the whole in a

solid mass, till m}^ walls are nearly one

solid rock, while the roof is of Vermont

slate. I drive into three stories—

a

basement for manures, a stable for ani-

mals, and a story above this for hay,

while the grain is pitched into the loft

or " scaffold " above, from whose floor

the roof rises steep to a height of six-

teen to eighteen feet. There should

have been more windows for light and

air ; but my barn is convenient, imper-

vious to frost, and I am confident that

cattle are wintered in it at a fourth less

cost than when the}' shiver in board

shanties, with cracks between the boards

that will admit 3-our hand. No part of

our rural economy is more wasteful than

the habitual exposure of our animals to

pelting, chilling storms, and to intense

cold. Building with concrete is still a

novelty, and was far more so ten j'ears

ago, when I built my barn. I could

now build better and cheaper, but I am
glad that I need not. I calculate that

this barn will be abidingly useful long

after I shall have been forgotten ; and

that, had I chosen to have my name
lettered on its front, it would have re-

mained there to honor me as a builder

long after it had ceased to have any

other significance."

We extract the foregoing as a testi-

mony of the utility of concrete, by one

who is an ardent lover of the useful and

the practical, and whose endorsement

of the material will exercise a powerful

influence in bringing it fairly before the

country.

We are sorry that the learned phil-

osopher of the N. Y Tribune did not

give us the proportions of lime, sand,

and broken stone he used.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS.

We are much pleased to see another

of these most welcome springs in the

thirsty desert of city life in course of

construction outside of Washington

Square N. and exactly opposite to

Seventh street. Philadelphia has sev-

eral private and public fountains, and

this of which we now speak is still

another of such city boons. It is con-

structed of granite and is apportioned

into a drinking place for animals, and

also one for citizens, the latter to be

furnished with the usual chained cup.

It is a pity that a little more taste

could not have been afforded on the

design. But it is well to have the

blessing, even though it be unadorned.

Therefore we feel grateful for what is

thus bestowed upon the thirsty, and

fervently hope that the tasteful may yet

enjoy their share.
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NOTICEABLE THINGS.

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS.

TO be a good draughtsman there is

nothing so necessary as reliable in-

struments. No matter how much genius

and practical ability in drawing may be

the portion of any person, one bad or

indifferent instrument will offer oppo-

sition to his best efforts, and frequently,

if not always, cause them to fail. The

manufacture of drawing instruments has

improved in proportion to the vast

strides which drawing has, of late years

made, and the Swiss as well as the

French and English makers have been

well remunerated for their efforts to

produce instruments that would facili-

tate the labors of the drawing desk.

But our American manufacturers, deter-

mined to keep pace with the spirit of

their nation, struck out for independence

even in this—and now we have Ameri-

can instruments which fully equal the

best of foreign production, " Philadel-

phia make" being the test of that which

is most desirable.

A good drawing-pen is, like a good

razor, rather a chance thing to meet

amongst the supply that comes from

abroad ; but here at home the make is

certain, and all alike good. We would

therefore strongly recommend all our

Architects, Engineers, Surveyors and

Mechanical draughtsmen, to patronize

our home manufactured instruments, if

they would secure the best and surest

for constant work and unfailing fine

finish.

The Capitol Extension.—The deco-

rations of the extended buildings of the

capitol at Washington have, since the

year 1855, consumed over $320,000.

The report, recently sent in to Congress

by the architect, gives the following

items : Brumidi, an Italian fresco

painter, was paid about $61,000 for

painting various ceilings with allegorical

pictures of gods and goddesses. The
American sculptor, Crawford, received

$20,000 for models for the pediment of

the north wing, and the models of Jus-

tice and History over the doorway to

the main entrance of the same
;
$3,000

for the statues of Justice and His-

tory from the above-mentioned models
;

$6,000 for the model of his bronze door,

and $3,000 for the figure of Freedom, in

plaster, to surmount the dome. Randolph

Rogers received $8,000 for the model

of a bronze door to match Crawford's.

The casting of Crawford's door was

done by James T. Ames, an American,

at a cost of $50,000 ; while Roger's

door was cast by F. Von Miller, a

German, for only $17,000. Hiram Powers

has been paid $10,000 for a statue of

Jefferson, and $10,000 for one of Frank-

lin, leaving $5,000 to be expended on

other statues, in order to exhaust the

appropriation of $25,000 made in his

behalf. Emanuel Leutze has received

$20,000 in part payment for his picture

of Emigration, on the wall of the west-

ern stairway of the House of Represen-

tatives
;
while Miss C. L. Ransom, of

Cleveland, Ohio, has received the com-

paratively small sum of $1,000 for her

portrait of the Hon. Joshua R. Giddings.

The rest of the money, over $100,000,

has been divided among artists of less

note, such as marble cutters and bronze

casters.

Boston has organized a " New Eng-

land Mechanics' and Art Association."

Such should be established in each of

our great cities, to aid in drawing forth

the latent genius of a very large and, at

present, very much neglected portion of

our communities. Ex-Governor Bul-

lock of Worcester, Massachusetts, is the

first president.
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SOLAR VENTILATOR.
There is no more troublesome thing

than a smoky chimney and there has

been no more difficult matter than the

obtaining a perfect cure for, or protection

against such a nuisance. Architects and

Civil Engineers have, time out of mind,

been straining the faculty of invention to

overcome this barrier to many an other-

wise desirable design. The U. S. Light

House Board is well acquainted with

the troubles which await on this subject:

For, if ever nicety of ventilation, unac-

companied with the slightest fluctuation

of flame, was required in anything it is

in the lantern of the light-house, where

the smoke of the lamp must have per-

fect freedom of egress, and at the same

time all wind being completely excluded,

so as to ensure the steadiness of the

flame. For now-a-days but one light is

used (in the Fresnel apparatus) and hence

the danger of its extinction. Numerous,

therefore have been the inventions of

ventilators to suit the wants of the light-

house ; and as a matter of course, the

requirements of all chimneys. But, one

and another have failed to meet the end,

and now we chronicle the appearance of

a fresh candidate for fame,

The Solar Ventilator is founded on

true principles, namely, the expansion

by heat of the air in the ventilator, and

consequently the production of draft and

non-admission of external air. The heat-

ing here alluded to is produced by the

action of the direct rays of the sun

upon a triple circle of glass-lenses, or

" burners " two inches in diameter each,

placed in the widest part of a metal

cone attached to an inverted metal cone

on the chimney top. Above the upper

cone is a cap, also conical in shape,

which oscillates on a ball and socket

joint, and when the wind strikes it from

one quarter it at once opens a wide aper-

ture opposite for the egress of the smoke,

which is assisted in its exit by the

power of the passing wind. Whether in

blustry or in steadily-blowing weather

this solar ventilator, as it is called,

must act, and, indeed, we cannot see

any adverse circumstance save destruc-

tion of its parts that can control its

action.

Where the ventilator is connected

with the chimney flue, a necking is cov-

ered by an India-rubber band that effect-

ually cuts off the transmission of any

unpleasant noise from the striking of

the oscillating cap against the upper
cone.

The Architects of Boston and New
York are disposed to patronize this new
patent ventilator, and we have no doubt

but its use will eventually become uni-

versal.

WIRE ROPE MANUFACTURE.
Here is one of the most decided im-

provements on the ideas of our grand-

fathers that is entitled to attention in

our enlightened age. It has ever been

the dread of housekeepers, that snapping

of a sash-cord, which leaves a window

a heavy burden on all connected with it.

But this wire sash cord at once ensures

the most nervous against such accidents.

For clothes-lines the voire rope must super-

sede the old hempen arrangement ; for

it is not alone strong, but everlasting.

Dumb-waiters find in it a reliable means

of elevating themselves without fear of

disconnection. Pictures in costliest

frames may hang most favorabty from

silvered cords that look like shining

thread of lightest gossamer. And
speaking of gossamer reminds us that

wire cloth is manufactured by the same

company that makes the iron, copper and

|
silvered sash cord, and the other articles

1 we have alluded to. Even lightning-

rods are formed of copper-wire so plaited

as to be continuous, and therefore not

apt to puzule the electric fluid with a

single joint in its free and cas}r passage

to the earth.

In fact this manufacture is as com-

prehensive as it is useful and curious.
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THE NEW YORK POST-OFFICE.

After a long struggle, the site at the

lower end of the City Hall Park, New
York, has been deemed ineligible and

another part at the upper end of that

little cit}' breathing space is to be chosen

on behalf of the General Government,

and an exchange made with the munici-

pal authorities. To this end the Post-

master General has appointed Messrs.

A. T. Stewart, Horace Greeley, and

William Orton, a commission, to effect

the exchange in question.

If the commissioners will be guided

by the good taste and feeling of the

citizens, the}' will no doubt decide on

the corner of Chambers street and

Broadway, as unquestionably the most

fitting location for the new Post-office.

The building could then extend from

the former street to a point on a line

with the front of the City Hall. By
securing such a site there are two ad-

vantages gained—First, that that paltry

piece of extravagant outla}-, the County
Court-house, will be kept partly out

of sight, though unhappily not out of

mind—Secondly, the dirt}' flank, and the

brown stone rear, of the City Hall will no

longer trouble the eye of the passenger

on Broadway.—Now, here are two great

and desirable ends to be gained, and the

commissioners, if we do not greatly err

in our judgment of them, cannot fail

to see it in the same light.

In any case, the relinquishing of the

present site at the south end of the City

Hall Park is a master stroke of taste

and discretion on the part of the General

Government, as it will protect the

freedom of view which has ever pre-

sented itself most pleasingly at the

point in question ; and the acquirement

of the site we most desire would close

up, without diminishing, the park

grounds, and leave a wide and very

available approach for the mail-car-

riages between the rear of the Cit3r

Hall and that of the New County Court-

house.

NEW OPERA HOUSE FOR NEW
YORK.

Mr. S. N. Pike, the enterprising and

tasteful proprietor of two of the finest

opera houses in the whole country, the

one in Cincinnati, the other in New
York, is about to build in that city a

third and, rumor says, a still finer one

than its charming predecessors.

The site of the present New York one

is rather inconvenient, a fault which will

be admirably made amends for in the

future structure, which is to be erected

on Broadway near Fifth avenue, and

will occupy the block in which the

Young Men's Christian Association

has its present quarters. There cer-

tainly could not be a better position in

the Empire City than that, and Archi-

tecture could scarcely liQpe for a more

advantageous site on which to display

her charms to external admiration.

The structure on Eighth avenue affords

a lesson which it ma\r be judicious to

study in the new design. It is redun-

dant in faults, lacking the very features

of Architecture, wanting in taste, and

in some parts positively out of propor-

tion.

The prominence of the new Opera

House would bring such delinquencies

of design into unescapable notoriety,

which the backward position of the

Eighth avenue building most happily

withdraws it from. Let us hope then

that the lesson will not be lost, and

that New York may have the credit

of a really worthy work of architect-

uresque art.

From the known liberality of Mr. Pike,

it may be presumed that there will be

no restraint of economj- laid on the

pencil of the professional gentleman

who shall have the good fortune to ex-

hibit his knowledge and taste upon this

acquisition to the Street Architecture,

as well as the places of Public Amuse-
ment, in the favored Cit}'. There will,

therefore, be no excuse for want of ele-

gance of design in the new edifice.
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INSTRUCTION FOR STUDENTS.

WE have in preparation a course

of gradual instruction for young

men who are desirous of improving

their time by the study of geometrical

drawing, which will shortly be com-

menced in the Review, and be continued

each month, occupying from two to four

pages. In these lessons we will en-

deavor to brin 2: the Art of Drawin°\

with its accompaniments of shading and

coloring, within the comprehension of

all ; and we trust that the consequence

may be a great increase of students

of Design throughout the country, not

alone in our large cities, where there

are means and opportunities, but in

places remote from any such, where the

young taste, ardent for development,

may want the very assistance we now
propose to give.

Nor is it the architectural student

alone, or the builder's apprentice, that

these lessons are intended for ; but for

the use also of those who desire to cul-

tivate an acquaintance with Archi-

tecture—an art so necessary to the

civilized world, and one whose works

are everywhere to be met with. The

vast increase of facilities of travel are

making its monuments in every land

more known ; and therefore the too

neglected study of its beauties is now
grown to be a necessary requisite of a

complete education, and calls for every

aid to its development.

The Architectural Review will do

its share in the advancement of the

cause, in the hope that its efforts may
be productive of a growing desire

for that knowledge which every mind

imbued with feeling and taste should

possess.

FIREPLACE HEATER.

THIS is a new arrangement of the Bal-

timore fireplace stove which claims

the superiority over its rivals, and conse-

quently assumes the title of Champion.

It is a very handsome design, and has

many excellent improvements. But,

in such matters trial is the test, and all

who have had experience of the old

Baltimore Fireplace Heater and ap-

proved of it, will no doubt, extend a

welcome to this new aspirant, whose

warmth of character ought surely com-

mend it to a corresponding reception

by all who believe in the power of im-

provement. To our readers who are

ignorant of the properties of this sty\&

of heater we would say that the heat

from the room below, in which is the

fire, is conveyed by a flue to the fire-

place chamber in the room over it, and

thus the one fire is made to do the duty

of two fires and the apparatus which

transmits the greatest amount of heat

with the least annoyance from dust, is

unquestionably the best. This Cham-

pion Fireplace Heater claims to have

these advantages in full, and moreover

presents a very bright appearance from

the very full view of the fire, which is

had through the mica lights occupying

nearly the whole front, being a large

segment of a circle.

Monument to Humboldt.—Many of

the leading citizens of New York pro-

pose to commemorate the hundredth

birthday of the great author of the

Cosmos, by the erection of a monument
to him in Central Park, to cost $2,500.

This is a compliment alike worthy of

the man and the city.
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FIRE-PROOF CONSTRUCTION
IN the first numberofthis EtEViEWthere

appeared a full notice of Gilbert's

Patent Iron Archied Ceiling for ren-

dering buildings fire-proof in which the

name of the proprietor, Mr. J. S. Thorn,

was omitted, and that of the patentee

alone given, thus doing Mr. T. a great

injustice, of course unintentionally on

our part, and not having been informed

of the facts of the case, we could not

hitherto correct it. We now hasten to

make amends to Mr. Thorn, and at the

same time to assure him that we regret

exceedingly not having known of the

matter before.

As regards the S3'stem of Iron arches

for ceilings, the months which have

passed since the article in question

appeared have accumulated evidence of

the absolute necessity for such safe-

guards in construction as those of Gil-

bert's patent. Fire has produced its

usual consequences, and the community

have been many times aroused to the

fearful fact of the inflammable material

which constitutes the principal part of

the construction of our buildings, es-

pecially those occupied as dwellings.

The introduction in late years of iron

for bressumers, tie beams, and in fact

as a complete substitute for timber,

although so general in our new public

buildings, should be applied to our

dwellings as well. Human life is of too

much value to be left without this ad-

mirable insurance against fire, and we

see no reason why any petty notion of

economy should prevent the introduc-

tion of this protector into our houses.

Gilbert's patent is a method of corru-

gated iron ceilings presenting strength

combined with comparative lightness,

and economy of material, and therefore

of cost. It saves plastering, and is sus-

ceptible ofany and eveiy ornamentation

on its surface, which, coated with enamel

paint, can be made to present an appear-

ance which the most expensive work in

stucco-plastering must fail to rival.

But, above all, and before all, is the

grand fact of its being perfectly fire-

proof. We have not the slightest hesi-

tancy in commending the Gilbert patent

to our readers as prominent amongst

the best of the iron constructions of

ceilings
; and we sincerely hope to see

them speedily introduced into the

building of our dwellings, as well as our

public institutions. It affords us plea-

sure to know that during the past year

large contracts have been made in

various parts of the country for this

Iron Arched Ceiling. And there is no

good reason why it should not come into

general use, not alone in public build-

ings, but also in private houses, where,

with the aid of tasteful design, the

architect might make it an attractive

feature.

Illuminated Clocks.—Our London
contemporaries are making various

propositions for illuminating the public

clocks on Church steeples and other

buildings, all of which are worthy of at

least a thought. One, and decidedly

the most to be avoided, is the making

gas tubes of the hands, and lighting

them up all along in jets. It would be

quite as lucid an idea to have the hands

of glass cast hollow and filled with phos-

phorus. The one light would be just

as lasting as the other, especially on a

windy night whose darkness would make

a clock's illuminated information de-

sirable-.

Found its Level.—After over half a

centuiy of flirting and coquetting with

the winds, from all parts of the compass,

the gilty old weathercock on the spire

of Cuckfield Church, in England, has

fallen down. It is well that vane things

should cease to a-sjnre to the highest

positions in the church.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
It must be distinctly understood that we do not hold ourselves accountable for the

opinions of correspondents.

Sir :—Would you inform me, and

through me many another anxious in-

quirer, as to the coui'se I must pursue to

commence and continue the study of

design. I have my evenings to mj'self,

and am disposed to make use of them

in a profitable manner. By answering,

you will very much oblige

A Mechanic.

Mr. Editor :—What books would you

recommend to one who is desirous of

learning Architecture. I mean the prin-

ciples of the science ?

Qt'ERO.

To both these correspondents we
would say that it is unfortunately the i

fact just now, that no public institution
j

of education offers the assistance re-
j

quired, either in books or teachers in
|

any of our cities. It is true that the i

Cooper Institute in New York, and the '

Maryland Institute in Baltimore, offer I

opportunities to beginners in the study
j

of architecture, but ' the classes are
\

limited as to number, and the great

majority as is also the case in Boston

and here in Philadelphia, are not dis-

posed to study architecture, but figure

and landscape drawing.

We propose to publish a series of

progressive lessons in mechanical draw-

ing, architectural design, perspective,

shading and coloring, to commence in

the next volume of the Review, and

will endeavor to make it as fully useful

as descriptive teaching will allow.

Reading, Penn.,
April 21, 1S69.

Dear Sir:—Will you please let me
know in May number of " Review," the

" difference between a Bay and an Oriel

window?" And oblige

A Subscriber.

A Bay Windoio is, practically speak-

ing, a projected window space on the

ground floor, having its foundation at

the basement.

An Oriel Window is somewhat simi-

lar to a Bay, with the exception that it

is supported on corbels or brackets, and
generally occupies a position on upper

floors, and at angles of buildings.

A Bay has two meanings
; it is a space

added by projection from a room—or,

it is the light admitted between the

mullions of a window.

An Oriel has but the one meaning,

namely a projecting addition, which in

the olden time was used in great man-

sions as a tete a tete gallery off of the

banqueting hall.

St. Louis, Missouri,
March 19, 1S69.

Sir :—Please pardon the liberty I am
taking in requesting you to inform me
what books would be necessary for an

apprentice to study to improve himself

in the carpenter's trade, and to learn

the first principles of Architecture.

Hoping I may receive an answer from

}
rou, I remain

j B—

.

Nicholson's works are all excellent,

but there is much in them that is exclu-

sively English, and now out of date, be-

sides the cost of such works is we fear

rather beyond the means of most ap-

prentices.

The American House Carpenter by

R. G. Hatfield, is a capital work and

costs but $3.50.

Mechanical Drawing bj- William

Minifie, may be had for $4.00.

But, if our correspondent will drop a

line to D. Van Nostrand, 192 Broadway,

N. Y., he will receive by mail a cata-

logue from which he can select. Those

we have named are useful works, but

there are several others equally so. A
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preference should be given to American

publications, for, as we have said, there

is much in English books that is useless

here.

Winchester, Ya.,
March 2.j, 1SC9.

Dear Sir :—Believing you to be sci-

entific as well as practical, and being

willing to pay for the information, will

3
rou please inform me in relation to an

idea I have of ventilating. It is to leave

openings in the under-side of eaves to

let the external air into the spaces be-

tween the roof, and finish on the inside;

which space will be, in the closest finish,

equal to width of rafters and along the

sides and top much more : thus giving

ample room for horizontal circulation

to connect all parts with a flue connected

with chimney, or with ventilator in top

of roof. This arrangement will cause a

draft as the air in said space becomes

heated, thus making the attic or upper

rooms much more comfortable, and, in

case hollow walls are used, there could be

a register in walls ofeach room, j list below

the ceiling, connecting with the hollow

space—thus allowing the impure to pass

into and up through the hollow space

in Vails into the hollow space above

—

thence out at the ventilator or flue; care

being had to preserve a good connec-

tion. Thus giving a free ventilation to

the whole house with but little addi-

tional cost.

In extreme cold weather the registers

for rooms could be closed, or partly so,

to prevent the warm air passing out too

readily. I am, respectfully,

G S .

Our correspondent has some excel-

lent ideas on the, at present much
thought of, subject of ventilation.

The method above alluded to is only

applicable for summer use, and serves

the purposes of the advantage of a cur-

rent of air between the ceiling of the

upper story and the roof; which of

course prevents the usual heating effects

of the warm days in summer on the roof,

whatever may be the covering material

—tin and slate radiating in the. greatest

degree.

If properly constructed flues from the

several rooms of a house be connected,

with the air-chamber or duct formed as

above stated, and open at or near the

ceilings of the other apartments, a

thorough draft will be gained, and the

air in those apartments will change
with a rapidity just in proportion to the

degree of heat produced by the sun on
the roof. On this the momentum of

the current entirely depends.

To admit the external air at the eaves

will accomplish no more than to have a

tendency to free the ceilings of the upper

rooms from the penetrating warmth
that would naturally be created by a

confined volume of heated air.

For winter ventilation a directly op-

posite course must be pursued. It is

then necessary to expel the cold air

from the apartments. To accomplish

this with the least expense and trouble

it is only necessary to construct sepa-

rate flues for the purpose, beginning at

the bottom of the cellar, say one to each

apartment, with a register near the floor.

These flues are cold, and the cold air,

by its own gravity^ will descend in pro-

portion to the volume of warm air, of

high temperature, admitted
; and the

velocity will be greater in proportion to

the degree of coldness of the cold air

flues thus constructed.

Those cold air flues within the cellar

will all be concentrated into one single

shaft, to which the gas of the furnace

will be admitted. Or, it may be heated

by any other means so as to produce

the desired effect.

[jglF^ We are very willing to receive

|

criticisms on design or construction, but

j we would have it distinctly understood

I
that no personal allusions will be ad-

j

mitted to our pages ; neither will we

j

show favor to an}r communication in

1
which we find an evidence of ungenerous

1 feelinar.
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QUERIES AND RESPONSES.
Cabinet Maker.—We have seen beds,

raised five i'eet from the floor, to which

a flight of steps was a necessary adjunct.

We have also seen beds reduced to

twenty inches height. And so through

all the intermediate grades. As to the

dimensions of the bedsteads of former

times ; they were in accordance with the

rank of the owner. The largest bedstead

on record is that of the very portly

individual known to history under the

title of Henry VIII, at Windsor Castle.

It was eleven feet square !

li.—You save the space usually given

to the hall, by placing the hall-door on

the side, sheltered by a porch ; more-

over you gain side windows for your

front parlor.

Historicus—It was in the reign of

Charles II of England, that windows

were first hung with sash-lines.

L.—To illustrate the articles, descrip-

tive of Cathedrals or Minsters, would be

very costly, and the engravings would

necessarily displace others of more im-

mediate practical value to the great

bulk of our readers.

Yero, New York.—We cannot say
what the Commissioners having charge

of the New Post-office in your city are

doing, or arc going to do. Time de-

velops all things—even to a new Post-

office. In another place we allude to

this subject.

Mechanic.—We would commend you
to the Scientific American, the oldest,

and far the best publication, for the use

of workingmen [and, indeed any men,

for that matter] which is now published

in the Old or New World. Its articles

are clear and comprehensive, unbur-

dened with theories worked out in alge-

bra, and intended more for utility than

mere clispla}^.

Builder.—Yes, it is not so easy to

detect discrepancies in the Renaissance,

as in the early classic stjdes, for the

simple reason, that there is a multitude

of parts, and great diversity of orna-

ment, in the former; whilst in the lat-

ter, the decoration is comparatively so

slight, and the members so distinct, and

so few, that the eye detects an incon-

gruity with little difficulty.

PERIODICALS
Treatise on the Power of Water, as applied to drive

Flour Mills, and to give motion to Turbines and other

Hydrostatic Engines. By Joseph Glynn, F. R. S.

This is the Third edition of one of the most useful of

the highly intellectual little books which have for years

emanated from Weale's Architectural Library, London.

The author is an eminent civil engineer who is ever anx-

ious to benefit the world by his genius and experience,

and in the little volume before us he has proved himself

a philanthropist, as well as a thoroughly scientific man.

There is a great amount of interesting information

thoroughly illustrated in its pages, from which we shall

occasionally select. This American edition is creditable

to its publisher, D. Van Nostrand, N. Y.

This Inventors and Manufacturers' Gazette.—This

is the title of another aspirant to usefulness and fame, at

a still more reduced price than any of its compeers. It

is numberless, so that we cannot say how long it may
have been before the public, and, merely guessing by its

terms (one dollar a year) we suppose it to be a monthly.

It contains a goodly amount of extracts and a list of

patents issued at Washington during the month of Feb-

ruary. Published by Saltiel & Co , New Yorlc.

Hours at Home.—No. 6 has just come to hand ; it is full

of good reading, instructive and recreative. Scribner,

Ne.io York, publishes it.

The Scientific American.—This veteran utilitarian of

mechanical knowledge is still leading the march of mind

in our country. Inventive genius owes much to the

old "Scientific," and the debt is growing larger each

week. Let the interest run on, the readers are willing as

long as they mentally thrive under its influence. Munn
& Co., 37 Park Row, New York.

Godet's Lady's Book is one of those evergreens of lit-

erature which Time delights in keeping fresh, and the

ladies admire the wisdom he displays in so doing.

The Western Monthly.—The April issue, being No. 4

of this Chicago Monthly, speaks well for its prospects of

success. Its contents are fresh and varied. The illustra-

tion is a finely executed likeness, on steel, of Hon. Anson

S. Miller, LL.D., accompanied by an interesting biograph-

ical sketch.

The Manufacturer and Builder, New Tore.—The

April number came out a vast improvement on preceding

numbers. The illustrations are numerous and good. The

subjects treated are of interest, and made more interesting

by their treatment.

The Scientific American is evidently not content with

its success, but keeps on the advance all the time.

Van Nostrand's Eclectic Engineering- Magazine has

reached its fourth month, and proves itself to be a highly

useful selecter and condenser. Engineers wanted just

such a work, and will surely sustain it, for its great use-

fulness in gleauing the very knowledge they need.
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TO OUR READERS.

IN concluding with the present num-

ber, the First Volume ofThe Archi-

tectural Review, we deem it appro-

priate to the occasion to make some

remarks connected with the enterprise

which has been undertaken at a hazard-

ous venture, and which has thus far

proved to us a very nattering suc-

cess.

The reason why this publication was be-

gun may be briefly yet distinctly stated

in the fact, that Architecture had then

no serial literary representative on this

side of the Atlantic. Europe had her

national publications, and England, es-

pecially, was putting forth many monthly

and weekly periodicals conducive of

the best interests of the great art of

construction. Our many-citied country

was dependent solely on those foreign

publications for such information as

might chance to be available to our

professional brethren here at home.

But this state of total dependence

was not suitable to the rapid growth of

Architecture amongst us, nor was it

altogether agreeable to the national

pride to be thus situated with regard to

the passing thoughts and efforts of the

age. Realizing this state of things in

our own personal experience, we clearly

saw the full extent of the want, and came

to the determination to establish such a

monthly medium of information and

communication of thought as we felt

the profession and all connected with it

required. Our lead was soon followed

by others, whose efforts have been, like

our own, to make up for the want hither-

to experienced. In the pioneer advance

we have made, obstacles were at first

numerous, but they gave way before our

avowed determination to establish the

claim of a national architectural maga-

zine
; and now we have the satisfaction

to say, that our efforts have been suc-

cessful, and the most discouraging of

our acquaintances have gladly acknowl-

edged the correctness of our calculation

on that nationality of feeling which

before they feared was but an empty
dream.

To those kind and generous friends

who stood by us with ready pens and

never failing words of good cheer, we
tender our heartfelt thanks, for their

companionship in the past twelvemonth

effort, and give to them an invitation, one

and all, to still stand by us in the year

to come.

The Architectural Review is be-

coming widely known—simply because a

publication of the kind was very widely

wanted in this country ; and we are re-

solved that no effort shall be lacking on

our part to make it meet, as far as in

(131)
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our power lies, the want it is its chosen

office to supply.

In the volume on which we are about

to enter, we propose to present addi-

tional features. Our rising generation

shall have its interests well attended to

in the practical as well as theoretical

lessons we will give. And this we look

upon as the chief plank of the grand plat-

form on which we stand—the education

of the young mind in the history, the

beauties, and the component, parts of

Architecture.

To our professional brethren, we again

hold out the hand of good fellowship,

and assure them that our pages are freely

open to them—that their interest is our

interest; for, are we not all engaged
zealously in the one cause, the propa-

gation of a knowledge of that art which

is foremost amongst the requirements

and adornments of man's earthly exist-

ence.

To all our readers in common we
present our thanks for their favor

;

and beg for its continuance.

That we may make the Architec-

tural Review fulby worthy of the

patronage we seek, shall be our unre-

mitting effort, aided and strengthened

in the future by the experience at' the

past.

VENTILATION WANTED IN GERMANY.

~VTEVER, perhaps, has a company
4~N of more highly educated and re-

fined people been gathered within the

Avails of the Sing Academy at Berlin,

than was assembled there recently to

hear the Passionsmusic of Bach. All

lovers of excellent
^
music, who have

travelled abroad, must remember the

Hall of the Sing Academy with par-

ticular pleasure. In its classic style

and decorations it would be difficult to

find a single feature which would offend

the most critical taste. For acoustic

effects its arrangements and proportions

are admirable. Not so its ventilation,

of which there is absolutely none. The

door of entrance is even hung with

heavy cloth, lest perchance a feeble

draft of air might inconvenience those

sitting close by. It matters not from

whose lungs the breath may come, (and

the boxes opposite me were graced by

ro3ralty,) the atmosphere in smy room

which is occupied by well nigh two

thousand persons, becomes very speedily

tainted. What can be its condition

when there has been no change of air

for three hours

!

Ought one to have felt disappointed

and surprised when the soprano in

singing one of those affecting recita-

tives in the second part, suddenly sank

exhausted in the middle of her per-

formance, and the audience though lis-

tening to one of the greatest productions

of musical genius, performed in a man-

ner unrivalled elsewhere in the world,

looked wearied and anxious to go.

The absolute neglect and ignorance

of ever, thing pertaining to ventilation

among people in other respects so re-

markably learned and clever, strikes

me with a daily growing wonder. I

have yet to see during a life of more

than half a j
Tear in Germany the first

indication of a crack, crevice, hole,

egress, exit, aperture or orifice, which

even dimly suggested that the people

desired fresh air. When my present

landlady discovered that I slept with

ray windows open, she was loud in her

expressions of horror; and a doctor

who lived in the vicinity being appealed

to, predicted that a persistence in the

practice would be attended with serious,

if not fatal, consequences. Think of

asking an American occupjdng a re-

spectable position in society, whether
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he slept with his window open or not

!

It would be regarded in the same light

as an insinuation of a lack of personal

cleanliness. There is one circumstance,

however, which serves greatly to miti-

gate the evils resulting from such

tightly closed rooms, and that is the

peculiar method of heating which is em-

ployed in Germany. Instead of the

little sheet iron keg or barrel, in use at

home, and in which a fire is kept con-

stantly burning, they employ a huge

column or " oven " of glazed earthen-

ware, that rises from the floor almost

to the ceiling of the room. An armful

of wood is put in the lower portion and

burnt as rapidly as possible, the door

of the fire-place being left wide open : the

oven is then closed, and the landlady

tells you that j
tou are "beautifully heat-

ed." For the first hour or so, however,

you cannot perceive that the making of

the fire has made much perceptible dif-

ference in the temperature of the room
;

the full benefit is not realized for three

or four hours. But even as man}- as ten

hours after the first building of the fire,

the oven will be found to be radiating a

small amount of heat.

In this way the room is always pro-

vided with a heated flue, the entrance

of which is at the level of the floor, and

which, as I found by trial, induces a

gentle draft for a very long time after

the fire has been made.

If there are any places which, more

than others, should have the advantage

of thorough ventilation, they are those

Chemical Laboratories, where a number

of young students are crowded together,

and where deleterious gases are being

constantly evolved. What can be said

in this respect of the existing labora-

tories of Berlin, the present centre of

chemical study and science ? We shall

not say anything of the laboratory of

Dr. Sonnenschein, (Privat Docent in

the University,) which is filthy, but

being an enterprise of a private nature

may not be so amenable to public

opinion. Nor is that of the School of

Mines (Berg Schule) which occupies the

hall of the old Bourse, nor of the old

laboratory in the third story of the Uni-

versity building itself, but we shall con-

fine ourselves to the one just completed,

and placed under the direction of the

famous Dr. Hofman. It is an immense,

and when we consider the uses to which

it is applied we might sa}', a superb

building. The exterior is adorned with

medallions of the great chemists, who
have done so much during the past cen-

tury to increase the knowledge and coin-

forts of the civilized races, and the cor-

ridors and grand staircase leading to

the auditorium are frescoed in bright

and attractive colors. In one room are

boilers and retorts and stills for every

variety of pharmaceutic al manipulation
;

in another are furnaces for all forms of

dry assaying. Still a third is set aside for

gas analysis, and a fourth for weighing.

There are other great rooms for tyro's

in chemistry, and for those more ad-

vanced. But in the apartment occupied

\>y experts, a number of men who were

making original investigations under

the guidance of Dr. Hofman, I found the

atmosphere stifling. It was not due to

the accidental presence of some noxious

gas—that I could have detected im-

mediately—but to an indiscriminate

mixture of various smells and vapors,

arising from all sorts of preparations,

and confined in the room until the air

had become thick with them.

Whatever critics may say of this

laboratory in other respects (and it was

designed to be the most perfect structure

of its kind and to afford all the facilities

and advantages known to modern chemi-

cal science) it is, so far as the physical

health and comfort of the students is

concerned, an immense failure.

The other evening at the opera of

Fra Diavolo, where the enchanting

Lucca was performing, after her inimi-

table way, I occupied a seat in the par-

quet. The air, which was tolerable for

a time, after the conclusion of the first

act became, as usual, excessively hot and
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bad. Presently a lady, seated near, tum-

bled from her seat, and being unable,

after removal from the house, so I sub-

sequently learned from the newspapers,

to give her name or address, she was

taken to the public hospital, and suf-

fered from serious illness. If the total

neglect of ventilation renders the air so

foul in the parquet, what must it be in the

amphitheatre ? The case is still worse

in the theatres and otber smaller places

of public amusement. So far as the ar-

rangements and decorations are con-

cerned, the Concert-Haus is remarkably

pleasing as a place of popular resort.

On a recent occasion, arriving too late

to obtain a seat on the floor, or in the

first tier of loges, I had to go up to the

second. There must have been over

two thousand persons present, and a

quarter of an hour after the conductor

had made the first wave of his baton,

the atmosphere became painfully op-

pressive. I walked around three sides

of the room, earnestly but vainly looking-

for some crevice, where a breath of

fresh air might be obtained. At last,

knowing what I did of the general

prejudice, (it must have been the very

infatuation of despair)—I essayed to

open the window ! There were two

men standing near, with the perspir-

tion gathered in beads upon their fore-

heads When they realized my inten-

tion, they regarded me with such looks

as they might have cast upon a man in-

sane, and indignantly asked whe her I

did not know that a draft might result ?

The first glorious strains of the Heroic

Symphony were coming from an orches-

tra of a hundred performers, and I might

never have an opportunity of hearing it

as well performed again, but this con-

sideration could not remove my physi-

cal misery, and I left the room. I shall

not allude to the condition of a tightly

closed coupe containing eight pas-

sengers, on a cold winter night, nor

to a dozen other cases which suggest

themselves, in which no provision what-

ever is made for comfort or health, so

far as a supply of good air is concerned.

In this -respect the little sleeping-cabi-

net of the present king, at the palace of

Potsdam, is as bad, and probably worse

than that of many peasants. One ex-

ample, in conclusion, will suffice. It is

the lecture-room in the University

building of Prof. Magnus, one of the

most noted of living physicists. Some
one hundred and fifty students are pack-

ed together in a room twenty by thirty

feet, around his apparatus-covered lec-

ture-table. The lecturer is demonstra-

ting with the nicest precision the laws

which regulate the diffusion, osmose,

and transpiration of gases, he certainly

cannot be reproached with a lack of

theoretical knowledge about these

matters, which a recent critic in the

Nation discovers in the author of a little

book that has done untold good at home
entitled " Man's own Breath his Greatest

Enemy." But as he proceeds in his

learned discourse, the window panes

grow dim from condensed moisture. In

a few moments after the class has assem-

bled, the water is running down the

glass in streams, it flows over the sill,

until it reaches a gutter, which has been

cut to receive it, and then pours down
into large cups placed at the side.

And this goes on, (the room being en-

tirely closed,) for two hours. I am not

describing an exceptional case; for,

what is stated above is true, in a still

greater degree, of other lecture-rooms

in the University, and the arrangements

which I have described are common to

most houses I have seen. Keally, now
that it is all written out, it looks as

though I were trumping up a case

against some Black Hole in Calcutta;

or a count}' jail in the north of England.

On the contrary I am speaking of a

community which is perhaps without an

equal in point of general intelligence

and culture. It does amaze me that a

people so far advanced in other respects

should be so far behind hi all that re-

lates to ventilation. A. R. Leeds,

Berlin. Prof, of Chemistry.
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ARCHITECTURE A-LA-MODE.

"TTTE are all more or less desirous for

V V change ; and none like to per-

petuate anything of our surroundings.

Admiration may be carried to the great-

est excess when viewing a recently

finished structure, but that admiration

soon consumes itself, and apathy suc-

ceeds it, slowly, but very surely. It is

thus that what is termed " Fashion" has

its being, and seems undying; for like

hereditary monarchy, no sooner does

the awaiting herald hear the last respi-

ration of one king, than his trumpet in-

stantly proclaims the name of his suc-

cessor. It is in like manner that

Fashion continues on its endless line,

and no sooner does the public eye be-

gin to weary of the one mode, than

another is ever ready to displace it.

Fashion pursues its course in a circle,

of a pretty distinct diameter. In proof

of this assertion, it is easy to trace the

returning modes of past centuries in all

the freshness acquired by a long recess

of retirement from the constant criticism

of the public eye, which grows so much
the sharper for the lengthened acquaint-

ance with its object.

Architecture was by our fathers

deemed exempt from this variation of

public opinion, and the staid and well

admeasured symmetry of the good old

Greek and Roman orders seemed to

them to occupy their position in per-

petuity. The Gothic style was by many
deemed a piece of charlatanism in Archi-

tecture, and, instead of its ordinary

name, was termed the grotesque. But

those were the days of slow, methodical

thinking, and very different indeed from

these days of ours. Then a building-

commenced was a topic of conversation

for some time. Now whole blocks of

buildings fail to call forth a remark.

Novelty rules the building world, now-

a-days, just as much as it does the dress-

ing World of Fashion, why then should

we wonder to see our Architects labori-

ously culling from long-neglected ex-

amples of the frivolous designs of gone-

b}- ages, those features which two dozen

j
rears since were so repugnant to what

was then considered to be a true taste ?

The much lamented Mr. Welby Pu-

gin, some twenty years ago, in his lec-

tures on the principles of Pointed or

Christian Architecture, speaking of

houses built in what was called "the

castellated style," then fashionable in

England, made the following most truth-

ful remarks

:

" What absurdities, what anomalies,

what utter contradictions do not the

builders of modern castles perpetrate !

How many portcullises which will not

lower down, and drawbridges which will

not draw up ! How many loop-holes in

turrets so small that the most diminu-

tive sweep could not ascend them ! On
one side of the house machicolated par-

apets, embrasures, bastions, and all the

show of strong defence, and round the

corner of the building a conservatoiy

leading to the principal rooms, through

which a whole company of horsemen

might penetrate at one smash into the

very heart of the mansion ! for who
would hammer against mailed portals

when he could kick his way through

the green-house? In such castles we
have donjons which are drawing-rooms,

watch-towers where the housemaids

roost, and a bastion in which the butler

cleans his plate !"

All this is caustic and well-merited

satire on the state of Architectural de-

sign in Great Britain at that day, florid

volumes of engravings of which have

come to us across the Atlantic, but, all

honor to our brethren here who failed

to follow the absurdity of the a-la-mode

Architecture, which sought to regener-

ate the feudal reign of the Listy old

English barons of the helmet and buckler.
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In ecclesiastical Architecture we are

more prone to adopt the whims of Euro-

pean resuscitators, and thus are we led

to group together numerous small

towers that lead to nowhere, and es-

tablish heavy buttresses that stoutly

bear up nothing, and what with rose

windows that illumine only the rough

backs of organs, and decorated niches

that seem to ha\e been vacated by their

saints ; not to speak of the very aeriel

effect of flying buttresses that seem too

flighty to be useful ; we think we have

been sufficiently pliable worshippers at

the shrine of fashion to secure for us a

modicum of credit in our day from those

whose thoughts are a-la-mode. But, to

return to civil life—Have we not most

industrious^ cultivated the acquaint-

ance of the Middle Ages, because our

brethren across the Atlantic have dug

up the dust of styles and compositions

which Fashion now stamps as "high

art," and which that same Fashion in

past ages, would have stamped low into

the earth ? If we have been derelict in

our loyalty to our Greek and Roman

teachers, we certainly cannot be accused

of failing to uphold the train of Fashion

and follow its attractive folds, even at a

respectful distance. Do we not pro-

claim the ownership of our building by
a monogram, puzzling to the crowd, but

decipherable by a select few—just as in

school-boy days we worried with a jack-

knife our initials on the frame of our

slate. Then we did not dream that the

act was fated by the inevitable fiat of

Fashion to become a feature of the me-

diaeval revival. Yet so it is, that even our

great art, with all its mists of hoary

time surroundingits world of a history,

is nevertheless as amenable to the ruling

nod of the fickle goddess Fashion, as is

the youthful miss who has but yester-

d&y made her blushing debut on the

critical stage of life.

Here, in America, we claim to be a

reasoning people, exempt from the

tinselled follies of the Continent we
fled— but still our manners, dress,

and even solid Architecture must, if

they are anything, be positively a-la-

mode.

IKON BUILDINGS.—No. 3.

By William J. Fryer, Jr., N. Y,

IROX in its architectural application

has had much to contend with.

Its enemies have ever been bold and

emphatic ; its friends hesitating and

weak. Mistakes occurred in the use of

cast-iron from its unskilful disposal,

and the material was judged more bjr

the mistakes made by the unskilful, than

by its capabilities for proper application.

An aesthetic taste gave rein to a false

sentiment and openly despised iron as a

building material. Constructors in iron

took extreme advantage of the ability of

cast-iron to resist compression, and of

the tensile power of wrought-iron, and in

an utilitarian spirit produced spider-like

structures suggesting nothing save

economy of space and material. Over-

loading the surfaces with ornament gave

their structures a flashy and vulgar

appearance. These early stages have

been passed, and taste and utilitj' now
go hand in hand. A building should

bear the impress of solidity, as though

it were indeed a growth of the earth

itself, and not of so fragile an appear-

ence that the winds can blow it away.

A broad play for light and shadow

should be given in every case. Iron

affords a cheaper material, a more en-

during material, and cleaner and sharper

than stone, and it is claimed for it "to be

the best material, all things considered,

for the street architecture of our Aineri-
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can cities. If the ancient examples of
j

cornices and capitals, and mouldings

generally, which have stood the test of

criticism and been judged correct, are

deemed best for stone, then they are best

for iron also, and an attempt to inau-

gurate new styles of architecture should

bring a frown as quick when in iron as

in stone. But correct outlines must be

faithfully followed; and can be in the

hands of a skilful manufacturer. If

error be committed by the unskilful it

no more condemns the material than will

the thousands of ludicrous mistakes in

wood and stone condemn those materials.

The ancients worked in stone and artis-

tically produced outlines that perhaps

never can be rivalled. Iron is the

modern- building material, dug from the

bowels of the earth, smelted and purified

by an advanced science, and ready to

supplant stone, just as history relates,

stone supplanted mud in the construc-

tion of dwellings for men. Each tells

of a growth in knowledge applying a

better material.

In this country, where stone and brick

are scarce and expensive, and where

prejudices are less settled than in older

countries, cast-iron building fronts have

crept into public favor and confidence

more rapidly than elsewhere. In Eng-

land, slowly but surety, iron fronts are

acquiring favor, while on the continent

they are further advanced in favor.

Much has been said against iron from

misconception. It is exceedingly diffi-

cult in the minds of most writers who
use sweeping denunciations and citations

against iron, to separate wrought iron

and cast-iron in their respective endur-

ance against weather. Wrought-iron

rapidly oxidizes when exposed to the

atmosphere and goes to decay. Cast-

iron on the contrary slowly oxidizes in

damp situations ; rust does not scale

from it, and the oxidation, when formed,

is of a much less dangerous kind than

on wrought-iron. A coating of paint

will counteract whatever tendency cast-

iron has to rust when exposed. Cast-

iron is now entering largely into the

construction of bridges in England, on

account of its enduring qualities over

wrought-iron, which is constantly scal-

ing off with rust.

A great deal has been written about

the color to paint iron work. Iron being

a material which requires a coating of

lead and oil, it is meet and proper to

give it any color that good taste may
suggest. The color will often be regu-

lated by the character and hue of adjoin-

ing buildings or other surroundings.

Because marble is white or sand-stone

brown, the painting of iron work in these

colors must not be prohibited. What is

to be condemned is the graining ofiron in

imitation of marble, and sanding in imi-

tation of stone. Wherever practicable,

iron work should be painted inside as

well as out. Particular care in this re-

spect should be given to window lintels

and sills, so that if rain-water gets in

behind and trickles down the face of

the building, there will be no streaks of

rust to tell of carelessness, or of the

entire omission of an inside coating.

All iron-work put together in pieces, as

cornices, trusses, etc., should have their

joints well painted before being bolted

or riveted together. In applying orna-

ments to iron, such as leaves of capitals,

etc., not only should the ornaments

themselves be first thoroughly painted,

but the screws which fasten them to the

main work should be dipped in white

lead or paint. After drilling a hole in

iron the burs around the hole should

alwaj's be filed away. A lack of care in

these little matters often causes the

greatest anno3-ance. For the first coat-

ing of iron nothing is superior to oxide

of iron mixed with oil, or what is known
as metallic paint.

On the manufacturer depends the

artistic appearance of an iron building

as well as its durability. The material

is capable of receiving the sharpest kind

of lines. But to secure under-cuttings,
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and that certain crispness necessary to

the proper effect, particularly of carved

work, requires the experienced foundry-

man in this class of castings. An archi-

tectural and a practical education are

both essential to guide and direct a

creditable execution. Between the iron

fronts of to-day and those erected ten

3'ears ago, there is a perceptible im-

provement. The artistic working up of

the material is better understood and

enlarged ideas of proportion and bold-

ness are displayed. In capitals for ex-

ample : those first made were strictly in

accordance with authorities given in

architectural publications. These au-

thorities gave stated heights of columns

for their diameters. A twelve inch

diameter column should be about ten

diameters high, (ten feet.) Practically

twelve inch columns for building

purposes were required about fifteen

feet high. The capitals, however, were

made without reference to the st:etch in

length of the column. By and by it

was seen that these capitals were

squatty in appearance, like a tall man
wearing a low hat. The capitals were

then lengthened andy in addition a

greater projection given. This treat-

ment was followed on bases, and cor-

nices, &c, until now boldness in every

part is carefully sought after. Of the

present great manufacturers of building

iron work, all have executed past con-

tracts which they know reflect no credit,

and which they would gladly alter and

xe-arrange if they could. In these

manufactories are thousands of patterns

condemned as out of date, and business

pride and reputation prevents their use.

When architects' scale drawings are

furnished, whereby to execute work, full

liberty and license is taken to give

eveythinga modern appearance. There

is very little disposition evinced to con-

tract outlines for the sake of saving

metal, the desire is rather to give the

best of their respective kinds.

The prices of stone, in consequence of

a continuous advance in labor, is doinsr

wonders for iron. In New York there

are under contract several entire blocks

of dwelling houses with iron ashlar fronts

in place of stone. This iron ashlar is a

mere skill in rusticated courses, bolted

together and anchored to the brick

wall, which latter is of the same thick-

ness as in the case of brick backing to

stone. The window openings have sills

and lintels of a character similar to

stone. This kind of treatment in iron

costs less than one-half of the same in

stone, and is cheaper than Philadelphia

pressed brick with moulded stone trim-

mings, for fronts of houses. For this

innovation the eight hour men in part

have to answer, but even they cannot

stajr the progress of iron.

A system of building has been lately

brought out which looks to the entire

exclusion of brick work. It consists of

a series of hollow cast-iron box columns,

placed about eighteen feet apart on a

line with the depth of the building. On
top of the columns, rest wrought-iron

cross-girders for sustaining the floor

beams. Column over column with stir-

ders extend to the height of the struc-

ture. Between the columns are hori-

zontal and vertical bars, on which are

bolted cast-iron plates of such a char-

acter as to receive and retain the plaster

which is spread directly upon them.

These iron walls occupy far less space

than brick, are economical in construc-

tion, incombustible, and able to resist

an earthquake shock.

The use of iron in buildings has

increased enormously within the past

few years, and that it will increase in a

greater ratio in the coming years, there

can be no doubt. New ideas will push

the work on in the march of improve-

ment, from its present stand-point. The

uses and requirements and values of

buildings are changing every da}', and

iron in its architectural application is to

fulfil future requirements, such as in

the past it has but limitedly supplied.
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DESCEIPTIONS.

BOSTON BUILDING.

Suburban Yilla in the French

Style.

BOSTON has a peculiarity or two in

its domestic buildings, that we
think might be judiciously adopted else-

where ; for, desirable improvements

should be shared in by the nation at

large ; as such are not or ought not to

be the exclusive right, of anyone locality.

In this respect Architecture is pre-

eminently in advance of all the arts and

sciences ; for, although the architect is

ever and always inventing something

to add to the stability, comfort, appear-

ance, or economy of his compositions, yet

he does not dream of selfishly securing

his, frequently very valuable, ideas to

himself. No, they are open to all, to be

copied as widely as their intrinsic worth
will warrant. This liberality is credi-

table to the profession everywhere, but

nowhere more so than in this country,

where every inventor or discoverer of

the most unimportant trifle rushes

eagerly to the protection of the Patent

Office, lest any one else may hit upon

the same happy thought, or maybe steal

his, and wrong him of his darling prop-

erty.

Every city has some certain charcter-

istic features of architecture which ap-

pear to have sprung into existence in it

and been there matured. An inter-

change of such characteristics would be

advisable and desirable amongst the

cities of our Union, and this is one of

the various uses to which the Archi-
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tectural Review is dedicated, namely

the making the ideas of one known to

all, and giving the credit where it is due.

The plan here presented is one of

peculiar convenience and economy of

space. A terrace is obtained by keep-

ing the basement high and sloping the

ground from the rear. The effect is

good and the surface drainage complete.

The plan of this villa speaks for itself.

The hall is ample and very convenient

;

the stairs, principal and private, are

well situated to give easy access to the

upper floors, and the kitchen and dining

room are sufficiently removed from the

reception rooms to be strictl}' private.

The chamber plan is excellent, giving

large and airy hall-way and well lighted

bed-rooms, each furnished with what the

ladies of Boston so much insist upon,

ample closet-room.

A reference to the plan will easily

convey the idea of the architect.

A, The Hall. B, The Drawing Room.
C, The Library. D, The Dining Room.
E, The Kitchen. F, The Pantry. G, The

Wash Room. H, The China Closet.

I. Passage or back hall leading to j-ard.

J, Front Porch. K, The' Terrace.

The upper section of the accompany-

ing double engraving shows the villa in

perspective.

The chamber plan is thus arranged

M, M, M, M, Are the Bed Rooms.

JNT, The Principal Landing. O, Box
Stairs and passages. P, Bath and W.
C. R, R, The roofs of Oriels.

The Attic is divided into good capa-

cious rooms, one of which is devoted to

Billiards.

This is a house of moderate cost, the

main, or square portion, of which is

thirty-one by thirty-seven feet, with a

one-story addition twelve feet wide. It

may be taken as a fair specimen of its

class.

WORKINGMEN'S COTTAGES.

IT is an indisputable fact, and one

that should never be lost sight of,

that the foundation of society is com-

posed of the working class ; and by

such title we would be understood to

mean the mechanics and the laborers,

by the exercise of whose muscle, brain,

and handicraft, the necessities of the

every-day communit}' are met, and with-

out whose efforts those arts which give

birth to luxury would cease to have an

existence.

If it be, as it unquestionably is, a

thing of necessitj- that order should be

the first law in the regulation of every

community, it must follow, as a thing of

equal necessity, that the enforcement of

that law should be urged at the homes,

where abide those who are called upon

to obey it, and on whose obedience rests

the peace of such community. Order

at home must be founded on principles

of comfort, which naturally spring from

a feeling of satisfaction which has been

derived from a gratification of the senses.

Thus, the man who has a home, present-

ing comfort allied to taste, feels a love

for it, a thankfulness for its possession,
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and a proportionate determination to up-

hold aWl defend it against all invading

influences. Such a man is of necessitj'

—

we might say selfishly, a good citizen
;

for he has a stake in the great game of

society, and will watch the course of

the players with a jealous cautiousness

that none but an interested man can

feel.

It is obvious, then, that the true policy

of every community is to advocate and

advance the comfort of the working

class, which is its foundation. And
therefore it becomes all to have a per-

sonal interest in this matter for the

reasons given. Such interest can be

best subserved by the conjoint effort of

the community, to forward and make

known the means by which the working

class can be put in possession of dwell-

ings suitable to their comfort and pro-

ductive of that honest pride, which is

inherent in every breast, springing from

the consciousness that his homestead,

though diminutive compared with that

of his richer neighbor, is nevertheless

worthy of notice, and may have its

features of beauty quite as palpably as

can the bedizened villa or the gaudy city

mansion.

Tenement dwelling buildings are at

best but a barricaded nuisance, often,

too often, a necessity in our densely

populated cities. In such cellular struc-

tures the room keeper can never feel

that independence which is to be found

in "one's own cottage;" for in the one

case he is but a fraction, in the other

he is a whole unit. The tenement house,

or building, is a human conglomerate,

compressed into the smallest possible

living space, that one man may grow

rich upon its very capacity for discom-

fort.

The plans and elevations which we
present in this number of the Review,

are calculated to suit the modest wants

of the workingmen's families. Space

is made available as far as it is possible,

and external appearance is studied with

a view to add as much economical

prettiness as the limit of means will

allow. This row of cottages presents in

its collected form, an air of respecta-

bility such as combination is so sure to

give.

The description of the plans is as fol-

lows : The two end cottages have A, the

Hall, leading into B, the Living-room
;

C, the Kitchen, with its range ; D, the

Pantry ; E, Closet ; F, Bed-room in the

right-hand one ; but in the left, E, is a

closet off of kitchen, and the entrance,

A, is at the side, and is sheltered by a

porch over which the room up stairs

extends. The intermediate cottages are,

as shown, little less capacious, and not

at all less convenient than those of the

ends. Each has its entrance door wholly

distinct from and out of sight of its

neighbors. The closet at the back of

the hall might have a borrowed light in

the wall dividing it from the kitchen.

The basement of this row of cottages is

intended to be raised two feet six inches

above the level of the ground, and be-

neath the whole will be ample cellarage.

This secures dryness to the cottage, be-

sides presenting the greatest comfort

which can accompany any dwelling

;

namely, capacious and well-lighted cel-

lars.

The chimney shafts are furnished with

terra-cotta caps, which may be selected

of any desirable pattern. In the eleva-

tion the engraver has shown an open

porch on the right end cottage, similar

to that at the left end ; but it should be

a blank, as a reference to the plan will

at once suggest to the reader.

This block of workingmen's cottages

may be built in brick, with wooden or

stone trimmings; or of rubble masonry,

with freestone trimmings ; or a very

pleasing appearance could be made with

vertical boarding, or clapboarding alter-

nated with ornamental shingling, painted

a different color from that of the clap-

boards. The effect produced would be

a very pleasing one, and render the

block a desirable addition to aivy sub-

urbs.
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A MODEL COTTAGE.

~VT"T"E here present what may be c!e-

» V nominated an American cottage,

possessing all the advantages of light

and ventilation with capacity and con-

venience in a most desirable degree. It

is intended for a southeasterly aspect,

and therefore has a verandah shading

two of its sides. Projecting from the

front of the building above is a cham-

ber, adding much to the appearance as

well as convenience of the cottage. It

is framed on the front columns of the

verandah, of which it is the prominent

feature. The bay on the west side is

continued to the attic where it is roofed

in.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. This plan shows A, The
Hall with principal stairs. B, Drawing
room with bay window. C, Library.

D, Parlor. E, Dining Room. F, Pan-

tiy. G, Kitchen, with stairs. H, Laun-

dry. T, Verandah.

Fig. 2. J, Chamber over verandah,

might be a boudoir or study. K, Hall

and landing of principal stairs. L, L,

L, L, Chamber*. M, M, Servnnts' sleep-

ing rooms. N, Bath and Water-closet.

Fig. 2.

This cottnge built of hammered free-

stone and slated would look well In

brick, with free-stone trimmings, it would

likewise present a good appearance, and

the wood work executed in well toned,

grained oak oiled, would give it all that

peculiar style we look for in a cottage.

TUDOR COTTAGE.

THE plan of this cottage has also

been given in No. 11, Fig. 3. It

is one of those lively little compositions

that become so pleasing a feature of a

landscape. And even if a number of

such cottages are placed adjacent to

each other there is a certain unity of

feeling presented in their appearance

that still further commends them to the

eye. Nothing can be more effective, on

so small a scale, as the Tudor style in

which this little cottage is designed.

The accommodation of plan is equal to

that of the preceding one, but the posi-

tion of rooms different ; however, the

advantages of the one can be had in the

other, the style alone making the differ-

ence between the two.
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A SUBURBAN VILLA.

THIS is a composition in which

the trammels of "style" are laid

aside, and various features brought to-

gether with the intention of producing

a unity of effect from diversity of fea-

tures, and obtaining all possible advan-

tages of light and ventilation at the

same time that the contrasts of parts

Fig. 1.

well broken produce all that is desirable

in effect by projection and consequent

shade. The Tudor is the predominating

style in this composition ; for, its excel-

lencies in internal arrangement are

many, and very desirable in houses of

this class.

Fig. 2.

The plans of the stories are as follow :

Fig. 1. A, Vestibule. B, Hall and prin-

cipal stairs. C, Drawing room. The bay

in this room is capacious. D, Stud}7
.

E, The Parlor. F, Dining Room. G,

Kitchen, with tower stairs, H, leading

to servants' sleeping rooms. I, The

Storeroom. J, The Plate Pantry. K,

Closet. L, Vestibule.

Fig. 2. M, M, M, M, Chambers. N,

Bath and Water-closet. 0, 0, Servants'

sleeping rooms.

COTTAGE WITH TRUNCATED
ROOF.

BEFORE the introduction of the

Mansard roof, the truncated pre-

sented the desirable quality which none

other of its day possessed, of head-room

in the attic story. Yet its exceeding

heaviness gave it an intolerable gloomi-

ness of appearance that prevented its

being used much in any save farm

houses. In the design before us with

the prominence of verandah and the easy

curve of the window caps, the truncated

roof, modernized by ornamental slating,

has a good substantial effect, but still

looks to more advantage in the country

than in the suburbs.

The plan will be found at page 692,

Fi°;. 2, and affords the following accom-

modation :—Being L shaped it has a

hall and two rooms in front and one

room in the rear with a pantiy between.

There are three chambers with closets

over head. The plan is capable of en-

largement, as it can be a square, owing

to the peculiar form of the truncated

roof, and in case the square plan is

adopted the accommodation is ample.

It will be observed, too, that there is attic

space in this design, which, though

necessarily limited, is nevertheless a

very desirable addition to the capacity

of the house.
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CITY DOUBLE RESIDENCE.

THE plans here presented are of one

of a double residence in a city. It

will be at once seen that the accommo-

dation is veiy complete, and the conve-

nience throughout is all that could be

wished in this class of house.

Pig. 1. The first story is as follows

:

A, Vestibule. B, Hall, with staircase;

under which and off the passage to Kit-

chen is a water-closet. C, Library, with

closet, and recess for a book-case. D,

Principal stairs. E, Private stairs, boxed

in P. G, Kitchen, with range, dumb-

waiter, &c. H, I, Laundry, with wash-

tubs and boiler. I, H, and F, have glass

partitions.

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the

second story, which is really the principal

one, differing in that respect from the

generality of American houses. J, the

Drawing-room, with centre sliding doors.

K, K, Dining-room and Hall. M, Boxed
stairs, leading to third or chamber

story.

Fig. 3 shows plan of third story. 1ST, 1ST,

Chambers. O, Passage. P, P, Dressing-

rooms. Q, Skylight. This story is also

furnished with Bath and Water-closet.

The stairs lead to the fourth story,

which is laid out on a precisely similar

plan. A Mansard roof would give still

another, or fifth story, with the same

arrangement of rooms. One of the

advantages of this plan of house is that

all the plumbing is confined to the cen-

tre, and thus much economized.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.
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A CO UN THY CHURCH.

HERE is a neat, and not unpictur-

esque. little edifice well suited to a

small village or hamlet. It might be

constructed in rough hammered stone,

or in brick with hammered free-stone

trimmings. It might be moulded in

concrete or in Beton. And in a wooded
country in any of the "\arious modes of

construction in that material, such as

frame, plank (vertical or horizontal)

log hewn on the inside—sawn and

squared log. All these latter modes

would be excellent in back settlements,

thickly wooded.

Value op Hollow Brick.—A mason

employed on some repairs to a chimney

ol a house in Paris, while at work, broke

up a brick which he found loose in the

chimney, and, to his surprise, discovered

that it was hollowed out, and contained

a bank-note for five hundred francs.

The workman honestly communicated

the fact to his employer, who called to

mind that he had written his uncle at

Amsterdam, for mone}', and had received

nothing but the brick in question, which

he indignantly threw into the chimnej-,

and wrote his uncle an angry letter, to

which no answer had been given. In

Holland, it seems that hollow bricks are

made on purpose to send small sums of

money, as making a more secure package

than others. We suppose that Dutch

uncle was thereafter considered by his

nephew, to be a perfect brick.
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YORK CHURCH, ENGLAND.

THE plan and section here given

should have accompanied the per-

spective illustration presented in a pre-

ceding number, but the Architect, Mr.

William Peachey of Darlington, had

not furnished it until lately, owing to

the great pressure of his professional

business. The arrangement speaks for

itself, and has man}' points which will

be new to some of our readers, and in-

teresting to all.

Reference to Plan on next page.

A, Nave divided by two aisles in

which are tbe clerestory columns of

polished iron, those of the chancel arch

being double, or in pairs on one base.

B, Class-room with School-room over

C, Minister's room. D, Baptistry.

B, Yard.

The Section is through A—B on

plan and shows the choir, the side gal-

leries, the clerestory and the roof.

The space under the floor of the

church is ventilated, as shown on sec-

tion, by flues having gratings on the

outside.

SECTION OF A CHURCH AT YORK, ENGLAND.
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN EXHIBITIONS.

THERE is a want, a very great want

of some general mode of communi-

cation between the public and the archi-

tectural profession at large. At present

there is no means of knowing the rela-

tive ability of architects throughout the

country, unless each office, in each city,

were to be critically visited, and exami-

nation freely permitted. Of course this

is obviously an absurdity, and only put

forth here to show how utterly imprac-

tical it is for the public to become ac-

quainted with all the architects of the

land, as matters are at present situated.

That there is much talent circumscribed

by locality cannot be doubted. Archi-

tects may work out a lifetime in one city,

and be, comparatively, unknown beyond

its limits, even unknown to their pro-

fessional brethren in other cities. Now
this is entirely wrong. There is no

necessity for a continuance of such sep-

aration of minds that ought to be in

community for art's sake. But how is

the defect to be remedied ? We fancy

the simple remedjr lies in the necessity

for association in each and every city

;

and with such association a well sus-

tained inter-communication throughout

the country, from north to south, from

east to west. Let every city have its

established place of meeting, where the

stranger architect may go and get ac-

quainted with his brother professionals.

Where conversazions may give a chance

to the amateur or the admirer of archi-

tecture to exchange ideas or receive

desirable information. Where the pro-

fessional man from abroad may easily

find himself at home amongst art kin-

dred.

Annual assemblies to be held in each

of our large cities alternately would aid

the cause of progress very much, and
enable the Northern architect to per-

sonally study the practice of the South

and the West, and in fact afford to all a

most desirable opportunity of becoming

fully acquainted with each other. But

the great effort towards advancing: the

best interest of our profession would be

National Exhibitions of Architec-

tural Design, either annual or semi-

annual to be held at Washington ; that

being the centre at which is concen-

trated, each 3
rear, all the mind as well

as the monied material of the nation.

Each city might also have its local

exhibition once a }'ear, and at such

might be selected designs worthy of a

position in the great National Exhibi-

tion at Washington.

To every reflecting mind it must be

obvious that such efforts as these can-

not fail of success in drawing forth the

public patronage for an art that is so

symbolical of a nation's genius and

refinement.

The pages of a magazine never can

afford the opportunity of exhibiting fully

the ideas of an architect. Engraving:,

however good, can never show on a

diminished scale the beauties of a design.

The drawing itself, fresh from the hand
of the designer, is what is wanted. But,

whatever be the course pursued, let lib-

erality and unanimity be the leading

characteristics of our profession in the

future ; for egotism and envy are the

indelible marks of little, mean, ungen-

erous minds, who dread the light which

must display their innate selfishness,

and stolid ignorance.

OLD PROVERBS.
Consult the stars, and rule the planets

well, before you build a wall, or sink a

well.

A castle wall to be stout, must be

filled with mortar and grout.

Bricks are never well set, unless they

are first well wet.

If you would make a wall stand, use

good lime and clean sand.
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RAT-PROOF BUILDING.

THERE are cities in our Union
which, far more than others, have

to endure the fearful plague of rats, and

which on that account demand the espe-

cial care of both architect and builder

to provide against the encroachment

of these rapidly increasing nuisances.

This matter has now assumed a very

serious shape ; for the destruction of

property is unlimited so long as the

vermin can find a shelter and an unop-

posed entrance into every story of a

building. Chicago is a serious sufferer

in this way—and not alone Chicago,

but Detroit, Toledo, and in fact every

city where adjacent water and low

swampy ground offer inducements to

this destructive fraternity to colonize.

Chicago, on account of her grain ele-

vators and store-houses, is particularly

favored by these settlers ; and to that

extent that the losses sustained by ship-

pers is not alone very palpable but re-

markably progressive.

Property owners have a great interest

in the total exclusion of rats from their

premises, and look to builders for secur-

ity in the future. Rat-proof building

is therefore a requirement that must be

met, and cannot be any longer deferred.

The fact is, the whole system of con-

struction in this regard is exceedingly

defective, and it is strange that century

after century have we been, and are yet,

erecting store-houses, market-houses,

and dwelling-houses, without taking the

slightest precaution against the evil we

know to exist. On the contrary we
actually give the l'at the very means of

entrance he desires, and if we were his

most anxious friends we could do no

more. The active little marauder can-

not alone find ingress through the cel-

lar floor, but the roughness of the rubble

stone wall inside, affords an easy step-

ping for him to reach the first tier of

joists, and when once there, he is

"all right;" for, does he not find that

there is a broad wall for him to walk
upon between the joists, and does he

not see how easy it is to climb these

rough joists and at his leisure cut a

passage through at the ends of the floor-

ing, which seldom go close to the wall

—

at least so close as to make his work at

all troublesome. Thus has the rat se-

cured admittance for himself and fol-

lowers, and the work of plunder goes on

in earnest. In our dwellings, the skirt-

ing or base-board of the first story has

alwaj's a very convenient space behind

it left open, as if purposely, for the ac-

commodation of rats and mice.

Now it is time, certainty, that all this

negligence in building should be per-

emptorily stopped. There is not the

slightest reason why it should not be.

In the first place, the footings of foun-

dations should have at least three ample

projections. And this is not alone a

precaution against the burrowing down
next to the wall, of the rat, but it is a

security to the building itself, and en-

sures its stability. The floor of the cel-

lar should be cemented or concreted, at

least four inches thick, inclining up-

ward against the walls all around, thus

giving additional thickness where the

intruders are most apt to emerge.

A great deal depends on the thorough-

ness of this cement floor to render the

building rat-proof. It will also have

the desirable effect of making it dry.

The usual offset on the inside, for the

flooring joists to rest upon, should be

made on the upper line of the joists, and

the cellar wall be continued flush up; the

joists should be built in, and it would

be a safeguard against rot to char the

ends of the joists thus bedded so that

any possible damp or ill effects arising

from the exclusion of air, might not

have a chance to arise.

On the first story, and indeed on all
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the stories, the wall-plastering should

be continued down to the floor and no

space whatever left behind the base-

board or skirting, pounded glass mixed

in witli the mortar used in this back Ril-

ing would effectually guard against rats

and mice.

It happens sometimes that although

the cellar is made perfectly impervious

to the invading enemy, that he will find

his way in through an open door or

window, and once in possession, it is

difficult to dislodge him, unless the pre-

cautions we have spoken of are followed

out, for he will of course try to secure

himself beneath the floor or behind the

base-board, and failing in these, he

will make his way to the attic and seek

out a refuge in the numerous loose and

open places there to be found. Now, it

would be as necessarjr to close all spaces

about the timbers of the roof in connec-

tion with the walls as it is to secure the

flooring joists, and in fact to finish every

part of the whole construction with an

unwavering determination to debar the

rat and mouse of their presumptive

rights of domain.

The extra cost of thus doing work as

it ought always to be done, would be

slight indeed, compai-ed with the dam-

age incurred by its neglect.

As it is, our dwellings are infested

with vermin because we afford them

passage-ways and living places between

the ceilings and the flooring to which the

entrance from between the joists, is too

often quite open.

But there is still another, and, if pos-

sible, a still more convenient asylum

for the forbidden quadrupeds to be

always found in our sj'stem of open

partitions of studs, lath and plaster.

On the inside of these constructions the

lathing acts as a most perfect ladder

for the inter-communication of floors all

the way to the roof, and in vain might

we back the base-board with plaster as

long as those partitions are open. This

is a point of such very great importance

in construction, that it calls for all the

inventive ingenuity of our practical men
to improve upon it. These partition

walls should be solid and at the same
time not too heavy. There being solid

will most probably reduce their thick-

ness, and consequently there will be a

saving of space in the apartments di-

vided by them.

We have now brought this subject,

with all its importance, fairly before our

readers, and we trust that it will draw
forth their opinions and suggestions to

the end that we may at last fully realize

the erection of positively Rat-proof

Buildings.

COLORED MARBLE.

WE are in possession of several

varied specimens of colored mar-

ble from a new quarry which will be

soon sending its treasures into the

building world ; and here we may just

hint that the material of which we speak

is unquestionably without a rival either

here or in Europe. It is not alone re-

markable for its vari-colored beauty,

but it possesses a uniformity of grain,

and equality of hardness, that render

it at once a superior article to anything

in its peculiar class we have ever met
with. It is fully equal in tint and de-

marcation to the " antique," and in

texture much more reliable. We pro-

pose to treat on this subject of marbles

early in our next volume, giving a com-

mentary on most of the known classes

—

Grecian, Italian, Sicilian, and Irish, and

our own native marbles, of which the

specimens before us will justify a rea-

sonable degree of pride.

DEODORIZER.

THE smell ofnewpaint maybe readily

subdued by spreading around old

clay, which must be kept constantly wet,

or at least damp ; for the oily vapor does

not seem to be readily absorbed unless

the air is kept moist by evaporation.
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EDUCATION FOR MECHANICS.

IS it not a fact that our system of pub-

lic education is exceedingly defect-

ive, notwithstanding all the pride we
take in it ? The great bulk of those who
look to district schools for mental nour-

ishment are our future mechanics. And
what do they learn? Beading and

writing, arithmetic and geography.

Now these are all desirable, every one

of them. But do they embrace what the

future mechanic wants ? No, most de-

cidedly they do not. In arithmetic do

they not positively waste time on studies

which will never be of use to them— and

in algebra do they not waste their valu-

able hours over, to them, abstruse de-

ductions, which could be better learned

when the want of their use was felt and

understood ? In the time wasted over

geography (we mean of course unneces-

sary study of that branch) it must be

confessed that golden opportunities are

lost to the embryo mechanic.

In these remarks we would be dis-

tinctly understood as merely alluding to

what might be done for a large class in

every community, who at present are

forced to put up with the same mental

discipline that is bestowed on the future

banker, merchant or trader, to whom
the wants of the embiyo mechanic are

foreign. For instance, the class we

speak of, should learn mensuration,

practical geometry, and the primitive

principles of draioing. These branches

we know are taught to those who can

afford the time to reach them in the

upper departments, but that does not

meet the requirement. Most of the

boj's we allude to leave school, and go

to work long ere they can be inducted

.into the studies so absolute^ necessary

to them and their future welfare.

There is a neglect of primary geome-

try that should not be an}' longer per-

mitted to exist. In fact there is a crude

idea prevalent amongst the majority of

teachers that geometry cannot be eluci-

dated to youthful minds. What ab-

surdity ! when we see these same teachers

demonstrating to these same pupils the

rotundity of the globe, the orbits of the

planets, and in fact the most abstruse

problems as compared with the simple

axioms of geometry. A very youthful

mind can with a knife and an apple

model out some of the choicest prob-

lems in conic sections. Cannot that

same mind be taught the philosophy

of the section he has so naturally

made ?

The time devoted to singing and com-

mitting to memory the State capitals,

territory and population, with the lakes,

rivers, mountains, and so forth, which

go to make "Uncle Sam's Farm," could

be far more advantageously employed

by the mechanic student in learning

duodecimals, mensuration and practical

geometry, the want of which they are

sure to feel hereafter, and which they

must acquire at private tuition, to be

paid for out of their apprentice allow-

ance, when the}' could have acquired it

all at school. We would put the ques-

tion here—Is this doing justice to a

very large portion of the growing com-

munity, on whose future knowledge and

handicraft so much depends ?

If the teachers of the higher depart-

ments are well qualified to instruct and

finish those who are able to work their

way up to them, all right ; but it seems

to us that the lower department might

take up the question of the mechanic

student's educational wants and feed his

mind with instruction on which he can

hereafter gain his living, even to the

exclusion of both surplus geography

and acquirement of vocal music.

In plain English

—

utility is the one

thing wanted in our public schools.
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MORTAR.

WHAT a simple word, consisting

of but six letters, yet what a

mighty work it does

!

" The cloud capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces,"

are all dependent on its adhesion to

their cause, and without it they could

not assume the proud position they

hold, no more than the ambitious little

creature man could live without breath.

Mortar is the life of masonry, as

masonry is the minion of man. It binds

the slave to his master's will, and is, in

fine, the good genius of Building.

That this friend of our species, this

best ally of our enterprises in raising en-

during monuments to fame, should be

well treated, would seem natural enough,

and yet the exception is too often the

rule. Here, for thousands of years, has

man's intimacy with Mortar been great,

and yet our knowledge of it to-day is

actually more theoretic than prac-

tical.

The ancients had more sense in this

respect than we, and studied well the

nature and properties of this great ma-

terial, and they were repaid in the en-

durance of their structures; which,

after centuries upon centuries of exist-

ence, are to-day more stable and more

likely to remain than nine-tenths of the

buildings we, in our generation, attempt

to make lasting.

Yitruvius has given instructions on

this subject which it would be well if

our modern builders would study and

practice. After descanting on the na-

ture and quality of the various sorts of

sand, he says :
—" We proceed to an ex-

planation of the nature of lime, which

is burnt either from white stone or flint.

That which is of a close and hard tex-

ture is better for building walls, as that

which is more porous is better for plas-

terings. When slaked for making mor-

tar, if pit sand be used, three parts of

sand are mixed with one of lime. If

river or sea sand be made use of, two

parts of sand are given to one of lime,

which will be found a proper proportion.

If to river or sea sand, potsherds ground

and passed through a sieve, in the pro-

portion of one-third part be added, the

mortar will be better for use. The

cause of the mass becoming solid when

sand and water are added to the lime,

appears to be that stones, like other

bodies, are a compound of elements
;

those which contain large quantities of

air being soft, those which have a great

proportion of water being tough, of

earth, hard, of fire, brittle. For, stones

which, when burnt, would make excel-

lent lime, if pounded and mixed with

sand, without burning, would neither

bind the work together, nor set hard
;

but having passed through the kiln, and

having lost the property of their former

tenacity through the action of intense

heat, their adhesiveness being exhausted

the pores are left open and inactive.

The moisture and air which were in the

body of the stone, having therefore been

extracted and exhausted, the heat being

partially retained, when the substance

is immersed in water before the heat

can be dissipated, it acquires strength

by the water rushing into all its pores,

effervesces, and at last the heat is ex-

cluded. Hence, limestone, previous to

its burning, is much heavier than it is

after having passed through the kiln,

for, though equal in bulk, it is known,

by the abstraction of the moisture it

previously contained, to lose one-third

of its weight by the process. The pores

of limestone being thus opened, it more

easily takes up the sand mixed with it,

and adheres thereto ; and hence, in dry-

ing, binds the stones together, by which

sound work is obtained."

In the admixture of the lime with the

sand, for the production of mortar, the

greatest care must be taken that the in-
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gredients are most intimately mixed,

and that no foreign matter (especially

vegetable) he suffered to intrude itself

into the mass. The water, if hot, causes

the mortar to set more rapidly, and

onhy sufficient should be applied to give

consistency to the mass. The exact

quantity of water to be used in slaking

must depend on the capacity of the lime

to absorb it, for this and no more must

it do."

But the chief care in the making of

good mortar must be had in the repeated

beatings and turnings it is to have.

And here let us say that our inventors

would confer a great benefit on the

building community, and indeed on the

world at large by the construction of a

suitable mill for working up and tamp-

ing mortar in such a manner as to en-

sure every particle of the mass receiving

its due share of attention. In this way
we would have good, tenacious, and

most enduring mortar which would defy

alike the destroying influences of time

and the elements, fully as well as that

of the ancients. Is not this a subject

worthy of deliberation ? Is it not one

to be reduced to practice in our boast-

ful age of great advancement.

THE BATHS OF DAMASCUS.

THE season is upon us when the bath

is not more a luxury than a neces-

shy, and we of Philadelphia, as well as our

neighboring cities throughout the Union,

know it and feel it. At such a time then,

there is something bordering on satis-

faction even in reading of the luxuries

which others enjoy not with a feeling of

envy but with a philanthropic pleasure

to think that all the world is not quite

so sordid as to be entirely thoughtless

of the comforts of their brethren of the

vast human race.

Addison, in his entertaining and

highly instructive book of travels, in

the second volume says :

" Damascus is one of the most vener-

able cities in the world, for its antiquity.

It is supposed to have been founded by

Uz, the son of Shem, the first son of

Noah, and is known to have existed in

the time of Abraham. For three cen-

turies it was the abode of the Persian

Kings. Here the houses have externally

a very mean appearance, presenting only

a dead wall of unburnt bricks, towards

the street, with one or two windows, pos-

sessing no glass, but filled with a thick

lattice, formed of cross bars of wood.

The cold air is excluded at night by a

sliding shutter, fastened \>y a wooden

bolt of curious construction ; the in-

habitants sleep on the tops of the houses

in the summer season, with their clothes

on, which they only take off when they

go to the baths.

" The baths at Damascus, and the man-
ner of bathing being the same as in

Persia, we shall give an interesting de-

scription of one of those places in that

ancient city, with the process of purifi-

cation.

" Here the delicious custom, so often

mentioned in the Arabian Nights, univer-

sally prevails, of going to the bath after

a long journey through this parched

country before he puts on clean linen,

having previously laid down at every

place of rest in his travelling habiliments.

Having packed up our clean linen and

sent them by slaves we proceeded to

the principal bath of the city of Damas-

cus, called the Bath of Musk, which we
approached through a court in which

was an ornamented fountain that threw

up a stream of water seventy feet into

the air, and again returning, produced a

refreshing and pleasant coolness. Our
entrance into the bath was by a small

door, which opened into a vast circular

saloon surmounted by a large dome, and

paved with marble. In the centre of
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which a large fountain was bubbling

over, and rolling into a circular marble

basin below. The scene on entering, to

a novice, is very astonishing ; around

the large circular hall were raised plat-

forms or divans, covered with carpet,

and beds in alcoves, inclosed by curtains.

On the raised divans might be seen the

most extraordinary grim figures imagin-

able ; some, rolled up in towels and nap-

kins, lie extended at full length, smoking

;

others sat up sipping coffee. Some

were divesting themselves of their gar-

ments, assisted by a black slave, and

others were in a complete state of nudit}'

in the act of having a towel wound
round their waists. We were allotted

a raised recess covered with carpets, in

which little couches were quickl}' pre-

pared with cushions and linen sheets.

Our little bundles of clothes being de-

posited by the side, we commenced un-

dressing. An attendant stood close at

hand with towels, and as we were suc-

cessively reduced to our last garment,

he wound a towel round our waist.

Being now completely stripped, a long

towel was thrown over our shoulders,

and another, wound in the shape of a

turban, round our heads. As we suc-

cessive^' descended the platforms, a pair

of pattens, called Kab-kabs, about a foot

high were placed for us to get into to

protect our feet from the wet, cold,

marble pavements. We accordingly,

with our serving-men, entered into the

first room, which was vaulted and paved

with marble, and moderately warm, and

then passed through rooms enveloped

in mist, each succeeding room becoming-

hotter and more dense with steam, in

which might be seen strange unearthly

objects; some lying extended on their

backs upon the floor, while wild-looking

men with bald heads were pounding and

rolling them. Some stood up to their

knees in large circular basins of hot

water ; others were seated on their

haunches, covered from head to foot

with soap-suds, lathered over them with

an implement like a horse's tail ; others

were being almost scalded with hot

water, which was poured over them from

buckets, while others sat quietly smoking

or sipping coffee on marble divans un-

moved by the puffing, washing, and

scrubbing around them ; while men with

gray beards, and young boys without

any, were all quietly in a state of nudity

rocking about, appearing and then van-

ishing again in the fog.

" We sat down on a marble bench in

the last room of all, the atmosphere of

which was very hot and oppressive at

first ; this, however, soon went off, when

a profuse perspiration broke out and

trickled down from every pore ; coffee

and pipes were brought in and handed

round to us. It is usual to rest about

half an hour or longer, according to

fancy, to allow a thorough perspiration

to break out. After taking and sipping

your coffee for some time the different

attendants we had chosen came up, and

made overtures to us to come and be

scrubbed, which we successively yielded

to, as our pipes were finished and our

coffee drank ; and we were each of us

conducted to some quarter of this or the

adjoining room, under a cock of hot

water, where takes place the following

process. The attendant puts on a mo-

hair glove and constantly dipping the

glove into hot water and almost brings

away the skin by the hardness of the

rubbing. When he can get no more

dirt off of your bod}r he draws a long

breath, muttering an ejaculation of

'taieeb, taieeb!' (good, good,) expres-

sion of satisfaction, and then pushes

you down on your back, extending you
at full length on the marble floor. He
now pinches and squeezes your shoul-

ders, arms, and all your limbs, then pull-
1

ing 3
rour fingers he makes the joints

crack with a startling loudness
; he then

applies himself to your arms and legs,

moving the bone about in the socket in

an alarming manner. Now raising your

shoulders he pulls you up, and putting

his knees into the small of your back,

gives you a twist and a crack that
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makes you wince, and then clapping his

hands shouts, ' Taieeb, taieeb thatier !

'

meaning to say that the whole thing has

been completely done. An attendant

now appears and binds a dry towel

around your waist and bead, and

another over }
rour shoulders, as at the

commencement, and you are led out,

scarcely able to stand, through the

heated rooms into the cold external

hall, where the transition is quite as

great as that of a man going naked out

of" a warm room, on a winter night, into

the external air, when the thermometer

is ten degrees below freezing point ; the

temperature of these baths being from

one hundred to one hundred and five de-

grees, and the exterior hall at the time

we visited, at sixty-five to seventy de-

grees. The effect, however, is very

different ; cold is said never to be taken,

and we never experienced aught but the

most pleasant and agreeable feeling

;

tightness, pains in the joints, and fatigue

vanish away, and you think of nothing

but pleasure and happiness."

DEODORIZER FOR STABLES.
THERE are few men who do not

admire the horse and look upon

him in a light very different from that

in which other domestic animals are

viewed. Woman is no less an admirer

of this incomparable creature than man.

The stable of the horse is sought to be

healthy and comfortable, and many that

we know of are really admirable. Some

of our millionaires have gone to very

great expense to house this favorite

animal, and all that science knows has

been called forth to aid in making

stables all that they should be. Yet,

with all this care and desire to be care-

ful of the horse, there is ever one draw-

back, one objectionable thing in even

the choice stables of royalty itself, let

alone republican munificence, and that

is the effluvia ever present in, and seem-

ingly inseparable from, the stable, how-

ever cared for. On account of this most

unpleasant smell ladies very seldom pay

a visit to the stall of their most petted

animal.

It does seem extraordinary that

science has hitherto offered no palliative

of this ancient evil. The boon seems to

be reserved for our day, and we hail

with hope in its efficacy the follow-

ing suggestions, namely, sawdust mixed

with diluted sulphuric acid ; it is one of

the best materials for fixing the ammo-

nia which is given off in stables. The

following experiments have been put on

record : A shallow basin, in which

sawdust diluted with sulphuric acid was

spread, was hung up in a stable ; the

sawdust was neutralized by the ammo-
nia in the air of the stable, and a con-

siderable quantity of the sulphate of

ammonia was formed in this manner.

For this reason sawdust, mixed with

sulphuric acid, is recommended as a

means of keeping stables sweet and

wholesome. This acid should be diluted

with forty times its bulk of water before

it is applied to the saw-dust. Just

enough should be applied to make the

saw-dust feel damp. On account of its

porosity, saw-dust retains the- acid very

perfectly, and presents a large surface

for the absorption of the ammonia.

Condensation on Glass.—This is a

subject in which so many (especially

store-keepers) are concerned that we

give the following as a very excellent

remedy

:

Mix intimately three pounds of potash

with one pound of common salt. Spread

it well, or dissolve it in as small a quan-

tity of boiling water as you can ; soak

it all up with dry cloths, and spread

them near the glass.
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STORE FRONT ARCHITECTURE.

THERE is no one department of the

profession of Design which so tries

the ability of an architect as that of

Store Fronts.

In the vast majority of mercantile

pursuits, light and display are the requi-

sites next in importance to space. To
afford all possible accommodation in

two such imperious necessities and at

the same time to struggle against limit,

often serious limit of frontage, is the

supreme difficulty and one that must be

overcome or the design cannot, in the

business view of the matter, be at all

satisfactoiy. It is in vain for the archi-

tect to attempt any defence of his ideas,

backed though they may be \>y all the

known authorities in his profession, the

merchant sees the thing in his own
peculiar light and will not see it in any

other. Why should he? His business

is display, and if that display can be

procured through the medium of taste

and without violating any of the rules

of propriety in architecture, so much the

better. But if, on the contrary, such

cannot be effected, the consequence falls,

unfortunately, on the side of taste, and

the architect has to forego his innate

feeling and yield to the demand of

necessity.

The general public will possibly ad-

mire the very failure he deplores, but

there is ever a scrutinizing eye that

scans design with a view to fault-find-

ing, and it is that evil eye alone whose

piercing, unrelenting test the architect

stands more in dread of than of the per-

petually recurring observation of the

passing multitude.

How then are we to judge these store

designs ? Can we place our hand below

our eyes and shut out the store, seeing

only the superstructure from the bres-

summer line up? It is a difficult task

indeed, for the idea of heavy piers of

masonry, however proportionate to that

superstructure, being sustained between

earth and heaven by fairy like columns
of attenuated iron (and mayhap but

four of these) the thing seems quite too

preposterous for the mind to bear with

anything like ease. There is a dread,

an uncomfortable realizing of the pre-

cariousuess of one's position when stand-

ing under that impending mass of super-

structure defended by tiny stems, and

sheets of scarcely, discernable French

plate-glass, that must always prove a

most serious drawback to the gaudiest

display of fancy work, however other-

wise attractive to- customers.

But how is this dilemma to be over-

come ? Some efforts have been made to

continue up the fragile appearance of

the store, and thus produced an elfin

dream of a building all glass and fram-

ing. The practical disadvantages of

such a construction are numerous and

so apparent to every mind that it is un-

necessary to name them here. And,

after all, does this treatment really over-

come the difficult}' ? Certainly not

—

the columns, so called, of the store are

diminished to the very smallest possible

diameter, and consequently those of the

superstructure could not be less, and

being over each other for, say four

Stories, the appearance is still more vis-

ionary, and fear inspiring.

The spider weaves his gauzy web on

the suspension principle ; man under-

takes to construct those webs of com-

merce of which we speak, on no princi-

ple at all.

Here then is a fair and open field for

the inventive genius of our profession to

exercise itself upon, and he that comes

the nearest to a realization of the wished

for solution of this riddle of design will

deserve well of the world of sense and

and true taste.
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ARCHITECTS are constantly asked

by their clients to procure the

most practical generator of gas with the

fewest objectionable points. Now it is

a painful fact that the great majority of

those urged upon them for their pa-

tronage have some serious defect, to the

architect, of course, unknown until the

apparatus has been purchased, set up,

and a-going. To the profession, then,

the introduction of a well-tried and

really good one is a desideratum which

we fervently wish to see them possessed

of; for, the many portable and other

gas machines that have been presented

to the public since the abundant supply

of petroleum from its fountains in the

fertile earth have foreshadowed that a

purer, better, safer, as well as cheaper

artificial light is to be added to the home

comforts of our land.

Practical trial has revealed defects

causing the abandonment of one after

another machine possessing some good

points, but on the whole unable to stand

the test ; and it is because the one now
offered has been put to the proof in able

scientific hands and with the most satis-

factory results, that we are confident.

The process is so simple that it can-
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not fail to be readily understood. The

machine consists of few parts, so com-

bined as to remove the liability to get

out of order. It is adapted to ordinary

dwellings, shops, churches, schools,

hotels, factories, &c, and can he used

on a large scale like coal gas, for

lighting whole villages. A child, by a

few minutes labor, can supply the light

for a dwelling for an evening.

The gas flows with the greatest free-

dom through the pipes to any height.

The light is unsurpassed for brilliancy,

purity and steadiness.

There is no sediment gathering in

the pipes. Ordinary prudence renders

it absolutely safe, and it costs one-fourth

the average price of coal gas.

This apparatus has been introduced

into Amherst College, Massachusetts,

and carefully tested by the distinguished

Professor of Chemistry in that Insti-

tution. His testimony, worth a volume

of unscientific commendation, is> con-

clusive as to all the important points

above stated.

Professor Harris says: "The ma-

chine in its present position ("six feet

from furnace) is .fully endorsed by all

the Insurance Companies, six (6) in num-

ber—some of the best in the country."

It may here be mentioned, that sev-

eral other first-class companies have

given their approval—among which is

the Continental of New York, one of

the largest. " I find it, " continues

Professor H., "safer than coal gas, and

to my surprise, having mixed it with all

possible proportions of air, I am not

able to get an explosive mixture.

"Its illuminating power in an Argand

burner, consuming three and one-half

feet per hour, is eighteen candles. (The

same burner will consume seven feet of

coal gas and only equal the light of six-

teen candles.)

" The flame is not thick and opaque,

as in all other gas machines from gaso-

line I have seen, but is clear and steady

as in coal gas, and there is no per-

ceptible odor from the burning of it.

"It is well adapted for Laboratory

purposes, working well in a Bunsen

burner, and giving a good and elegant

^ii

A, Pipe leading from Blower to Water-valve.

B, Pipe leading from Water-valve to Carburetter.

C, Pipe for filling and emptying Carburetter.

D, Escape for air while filling Carburetter.

E, Pipe leading from Carburetter to Receiver.

F, Service pipe.

G, Drip pipe.

E, Internal Cylinder.
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heat equal to coal gas for all ordinary

purposes for which the Bimsen bui*ner

is used.

" The gas does not fall, but rises. "

This is the only portable machine we
know of making a gas that will not

condense.

Other machines do not make gas, but

simply use the vapor of gasoline, which

in an ordinary house using twelve or

thirteen burners will sometimes con-

dense in a single evening two quarts,

and unless the pipes are so arranged

that this can return to the drip pan it

must remain in the pipes.

The prices of these machines vary

from $150, upwards.

They can be seen at the Agents',

Gregory & Stewart, 447 N. Broad

street, in this city.

A SUCCESSFUL BRICK MACHINE.

WE have once drawn attention to

the sterling merits of a new and

improved brick making machine which

has since met with uncommon, but not

unmerited, success, and which is most

justly entitled the Champion of the

West. From the satisfactory accounts

we have received of the correctness of

our judgment in its favor, we are in-

duced to repeat our admiration of its

efficacy and economy.

It does the mixing and grinding of

the clay in the most thorough manner

possible. It tempers it, moulds the

brick and presses it, all with the one-horse

power. Ten bricks at one revolution,

or from twenty-five to forty per minute,

are moulded by this machine, and in

such an excellent manner as to be

highly desirable in building. So strongly

is this Champion constructed that it

costs little or nothing for repairs.

We would wish to see its merits fully

understood and appreciated, and we
refer all interested parties to the man-

ufacturer, J. L. Hanna, Franklin,

Pennsylvania.

A New Paint.—At a recent meeting

of the French Academy, M. Sace called

attention to the fact that tungstate of

baryta forms an excellent white paint,

which has as good a tone and depth as

white lead, and has the advantage above

this of not getting blackened on expo-

sure to the atmosphere. Zinc white,

which was tried as a substitute for white

lead has failed, he said, through wanting

body. M. Elie de Beaumont remarked

that if this statement was confirmed, it

would be of great importance ; for there

is no need to employ special mining

operations for tungsten, as this metal

is commonly found in company with

tin.

Philanthropic.—The drinking foun-

tain noticed in our preceding number,

is one of several being erected by an

Association instituted for that most

laudable purpose in this city. Here

truly is one of the palpable points of

o-onuine Christianity.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

THE Report of the proceedings of

the Second Annual Convention,

held in New York on December 8th,

1868, just published, gives much inter-

esting information to the profession and

the public at large. We present here

the Report of the Committee on Library

and Publications.

To the American Institute of Architects:

Tour Committee on Library and Pub-

lications, respectfully report

:

That all papers and reports read in

the last Convention of the Institute,

together with the Minutes of its Pro-

ceedings, having been referred to 3
rour

Committee for publication, your Com-
mittee met the next morning, and after

electing its officers, made arrangements

for the immediate issue of those docu-

ments. * * * * * * * The

edition consisted of a thousand copies,

two hundred and fifty of which are re-

served without covers, while the re-

mainder were distributed as fast as the

limited resources of your Committee

would allow, to members of the Insti-

tute, practising and honorary, to other

architects, amateurs, prominent indi-

viduals, colleges, scientific societies,

libraries, clubs, &c, throughout the

country, and to the architectural socie-

ties and journals abroad. By several of

these foreign journals, as well as by

some of our own, the contents of these

proceedings have been liberally quoted

from.

Your Committee haA-e also published

a valuable scientific pamphlet, prepared

by Mr. R. G. Hatfield, Fellow, on fire-

proof floors.

The edition comprised 500 copies, 250

without and 250 with covers, 50 of the

latter being placed at the disposal of

Mr. Hatfield. Mr. Hatfield relieved your

Committee of all expenditure of time or

labor in the preparation and supervision

for the press of this important document.

Your Committee have also published

an abstract of some proceedings of the

N. Y. Chapter, under the head of Occa-

sional Paper, No. 1. Your Committee
have likewise printed 2,000 copies of the

Schedule of Charges adopted by the In

stitute.

A copy was forwarded to all the Ar-

chitects on its Secretary's list, with the

information that extra copies can be had

at cost price rates. In adopting the

sj'stem of selling instead of giving away,

3
rour Committee has been governed by
their perception of the well known fact

that, as a rule, people value most,

whether on a large or small scale, what

they have paid for. Seven hundred and

seventy-five of these Schedules have

been called for and sold. In accordance

with instructions received from the In-

stitute on June 2d, your Committee

published the Constitution and new By-

Laws of the Institute, introducing the

latest information, and some improve-

ments of arrangement into the accom-

panying list of members, officers, &c,
and into the appendices—for the perfec-

tion of one of which (Extracts from the

Law on Unsafe Buildings), according

to the latest of the amendments of the

Legislature, they procured documents

from the Secretary of State. Your Com-
mittee was authorized to publish 500

copies of these new By-Laws. Of this

number they ordered only 200 to be

finished, reserving the major portion to

be put together with the list of officers

for 1868-9, and for any necessary cor-

rection in the appendices.

Taking into consideration the fact

that differences of opinion on all sub-

jects, and not least on those pertaining

to building art and science, must neces-

sarily exist among those who address

themselves to others as authorities in

their specialties, and being unwilling to
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incur the charge of immodesty, by under-

taking to endorse statements of which

the} - are only the publishers
;
your Com-

mittee have passed a resolution that all

statements contained in any publication

issued by it, rest on the authority of the

author only, and have instructed their

Secretarj' to have said resolution printed

on all future publications issued by your

Committee.

With reference to contributions to

your Committee for distribution, your

Committee would remind authors that

it is desirable they should furnish their

Secretary with data, by which he may
be enabled to avoid duplication, and to

distribute the documents in the quarters

where the specialties of which they treat

will be best appreciated and best sub-

serve the common cause. Some incon-

venience and delay have already been

occasioned by the omission of this very

necessary information ; and as regards

all the issues of your Committee, it is

hoped that the members of the Institute

generally will do all in their power to

liohten its labors of distribution. To

this end they may contribute by fur-

nishing your Committee from time to

time with such reliable lists as they can

make up of their clients, and of archi-

tects, amateurs, societies—artistic, scien-

tific and literary—and public libraries,

as well as by informing your Committee

of changes of location ;
which, as we all

know, are frequent in our community;

our Secretary's list will thus be extended

and corrected, and duplication and waste

avoided.

The pamphlets and papers distributed

by your Committee are enclosed in

wrappers with the printed inscription

" From the Committee on Library and

Publications American Institute of Ar-

chitects."

In its last annual report your Com-

mittee informed you as to its action in

the matter entrusted to it by the Insti-

tute, of collecting for and forwarding to

the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, in compliance with the official re-

quest of the latter body, a collection of

photographs and other illustrative

works of American architects. An ap-

propriation was subsequently made by

the Trustees for the purchase of such

photographs as it was thought desirable

to procure. The appropriation was en-

trusted to a Sub-Committee, and the

.illustrations collected by it were for-

warded to London on the 3d of July

last ; they reached their destination

safely, and were gratefully acknowledged

by Mr. Thomas L. Donaldson, Honorary

Secretary of Foreign Correspondence

of the British Institute, under date of

July 22d. As some of the members
of our Institute furnished photographs

of their designs at their own cost, it was

found unnecessary to make use of the

entire appropriation, and more than

two-thirds of it was returned to the

Treasurj' of the Institute. Since the

last annual convention, your Committee

have received through Mr. Ware, the

three volumes of the "Architecture

Privee, au XIX rae Siecle, sous Napoleon

III," presented to the Institute by

Moris. Cesar Daly, the author. This

work they had appropriately bound, as

also nine volumes of the publications of

the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, presented two years ago by that

organization, and five volumes of the

Crayon.

Your Committee has also received,

through the President of the Institute,

a stitched sheet embracing a report of

the Council to the annual meeting of the

R. I. B. A., held May 6th, 1867; and

from Mr. J. D. Labots, late of Amster-

dam, Holland, they have received three

plates of architectural designs by him-

self, and, through him, six plates of de-

signs from and by Mr. J. B. Leliman of

the same place.

;Ji 5|C 5j» »1* *l* J|»

Richard M. Hunt, C/i'/i,

Henry Yan Brunt,

P. B. Wight,

E»ILEN T. LlTTELL,

Alfred J. Bloor, Sec 1

]/.

New York, 7th December, 1S6S.
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DESIGNS, AND THEIR EFFECT IN EXECUTION.

DISAPPOINTMENTS frequently

arise in carrying out certain de-

signs which look exceedingly well on

paper, often to the astonishment of com-

mittees, who advertise for, and after-

wards decide on, competition!' drawings.

It may be a matter of surprise to them

as well as to amateurs in general ; but

that they are disappointed in their ex-

pectations of beholding models of taste

and elegance in their preferments, is a

common occurrence. The result prob-

ably happens through want of experi-

ence in contrasting drawings with their

respective constructions, and ignorance

in the application of truthful geometri-

cal features to edifices
;

particulars,

neither understood by the amateur nor

the "practical man;" many designs

which are prepossessing on this scale,

grow displeasing on the full scale of

construction, and when the deep shadows

of every little break and panel almost

disappear, or blend into the tone of the

material used, the builder stares at the

monotonous expression of his edifice.

There are, too, certain small matters

scarcely ever taken into consideration,

which render the best outlines displeas-

ing, and sometimes make a wide differ-

ence between drawings and buildings
;

even wherein we may acknowledge the

neatness of the former, in contradistinc-

tion to the slovenliness of the latter.

One of these instances is, where the

same color is given to stone or cement

by the draughtsman ; and again in exe-

cution, where one material by being

painted is made to resemble another.

Such deception produces man}'- failures,

as may be observed in facades, where

cement capitals surmount stone columns,

and ornamental members in any kind of

foreign composition are mixed up with

stone for the sake of cheapness.

A brick building cased with stone, is

perhaps required for a public institution.

From the fifty designs sent in, the com-

mittee without partiality, may select one

of a quadrangular form, or rather laid

out in three sides of a square ; with a

tetrastyle porch on each flank, and a

hexastyle one on the principal front for

the sake of distinction. The drawings

also recommend the choice, finished with

accuracy ; and every little break and

minute line of moulding being well

marked and deeply shadowed, the design

shows an elaborate variety, and a pleas-

ing union of art with novelty. Thence-

forward it is forced on the approbation

of the public, who patiently await the

result of the undertaking. The edifice

is finished, but does not produce the ad-

miration expected. It turns out to be a

plain stone building with the usual num-

ber of common place windows. What
was intended to be a cornice appears a

simple string ; the flimsy mouldings on

the capitals cannot be seen, and the im-

aginary pilasters altogether disappear

from the surface ; and, at the distance

of three hundred yards, this colossal

building, which cost the community so

much money, does not show one-tenth

part of the features exhibited on the

drawings, resembling an asylum built

for a needy incorporation in indigent

times, instead of an institution erected

by wealthy and benevolent citizens.

The committee should not allow them-

selves to be misled by errors, arising

from want of judgment while there are

architects in this country to whose de-

cision an appeal can be made.

AN APOTHEGM.

"The Architect who raises in the air

Enormous structures, massive, grand, and fair,

Leaves to the world the genius of his miud

And is a benefactor to mankind!"
Andrew Park.

Oh ! Andrew Park, your apothegm is rare,

For few, indeed, the mighty truth would find,

That those who build their castles " in the air,"

Become the beuefactors of mankind.

P. De T.
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PARISIAN PROMENADES.

IN the ensuing A'olume •we will com-

mence the continuous notice, with

illustrations from the original, of a pub-

lication which must command the atten-

tion of every one of taste in this coun-

try. It is entitled Les Promenades de

Paris, and is the only illustrated descrip-

tion of the Empire City of the world of

Art and Fashion, giving all those mag-

nificent works of Architecture, which

decorate the streets and boulevards, as

well as all the art displaj-ed in the public

gardens of Paris. The work will be

completed in two superb folio volumes,

one of text accompanied by choice vig-

nettes, and the other filled with steel

engravings and chromo-lithographs, by

A. de Bar, Lancelot, Rion, Weber, J.

Gaildreau, Faquet, Lambotte, Free-

man, Pizetta, and numerous others,

forming a corps of artists capable of

carrying out any art enterprise. The

second volume of les Promenades des

Paris, will be an album in itself. This

grand work will be issued in sixteen

parts. It is conducted by A. Alphaud,

Chief Engineer of the Imperial Corps

of Bridges and Highways, &c, &c, and

is published by J. Rotschild, Editor,

43 Rue Saint Andre des Arts.

Extravagance in Ornament.—The

modern styles introduced from Europe,

where they have been resurrected from

intended oblivion, are but too apt to

lead young architects into a very sense-

less display of embellishment, so over-

done as to detract from any merit their

design may intrinsically possess. It

was this very spirit that led on the de-

signers of the olden day from bad to

worse, until at last their works were so

encumbered with would-be flowers of

art that they came to display vast col-

lections of rankest weeds which flaunted

over their fagades wherever they could

find a place.

Tudor Architecture —"Henry the

Seventh's policy," sa3's the English his-

torian, Hume, "when he came to the

throne, consisted in depressing the

barons, and elevating and promoting

men of new families, who were more

dependent on his will. The nobility

therefore now, instead of vj'ing with

each other in the number and courage

of their retainers, which had hitherto

been the case, by degrees acquired a

more social and laudable emulation, en-

deavoring to excel in the splendor of

their mansions, stables and equipage;

while the common people, no longer re-

tained in vicious idleness by their supe-

riors, were now obliged to learn some

calling: or trade, thus becoming useful

both to themselves and to the State.

Henry the Vllth was himself a great

builder, and with him, and not at the

dissolution of the monasteries, began

that style of domestic architecture which

continued till the reign of Elizabeth

under the title of the Tudor, and which

still retained, in a slight degree, the

embattlements and other features of de-

fence of the early feudal mansions."

Fires Prevented.—In Japan they

have a very effectual plan for the pre-

vention of fires ; and, as prevention is

far better than any efforts at extinction,

it is to be hoped that the example set

by our friends the Japs may become

pretty general. It is simply this :

"Every one with whom, or in whose

house a fire originates, whether acci-

dentally or not, shall be decapitated

without any appeal."

That idea of making the head of the

house responsible by such a process is

rather cutting, but very conclusive ; for,

few fires would occur in case it was

made the rule here where heads count.

What say our insurance offices ?
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METHODS OF FINDING WATER.

THE location of water is one of those

questions which concern most men,

hut none more intimately than he who

seeks his comfort in a country place

where he proposes to erect a homestead.

The search for water has always, in

ancient, as well as modern times, been

one of very great interest, and has given

rise to much debate as to the truth of

certain systems of divination founded

on the principle that willows and other

trees that flourish best in wet places

have such an affinity for water that a

rod of any of those, if held loosely in

the hand, will, when borne over the loca-

tion of a spring, clip towards the ground.

We will now give the methods recom-

mended by Yitruvius, and much fol-

lowed by the ancients.

"It is," says that observant writer,

" easily accomplished if the springs are

open and flowing above ground. If that

be not the case, their sources under

ground are to be traced and examined.

In order to discover these, before sun-

rise one must lie down prostrate on the

spot where he seeks to find it, and with

'his chin placed upon the ground and

fixed, look around the place ; for the

chin being fixed, the eye cannot range

upwards farther than it ought, and is

confined to the level of the place. Then,

where the vapors are seen curling

together and rising into the air, there

dig, because these appearances are not

discovered in dry places. We should

also consider the nature of the place

when we search for water. In clay, the

vein of water is small, the supply little

and not of the best flavor ; and if in low

places, it will be muddy and ill tasted.

In black earth, only trickling in small

drops are found, which, collected from

the winter rain, subside in compact hard

places, and are of very excellent flavor.

In gravel, the veins are small and vari-

able, but they are exceedingly well

flavored. In the strong, common and

red sands, the supply is to be depended

on with more certainty, and is of good

taste. In red stone, abundance and

that of good quality may be obtained,

if it do not filter away and escape

through the pores. At the feet of moun-

tains, and about flinty rocks the supply

is copious and abundant; it is there

cold and more wholesome. In cham-

paign countries, the springs are salt,

gross, tepid, and unpleasant, except

those, which percolating from the moun-

tains beneath the surface, issue forth in

the plains, where, especially when shad-

owed by trees, they are as delicious as

those of the mountains themselves.

"Besides the above signs for ascertain-

ing in what places water may be found

are the following: When a place abounds

with the slender bulrush, the wild wil-

low, the alder, the withy, reeds, ivy, and

other plants of a similar sort, which

neither spring up nor flourish without

moisture. For these plants usually grow

about lakes, which, being lower than the

other parts of a country, receive both

the rain water and that of the district

through the winter, and, from their size,

preserve the moisture for a longer

period. On these, however, we must

not rely. But in those districts and

lands, no lakes being near, where the

plants in question grow spontaneously,

there we may search. In places where

these signs do not appear, the following

plan must be adopted. Dig a hole three

feet square and at least five feet deep, and

in it, about sunset, place a brazen or

leaden basin, or larger vessel, if one be

at hand. It must be rubbed over with

oil inside and inverted, and the upper

part of the excavation is to be covered

with reeds or leaves ; on these the earth

is to be thrown. On the following day

let it be opened, and if the inside of the

vase be covered with damp and drops
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of water, water will be there found. If

the vase placed in the pit be of unburnt

clay, having been covered as above di-

rected, when uncovered it will be damp,

and perhaps desti'03'cd by the mois-

ture.

"A piece of wool being placed in the

same pit, if, on the following clay it be

not exhausted, but still retain uncon-

sumed some of the wick and oil, and

present a humid appearance, it shows

that water will be found there, inasmuch

as heat invariabl}' draws the moisture to-

wards it. Moreover, if in such places a

fire be made on the ground, and the

ground, when heated, throw out cloudy

vapors, water will be found in it.

" These experiments having been made

and the requisite indications being mani-

fest, a well is to be sunk on the spot

;

and if the head of the spring be found,

many other wells are to be dug round

about it, and by means of under-cuttings,

connected with it so as to concentrate

them. The spring-heads, however, are

chiefly to be sought in mountains and

northern districts, because, in those

situations, they are generally sweeter,

more wholesome, and more copious, on

account of their being sheltered from

the raj-s of the sun, of the trees and

shrubs in those places being in greater

abundance, and of the sun's rays coining

obliquely on them, so that the moisture

is not carried off. Valleys in the midst

of mountains receive a very large pro-

portion of rain, and from the closeness

of their woods, as well as from the shade

the trees afford, added to the snow,

which so long remains on them, allow it

to percolate through their strata, and

thus arrive at the foot of the mountain,

when, issuing forth, it becomes the

source of a river.

"On the contrary; in a charapagn

country, much water will not probably

be found ; or if it should, it will not be

wholesome, because the great power of

the sun, unobstructed by shade, attracts

and carries off all humidity from the

plains ; and were even the water to ap-

pear, the air would attract and dissipate

the lightest, subtlest, and wholesomest

parts, and leave the heaviest, most un-

pleasant, and most unwholesome in the

spring."

SHUTTER FASTENING.

A "VERY simple, yet highly practi-

cal invention has been laid before

us, in model, Iry the Patentee, Mr. John

H. Peterson, of this city. It does

away with the barbarous finger pinching

bolt, and secures the closed shutters to

the meeting rail of the window. The

action is that of pressure on a spring

kneeler-latch, screwed to the shutter,

which catches in a stop-plate screwed to

the under side of the meeting rail of the

sash. It is much more difficult to pry

open this fastening than the old fash-

ioned bolt ; for, the shutter is held

firmly to the window and cannot be

opened except by pressure from within.

These fastners are a neat piece of fur-

niture and can be silver-plated, bronzed,

or of brass. They may also be economi-

cally made of lacquered ware. In a city

like this where outside shutters are a

part of our unchangeable institutions,

any improvement on that feature is de-

sirable, and we would say, that this

fastener is very much to be commended.

Erratum.—In the article on " Warm-
ing and Ventilation," at page 723, right

hand column, the word "water" should

have read " steam," as will be evident.

The sentence as corrected, reads " Look

at the difference, let any one taste hot

water of 140° F., or let him inhale'hot

steam of that temperature ; try it with

a thermometer ; and he will suffer a

painful ordeal."
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A RECENT VISIT TO POMPEII.

ACORRESPONDENT of the Con-

tinental Gazette, published at

Paris, gives the following highly inter-

esting details of a visit to the exhumed

city, which presents such fresh and

bright observations and passing-thoughts

that all our readers must feel interested

in them. He writes

:

Naples, April 12, 1869.

My visit to Pompeii was so interest-

ing that I have concluded to prepare a

short narrative of it :

I rose one morning to see Vesuvius

under the dawning day. From the sharp

cone that formed the lofty summit the

white smoke was ascending in masses

which widened and rolled in, the one

upon the other, as they floated off to the

sky. The evening preceding my visit

the intermittent flashes of flame from

the top and the girdle of fire, which the

mountain wore upon its side facing

Naples, made it look terrible. But in

the morning and all through the day the

smoke curled upwardly in wreaths soft

and graceful, as though it were a volume

of incense from an altar of thanksgiving,

while the sunshine hid the ruckty glow

of the lava beneath its more brilliant

splendoi*. After breakfast, carriage and

guide being ready at the appointed time,

we started for Pompeii. Mile after mile

through the city, along the crowded and

jammed and piled up streets, great rows

of shining and flashing houses on either

side, and between them such a packing

together of donkeys, mules, vehicles, and

all sorts, sizes, and shades of people

;

screams, yells, shouts, and all other out-

bursts of sound possible here and im-

possible everywhere except here
;
every

driver cracking his whip so as to outdo

every other driver ; a menagerie of goats

with bells, and asses braying at the

highest pitch of possibility ; a run-mad

bedlam of itinerant pedlars and beggars

drumming on their chins and chaunting

their beseechings for money, and Punch

in his paradise, and drums and horns;

this was our ride through the gayest,

wildest, motliest, and withal, the most

picturesque city on earth. The whole

population seemed to have turned out

of doors ; families were keeping house

in the streets ; women knitting, sewing,

and washing in the streets ; blacksmiths,

and all kinds of workmen at their trades

in the streets, the whole making an up-

roar and a tumult on a scale of facetious

variet}7 inimitable, which, like the many-

hued sky and landscape of Naples, once

seen, lies in the mind undisturbed for

ever. Through these long avenues of

people we gradually passed into thor-

oughfares more quiet. But the great

shadows of Vesuvius hung over us all

the way, relieved, however, by smiling

fields and the sunny surface of the beau-

tiful bay ; the former fringing its grace-

ful slopes, and the latter curving around

its majestic base. When we left the

carriages, obtained our tickets, and

passed within the entrance that led to

Pompeii, the sudden change to silence

and solitude was like leaving one world

for another. Pompeii lies about thir-

teen miles from Naples. Its situation

must have been surpassingly fine, the

luxuriant plains stretching off on two of

its sides, the river Sarnus flowing

through its midst, and the sea, loveliest

of seas, near by with its caressing

waters. Vesuvius was but five miles

distant. The city, indeed, was built

upon a bed of lava which the mountain

in some remote age had poured forth.

Yet the volcano had been quiet so long

that no one feared it ; and as the posi-

tion of the city offered unusual advan-

tages to trade, as well as presented the

highest attractions to culture and taste,

it early became the resort of wealth and

luxury. Although a Roman city, Pom-
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peii belonged to that portion of Italy

called Magnia Grecia, and its peculiari-

ties were largely shaped by the spirit

of Greek civilization. It was visited

by an earthquake, A. D. 63, and over-

whelmed Iry an eruption of Vesuvius in

the year 79. For nearly 1,100 years it

lay buried under ashes. Since 1755 the

work of excavation has been going on,

though not. regularly. It contained

about 25,000 inhabitants. Its walls,

which were twenty feet thick and the

same height, were, I should suppose,

rather more than two miles in circuit.

These walls had five gates ;
the princi-

pal one was called the Gate of Hercula-

neum, and stood at the point where the

Appian way touched the city. My first

walk was along the Street of the Tombs.

This is outside of the wall, and leads to

the Gate of Herculaneum. I felt very

strangely when I entered the House of

Diomedes. If you have read the "Last

Days of Pompeii," by Bulwer, you can

understand why my feelings were so

singular. To take a stroll through an

almost perfect Roman House ; to see all

its arrangements ; to tread upon its

marble floors ; look into its bed cham-

bers, and stand in its reception hall ; to

go down into its cellars, around its gar-

dens, and among its baths, is one of

those intensely vivid things that the dis-

tant past rarely permits you to enjoy. I

entered through a narrow passage (ves-

tibulum) into the hall (atrium), and

thence into the bedrooms, connected by

doors with this hall. The chambers

were quite small—not larger than the

little dormitories in an old college—and

the\T had no windows. I saw the other

apartments. It was a sort of double

house—one set of rooms for summer and

one for winter. Like most of the pri-

vate edifices, it was but one story. The

wine-cellar below was quite large. A
black wall surrounded three sides of the

area, within which was the gardens.

Down in the gloomy cellar I was shown

where skeletons were found huddled

together. The ashes swept in on the

inmates of the house, who probably hur-

ried to that place for protection, but the

mighty rain, black and tempestuous,

chased them there and closed compactly

around them. The impression of the

skeletons is pointed out. But it is not

as clear as that of the comic mask in the

theatre of Herculaneum. I never saw

anything more perfect than this. The

melted lava caught it and hardened

around it, and there are the mimic fea-

tures all complete! Then I crossed the

street and saw the family burial ground.

Then other places of interment. The

Romans loved to put their tombs on the

sides of the public roads. Hundreds of

these sepulchres may be seen in Italy. I

went into these hill-side vaults. The

urns weie there containing the ashes. I

saw a place sealed up, and on the marble

face the names of children engraved

;

and I thought of the time, long; a»o

when in the morning twilight their fair

forms were burning under the waving

cypress. Outside the gates are various

objects of an interesting kind that illus-

trate Roman life. Cicero's villa, so

called, is in this street. The pillars are

in the same style of so many of the

buildings seen in old Rome—two rows

of very thin bricks and then a block of

"tufa," which is a volcanic rock. Not
far off, is a semi-circular edifice, a line

of rock seats within, which was used by

travellers who chanced to remain with-

out the walls at night. Close by is the

house for guards. The sentry box is also

standing. Passing these you reach the

Herculaneum Gate, which has a central

archway twenty feet high and fifteen feet

wide. Through this you enter Pompeii.

It is Pompeii still, so natural, so life-

like. The long streets shine in the sun
;

the houses stretch away in regular lines
;

the walks ring freshby to your steps

—

Pompeii yet ! But in a few moments

you realize all—the ghostly form and

the pale blanched look and the hushed

stillness—a city lifted from its huge

sarcophagus, its burial sheet unwound,

and the miracle of the resurrection be-
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fore your eyes, clear, bold, startling

—

Pompeii dead but living again Is not

this the wonder of the age ? And then I

wandered on, half awake and half dream-

ing. The streets are very narrow, many
of them being mere alleys. How vehicles

passed in most of them I was unable to

see. But they are finely paved. The

blocks used for this purpose are gener-

ally about the size of a barrel head, and

are firmly embedded in the ground. In

the more frequented parts of the city

these blocks bear the marks of wheels,

and between the curbstones that line the

footways on the sides there are raised

stepping-stones at the intersections of

streets, on which foot passengers crossed.

The names of these thoroughfares are

quite characteristic—such as Mercury,

Fortune ; and judging from their appear-

ance, I should infer that they were laid

out with special reference to drainage

and cleanliness. Sewers and culverts

are still visible. Such care for health

and comfort must have been required not

only by the warmth of the climate and

the danger from malaria, but by the

densely crowded houses which must have

occupied all the available space. The

shops are quite diminutive. Most of

them are neat little band-boxes in com-

2)arison with our stores, yet always

strongly built and conveniently ar-

ranged. I saw a baker's shop, in which

the mills for grinding are still standing,

and at one end of the room, a bake-oven

as much like a Dutch oven as Holland

or Pennsylvania could show. A shop

for the sale of wine and oil exhibits the

counter containing large bottles or jars,

while at the side is a range of shelves

used for glasses. Loungers at these

places must have been poorly accommo-

dated. But the habit of the Pompeiians

was to lounge in the sunshine and open

air. Evidently they were an outdoor

people. The dwellings are generally

houses, not homes, or at least not homes

as v/e understand the term. Those do-

mestic arrangements we consider so

essential to the privacy of individual

members of the household were foreign

to their habits and tastes. Family life

as such seems to have been confined to

common wants and very simple conve-

niences. Where wealth allowed it, pro-

vision was very fully made for company,
though the number of guests entertained

on any one occasion must have been

small. Among the largest and most
showy houses are those of Sallust and

Pansa. The former taking its name
from the inscription C. Sallust, M. F., on

the outer wall, covers a surface estimated

at forty yards square, while the latter,

including the space of the garden, occu-

pies an area over 300 ft. by 121 ft. In

all this class of mansions the atrium is

prominent. Decorative art is never

wanting for its adornment. A few feet

from the walls that bound the inner line

of the chambers and private-rooms pil-

lars are generally seen, and in the centre

of the tesselated pavement, lying within

the ornamented' columns, is a marble

reservoir for water (impluvium or com-

pluvium). Over this basin the roof was

open, though it might be closed by an

awning. Beyond the atrium are other

apartments connected with a colonnade,

among them the eating-hall and the pic-

ture-gallery. Frescoes are very com-

monly seen on the walls. Statuary

abounded in these miniature palaces.

Elegant' tastes, whose memorials are

still fresh and beautiful, appear in paint-

ing and other forms of embellishment.

At every turn mosaics meet the eye. I

saw a shell-work grotto that was very

striking. Fronting the little garden at

the rear of the house, its arch, fountain,

basin, were elaborately finished in the

best style of art. On the pavement of

the vestibulum you would sometimes see
" Saive," "Ave," in large letters of mo-
saic work, and on the floor of the
" Tragic Poet's House" I saw the place

where the mosaic of the Dog had been
found. On a subsequent visit to the

Museum, I took a special interest in this

dog. By no means a handsome dog,

nor is the mosaic fine ; but " Cace
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Canem" in good large letters under the

animal gave me, together with his chain

and look, a bad opinion of himself and

a good opinion of his master, the " Tragic

Poet," who doubtless thought that dogs

ought to be banished from tragedy. On
the whole, these houses would not have

suited either 3
rour taste or that of the

present age. The cold floors, the ab-

sence of chimneys, the substitution of

the brazier for the hospitable hearth

would not have accorded with 3'our

notions. I am of the same way of think-

ing. If we had been Pompeiians, we
should have undoubtedly boarded with

the baker who had a big chimne3r and a

big bakeoven. But to see the genius of

Pompeii one must see the public edi-

fices. Evei'ywhere in them, the Roman
idea of vastness, strength, and endurance

is plainly visible, while, at the same

time, the ornamental figures, such as

the Bacchantes and the Fauns and the

frescoes of arabesques, show the domi-

naney of the Grecian taste. Around
the Forum most of the temples are

situated. Here are the temples of Ju-

piter, of Fortune, of Venus, and also the

Pantheon and the Basihcia. And grand

they must have been, with their courts

and statues, their pillars and porticos,

for the}'' are grand even now as ruins.

Some of the altars, with their panels of

carved figures, are surpassing!}- fine. As
I walked around them, or leaned upon

their marble slabs, now bare and cold,

and read their inscriptions, it was an

hour for the vivid recall of those facts

which these s3rmbols suggested. The

whole scene at this point was most sug-

gestive. Situated at a distance of 400

3'ards from the Herculaneum Gate, the

Forum commanded a brilliant view of

Vesuvius and the Apennines, while near

at hand broke the incoming waves of the

finest bay in the world. Slopes and

plains ; terraces that nourished the fruit-

ful vine ; fields where nature was prodi-

gal of all her choicest gifts, and art was

equally lavish with her magnificence ; all

lay as a gorgeous outspread before and

around. Through what an atmosphere,

so soft, so clear, so transparent, these

things were seen, and over all what a fir-

mament bent with its arch, varying in

hue from horizon to zenith, and shedding

down upon land and sea the same chang-

ing tints of splendor, no one can ever

know unless he has stood as I stood in

winter on this spot, and has seen for

himself the most resplendent panorama
that the earth presents. But the hours

were passing too fast for quiet contem-

plation, I saw the baths, each apartment

almost perfect, the series of cold, tepid,

and steam baths giving a complete view

of the arrangements. Then to the theatre

(tragic) which accommodated 5,000 per-

sons, and less injured than other build-

ings
;
then to the comic theatre close by

;

then to the great amphitheatre, holding

10,000 spectators. This is the third

amphitheatre I have examined, and in

some minor details differs from the others.

After this tour I glanced at the barracks,

a large enclosure, 184 ft. by 137 ft. One
thing of leading interest only remained,

and this was the process'of excavation.

The depth of the dirt which buried the

city is from twenty to twenty-five feet.

It is of a dark gray color, and is rather

like fine gravel than ashes. It pulver-

izes easily; not much effort seemed

necessaiy for its removal. Along the

level plain, resting upon the unexca-

vated part, a simple railroad has been

constructed, by which the dirt is carried

off. Only about one-seventh of the cit3T

has been disinterred. How would you

feel if 3
You stood on a plain of green

grass and looked down into rooms and

halls with frescoed sides watching a

column as it rose into the light lost

1800 years ago, and seeing the marble

tables around which beauty and talent

and wit used to gather, lifted up and

out into a recovered world ? How would

3-011 feel if 3-ou beheld every sort of do-

mestic article— common implements,

furniture, kitchen utensils, toilet bottles,

candelabra, vases, jewel iy, all dug up

hy spade and shovel ? And then skele-
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tons of men and women once here, and

once proud, happy, content with the

fugitive hour and heedless of the dark

and dooming to-morrow ? I saw four

skeletons lying under glass covers (found

some time since), and supposed to be a

family overtaken by destruction in their

own home. Are they father, mother,

and two sisters ? Whether so or not, I

never saw the human outline wear such

an aspect of terrible tragedy. The up-

lifted arm, the palm of the hand heaven-

Avard ; and the figure of one of the girls,

her face down and leaning upon her left

wrist ; nothing I had previously seen

gave me such a profound sense of the

awful calamity that had hurriedly swept

Pompeii out of existence. Strange that

the ashes which entombed the city should

have preserved it so perfectly. Did ever

Egypt embalm like this ? The huge

mummy, how well it was shrouded and

laid away in its sarcophagus ! And
here is its form unwrapt—the winding-

sheet is off, and the pale spectre looks

up and confronts the Mount of Fire,

under whose quick, scorching, tumult-

uous blasts, its life, trade, homes, tem-

ples, religion—its many sins and sor-

rows—its gaieties, and hnpes, and bright-

ness—all were sepulchred together. The

old heathen faith, all unawares to itself

made fearfully true at the last—the con-

suming flame of the funeral altar—and

Vesuvius the mighty torch-bearer, to

ignite the sacrifice ! But there were no

chaplets, no incense, no lamps, no sprink-

ling of mourners from the laurel branch,

no " Ilicet,"1 no " Salve JEtenium."

ANCIENT AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE.

THE system of railroads is now
rapidty bringing nearer and nearer

to us the wonders of art as well as

nature, of which we have been hitherto

content to read, but of which a very

limited number have had the courage or

perseverance to know anything inti-

mately. We travel to Europe and into

Asia and Africa, to look at the renowned

monuments of ages past ; while those

of our own continent are barely known

to exist—and even that little item of

knowledge is just now but thirty years

old.

It is true the difficulty laj7 in the ab-

sence of almost all facilities of travel.

But, now that the Pacific is united by

rail to the Atlantic, we may look with

full confidence to the connection at no

very distant day of Central America

with our States. We do not mean an-

nexation, of course, but simpl}- a making

easy the present plena labores which be-

set the art student who dared that region

for architectic lore.

On the southern margin of the Gulf

of Mexico is the province of Yucatan,

in and near to which the magnificent

remains of ancient American architec-

ture were found to exist.

President Van Bxjren, in the autumn

of 1839, sent Mr. J. L. Stephens, a gen-

tleman of talent and education, on a

mission to Central America, on the ful-

filment of which he was authorized to

travel through the country and make
researches into that terra incognita.

Mr. Stephens was accompanied in his

travels by Mr. Catherwood, the artist,

and although the country was at that

time suffering from intestine broils

which rendered travelling not a little

dangerous, yet did these two adventur-

ous gentlemen manage to effect a jour-

ney of three thousand miles in Chiapas,

Yucatan, and other districts in Central

America whose names alone were known
at that time in Europe and the United

States, but from which places we are

now in constant receipt of news.
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Mr. Stephens collected a large amount

of descriptive information, and Mr.

Catherwood made a considerable amount

of drawings of the buildings discovered.

In the summer of 18-11, Mr. Stephens

published the result of his journey under

the title " Incidents of Travel in Central

America, Chiapas, and Yucatan."

The details of these discoveries were

received with astonishment, as few

of our most devoted students of anti-

quarian research were prepared to hear

of the existence of such buildings, even

in ruins, as were here described by pen

and pencil.

The thirst for exploration at once be-

gan, and in the autumn of 1841, imme-

diately after the publication of his book,

Mr. Stephens, accompanied by Mr. Cath-

erwood, once more set out to review the

wonderful region they had so interest-

ingly described.

These kindred spirits roamed over an

immense extent of country and visited

forty-four ruined cities, or at least places

at which remains of ruined buildings

were found. Even the inhabitants of

the City of Mexico, itself, were wholly

unaware of the existence of any such re-

mains as those now discovered by our

investigating countrymen.

In 1843 Mr. Stephens published the

result of this second series of labors in

his " Incidents of Travel in Yucatan ;"

and in 1844 Mr. Catherwood gave to the

world a splendid folio volume of tinted

lithograph plates, representing the chief

among the objects explored.

These published discoveries made a

vast accession to the knowledge we had

just acquired of the wonderful people

who inhabited this now dreary waste,

and likewise drew attention to the sur-

prising similarity between the architec-

tural monuments of ancient Egypt and

these now brought to light on our con-

tinent. Several years before the dis-

coveries in question, a writer who had

described some of the Mexican monu-

ments remarked :
" The first and strong-

est cunviction M'hich will flash on the

mind of every ripe antiquarian, whilst

surveying the long series of Mexican

and Toltecan monuments, is the simi-

larity which the ancient monuments of

New Spain bear to the monumental

records of ancient Egj-pt. Whilst sur-

veying them, the glance falls with fa-

miliar recognition on similar graduated

pyramids ; on similar marks of the same

primeval Ophite worship ; on vestiges

of the same triune and solar deity ; on

planispheres and temples, which though

characterized by some distinctions, en-

tirely American, are not less worthy of

the notice of the Egyptian antiquaries
;

on relics of palaces at once noble in their

architecture and beautiful in their pro-

portions and decorations; on monu-

ments sepulchral, domestic, religious,

or warlike, which deserve the designa-

tion of cyclopean as much as any that

are now extant in Italy or Greece; our

idols and sculptures, some of rude and

some of finished workmanship, exhibit-

ing different eras^ of civilization, and

often presenting the most striking affini-

ties with the Egyptian, yet distinguished

from it by characteristics perfectly

American."

The researches in Yucatan have ren-

dered 3
Tet more evident the existence of

a stjde of art in ancient Mexico, inter-

esting alike for the analogies which it

presents to that of Egypt, and for the

points of difference between them.

One of the most remarkable buildings

which Mr. Catherwood has illustrated,

is now called, in the Spanish of the coun-

try, the " Casa del Gobernador," or

Governor's House. It is situated at a

place called Uxmal. This building is

constructed entirely of hewn stone, and

measures three hundred and twenty feet

in front, by forty feet in depth ; and it

has a height of about twenty-six feet. It

has eleven door-ways in front, and one

at each end. The apartments within

are narrow, seldom exceeding twelve

feet in width. But some of them are

sixty feet in length, by more than twenty

in height. These chambers have no
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windows and present no appearance of

decoration on the walls. The lower

part of the building is of plain wrought

stone, but the upper portion is covered

profusely with decoration. So enor-

mous is the quantity of surface thus

carved in stone, that it amounts alto-

gether to nearly eight hundred feet in

length, carried round the sides of the

building. Every room displays a sin-

gular kind of arch, which seems to have

formed a principal feature in the archi-

tecture of the country. These arches are

of a triangular form, constructed of

courses of stone, each of which projected

bej-ond the one beneath, until the aper-

ture in the middle became sufficiently

small to be closed by a flat stone at the

top. This is exactly the same kind of

arch as is believed to have been the fore-

runner of the true or keyed arch in

Greece and Rome.

In the building at Uxmal the lintels

of the doors were of wood, which has so

far decaj-ed as to cause the fall of the

masonry which they supported. There

is a sculptured cornice going entirely

round the top of the building, on all four

sides.

This Casa has a very imposing appear-

ance, owing to the lofty terrace on which

it is built. There is in the first place a

platform about three feet high
; and, fif-

teen feet within this is another platform

about twenty feet high ; two hundred and

fifty feet within this is another platform

also about twenty feet high, and on the

uppermost platform the Casa is built.

Within about sixty feet of either end of

the building are arched gateways, of

which the masonry is similar to that of

the rest of the building.

Of another of these interesting build-

ings, the palace at Palenqua, Mr. Cath-

erwood remarks : "It stands on an arti-

ficial mound whose base is three hun-

dred and ten feet by two hundred and

sixty feet, and forty feet high, with stair-

cases on the four sides. The building

itself measures two hundred and twenty-

eight feet by one hundred and eighty

feet, twenty-five feet high, and is of one

story. The front and rear have each

fourteen doorways, and eleven at each

end. The piers dividing the door-ways

still present traces of admirable stuc-

coes, which were painted. The interior

is divided into three court-yards, with a

tower in one of them. Every part ap-

pears to have been elaborately decorated

with sculptures in stone, stuccoes, and

paintings. In several of the apartments,

which have the usual triangular arch, I

noticed that the walls had been painted

several times, as traces of earlier sub-

jects were discernable where the outer

coat of paint had been destroyed. The

paintings were of the same nature as the

frescoes of Italy,—water colors applied

to cement.

" The other buildings are inferior in

size to the Palace, but all on high

mounds, richly decorated with numer-

ous stone tablets of hieroglyphics, and

sculptures of figures well executed,

which have awakened a lively interest

in the antiquarian world.

" In another place a building has been

discovered, forming four sides of a

square, and enclosing a court-yard mea-

suring three hundred feet each way.

Each of the four sides of the buildino-

shows a design different from the others,

as also do the rear fronts and the ends
;

so that the buildings altogether present

sixteen facades, all different, and all

richly sculptured and painted, with all

the details of the ornaments picked out

in colors and in gold. The appearance

of the building must,as Mr. Catherwood

remarks, have been gorgeous in the ex-

treme."

One of the strangest features con-

nected with these ruins is, that they are

often buried in the depths of a forest,

where they almost escape human eyes.

Thus Mr. Stephens, travelling along with

his companions on horseback, encoun-

tered an immense mass of building in

the following way : "After proceeding a

mile and a half," he says, " we saw at

some distance before us a great tree-
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covered mound, which astonished us by

its vast dimensions, and, but for our In-

dian assistants, would have frightened

us by the size of the trees growing upon

it. The wood commenced from the road-

side. Our guides cut a path, and clear-

ing away the branches overhead, we

followed on horseback, dismounting at

the foot of the Casa Grande. It was by

this name that the Indians called the

immense mound of white stone buildings

which, buried in the depths of a great

forest, added new desolation to the

waste by which they were surrounded.

We tied our horses, and worked away

along the front."

The building which the party thus

discovered in the depth of the forest is

an immense and remarkable one. It

consists of a kind of a palace three

stories or tiers in height. The lowest

range has sixteen door-waj-s, opening

into two apartments each. The second

range has numerous door-ways sup-

ported by pillars, and also stair-cases to

lead up to the third range. It forms in

fact a sort of triple palace, for each of

the three parts is built as a terrace con-

structed above the part next below it.

This building is not so remarkable for

the richness ofits decoration as some of

the others, but is well calculated to ex-

cite surprise and interest from the situa-

tion in which it was found.

Many of the door-ways of the ruined

buildings in Yucatan are enriched with

sculptures, to an .extent that can hardly

be excelled in the older continent. The

sculptures, it is true, often represent

objects more grotesque than beautiful

;

but there arc not wanting details of

graceful ornament; and all of them

seem to have been very carefully exe-

cuted.

THE BUILDING ART.

CIVILIZATION presents no greater

art than that of building. Man
takes the materials nature presents him

with, in mineral and vegetable, and,

bringing the godlike power of his mind

upon the question of his need, he fashions

to his will the stone, the timber, and

the metal, until, in combination, he pro-

duces a construction to suit, not alone

his wants, but his taste.

The building art develops more trades

than any other; in fact, it may be safely

said that three-fourths of the occupations

of men go to constitute that one great

art of architectural construction whose

development is so certain a proof of the

refinement of a people. The invention

of every age is taxed to make up the

treasures which building displaj-s ; there

is no cessation of effort ; there is no

tiring out the patient industry that ever

studies and constructs, and in its very

constructions rinds still more food for

study. The theme is inexhaustible in

itself; it is only the mind that wears

out in the effort to exhaust it. In fact,

building is a progressive art, whose state

of refinement is termed Architecture,

and which is continually drawing upon

the imagination, and creating worlds of

fancy to aid it on its perpetual course.

Nature is its ally now, as she was its

prime mover when necessity demanded

its existence in the beginning ; and with

such an ally, ever ready with new prompt-

ings, how is it possible for the great art

to die of exhaustion ?

Each and every age was confident that

invention in the art of building could

not go much farther than their mental

power, their genius had advanced it
;
yet

we look back upon their efforts with a

feeling of gratitude only, because we

deem our own era still ahead. So will

it be forever and forever, until the very

world we seek to embellish shall itself
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decay, and make of all one vast promis-

cuous ruin.

In the progression of this, our great

art of building, every one, however

humble, has his share of responsibility,

from the moulder of bricks and quarrier

of stone to the sculptor and decorator

—

from the artizan to the architect. Each

is in a measure dependent on the other,

and all are alike interested in the full and

complete success of the work which they

aid in or control. And when we con-

sider the vast number of branches con-

cerned in building we can alone come to

form some tangible idea of its greatness

and universality. There are those who

would fain make little of it, and style it, in

contempt, only "a mere trade;" but such

creatures are the exceptions in civilized

societ}', whose ideas emanate from brain-

less heads, and pass away on the wind,

of which they are the lightest part.

The importance of the great building

art is far beyond all rivalry, for in age,

utility, and grandeur it exceeds all

other aids to civilization ; and if there

be a proof required, it can be at once

found in the fact that the highest and

proudest in every land are solicitous of

being worthy to be called a "Mason."

Some may suppose that Free-masonry

has nothing to say to our subject ; on

the contrary, it is one and the same

thing, though it is true that the one is,

in a strict sense, more practical than the

other. But it was from that brotherly

band that wandered from land to land

and from city to city, designing and

constructing all that art then knew in

architecture, and bound together in the

infrangible bond of well-cemented friend-

ship, that the Masonic body of to-day had

its origin ; and every emblem and every

word of wisdom which is used bjr it is

derived from-- that fellow-craft that, re-

ceived and welcomed into the most con-

servative of kingdoms in the earliest

ages, under the title of Free and Ac-

cepted Masons, laid the imperishable

foundation of the institution men love

to honor under that very name.

Who, then, shall say that the Art op

Building is not an important one, and

at best but worthy of being ranked as a

merely mechanical art?

Founded on philosophy, reared up by
taste, and dedicated to science, its

works shall endure as monuments of its

existence and its importance.

Educated thought and experienced

knowledge are necessary to pre-eminence

in this art ; wilful ignorance brings down
upon those who would seek it as a means

of livelihood both ruin and disgrace.

BUILDING IN NEW SOUTH WALES.

WE are in receipt of our files from

Sydney, which will be continued

Kegalarly henceforth, so that our readers

will be kept posted on the most inter-

esting building news from that flourish-

ing region. We here present an extract

from the Sydney Hail, which, we have

no doubt, will be read with pleasure by

all who feel an interest in the great

problem of progress which is now being

so satisfactorily solved, even to the ends

of the earth.

The New General Post Office, Syd-

ney.

What the cathedrals were to every

separate focus of civilization in mediae-

val times, and the forum to those

mighty cities in Europe which flourished

before the Roman Empire, are those

material centres of activity and intelli-

gence, now so happily distinctive of

every metropolis,—without the exist-

ence of which, it is not too much to say,
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the whole business of life would inevi-

tably be brought to a most melancholy

stand-still, and the social, political,

and intellectual interests of the entire

community be struck with sudden death,

or most disastrous paralysis. Every

General Post Office, in a modern State,

or colony, is the diamond point, as it

were, upon which the exquisite ma-

chinery of civilized life revolves with a

rapidity and a precision which has al-

most preternaturally quickened the ac-

tion of the human mind in all its func-

tions ; facilitating a constant and

general intercourse between all mem-
bers of the commonwealth—an inter-

course proved to be the very soul of

progress in all those arts that teach men

to value life, and subservient to every

enterprise for the moral elevation and

mental improvement of mankind. To
the results of that direct and steady in-

tercourse which postal institutions have

established, and to the obvious benefits

thereby secured, may we not unreason-

ably attribute the increased desire for

yet further opportunities of intercom-

munication, and the glorious triumphs

which have been gained \in this direc-

tion by the agency of the steam-engine

and the electric telegraph—the full de-

velopment of which, in a social point of

view, are still very far from realized.

Already those grand discoveries are-

made to act in concurrence with postal

arrangements, to our great commercial

and general advantage, both in this

country and in the adjacent colonies.

Every fibre of that vast network of in-

tercommunication which spreads over

Eastern Australia is concentered in

this maritime city ; every telegraphic

wire has here its ultimate limit, every

railroad its practical terminus, every

highway its common point of junction.

By all of these, as to the living heart of

the body, is a constant, healthful, circu-

lation kept up ;
and the material centre

at which those intellectual pulsations

are sustained, quickened, and regulated,

is manifestly the General Post Office at

Sydney. Such an important centre

must, it is obvious, be one, in all re-

spects suitable to its grand purpose—if

all is to go on well—carrying on its mul-

tifarious operations in some large build-

ing, studiously adapted to every circum-

stance incidental to its action. It has

been determined that such a building

shall be erected, and there is every

reason to believe that the General Post

Office now being raised in George

street, will, on its completion, be found

I to be such an edifice. A brief general

description of this noble building, and

of the present progress of the work will,

we should think, be not uninteresting

to most of our readers.

The foundations of this massive edifice

—the total frontage of which, when

finished, will be not less than five hun-

dred feet—are, of course, of the most

substantial and durable character, and

were laid upwards of a year ago; that

portion of the work being carried out

by the late contractor, Mr. A. Loveridge.

Upon these foundations the solid and

beautiful superstructure (which confers

the highest credit upon Mr. Barnett) is

now being rapidly erected—with all its

elaborate details, and in spite of all its

peculiar difficulties—by the present

contractor, Mr. John Young, under the

anxious and unwearied superintendence

of the Colonial Architect. Its entire

frontage will be spanned by thirty-five

arcade arches. In Pitt street the east-

ern front, nearly opposite the Metro-

politan Hotel, will extend for seventy

feet, and from the north end of that front

it will run back for three hundred and

fifty-four feet to George street, thus

forming the southern side of a new street

connecting the two principal thorough-

fares of the city. From the western ex-

tremity of what (when completed) will

be the great north front, the western

front, facing George street, Mill extend

for seventj'-six feet (as far as Mr.

Chisholm's) with an elevation of seventy-

five feet from the pathway of the main

street up to the topmost cornices. Be-
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low the levels of the three above-named

streets there stands a lofty and spacious

basement story, giving accommodation

to the mail carts—which are to enter

the building from the new street con-

necting Pitt and George streets. The

mails are to be brought, through arch-

ways, into a courtyard, where there will

be every convenience for turning the

vehicles, and for hoisting the boxes and

bags, &c, to the delivery, sorting, and

dispatch rooms on the first floor
;
pro-

vision being also made for a simulta-

neous reception and dispatch of mails.

Here also, in the basement, are large

and commodious apartments for the

postmen and messengers ; stables for

the horses, and rooms for the stowage

of boxes, and bags, &c. On the ground-

floor will be the receiving and delivery

departments, with rooms for the money

order, telegraphic, and stamp-selling

offices opening on to George street. On

the first floor (as we have said) will be

the sorting and dispatch rooms, together

with the offices of the Postmaster-

General, of his secretaiy, and of the

superintendents of the now distinct de-

partments, the money order office, and

the electric telegraph office. On the

second floor it is intended to provide

for the clerical staff of the Post Office,

and to have the operating room of the

Telegraph Office. Storage for dead let-

ters, general store-rooms, stamp print-

ing rooms, and other accommodation,

will be also found on the the third floor

of this splendid building.

The first portion of Mr. Young's con-

tract, as seen from George street and

the proposed new street, is composed

of grey granite, from the quarries of

Morivya, opened for this purpose by the

contractor, now, for the first time, in-

troducing the use of this beautiful and

durable stone as a building material.

All these blocks of granite are of enor-

mous size, weighing from five to as much

as twenty tons each. The blocks sup-

porting the principal piers, which fate

George street and adjoin the western an-

gle of the new street, are all of the most

remarkable size, conveying a most vivid

impression of the vastness of the struc-

ture they are intended to sustain. The

remaining continuity of the granite

blocks constitutes the line of entrance

steps to the building, the contrast of the

light grey granite with the warmer tint

of the main walls of the edifice (of the

very best Pyrmont stone) being ex-

tremely pleasing. Towards George

street a number of the square piers of

Pyrmont stone moulded with rusticated

work are already built, and give some

notion of the grandeur of the proposed

building. On one of the granite bases

facing the new street, one of the Moruj'a

granite columns (beautifully polished by

machinery at work night and clay on the

premises) was erected on the 21st in-

stant, the day of the arrival here of H.

R. H., the Duke of Edinburgh, last

year. This^irstf piece of polished gran-

ite ever produced in the colony is of ex-

ceeding beauty. Tt will be one of a

range of ten columns, supporting a lofty

arcade, which is to reach from George

street half-way down to Pitt street

—

the limit of the present contract. Pas-

sing the broad line of granite, standing

as a basement for the support of these

magnificent grey columns—which end

on the George street side only, at the

3
ret more massive sandstone piers of the

northwest angle—the attention of the

visitor is first attracted by the beautiful

finish of the inner wall of the arcade,

the whole of the western portion of

which (at the rear of the new street

front) is now in its place. All along

this massive wall, and from the same
level, the springing of the cross arches

is already shown. On these there will

be coffered soffites with carved patera

on each coffer, the carving of these de-

tails being executed by Mr. McGill, an

artist workman, whose accomplished

chisel has written his name in stone on

some of the finest buildings in Sj-dney.

From these cross arches the dome-vault-

ing of the entire arcade will rise. The
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flooring of this arcade is to be laid on

brick arches, but elsewhere in the build-

ing the floors will be supported by huge

wrought-iron girders, manufactured by

Messrs. P. N. Russell, of this city. In

the court-yard behind, the walls of

the edifice are carried up much higher

than towards the street, where difficulty

and dela\^ have unavoidably been occa-

sioned through having to prepare the

blocks of granite. In the preparation

of this splendid (but obdurate) material

eveiy appliance has been made use of

that studious invention could suggest

or practical science apply. A steam-

engine is constantly employed for the

purpose of polishing the granite pillars

which are each of them to be formed of

a single block. The rapid revolution of

these cylindrical masses of granite, and

the simple process b}r which they are

slowly made to take a brilliant polish, is

not the least attractive sight at the

works—something that carries one irre-

sistibly back to dreamy speculations

upon the possibly analogous modes by

which the ancient Egyptians performed

similar gigantic tasks. The walls of the

building throughout wijl be, internally

and externally, of wrought stone, so that

no plaster will be needed, and the great-

est possible security be afforded against

the calamitous effects of fire. Externally,

towards the court-yard, there will be

stone balconies supported on cantilevers,

or corbeils ; and from these balconies,

bridges will be made to. span the court-

yard, for the convenience of the officers of

the various departments to be accommo-

dated in this magnificent building. The

arrangements for carrying on the works

are admirable, but from the ver}^ nature

of the work the masons are greatly in-

convenienced for want of proper space in

which to carry on their operations. It

has been suggested that the eastern

footway of George street, adjoining the

building, might be widened two feet, by
boarding over the stone gutter. This

would enable the contractor to advance

his present hoarding at least two feet

further towards George street, without

narrowing the present footpath, or en-

croaching upon the roadway. Small as

the space thus gained may seem, it

would be esteemed a very great im-

provement.

The style of the new General Post

Office is described as an adaptation of

the Italian, in which the architecture of

a Florentine palace has been judiciously

combined with the light and arcaded fa-

cades of the Venetian school. In the

western front, facing George street,

there are to be three tiers or stories, in

the construction of which will be dis-

played a modification of the " Corin-

thian." Here there will be three-quar-

ter columns of Australian marble, with

carved capitals, entablatures, cornices,

mouldings, and other appropriate orna-

mental details. In the centre arch the

royal arms will appear on the keystone,

and the front will be yet further en-

riched with symbolical figures of com-

merce, science, literature, and art ; a

marble statue of her Majesty, and a va-

riety of such other details as will add

materially to the general effect. The
northern front, as designed by the

architect, is particularly chaste and im-

pressive. The present contract will

carry this fagade half-way down the

new street. The admirable stone of the

P3'rmont quarries is being used for the

building.

Best time to paint houses.— Ex-
periments show that paint on surfaces

exposed to the sun will be much more
durable if applied in autumn or spring
than if put on in hot weather. In cold

weather it dries slowly, forms a hard,

glossy coat, tough, like glass ; while, if

applied in warm weather, the oil strikes

into the wood, leaving the paint so dry
that it is rapidly beaten off by the

rain.

Another Fountain.—A philanthro-

pic lady of this city has presented the
thirsty with a fountain similar to that

noted in our last. It is erected on
Chestnut street in front of Indepen-
dence Hall.
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GEOMETRICAL DRAWINGS AND MODELS.

THERE are subjects connected with

Architecture which are often over-

looked, whilst others that are not of as

lively importance are repeated again

and again. In looking over the second

volume of Loudon's Architectural Maga-

zine, that pioneer in the serial literature

of our profession published thirty-four

3-ears ago, we find an article so much to

our purpose, the sentiments of which are

so worthy of being perpetuated that we

give it in extenno : although we would

premise that models are seldom used

now-a-days in this country. But this is

more on account of their expensiveness

than their inutility.

" Before a building is erected, the de-

sign for it must be shown in some man-

ner capable of exhibiting what it is to

be ; and, if possible, what will be its

precise effect when executed, so that

there may be no after regret or disap-

pointment. This is done by means of

models, geometrical drawings, or per-

spective views. Geometrical drawings

are indispensable, because neither

models nor views can be made until the

architect has so far shaped his ideas
;

but the other two modes of representa-

tion, especially that of models, are by

no means in general use, and very rarety

indeed are all three of them emploj'ed

at the same time; jet in works of im-

portance, it is quite essential that they

should be, for to neglect doing so is a

very mistaken species of economy, and

sometimes occasions an expense veiy

far exceeding the contemplated saving,

since no one mode can by itself convey

a complete idea of what the edifice will

actually be, although, by having re-

course to them all, we may prevent any

possibility of being deceived.

" Even the model, which seems the

most certain guide of all, and which has,

at least, the advantage of being intelli-

gible to those who are not conversant

with geometrical designs, may, if incau-

tiously trusted, greatly mislead. It is,

indeed, an exact representatian of the

building, but nothing more ; there is no
positive scale for the eye, so that either

fancy or inclination may exaggerate its

dimensions, and bestow upon it an im-

portance the building itself will not pos-

sess. Sometimes, indeed, a figure is put

in, to serve by way of scale ; but even

this will not entirety guard against de-

lusion, because if the building is to be

in the immediate vicinity of others, its

height will be more or less affected by
theirs. What may be exceedingly well

proportioned in itself, and have a suffi-

ciently dignified look when considered

apart from any other object, may make
a very different figure when it comes to

be built. Feelino- that it ouidrt to have

superior importance, and to display

itself to the best possible advantage,

people take it for granted that such will

be the case ; therefore it is no wonder

if they afterwards feel something like

disappointment, should they happen to

find the structure itself, as will some-

times happen, look little better than an

overgrown model, being much lower

than the houses above which they fancied

it was intended to rear its height. Even

they who are aware that the building

will not be so lofty as those on either

side of it, do not alwaj^s make due allow-

ance for the difference ; and the differ-

ence of effect so occasioned may greatly

exceed that of positive measurement.

Delusions of this kind might easily be

guarded against, by having cardboard

elevations of a part of each adjoining

building, that may be fixed up against

the model at pleasure. By way of further

precaution, if the building is to be in a

street, or in any other situation where

the view of it will be limited to a certain

distance, that distance should be accu-

rately marked by scale, and a card, with
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a hole in it, fixed at the natural level of

the eye, so that the model can be seen

through that aperture under precisely

the same angle of vision as the building

really will be; This would not at all

hinder the model from being completely

examined, or viewed in any other direc-

tion, as the card or board might be at-

tached to a bent wire, made to hook on

the model-stand whenever required. It

may here be observed, that models are

seldom placed properly, the consequence

of which is, that we generally look down

upon them as in a bird's-eye view,

whereby much of their proper effect is

quite lost. This defect might be reme-

died, and the advantage of being able to

inspect the roof still secured, were the

stands upon which models are placed so

constructed as to allow them to be raised

or lowered at pleasure, by means of a

screw and winch handle.

"Another circumstance which renders

it prudent not to trust too implicitly to

models is, that they do not express

color, particularly if executed in plaster.

They flatter the eye by that brilliancy of

decidedand uniform white, which not even

a newly erected stone building possesses

;

consequently they rather show a degree

of beauty which is desirable, than one

which is attainable ; that is, what per-

sons in general would consider to be

such, although, in a painter's estimation,

it would more frequently than not be

considered a defect. Hence a model is

apt very frequently to mislead the judg-

ment ; and, more especiallj7
, to impose

upon those who delighted with it as a

miniature resemblance, think that, be-

cause the model looks 'very pretty,'

the budding must of course look very

beautiful. Unless the windows are real

apertures, it is advisable that they

should be colored of a tolerably dark

hue, since, if that be not done, they will

have the effect of blank windows, therebj'

occasioning an appearance of breadth

and repose which the real structure can-

not possess.

"In spite of these drawbacks, which,

by being known and kept in mind, are

reduced to very trifling ones, models

recommend themselves by decided ad-

vantages of their own, since they enable

us to study every imaginable effect of

|

light and shade, and of perspective. Be-

sides which, a well-executed model is in

itself a highly pleasing and ornamental

work of art. All this, however, is to be

understood with some qualification ; for,

if a design consists only of flat eleva-

tions, with no variety of outline, and no

projecting part to fling shadows on

others, the model would show little

more than might be seen b3^ geometrical

drawings of all its fronts, and would be

of little further service than that of ex-

hibiting the form of the roof. In such

cases, therefore, very cheap and expe-

ditiously made models might be pre-

pared, b}r drawing all the separate ele-

vations, and pasting them on a hollow

frame or box, and afterwards putting on

a roof of pastebord. The chief difficulty

would be the cornices, for the projection

of the other mouldings would not re-

quire to be noticed
;
yet these might be

separately formed in wood or plaster,

and then glued on and colored like the

rest. Should there be occasion to show

breaks in any of the elevations, the

block must be shaped accordingly, and

the divisions of the elevation pasted on

separately: in fact even entire columns

and entablatures in relief might be

added, after as much had been done as

conveniently could be by mere surfaces;

yet this would hardly be worth while,

for the time and cost bestowed upon it

would almost equal that required for a

perfectly executed model ; whereas the

facility of preparing them would be the

chief recommendation of such sketch or

block models.

" Having spoken of models, let us now
consider the exclusive advantages pos-

sessed by geometrical drawings. Some
more than ordinary recommendation

they certainly ought to possess ; for

they find so very little favor in the eyes

of most persons, that they will hardly
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condescend to bestow the slightest at-

tention upon them, unless it be for the

showiness and beauty of their execution.

It is to be hoped that the Architectural

Magazine has done something towards

removing a most extravagant prejudice

"against the ground plans of buildings,

namely, that, if there be any interest at

all in such drawings, the tilings are

quite incomprehensible ;
whereas, so far

from there being any mystery in them,

a child of common capacity would be

able to understand them, if properly,

and of course, patiently, explained to

liiin. Perhaps there is quite as much

affectation or obstinacy in the case as

any thing else ; for it will generally be

found that the persons who pretend they

can make nothing out of a plan, possess,

like M. Jourdain in the Bourgeois Gon-

tilhomme, a talent quite unknown to

themselves. If they can make out, the

meaning of a map, they understand what

might reasonably be imagined by far the

more unintelligible species of plan, be-

cause such geographical plans less

clearly denote what is intended to be

expressed by them than architectural

maps do. Or how happens it, that the

same unfortunate persons, who are be-

wildered at the sight of the ground plan

of a house, are nevertheless gifted with

such sagacity, that thejr are not at all

puzzled by the plan of a city. Enlight-

ened, perhaps, by some preternatural

means, rather than informed by any

natural exertion of intellect, they know,

almost without having ever had occasion

to be told it, that the dark parts indicate

houses and other buildings, at least the

ground upon which they stand. Yet

show them the map of a house; inform

them that the shaded parts indicate the

walls, and show their thickness, while

the blanks, interrupting the course of

such lines or shadings, represent the

doors and windows, and ten to one but

they stare you very innocently in the

face, and tell you they see nothing what-

ever like walls, doors, and windows; and,

after having occasioned you to swear

sundry mental oaths at their stupidity,

finish by exclaiming, " Well, it may be

so, but I positively cannot see what it

means; never beheld such odd-shaped

doors and windows in all my life."

" Were I to protest that there is not

the slightest coloring of caricature in

the above, I might not be exactly be-

lieved ; still there is so very slight a

tinge of it, that the matter is hardly ex-

aggerated at all ; for, if you can get on

so far as to make persons at length un-

stand those particulars, there are a hun-

dred others which you fruitlessly endea-

vor to explain to them. They will tell

you, for instance, that what you call

stairs, are "all flat," and lying on the

ground ; and, when informed that the

dotted lines are intended to show the

projection of cornices, and the compart-

ments of the ceilings, ask how it is

possible that the ceiling can be upon the

floor.

" These remarks, it must be owned,

appear to have very little to do with the

subject itself; nevertheless, they may
possibly be of as much actual service as

all the rest of my article put together,

by leading persons to consider whether

it would not be proper that children

should be taught to understand the

nature of architectural plans, as well as

of other plans or maps. But to resume

what I have thus interrupted by a long

par parenth ese : a plan may be defined

to be a horizontal section of a building,

or of any particular floor of it ; and it is

highly desirable that it should be made

to show whatever can be expressed in

it, without crowding it so much as to

be confused. In this respect, many of

the plans given in architectural works

the older ones more especially, are sadly

deficient ; and this is most felt in the

case where they are not accompanied

by sections. The projection of cornices,

the compartments of ceilings, the groin-

ings of vaulted roofs, domes, skylights,

&c, should all be transferred to the

plan, and indicated on it by fine dotted

lines; also the shelving in libraries, and
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the windows, if at a considerable height

above the floor; in both these instances

the parts being slightly shaded, other-

wise, in the one case, the windows would

appear to be at the usual height, and, in

the other, the lines intended to show the

projection of the shelving from the face

of the wall would not clearly define the

actual area of the floor. Should parts

of the same plan or floor happen to be

on different levels, they should be dis-

tinguished, as they easily may be in

drawings, by making the whole lower

part of a rather darker tint, in propor-

tion as the difference is greater or less.

When this is not attended to, it some-

times becomes impossible to feel quite

certain as to the plan, for we may mis-

take the descent of steps for an ascent,

or vice versa. At any rate, the mode
above recommended has many advan-

tages on its side, because it clearly indi-

cates the circumstance at the first glance,

keeps it in mind, and shows the exact

extent of each level. Supposing the

plan to be that of a theatre, there ma}r

be three, four, or even a still greater

number of planes in the same drawing;

and, although this should be sufficiently

understood when examined, it is as well

to render it apparent to the eye at first

sight.

" Differences of height ought also to

be expressed, as well as those of level,

whether they occur in separate rooms,

or in the separate divisions of the same

room, because such difference is one

great soui*ce of variety and contrast, and

much of the effect and character of the

apartments will depend more or less

upon this circumstance; consequently

it is one which should not be suffered to

escape notice in the plan. Where all

the rooms upon a floor are precisely

alike as to height, it will be sufficient to

state once for all what that measurement

is ; if not, the respective altitudes should

be denoted by figures, and a small h

placed before or after them. Besides

doing this, the same mode may be had

recourse to for rendering apparent the

greater loftiness of some rooms than

others, as' that which has been pointed

out for distinguishing such parts of a

plan as lie on planes of different levels
;

that is provided it be not required at

the same time for the latter purpose
" Whenever it happens that the upper

floor does not extend over the whole of

a lower one, this circumstance also

should be noted, by making those walls

which are carried up higher than the

others of a darker tint than the latter;

while the plan of the upper floor should

be made to show, not only all the pro-

jecting parts of the under one, but

their roofs, lead-flats, skylights, chim-

nej-s, &3.

" It seldom happens, however, that

plans, not intended for working draw-

ings, are so well filled up as they ought

to be. Those in books have, for the

most part, very few details inserted in

them, and are sometimes very ill defined,

nothing further being represented than

the walls and their apertures; hence

they have a blank, naked appearance,

and do not afford half the information

that might be conveyed by drawings of

this class. Neither is every part that is

shown always so distinctly represented

as is desirable ; in many Italian collec-

tions of designs, for instance, the win-

dows might be taken for mere recesses,

owing to the solid part below the win-

dow, and not the window itself, being

shown in the plan, and no distinction

made between such parts of the walls

and those where no aperture occurs ; so

that, were the same mode adhered to

where the window recesses do not de-

scend to the floor, the room would ap-

pear to have no windows at all, none

being described in the plan. Some dis-

tinction should, perhaps, be made be-

tween windows which actually reach

down to the floor, and those which are

raised so far above it as to leave a para-

pet beneath them. Accordingly, these

latter should be faintly tinted (in engra-

vings as well as drawings), and windows

raised so far above the floor that a per-
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son cannot look out of them ought to

be shaded several degrees darker. The

same ought to be done in regard to small

closets ; for if a closet be merely in a

recess in a wall, shut up with a door, it

will not explain itself so well as it ought

to do, but convey the idea of there being

a recess open to the room ; but, of

course, the tint employed for this pur-

pose should be still fainter than that

made use of to show any window or

opening in the upper part of a wall ; nor

should it be at all deeper than is requi-

site to define that such recess is not in-

cluded within the actual limits of the

room.
" Sometimes it might be useful to

have flap plans, showing, as in a kind of

model, all the floors of the building in

their respective situations. The plan

of each floor being drawn on Bristol

board, and neatly cut out ; upon another

piece of the same material, an orthog-

raphy of one of the external walls, which

may be either an inner or outer eleva-

tion, is drawn ; and to this the several

flaps or plans are to be affixed, accord-

ing to the respective floor lines or

heights, by means of narrow strips of

linen, which will serve as a hinge, and

allow the flaps to fold freely ; so that

the whole model, if it may so be termed,

will lie perfectly flat, and ma}' be kept

in a portfolio. Or else, two or more
projecting tongues ma}r be left in cut-

ting out each plan, and corresponding

slits be made to receive them in the up-

right part, so that all the pieces would

be separate, and lie flat one upon another,

and could be put together when required.

Should this latter mode be preferred,

there might then be two uprights or ex-

ternal walls, into both of which the

floors would be inserted ; and thus the

whole might be rendered capable of

standing firmly, without being supported

by the hand while examined. Such flap

models would be of limited application,

because they would be suited only to

rectangular plans ; and, even in these,

difficulties would frequently occur that

would require some management."

ARCHITECTURAL LIBRARIES.
The following item, which we find in

the columns of the Evening Standard

of New Bedford, Mass., is really so

truthful, as applied to many of our pub-

lic libraries throughout the land, that

we cannot help giving it, verbum verbo

:

" It is proposed to erect a new build-

ing for the Free Public Library in

Boston. The present building is a com-

paratively new one, and it would seem as

though the science of architecture might

have advanced sufficiently at this day

that a suitable structure for such a pur-

pose could be erected. Yet the Boston

library building is pronounced very ill

adapted for its purposes. It is in a

contracted space, and in the interior,

everything, says the Boston Traveler,

has been sacrificed to a grand show

room, while the alcoves are dark and

difficult of access, and impose a great

deal of labor on the librarians. The
same may be said of other library build-

ings. Convenience for practical use is

sacrificed to what is considered archi-

tectural effect. The public admire a

broad staircase, a large and lofty hall,

massive columns with plaster capitals, a

heavy entablature, while the librarian

groans over the waste of room, the want

of light, the ill-adapted arrangements

which increase his labor and try his

patience. If architects would consult

the actual wants of those who have to

administer ttie affairs of a large library,

instead of their desire to make an idle

show, these buildings would be much
better adapted to their purposes. Per-

haps, in Boston, where they have an

unlimited amount of money, after three

or four trials, they will get an approach

to a model library building."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Il must be distinctly understood that we do not hold ourselves accountable for the

opinions of correspondents.

Mr. Editor:—Will you favor me with

an opinion ? I am about to lay down
concrete for a foundation in soft soil. I

wish to know if common lime will an-

swer, and how it is best to treat the

mixture—whether to throw it down from

a height or to ram it when laid ?—L. S.

Answer.—In soft soil or damp situa-

tions it is better to use cement, instead

of common lime, and lay on the concrete

in courses of two or three inches in thick-

ness. It used to be the practice to give

a fall of seven yards to the concrete in

locating it ; but some prefer ramming.

There is, however, an opinion now becom-

ing prevalent that it is better to avoid

both these modes of treatment, and let the

concrete set undisturbed, as the effect of

collision, either by a fall or by ramming,

dislodges the binding material in many
parts, and therefore renders the mass

friable.

Editor Review.—May I through the

medium of your useful pages call the at-

tention of those concerned in the capa-

cious " rinks" which have been erected

in our chief cities, recently, for skatiDg

purposes, and are now used for veloci-

pedal exercising, to the fact that there

is a very serious want of public baths

throughout the Union. There are too

many of the small private and objection-

able sort, but of capacious swimming-

baths thei*e is a very great want. jS
t

ow,

as our municipalities are not likely ever

to confer such a boon on the sweltering

tax-payers, however hot and uncomfort-

able the approaching mid-summer may

be, it appears to me to be a most desir-

able speculation for those proprietors

of the "rinks" in question.

What splendid swimming basins could

be excavated in those areas,—and

lined and floored with hydraulic cement,

how perfectly water-tight thej- could be

made ; and how clear the water would
become, from the influence of the lime.

Added to this would be the fact that in

winter time Jack Frost would contract

to transform the fluid into glassy ice,

and restore to the skaters their borrowed

domain.

The expense to be incurred in the

construction of dressing-rooms, or boxes,

would not be very serious, and these

might be made movable, or so put

together as to be easily taken apart in a

comparatively short time.

Your publication of these hints may
have the desired effect of drawing at-

tention to this, what I consider, paying

speculation, and confer happiness on all

who have consideration for the sanitary

condition of our cities and the cooling

influences of the blissful bath.

West Philadelphia. R. M. Gr.

We fully agree with the writer as to

the necessity for public baths, and trust

that even speculation may be aroused

to a work which humanity ought to at-

tend to.

Sir :—I am erecting a house on a con-

fined lot, and am obliged to build on the

boundary line at either side. I have a

very neat design for a cornice, and would

wish to execute it complete : but, as it

returns at each end, I don't know whether

I can do so or not. Both the flank build-

ings are below the line of my intended

cornice. Will you please advise me in

the difficulty ? A Builder.

Answer.—The projections of the re-

turns of the cornice here spoken of

would be a trespass on the neighboring

lots. We would recommend our corre-

spondent to cut off his cornice at each

end, by the introduction of consoles.
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QUERIES AND RESPONSES.

Inquirer, Rushville, Indiana.—The

term porch is derived from the French

porche, and means in architecture a gate

entrance or hall doorway. Portico is

from the Italian portico, and has in archi-

tecture a loftier signification, implying

the presence of columns, which the other

does not. The word piazza is Italian,

and means an enclosed square, with

arched walks around it ; it is used also

in the sense of a raised walk around a

dwelling, either covered by arches or

simply balustraded. Verandah is from

the Portuguese word varanda, and is

used in architecture to denote a light,

open gallery in front of a dwelling,

covered by a sloping roof of fanciful

construction. The verandah is really a

feature of the Oriental style, although

frequently used in connection with Ve-

netian, Italian, French, and even the

Domestic Gothic styles, in this country

and in England.

You ask, What is water-lime ? It is

a lime which resists the action of water,

and orows hard under its influence. In

this it differs from slake or common lime,

which lets off its caloric or latent heat to

admit the water, and falling to pieces

under its influence becomes reduced to

powder.

In the Western States water-lime is

known as "cement"—sometimes " hy-

draulic cement." But it is the hydraulic

or water-lime which, with water, makes

the cement. Therefore the name " lime "

is more correct as applied to the dry pow-

der in barrels sold for building purposes.

Eva.—Passages around scaffoldings

of new buildings ought to be made more

reliable than is generally the case.

Baltimore.—It is our intention to

pay special attention, in the next vol-

ume of the Review, to the wants of the

working-class. For that purpose we have

laid out a course to be followed which

will, we doubt not, give satisfaction.

Papier Mache.— This manufacture is

not new, and it is a decided proof of its

durability that ceilings are now in ex-

istence in many parts of Europe which

were constructed over two centuries

ago, and are yet in perfectly sound con-

dition. This material, from its extreme

lightness, is most desirable in ceilings,

cornices, and centre-pieces ; it is capable

of receiving the sharpest and most elab-

orate impressions, and in this is fully

equal to plaster, with the superiority of

being so much less heavy than the latter.

Ornamental work in papier mache may
be glued on, and is often secured witli

screws. The use of this exquisite ma-
terial enables the architect to indulge in

most exuberant fancies of ornamenta-

tion, colored and gilded. The rapidity

and cleanliness with which such work
can be put up give it a very great ad-

vantage over stucco plaster.

Joiner, New Haven.—Yes, sliding-

doors are coming generally into use.

Single doors are seldom made on the

sliding principle, but we know of some
instances where such have been intro-

duced in parlors and drawing-rooms.

There is no good reason for not using

them for single doors when we consider

the fact that thejr do not hide furniture,

and are not in the way as hinged-doors

are. There are many instances in which

single sliding-doors would offer great

advantages in the laying out of plans,

and as to their expense the comfort se-

cured would amply cover the difference

between them and hinged-doors.

Draughtsman.—Drawing-paper is sel-

dom secured with bottle wax. We have

seen that mode used in some offices, but

the cleaning of the board when the paper

is removed leaves seams and ruts.

Paste, glue, or gum answer very well for

the purpose.

Anglo.—The London Architect has

not yet made its appearance on our table.
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Student.—Certainly. Every line in

Nature is a line of beauty. It may be

irregular or regular, curved, or angular,

it is nevertheless beautiful, if it is nat-

ural. The human figure, in its perfec-

tion, is a most fitting study for the stu-

dent of Architecture, the acquirement of

a knowledge of it will always afford

suggestions that will greatly assist in

the development of grace and dignity

in his designs.

Enquirer.—Mr. Mullet, the Archi-

tect of the Construction Bureau at Wash-

ington, formerly lived in Cincinnati.

Civis.—We quite agree with our cor-

respondent, that gutters under the side-

walks of our streets would be a very

great blessing, as saving our fair friends

from wading through constantly recur-

ring torrents, from spouts, on rainy

days. The deluging of brick side-walks,

by the lavatory process, so much in

vogue in Philadelphia and Amsterdam,

is sufficiently suggestive of wet feet,

without the rush of many waters,

through which the trembling pedestrian

has to plough, in the vain hope of dry

land somewhere.

Terra Cotta.—It is possible to make
the front of a wall with terra cotta tiles,

and also the inside, and fill in the heart

of the wall with concrete. But the tiles

must be moulded expressly for that pur-

pose, having a flange above and below,

sufficiently long to form a good key.

Something of this sort, is now in prac-

tice in England. For inside facing it

would not be so uniform as plastering.

Sylla.—Your ideas on ventilation are

neither novel nor correct.

Note.—In answer to several enquiries

respecting the Bronze Door Knobs de-

scribed at page 689, in the preceding

number of the Review, we would state

that all further information can be had

by addressing J. B. Shannon, 1009

Market street, Philadelphia, the manu-

facturer of these admirable pieces of

artistic door furniture.

S.— Study it.

Earth Closets are beginning to at-

tract attention. We have no doubt of

their utility for country use, but we can-

not see much advantage to be gained by

introducing them in cities.

The water-closet is no doubt open to

the disadvantages of being subject to

the action of frost, and also liable to go

out of order. But, apart from the power

of deodorization, the earth-closet is less

satisfactory than the water-closet, owing

in part to the much greater trouble at-

tendant on it.

This trouble may not be greater than

that of the removal of ashes it is true.

But that is a trouble and a constant

one.

X.—Apply to our Publishers.

PERIODICALS.
The Western Monthly, for May, comes to us from its

publishers, Reed, Brown & Co., replete with pleasant read-

ing matter and instruction. This month's illustration is

an excellent portrait on steel of Hon. Richard J. Oglesby,

Governor of Illinois, accompanied by a well written bi-

ographic sketch. His is one of those lives we all delight

to consider. Born of poor parents, left an orphan at nine

years old, we find him struggling with disadvautages,

but emerging at last and becoming one of the trio of self-

made statesmen, Lincoln, Yates and Oglesby, all of the

Great West. The article on American Education is well

worthy of attention. The sketch of William Ewart
Glapstone, the present Prime Minister of England, will

amply repay perusal. And the paper on Utah is interest-

ing in the extreme.

Altogether the Western Monthly improves upon itself

and is very creditable to its publishers, whose deserved

success we trust will be soon and ceitain.

Les Promenades de la Ville he Paris.—We have been
favored with specimen sheets of this fine work, containing

several exquisite wood engravings of the gems of the Bois

de Boulogne The work is in the folio form and will be

complete in two volumes, to be issued in thirty parts,

splendidly illustrated. We have already alluded to the

advent of this splendid work of art iu this month's Re-

view, and will duly notice it in full when it comes to

hand.

The Probe. By Joseph Parrish, M. D.—The second

number of this useful and deeply interesting quarterly

has just been issued from the Sanitarium at Media, in this

State. There are few publications which in so small a

compass contain such salutary lessons to our race as are

to be found in the pages of this humane friend of the for-

lorn inebriate. Here is to be found not alone a diagnosis

of the fearful malady, but directions for reform and an
assurance of cure.
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